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Administration Building 7-G
Agriculture Building (old) 8-H
Agriculture Building. New 8-K
Agronomy Greenhouse 8-1
Animal Pathology Laboratory 6-L
Architecture Building 6-K
Armory 4-J
Auditorium 7-1
Band Building 5-J
Botany Greenhouse 9-D
Bureau of Educational Research 9-C
Ceramics Building 9-D
Ceramics Laboratory 9-D
Chemistry Annex 8-H
Chemistry Building 8-G
Commerce Building 7-K
Dairy Manufactures Building 8-M
Davenport House 6-G
Education Building (U. H. S.) 9-C
Electrical Engineering Laboratory 7-E
Engine Annex 7-C
Engineering Hall 8-E
Entomology Building 8-F
Farm Mechanics Building 9-L
Filtration Plant 8-D
Fireman's Training Tower 6-D
Floriculture Greenhouses lO-K
Garage and Shops 10-D
Genetics Building 8-L
Grounds Department Bams 5-M
Gymnasium Annex 7-C
Gymnasium, Men's (old building) 7-C
Gymnasium. Men's New 4-K
Gymnasium. Woman's 10-J
Health Service Building 7-E
Ice Skating Rink 4-1
Law Building 7-F
Library 7-J
Lincoln HaU 7-H
Locomotive Testing Laboratory 9-D
McKinley Hospital 12-L
I
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Machmc Laboratory 7-D
Materials Testing Laboratory 7-D
Maihcmaucs Building 7-G
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 8-E
Memorial Stadium 2-N
Men's Gymnasium (old building) 7-C
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Military Bams 4-M
Mining and Ceramics Laboratory 9-D
Music Hall. Smith Memorial 8-1
Natural History Building 8-F
New Agriculture Building 8-K
New Gymnasium, Mens 4-K
North Greenhouse 7-E
Observatory 8-
J
Physics Laboratory 8-E
Physiological Psychology Laboratory 10-D
Power Plant 8-D
Radio Station (WILL) 7-C
Smith Memorial Music Hall 8-1
South Garage 9-L
Stadium, Memorial 2-N
State Entomologist's Laboratory 8-1
State Geological Survey Laboratory 9-E
Stock Pavihon 7-M
Storage Building 9-L
Storeroom and Warehouse lO-D
Surveying Building 6-K
Theatre Guild Studio 6-K
Tractor Laboratory 9-L
Transportation Building 9-D
University HaU 7-G
University High School lEdu
University High School Gymna
Vegetable Greenhouses lO-K
Vivarium 6-D
West Residence HaU lO-I
Woman's Building 7-H
Woman's Gymnasium lO-J
Woman's Residence HaU lO-I
Wood Shop and Foundry 7-D
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THE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER, 1931-32
1931
Sept. 9-12, Wed.-Sat Entrance examinations Urbana and Chicago
Sept. 16-19, Wed.-Sat Freshman Week Program, Urbana
Sept. 18-19, Fri.-Sat Registration, graduate students and freshmen, Urbana
Sept. 21-22, Mon.-Tues Registration, upper classmen, Urbana
Sept. 23, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begun, Urbana
Oct. 5, Mon Registration, Chicago
Oct. 5, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Nov. 11, Wed Armistice Day
Nov. 19-21, Thurs.-Sat High School Conference, Urbana
Nov. 25, Wed., 11 a.m Thanksgiving recess begun, Urbana
Nov. 25, Wed., 12 m Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago
Nov. 30, Mon., 8 a.m Instruction resumed, Chicago
Nov. 30, Mon., 1 p.m Instruction resumed, Urbana
Dec. 7, Mon., 4: 10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Dec. 22, Tues., 11 a.m Holiday recess begun, Urbana
Dec. 22, Tues., 5 p.m Holiday recess begun, Chicago
1932
Jan. 4, Mon., 8 a.m Instruction resumed, Chicago
Jan. 4, Mon., 1 p.m Instruction resumed, Urbana
Jan. 26, Tues Semester examinations begun, Urbana
Feb. 1-5, Mon.-Fri Semester examinations, Chicago
Feb. 1, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Feb. 3-6, Wed.-Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana
SECOND SEMESTER, 1931-32
Feb. 3, Wed Semester examinations ended, Urbana
Feb. 5-6, Fri.-Sat Registration, graduate students, Urbana
Feb. 8-9, Mon.-Tues Registration, undergraduate students, Urbana
Feb. 8, Mon Registration, Chicago
Feb. 10, Wed Instruction begun, Urbana
Feb. 12, Fri Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 22, Mon Washington's Birthday
March 2, Wed University Day
March 24, Thurs., 11 a.m Easter recess begun, Urbana
March 24, Thurs., 5 P.M Easter recess begun, Chicago
March 28, Mon., 8 a.m Instruction resumed, Chicago
March 29, Tues., 1 p.m Instruction resumed, Urbana
April 4, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
May 13, Fri., 10 a.m Honor's Day, Urbana
May, between 15 and 31 Hazelton prize drill, annual inspection, and company
competitive drill, Urbana
May 26, Thurs Military Day, Urbana
May 27, Fri Final examinations begun, Urbana
May 30, Mon Memorial Day
May 30-June 4, Mon.-Fri Final examinations, Chicago
June 6, Mon Final examinations ended, Urbana
June 6, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
June 9, Thurs Class Day, Chicago
June 9, Thurs Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine, Chicago
June 10, Fri Class Day, Urbana
June 10, Fri., 10 a.m Annual Commencement, Chicago
June 11, Sat Alumni Day, Urbana
June 12, Sun Baccalaureate Service, Urbana
June 13, Mon Sixty-first Annual Commencement, Urbana
SUMMER SESSION, 1932
1932
June 20, Mon Registration, Urbana
June 21, Tues., 8 a.m Instruction begun, Urbana
Aug. 12-13, Fri.-Sat Final examinations, Urbana
FIRST SEMESTER, 1932-33
Sept. 7-10, Wed.-Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago
Sept. 14-17, Wed.-Sat Freshman Week Program, Urbana
Sept. 16-17, Fri.-Sat Registration, graduate students and freshmen, Urbana
Sept. 19-20, Mon.-Tues Registration, upper classmen, Urbana
Sept. 21, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begun, Urbana
Oct. 3, Mon Registration, Chicago
Oct. 3, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Nov. 11, Fri Armistice Day
Nov. 17-19, Thurs.-Sat High School Conference, Urbana
Nov. 23, Wed., 11 a.m Thanksgiving recess begun, Urbana
Nov. 23, Wed., 12 m Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago
Nov. 28, Mon., 8 a.m Instruction resumed, Chicago
Nov. 28, Mon., 1 p.m Instruction resumed, Urbana
Dec. 5, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Dec. 22, Thurs., 11 a.m Holiday recess begun, Urbana
Dec. 22, Thurs,, 5 p.m Holiday recess begun, Chicago
1933
Jan. 3, Tues., 1 p.m Instruction resumed, Urbana and Chicago
Jan. 24, Tues Semester examinations begun, Urbana
Jan. 30-Feb. 3, Mon.-Fri Semester examinations, Chicago
Feb. 1, Wed Semester examinations ended, Urbana
Feb. 1-4, Wed.-Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana
SECOND SEMESTER, 1932-33
Feb. 3-4, Fri.-Sat Registration, graduate students, Urbana
Feb. 6-7, Mon.-Tues Registration, undergraduate students, Urbana
Feb. 6, Mon Registration, Chicago
Feb. 8, Wed Instruction begun, Urbana
Feb. 12, Sun Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 13, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
Feb. 22, Wed Washington's Birthday
March 2, Thurs University Day
April 3, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
April 13, Thurs., 11 a.m Easter recess begun, Urbana
April 13, Thurs., 5 p.m Easter recess begun, Chicago
April 17, Mon., 8 a.m Instruction resumed, Chicago
April 18, Tues., 1 p.m Instructions resumed, Urbana
May 12, Fri., 10 a.m Honors Day, Urbana
May, between 15 and 31 Hazelton prize drill, annual inspection, and company
competitive drill, Urbana
May 25, Thurs Military Day, Urbana
May 26, Fri Final examinations begun, Urbana
May 29-June 2, Mon.-Fri Final examinations, Chicago
May 30, Tues Memorial Day
June 5, Mon Final examinations ended, Urbana
June 5, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate Meeting, Urbana
June 8, Thurs Class Day, Chicago
June 8, Thurs Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine, Chicago
June 9, Fri Class Day, Urbana
June 9, Fri., 10 a.m Annual Commencement, Chicago
June 10, Sat Alumni Day, Urbana
June 11, Sun Baccalaureate Service, Urbana
June 12, Mon Sixty-second Annual Commencement, Urbana
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Members Ex Officio
The Governor of Illinois
HON. LOUIS L. EMMERSON -. : Springfield
The Superintendent of Public Instruction
HON. FRANCIS G. BLAIR * s Springfield
Elected Members
(Term 1927-1933)
LAURA B. EVANS Taylorville
HELEN M. GRIGSBY Pittsfield
WILLIAM L. NOBLE 31 N. State Street, Chicago
{Term 1929-1935)
JAMES W. ARMSTRONG 1822 30th Street, Rock Island
MARJORIE R. HOPKINS 1530 N. State Parkway, Chicago
MERLE J. TREES 37 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago
{Term 1931-1937)
GEORGE A. BARR Joliet
EDWARD E. BARRETT 400 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
WALTER W. WILLIAMS Benton
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
GEORGE A. BARR, President Joliet
HARRISON E. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary Urbana
HAZEN S. CAPRON.i Treasurer Champaign
FRANK M. GORDON,!! Treasurer First National Bank, Chicago
LLOYD MOREY, Comptroller Urbana
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Executive Committee
George A. Barr, Chairman; William L. Noble, Helen M. Grigsby.
Standing Committees
Buildings and Grounds—James W. Armstrong, Chairman; Merle J. Trees, Laxjra B.
Evans, Walter W. Williams, Marjorie R. Hopkins.
Sub- Committee on Landscaping—Marjorie R. Hopkins, Chairman; James W. Armstrong,
Merle J. Trees.
Finance—Merle J. Trees, Chairman; Edward E. Barrett, Helen M. Grigsby.
Patents—Edward E. Barrett, Chairman
; James W. Armstrong, Walter W. Willl\ms.
Chicago Departments—William L. Noble, Chairman; Edward E. Barrett, Marjorie R.
Hopkins.
Student Welfare—Laura B. Evans, Chairman; Walter W. Williams, Marjorie R.
Hopkins.
Affiliated Student Activities—Merle J. Trees, Chairman; Helen M. Grigsby, Willi.vm
L. Noble.
Alumni—James W. Armstrong, Chairman; Laur.\ B. Evans, Edward E. Barrett.
Agriculture—Walter W. Williams, Chairman; Laura B. Evans, Helen M. Grigsby.
• Resignation accepted February 6, 1932.
» Elected February 6, 1932.
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ADVISORY BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
The Board of Trustees has established from time to time certain advisory boards or com-
mittees of citizens of the State whose function is to advise the respective departments on
questions which may be referred by the department to the boards. The list of such boards
for 1931-32 follows:
School of Pharmacy
Mr. J. F. Shreve, Jacksonville; Mr. John H. Harsch, Peoria; Mr. Leo L. Mrazek,
Chicago; Mr. Fred W. Rauth, Springfield; Mr. Byron Armstrong, Jacksonville.
Department of Ceramic Engineering
Mr. Douglas F. Stevens, Danville; Mr. Willl-vm Schlake, Chicago; Mr. H. J.
Lucas, Chicago; Mr. Carl Uhrmann, Chicago; Mr. S. E. Hodeck, Chicago;
Mr. D. H. Haeger, Dundee.
Agricultural Experiment Station
Agronomy (Soils): Mr. F. I. Mann, Oilman; Mr. G. F. Tullock, Rockford; Mr. F. S.
Haynes, Geneseo; Mr. N. F. Goodwin, Palestine; Mr. W. E. Riegel, Tolono.
Agronomy {Farm Crops): Mr. Eugene Funk, Bloomington; Mr. H. J. Sconce, Sidell;
Mr. O. J. Sommer, Pekin; Mr. Willlam Webb, Plainfi^ld; Mr. L, B. Eidman,
Mascoutah.
Animal Husbandry: Mr. J. R. Fulkerson, Jerseyville; Mr. L. E. Mathers, Mason
City; Mr. Kemp Crone, Albion; Mr. E. D. Wyman, Henning; Mr. W. S. Corsa,
White Hall.
Dairy Husbandry: Mr. N. W. Hepburn, Peoria; Mr. H. C. Horneman, Danville;
Mr. Harry Wood, Delavan; Mr. H. W. Allyn, Byron; Mr. L. M. Gentry,
Oregon,
Farm Mechanics: Mr. 0. W. Hoit, Geneseo; Mr. L. S. Foote, Tunnel Hill; Mr. C. A.
EwiNG, Decatur; Mr. E. F. Derwent, Durand; Mr. J. P. Stout, Chatham.
Farm Organization and Management: Mr. Charles Foss, Freeport; Mr. J. P. Hanna,
Geneseo; Mr. F. C. Parks, Minonk; Mr. F. H. McKelvey, Springfield; Mr.
Clarence Watson, Macomb.
Floriculture: Mr. Rudolph Scheffler, Wheaton; Mr. G. J. Ball, Glen Ellyn; Mr. F.
L. Washburn, Bloomington; Mr. J. W. Ross, Centralia; Mr. J. F. Ammann,
Edwardsville.
Horticulture: Mr. Guy Beauman, Tunnel Hill; Mr. August Geweke, Des Plaines;
Mr. W. S. Perrine, Centralia; Mr. H. M. Dunlap, Savoy.
General Committee: Mr. Eugene Funk, Farm Crops; Mr. W. E. Riegel, Soils; Mr.
J. R. Fulkerson, Animal Husbandry; Mr. N. W. Hepburn, Dairy Husbandry;
Mr. O. W. Hoit, Farm Mechanics; Mr. F. C. Parks, Farm Organization and Man-
agement; Mr. W. S. Perrine, Horticulture.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Office of the President
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President
Anthony James Janata, A.B., Assistant to the President and Private Secretary
Harold Boomer Johnston, A.B., Executive Secretary
Fred Harold Turner, Ph.D., Acting Adjutant to the President in Military Affairs
Office of the Provost
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Provost
Office of the Registrar
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Registrar
Donald Ashway Grossman, LL.B., Examiner
Earl Charles Seyler, M.S., Recorder
George Robert Moon, A.M., Examiner and Recorder of the Chicago Professional
Schools
Office of the Comptroller
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A. (111.), Comptroller
Charles Harlow Pratt, A.B., Auditor
Horace Ballou Ingalls, B.S., Bursar
Harold Mortimer Edwards, LL.B., Purchasing Agent
John Edson Millizen, A.B., Business Agent for Chicago Departments
Office of the University Counsel
Sveinbjorn Johnson, J.D., LL.D., University Counsel
Office of the Dean of Men
Fred Harold Turner, Ph.D., Acting Dean
George Herbert Smith, A.M., Assistant Dean
Charles Robert Frederick, B.S., Assistant Dean
Parker Chesterfield Livingston, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
Office of the Dean of Women
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean
Irene Dorothy Pierson, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
Selma Marie Olson, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
Office of the High School Visitor
Arthur Wilbur Clevenger, A.AL, High School Visitor
Harold D. Trimble, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Fred Carlisle Hood, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Office of the University Press
Harrison Edward Cunningham. A.B., Director
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Editor
Information Office
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director
Anna Louise Neuber, A.M., Assistant Director
10 Administrative Officers
Office of the Supervising Architect and Superintendent of Busi-
ness Operations
James McLaren White, B.S., Supervising Architect and Superintendent of Business
Operations
Ernest Lawrence Stouffer, M.Arch., Architectural Designer and Assistant Super-
vising Architect
Robert Clyde Maxwell, B.S., Structural Engineer and Superintendent of Building
Construction
Joseph Albert Morrow, Superintendent of Buildings
Charles Evelyn Atkinson, Superintendent of Grounds
Edward C. Fletcher, Superintendent of Buildings for Chicago Departments
University Department of Physical Welfare
George A. Huff, B.S., Director
Louise Freer, A.M., Director of Physical Education for Women
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Health Officer
University Military Department, R. O. T. C.
Charles Warren Weeks, B.S., Colonel, Commandant
University Library
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director
University Bands
Albert Austin Harding, B.Mus., Director
Raymond Francis Dvorak, B.S., B.Mus., Assistant Director
Radio Station
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Director
Publicity Office
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Director
Frank Ellsworth Schooley, B.S., Assistant Director
Museum Curators
Fr.\nk Collins Baker, B.S., Natural History
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Classical Archeology and Art, and Oriental
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., European Culture
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
IN URBANA
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Acting Dean
Harris Francis Fletcher, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
Robert Bell Browne, M.S., Assistant to the Dean
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean
Charles F. Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Assistant Dean
College of Engineering
MiLo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc., Dean
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Assistant Dean
Marie Huber, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
Administrative Officers 11
College of Agriculture
He;rbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Dean
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S., Assistant Dean
Garret Lowell Jordan, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
College of Education
Thomas Eliot Benner, Ed.D., Dean
Lewis Ward Williams, Ph.D., Principal of the University High School
College of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Dean
Bertha May Harper, B.S., Assistant to the Dean
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Rexford Newcomb,! a.m., M.Arch., A.I.A., Dean
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Assistant to the Dean
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., A.A.G.O., Director of the School of Music
Library School
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director
Amelia Krieg, B.L.S., Assistant Director
School of Journalism
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Director
Graduate School
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Dean
Summer Session
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Director
IN CHICAGO
College of Medicine
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean
George Robert Moon, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
College of Dentistry
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc, Dean
Mrs. Nell Snow Talbot, Ph.B., A.M., Assistant to tlie Dean
School of Pharmacy
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Pharm.M., Dean
THE COUNCIL
The Council, an advisory body to the President, consists of the President, the Provost, the
Dean of the Graduate School, the deans of the colleges, the directors of independently or-
ganized schools, the Director of the Library, and three members chosen by ballot from and
by the membership of the Senate. For 1931-32, the Council consists of the following
members: President Chase, Provost Harno, Dean Daniels, Dean Thompson, Dean Ketchura,
Dean Mumford, Dean Benner, Dean Newcomb, Dean Davis, Dean Noyes, Dean Day,
Director Windsor, Director Murphy, Professor Green, Professor Larson, and Professor
Scovill.
Beginning March 8, 1932.
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE*
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President and Professor of Economics, Emeritus
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., LL.D., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Emeritus
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Professor of the Latin Langtiage and Literature, Emeritus,
and Secretary of the Senate
Daniel Kilham Dodge, Ph.D., Professor of the English Language and Literature, Emeritus
Eugene Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D., Professor of Thremmatology and Dean of the College
of Agriculture, Emeritus
Albert Pruden Carman, D.Sc, Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Professor of Rhetoric and Dean of Men, Emeritus
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, Dean of the Graduate School, and
Acting Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., D.Sc, Professor of Home Economics, Emeritus
Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus
George A. Huff, B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching, and Director
of Physical Welfare
James McLaren White, B.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering, Supervising Architect,
and Superintendent of Business Operations
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Professor of Animal Husbandry, Dean of the
College of Agriculture, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and Director of
the Agricultural Extension Service
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Horticulture and Head of the Department
Oliver Albert Harker, A.M., LL.D., Professor of Law, Emeritus
Edward John Lake, B.S., Associate Professor of Art and Head of the Department
Thomas Edward Oliver,' Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages
Wilber John Eraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Farming
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc, Professor of Animal Nutrition, Emeritus
James Wilford Garner, Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Professor of Political Science and Head of
the Department
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Professor of Library Science, Director of the Library,
and Director of the Library School
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology and Head of the Department
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Professor of Olerictdture
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
William Edward Burge, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology and Acting Head of the
Department
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Professor of Economics and Head of the Department
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Physiology and Head of the Depart-
meni of Botany
* The Senate is composed of all University officers of full professorial rank and all others in charge of
independent departments of instruction. This applies also to the faculties in Medicine, Dentistry, and Phar»
macy. The order is that of seniority. See index of names.
' On leave of absence,
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Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Emeritus
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Laurenxe IVL\RCELLUS Larson, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of History and Head of the Depart-
ment
Ellery Burtox Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
Frank Smith, D.Sc, Professor of Systematic Zoology, Emeritus
LoRiNG Harvey Provine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of the
Department of Architecture
Frank Lincoln Stevens, Ph.D., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Plant Pathology
Herbert Fisher Moore, jVLE., M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of the Classics and Chairman of the Depart-
ment
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, B.S., ALE., Professor of Mechanical Engineering Design
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Charles Zeleny, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Albert Howe Lybyer, Ph.D., Professor of History
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English
CuLLEN Warner Parmelee, JVLS., Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
David Hobart Carnahan, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages and Head of the Depart-
ment
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Electricity
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Physics
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation, and Head of the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering
Robert Graham, B.S., D.V.AL, Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press, Director of the In-
formation Office, and Secretary of the Board of Trustees
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D. Agr., Professor of Crop Production and Head of the
Department of Agronomy
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Professor of Floriculture
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Professor of Horse Husbandry
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head of
the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing, Head of the De-
partment, and Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S., Superintendent of Agricultural College Extension and Assistant
Dean of the College of Agriculture
Henry Perly Rusk, M .S., Professor of Cattle Husbandry and Head of the Department of A ni-
mal Husbandry
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A. (111.), Professor of Accountancy and Head of the De-
partment of Business Organization and Operation
James Byrnie Shaw, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics
Everett Edgar King, A.B., M.C.E., Professor of Railway Civil Engineering
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., McKinley Professor of the Economics of Pub-
lic Utilities and Head of the Department of Public Utilities and Transportation, Dean of
the College of Commerce and Business Administration, and Director of the Bureau of Busi-
ness Research
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Roger Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry atid Head of the Department
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Professor of Hygiene and University Health Oficer
George Tobias Flom,^ Ph.D., Professor of Scandinavian Languages and English Philology
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Professor of Milk Production
Simon Litman, Dr.Jur.Pub. et Rer.Cam., Professor of Economics
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Professor of Geology
LoRADO Taft, M.L., L.H.D., LL.D., Non-Resident Professor of Art
Terence Thomas Quirke,^ E.M., Ph.D.,. Professor of Geology
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics and Head of the Department
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
WiLLLVM Spence Robertson,^ Ph.D., Professor of History
Walter Lee Summers, A.B., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Professor of Law, Dean of the College of Law, and
Provost
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.IVL, Professor of Home Economics and Head of the Department
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann, B.S., E.E., A.E., Professor of Farm Meclianics and Head of the
Department
Clell Lee Metcalf, D.Sc, Professor of Entomology and Head of the Department
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Manufactures and Head of the Depart-
ment of Dairy Husbandry
Louise Freer, A.AL, Professor and Director of Physical Education for Women
George Washington Goble, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law
Albert Austin Harding, B.Mus., Professor of Music and Director of the Military Bands
Alonzo Plumstead Kr.\tz, M.S., Research Professor of MecJianical Engineering
Walter Scott IvIonroe, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of the Bureau of Educa-
tional Research
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A., (111.), Professor of Accountancy and Comptroller
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., M.Arch., A.I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture and
Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts
Harry Gilbert Paul, Ph.D., Professor of tJie Teaching of English
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment
Fred B. Seely, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Head of the Department
Wilbur M. Wilson, C.E., M.M.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Robert Carl Zuppke, Ph.B., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., A.A.G.O., Professor of Music and Director of the School
of Music
Hardy Cross A.B., B.S., M.C.E., Professor of Structural Engineering
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Professor of Poultry Husbandry
AL\tthew Thomson McClure, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Head of the Department
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of the
Engineering Experiment Station
William Gumming Rose, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Robert Horace Baker,* Ph.D., Professor of Astronomy and Head of the Department
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean of Women
Harold Clayton M. Case, Ph.D., Professor of Farm Organization and Management, and
Head of the Department
' On leave of absence.
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Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor of Soils {assigned to Extension)
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Professor of Sanitary Chemistry
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Professor of Crops {assigned to Extension)
B. Smith Hopkins, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematical Physics
John Mabry Mathews, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Alfred Copeland Callen, M.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of the
Department
John Addison Clement, Ph.D., Professor of Education
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Professor of Law
Edward Joseph Filbey, Ph.D., C.P.A. (111.), Professor of Accountancy
Worth Huff Rodebush, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Frederic Arthur Russell, Ph.D., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Professor of Swine Husbandry
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Harold Eaton Babbitt, M.S., Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Professor of German; Curator, Museum of European Culture
Ernest E. DeTurk, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Technology
Carl Leonard Lundgren, B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Nutrition
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Physics
Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D., Professor of English
Oliver LeRoy McCaskill, Ph.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Theodore Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Professor of History
Robert Francis Seybolt, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Sveinbjorn Johnson, A.M., J.D., LL.D., Professor of Law and University Counsel
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the
Department
John Stanley Crandell, B.S., C.E., Professor of Highway Engineering
Everett Gillham Young, M.S., M.E., Research Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineer-
ing
Albert William Aron, Ph.D., Professor of German and Head of the Department
Arnold Emch, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Clarence Walter Ham, M.E., Professor of Machine Design
Arthur Beverly Mays, A.M., Professor of Industrial Education
Joseph Albert Polson, B.S., M.E., Professor of Steam Engineering
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Professor of Pomological Physiology
Harald Malcolm Westergaard, Ph.D., Dr.,Ing., Dr.techn., D.Sc., Professor of Theoret-
ical and A pplied Mechanics
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Professor of Journalism and Director of the School of
Journalism
Donald Reed Taft, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
Carl Herbert Casberg, B.S., Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Whitfield Baldwin,^ Ph.D., Professor of English
Arthur Wilbur Clevenger, A.M., High School Visitor
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Walter James Graham, Ph.D., Professor of English and Head of the Department
> On leave of absence.
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Herbert Woodrow, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department
Merrill Isaac Schnebly, A.B., J.D., J.S.D., Professor of Law
Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D., Professor of English
George Lindenberg Clark, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
George Bates Weisiger, B.S., L.L.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Charles Warren Weeks, B.S., Colonel, Infantry, D.O.L., Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, and Commandant
Ernest Theodore Hiller, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology and Acting Head of the
Department
Glenn R,\ymond Morrow, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
John Theodore Buchholz, Ph.D., Professor of Botany
Merlin Harold Hunter, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Frederic Edward Lee, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Francis Wheeler Looms, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
Harland Bartholomew, C.E., Non-Resident Professor of Civic Design
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Maude Lee Etheredge, B.S., M.D., Dr.P.H., Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
Ralph Kent Hursh, B.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Assistant to the
Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Professor of Dairy Husbandry {assigned to Extension)
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Professor of Electrical Engineering
Harley Jones Van Cleave, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Genetics
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Cattle
R6gis Michaud, A.m., Professor of Romance Languages
Guy Alan Tawney, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
Frederick Charles Dietz, Ph.D., Professor of History
Marcus Lee Hansen, Ph.D., Professor of History
Harold Wright Holt, A.B., LL.B., S.J.D., Professor of Law
Harry Stuart Vedder Jones, Ph.D., Professor of English
Palt. Van Brunt Jones, Ph.D., Professor of History
Carl Shipp Marvel, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
James Garfield Randall, Ph.D., Professor of History
Seward Charle St.\ley, B.P.E., Ph.D., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coach-
ing
William Oscar Blanchard,^ Ph.D., Professor of Geography
Otto George Schaffer, B.S., Professor of Landscape Architecture and Head of the Depart-
ment
Stanley Hart White, B.S., M.L.A., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Karl Baptiste Lohmann, B.S., M.L.A., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Clarence Arthur Berdahl,^ Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
BjORN ToRVALD Palm, D.Sc., Visiting Professor of Botany
Arthur F. De.am, B.Arch., F.A.A.R., Professor of Architecture
Thomas Eliot Benner, Ed.D., Professor of Education and Dean of the College of Education
Frank Walbridge DeWolf, B.S., Professor of Geology and Head of the Department
Fred Harold Turner, Ph.D., Acting Dean of Men
' On leave of absence.
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George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Registrar
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Professor of Pomological Pathology
Paul D. Converse, A.M., Professor of Business Organization and Management
Harold Newcomb Hillebrand, Ph.D., Professor of English
Randolph Philip Hoelscher, M.S., C.E., Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Benard Levi Jefferson, Ph.D., Professor of English
Ananias Charles Littleton, Ph.D., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy atid Assistant Di-
rector of the Bureau of Business Research
Horace James Macintire, B.S., M.M.E., Professor of Refrigeration
John Ellsworth Merrill, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Astronomy and Acting Head of tlie
Department
Edward F. Nickoley, A.M., Visiting Professor of Economics
George Wellington Pickels, B.C.E., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William H. Severns, M.S., Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Professor of Engineering Materials
John Van Horne, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages
Associate Professors
Aretas Wilbur Nolan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
George Foss Schwartz, B.Mus., A.M., Associate Professor of Music
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associate Professor of Meats
Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D., Associate Professor of MatJiematical Statistics
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S.A., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry (assigned to
Extension)
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Animal Genetics
WiLLLVM Frederick Schulz, B.E., E.E., PhD., Associate Professor of Physics
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Associate Professor of Library Economy, Emeritus
Roscoe Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Professor of Beef Cattle Husbandry
Ivan Wright, Ph.D., D.Sc, Associate Professor of Economics
Arthur G. Anderson, C.E. ,Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Organization and Oper-
ation
Charles F. Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy and Assistatii
Dean of the College of Commerce and Business Administration
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Associate Professor of Livestock Marketing
William Patrick Hayes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Entomology
Robert R. Hudelson, A.M., Associate Professor of Farm Organization and Management
(assigned to Extension)
Ben Edwin Perry, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics
Roy H. Wilcox, M.S., Associate Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Charles Allyn Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor of German
Coleman Roberts Griffith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education and of AtJdetic Coach-
ing
Henri Jacobus van den Berg, Associate Professor of Music
Graduate, Royal Conservatory, Amsterdam; pupil of Madame Clara Schumann
Elmer Augustin Kurtz Culler, B.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
Paul Thomas Young, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
Andrew Irving Andrews, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
William Caswell Lemen, B.S., Major, Engineers, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
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Norman William Krase, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Arthur Gibson Vestal, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany
Olive Clio Hazlett, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Charles Earl Br.adbury, M.F.A., Associate Professor of Art
EssEL Ray Dillavou, A.M., J.D., Associate Professor of Business Law
Stanxey William Hall, B.S., Associate Professor of Floriadture
Walter A. Huelsen, M.S., Associate Professor of Olericulture
Ernest Barnes Lytle, Fh.D. ,A.ssociaie Professor of the Teaching of Mathematics
Ray Stanley Marsh, A.M., Associate Professor of Horticulture {assigned to Extension)
Nev,t,in Dolbey Morgan, M.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dairy Cattle Feeding
Charles Watters Odell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education
Thomas Erwin Phipps, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Associate Professor of Aeronautical Engineering
and Assistant to the Director of the Engineering Experiment Station
Frederick Stanxey Rodkey, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
William Phillips Sanford, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Mrs. Alta Gwinn Saunders, A.M., Associate Professor of Business Efiglish
Joseph Ward Swain, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Floricuitural Physiology
Elmer How.ard Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Experimental Physics
William McCleave, Major, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Arthur Hamilton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Rotrunice Languages
John Alonzo Goff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Thermodynamics
James Joseph Doland, B.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
George Harlan Duncan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Crop Production
Newton Edward Ensign, A.B., B.S., Associate Professor of TJieoretical and Applied Me-
chanics
Reynold C. Fuson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Russell Hancock Miles, IM.Mus., Associate Professor of Music
Thomas Edward O'Donnell, M.S., M.Arch., Associate Professor of Architecture
Robert Frederick Paton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics
John Jacob Pieper, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Crop Production
William James Putnam, M.S., M.E., Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics
John Henry Reedy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Ogle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Soil Biology
Thomas Clark Shedd, B.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Structural Engineering
Ralph Lloyd Shriner, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Highway Engineering
Josef Fr.\nklin Wright, A.B., Associate Professor of Journalism, Director of Publicity, and
Director of the Radio Station
George Thomas Stafford, M.S., Associate Professor of Physical Education and AtMetic
Coaching
Charles Albert Chapman, Major, Coast Artillery, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Arthur Bayard Conard, Major, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Associate Professor of Entotnology
Andrew Wilson Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
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LaForce Bailey, M.S., B.P., Associate Professor of Architecture
Jose A. Balseiro, LL.B., Associate Professor of Romance Languages
Reuel Richard Barlow, A.M., Associate Professor of Journalism
Edward Berman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Jasper Owen Dr.vffin, M.S., Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Herbert Edwin Featherstone, Major, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Harris Francis Fletcher, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English and Assistant Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Waldorf Vivian Howard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology
Abner Richard Knight, M.E., M.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
John Jay Parry, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Ernest Alexander Reid, M.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
Edwin Leodgar Theiss, Ph.D., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy
Palx Hubert Tracy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dairy Manufactures
John Kline Tuthill, B.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Railway Electrical Engineering
Edward Hardenbergh Waldo, M.S., M.E., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Oscar Friedolin Weber, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education
Sybil Woodruff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Home Economics
Ai.bert Louis Rhoades, Lieutenant-Colonel, Signal Corps, D.O.L., Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
James Allan Stevens, Major, Infantry, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Assistant Professors
Virgil R. Fleming, B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Chemistry
Armin Hajman Koller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
William Horace Rayner, C.E., ALS., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Harriet Thompson Barto, A.M., Assistaiit Professor of Dietetics
Leverett Allen Adams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Henry Heaton Baily, A.M., C.P.A., (111.), Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Francis Marion Porter, M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Clarissa Rinaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistaiit Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
Duane Taylor Englis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
David Cleveland Wimer, ALS., Assistant Professor of Soil Physics
Jamison Vawter, B.S., C.E., A.ssistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Walter Valentine Balduf, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
Ed.\ Augusta Jacobsen, A.M., Assistant Professor of Clothing
William Garfield Kammlade, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of SIteep Husbandry
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Assistant Professor of Rural Architecture
John Richard Cain, M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Kathryx Van Aken Burns, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics and State Leader
of Home Economics Extension
Robert Bruce Weirick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Paul Nissley Landis,* Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
' On leave of absence.
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Ethel Bond, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Anne Morris Boyd, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Hugh Alexander Brown, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Richard Roksabro Kudo, D.Sc, Assistant Professor of Zoology
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment {assigned to Extension)
Pembroke Holcomb Brown, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Arthur Farwell Dodge, A.M., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
Claude Lee Finney, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Edna Elliott W.\lls, A.M., Assistant Professor of Child Development and Parent Education
Harry Le\'Y, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathetnatics
Paul Vincent Kellogg, A.B., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science a fid Tactics
Grace Besselene Armstrong, A.RL, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition {assigned
to Extension)
Arthur Beresford, Assistant Professor of Music, Emeritus
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S.A., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers with the rank of
Assistant Professor
Henry Roy Br.\hana, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Matliematics
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of tlie Economics of Public Utilities
Clyde ^L\URICE Linsley, ALS., Assistant Professor of Soils {assigned to Extension)
David Philip Locklin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Transportation
Walter LaidlaVv' Roosa, A.B., Assistant Professor of Music
Fr.\ncis Parker Shepard, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Evelyn Smith, A.]\L, Assistant Professor of Institutional Management
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., State Leader of Farm Advisers -unth the rank of Assistant Professor
Lyell Jay Thomas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Joel Rankin Burney, LL.B., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Carl McKee Innis, B.S., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Assistant Professor of German, Emeritus
Louise Burnh.\m Dunbar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Glenn D. Higginson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Marth.\ Jackson Kyle, A.M., Assistant Professor of English, Emeritus
Alfred Joseph r\L\RiA, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Abram Cornelius Benj.amin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy
John Theodore Geissendoerfer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
Vern G. Milum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entoinology
Milton Martin Olantier, M.S., Assistant Professor of AtUetic Coaching
George Frederick Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of CJiemistry
Arthur Wellesley Secord, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Herbert Joseph Reich, Ph.D., ALE., Assistant Professor of ElectriccU Engineering
AL^x Judd Wasserman, Dr. es Sc. Econ., Assistant Professor of Economics
John \ViLLL\ii Albig, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology
Alvin Robert Cahn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Paul Evans Johnston, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Mary Florence L.a.wson, Ph.B., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Women
Egbert Ernest Nearpass, B.P., Assistant Professor of Art
Irving Leonard Peterson, B.S., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
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Florence Bell Robinson, Ph.B., B.S.A., M.L.D., Assistant Professor of Landscape Archi-
tecture
Robert Cooke Ross, Ph.D., Specialist in Agricultural Economics with the rank of Assistant
Professor
Ray Iris Shawt,, M.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Mechanics
Arle Herbert Sutton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Lester Amiel D.a.ugherty, A.B., Captain, Field Artiller)', D.O.L., Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Lawrence Patterson, Captain, Cavalry', D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Arthur Randolph Kelly, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Anthropology
ViRGiNi.\ Hoyt Weaver, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Charles S. Hyneman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science
Charles ^L\yard Kneier, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science
James Holley Bartlett, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Theoretical Physics
Dana Burks, Jr., Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Frank Greene Dickinson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Cecil Vincent Donovan, B.P., M.F.A., Assistant Professor of Art
Vincent du Vigneaud, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
William Nelson Espy, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Olaf S. Fjelde, B.S., Assistant Professor of Architecture
Charles Alva Keener, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
John Otto Kraehenbuehl, ^LS., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Otho Clarke Leiter, A.B., Assistant Professor of Journalism
Frank Mills Lescher, B.S., Assistant Professor of Architecture
John Angus Nicholson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Francis Spring Ron.'^.lds, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
W. Russell Tvlor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
William Darby Templeman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Mrs. Nell C. B. Johnston, A.M., Litt.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Frederick Guy Stil\ub, M.S., Met.E., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering
Charles Laurel Allen, A.M., Assistant Professor of Journalism
Roy L. Dalferes, Captain, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Robert Wilkin McBride, A.B., Captain, Coast Artillery, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Norman Norton Rogers, Captain, Cavalry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
P.Wh H. Weiland, A.B., Captain, Field Artillery', D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Francis Edward Longmire, M.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers vfith the rank of
Assistant Professor
Colin Hayter Crickmay, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Samuel Frederic Will, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
Chester Reed Anderson, A.M., Assistant Professor of English
Harold Wood Bailey, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Edward Ezra Bauer, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soil Fertility
Edward William Dolch, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
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Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Oilman Walter Gotshalk, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Paltl Emile J.\cob, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
Henry Eraser Johnstone, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of CJiemical En-
gineering
Victor Wendell Kelley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pomology
Samuel Stephens Kistler, Ph.D., Ch.E., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Amelia Krieg, B.L.S., A.M., Assistant Professor of Library Economy and Assistant Director
of the Library School
P. Gerald Kruger, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Elmer I. Love, A.B., Assistant Professor of Architecture
Myres Smith McDougal, A.M., B.C.L., J.S.D., Assistant Professor of Law
David Ray IVIitchell, M.S., E.M., Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
Paul Eugene Mohn, M.S., M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Jlxia p. Outhouse, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Home Ecotiomics
John Lorence Page, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
ED'i\'ARD Frederick Potthoff, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
George William Reagan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Nereus Hubert Roy, M.S., C.E., Special Research Assistant Professor of Engineering
Materials
Frederick Seaton Siebert, A.B., J.D., Assistant Professor of Journalism
Cloyde Moffett Smith, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Mining Eyigineering
Robert Dewey Snow, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Clifford Harry Springer, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Draw-
ing
Frank Whitworth Stubbs, Jr., B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Benjamin Finley Timmons, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology
Raymond Clarence Werner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Cameron Charles Gullette, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
Alfred Nicholson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Art.
Paulena Nickell,^ A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Management
Harold Lewis Milan, Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Christopher C. Strawn, Captain, Cavalry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Scieyice
and Tactics
Associates
Harry Lovering Gill, Associate in Physical Education
Harvard School of Physical Training; Amateur all-round Athletic Champion of the
United States, 1900; Professional all-round Athletic Champion, 1902
BuRRiLL Rupert Hall, Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Associate in Mechanical Engineering
University of Illinois, 1884-85 ; C. C. C. & St. L. Railroad Shops
Rosalie Mary Parr, Ph. D., Associate in Chemistry
Chalmers Woodruff Cr.\wford, B.S., Associate in A-ninial Husbandry
Frank Tatham Johnson, Associate in Music
Oberlin College, 1891-94; Northwestern University, 1913; pupil of Herbert Wilbur
Greene, Brookfield, Massachusetts
' Second eemester.
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Edwin John Manley, Associate in Athletic Coaching
Anna Belle Robinson, A.M., Associate in Hoyne Economics Education
William Howe Young, Associate in Agricultural College Extension
Alma College, 1894-97
Proctor Edwin Henwood, B.S., Associate in Machine Design
James Craig Ruby, A.B., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Arthur Frederick Smith, A.B., B.S., Associate in Athletic Coaching
Ralph Stuart Crossman, M.S., C.E., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Leonard Leo Steimley, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Caroline Fr.\nces Tupper, Ph.D., Associate in English
Mary Cecelia Whitlock, A.M., Associate in Home Economics
Herbert Hill Braucher, B.S., Association in Industrial Education
William L. Schwalbe, M.S., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Virgil Gilchrist Wheeler, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
Tom Sherman Hamilton, M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition
David Henry Hoover, A.M., M.S., B.D., Th.D., Associate in Economics
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate in Farm Mechanics
George R. Blackstone, IVLD., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Marie Miller Hostetter, A.B., B.L.S., Associate in Library Economy
Russell Scott Stauffer, j\LS., Associate in Soil Physics and in Soil Survey Mapping
Alice Helen Sullivan, ^ Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
A. Elizabeth Todd, A.M., Associate in Home Economics Education
Frederick Hayward Thomas, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Harry Clifford Gebhart, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
D.avid Wood Griffiths, First Lieutenant, Engineers, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Frank Bolton Adamstone, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
David Gordon Bourgin, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Pierce Waddell Ketchum, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Elisabeth Fallin Moller, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Sherman Schoonmaker, B.Mus., Associate in Music
Fay Warren Lee, B.S., First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Irene Mae Barnes, A.M., Associate in Home Ecotwmics
Charles Andrew Brown, M.S., Associate in Dairy Economy
Samuel Wesley Decker, M.S., Associate in Floriculture
Edna Ruth Gray, A.B., B.S., Associate in Clothing {assigned to Extension)
Charles Hopkins, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Leon Clifford McCarty, A.M., Associate in English
Richard L.\cey McMunn, M.S., Associate in Pomology
Henry MacNeill,- (Pupil of Arthur Friedhein, Alberto Jonds) Associate in Music
Echo Dolores Pepper, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Jacob Herbert Burgy, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Harold Engerud, A.B., First Lieutenant, Signal Corps, D.O.L., Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
John Frank Wooddell, M.S., Associate in Meclianical Engineering
Charles William Stillwell, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
A. Marie Anderson, A.M., Associate in Art
' On leave of absence, second semester.
' Resigned, February 1, 1932.
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John Christian Bah^ae, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Michael Joseph Copley, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Ruth Kelso, Ph.D., Associate in English
Harold Eugene Kenney, B.S., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Walter Cinder McAllister, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Mrs. Clara Rocke Meyer, M.S., Associate i7i Home Economics
Robert Buchanan Mitchell, B.S., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Walter John Mumm, M.S., Associate in Plant Breeding
Stella Constance Munger, M.S., Associate in Home Economics
Carita M. Robertson, A.M., Associate in Physical Education for Women
Herman John Schr.\der, B.S., M.E., Associate in Railway Mechanical Engineering
George Ira W.\ll.\ce, Ph.D., Associate in Bacteriology
Gladys Josephine Ward, A.M., Associate in Home Management {assigned to Extension)
Albert Theodore Helbing, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
Gerald M. Almy, Ph.D., Associate in Physics
Luther Bunyan Archer, M.S., E.E., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Beulah May Armstrong, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Virginia Bartow, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Orville Thomas Bonnett, M.S., Associate in Plant Breeding
Garreta Helen Busey, Ph.D., Associate in English
James Marshall DePue, M.S., M.D., Associate in Zoology
Edgar L. Erickson, Ph.D., Associate in History
Max Albert Faucett, M.S., E.E., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Margaret Amidon Gramesly, B.L.S., Associate in Library Economy
Stanley Gilbert Hall, M.S., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
LeRoy Hamp, Associate in Music
Victor August Hoersch, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Albert Jorgensen, M.S., E.M., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Granville Spear Keith, M.S., Associate in Architecture
Harold Meade Mott-Smith, A.B., Associate in Physics
George Emmanuel Mylonas, D.phil., Ph.D., Associate in Classics
Edith Muriel Poggi, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Frank Edward Rokusek, B.S., Associate in Athletic Coaching
William Hunt Scheick, B.Arch., Associate in Architecture
Carl Eric Skroder, M.S., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Hubert John Sloan, Ph.D., Associate in Poultry
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., Associate in Olericulture and in Vegetable Gardening Extension
Edith M. Usry, A.M., B.Mus., F.A.G.O., Associate in Music
Waldo Emerson Waltz, A.M., Associate in English
Jane Churchill Watt, A.B., M.Mus., Associate in Music
Charles Dunlap Werner, B.S., Associate in Athletic Coaching
Wilfrid Wilson, B.S., Dr. math, et phys., Associate in Mathematics
Wendell Samuel Wilson, B.S., Associate in Physical Education and AtJtletic Coaching
Sidney Erwin Glenn, Ph.D., Associate in English
Marcus Selden Goldman, Ph.D., Associate in English
Rose B. Phelps, M.S., Associate in Library Economy
Charles Henry Bryan, First Lieutenant, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Floyd L. Ruch, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Clarence Edward Baker, Ph.D., Associate in Horticulture
William Griffith Hill,^ A.M., M.Mus., Associate in Music
> Second semciter.
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MiLO G. Gary,* First Lieutenant, Coast Artillary, Associate in Military Science and Tactics
Albert G. Matthews,* First Lieutenant, Corps of Engineers, Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Lecturers
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Adah Patton,* B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Catalog Librarian
Robert Enoch Hieronymus, A.M., LL.D., Community Adviser
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Loan Librarian
JosiE Batcheller Houchens, A.m., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Binding
Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.D., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Victor Louis Krannert, B.S., Lecturer in Journalism
WiLLiA Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Order Librarian
Henry Wright, Lecturer in City Planning
Instructors
Stella Mary Hague, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Amos David Wright, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Lewis Ward Williams, Ph.D., Instructor in Education, Principal of University High School,
and Secretary of the Appointments Committee
Charles Joseph Starr, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Planning Engineer and Instructor of Training, New Britain Machine Company
Stella Rebecca Percival, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Mrs. Leah Fullenwider Trelease, A.M., Instructor in English
BuRTis Carl Lawson, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Charles Brewer Davis, A.B., Instructor in Journalism
Florence Mary King, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics Education
Wilbert Eugene Karrenbrock, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Alvin Frederick Kuhlman, ALS., Instructor in Dairy Husbandry
Frank Charles Howard, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Carl Edward Schubert, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Margaret Bloom, Ph.D., Instructor in English
George Harper Dell, M.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Raymond Francis Dvorak, B.S., B.Mus., Instructor in Music and Assistant Director of the
Military Bands
Angela Mae Kitzinger, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Fred Carl Olson, M.S., Instructor in Animal Husbandry
Herbert Judson Rucker, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Kathryn Janie Sutherlin, A.B., Instructor in Music
Arnold R. von Lehsten, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Joseph William Peters, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Robert Phillip Hackett, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Velma Irene Kitchell, B.S., B.Mus., Instructor in the Teaching of Music
Hale Lloyd Newcomer, M.S., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Woodford W. Peters, A.M., Instructor in Education
Louise Milliken Pickens, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Morris Harris Sogolow, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Leonard D. Walker, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
> Beginning December 3, 1931.
' Beginning January 1, 1932.
« Deceased, October 7, 1931.
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Jerome Joseph Jordan, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Clyde Lowry Thompson, M.S., Instructor in Ceramic Engineering
Hugh Philo Nicholson, B.S., E.M., Instructor in Mining Engineering
Paul Lee DeLargy, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
James Denton Hogan, A.B., Instructor in Architecture
Wilbur Marshall Luce, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Oliver Kenneth Bower, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Roland Willey Bartlett, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
Paul Howard Black, M.E., M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Robert Bell Browne, M.S., Instructor in Education and Assistant to the Dean of the College
oj Liberal Arts and Sciences
Harold Nathaniel Hayward, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Wallace Monroe Lansford, M.S., C.E., histructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Reinhold Fridtjof Larson, M.S., Instructor in Mecfianical Engineering
Merten Joseph Mandeville, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation
Henry Jarvis Miles, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Severina Elaine Nelson, A.M., Instructor in English
Paul Ellsworth Nielsen, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Hartley D'Oyley Price, A.S., Instructor in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
John Clifford Reed, B.M.E., M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
David Gerald Ryan, M.S., M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Eyigineering
Charles Carey Curtis, J.D., A.M., Instructor in Business Law
Lorenzo Donald Doty, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
William Albert Oliver, M.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Laurence Lewis Smith, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Horatio May Fitch, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Dorothy Gertrude DeLancy, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Raymond Harvey Lounsbury, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
Harold Herman Punke, Ph.D., Instructor in Education
Daniel Arthur Albrecht, A.B., B.S., Instructor in Fartn Mechanics
Edgar Elmer Ambrosius, ALS., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Hayse Henry Black, B.S., histructor in General Engineering Drawing
Leonard Bristow, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
William Leighton Collins, B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Lanson Frederick Demming, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Orlando Ford Garrett, M.S., Instructor in Dairy Chemistry
Ralph M. Holmes, A.NL, Instructor in the Teaching of Music
Chester Oscar Jackson, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Leopold Newburger Judah, M.D., Instructor in Hygieyie and Medical Adviser for Men
Hubert Kessler, (Diploma, Conser\-atory of Music, Vienna), Instructor in Music
LoRA Dean Lewis, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Enid Schnaubek, M.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Dewey DeWitt Shaw, M.S., Instructor in Dairy Production
Edward W. Suppiger, B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Meclmnics
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, M.S., Instructor in Dairy Manufactures
Mary Lucille Shay, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Arthur David Moinat, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Burrus SwiNFORD DICKINSON, Ph.D., M.P.J., Instructor in Journalism
Julian Robert Fellows, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Louise Marie Woodroofe, B.P., Instructor in Architecture
John Elmo Sweet, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
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Kenneth Clem Tippy, M.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Mildred Ella Singleton, A.M., B.S., (Lib.), Instructor in Library Economy
Orlando Park, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Emily Meares, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Russell H. Reed, B.S., Instructor in Farm Mechanics
Cornelia Pulsifer Kelley, Ph.D., Instructor in English
WiNSOR Williams Brown, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education arid Athletic Coaching
Thomas James Dolan, B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Margaret French, A.M., Instructor in English
Walter Frederick Frese, A.M., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Paul Martin Green, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Hortense Helen Honig, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Laura Jewel Huelster, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Ione Margaret Johnson, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Joseph Ernest Anthony Kania, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
James Thoburn Lendrum, III, B.S.A., Instructor in General Engi?ieering Drawing
Gaze Elmer Lukas, B.S., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Gerlad Everett Moore, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Mrs. Esther H. Rapp, A.jNL, Instructor in English
George Henry Reed, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Paul Carmen Roberts, B.S., L.L.B., Instructor in Business Law
John Philip Sabo, B.S., Instructor in AtJiletic Coaching
Dorothy L. Stahmer, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Ralph Humphreys Stimson, Ph.D., Instructor in Political Science
Margaret C. Suxlivan, B.Mus., I-astructor in Music
Wesley Swanson, A.M., Instructor in English
Olga J. ZwERMANN, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Burton Neubert Behling, Ph.D., Instructor in the Economics of Public Utilities
Jarvis Burr Burner, Ph.D., Instructor in Romance Languages
Harold Forgostein, A.B., Instructor in Freehand Drawing
Byron Hall Gibson, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Norman Cecil Johnston, Instructor in Voice
Frederic Lee Kirgis, A.B., J.D., Instructor in Law
OsKAR Alfred Kubitz, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy, in Music, and in German
Roland Ward, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Paul Rolland Austin, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
James Elliott Branch, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Florrinell Francis, A.M., Instructor in the Library School
Lovic Pierce Herrington, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
Helen Marva Hough, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Ameda Ruth King, Ph.D., Instructor and Clerk in History
WiLLARD H. Madson, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Stanley Robert Jordan,' M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Charles Wilson Sanford, M.S., Instructor in Education
Assistants
Mrs. Katharine Hill Paul, Scientific Artist in Zoology
Diploma, Art Institute of Chicago, 1904; Graduate work, 1905
David Madison Bullock, Assistant in Athletic Coaching
•First semester.
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Paul Anders, Assistant in Glass Blowing
Teacher and Demonstrator, Johns Hopkins University; Catholic University of America
LiESETTE Jane McHarry, A.M., Teacher in the University High Sclwol
Sarah Helen Taylor, Ph.D., Teacher in the University High School
John Alexander, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Francis Matthew Clark, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Fred William Kistenmacher, Sergeant Major, Infantry, D.E.M.L., Assistantin Military
Science and Tactics
Wilber Eugene Harnish, A.M., Teacher in the University High School
Harold Cameron Paterson, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Josephine Eliza Miller, A.M., Assistant in English
Avon Joshua Nickerson, Assistant and Storekeeper in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
University of Illinois, 1911-13; Teacher, Chanute Field Air Service Technical School
George Charles Wickw^ire, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Clarence Edward Ireland, M.S., Assistant in Physics
John Herbert Utley, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Margaret Kidder, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Mrs. Margaret Helen Belsley Miles, A.M., Assistant in English
Ernest Claude Coleman, A.M., Assistant in English
Frances Catherine Griswold, A.M., Assistant in English
Clarence Duane Hause, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Vv'iLLiAM Frederick Hoheisel, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Eric Verner Sandin, A.M., Assistant in English
George William Sanford, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Br.\yton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Edith Lucile Welch, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Kenneth Jackson Tarpley, A.M., Assistant in English
Edna Simpson, A.M., Assistant in English
Mrs. Edith Sweney, A.M., Assistant in English
George Byrl McClellan, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
John Ralph Slow, A.M., Assistant in English
Emily Williams, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Sewell Hepburn Hopkins, A.M., Research Assistant in Zoology
Albert Ensign Knauf, A.M., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Lawrence H. Bussard, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Lewis William Butz, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
J.»X0B Roy Byerley, M.S., Teacher in the University High School
Herbert Walker Craig, M.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Francis Garvin Davenport,^ A.M., Assistant in History
Chester Edward Derrough, Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Jean Marguerite Fielder, A.M., Assistant in English
Jess J. Fiscus, Assistant and Storekeeper in Architecture
John Joseph Gibbons, Jr., M.S., Assistant in Physics
Russell Taaffe Gregg, A.M., Assistant in Industrial Education
Margaret Lois Gress, A.M., Assistant in English
William Habberton, A.M., Teacher in the University High School
Jesse Harmon, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Jesse W. Harris, A.M., Assistant in English
MiMi Ida Jehle, A.M., Assistant in German
I Resigned, February 1, 1932.
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Edwin George Koch, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Evelyn McLain, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Edward McMahon, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Gibbs Mood, Jr., A.M., Assistant in English
Fritz Moore, A.M., Assistant in German
Mildred Noble, A.M., Assistant in English
Charles Walter Roberts, A.M., Assistant in English
Roger Wolcott Stoughton, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Beulah Fay Summers, A.M., Assistant in English
William Jackson Treece, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Oscar Emil Wagner, Jr., A.M., Assista7tt in Geology
Mrs. Frances Douglas Wilson, A.M., Teaclier in the University High School
Frederick Lewis Wood, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Donald Farnham Munro, A.M., Assistant in German
Charlotte Brown, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Mrs. Mabel Rea Hagan, M.S., Teacher in the University High School
Carolyn Washburn, A.M., Assistant in English
Melvin Henderson, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Education
Lester Charles Dolk, A.M., Assistant in English
Edgar William Voelker, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Mrs. Alice Fritschle Kennedy, A.M., Assistant in English
Herbert Fred William Moeller, A.M., Assistant in English
Kenneth Edwin Corrigan, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Henderson, A.M., Assistant in English
Martin Calvin Watson, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Charles Harold Fisher, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Carl Denison Thompson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Angelina Rosalia Pietrangeli, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
John B. Rehm, B.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Paul Marion Van Arsdell, ]\LS., Assistant in Economics
Paul Shaner Dunkin, A.B., Assistant in Classics
C. A. Jacokes, a. M., Assistant in Mathematics
John Franklin Locke, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Marion Taylor Bird, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
James Paul Brawner, A.M., Assistant in English
Joe Denton Combs, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Eael William Davidson, A.M., Assistant in English
Edna Mae Goggin, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
John Allen Hamilton, A.M., Assistant in English
Ulrich Heubaum, Dr. sc. nat. , Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Arthur Lorimer Hjortland, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Jesse Raymond Hurley, A.M., Assistant in English
Ralph Louis Scorah, M.S., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Theodore Melrose Sperry, M.S., Assistant in Botany
John Ripley Young, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
John Archer Culbertson, M.S., Assistant in Geology
James Tucker Eaton, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
JUDSON Harry Holloway,* M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Elmer Ely Jukkola, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Second semester.
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Walter Klabunde, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
George Leighton LaFuze, A.M., Assistant in History
Edward Loren Major, A.M., Assistant in History
Charles Rollin Lorain Oder, A.M., Assistant in Geology
John Orion Page, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Dewey Petersen, A.M., Assistant in English
Alphonse Victor Roche, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
John Bickford Shields, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul Russell Shildneck, M.S., Research Assistant in Chemistry
Jeff Agamemnon Anderson, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Robert Lee Blair, A.M., Assistant in English
Alvin Ackerman Burton, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Carl Nicholas Challacombe, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Howard Denton Cogan, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
John DeVries, A.B., Assistant in CJtemistry
Walter Phillipp Elhardt, A.M., Assistant in Physiology
RoswELL HoRR EwART, Ch.E., Assistant in Chemistry
Thural Dale Foster, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Arzy Robert Gray, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Merl Franklin Hershberger, M.S., Assistant in Soil Biology
Alice Mabel Jacoby, A.B., Teacher in the University High School
Leora Pauline Kneer, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Glenn Cline Law, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
King James McCristal, A.M., Assistant in Physical Education and AtUetic Coaching
Allan Hamilton Macmillan, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Mildred Alice Martin, A.M., Assistant in English
May Irene Millbrook, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Donald Durand Peirce,^ A.M., Assistant i^i Chemistry
Vern Wade Robinson, A.M., Assistant in German
Carl Edward Schilz, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Henry Goodman Albert Smith, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Frank Milton Sparks, M.S., Assistant in Physics
DoRLEs Camille Stutzman, A.B., Assistant in English
Myrick Hughes Sublette, A.M., LL.B., Assistant in Economics
George Edgar Symons, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Donald Tarvin, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mable Ruth Walter, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Earl Herman Peterson, A.M., Assistant in English
Marie Jeannette Boysen, A.B., Teacher in the University High School
Gaines Barrett Lang, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Sarah Catherine Ferr-\ll, A.M., Laboratory Assistant in Psychology
Leland Hyrum Stott, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Erich Andrew Ahrens, A.B,, Assistant in Sociology
Ralph Edward Chase, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
John Robert Buchheit, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Evelyn Marie Kayser, A.B., B.S.(Lib.), Assistant in the Library School
Frank Ellsworth Schooley, B.S., Assistant in Journalism and Assistant to the Director of
Publicity
Joseph Baylies Hale, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
First semester.
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Hubert Scott Loring, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Orville Werner, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Lylyan Hilda Block, M.S., Assistant in Geology
Edward Martin Mueller, A.M., Assistant in German
William Ildephonse Schreiber, A.M., Assistant in German
Mrs. Mary Werts Beam, B.S., Assistant in Home Economics
Frank Hanly Brock, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Russell Heitman, B.J., M.P.J., Assistant in Journalism
Matilde Ellies, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Paul Edgar Alyea, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Marjorie Margaret Smarzo, M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Earl Norton Lockard, A.M., Assistant in English
Milton Gallagher, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Arthur Vincent Houghton, B.S., Assistant in Sociology
Chester Wayne Bradley, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Seiver Dolley, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Ervin Carleton Kleiderer, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Frances Bernice Cottrell, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Fred Alexander Dykins, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
John Roy Doty, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Henrietta Snow Hayden, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Mrs. Jean Alexander Ross, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
William Fleming Bailey, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Sherburne Frederick Barber, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Leona Breneman Bayly,! A.M., Assistant in Botajiy
Myrle M. Burk, A.M., Assistant in Botany
Fred Thomas Burt, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Clyde T. Caldwell, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Roderick Lewis Carleton, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Pauline Elva Changnon, B.S., Teacher in the University High School
Joseph E. Charles, A.M., Assistant in English
John Ewart Clemens, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
James Avas Cooley, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Edith May Davis, A.B., Teacher in the University High School
Homer Asbury Dennis, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
John Tyree Fain, Jr., A.M., Assistant in English
Raymond Fisher, A.M., Assistant in English and Secretary of the Senate Committee on Stu-
dents' English
Oscar A. Hankner, B.S., Assistant in Physical Edtication and Athletic Coaching
Fred Mitchell Jones, M.S., Assista7it in Business Organization and Operation
Walter Albert Krick, M.S., Assistant in Business Organization and Operation
John William Kurtz, A.M., Assistant in German
Daniel Robert Lang, A.M., Assistant in English
James Jefferson Lenoir, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
William Bruce Lockling, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Erich Meitzner,' Dr. phil. nat., Research Assistant in Chemistry
John Niel Mrgudich, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Oswald Sidney Orth, B.S., Assistant in Physiology
John Isaac Owen, A.M., Assistant in English
' Resigned, February 1. 19J2.
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Russell Jennings Ramsey, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures
Ernest Byron Riegel, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Florence M. Roy, A.B., Assistant in Nutrition
George Calvin Crow Scheerer, A.M., Assistant in English
Henry Schenck, A.M., Assistant in English and in Business Organization and Operation
Pressly Spinks Sikes, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Olga Elizabeth Skartvedt, A.B., B.S.(Lib.), Assistant in the Library School
Cornelius Austin Van Doren, M.S., Assistant in Crop Production
Evan Wheaton, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Frances Elizabeth Wolever, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Arshag Ohan SARKISSLA.N, A.M., Assistant in History
Samuel George Weissberg, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Robert Thompson Young, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Physics
Mrs. Lucille Rankin Webber, B.S., Laboratory Assistant in Home Economics
Mary Elizabeth Bennett, B.S., Assistant in Institutional Management
Ellsworth K. Ellingboe, A.B., Assistant in Cliemistry
Leland Livingston Sage, A.M., Assistant in History
Harold Michael Tolo, A.M., Assistant in History
TuLLY Franklin Watson, M.S., Assistant in Physics
John Bascom Wolfe, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Burton Work Yount, A.M., Assistant in History
Luis AviLfs, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Mary Dallera, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
WiLLLAM Foley Henry, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Willmoore Kendall, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Merrill Paul Rassweiler, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Cecil L. Rew A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Pauline Woodworth Robertson, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Norman Edward Searle, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William Paul Dismuees, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Margaret Mary Huesing, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Florence Dawson Smith, A.B., Assistant in Botany
William Carl Van Deventer, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Alfred Dwight Huston, A.M. Assistant in English
William Frank Bradley, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul Harold Derr, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Willum Allaman Ganster, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Harry Jones Harman, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Arnold Osborne Jackson, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Edmund Francis Toth, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Lowell Edward Allison, B.S.A., Assistant in Soil Biology
Rudolf Gotthelf Voigt.^ (Reifepriifung, University of Leipzig), Assistant in German
MiLFORD Rhodes Lehman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Stella Araminta Holmes, B.Ed., Assistant in Botany
Max Theodore John Goebel, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
James Morton Schopf, A.B., Assistant in Botany
William Edwand Sohl, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Leslie Wright, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Mata Smith, B.Ed., Teacher in the University High School
I Resigned, February 1, 1932.
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Charles Behrensmeyer, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Ralph Henry Abbas, B.S., Assistant in Romance Languages
Inez Invaline Ireland, A.M., Research Assistant in Psychology
Robert Borgia Orlovich, A.M., Assistant in English
Winfield Scott Angus, B.S., Teacher in the University High School
Mary Eva Peirce, A.M., Assistant in English
Richard Washburn Pillsbury, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Clarence George Schilling, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Donald Lyle Dieterle, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Jessie Anne Strang, B.S., Teacher in the University High School
Marie Louise Zilly, A.B., Teacher in the University High School
Robert Ridgely Sealock, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Elliot Wills, B.'S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Lloyd Edward Fitzgerald, A.M., Assistant in Transportation
Joe Marion Parker, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Clarence Arthur Hawkins, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Harvey Wilborn Huegy, M.S., Assistant in Business Organization and Operation
Albert Smith Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Albert Rapp, A.M., Assistant in Classics
Donald Desmond Utterback, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Harry Stephen Kilian, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Graham T. Overgard, B.Mus., Assistant in Military Bands and in Music
Donald Meeker Brown, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Virginia Brands Hanawalt, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Douglas G. Nicholson, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Olive Pauline Henneberger, A.M., Assistant in English
Glenn Charles Finger, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Richard Hugh McCoy, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Frank Woodward, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Kenneth Rudolph Fitch, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Arnold J. Hoffman, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Allen Maxwell Bruner, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Richard Kaufman Cook, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Albert Clark Burdette, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Emory Earl Walden, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Francis O. Adam, A.B., Maestro en Letras, Assistant in Romatice Languages
Kathryn Irene Allen, A.M., Assistant in Romance Latiguages
Edward Eric Anderson, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Sidney Henry Babcock, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Marian Elizabeth Baker, A.M., Assistant in History
Joseph Hendrickson Balthis, Jr., M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Frank Thomas Barr, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
QuENTiN Royal Bartz, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul C. Beaver, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
James Lampton Berry, A.M. Assistant in Political Science
Martin Hewett Billings, M.S., Assistant in Geology
Edgar Henry Bohle,i M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harry Gray Brainard, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Boyd George Carter, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Herbert E. Carter, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Resigned, February 1. 1932.
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Josephine Hughes Chanler, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Andrew G. Clark, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Ralph George Clausen, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
William Randolph Curtis, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Karl Basil Daniloff, T.I.A., M.S., Assistant in Soil Fertility
Gerald Walker Daubenspeck, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Mary Ann Duffy, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Theodore H. Erck, A.M., Research Assistant in Classics
Nellis Hartley Fisher,^ A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Richard N. Foley, A.M., Assistant in English
Royal A. Gettmann, A.M., Assistant in English
Carlin F. Gibbs, B.S., Assistant in CJiemistry
Joseph D. Grant, A.M., Assistant in MatJiematics
Percival Glenn Haskell, A.M., Assistant in English
George Robert Hilton, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
R. Bruce Horsfall, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Physics
Gerald B. Huff, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
George Edward Hunt, M.S., Assistant in Swine Husbandry
George Rankin Irwin, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Alfons L. Korn, A.B., Assistant in English
Gordon MacMillan Kutchka, B.S., Assistant in Entomology
Richard Carnes Ledgerwood, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Louis Jefferson Long, A.M., Assistant in Ecofwmics
William E. McClure, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
John Paschal McCollum, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Samuel Hanford McFarlane, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
John Gilman Mackin, M.S., Assistant itt Zoology
Ralph R. Martig, A.M., Assistant in History
Donald Eraser Martin, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Economics
William K. Maxwell, Jr., A.M., Assistant in English
Earl Laurence Meyers, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Nellie R. Myers, A.B., B.S. (Lib.), Assistant in the Library School
Esther J. Nissen, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Robert Earl Norris, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
John Newton Oldham, A.AL, Assistant in English
Sigurd F. Olson, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Frederic C. Osenburg, A.M., Assistant in English
Dennis Wiffen Pearce, A.M., Research Assistant in Chemistry
Alden Leslie Powell, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Gerald Dean Rahrer, A.M., Assistajtt in Physics
John Paul Riebel, A.M., Assistant in English
Carolyn Ruth Rogers, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Charles Gilbert Rowe, A.AL, Assistant in Romance Languages
Mary Ben Rumsey, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Fayette Baldwin Shaw, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Lyle Ford Shoot, ALS., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Harold Peyton Wheeler, A.M., Assistant in English
Charj.es Milton Whitlo, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Almon Robert Wright, A.M., Assistant in History
Resigned, January 1, 1932.
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AiTKEN Young, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
Frank Hedrick Allen, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Joseph Henri Amiel, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Roy Martin Asher, A.B., J.D., Assistant in Business Law
Ian James Bald, A.B., Assistant in German
Attelius Frank Benedetto, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Weldon Henry Br.\ndt, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Thor William Bruce, A.^I., Assistant in Economics
Wilfred Paul Burglund, B.S., Technical Assistant in English
Robert Obed Burns, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Franklin Seaney Cooper, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Marvin Robert Dobberman, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Clive Fleeming Dunham, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy and in the Bureau of Business
Research
Cecil Gordon Dunn, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Eugene Dodson Farley, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Glen Finch, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Psychology
Gladys Charlotte G.\lligar, A.B., Assistayit in Botany
Fred Genschmer, A.M., Assistant in German
Harry W. Heckman, A.B., Assistant in Economics
James R, Henrichs, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Malcolm Farnsworth Heslip, B.S., Assistant in Business Organization and Operation
Walter Gilbert Johnson, A.M., Assistant in English
Joseph Arthur Kies, B.S., Assistant in Physics
PoLYKARP KuscH, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Dorothy Mae Laxson, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
F^Lix Legrand, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Louise Finley Lodge, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
John Wood McMah.vn, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
George Millhouse, Jr., A.M., Assistant in English
Cecil A. Moyer, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Harold Wallace Neild, B.S., Assistant in Physiology
Howard Sparling Pattin, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Eleanor Louise Richardson, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Elmer Louis Sauer, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Richard S. Schreiber, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
James Howard Tate, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Botany
Arthur M. VanArendonk, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Louis Marion Bauerle, A.B., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Earl Edwin Bender, A.B., Assistant in Physics
John Harvey Butchart, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Arthur Edward Cohen, B.Mus., Assistant in Violin and Assistant in the Radio Station
Evert Conder, B.S., Research Assistant in Zoology
Virgil Dale Cover, M.B.A., Assistajit in the Economics of Public Utilities and Transporta-
tion
Charles Clifton DeLong, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Grace Elizabeth Dorcas, A.B., M.S. (Lib.), Assistant in the Library School
Clarence Lorenzo Dow, A.M., Assistant in Geology
Laura Ford Ewalt, A.M., Graduate Assistant in Astronomy
Merrill Cochrane Gay, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Corwin Will Gelwick, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education
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Edward Stanley Girden, A.M., Special Research Assistant in Psychology
Opal Cameron Hartline, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Allan Whitney Herdman, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Mrs. Frances S. Jacquin, B.S.J. , Assistant in Journalism
Calvin William Jung, A.B., Graduate Assistant in German
Clyde Wilson Kearns, B.S., Assistant in Entomology
John Robert Kerry, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Gilbert DeForest Kinzer, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Paul Gerhardt Krauss, A.M., Assistant in German
Gordon Standish Marvin, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Psychology
Della Mabel Mathys, A.B., B.S.(Lib.), Assistant in the Library School
William Arthur Miller, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Theophilus Parson, Jr., B.Chem., Assistant in Chemistry
Dorothy Marie Ralph, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
William Earl Shoupp, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Carroll Claude Stalnaker, A.M., Assistant in Economics
W. Lou Tandy, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Helen Morrill Wolfle, Ph.D., Assistant in Psychology
Mrs. Florence Belshaw Duffey, B.S., Research Assistant in Foods
MiscAL Leon Fierke, B.Ed., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
William Henry Horne,i B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Hans LtJTTiUNGHAUS, Dr.phil.nat., Assistant in Chemistry
Edwin T. Mertz, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Roderick Donald Pinkerton, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ervin Edwin Slatter, D.V.M., Assistant in Animal Pathology
Jack Theo. Thurston,^ B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Daniel Irvin Rasmussen, NLS., Assistant in Zoology
Technicians
Orren C. McMillin, Technician and Storekeeper in Zoology
Enoch George Bourne, Laboratory Demonstrator and Potter in Ceramic Engineering
Wilton Benton McDevitt, Assistant Laboratory Demonstrator in Ceramic Engineering
Sarah Irene Jacobs, B.S., Laboratory Technician in Nutrition
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
1853 W. Polk Street, Chicago
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President of the University
Professors*
David John Davis, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Dean of the College of Medicine
William McIntire Harsha, B.S., A.B., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Charles Davison, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Frederick Tice, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
Charles Spencer Williamson, M.S., M.D., Professor of Medicine; Head of the Department
NoRVAL Harvey Pierce, M.D., Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology; Head of
the Department
1 First semester.
* Members of the University Senate.
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Charles Sumner Bacon, Ph.B., M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus
William Elliott Gamble, B.S., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology, Emeritus
Julius Hayes Hess, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Hugh Alister McGuigan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Plmrmacology and Therapeutics, and
Head of the Department
Harold Douglas Singer, M.D., Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
Charles Edward Humiston, D.Sc, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Attending Oral Surgeon in the
Research and Educational Hospitals
William Henry Welker, A.C, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry and Head of the
Department
Nelson Mortimer Percy, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Francis Eugene Senear, B.S., M.D., Professor of Dermatology and Head of the Department
William F. Petersen, B.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Adolph Hartung, M.D., Professor of Radiology
Albert Bachem, Ph.D., Professor of Bio-Physics
Frederick Howard Falls, M.S., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Head
of the Department
George Boris Hassin, M.D., Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
Carl Arthur Hedblom, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Surgery; Head of the Department
Haim Iddell Davis, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry
Frederick George Dyas, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Charles Morgan McKenna, B.S., M.D., Professor of Genito- Urinary Surgery
Henry Bascom Thomas, B.S., M.D., Professor of Orthopedics, Head of the Department, and
Director of the Orthopedic Institute
Rachelle S. Yarros, M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., M.D,, Professor of Anatomy and Head of the Department
Robert Wood Keeton, M.S., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine
Maurice Lewison, M.D., Professor of Physical Diagnosis
Charles Herbert Phifer, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Sidney Strauss, A.B., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine
Lloyd Arnold, A.M., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
Henry Eugene Irish, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Maurice Lamm Blatt, M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Pediatrics
George de Tarnowsky, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Maurice B. Visscher, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology; Head of the Department
Ephraim Kirkpatrick Findlay, M.D., CM., Professor of Ophthalmology
Paul Louis Schroeder, B.S., M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene, Criminology, and Medical
Jurisprudence, and Head of the Department
Bernard Fantus, M.S., M.D., Professor of Therapeutics
Richard Hermann Jaffe, M.D., Professor of Pathology
Associate Professors
Joseph Clar Beck, NLD., Associate Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Edward Louis Heintz, Pli.G., M.D., LL.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
Frank Chauvet, M.D., Associate Professor of hilernal Medicine
Ernest Sisson Moore, Ph.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and Super-
intendent of the Hospital Medical Staff
Egan W.\lter Fischmann, M.D., Associate Professor of Gynecology
Olaf Bergeim, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology and Physiological Chemistry
Hallard Beard, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Ophthalmology
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Jacob Meyer, M.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Internal Medicine
IsADORE Pilot, M.D., Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and of Pathology and Bacteri-
ology
Franklin Pearse Reagan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Francis Loeffler Lederer, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Benjamin Goldberg, M.D,, Associate Professor of Internal Medicine
George Washington Post, Jr., A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Walter John Richard Camp, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmacology and
Therapeutics
Andrew Wilson Brown,^ Ph.D., Associate Professor of Medical Jurisprudence
Assistant Professors
John Michael Lang, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Arthur Relben Cooper, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy
George Luther Davenport, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Jacques Louis Ernest Holinger, M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Lester Edward Bower, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
IsADORE Bernhard DIAMOND, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology arid Psychiatry
Walter Charles Hammond, M.D., Assistatit Professor of Obstetrics
Augustus George Zimmerman, LL.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Frank Lee Stone, M.D., Assist-ant Professor of Gynecology
Oscar Eugene N.\deau, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harry Albert Singer, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Julius Ernest Lackner, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Selim Walker McArthur, Ph.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harold E. Jones, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Samuel A. Levinson, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Patlwlogy, Director of the Hospital
Laboratory, and Hospital Pathologist
Russell Dorr Herrold, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Frank Joseph Jirka, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Arthur Ray Metz, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Vincent John O'Conor, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Genito- Urinary Surgery
Franklin Samuel Wilson, Ph.G., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Arrie Bamberger, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Carlos Isaac Reed, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology
.\lvah Lewis Sawyer, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Maxwell Philip Borovsky, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Joseph Kaiser Calvin, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
John Baptist Cipriani, ^LD., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Edmund Foley, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Ellis Benjamin Freilich, M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Herman Petrus Gunnar, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Abr.\ham Fae Lash, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Samuel Perlstein, M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Duane Willard Propst, A.B., B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Philip Rosenblum, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Albert VanderKloot, M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Max Samuel Wien, B.S., ^LD., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Arnold Albert Zimmermann, B.S., D.Sc., Assistant Professor of Anatomy
David Mortimer Olkon, A.M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
' Begicning December 1. 1931
.
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Henry George Poncher, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Frank George Murphy, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of OrtJwpedics
Sydney Sigfried Schochet, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Howard John Shaughnessy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health
Otto Saphir, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology
Carroll LaFleur Birch, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
William Harcourt Browne, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Arthur Gideon Cole, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Dennis Rider Wood Crile, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Max Lyon Folk, M.D,, Assistant Professor of OphtJmlmology
Thomas Smith Jones, B.F.A., Assistant Professor and Chief Artist of Medical and Dental
Illustration
Ralph August Kordenat, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
John Douglas Koucky, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Abraham Adolph Low, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
Robert Bruce Malcolm, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Jacob Morton Mora, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Charles Newberger, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
Eric Oldbekg, IVLD., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Neurological Surgery
LiNDON Seed, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Hiram Jason Smith, M.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology
Michael Henry Streicher, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
Leonard Freo Weber, M.D., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Roy Gilmore Barrick, ALD., M.H.D., Assistant Professor of Social Hygiene, Criminology,
and Medical Jurisprudence
Robert Lelon Ladd, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology and of
Oral Surgery
John Joseph Theobald, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Walter Henry Theobald, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Fred William Hark, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Orthopedics
Associates
Solomon Maxwell Goldberger, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Goldye Hoffman, M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Frank Max Wittelle, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Joseph Greengard, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Benjamin Zion Rappaport, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pathology and Bacteriology
Iris McKy Chamberlain, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
George Shaynin Livingston, M.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Edwin Walter Hirsch, B.S., M.D., Associate in Genito- Urinary Surgery
Yngve Joranson, A.B., B.S., M.D., Associate in Anatomy
Isidore A. Rabens, M.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Louis Sender Robins, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Virgil Ray Stephens, M.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Hawthorne Collins Wallace, A.B., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Gerharut von Bonin, M.D., Associate in Anatomy
Alexander John Nedzel, M.D., Associate in Pathology and Bacteriology
Hugo Otto Deuss, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Palx Leon Ewing, M.S., Associate in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
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Ernest A. Bredlau, M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology. and Otology
Moses Goldwasser, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
MiNAS Joannides, M.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Milton Henry Kronenberg, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery and in Internal Medicine
Thomas Paine Saltiel, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
GusTAV Leopold Zechel, M.D., Associate in Surgery and in Atiatomy
Hans Deutsch, Ph.B., M.D., Associate in Social Hygiene, Criminology, and Medical Juris-
prudence
P. Joseph Sarma, M.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
IsADORE Pat Bronstein, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Walter William D.\litsch, D.D.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine ajtd Health Officer
Louis Feldman, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Samuel I. Kaufman, M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Dietrich Klemptner, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Leon Wade Martin, Ph.C, ^LD., Associate in Obstetrics
Harry Oliver Maryan, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Charles Bernard Puestow, Ph.D., M.D.. Associate in Surgery
Oscar Richter, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
James Hubert Skiles, A.B., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Richard Lockwood Webb, Ph.D., Associate in Anatomy
Samuel Wolf, ALD., Associate in Ophthalmology
Samuel Gushing Beach, M.D., Associate in Industrial Hygiene
Lowell Sinn Selling, Ph.D., M.D., Associate iti Social Hygiene, Criminology, and Medical
Jurisprudence
William Alexander McKee, B.M., Associate in Criminology, Social Hygiene, and Medical
Jurisprudence
Gilbert Joseph Rich, Ph.D., M.D., Associate in Criminology, Social Hygiene, attd Medical
Jurisprudence
Richard A. Lifvendahl,^ B.S
,
M.D., Associate in Medicine
Lecturers
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer in Medical Jurisprudence, Emeritus
Bernard John Cigrand, M.S., D.D.S., Lecturer in the History of Medicine
Clarence Weinest Muehlberger, Ph.D., Lecturer in Toxicology
Instructors
Archie James Gr.\ham, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Robert Ludwick Furby, I\LD., Instructor in Pediatrics
Maurice Joseph Rose, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Henry O. Wernicke, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Theodore Cornbleet, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Walter Rathfon Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedics
David Arthur Willis, B.S., ALD., Instructor in Surgery
Willard Van Hazel, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
William A. AL\rshall, B.S., ALD., Instructor in Orthopedics
Harold Irving Meyer, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Carl L. Cohen, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Max E. Engerman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Benjamin Mordecai Levin, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
I Beginning January 1, 1932.
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Rudolph Justus Emanuel Oden, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
NoRBERT Pauker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Sol LiTT, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Emil James Stein, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and in Surgery
Joseph Walkon Platin, M.D., Instructor in Genito- Urinary Surgery
John Ambrose Clark Busby, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Louis Joseph Halpern, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Harold H. Rosenbloom, B.S., M.D., Instructor iri Internal Medicine
Alfons R. Bacon, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Abe Louis Aaronson. B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Mat Bloomfield, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Jacob Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Interfial Medicine
Benjamin Morris Gasul, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Louis Bernard Kartoon, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Rudolph Johann Kremer, M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Earl Ernst Ewert, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Percy Joseph DeLano, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
John Anthony Suldane, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
George Milles, Ph.G., B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Harry Leichenger, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Marion Hood, A.M., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Tell Nelson, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Louis N. Boelio, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Max Eleager Fisch, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and in Internal Medicine
Parke Harvey Simer, Ph.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Robert Preston MacFate, Ch.E., M.S., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry and Hospi-
tal Chemist in the Hospital Laboratory
Maximilian T. Bolotin, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Interyial Medicine
Marcus Rainer Caro, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Philip Allen Halper, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Otolaryngology
Henry R. Krasnow, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Timothy Francis Mullen, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedics
Oscar Benjamine Ragins, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Herbert Rattner, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Sherman Lawrence Shapiro, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Saul S. Soloway, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Irwin G. Spiesman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Herbert Eli McDaniels, B.S., Instructor in Bacteriology
Curtis Buford Bowman, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Hector Morrison Ross, M.D., Instructor in Orthopedics
Sara Gertrude Geiger, A.B., B.E., M.D., Instructor in Social Hygiene, Criminology, and
Medical Jurisprudence
Samuel Julian Hoffman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Harriet Iler Skemp, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Carl Oscar Almquist, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Archie Cecil Kane, M.D., CM., Instructor in Otolaryngology
Leo E. Amtman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Carl Apple, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology
Israel Becker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Internal Medicine
Harold Herrin Hill, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Clarence A. Johnson, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry
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Samuel Kaplan, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Alfred Julian Kobak, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gyfiecology
Jane Rose McLaughlin, A.B., R.N., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Alexander George Marshall, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery and in Internal Medicine
Minnie Oboler Perlstein, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Carlo Salvadore Scuderi,^ B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology and in Orilwpedics
Milton Joseph Summerville, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Noah Fox, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Otolaryngology
Aaron Learner, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Oliver Edward VanAlyea, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Otolaryngology
Arthur Jethro Coombs, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
John W. Harned, B.S., ALD., Instructor in Laryjigology, Rhinology, and Otology
Ford Kimmel Hick,^ B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Paul Winston Smith, M.S., Instructor in Physiology
Floyd Hugh Steinman,' B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedics
Claude Needham Lambert, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedics
Carroll W. Stuart, D.D.S., M.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Richard Leos Jenkins, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Social Hygiene, Criminology, and Medical
Jurisprudence
Gordon Abner Granger,^ M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Earle Rupert Pace, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Leon George Pertzoff,* B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Frederick E. Haskins,^ B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Assistants
Benjamin Braude, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Samuel Jacob Burrows, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Morris Louis Parker, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Herman J. Pilka, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Alfred P. Solomon, A.B., M.D., Assistatit in Neurology and Psychiatry
Hedvig Kleppe, A.B., Assistant in Clinical Pathology in the Hospit-al Laboratory
Henry H. Rubin, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery {and in Anatomy^)
Jacob Paskind, M.D., Assistant in Neurology and Psychiatry
Frank Taschereau Coote, M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Hymen William Golub, B.S., ALD., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Dorothy Dickson, A.B., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Clara Deborah Tigay, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Adeline R. White, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Lawrence Anthony Toriello, PhotograpJier in Medical attd Dental Illustration
Earl Emanuel Madden, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Marion Langdon Mason, A.B., Artist in Medical and Dentul Illustration
Eugene Grosz, M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Julius A. Gurvey, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Melvin Reese Guttman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Frank Elizabeth Powell, A.B., Bacteriologist in the Hospital Laboratory
Frances Agnes Briggs, M.S., Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
Samuel Isaac Weiner, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
> Resigned, January 1, 1932
» Beginning, January 1, 1932.
« Resigned, October 1, 1931.
* Second semester.
First semester.
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Herman Alfred Jacobson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics
Samuel Bergen, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
John Benjamin Batko, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Sol Rosenthal,' M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
Henmng Melville Swenson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Harold M. Mortimer, M.D., Assistant in Dermatology^ a?id ift Internal Medicine^
Charles Herman Lesage, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Residetit in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Myrtle Barbara Crudim, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Marsh.all Wells Alcorn, B.S., M.D., Assistant and First Junior Resident in Surgery
Benjamin Pearlman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Rebecca Isabelle Clark, B.S., Assistant in Clinical Pathology in the Hospital Laboratory
Cecil Claude Harvey, M.S., Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
John A. Higgins, D.D.S., Assistant in Piiarmacology and Therapeutics
MiLO Edward Vacin, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Melvin Louis Afremow, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Burton Richard Bancroft,* B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Frank Maurice Boonstra, A.B., M.D., Assistant and Senior Resident in Surgery
George Edward DeTrana, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Otto Gust.av Klein, A.B., B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Frank Emil Nagel, Jr. B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
James Leonard Poppen, A.B., M.D., Assistant and Second Junior Resident in Surgery
Kenneth John Smith, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Marsh.\ll E. Yonan, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Rudolph Edelstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Resident in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Otto Leonard Kahn, M.D,, Assistant in Ophthalmology
Ruth Lebensart, ALD., Assistant in Neurology and Psychiatry
Meredith Louis Ostrom, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Henry Chaskell Schore, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
Henry Godfrey Stoll, M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology
Herschel Smith Burns, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
Lucius Matlock Dillman, B.S., Assistant in Physiology
John Freedman, M.D., Assistant in Radiology and Roentgen Operator
Elvin Mann Hartlett, ]M.D., Assistant hi Otolaryngology
Raymond Clifford Ingraham, Ph.D., Assistant in Physiology
Harold Elmo O'Neal,' M.D., Assistant and Resident in Orthopedics
L.\WRENCE Terry, B.S., Ph.C, Assistant in Pharmacology
Helen Woodward, M.S., Research Assistant in Pediatrics
Cecil Davis Brown, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Charles Drueck, Jr., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
John Talbot Gernon, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Urology
Foster Lamont McMill.vn, Jr., B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Andrew McNally, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Urology-Surgery
Benjamin Harold Neiman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy and in Pathology and Bac-
teriology
Howard Chester Peters, Assistant in Physiology
Alexander Wolf, B.S., M.D., Assista7it in Medicine
William Kenneth Ford, M,D., Assistant in Dermatology
1 Resigned. January 1, 1932.
- Resigned, January 23, 1932.
• Beginning January 1, 1932.
• Resigned, October 1, 1931.
• Resigned, January 30, 1932,
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Sydney Richard Forkosh, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
John George Hillebrand, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Harold Leo Klawans, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Basil G. Lambrakis, M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Victor Levine, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pathology and Bacteriology
Harold Shellow, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Dermatology
Hans Emanuel Uterhart,* M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
George M. Decherd, Jr.,' M.S., M.D., Assistant in Physiology
Emanuel Padnos, B.S., M.D., Assistant i7i Pediatrics
Samuel Shapiro,* B.S., M D., Assistant in Surgery
Student Assistants
Alfred Paxil Bay, Student Assistant in Anatomy
Reino Hendrick Puumala, Student Assistant in Anatomy
Technicians
Joseph Lepak, Chief Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
St.anley Gregory Moore, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Hilda Paulsen, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
OciE RoMEY Burns, Ph.G., Technician in Physiological Chemistry
George Miller, Technician in Anatomy
John W. Thomas, Technician in Physiology
Mrs. Eva Mae Fork, Technician in Anatomy
Evald Petersen, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Beatrice Kahn, Secretary and Technician in Neurology and Psychiatry
Charlotte M. Karpass, B.S., Technician in Ophthalmology and Filing Clerk and Stenogra-
pher in the Hospital Laboratory
George Allen Kneeland, A. B., Technician in Surgery
Dorothy Sherman, A.B., Operator for Electrocardiograph
Edward Horick, B.S., M.D., Refractionist in Ophthalmology
Margaret Eugenie Milliken, A.B., Hospital Serologist in the Hospital Laboratory
Lewis James Rossiter, Technician in Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Surgical Technician in
Surgery
Doris Jennings, Technician in Dermatology
Albina Sruogins, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Amy Littig, B.S., M.D., Anaesthetist in the Dispensary
Mrs. Marie Hutton Gustafson, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
Robert Edmond Vessey, Technician in Physiology
Carl Wessmann, Technician in Otolaryngology
Ross I. Stonecipher,* Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology
James Harris Bone, Technician in the Animal Hospital
Richard August Noelck,* Technician in Physiological Chemistry
Ruth K. Christensen, A.B., Technician in Orthopedics
Mary S. Hempel, Assistant Anaesthetist in the Dispensary
Helen Johnston Moulton, R.N., Physio-Therapist and Technician in Orthopedics
Louis Pelzman, Physio-Therapist in Orthopedics
I First semester.
* Beginning January 1, 1932.
'Resigned, February 1, 1932.
* Resigned, December 1, 1931.
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Marion Geace Eloise Taft, Physio-Therapist in Orthopedics
William Roswell Willlyms, Technician in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
George Augustine Goder, Technician in Physiology
Hazel Blank, R.N., Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Duane C. Shrout,^ Technician in Physiological Chemistry
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Harrison and Honore Streets, Chicago
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D,, L.H.D., President oj the University
Professors*
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc, Professor of Orthodontia, Head of the De-
partment, Director of the Children's Clinic, and Dean of the College of Dentistry
Donald Mackey Gallie, D.D.S., Professor of Operative Dentistry; Head of the Department
George Walter Dittmar, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry; Head of the Department
Frederick Brown Moorehead, M.S., D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery; Head of
the Department
David John Davis, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology; Head of the
Department; and Dean of the College of Medicine
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Pathology, and Attending Oral
Surgeon in the Research and Educational Hospitals
William Henry Welker, A.C., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry and Metallurgy; Head of the
Department
James Roy Blayney, B.S., D.D.S., Professor of Dental Patlwlogy and Therapeutics, Head of
the Department, and Associate Director of the Infirmary
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Anatomy; Head of the Department
Allan Gibson Brodie, D.D.S., Professor of Orthodontia
BuRNE Olin Sippy, M.S., D.D.S., Professor of Orthodontia
John Sanford Kellogg, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry and Director of the Pros-
thetic Infirmary
Waclaw Howard Kubacki, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Victor Theodore Nylander, A.B., D.D.S., Professor of Operative Dentistry and Director
of the Infirmary
Stanley Daniel Tylman, A.B,, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Associate Professors
Isaac Schour, D.D.S., Associate Professor of Histology
Assistant Professors
Robert Lelon Ladd, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgery and of Patlwlogy and
Bacteriology
Robert George Kesel, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Dental Pathology and TJierapeutics
Associates
Edward John Keejci, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Thomas William Humble, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
* Second semester.
* Members of the University Senate.
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Mrs. Nell Snow Talbot, Ph.B., Associate in English and Assistant to the Dean
Edward Charles Wach, Ph.G., D.D.S., Associate in Denial Pathology and Therapeutics
George Franklin Kolar, B.S., D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
William Benham Downs, D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
Elsie Gerlach, D.D.S., Associate in and Superintendent of the Children's Clinic
Richard Alvin Jentzsch, D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
Eli Olech, D.D.S., Associate in Oral Surgery
Kermit Frederick Knudtzon, D.D.S., Associate in tlie Infirmary
Robert Knighton Baxter, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Henry John Droba, D.D.S., Associate in Oral Surgery
Walter William Dalitsch, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine and Health Officer
Paul Lilja Lane, D.D.S., Associate and Examiner in the Infirmary
Lecturers
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer in Denial Jurisprudence, Emeritus
Benjamin Wham, A.B., J.D., Lecturer in Dental Jurisprudence
Instructors
Carlton Everly Kerrick,^ Instructor in Technical Drawing
Illinois State Normal University, 1912-15; Illinois College of Dentistry, 1920-21
Frances B. Schwab, Instructor in Histology
Anita Marie Ellingson, R.N., Instructor in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Anna Rieke, A.B., R.N., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Mary Newell, D.D.S., Instructor in Orthodontia
Clement Victor Shoskey, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
Fred Norman Bazola, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Lester Davis Kaplin, D.D.S., Instructor in Prostltetic Dentistry
Willis Bray, D.D.S., Instructor in Prostlietic Dentistry
Maynard K, Hine, D.D.S., Instructor in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Beulah Grattan Nelson, A.B., B.S., Instructor in the Children's Clinic
Charles Mathew Buckman, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
Mrs. Helen Baker Notestein, B.S., Instructor in Roentgenology
Edgar Herman Arthur Kramp, B.S., D.D.S., Instructor in Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics
Florence Victoria Malachowski, D.D.S., Instructor in the Children s Clinic
Ernest W. Myer,^ D.D.S., M.S., Instructor in Orthodontia
Assistants
Mrs. Nellie Morgan Frain, Artist in Dental Illustration
Bess Helen Faust, A.B., Assistant in Orthodontia
Clarice Lillian Mesick, R.N., Assistant in the Children's Clinic
Technicians
Marie Westgate, Technician in Oral Surgery
Gustave Swanson, Technicia?i in the Infirmary
Judith Miriam Williams, Technician in Roentgenology
Evelyn Angeline Anderson, Technician in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Alta E. Kamnetz, A.B., Technician in Orthodofitia
Eleanor Magdalena Schlosser, D.H., Technician in Prosthetic Dentistry
Katherine Carr, Technician in Orthodontia
' First semesier.
' Second semester.
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Wood and Flournoy Streets, Chicago
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President of the University
Professors*
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Pharm.M., Professor of Materia Medica and Botany, and Dean
of the School of Pharmacy
Clyde Mason Snow, Ph.G., A.M., Professor of Pharmacy
Albert Henry Clark, M.S., Ph.G., Professor of Chemistry
Edmund Norris Gathercoal, Ph.G., Professor of Phartnacognosy
Assistant Professors
Hugh Leslie Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ralph Eugene Terry, Ph.G., M.S., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
Elmer Hauser Wirth, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacognosy
Associates
George Lewis Webster, Ph.G., B.S., Associate in Chemistry
Charles Wildman Clarke, M.S., Associate in Cliemistry
Sherman William Morrison, M.S., Ph.C, Associate in Pharmacy and Pharmacist in the
Dispensary and Drug Room
Herbert Martin Emig, B.S., Ph.G., Associate in Pliarmacy
Lecturer
James Tobias Groot,' B.S., M.D., Lecturer in Physiology
Instructors
Lewis Elbert Martin, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Samuel Shkolnik, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Paul David Carpenter, Ph.G., Instructor in Botany and Materia Medica
John August Dorjahn, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacognosy
Esther Meyer, Ph.G., Instructor in Bacteriology
Ray Arthur Patelski, B.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Assistants
Joseph Charles Ocenasek, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Rebecca Rosenblum, Ph.G., Assistant in Chemistry
Reuben Max Reiflek, Ph.G., Assistant in P'liarmacy
Lawrence Templeton, B.S., Assistant in Pharmacy
Vivian Josephine Stuchlik, Ph.G., Assistant in Botany and Materia Medica
Ernst Rudolf Kirch, Ph.C, Assistant in Chemistry
Lorenze Blough Eyer, Ph.C, Assistant in Bota7iy and Materia Medica
Paul Gotfried Soderdahl, Ph.C, Assistant in Chemistry
Marion Kasbeer, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Raymond Sigfrid Adamson, Ph.C, Assistant in Botany and Materia Medica
Gerston Bruch, Ph.C, Assistant in Botany ajid Materia Medica
Max Waytz, Ph.C, Assistant in Pharmacy
* Members of the University Senate.
' Second semester.
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Bernard Benjamin Brody, Ph.C, Assistant in Pharmacy
Solomon Gershon, Ph.C, Assistant i7i Chemistry
William Robert Collins, Ph.C, Assistant in Pharmacy and Pharmacia in the Dispensary
and Drug Room
Technicians
Andrew Burger, Technician in Pharmacy
Kenneth B. Teague, Technician in Pltarmacy
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President of the University
Staff
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director of the Library and the Library School
Mary Lois Bull, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Order Department—
WiLLiA Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Order Librarian
IcKO Iben, Ph.D., Exchange Assistant
Dorothy Moyer, A.B., B.S., Assistant
IsABELLE Fitch Grant, B.Ed., B.S., Assistant
Kathleen Margaret Ruckman, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Edith Starr McRoberts, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Sylvia Coral Gilmore, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Wave Lynn Noggle, B.Ed., B.S., Assistant
Raymond Howard Shove, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Alexander Moffit, B.S., Assistant
Periodical Department—
Katherine Adele Doyle, Assistant
Catalog Department—
Eleanor Mabel Robertson, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Catalog Librarian
Amanda Moore Flattery, A.M., Cataloger, Retired
Katherine McGraw Wheeler, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Cleo Lichtenberger, B.S., B.L.S., Cataloger
Esther Willard Anell, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Meta Maria Sexton, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Christopher Urdahl Faye, A.M., M.S., Cataloger
Mary Abegail Mann, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Doris Wiley Achelpohl, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Edith Carrington Jones, A.M., B.S., Cataloger
Gertrude Constance Grainger, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Edna Mae Brown, A.M., B.S., Cataloger
Delilah Blanche Hargis, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Elva Leonora Krogh, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Clarissa Olivia Lewis, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
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Arnold Herman Trotier, A.B., Cataloger
WiLMA Allene Troxel, B.S., Cataloger
Evelyn Mildred Hensel, B.S., Cataloger
Loan Department—
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Loan Librarian
Cecelia McCarthy, A.M., Assistant
Helen Stewart, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Mildred Hadley Bowers, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Annabel Lucile Smith, B.S., Assistant
James Ratliff Gulledge, A.B., Assistant
Annie Ruth Hardin, A.B., Assistant
Esther Frances Price, B.S., Assistant
Ruth Mae Rothenburger, Ph.B., B.S., Assistant
Ernest Justus Scheerer, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Hilda M.\e Dickerson, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Alf Houkom, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Glenn Robert Maynard, B.S., Assistant
Susan Townsend, B.S., Assistant
Elizabeth Rose Williamson, A.B., Assistant
Binding Department—
Josie Batcheller Houchens, A.m., B.L.S., Binding Librarian
Alice Barbara Wesley, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Reference Department—
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Dorothy Miller Black, A.M., Assistant
Gerald Herbert Sandy', A.B., B.S., Assistant
Maysel O'Haver Baker, A.M., B.S., Assistant
Margaret Helen Spoon, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Department Libraries—
Hazel Yearsley Shaw, A.M., Assistant in Economics and Sociology
Nelle Marie Signor, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant in History and Political Science
Charles Edwin Janvrin, Ph.B., B.L.S., Librarian of the Natural History Library
Mary Gladys Burwash, A.B., B.L.S., Librarian of tlie Agricultural Library
Hilda Josephine Alseth, A.B., B.L.S., Librarian of the Engineering Library
Mrs. Bernita Jewell Long, A.B., LL.B., Assistant in La-^
Ida Tod, B.S., Assistant in Philosophy, Psychology, and Education
Elvin Schuyler Warrick, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Mathetnatics
Florence Marie Harding, A.M., Assista^tt in Modern Languages
Fern Evalena DeBeck, A.B., B.S., Librarian of the Architectural Library
Arnold Whitney Rosaaen, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mrs. Evalene Kramer Sullivan, B.S., University High School Librarian
Metta May Loomis, Librarian of the College of Medicine Library
50 Committees of the University Senate
COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
Educational Policy—N. A. Weston, Chairman; W. C. Huntington, T. E. Benner, W. L.
BuRLisoN, J. A. Fairlie, John Van Horne.
Library—W. A. Oldfather, Chairman; P. L. Windsor, L. E. Card, F. W. Loomis, P. D.
Converse, R. F. Seybolt, F. C. Dietz.
Athletics—A. C. Callen, Chairman; W. L. Summers, C. L. Lundgren, R. C. Fuson, R. B.
Browne.
Student Discipline—W. E. Britton, Chairman; B. S. Hopkins, H. H. Jordan, A. R.
Crathorne, Simon Litman.
Student Affairs—M. M. Olander, Chairman; F. H. Turner, Maria Leonard, F. S.
Ronalds, A. R. Knight, Harriet Barto, C. R. Frederick.
Honors Day—E. C. Schmidt, Chairman; Ruth A. Wardall, C. E. Palmer, A. C. Little-
ton, N. W. Krase.
University Calendar—O. A. Leutwiler, Chairman; F. A. Russell, L. H. Provine, H. V.
Canter, G. P. Tuttle.
Admissions from Secondary Schools—H. J. Van Cleave, Chairman; G, P. Tuttle, A. W.
Clevenger, R. p. Hoelscher, O. F. Weber.
Appointment of Teachers—W. S. Monroe, Chairman; A. W. Clevenger, H. G. Paul, J. G.
Randall, R. L. Shriner.
Students' Use of English—B. L. Jefferson, Chairman; E. J. Filbey, C. L. Metcalf, F. B.
Seely, A. S. Colby.
Joint Committee of Senate and Graduate School on Admissions from Higher Institutions—
M. L. Enger, Chairman; A. W. Clevenger, M. H. Hunter, R, S. Smith, F. W.
Tanner, G. P. Tuttle, Secretary ex officio.
Classification in Physical Education
—
J. H. Beard, Chairman; J. R. Burney, G. T. Staf-
ford, G. H. Smith.
Rhodes Scholarships—A. H. Daniels, Chairman; F. H. Turner, N. E. Ensign.
IGENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
THE main campus of the University of Illinois is situated in Urbana-
Champaign, in Champaign County, about fifty miles northeast of the
geographical center of the State. The campus lies partly in the city of
Urbana and partly in the city of Champaign. The two municipalities form
one community of about thirty thousand inhabitants. The railway,
express, mail, telegraph, and telephone services of both cities are available
for the University.
The College of Medicine, the College of Dentistry, and the School of
Pharmacy,^ are located in Chicago, near the Cook County Hospital.
HISTORY
'
I
''HE University was incorporated by an act of the General Assembly,
- February 28, 1867, as the Illinois Industrial University. This action
was taken following the act of Congress known as the "Morrill Land
Grant," whereby the national government gave each state in the Union
public land scrip equal to 30,000 acres for each senator and representative
in Congress, "for the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least
one college whose leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific
and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches
of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts ... in order
to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in
the several pursuits and professions of life."
The institution was placed under the control of a Board of Trustees,
consisting of the Governor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
the President of the State Board of Agriculture, members ex officio, and
twenty-eight citizens appointed by the Governor. The chief executive
officer was called the Regent, and was made ex officio a member of the Board
and presiding oflficer of both the Board of Trustees and the faculty. In
1873 the number of members was reduced to eleven—the Governor and the
President of the State Board of Agriculture, ex officio, and nine others, who
were still appointed by the Governor. Since this time also, the President of
the Board has been chosen by the members from among their own number
for a term of one year. In 1887, a law was passed making membership in
the Board elective at a general State election and restoring the Superin-
' To be known as the Collcfe of Pharmacy after September 1. 1932.
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tendent of Public Instruction as a member ex officio. There were then,
therefore, three ex officio and nine elective members. In 1917, the General
Assembly passed a law reorganizing the administration of the State. By
virtue of this law, on January 1, 1919, the oflfice of the President of the
State Board of Agriculture was abolished. There are now, therefore, eleven
members, two ex officio and nine elective, as listed on page 7.
In 1885, the General Assembly changed the name of the institution
from the Illinois Industrial University to the University of Illinois.
The ofifice of executive head of the institution has been held by seven
persons: Dr. John Milton Gregory, Regent from 1867 to 1880; Dr. Selim
Hobart Peabody, Regent pro tempore from 1880 to 1881 and Regent from
1881 to 1891; Dr. Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Acting Regent from 1891 to
1894; Dr. Andrew Sloan Draper, President from 1894 to 1904; Dr. Ed-
mund Janes James, President from 1904 to 1920; Dr. David Kinley, Act-
ing President from 1919 to 1920, and President from 1920 to 1930; and Dr.
Harry Woodburn Chase, President since 1930.
The University opened on March 2, 1868. The num.ber of students en-
rolled was 50; the faculty consisted of the Regent and two professors. Dur-
ing the first term another instructor was added, and the number of students
increased to 77—all men.
During the first term instruction was given in algebra, geometry, phys-
ics, history, rhetoric, and Latin. During the autumn of 1868 a chemical
laborator}^ was provided, and laboratory work in botany was begun the
following year. In January, 1870, a mechanical shop was equipped, and
here was begun the first shop instruction given in an American university.
On August 26, 1870, the Trustees voted to admit women as students. In
the year 1870-71, twenty-four entered. Since that time they have consti-
tuted from one-sixth to one-fourth of the total number of students.
By the original State law, the University could not grant diplomas and
degrees; certificates showing the studies pursued and the grades were given
instead. The certificates were unsatisfactory, and in 1877 the legislature
gave authority to confer degrees and issue diplomas.
In addition to the original endowment. Congress has made provision for
the Land Grant institutions by the second Morrill act of 1890 ($25,000 a
year); the Adams act of 1900 ($15,000 a year for research and experi-
mental work) ; and the Nelson act of 1907 ($25,000 a year).
The General Assembly in 1911 passed a law providing for a mill tax to
provide a fund for the maintenance and operation of the University, thus
inaugurating a definite policy of partial provision for the institution.
In 1892, graduate work was undertaken under the name of the Gradu-
ate School. In 1907, the General Assembly appropriated $50,000 for the
Graduate School, and the Executive Faculty of that school was organized.
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The first summer session was held in 1894. The Department of Music be-
came the School of Music in 1897. The work in law was organized as the
School of Law in 1896—the name being changed to the College of Law in
1900. The General Assembly made a special appropriation in 1900 to es-
tablish courses of training for business life, and the Trustees organized the
Courses in Business Administration, which in 1915 became the College of
Commerce and Business Administration. In 1905, the Trustees established
a School of Education, which became the College of Education in 1918.
The School of Railway Engineering and Administration'^ was created in
1907. The General Assembly in 1909 established the Department of Mining
Engineering. In 1913, the College of Literature and Arts and the College of
Science were united to form the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. In
1927, the work in journalism, previously administered in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, was organized to form the School of Journalism.
In 1931, the Department of Art and Design in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, the Department of Architecture in the College of Engineer-
ing, the Division of Landscape Architecture in the College of Agriculture,
and the School of Music were combined into the College of Fine and Ap-
plied Arts.
In 1897, the School of Library Economy, established in 1893 at the
Armour Institute of Technology in Chicago, was transferred to the Uni-
versity, the Director of that school was appointed Librarian of the Univer-
sity, and the Library School was opened.
The Chicago College of Pharmacy, founded in 1859, became the School
of Pharmacy of the University in 1896. The College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Chicago was affiliated with the University under a lease in
1897, but this arrangement proved unsatisfactory and was discontinued
in 1912. In 1913, the stock and assets of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Chicago were given to the University, and the College of Medicine
was reopened in that year. The School of Dentistry, which was organized
as a department of the College of Medicine in 1901, became the College of
Dentistry in 1905. It was closed in 1912 and was reopened in 1913.
Research in agriculture was begun at an early date. In 1888, the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station was founded, and in 1903 the Engineering
Experiment Station was established. Similar organizations on a smaller
scale are the Bureau of Educational Research (1918) and the Bureau of
Business Research (1921). The facilities for research have been increased
by the location at the University of certain State organizations, including
the scientific survey divisions of the State Department of Registration and
Education (see pages 417-424).
1 The operation of this school was suspended in 1917.
ADMINISTRATION
THE government of the University is vested by law in the Board of
Trustees,^ which delegates administrative powers to the President
of the University, the Provost, the Senate,^ the faculties of the several col-
leges and schools, the deans of the colleges, the directors of the schools, and
other officers of administration. The Council^ serves as an advisory body to
the President.
The University is composed of several colleges and schools, as follows:
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; the College of Commerce and
Business Administration; the College of Engineering; the College of Agri-
culture; the College of Education; the College of Fine and Applied Arts,
including the School of Music; the College of Law; the Library School; the
School of Journalism; the Graduate School; the College of Medicine; the
College of Dentistry; and the School of Pharmacy.*
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
THE land occupied by the University includes the main campus*
429.98 acres, the Chicago campus, two and one-fifth acres, the experi-
mental farms at Urbana-Champaign, 1126.86 acres, experiment fields out-
side Champaign County, 657.60 acres, and timber reservations, 60 acres,
a total of 2276.64 acres. There are approximately 69 buildings on the main
campus at Urbana-Champaign and 35 buildings on the experimental farms
at Urbana-Champaign. The more important buildings, listed by colleges
or according to use, with the dates of erection, are:
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Astronomical Observatory (1901-02; addition, 1914-15).
Boiler Water Experimental Building (1929).
Botany Laboratory and Greenhouse (1914).
Chemistry Laboratory (1901-02; addition, 1914-15).
Chemistry Annex (1930-31) connected by tunnel to the Chemistry Laboratory, to pro-
vide facilities for freshman chemistry courses.
Entomology Building (erected, 1878, as the Chemical Laboratory; remodeled 1902 for
the College of Law ; remodeled 1927 and assigned in part to the Department of En-
tomology; portion of second floor remodeled 1930 and assigned to the Depart-
ment of Botany; ground floor and one room on second floor used for general class
room purposes).
> Members of the Board of Trustees are listed on page 7. See also page 51.
« Members of the Senate are listed on page 12-17, 36, 37, 45, and 47.
'Members of the Council are listed on page 11.
To be the College of Pharmacy after September I, 1932.
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High Pressure Gas Research Building (1927).
Lincoln Hall (1911; addition, 1928-29).
Mathematics Building (1918) erected as stack addition to the Library; remodeled with
addition (1926); assigned to Mathematics (1927).
Natural Historj' Building (1892; additions, 1909 and 1921).
Physiological-Psychology Laboratory (1931; tenant house at 106 South Goodwin remod-
eled for experimental work in animal hearing).
University Hall (1873),
Vivarium (1915-16).
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Commerce Building (1925).
College of Engineering
Ceramic Engineering Building (1915-16).
Electrical Engineering Laboratory (1898 connected to the Laboratory of Applied
Mechanics erected 1901-02 and remodeled 1929; also building erected as old Power
Plant 1898).
Engineering Hall (1894).
Ice Experimental Plant (1930-31).
Locomotive Testing Laboratory (1912).
Machine Laboratory (1895).
Materials Testing Laboratory (1928-29).
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (1905; addition, 1910; remodeled, 1917 and 1929).
Mining and Ceramics Laboratory (1913).
Physics Laboratory (1909).
Surveying Building (erected 1904-05 as the Horticultural Field Laboratory; remodeled
for surveying in 1923).
Transportation Building (1912; addition, 1921).
Wood Shop and Foundry (1901-02).
College of Agriculture
Agricultural Building (Old) (1900).
Agricultural Building (New) (1922-23).
Agronomy Greenhouse (erected, 1900; rebuilt, 1912).
Agronomy Seed House (1929).
Animal Pathology Laboratory and Clinic Building (erected 1904-05 as a beef cattle
building; assigned to Animal Pathology, 1919).
Cattle Feeding Plant (first unit, 1917; second unit, 1925; third unit, 1930).
Dairy Barn, for pure-bred stock (1924-25).
Dairy Experiment Barn (1913).
Dairy Manufactures Building (1925).
Farm Mechanics Building (1906-07; tractor laboratory, 1923).
Floriculture Service Building and Greenhouses (1912-13; addition, 1928).
Genetics Building (1915-16).
Horse Barn (1925).
Horticultural Field Laboratory (1921-22).
Pomology Greenhouse (1928).
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Poultry Plant (1917, 1926).
Soil Bins (1916).
Stock Pavilion (1913).
Swine Plant (1925).
Vegetable and Plant Breeding, Service Building and Greenhouses (1912-13; addition,
1928).
College of Education
Administration Building (East) (erected as Commerce Building, 1912; occupied by
College of Education since 1926).
Education Building (University High School) (1917-18).
Bureau of Educational Research, 1210 Springfield Avenue (acquired 1913; assigned to
Bureau of Educational Research 1923).
University High School Gymnasium (1929).
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects (1927).
Smith Memorial Music Hall (1918-19) (gift of Captain Thomas J. Smith as a memorial
to his wife, Tina Weedon Smith).
College of Law
Law Building (erected as the Library 1896-97; addition, 1914; remodeled 1926 and
assigned to the College of Law).
General University Use
Administration Building (West) (1915; remodeled 1926 and 1928).
Armory (1914-15; additions, 1926-27).
Auditorium (1907-08).
Gymnasium, Men's Old (1901).
Gymnasium, Men's New (first unit, 1925; second unit, 1926).
Gymnasium Annex (1889-90; addition, 1918, as Engine Annex).
Ice Skating Rink (1931) (built by Athletic Association).
Library (first unit, 1924-25; second unit, including the first stack unit, 1926-27; third
unit, including the second stack unit, 1928-29).
McKinley Hospital (1925) (gift of Senator William B. McKinley).
Radio Station (1926) (gift of Boetius Sullivan as a memorial to his father. Honorable
Roger C. Sullivan).
Stadium, Memorial (1922-23) (gift of alumni and friends of the University through the
Athletic Association) (south bleachers erected by Athletic Association, 1929).
Woman's Building (1905; additions, 1912-13 and 1923-24).
Woman's Gymnasium (1931).
Special Uses
Band Building (erected, 1921-22, as the Armory Annex; assigned to Military Bands,
1928).
Fireman's Training Tower (1928).
Health Service Building (erected 1896 as the President's House; assigned to Health
Service, 1919).
President's House (1931; located at 711 Florida Avenue, Urbana).
State Entomologist's Laboratory (1905).
State Geological Survey Laboratories (1931) (house at 201 South Goodwin Avenue
purchased and remodeled, and new one-story laboratory building erected for the
expanding program of the State Geological Survey).
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Theatre Guild Studio (erected 1908 as the Floriculture Service Building; remodeled,
1914 and 1917, for student hospital and occupied for that purpose until 1925; oc-
cupied by Department of Art and Design, 1928-30; assigned to Theatre Guild,
1930).
Residence Halls (for Women)
Davenport House (acquired, 1922; Kappa House acquired, 1927; connected, 1928).
West Residence Hall (1925).
Woman's Residence Hall (1917).
Service Buildings
Garages and Shops (North, 1922; addition, 1928; South, 1923; addition to the Farm
Mechanics Building, Tractor Laboratory, 1928).
Greenhouse (north) (1898).
Grounds Department Barns (1895, 1927).
Military Stables (1919, 1922).
Power Plant (1910; additions, 1914, 1920, 1925, 1930-31).
Pumping Station (1901).
Storage Building (erected 1904-05 as Agronomy Building).
Storage Warehouse (1915, 1925).
Water Filtration Plant (1931).
Chicago Buildings
College of Dentistry Building (acquired 1913).
College of Medicine Building (acquired 1913; vacated 1931).
Medical and Dental College Laboratories (first unit occupied October 1, 1931) (second
unit to be erected 1932).
School of Pharmacy Building (1915; addition, 1926-27).
Research and Educational Hospitals (part of hospitals built in cooperation with the
State Department of Public Welfare, 1921).
Research Laboratory and Library Building (1922-23).
Cook County Experiment Station Cottage and Greenhouse (1925, 1927, 1928).
LIBRARIES
THE University Library includes all the books belonging to the colleges
and schools of the University which are situated in Urbana and also
the libraries of the College of Medicine and the School of Pharmacy in
Chicago. The number of volumes, pamphlets, etc., in the several libraries
on July 1, 1931, was as follows:
Pieces of
In Urbana: Volumes Pamphlets Maps Sheet Music
General and Departmental Libraries 832 ,643 220,000 3 ,096 8,723
In Chicago:
College of Medicine 39,619 4,900
School of Pharmacy 5,622 2,975
Totalin University Library 877,884 227,875 3,096 8,723
Capacity Volumes
108 23,900
80 9,180
100 14,390
110 28 , 100
200 38,650
32 10,820
52 50,970
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The Library is housed, for the most part, in the Library Building. All
students have the direct use of 15,000 volumes in the general reading room,
seating 500, and the two reserved-book reading rooms, seating 500. In the
Library Building besides these general reading rooms there are special
rooms for Classics, History and Political Science, the Modern Languages,
Commerce, Sociology, and Education, with a seating capacity for 823 stu-
dents. There are seats in the building for 1,823 students. The departmental
libraries and reading rooms in Urbana, outside the main library building,
are the following:
Sealing
Name oj Library
Agriculture
Architecture (Ricker Library)
Chemistry
Engineering
Law
Mathematics
Natural History
Total 682 176,010
About 6,000 periodicals are currently received.
As a part of the Library are included several special collections: The
Dziatzko Collection of Library Economy: 300 volumes, 250 pamphlets,
bought in 1905. The Dittenberger Collection of the Classics: 5,600 items,
bought in 1907. The Heyne Collection: about 5,000 items, principally on
German philology and literature, bought in 1909. The Karsten Collection,
principally on French and German philology and literature. The Grober
Collection: 6,300 titles, principally on the Romance languages, purchased
in 1912. The Vahlen Collection: 10,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The
Aron Collection: 20,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Carl Martin Jatnes
Collection: 1,030 volumes relating to statistics and similar subjects, pre-
sented in 1915 by President Edmund J. James. The Rattermann Collection,
of German-American literature and history: 7,000 volumes, purchased in
1915. The Amanda K. Casad Collection, relating to history, economics, poli-
tics, and education: 1,732 volumes, presented in 1916 by President Ed-
mund J. James. The Constance Barlow-Smith Collection, of musical scores,
manuscript books, and portraits, presented in 1916 by the late Mrs. Con-
stance Barlow-Smith. The Thomas J. Bnrrill Collection, of general and bo-
tanical literature, presented by Mrs. Burrill in 1917. The Cavagna-San-
Guiliani Library, of over 40,000 volumes and pam.phlets, purchased in
1921, in Italy. The general library of 2,933 volumes, of the late John W.
Kitchell, of Pana, Illinois, bequeathed in 1931.
MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS
NUMEROUS collections of objects of artistic, historic.or scientific value
are maintained by the University and exhibited by its various depart-
ments. Those of classical art and archeology, Oriental culture, European
culture, natural history, botany, entomology, geology, and zoology are
under the care of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The larger col-
lections are as follows:
Art Collections.—A collection of casts, photographs, and engravings,
presented to the University in 1876 by citizens of the community, has been
placed in the Hall of Casts in the Architecture Building and in the Library.
A collection of German and Japanese prints, purchased from the St. Louis
Exposition in 1905, is displayed in the rooms of the Architecture Building.
A number of original oil paintings by notable American artists, six of which
have been presented to the University and the remainder purchased by
the University, are placed as a permanent collection in the Gallery of
Painting in the Architecture Building. A number of bronzes, water-colors,
lithographs, and other art objects are also placed with this collection.
Museum of Classical Archeology and Art.—This museum is in Lincoln
Hall. It contains reproductions of a considerable number of the more im-
portant works of art of pre-Greek, Greek, and Roman civilization. There
are also original exhibits from each of these periods, consisting chiefly of
smaller objects, such as Cretan seals, numerous Greek and Roman coins,
with a series of monetary tokens illustrating the development of currency,
terra cotta statuettes, vases, bronzes, and fragments of Greek papyri. Many
small articles of the Greek period in Egypt, discovered in the campaigns of
the Egypt Exploration Fund, have been received through the generosity
of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr. There are a number of water-color pic-
tures, principally of Minoan frescoes and Pompeian scenes, as well as a
series of mounted photographs for classroom use.
Museum of European Culture.—This museum, located in Lincoln Hall,
contains original material and reproductions to illustrate many periods and
many aspects of European civilization. Among its material are casts of
Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance sculpture; color reproductions of
paintings, including the rare Pol de Mont reproductions of early Nether-
lands masterpieces; originals and facsimiles of medieval manuscripts, early
printed books, and early maps of the World ; originals and reproductions of
arms and armor; original Paleolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze Age antiqui-
ties, including the collection of Professor Baudon, formerly president of the
French Prehistoric Society; theater models and prints of theaters and ac-
tors; peasant costumes and other textile materials; ship models; historical
groups made by Dwight Franklin; originals and reproductions of early
wood carving, early church ivory carving, and metal work; Delft ware col-
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lected by Mrs. John Milton Gregory and given by her daughter; carbon
prints of cathedrals and other pictorial material; several hundred coins;
reproductions of runic inscriptions, early musical instruments, and other
objects.
Oriental Museum.—This museum is in Lincoln Hall. Among its collec-
tions are 1,700 unpublished cuneiform tablets, the majority from Drehem,
Umma, and Larsa, dating from the twenty-ninth to the twentieth century
B.C.; others from the period of Nebuchadnezzar; Babylonian seals; frag-
ments of Assyrian and Babylonian bricks with royal inscriptions; pottery,
slate pallettes, mummy case fragments, mummified sacred birds, and
small objects from Egypt, the gift of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr.;
Egyptian alabasters; squeezes of Hittite and Assyrian inscriptions, lent by
Dr. B. B. Charles, of Philadelphia; squeezes of Phoenician inscriptions;
pottery and pottery fragments from ancient sites in the Near East; objects
from Palestine, including two Hebrew manuscripts, models of domestic fur-
niture, pottery, and prehistoric implements; and unpublished photographs
from the Near East.
The Museum of Natural History.—This museum is in the Natural His-
tory Building. It contains many exhibits in zoology and geology, including
classification, evolution, variation, geographic distribution, habitat rela-
tions, commercial use of natural resources, archeology, and ethnology of
the American Indians. Special exhibits include the Greenland Eskimo ma-
terial obtained by the Crocker Land Expedition, the archeology of the
Cahokia Mound Builders obtained by the explorations carried on by the
University, and the bird life of Illinois illustrating the migration and geo-
graphic distribution of numerous species by means of colored maps. As
part of the exhibition of historical geology, there is a synoptic series of
animal life carried down to orders, including extinct groups. A stratigraphic
collection represents the principal types of animals and plants found in
American geological formations. Special collections include the Blaschka
glass models of invertebrate animals and the Barnum and Hess collection
of birds' eggs. The zoology of Illinois is well represented. The research ma-
terial in the museum includes Mollusca collected by Daniels, Hinkley,
Nason, Baker, Worthen, and Ferriss, embracing 500,000 specimens, includ-
ing a collection of species from North and Middle America, with many
types. Among the insects are the Bolter and Nason collections numbering
170,000 specimens. The fossil series include the Daniels and Carr collec-
tions of coal plants from Mazon Creek, Grundy County, Illinois; a series
of the animal life of the same formation; the Nason and Baker collection
of Devonian animal life; and collections of Pleistocene life obtained from
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the Illinois Geological Survey and by the field work of the museum staff.
The research collections number more than 1,000,000 specimens.
Botany.—The Herbarium, in the Natural History Building, contains
236,075 sheets and specimens in boxes properly labeled, valued at $35,403.
It is representative of the higher plants and fungi of Illinois and forms a
collection for the general flora of the United States. The herbaria of Bren-
del, Welsch, Schneck, Andrews, Mrs. Agnes Chase, and Hill are valuable
for students of the Illinois flora. Because of the interest of the late Professor
Burrill and his special students, Clinton, Earle, Seymour, and others, in the
study of parasitic fungi, the part of the Herbarium devoted to the repre-
sentation of plants of this group is rich in material records of investigation,
to which has been added the Stevens collection of Porto Rican fungi,
14,000 numbers. The published "exsiccatae" in this group comprise 680
centuries. A set of Phycotheca Boreali-Americana, representing over 2,000
named species, presented by Mrs. Mary S. Snyder, has increased the value
of the Herbarium for students of algae. The J. R. Weir collection (1,672
packets) of Old and New World Loranthaceae has recently been added.
Entomology.—The entomological collections include a series of 50,000
pinned specimens, representing about 3,500 common species; another series
of 15,000 specimens, each hermetically sealed in glass, representing the life
stages and injury of all the major American economic insects; about 3,000
vials of the immature stages of insects; and the MacGillivray collection of
Tenthredinoidea, consisting of about 1 ,000 species and 400 type specimens.
The Department of Entomology has access, also, to the insect collections
of the State Natural History Survey (see page 418).
Geology.—The collections in charge of the Department of Geology in-
clude materials classified under the headings of geology, mineralogy,
paleontology, and geography. Some of the departmental materials are in
the Museum of Natural History. The department cares for three cases of
exhibits dealing with the material covered in general geology courses.
Study collections include 10,000 rock specimens, 3,000 thin sections for
microscopic study, 12,000 mineral specimens, and 75,000 fossils. The
paleontological collections are available for research, especially Silurian
faunas and those representative of Illinois. Among the collections avail-
able for advanced studies are those of Tyler McWhorter, Hertzer, and the
greater part of the specimens collected both privately and for the State
Geological Survey by A. H. Worthen and T. E. Savage. The Department
of Geology also maintains a complete file of the United States topographic
maps, a collection of United States Geological Survey folios, foreign topo-
graphic maps, relief models and geographical maps, and several thousand
lantern slides, illustrating geological and geographical features throughout
the world.
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Zoology.—The zoological collections present a synoptic view of zoology,
including representations of all orders and classes. There are also the Zieg-
ler wax models and sections, and other preparations showing the embry-
ology of vertebrates and invertebrates. An extensive collection of animal
parasites and the Kingsley and Eycleshymer embryological collections are
especially noteworthy. The collections of the State Natural History Survey
are available for illustrative purposes in classwork and for original research
b}' advanced students in zoology.
Engineering.—The departments of the College of Engineering maintain
collections of materials drawn from their respective fields. The Department
of Ceramic Engineering has a collection of modern wares representing
types of bodies, glazes, and methods of decoration. The Department of
Mechanical Engineering is the custodian of a 600 h.p. vertical triple-expan-
sion engine, directly connected to an electric generator, a type of machine
in use in power-stations twenty years ago, and machines of historical value,
including a 25 h.p. horizontal, double-acting, single-expansion steam en-
gine, designed and built in 1871, with the help of students, by Professor
S. W. Robinson, the first professor of mechanical engineering at the Uni-
versity. This engine supplied power to the first shop in this country in which
instruction in the mechanic arts was given. In the Mining Museum is a
collection of models showing the methods of working coal and ore mines,
both sectionalized and operating mining machines, and appliances. Here
also are collections of photographs and blue prints illustrative of mining
and metallurgical design and construction; and collections of specimens
of ores, coals, non-metallic minerals, and metallurgical products. The De-
partment of Railway Engineering has exhibits of track rails exemplifying
practice since the beginning of railway construction; many details em-
ployed in car and locomotive construction, historic and modern; and a col-
lection of photographs and prints.
Agriculture.—The agricultural departments maintain collections illus-
trating their work. The collections include specimens of standard varieties
of corn; wax models of fruit, vegetables, and nuts; a horticultural her-
barium; specimens of breeds of live stock; farm machinery; and exhibits of
negatives and samples showing the progress of investigations with fruit,
crops, and soils.
Library School Collection.—The Library School has made a collection of
books and pamphlets on library science; library reports, bulletins, and
catalogs; mounted samples showing methods of administration in libraries;
bookplates; books, photographs, and lantern slides on library architecture
and the history of books, printing, and libraries.
ADMISSION
AN applicant for admission to any of the colleges or schools of the Uni-
versitymust be at least sixteen years of age, except that the dean of the
college concerned may admit on petition a student over fifteen years of age
but less than sixteen who meets the requirements for admission and who is
to reside, when he enters the University, with his parents or guardians, or
with someone chosen by them. Candidates for admission to the College of
Dentistry (Chicago), and to the School of Pharmacy (Chicago), must be
seventeen years of age.
Women are admitted to all departments on the same terms as men.
Students may enter the undergraduate colleges at Urbana at the open-
ing of either the first or the second semester or in the summer session.
However, they can enter the College of Engineering to best advantage in
September. They may not begin the Library Science curriculum in Febru-
ary. They are admitted to the departments in Chicago (Medicine, Den-
tistry, and Pharmacy) only at the beginning of the first semester.
All students registering in the University between September 1 and
June 1 of each academic year must take a physical examination if they
have not previously done so here. New students are required to make ap-
pointments with the University Health Service for their physical exami-
nations before registration.
Scholarship Requirement for Non-Illinois Students.—An applicant for
admission to the University who is not a legal resident of Illinois is required
to present with his application for admission to any of the colleges or
schools of the University, except as an unclassified student or as a student
in the Graduate School, satisfactory evidence that he maintained at the
school or college which he last attended prior to seeking entrance to the
University of Illinois a full schedule of studies with a scholastic average
at least ten per cent above the passing grade of such school or college. In
case of records which are not kept in numerical grades but in literal or other
systems of grading, this requirement will be interpreted to mean an aver-
age of one grade above the passing grade; e.g., in a system of A, B, C, and
D, with D as the passing grade, the average must be C.
Admission to the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
Fifteen units of secondary school work in acceptable subjects must be of-
fered by every candidate. A unit represents the work of 180 recitation
periods of forty minutes each, or the equivalent in laboratory or otlier
practice. The subjects and credits required for admission to the various
curricula in the undergraduate colleges are given on the following page. A
student may not enter with a deficiency in preparatory work. The full re-
quirements must be met before the applicant may enter.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES
(Expressed in terms of high school units)
Commerce and Engi- Agri-
COLLEGES Liberal Arts Business neer- cul- Educa- Fine and
and Sciences
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Prescribed
Subjects
English Coini)Osition
and Literature . . . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Algebra 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Plane Geometry 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Advanced Algebra .
.
M H ^2 J^^
Solid and Spherical
Geometry M H' H^
Chemistry 1
Latin, Greek, French.
German, or Span-
ish (both in same) 2 2 2 2
Latin, Greek, French,
or German (both
in same) 2
1History and Civics.
.
Music, Applied^ 2
Elective s
Minimum number
from List B 3 2M 4 5 6 5 6 6 5 4 4
Maximum number
from List C 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4
Total 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
1 For admission to all other curricula of the College of Education, two years of general college work are
required.
' A student who has the admission requirements of any other college in the University may enter the
College of Engineering with a deficiency in solid geometry or advanced algebra, or both. His deficiency in
mathematics must be removed during his first year of residence.
• A student may enter architecture deficient in solid geometry, or advanced algebra, or both, provided
he meets the entrance requirements of any other curriculum in the College of Fine and Applied Arts, including
the foreign language requirement. His deficiency in mathematics must be removed during his first year of
residence.
* Credited by examination only.
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Whenever two units of language are required both units must be in the
same language.
Students who intend to pursue curricula involving college mathematics,
physics, or advanced chemistry, or those in which university courses in
mathematics are prescribed, should present for admission one-half unit of
advanced algebra in addition to the required unit common to all.
In any curriculum in which less than fifteen hours of laboratory science
are required a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute five hours of a laboratory science for
five hours free electives in the requirements for graduation.
Candidates for the curriculum in athletic coaching must pass physical
and medical examinations.
Subjects Accepted for Admission
List A.
—
Required of all: (Note also the special prescriptions for the vari-
ous curricula as given in the preceding table).
Units
English (composition and literature) 3
Algebra 1
Plane geometry 1
Total 5
List B.—General Electives:
Possible Credits by Units
Latin 1-4
Greek 1-4
French 1-4
German 1-4
Spanish 1-4
Italian (As an elective only) 1-3
English (4th unit) 1
Advanced algebra 3^1
Solid geometry ^
Trigonometry 3^
Greek and Roman history 1
Medieval and modern history 1
English history J-^1
American history 3^1
Civics H~l
Economics and economic history 3^1
Commercial geography 3^-1
Physiography )^1
Physiology )^1
Zoology J^l
Botany H-1
Physics 1-2
Chemistry 1-2
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List C.—Special Electives: (Only 4 units maybe chosen from this group).
Units
Astronomy J^
Geology y^
Agriculture 1-3
Bookkeeping 1
Business law }^
Commercial arithmetic (accepted only when preceded by one
year of work in high school mathematics) 3^
Home economics 1-3
Drawing, art and design J^l
Drawing, mechanical 3^-1
Manual training or farm mechanics 1-2
Foreign language (other than those of List B) 1-2
General science J^-1
Music 1-2
Shorthand and typewriting (when offered together) 1-2
Typewriting (when offered alone in double periods) 1
Subjects Recommended for Admission
The subjects listed in the table (page 64) as required for admission to the
various colleges, schools, and curricula are those which are considered es-
sential preparation for college work and without which the student may
not be admitted. In order to assist prospective students to select courses in
high school which will give most effective preparation for later work in
college, there are presented below lists of additional subjects which are
strongly recommended. In planning his work the prospective student
should endeavor to include these subjects in his high school curriculum.
1. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences:
For the curricula in chemistry, chemical engineering, and home eco-
nomics:—physics, one unit.
For the pre-medical curriculum:—two units in laboratory science
(physics, chemistry, botany, zoology).
For all other curricula:—foreign language, one or two units, in addi-
tion to the units prescribed; history and civics, two units; labora-
tory science, one unit.
2. The College of Commerce and Business Administration :
For all curricula:—advanced algebra, one-half unit.
3. The College of Engineering:
For all cjirricula (stated in the order of preference) :—French or Ger-
man or Latin, two units; physics or chemistry, one unit; botany,
zoology, physiography, geology, one unit; history (American, An-
cient, European), one and one-half units; civics, one-half unit.
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4. The College of Agriculture:
For all curricula:—physics or chemistry, one unit; advanced algebra
and solid geometry, one unit.
5. The College of Fine and Applied Arts:
For the curriculum in painting:—languages, one or two units in addi-
tion to the units prescribed; history (Ancient, European, or
American), two units; freehand drawing, one unit.
For the curriculum in music:—languages, one or two units in addition
to the units prescribed; history (Ancient, European, or American),
two units; science, one unit; an additional unit in English.
For the curriculum in landscape architecture:—languages, two units;
history, (Ancient, European, or American), two units; advanced
algebra and plane geometry, one unit; botany, one unit; free-
hand drawing, one unit.
For the curricula in architecture:—physics, one unit; chemistry, one
unit; history (Ancient, European and American), two units; free-
hand drawing—one unit; advanced algebra, one and one-half
units; solid and spherical geometry, one-half unit.
Application for Pre-Medical Work
Candidates for admission to the pre-medical curriculum, which is a part
of the seven-year program for the degrees of Bachelor of Science in Medi-
cine and Doctor of Medicine, are advised to make application by submit-
ting their credentials immediately upon graduation from the secondary
school. The date of this application will determine the priority for transfer
to the College of Medicine later. (See also pages 74 and 75.)
Sources of Acceptable Credits
The credits required for admission to the undergraduate departments, as
detailed above, may be secured in three ways, as follows:
(a) By certificate from an accredited high school or other secondary
school.^ (See below.)
(b) By examination. (See page 69.)
(c) By transfer from another university or college of recognized stand-
ing. (See page 70.)
(A) Admission by Certificate
A candidate for admission by certificate must be a graduate of an accredited
school. An applicant who has attended but who has not been graduatedfrom an
> For the present, credits offered for entrance from junior high schools are to be certified by the principal
of the senior high school from which the candidate enters.
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accredited school must pass entrance examinations in the following sub-
jects, amounting to 5 units:
Units
English composition 1
Algebra 1
Additional subjects to be designated by the University authorities 3
Total T
The remaining 10 units necessary to make up the 15 units required for
admission may also be made in entrance examinations or may be offered
by certificate from an accredited school.
Blank certificates for students wishing to enter the University by certi-
ficate from an accredited high school or academy may be had of the Regis-
trar. They should be obtained early and should be filled out and sent to the
Registrar for approval as soon as possible after the close of the high school
year in June. The Registrar will endeavor to notify a student of his status
promptly on receipt of his certificate. However, because of the rush of
business, it is sometimes impossible to send such notices in cases where
certificates do not arrive until the week prior to the opening of the Uni-
versity.
Accredited Schools.—The High School Visitor of the University visits
and inspects, on request, high schools and other preparatory schools
throughout the State. On the basis of his reports, approved by the Com-
mittee on Admissions from Secondary Schools the University accredits all
work which is found to be sufficiently well done. For a list of accredited
schools, address the High School Visitor. Not all the schools named in this
list are accredited for the same amount of work or all for the same subjects.
A student presenting a certificate from any one of these schools will be
given entrance credit for all the subjects named therein /or which the school
is specifically accredited.
Entrance credits will also be accepted on certificate from the following
sources
:
1. From schools accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.
2. From schools accredited to the state universities which are included in the membership
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, provided the
certificate shows that the Illinois standard time requirements have been met.
3. From schools accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
4. From schools approved by the New England College Entrance Certificate Board.
5. From high schools and academies registered by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York.
6. From the state normal schools of Illinois and other state normal schools having equal
requirements for graduation.
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Foreign Students.—Candidates for admission who come from foreign
countries must bring complete official credentials. They must be able to
meet the scholarship requirement for non-Illinois students as given on page
63 above. Certificates from Oriental and Slavic countries must be accom-
panied by certified translations. On arriving at the University foreign
students should consult with the Assistant Dean of Men for Foreign Stu-
dents, Room 152 Administration Building. The University will not issue a
permit to enter except on the basis of official detailed credentials filed in
advance.
(B) Admission by Examination
The University Entrance Examinations.—Entrance examinations are
given at the University in Urbana three times each year: in September,
immediately before the opening of the fall semester; in January and Febru-
ary, shortly before the opening of the spring semester; and in July, during
the Summer Session. Similar examinations are given in Chicago five times
each year, about March 15, June 15, August 15, September 15, and De-
cember 15. These examinations cover substantially all the subjects re-
quired or accepted for admission. Programs may be obtained by addressing
the Registrar.
The Examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board.—The cer-
tificate of the College Entrance Examination Board, showing a grade of 60
per cent or higher, will be accepted for admission in any subject in the lists
on pages 77 to 81 in the amounts there specified as being acceptable.
These examinations will be held during the week of June 20-25, 1932.
All applications for examination must be addressed to the Secretary of
the College Entrance Examination Board, 431 West 117th Street, New
York, N. Y., and must be made on a blank form to be obtained from the
Secretary of the Board on application. Applications for examinations at
points in the United States east of the Mississippi River, and at points on
the Mississippi River, must be received by the Secretary of the Board
on or before May 30, 1932; applications for examinations at points in the
United States west of the Mississippi, on or before Monday, May 23,
1932; and applications for examinations outside of the United States or
Canada, on or before Monday, May 4, 1932. Applications received later
than the dates named will be accepted when it is possible to arrange for the
admission of the candidate concerned, but only on payment of an addi-
tional fee of $5. The Board will not accept belated applications for the
Scholarship Aptitude Test. The examination fee is $10 for all candidates.
The fee should be remitted by postal order, express order, or draft on New
York to the order of the College Entrance Examination Board and should
accompany the application. A list of the places at which examinations are
to be held by the Board in June, 1932, will be published about March 1.
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Requests that the examinations be held at particular points, to receive
proper consideration, should be transmitted to the Secretary of the Board
not later than February 1.
The New York Regents' Examinations.—Credits will be accepted, also,
from the examinations conducted by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York.
(C) Admission by Transfer of Credits
A person who has attended another college or university of recognized
standing will be considered for admission to this University on presenting:
(1) a transcript of his college record, (2) a certificate of honorable dismissal
from the institution from which he comes, and (3) an official statement of
his preparatory school work.
No substitutes will be accepted for the high school subjects prescribed
by the University (see page 64) or for the requirement of high school gradu-
ation, except that:
(1) A student who comes from an institution rated in Class A by the
University with a record of thirty semester hours without failures and with
an average grade ten per cent above the passing grade of the college, may
be matriculated in a similar curriculum in the University irrespective of
deficiencies in prescribed subjects (except when necessary as prerequisites
for advanced work to be taken here), or high school graduation;
(2) The Registrar is authorized to waive the high school graduation re-
quirement, but not the subject requirements in the case of a transfer stu-
dent who has completed a year of satisfactory work in a college, normal
school, or junior college rated in Class A or Class B by the University.
Students who are not residents of Illinois must meet the scholarship re-
quirement as given on page 63.
Admission to Advanced Standing.—After matriculation, an applicant
may secure advanced standing either by examination or by transfer of
credits.
/. By examination.—Advanced standing in the undergraduate colleges
at Urbana is granted only by examination unless the applicant is from an
approved school. Examinations for advanced standing are given without
fee if taken within 60 days after matriculation; if taken later, a fee of $5
is charged for each examination.
2. By transfer of credits.—Credits may be accepted for advanced stand-
ing from another university or a college or a junior college of recognized
standing or from a state normal school. In general it is unwise for a student
to enter a specialized curriculum at the University as late as the beginning
of the senior year. An applicant for advanced standing by transfer must
present a certified record of work done in the institution from which he
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comes, accompanied by a summary of his preparatory work and by a letter
of honorable dismissal. Students intending to transfer to the University
of Illinois should send their credentials to the Registrar as early in the sum-
mer as possible.
Students in large number enter the University after completing one,
two, or even three years at other universities and the colleges of the State.
In recognition of this situation the University is cooperating cordially and
sympathetically with the higher institutions in the State in their endeavor
to coordinate their work with that of the University. In order that informa-
tion may be had in advance in regard to the credit to be allowed from a
specific institution, the University, in conference with the colleges, has
adopted certain standards for accrediting and has classified the higher in-
stitutions within the State in accordance with the manner in which they
are able to meet these standards. Students from the colleges which have
met these standards in full, on entering the University receive hour for hour
credit but in applying for a degree are expected to conform to all the pre-
scriptions and limitations as to credit announced for their chosen curricu-
lum. The Registrar of the University will, on application, gladly furnish
full information in regard to the transfer from Illinois colleges.
Admission as Unclassified Students.—Persons over twenty-one
years of age may be admitted as unclassified students in the undergraduate
colleges at Urbana, provided they secure (1) the recommendation of the
instructor whose work they wish to take, and (2) the approval of the dean
of the college concerned. They must give evidence that they possess the
requisite information and ability to pursue profitably, as unclassified stu-
dents, their chosen subjects, and must meet the special requirements for
the particular college in which they wish to enroll, as stated below.
An unclassified student is not matriculated and must pay a tuition fee
of $7.50 a semester in addition to the regular incidental fee. (See page 101.)
No one may enroll as an unclassified student in any school or college of
the University /or more than two years, except by special permission, appli-
cation for which must be made through the dean of the college.
A person registered as an unclassified student in one college and desiring
to take a course in another college of the University must obtain the ap-
proval of the dean of the latter college.
For certain of its colleges the University has adopted special require-
ments for the admission of unclassified students. These are as follows:
1. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.—A written application must be presented, ac-
companied by official certificates indicating the applicant's preparatory work and
showing honorable dismissal from the school last attended. Such applications should
be presented at least one week before the beginning of a semester.
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2. The College of Commerce and Business Administration.—A written application must be
presented, accompanied by official certificates showing the character and extent of
preparatory work accomplished and honorable dismissal from the school last attended.
Statements from employers or official superiors may also be presented as collateral evi-
dence of the candidate's qualifications. In order to secure action before the beginning
of the semester or summer session, applications should be submitted one week before
the date set for general registration.
J. The College of Engineering.—The applicant must satisfy the regular entrance require-
ments in mathematics and English (algebra, IJ^ units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid
geometry, 3^ unit; Engiisn composition and literature, 3 units).
4. The College of Agriculture.—In the case of men, tv/o years of experience in practical agri-
culture are required. Any applicant accepted who is unable to satisfy the regular en-
trance requirements in English must carry English in the University until the de-
ficiency is made good.
5. The College of Law.—No credit earned by an unclassified student in the College of Law
may be counted toward a degree in law.
No-Credit Course in Rhetoric for Deficient Students.—Early in the first
semester the Department of English determines by tests, including the
writing of several compositions, the grade of each student's preparation for
freshman work in rhetoric, and places those students who are found to be
insufficiently prepared in a special course for which no credit is given.
Admission to the Professional Schools
College of Education.—For admission to the two-year professional
curricula in the College of Education, leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in education, a candidate must be able to matriculate in one of the
undergraduate colleges and must offer, in addition, 60 semester hours of
college credit (exclusive of military science). (For the requirements for the
undergraduate curricula in Athletic Coaching and Industrial Education in
this College, see the table on page 64.)
College of Law.—For admission to the College of Law as a regular
student, an applicant must be a graduate of a college or university of
recognized standing, or a student in the University of Illinois of senior
standing having at least an average grade of C, who is permitted to elect
courses in law for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or for the degree of
Bachelor of Science. To be considered a student in the University of Illinois
of senior standing for purposes of admission to the College of Law under
the combined curricula requirements, the applicant, if a transfer student,
must have had either the first two years or the third year of his pre-legal
work in residence within the University.
School of Journalism.—For admission to the School of Journalism
as a candidate for a degree, a student must be able to matriculate in one of
the undergraduate colleges of the University and must offer, in addition,
60 semester hours of work in one of the undergraduate curricula, exclusive
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of physical education, hygiene, and military science. A candidate who seeks
admission from another institution must offer the same amount of work
in an established curriculum of that institution. An applicant for admission
will find it to his advantage to include in his pre-journalism curriculum at
least six hours of rhetoric and composition, six hours of history, and ten
hours of science (including mathematics) ; as these credits will help him to
meet the requirements for graduation from the School of Journalism (see
pages 111 and 196).
Library School.—Admission to the Library School is conditioned on
the presentation of credentials showing that the applicant holds a bache-
lor's degree in arts or science from the University of Illinois or has had
other equivalent training. Application blanks for admission may be secured
from the Director of the School, and these, filled out, should be filed, with
documentary material showing qualifications for admission, not later than
August 1. It is to the candidate's interest to present his application and
certificates early, in order that the question of admission may be settled
before he comes to Urbana. Admission to the graduate courses in library
science, leading to the Master's degree, is conditioned on the presentation
of 30 hours credit in library science or its equivalent, and the approval of
the Dean of the Graduate School. For further information see the regula-
tions for admission to the Graduate School (page 201) and the announce-
ments of the Library School (page 198).
College of Medicine (Chicago).—No student who is on scholastic
probation at, or who has been dropped for poor scholarship from, the last
institution attended prior to seeking admission to the University in its
College of Medicine, will be considered for admission. For admission to
the College of Medicine, candidates must present satisfactory evidence
of six years of work as follows:
1. Four years of work in an accredited high school or the equivalent, comprising not
fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including prescribed subjects as follows:
Units
English 3
Algebra 1
Plane geometry 1
Latin, Greek, German, or French (both units in the same language) 2
History and civics 1
Electives 7
Total 15
2. Two years of work in a recognized college or university, comprising not less than 60
semester hours, exclusive of military, hygiene, and physical education. Each applicant,
whether from the University of Illinois, or from other institutions of recognized standing,
must have attained in his pre-medical work, a scholastic average of not less than 3.5, or its
equivalent as determined by the University of Illinois for institutions using a different
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grading system {see note 1 below). In determining the scholastic average, grades received
in military science, physical education, and hygiene will not be considered. The work must
include prescribed and elective subjects as follows:
Semester Hours
Chemistry (including organic chemistry', 4 hours) 12
Physics (at least 2 hours of laboratory work) 8
Zoology (at least 4 hours of laboratory work, see note 2) 8
English 6
German, French {see note 3) 6
Electives outside of the chemical, physical, and biological sciences {see note 4) 6
Free electives {see 7iote 4) 14
Total 60
Note 1. The interpretation of this rule is carried out by translation of the literal grade
into figures as follows: A= 5; B = 4;C = 3;D = 2;E = 1. The individual grades are multiplied
by the respective number of semester hours which each represents, and the total of these
products is divided by the number of hours presented (less work in military, physical educa-
tion, and hygiene).
Note 2. Four of these 8 semester hours must consist of laboratory work. This require-
ment must include a course in general zoology and one in vertebrate zoology. Botany is no
longer accepted as meeting any part of the prescribed portion of the requirement.
Note 3. German, French—The student is urged to secure a reading knowledge of one
of these languages. This will ordinarily require at least 6 hours of work in the same language
in college after two years in the high school, or two full years of work (in a class reciting at
least 3 periods per week) in college if the language was not begun in high school.
Note 4. Electives—Psychology should be the first elective for pre-medical students
and Mathematics the second elective. Other electives may be chosen from the following:
Botany, Chemistry (physical, and quantitative analysis). Drawing, Economics, English,
Greek, History, Latin, Logic, Political Science, Sociology, Zoology.
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admis-
sion preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Students registered in the medical curriculum.—The seven-year medical
curriculum offered by the University (page 112) consists of two years of
pre-professional work at Urbana, including the subject requirements stated
above, two years of pre-clinical work in the College of Medicine in Chicago
(for these four years a B.S. degree may be given), two years of clinical work
in the College of Medicine in Chicago, and one year as an interne in a hos-
pital approved by the University. The registration of students at Ur-
bana who have completed the requirements of the first two years of the
medical curriculum (the pre-professional work) is continued in the College
of Medicine. Students admitted to the pre-professional curriculum at Ur-
bana, having taken not more than one year of work elsewhere, will be per-
mitted to continue their registration in the College of Medicine after candi-
dates from other institutions who have been on the waiting list of the
College of Medicine for one year or more have been accommodated. Stu-
dents who have taken more than one year of work elsewhere will be as-
signed places on the waiting list when all requirements have been met.
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Registration of students entitled to continue in the College of Medicine is
subject to the following conditions:
1. The student who wishes thus to continue his work in the University must signify his
intention to the Registrar, on a form provided by the Registrar, not later than March 1
of the year in which he purposes to continue his work in the Chicago department.
2. The student must comply with the general regulations for registration in the University
in the medical course. This includes the payment of fees in advance.
3. No student who is on probation in the University (or who has been dropped from the
University for poor scholarship) at the time he seeks to continue his University registra-
tion in the College of Medicine, has any claim to precedence in registration over stu-
dents who come with clear records from the University of Illinois or other institutions.
4. The registration of non-residents of Illinois can be continued in the College of Medicine
only provided there is room after all properly qualified residents of the State have been
accommodated.
No conditions are permitted.—The requirements for admission as stated
above must be met In full before admission will be granted. No deficiencies
are permitted.
College of Dentistry {Chicago).—For admission to the College of
Dentistry, candidates must present satisfactory evidence of six years of
work as follows:
1. Four years of work in an accredited high school or the equivalent, comprising not
fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including prescribed subjects as follows:
Units
English 3
Algebra 1
Plane geometry 1
Laboratory science (must be physics if this subject is not included among the
60 hours pre-dental college work) 1
Electives (see general electives, page 65) 9
Total Is
2. Two years of work in an approved college of liberal arts and sciences, comprising not
fewer than 60 semester hours, and including prescribed subjects as follows:
Semester Hours
Chemistry (including organic chemistry, 4 semester hours) 12
Physics (at least 2 hours of laboratory work) 8
Biology (at least 4 hours of laboratory work^ 8
English 6
German, or French 6
Electives outside of the chemical, physical, and biological sciences 6
Free electives exclusive of military, hygiene, and physical education 14
Total 60
> This requirement may be satisfied by a course of 8 semester iiours in either general biology or zoology,
or by courses of 4 semester hours each In zoology and botany, but not by botany alone.
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School of Pharmacy {Chicago).—The requirements for the School of
Pharmacy effective for those entering in September, 1931, are the same as
those for the undergraduate colleges at Urbana with respect to high school
graduation, the number of units required, the acceptable subjects, and the pre-
scribed subjects (see pages 63 to 66). These may be summarized as follows:
I. Prescribed subjects Units
English (composition and literature) 3
Algebra 1
Plane geometry' 1
II. Electives (general electives, not more than 4 units from List C, page 66) 10
Total 15
For students entering in September, 1932, and thereafter, there will be
an additional requirement of one year of work in a recognized college or
university, comprising not less than 30 semester hours, exclusive of military
science, physical education, and hygiene. The work of this year must in-
clude prescribed subjects as follows
:
Semester Hours
Chemistry (preferably including qualitative analysis) 8-10
English 6
Mathematics (including algebra and trigonometry) 5
The remaining hours are to be made up from electives, subject to the following re-
strictions: No work in chemistry in addition to the prescribed work may be elected; and no
course in subjects offered in the School of Pharmacy (including botany, physiology, and
bacteriology) may be elected. As desirable electives the following are recommended: ac-
countancy, history, zoology, and economics.
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admis-
sion, preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Admission to the Graduate School
Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to graduates of institu-
tions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are substantially equi-
valent to those of the University of Illinois. Admission may be to full
graduate standing, to graduate standing with certain deficiencies to be
removed ; or, in the case of a student of mature age who satisfies the Dean
and the Department concerned of his ability to pursue graduate work in a
given line, to particular graduate courses without reference to a degree.
Admission to the Graduate School does not, however, imply admission to candi-
dacy for an advanced degree, and gives no right or claim to be so admitted.
Such candidacy is determined by the Faculty after the student has demonstrated
by his work here, forfrom two to five months, that he has the ability to do major
work of graduate character. A mere accumulation of ''credits'' or ''grades'' is
not sufficient. Application blanks for admission may be secured from the
Registrar. Every applicant must submit with his application for ad-
mission an official transcript of his college record.
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Subjects Accepted for Admission by Examination
Particularly for the purpose of furnishing a guide to those students who ex-
pect to meet the requirements for admission by examination (see page 69)
brief descriptions of the acceptable subjects are given below.
1. Agriculture. (/ io 3 units, 168 to 504 clock hours).—Separate examinations covering
the equivalent of at least 36 weeks of work each in general agriculture, agronomy, animal
husbandry, and horticulture are given. No individual student may receive credit for more
than three units in agriculture.
2. Algebra, (i to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock hours).—
(a) One unit.—Fundamental operations; factoring, fractions; simple equations, in-
cluding the graphical solution of a linear system, extradition of square roots, radicals of
the second order; variation and proportion; solutions of quadratics by factoring and
completing the square. Passing this examination will meet the minimum entrance re-
quirement in algebra.
{b) One and one-Jmlf units.—In addition to subjects (a) above: statistical graphs;
quadratic equations solved graphically and by the formula, and equations reducible to
quadric form; complex numbers; theory of exponents; reduction from radicals to frac-
tional exponents and vice versa; radicals and the rationalization of denominators;
radical equations; logarithms; arithmetic, and geometric progressions; binomial the-
orem. Passing this examination will meet the requirement of the College of Engineering
in algebra.
(c) Two units.—-Material covered in (a) and (b) above, with an additional half year
which should conform with the course commonly known as college algebra.
3. Astronomy. (3^ unit, 60 clock hours).—The geography of the heavens, the various
celestial motions, and the positions of the conspicuous naked-eye heavenly bodies.
4. Bookkeeping. (/ unit, 240 clock hours).—Double entry bookkeeping, with emphasis
on business transactions and their interpretation in the ledger accounts; simple trading,
profit and loss statements, balance sheets, and explanation of the meanings of the items
involved.
5. Botany. (^ to 1 unit, 84 to 168 clock Jiours).—The general structure of plants; the
principal organs and their functions; the main groups of plants; the ability to classify and
name the more common species. Laboratory notebooks and herbarium collections must be
presented.
6. Business Law. (3^ unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as covered in any of the
standard textbooks.
7. Chemistry, (i to 2 units, 168 to 336 clock hours).—The examination will cover text-
book and laboratory work in general chemistry. Laboratory notebooks must be presented.
8. Civics. (^ to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—Social organization of institutional life
and industries; nature of democracy; duties and obligations of citizens; government, local,
state, and federal.
9. Commercial AritHxMetic. (^ unit, 60 clock hours).— The subject as covered in any
standard text. To pass the examination the candidate should have a knowledge of algebra.
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10. Commercial Geogr.\phy. {]4 to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The subject as
covered in any standard text.
11. Drawing. {Freehand drawing, }4to 1 unit, 120 to 240 clock hours; mechanical draw-
ing, ]^to 1 unit, 120 to 240 clock hours).—Drawing books or plates must be submitted by all
students taking entrance examinations.
12. Economics. (3^ to 1 unit, 60 to 120 dock hours).—The examination for one-half
unit of credit will cover the principles of economics only. The examination for one unit of
credit will cover both the principles of economics and economic history.
13. English Composition and Rhetoric, (i unit, 120 clock hours).—Grammar, rhet-
oric, and composition.
14. English Literature. (/ to 3 units, 120 to 360 clock hours).—The work outlined
below, in (a), (b), and (c), counts for two units.
(a) With a view to a large freedom of choice, the books provided for reading are ar-
ranged in the following five groups, from which at least ten parts are to be selected, two
from each group. Each part of a group is here set off by semicolons:
I. The Old Testament, comprising at least the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus,
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and
Esther; the Iliad, with the omission, if desired, of Books XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV,
XVII, XXI; the Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I, II, III, IV, V, XV,
XVI, XVII; Vergil's Aeneid. The Iliad, the Odyssey, and the Aeneid should be read in
English translations of recognized literary excellence.
For any part of Group I, a part from any other group may be substituted.
II. Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Midsummer Night's Dream; As You Like It;
Twelfth Night; Henry the Fifth; Julius Caesar.
III. Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield; Scott's Ivanhoe or
Quentin Durward; Hawthorne's House of Seven Gables; Dickens's David Copperfield
or Tale of Two Cities; Thackeray's Henry Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; George
Eliot's Silas Mamer; Stevenson's Treasure Island.
IV. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part 1; Sir Roger de Coverly Papers in the Spectator;
Franklin's Autobiography (condensed); Irving's Sketch Book; Macaulay's Essays on
Lord Clive and Warren Hastings; Thackeray's English Humorists; selections from
Lincoln, including the two Inaugurals, the Speeches in Independence Hall and at
Gettysburg, the Last Public Address, and the Letter to Horace Greeley, with a brief
memoir or estimate; Parkman's Oregon Trail; either Thoreau's Walden or selections
from Huxley's Lay Sermons; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey;
The Atlantic Prose and Poetry.
V. Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Books II and III, with especial attention to
Dryden, Collins, Graj', Cowper, Burns; Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard and
Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner and Lowell's Vision of Sir
Launfal; Scott's Lady of the Lake; Byron's Childe Harold, Canto IV, and Prisoner of
Chillon; Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Book IV, with especial attention
to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley; Poe's Raven, Longfellow's Courtship of Miles
Standish, V/hittier's Snow Bound; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome and Arnold's
Sohrab and Rustum; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Launcelot and Elaine, The Pass-
ing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes; The Lost Leader, How they Brought the
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Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from
the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess,
Up at a Villa—Down in the City.
(b) In addition to the foregoing the candidate will be required to present a careful,
systematic study, with supplementary reading, of the history of either English or American
literature.
(c) The candidate will be examined on the form and substance of certain books in addi-
tion to those named under (a). For 1932 the books will be selected from the list below. The
examination will be of such a character as to require a minute study of each of the works
named. The list is:
Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Comus, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso; Burke's Speech
on Conciliation with America, or Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's First
Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulay's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay on Bums; a vol-
ume of modern short stories and a volume of modern essays.
(d) In addition to the three units in English (one in composition and rhetoric, and two
in literature, as described above) which are required for all students, a fourth unit may be
obtained for one full year of additional work in the study of English and American authors.
A candidate for this examination must submit in advance a list of the works by English and
American authors which he has read. If the list is approved as satisfactory by the University
he will be given an examination covering his work.
15. French. {1 to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work: Elementary gram-
mar; the irregular verbs; pronunciation. About 100 pages of easy prose should be read.
Second year's work: Advanced grammar; all the irregular verbs; elementary composition and
conversation. About 300 pages of modern French should be read. Third year's work: Compo-
sition and conversation. About 500 pages of standard authors should be read, including a
few classics. Fourth year's work: Composition and conversation. About 700 pages of standard
modern and classical authors should be read.
16. General Science. (^ to 1 unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—The examination for one
unit of credit does not include laboratory work. The examination for one unit of credit re-
quires the presentation of laboratory note books.
17. Geology. (3^2 to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The candidate should be familiar
with the subject as presented in one of the shorter modern textbooks.
18. Geometry. {Plane geometry, 1 unit, 120 clock hours; solid geometry, 3^ unit, 60
clock hours).—The subject as presented in any standard text.
19. German. (/ to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).— First year's work: Reading and
translation of simple German prose; elementary grammar up to the subjunctive; easy prose
composition. Second year's work: Modern writers; elementary grammar. Third year's work:
Modern prose; advanced prose composition. Fourth year's work: Composition with free
reproduction of portions of the text studied; reading of modern and classical authors.
20. Greek. (1 to 3 units, 120 to 360 clock hours).— First year's work: The exercises in a
beginning book, and one book of the Anabasis or its equivalent. Second year's work: Two
additional books of the Anabasis and three of Homer, or their equivalents; prose composi-
tion. Third year's work: Three additional books of the Iliad, three of the Odyssey, and Books
VI, VII, VIII of Herodotus, or an equivalent from other authors.
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21. History. (1 to 3 units, 120 to 360 dock hours).—Ancient history to 800 A.D., one
unit ; medieval and modern history, one unit ; English history, one-half or one unit ; American
history, one-half or one unit. Examinations for entrance will be given in all these subjects.
The examination for each unit is intended to cover one full year of high-school work.
22. Home Economics. {Food and nutrition, 1 unit, 168 dock hours; dothing and textiles,
1 unit, 168 dock hours; home management, 1 unit, 120 clock hours; composite course, 1 unit—
see Syllabus of Home Economics for the High Schools of Illinois, page 9).—Examinations for
entrance will be given in the first three subjects named. No individual student may receive
credit for more than three units in home economics. (See page 66 above.)
23. Industrial Arts, (i to 2 units, 240 to 480 clock hours.)—The University regularly
offers examinations in woodwork and shop drawing (1 unit); wood-turning, pattern making
and moulding (J'^ unit); wood-turning, furniture and cabinet work (3^ or 1 unit); forging
(3^ unit); machine shop work (J^ or 1 unit). In addition, on special application in advance,
examinations will be offered in printing, auto mechanics, and farm mechanics. The candi-
date should note that the minimum credit in industrial arts is one unit, and the maximum
credit is two units. (See also, Drawing, page 78.)
24. Latin, (i to 4 units, 120 to 480 dock hours.)—First year's work: Inflections and
syntax as given in a good beginners' book; the ability to read simple fables and stories.
Second year's work: Four books of Caesar's Gallic Wars, or equivalent; simple Latin prose
based on the text. Third year's work: Six orations of Cicero; simple Latin prose based on the
text; historical references and the fundamentals of syntax. Fourth year's work: Six books of
Vergil's Aeneid, with history and mj^hology; the scansion of hexameter verse.
25. Music. {Theoretical and Applied—1 to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock hours.)—Music may
be accepted to an amount not exceeding two units of credit for admission to any department
of the University. The following examinations will be offered if application is made a suffi-
cient length of time in advance to permit questions to be prepared
:
(a) Theory and Harmony, 1 to 2 units.
(b) History of Music, 1 unit.
(c) Appreciation of Music, 1 unit.
(d) A composite examination consisting of any two of the subjects listed under (a).
ib), and (c), 1 to 2 units.
(e) Applied Music, i.e., individual work in piano, voice, etc.; orchestra; band; choral
music; 1 unit. Acceptable only provided the applicant has credit for or takes an
examination in at least one unit in theoretical music (as indicated in a, b, c, and d
above). The candidate for examination in applied music must have had experience
equivalent to that to be gained in three years of work in applied music in a good
secondary school.
For admission to the School of Music, two units in "applied" music, i.e., piano, voice,
or violin, are required and credit is given only after examination. For two units in
piano, students are required to play the following or the equivalent: Simple scales
and arpeggios at fairly rapid tempo; Bach Two-part Inventions; Czerny, Op.
299; an easy sonata of Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven. For two units in voice, stu-
dents are required to sing the following or the equivalent: Simple scales and ar-
peggios; studies selected from Concone, Sieber, Panofka, and Panseron; songs
selected from Schubert, Schumann, and modein composers. For two units in mo-
lin, students must be able to accomplish all basic movements of finger and bow
technic as in Flesch, Basic-Studies I A, B, C, E; II A-E; or Sevcik, Op. 1, Book I,
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Exercises 7, 8, 11 (Variations 1-6, 39-41), 29 (Variations 1-10, 29-32), Op. 7,
Book I, Op. 8, 9. All scales (2 and 3 octave). Etudes equivalent to Kayser (espe-
cially 2, 12, 14, 17, 21, 27 in Svecenski edition); Mazas Special Studies; Kreutzer
Etudes (especially 2, 7, 8, 12, 15, in Singer Edition). Repertoire equivalent to
Dancla "Airs Varies," Bach Concerto in E major, Mittell Classics, Vol. 3 and 4.
26. Physics. { 1 to 2 units, 168 to 336 clock hours.)—Elementary physical science with
laboratory practice. The laboratory notebook will be considered as part of the examination
and must be presented.
27. Physical Geography. (J^ to 1 unit, 60 to 168 clock hours.)—For more than one-half
unit a laboratory notebook will be required.
28. Physiology. (3^ to 1 unit, 60 to 168 clock hours.)—The anatomy, histology, and
physiology of the human body. For more than one-half unit a laboratory notebook will be
required.
29. Shorthand and Typewriting, (i to 2 units, 240 to 260 clock hours.)—Three exami-
nations are given. A candidate who desires two units of credit must take the examination
outlined in paragraph c. Two units cannot be obtained by offering a combination of the
examinations outlined in paragraphs o and b.
(a) Typev>friting (one unit). Transcription from typewritten material at the rate of 35
words per minute.
(b) Stenography and typew^riting (one unit). Dictation at the rate of 75 words per
minute; transcription at the rate of 25 words per minute.
(c) Stenography and typewriting (two units). Dictation at the rate of 90 words per
minute; transcription at the rate of 35 words per minute.
30. Spanish, (i to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours.)—First year's work: Grammar, includ-
ing the irregular verbs; pronunciation, and translation of simple Spanish when spoken ; read-
ing about 100 pages of easy prose; simple composition. Second year's work: In addition to the
foregoing, about 300 pages of modern prose; elementary syntax; composition, and translation.
Third year's work: Intermediate composition; about 500 pages of standard authors. Fourth
year's work: Advanced composition and about 700 pages of standard modern authors.
31. Trigonometry. (3^ unit, 60 clock hours.)—Plane trigonometry, as given in any
standard textbook, including the solution of right and oblique triangles. Solution of practical
problems, trigonometric identities, and trigonometric equations.
32. Zoology. (^ to 1 unit, 84 to 168 clock hours.)—Laboratory notebook and drawings
must be presented. The drawings are to be made from the objects themselves, not copied
from illustrations, and the notes are to be a record of the student's own observations of the
animals examined. An accurate knowledge of the external anatomy of each of eight or ten
animals distributed among the larger divisions of the animal kingdom, their life histories,
and their adaptations to environment will be required. Special attention should be given to a
study of the living animal. The names of the largest divisions of the animal kingdom, with
their distinguishing characteristics, and with illustrative examples selected from familiar
forms, ought also to be Icnown.
GRADUATION—FIRST DEGREES
A BACHELOR'S degree is conferred on a student who satisfactorily
-*• ^ completes a curriculum in one of the colleges or schools, doing either
the first three years, or the last year, of work in residence at the University.
A candidate for a bachelor's degree must pass in the subjects marked
prescribed in his curriculum, and must conform to the directions in that
curriculum in regard to electives and the total number of hours required
for graduation.
In order to receive his bachelor's degree a student must have secured
grades not lower than C in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths of the
work, prescribed or elective, required for such degree. The system of grad-
ing is as follows: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, poor (but passing); E,
failure.
The required work includes, for men, military drill and tactics, hygiene
and physical education; and for women, hygiene and physical education.
Students excused from these requirements must elect instead an equiva-
lent number of hours in other subjects.
When a thesis is required,^ the subject must be announced by the first
Monday in November, and the completed thesis must be submitted to the
dean of the proper college by June 1. The work must be done under the
direction of a professor in the department concerned and must be in the
line of the curriculum for which a degree is expected. The thesis must be
presented on regulation paper.
The annual commencement exercises are held in June, but degrees may
be conferred at other times as follows
:
1. Students who complete their work at the end of the first semester
may, on application, be recommended at the February meeting of the
Senate.
2. Students who are to complete their work for the bachelor's or the
master's degree in the Summer Session, and who, in advance of the June
meeting of the Senate, file a list of specified courses to be taken that session
which complete the requirements in their cases, may be recommended at
the June meeting, subject to the successful completion of the courses in the
Summer Session.
3. Students who complete their work at the end of the Summer Session
may, on application, be recommended at the October meeting of the
Senate.
A student who has received one bachelor's degree may receive a second
bachelor's degree, provided that all specified requirements for both degrees
be fully met, and provided also that the curriculum offered for the second
degree include at least 30 semester hours not counted for the first degree.
' See requirements for graduation in the various colleges.
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HONORS
T) Y THE following system of honors, the University gives public official
-*-' recognition to such students as attain a high grade of scholarship. The
plan is applicable to those undergraduates at Urbana who are enrolled in a
four-year curriculum requiring only high school preparation for admission,
or in the College of Education, or in the School of Journalism.
I. Honors Day.—An annual University Honors Day is held in accord-
ance with the following plan
:
1. On Honors Day there is a convocation with an address by some distinguished speaker.
2. Announcement is made at that time of the winners of cups or other trophies for scholar-
ship, awarded within the period between convocations and in accordance with condi-
tions approved by the Committee on Honors Day.
3. Election of students to those honorary societies is announced where the basis of election
meets a standard of scholarship approved by the Committee on Honors Day.
4. Announcement is made of those organized groups whose average is equivalent to 0.20
above the average of all undergraduates on the basis of the methods now employed by
the University authorities in determining group averages.
5. Announcement is made of the names of undergraduate students who have distinguished
themselves in scholarship during the two semesters previous to Honors Day; with the
exception that in the case of freshmen the basis of award is the work of the first semester.
There are three grades of such honors:
(a) Students in the upper ten per cent of each class are entitled to have their names printed
on the convocation program.
(b) Students in the upper three per cent of the sophomore, junior, and senior classes are
entitled to wear a badge or other suitable emblem to be selected by a committee of
three faculty and six student members appointed by the President of the University.
(c) Those seniors who are in the upper three per cent of their class in both junior and senior
years are entitled to have their names inscribed on a suitable tablet. After the fourth
convocation on Honors Day, the names of those placed on the tablet four years before
are removed from the tablet and transferred to a book kept by the University for that
purpose. This book is a permanent record of the University.
6. The basis of award is the attainments of the student or group of students as shown by the
scholastic records on file in the office of the Registrar. The students and organizations to
be given honors are selected by the University Senate through its Committee on Honors
Day, and on the recommendation of the deans of the various colleges.
7. A student whose name is among the upper ten per cent of his class in accordance with the
foregoing plan, at the convocation held in his junior year, is permitted so to adjust the
studies of his senior year as to allow him freedom to put a considerable proportion of his
time on some selected subject of study or investigation under the supervision of the
department concerned, provided that such arrangement does not cause omission of pre-
scribed subjects in set curricula except by special permission of the dean of his college.
In lieu of a final examination the department may require such reports or thesis as it
deems most suitable. The amount of approved work which may be thus taken during the
senior year may not exceed the equivalent of a total of ten semester hours if taken within
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one department or of sixteen semester hours if in two departments. A student availing
himself of the opportunity which this plan offers may not register for more than a
total of eighteen hours either semester of his senior year.
II. Graduation with Honors.—The University Senate may recom-
mend candidates for bachelor's degrees with honors in a particular field un-
der the follovv^ing conditions:
1. For the degree with Honors, the student must have received the grade of A in at least one-
half of the semester hours accepted in satisfaction of the requirements for a major, or in
a minimum of twelve hours in approved courses in his field of specialization, exclusive of
beginning courses open to freshmen, and no grade below C in any of the work offered in
his major or field of specialization. He must have attained a grade of not lower than B
in at least three-fourths of all other work which he presents for graduation, exclusive of
courses during his freshman year.
2. For the degree with High Honors, constituting a recognition of work of exceptional merit,
the student must have received the grade of A in at least three-fourths of the work
offered in courses accepted in satisfaction of the requirements for a major or in a mini-
mum of fifteen hours in approved courses in the field of specialization, exclusive of begin-
ning courses open only to freshmen, and no grade below B in the work offered in his
major or field of specialization. He must also have attained a grade not lower than B
in at least three-fourths of all the other work which he presents for graduation, exclu-
sive of courses taken during his freshman year. In addition he must have completed
satisfactorily at least ten hours in courses open to advanced undergraduates and gradu-
ate students, or courses approved for this purpose by the department in his field of
specialization. He must either present an acceptable thesis or pass a comprehensive
examination based on a course of study approved by that department.
3. The thesis or course of study in the field of specialization shall carry credit for at least
four semester hours, irrespective of whether the student eventually receives High Hon-
ors or not; and the instructor in charge shall report to the Registrar a grade for each
semester, based on the student's progress.
4. These distinctions shall be noted on the student's baccalaureate diploma and in the Com-
mencement Program, and the winners shall receive special consideration in depart-
mental recommendation for graduate scholarships and for professional positions.
III. Graduation with Honors, Professional Schools.—A student
who complies with the requirements for graduation from the College of Law
(degree of J.D. or LL.B.), the Library School, the College of Medicine, the
College of Dentistry, or the School of Pharmacy, and who attains in all
work done in courses offered in the college concerned, and presented for the
degree, the average grade specified below, may be recommended by the
University Senate for the honors stated : For an average grade of not less
than 4.35, Graduation with Honors; for an average grade of not less than
4.75, Graduation with High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted
on the diploma and the commencement program.
PRIZES AND AWARDS
/^Competitive prizes, scholarships, fellowships, and miscellaneous
^^ awards, which are offered to students at the University, are classified
here as follows: (1) those authorized by the Board of Trustees; (2) those
awarded by local organizations, and (3) those not limited to students at
the University of Illinois, but offered at other schools as well. The following
lists are subdivided according to the colleges, schools, or departments of
the University at Urbana. (For prizes and other awards offered to students
in the College of Medicine at Chicago, see pages 223 and 224; and for un-
dergraduate scholarships, see page 93.)
1. University Prizes
Authorized by the Board of Trustees
Competitions Open to All Undergraduate Students.—
The Bryan Prize.—In 1898, Mr. William Jennings Bryan gave to the
University the sum of $250 from the interest on which a prize of $25 is
offered biennially for the best essay on a topic relating to the science of
government. The contest is open to all matriculated undergraduate stu-
dents. The essays may not be less than 3,000 nor more than 6,000 words in
length, and they must be left at the President's office not later than the
second Wednesday in May. It is suggested that the essays be on some
phase of modern colonial government. The prize was offered for the first
time in 1901.
The English Poetry Prize.—The English Department offers two prizes,
one of $15 and one of $10 dollars, for the best undergraduate poems of
the year. Poems should be sent to the head of the department by May first.
The Thacher Rowland Guild Memorial Prize.—Friends of Thacher How-
land Guild, instructor and associate in English, 1904-14, have endowed
the Thacher Rowland Guild Memorial Prize, an annual prize of $25, to be
given to the undergraduate student submitting the poem or one-act play
which, in the opinion of a committee appointed by the Department of Eng-
lish, shows the greatest originality and literary merit; provided that the
award may be withheld in any year if no production is deemed worthy of a
prize.
Prizes Jor Essays on Thrift.—The committee on War Savings Stamps
Sales for Illinois has presented to the University the sum of $1,281.16, the
income of which is to be used for prizes for essays on thrift. All students
of the University who have had a course in the principles of economics may
compete. Essays may deal with any aspect of thrift or its promotion. The
contest is administered by the Head of the Department of Economics.
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Competitions Open to Students In Fine and Applied Arts.—
The Allerton American Traveling Scholarship.—For the past three years
Mr. Robert Allerton, of Monticello, has given the Department of Archi-
tecture the sum of $800 to be used during the summer "for a trip through
New England by the two juniors who stood best in the junior class in the
History of Architecture" for the year. The plan is to enable these students
to study early American architecture in New England.
The American Institute of Architects Medal.—The American Institute of
Architects offers annually a medal to the senior in Architecture whose
development during the four-year course is the most consistent and best.
In this award, scholarship in all work is considered.
The Francis J. Plym Fellowship in Architecture.—Through endowment
by Mr. Francis J. Plym, of Niles, Michigan, a graduate of the University
of Illinois of the class of 1897, the Trustees have established a fellowship
for the advanced study of architecture. The stipend is $1,200, awarded
annually by competition in architectural design. The holder of the fellow-
ship is required to spend a year in study abroad.
Plym Prizes.—Through endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the De-
partment of Architecture offers annually certain prizes for undergraduate
work. The prizes for architectural engineers represent three awards to those
senior architectural engineers whose work, attitude, and ability are judged
the highest. The prize for summer sketches is awarded to that student who,
during a summer vacation, makes the most interesting and best freehand
sketches. The prize for sketch problems is offered as a stimulation to the
student architects in the department during the school year for the better
development and presentation of the sketch problems during the year.
The Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering.—Through
endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the Trustees have established a schol-
arship for foreign study for architectural engineers. The stipend is $700,
awarded annually by competition. The holder of the scholarship is re-
quired to spend six months abroad studying engineering and architecture.
The Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship.—This fellowship was es-
tablished in 1931 to promote advanced study in the fine arts, in memory
of the wife of a former president of the University and in recognition of
her influence in promoting these and similar interests. This fellowship
enables a graduate student of Illinois or some similar institution of equal
educational standing, to pursue advanced study for one year in his or her
line of work at home or abroad. This fellowship is open to students whose
principal or major studies are in music or in the other fine arts but is not
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open to students of architectural construction, city planning, or landscape
architecture. The award is made annually under the direction of the Col-
lege of Fine and Applied Arts.
Competitions Open to Students in Engineering.—
The Ira 0. Baker Prizes.—The late Dr. Ira O. Baker, Professor of Civil
Engineering, Emeritus, and for forty-eight years a professor in the depart-
ment, endowed two prizes for the two ranking senior students in civil engi-
neering. These prizes, amounting to $75 and $25 respectively, are awarded
primarily on excellence of scholarship and secondarily on personal qualities
and professional activity. The names of the winners are placed annually
on a bronze tablet located near the office of the Department of Civil Engi-
neering, and a special certificate is given to the student winning first prize.
Awards of the Central Illinois Section of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.
—
Junior membership for one year in the American Society of
Civil Engineers, including the badge of the Society and an engrossed
certificate of award, is presented each year to two graduating civil engi-
neers and to one graduating non-civil engineer who have attained high
scholarship averages and who have been active in promoting the affairs of
the student chapter at the University of Illinois.
Competitions Open to Students in Law.—
Sigma Delta Kappa Cup.—Sigma Delta Kappa, law fraternity, has
presented to the University a large cup on which are inscribed the names
of the students who make the highest scholastic record in law in their
freshman year. The cup is placed in the Law Building.
Competitions Open to Students in Military Science and Tactics.—
The Hazelton Prize Medal.—Captain W. C. Hazelton provided, in 1890,
a medal which is awarded to the best-drilled freshman in a basic course.
Each competitor must have been in attendance at the University at least
sixteen weeks of the current college year and have had not more than one
unexcused absence from drill. The medal is awarded on Military Day, for
excellence in the same details as in the University Gold Medal contest. The
successful competitor retains possession of the medal until the fifteenth of
May, following, when he must return it for the next competition.
The University Gold Medal.—The Trustees provide annually a gold
medal awarded on Military Day to the best-drilled second-year basic-
course student, whose property the medal becomes. Each student must
have matriculated in the University, and must have completed three
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semesters work in military drill with a grade not lower than B ; and three
semesters work in military theory with a grade not lower than A; and he
must have an average standing not lower than C in all his other studies
for the preceding semester. This standing shall be determ.ined by the Regis-
trar. The award is made for excellence in: (1) theoretical standing; (2)
record of attendance at theory and drill; (3) military bearing and neatness;
(4) practical knowledge of the rules of courtesy; (5) school of soldier with-
out arms.
2. Prizes Awarded by Organizations at the University
General Competitions.—
The Alethenai Short Story Contest.—The Alethenai Literary Society
offers a prize of $25 to the author of the best short-story submitted in its
annual short-story contest which is open to all University students. The
contest is announced in December and closes in April, and the judges are
members of the department of English.
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology.—The University of Illinois Chapter of
Chi Omega offers annually a prize of $25 for the best essay written by a
woman in connection with any course in sociology.
Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship.—The freshman honorary society, Phi Eta
Sigma, gives an annual scholarship of $20 to the sophomore man who has
attained the highest average for his first three semesters in the University.
This scholarship is awarded as soon as possible after the grades are avail-
able for the first semester. In case two men have the same average, other
factors are considered, such as extra-curricular activities and outside work.
Skull and Crescent offers annually a gold watch to the sophomore man
who ranks highest in scholarship and activities in the opinion of a com-
mittee including the president of Skull and Crescent.
In Liberal Arts and Sciences.—
Alpha Chi Sigma Plaque.—Zeta Chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma, chemical
professional fraternity, has hung a plaque in the Chemistry Library as an
award to high scholarship in the freshman class. Each year the name of the
man who attains the highest scholastic average for his first semester of
work in the curriculum of chemistry or chemical engineering is engraved on
the plaque.
Iota Sigma Pi Prize.—A cash prize of $20 is awarded each year by the
honorary chemical sorority. Iota Sigma Pi, to the woman in the senior
class who has the highest scholastic average in her University work with
chemistry as her major subject.
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Omega Beta Pi Scholarship Cup.—Omega Beta Pi awards a cup at the
end of the first semester each year to the freshman pre-medical student
making the highest scholastic average. The University has constructed a
case for the trophy in the main hall of the Natural History Building.
Phi Beta Kappa Prize.—Gamma of Illinois Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
offers annually a prize of $50 to that member of Gamma Chapter who at
his graduation from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences gives evidence
of greatest promise as a scholar in the liberal arts. The award is based on
the following considerations: (a) classroom records; (b) other literary and
scholarly activities in the University; (c) an essay, which may be a senior
thesis or a term paper. The committee in charge may withhold the award
if none of the essays appears worthy of the prize. Essays submitted in com-
petition and all correspondence with reference to this prize should be ad-
dressed to the Secretary of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, University of
Illinois. The committee will not be limited in its award to those who have
submitted papers specifically for this purpose or have otherwise given
formal notice of candidacy. Special consideration will be given to theses
deposited in the College office by candidates for honors in the various de-
partments. Essays should be submitted not later than May 1.
In Commerce and Business Administration.—
Beta Gamma Sigma Prize.—Beta Gamma Sigma awards each year a
silver cup to the freshman in the College of Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration who makes the highest average in his first semester's work.
The name of the prize winner and his average for the semester are en-
grossed on a parchment scroll hung in a prominent place in the Commerce
building.
The Gamma Epsilon Pi Trophy.—A silver cup is awarded the freshman
woman in the College of Commerce and Business Administration who
makes the highest average each semester. The name and average of the
winner are engraved on the cup, which is kept in a case in the hall of the
Commerce building. The name and grade are also engrossed on a parch-
ment scroll which is placed near the case.
Phi Chi Theta Key.—The professional sorority. Phi Chi Theta, awards
a key each year to the woman in the senior class in the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration who ranks highest in the estimation
of a committee composed of three members of the faculty and one mem-
ber of the sorority. Scholastic records, extra-curricular activities, and
promise of success in business are considered by the committee in making
the award.
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In Fine and Applied Arts.—
'
The Richer Prize in Architectural History.—The Ricker Prize in Archi-
tectural History is awarded annually for the best presentation of some
phase of architectural history, and is open to all students registered in the
second year of work in this subject. This prize is given by the Alpha Rho
Chi society in recognition of the distinguished contributions made by the
late Dr. Nathan Clifford Ricker, who for fifty years taught architectural
history. It consists of books on architecture and fine arts, totaling $50 in
value, and is awarded in three parts to the three contestants offering the
best presentations.
The Scarab Medals in Architecture.—The Scarab Society offers annually
to students in Architecture two bronze medals awarded during the second
semester for the best solution of a problem in design. One medal is given
in architecture and the other in architectural engineering.
Alpha Rho Chi Medal.—Alpha Rho Chi, National Architectural Fra-
ternity, offers a bronze medal each year to the Department of Architecture,
to be awarded to the graduating senior who has shown ability for leader-
ship, performed willing service for his school and department, and gives
promise of real professional merit through his attitude and personality.
University Landscape Architects Society.—Competition for membership,
which is held in the fall, is open to any male student regularly enrolled and
matriculated in the professional course in Landscape Architecture and who
is at the time of the competition in good standing as a junior or a senior
student. The spring scholarship competition, which carries for the winner
the honor of having his name inscribed on a bronze shield and of receiving
a book on some landscape architectural subject, is open to any student,
male or female, who is regularly matriculated in the professional course in
Landscape Architecture, and who is, at the time of the competition, in
good standing as a junior or senior, and who has not won a previous com-
petition, or who has not competed in two previous competitions.
In Agriculture.—
Alpha Zeta.—A silver cup is awarded each year to the freshman in the
College of Agriculture who makes the highest average for both semesters.
Pi Alpha Xi.—A silver shield is awarded annually to the student in
Floriculture who makes the highest average for both semesters of the
freshman year.
Gamma Sigma Delta Scholarship Prize.—At the end of the first semester
each year the honor society of Agriculture, Gamma Sigma Delta, awards a
suitably inscribed watch to the senior in the College of Agriculture who
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ranks highest in scholarship on a basis of a minimum of five semesters of
work in residence in the University.
In Journalism.—
Sigma Delta Chi Key for Freshmen.—A special award in the form of a
key is given each year by the Illinois Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi to the
man who attains the highest scholastic average in his work as a freshman
in the Pre-Journalism Curriculum.
In Military Science and Tactics.—
Cavalry Medal.—The Cavalry Unit, in 1920, provided a gold medal
which is awarded, at a competitive drill held some time between May 15
and May 31, to the best-drilled cavalry student of the basic course. The
award is made for excellence in the use of cavalry weapons, both mounted
and dismounted, and for soldierly bearing and appearance. The successful
competitor is given a certificate setting forth the facts, and may wear the
medal until the fifteenth of May, following, when he must return it for the
next competition.
Phalanx Award.—The outstanding freshman cadet in each unit taking
the first-year basic-course receives the Phalanx Award on Military Day.
Trophies.—The following trophies are authorized in the Departm.ent of
Military Science and Tactics:
(1) The Pistol Team Cup, awarded to the winning team of the inter-
unit pistol match.
(2) The Rifle Team Cup, awarded to the winning team of the inter-
unit rifle match.
(3) The Cavalry Cup, awarded to the commander of the honor ca\'airy
troop.
(4) The Infantry Ctip, awarded to the commander of the honor in-
fantry troop.
(5) The Dalferes Cup, awarded to the winning battalion pistol team in
the field artillery unit.
(6) The O'Connor Cups, awarded to the best-drilled freshman, sopho-
more, and first-year basic-course student in the field artillery unit.
3. Prizes Offered to Students of Certain American Schools and
Colleges Including Those of the University of Illinois
General Competition.—
Conference Medal.—The Intercollegiate Conference, through its Fac-
ulty Representative at each Conference institution, awards annually a
medal to the student of the graduating class who has attained the greatest
proficiency in athletics and in scholastic work.
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In Fine and Applied Arts.—
American Academy in Rome Prize.—The Rome Prize competition in
Architecture, of the American Academy in Rome, is open to qualified
undergraduates and graduates of certain American architectural schools,
including that of the University of Illinois. This prize grants two years of
residence and travel abroad for the study of classic and renaissance archi-
tecture.
American Academy in Rome Fellowship.—Competition for the Fellow-
ship in Landscape Architecture, of the American Academy in Rome, is
open to qualified undergraduates and graduates of certain American
landscape schools, including that of the University of Illinois. The fellow-
ship carries v/ith it a three-year term of study in landscape architecture at
Rome.
The Fontainebleau Scholarship.—The Beaux Arts Institute of Design
offers two Whitney Warren Fontainebleau Scholarship awards of $500
each for the purpose of attending the Fontainebleau School of Fine Arts.
The students placed first and second in the Class "A" IV Projet of the
Beaux Arts Institute of Design for the current school year receive these
awards.
Beaux Arts Institute of Design.—Several prizes and scholarships are
offered through the Beaux Arts Institute of Design which are open for
competition among qualified students of certain American schools and
ateliers, including the University of Illinois.
The Foundatioji for Architecture and Landscape Architecture.—Two
summer scholarships, offered to ranking seniors of certain middle-western
universities, including the University of Illinois, grant three months of
residence and instruction at Lake Forest, Illinois, and eligibility to com-
pete for fellowships offered each year, one in Architecture, one in Land-
scape Architecture. Each fellowship grants a stipend of $1,250, to be
used for a year of travel and study in Europe. Two American Traveling
Fellowships are also awarded.
The Paris Prize.—The Society of Beaux-Arts Architects offers an an-
nual award known as the Paris Prize, which is open for competition among
qualified students of certain American architectural schools, including that
of the University of Illinois. It provides for one year of study abroad.
In Journalism.—
Sigma Delta Chi Awards.—The national journalism fraternity Sigma
Delta Chi gives awards, each consisting of a scroll and a key, to selected
members of the graduating class in the School of Journalism who have the
highest scholastic standing in all their University work. Both men and
women are eligible for these awards, which are limited to ten per cent of
the graduating class.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
(For circulars giving more detailed information, apply to the Registrar.)
UNLESS Otherwise stated, a scholarship covers matriculation and inci-
dental fees in any department of the University. The following were
offered in 1931-1932:
County Scholarships.—One for each county. The holder is selected by
competitive examination.
General Assembly Scholarships.—One nomination annually by each
member of the General Assembly. The nomination must be received by
the President of the University not later than the first Monday in July.
Scholarships in Ceramic Engineering.—One scholarship to each county
in the State, awarded on nomination of the Illinois Clay Workers'Associ-
ation, for students entering the study of ceramics or ceramic engineerig.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Home Economics.—One to each county
in the State, except Cook and Lake, and one to each of the first ten con-
gressional districts, for students preparing for the study of agriculture in
the College of Agriculture; and one for students preparing for the study of
home economics in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, in the College
of Agriculture, or in the Smith-Hughes curriculum in the College of Edu-
cation. Scholarships in the College of Agriculture are also provided for
unclassified students twenty-one years of age or over.
Thomas J. Smith Scholarships in Music.—Four scholarships annually
for women, preferably from Champaign County.
State Military Scholarships.—For World War Veterans. Special pro-
vision passed by the General Assembly of 1919.
John M. Gregory and Louisa C. Gregory Scholarships.—The annual
stipend is $100.
The E. A. Wallace Memorial Scholarship.—This is a scholarship of the
capital value of $10,000, established by Mrs. Gertrude E. Haweis "for the
benefit of students in the University from Havana, Illinois, selected by the
Board of Education of that city."
LaVerne Noyes Scholarships.—Thirty scholarships have been made
available under the will of LaVerne Noyes to students in the University.
These scholarships, covering all student fees, are open to those who have
served in the army or navy of the United States of America in the World
War, or those who are descendants of active participants in the war. None
will be available in 1932-33.
Other Scholarships.—See under College of Law (page 195), College of
Medicine (page 223), Summer Session (page 217), and Graduate School
(page 209).
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BENEFICIARY AID
THE following loan funds have been established for the benefit of
worthy students of the University who are in need of financial aid in
order to finish their courses. Loans are not ordinarily made to students
during their first year at the University. Each application must be ap-
proved by the Dean, Director, of Assistant Dean of the College or School
in which the student is registered, by the Dean of Men or the Dean of
Women, by the Comptroller, and by the Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee of the Board of Trustees. Security in the form of an endorser or
collateral satisfactory to the Comptroller and the Chairman of the Finance
Committee shall be given in all cases unless otherwise provided in the deed
of gift of any fund. Application blanks may be obtained from the office of
the Comptroller.
Dora E. Biddle Loan Fund for Girls.—This fund was derived in 1919-20 from two gifts
by Airs. Dora E. Biddle, of Alacon, Illinois. Loans from this fund are made to women
students of promise and good scholastic standing, who are in residence at the University
and who have declared their intentions to graduate. Girls in the freshman class who have
satisfactorily completed one semester of work are eligible. Preference is given to those most
advanced in their University work.
Carter-Pennell Loan Fund.—Donated by the late Joseph Carter and his wife, Jane
Pennell Carter, this fund was accepted by the Board of Trustees in 1923. Loans may be
made to any matriculated student of sophomore standing in the Colleges of Engineering and
Agriculture, or to any student in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences who is specializing
in Science or Home Economics, whose future seems promising and whose habits and char-
acter are above reproach.
Class of 1S95 Fund.—The fund donated by the Class of 1895 is operated under the same
regulations as those governing the Edward Snyder Fund described below.
Grace Darling Memorial Fund.—Founded by Mrs. R. V. Cram, of Minneapolis, in 1922.
Operated under the regulations of the Edward Snyder Fund described below.
Graduate Club Loan Fund.—Donated by the Graduate Club in 1907. It is operated
under the same regulations as the Edward Snyder Fund, with preference to graduate
students.
Henry Strong Educational Foundation.—The Henry Strong Educational Foundation,
established at Chicago under the will of General Henry Strong, makes an annual allotment
to the University of Illinois for loan scholarships, available for use of men and wom.en
students under the age of twenty-five years, preferably in the upper classes, possessing not
only zeal for leadership but also character and those traits tending to leadership, to aid them
in obtaining a practical, literary, scientific, mechanical, or business education.
Margaret Lange James Student Loan Fund.—Established by a gift from President E. J.
James in 1914 and increased by the University Senate as a memorial to him. Loans may be
made to matriculated students, preferably women, v\-ho have been in residence at least one
year, have attained junior standing, are in residence, and expect to graduate. Only students
of good standing and good scholarship will be considered and preference will be given to
those most advanced in University work.
WiUiatn B. McKinley Loan Fund.—This fund is made up of several donations from the
late Senator William B. McKinley, the gifts being made between 1912 and 1926. Loans may
be made to male matriculated students, who have been in residence at least one year and
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intend to graduate. Preference is given to those most advanced in University work and most
promising, and loans may be made to underclassmen only in exceptional circumstances.
/. R. Morris Loan Fund.—Donated by the late Joseph R. Morris, of Anne Arundel
County, Maryland, in 1922. Loans are made to matriculated students who have been in
residence at least one semester and who are in residence and expect to graduate. Preference
is given to students of high promise who are well advanced in University work.
Loan Fund for Overseas Soldiers.—Originally donated in 1919 to aid returned overseas
soldiers and sailors. An addition was made in 1924, and the regulations changed to make the
fund available to:
1. Soldiers, sailors, and marines who were in warfare in Europe and adjoining waters
in 1917-18.
2. Their descendants.
3. Descendants of Union soldiers who were in the Civil War in 1861-65, or were con-
fined in Southern prisons in 1861-65.
4. Descendants of soldiers, sailors, or marines who left the shores of the United States
in 1898 in the War with Spain.
5. Soldiers, sailors, and marines (or their descendants) taking part in any future war
in which the United States may be engaged.
Qualifying students in the junior, senior, or post-graduate years are eligible, or students in
any year who are registered in the College of Agriculture.
Albert E. Ebert Loan Fund.—A gift from the Alumni Association of the School of Phar-
macy in 1931, as a memorial to Albert E. Ebert, and added to the original Pharmacy Loan
Fund donated by the Women's Organization of the Chicago Retail Druggists Association.
Loans are available for students in Pharmacy.
Marcus Russell Loan Fund.—Dona.ted by the late Marcus Russell of Los Angeles
California, in 1926. "The proceeds from this fund shall be used as a fund to be loaned to
worthy and indigent students."
Edward Snyder Fund.—This fund was established in 1899 by the late Edward Snyder,
Professor of German in the University. Loans may be made to matriculated students of
junior standing who are in residence and expect to graduate. Preference is given to those of
high rank and advanced standing, but no distinction is made as to sex or course of study.
Harry Roberts Temple Fund.—Established in 1924 by Mrs. Frieda Block Temple. The
regulations of the Edward Snyder Fund apply except that preference is given to students in
the Department of Architecture.
Woman's League Fund.—Given to the University by the Woman's League in 1911 and
increased by an anonymous donor in 1922. Administered under the regulations of the
Edward Snyder Fund (see above).
Electrical Engineering Society Loan Funi.—Established by the Electrical Engineering
Society and available for juniors and seniors in good standing in the Department of Electri-
cal Engineering.
Willis Prentice Kimble Loan Fund.—A memorial fund established by Mrs. Kimble in
1929. Loans may be made to sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
Chicago Illinae Club Fund.—Established by the Chicago Illinae Club especially for
women students of the University.
Incomefrom Automobile Show.—A gift from the Automobile Dealers of Champaign and
Urbana in 1931. Available under the general loan fund regulations.
University Senate Committee' s Loans.—During January, 1932, students in destitute
circumstances were given aid in the form of small loans, to meet immediate necessities only,
from a part of the funds of the University Senate Committee on Unemployment and
Relief.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
/"^O-CURRICULAR organizations, activities, and enterprises of under-
^^ graduate students in the University operate under the broad guidance
of the Senate Committee on Student Affairs. This committee's functions
are exercised both directly by it and indirectly through the various boards
of control which it may appoint. The faculty-student boards now ad-
ministering particular fields of co-curricular student activity are as follows
:
Athletic Council, which has within its jurisdiction the election of student sports managers
and cheerleaders, the awarding of Varsity letters and freshman numerals, and other
matters concerned with athletics at the University.
mini Board of Control, appointed to conduct the business of the Illini Publishing Company,
elect editors, business managers, and other officers and staff members of student publi-
cations, and otherwise supervise publication activities.
Illini Theatre Guild, organized to control and coordinate all dramatic performances by mem-
ber societies.
Illinois Union Board of Directors, which administers the property and business of the men's
union.
University Concert and Entertainment Board, organized to supervise and conduct all concerts
and public entertainments (except social functions) given in University buildings by
professional artists.
Woman's League Advisory Board, which supervises the aflfairs of Woman's League.
All student organizations and extra-curricular activity participants
not working directly under one of the above boards, excepting religious
societies and the Christian associations, are under the guidance of the
Senate Committee on Student Aflfairs. They are expected to observe the
rules and precedents which the committee, in conjunction with its co-
operating committee from the Student Council, establishes for their coun-
sel. Students are urged to call upon the secretary of the committee for
advice and assistance in matters touching the policies and conduct of their
various co-curricular activities.
Practically every type of American college student organization is
found among the four-hundred-odd clubs, societies, and associations
represented upon the University campus. There are 89 social and social-
professional fraternities maintaining houses at the University, practically
all of the national fraternities being represented. Thirty-four social and
social-professional sororities and several cooperatively organized houses for
women students are maintained.
Associations
The Alumni Association is the general organization of the alumni of the
University. The Association maintains an oflfice at the University and pub-
lishes a monthly periodical, the Illinois Alumni News; in this office is com-
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piled the alumni directory, the last edition being published in 1929. An
edition for the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry and School of Phar-
macy, at Chicago, was published in 1921. The Chicago department gradu-
ates have alumni associations of their own, as has the Library School and
the College of Law. Local alumni associations have been organized in
many states.
The Illinois Union is an association of the men of the University, hav-
ing for its general object the promotion of college spirit and good fellow-
ship. All male students are eligible to active membership; alumni and
members of the faculty may become associate members.
The Woman's League was organized to further the spirit of unity among
the wom.en of the University and to be a medium for the stimulation and
maintenance of high standards. All women students are eligible to active
membership; all women members of the faculty and of the Graduate
School are eligible to associate membership.
The Student Council is a student governing body in close contact
through its members with every branch of student enterprise where the
interests of men and women together are concerned.
The Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund provides a ward hospital
care for members who become ill and need such care for a period not to
exceed four weeks during any semester. Members pay $3 a semester. The
Dean of Men is the trustee of the fund.
The Independent Association and Women's Group System are organiza-
tions existing to promote the interests of men and women not affiliated
with fraternities and sororities. The Interfraternity Council and Pan-
Hellejiic Council are general representative bodies of Greek-letter social
organizations.
The Student Organizations Fund affords centralization of accounts and
funds of student organizations and activities. The Comptroller is treasurer
of the fund.
Literary Societies include the Adelphic and Philomathean societies for
men, and the Alethenai, Illiola, Jamesonian, Gregorian, and Anonian so-
cieties for women.
The Young Men's Christian Association is composed of students who
are willing to serve on some one of eighteen committees. Every man in
the University is eligible for membership. The rooms are open to all stu-
dents. Religious meetings are held on Sunday evenings. Bible discussion
groups and friendly relations with foreign students are promoted. An em-
ployment bureau managed by the Association helps students find work.
The Young Woman's Christian Association is housed in the Hannah Mc-
Kinley building. Dormitory space is provided for sixty-five women. A
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dining room is located in the basement. An employment bureau is main-
tained to help University women to find employment.
At the opening of the college year the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. en-
deavor to help new students find rooming and boarding places. The Stu-
dents' Handbook, giving information about the University and the various
college organizations and activities, is sent free to prospective students.
Advice and encouragement in the field of extra-curricular activities are
offered to students by the Activities Advisory Association composed of in-
dependent activity leaders and members of Ma-Wan-Da, men's senior
honor society. Counselors are assigned to independent freshmen expressing
a desire to take part in some form of extra-curricular activity.
Honorary Societies
The honorary societies or fraternities named below are private intercol-
legiate organizations of students and graduates, having for their primary
purpose the recognition and encouragement of excellence in scholarship in
various departments of study. Election is in all cases made by the societies
themselves in accordance with their own rules. The University assumes no
responsibility for elections.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the colleges are: Phi Beta Kappa,
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Beta Gamma Sigm.a (men) and
Gamma Epsilon Pi (women), College of Commerce and Business Admin-
istration; Tau Beta Pi, College of Engineering; Alpha Zeta, Gamma Sigma
Delta, Gamma Pi Alpha (women). College of Agriculture; Gargoyle
(students in Architecture), Pi Kappa Lambda (students in Music), Col-
lege of Fine and Applied Arts; Phi Delta Kappa (men) and Kappa Delta
Pi (men and women), College of Education; Order of the Coif, College
of Law; Kappa Tau Alpha, School of Journalism; Sigma Xi, general re-
search; Omicron Nu, Phi Upsilon Omicron (students in Home Econom-
ics); Alpha Om.ega Alpha, Sigma Xi, College of Medicine.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the Freshman Class regardless of
college are Phi Eta Sigma (men) and Alpha Lambda Delta (women).
Specialized Societies and Clubs
Some organizations claim membership from students of nearly all col-
leges and schools. Among them are the following:
Alpha Phi Omega, Caisson Club, Cavalry Officers Club, Chinese Students Club, Chi
Chi Chi, Coast Artillery Club, University Chorus, University Dames' Club, Dolphins, Gold
Feathers, Illini Flying Club, Illini Glider Club, Illinois Inter-collegiate Club, Infantry Offi-
cers Club, Inter-Literary Council, Japanese Students Club, Library Club, Life Saving Club,
Mask and Bauble, Ma-Wan-Da, University Men's Glee Club, University Military Band,
Mortar Board, National Collegiate Players, Orange and Blue Feathers, Orchesis, University
Orchestra, Pershing Rifles, Phalanx, Phi Kappa Epsilon, Phidelus, Philippine Illini Cub,
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Pierrots, University Polo Association, Pi Epsilon Delta, Pi Tau Pi Sigma, Sachem, Sar-
matia, Scabbard and Blade, Shi-Ai, Sigma Delta Phi, Sigma Delta Epsilon, Skull and
Crescent, Terrapin Club, Torch, Tribe of Illini, Tu Mas, Women's Cosmopolitan Club,
University Women's Glee Club.
There are in each college a number of societies and clubs devoted to out-
side work of a literary, scientific, technical, or extra-curricular nature,
auxiliary to the work of various departments of that college. Among these
are the following:
In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Bard and Scribe, Botanical Club,
Burrill Botany Club, English Journal Club, French Club, Geological Journal Club, Ger-
man Club (Deutsche V'erein), Hexapoecia, Italian Arts Club, Linnean Botany Society,
Philological Club, Poetry Society, Psychology Club, Scandinavian Club, Spanish Club,
University of Illinois Section of the American Chemical Society.
Alpha Kappa Delta, Delta Phi Alpha, Delta Sigma Rho, Eta Sigma Phi, Iota Sigma Pi,
Phi Delta Gamma, Phi Lambda Upsilon, Phi Sigma, Pi Delta Phi, Pi Mu Epsilon, Sigma
Delta Pi.
In the College of Commerce and Business Administration: Accountancy Club,
Band of X, Commerce Council, Foreign Trade Club, Illini Chamber of Commerce, Pan-
Xenia, Social Problems Club.
Alpha Delta Sigma, Alpha Kappa Psi, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Nu Kappa, Gamma Alpha
Chi, Gamma Epsilon Pi, Phi Chi Theta, Sigma lota Epsilon, Theta Delta Pi.
In the College of Engineering: Student Branch of the American Ceramic Society,
Student Branch of the American Society of Chemical Engineers, Student Branch of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Electrical Engineering Society, Engineering Physics
Society, Keramos, Student Branch of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, Student Branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Mining Soci-
ety, Mu-San, Physics Colloquium, Railway Club, Synton, Urbana Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Chi Epsilon, Delta Mu Epsilon, Epsilon Chi, Eta Kappa Nu, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi
Alpha Lambda, Phi Epsilon Phi, Pi Tau Sigma, Sigma Epsilon, Sigma Tau, Theta Tau, Tau
Nu Tau.
In the College of Agriculture: Agricultural Club, Agricultural Educational Club,
Student Branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Agronomy Club, Dairy
Club, Dairy Technology Society, Farm Mechanics Club, Field and Furrow Club, Floricul-
tural Club, Four-H Club, Home Economics Club, Hoof and Horn Club, Horticultural Club,
Illini Grange.
Alpha Alpha Gamma, Alpha Tau Alpha, Lambda Xi, Pi Alpha Xi.
In the College of Fine and Applied Arts: Illustrators, Scarab, Sketch Club, Student
Association of the College of Fine and Applied Arts, University Landscape Architecture
Society. In the School of Music: University Chorus, University Orchestra, University
Women's Glee Club.
Alpha Alpha Gamma, Mu Kappa Alpha, Phi Beta, Phi Mu Alpha, Pi Kappa Lambda.
In the School of Journalism: "J" Club, Journalism Council, Gamma Theta Phi, Phi
Alpha Chi, Pi Delta Epsilon, Sigma Delta Chi, Theta Sigma Phi.
In the College of Education: Physical Education Majors Club, Alpha Sigma Nu,
Delta Theta Epsilon, Kappa Delta Pi, Kappa Phi Kappa, Phi Epsilon Kappa, Sigma Delta
Psi, Sigma Delta Sigma.
In the College of Law: Law Club, Kappa Beta Pi, Nu Beta Epsilon.
In the Library School: Library Club.
DEBATING
THE University engages yearly in eight or more intercollegiate debates,
the teams for which are chosen in competitive preliminaries. In the
V.'estern Conference Debate League, consisting of the universities of Illinois,
Indiana. Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Northwestern, Ohio State, Purdue,
and Wisconsin, a rotating schedule is used for men's debates, and is
so arranged that each university" debates with each of the other univer-
sities once even,' two years. Each university participates in four debates
annually: two on the second Thursday in December and two on the third
Thursday in March, The University' of Illinois debates with Indiana, Wis-
consin, Michigan, and Iowa in 1931-32, and with the other universities
in 1932-33.
Two open-forum decisionless debates are held annually with Knox Col-
lege at Galesburg, Illinois.
The University of Illinois, Northwestern University, and Purdue Uni-
versir>' in 1927 formed a debate league for women's teams. This is now
affiliated with the Western Conference Debate League, and a rotating
schedule including Illinois, Indiana, Ohio State, Purdue, Northwestern,
and Michigan, goes into effect in 1932. Debates are held on the fourth
Thursday in Februan,'.
Internatioval debates with British teams, and '"reserve" debates with
nearby colleges, are scheduled from time to time.
A series of intramural debates is held during the second semester each
year. Participation in these contests is open to all undergraduates except
members of intercollegiate debate teams.
FEES AND EXPENSES
THE following are estimated minimum and average annual expenses
for undergraduate students attending at Urbana, exclusive of clothing,
railroad fare, and laboratory' fees, if any. This includes only the immediate
and fundamentally necessary expenses.
Books and equipment $ 25 to $ 75
Fees^ 50 to 75
Room rent for one (two in a room) SI to (150)
Single rooms (108) to 180
Board at dubs, etc. 260 to 360
Laundry 30 to 45
Total (excluding the duplicate figures for room) $446 to $735
• Students of law and mnsic and ondassified students must make needed changes in the amoua: given
for "semester fees."' I-: should also be noted that laboratory fees vary greatly with the curricitlum. In engi-
neeriag, agriculturs, science courses, and other courses where materials are used, there will be laboratory fees
of from $0.50 to $12.50 or more each semester.
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General Fees
All University fees are payable in full each semester when the student registers.
Matrictdation Fee.—Each student not holding a scholarship, on satisfying the re-
quirements for admission to the University, pays the matriculation fee of $10.00
Incidental Fee.—
All students in departments at Urbana other than Law, residents of Illinois,
except those holding scholarships, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of. 35.00
Students in departments at Urbana other than Law, not residents of Illinois,
pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 62.50
Students in the College of Law, residents of Illinois, except those holding schol-
arships, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 50.00
Students in the College of Law, not residents of Illinois, pay, each semester, an
incidental fee of 75.00
Graduate students eiyolled for thesis work on leave of absence pay an incidental
fee of 20.00
Law Fee.—Students not registered in the College of Law, pay, each semester, for
courses in law (per semester hour) 1.00
Tuition Fee.—Unclassified students (except in agriculture or home economics hold-
ing scholarships), pay, each semester, a tuition fee of 7.50
Laboratory Fees.—Students working in laboratories, or in drafting or engineering
classes, pay fees varying from $0.50 to $12.50, to cover materials and apparatus
used and breakages or damages.
Uniform Deposits.—Students taking military make a deposit for uniform and equip-
ment. This deposit is refunded to the student when his uniform and equipment
are returned 15.00
Listener's Fee.—Persons not connected with the University who attend classes as
listeners, pay for each course, each semester 7.50
Late Registration Fee.—Former students who enter after the Registration Days in
either semester pay a late registration fee of 5.00
Special Instruction in English.—Students placed under the care of the Committee on
Students' Use of English, pay each semester for this special instruction a fee of. . 5.00
Change Fee.—For every change of study-list made later than the Monday noon fol-
lowing registration, a fee of $1 is charged, except that the total charge for the
rearrangement authorized on any one change-slip shall not exceed $2 1.00
Transcript Fee.—Each student who has paid all his University fees is entitled to re-
ceive without charge, one transcript of his record. For additional transcripts,
charges are made as follows:
For each original, or fiirst, copy 1-00
For each carbon copy .50
Locker Fee.—Payable each semester by men for a gymnasium locker and clean towel
service LOO
Payable each semester by women taking a course or courses in physical educa-
tion for a locker, soap, towels, and tank suit L50
Special Examination Fee.—For any special examination, except examinations for
advanced standing taken within sixty days after matriculation, the fee is 5.00
Diploma Fee 10-00
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Graduate School Fees
Students in the Graduate School pay fees as indicated above under "Gen-
eral Fees" except that no tuition, incidental, or laboratory fee (unless
breakage or consumption of materials exceeds a certain allowance) is paid
by fellows, scholars, or members of the corps of instruction or scientific
staffs.
School of Music Fees
In addition to the above general fees students registering in courses in ap-
plied music (voice, piano, violin, violoncello, organ, or band instruments)
pay special fees as follows:
1. If enrolled in the School of Music or in the curriculum in music education in
the College of Education, each semester $25 .00
2. If enrolled in another College of the University, for one lesson each week of
collegiate grade, for one semester 25 .00
Practice Fees
Piano for practice one hour a day each semester $3 .00
Additional hours at the same rate.
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (beginners) 20.00
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (advanced students) 25 .00
College of Medicine Fees
Matriculation Fee.—Students not holding scholarships, on satisfying the require-
ments for admission to the University, pay the matriculation fee of $10
Tuition and Laboratory Fee.—Students in the College of Medicine, residents of Illi-
nois, pay each year a tuition and laboratory' fee of $200
Students holding scholarships pay the laboratory fee only. Laboratory fees are
assessed for the specific laboratory courses taken. Students in the College of
Medicine, not residents of Illinois, pay each year a tuition and laboratory fee of $300
Late Registration Fee.—Former students who enter after the registration days pay a
late registration fee of $5
Special Examination Fee.—For any special examination a fee of $5
Note.—County Hospital ticket, $5. Maternity Service Fee, $15.
A diploma fee of $10 is required, payable at the end of the second year by students
receiving the B.S. degree, and at the end of the fifth (interne) year by students receiving the
M.D. degree.
A special fee of $100 a semester is charged for the material of each of the special courses
in dissection (Anatomy 60 and Otolaryngology 80). This may be shared by not more than
two students.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors: For each twenty-five clock hours, or
fraction thereof, residents of Illinois, $10; non-residents of Illinois, $20.
Fees charged unclassified students are based on the amount of work taken.
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College of Dentistry Fees
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
III. Non-Ill. III. Non-IU lU. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation (paid but
once) $ 10 $ 10
Tuition 125 155 $125 $155 $125 $155 $125 $155
Laboratory 35 35 35 35 55 55 60 60
Diploma fee
^_^_^^
10 10
Total $170 $200 $160 $190 $180 $210 '%\9S $225
Note.—Late registration fee, $5.
For the graduate course in orthodontia covering a full calendar year, a laboratory
fee of $600 is charged.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the College of
Dentistry: For each semester hour, residents of Illinois, $10; non-residents of Illinois, $20.
School of Pharmacy Fees
First Year Second Year Third Year
III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation (paid but once) $ 10 $ 10
Tuition 100 150 $100 $150 $100 $150
Laboratory 38 38 54 54 66 66
Diploma fee 10 10
Total $148 $198 $154 $204 $176 $226
Note.—Late registration fee, $5.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the School of Phar-
macy: For each semester hour, residents of Illinois, $10; non-residents of Illinois, $20.
Women's Residence Halls
The University operates three residence halls for women : (1) The Woman's
Residence Hall, with accommodations for 150 women students; (2) the
West Residence Hall, with accommodations for 146; and (3) Davenport
Residence Hall, with accommodations for 53. A flat rate is charged per
year of 36 weeks for room, laundry of sheets and pillow cases, and board.
The halls are closed for two weeks during the holidays, and this period
is not included in the 36 weeks on which the rates are based. One hall is
operated during the Summer Session.
W^omen students and their parents who desire information concerning
these residence halls or other suitable homes should correspond with the
Dean of Women. On request, the booklet of information, "Women's Resi-
dence Halls," and application cards, will be sent. Residents of the State of
Illinois are given preference in the assignment of rooms in the halls.
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""HE University, through its College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
-- provides (1) a liberal education in the humanities and sciences; (2)
specialized curricula in applied optics, chemistry, and chemical engineer-
ing; (3) general courses preparatory to the further study of journalism and
law; and (4) pre-professional training in medicine, dentistry, and phar-
macy. The eight-year curriculum in medicine shortens by one year the
process of obtaining the degree of Bachelor of Arts from this College and
the degree of Doctor of Medicine from the College of Medicine.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred upon students who com-
plete the four-year curricula offered by the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, except those in applied science for which the degree of Bachelor
of Science is given. The latter degree is granted, in lieu of the degree of
Bachelor of Arts, to students whose major is in mathematics, a science, or
home economics, upon petition to the Dean of the College not later than
six weeks preceding the granting of the degree.
For admission, see page 63; for the buildings used by this College, see
page 54; for museums and collections under its care, see pages 59-62; for
clubs and societies auxiliary to its curricula, see pages 98 and 99; ior fees,
see page 101 ; for a statement of the regulations of the University in regard
to unclassified students, see page 71. It is the policy of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences to admit as unclassified students only a select group of
mature and serious persons who, though unable to meet the formal require-
ments for entrance, are substantially prepared for work of college grade
and have a specific and clearly defined purpose in their study.
Under the modified elective system a student who desires to prepare for
teaching may specialize to a considerable extent in the subject which he
wishes to teach and may also find time for courses in education and related
subjects of interest to teachers.
Students who desire to devote a part of their undergraduate study to
specific preparation for some calling other than teaching may select
courses in law, medicine, library science, journalism, agriculture, com-
merce, engineering, or music in accordance with directions given in the
following pages.
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Students whose progress in their work is unsatisfactory, because of
scholastic difBculties or excessive absence, may be warned, put on proba-
tion, or dropped. Ordinarily, a student will be warnod, and then put on
probation, and then dropped, but this order of procedure need not be pre-
served. That is, a student whose work is unsatisfactory is warned. If his
work is extremely unsatisfactory, he is put on probation, which means that
he is in imminent danger of dism.issal unless he shows immediate improve-
ment.
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Each candidate must meet the general University requirements with re-
spect to registration and residence, and must have secured credit in ap-
proved courses totaling at least 130 semester hours. Also, in securing this
credit, a candidate must have received grades of not less than C in sub-
jects aggregating at least three-fourths of the semester hours required for
the degree. Except in certain courses, the semester hour is ordinarily taken
to mean one class period a week for one semester. Each class period pre-
supposes tvv'o hours of preparation by the student, or the equivalent in the
laboratory or drawing room. The ordinary procedure to the degree is as
follows:
A. Prescribed Subjects.—To be commenced in the first semester of the
freshman year, except as otherwise provided, and to be continued until the
completion of the requirements.
I. Hygiene.—2 semesters.
II. Physical Education.—4 semesters.
III. Military Science (for men).—4 semesters or the equivalent.
IV. Rhetoric.—2 semesters. This requirement may be satisfied by either
passing Rhetoric 1 and 2 or by passing a proficiency examination^
in Rhetoric 2.
V. Foreign Language.—A reading knowledge of a foreign language^
(French, German, Greek, Latin, Spanish, or Italian) equivalent to
that resulting from four semesters of study of a foreign language
when commenced in college. This requirement may be satisfied by
either of the following methods:
1 Proficiency examinations in rhetoric and foreign languages will be offered before the end of the second
week In each semester. Students expecting to take these examinations will register for the courses in these sub-
jects indicated by their previous preparation, and apply to the departments concerned for examination. If such
examinations are passed, students will apply to their college deans to be transferred to other courses. No Uni-
versity credit hours will be earned by passing such proficiency examinations, but the successful apphcants will
be excused from taking the parallel courses, thereby increasing the number of free electives which they may offer
for graduation.
* Students planning to continue in the Graduate School are advised to obtain a reading knowledge of
French and German.
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(1) Passing French 2b, or a more advanced course; German 5 or 6, or a more ad-
vanced course; Greek 4, or a more advanced course; Latin la, or a more advanced
course; Spanish 2b, or a more advanced course; Italian 2b, or a more advanced
course.
(2) Passing a proficiency examination^ equivalent to the final examination given in
any of the courses mentioned in 1 above.
B. Subjects to Be Taken Prior to the Senior Year.—
I. Liberal Arts.—A total of 15 hours chosen from at least three of the
following departments, including one course in English or foreign
literature, or in the history of philosophy: English literature, foreign
literature (based on the first two years of college work in the language
chosen, or its equivalent), economics, history, political science, phi-
losophy, and sociology.
II. Science.—A total of 15 hours chosen from at least three of the follow-
ing departments, including one course with a minimum of four hours'
laboratory work per week: astronomy, bacteriology, botany, chemis-
try, geography, geology, entomology, mathematics, physiology,
physics, psychology, and zoology.
In any curriculum in which fewer than 15 hours of laboratory science
are required, a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute 5 hours of laboratory science for
5 hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.
C. Subjects Ordinarily to Be Taken after the Freshman Yk\r.—
I. Major Subjects.—Upon completing 60 hours of work each candidate
must select some one subject as his major. A major consists of courses
amounting to at least 20 hours chosen from among those designated
by a department and approved by the faculty of the college. Such
courses are to be exclusive of those elementary or beginning courses
which are open to freshmen and inclusive of some distinctly advanced
work. At least five hours of the work accepted for a major must have
been done in residence at this University. The subjects at present
recognized as majors in this college are:
Bacteriology Geology Physics
Botany German Physiology
Chemistry Greek Political Science
Classics History Psychology
Economics Home Economics Public Speaking
English Latin Sociology
Entomology Mathematics Spanish
French Philosophy Zoology
Geography
I See note 1, page t06.
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II. Minor Subjects.—Each candidate must offer in addition to his major
a minor consisting of 20 hours in one or two departments designated
by the department in which the major subject is pursued, and ap-
proved by the faculty, with not less than 8 hours in each department,
if two subjects are chosen.
III. Thirty hours of the work taken in the junior and senior years must be
in courses not open ordinarily to freshmen or sophomores.
D. Electives.—
I. All courses offered by the departments of this college except those
exclusively for students in other colleges.
II. Not more than 36 hours credit toward graduation will be given for
courses offered in other colleges and schools of the University, aside
from the first year of work in the College of Medicine, and courses
acceptable for major and minor credits. Such courses must be selected
from the following list approved by the Faculty:
A ccountancy
la or le (Principles of Accounting)
lb (Accounting Procedure)
Agronomy—For students majoring in Botany or Entomology:
7 (Advanced Crop Production)
8 (Forage Crops)
11 (Soil Biology)
25 (Crop Production)
28 (Soils)
Animal Husbandry—For students majoring in Entomology:
34 (Anatomy and Physiology, and Non-Contagious and Parasitic Diseases of Farm
Animals)
35 (Animal Hygiene; Sanitation; Contagious Diseases of Farm Animals)
Architecture
11, 12 (History of Architecture)
71, 72 (Architectural Drawing)
Art—20 hours excluding courses for teachers; at least one-half of the total hours offered shall
be in the theory or history of art.
Business Organization and Operation
2 (Marketing Organization)
9 (Trade and Commercial Organizations)
10 (Newspaper Advertising)
11 (Survey Course)
Business Law
la, lb (General Law—no credit given to students in the combined arts-law curriculum)
2 (Elementary Law of Business)
Civil Engineering
1, 15, 16 (Surveying)
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Dairy Husbandry—For students majoring in Bacteriology:
10 (Advanced Dairy Bacteriology)
Drawing, General Engineering
1 (Elements of Drafting)
2 (Descriptive Geometry)
Economics—All courses
Education—The following courses in General Education: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 18, 20a, 25,
26, 27, 30, 42, 43, 44, 45, 49.
Electrical Engineering—For students majoring in Physics:
25 (Direct Current Apparatus)
26 (Alternating Currents)
75, 76 (Electrical Engineering Laboratory)
Note: 2 (Elementary Electrical Engineering) is approved as an elective for other
students.
Farm Mechanics—For students majoring in Home Economics:
12 (Farm Home Equipment)
Graduate Courses
A student who has earned at least 125 semester hours may be permitted to elect
courses in the Graduate School with the consent of the Dean of the Graduate School.
Such a student must register both in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the
Graduate School. Only students of excellent standing are allowed this privilege.
Home Economics—All courses except those in Practice Teaching
Horticulture—For students majoring in Botany or Entomology:
la, lb (Elements of Horticulture)
2 (Small Fruit Culture)
3 (Commercial Vegetable Gardening)
5 (Plant Propagation)
6 (Nursery Methods)
7 (Spraying)
19 (Amateur Floriculture)
31 (Garden Flowers)
Jourjialism
3 (The Newspaper and the News)
5, 6 (Reporting)
9a, 9b (Printing and Publishing)
17 (History and Principles of Journalism)
Attention is called to the announcement of the School of Journalism, page 196.
Landscape Architecture
11 (History of Landscape Architecture)
64 (Landscape Architecture)
71, 72 (City Planning)
Law—A student of senior standing with an average grade of C (3.) who has been in resi-
dence either the first two years or the last year of his pre-legal work may take and
count toward the A.B. degree not to exceed 36 hours in the College of Law, provided
that not less than two courses amounting to at least 5 hours are taken per semester
under the advice of the Dean of the College of Law as to the courses to be taken, and
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provided further that if any such student desires to take more than 6 hours of law work
he must also register in the College of Law.
Attention is called to the announcement of the College of Law, page 191.
Library
2a, 2b, or 12 (Reference)
3a and 38 (Book Selection)
9 (History of Books and Printing)
Attention is called to the announcement of the Library School, page 198.
Meclianical Engineering—For students majoring in Physics:
10, 13 (Thermodynamics)
Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied—All courses
Medicine—See eight-year curriculum in Medicine (page 112).
Military Science and Tactics—Maximum: 10 hours
Mining Engineering—For students majoring in Geology:
21 (Mining Examination and Valuation)
61 (Elementary Mine Surveying—No credit in addition to C.E. 27)
Music—Maximum: 20 hours, chosen from the following:
1, 2, (History of Music)
3, 4, 5, 6 (Harmony)
7, 8, (Counterpoint)
9, 10 (Analysis and Form)
11, 12 (Advanced Composition)
13, 14 (Music Appreciation)
32, 33 (Advanced History of Music)
Credit to an extent of four hours is allowed for applied music (piano, voice, etc.)
after Music 3 and 4 (Harmony) have been taken and on the recommendation of the
Director. For every additional hour of applied music the student must elect a similar
number of hours of theoretical music from the courses mentioned above.
No credit will be allowed for courses in Public School Music.
Physical Education and Hygiene—Maximum: for men, 6 hours; for women, 9 hours. No
credit is allowed for courses in educational practice.
Physics—All courses
Transportation—For students majoring in Economics or Geography:
1 (Economics of Transportation)
Home Economics
The courses of instruction in this department are planned to meet the needs
of students who desire a knowledge of the general principles and facts of
home economics. Opportunity is given through elective courses in the third
and fourth years to emphasize various phases of home economics such as
household and institution management, nutrition and dietetics, clothing
and costume design, and house planning and decorations. Courses in the
teaching of home economics are available for those who plan to teach.
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must make this sub-
ject their major along one of the lines indicated and take each semester at
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leastfour hours in home economics or in subjects required for admission to
courses in home economics.
Students whose major subject is home economics must satisfy the re-
quirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences. *
Suggested Two-Year Curriculum Preparatory to Journalism
The following two-year journalism curriculum covers entrance require-
ments of the School of Journalism of the University and includes specific
courses of special value to students of journalism. It is recommended that,
where possible, students choose additional electives from the departments
of economics, political science, history, literature, philosophy, psychology,
and art. See also the announcement of the School of Journalism, page 196.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours' Hours*
Military Drill and Theory (men) .... 1 Military Drill and Theory (men) .... 1
Hygiene 1—Elementary Hygiene .... M Hygiene 3—Elementary Hygiene .... M
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium H Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium H
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Journ. 1—Introduction 1 Journ. 2—Introduction 1
History or Economics 3 or 4 History or Economics 3 or 4
English 10—Introduction 3 English 1 1—Introduction 3
Foreign Language* 4 Foreign Language* 4
Total 16 or 17 Total 16 or 17
SECOND YEAR
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H Phys. Ed H
Journ. 5—Reporting 3 Journ, 6—Reporting 3
Journ, 9a—Printing and Publishing. . 2 Journ, 9b—Printing and Publishing.
.
2
Acc'y la—Accounting 3 Pub. Sp. 1—Principles 3
Science or Mathematics' 5 Science or Mathematics- 5
History, Pol. Sci., or Economics 3 Electives 3
Total 173^ Total 17^
Preparatory to Law
The two-four curriculum in liberal arts and law was abandoned January 1,
1929. Students taking the three-three curriculum must comply with the
group, major, and minor requirements of this college, and with the require-
ments of the College of Law (page 194),
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' High school credit may reduce these requirements; reading knowledge of one foreign language required.
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Curriculum in Medicine
The Seven-Year Curriculum.—The seven-year medical curriculum
offered by the University to high school graduates begins with a pre-profes-
sional program of 60 semester hours (two academic years) of college work,
some prescribed and some elective. This work must be completed with a
scholastic average of not less than 3.5, or its equivalent as determined
by the University of Illinois for institutions with a different grading system.
Grades received in Military Science, Physical Education, and Hygiene are
not considered in determining this average.
Two degrees may be conferred in this curriculum. The degree of Bache-
lor of Science in Medicine may be conferred upon the completion of the 60
semester hours comprising the pre-professional curriculum at Urbana and
the first two (or pre-clinical years) in the College of Medicine in Chicago.
The degree of Doctor of Medicine is conferred when the student has com-
pleted all the requirements of the four years (pre-clinical and clinical work)
of the curriculum offered in the College of Medicine in Chicago and has
served satisfactorily one full year (twelve months) as an interne in a hospi-
tal approved by the University.
The Eight-Year Curriculum.—Students who elect to do three years
(94 semester hours) of pre-professional work in residence at Urbana in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences are permitted, at the end of their first
year in the College of Medicine in Chicago, to submit their credits in the
medical sciences to complete the requirements for graduation of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and may receive the degree of Bachelor of
Arts or Bachelor of Science.
The requirements for admission to the pre-professional curriculum at
Urbana are as follows
:
Four years of accredited high school work or the equivalent, comprising
not less than 15 units in acceptable subjects prescribed as follows:
Units
English 3
Algebra 1
Plane Geometry
—
(additional half unit of trigonometry highly desirable) .... 1
Latin, Greek, German, or French
—
(both units in the same language) 2
History and Civics 1
Electives 7
Total IS
Prescribed and elective subjects to be taken at Urbana are as follows
(minimum number of semester hours)
:
Hours'
Chemistry (including 4 semester hours of organic chemistry) 12
Physics (at least 2 hours of laboratory) 8
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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Zoology (at least 4 hours of laboratory work and including General Zoologfy and
Vertebrate Zoology) 8
English 6
German or French 6
Electives, excluding chemical, physical, and biological sciences 6
Free electives, excluding military, hygiene, and physical education 14
Total 60
Two-Year Pre-professional Curriculum in Medicine
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours'
Chem. 1 or 2—General Chem 5 or 3 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chem 5
^(Math. 4—Trigonometry 2) Zool. 2—Vertebrate Zoology 5
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Rhet. 2—Rhet. and Themes 3
Rhet. 1—Rhet. and Themes 3 ^(Hygiene J^)
^(Hygiene H) '(Physical Education J'^)
'(Physical Education J^) '(Mil. Drill and Theory (men) 1)
'(Mil. Drill and Theory (men) 1) Electives 3
Electives 2
Total 15-17 Total 18
SECOND YEAR
German or French, if not taken in the German or French, if not taken in the
first year 4 first year 4
Physics 7a—Gen. Physics 3 Physics 7b—Gen. Physics 3
Physics 8a—Laboratory 2 Physics 8b—Laboratory 2
Chem. 33—Organic Chem 5 Chem. Z2> (if not taken first semester)
.
5
'(Physical Education 3^) '(Physical Education J^)
'(Mil. Drill and Theory (men) 1) '(Mil. Drill and Theory (men) 1)
Electives 3-7 Electives 3-8
Total 181^ Total 18^
Electives Taken at Urbana.—Psychology should be the first elec-
tive for premedical students and Mathematics the second elective. Other
electives to be taken at Urbana, exclusive of Physical Education, Military,
and Hygiene, may be chosen from the following: Botany, Chemistry,
Drawing, Economics, English, Greek, History, Latin, Logic, Political
Science, Sociology, Zoology.
Chemistry 50a (Physiological Chemistry) may be taken at Urbana by a
limited number of students during their third year. The prerequisite for
this course is Chemistry 22, which should be taken during the second
year. Students who thus elect Chemistry 50a must substitute 5 hours of
electives for Physiological Chemistry 6 (cf. College of Medicine Circular,
p. 50) during the first year at the College of Medicine at Chicago.
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Prerequisite for second year physics courses.
• Required of ail undergraduate students in residence at Urbana.
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Pre-professional Curriculum in Dentistry
Students preparing for Dentistry are advised to follow the curriculum sug-
gested for pre-medical students, which satisfies the requirements for en-
trance to the College of Dentistry at Chicago. (See pages 75 and 241.)
Pre-professional Curriculum in Pharmacy
Students preparing for Pharmacy should follow the one-year curriculum
described below which constitutes the first year of the course in Pharmacy.
The second, third, and fourth years are given in the School of Pharmacy.
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours*
Chem. 2 or 1—General Chemistry. . .3 or 5 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3 or 5 Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
'(Hygiene 1 or 2 H) '(Hygiene 3 or 4 J^)
'(Physical Education 3^ or 1) '(Physical Education 3^ or 1)
'(Military Drill and Theory (men). . . 1) '(Military Drill and Theory (men). . . 1)
Electives^ 6-2 Electives* 5
Total 17 or 16^ Total 17 or 163^
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Students who follow the general curriculum in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences with chemistry as a major subject are eligible for the degree
of Bachelor of Arts.
For the more specialized training of the chemist, the following curric-
ula, largely prescribed, have been arranged. Each requires a minimum
total of 136 hours and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Attention is called to the fact that the schedules for the first and second
years are the same in both chemistry and chemical engineering.
Preliminary preparation in German or French equivalent to 2 years of high school work
is advised. The total language requirement for graduation including courses offered for en-
trance is the equivalent of 2 years of University work in German or French. When a student
does not offer German or French for entrance, the second year of the language required for
graduation will be accepted in partial fulfillment of the non-chemical electives in either curri-
culum. Students entering under this arrangement should take the second year of language
during the sophomore year and will not be admitted to senior standing in either curriculum
until the requirement has been satisfied.
Students registering either in the curriculum In chemistry or in that in chemical engi-
neering must offer 1 unit of high school chemistry and )^ unit of advanced algebra for ad-
mission to these curricula, but University credit in Chemistry 1 (five hours) is acceptable in
lieu of Chemistry 2 and one unit of entrance chemistry, Mathematics 3 (five hours) in lieu of
}/2 unit of advanced algebra and Mathematics 2.
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
2 For electives, see page 76.
• Required of all undergraduate students in residence at Urbana.
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FIRST YEAR, BOTH CURRICULA
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours'
Chem. 2—Inorganic Chemistry 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
German or French- 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men)
Military Drill and Theory
Total
1^
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 6—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Yi
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) }/2
Military Drill and Theory 1
17 Total. 18
SECOND YEAR, BOTH CURRICULA
Chem. 10
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physical Measurements. . . 2
Phys. Ed K
Military Drill and Theoi-y 1
Electives' 3
Total 173^
Chem. 24—Quantitative Analysis 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 2
Phys. 3b—Physical Measurements. .
.
2
Phys. Ed Yi
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives' 3
Total 16H
Curriculum in Chemistry, Third and Fourth Years
THIRD YEAR
Chem. 34a—Organic Chemistry 5
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature .... 1
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Electives^ 4
Total. 17
Chem. 36b—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 37b—Organic Chemistry Lab.
.
2
Chem. 42b—Physical Chemistry' 3
Chem, 43b—^Physical Chemistry Lab. 1
Chem. 92b—Chemical Literature. ... 1
Chem. 27b
—
Quantitative Analysis. . 3
Electives* 4
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 90a—Research 5
Chem. 60a—Chemical Technology. . . 4
Chem. 95a—History of Chemistry. . . 2
Electives* 6
Total
Chem. 90b—Research 5
Electives" 11
17 Total. 16
• Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Students who have presented German for entrance should take French la .ind lb; those who have of-
fered French should take German 1 and 2.
' T. and A.M. 1 required for Chemical Engineers. Chemistry courses may not be chosen as electives.
Suggested courses for electives are—Zoology 1, 2, 5, or 7; Botany 1; English 20; Geology 20, 43. or 47; History
3a or 3b; German or French.
• Electives must total 8 hours for the tliird year, and at least 4 hours must be outside of chemistry.
• Electives must total 17 hours for the fourth year, and at least 11 hours should be from advanced courses
in cliemistry.
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Ten hours of thesis credit are required for graduation in chemistry and five hours for
graduation in chemical engineering, subject to a provision that in special cases a partial
substitution of chemical electives may be granted on recommendation of the department.
In no case may the total thesis credit in either curriculum be reduced below a minimum of
five hours.
Curriculum in Chemical Engineering, Third and Fourth Years
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
I^ours^
Chem. 34a—Organic Chemistry- 5
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry- 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1
T. and A. M. 3—Resistance of Ma-
terials 3
T. and A. AL 63^—Resistance of Ma-
terials Lab "..... 1
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. . 3
E. E. 61—Laboratory 1
Total 17
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 36b—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 37b—Organic Chemistry Lab.
.
2
Chem. 42b—Physical Chemistry 3
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
G. E. D. 6—Elements of Drawing ... 3
E. E. 12—Alternat. Current Appar-
atus 3
E. E. 62—Laboratory 1
Total. 18
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 60a—Chem. Technology 4
Chem. 61a—Principles of Chemical
Engineering 4
Chem. 44a—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 61—Power Measurement 2
Chem. 62—Principles of Research and
Development 2
Electives 3
Total
Chem. 61b—Principles of Chemical
Engineering 4
Chem. 90b—Thesis 5
Electives 6
17 Total
.
15
It is suggested that students take the elective courses outside of chemistry.
Curriculum in Applied Optics
Students who wish to prepare themselves to pass the examination pre-
scribed by the Illinois Optometry Act of April 19, 1919, which regulates
the practice of optometry within the state, must meet the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, taking their major
work in the Department of Physics. For a student who is preparing for the
design of optical instruments, sometimes called "optical engineering," a
special curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science may be
arranged.
'Semester hours. For Definition, see page 2SS.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
'nr^HE University, through its College of Commerce and Business Ad-
-*- ministration, offers its students a training in the principles underlying
business, with special training for particular business callings. It does not
attempt to prepare students for clerical and similar occupations as em-
ployees, but to lay a foundation on which successful careers in managerial
and administrative positions, and as proprietors, may be built. To this
end, courses in economics, accountancy, business organization and opera-
tion, banking, commerce, railway administration, public utilities, and in-
dustry are offered in combination with courses in language and literature,
the social sciences, law, mathematics, and the natural sciences.
The work is divided into three departments as follows: Economics, in-
cluding Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Labor and Statistics, Public and
Private Finance, and Theory and History; Business Organization and
Operation, including Accountancy, Business Law, and Business Writing;
and Public Utilities and Transportation.
For admission, see page 63; for the building, used by this College, see
pages 55; for societies and clubs auxiliary to its curricula, see pages 98 and
99; iov fees, see page 101 ; for a statement of the regulations of the Univer-
sity and of the College in regard to unclassified students, see page 71.
Graduate Work.—Numerous courses are open to graduate students
only, and an opportunity is afforded to graduate students for study in any
of the twelve curricula of the College.
The Bureau of Business Research was organized in 1921 to carry on re-
search in economic problems of state-wide importance. In addition to its
work in research, it maintains a Division of Information which attempts to
be of assistance to the business men of the State. (See also page 416.)
McKinley Professorship.—The late Honorable William B. McKinley,
United States Senator from Illinois, endowed a professorship in the eco-
nomics of public utilities (including transportation), in the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration.
Requirements for Graduation
Students who complete a curriculum in the College of Commerce and Busi-
ness Administration are awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science. The
requirements for graduation are as follows:
1. University Requirements.—A candidate must comply with the Uni-
versity requirements as to residence and registration, and secure credit
amounting to 130 hours, including credit in the following subjects pre-
scribed by general University regulations for all students: Rhetoric 1-2, 6
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hours for both men and women; Physical Education and Hygiene 1 and 3, 3
hours for men; Physical Education and Hygiene 2 and 4, 5 hours for women
;
and Military Science, 4 semesters, 4 hours for men. Men who elect the Re-
serve Officers' Training Corps must also take Military Science, 4 additional
semesters, 6 hours.
2. Prescribed Subjects.—A candidate must also secure credit in the
other subjects listed as prescribed in his chosen curriculum.
Note.—If a prescribed course should not be offered or should be un-
available to the student for other reasons, arrangements must be made with
the Dean of the College for acceptable substitutes.
3. Language Group.—Of the electives allowed, at least 8 hours must be
either in English literature or in a foreign language in all curricula, but pre-
scribed courses in either of these subjects may be counted in meeting this
requirement. In order to secure any credit in a beginning course in anyforeign
language, a full year's work must be completed.
4. Social Science Group.—Twelve hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: history, political science, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology, provided that not fewer than six hours in any one
subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but prescribed
courses in any of these subjects may be counted.
Requirement 4 applies to curricula in General Business, Banking and
Finance, Insurance, Accountancy, General Railway Administration, Com-
merce and Law, and Trade and Civic Secretarial Service.
Requirement 4 does not apply to curricula in Railway Transportation,
Commercial Teaching, Foreign Commerce, Industrial Administration, and
Public Utilities.
5. Science Group.—In all curricula ten hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: chemistry, mathematics (Math. 22
and Math. 23 excepted), and physics, provided that notfewer than five hours
in any one subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but pre-
scribed courses in any of these subjects may be counted.
6. Free Electives Group.—Free electives sufficient to make the 130 hours
required for graduation may be selected from any department in the Col-
lege of Comxmerce, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, or the Library
School. All other electives must have the approval of the Dean of the College at
the time of registration.
7. Laboratory Science.—In any curriculum in which less than fifteen
hours of laboratory science are required, a student who enters without at
least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute five hours
of a laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the requirements for
graduation.
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The Curricula
The curricula in Commerce and Business Administration are: (1) general
business; (2) trade and civic secretarial service; (3) banking and finance;
(4) insurance; (5) accountancy; (6) general railway administration; (7)
railway transportation; (8) commercial teaching; (9) foreign commerce;
(10) industrial administration; (11) public utilities; (12) commerce and
law. The subjects prescribed for graduation in each curriculum are listed in
the following outlines. These subjects are in general arranged in sequence
and should be taken in the order given.
In addition to the prescribed subjects, sufficient electives must be taken
each semester to make up a minimum of 15 hours, but not to exceed a
maximum of 18 hours of work. In choosing electives the attention of stu-
dents is called to provisions 3, 4, and 5 of the preceding statement of the
requirements for graduation. It is required that a sufficient number of hours
from the subjects in groups 3 and 5 above be taken during each semester of
the first two years to make up, together with the prescribed subjects, a
schedule of not fewer than 15 hours. Attention is called to the fact that
some elementary courses carry only part credit for seniors.
General Business Curriculum
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account- Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure .... 3
ing* 3-2 Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Econ. 22—Economic History of the Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
United States 3 Military Drill and Theory 1
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Phys. Ed H
Military Drill and Theory 1 Hyg. 3 3^
Phys. Ed }4 Electives 4-7
Hyg. 1 3^
Electives 4-8
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
SECOND YEAR
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account- Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. . 3
ing 3 Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics 5 B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
Military Drill and T'neory 1 tion and Management 3
Phys. Ed J^ Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing ... 2
Electives 5)^8^ Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Electives 2J^-5V^
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
• Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Electives 6-9
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
B. 0. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Advanced Economics
—
(Junior or Sen-
ior Courses) 3
Electives 9-13
Total 15-18
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Advanced Economics
—
(Junior or Sen-
ior Courses) 3
Electives 9-13
Total 15-18
Curriculum for Trade and Civic Secretarial Service
FIRST YEAR
Same as General Business.
SECOND YEAR
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government. . . 3 Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing.
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4 Psych. 2—General Psychology. . . .
Otherwise same as General Business.
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Government.
.
3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Sociol. 8—Charities 3
Electives 3-6
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 12- 15
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Advanced Economics
—
(Junior or Sen-
ior Courses) 3
L, A. 71—City Planning 2
Electives 7-10
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
L. A. 72—City Planning 2
B. O. and O. 9—Civic and Commercial
Organizations 2
Electives 5-?
Total 15-18
» Semester hours. For definition, see jjage 255.
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Curriculum in Banking and Finance
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curricu-
lum except that Mathematics 2 or 3—College Algebra (3 or 5 hours)—is
prescribed in the first semester of the first year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance. . 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Bus. Law 10—Law of Security Rela-
tions and Banking 3
Econ. 9—Advanced Theory and Prac-
tice of Banking 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
Money Market 3
Econ. 36—Investments 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Insurance
FIRST YEAR
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3 or 5 Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 or
or Math, lb—Introd. to College Math. . . 5
Math, la—Introd. to College Math.. . S
Otherwise same as General Business.
SECOND YEAR
Math. 8a—Calculus 3 Math. 8b—Calculus 3
Otherwise same as General Business.
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Electives 6-9
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance. . 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
> Semester houri. For definition, see page 255.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Econ, 55—Economics of Insurance. . . 3
Math. 30—Actuarial Theory 3
Electives 6-10
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Econ. 56—Property Insurance 3
Math. 31—Actuarial Theory 3
Electives 6-10
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Accountancy
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curricu-
lum except that Mathematics 2 or 3—College Algebra (3 or 5 hours) is
prescribed in the first semester of the first year.
THIRD YEAR
Acc'y 3a—Advanced Accounting .... 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Acc'y 3b—Auditing 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance. . 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Acc'y 5a—C. P. A. Problems 3
Acc'y 4a—Cost Accounting 2
Econ. 11—Industrial Consolidations. . 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Electives 4-7
Acc'y 5b—C. P. A. Problems 3
Acc'y 4b—Systems 2
Acc'y 20—Income Tax 2
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Electives 5-8
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in General Railway Administration^
FIRST YEAR
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3 or 5 Math. 6—Analytic Geometry
and or
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Math, lb—Introd. to College Math.
or
Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . . 5
Otherwise same as General Business.
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' See footnote on page 123.
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SECOND YEAR
The second year is the same as in the General Business Curriculum.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 2—European Railroads 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Working 2
Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives 4-7
Total 15-18
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3
Econ. 42—The Labor Movement .... 3
Trans. 26—Railroad Problems 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Railway Transportations
FIRST YEAR
The first year of work is the same as in the Curriculum in Industrial Ad-
ministration (page 126).
SECOND YEAR
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics 5
Math. 8a—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physical Measurements. . . 2
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing. . . 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H
Electives 0-1 J^
Total 16^^-18
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physical Measurements... 2
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
T. and A. M. 1—Analytical Mechan-
ics 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H
Electives 0-^2
Total 17M-18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* The curricula in Railway Administration and Railway Transportation formerly were incorporated in the
School of Railway Engineering and Administration (see pages 53 and 135).
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Electives 6-9
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
C. E. 36—Surv^eying 2
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
or
Econ. 42—Labor Movement 3
Trans. 2—European Railroads 3
Electives 1-4
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory'. 1
M. E. 61—Power Measurement 2
Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Working 2
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives
.
1-4
Total 15-18
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appar-
atus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3
Trans. 26—Railroad Problems 3
Electives 5-8
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Commercial Teaching
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curricu-
lum except that foreign language is prescribed in the first year, Psychology
1
—Introduction to Psychology (4 hours), and Psychology 2—General Psy-
chology (4 hours), are prescribed in the second year.
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology .... 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government. . 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Electives 0-3
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Electives 3-6
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Semeeter hours. For definition, see page 255.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours'
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2 B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3 B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary Ed— 3 Education (Electives) 6
Econ. 31—Organization of Foreign Econ. 29—Foreign Commerce and
Commerce* 3 Commercial Policies^ 3
Electives 6-10 Electives 3-7
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in Foreign Commerce
The first and second years of this curriculum are the same as in the General
Business Curriculum except that foreign language is prescribed throughout
both ^'ears.
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la^—Principles of Business Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3 Law 3
Foreign Language 3 or 2 Foreign Language 3 or 2
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta- Econ. 30—World Markets 3
tion 3 Electives 6-10
Econ. 31—Organization of Foreign
Commerce 3
Electives 3-7
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Pol. Sci. 6a—International Law 3 Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3 Money Market 3
Electives 9-12 Econ. 24—Economic Development of
Modern Europe 3
Electives 9-1
2
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in Industrial Administr.\tion
The following curriculum is intended for students planning to enter the
administrative or selling departments of industrial plants. To the usual
courses in economics, accounting, etc., are added groups of technical
courses offered by other colleges of the University. Four such groups have
been arranged, as follows: Group A, the machine industries; Group B, the
electrical industries; Group C, the building trades; Group D, the chemical
industries. The student who selects one of these groups is required to take
all the courses listed in the chosen group.
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
Only one of these two courses is required.
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A student electing the chemical industries group is required to take Econ. 27—Modern
Industry (3 hours) and Econ. 22—Economic History of the United States (3 hours), in-
stead of G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting (4 hours) and G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry
(4 hours), in the first year; and Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry (5 or 3 hours), and
Chem. 6—Inorganic Chemistry (5 hours), instead of T. and A. M. 1—-Analytical Mechanics
(2 hours), and Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing (2 hours), in the second year. Rhet. 10
is deferred until the third year. Such students should see the Assistant Dean of the College to
arrange their programs for each of the eight semesters.
One year of foreign language or English literature must be included among the electives.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting 4
Math. 2 and 4—Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 5
or
Math, la—Introd. to College Math. . . 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed V2
Hyg. 1 V2
Electives 0-2
Total 16-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry. . . 4
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry' 5
or
Math, lb—Introd. to College Math. . . 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed y2
Hyg. 3 Yi
Electives 0-1
Total 17-18
SECOND YEAR
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physical Measurements. . . 2
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account-
ing 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Yo
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physical Measurements. .
.
2
T. and A. M. 1—Analytical Mechan. 2
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed ]
Total 171^18 Total 17^-18
THIRD YEAR
B. 0. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
A, B, C, or D 6-2
Electives 0-7
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing. . . 2
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
A, B, C, or D 6-2
Electives 4-1
1
Total 15-18
* Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
) Those students who ofifer ona unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours*
B. O. and O. 4*—Management in B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Manufacturing 3 or
B. 0. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2 B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or Econ. 43—Personnel Administration . 3
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3 Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group and Finance 3
A, B, C, or D 7-3 Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
Electives 2-10 A, B, C, or D 9-2
Electives 0-8
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Optional Groups of Technical Courses
GROUP A—Machine Industries:
THIRD YEAR
T. and A. M. 2—Analytical Mechan- M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
ics 3 M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement 2 M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Lab..
.
3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. .3 E. E. 12—A. C. Apparatus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory . 1 E. E. 62—A. C. Laboratory 1
GRO UP B—Electrical Industries :
THIRD YEAR
T. and A. M. 2—Analytical Mechan- M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
ics 3
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement 2 E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appa-
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. . 3 ratus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory. 1 E. E. 62—Alternating Current Labo-
E. E. 90—Lighting 1 ratory 1
GROUP C—Building Trades:
THIRD YEAR
A. E. 43—Technology of Materials. . . 2 A. E. 44—Technology of Materials. . . 2
T. and A. M, 2—Analytical Mechanics 3 T. and A. M. 3—Resistance of Ma-
T. and A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2 terials 3
T. and A. M. 64—Hydraulics Labora- T. and A. M. 63—Resistance of Ma-
tory 1 terials Laboratory 1
* Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* B. O. and O. 4—Management in Manufacturing—is not required of students pursuing Group C of the
curriculum (Building Trades).
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FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3 C. E. 36—Surveying.
GRO UP D—Chemical Industries:
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 10—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 24—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 34a—Organic Chemistry 5
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chem. 40 — Elementary Physical
Chemistry 3
Chem. 41 — Elementary Physical
Chemistry (Laboratory Work) .... 1
Chem. 42b — Elementary Physical
Chemistry 3
Chem. 43b — Elementary Physical
Chemistry (Laboratory Work) .... 1
Chem. 92b—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chemx. 60—Chemical Technology. ... 4
Curriculum in Public Utilities
FIRST YEAR
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing» 3-2
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Hyg. 1 Vi
Electives 1-5
Total 15-18
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Yi
Hyg. 3 Yi
Electives 2-5
Total 15-18
SECOND YEAR
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account-
ing 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5
Phys. 7a—General Physics 3
Phys. 8a—Introductory Laboratory
Physics 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H
Electives 0-3^
Total 15-18
Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. . 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Phys. 7b—General Physics 3
Phys. 8b—Introductory Laboratory
Physics 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed }4
Electiv^es 0-2 \i,
Total 153^18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit ehoii'd take Acc'y le instead of la
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government. . 3
Econ. 81—Principles of Public Utili-
ties 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing. . 2
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3
B. O. and 0. 70—Operation of Public
Utilities 3
Electives 1-4
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Government.
.
3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Econ. 41 — Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
B. O. and O. 75—Management of
Public Utilities 3
Electives 3-6
Pol. Sci. 11—Constitutional Aspects
of Social and Industrial Problems.
.
3
Pol. Sci. 34—Municipal Problems. ... 3
Econ. 43—Personnel Administration 3
Public Util. 82—Regulation 3
Public Util. 83—Rates 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in Commerce and Law
(A six-year combined curriculum.)
The following curriculum is provided for students who wish to combine
commercial and legal studies and secure both the degree of Bachelor of
Science and the degree of Bachelor of Laws or of Doctor of Law in six
years.^ Students who elect this curriculum must meet all the requirements
for graduation from the College of Commerce and Business Administra-
tion; but, in exercising their privileges of election, they are urged to select
as many hours as possible from the following subjects: Hist. 2a-2b, English
History (6); Hist. 3a-3b, United States History (6); Hist. 4a-4b, English
Constitutional History (6); Pol. Sci. 1, American Government (3); Pol.
Sci. 3, State and Local Government (3); and Econ. 25, Economic History
of England (3). Students expecting to study law should devote at least 12
hours to work in history and political science. A course in English History
is regarded as one of the most essential pre-legal subjects.
Credit is not given for Business Law taken in the College of Commerce
and Business Administration.
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
> See also requirements for graduation of College of Law, page 194.
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The law courses in the curriculum may be taken only in the fourth year,
and are counted for 30 hours of credit toward the degree, provided the full
year's work is completed. In their fourth year, students will be regularly
registered in the College of Law, but must file copies oj their study-lists in
the office oJ the Dean oj the College oj Commerce and Business Administration
at the beginning oj each semester. (See also page 192.)
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing* 3-2
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Hyg. 1 M
Electives 4-8
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed y2
Hyg. 3 y2
Electives 4-7
Total 15-18
SECOND YEAR
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account-
ing 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing. .
.
2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Yz
Electives 3^-6^
Total 15-18
Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. , 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Philos. 1—Logic 3
B. O. and O. 1—Industrial Organiza-
tion and Management 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed K
Electives IH-^H
Total 15-18
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 12-15
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Law la—Contracts 3
Law 2a—Torts 4
Law 3—Personal Property 3
Law 4—Procedure 1 2
Law 5—Criminal Law 3
Total ~[5
Law lb—Contracts 3
Law 2b—Torts 2
Law 11—Agency 3
Law 12—Equity 1 3
Law 29—Real Property I 4_
Total 15
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
• Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
'
I
'^HE purpose of this College is to train men for the profession of engi-
-*- neering. In its curricula, cultural subjects are interwoven with the
theoretical subjects of the several departments. The instruction of the
classroom and the practice afforded by the library, the drafting room, and
the laboratory are correlated. Throughout his course, the student works
on problems and proceeds by methods similar to those which arise in the
experience of the practicing engineer.
For the requirements for admission to the University, see page 63 ; for a
statement of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassified
students, see page 71; for a list of the buildings used by this College, see
page 55; for collections related to it, see page 62; for clubs and societies
auxiliary to its curricula, see pages 98 and 99; for fees, see page 101; for
prizes, see pages 85-89.
Requirements for Graduation
Each curriculum in the college requires the completion of 142 credit hours.
With the exception of the curriculum in Engineering Physics, no less than
120 hours of the 142 are specified and required for the degree.
Engineering Library
The Engineering Library occupies the first and second floors of the north
wing of Engineering Hall. Here are congregated the reference books, peri-
odicals, catalogs, and technical publications which the engineering student
must use constantly. Ample space is provided for general reading and pri-
vate research.
Description of Departments
The College of Engineering comprises the following departments: Ceramic
Engineering, with curricula in Ceramics and Ceramic Engineering; Civil
Engineering; Electrical Engineering; General Engineering Draw-
ing; Mechanical Engineering; Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics; Mining Engineering; Physics; Railway Engineering, with curri-
cula in Railway Civil Engineering, Railway Electrical Engineering, and
Railway Mechanical Engineering.
The curriculum in General Engineering is administered by the office of
the Dean of the College.
The curriculum in Gas Engineering is administered by the Department
of Mining Engineering.
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Ceramic Engineering.—The University offers two curricula in the
Department of Ceramic Engineering leading to the first degree: the cur-
riculum in Ceramics and the curriculum in Ceramic Engineering. The for-
mer is intended primarily for the training of ceramists for factory labora-
tories, for control of processes, for testing and investigations, for teaching,
and for research. The curriculum in Ceramic Engineering prepares the
student for the designing of plants and equipment, the construction of kilns
and driers, and the supervision of manufacturing operations. It is distinctly
an engineering course in which engineering subjects predominate.
The courses as a whole prepare the student in the general scientific
principles underlying the operating of the silicate industries, which include
manufacturing glass, vitreous enamels for metals, cements, and clay prod-
ucts. Some opportunity is given the advanced students for specialization.
Civil Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Civil Engi-
neering offer a systematic training in the principles underlying the design
and construction of bridges, buildings, dams, retaining walls, and other
structures; highways; water supply and sewage disposal systems; hydraulic
engineering works; and in city and regional planning.
Opportunity is offered in the senior year for a certain amount of spe-
cialization in some of the more important branches of Civil Engineering by
the options in Structural Engineering, Highway Engineering, Hydraulic
Engineering, Sanitary Engineering, and in City Planning.
Engineering Hall provides ample space for the senior and junior draft-
ing rooms, an individual desk, available at all times, being provided for
each student; the departmental offices; and classroom.s. In the corridors of
this building there is a comprehensive exhibit of large pictures illustrating
outstanding civil engineering works.
The Surveying Building houses the surveying recitation and drafting
rooms and is located close to the surveying practice fields.
The Materials Testing Laboratory houses the laboratories of the Depart-
ments of Civil Engineering and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
The concrete laboratory is provided with all of the facilities necessary
for the complete study of the proportioning and mixing of concrete and of
the physical properties of that material. The highway laboratories are pro-
vided with all of the equipment necessary for the tests on bituminous and
non-bituminous highway materials. The structural laboratory is equipped
with testing machines varying in capacity from thirty thousand pounds to
three million pounds and all of the necessary instruments for making a
complete study of the behavior of structural materials under stress. In all
of the laboratories ample provision is made for research and graduate work
as well as for the undergraduate work.
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The Experimental Sewage Treatment Plant is equipped for investigations
in some of the methods of sewage disposal. Opportunities for practice and
study are provided at the filter water plant of the Champaign and Urbana
Water Company, at the sewage treatment plant of the Urbana and Cham-
paign Sanitary District, and at the University Experimental Sewage Treat-
ment Plant.
Electrical Engineering.—In the Department of Electrical Engi-
neering is provided a curriculum in the theory and application of electric-
ity. The first two years of work are substantially the same as in the other
engineering curricula, including work in drafting room and shop, and in-
struction in the principles of mathematics and physics. In the third year a
course in dynamo machinery is followed by the theory of alternating cur-
rents, while laboratory and design courses emphasize principles. Technical
courses cover the generation, transmission, and distribution of electric
power, and its various applications. In the laboratory a study of dynamos
is followed in the fourth year by experiments in the operation of electrical
machinery. Investigation of problems of power distribution is made in
advanced laboratory and thesis work. In the fourth year courses covering
the principles of radio communication are offered. The radio laboratory is
well equipped with apparatus.
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory is supplied with power by the
1250-kilowatt power plant of the University.
Mechanical Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering are planned to present the theory and practice of the
generation and transmission of power, and of the design, construction,
operation, and testing of machinery of all kinds. In the laboratories em-
phasis is given to the engineering and economic principles of machine con-
struction and to problems of scientific shop management.
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is equipped with machines and
testing instruments for instruction in steam engineering, gas power engi-
neering, refrigeration, heating, and ventilation.
The Shop Laboratories are provided with machinery and apparatus to
illustrate the process of the manufacture of machinery. The laboratories
include the Pattern Laboratory, the Foundry Laboratory, the Heat Treat-
ment Laboratory, and the Machine Laboratory.
Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied.—The courses in Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics are designed to meet the needs of students of engi-
neering.
The Materials Testing Laboratory houses the laboratories of the De-
partments of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and Civil Engineering.
In the applied mechanics laboratory the student makes all of the usual tests
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of strength of materials. The hydraulics laboratory has facilities for supply-
ing and measuring water under a large range of pressure and volume. The
fatigue of metals laboratory contains many machines of various types for
testing specimens under repeated loading and under conditions of high
temperature. The concrete laboratory has facilities for testing cement and
aggregates and for making, curing, and testing mortars, concrete, and rein-
forced concrete. The structural laboratory is equipped with testing ma-
chines varying in capacity from thirty thousand to three million pounds
and all the necessary instruments for making complete studies of the be-
havior of structural materials under stress. In all of the laboratories ample
provision is made for research and graduate work as well as for the under-
graduate work.
Mining Engineering.—In the Department of Mining Engineering
are offered courses of instruction in mining and metallurgical engineering to
train men for the various phases of the mineral industry.
The work of the department adds to the preliminary courses in mathe-
matics, languages, chemistry, physics, and general engineering, that are
common to all courses in engineering, specialized work In mine surveying,
mining methods, geology, prospecting, mine examination and valuation,
ventilation, mining machinery, coal washing and ore concentration, metal-
lurgy, assaying, administration and organization of mines, mining law, and
the design of mining and metallurgical structures.
There are three options—coal mining, ore mining, and metallurgical
engineering.
The department also concerns itself with the development and dis-
semination of scientific facts of service in improving the practice of mining
with respect to efficiency in operation, the security of life in the mines, and
the conservation of the mineral resources of the State.
The Mining Laboratory houses the mine-gas, safety-lamp, and ventila-
tion laboratory; the coal-washing and ore-dressing laboratory; the explo-
sives and drilling laboratory; and the chemical and assaying laboratory.
These laboratories are equipped for carrying on testing and experimental
work, not only for undergraduate instruction but for research and gradu-
ate work as well.
Physics.—The Laboratory of Physics supplies facilities for Instruction
and investigation in physics. Gas, distilled water, compressed air and
vacuum, and direct and alternating electric currents are available in all
parts of the building. There is a collection of over 4,000 pieces of appara-
tus. New investigations can usually be started with the apparatus on hand.
There are two workshops, one for advanced students and instructors, and
one for the mechanicians of the department.
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Railway Engineering.—The Department of Railway Engineering is
organized to train students for service in the technical departments of rail-
ways. It offers curricula in railway civil engineering, railway electrical
engineering, and railway mechanical engineering, all three of which are
substantially the same as the corresponding civil, electrical, and mechani-
cal engineering curricula to the end of the second year. The curricula in
railway civil and railway mechanical engineering are designed for those
who wish to enter steam railway service in the engineering and motive
power departments respectively, while the curriculum in railway electrical
engineering is for those who will serve on electric railways or in the electri-
cal departments of steam roads. The special subjects of the curriculum in
railway civil engineering concern the location, design, construction, and
maintenance of track and equipment, and the design of railway structures.
The courses in railway electrical engineering deal with the design and
construction of electric railway equipment, the operation and performance
of electric cars and locomotives, and the problems which arise in the electri-
fication of steam lines. The curriculum in railway mechanical engineering
adds to the fundamentals of the general mechanical engineering curriculum
special courses on the design of locomotives and cars, the resistance of
trains, the performance and tests of locomotives, and tests of railway equip-
ment.^
A locomotive testing plant, built from the original designs of the depart-
ment, is devoted exclusively to making tests to determine the performance
of locomotives. The locomotives tested have, for the most part, been fur-
nished by certain railroad companies. For purposes of instruction a light
freight locomotive is permanently available in this laboratory. This loco-
motive, donated by the Illinois Central Railroad, is of the mogul type with
simple cylinders using saturated steam.
The University owns and operates, jointly with the Illinois Central
Railroad, a railway test car designed for experimental work on steam roads.
It is equipped for making train resistance and locomotive performance
tests.
For work on electric roads the University owns an electric test car, of
the interurban type, designed and built for the University. Through the
courtesy of the Illinois Terminal Railroad this car is operated on its lines,
which enter the campus of the University.
Three steam roads—the Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, & St. Louis, and the Wabash railroads, and one electric interur-
' The three curricula in railway enginecrinK, togetlier will; the curricula in railway adniinistralioii anil
railway transportation which are offered by the CoIIese of Commorce and Businrsa Administration, wcrr
formerly incorporated in the School of Railway Engineering and Administration.
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ban road—the Illinois Terminal Railroad—enter Champaign and Urbana,
The department is afforded by them opportunities for practical road tests
and field work.
General Engineering Lectures for Freshmen
One general lecture, sufficiently popular in character to interest and inspire
young students, is given each week. All freshman engineering students are
required to attend this lecture.
Trips of Inspection
Students in the College of Engineering are required to make a trip of in-
spection during their senior year, to inspect the work of industrial estab-
lishments and of engineering enterprises. These trips usually occupy from
three to four days, and are taken during term time, under the supervision
of University authorities. They involve an expense of approximately $30
to $35 to each student. For the year 1931-32, the trips were omitted.
No student not in line for graduation is permitted to go on the annual
inspection trip of the College of Engineering without the approval of the
General Committee on Inspection Trips.
Electives
The non-technical electives for students in the College of Engineering are
subject to the following restrictions
:
1
.
They are restricted to courses offered in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, the College of Commerce, courses 1 to 16 in the School of
Music, Horticulture 37a and 37b, Architecture 11 and 12, and the general
courses (Group A) in the College of Education.
2. Such courses must not be open to freshman students except in the
cases of Botany 1, Geography 1, Geology 1, History la and lb. Library
Science 12, Mathematics 5, and Zoology 1.
3. Students in the College of Engineering electing the third and fourth
years of work in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps may substitute the
credit thus received for the required non-technical electives hour for hour.
Technical electives include all courses in the College of Engineering not
required in the student's curriculum, excepting General Engineering Draw-
ing 1, 2, 4, and 6.
Approved electives include all technical and non-technical electives as
defined above.
Technical options are restricted to courses of a technical character as
listed under this classification by each department.
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Rhetoric Prerequisite for Junior Standing
Rhetoric 1 and 2 are prerequisites for junior standing in the College of
Engineering, and no student in this College shall be permitted to register in
more than eight hours of prescribed junior work without having passed or
being registered in Rhetoric 1 or 2.
Requirements in Language
In any curriculum where the language requirement is specifically desig-
nated as French or German, any student who has completed in high school
one or more years of French, German, Spanish, or the fourth year of Eng-
lish and has had the same accredited to him as entrance credits by the
Registrar may be excused from language requirements specified in his cur-
riculum to the extent that one year's high school work shall be considered
the equivalent of a semester's work in college, and he may select in lieu
thereof any course falling under the designation of appro\-ed electives in
the College of Engineering. No fractional unit of high school work may be
considered in the application of this regulation, and the full equivalent of
the eight-hour requirement in a single language must be obtained by each
student in the fulfillment of graduation requirements. The high school lan-
guage must correspond to the required language in order for a student to
come under these provisions.
Theses
Theses are required of all students in the curriculum in Ceramics and may
be elected by students in other curricula of the college with the approval
of the head of the department concerned. Only students of high standing
are allowed to elect theses.
Curricula and Degrees
Each of the following twelve curricula, leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science, may ordinarily be completed in a period of four years.
A graduate of the University of Illinois in ceramic, civil, electrical,
general, mechanical, mining, or railway engineering may receive the degree
of an allied curriculum on the completion of from thirty to thirty-six
semester hours of work approved by the faculty.
A graduate of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences of the University
of Illinois, or of any college of equal standing, whose mathematical training
includes the calculus, and who has had an acceptable course in physics and
training in mechanics to enable him to begin the mechanics of the junior
year, may usually obtain the degree of Bachelor of Science in engineering
in two academic years.
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Curriculum in Ceramics
This curriculum is designed for the training of ceramic chemists.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours'
Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry . . 3 or 4
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 16>^ or 17^
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 6
—
Qualitative Analysis 4
Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education H
Hyg. 5—Hygiene (men) 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 18H
SECOND YEAR
Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 10—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Cer. 4—Ceramic Materials Laboratory 3
Chem. 24—Advanced Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 17H Total. 17^
THIRD YEAR
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer. 7—Structural Clay Products
—
3
Cer. 21—Ceramic Pyrometry 1
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Geol. 47—Systematic Mineralogy 3
Phys. 17a—Light 3
Total 18
Cer. 11—Drying Clay Products 3
Cer. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Cer. 28—Pyrochemical Problems. ... 2
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.
.
1
Geol. 49—Optical Mineralogy 5
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Cer, 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer. 97—Thesis 3
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
Phys. 44a—Electrical Measurements. 3
Non-technical Elective^ 3
Technical Option' 6
Total 18
Cer. 20—Refractories 2
Cer. 98—Thesis 4
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Phys. 44b—Electrical Measurements. 3
Non-technical Elective^ 2
Technical Option* 2
Total 18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
2 Electives. For definition, see page 136.
' Technical Options: Ceramics 8, 10, 16, 18; Chemistry 42b, 43b, 49a, 60a, 60b, 74b; C. E. 90a; Geology
43; M. E. 1, 62; T. A. M. 1, 3; Mining 2; Physics 14a, 14b, 24.
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FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 24—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 17H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Cer. 4—Ceramic Materials Laboratory 3
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education ]^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total IIM
THIRD YEAR
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer. 7—Structural Clay Products. ... 3
French, German, or English 4
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials.
.
3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Cer. 11—Drying Clay Products 3
Cer. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Chem. 40 — Elementary Physical
Chemistry 3
C. E. 16—Elementary Surveying. ... 2
French, German, or English 4
M. E. 62—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
Total. 19 Total. 18
FOURTH YEAR
Cer. 21—Ceramic Pyrometry 1
Cer. 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer. 23—Dryer and Kiln Design .... 2
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
C. E. 89a—Structural Engineering. . 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E.E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory. 1
Technical Option' 3
Total
.
16
Cer. 20—Refractories 2
Cer. 24—Ceramic Engineering Design 3
Cer, 28—Pyrochemical Problems. ... 2
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Labo-
ratory 1
Non-technical Elective* 3
Technical Option' 3_
Total 17
> Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
- Electives. For definition, see page 136.
» Technical Options: Ceramics 8, 10, 16, 18; Chemistry 73a; Geology 20; T. A. M. 41. 42; Mining 1.
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Curriculum in Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours'
Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry. .3 or 4
G. E. D. 1 or 4—Elements of Drafting 4
Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 161-^ or 17^
SECOND YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
Chem. 4
—
Qualitative Analysis 4
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometr>-. .
.
4
Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Hyg. 5—Hygiene (men) 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total ISH
C. E. 1—Plane Surveying 3
C. E. 60a—Bridge & Bldg. Constr. . . 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education 3^^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total.
THIRD YEAR
C, E. 2—Topographic Surveying .... 3
C. E. 20—Highway Construction. ... 2
C. E. 35—Plain Concrete 2
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A, M. 1—Analytical Mechanics 2
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
C. E. 21—Highway Construction. ... 2
C. E. 30a—Highway Materials Lab. . 1
C. E. 61a—Structural Stresses 4
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery. 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials.
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Lab
Total ...17
THIRD YEAR
City Planning Option
C. E. 3—R. and H. Surveying 4
C. E. 62—Structural Design 3
C. E. 63a—Reinforced Concrete 2
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology* 3
E. E, 2—Elem. Electrical Eng. or Ap-
proved Elective' 3
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulic Laboratory. 1
Total 18
E. 21—Highway Construction. ... 2
E. 30a—Highway Materials Lab.
.
1
E. 61a—Structural Stresses 4
A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics. .
.
3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
L. A. 71—City Planning 2
Architectural Design 3
Total 18
C. E. 3—R. and H. Surveying 4
C. E. 62—Structural Design 3
C. E. 63a—Reinforced Concrete 2
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulic Laboratory
.
1
L. A. 72—City Planning 2
Architectural Design 3
Total TT
* Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Eight hours of credit in foreign language, French, German, or Spanish, may be substituted for Geology
43, 3 hours, and approved and non-technical electives, 5 hours.
• Electives. For definition, see page 136. Bact. 5a and 5b should be taken in place of an approved elective
by students who propose to elect the sanitary option in the fourth year.
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FOURTH YEAR
All Options
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
C. E. 40a—Water Supply 4 C. E. 41a—Sewerage 3
C. E. 64a—Structural Design 4 C. E. 65—Structural Design 5
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip Options (See below) 10 or 9
Options (See below) 9 or 10
Total 17 or 18 Total 18 or 17
/. General Option"^
C. E. 66—Masonry Construction .... 3 C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2
Technical Elective' 3 Technical Elective' 5
Non-technical Elective' 3 Approved Elective' 3
//. Highway Option^
C. E. 22—Highway Design 4 C. E. 66—Masonry Construction. ... 3
C. E. 50—Hydrology 2 C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2
Non-technical Elective' 3 C. E. 23—Highway Administration.
.
3
C. E. 31a—Highway Materials 2
///. Hydraulic Option*
C. E. 66—Masonry Construction. ... 3 C. E. 51—Drainage and Flood Control 3
C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2 C. E. 55a—Water Power 3
C. E. 50—Hydrology 2 E. E. 2—Elementary Electrical Engi-
Non-technical Elective' 3 neering 3
IV. Sanitary Option^
C. E. 42a—Water Purification 2 C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2
Bact. 5a—Bacteriology 3 C. E. 66—Masonry Construction. ... 3
Chem. 80a—Chemistry of Water and C. E. 43—Sewage Treatment and Gen-
Sewage 5 eral Sanitation 4
V. Structural Option^
C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2 C. E. 66—Masonry Construction .... 3
C. E. 67—Indeterminate structures. . 3 C. E. 68—Indeterminate Structures. . 3
C. E. 91—Estimates and Costs 2 Approved Elective' 3
Non-technical Elective' 3
VI. City Planning Option*
Only students who have taken the special curriculum in the third year may
elect this option.
C. E. 66—Masonry Construction .... 3 C. E. 90a—Contracts and Spec 2
L. A. 35—Landscape Design 4 C. E. 29—Municipal Transportation. 3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3 L. A. 36N—Landscape Design 4
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 25S.
» C. E. 97-98 (thesis) may be substituted for a technical subject in any of the six options of the senior
year upon approval of the head of the department. Only students of high standing arc permitted to elect a
tlicsis. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Civil Engineering. I (1); II (2 or .1).
' Eleclives. For definition, see page 136.
« Bact. 5a and 5b may be taken in the third year in place of approved elective.
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Curriculum in Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Language* or Approved Elective* .... 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85 or 87—Pattern and Foundry
or Machine Laboratory 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education }/^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. ISH
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Language* or Approved Elective' .... 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 87 or 85—Machine or Pattern
and Foundry Laboratory 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18M
THIRD YEAR
E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
4
E. E. 75—Elec. Eng, Laboratory. ... 2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics or Ap-
proved Elective 3
Phys. 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
T. A. M. 2—^Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T, A. M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. 1
Total 18
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents 4
E. E. 76—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
Math. 9a—Integral Calculus 2
]VL E. 10—Thermodynamics or Ap-
proved Elective 3
Phys. 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 35—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 4
E. E. 55—Electrical Design 2
E. E. 85—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
E. E. 95—Seminar 1
E. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 61—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 2
Non-technical Elective^ 3
Total "it"
E. E. 36—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 4
E. E. 56—Electrical Design 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
E. E. 96—Seminar 1
E. E. 98—Thesis* or Technical Elec-
tive' 3
Approved Elective 2
Totul. 16
* Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' French, German, Spanish or English.
* Electives. For definition, see page 136.
* Only high grade students are allowed to take a thesis course.
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The objects of this curriculum are to prepare students for investigations
in engineering problems calling for a knowledge of physics and mathemat-
ics or chemistry; and for positions in certain industries which prefer men
with a thorough education in basic science. The degree of Bachelor of
Science is awarded on completion of the curriculum.
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
German , French , or Approved Elective 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Approved Elective* 3
Tolal. 18^
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
German, French, or Approved Elective 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
Phys. lb—^General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
4
E. E. 75—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
German. French, or Approved Elec*. 4
Phys. 44a—Elec. and Mag. Meas. ... 3
Phys. 14a—Dynamics 3
Approved Elective* 2
Total Is"
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents 4
E. E. 76—Elec. Eng. Laboratory. ... 2
Math. 9a—Advanced Calculus 2
German, French, or Approved Elec.* 4
Phys. 44b—Elec. and Mag. Meas. ... 3
Phys. 14b—Dynamics 3
Total "is"
FOURTH YEAR
Math. 16—Advanced Calculus and
Differential Equations 3
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics (M. E. 10
or Phys. 16 may be substituted). . . 3
Phys. 126—Colloquium
Tech. Option' with at least 4 in Phys.. 11
Total ~vf
Math. 17—Differential Equations. . . 3
Phys. 30—Introduction to Theoreti-
cal Electricity 3
Phys. 126—Colloquium
Tech. Option' with at least 3 in Phys.
.
10
Tolal. 16
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Five hours of these electives must be in approved non-technical courses. See page 136.
» Technical Options: Cliemistry 40, 41, 42b. 43b. 44a. 44b; Math. 10, 70, 71; M. E. 10; Physics 16, iOa.
20b, 22a, 22b. 23, 25, 36. 45. 46, 78, 97, 98; T. A. M. 3, 63. Chera. 40 must be elected at some time. Only liiRh
grade ,=tudents are allowed to elect a thesis.
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Curriculum in Gas Engineering
The curriculum In Gas Engineering combines many of the items of the
course in Chemical Engineering and a number of the more distinctly engi-
neering subjects from Mechanical, Electrical, and Mining Engineering. It
is intended to fit men for operating positions about a gas or coke plant
rather than for positions in the laboratory where the work is more dis-
tinctly of a chemical nature. The degree of Bachelor of Science is awarded
on completion of the curriculum.
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
ALanguage* or Approved Elective' . .
Chem. 22
—
Quantitative Analysis. ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—Physics Lecture 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 18H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Language* or Approved Elective* .... 4
Chem. 32—Organic Chemistry 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—Physics Lecture 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Anal>n:ical Mech 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
Cer. 21—Pyrometry 1
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Min. 13—Utilization of Fuels 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics. .
.
3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T, A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 17
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.
.
1
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Min. 10—Electrical Eng. of Mines. . 3
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulics Lab 1
Non-technical Elective' 2
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
Public Utilities 81— Principles 3
Gas E. 41—Design 3
Gas E. 51—Manufacture of Gas 2
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
Min. 9—Coal Preparation 3
Non-technical Elective' 3
Gas E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total
.
17
Cer. 20—Refractories 2
Public Utilities 83—Rates 3
Gas E. 42—Design 2
Gas E. 52—Utilization and Distribu-
tion 4
M. E. 64—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
Min. 64—Mining Laboratory 3
Total 17
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
-French, German, Spanish, or English.
'Electives. For definition, see page 136.
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Curriculum in General Engineering
This curriculum is intended for students who do not wish to pursue the
more specialized engineering curricula, but who wish to secure training in
engineering principles and their application. Fifteen hours of work in
economics, corporations, business law, etc., are required, and fourteen to
sixteen hours of free electives are allowed. The degree of Bachelor of
Science in General Engineering is awarded on completion of the curricu-
lum.
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
Econ. 2—Principles of Economics. ... 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.
or
C. E. 15—General Surveying 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 17J^
THIRD
Econ. 35—Corporations 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics. . . 3
Total. 17
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
C. E. 15—General Surveying
or
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab. 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17H
YEAR
C. E. 61a—Structural Stresses 4
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Labo-
ratory 1
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. 1
Approved Elective* 4
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
C. E. 86—Structural Design 4
Econ. 41—Labor Problems 3
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
G. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Approved Elective* 4
Total 17
Bus. Law 3—Contracts, etc 3
C. E. 87a—Structural Design 4
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
M. E. 64—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
Approved Elective* 4 or 5
Total 17 or 18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Electives. For definition, see page 136. Twelve hours of French, German, or Spanish may be substii ui?
d
for 12 hours of approved electives subject to the language requirement of the college. See page 137.
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Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Language'' or Approved Elective'. ... 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.
or Approved Elective' 3
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 18^
THIRD
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
M. E. 31—Mechanics o! Machinery.
.
5
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Language' or Approved Elective' .... 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.
or Approved Elective' 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
YEAR
M. E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 40—Mechanical Engineering
Design 3
M. E. 64—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
Non-technical Elective' 2
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory. 1
M. E. 41—M. E. Design 4
M. E. 65—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or Non-technical Elective' 3
Technical Option* 3
M. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total ~lT
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Labo-
ratory 1
M. E. 28—Heating and Ventilation.
.
4
M. E. 52—Power Plant Design 3
M, E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or Non-technical Elective' 3
Technical Option* 3
Total TT
TECHNICAL OPTIONS
M. E. 7—Int. Comb. Engines M. E. 15—Heat Engineering
M. E. 17—Refrigeration M. E. 17—Refrigeration
M. E. 33—Aeronautical Engineering M. E. 34—Aeronautical Engineering
T. A. M. 41—Adv. Mech. of Materials T. A. M. 42—Engineering Materials
C. E. 89a—Structural Engineering T. A. M. 44—Testing Materials
» Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' French, German, Spanish, or English.
» Electives. For definition, see page 136.
* Technical option. For definition, see page 136.
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Curriculum in Mining Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
The work of the second year is the same as in the Curriculum in Me-
chanical Engineering (page 146) except that Mining 61 and 62 are taken
here instead of M. E. 85 and an approved elective.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 22—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
Geol. 20—Mineralogy 3
Min. 1—Elements of Mining 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
C. E. 88a—Mine Structures 2
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
M. E. 62—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
Min. 4—Mining Methods 3
Min. 10—Electrical Engineering of
Mines 3
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. 1
Totnl 17
FOURTH YEAR
Coal Mining Option
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Min. 6—Mechanical Engineering of
Mines 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Preparation of Coal and Ore 3
Min. 13—Utilization of Fuels 3
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 3
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
l^olal 18
Min. 15—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 20—Mine Ventilation Lab 2
Min. 21—Examination, Valuation,
and Reports 3
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation 3
Min. 90—Metallurgical Reports 1
Non-technical Elective'^ 3
Total 16
Ore Mining Option
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Min. 6—Mechanical Engineering of
Mines 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Preparation of Coal and Ore 3
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 3
Min. 69—Fire Assaying 2
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Total 17
Geol. 96—Economic Geology 3
Min. IS—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 21—Examination, Valuation,
and Reports 3
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation 3
Min. 90—Metallurgical Reports I
Non-technical Elective'^ 3_
Total .17
' Semester lioiirs. For definition, see page 255.
' Electives. For definition, see page 136.
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Metallurgical Option
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 73a—Metallurgy 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Preparation of Coal and Ore 3
Min. 13—Utilization of Fuels 3
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 3
Min. 69—Fire Assaying 2
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Total. 17
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Min. 16—Non-Ferrous Ore Treatment 5
Min. 18—Metallurgical Problems 2
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical De-
sign 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation
Laboratory 3
Min, 90—Mining and Metallurgical
Reports 1
Non-technical Elective' 4
Total 17
Curriculum in Railway Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
C. E. 1—Plane Surveying 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development .... 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Non-technical Elective 2
Total. 18H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
C. E. 2—Topograhic Surveying 3
C. E. 35—Plain Concrete 2
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Non-technical Elective 2
Total 18>2
THIRD YEAR
C. E. 61a—Structural Stresses 4
Language^ or Approved Elective^ .... 4
R. E. 32—Railway Construction .... 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total. 18
C. E. 3—Railway and Highway Sur-
veying 4
C. E. 62—Elementary Structural De-
sign 3
C. E. 63a—Theory of Reinforced Con-
crete 2
Language^ or Approved Elective- .... 4
R. E. 36—Railway Maintenance. ... 3
R. E. 51—Seminar 1
Total Tt"
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 2.S5.
2 French, German, Spanish, or English.
' Eleclives. For definition, see page 136.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours"
C. E. 66—Masonr>' Construction .... 3
C. E. 64a—Structural Design 4
C. E. 90a—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
M. E. 1—Steam and Air jNlachinery.
.
3
R. E. 31—Railway Yards and Termi-
nals 3
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 2
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
C. E. 65—Structural Design 5
E. E. 2—Elementary Elec. Engineer-
ing or Technical Elective' 3
R. E. 33—Railway Location 4
R. E. 37—Railway Design Problems. 2
T. A. M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T. A. M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. 1
Total 17 Total
.
Curriculum in Railway Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
For the second year's work, see th
Engineering (page 150).
THIRD
E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus. . 4
E. E. 75—Electrical Eng. Laboratory. 2
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
Phys. 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
R. E. 59—Electric Railway Principles 2
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
Total. 17
e Curriculum in Railway Mechanical
YEAR
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents 4
E. E. 76—Electrical Eng. Laboratory
.
2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Phys. 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
R. E. 60—Electric Railway Principles 2
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. IVL 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
E, E. 35—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 4
E. E. 85—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 61—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 2
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 2
R. E. 62—Electric Railway Labora-
tory 2
R. E. 64—Electric Railway Practice. 3
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total "is"
C. E. 90a—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 36—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory .... 2
R. E. 67—Seminar 1
R. E. 70—Electric Railway Design ... 2
R. E. 74—Electric Railway Economics 3
Non-technical Elective- 3
Total.
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Electives. For definition, see page 136.
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Curriculum in Railway Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's v/ork, see Curriculum In Civil Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Language- or Approved Elective' .... 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 3
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development .... 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 17>i
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Language^ or Approved Elective' .... 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab. 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 3
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory' 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
M. E. 87—Machine Laboratory 3
R. E. 3—Locomotives 2
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T. A. ^L 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Approved Elective' 3
Total 18
IVL E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 40—Mechanical Eng. Design.. 3
M. E. 64—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
R. E. 4—Locomotives 3
Total
.
18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratorj'^ 1
M
.
E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals 3
R. E. 2—Locom.otive Design 3
R. E. 5—Railway Laboratory 3
R. E. 9—Seminar 1
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Non-technical Elective' 3
Total
.
17
C. E. 90a—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Appa-
ratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab. .
.
1
R. E. 7—Advanced Design 3
R. E. 8—Railway Laboratorj' 2
R. E. 61—Electric Traction 3
Non-technical Elective' 3
Total IT
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 25S.
' French, German, Spanish, or English.
' Electives. For definition, see page 136.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
**
I ""HE University of Illinois, through its College of Agriculture, performs
-- three principal functions: instruction of students; investigation and
research; and extension service.
For admission to the University, see page 63 ; for buildings and farms,
see page 54; for clubs and honorary societies auxiliary to the curricula, see
pages 98 and 99; (or fees and expenses, see page 100; for a statement of the
regulations of the University in regard to unclassified students, see page 7L
Instruction
The College offers three curricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture, Floriculture, or Home Economics. In addition to
the professional purposes of each curriculum, preparation for the practical
affairs of life is an important aim. Technical work is closely associated with
the related sciences and cultural subjects in order to further the develop-
ment of cultivated and versatile men and women.
The curriculum in agriculture aims to fit the student for the profession
of farming, for technical positions in industries closely allied to agriculture,
for public service in investigational work or extension service relating to
agriculture, or for the teaching of agriculture.
In the department of home economics, curricula are offered vv'hich are
designed to give training in home making, in the teaching of home econom-
ics, in nutrition, in institutional work, and in home economics extension.
Investigation and Research
The affiliation of the College of Agriculture with the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station enables the University to support a larger faculty and affords
opportunity for a higher degree of specialization than would otherwise be
possible. For the most part, those who teach in the College conduct experi-
ments in the same subjects in the Station. Results of these investigations
are published in bulletins and circulars. (See page 407.)
The department of home economics conducts investigations and re-
search in nutrition and offers opportunity for graduate work in this field.
Extension Service
The Agricultural Extension Service brings the results of the investigations
of the College and Station and general information on farming problems
before the people of Illinois. Ninety-eight counties cooperate in this work
in the employment of farm advisers who work with the extension specialists
from each department of the College. (See page 402.) Through the Home
Economics Extension Service, information on the problems of home mak-
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ing is carried to women and girls of the state by home advisers and exten-
sion specialists. Thirty-five counties are cooperating in the employment of
home advisers. (See page 406.) The farm and home advisers during the
past year cooperated with 2,016 organized 4-H clubs in 102 counties of the
state in carrying on club projects.
In addition, a separate service known as Agricultural College Extension
conducts extension enterprises that do not deal with technical subject
matter and cooperates with other departments in projecting their work
throughout the state. Correspondence is conducted with prospective stu-
dents and records of former students are kept. Other enterprises are:
1. Farm and Home Week, held annually in January.
2. Agricultural Open-House, held each year in June.
3. Demonstration in connection with soil-fertility and crop fields in
different localities in the state.
4. Farm Bureau and community excursions to the University.
5. Educational exhibits at fairs and expositions.
6. The furnishing of instructors and speakers for Farmers' Institutes,
Farm Bureaus, rural community meetings, and boys' state fair school.
Graduate Work
Applicants for admission to the Graduate School should have had an un-
dergraduate course in scientific and technical agriculture equivalent to
that of the University of Illinois; students who are otherwise eligible for ad-
mission to the Graduate School may be admitted to graduate standing in
agriculture, however, if they have had a thorough training in the funda-
mental sciences, even though their undergraduate curriculum may have
lacked to some extent the technical work included in the curriculum of the
College of Agriculture,
Requirements for Graduation
Students who have satisfied the University requirements as to registration,
residence, and diploma fee, and who have maintained throughout their
course a satisfactory record of scholarship and moral character, will, on
completion of the studies of the prescribed list and sufficient electives to
make a total of 130 semester hours, be graduated with the degree of
Bachelor of Science.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, in the curriculum in
general agriculture 47 must be in technical agricultural subjects; 66 hours
in non-agricultural subjects; and the remaining 17 hours may be electives
taken in the College of Agriculture or other colleges of the University.
A thesis is not required for graduation, but any student who has com-
pleted not fewer than 90 hours of credit may elect a thesis course in any
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department, provided that he has done at least 20 hours work in courses
pertinent to the thesis problem, subject to the approval of the head of the
department.
Graduates of approved colleges may secure a degree in agriculture from
the University on completion of the technical and scientific requirements.
This will ordinarily require two years of residence work; a minimum of one
year is required.
Not more than five semester hours of physical education and hygiene
are accepted toward graduation for men, nor more than seven for women.
Instruction and Methods of Work
Agronomy.—The Department of Agronomy gives instruction in sub-
jects -which relate to the field, such as field crops; the chemistry, physics,
and biology of soil; manures, fertilizers, and rotations in their relation to
productivity; also plant genetics and breeding. In addition to the facilities
of the department for this instruction, there is opportunity for contact with
the research work of the Agricultural Experiment Station, in the analytical
and pot culture laboratories, on the soil bins, and also on the experiment
fields at the University and in other parts of the state.
Animal Husbandry.—Courses in Animal Husbandry cover the study
of sheep, swine, poultry, and beef cattle, and their products ; heavy and light
horses, with their care and training; the management of herds, flocks, and
studs; feeding, breeding, general sanitation, hygiene and disease control,
and marketing; and the chemical and physiological phases of animal nutri-
tion. The University herds, flocks, and studs contain about six hundred
pure-bred cattle, swine, sheep, and horses, and several hundred fowls,
v/hich are available for class purposes and for feeding and breeding investi-
gations. The Stock Judging Pavilion ofl'ers opportunity for show and judg-
ing work. The department equipment includes buildings for the housing of
beef cattle, swine, sheep, horses, and poultry, and a feed storage barn with
grinding mills and other feed preparation machinery. Laboratories afford
facilities for undergraduate and advanced study in animal nutrition, ani-
mal breeding, and animal diseases.
Dairy Husbandry.—Courses in Dairy Husbandry offer instruction in
the judging, breeding, feeding, and management of dairy cattle; the manu-
facture and marketing of dairy products; and dairy bacteriology and dairy
chemistry. A complete commercial creamery forms part of the equipment
of the department, as does also a 180-acre farm stocked with typical repre-
sentatives of the Holstein-Friesian, Jersey, Guernsey, Brown Swiss, and
Ayrshire breeds.
Farm Mechanics.—Courses in Farm Mechanics cover the principles of
engineering as applied to agriculture, including elementary farm mechan-
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ics, farm shop, drainage, farm buildings, concrete construction, farm ma-
chinery, tractors, harvesting machinery, horticultural machinery, dairy
machinery, and farm home equipment. The University has an assortment
of tractors, gas engines, and farm machinery in this department for student
use. Lighting units and water systems are provided in the home equipment
laboratory. There is a drafting room for work in farm buildings, and facili-
ties are provided for concrete construction. Students who plan to enter
teaching, research, or design work in this field should supplement the
courses mentioned above with higher mathematics, mechanics, and other
basic engineering courses given in the College of Engineering.
Farm Organization and Management.—Courses in Farm Organiza-
tion and Management apply the principles of economics and accounting to
the business of farming. The work is based on the available literature and
on financial and detailed cost records secured from farmers throughout the
state. Field trips which are conducted to a number of corn-belt farms where
records are being kept in cooperation with the department constitute a part
of the regular work in the farm management courses. Problems on systems
of farming, organization and operation of farms, and land ownership and
tenure may be given special study by advanced undergraduate students;
courses dealing with farm management principles and the historical study
of contributions to the farm managment field, and research problems are
available to graduate students.
Home Economics.—The courses given in this department are planned
primarily to meet the needs of students who desire a knowledge of the gen-
eral principles and facts of home economics. Opportunity is given through
elective courses in the third and fourth years to emphasize various phases
of home economics, such as household and institution management, nu-
trition and dietetics, house planning and furnishing, and textiles, clothing,
and costume design. Courses in the teaching of home economics are avail-
able for those who plan to teach. The department is housed in the Woman's
Building, where laboratories, lecture rooms, and an apartment for home
management are provided. A cafeteria serves as a teaching laboratory in
institution work.
Horticulture.—Courses in horticulture provide instruction in the
four divisions (pomology, olericulture, floriculture, and plant breeding)
and in subjects dealing with all divisions, such as plant propagation, spray-
ing, the evolution of horticultural plants, and experimental horticulture.
For instruction in pomology, use is made of the fruit plantations main-
tained by the department, where the principal varieties of fruit grown in
Illinois are represented. A collection of fruit packages illustrates types used
in commercial packing. The field laboratory building presents opportunity
for the study and investigation of fruit by-products, particularly cider and
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fruit vinegars. Facilities for instructional work in olericulture or vegetable
gardening include a greenhouse and several acres of land on which garden
operations are illustrated and the principal vegetable crops are grown. A
laboratory furnishes opportunity for the study of methods of canning and
packing. The equipment for floriculture includes ten glass houses and a
service building. The houses contain a selection of roses, carnations, and
chrysanthemums, and of plants representing the forms used in commercial
and decorative or conservatory v,-ork. The ornamental gardens furnish
illustrative materials for students in floriculture and landscape architec-
ture. Instruction in plant materials is facilitated by a collection of native
woods and a forest tree plantation of about twenty acres.
Curriculum in Agriculture
Requiredfor the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
All students except those in the special curricula in home economics and
floriculture are required to take the same work during the freshman year
and part of the sophomore, junior, and senior years. This work gives the
student a conception of farm practices and an insight into the technical
branches of agriculture, such as animal and dairy husbandry, horticulture,
farm crops, soils, farm mechanics, and buildings, and leaves a large part of
the junior and senior years open for elective studies.
One hundred thirty semester hours are required for graduation, as
follows
:
Prescribed Subjects
Hours
Accountancy la 3
Agr. Extension 4 J^
Agronomy 25, 28 8
An. Husb. 1, 21 5
Bacteriology 5a 3
Botany 5 3
Chemistry 1 (or 2), 5, 32 13 or 11
Dairy Husb. 24a or 24b 3
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Entomology 1 3
Farm Mechanics 1 3
Farm Management 1 3
Geology 44 3
Horticulture la, lb 4
Hygiene 5 2
Landscape Arch. 62 2
Military' Drill and Theory 4
Phys. Education 2
Rhetoric 1,2
Zoology 15 3
UH to 78H
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Presca-ibed Subjects {total from page 155) 74}/^ to 783^ hours
Agricultural courses prescribed 26}^ hours
Agricultural courses to be elected from Group A 20H hours
Total agricultural semester hours required 47 hours
Non-agricultural courses prescribed 48 to 52 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group B 8 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group C 6 hours
Total non-agricultural semester hours required 62 to 66 hours
Free electives 17 to 21 hours
Total 130 hours
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Agr. Ext. 4—Elementary Lecture. ... }/^
Bot. 5—General Botany or Entom.
1
—Introductory Entomology 3
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Hyg. 5—Hygiene 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^^
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Total 13 or IS
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Entom, 1—Introductory Entomology
or Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Total. ny2
Select from the following prescribed
courses to make 15 to 18 hours:
An. Husb. 1 2
D. H. 24a2—Production or D. H. 24b2
—Manufacturing 3
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture. . 2
Select from the following prescribed
courses to make 15 to 18 hours:
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 3
An. Husb. 1 2
D. H. 24a2—Production or D. H. 2\h^
—Manufacturing 3
Farm Mech. 1—Farm Mechanics. ... 3
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture. . 2
SECOND
Military Drill and Theory 1
Physical Education J^
Total IM
YEAR
Military Drill and Theor>- 1
Physical Education J^
Total 1^
Select from the following prescribed
subjects to make 15 to 18 hours:
An. Husb. 21—Principles of Feeding. . 3
Chem. 32—Organic 3
Select from the following prescribed
subjects to make 15 to 18 hours:
Acc'y la—Principles of Accounting. . 3
Agron. 28—Soils 5
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
- Students may choose Dairy Husbandry 24a, Production; or Dairy Husbandry 24b, Manufacturing.
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FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
24a'*—Production or D. H. 24b»
anufacturlng 3
1 or 23 5 or 3
Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
hanics 3
44—Agricultural Geology 3
la—Elements of Horticulture. . 2
.
25—Farm Crops 3
I THIRD
IS—Genetics 3
ict from the following prescribed
elective courses to make 15 to 18
la—Principles of Accounting . . 3
ri. 28—Soils 5
5a—Introductory Bacteriology
1 Sanitary Science 3
Organization and Man. 1—Ele-
ntary Farm Management 3
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours'
An. Husb. 21—Principles of Feeding
. . 3
Chem. 32—Organic 3
Econ. 1 or 2* 5 or 3
Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
Mechanics 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture.
. 2
YEAR
Land. Arch. 62—Rural Improvement . 2
Select from the following prescribed
and elective courses to make 15 to 18
hours:
Bact. 5a—Introductory Bacteriology
and Sanitary Science 3
Farm Organization and Man. 1—Ele-
mentary Farm Management 3
FOURTH YEAR
Ves to make 15 to 18 Electives to make 15 to 18
p A—Minimum 20^ hours
ill courses offered by the College of Agriculture other than those prescribed.
3 B—Minimum 8 hours
^elected from courses offered in Bacteriology, Botany, Business Organization and
)peration, Chemistry, Economics, Entomology, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Po-
tical Science, Psychology, and Zoology.'*
Oesirable beginning courses: Hours
Botany 7 or 3 3 or 5
Business Law 2 3
Chemistry 24 5
Economics 13, 14, or 15 3, 2, or 3
Entomology 8a or 8b 3 or 5
Geology 95 3
Mathematics 3, 2, or 4 5, 3, or 2
Physics 7a and 8a 5
Political Science 1 or 3 3
Psychology 1 4
Zoology 1 5
3 C—Minimum 6 hours
kielected from courses offered in Education, English, French, Geography, German, His-
ory. Journalism, Philosophy, Public Speaking, Rhetoric, and Sociology'.*
Semester hours. For definition, see page 2.SS.
Students may clioose Dairy Husbandry 24a, Production, or Dairy Husbandry 24b. Manufacturing.
Students specializing in agricultural economics should tate Ex:on. 1.
Provided tliat in those subjects in which a course or courses arc prescribed in ABrlcuUur«, work taken to
he requirements in Groups B and C must be in courses other than those open only to irnbuicu.
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Prescribe"
Agricultural cc
Agricultural cc
Total agri'
Non-agricultur
Non-agricultur
Non-agricultur:
Total non-i
Free electives . .
Total
J from page 155) 74}/^ to 783^ hours
d 26H hours
;ted from Group A 20H hours
it hours required 47 hours
ribed 48 to 52 hours
elected from Group B 8 hours
elected from Group C 6 hours
lester hours required 62 to 66 hours
17 to 21 hours
130 hours
FIRST YEAR
Agr. Ext. 4—Eh
Bot. 5—General
1
—Introducto
Chem. 1 or 2—Ii
Hyg. 5—Hygiene
Military Drill an
Phys. Ed.—Gym
Rhet. 1—Rhetori
Total
Hours^
re.... y2
ntom.
3
stry. .5 or 3
2
1
v.
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Entom. 1—Introductory Entomology
or Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium \i
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
. 13 or 15 Total. nvz
Select from the
courses to make 1
An. Husb. 1 . . . .
D. H. 24a2—Prod
—Manufacturir
Hort. la—Elemen
ribed Select from the following prescribed
courses to make 15 to 18 hours:
.... 2 Agron. 25—Farm Crops 3
24b2 An. Husb. 1 2
.... 3 D. H. 24a2—Production or D. H. 24b2
ire. . 2 —Manufacturing 3
Farm Mech. 1—Farm Mechanics. ... 3
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture. . 2
Military Drill and
Physical Educatior
Total
SECOND YEAR
1
IH
Military Drill and Theory- 1
Physical Education h
Total. IJ^
Select from the f<
subjects to make 1.
An. Husb. 21—Prin
Chem. 32—Organic
bed Select from the following prescribed
subjects to make IS to 18 hours:
g.. 3 Acc'y la—Principles of Accounting . . 3
... 3 Agron. 28—Soils 5
' Semester hours. ]
' Students may chi
page 255.
ndry 24a, Production; or Dairy Husbandry 24b, Manufacturing.
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FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
D, H. 24a's—Production or D. H. 24b2 An. Husb. 21—Principles of Feeding. . 3
—Manufacturing 3 Chem. 32—Organic 3
Econ. 1 or 2' 5 or 3 Econ. 1 or 2* 5 or 3
Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
Mechanics 3 Mechanics 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3 Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture. . 2 Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture. . 2
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 3
THIRD YEAR
Zool. 15—Genetics 3 Land. Arch. 62—Rural Improvement. 2
Select from the following prescribed Select from the following prescribed
and elective courses to make 15 to 18 and elective courses to make 15 to 18
hours: hours:
Acc'y la—Principles of Accounting . . 3 Bact. 5a—Introductory Bacteriology
Agron. 28—Soils 5 and Sanitary Science 3
Bact. 5a—Introductory Bacteriology Farm Organization and Man. 1—Ele-
and Sanitary Science 3 mentar>' Farm Management 3
Farm Organization and Man. 1—Ele-
mentary Farm Management 3
FOURTH YEAR
Electives to make 15 to 18 Electives to make 15 to 18
Group A—Minimum 20 J^ hours
All courses offered by the College of Agriculture other than those prescribed.
Group B—Minimum 8 hours
Selected from courses offered in Bacteriology*, Botany, Business Organization and
Operation, Chemistry, Economics, Entomology, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Po-
litical Science, Psychology, and Zoology.*
Desirable beginning courses: Hours
Botany 7 or 3 3 or 5
Business Law 2 3
Chemistry 24 5
Economics 13, 14, or 15 3, 2, or 3
Entomology 8a or 8b 3 or 5
Geology 95 3
Mathematics 3, 2, or 4 5, 3, or 2
Physics 7a and 8a 5
Political Science 1 or 3 3
Psychology 1 4
Zoology 1 5
Group C—Minimum 6 hours
Selected from courses offered in Education, English, French, Geography, German, His-
tory, Journalism, Philosophy, Public Speaking, Rhetoric, and Sociology.*
" Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
» Students m.iy choose Dairy Husbandry 24a. Production, or Dairy Husbandry 24b. Manufacturing.
' Students specializing in agricultural economics should take E^on. 1.
* Provided that in those subjects in which a course or courses are preecribed in Agriculture, work taken to
fulfill the requirements in Groups B and C must be in courses other than those open only to frcsbmeu.
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Desirable beginning courses: Hours
American History 3b 3
Education 25 3
English 20a or 12 4 or 5
French la and lb 8
Geography 14 3
German 1 and 2 8
Journalism 24 or 3 2
Philosophy 1 or 2 3
Public Speaking 1 3
Rhetoric 10 2
Sociology 1 3
Those students expecting to take graduate work in agriculture should
make their selection of electives primarily with this purpose in view. It
should be realized that the prescribed courses in the general curriculum in
agriculture will not afford an adequate training for major work in any de-
partment of the college in the Graduate School. For adequate undergradu-
ate preparation in his chosen field of major study the student should elect
advanced courses in this and in related fields under the guidance of the
department within which his major is to be taken, and he should also make
a judicious selection of non-agricultural courses in order to afford a broad
scientific and cultural foundation for his specialized training.
A thorough training in the general principles of biology is highly desir-
able in all fields of agriculture and essential in most, the nature of the pro-
posed major field determining whether this training will be pursued mainly
along botanical or zoological lines. For specialization in farm organization
and management and in other phases of agricultural economics, economics
rather than biology is the basic science.
An introductory course in physics is necessary to a well-balanced knowl-
edge of the natural sciences and will prove of value for advanced study in
all lines of technical agriculture, while in some lines it is an essential prereq-
uisite.
Mathematics, including college algebra, trigonometry, analytical ge-
ometry, and the calculus has a wide field of usefulness, particularly in pre-
paring the prospective research student for a thorough understanding of
statistical methods, essential to the interpretation of experimental data.
A reading knowledge of some of the foreign languages, particularly Ger-
man and French, is essential to a study of the original contributions to any
major field of graduate study. The prospective graduate student would do
well to elect a year's work in either German or French.
The advisability of choosing other non-agricultural courses, such as
those in advanced economics, accountancy, quantitative chemical analy-
sis, physical chemistry, physiological chemistry, education, bacteriology,
physiology, and entom.ology, will depend upon the nature of his proposed
major and minors in the Graduate School.
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Curriculum in Floriculture
Requiredfor the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Floriculture
The object of the floriculture curriculum is to fit men and women for the profession of
floriculture. The laboratory exercises in the technical subjects consist of practical work in
the greenhouses and gardens and give the students a working knowledge of the best methods
now in use.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, 107J^-109^ are provided for in the
prescribed list. The other 20^^-223^ hours of credit necessary for graduation are electives.
Students registered in floriculture will be required to make at least one inspection trip
before graduation. The annual trip costs about $25.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects Prescribed Subjects
Hours^ Hours'
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Hort. 5—Plant Propagation 3 Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Hort. 4—Plant Houses 3
Entom. 1—Introductory Entomology 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Hyg. 5—Hygiene (men) 2 Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^ Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium }/^
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 153^ to 17H Total 1514
SECOND YEAR
Bot. 3—Plant Physiology 5 Agron. 28—Soils 5
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ..
.
5 Hort. 15a—Greenhouse Management 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3 Land. Arch. 52—Trees and Shrubs..
.
3
Land. Arch. 51—Trees and Shrubs..
.
3 Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Physical Education J^ Physical Education }4
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 173^ Total 153^
THIRD YEAR
Acc'y la—Principles of Accounting. . 3 Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Bot. 7—Plant Pathology 3 Hort. 7^—Spraying 3
Hort. 15b—Commercial Crops 3 Hort. 15c—Commercial Crops 3
Land. Arch. 64—Landscape Design. . 3
Total 9 Total 12
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 2 3 Hort. 30—Tender Bedding Plants ... ^
Hort. 32a—Floral Decorations 3 Hort. 32b—Floral Decoration ^
Hort. 43—Greenhouse Fertilizers. ... 3 Hort. 45—Plant Nutrition >
Entom. 20^^—Insect Control 4
Total 13 Total '^
Additional Requirements
A minimum of 4 hours from Group C in the curriculum in agriculture (page 157).
» Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
• Students may choose between Hort. 7 (Spraying) and Entom. 20 (Insect Control).
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Home Economics
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must take each se-
mester at least four hours in home economics or in subjects required for
admission to courses in home economics.
To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students transferring home
economics credits from other institutions must take five hours in residence
from the following: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 35, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a,
43b, 47, 48, 50, 51, 55.
One hundred thirty credit hours are required for graduation.
Students may choose the general curriculum in home economics or the
curriculum in nutrition and dietetics as suggested below.
Curriculum in General Home Economics
Subjects Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Hours
Art 13a, 13b 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Botany 1 or Zoology 1 5
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or 8
Chemistry 33 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English Literature (2 semesters) 6 or 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 25 or 20
Hygiene 2,4 1
Physiology' 4 5
Physical Education 4
Rhetoric 1,2 6
Sociology 1 3
List A—a minimum of 6
List B—a minimum of 10
91 to 102
Open Electives 39 to 28
Total 130
Electives
List A (a minimum of 6 hours)
History la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8
Economics 3, 41, 44
Psychology 1
List B—a minimum of 10 hours from home economics courses in ad-
dition to those prescribed above and excluding Home Economics
11, 11a, 13, and 34.
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Suggested Sequence of Courses in General Home Economics
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Art 13a—Design 2
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3
Hyg. 2—Hygiene H
Phys. Ed 1
Electives 1-3
Total 15J^
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Art 13b—Design 2
Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Bot. 1 or Zool. 1—General Course. .
.
5
Hyg. 4—Hygiene H
Phys. Ed 1
Total
.
16H
SECOND YEAR
English Literature 3 or 4 English Literature 3 or 4
Home Econ. 1—Foods 4
Chem. 2)dt—Organic Chemistry 5
Home Econ. 29—Clothing 4
Phys. Ed 1
Total 17 or 18
Home Econ. 2—Home Architecture. . 3
Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion . . 5
Phys. Ed 1
Total 16 or 17
THIRD YEAR
Bact. 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriol-
ogy 5
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics 5
Electives 2-3
Total 16-17
Home Econ. 10—Home Management 3
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3
Electives 10-11
Total 16-17
FOURTH YEAR
During the third and fourth years, students will complete the require-
ments for the degree of Bachelor of Science in the College of Agriculture.
Electives will be chosen in accord with the special interests of the student.
1. Textiles, clothing, and costume design: Home Economics 19, 30,
31,42,43a, 43b, 50, 51.
2. Institution management and hospital dietetics: Home Economics
20,33,46,47,48,55.
3. Household management: Home Economics 14, 28, 57a, 57b, and
additional courses in economics.
4. House planning and furnishing: Art 16a and 16b; Architecture 11,
12; Home Economics 3, 43a, 43b, and additional courses in art and history.
5. Nutrition: Chemistry 24, 50a; Zoology 1; Home Economics 20, ZZ,
39a, 39b, 41, 45.
6. Teaching of home economics: Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45; Edu-
cation, 6, 10, 25.
• Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics
Subjects Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Hours*
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Chemistry 1, or 2, 5, 24, 33, 50a 25 or 23
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English Literature (2 semesters) 6 or 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 5, 20, ^2>, 39a, 39b, 41. . .24 or 19
Hygiene 2,4 1
Physical Education 4
Physiology 4 5
Rhetoric 1,2 6
Sociology 1 3
Zoology 1 5
List A—a minimum of 6
97 to 86
Open Electives 33 to 44
Total 130
Electives
List A (a minimum of 6 hours)
History la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8
Economics 3, 41, 44
Psychology 1
List B {Suggested Electives)
Bacteriology 8, 26
Chemistry 51b, 97a
Home Economics 45, 46, 47, 48
General Hygiene 10
French or German
Suggested Sequence of Courses in Nutrition and Dietetics
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours* Hours*
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3 Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed 1 Hyg. 4—Hygiene J^
Hyg. 2—Hygiene J^ Phys. Ed 1
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Electives 6
Electives 1-3
Total 15H Total 15H
> Semester houre. For definition, see page 255.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours'
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5 Bact. 5a, Sb
—
Introductory Bacteri-
Home Econ. 1—Foods 4 ology 5
Physiol. 4—Physiol, of Digestion .... 5 Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
Phys. Ed 1 Econ. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5 or 3
Phys. Ed 1
Electives 2 or 4
Total 15 Total 17
THIRD YEAR
English Literature 4 or 3 Chem. 24
—
Quantitative Analysis. ... 5
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 English Literature 4 or 3
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3 Home Econ. 46
—
Quantity Cookery. . 3
Electives 6 or 7 Electives 5 or 6
Total 17 Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 50a—Physiological Chemistry. 5 Home Econ. 33—Diet in Disease. ... 3
Home Econ. 20—Infant Nutrition .. . 2 Home Econ. 39b—Nutrition 1
Home Econ. 39a—Nutrition 1 Home Econ. 41—Problems in Nutri-
Home Econ. 47—Institution Man- tion 5
agement 3 Electives 8
Electives 6
Total 17 Total 17
Teacher Training Course (Smith-Hughes)
Students who are graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agri-
culture may qualify to teach under the Vocational Act if they have credit
for a minimum of fifteen hours of education, including one semester of
practice teaching.
Students applying for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Education must take the first two years in the College of Agriculture, as
required for the degree of B.S. in Agriculture, and the last two years in the
College of Education.
Farm and Home Week
January 11-15, 1932
The annual meeting which was formerly known as the Corn Growers' and
Stockmen's Convention is now conducted as Farm and Home Week. In
1932, the meeting extended from January 11 to IS.The program is especially
arranged to meet the needs of farmers and homemakers who can spend but
a few days away from home. The farm and home as a unit are considered.
Fundamental topics, such as the organization and management of the
• Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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home, systems of farming, the physical layout of the farm-stead, and the
location of buildings, garden, and lawn are discussed. The maintenance of
soil fertility, plant relationships, reducing costs of farming operations,
accounting, relations of the farmer to his farm organizations, and com-
munity standards are studied. Intensive class work is given in anim.al hus-
bandry, poultry, dairying, farm crops, soils, farm mechanics, farm manage-
ment, and horticulture. Special instruction is given in some phases of home
economics. In 1932, the emphasis was placed on foods and nutrition.
No entrance examinations are required or fees charged for this course.
It is important that everyone be present at the opening of the session. On
arrival at Champaign or Urbana, application should be made at the Uni-
versity Young Men's Christian Association for information concerning
board and room.
Tractor and Gas Engine Short Courses
January 18-23, and January 25-30, 1932
The Department of Farm Mechanics conducts two short courses each year
on farm tractors and gas engines. These courses were given January 18-23
and January 25-30, the two weeks following Farm and Home Week. The
work is of a practical nature. Eight hours a day are spent on lecture and
laboratory work taking up the operation, care, adjustment, and repairs of
tractors. Ignition, magnetos, carburetors, transmission systems, clutches,
and lubrication systems are studied.
Only a limited number can be accommodated, and a small fee is charged.
Announcement is made through the agricultural papers in December, and
those desiring to come should write immediately to the Department of
Farm Mechanics, University of Illinois, for admission.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
'nr^HE College of Education includes the general courses leading to the
-- degree of Bachelor of Science (Education), and curricula in Agricul-
tural Education, Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for Men, Home
Economics Education, Public School Music, and Industrial Education. It is
the aim of the University to prepare students in the College for educational
positions. The College is, therefore, considered as a professional school. In
Industrial Education, and in Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for
Men, students m.ay enter as freshmen, as four-year curricula are offered.
For the requirements for admission to the College of Education, see
page 72; for the buildings used by this College, see page 56; for clubs and
honorary societies auxiliary to its curricula, see pages 98 and 99; ior fees,
see page 101 ; for a statement of the regulations of the University in re-
gard to unclassified students, see page 71.
Juniors entering the College of Education from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences should have completed the prescribed subjects and the
group requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. A junior entering
from another college should have selected a curriculum in the college
chosen, and have completed the first two years. A junior entering from
another institution must present 60 hours of a curriculum pursued in that
institution.
Requirements for Graduation
1. Admission to the College of Education.
2. A curriculum of 70 hours, except in Athletic Coaching and Pliysical
Education for Men, in which 136 hours are required, and in Industrial
Education, in which 130 hours are required.
3. A major of 20 hours in education, including the following courses:
Educational Psychology, 3 hours ; Technic of Teaching, 3 hours ; a teachers'
course in the subject of specialization, 2-3 hours; Principles of Secondary
Education, 3 hours; and Educational Practice, 3-5 hours.
4. Students must specialize in two subjects commonly taught in high
schools. In the first of these subjects twenty hours of approved courses
must be completed (except that in Agricultural Education, 49 hours. Home
Economics Education, 36 hours. Athletic Coaching and Physical Educa-
tion for Men, 41 hours, and Industrial Education, 25 hours must be com-
pleted). In the other subject of specialization the student must complete 16
hours of approved courses. In computing the hours in the subjects of
specialization, courses taken in other colleges prior to admission may be
counted.
5. The remainder of the curriculum may be elected from courses offered
by other colleges and schools in the University.
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Subjects of Specialization for Students in General Education
Agriculture.— (Includes all courses in Agronomy, Animal Husbandry,
Dairy Husbandry, Horticulture, Farm Mechanics, Farm Organiza-
tion and Management.)
Art.— (Includes Free) Hand Drav/ing, Architecture 21, 23, 25, 27.)
Biology.—(A well-balanced program selected from Zoology, Physiology,
Entomology, Botany, Bacteriology. Tv/enty-five to thirty hours are
required for a first subject of specialization; eighteen to twenty-two
hours are required for a second subject of specialization.)
Botany.— (Includes Bacteriology.)
Chemistry
Civics.— (Includes Political Science, Sociology, and History 44a and b.)
Commercial Subjects.—(Include Accountacy, Business Organization
and Operation, Business Law, Business Letter Writing, Transporta-
tion.)
Economics
English.— (Includes all courses in English Literature, Rhetoric, and Pub-
lic Speaking.)
General Science.—(About 30 to 35 hours of beginning sciences for a
first subject of specialization. About 20 to 25 hours for a second sub-
ject. The total should include at least one year of work in the physical
sciences and one year in the biological sciences.)
Geography.— (Includes Geology.)
German
History
Home Economics
Journalism
Latin
Law
Library
Industrial Education—Manual Training
Mathematics
Music
Physics.— (Includes courses in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.)
Physiology.—(Includes Anatomy, Hygiene 10, Athletic Coaching 70.)
Physical Education For Men
Physical Education For Women
Public Speaking.—(Minimum of thirteen hours in Public Speaking. The
remainder may be English Literature.)
Spanish
Zoology.— (Includes Physiology and Entomology.)
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Because of the variety of curricula which the student may offer for
admission to the College of Education, none are presented in any depart-
ment except agricultural education, home economics education, industrial
education, music education, and athletic coaching and physical education.
Students preparing to teach other subjects should follow the requirements
stated on page 165.
Courses are offered for the preparation of teachers, supervisors, and
administrators of Vocational Agriculture, and of Home Economics, de-
signed to meet the requirements of the Smith-Hughes Act for teacher-
training institutions. Courses in teaching include practice in the depart-
ments of Vocational Agriculture and Home Economics in the high schools
near the University. Opportunity is offered to graduate students to carry
on investigations in the field of Agricultural Education.
Suggested Curriculum in Agricultural Education
Prerequisite: Sixty hours in some curriculum of the College of Agriculture.
FIRST YEAR
(Third year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required: Hours
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
SECOND YEAR
(Fourth year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required:
Educational Practice 5—Teaching of Agriculture 3-5
Education 51—Teachers' Course in Agriculture 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
Curriculum in Home Economics Education
Required jar the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Prescribed Subjects Hours
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 20 or 25
Art 13a and 13b 4
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or 8
Chemistry 33 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Physiology 4 5
Electives—List A, a minimum of 13
List A (a minimum of 13 hours)
Home Economics 3, 14, 19, 20, 28, 30, 31, 23, 30a, 39b, 41, 43a,
43b, 46, 47, 55.
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Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes
Requiredfor the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Students expecting to meet the requirements for teacher-training under
the Smith-Hughes Act should include the following subjects in their four-
year curriculum.
Hours^
Art 13a and 13b Design 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriology 5
Chemistry 1 or 2^Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3
Chemistry 5—Inorganic and Qualitative Analysis 5
Chemistry 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Economics 2—Principles of Economics 3
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Educational Practice 14—Home Economics Education .... 5
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
English Literature 6 or 8
Home Economics 1^—Foods 4
Home Economics 2—Home Architecture 3
Home Economics 3—Home Decoration 3
Home Economics 5—Dietetics 4
Home Economics 6^—Foods 4
Home Economics 7—Textiles 3
Home Economics 10—Household Organization and Manage-
ment 3
Home Economics 11—The Teaching of Home Economics.
.
3
Home Economics 13—Home Economics in Education 3
Home Economics 14—Practice House 3
Home Economics 19—Costume Design 3
Home Economics 29—Clothing 4
Home Economics 30—Clothing 3
Hygiene 2, 4—Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation 1
Physical Education (Women)—-Gymnasium 4
Physiology 4—Physiology of Digestion 5
Psychology 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Rhetoric 1, 2—Rhetoric and Themes 6
Sociology 1—Principles of Sociology 3
Electives^ 15 or 19
Total 130
> Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* Home Economics 44 may be substituted for Home Economics 1 and 6 by transfer students with the
approval of the head of the department.
» Suggested Electives: Home Economics 40, Hom.e Care of Sick, 1 hour; Home Economics 56, Child
Development, 2 hours.
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Curriculum in Public School Music Education
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
The first and second years follow the curriculum of the same years in the
School of Music. One of the applied music subjects must be piano during
these two years.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Music 25a—Public School Methods.
.
3 Music 25b—Public School Methods.
.
3
Music 52a, 62a, 72a, or 92a2 3 Music 52b, 62b, 72b, or 92b 3
Music 62a or 92a (different) 2 Music 62a or 92a (different) 2
Music 13—Appreciation 2 Music 14—Appreciation 2
Music 15—Instrumentation 1 Music 16—Instrumentation 1
Psychology 1 4 Education 25 4
Electives' 3 Electives 3
Totol 18 Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
Music 26a—Public School Methods.
. 3 Music 26b—Public School Methods. 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching. . 3 Education 6—Principles of Secondary
Educational Practice 20 3-4 Education 3
Electives 4-6 Educational Practice 20 3-4
Electives 4-6
Total 14-16 Totnl 14-16
Suggested Curricula in Industrial Education
The Department of Industrial Education aims to aid in the promotion of
the welfare of industry, largely through the better training of teachers.
The department also trains teachers of shop work and drafting in the field
of general education, and administrators for industrial education. The
department makes use of such courses in other colleges and departments
as serve its purposes.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory sciences are required a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substi-
tute 5 hours of a laboratory science for 5 hours of free electives in the re-
quirements for graduation.
• Semester hours. For definilion, see page 255.
• If Voice has been taken as a major or a minor subject during the first two years, two semesters of an
orchestral instrument are required during the junior year. Otherwise two semesters of Voice arc required during
the junior year.
• Electives suggested: Counterpoint, English or American Literature. Electives to be ielccted only after
conference with adviser.
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I. Curriculum for Supervisors and Directors of Industrial Education.
For Heads of Departments and High School Teachers of Industrial Arts.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Kours^
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting. .
.
4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Indus. Ed.l—First Course, Siiop. ... 4
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3-5
Total 16-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Chem. 2 or 4—Inorganic 3-4
I\Iath. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Indus. Ed.—Advanced Shop Work. . . 4
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 3
Total 17-18
SECOND YEAR
G. E. D. 2or4 4
Physics 7a and 8a 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry 3
Journalism 9a—Printing 3
Physical Education J^
Militarj' Drill and Theory 1
Electives 2
Total .183^
Indus. Ed. 2a—House Construction. . 4
or Journalism 9b 3
Physics 7b and 8b 5
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
M. E. 87—Machine Lab 3
Total 17K-18M
THIRD YEAR
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology. ... 3
Indus. Ed. 50—Problems of Industrial
Education 3
Arch. 45—Technology of Materials. . 3
Electives 6
Total "li"
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Art 1—Freehand Drawing 3
M. E. 88—Machine Laboratory 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. . 3
Electives 6
Total. 18
FOURTH YEAR
Ed. 6—Prin. of Secondary Education 3
Ed. 41—Problems of Vocational Ed.. 3
Indus. Ed. 57—Organization of Shop 3
Indus. Ed. 54—Part-time Schools. ... 2
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
.
3
Electives 4
Total 18
Special Methods 3
Indus. Ed. 54a 2
Ed. Prac. 16—Supervised Teaching.
.
5
Electives 8
Total. 18
Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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II. Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and General Con-
tinuation Teachers. Same as I. Electives to be chosen with advice of
instructor.
III. Two-year Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and Gen-
eral Continuation Subjects.
Students over 21 years of age who are graduates of accredited high
schools may, with the approval of the dean of the college and the head of
the department, select two years of work from the curriculum under I.
Students over 25 are not required to take Physical Education or Military
Training.
IV. Curriculum for Teachers of Shop-Work in Vocational Schools and
Classes operating under the State Board for Vocational Education.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
Psychological basis of trade teaching. Analysis of teaching material in
trades. Lesson-planning. Observation of trade teaching. Reports on ob-
servations. (Such study of mathematics, science, drawing, and English as
may be needed by shop teachers will be included.)
Second Semester
Further work in trade analysis and observation of teaching. Special study
of evening school problems. Analysis of the evening school student. Inten-
sive study of methods of teaching. Organization of teaching material. Or-
ganization of related subjects. Course-planning. Practice teaching.
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
History of trade and industrial education. Place of industrial education.
Types of industrial schools and classes. Problems of administration of in-
dustrial education.
Second Semester
Early American legislation on vocational education. The Smith-Hughes
Law. Other modern laws and movements. State vocational education laws.
The Illinois plan. Observation and practice teaching.
• Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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Required Curriculum in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
(Leading to degree of Bachelor of Science in Physical Education.)
In any curriculum in which fewer than 15 hours of laboratory science are
required, a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute 5 hours of a laboratory science for 5
hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.
FIRST YEAR \9'i>\-^°>iZ
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours'
Group fA. C. 30—Football 2
A2 \A. C. 40—Basketball 2
or
Group
I
A. C. 2—Calisthenics, Single
B* s Line Marching and Gymnas-
ia
tic Dancing 4
with
Anatomy 1 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Mil. la and lb—Military Drill and
Theory (or equivalent) 1
Electives (Academic) 6-7
Total 17-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Group [a. C. 2—Calisthenics, Single
A* \ Line Marching and Gym-
[ nastic Dancing 4
or
Group fA. C. 40—Basketball 2
B2 \A. C. 30—Football 2
with
Anatomy 2 3
Physiol. 1—General Physiology 2
Mil. 2a and 2b—Military Drill and
Theory (or equivalent) 1
Rhetoric 2 3
English 7 2
Electives (Academic) 2-3
Total 17-18
SECOND YEAR
Group fA. C. 31—Football 2
A^ \A. C. 7—Boxing and Wrestling 2
or
Group B^—A. C. 50—Baseball 4
with
Physiol. 2—Physiology of Physical
Exercise 4
Ed. 28—Psychology of Athletics 3
Pub. Spk. 1—Oral Expression 3
Journalism 7—Sports Writing 3
Mil. 3a and 3b^Military Drill and
Theory (or equivalent) 1
Total 18
Group A^—A. C. 50—Baseball 4
or
Group fA. C. 7—Boxing and Wrestling 2
B2 \a. C. 31—Football 2
with
Hygiene 10 3
Pub. Spk. 2—Business and Profes-
sional Speaking 2'
Journalism 8—Sports Writing 3'
Mil. 4a and 4b—Military Drill and
Theory (or equivalent) 1
Electives (Academic) 4-5
Total 17-18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* Students who take Group A first semester, must take Group A second semester. Students who take
Group B first semester, must take Group B second semester.
' Suggested, but not required.
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THIRD YEAR
Group
A2
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
A. C. 41—Basketball 2
A. C. 15—Recreational Activi-
ties 2
A. C. 70—Health Education
and Corrective Gymnastics. 4
SECOND SEMESTER
-A. C. 20-
Hours^
Track 4
Group
B2
Group B2—A. C. 20 -Track 4
with
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology .... 3
Ed. Prac. 1—Practice Teaching 2
Electives (Academic) 4-9
Group A'
or
A. C. 41—Basketball 2
A. C. 15—Recreational Activi-
ties 2
A. C. 70—Health Education
and Corrective Gymnastics. 4
witk
A. C. 32—Football 2
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Ed. Prac. 2—Practice Teaching 2
Electives (Academic) 6-3
Total 17-18 Total 17-18
FOURTH YEAR
Group [a. C. 4—Gym. Stunts 4
A^ JA. C. 17—Org. and Adm 3 Group
[a. C. 16—Training 2 A^
or
Ed. 8—Hist., Sys., and Theo-
Group ries of P.E 2
B" \ Ed. 7—School Programs of P.
E 3
A. C. 60—Swimming 2
with
Ed. 6—Prin. of Secondary Education
.
3
Ed. Prac. 3—Practice Teaching 2
Ed. 48—Experimental Methods in
Athletics 3'
Electives (Academic) 0-3
A. C. 60—Swimming 2
Ed. 8—Hist., Sys., and Theo-
ries of P.E 2
Ed. 7—School Programs of P.
E 3
or
Group
B2
A. C. 17—Org. and Adm 3
sA. C. 16—Training 2
[a. C. 4—Gym. Stunts 4
with
Ed. 43—Physical and Mental Tests.
.
3'
Ed. Prac. 4—Practice Teaching 2
Electives (Academic) 5-4
Total 17-18 Total 17-18
Suggested Curriculum in Physical Education for Women
FIRST YEAR
Registration in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Rhetoric 1 3
Language 4
History or Mathematics 3-4
Physiology 1 2
Hygiene 2 i^
P. E. 40a 1
Electives 2-3
Total 15M-17J^
Rhetoric 2 3
Language 4
Chemistry 3-5
Electives 4
Hygiene 4 ^
P. E. 40b 1
Total 15H-17H
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Students who take firoup A first semester, must take Group A second semester. Students who take
Group B first semester, must take (Jroup H second semester.
' Suggested, but not required.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
English 1 or Language 3-4
Zoology 1 5
Physiology 2 4
P. E. 41a 1
Electives 3
Tolal 16-17
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
English 2 or Language 3-4
Psychology 1 4
Zoology 2 5
P. E. 41b 1
Electives 3
Total 16-17
THIRD YEAR
^Registration in the College of Education Junior and Senior Years,
for the degree of B.S. in Education.
Education 25 3
P. E. 15a—Methods 3
P. E. 16—Kinesiology 3
Public Speaking 1 3
Electives^ 5
Total. 17
Education 10 3
P. E. 15b—Methods 3
P. E. 18—Theory of Correctives 3
P. E. lib—First Aid 1
Anatomy 2a 3
Electives 3
Total 16
FOURTH YEAR
P. E, 10a—History of P. E 1
P. E. 17a—Educational Practice 3
Sociology 1 3
Education 6 3
Electives 7
Total 17
P. E. 10b—Organization and Adm. . . 1
P. E. 17b—Educational Practice. ... 3
P. E. 19—Physical Diagnosis 2
Electives in Education 6
Electives 5
Total 17
University High School.—The laboratory work of the College of
Education centers around the work of University High School. This school,
limited to 250 students, offers the customary high-school curricula. The
courses in educational practice are conducted by the instructors of the high
school in connection with their high-school teaching. Thus, through ob-
servation of skilled teaching and through participation in the student and
the teacher activities, the college senior secures an unusual type of prac-
tice.
Bureau of Educational Research.—The Bureau of Educational
Research is equipped for: (a) investigation of educational problems; (b)
state service by correspondence; and (c) publication of circulars and bul-
letins. (See also page 416.)
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
- Students transferring from Colleges or Normal Schools must have fulfilled all the requirements of the
first two years of the curriculum.
« Students who have not had English 1 and 2 or 10 and 10b are required to take English 20a.
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Committee on Appointment of Teachers.—The Committee on Ap-
pointment of Teachers recommends qualified graduates of the University
for positions as teachers or supervisors in public schools, colleges, and tech-
nical schools in response to requests from the school authorities.
Certification of High School Teachers in Illinois.—A Limited
State High School Certificate, valid for four years for teaching and super-
vising in the high school and in the seventh and eighth grades, may be
granted without examination to graduates who, within three years after
graduation present certified credits fulfilling the following requirements:
(1) 6 semester hours in English; (2) 15 semester hours in Education, includ-
ing Educational Psychology and Principles of Teaching; (3) Specialization
in three subjects or groups of related subjects as follows: not less than 10
semester hours in one, 12 hours in a second, and 16 hours in a third.
The College of Education will not usually wish to recommend candi-
dates whose preparation does not go beyond these minimum requirements.
Graduates of the University of Illinois who have had at least fifteen
semester hours in Education including courses in supervision and adminis-
tration and who have had four years of successful teaching experience may
secure the State Supervisory and Administrative Certificate valid for four
years for teaching and supervising in all grades.
The Limited State High School Certificates and the Limited State Su-
pervisory Certificates may be exchanged for Life High School or Life Su-
pervisory Certificates respectively. The Limited State High School Certifi-
cate may be exchanged for a Life High School Certificate by filing evidence
of four years of successful teaching experience and the completion of one
year of work in advance of the requirements for a bachelor's degree. The
Limited Supervisory Certificate may be exchanged for the Life Supervisory
Certificate by certifying evidence of four years of successful supervision
and the one year of work in advance of the requirements for the bachelor's
degree.
Procedure to Obtain a Certificate.—The candidate upon comple-
tion of his work at the University should ask the Recorder to send to the
State Department of Public Instruction at Springfield a transcript of
his record. When a position has been secured, he should apply for the certi-
ficate through the oflfice of the County Superintendent of Schools of the
county in which he is to teach, and that office will secure the certificate.
Requirements of the North Central Association.—Students who
anticipate teaching in high schools accre<lited to the North Central Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Secondary Schools should complete courses in
education aggregating at least fifteen semester hours.
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The North Central Association's "Policies, Regulations, and Standards
for the Accrediting of Secondary Schools" contains the following state-
ment:
The following criteria are set forth as indicating desirable minima by which a State
Committee shall be guided:
English 15 semester hours
Foreign Languages 15 semester hours in the language taught
Science 15 semester hours, of which 5 shall be in the
science taught
Mathematics 15 semester hours
Social Studies 15 semester hours which must include prepa-
ration in specific subjects taught
COLLEGE OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
IN 1931 the College of Fine and Applied Arts was formed by a grouping
of the Departments of Architecture and Art and Desirjn, the Division of
Landscape Architecture, and the School of Music. These departments,
formerly in other administrative units of the University, have long offered
excellent instruction in certain lines, but the amalgamation of resources
and the unifying of interests now make possible a favorable cultural back-
ground that will materially aid and encourage a more complete develop-
ment, not only of professional endeavor, but also of artistic appreciation.
To the strong professional courses have been added opportunities for those
wishing to acquaint themselves with the various arts from a purely cul-
tural standpoint. Thus students from other colleges of the University may
elect courses in appreciation and history of art, which are designed to in-
form the mind regarding the arts, and to develop the taste.
For general requirements for admission to the University, see page 63;
for a statement of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassified
students, see page 71 ; for a list of the buildings used by this College see page
56; for museums and collections under its care, see page 59; for clubs and
societies auxiliary to its curricula, see pages 98 and 99; ior fees, see pages
100-102; for prizes, see pages 85-92.
Admission Requirements
For the year 1931-32 the requirements for entrance to the various curric-
ula of the College of Fine and Applied Arts were as follows:
Architecture.—Same as the requirements for admission to the College of
Engineering.
Art.—Same as the general requirements for admission to the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Landscape Architecture.—Same as the requirements for admission to
the College of Agriculture.
Music.—Same as the general requirements for admission to the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences except that the student offers two units
of Music in lieu of two units of electives from List B (page 65).
Beginning with the session of 1932-33 the entrance requirements will be as
follows: 5 units from List A; at least 6 units from List B; not more than
4 units from List C (see pages 64-66).
Note 1. For admission to the curricula in Architecture the student must present \-^ unit
of Solid and Spherical Geometry and H unit of Advanced Algebra from this group. However
any student who is deficient in H unit of Advanced Algebra, and i a unit of Solid and Spheri-
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cal Geometry, either or both, but who can satisfy the admission requirements for any other
curriculum in the College of Fine and Applied Arts, may be admitted to the curricula in
Architecture for one year, during which time he must make up the admission deficiencies.
Note 2. For admission to the curricula in Painting, Landscape Architecture, and Music,
2 units of Latin, Greek, French, German or Spanish (both in the same) must be presented.
Note 3. For admission to the curricula in Music, 2 units of Applied Music must be
presented in lieu of 2 of the 4 units in List C (page 66).
Requirements for Graduation
Students who have satisfied the University requirements as to registra-
tion, residence, and diploma fee, and who have maintained throughout
their course a satisfactory record of scholarship and moral character, will,
on completion of the curricula hereinafter specified, be graduated and ap-
propriate degrees conferred.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory science are required, a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substi-
tute 5 hours of a laboratory science for 5 hours of free electives in the
requirements for graduation.
Architecture.—Students who entered the curricula in Architecture and
Architectural Engineering prior to June 1, 1930, or who have entered with
sophomore standing or above in 1930-31, will finish the curricula in effect
at that time. Other students will finish the curricula with optional require-
ments. The various options in architecture require the completion of 142
hours, all of which are specified with the exception of certain technical
and non-technical electives as shown in the curricula.
Art.—Of the 133 semester hours required for graduation in the curricu-
lum in Painting, there are 105 hours in prescribed subjects and 25 hours in
non-technical electives.
Landscape Architecture.—The curriculum in Landscape Architecture re-
quires the completion of 130 hours for graduation, of which 117 hours for
men and 115 hours for women are prescribed. The Option in City Planning
requires 134 hours for graduation, all of v/hich are prescribed with the ex-
ception of two hours for women.
Music.—Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Music must offer
credit for 130 semester hours including the subjects prescribed in the cur-
ricula, one of which must be piano.
Departments and Curricula
The College of Fine and Applied Arts comprises the following depart-
ments offering the curricula listed below:
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Department of Architecture
(a) The option in General Architecture
(b) The option in Architectural Design
(c) The option in Architectural Construction
Department of Art
(a) Curriculum in Painting
Department of Landscape A rchitecture
(a) Curriculum in Landscape Architecture
(b) Option in City Planning
School of Music
(a) Curriculum with Instrumental Major
(b) Curriculum with Vocal Major
(c) Curriculum in Public School Music (in conjunction with the Col-
lege of Education)
Architecture.—Beginning with the entering class in September, 1930,
the work required in the various options in Architecture has been revised to
meet the changed demands of the profession. With the new requirements in
the planning of modern structures, and the advent of new building ma-
terials, it is no longer possible for one person to know In detail all of the
requirements of the modern building. It is therefore necessary that work be
offered in the three major divisions of the field of architecture.
The Design Option is intended for those who have Inclinations along the
artistic lines. It alms to train the student to produce beautiful works of
architecture. While this option emphasizes the aesthetic side of the design
of a building, it includes liberal and scientific subjects which insure sound
construction as well.
The Construction Option gives the student a thorough training in all
forms of building construction. While the curriculum emphasizes the work
In mathematics, mechanics, and strength of materials, attention is also
given to the study of the architectural forms. The student must have a sym-
pathy for, and an appreciation of, the beautiful and a critical ability along
artistic lines, but the emphasis is placed upon the strength and utility of
the building.
The General Option is intended for those who want to practice architec-
ture but who are interested In the business side of the profession. Such men
must have an appreciation of the beautiful as well as a general knowledge
of the structural requirements. The curriculum includes work in design,
construction, and courses on the busincvss aspects of architecture.
The three options prepare the student for the practice of architecture in
its broadest sense. The work of the first year is common to all divisions of
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the work. At the beginning of the second year the student elects that field
for which he has the greatest inclination.
For the present the degree of Bachelor of Science will be awarded in
each division of the work. Students entering the department prior to Sep-
tember 1, 1930, will complete the requirements of the old curricula.
Students intending to take up the study of architecture should take
freehand and architectural drawing and general history in the high school.
They should present for admission ^ unit of advanced algebra and ^ unit
of solid and spherical geometry in addition to the algebra and place ge-
ometry required of all students.
The Ricker Library of Architecture, occupying the second floor of the
north wing of the Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects, is open
every week day from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m. The books, representing a collec-
tion of several thousand on architecture, engineering, and allied arts, are
for reference in history, design, and construction. There are also over
11,500 lantern slides, 15,000 mounted photographs and drawings, and a
collection of stereoscopic views of several countries.
Art.—For the first time in the history of the University the work in art
has been correlated along the lines of a specific professional curriculum.
For the present the Department offers only a curriculum in painting. The
curriculum is intended to provide a broad professional training in the
fundamentals of art. In the last two years of the curriculum there is oppor-
tunity for specialization in a restricted field.
The Department is housed in the Building for Architecture and Kin-
dred Subjects where ample studios and museum facilities provide back-
ground for study of the various aspects of the graphic arts. The Hall of
Casts providing indoor sketching facilities, modeling studios, and an art
gallery with both permanent collections and seasonal exhibits, form addi-
tional equipment for this department which offers in addition to the curric-
ulum in painting the opportunity for the study of appreciation, historical
and critical courses in the varisus aspects of the fine arts.
Landscape Architecture.—The work in Landscape Architecture
provides a four-year curriculum intended as preparation for an apprentice-
ship in a landscape architect's office looking toward subsequent professional
practice. An Option in City Planning leading toward a similar career in
this important branch of professional work is also provided. Courses in
Landscape Architecture are open to any student in the University who has
the prerequisites or their equivalents.
The Department is admirably housed in the north half of the second
floor of the New Agriculture Building. The equipment in landscape archi-
tecture includes ample drafting rooms, filing devices for office practice,
seminar rooms, lecture rooms, offices, and an excellent professional library.
The collections of trees and shrubs growing on the campus and about resi-
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dences in the community as well as the ornamental gardens of the Univer-
sity furnish material for studies in planting design. Instruction in plant
materials is further facilitated by a collection of native woods, a forest tree
plantation of about twenty acres, and the University Arboretum. A splen-
did herbarium is also available for reference.
Music.—The School of Music offers regular courses leading to the de-
gree of Bachelor of Music. In conjunction with the College of Education
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Music Education is offered to students
completing the curriculum in Public School Music. (See page 169.)
A student matriculated in the School of Music takes throughout his
course two applied subjects, one a major (piano, voice, etc.) in which two
half-hour lessons a week are taken, and the other a minor in which two
twenty-minute lessons a week are taken.
All music students are required to attend the concerts and recitals
which are given under the auspices of the School of Music. More than
three absences during the semester will affect the grade of the major ap-
plied subject, of which this required attendance is part.
Public perform.ance is a part of the curriculum in an applied subject and
all students are required to participate in a program when prepared.
Students of the School of Music are not allowed to participate in any
musical activity outside the University without consent of the Director.
All courses in history, theory, and appreciation of music are open to all
qualified students free of charge.
The University Chorus, the University Orchestra, the University
Women's Glee Club, and the University Men's Glee Club are open to
qualified persons from any college.
Altisical Organizations.—The University Chorus is conducted by the
Director of the School of Music, and gives three choral concerts during
the year. The chorus meets once a week. Members of the faculty, students
of the University, and singers of the community are admitted by examina-
tion or conference with the Director. The University Orchestra is con-
ducted by the Director of the School of Music and meets for rehearsal
twice each week. Concerts are given throughout the year. It is open to all
students who qualify for membership.
The School of Music is housed in the Tina Weedon Smith Memorial
Hall with its splendid auditorium, sound-proof practice studios, and ex-
cellent musical equipment. The Band Building offers additional facilities.
Electives
Architecture.—The non-technical electl\"es for students in the various
options in Architecture are restricted to courses offered in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, the College of Commerce, courses 1 to 16 in the
School of Music, Landscape Architecture 71 and 72, and courses in Educa-
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tion, Group A, in the College of Education. Such courses must not be open
to freshman students except in the cases of Library Science 12, Mathe-
matics 5, History la and lb, 2a and 2b, Geography 1, Geology 1, Botany 1,
and Zoology 1. Students in Architecture electing the third and fourth years
of v/ork in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps may substitute the credit
thus received for the required non-technical electives. Any course in the
College of Engineering, if not prescribed in the curriculum in which the
student is registered, excepting only General Engineering Drawing 1 and
2, and courses in the College of Fine and Applied Arts approved by the
Department of Architecture, may be used as technical electives.
Art.—Choice of the non-technical electives in the curriculum of Paint-
ing is dictated by the technical purpose of the individual students.
Landscape A rchitecture.—Any courses offered in the University will be
accepted in fulfilling the requirements for electives in the curriculum in
Landscape Architecture and in the City Planning Option.
Music.—For electives and restricted electives in the School of Music
see the footnotes accompanying the various curricula.
Trips of Inspection
An inspection trip is one of the regular requirements in the senior year of
the curricula leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Science in Architecture
and Architectural Engineering. The time required is three or four days,
and the places visited are usually in Chicago. The trips are taken during
term time under the supervision of the University authorities. The ex-
pense to each student varies from $25 to $35. A similar trip of inspection
is required of seniors in the curriculum of Landscape Architecture.
Curricula in Architecture
(Beginning with the Class of 1934)
FIRST YEAR
All Options
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours*
Arch. 31a—Architectural Design .... 3 Arch. 32a—Architectural Design 3
Arch. 21—Freehand Drawing 2 Arch. 22—Freehand Drawing 2
G. E. D. 7—Architectural Projections. 2 G. E. D. 8—Architectural Projections. 2
Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3 I\Iath. 6a—Analytics 4
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Physical Education J^
Physical Education 3^ Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^ Military Drill and Theory 1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17 Total 16
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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SECOND YEAR
General and
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
Arch. 13—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 23—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. ZZ—Architectural Design 3
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials.
.
. 3
Phys. 7a—General Physics 3
Phys. 8a—General Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 17—Elements of Mechanics . 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 193^
Design Options
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 24—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 34—Architectural Design 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. . . 3
Phys. 7b—General Physics 3
Phys. 8b—General Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 18—Strength of Materials. .
.
3
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 19^
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours
Arch. 13—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 23—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch, ii—Architectural Design 3
Math. 7—Diflferential Calculus 5
Phys. 7a—General Physics 3
Phys. 8a—General Physics Laboratory 2
Physical Education }/\
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total.
Construction Option
(Architectural Engineering)
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 24—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 34—Architectural Design 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. 7b—General Physics 3
Phys. 8b—General Physics Laboratory 2
T. A. M. 1—Analytical Mechanics
(statics) 2
Physical Education ^2
Military Drill and Theory 1
liii Total IBM
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
Arch. 15—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 25—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 35—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 65—Theory of Architecture .... 1
E. E. 90—Theory of Illumination .... 1
French 4
Total
THIRD YEAR
General and Design Options
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 26—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 36—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 55—Building Sanitation 1
Arch. 66—Theory of Architecture .... 1
French 4
Total 1818
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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Construction Option
(Architectural Engineering)
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours'
Arch. 15—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials. . . 3
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials . . 3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Language^ or Approved Elective' 4
Non-technical Elective' 3
Total 19
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours!
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. . . 3
Arch. 46—Graphic Statics 3
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
Language* or Approved Elective' 4
Non-technical Elective' 3
Total
.
18
FOURTH YEAR
General Option
Arch. 17—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 27—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 41—Bldg. Design & Theory .... 6
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 25—Heating and Ventilation ... 2
Non-technical Elective' 2
Total 17
Arch. 18—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 28—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 42—Bldg. Design & Theory .... 6
Arch 60—Concrete 2
Arch. 83—Office Practice 2
Non-technical Elective' 3
Total 17
Design Option
Arch. 17—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 27—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 29—Modeling 2
Arch. 37a—Arch. Design «& Theory. .
.
9
Arch. 69—Specifications 2
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
Total Tt"
Arch. 18—History of Architecture 2
Arch. 28—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 30—Modeling 2
Arch. 38a—Arch. Design & Theory. . . 9
Arch. 60—Concrete 2
Total. 17
Construction Option
(Architectural Engineering)
Arch. 47—Steel Construction 5
Arch. 57-—Concrete 3
Arch. 83—Office Practice 2
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
E. E. 92—Lighting and Wiring 2
M. E. 23—Mechanical Equipment of
Buildings 5
Total 17
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
• French, German, Spanish, or English.
' Electives. For definition, see page 181.
Arch. 48—Steel Construction 5
Arch. 56—Building Sanitation 2
Arch. 58—Concrete 3
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Technical Elective' 5
Total 18
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Curriculum in Architecture
(Classes 1932-1933)
THIRD
FIRST SEMESTER Hours^
Arch. 15—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 25—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 35—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 65—Theory of Architecture ... 1
E. E. 90—Building Illumination 1
French or German 4
Total 18
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER Hours*
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 26—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 36—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 46—Roofs 3
Arch. 55—Building Sanitation 1
Arch. 66—Theory of Architecture .... 1
French or German 4
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
Arch. 27—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 37—Architectural Design 7
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 25—Heating and Ventilation ... 2
Non-technical Elective^ 3
Total
~17~
Arch. 18—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 28—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 38—Advanced Design or Thesis. 7
Arch. 60a—Special Lectures 2
Arch. 67—Theory of Form and Color. 2
Non-technical Elective^ 2
Total TT
Curriculum in Architectural Engineering
(Classes 1932-1933)
THIRD
FIRST SEMESTER Hours*
Arch. 15—History of Architecture. ... 2
A. E. 35—Architectural Design 3
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Language' or Approved Elective'' 4
T. A. M. 3—Resistance of Materials .
.
3
T. A. M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Non-technical Elective^ 2
Total 18
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER Hours^
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. ... 2
A. E. 36—Architectural Design 3
A. E. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Language' or Approved Elective-. ... 4
T. A. M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(dynamics) 3
Approved Elective* 2
Total. 16
FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 47—Architectural Engineering. 5
A. E. 57—Fireproof Construction 2
A. E. 99—Inspection Trip
E. E. 92—Lighting and Wiring 2
M. E. 23—Mechanical Equipment of
Buildings 5
Non-technical Elective* 3
Total TT
A. E. 48—Architectural Engineering.
.
5
A. E. 58—Fireproof Construction .... 2
A. E. 67—Building Sanitation 2
A. E. 68—Estimates and Specifications 4
Technical Elective* 4
Total. 17
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
• Electives. For definition, see page 181.
' French, German, Spanish, or English.
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Curriculum in Painting
FIRST YEAR
FIBST SEMESTER
Hours^
Art la—Cast and Still Life 4
Art 2a—Composition and Design .... 2
Art 3a—Anatomy and Sketch 2
Foreign Language 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education H
Hygiene }^i
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. 17
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Art lb—Cast Drawing 2
Art 2b—Composition 2
Art 3b—Anatomy and Sketch 2
Art 4a—Modeling 2
Foreign Language 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J-^
Hygiene }^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17
SECOND YEAR
Art Sa—Life Drawing 3
Art 6a—Portrait 2
Art 2c—Composition 2
Art 7a—Still Life 2
Art 16a—History of Fine Arts 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Physical Education 3^
Academic Elective* 4
Total 16H
THIRD
Art 5c—Life Drawing 3
Art 6c—Portrait 2
Art 2e—Composition and Illustration 2
Art 9a—Commercial Art; 4c, Model-
ing; or 10a, Landscape 2
Art 16c—History of Fine Arts 2
Art 8a—Sketch 1
Academic Elective 3
and Technical Elective 2
or Academic Elective 5
Total 17
Art Sb—Life Drawing 3
Art 6b—Portrait 2
Art 2d—Composition 2
Art 7b—Still Life 2
Art 16b—History of Fine Arts 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Physical Education J^
Academic Elective 4
Total I6yi
YEAR
Art 5d—Life Drawing 3
Art 6d—Portrait 2
Art 2f—Composition and Illustration
.
2
Art 9b—Poster; 4d, Modeling; or 10b,
Landscape 2
Art 16d—History of Fine Arts 2
Art 8b—Sketch 1
Academic Elective 3
and Technical Elective 2
or Academic Elective 5
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Art 5e—Life Painting 3
Art 6e—Portrait or Technical Elective 3
Art 2g—Composition (Mural) or 10c,
Landscape 3
Art 17—Aesthetics 2
Academic Elective 5
Total 16
Art 5f—Life Painting 3
Art 6f—Portrait or Technical Elective 3
Art 2h—Composition (Mural) or lOd,
Landscape 3
Art 18—Technical Elective 2
Academic Elective 5
Total 16
1 Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
» A minimum of three hours of English or American Literature is required.
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Curriculum in Landscape Architecture^
Required for the Degree oj Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours'
Arch. 71—Architectural Elements. . . 4
L. A. 11—History of Land. Arch 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium 3^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) ]/2
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture . . 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours'
Arch. 72—Architectural Elements . . 4
Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Art. 2a—Composition and Design. ... 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) ^
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture . . 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16
SECOND YEAR
C. E. 17—Surveying 3
L. A. 31—Landscape Design 4
Arch. 75—Frame Constr. Details 3
Arch. 1 1—History of Architecture .... 3
Bot. 8—Plant Ecology 3
Military Drill and Theor>' 1
Physical Education J^
Total 171^
C. E. 18
L.A.32-
-Surveying 3
-Landscape Design 4
Arch. 76—Masonry Constr. Details.
Arch. 12—History of Architecture.
.
Military Drill and Theory
Physical Education
Total
.
143^
THIRD YEAR
L. A. Zi—Landscape Design 4
L. A. 5 1—Trees and Shrubs 3
L. A. 43—Landscape Construction ... 3
Engl. 20a—English Writers of the 19th
Century 4
Pub. Spk. 1—Public Speaking 3
Total It"
L. A. 34—Landscape Design 4
L. A. 52—Trees and Shrubs 3
L. A. 44—Landscape Construction ... 3
Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Total 13
FOURTH YEAR
L. A. 35—Landscape Design 5 L.
L. A. 53—Planting Design 3 L.
L. A. 71—City Planning 2 L.
L. A. 55—Care of Plant Materials. ... 2 L.
Total 12
A. 36N—Landscape Design 5
A. 54—Planting Design 3
A. 72—City Planning 2
A. 46—Office Practice 1_
Total 11
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
• The courses in Landscape Architecture liave been renamed and renumbered as follows:
The course formerly designated as Hort. 10a, is now L. A. 62; Hort. 21a is now L. A. 31; Hort. 2 lb, L. A. 32
Hort. 23a, L. A. 33; Hort. 23b, L. A. 34; Hort. 24a, L. A. 51; Hort. 24b. L. A. 52; Hort. 2Sa. L. A. 35
Hort. 25b, L. A. 36N; Hort. 26a, L. A. 53; Hort. 26b. L. A. 54; Hort. 27a, L. A. 43; Hort. 27b, L. A. 44
Hort. 36, L. A. 11; Hort. 37a, L. A. 71; Hort. 37b, L. A. 72; Hort. 38, L. A. 46; Hort. 40, L. A. 55, Hon.
42, L. A. 64.
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Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in the City Planning Option
in Landscape Architecture
The first two years work to be the same as the present curriculum in landscape architecture,
except that French or German may be substituted for Architecture 75 and 76 (Frame and
Masonr>' Construction).
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours*
L. A. 3Z—Landscape Design 4
L. A. 43—Landscape Construction ... 3
Engl. 10a—An Introduction to Litera-
ture 3
Public Speaking 3
Econ. 2—Elements 3
Journ. 12—Publicity Methods 2
Total 18
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours
L. A. 34—Landscape Design 4
L. A. 44—Landscape Construction ... 3
Engl. 10b—An Introduction to Litera-
ture 3
C. E. 28—Roads and Pavements 3
Geog. 1 or Geol. 1 5
Total. 18
FOURTH YEAR
L. A. 35—Landscape Design 5
L. A. 71—City Planning 2
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Gov't 3
C. E. 49—Municipal Sanitation 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
L. A. 36N—Landscape Design 5
L. A. 72—City Planning 2
Journ. 16—Special and Feature Art. . . 2
C. E. 29—Municipal Transportation.
.
3
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3
Pol. Sci. 34—Municipal Problems .... 3
Total. 16 Total
.
18
Curricula in Music
Bachelor of Music—Instrumental Major
(Piano, Violin, Cello, Organ, or Band and Orchestral Instruments)
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours^
Mus. 7—Strict Counterpoint 3
Mus. 21—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 42a, 62a, 72a. 82a, or 92a—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject).
.
4
Mus. 42a, 52a, 62a, 72a, 82a, or 92a—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 2}4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education 3^-1
Hygiene H
Military Drill and Theory 1
roto;,Men 15K
Total, Women IS
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^
Mus. 8—Strict Counterpoint 3
Mus. 22—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 42b, 62b, 72b, 82b, or 92b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject). . 4
Mus. 42b, 52b, 62b, 72b, 82b, or 92b—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 2}4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education M-1
Hygiene M
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total, Men 15H
Total, Women IS
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SECOND
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours*
Mus. 1—History of Music 2
Mus. 3—Harmony 3
Mus. 23—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 43a, 63a, 73a, S3a, or 93a—Piano,
Violin, etc. (Major subject) 4
Mus. 43a, 53a, 63a, 73a, 83a, or 93a—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 23^
Foreign Language—French or German 4
Physical Education 3^-1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total. Men 18
Total, Women IT^
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours*
Mus. 2—History of Music 2
Mus. 4—Harmony 3
Mus. 24—Ear Training and Sight
Singing 1
Mus. 43b, 63b, 73b, 83b, or 93b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject). . 4
Mus. 43b, 53b, 63b, 73b, 83b, or 93b—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject) 2H
Foreign Language—French or German 4
Physical Education J^2~l
Military Drill and Theory 1
To/a/, Men 18
Total, Women 173^
THIRD YEAR
Mus. 32—Advanced History of Music 1
Mus. 5—Advanced Harmony 3
Mus. 44a, 64a, 74a, 84a, or 94a—Piano,
Violin, etc. (Major subject) 4-5
Mus. 44a, 54a, 64a, 74a, 84a, or 94a
—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject)" 2)4
Mus. 15—Instrumentation 1-2
Mus. 30a—Accompanying and En-
semble 72-1
Restricted Electives (Non-technical)'. 3-4
Total 15-183^
Mus. ^i—Advanced History of Music. 1
Mus. 6—Free Counterpoint, Canon,
and Fugue 3
Mus. 44b, 64b, 74b, 84b, or 94b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) . . 4-5
Mus. 44b, 54b. 64b, 74b, 84b, or 94b—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject)^ 23^
Mus. 16—Instrumentation 1-2
Mus. 30b—Accompanying and En-
semble 3^-1
Restricted Elective (Non-technical)'. . 3-4
Total 15-183^
FOURTH YEAR
Mus. 9—Analysis, Musical Form. ... 2
Mus. 45a, 65a, 75a, 85a, or 95a—
Piano, X'iolin, etc. (Major subject). . 4-5
Mus. 45a, 55a, 65a, 75a, 85a, or 95a
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject)" 23-^
Mus. 31a—Accompanying and En-
semble 3^-1
Electives 6-7
Total 15-173^
Mus. 10—Analysis, Musical Form .... 2
Mus. 45b, 65b, 75b, 85b, or 95b—
Piano, Violin, etc. (Major subject) . . 4-5
Mus. 45b, 55b, 65b, 75b, 85b, or 95b—
Piano, Voice, Violin, etc. (Minor
subject)" lYz
Mus. 31b—Accompanying and En-
semble 3'^~1
Electives 2-3
Mus. 35—Recital 4
Total 15-173-'i2
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
' Voice to be taken as a minor in Band and Orchestral Instruments major. Music 38a and b (Organization
and Conducting), 2 hours, required instead of minor subject in Band and Orchestral Instruments major.
'
-At least three hours of the electives must be in English or American Literature. Students preparing to
take charge of instrumental organizations in high schools must elect certain courses in Education. Courses In
the other departments of the College of Fine and Applied Arts are urged as Electives.
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Bachelor of Music— Vocal Major
The first and second years are the same as in the instrumental major curric-
ulum, except that voice is the major applied subject.
At least eight hours each of French, German, and Italian are required
for the vocal major. One of the languages is to be taken in the sophomore
year, and a second language in the junior year. If the student has not pre-
sented at least two units of the third language, taken in high school, he must
elect this language in the senior year. Otherwise, a course in English is
advased for this elective.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours'
Mus. 32—Advanced History of Music. 1 Mus. 33—Advanced History of Music. 1
Mus. 5—Advanced Harmony 3 Mus. 6—Free Counterpoint, Canon,
Mus. 30a—Accompanying and En- and Fugue 3
semble M-1 Mus. 30b—Accompanying and En-
Mus. 54a—Voice (Major) 4 semble 3^-1
Mus. 44a—Piano 2^ Mus. 54b—Voice (Major) 4
Foreign Language 4 Mus. 44b—Piano 2 J^
Foreign Language 4
Total 15-153^ Total 15-15^^
FOURTH YEAR
Mus. 9—Analysis, Musical Form 2 Mus. 10—Analysis, Musical Form. .. . 2
Mus. 13—Music Appreciation 2 Mus. 14—Music Appreciation 2
Mus. 55a—Voice (Major) 4 Mus. 55b—Voice (Major) 4
Mus. 45a—Piano 2}4 Mus. 45b—Piano 2}4
Restricted Electives- 5 Restricted Electives^ 4
Mus. 36—Recital 3
Total 153^ Total 17^
Bachelor of Music—Theory Major
A student may take a major in Theory of Music only on recommendation
of the Director. In addition to the complete theory course offered in the
instrumental major, he must complete the courses in Composition (Music
lla-b, and 12a-b), and in Advanced Orchestration (Music 17 and 18). In
addition he must present a recital during the senior year of his own com-
positions and orchestral arrangements. His work in applied music must be
equivalent to that of three years of collegiate study. Thesis required.
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* Restricted electives (to be taken only when the student has had more than two years of required modern
language in High School): Psychology, 4 hours; English, 2-4 hours.
COLLEGE OF LAW
THE College of Law aims to prepare students for the legal profession
and in doing so it seeks also to promote legal scholarship and research,
to develop an appreciation of the highest ideals of the profession, and to in-
spire the consciousness of responsibility of the lawyer to society in further-
ing the wise development of the law and in improving its administration.
In response to an increasing demand for specialization in the practice of
law, the College has adopted a curriculum which permits a student to
ground himself in the fundamentals of law and yet specialize in any partic-
ular field of law into which he wishes to go. At the same time a student
who does not desire to specialize may elect a thorough and general course
of study.
For the faculty of the College of Law and for the courses in law, see
page 345; for the requirements for admission, see page 63 and page 72; for
a statement of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassified
students, see page 71; for fees and expenses, see page 100.
The Law Library
The Law Library contains 48,195 volumes including all the reports of the
state courts of last resort and the state intermediate courts, six sets of
reports of the United States Supreme Court, the reports of the subordi-
nate federal courts, and most of the English, Irish, Scotch, Australian,
and Canadian reports. It contains the current statute law of the United
States and the various states, of Great Britain and most of the other por-
tions of the British Empire, and over 4,000 volumes of the older compila-
tions and session laws. It also contains the leading sets of American and
English selected case series, encyclopedias, digests, and current periodicals.
Besides extensive collections of standard treatises, textbooks, and bar asso-
ciation reports, there are 4,000 bound volumes of legal periodicals. The Li-
brary collections in Urbana contain 832,643 volumes and 220,000 pam-
phlets. All collections are available to law students.
Admission as a Regular Student
The following persons will be admitted as candidates for law degrees:
1. Graduates of colleges and universities of approved standing.
2. Students in the University of Illinois of senior standing^ having at
least an average grade of C (3.) who are permitted to elect courses in law
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or for the degree of Bachelor of Science.
' To obtain senior standing in the University of Illinois a Htudent must have 94 hours of university credit.
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Admission to Advanced Standing
Students from law schools of approved standing who comply with the
requirements for admission to this school may receive by transfer not
to exceed two years of credit. The amount of credit given for work taken in
another school is conditioned upon the standards of the school and the
grades the student has received. As a rule, credit will be given only in sub-
jects in which the applicant has secured a grade ten per cent above the
passing mark, or, where the literal system is employed, a letter above the
passing mark. Students from other schools may in special cases be given
advanced standing upon examination in subjects taken by them in such
schools.
Six-Year Combined Curricula
Thirty hours of law may be credited toward the degree of Bachelor of
Arts in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or toward the degree of
Bachelor of Science in the College of Commerce and Business Administra-
tion. In this manner students may secure in six years both a degree in arts
or commerce and a degree in law. (See page 109 for statement of electives
in law in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and page 129 for curricu-
lum in commerce and law.) A candidate for both degrees must in his fourth
year register in the College of Law, and also register or file a copy of his
study-list in his other college, as that college may require.
Students in Other Colleges Electing Law Courses
A student registered in another college of the University who has an
average grade of C (3.), and who otherwise is eligible to enrollment in the
College of Law, may elect courses in law provided that not less than two
courses amounting to at least five hours are taken per semester, under the
advice of the dean of the College of Law as to the course to be taken, and
provided, further, that if any such student desires to take more than six
hours of law work, he must register in the College of Law and thus become
subject to the regulations of that College.
Prescribed and Suggested Courses
Pre-Legal Work
Students are advised to plan their pre-legal college work with great care
and to consult members of the law faculty in regard to their plans.
Students taking the combined curriculum of either the College of Lib-
eral Arts and Sciences or the College of Commerce and Business Adminis-
tration and the College of Law must exercise care to comply with the
group, major, and minor requirements of the college in which their pre-
legal work is taken. Such students are urged to complete all of these re-
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quirements and at least one hundred hours of credit before entering the
College of Law in order that they may devote their entire fourth year to
the first year of the law curriculum.
The prospective law student is advised to choose his work, beyond
those subjects prescribed in the college in which he is registered, from
among the following courses: Accountancy; Economics (Principles of
Economics, Money and Banking, Corporation Management and Finance,
Labor Problems, Public Finance and Taxation) ; Political Science (Ameri-
can Government, State Government, Municipal Government, Interna-
tional Law and Principles of Jurisprudence); Philosophy (Logic, Intro-
duction to Philosophy, and Political and Social Ethics) ; History (English
History, History of the United States, Constitutional History of England,
and Constitutional History of the United States); Latin; Ps^'chology;
Sociology; English; Rhetoric; Public Speaking.
Professional Work
Fifteen hours of law work should be enough to occupy a student's full
time; he cannot register for more without special permission.
FIRST YEAR
{Prescribed)
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours'
Law la—Contracts 3 Law lb 3
Law 2a—Torts 4 Law 2b—Torts , 2
Law 3—Personal Property 3 Law 11—Agency 3
Law 4—Procedure 1 2 Law 12—Equity 1 3
Law 5—Criminal Law 3 Law 10—Real Property I 4
Total 15 Total IS
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS
The courses of the second and third years are elective.
Specialization in Certain Fields of the Law
The program of courses is so arranged that a student may enter upon a
measure of specialization in some fields. This is accomplished through giv-
ing substantial primary courses open to all students and designed to meet
the needs of those who desire to prepare themselves only for general prac-
tice, and through offering to others, who wish further training in these
fields, the opportunity to elect in them separate and advanced courses.
> Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
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Requirements for Graduation
Degree of Bachelor of Laws (ll.b.)
The degree of Bachelor of LaWvS will be conferred on students who, hav-
ing studied law for a period equal to three academic years, obtain 84 law
credits with an average grade of at least C (3.) in such of those credits as
were obtained in courses taken in this University.
Degree of Doctor of Law (j.d.)
The degree of Doctor of Law will be granted to students who comply
with the following conditions:
1
.
Secure a Bachelor's degree in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
or in the College of Commerce and Business Administration at
least two academic years prior to the completion of the courses
for the degree of Doctor of Law.
2. Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
3. Obtain a minimum average grade of B in the College of Law. If the
grade is below B, the degree conferred is Bachelor of Laws.
4. Present a thesis approved by the faculty of the College of Law, in
accordance with the requirements. Credit may be earned for
work done on the thesis and counted in making up the number of
hours required for graduation. (See Law 39a-39b, page 347.)
Scholarship Requirements
Regular examinations are given at the close of each semester in all sub-
jects except those whose character renders it impracticable. The grades
given at the end of each course are indicated by the letters A, B, C, D, and
E. These respectively represent the standing of students as Excellent,
Good, Fair, Poor, and Failure. For the purpose of comiputing the average
grade of a student a system is employed in which the following values are
assigned to the grades received: A equals 5; B equals 4; C equals 3; D
equals 2 ; E equals 1. A student in the College of Law will be dropped from
the University (1) if at the end of his first year of residence he has not se-
cured an average of 3. in his work; (2) if at the end of his second year he has
not secured an average of 3. in all of the law work he has taken up to that
time; (3) if he fails in any semester to pass in at least eight hours of the
work in which he registered ; or if he fails in a summer session to pass in at
least four hours; (4) if registered in less than eight hours in a semester, or in
less than four hours in a summer session, he does not pass in all his work. A
student, who at the end of his third year of law study, has failed to secure
an average of 3. in all law work taken by him in this University will be
permitted to continue in this College only by special permission granted
on petition. For the purpose of determining the eligibility of a student to
rem.ain in this College, work taken in summer session will be valued with
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the work of the following year. When taken after the student's third year
of law study it will be valued with all of the law work he has taken previ-
ously in this University for the purpose of determining his eligibility for
graduation.
Honors
A student who complies with the requirements for graduation from the
College of Law (degree of LL.B. or J.D.) and who attains in all work done
in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree, the average
grade specified below, may be recommended by the University Senate for
the honors stated: For an average grade of not less than 4.35, Graduation
with Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Graduation with
High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted upon the diploma and
the commencement program.
Scholarships
Four scholarships covering full-tuition and four scholarships covering half-
tuition are awarded at the end of each year under the following faculty
regulations:
1. The four full-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students in the College
of Law having the highest averages in their law work in the preceding year. The four half-
tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students in the College of Law having the
next highest averages in their law work in the preceding year.
2. To be eligible a student must have been registered as a regular student in the College
of Law both semesters, and have taken at least 28 hours of work of which not less than 20
hours must have been in law courses.
3. A student who does not return the following year may use his scholarship subse-
quently, provided a period of not more than one year shall have intervened.
Order of the Coif
Each year ten per cent of the senior class (or a minimum of three students)
are eligible to the Order of the Coif, a national honorary law society or-
ganized to promote scholarship in law, the first chapter of which was estab-
lished at the College of Law, University of Illinois, in the year 1904. Elec-
tions of seniors to the Order of the Coif are held at the beginning of the
second semester.
Illinois Law Review
The Illinois Law Review is a legal magazine which is published jointly by
the University of Illinois, Northwestern University, and the University of
Chicago. It is devoted to the study and investigation of the law. Particular
attention is given to problems of interest to the Bar of Illinois.
The Review is edited by faculty representatives and a board of student
editors (chosen primarily on the basis of scholarship) from the three univer-
sities concerned. Its publication forms a part of the educational program of
this college.
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
THE University, through its School of Journalism, offers a two-year
curriculum in journalism, based on an entrance requirement of two
years of college work (60 semester hours, exclusive of physical education,
military science, and hygiene), leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Journalism. Students preparing to enter the School of Journalism may
register as freshmen and sophomores in the Pre-Journalism curriculum
within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. For the requirements for
admission, see page 63; ior fees and expenses, see page 100; for a statement
of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassified students, see
page 7L
Requirements for Admission
For admission to the School of Journalism as a candidate for a degree
a student must be able to matriculate in one of the undergraduate colleges
and must offer, in addition, 60 semester hours of college work in an estab-
lished curriculum, exclusive of physical education, hygiene, and military.
A candidate who seeks admission from another institution must offer the
same amount of work in an established curriculum of that institution.
The following subjects are recomm^ended : rhetoric and com.position,
6 hours; science, 10 hours; history, political science, economics, and soci-
ology, 8 hours. (Attention is called to the University requirement that a
student who enters the University without at least one unit of high school
work in laboratory science must substitute five hours of a laboratory sci-
ence for five hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.)
Requirements for Graduation
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
The requirements for graduation are as follows: (1) registration in the
School of Journalism; (2) completion of a total of 130 hours, including the
60 hours required for admission; (3) completion of the following work as a
part of the 130 hours required for graduation:
a. At least 30 hours in journalism including: reporting, 6 hours; copy-
reading, 6 hours; printing and publishing, 2 hours; newspaper advertising
or business problems, 2 hours; history of journalism, 3 hours; ethics of
journalism, 3 hours; special problems or thesis, 2 hours.
b. At least 30 hours chosen from the following subjects, with one or
more courses in any four of them: history, economics, sociology, political
science, literature, and philosophy. The work in literature may be done
in any language. In foreign languages, only courses that are based on two
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years of college work, or their equivalent, in the given language, may be
counted.
c. At least 10 hours in science from the following list with credit in two:
anatomy, astronomy, bacteriology, biology, botany, chemistry, entomol-
ogy, geography, geology, mathematics, physics, physiology, psychology,
zoology.
Normal Arr^vngement of Studies
Students in the School of Journalism who have entered from the Pre-
Journalism curriculum may elect their work in accordance with the follow-
ing arrangement of courses which fulfills the requirements for graduation:
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours^ Hours^
History of Journalism 3 Ethics of Journalism 3
Social Sciences 3-6 Social Sciences 3-6
Copyreading 3 Copyreading 3
Literature or Philosophy 3-4 Literature or Advanced Rhetoric 2-4
Electives 4—2 Electives 6-2
Total 16-18 Total 17-18
FOURTH YEAR
Editorial Writing 2 Advertising or Business Problems .... 2
Special Problems or Thesis 2 Special Problems or Thesis 2
Social Sciences 3-6 Social Sciences 3-6
Literature or Philosophy 3-4 Literature or Advanced Rhetoric 3-4
Electives 6-4 Electives 6-4
Total 16-18 Total 16-18
Students entering the School of Journalism from other colleges will
normally choose their work in accordance with the following program
:
THIRD YEAR
Reporting 3 Reporting 3
Printing and Publishing 2 Journalism Elective 2
History of Journalism 3 Ethics of Journalism 3
Literature or Philosophy 3-4 Literature or Advanced Rhetoric 2-4
Social Sciences 3-4 Social Sciences 3-4
Electives 3-2 Electives 4-2
Total 17-18 Total 17-18
FOURTH YEAR
Copyreading 3 Copyreading 3
Editorial Writing 2 Advertising or Business Problems. ... 2
Special Problems or Thesis 2 Special Problems or Thesis 2
Literature or Philosophy 3-4 Literature or Advanced Rhetoric 3-4
Social Sciences 3-4 Social Sciences 3-4
Electives 4-3 Electives 4-3
Total 17-18 Total 17-18
' Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
THE LIBRARY SCHOOL
THE University offers a two-year curriculum for college graduates who
wish to enter librarianship as a profession, and certain elective library
courses for undergraduates. The instruction in the first year covers methods
and practice in library work; students who complete this year of work are
prepared for positions in library service. In the second year, now trans-
ferred to the Graduate School, historical and comparative methods of
treatment are emphasized; new subjects and research methods are intro-
duced to give the student the outlook and equipment for responsible posi-
tions. Methods are taught to enable students to work in large libraries
where bibliographic exactness is required.
For adynission, see pages 63 and 73; for an account of the libraries, see
page 57; for the collection in library economy, see page 62; for fees, see
page lOL
A senior in the University, with the consent of the Director of the Li-
brary School, may elect any course for which he is prepared. Freshmen and
sophomores are offered a course on the use of the library and the ordinary
reference books.
Pre-professional Study.—Undergraduates who intend, on complet-
ing their college work, to apply for admission to the Library School, are
advised to select courses which will build up their general knowledge of a
wide range of subject-matter.
Two or three years of college study in French and German are advised.
A reading knowledge of these languages is practically necessary. It is highly
desirable that two years of high school Latin or one year of college Latin
be presented.
To attain the broad cultural background necessary to an understand-
ing and performance of library work, the student should select courses
which will make him familiar vath the history and development of litera-
ture in all fields of knowledge. This will necessitate in the field of belles-
lettres the study of various types of literature such as the novel, the drama,
and the short story, not only in English but also in foreign languages. In
the social sciences the student should be cognizant of the significant factors
in man's national and international relations and social development,
namely: world history and politics, and the theory and applications of
economics and sociology. To comprehend the position of science in modern
civilization, he must have some knowledge of this field, emphasizing possi-
bly biology, chemistry, physics, and psychology.
Notwithstanding the need for the background indicated above, the
increasing development of specialized library service opens to librarians
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opportunities to use highly specialized knowledge in almost any subject.
School authorities, as well as supervisors of school libraries, for example,
generally prefer school librarians who are also professionally qualified to
teach. Other types of special libraries, such as technological, hospital, and
newspaper libraries, for example, desire preparation in their specific pro-
fessional fields.
Consequently, an effort should be made to maintain a strong major
subject throughout the years of pre-professional study and to acquire
besides this as broad general education as is possible in view of the local
college requirements.
Advanced Standing.—College graduates who have had approved li-
brary experience or who have attended other library schools may receive
advanced standing by securing credit for some of the courses required for
graduation. After matriculation, the applicant for advanced standing may
secure such credit by examination or by transfer of credits from an ap-
proved institution offering courses in library economy. (See page 70.)
Degrees.—The full curriculum is two years in length. The degree of
Bachelor of Science in Library Science is conferred on a student who
has completed the first year's required v*^ork and has received credit in
courses amounting to 30 semester hours. The required work includes all
first-year courses except those elective courses marked with an asterisk in
the curriculum which follows.
Members of the second-year class, candidates for the Master's degree,
majoring in Library Science, register in the Graduate School and meet its
requirements.
Curriculum in Library Science
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours' Hours*
Lib. 2a—Reference 3 Lib. 2b—^Reference 3
Lib. 3a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 38—Selection of Books 3
Lib. 35—Order and Accessions 3 *Lib. 7—History of Libraries 2
Lib. 36—Classification 2 *Lib. 21—Printing, Binding, Lidexing 2
Lib. 31a—Cataloging 2 Lib. 37—Cataloging 3
Lib. 34—Library Administration and Lib. 33b—Library Administration and
Extension 3 Extension 3
*Lib. 46—High School Library Admin-
istration 3
*Lib. 47—Subject Bibliography 2
« Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
* Elective. For explanation, see above.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEB4ESTER
Hours^ Hours^
Lib. 13a—Public Documents 2 Lib. 9—History of Printing 2
Lib. 24a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 24b—Selection of Books 2
Lib. 44—Book-buying for the Large Lib. 26b—Library Administration 3
Library 2 Lib. 42—Public Documents 3
Lib. 45—Library Buildings and Equip- Lib. 101—Thesis— 1 to 2 units
ment 2 Lib. 102—Seminar— 1 unit
Lib. 101—Thesis—1 to 2 units Lib. 104—Advanced Cataloging and
Lib. 102—Seminar— 1 unit Classification
—3^ unit
Lib. 103—Reference
—3^ unit
Library Visits.—Each year all students in the School visit the libra-
ries and some of the book binderies, book stores, and printing establish-
ments of either Chicago and vicinity, St. Louis and vicinity, or some other
large city conveniently located. During this visit, which occupies one week,
the students are accompanied by members of the faculty. The estimated
expense is about $30 for each trip. Students are required to present a writ-
ten report on their return to the University, as the work forms part of
Library 2)2>.
Visiting Lecturers.—In addition to the courses of the regular curric-
ulum, the School offers to its students the advantages of lectures by men
and women prominent in bibliographical and library fields. Eight or ten
such lectures on subjects connected with librarianship are given each year.
Library Club.—Any member of the Library School faculty or of the
staff of the University Library and any student in the Library School may
become a member. Six meetings are held each year.
» Semester hours. For definition, see page 255.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Executive Faculty
Harry Woodburn Chase, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., President of the University
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Dean of Graduate School
Roger Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., Professor of Crop Production
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Frederick Charles Dietz, Ph.D., Professor of History
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.E.,M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., M.Arch., A.I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Professor of Cattle Husbandry
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Physics
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Arthur Cutts V;illard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation
History and Organization.—The University of Illinois offered facili-
ties for advanced study and research in various lines as early as 1872. Or-
ganized graduate instruction, however, under the name of the Graduate
School, was first undertaken in 1892. In 1894 the administration of the
school was vested in the Council of Administration, and the Vice-President
of the University became Dean of the School. In 1906 the Graduate School
was organized as a separate faculty, consisting of a dean and members of
the University faculty assigned to this duty by the President.
By action of the Trustees the teaching faculty of the Graduate School
includes all members of the University faculty who give instruction in ap-
proved graduate courses. The affairs of the School, however, are in charge
of the Executive Faculty appointed each year by the President.
Admission.—Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to
graduates of institutions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are
substantially equivalent to those of the University of Illinois, and to appli-
cants from other institutions approved by the Executive Faculty. Admis-
sion to the Graduate School does not, however, imply admissioji to candidacyfor
an advanced degree, and gives no right or claim to be so admitted. Such candi-
dacy is determined by the Faculty after the student has demonstrated by his
work here, for from two to five months, that he has the ability to do major work
of graduate character. A mere accumulation of "credits^' or "grades" is not
sufficient.
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Admission to graduate courses may be granted only to those who have
had the requisite undergr^iduate work in those courses or departments.
But a student of mature age who satisfies the Dean and the department
concerned of his abiHty to pursue graduate work in a given line may be
enrolled in particular graduate courses, without reference to a degree, and
permitted to carry on such study or investigation under the direction of
a department of the University as the department shall recommend and
the Dean approve.
Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Registrar of
the University, Every applicant must submit with his application for ad-
mission an official transcript of his college record.
Character of Graduate Work.—The principal aim of graduate
study is the development of the power of independent work and the promo-
tion of the spirit of research. Each candidate for a degree is expected to
have a wide knowledge of his subject and of related fields of work; for the
graduate student is not expected to get from lecture and laboratory courses
all the knowledge and training necessary to meet the requirements for his
degree.
Graduate Study in the Summer.—Graduate students in the summer
session are subject to the same scholastic requirements as those in the regu-
lar University year. Their study-lists must be approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School, or his representative. Attendance during four out of six
consecutive summer sessions, or one semester and two summer sessions, is
considered the equivalent of one year in residence. The faculty is unwilling
to accept summ.er-session work beyond the master's degree towards the
doctor's degree, except in the case of a student who works in a summer
session preceding or following a regular year's attendance at the Univer-
sity. In no case may the last year of work for the doctorate be done in
disconnected summer sessions.
No course offered in the summer session may be taken for credit towards
a higher degree unless it is described in the summer-session circular as
accepted for that purpose.
Summer Work in Medical Sciences.—Graduate courses in medical
sciences are offered in the summer quarter betv/een June and September
at the College of Medicine of the University in Chicago.
Master's Degrees
The master's degree conferred depends upon the character of the bachelor's
degree. Usually, A.M. follows A.B., and M.S. follows B.S. This practice
may be varied in cases where the undergraduate course of study of the
candidate was of a kind for which some reputable institutions in this coun-
try give A.B., while others give B.S.
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Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science are
required to do at least one full year's work in residence, including a thesis.
By this is meant from four to five unit courses each semester or their equiv-
alent. A unit course is one which requires ten hours of time a week through
one semester, or a minimum of 180 hours, irrespective of the mode of distri-
bution of that time in class work, laboratory work, and private study. Four
such courses or their equivalent constitute a full minimum program for one
semester, and eight such courses, or their equivalent, constitute the mini-
mum formal year's work accepted for a master's degree. Only first-rate
students are permitted to secure a degree with this minimum program.
Students in zoology who take work in a marine or fresh-water biological
laboratory or station are permitted to offer not less than six weeks nor more
than nine weeks of such work in partial fulfillment of the requirement for
the master's degree.^ This privilege is granted only when the work is done
with the permission of the faculty (secured in advance), in an approved
laboratory, and under instructors accepted by the faculty. Credit for such
work may be secured by examination after the student has submitted an
official certificate of attendance at the laboratory or station, together with
a full written report of the work done there. No candidate for the master's
degree may avail himself of this provision who is not registered in the
Graduate School for one full academic year, during which he shall do the
rest of the work necessary for his degree.
Similar arrangements are made, under similar conditions, for students
of geology in connection with Geological Surveys.
A candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in one subject,
or he may select a major and one minor, or a major and two minors. A
major or a minor denotes the field of knowledge of a department, or such
part thereof as constitutes a separate and independent division of that field.
The ability to use one or more of the modern languages ordinarily
studied in the undergraduate curriculum is expected of all candidates for
the master's degree, and in some lines of study is required.
Each candidate for a master's degree is required to present a thesis on
some subject approved by the professor in charge of his major work and
the Executive Faculty of the Graduate School. Such approval, except in
case of students working for master's degrees in summer sessions only, must
be secured and the subject of the thesis filed at the office of the Graduate
School not later than the beginning of the second half year of residence.
Students working for master's degrees exclusively in summer sessions
must announce their thesis subjects not later than the beginning of their
third session in residence. The requirement of a thesis may be waived,
hov/ever, on the recommendation of the professor in charge of the student's
1 The experience at a marine laboratory, which, as indicated above, is optional with the candidate for the
master's degree, is required of all candidates for the doctorate in zoology.
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major work and the approval of the Dean, provided application to waive
the thesis is made at the time for announcing thesis subjects. A student
excused from writing a thesis must replace it with additional courses of
instruction.
The thesis in its final form, together with a certificate of approval by
the proper officer, must be left by the professor in charge at the Dean's
office at least two weeks before the date on which the degree is to be con-
ferred. No article prepared for another use, or previously published, will be
accepted as a thesis.
Second Degrees in Engineering
Two classes of second degrees are open to graduates of the College of Engi-
neering, namely, academic and professional.
The academic second degree in engineering is Master of Science, follow-
ing Bachelor of Science, in architecture, architectural engineering, civil
engineering, electrical engineering, etc. This degree is conferred in accord-
ance with the regulations described above for academic work in residence
only.
The professional second degrees in engineering are as follows
:
Master of Architecture, after B.S. in architecture.
Architectural Engineer, after B.S. in architectural engineering.
Ceramic Engineer, after B.S. in ceramic engineering.
Civil Engineer, after B.S, in civil engineering or B.S. in railway civil
engineering.
Electrical Engineer, after B.S. in electrical engineering or in railway
electrical engineering.
Mechanical Engineer, after B.S. in mechanical engineering or in rail-
way mechanical engineering.
Engineer of Mines, after B.S. in mining.
Engineer-Physicist, after B.S. in engineering physics.
Professional degrees in engineering may be conferred on two classes of
candidates: (1) those who have received an academic degree in engineering
from the University of Illinois; (2) those who have received an academic
degree in engineering from other institutions of equal standing and who
have been members of the teaching or research staff of the College of Engi-
neering or Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois for
at least three years prior to the conferring of the professional degree.
A candidate declares his candidacy by filing with the Dean of the Col-
lege of Engineering, as chairman of the committee in charge, a detailed
statement covering his professional engineering experience. This statement
must be made on a form supplied by the Dean of the College of Engineer-
ing, and must be filed not later than the first Monday in November pre-
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ceding the commencement at which the candidate expects to receive the
degree. No statement of experience will be considered by the committee
which does not show that the candidate has had a minimum of four years
of acceptable engineering experience after receiving the degree of Bachelor
of Science, and that for at least three years he has been in responsible charge
of engineering work. Responsible charge in engineering teaching may be
considered as responsible charge of work. In determining the acceptability
of the engineering experience of the candidate the committee will be guided
by the character of this professional work and the degree of responsibility
involved, and will take into consideration such evidences of professional
ability and growth as may be shown by his investigation of engineering
problems, his contributions to technical literature, and his membership
and activity in engineering societies.
If tlie professional experience of the candidate is accepted, he must sub-
mit for approval, prior to December 31, an outline of his proposed thesis.
The completed thesis, in the form prescribed in the "instructions for the
preparation of masters' and doctors' theses," must be deposited with the
Dean of the College of Engineering not later than May 1. The candidate
must present himself at commencement in order to receive the degree.
A candidate for a professional engineering degree must pay the inci-
dental fee of fifty dollars on being notified that his professional study and
experience are accepted as qualifying him to enter as a candidate for the
degree. No one will be enrolled as a candidate for the degree at the following
commencement who does not pay his fee at this time. When a candidate for
a professional engineering degree has once been accepted and paid his fee,
he is eligible to receive the degree at any time within five years, without
additional fee, on completion of the requirements; provided, however, that
unless he completes the requirements within two years his name will be
dropped from the list of candidates and in order to receive the degree within
the five-year period he must register once more.
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
A member of the Graduate School who desires to become a candidate for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is required to pursue a major subject
in the department in which his research lies. He is also required to choose
one minor subject, or he may choose two. If one minor only is chosen it
must be taken in a department of study other than that of the major, and
credit for it may be earned by work representing not less than four units,
or one-sixth of the total residence required for the doctorate. If two minors
are chosen, one must be a subject closely related to the major. With the
approval of the adviser it may be a division of the major field of study. If
the second minor is outside the department of major study, it may be
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satisfied by work representing not less than two units or one-fourth of a
year of residence.
Except by special permission of the Dean the preliminary examination
in major and minor subjects may not be taken until the minor work has
been done.
Method of Computing Residence.—Credit for a full year of gradu-
ate work means that the student has during that time devoted all his work-
ing time and energy to study of a graduate grade. After the first year of
residence, credit is not recorded in units, and there is no fixed correspond-
ence between credit and courses as in undergraduate work. Thus it is
possible for a second-year student to devote all his time to one course and
his research; and for a third-year student to devote all his time to his
research alone.
Period of Study.—The minimum period of study required for secur-
ing the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is three years, during which the
student is required to devote all his working time to his studies. All three
years must be spent in resident graduate study at some accredited educa-
tional institution and either the first two or the last one of the three must
be spent at the University of Illinois. The degree is conferred, however, not
for residence during a certain period, but for scholarly attainments and
power of investigation, as proved by a thesis and examinations.
Work Done in Other Universities.—Credit for graduate work done
in other universities is not "transferred." However, it may be accepted on
examination as equivalent to resident work at the University of Illinois,
provided the institution in which it was done is of high standing.
Examinations.—Towards the end of his second year of study, or by
special permission, at the beginning of his third year (not later than the
first Saturday in October), the candidate for the degree must submit to a
preliminary examination, in order to determine whether he will be accepted
as a candidate for the degree in the following year. This examination is in-
tended to test the student's knowledge of the fields of his major and minor
subjects of study only. It is partly oral, and may be wholly so.
The student will not be admitted to his preliminary examination until
the faculty is satisfied that he has finished substantially the equivalent of
two years graduate work. He must do a full year of graduate work between
his preliminary examination and the completion of his work for the doc-
torate.
The candidate will be required to demonstrate his ability to read French
and German and other languages needed in his work. This test of profi-
ciency in the use of French and German must be passed before the student
is admitted to the preliminary examination in major and minor subjects.
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At least two weeks before the time when the degree is conferred, the
candidate must submit to a final examination, given by a committee ap-
pointed by the Dean. This examination is primarily on the research work of
the student, as embodied in his thesis, but it is not confined to that. It
extends to the whole field of study of the candidate. It will not be confined
to the courses which the candidate has attended in the University of Illi-
nois only, if he has done part of the work elsewhere; nor even to the field
covered by the courses specifically taken in this or other universities; but
will be so conducted as to determine whether the candidate has a satisfac-
tory grasp of his major subject as a whole, and a general acquaintance with
the fields of knowledge represented by his course of study.
The final examination may not be divided. The examination must be
taken all at one time even though it requires several sessions.
If after having passed his preliminary examination, he fails in the third
year of his study to meet the expectations of the professors in charge of his
work, or in any way fails to maintain the standard of scholarship and power
of research expected of him, he may be refused admission to the final exam-
ination.
Other Examinations.—Before the candidate is admitted to the final
examination and the defense of his thesis, he may be required to take any
other examination, oral or written, that is thought proper by the various
departments in which he has studied.
The above examinations are in addition to those in the courses for which
the student is registered. These must be taken at the time for which they
are set in the examination schedule.
Thesis.—The power of independent research must be shown by the
production of a thesis on some topic connected with the major subject of
study. The candidate is expected to defend his thesis or dissertation before
the members of the faculty, or as many of them as may wish to question
him about it, in connection with his final examination.
The subject of the thesis should be chosen not later than the end of the
second year of residence and must be submitted for formal approval by the
faculty not later than six weeks from the beginning of his third year of resi-
dence.
A typewritten copy of the complete thesis, on thesis paper, ^ and in final
form, must be deposited in the office of the Dean for presentation to the
examining committee not later than two weeks prior to the final examina-
tion and not less than four weeks before the time when the degree is con-
ferred. At the same time, the candidate must deposit with the Dean a
manuscript of the essential part, or an abstract, or a digest of his thesis, in
condition for publication, at a cost not to exceed seventy-five dollars
« No other will be accepted by the Dean.
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($75). The manuscript must be sufficient to show the method followed, the
evidence used, and the conclusions reached in the investigation, and must
bear the approval of the department and the Executive Faculty of the
Graduate School.
The candidate must pay to the Comptroller before graduation the sum
of seventy-five dollars (S75) out of which the University will print at least
one hundred copies of this manuscript for circulation by the University,
unless the thesis entire or in abbreviated form is published by the author
or is accepted for publication by a standard journal or publisher within a
year from the date of graduation. In the latter event, and after one hun-
dred copies have been presented to the University by the writer, the cash
deposit shall be returned to him.
The typewritten and printed forms of the thesis must comply with the
regulations given in "instructions for the preparation of masters' and doc-
tors' theses," copies of which may be obtained at the Dean's office.
Doctor's Degree in Engineering
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering is offered in certain
lines of academic work of a high scholastic type in engineering science for
students who wish to prepare themselves as teachers, investigators, and
experts.
The general requirements for this degree, as to preliminar}'^ education,
linguistic attainments, etc., are the same as in other subjects.
The following lines of engineering science, or others approved by the
Graduate School, may be selected as majors: engineering mechanics;
steam engineering; hydraulic and sanitary engineering; electrical engineer-
ing; heating and ventilation engineering; railway engineering; masonry
construction and structural engineering; coal-mining engineering; ceramic
engineering.
The first minor may be any of the above or one of the following sciences
or an authorized combination of two of them: theoretical mechanics;
mathematics; thermodynamics; bacteriology; chemistry; geology; physics
(experimental or mathematical); zoolog^^ botany; economics.
The second minor should be in other than engineering subjects.
Scholarships and Fellowships
A number of scholarships and fellowships have been established by the
Trustees of the University. To first-year graduate students of ability and
promise there are open a number of scholarships with a stipend of $300
each and freedom from tuition, incidental, and laboratory fees.^ To second-
year and third-year graduate students, that is, those who have had one or
two years of graduate study, there are open fellowships with stipends of
' Up to a certain amount.
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$400 and $500, with freedom from the above-mentioned fees. The larger
stipend is given only to students who are expected to take their degrees
within the 3^ear. Each holder of a fellowship or scholarship must pay the
matriculation fee of ten dollars, unless he holds a first degree from the
University, and also the diploma fee of ten dollars on receiving his diploma.
Candidates for these scholarships and fellowships must be graduates of
the University of Illinois, or of colleges or universities having equivalent
requirements for bachelor's degrees.
Application must be made on blanks to be obtained from the Dean of
the Graduate School. These application forms should be sent to the Dean
of the Graduate School as early as possible in February of the academic
year preceding that for which the fellowship is desired. No application will
be considered if received later than March first, until after April fifteenth,
the date when appointees from the first list of applicants must accept or
refuse their appointments.
Nominations to fellowships are made on the grounds of worthiness of
character, scholastic attainments, and promise of success in the principal
line of study or research to which the candidate proposes to devote himself.
Scholarships and fellowships are not given to candidates who are over
thirty years of age at the time when the appointment is to be made.
For second-year fellowships, adequate preparation in French or Ger-
man, and for third-year fellowships, adequate preparation in both French
and German is required.
An appointment as honorary fellow, without stipend, may be made as
specified for paid fellowships in the case of any one who has shown distin-
guished merit in his work.
The Carr Fellowship in Chemistry.—The Honorable Robert F.
Carr, of the class of 1893, gave in 1919 the sum of ten thousand dollars, the
income of which is to be used as the stipendium of a fellowship in chemistry
or chemical engineering.
Scholarships and Fellowships in Public Utilities.—A gift from
persons interested in the problems relating to the economies of public util-
ities enables the University to offer the following scholarships and fellow-
ships for the year 193 1-32
:
Six scholarships of $400 each to first-year students.
Six fellowships of $600 each to second-year students.
Four fellowships of $800 each to third-year students.
Appointments to these scholarships and fellowships are made on the
approval of the Dean of the College of Commerce and in accordance with
the regulations which govern appointments to other scholarships and fel-
lowships. The holders are exempted from tuition and incidental fees.
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Research Graduate Assistants in the Engineering Experiment
Station.—The Engineering Experiment Station is devoted to research.
Its purposes are the study of problems of special importance to engineering
and to manufacturing, railway, mining, and industrial interests, and the
stimulation and elevation of engineering education.
Fourteen research graduate assistantships have been established, open
to graduates of approved technical schools and universities. The stipend
is $600 a year for each. Applicants to whom these graduate assistantships
are awarded agree to hold them for two years, devoting one-half their time
to the work of the Engineering Experiment Station. At the end of this
period, if all requirements have been met, the degree of Master of Science
will be conferred.
In addition, the Illinois Gas Association furnishes funds for the main-
tenance of two research graduate assistantships in gas engineering. The
American Society of Civil Engineers donates funds to pay the annual
stipend of two research graduate assistants in civil engineering. Applica-
tions for these graduate assistantships should be made to the Director of
the Engineering Experiment Station not later than March 1.
Du Pont Fellowships.—Du Pont de Nemours and Company gave the
University in 1918 the sum of $750 with which to establish a fellowship in
chemistry. They have repeated the gift in the succeeding years.
Research Assistantship in Dairy Husbandry.—The International
Association of Milk Dealers established a research assistantship in Dairy
Husbandry for a two-year study by the Agricultural Experiment Station
of factors affecting the marketability of fluid milk.
Research Assistantships in Bacteriology.—The Institute of Ameri-
can Meat Packers has donated funds for the establishment of three special
research assistantships in Bacteriology.
The Illinois Historical Survey
The Illinois Historical Survey is a department of the Graduate School
established in 1910 to conduct research in the history of the State of Illi-
nois. It possesses extensive collections of source materials for western his-
tory and is continually adding to them. It assists the Illinois State Histori-
cal Library in the publication of these and other materials in the Illinois
Historical Collections. It also offers to graduate students direction in the
preparation of theses or monographs based on its collections.
The following persons constitute the staff of the Survey for the year
1931-32: Professor Laurence M. Larson, Ph.D., Director; Professor Theo-
dore Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Assistant Director; Miss Lorna A. Sullivan,
Assistant.
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
1\ /TILITARY training is required under Federal and State legislation;
^^^ and under the Acts of Congress of June 3, 1916, and June 4, 1920,
there are at the University of Illinois six units of the Reserve Offtcers'
Training Corps.
All male students who are citizens of the United States and physically
fit, except (1) students over twenty-two years of age when entering the
University and (2) students entering the University with junior standing,
are enrolled during their first two years in the R.O.T.C.
Military training helps to develop those qualities of leadership which
make for success in life. The training is designed primarily as a part of the
program of National Defense, but in addition it has considerable educa-
tional value. It develops loyalty, patriotism, the habit of obedience to law,
respect for authority, coordination of mind and body, initiative and self
assurance, and the ability to lead men.
The courses cover four consecutive years of work. The basic course con-
sists of the first two years, and students in this course are required to de-
vote three periods a week of not less than one hour each to military train-
ing. For each semester of work one hour of credit toward graduation is
granted.
The final two years are called the advanced course. Students who have
completed the basic course may elect the advanced course and, if selected
by the President of the University and the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, they will be eligible to sign the contract with the Government
to pursue the course for two years for which they will receive the payment
of commutation of rations provided by law. Students of the advanced
course are required to devote five hours a week to military science and
training for the two years, and the completion of this work is for them a
prerequisite for graduation ; they are also required to attend one summer
camp of six weeks duration. From the beginning of the advanced course
until the conclusion, except for the time spent in camp, such students re-
ceive commutation of rations at a rate determined by the Secretary of
War; the rate at present is thirty cents a day. At camp, rations in kind are
furnished and payment of seventy cents a day is made each student. For
each semester of work in the advanced course, students receive 13^2 hours
credit toward graduation. Students who have been members of senior
units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps at other institutions and who
have completed the basic course requirement may take advanced work,
provided they present certificates signed by the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics under whom they served, indicating that they have
satisfactorily completed the required course in military science.
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A student who completes the elective course and is recommended by
the President of the University and the Professor of Mihtary Science and
Tactics is eHgible for appointment by the President of the United States as
a reserve officer of the United States Army for a period of five years. Stu-
dents who complete the basic course of the first two years are eligible for
appointment as sergeants in the enlisted reserve corps of the United States
Army; those who complete one year of advanced course work are eligible
for appointment to any grade in the enlisted reserve corps.
Military instruction is under the direction of officers of the United
States Army. The courses have special reference to the duties of officers.
The equipment for military instruction is furnished by the War Depart-
ment and includes: for Infantry, United States magazine rifles, automatic
pistols, machine guns, trench mortar, and 37 millimeter guns; for Artillery,
twelve French 75 mm. guns, also one each of the following: 155 mm. Howit-
zer (Schneider), 155 mm. gun (Filloux), 4.7 inch American gun, engineer
and signal equipment, tractors, reconnaissance car and trucks; ninety
horses, harness and saddle equipment; for Cavalry, sixty horses with full
field equipment, rifles, pistols, sabres, automatic rifles, and machine guns;
for Engineers, engineer instruments used for military sketching, surveying,
and making of maps, demolition equipment, map reproduction and photo-
graphic equipment, tools and supplies for field fortification, and bridge
material; for Signal Corps, radio telephone and telegraph instruments,
field telephones, heliographs, flags, wire-carts, storage batteries, etc.; for
Coast Artillery (anti-aircraft), two 75 mm. field guns, search light, etc.
Ammunition and supplies for demonstrations and practice are furnished.
Students in each arm of the service are given instruction in the functions
and equipment of the other arms.
The Cadet Brigade consists of an Infantry regiment, a Field Artillery
regiment, a Cavalry regiment, one regiment of Engineers, one Signal Corps
regiment, and a regiment of Antiaircraft. The training in each of these
courses is directed by an army officer of the appropriate arm of service.
Within the limits of available facilities a student is free to choose any
branch for which his aptitude and course of study fit him. Appointments
as cadet officers are made on the nomination of the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, confirmed by the President of the University.
Each year the President of the University recommends certain mem-
bers of the senior class to the Governor of the State for commissions as
brevet captains in the Illinois National Guard. Candidates must be mem-
bers of the senior class in full standing; must have completed the four-year
course in military studies; must have served at least two semesters as
commissioned officers in the brigade; and must be recommended by the
Professor of Military Science and Tactics as having good reputations as
scholars, officers, and gentlemen.
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS
^~T~^HE University bands are the Concert Band, the First Regimental
-*• Band, and the Second Regimental Band. Service in them takes the
place of the required military drill and tactics, and every full term of band
service is counted as one term of drill. After satisfying the required four
semesters military credit, those who are continued as members of the Con-
cert Band and certain selected members of the First Regimental Band are
paid for this additional service an amount equal to the term fees for the
year as required from students who are residents of Illinois. Membership
is determined on a competitive ba.sis. Besides giving numerous concerts
during the year, the bands furnish the music for military ceremonies,
convocations, Commencement, and other occasions as required by the
President of the University. The bands also cooperate with the Athletic
Association by furnishing music for the principal athletic events of the
year. The University owns a varied and complete band equipment, includ-
ing an especially fine library. Additional information may be secured by
addressing the Director of Bands, 12 Band Building.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL WELFARE
^T^HE University's program of Physical Welfare has three distinct
-*- phases: Physical Education, Health, and Athletics. These are admin-
istered as one department and coordinated with the work of the colleges
and schools.
Physical Education
The University requires all students to enroll in physical education for
two years, or four full semesters. The aims of this work are: I. To promote
a higher standard of physical fitness through big-muscle activities. 2. To
develop habits, knowledge, appreciation, and skills in desirable sports,
athletics, and gymnastic activities for leisure time use. 3. To develop
character.
Physical Education for Men.—On entering the University all
students are required to take a health and physical examination. Those
men who reveal pronounced physical deficiency are excused from the
regular courses in physical education and military training and required to
take individual gymnastics, a course in correctives. Students assigned to
this work continue to take it until they have been pronounced reasonably
sound. Thereupon they withdraw from this course and register in the regu-
lar physical education course. Thus a student may take from one to four
semesters of this special work. In view of the desirability of having the
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student regain normal physical condition as soon as possible, this course
requires attendance for five days in each week. The course gives one and
one-half hours credit per semester.
The remainder of the students are provided with a score of natural,
practical, physical activities from which they are allowed to elect one
course each semester. These courses meet twice each week and award one-
half hour credit.
Eight courses are open for the freshman group: individual gymnastics,
beginning swimming, intermediate swimming, individual athletics, tum-
bling stunts, soccer football, gymnastic dancing, and beginning skating
and playground ball. Those who are pronounced physically defective regis-
ter in individual gymnastics. Those who have passed the health examina-
tion register in any one of the other six courses for each semester.
Seven courses have been made available for the sophomore group:
individual gymnastics, advanced swimming, boxing, wrestling, fencing,
apparatus stunts, and games, contests, and relays. Those who are physi-
cally defective register in individual gymnastics. The remainder elect any
two of the other courses, one for each semester.
Five additional courses in physical education are available for elective
registration on the part of juniors and seniors. These are tennis, circus
stunts, advanced circus stunts, life saving and diving, and handball.
There is also a curriculum in physical education for men who are
desirous of specializing in this field. (See page 172.)
Physical Education for Women.—The physical condition of each
student is determined on her entrance to the University by a medical
examination and posture tests given by the Health Service and the De-
partment of Physical Education. Students who are found to have defects
are required to take a course in Individual Gymnastics where the effort
is made to correct or reduce the defects.
Freshmen and sophomores not possessing defects may choose for the
regular work in the fall and spring one of the following outdoor sports:
hockey, soccer, volleyball, track and field, baseball, or tennis. The indoor
work consists of regular classes in gymnastics, apparatus, clogging, folk
dancing, group games, rhythms, and swimming. All courses in physical
education for women meet three times per week and give one hour credit
per semester.
In addition to the required work, there are inter-class teams in hockey,
soccer, bowling, basketball, volleyball, apparatus, swimming, baseball,
and track and field athletics. In addition to the regular classes in swimming
there are "open hours" at which any women in the University may swim.
There is a suggested curriculum for women students desiring to special-
ize in physical education. (See page 173.)
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Health
Health Education.—The University requires all students to take a
course in Health Education or Hygiene. All students excepting those en-
rolled in the College of Engineering and the College of Agriculture are re-
quired to take this course for one day a week for both semesters of the
freshman year. This course offers one-half hour credit for each semester.
Students in the College of Engineering and the College of Agriculture take
the course two days a week for one semester and receive two hours credit.
Health Service.—The Health Service work includes medical inspec-
tion, medical advice, campus sanitation, and hospital service. All students
are required to take a medical examination on registering in the University.
Those who have subnormal conditions of any sort, bad heart, defective
kidneys, defective eyes, etc., are placed on a recall list and are kept under
supervision until the defects have been corrected or improved enough to
warrant discontinuance of supervision. The students may secure free medi-
cal advice at any time their health is impaired. This department super-
vises the sanitary conditions of the campus and all local places where the
students normally congregate: fraternities, sororities, eating places, etc.
Twelve physicians are employed full time in this service. A hospital fee
of $3 a semester, which is optional, provides all those who enroll with free
hospital service for a maximum of four weeks. This fee does not cover ex-
pense for special nurse or for physician's services. The student is attended
by a local physician of his own selection.
Athletics
Varsity Athletics.—The Varsity athletic program is conducted by
the Athletic Association under the supervision of the University and con-
sists of the organization and training of representative teams in the fol-
lowing sports: football, baseball, track and field, basketball, swimming,
water basketball, wrestling, tennis, golf, gymnastics, fencing, and soccer.
Intramural Athletics.—Intramural athletics are fostered and pro-
moted in all lines of athletic activity. Meets, tournaments, and leagues are
seasonally organized in twenty separate activities. Participation in these
activities is purely voluntary and does not receive University credit.
Nominal entrance fees cover the cost of all cups, shields, and trophies
awarded in these competitions.
THE SUMMER SESSION
THE Summer Session for 1931 opened June 22 and closed August 15,
making a term of eight weeks, or half a semester, except for students
taking only athletic coaching, for whom the term was six weeks from June
22; and a special course in agriculture, for graduate students only, which
opened June 29 and closed July 25. (For courses offered, see pages 255-
397.) The Summer Session of 1932 will open on June 20 and close August
13.
All courses, except the two just mentioned, extend through eight weeks.
Students who remain for only six weeks, may obtain from the Director a
certificate of attendance, but university credit will not be given for such
attendance, except in the case of Athletic Coaching.
Students may register for courses aggregating eight hours or less.
The Summer Session is an integral part of the University year. Nu-
merous courses are offered in Liberal Arts and Sciences, Commicrce, Agri-
culture, Engineering, Education, Law, Fine and Applied Arts, Music, Li-
brary Science, and Journalism. Unless otherwise specified, all courses may
be counted toward a bachelor's or a master's degree.
Students who have just graduated from an accredited high school may
matriculate in the Summ^er Session and obtain credit for a half-semester.
Pre-medical students are urged to do this and to register for chemistry or
zoology, mathematics, rhetoric, or other prescribed pre-medical subjects.
One purpose of the Summer Session is to meet the needs of teachers in
the public schools who wish to spend part of the vacation in serious study
or investigation. Numerous courses are designed for high school teachers,
superivising officers, teachers of special subjects, and coaches of athletic
teams; graduate courses are offered for college instructors, school super-
visors, and principals who are working for advanced degrees.
Admission in regular status to courses in the Summer Session for which
University credit is granted, is limited to students who could be regularly
admitted to the colleges of the University in which they would be regis-
tered in the winter session. See pages (63-81.)
Admission to courses which give University credit, as unclassified stii-
de?its, not candidates for a degree, may be granted to persons 21 years of age
or over, subject to the regulations of the University. (See page 71.)
A student who transfers from another college or university must present
a letter of honorable dismissal and a transcript of record from the institu-
tion previously attended.
Students will register on Monday, June 20, 1932.
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Fees.—All fees are due on registration. An incidental fee of twenty-
dollars (thirty dollars for students in the College of Law) is required of
residents of Illinois, and of thirty dollars (forty-five dollars for students in
the College of Law) for students not residing in the State. This entitles one
to admission to regular courses and special lectures. A laboratory fee is
charged in some courses for materials used. Any single course, counting not
more than two and one-half credit hours, may be taken by Illinois students
for a fee of ten dollars (fifteen dollars for students not residing in the State),
and the laboratory fee, if there be any.
Additional fees are required for practice courses in music.
Scholarships.—All high school teachers in Illinois, and all other
teachers in the State who can matriculate in the University, are entitled to
Summer Session scholarships of twelve dollars, reducing the incidental fee
from twenty dollars to eight dollars. Similar scholarships are granted li-
brarians and assistants employed by Illinois libraries and persons under
appointment to such positions. To matriculate in the University, one must
pass the entrance examinations, or present a certificate from an accredited
high school or other evidence of having completed the requisite amount of
preparatory work.
The scholarship privilege is extended also to persons graduated from the
teachers' colleges of the State during the academic year preceding the
session in which the scholarship is desired, and to persons (otherwise quali-
fied) who are under contract to teach in the State during the coming year.
Scholarship application blanks may be obtained from the Registrar.
Graduate Work.—Emphasis is placed on graduate courses leading to
the master's degree. The departments related to high school teaching and
to educational administration have been made the centers of this empha-
sis. The graduate ofiferings vary from year to year so that advanced stu-
dents each year may find acceptable work in their fields.
The normal requirement for the master's degree is full work of gradu-
ate grade, satisfactorily completed, through one year of residence, or a resi-
dence of thirty-six weeks at the University. Qualified graduate students
may fulfill this residence requirement in four summer sessions of eight
weeks each.
Courses in Library Science.—Two distinct groups of courses for the
training of librarians were offered in 193 L
(1) For college graduates, there were eight-weeks courses selected from
the curriculum of the Library School, counting toward the bachelor's or the
master's degree. By attending two summer sessions a student may com-
plete the work of the first semester.
(2) For high school graduates employed as librarians or assistants, and
for others who had completed one year of study in a college or normal
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school, elementary eight-weeks courses were offered which were not counted
toward a degree. Problems confronting Illinois libraries were given special
consideration.
Application blanks for admission to the Library School should be filled
out, and sent early in the spring to the Director of the School with addi-
tional statements, showing the applicant's qualifications for admission.
Special Courses in Agriculture.—The College of Agriculture offers
special four-weeks courses for farm advisers and other extension workers,
members of the staff of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and teachers
of vocational agriculture who can meet the entrance requirements of the
Graduate School.
Courses for Athletic Coaches.—Courses for athletic coaches are
given by the Department of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching,
to train men to direct and coach athletics. These courses assist both the
high school teacher or principal who desires to become proficient in coach-
ing one or more athletic teams and the man who intends to take up the
directing of athletics or coaching as a vocation. The courses occupy the
first six weeks. The larger part of the instruction is given on Illinois Field.
Students may devote either their whole time or part of their time to
these courses.
Athletics.—Both the men's and women's gymnasiums are open (when
not in use by regular classes) to students for general recreation and exer-
cise. A small locker fee is charged. The tennis courts, general athletic fields,
and golf courses of the University are open to students.
Courses in Dentistry.—During the month of June, extension courses
in ceramics, crown and bridge, denture, histology, operative dentistry, oral
surgery, and therapeutics are offered by the College of Dentistry at
Chicago. A summer course in clinical dentistry is offered to third and
fourth year students. (See page 248.)
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
THE College of Medicine of the University is in Chicago, located at
1853 W. Polk St., near the Cook County Hospital. For the faculty of
the College of Medicine, see pages 36-45; for admission, see page 73; for
societies auxiliary to its curricula, see page 98; lor fees, see page 102; for
scholarships, see pages 223 and 224; for description of courses, see pages
225-240.
Registration.—Students register in the office of the Recorder at the
opening of each term. Credit is allowed only for the subjects in which they
are registered. The number of students in the first-year class is restricted
to 175.
Living Expenses.—The expense of living in Chicago is less than in
most large cities. From fifty to seventy-five dollars a month may be re-
garded as adequate for the ordinary living expenses of a student exclusive
of books, clothing, railroad fare, and miscellaneous needs. The expense for
books is from $25 to $50 a year. The instructors at the beginning of each
course direct students in the purchase of textbooks.
Admission to Licensing Examinations in England.—The Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons added the University of Illinois to the
list of universities whose medical departments are recognized by that
Board. By this action graduates of this institution are exempt from all pre-
liminary examinations and are admitted to the final licensing examination
of the Examining Board.
Requirements for Graduation
A candidate for graduation from the College of Medicine must meet the
following requirements
:
1. He must show evidence of good moral character.
2. He must have paid all indebtedness to the University.
3. (For the B.S. degree.) He must have secured grades of not less
than 75 per cent in at least three-fourths of the work of the first two years.
4. (For the M.D. degree.) He must have spent four years^ in attendance
at least the last one of which must have been in residence at the University
of Illinois, he must have completed the prescribed curriculum and In addi-
tion a hospital course^ of not less than twelve months duration In a hospi-
tal affiliated with or approved by the University of Illinois, or a year of
research work acceptable to the University,
Note: Beginning with students entering the third year in October,
1931, grades of not less than 75 per cent In at least three-fourths of the
i See Medical Practice Act of the State of Illinois, Senate Bill No. 439, approved June 30, 1923.
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work of the two pre-medical years and the first two years in the College of
Medicine will be required as a condition of admission to the clinical (third
and fourth) years of the College of Medicine.
Graduation with Honors.—Students who comply with the require-
ments for graduation from the College of Medicine and who attain in all
work done in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree, the
average grades specified below, may be recommended by the University
Senate for honors: for an average grade of not less than 4.35, Graduation
with Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Graduation with
High Honors. The honors conferred are noted on the diploma and on the
commencement program.
Curricula and Degrees
The student is offered his choice of the following combinations:
1. A nine-year curriculum—four years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, followed
by five years in the College of Medicine in Chicago, leading to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine. This course of study is recommended to students who
are of the average age of graduation from the public high schools.
2. An eight-year curriculum—three years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, followed by five years in the College of Medicine
in Chicago. Students taking this course are permitted, at the end of their
first year in the College of Medicine, to transfer credits in the medical
sciences to complete the requirements for graduation of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. On
the completion of the remaining four years in the College of Medicine they
receive the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
3. A seven-year curriculum—two years in a recognized college of liberal
arts and sciences followed by five years in the College of Medicine. The
work of the first two years must include certain prescribed subjects. On
the completion of the first two years in the College of Medicine, students
may receive the degree of Bachelor of Science; and on the completion of the
five years in the College of Medicine, they receive the degree of Doctor of
Medicine.
General Plan of Instruction.—In the first two years the work is,
in the main, confined to the sciences fundamental to medicine, and the time
of the student is largely devoted to laboratory work. For the first year this
consists of work in anatomy, histology, embryology, neurology, chemistry,
and physiology. In the second year physiology is continued and the student
takes up bacteriology, pathology, laboratory diagnosis, pharmacology,
physical diagnosis, medicine, surgery, obstetrics, and hygiene.
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In the third and fourth years the time is devoted to the clinical branches,
particularly to practical instruction in dispensary and hospital clinics.
In the fourth year clinical clerkships are established to be operated at
one time for one-fourth of the class and for a period of two months. This
one-fourth of the class is further divided into four sections, one section
being assigned to Medicine, one to Surgery, one to Obstetrics, and one to
service in outside hospitals.
Students are prohibited from doing work that interferes in any way
with the fulfillment of the requirements of the curriculum. Unofficial clini-
cal work may not be substituted for the official requirements of the curricu-
lum.
Electives.—In the third year the student must elect two hours a week
in each semester.
In the fourth year five and one-half hours per week of elective work
must be taken from the elective subjects, and at least one hour of these
electives must be taken from the optional subjects in surgery.
The elective work of the third and fourth years may be in pre-clinical
or clinical subjects. A student may thus emphasize his training in some
particular subject or subjects. The elective work may be counted for gradu-
ate credit provided the student registers in a course recognized for graduate
credit by the graduate faculty and can satisfy the head of the department
concerned as to his ability to pursue the work proposed.
Rules and Regulations.—The rules governing such matters as ex-
aminations, promotions, failures, etc., are to be found in a booklet entitled,
"Regulations for the Guidance of Undergraduate Professional Students,"
which is given to all students when they enter the College.
Significance of Grades.—The percentage system of grading is used,
and 70% is the passing grade. Where it is necessary to translate percentage
to literal grades the following values are used: A, 92 to 100%; B, 85 to
91%; C, 75 to 84%; D, 70 to 74%.
Clinical Facilities
Dispensary.—The dispensary is divided into twelve departments:
medicine, surgery, obstetrics, pediatrics, orthopedics, otorhinolaryngology,
dermatology, ophthalmology, gynecology, neurology, genito-urinary sur-
gery, and radiology. At present the number of treatments is limited to
about 100,000 a year.
The student examines cases personally under the guidance of instruc-
tors, and makes laboratory examinations pertaining to his own cases. Such
examinations as the Wassermann reaction are made by instructors in the
laboratory, but the student has opportunity to follow these and to learn
the technic involved.
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Clinics.—In addition to those in the hospital and dispensary, more
than 600 clinics in various hospitals are open to students. The great ma-
jority of diseases seen in the temperate zone are demonstrated, and most
of the operations of surgery are performed in these clinics.
The Cook County Hospital is immediately adjacent to the College.
This is the largest charity hospital in America, and in it is conducted much
of the clinical instruction of the College. Medical appointments in this
hospital are made each year by the Civil Service Board. One hundred four
internes are selected each spring by competitive examination. Only gradu-
ates of medical colleges of Cook County are eligible for the examinations.
The internes serve eighteen months. The hospital tickets cost S5 each.
The}/ are for sale at the office of the Warden and admit the holders to all
clinics, autopsies, public operations, and lectures.
The County Morgue is located in the hospital grounds, and daily post-
mortems are held by the pathologists of the hospital.
The Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium at Crawford and Bryn Mawr
Avenues, one of the largest institutions of its kind in the country, has ac-
commodation for 1,280 patients. Small groups of students receive practical
instruction in residence there during their senior years.
The Municipal Contagious Hospital at 3026 South California Avenue
has a capacity of 376 beds and deals with 4,000 patients per year. Small
groups of senior students spend a short period in residence at this hospital
also.
Clinical instruction to students in small groups may be given in the
following hospitals: Augustana Hospital, Chicago Policlinic Hospital,
Grant Hospital, Illinois Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, Michael Reese
Hospital, Mt. Sinai Hospital, St. Anthony de Padua Hospital, St. Eliza-
beth's Hospital, St. Luke's Hospital, University Hospital, and West Side
Hospital.
New Hospital Facilities.—In association with the State Depart-
ment of Public Welfare, a group of hospitals and laboratories is in opera-
tion. These buildings together with the College occupy a campus approxi-
mately eight acres in extent, adjacent to the Cook County Hospital. The
units now in operation include the following:—Outpatient Dispensary,
General Hospital, Research Laboratory and Library, Pediatric Ward, and
the Orthopedic and Psychiatric Institutes.
The Research and Educational Hospital.—This has been designed for
teaching and investigation. Some 300 beds are occupied, and the total of
450 contemplated for the main building will be available soon.
The Outpatient Dispensary occupies the main floor of the Hospital
building, and has waiting rooms, suites for clinical work, an amphitheatre,
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drug dispensary, preparation rooms, and electrocardiographic and hydro-
therapeutic units are located in the basement.
The Research and Library Building.—The laboratory building for the
science group of the medical school joins the hospital by corridors leading
from the basement and the third floor.
The library, with reading room and stack rooms, occupies an entire
wing of this building, and part of the basement. It contains 40,000 bound
volumes and a number of reprints, including the standard textbooks, works
of reference, monographs, and journal files in the fields of medicine, dentis-
try, and pharmacy. The pharmacy collection occupies part of the main
floor of the School of Pharmacy. It contains 5,700 volumes and 2,950
pamphlets and ranks as one of the largest pharmaceutical libraries in the
country. In addition to these two collections many of the departments of
the three schools are supplied with working libraries.
The New Laboratories.—The new Medical and Dental Laboratory
Building, facing on Lincoln Street, was opened for classes on October 5,
193L It connects directly with the Research and Library Building on the
North and with the Hospital on the South end.
At a recent session of the Legislature an appropriation was made for the
erection of another unit to contain the Dental Dispensary and additional
laboratories.
Scholarships, Lectureships, and Prizes
Rea Scholarships.—Through the generosity of the late Professor R.
L. Rea, four scholarships each year, awarded by the Faculty, are provided
for worthy students. They were granted to the following students:
1930-31 1931-32
David Cohen J. J. Kazakevich
Theodore Hudson Emanuel A. J. Kominik
Samuel Alvin Loseff Benjamin Highman
Harold Oakes Carl Sugar
Memorial Lectureship.—In commemoration of members of the
alumni, faculty, and student body who lost their lives during the World
War, the alumni, faculty, and students have established a Memorial Lec-
tureship. At least one lecture is delivered annually on a subject of general
medical interest.
Adolph Gehrmann Lectureship.—By the will of Mrs. AlbertinaGehr-
mann, widow of Adolph Gehrmann, for many years Professor of Bacteriol-
ogy and Hygiene in the College of Medicine, the sum of $10,000 was given
for the establishment and support of a lectureship in the College of Medi-
cine, in memory of Dr. Gehrmann.
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The sixth of this series of lectures was delivered by Dr. Alice Hamilton,
of Harvard University, on May 12, 13, and 14, 1931, her general subject
being, "Recent Advances in Industrial Toxicology."
Charles S. Bacon Lectureship.—In 1927 Dr. Charles S. Bacon, on
reaching the retiring age, was made Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus. On
this occasion the members of the faculty and friends of Dr. Bacon con-
tributed the sum of $5,000 to found the Charles S. Bacon Lectureship in
Obstetrics. The income from this fund is used to defray the expenses of a
lecture given each year at the University of Illinois College of Medicine.
The third of this series of lectures, to have been delivered in May, 1931, was
postponed because of the illness of the speaker. Dr. Herbert M. Evans, of
the University of California. The lectures were delivered by Dr. Evans on
October 8 and 9, 1931, on the general subject, "The Function of the An-
terior Hypophysis."
Medical History Lectures.—A series of medico-historical lectures
is held on alternate Wednesdays during the school year. These lectures are
given by members of the faculty of the College of Medicine and of various
related departments of Urbana and by Chicago physicians and distin-
guished visitors interested in medical history.
Theodore B. Sachs Residency.—The Chicago Tuberculosis Institute
has granted the College $2,500 a year for a period of five years to establish
a Theodore B. Sachs Residency in the field of tuberculosis and allied
diseases. During the 1930-31 session this was occupied by Dr. Franz von
Groer, Director of the Pediatric Department of the University of Lemberg,
Poland.
The William Beaumont Memorial Fund.—Dr. Frank Smithies of
Chicago has endowed an annual prize of $100 in memory of William Beau-
mont. The prize is awarded to the student or faculty member of the College
of Medicine who submits the best original work on diseases of the alimen-
tary tract; it is administered by a committee appointed by the Dean of the
College of Medicine. The fifth award was made on June 13, 1931, to Alex-
ander John Nedzel, M.D.
James Burkett Deuss Memorial.—A prize of $100 is given on alter-
nate years for the best contribution in the field of allergy by any registered
student or member of the faculty of the College of Medicine.
Note on Numbers of Courses, Periods, etc.—On the following pages, Arabic
numerals preceding the captions indicate the number of the courses. Unless otherwise specifi-
cally stated, the Arabic numerals following the descriptions of courses indicate the num.ber of
one-hour periods per week. The Roman numerals I and II indicate the semesters in which
the course is offered.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN MEDICINE^
ANATOMY
Professor: Kampmeier.
Associate Professor: Reagan.
Assistant Professors: Cooper, Zimmermann, Jones.
Associates; Joranson, von Bonin, Zechel, Webb.
Instructors: Stein, Boelio, Fisch, Simer.
Assistants: Burrows, Pilka, Rubin, White, Madden, Weiner, Batko, Vacin, Neiman.
Technicians: Miller, Fork.
Required Courses—First Year
To insure greater correlation and unity in the presentation of the content of Human
Anatomy, the following major divisions, formerly separate and independent courses, are
merged into a single course. Hence, their subject matter extends in continuity throughout
both semesters:
1. Histology: 144 hours.
2. Embryology: 72 hours.
3. Regional and Systemic Anatomy: 288 hours.
4. Neurology: 72 hours.
Lectures and demonstrations: 6; laboratory: 12. I and 11.^ Professor Kampmeier,
Associate Professor Reagan, Assistant Professors Zimmermann, Cooper, Dr. von Bonin,
Dr. Zechel, instructors and assistants.
Required Course—Third Year
6. Topographical Anatomy.—Two two-hour periods. I. Dr. Zechel and assistants.
Elective Courses
51. Microscopical Technic.—One two-hour period. I and II. Dr. Boelio.
52. Medical Illustrating.—Two two-hour periods. I or II. Assistant Professor Jones.
53. Fetal Anatomy.—Two two-hour periods. I or II. Assistant Professor Zimmermann.
54. Medical Statistics.—One two-hour period. I. Dr. von Bonin.
55. Preparations for Anatomical Museum.—Two two-hour periods. I and II. Professor
Kampmeier and members of staff.
56. Physical Anthropology.—One two-hour period. II. Dr. von Bonin.
Courses Preparatory to Specialization
60. Dissection.—This course provides for complete or partial dissection of the human ca-
daver and is for physicians and surgeons only. The length of the course does not ex-
ceed four months. Special instruction is given only if four or more persons are taking
the course at the same time, and if they desire it. The fee for the period of four months
is $100, and may be shared by not more than two students.
Seminar.—Critical reviews of recent anatomical literature; preparation of bibliographies
and of scientific papers for publication and presentation and discussion of the results
of investigations.
Research.—Physicians who desire to do research and students who have had three years
of university training are invited to begin research work in tliis department. A reading
knowledge of French and German is essential.
> See note on page 224.
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Courses for Graduates
101. Morphology, Experimental Morphology, and Functional Anatomy.—One or
two units. Professor Kampmeier, Associate Professor Reagan.
102, Individual Research.—One or two units. Professor Kampmeier, Associate Professor
Reagan.
SOCIAL HYGIENE, CRIMINOLOGY, AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Professors: Schroeder, Yarros.
Associate Professor: Brown. ^
Assistant Professor: Barrick,
Associates: Deutsch, Selling, Rich, McKee.
Lecturer: Brothers (Emeritus).
Instructors: Geiger, Jenkins.
Required Course—Third Year
5. Criminology and Behavior Problems.— 1. II. Professors Schroeder, Yarros.
Required Course—Fourth Year
6. Medical Jurisprudence.—Lectures. 1. II.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
56. Mental Hygiene.—Infancy and Childhood. 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
Schroeder,
57. Mental Hygiene.—Adolescence. 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Schroeder.
58. Clinical Administration of Behavior Problems.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor
Barrick, Dr. Geiger.
Courses for Graduates
101. Research in Juvenile Behavior.—One to three units. Professor Schroeder.
103. Special Abilities and Disabilities.—One or two units. Assistant Professor Brown.
104. Psychological Tests.—One or two units. Assistant Professor Brown.
105. Psychology of Behavior Problems.—One or two units. Assistant Professor Brown.
DERMATOLOGY
Professor: Senear.
Assistant Professors: Wien, Weber.
Instructors: Cornbleet, Caro, Krasnow, Rattner, Perlstein, Scuderi.
Assistants: Bergen, Rosenthal, Mortimer, Pace, Schorr, Shellow.
Technician: Jennings.
Cooperating: Professor Bachem.
Required Course—Third Year
1. Practice.—Lectures: 1. II. Professor Senear, Assistant Professor Wien.
Required Courses—^Fourth Year
2. Clinic.— 1. I and II. Professor Senear.
9. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. Three one-hour periods. (Four weeks.) I or II. Pro-
fessors Senear, Bachem; Assistant Professors Wien, Weber; Dr. Cornbleet, Dr.
Rattner, Dr. Krasnow, Dr. Caro, Dr. Perlstein, Dr. Pace,
1 Beginning December 1, 1931.
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Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Syphilis.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Senear, Assistant Professor Wien.
51. Dermatology.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Senear, Assistant Professor
Wien.
Course for Graduates
101. Research in Dermatology.—One to three units. Professor Senear.
LARYNGOLOGY, RHINOLOGY, AND OTOLOGY
Professor: Pierce.
Associate Professors: Beck, Lederer.
Assistant Professors: Holinger, W. H. Theobald, J. J. Theobald.
Associates: Livingston, Bredlau.
Instructors: Halper, S. L. Shapiro, Spiesman, Kane, Fox, Coombs, VanAlyea, Harned.
Assistants: Coote, Guttman, Ostrom, Klawans.
Technician: Wessmann.
Required Courses—Third Year
3. The Ear, Nose, and Accessory Sinuses.— 1. 1. Professor Pierce, Associate Professor
Lederer.
11. The Mouth, Pharynx, and Larynx.— 1. II. Professor Pierce, Associate Professor
Lederer.
13. Clinic Dispensary.—Research Hospital. Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I or
II. Associate Professor Lederer and staff.
14. Clinical Otolaryngology.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.)
I or II. Associate Professor Lederer, Assistant Professors W. H. Theobald, J. J.
Theobald, Dr. Shapiro, Dr. VanAlyea.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Advanced Anatomy and Physiology of Ear, Nose, and Throat.— 1. (Eight weeks.)
II. Professor Pierce, Associate Professor Lederer.
51. (a) Studies in Development of the Otic Capsule.
(b) Development of the Pneumatic Spaces of the Nose and Ear.—1. (Eight
weeks.) H. Professor Pierce, Associate Professor Lederbr.
52. Advanced Clinical Otolaryngology.—2. (Eight weeks.) I. Associate Professor
Lederer.
53. Research and Experimental Work in Otolaryngology.—1. (Eight weeks.) IL
Professor Pierce, Associate Professor Lederer.
Physicians' Extension Courses in Otolaryngology
80. Clinical Course.—Primarily for graduate students in Otolaryngology. It presents
standardized methods in diagnosis and the problems of treatment based on the patho-
logical findings of cases in the ambulatory clinics of the Research and Educational
Hospital. Case history taking, methods of examination, special anatomy (optional),*
gross pathology and indications for treatment and operation are stressed. The work
is done for the most part independently under supervision and direction. Practical
demonstration courses are also available as review courses for men already established
in special practice. The course extends over a period of four months and for three
periods a year. The fee for each period of four months is $100. The Staff.
' The work in special anatomy is arranged for with the Department of Anatomy and it is given only
during the second semester of each year. An extra fee of $50 is charged for a period not to exceed four months.
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81. Functional Tests of the Ear.—10 hours. Minimum, 5 students. Fee, $25. Dr. S. L.
Shapiro.
82. Tuberculosis of the Larynx.—12 hours. Limited to two students. Fee, $50. Associate
Professor Lederer.
83. Intubation and Tracheotomy.—12 hours. Limited to two students. Fee, $50. Associate
Professor Lederer.
84. HisTOPATHOLOGY OF THE Ear, Nose, AND Throat.—20 hours. Limited to 4 students.
Fee, $50. Dr. Spiesman, Dr. Fox.
85. Bronchoscopy and Esophagoscopy.—12 hours. Limited to 2 students. Fee, $50. As-
sociate Professor Lederer.
86. Otoneurology.—10 hours. Limited to 5 students. Fee, $25. Dr. S. L. Shapiro.
87. Surgical Anatomy and Surgery of the Mastoid.—10 hours. Limited to 2 students.
Fee, $50. Associate Professor Lederer.
88. (a) Surgical Anatomy of the Nose and Sinuses.
(b) Clinical Aspects of Sinus Diseases.—10 hours. Minimum registration, 5 students.
Fee, $25. Assistant Professor W. H. Theobald, Dr. VanAlyea.
Seminar,—Presentation and discussion of clinical cases; critical reviews of results of in-
vestigations and recent literature. The StaflF.
Course for Graduates
101. Research in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology.—One to three units. Pro-
fessor Pierce, Associate Professor Lederer.
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Professors: Williamson, Tice (Emeritus), Keeton, Lewison, Strauss.
Associate Professors: Heintz (Emeritus), Chauvet, Moore, Meyer, Pilot, Goldberg.
Assistant Professors: Singer, Wilson, Sawyer, Cipriani, Foley, Freilich, Gunnar,
Perlstein, Propst, VanderKloot, Birch, Streicher.
Associates: Rabens, Deuss, Goldwasser, Kronenberg, Klemptner, Richter, Dalitsch,
Feldman.
Instructors: Rosenbloom, Fischer, Kartoon, Hood, Nelson, Bolotin, Ragins, Solo-
way, Bowman, Fisch, Becker, Amtman, Marshall, Hick, Aaronson.
Assistants: Golub, Dickson, Grosz, Gurvey, Crudim, Pearlman, Afremow, DeTrana,
McMillan, Nagel, Smith, Wolf, Yonan.
Required Courses—Second Year
2. Physical Diagnosis.—One two-hour period. II. Professor Lewison, Associate Professor
Chauvet, Assistant Professor Freilich.
3. Practice.—Diseases of metabolism. 1. 1. Professor Keeton.
4. Practice.—Lectures and conferences. 2. II. Assistant Professor Propst.
Required Courses—Third Year
5. Practice.—2. I and II. Assistant Professors Sawyer, Cipriani, VanderKloot, Dr.
Deuss.
6. Clinic.—Research Hospital, Selected topics. One two-hour period. I and II. Professor
WiLLUMSON.
7. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. 1. II. Professor Keeton.
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8. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or
II. Dr. Dalitsch.
9. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital, Tuberculosis Wards. One two-hour period. (Eight
weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Freilich.
10. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.)
I or II. Associate Professor Meyer.
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.)
1 or II. Associate Professor Pilot.
13. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or
II. Assistant Professor Birch.
15. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Dr.
Hick.
23. Physical Diagnosis Clinic.—Cook County Hospital, Tuberculosis Wards. 1. I. Pro-
fessor Lewison, Associate Professor Chauvet, Assistant Professor Freilich.
27. Clinic.—Dispensary. (In sections.) Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I and II.
Dispensary staff.
Elective Courses—Third Year
49. Diseases of the Liver.— 1. 1 or II. Dr. DeTrana.
50. Diseases OF the Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—Lectures and demonstrations. 1. I or
II. Associate Professor Meyer.
51. Clinico-Pathological Lectures and Demonstrations.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professor Singer.
53. Principles of Medicine.—Review Course. 2. II. Dr. Kronenberg.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
12. Seminar in the Classics of Medicine.—Professor Williamson and associates.
14. Practice.—Lectures. 1. I and II. Professor Lewison, Assistant Professor Gunnar.
16. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I and II. Professor
Williamson.
18. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I or II. Associate
Professor Moore.
21. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I or II. Assistant Professor
Singer.
22. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight
weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Foley.
24. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight
weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Streicher.
25. Ward Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I or II.
Professor Keeton.
26. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or
II. Assistant Professor Perlstein.
39. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I or II. Professor
Strauss.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
54. Diseases of the Gastro-Intestinal Tract.— 1. 1 or II. Associate Professor Meyer.
55. Clinico-Pathological Lectures and Demonstrations.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professor Singer.
56. Diseases of the Heart.— 1. 1 or II. Professor Strauss.
[57. Diseases of the Blood.—Demonstration course. 1. 1 or II. Not given in 1931-32. As-
sociate Professor Moore, Assistant Professor Birch.]
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[58. Practical Application of Blood Chemistry.—Demonstrations and practical work.
One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Not given in 1931-32.]
59. Clinical Parasitology.—One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Miss Hood.
60. Principles of Medicine.—Review Course. 2. I. Dr. Kronenberg, Dr. Afremow.
61. Cardio-vasculo-renal Diseases.— 1. I or II. Dr. Feldman.
62. Hypertension.—1. I or II. Dr. Bolotin.
63. Diseases of the Chest.—1. 1 or II. Dr. Rabens.
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Medicine.—One to three units. Professor Williamson.
ROENTGENOLOGY
Professor: Hartung,
Assistant: Freedman.
Cooperating: Professor Bachem.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
4. Roentgenology.—Practice and demonstration. 2. I. Professor Hartung.
5. Clinic Dispensary.—6 one-hour periods. (Two weeks.) I or II. Professors Hartung,
Bachem.
Physicians' Extension Course in Roentgenology
80. Clinical Course.—Designed for those desiring to take up roentgenology as a specialty.
Includes theoretical and practical teaching of the use of roentgen rays and radium for
diagnosis and treatment. Offers opportunity to observe the technic of all standard
roentgen examinations. Instruction given in interpreting findings on films and fluoro-
scopic screen and in the application of radiation to superficial and deep lesions. This
course extends over two semesters of four months each and no applicant is accepted
for registration for less than the full period. Number limited. Fee for each semester,
$100. The Staff.
HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Lecturer: Dr. Cigrand.
Elective Course—Fourth Year
51. History of Medicine.— 1. I. Dr. Cigrand.
NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY
Professors: Singer, Hassin, Davis.
Assistant Professors: Diamond, Olkon, Low.
Instructor: Solomon.
Assistants: Paskind, Lebensart.
Technician: Kahn.
Cooperating: Professor Schroeder.
Required Courses—Third Year
1. Neurology.—Didactic. 1. II. Assistant Professor Olkon.
6. Psychiatry.—Principles of prevention. 1. II. Professor Singer and associates.
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Reqmred Courses—Fourth Year
2. Neurology.—Lectures and demonstrations. 1. I and II. Professor Hassin.
3. Dispensary.—Eight two-hour periods. I or II. Assistant Professors Diamond, Olkon,
Low, Dr. Solomon, Dr. Paskind.
4. Psychiatry.—Lectures and case demonstrations. \\. I or II. Professors Singer, Davis.
5. Neurology.—Clinic. Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professors Diamond, Low, Dr. Solomon.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Neuropathology.—L (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professors Diamond, Low.
5L Clinical Psychiatry.—Psychopathic Hospital. 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professors
Singer, Davis.
PEDIATRICS
Professors: Hess, Irish, Blatt.
Assistant Professors: Bower, Borovsky, Calvin, Rosenblum, Poncher.
Associates: Goldberger, Greengard, Chamberlain, Robins, Saltiel, Bronstein.
Instructors: Furby, Cohen, Engerman, Levin, Pauker, Halpern, Gasul, Suldane,
Leichenger, Hoffman.
Assistants; Tigay, Woodward.
Cooperating: Professor Schroeder.
Required Courses—Third Year
1. Practice and Clinic.—Lectures; clinical conferences. \. I. Professor Hess.
4. Practice.—Recitations. 1. II. Professor Irish and assistants.
5. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. L (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Calvin.
6. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. L (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Rosen-
blum.
9. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. 2. (Four weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professors Bower,
Borovsky.
Elective Course—Third year
50. Physical Diagnosis in Childhood,— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Dr. Saltiel.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
10. Clinic.—Dispensary. Research Hospital. Three two-hour periods. (Four weeks.) I or
II. Dispensary staff.
12. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. 2. I or II. Professor Hess.
13. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. 2. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Irish.
14. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. 2. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Blatt.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Tuberculosis in Childhood.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Dr. Gasul.
52. Clinical Pediatrics.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Poncher.
53. Laboratory Diagnosis.—2. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Poncher.
56. Pediatrics.—Mental Hygiene. 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II. I^rofessor Schroeder.
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Pediatrics.—One to three units. Professor Hess.
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Professors: Falls, C. S. Bacon (Emeritus).
Associate Professor: Fischmann.
Assistant Professors: Lang, Hammond, Stone, Lackner, Lash, Schochet, Browne, New-
BERGER.
Associates: Hoffman, Wittelle, Skiles, Martin, Maryan.
Instructors: Rose, Litt, Busby, A. R. Bacon, Bloomfield, Skemp, Hill, Kaplan,
KoBAK, McLaughlin, Summerville.
Assistants: Jacobson, Swenson, Lesage, Edelstein, Hillebrand, Forkosh.
Technician: Rossiter.
A. OBSTETRICS
Required Course—Second Year
1. Physiology of Pregnancy and Labor.—2. II. Assistant Professors Hammond, Lash,
Browne, Dr. Martin, Dr. Skiles, Dr. Litt, Dr. Kobak.
Required Courses—Third Year
2. Pathology of Pregnancy and Labor and the Puerperium.—Lectures, quizzes, and
demonstrations. 2. I. Professor Falls, Assistant Professors Lackner, Browne, New-
berger, Dr. M.artin, Dr. Litt, Dr. Maryan.
3. Manikin.—One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Ham-
mond, Dr. Martin, Dr. Maryan.
7. Dispensary Out-Clinic.—Three two-hour periods. (Three weelcs.) I or II. Dr. Mar-
tin, Dr. C. A. Bacon, Dr. Maryan, Dr. Litt, Dr. Busby, Dr. Bloomfield, Dr.
Kobak, Dr. Summerville, Dr. J.\cobson, Dr. Swenson, Dr. Hill, Dr. Lesage, Dr.
Edelstein, Dr. Hillebrand, Dr. Forkosh.
Elective Courses—Third Year
50. Toxemias of Pregnancy.—L I or II. Assistant Professor Lackner.
5L Physiology of Pregnancy.—L I or II. Dr. Litt.
52. Puerperal Sepsis.—L I or II. Assistant Professor Newberger.
53. Sterility and Conception.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Stone.
54. Review Course.— 1. II. Dr. Hill.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
10. Clinic.—Research Hospital. 1. I and II. Professor Falls,
15. Obstetrical Laboratory.—One two-hour period. (Four weeks.) I or II. Assistant
Professor Lash, Dr. Maryan, Dr. Litt, Dr. Hill.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
55. Obstetrical Pathology.— 1. 1 or II. Assistant Professor Lash.
56. Heart Complications in Pregnancy.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Browne.
57. Manikin.— 1. 1 or II. Assistant Professor Newberger.
58. Review Course.— 1. 1. Dr. Jacobson.
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Course for Graduates
101. Research in Obstetrics and Gynecology.^—One to three units. Professor Falls.
B. GYNECOLOGY
Required Courses—Fourth Year
1. Lecture and Quiz.— 1. I. Professor Falls, Associate Professor Fischmann, Assistant
Professors Stone, Lackner, Lash, Browne, Dr. Hoffman.
4. Seminar.— 1. (Eight weeks.) I or II, Assistant Professor Lang, Dr. Hoffman, Dr. Mar-
YAN, Dr. KoBAK.
7. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I or II. Professor Falls.
15. Clinic Dispensary.—Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I or II. Associate Pro-
fessor Fischmann, Assistant Professors Lang, Hammond, Stone, Lash; Dr. Hoff-
man, Dr. C. A. Bacon, Dr. Busby, Dr. Kobak, Dr. Summerville, Dr. Jacobson,
Dr. Swenson, Dr. K-\plan, Dr. Hill.
16. Gynecological Laboratory.—One two-hour period. (Four weeks.) I or II. Assistant
Professor Lash, Dr. Maryan, Dr. Litt, Dr. Hill.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Pelvic Neoplasms.— 1. I or II. Associate Professor Fischmann.
51. Pelvic Inflammation.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Lash.
52. Uterine Hemorrhages.— 1. 1 or II. Assistant Professor Stone.
53. Menstrual Disorders.—1. I or II. Dr. Summerville.
54. Operative Gynecology.—2. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor Falls.
56. Preoperative and Postoperative Gynecological Treatment.— 1. I or II. Assist-
ant Professor Lang.
57. Gynecological Diagnostic Methods.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Lackner.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Professors: Findley, Gamble (Emeritus).
Associate Professor: Beard.
Assistant Professors: Folk, Smith.
Associates: Wolf, Kaufman.
Instructor: Apple.
Assistants: Kahn, Stoll.
Technician: Karpass.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
1. Clinic and Practice.—Dispensary, clinic, and laboratory course. Five two-hour periods.
(Four weeks.) I or II. Assistant Professor Folk, Dr. Wolf.
2. Didactic Ophthalmology.—Stereopticon demonstrations and quizzes. 1. I. Associate
Professor Beard, Assistant Professor Folk.
Physicians' Extension Courses in OphthaJmoIogy
80. Clinical Course.—Designed for those who wish to take up Ophthalmology as a spe-
cialty. Affords individual training in standardized methods. Twelve months. The fee
for each period of four months is $50. The Staff.
81. Pathology of the Eye.—(Four months.) Hours to be arranged. I or II. Associate Pro-
fessor Beard.
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PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors: Davis, Petersen, Arnold.
Associate Professor: Pilot.
Assistant Professors: Levinson, Shaughnessy, Saphir, Ladd.
Associates: Rappaport, Nedzel, Beach.
Instructors: Kremer, Milles, Learner, Stuart, McDaniels.
Assistants: Levine, Kleppe, Clark.
Technicians: Lepak, Moore, Paulsen, Sruogins, Gustafson, Stonecipher, Petersen.
Required Courses—Second Year
1. General Bacteriology and Protozoology.—Lectures, demonstrations: 3; laboratory
6. I. Professor Arnold, Dr. Nedzel, and assistants.
2. General Pathology and Pathological Histology.—Lectures, recitations, demon-
strations: 3; laboratory: 9. II. Professor Petersen, Associate Professor Pilot, Assis-
tant Professor Levinson, and assistants.
4. Clinical Pathology.—Lectures and demonstrations: 1; laboratory: 4. II. Assistant
Professors Levinson, Saphir, and assistants.
5. Preventive Medicine.—Lectures. 2. II. Professor Arnold and assistants.
Required Courses—Third Year
24. Autopsies.—One two-hour period. I or II. Professor Petersen, Associate Professor
Pilot, Assistant Professor Levinson.
25. Special Pathology.—One three-hour period. II, Professor Petersen, Associate Pro-
fessor Pilot, Assistant Professor Levinson.
Required Course—Fourth Year
29. Public Health.—Lectures and practical work. 2. II. Professor Arnold.
Elective Courses
5L Advanced Work and Research.—Time by special arrangement. Professors Davis,
Petersen, Arnold.
52. Industrial Hygiene.—Time by special arrangement. Professor Arnold, Dr. Beach.
55. Diagnosis of Tumors.—Time by special arrangement. Professor Petersen, Dr.
Milles.
Courses for Graduates
lOL Advanced Pathogenesis.—One or two units. Professors Davis, Petersen, Arnold.
105. Individu.al Research.—One or two units. Professors Davis, Petersen, Arnold.
PHARMACOLOGY, MATERD^ MEDICA, AND THERAPEUTICS
Professors: McGuigan, Fantus.
Associate Professor: Camp.
Associate: Ewing.
Assistants: Higgins, Terry.
Lecturer in Toxicology: Muehlberger.
Technician: Williams.
Required Courses—Second Year
(Prerequisites: Physiology 4, or equivalent; Physiol. Chem. 6, or equivalent.)
1. Pharmacology.—Lecture: 3; laboratory: 6. I. Professor McGuigan, Associate Pro-
fessor Camp, Mr. Ewing, Dr. Higgins.
4. Pharmacology.—Lecture or quiz: 2; laboratory: 2. I. Professor McGuigan, Associate
Professor Camp, Mr. Ewing, Dr. Higgins.
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Required Course—Third Year
5. Therapeutics and Pharmacy.—2. 1. Professor McGuigan.
Elective Courses
(Minimum registration: 5 students for each course.)
50. History of Pharmacology and Toxicology.—Professor McGuigan, Associate Pro-
fessor C.\MP,
51. Materia Medica.—Professor McGuigan, Associate Professor Camp.
52. Toxicology.—Professor McGuigan, Associate Professor Camp.
53. Systemic Pharmacology.—Professor McGuigan, Associate Professor Camp.
54. Fundamental Principles of Ther.\py.—Hours to be arranged. Professor Fantus.
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pharmacodynamics.—One or two units. Professor McGuigan, Associate
Professor Camp.
103. Research in Pharmacodynamics.—One or two units. Professor McGuigan, Asso-
ciate Professor Camp.
PHYSIOLOGY
Professors: Visscher, Bachem.
Assistant Professor: Reed.
Instructor: Smith.
Assistants: Burns, Dillman, Ingraham, Peters.
Technicians: Vessey, Thomas, Coder.
Required Course—First Year
4. Human Physiology.—Lectures, conferences, demonstrations, and laboratory: 7. II.
Professor Visscher and staff.
Required Course—Second Year
5. Human Physiology.—Continuation of Physiology 4, Lectures, conferences, demonstra-
tions, and laboratory: 8. I. Professor Visscher and staff.
Elective Courses
{Prerequisites: Courses open only to students with background acceptable to the professor
in charge.)
52. Physiology of the Heart.—I or II. Professor Visscher.
[53. Internal Secretion.—Not given in 1931-32.]
54. Physiology of the Alimentary Tract.—I or II. Assistant Professor Reed.
[55. Physiology of the Special Senses.—Not given in 1931-32.]
56. Physiological Effects of Radiation.—I or II. Professor Bachem.
Physiological Seminar.—Recent research in special fields is presented by the students and
is discussed and criticized by them and by the staff.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite scientific training for
the conduct of original investigations under the direction of the members of the staff.
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Physiology.—An introduction to original work in experimental physi-
ology. Laboratory course. One or two units. Professor Visscher.
102. Research in Physiology.—One to three units. Professor Visscher.
103. Research in Bio-Physics.—One to three units. Professor Bachem.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Professor: Welker.
Associate Professor: Bergeim.
Assistant Professor; Cole.
Instructors: McFate, Johnson.
Assistants: Briggs, Harvey.
Technicians: Burns, Noelck.
Required Course—First Year
6. Physiological Chemistry and Toxicology.—Lectures, demonstrations, conferences:
3; laboratory: 8. I. Professor Welker, Associate Professor Bergeim, Assistant Pro-
fessor Cole, Dr. Johnson, Miss Briggs, Mr. Harvey.
Elective Courses
(Prerequisite: Course 6)
60. Special Topics in Biochemistry.—Blood analysis. Vitamine studies. Methods and
clinical significance. Associate Professor Bergeim.
61. Physical Chemistry.—The elements of physical chemistry and their application to
biology and medicine. Assistant Professor Cole.
62. Preparation of Pure Proteins.—Professor Welker.
Biochemical SEMiNAR.^The members of the teaching staff and graduate students in physi-
ological chemistry meet weekly to discuss the current literature.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite training for the conduct
of original investigations under the direction of the members of the staff.
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—Biochemical methods of research, biological col-
loids, enzyme action, and metabolism. One or two units. Professor Welker, Associate
Professor Bergeim,
103. Biochemical Research.—One or two units. Professor Welker, Associate Professor
Bergeim.
SURGERY
A. GENERAL SURGERY
Professors: Hedblom, Harsha (Emeritus), Davison (Emeritus), Humiston, Schultz,
Percy, Dyas, Phifer, deTarnowsky.
Associate Professor: Post.
Assistant Professors: Davenport, Zimmerman, Nadeau, McArthur, Jones, Jirka, Metz,
Bamberger, Herrold, Koucky, Seed, Kordenat, Malcolm, Mora, Oldberg,
Crile.
Associates: Stephens, Wallace, Joannides, Kronenberg, Zechel, Sarma, Puestow.
Instructors: Graham, Wernicke, Willis, VanHazel Meyer, Oden, Stein, DeLano,
Almquist, Ewert, Marshall.
Assistants: Braude, Parker, Alcorn, Boonstra, Brown, Drueck, Poppen, Rubin.
Anaesthetist: Littig.
Technicians: Kneeland, Rossiter.
Cooperating: Professor Moorehead.
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Required Course—Second Year
1. Fundamental Principles of Surgery.—2. II. Professor Hedblom and staff.
Required Courses—Third Year
2, Regional Surgery and Surgical Pathology.—Conferences, demonstrations, recita-
tion. 2. I and II. Professor Phifer, Associate Professor Post, Assistant Professors
Bamberger, Seed.
5. Surgical Diagnosis.—Research Hospital. 1. I or II. Professor Hedblom.
6. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant
Professor Malcolm.
7. Clinic.—Dispensary. Research Hospital. History taking, diagnosis, minor surgery, and
surgical dressings. Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I and II. Assistant Pro-
fessors Bamberger, Seed, Koucky, Kordenat, Dr. VanHazel, Dr. Almquist, Dr.
Meyer.
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
Dyas,
13. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
Percy.
Elective Courses—Third Year
50. Principles of Surgery.—A review course. 2. II. Assistant Professor Mora.
53. Surgery of Fractures.—2. I or II. Assistant Professor Malcolm.
[54. Preoperative and Postoperative Treatment.— 1. 1 or II. (Minimum number, 6 stu-
dents.) Not given in 1931-32. Assistant Professor Nadeau.]
55. Blood Transfusion, Surgical Dressings, and Bandaging.—Individual instruction
and demonstration. 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Kordenat.
75. Surgical Diagnosis.— 1. I or II. Dr. Joannides, Dr. Meyer.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
20. Clinic.—Research Hospital. 1. I and II. Professor Hedblom.
[22. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Not given in
1931-32.]
23. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Dr. Puestow.
24. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
Dyas.
25. Clinic.—Washington Boulevard Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professor Metz.
26. Surgical Pathology.—Laboratory. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professor Nadeau.
27. Oral Surgery.—One two-hour period. (Four weeks.) I or II. Professor Moorehead.
28. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
deTarnowsky.
32. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Professor
Percy.
[33. Clinic.—St. Luke's Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Not given
in 1931-32. Assistant Professors Jones, McArthur.]
34. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant
Professor Oldberg.
36. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. (Eight weeks.) I or II. Assistant
Professor Jirka.
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Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Regional Surgery.—A review course. 2. I. Assistant Professor Mora.
52. Operative Surgery of the Abdomen.—1. I or II. Dr. Graham, Dr. Braude.
54. Pre- and Post-operative Treatment.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Nadeau.
58. Surgery of the Central Nervous System.— 1. 1 or II. Assistant Professor Oldberg.
59. Surgery of the Neck.— 1. I or II. Assistant Professor Seed.
60. Surgery of the Thorax.— 1. I or II. Professor Hedblom, Dr. VanHazel.
63. Principles and Practice of Anaesthesia.— 1. 1 or II. Dr. Littig.
[64. Surgery of the Spleen and Anaemias.— 1. I or II. Not given in 1931-32. Professor
Percy.]
65. Surgical Diagnosis.— 1. I or II. Dr. Stephens.
66. Clinic-Surgical Diagnosis.—One two-hour period. I or II. Assistant Professor Crile.
68. Operative Surgery on Animals.—One two-hour period. I or II. Assistant Professor
KOUCKY.
70. Research on Assigned Problems for those Qualified.—Professor Hedblom and
staff.
[72. Oral Surgery.—1. I or II. Not given in 1931-32. Professor Schultz.]
73. Treatment of Fractures.—1. 1 or II. Professor deTarnowsky.
74. Neurological Surgery.— 1. I or II.
75. Regional Surgical Anatomy.— 1. I or II. Dr. Zechel.
76. Operative Surgery.— 1. I or II. Dr. Puestow.
Course for Graduates
101. Research in Surgery.—One to three units. Professor Hedblom.
B. genito-urinary surgery
Professor: McKenna.
Assistant Professor: O'Conor.
Associate: Hirsch.
Instructor: Platin.
Assistants: McNally, Gernon.
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. In sections. 1. I. Professor McKenna, Assistant
Professor O'Conor.
5. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I or II. Pro-
fessor McKenna, Dr. Hirsch, Dr. Platin.
Elective Course—Third Year
[50. Advanced Genito-Urinary Surgery.— 1. I. Not given in 1931-32. Professor Mc-
Kenna, Assistant Professor Herrold, Dr. Hirsch.]
Required Courses—Fourth Year
12. Clinic.—Washington Boulevard Hospital. One two-hour period. (Four weeks.) I or II.
Assistant Professor O'Conor.
13. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period. (Four weeks.) I or II. Professor
McKenna.
Elective Course—Fourth Year
51. Surgery of the Genito-Urinary Tract.— 1. I or II. Professor McKenna, Assistant
Professor O'Conor.
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ORTHOPEDICS
Professor: Thomas.
Assistant Professors: Hark, Murphy.
Instructors: Fischer, Marshall, Mullen, Ross, Lambert, Scuderi.
Assistant: O'Neal.
Technicians: Moulton, Christensen.
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. 1. II. Professor Thomas; Assistant Professors
Hark, Murphy; Dr. Marshall, Dr. Fischer, Dr. Scuderi.
5. Clinic.—One two-hour period. I or II. Professor Thomas, Assistant Professor Hark.
15. Clinic.—Dispensary. Three two-hour periods. (Three weeks.) I or II. Professor
Thomas; Assistant Professors Hark, Murphy; Dr. Marshall, Dr. Fischer, Dr.
Ross, Dr. Mullen, Dr. Scuderi.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
50. Special Topics in Surgery of Joints.—-1. 1 or II. Professor Thomas and staff.
51. Surgery of Bones and Joints.— 1. 1 or II. Professor Thomas and staff.
PROVISIONAL SUMMARY OF HOURS
FIRST year
Subjects
First Semester
Didactic Laboratory
Second Semester
Didactic Laboratory
Total
Anatomy, Gross
Histology
Embryology
Neurology
Chemistry (Physiological)
Physiology
48
24
12
12
48
96
48
24
24
128
48
24
12
12
64
96
48
24
24
48
288
144
72
72
176
112
144 320 160 240 864
SECOND YEAR
Bacteriology
Hygiene
Medicine
Physical Diagnosis
Obstetrics
Pathology
Clinical Pathology
Pharmacology. . . .
Physiology
Surgery
48
16
48
64
176
96
96
64
256
32
32
16
32
48
16
32
32
240
32
144
64
32
272
144
32
48
48
32
192
80
208
128
32
944
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY OF HOURS (Concluded)
THIRD YEAR
Subjects
First Semester
Didactic
Clinical
and
Laboratory
Second Semester
Didactic
Clinical
and
Laboratory
Anatomy, Topographic
Autopsies
Pathology, Special ....
Criminology 5
Dermatology
Medicine
Neurology
Obstetrics
Otolaryngology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry 6
Therapeutics
Surgery
Genito-urinary Surgery
Orthopedic Surgery ...
Electives
32
32
16
16
32
32
16
32
64
16
98
17
17
12
50
9
25
16
16
32
16
16
16
16
32
16
32
16
48
82
17
17
12
50
9
25
208 308 208 276
FOURTH YEAR
Dermatology
Gynecology
Hygiene
Jurisprudence
Medicine
Neurology
Obstetrics
Ophthalmology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Roentgenology
Surgery
Genito-urinary Surgery
Electives
16
20
16
16
32
88
188
6
21
32
104
24
20
20
44
12
84
375
16
20
16
32
88
172
6
21
104
40
20
20
44
12
84
359
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
THE College of Dentistry is located in the clinical center of Chicago, at
Harrison and Honore streets, opposite Cook County Hospital. Within
a few blocks are a majority of the metropolitan hospitals and professional
schools. For the faculty of the College of Dentistry, see pages 45-46; for
admission, see page 75 ; ior fees, see page 103 ; for courses, see pages 243-250.
Students who meet the requirements for admission to the University
and who have studied dentistry in any college accredited to the University
for not less than one year, may be admitted to advanced standing. Such
students are required to meet all the conditions of the curriculum of the
College.
Graduates of colleges of medicine accredited to the University may be
admitted to the College and given credit for one year in time and for all
satisfactorily completed courses which are required by the College.
Students holding credits other than those listed above should communi-
cate with the Dean for further information.
Requirements for Graduation.—The requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Dental Surgery are as follows:
L Completion of the work of the curriculum with a passing grade in the
subjects of the entire course, and of 75 per cent or more in all technical
subjects. (The curriculum covers four years of college work.)
2. Settlement of all obligations to the University.
Curricula and Degrees.—Six-Year Curriculum. Two years in a rec-
ognized college of liberal arts and sciences followed by four years in the
College of Dentistry in addition to 15 units acquired in an accredited high
school. The work of the first two years must include the following pre-
scribed subjects: chemistry, eight semester hours^ (including not less than
four hours of qualitative analysis); biology or physics, six semester hours;
English, six semester hours; electives, forty semester hours. On completion
of the fourth year in the College of Dentistry the degree of Doctor of Den-
tal Surgery is conferred.
If the two years of credit secured in a recognized college of liberal arts
and sciences is distributed as follows: chemistry, twelve semester hours;
physics, six semester hours; biology, eight semester hours; English, six
semester hours; German, French, Spanish, or Italian, six semester hours;
electives (not including chemistry, physics, or biology), six semester hours;
' By a semester hour of college credit is meant the work of a class meeting once a week for a semester
of 18 weeks. Sixty semester hours represent ordinarily two years of college work.
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free electives, sixteen semester hours, the degree of Bachelor of Science is
granted on completion of the first two years in the College of Dentistry,
and on completion of the fourth year in the College of Dentistry the degree
of Doctor of Dental Surgery is granted.
Beginning October, 1932, the distribution of entrance requirements
will be as follows: chemistry, twelve semester hours (including organic
chemistry, four semester hours)
;
physics (at least two hours of laboratory
work) eight semester hours; biology (at least four hours of laboratory
work^) eight semester hours; English, six semester hours; German or
French, six semester hours; electives outside of the chemical physical, and
biological sciences, six semester hours; free electives exclusive of military,
hygiene, and physical education, fourteen semester hours.
License to Practice in England.—The Council of the Royal College
of Surgeons, in London, has added the College of Dentistry of the Univer-
sity to the list of dental schools recognized by the College. The Royal Col-
lege will exempt graduates in dental surgery of the University from the pre-
liminary science examination for the License in Dental Surgery, and will
accept such parts of the curriculum for the License as are completed in the
College of Dentistry of the University toward the curriculum of studies
required for a license.
Honorary Research Assistants.—Students may, during the last
year of their course, be permitted to pursue advanced work in a depart-
ment, provided, first, that they have shown special aptitude; and, second,
that their previous work has been of a sufficiently high grade. If at the end
of the last year's work the student's application and attainment are re-
garded as of a sufficiently high character, he may be awarded an honorary
research assistantship.
Infirmary.—A large part of the senior course is devoted to practical
dentistry, and for this purpose an Infirmary is provided. The Infirmary
is supplied with modern accessories, and there are windows on three sides,
as well as sky-lights overhead, so that all work may be done by daylight.
Library.—The library of the Chicago departments, which is located
in the Medical Research Building contains m.ore than 40,000 volumes, in-
cluding a comprehensive collection of works on dental and allied subjects.
All standard dental journals are kept on file, and there is a representative
collection of works in literature, standard and modern, for the use of classes
in English in the College of Dentistry. The library, in charge of a librarian
and assistant. Is open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m., and room is provided for
students desirous of employing their study periods In the library.
' This requirement may be satisfied by a course of eight semester hours in either general biology or zo-
ology, or by courses of four semester hours each in zoology and botany, but not by botany alone.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN DENTISTRY^
ANATOMY, HISTOLOGY, EMBRYOLOGY
Professor: Kampmeier.
Associate Professor: Schour.
Associate: Joranson.
Instructor: Schwab.
10-11. Systemic Anatomy.—Lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and seminar, 1; labo-
ratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. I and II. Associate Professor Schour, Dr.
Joranson, and assistants.
6. General Histology.—Lectures or quiz, 2; laboratory, two two-hour periods. II. Associ-
ate Professor Schour, Miss Schwab.
7. Dental Histology and Embryology.—Lecture, recitation or seminar, 2; laboratory,
two two-hour periods. I. Associate Professor Schour, Miss Schwab.
Elective Courses
51. Advanced Embryology of the Teeth and Oral Cavity.—Open to graduate students
and students who present vertebrate zoology for entrance. Lectures or quiz, 1 ; labo-
ratory, two three-hour periods. I. Associate Professor Schour.
52. Advanced Histology of the Teeth and Oral Cavity.—Course limited to ten stu-
dents acceptable to the department. Lectures and laboratory, 2. II. Associate Pro-
fessor Schour.
54. Advanced Anatomy of the Head and Neck.—Open to fourth year students. Lecture
or quiz, 1; laboratory, one three-hour period. II. Assistant Professor Cooper and
assistants.
Courses for Graduates
101. Histogenesis and Experimental Morphology.—One or two units. Professor Kamp-
meier, Associate Professor Reagan.
103. Individual Research in Embryology and Histogenesis.—One or two units. Pro-
fessor Kampmeier, Associate Professor Reagan.
105. Advanced Anatomy.—One or two units. Professor K.\mpmeier, Associate Professor
Reagan.
107. Research in Dental Embryology and Histology.—Owe or two units. Associate
Professor Schour.
CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY
Professor: Welker.
Associate Professor: Bergeim.
Associate: Cole.
Lily Research Fellow: Johnson.
Instructor: Aaronson.
Assistants: Briggs, Harvey.
9. Organic Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2; laboratory, two
three-hour periods. I. Associate Professor Bergeim.
12. Physiological Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2; labora-
tory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. II. Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 or its equivalent.
Associate Professor Bergeim, Dr. Cole, Dr. Aaronson, Miss Briggs, Mr. Harvey.
' Roman numerals in descriptions of courses indicate semesters, and Arabic numerals indicate credit in
semester hours. By a semester hour of college credit is meant the work of a class meeting once a week for a
semester of 18 weeks. Sixty semester hours represent ordinarily two years of college work.
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16. Metallurgy.—Lecture or conferences, 1; laboratory, one two-hour period. II. Profes-
sor Welker, Dr. Cole, Dr. Aaronson, Mr. Harvey.
Elective Courses
53. Quantitative Analysis.—Lectures and conferences, 2; laboratory, two three-hour pe-
riods. Dr. Johnson.
55. Metallurgy.—An advanced course. Prerequisite: Metallurgy 15. Professor Welker.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with scientific training for research under
the direction of a member of the staff.
Course for Graduates
101. Metallurgical Research.—One or two units. Professor Welker.
CHILDREN'S CLINIC
Director: Noyes.
Associate and Superintendent : Gerlach.
Instructor: Nelson.
Assistant: Mesick.
Children's Clinic.—Students assigned in groups. I and II. Dr. Gerlach, Dr. Nelson,
Miss Mesick.
DENTAL JURISPRUDENCE
Lecturers: Brothers (Emeritus), Wham.
3. Dental Jurisprudence.—Lectures. 1. II. Mr. Wham.
DIAGNOSIS
Associate and Examiner in the Infirmary: Lane.
Instructor: D.alitsch.
1. Oral Diagnosis and Radiographic Interpretation.—Lecture and quiz, 1, bi-weekly.
I. Dr. Lane.
2. Diagnosis.—Clinics and conferences. Students assigned in groups. Two four-hour peri-
ods. II. Dr. Lane, Dr. D.alitsch.
Fourth Year
3-4. Diagnosis.—Clinics and conferences. Students assigned in groups. Five four-hour pe-
riods. I and II. Dr. Lane, Dr. Dalitsch.
ETHICS, SOCIOLOGY, AND MEDICAL HISTORY
Associate: Nell S. Talbot.
3. Seminar.— 1. I. Mrs. Talbot.
4. History of Medicine and Dentistry.— 1. II. Mrs. T.\lbot.
5. Ethics.— 1. I. Mrs. Talbot.
6. SocL\L Problems.— 1. II. Mrs. Talbot.
9-10. Seminar.— 1. I and II. Mrs. Talbot.
Correl.-vtive Courses.—Individual consultations and occasional class meetings; papers
prepared for other courses. Mrs. Talbot.
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DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
Professor: McGuigan (Head of the Department in the College of Medicine).
Professor: Blayney (Head of the Department).
Associate Professor: Camp.
Assistant Professor: Kesel.
Associates: Wach, Ewing.
Instructors: Ellingson, Hine, Kramp.
Assistant: HiGGiNS.
Technician: Anderson.
2. Technic.—Laboratory, one three-hour period; lecture, 1, bi-weekly. H. Prerequisite:
Operative Dentistry 11. Professor Blayney, Assistant Professor Kesel.
3. Materia Medica and Therapeutics.—Lectures. 2. I. Professor Blayney, Dr. W.\ch.
5. Pharmaco-dynamics.—Demonstrations and laboratory' exercises. One two-hour period.
II. Prerequisite: Materia Medica and Therapeutics 3. Professor McGuigan, Mr.
Ewing, and assistants.
6. Preventive Dentistry and Sanitation.—Lectures. 1. II. Prereqiiisite: Bacteriology 4.
Professor Blayney, Miss Ellingson.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II. Prerequi-
site: Operative Dentistry 11-12. Members of staff.
11-12. Therapeutics.—Seminar, lectures, and recitations. 2. I and II. Prerequisite: Phar-
maco-Dynamics 5, and Clinical Practice 9-10. Professor Blayney, Assistant Professor
Kesel.
13-14. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II. Pre-
requisite: Clinical Practice 9-10. Members of the staff.
Elective Course
52. Reactions of Periapical Tissues to Treatment.—Course limited to ten students
acceptable to the department. Lectures and laboratory. 2. II. Prerequisite: Clinical
Practice 13. Professor Blayney,
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Therapeutics.—One or two units. Professor Blayney.
103. Therapeutic Research.—One or two units. Professor Blayney.
MEDICINE
Professors: Williamson, Hess, Senear.
Assistant Professors: Wien, Poncher.
Associate: Dalitsch.
1. Clinical Pediatrics.—Lecture and clinic. One two-hour period. I. Professor Hess, As-
sistant Professor Poncher.
2-3. General Medicine.—Lecture and clinic. One one-hour period. I and II. Dr. Dalitsch.
4. Dermatology.—Lecture and clinic. One one-hour period. {Eight weeks.) II. Professor
Senear, Assistant Professor Wien.
5-6. Medicine.—Lecture and clinic. One one-hour period. I and IT. Dr. Dalitsch.
OPERATIVE DENTISTRY
Professors: Gallie, Nylander.
Associates: Krejci, Humble, Baxter.
Instructors: Shoskey, Buckman.
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3-4. Dental Anatomy.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, one three-hour period. I and II.
Dr. Humble and assistants.
11-12. Technic.—Lecture and quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-hour periods. I. Lecture, 1,
bi-weekly; laboratory, one three-hour period. II. Prerequisite: Dental Anatomy 3 and
4. Professor Nylander, Dr. Krejci, Dr. Humble.
15-16, Operative Dentistry.—Principles of practice; lecture, 1, bi-weekly. I and II. Pre-
requisite: Technic 11-12. Professor Gallie, Professor Nylander.
17-18. Clinical Practice.—Diagnosis. Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and
II. Prerequisite: Technic 11-12. Members of the staff.
21-22. Clinical Observations, Office Equipment and Management.—Lecture, 1, bi-
weekly. I and II. Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 17-18. Professor Gallie.
25-26. Clinical Practice.—Continuation of courses 17-18 with emphasis on the more
difficult cases. Practical examinations. I and II. Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 17-18.
Members of the staff.
ORAL AND PLASTIC SURGERY AND ORAL PATHOLOGY
Professors: Moorehead, Schultz.
Assistant Professor: Ladd.
Associates: Olech, Droba.
Instructor: Rieke.
Artist: Frain.
Technician: Westg.\te.
5. Oral Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, demonstrations, 1; laboratory, one three-hour
period. II. Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professor Ladd, Mrs. Westgate, and
assistants.
11-12. Oral Surgery.—Recitation and conference. 1. I and II. Professors Moorehead,
Schultz.
15-16. Oral Surgery.—Clinic. Two two-hour periods. I and II. Professors Moorehead,
Schultz; Dr. Olech, Dr. Droba, Miss Rieke.
19-20. Extracting Clinic.—Six three-hour periods with groups. I and II. Dr. Olech,
Dr. Droba, Miss Rieke.
Courses for Graduates
101. Pathology of Mouth.—One or two units. Professor Moorehead.
103. Oral Surgery.—One or two units. Professor Moorehead.
ORTHODONTIA
Professors: Noyes, Sippy, Brodie.
Instructors: Newell, Myer.
Assistant: FousT.
Technician: Kamnetz.
5. Orthodontia.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two two-hour periods. II. Professor
Sippy, Dr. Newell, and assistants.
9. Orthodontia.—Lecture. 1. I. Professors Noyes, Sippy.
11-12. Clinical Practice.—Case diagnosis and management; selection and adjustment of
appliances; routine cases. I and II. Members of the staff.
52. Elective Course.—Lecture, 1; laboratory, one two-hour period. II. Professor Noyes,
Dr. Myer.
Course for Graduates
101. Orthodontia.—One or two units. Professor Noyes.
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PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors: Davis, Petersen, Arnold.
Associate Professor: Pilot.
Assistant Professor: Levinson, Ladd.
Instructor: Milles.
4. General Bacteriology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 2; laboratory, two
two-hour periods. I. Professor Arnold and assistants.
7. General Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 3; laboratory, two
two-and-a-half-hour periods. I. Prerequisite: Bacteriology' 4. Professor Petersen, As-
sistant Professor Ladd, and assistants.
Elective Course
5L Advanced Laboratory and Research Work.—Open to a limited number of quali-
fied students. Professors Petersen, Arnold, Assistant Professor Ladd,
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pathogenesis.—One or two units. Professors Davis, Petersen, and
Arnold.
103. Individual Research Course.—One or two units. Professors Davis, Petersen, and
Arnold.
PHYSIOLOGY
Professors: Visscher, Bachem.
Assistant Professor: Reed.
3-4. Human Physiology.—Lectures and recitations, 3; laboratory and demonstrations,
one three-hour period. I and II. Prerequisite: Chemistry 12. Assistant Professor Reed
and assistants.
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—One or two units. Professor Welker and Associ-
ate Professor Bergeim.
103. Biochemical Research.—One or two units. Professor Welker and Associate Profes-
sor Bergeim.
105. Advanced Physiology.—One or two units. Associate Professor Oslund.
109. Research Work in Physiology.—One or two units. Associate Professor Oslund.
PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
Professors: Dittmar, Tylman, Kellogg, Kubacki.
Associates: Kolar, Downs, Jentzsch.
Instructors: Bazola, Kaplin, Bray.
Technician: Schlosser.
A. CROWN AND BRIDGE
2. Technic.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-hour periods. II. Professor Tvi.-
MAN, Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs, Dr. Bray.
4. Ceramics.—Laboratory, one three-hour period. II. Professor Tylman, Dr. Jentzsch,
Dr. Downs, Dr. Bray.
5. Technic — Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. \. Pre-
requisite: Technic 2 and Ceramics 4. Professor Tylman, Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs,
Dr. Bray.
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6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. Lecture, 1, bi-weekly.
II. Prerequisite: Technic 5. Professors Dittmar, Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs,
Dr. Bazola.
7-8. Diagnosis.—Lectures and demonstrations, 1, bi-weekly. I and II. Prerequisite: Clini-
cal Practice 6. Professors Dittmar, Tylman.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations. I and II. Prerequisite: Clini-
cal Practice 6. Professors Dittmar, Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs, Dr. Bazola.
Elective Course
52. Technic.—Advanced ceramics or removable bridges. Prerequisite: Technic 5. Professor
Tylman.
B. DENTURE
1-2. Technic.—Lecture, 1; laboratory, one two-hour period. I and II. Professors Kellogg,
KuBACKi; Dr. Kolar, Dr. Kaplin.
3-4. Technic.—Lecture, 1, I and II; laboratory, one two-hour period, I; two two-and-a-
half-hour periods, II. Prerequisite: Technic 1-2. Professors Kellogg, Kubacki; Dr.
Kolar, Dr. Kaplin.
5-6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and II. Lecture, 1,
bi-weekly. II. Prerequisite: Technic 3-4. Professors Dittmar, Kellogg, Kubacki;
Dr. Kolar, Dr. Kaplin.
7-8. Prosthetic Dentistry.—Lecture, 1, bi-weekly. I and II. Prerequisite: Clinical Prac-
tice 5-6. Professor Kubacki.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I and \1. Prerequi-
site: Clinical Practice 5-6. Professors Dittmar, Kellogg, Kubacki; Dr. Kolar, Dr.
Kaplin.
ROENTGENOLOGY
Instructor: Notestein.
Technician : Williams.
1. Roentgenology.—Four lectures. I. Mrs. Notestein.
3-4. Roentgenology.—Demonstrations and conferences. Students assigned in groups. One
two-hour period. I, II. Mrs. Notestein.
TECHNICAL DRAWING
Instructor: Kerrick.
1. Technical Drawing.—Two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I. Mr. Kerrick.
SUMMER TERM
Ten Weeks Beginning June 15
Open to third and fourth year students, a comprehensive course in clinical practice,
embracing operative dentistry, denture, crown and bridge and ceramics, therapeutics, and
oral surgery.
Students may receive credits applying on either third or fourth year infirmary require-
ments. Hours, nine to twelve and one to four.
EXTENSION COURSES
Courses in the following subjects, open to legally qualified practioners, are offered
beginning June 1, and continuing four weeks: ceramics, crown and bridge, denture, histol-
ogy', operative dentistry, oral surgery, therapeutics. In addition to the courses offered in
June, special arrangements may be made for courses at other times during the year.
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LECTURES AND LECTURE-CLINICS
Lectures and lecture-clinics in the following subjects are oflfered to dental societies
and study-clubs throughout the state: ceramics, chemistry, crown and bridge, denture, his-
tology, operative dentistry, oral surgery, orthodontia, pathology, therapeutics.
GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate students who are candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of
Science may register for graduate courses in dentistry, subject to the rules and requirements
of the Graduate School. (See page 20L)
Degrees are offered with oral surgery, orthodontia, or therapeutics as majors. The
year's work in orthodontia is planned to prepare men for investigation, teaching, and the
practice of orthodontia as a specialty.
SUMMARY OF CURRICULUM
FIRST YE.\R
Departments
Hours
Didactic
1st Sem. 2d Sem.
Laboratory and
Clinical
1st Sem. 2d Sem.
Total
Semester
Hours
Anatomy
Chemistry (organic)
Chemistry (physiological)
Dental Anatomy
Denture
Histology
History of Medicine and Dentis
try
Seminar
Technical Drawing
16
32
16
16
16
16
32
16
16
32
16
112
96
48
32
80
112
80
48
32
64
96 128 368 336
256
128
112
128
96
96
16
16
80
928
9
5
4
33^
4
1
1
\V2
323^
SECOND YEAR
Bacteriology
Crown and Bridge . .
Denture
Ethics
Histology (dental) . .
Metallurgy
Operative Dentistry
Physiology
Social Problems. . .
.
Therapeutics
32 64 96
16 144 160
16 16 80 32 144
16 16
32 64 96
16 32 48
16 8 96 48 168
48 48
16
48 48 192
16
8 48 56
160 128 352 352 992
4
4
4
1
4
2
4V^
9
1
35
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SUMMARY OF CURRICULUM (Concluded)
THIRD YEAR
Departments
Hours
Didactic
1st Sem. 2d Sem
Laboratory and
Clinical
Total
1st Sem. 2d Sem.
Semester
Hours
Children's Clinic
Crown and Bridge
Denture
Dermatology
Clinical Pediatrics
Ethics^
Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics
Medicine
Operative Dentistry
Oral Pathology
Orthodontia
Pathology
Pharmaco-dynamics
Preventive Dentistry
Radiographic Interpretation.. . .
Roentgenology
Therapeutics
16
16
32
16
16
48
16
8
16
16
16
112
100
32
100
80
100
36
75
75
75
48
64
32
75
36
211
183
8
32
16
32
32
199
64
80
128
32
16
8
20
175
'A
4H
2^
'A
1
1
2
2
lA
3
^A
1
1
A
A.
2
156 96 532 488 1272 ^^A.
FOURTH YE.\R
Children's Clinic. . .
Crown and Bridge . .
Denture
Elective
Jurisprudence
Medicine
Operative Dentistry
Oral Surgery
Orthodontia
Roentgenology
Seminar
Therapeutics
36 36
8 8 95 200 311
8 8 95 100 211
16 48 64
8 8
16 16 32
8 8 95 100 211
16 16 64 64 160
16 32 48
42 8 8 20
16 16 32
32 32 95 75 234
132 120 488 627 1367
A
4
3
2A
A
2
3
6
2
A
2
6
32
' Offered in the third year in 1931-32 only.
' Offered in the fourth year in 1931-32 only.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
THE School of Pharmacy was originally the Chicago College of Phar-
macy and was incorporated under that name September 5, 1859. In
October, 1859, the first course of lectures was instituted. The first class, of
two students, was graduated in 1861. The College was formally united with
the University May 1, 1896, becoming the School of Pharmacy of the Uni-
versity of Illinois.
The School of Pharmacy buildings are located at the corner of Wood
and Flournoy Streets, in the great medical center of Chicago and close to
the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry of the University. For the faculty
of the School of Pharmacy, see page 47; for admission, see page 76; for
fees, see page 103; for courses, see page 252.
Requirements for Graduation.—The candidate for the degree of
Pharmaceutical Chemist must be twenty-one years of age, and must have
attended three annual courses of instruction, the first and second of which
may have been in some other recognized school of pharmacy. He must
have attended regularly the laboratory and lecture courses and have satis-
factorily finished the work required. Students who have successfully met
the scholarship requirement, but are lacking in age, will receive a certificate
and will be awarded the diploma when this requirement is satisfied.
The four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy is instituted this year by the inclusion of the first year as a
pre-pharmacy year in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (page 114).
State Registration.—The pharmacy law of Illinois requires all candi-
dates for the certificate of registered pharmacist to pass an examination
given by the Department of Registration and Education. Credit is given
as a part of the "practical experience in compounding drugs" required for
the actual time of attendance at a recognized school of pharmacy, but not
to exceed twenty-four months for registered pharmacist or twelve months
for registered assistant-pharmacist. Graduation from a recognized school
of pharmacy is required by law of all candidates for the certificate of regis-
tered pharmacist. The diploma of this school also admits to the pharmacy
examinations in other states where the graduation requirement is in force.
Fees and Expenses.—Fees are payable in advance. Students unable
to meet this requirement must make satisfactory arrangements with the
Business Agent for the Chicago Departments at the beginning of the
course.
Board and lodging, within a convenient distance of the School, can be
had for from ten to fifteen dollars a week.
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Curriculum and Degree.— Three-Year Curricuhcm. The curriculum
in the School of Pharmacy extends over three years, and leads to the degree
of Pharmaceutical Chemist.
Equipment.—The capacity of the laboratories is 700 students, working
at one time.
The library contains over five thousand volumes, including, in addition
to works of reference, many rare books, and complete files of the leading
pharmaceutical journals.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN PHARMACY^
PHARMACY
Professor: Snow.
Assistant Professor: Terry.
Associate: Morrison.
Instructors: Martin, Emig, Shkolnik.
Assistants: Ocenasek, Reifler, Templeton, Brody, Waytz, Collins.
First Year
1. Theoretical Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. 3. I. Professor
Snow, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton, Mr. Brody.
2. Pharmaceutical Physics.—One lecture or recitation and one laboratory period of three
hours each week. 2. I. Professor Snow, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Temple-
ton, Mr. Brody.
3. Arithmetic of Pharmacy.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3. 1. Mr. Shkolnik,
Mr. Reifler, Mr. Templeton, Mr. Brody, Mr. Morrison.
4. Galenical Pharjiacy and Introduction to Inorganic Pharmacy.—Three lectures
and recitations each week. 3. II. Professor Snow, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Reifler, Mr.
Templeton, Mr. Brody.
5. Operative Pharmacy.—One lecture or recitation and one laboratory period of three
hours each week. 2. II. Professor Snow, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Reifler, Mr. Temple-
ton, Mr. Brody.
Second Year
6. Galenical Pharmacy and the Pharmacy of the Inorganic Compounds.—Three lec-
tures and recitations each week. 3. I. Professor Snow, Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison,
Mr. Ocenasek. .
7. Dispensing.—One lecture or recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each
week. 3. I. Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek.
8. Organic Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. 3. II. Professor Snow,
Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Ocenasek.
9. Organic Pharmaceutical Preparations.—One lecture or recitation and two three-
hour laboratory periods each week. 3. II. Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek.
1 The Arabic numeral following the course title and description indicates the number of semester
hours credit. The Roman numeral indicates in which semester the course is given.
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Third Year
10. Operative Pharmacy.—Three lectures or recitations and two three-hour laboratory
periods each week. 5. I. Professor Snow, Assistant Professor Terry, Mr. Emig, Mr.
Waytz.
11. Seminar.—One recitation each week. 1. I. Assistant Professor Terry, Mr. Emig, Mr.
Waytz.
12. Seminar.—One recitation each week. 1. II. Assistant Professor Terry, Mr. Emig, Mr.
Waytz.
13. Advanced Dispensing.—Three lectures or recitations and two three-hour laboratory
periods each week. 5. II. Professor Snow, Assistant Professor Terry, Mr. Emig, Mr.
Waytz.
14. Dispensary Practice.—Fifty clock hours during the year. I or II. Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Collins.
CHEMISTRY
Professor: Clark.
Assistant Professor: Davis.
Associates: Webster, Clarke.
Instructor: P.\telski.
Assistants: Rosenblum, Kirch, Soderdahl, Kasbeer, Gershon.
First Year
la. General Chemistry.—Three lectures or recitations and one four-hour laboratory pe-
riod each week. 5. 1. Assistant Professor Davis, Mr. Soderdahl, Mr. Kirch.
3. General Chemistry.—Four lectures or recitations each week. 4. II. Assistant Professor
Davis, Mr. Soderdahl, Mr. Kirch.
4. Qualitative Analysis.—One laboratory period of four hours each week. 1. II. Assist-
ant Professor Davis, Mr. Soderdahl, Mr. Kirch.
Second Year
5. QuANTiT.\TiVE ANALYSIS.—Two lectures, one three-hour and one four-hour laboratory
period each week. 4. I. Mr. Clarke, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Gershon.
6. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3.1. Pro-
fessor Clark, Mr. Webster, Mr. P.\telski, Miss Kasbeer, Mr. Gershon, Mr.
Soderdahl.
7. Quantitative Drug Analysis.—Two lectures or recitations, one three-hour and one
four-hour laboratory period each week. 4. II. Mr. Clarke, Miss Rosenblum, Mr.
Gershon.
8. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures and recitations each week. 3. II.
Professor Clark, Mr. Webster, Mr. P.vtelski, Miss Kasbeer, Mr. Gershon,
Mr. Soderdahl.
Third Year
9. General Organic Chemistry.—Two lectures or recitations each week. 2. I. Professor
Clark.
10. Organic Preparations.—One lecture and two four-hour laboratory periods each week.
3. I. Mr. Webster, Miss Kasbeer, Mr. Patelski.
11. Advanced Drug An.\lysis.—One lecture and two four-hour laboratory periods each
week. 3. II. Mr. Webster, Mr. Patelski, Miss Kasbeer.
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MATERIA MEDICA AND BOTANY
Professors: Day, Gathercoal.
Assistant Professor: Wirth.
Lecturer: Groot^.
Instructors: Carpenter, Dorjahn, Meyer.
Assistants: Stuchlik, Eyer, Adamson, Bruch.
First Year
1. General Botany.—Three lectures or recitations and one laboratory period of three
hours each week. 4. I. Professors Day, Gathercoal; Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Adamson.
2. Physiology and Hygiene.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3. II. Dr. Groot.
3. Plant Histology.—One lecture or recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods
each week. 3. II. Professor Gathercoal, Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Adamson.
Second Year
4. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3. 1. Professor Day, Assistant
Professor Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn.
5. Pharmacognosy.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each week. 3.
I. Assistant Professor Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn, Mr. Bruch.
6. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3. II. Professor Day, As-
sistant Professor Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn.
7. PHARiiACOGNOSY.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each week. 3.
II. Assistant Professor Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn, Mr. Bruch,
Third Year
8. Bacteriology.—Three lectures or recitations and three three-hour laboratory periods
each week. 6. I or II. Professor Gathercoal, Mr. Eyer, Miss Meyer.
9. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. 3. II. Professor Day, Mr.
Dorjahn, Miss Meyer.
10. Pharmacognosy.—Two three-hour laboratory periods each week. 2. I or II. Assist-
ant Professor Wirth, Miss Stuchlik.
' Second semester.
Ill
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES^
THE arrangement of subjects in the following description of courses is
alphabetical by names of departments, and the connections of allied de-
partments are indicated by cross references. The courses offered by each
departmentordivision are listed, in numerical order, in groups with headings
that indicate the students for whom they are designed.
Groups of general, elementary, and introductory courses are listed as "Courses for Un-
dergraduates." Intermediate and advanced groups are listed as "Courses for Advanced
Undergraduates and Graduates." Courses with numbers beginning at 100 are listed as
"Courses for Graduates" and are not open to undergraduates.
For undergraduate students, credit is reckoned in semester hours, or simply hours. An
Jwur represents one classroom period per week through one semester, or the equivalent in
laboratory, shop, or drawing room. The credit value is shown by the figure in parentheses
after the description of each course.
By general rule, all students with fewer than 30 hours credit are classed &s freshmen;
those with more than 30 but fewer than 60, as sophomores; those with more than 60 but
fewer than 94, as juniors; and those with 94 or more, as seniors.
For first-year graduate students (candidates for the Master's degree), credit is counted
in imits. A unit course is one which requires approximately ten hours of time per week
through one semester, irrespective of the distribution of that time in class work, laboratory
work, and private study. Four such courses constitute a full program of work for one
semester. The unit values of graduate courses (numbered 100 and upward) are indicated in
parentheses following the titles of such courses. Courses of the intermediate groups, for
graduates and advanced undergraduates, are generally evaluated for graduate credit as
follows: (a) 1 unit for a 4-hour or S-hour course, and 3^ unit for a 1-hour or 2-hour or 3-hour
course, to which senior standing is prerequisite; (b) 3^ unit for a 4-hour or 5 -hour course, and
J4 unit for a 1-hour or 2-hour or 3-hour course, to which junior standing is prerequisite.
For second-year and third-year graduate students (candidates for the Doctor's de-
gree), records of credit are kept as stated on pages 205-208.
There are special requirements for admission to certain courses, and these are indi-
cated by the work Prerequisite. For example, under Agronomy 33, Chemical Methods of
Soil Investigation, the statement, "Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; junior standing," means
that no student will be admitted to this course unless he has already completed Agronomy
28 and has at least sixty hours credit in the University.
The omission of a course for the current year is indicated by enclosing the entire
description of such a course in brackets.
Courses given in the Summer Session of 1931 are grouped after the courses given
during the winter by each department or division, and are indicated by the initial letter
"S" preceding the number. Unless otherwise specified, these courses are equivalent to courses
with the same numbers given during the first and second semesters and usually have the
same prerequisites.
NOTE:—If a course not required for graduation is selected by fewer than five stu-
dents, it may be withdrawn.
1 Courses described in this part are offered by the colleges, schools, and departments at Urbana. For
description of courses offered at Chicago, see pages 225, 243, and 252.
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ACCOUNTANCY—See BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION, A (page 271).
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXTENSION
Professor: Rankin.
Associate: Young.
Lecturer: Hieronymus.
Cooperating: Professor Mumford.
4. Lectures for Freshmen.—Required of first-year students who have never done uni-
versity work. Credit given to agricultural freshmen only. I; (J^). Assistant Dean
Rankin and others.
6. History, Organization, and Development of Extension Work.—Outlining exten-
sion projects, preparing county programs of work. II; (2). Prerequisite: 60 hours of
University work. Professor Mumford and others.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—See ECONOMICS (page 295).
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION—See EDUCATION, C (page 304).
AGRONOMY
Professors: Burlison, Bauer, Hackleman, DeTurk, Smith, Woodworth.
Associate Professors: Dungan, Pieper, Sears.
Assistant Professors: Wimer, Linsley, Crane.
Associates: Stauffer, Mumm, Bonnett.
Assistants: Buckardt, Hershberger, Van Doren, Allison.
Cooperating: Professor Mumford.
Courses for Undergraduates
8. Forage Crops.—Adaptation, culture, utilization, and preservation. Lectures; discus-
sions; readings. II; (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 25. Associate Professor Pieper.
14. Grain Grading and I\La.rketing.—(For students who plan to enter the grain or seed
business.) Sampling, inspection, and grading by Federal Grain Standards; methods
and problems of marketing. Lectures; laboratory. Inspection trip required; cost about
$15. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Agronomy 25.
18a-k. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit not given
for either semester separately. (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including
not less than 20 hours pertinent to thesis problem; approval of head of department,
(a-b). Soil Fertility. Professor DeTurk.
(c-d). Soil Physics. Professor Smith.
(e-f). Soil Biology. Associate Professor Sears.
(g-h). Plant Breeding. Professor Woodworth.
(j-k). Field Crops. Professor Burlison, Associate Professor Dungan.
25. Farm Crops.—Production and harvesting of common farm crops; means of improve-
ment; diseases, insects, weeds, and their control; seed purity and germination; market
grades of grain; grain judging. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 5. Associate Professor
Pieper, Mr. Buckardt.
28. Soils.—Origin, formation, and nature of soils; kinds of soils and their properties; in-
crease and maintenance of productive capacity; amendments, fertilizers, management
practices, and cropping systems. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. Field trip required; cost
not to exceed $1. I or II; (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Geology 44. Assistant Pro-
fessors Wimer, Crane, Mr. Stauffer.
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Agronomy
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(continued)
34. Crop Materials.—Collection, preservation, identification, and classification of crop
plant materials; seed analysis and germination. Crop inspection, certification, and
verification. Corn seedling vigor and disease study. Grain judging; and study of crop
damage by disease, insects, weeds, and various causes. Laboratory. I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Botany 5. Associate Professor Pieper, Mr. Buckardt.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Crop Production.—Ecological behavior of farm crops. Lectures; assigned
readings. I; (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 25; junior standing. Professor Burlison,
Associate Professor Dcngan.
10. Special Work in Soil Physics.—Soil character; soil groups of the world; soil geogra-
phy; physical properties of soils. Lectures; assigned readings. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Agronomy 28; junior standing. Professor Smith.
U. Soil Biology.—Micro-organisms of the soil in relation to fertility; nitrogen fixation,
assimilation, and preservation. Lectures. II; (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; Bacteri-
ology 5a; junior standing. Associate Professor Sears.
13. Soil M.-vn-VGE-MENT.—Cropping systems; fertilizers; systems of soil treatment and man-
agement; soil type response. Lectures; assigned readings. II; (3). Prerequisite: Agron-
omy 28; senior standing. Professor Bauer.
22. Plant Breeding.—Crop improvement. Lectures; readings; demonstrations. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Zoology 15; junior standing. Professor Woodworth, Mr. Bonnett.
29. Field Plot Technic.—Purpose, methods, principles of field experimentation; inter-
pretation of results. Lectures; discussions; problems. I; (3). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing. Professor Woodworth.
30. Met.\bolism of Soil Micro-organisms.—Chemistry and bacteriology of the nitrogen
cycle; nitrogen fixation, nitrification, nitrate assimilation, denitrification and syn-
thesis of nitrogen compounds by micro-organisms; relation of nitrogen to other cycles.
Lectures and assigned readings. I; (3). Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b (or 20);
Chemistry 32; junior standing. Associate Professor Sears.
33. Chemical Methods of Soil Investigation.—Application of chemical methods to the
solution of soil problems from the standpoints of soil formation and properties; avail-
ability of nutrients for crop growth; reactions of soils with fertilizers and other soil
amendments. (Given 1931-32 and alternate years thereafter.) Lecture; laboratory.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; junior standing. Professor DeTurk.
Courses for Graduates
101. Soil Investigations.—Fertility; methods of investigation; interpretation of results;
experimental error and its control. Lectures; outside readings. I; (/ unit). Professor
DeTurk.
104. Seminar in Agronomy.—I and II; (J^ unit). Heads of divisions.
111. Soil Biology.—Biochemical and bacteriological methods. Lectures; assigned readings.
I; (3^ io 1 unil).^ Professor DeTurk.
112. Advanced Plant Breeding.—Chromosome relationships in crop plants; plant ge-
netics; problems in selection and hybridization. Lectures; problems. I; (/ unit). Pro-
fessor Woodworth.
114. Crop Production.—Ecology; methods and results of investigations. II; (/ unit). Pro-
fessor Burlison, Associate Professor Duncan.
118. Research.—Special problems. I and II; {}/i to 4 units).^ Heads of divisions.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the
possible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 4
units, but }4, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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119. Experiment Station Problems.—See Animal Husbandry 103. Professor Mumford.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
SI 18. Investigation.—(3^ to 2 units). Heads of divisions.
ANATOMY—See ZOOLOGY (page 397).
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Professors: Rusk, Mumford, Graham, Edmonds, Card, Carroll, Mitchell.
Associate Professors: Bull, Roberts, Snapp, Ashby.
Assistant Professor: Kammlade.
Associates: Crawford, Hamilton, Sloan.
Instructor: Olson.
Assistants: Hunt, Garrigus, Slatter.
Cooperating: Professor Case, Associate Professor Wilcox.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Animal Husbandry.—Elementary lives-tock judging. Required of stu-
dents not having had livestock judging in high school. (No credit allowed to juniors
and seniors.) I and II; (2). Mr. Crawford, Mr. Garrigus.
3. Live-Stock Judging.
—
Judging horses, beef cattle, sheep, and swine. I; (5). Prerequisite:
Animal Husbandry 1 or equivalent. Associate Professor Snapp, Assistant Professor
Kammlade, Mr. Hunt.
6. Live-Stock Man.^gement.—Breeding, feeding, and management of horses, beef cattle,
sheep, and swine. II; (5). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. Professor Edmonds.
9a-v. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit is not given
for either semester separately. Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including
20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of department. (5).
(a-b). Beef Cattle. Professor Rusk, Associate Professor Snapp.
(c-d). Horses. Professor Edmonds.
(e-f). Sheep. Assistant Professor Kammlade.
(g-h). Swine. Professor Carroll.
(j-k). Poultry. Professor Card.
(1-m). Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell.
(n-p). Animal Genetics. Associate Professor Roberts.
(q-r). Animal Pathology. Professor Graham.
(s-t). Meats. Associate Professor BuxL.
(u-v). Marketing. Associate Professor Ashby.
12. Special Problems.—I or II; (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work; approval
of head of department. Members of the department.
21. Principles of Feeding.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Animal Husbandry 1.
Associate Professor Bull, Mr. Olson.
34. Anatomy and Physiology, and Non-Contagious and Parasitic Diseases of Farm
Animals.—Lectures; readings; quizzes. I; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
Professor Graham.
35. Animal Hygiene; Sanitation; Contagious Diseases of Farm Anim.a.ls.—Lectures;
readings; quizzes. II; (2). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 34; Bacteriology 5a. Pro-
fessor Graham.
36. Meat.—Physical and chemical composition, nutritive value, economy, selection, and
utilization of cuts. Lectures and demonstrations. I; (2). Associate Professor Bull.
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37. PotTLTRY Management.—Lectures; readings; quizzes; laboratory. II; (3 or 4). Students
may register for this course either with or without the laboratory. Prerequisite: Animal
Husbandry 21. Professor Card, Dr. Sloan.
38. Poultry Breeds and Judging.—From the students taking or having had this course
will be chosen the team to represent the University in the Annual Mid-West Inter-
Collegiate Student Poultry Judging Contest. The class will visit a nearby poultry
show; estimated cost of trip $10 to $15. This course is concluded at the beginning of
the Christmas recess. I; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37. Dr. Sloan.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Principles of Animal Nutrition.—Lectures; recitations. I; (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours
of university work including Animal Husbandry 21 and Chemistry 32. Mr. Hamilton.
10. Meat.—Farm butchering; cutting, curing, and care of meats. The relation of the live
animal to the dressed carcass. The class will visit a Chicago packing house; estimated
cost of trip, $15. II; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21 and 36. Associate Pro-
fessor Bull, Mr. Olson.
22. Advanced Stock Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen the team
to represent the University in the Annual Inter-Collegiate Student Judging Contest.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3. Heads of divisions.
24. Meat.—Special problems. I; (2 to 5).^ Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 10. Associate
Professor Bull, Mr. Olson.
25. Beef Production.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6. Professor Rusk,
Associate Professor Snapp.
26. Pork Production.—I ; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6. Professor Carroll.
27. Sheep Husbandry.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6. Assistant Pro-
fessor Kammlade.
28. History of Breeds of Live Stock.—Lectures; readings; problems. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Animal Husbandry 3. It is recommended that this course precede Animal Hus-
bandry 22. Heads of divisions.
29. Systems of Live-Stock Farming.—Physical and economic factors; economic organi-
zation. The class visits some of the live stock farms included in the cost accounting
investigations conducted by the departments of Animal Husbandry and Farm Or-
ganization and Management; estimated cost of trips, $10. II; (2). Prerequisite: Farm
Organization and Management 1; Animal Husbandry 6. Associate Professor Wilcox.
31. Advanced Course in Animal Nutrition.—Physiology; factors affecting metabolism.
Lectures; quizzes; readings. II; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 7. Professor
Mitchell.
32. Marketing Live Stock.—Inspection trip to a terminal market, probably Chicago,
required; estimated cost of trip, $18. II; (2). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work;
Animal Husbandry 3 and 6. The last prerequisite may be carried concurrently with
this course. Associate Professor Ash by.
a. Horse Production.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3 and 6. Professor
Edmonds, Mr. Crawford.
39. Poultry Production.—Breeding, incubation, brooding, and rearing. Lectures; labo-
ratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37. Professor Card.
40. Economics of Poultry Keeping.—I; (3). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work
including Animal Husbandry 37. Professor Card.
' In registering for a course with variable units a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to 5,
but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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41. Animal Genetics.—Domestication; physiology of reproduction; heredity; systems of
breeding; selection. Lectures; demonstrations. II; (3). Prerequisite: Zoology 15 or
equivalent. Associate Professor Roberts.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering graduate work in animal husbandry must have had a thorough training
in the fundamental principles of the subject, either in connection with or in addition to a
course of study in agriculture substantially equivalent to that offered in this University.
103. Experiment Station Problems.—Objects, methods, and sources of error in experi-
mental work. II; (J^ unit). Professor Mumford.
112a-f. Research.—I and II; (3^ to 2 units) .^ These courses may be taken during the sum-
mer by special permission,
(a). Economic Factors Involved in Meat Production. Professor Rusk.
(b). Systems of Live-Stock Farming. Professor Case.
(c). The Valuation of Pedigrees.
(d). Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell.
(e). Animal Genetics. Associate Professor Roberts.
(f). Poultry Husbandry. Professor Card.
117. Animal Genetics.—Physiology of reproduction; fertihty; heredity. I and II; (i unit).
Associate Professor Roberts.
118. Animal Nutrition Seminar.—I or II; (3^ unit). Professor Mitchell.
119. Laboratory Methods in Animal Nutrition.—I or II; (J^ to 1 unit)} Professor
Mitchell.
120. Laboratory Methods in the Diagnosis of Animal Diseases.—I or II; (3^ to 1
unit).^ Professor Graham.
121. Laboratory Methods in Animal Genetics.—I or II; (3^ /o 1 unit).^ Associate Pro-
fessor Roberts.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SI 12. Research.— (3^ to 3 units).^ Heads of divisions.
SI 19. Laboratory Methods in Animal Nutrition.— (3^ to 1 tinit).^ Professor Mitchell.
ARCHITECTURE
Professors: Provine, White, Newcomb, Palmer, Deam.
Associate Professors: Morgan, O'Donnell, Bailey.
Assistant Professors: Foster, Lescher, Fjelde, Love.
Instructors: Hogan, Keith, Scheick, Woodroofe, Sweet, Branch, Forgostein.
Assistants: Fiscus, Ganster, Harman, Toth, Behrensmeyer, Dobberman.
A. ARCHITECTURE
11. History of Architecture.—(Non-technical.) Architectural form from early times
down to the Renaissance. Illustrated lectures; readings; semester reports. I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Not open to students expecting a degree in the De-
partment of Architecture. Professor Newcomb.
12. History of Architecture.—(Non-technical.) Renaissance and modern architecture.
Illustrated lectures; readings; semester reports. II; (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 11.
Professor Newcomb.
' In registering for a course with variable units or credits, a student should put on his study-list, not the
possible units or credits, as shown here, but the number of units or credits for which he intends to take the
course, i.e., not J^ to 5, but }4, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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13, 14, 15, 16, 18. History of Architecture (for architects and architectural engineers).
—
The evolution of architectural forms from the Egyptian period to modern times. Illus-
trated lectures; readings; quizzes; reports. 13, 15—I; 14, 16, 18—II; (2). Prerequisite:
Architecture 31a and 32a or Sophomore standing for architects. Courses must be taken
in sequence. Professor Newcomb, Associate Professor O'Donnell.
21-22. Freehand Drawing.—The study of simple groups of block forms, still-life, and
simple casts in pencil and charcoal. Courses must be taken in sequence. I and II; (2).
Mr. HoGAN, Miss Woodroofe, Mr. Forgostein.
23-24. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal drawing from the cast. Water color work. I and
II; (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 22. The courses must be taken in sequence. Associ-
ate Professor Bailey, Mr. Hogan, Miss Woodroofe, Mr. Forgostein.
25. Freehand Drawing.—Arrangement of form and color; rhythm and sequence; har-
mony and constrast. I; (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 24. Mr. Hogan, Miss Wood-
roofe.
26. Freehand Dr.\wing.—Charcoal, pen, pencil, and water color drawing from the cast
and still-life. Out-of-door sketching. II; (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 25. Mr. Hogan,
Miss Woodroofe.
27. Freehand Drawing.—Figure drawing from the cast and from life. I; (2). Prerequisite:
Architecture 26. Associate Professor Bailey.
28. Freehand Drawing.—Life drawing. II; (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 27. Associate
Professor Bailey.
31a-32a. Design.—First year design. The elements of architecture; walls, doors, the Or-
ders; drawing and rendering architectural motifs. Courses must be taken in sequence.
I and II; (3). Assistant Professor Fjelde, Mr. Harman, Mr. Behrensmeyer.
33-34. Design.—(Elementary.) Rendered order and sketch problems. I and II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Architecture 32a. These courses must be taken in sequence. Assistant Pro-
fessor Fjelde, Mr. Ganster, Mr. Dobberman.
35-36. Design.—(Intermediate.) Rendered plan and sketch problems. I and II; (5). Pre-
requisite: Architecture 34; registration in Architecture 65, 66. These courses must be
taken in sequence. Assistant Professor Love, Mr. Scheick.
37. Design.—(Advanced.) Original design. I; (7). Prerequisite: Architecture 36. Professor
Deam, Mr. Keith.
38. Advanced Design.—II; (7). Preregwrnie.- Architecture 37. Professor Deam, Mr. Keith.
43. Technology of Materi.vls.—Growth, cutting, seasoning, working, and finishing of
woods; detailing on large scale; floors, walls, roofs, doors, windows, cornices, stairs,
wainscoting, cabinet-work, interior finish; working drawings. I; (3). Prerequisite:
General Engineering Drawing 8, Architecture 32a for students in the Department of
Architecture; consent of the instructor for others. Assistant Professor Lescher, Mr.
Toth.
44. Technology of Materi.a.ls.—Materials for stone masonry; kinds of masonry and ex-
ternal finish; tools for stone cutting; brick masonry'; terra cotta; columns, beams,
girders, and footings; joints and connections. Working drawings. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Architecture 43, for students in the Department of Architecture; consent of the in-
structor for others. Assistant Professor Lescher, Mr. Toth.
45. Graphic Statics.—Trussed roofs; steel and masonry arches, domes. Graphic represen-
tation of reactions, bending moments, shear and deflection in beams. (For architects.)
I; (3). Prerequisite : Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 18; Architecture 44. Associate
Professor Morgan, Mr. Branch.
46. Graphic Statics.—Wooden and steel roofs; determination of section of members; de-
sign of joints; mill and steel skeleton construction. II; (3). Prerequisite: Architecture
45. Associate Professor Morgan, Mr. Toth.
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55. Building Sanitation.—Plumbing; water closets; drains and systems of water supply;
sewage disposal. (For architects.) Recitations; lectures; designs for special problems.
II; (1). Prerequisite: Physics 8a-8b; Architecture 44. Assistant Professor Lescher.
60a. Reinforced Concrete (for architects).—II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in
Architecture. Associate Professor Morgan.
65-66. Theory of Architecture.-—Influence of function on form, plan, and elevation;
problem analysis. Lectures; research ; exercises. I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Registration
in Architecture 35 or 36. These courses must be taken in sequence. Assistant Professor
Love, Mr. Scheick.
67. Theory of Form.—Arrangement of form; architectural ornament and composition,
proportion, and balance. II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture. Associ-
ate Professor Bailey.
68. Specifications.—General and special clauses; contracts; practice in writing several
sets; relations of the architect, owner, and builder; office organization; building
ordinances; ethics. (For architects.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in architec-
ture. Professor Provine, Assistant Professor Lescher.
7L Architectural Elements.—(For those interested in general architectural forms and
presentation.) The use of drawing instruments, lettering, shades, and shadows. Simple
motifs. Pencil and charcoal drawing from objects and from simple casts. Outline and
proportion. I; (4). Prerequisite: Not open to students expecting a degree in Architec-
ture or Architectural Engineering. Mr. Behrensmeyer, Mr. Forgostein.
72. Architectural Elements.—The orders of architecture and their application to simple
design problems. Pencil and charcoal drawing from casts of architectural ornament.
II; (4). Prerequisite: Architecture 7L Not open to students expecting a degree from
the Department of Architecture. Mr. Behrensmeyer, Mr. Forgostein.
75. Frame Construction Details.—-(For landscape students.) Characteristics and uses
of various woods. Lectures and drafting room work involving details of construction
for garden fences, gates, pergolas, shelters. I; (3). Prerequisite: Consent of the in-
structor. Not open to students in the Department of Architecture. Assistant Professor
Foster.
76. Masonry Construction Details.—(For landscape students.) Materials used in
masonry construction, stone, brick, terra cotta, tile, and other materials as applied to
walks, walls, gateways, shelters, and similar objects. Lectures and drafting room work.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 75. Assistant Professor Foster.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Required for graduation. Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing.
B. ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
35-36. Architectural Design.—(Intermediate.) Rendered plan and sketch problems;
library research. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 32a. The courses must be
taken in sequence. Mr. Sweet.
45. Graphic Statics.—Application to forces; beams under fixed and moving loads. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1; registration in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 3 and 63. Associate Professor Morgan, Mr. Toth.
46. Advanced Graphic Statics.—Analysis of masonry arches, domes, and vaults; large
and unusual forms of roof trusses. II; (3). Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 45.
Associate Professor Morgan, Mr. Toth.
47. Architectural Engineering.—Design and working drawings of trusses, members and
joints, plate girders, chimneys; investigations of wind bracing. I; (5). Prerequisite:
Architectural Engineering 46 and registration in Architectural Engineering 57. Profes-
sor Palmer, Mr. Branch.
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48. Architectural Engineering.—Footings; framed structures; working drawings. II;
(5). Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 47 and registration in Architectural En-
gineering 58. Professor Palmer, Mr. Branch.
57. Fireproof Construction.—Reinforced concrete. I; (2). Prerequisite: Architectural
Engineering 46; registration in Architectural Engineering 47. Professor Palmer.
58. Fireproof Construction.—(Continuation of first semester's work.) II; (2). Prerequi-
site: Architectural Engineering 47, 57; registration in Architectural Engineering 48.
Professor P.\lmer.
67. Building Sanitation.—See Architecture 55 (For architectural engineers.) Recita-
tions; lectures; quizzes; designs for special problems. II
; (2). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing in Architectural Engineering. Assistant Professor Lescher.
68. Estimates and Specifications.—Estimating; contracts; specifications; general and
special clauses; relations of architect, owner, and builder. (For architectural engineers.)
II; (4). Prerequisite: Senior standing in architectural engineering. Professor Provine,
Assistant Professor Lescher.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Required for gradua-
tion.
Courses for Graduates in Architecture and Architectural Engineering
Entrance on graduate work in architecture presupposes the full undergraduate course
in that subject. Semi-weekly conferences are held and additional instruction given in all
courses as may be required.
101. Architectural Construction.—Design of special structures. I and II; (J^ to 1 unit)}
Professors Provine, Palmer, Associate Professor Morgan.
103. Advanced Architectural Graphics.—I and II; (i to 2 units)} Professors Provine,
Palmer, Associate Professor Morgan.
104. Architectural Design.—Advanced course. I and II; (/ to 4 units)} Professor Deam.
105. Architectural Practice.—Contracts, specifications, and ofiice methods. I and II;
(}4: io ]/2 unit)} Professor Provine.
106. Architectural History.—Special research. I and II; (3^ to 2 units)} Professor
Newcomb.
ART
Associate Professor: Lake (Head of the Department).
Professor: T.A.FT (non-resident).
Associate Professor: Bradbury.
Assistant Professors: Nearpass, Donovan, Nicholson.
Associate: Anderson.
la. Cast and Still Life Drawing.—Principles of construction from masks, heads, still
life, etc., perspective, lettering. I and II; (3). (Four hours credit in one section for Fine
Arts students.) Assistant Professors Nearpass, Donovan.
lb. Cast Drawing.—Progressive study from head and full length cast. II; (2). Prerequisite:
Art la. Assistant Professor Donovan.
2a, Design.—Study and arrangement of effects in abstract and pictorial composition. I;
(2). Prerequisite: Art la must precede or accompany this course. Associate Professor
Lake.
2b. Composition.—Principles of pictorial composition in line and tone. II; (2). Prerequisite:
Art 2a. Assistant Professor Nearpass.
' In registering for a course with variable units, as H to 2 units, a student must put on his study-list,
not the possible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, i.e.,
H. or 1, or IH, or 2.
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2c-2d. Composition.—Figure composition in charcoal. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 2b.
Assistant Professor Nearpass.
2e-2f. Composition and Illustration.—Composition with particular application to
magazine and book illustration. I and 11; (2). Prerequisite: Art 2d. Assistant Professor
Nearpass.
2g-2h. Composition (Mural).—Mural decoration in color. I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Art 2f. Assistant Professor Nearpass.
3a-3b. Anatomy and Sketch.—Skeleton and muscular structure of the human figure.
Rapid action sketching from costumed model. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Preceded by
or concurrent with Art la-lb. Assistant Professor Nearpass.
4a. Modeling.—Clay modeling of anatomical and decorative forms; plaster molds and
models; sculptural art. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art la. Associate Professor Lake.
4b. Modeling.—Continuation of Art 4a. II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 4a. Associate Professor
Lake.
4c-4d. Modeling.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 4b. Associate Professor Lake.
5a-5b. Life Dr.a.wing.—Construction of the figure in charcoal from living model. I and II;
(2). Prerequisite: Art lb and 3b. Associate Professor Bradbury.
5c-5d. Life Drawing.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 5b. Associate Professor Bradbury.
5e-5f. Life Painting.—Painting full length from living model. I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Art 5d. Associate Professor Bradbury.
6a-6b. Portrait.—Full scale head construction in black and white from costumed model.
I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art lb. Associate Professor Bradbury.
6c-6d. Portr.\it.—Painting in full scale from costumed model. I and II; (2). Prerequisite:
Art 6b. Associate Professor Bradbury.
6e-6f. Portrait.—Progressive study in portrait painting. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Art
6d. Associate Professor Bradbury.
7a-7b. Still Life.—Painting from arranged groups. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art la.
Assistant Professor Donovan.
8a-8b. Sketch.—Technique of sketch in various mediums, from posed model. I and II; (1).
Prerequisite: Art 5a. Associate Professor Bradbury.
8c-8d. Sketch.—I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Art 8b. Associate Professor Br-\dbury.
9a-9b. Commercial Art.—A study of the various methods of drawing and painting for
commercial purposes. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 2b and 5a. Assistant Professor
Donovan.
lOa-lOb. Landscape.—Landscape painting in oil. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 7a.
Assistant Professor Donovan.
lOc-lOd. Landscape.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Art 10b. Assistant Professor Donovan.
lla-llb. Water Color.—Still-life and outdoor sketching. landll; (2). Prerequisite: Art la.
Assistant Professor Nearpass.
llc-lld. Water Color.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art lib. Assistant Professor Near-
pass.
13a-13b. Design.—Composition in line, form, monochrome, and color for home economics
students. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 13a prerequisite for Art 13b. Miss Anderson.
14a-14b. Interior Design.—Design of home furnishings, floor plans, and rendering
interior elevations in color. land II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 2a and 11a. Miss Anderson.
15a-15b. Course for Teachers.—Study of public school Art for the first eight grades and
high school; organization; equipment, administrative duties of the supervisor. I and
II; (3). Prerequisite: Art 2a. Miss Anderson.
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16a. History of Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and painting
previous to the Italian Renaissance. I; (2). Prerequisite: One year of college work.
Associate Professor Lake.
16b. History of Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and painting
of the Italian Renaissance and to the present time. II; (2). Prerequisite: Art 16a.
Associate Professor Lake.
16c. History of Fine Arts.—A more condensed course in Italian Art. I; (2). Prerequisite:
Art 16b. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
16d. History of Fine Arts.—A more condensed course in modern Art. II; (2). Prerequisite:
Art 16c. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
16e. History of Italian Art.—A study of the important works of Italian painting and
sculpture from the 13th to the 17th centuries. I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Assistant Professor Nicholson.
16f. History of Modern Painting.—A study of the more important European painters
from Rembrandt to the 20th century. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant
Professor Nicholson.
16g. History of Ancient Art.—A study of the important monuments of Ancient Art
from the Early Egyptian to the Hellenistic and Roman Periods. I; (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
16h. History of Mediaeval Art.—A survey of painting, sculpture, and mosaic, from
Early Christian times to the 14th century. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. As-
sistant Professor Nicholson.
17. Aesthetics.—Restricted course held as a seminar in the study of aesthetic theories. T;
(2). Prerequisite : Senior standing. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
18. Technical Elective.—The development of an original project in some phase of Art.
II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in Art.
Summer Session Courses
51. Elementary Art.— Principles of construction and perspective in drawing, free hand
drawing in line and tone from still-life, cast, and nature. (2). Note: One hour's credit
for seniors. Assistant Professor Donovan.
52. Composition.—Arrangement of pictorial effects in monochrome. (2). Prerequisite: Art
1. Assistant Professor Donovan.
Sll. Water Color Painting.—Still-life; flowers and outdoor sketching. (2). Prerequisite:
Art 1. Assistant Professor Donovan.
S15. Art for Common Schools.—The planning of work in the common-school study;
design; blackboard drawing. Lectures on organization, equipment, and the adminis-
trative side of the supervisor's work. For supervisors of art, and public-school teachers.
(2). Associate Professor Lake.
S16a. History of the Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of sculpture, painting, and architec-
ture from earliest known history to the Italian Renaissance. (2). Text: "Art Through
the Ages" by Helen Gardner (Harcourt Brace and Company, New York). Associate
Professor Lake.
S16b. History of the Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of sculpture, and painting from the
Italian Renaissance to the present time. (2). Text: "Art Through the Ages" by Helen
Gardner (Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York). Associate Professor Lake.
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ASTRONOMY
Professor: Baker.*
Assistant Professor: Merrill.
Assistant: Ewalt.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Descriptive Astronomy.—The earth as an astronomical body; the solar system. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Merrill.
2. Descriptive Astronomy.—Continuation of course 1. The sun; stars and nebulae; the
galactic system; the physical universe. II; (3). Prerequisite: Astronomy 1. Assistant
Professor Merrill.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[9. Astrophysics.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 or 3; general
physics. Professor Baker.]
15. Geodetic Astronomy.—Laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. As-
sistant Professor Merrill.
16. Variable Stars.—Types and causes of variation; methods of observation; construction
of mean light-cur\'es. II; (3). Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 and 2. Assistant Professor
Merrill,
Courses for Graduates
101. Seminar.—I; (/ unit). Assistant Professor Merrill.
102, Seminar.—II; (i tinit). Assistant Professor Merrill,
[103. Celestial Mechanics.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-31. Professor Baker.]
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
51. Descriptive Astronomy.— (3) Professor Baker,
52. Descriptive Astronomy.—(3) Professor Baker,
ATHLETIC COACHING—See EDUCATION, D (page 305),
BACTERIOLOGY
Professor: Tanner.
Associate: Wallace.
Assistants: Clark, Rehm, Wheaton, Miller,
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours chosen from the courses offered by this department. Five hours may
be chosen from the following courses oflFered by other departments: Dairy bacteriology
(Dairy Husbandry).
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following: Chemistry, botany,
zoology, physiology.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours chosen from the courses offered by this department. Dairy Husban-
dry 10 (advanced dairy bacteriology) may be offered in partial satisfaction of this require-
ment. At least five hours must be offered from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: Chemistry' and
botany. At least eight hours must be offered in each subject if two are chosen.
* On leave of absence.
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For graduate students
The prerequisite for graduate work in the department of bacteriology is 10 semester
hours of bacteriology and 15 semester hours of some physical or biological science. Certain
courses in the departments of agronomy, botany, chemistry, and dairy husbandry are re-
quired of students who are candidates for the doctor's degree. The attention of students is
called to the courses in applied bacteriology offered by these departments, since they form
an integral part of the instruction in bacteriology offered at the University.
Courses for Undergraduates
5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science: Lectures.—Bacteria, yeasts,
and molds; structure, morphology, and systematic relationships; general sanitation,
communicable diseases, etc. Designed to accompany Bacteriology 5b, but may be
elected without it. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of the
instructor. Professor Tanner and assistants.
5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.—Morphology and physiology of bacteria
and related micro-organisms; preparation of media and apparatus; staining; cultiva-
tion. Designed to accompany Bacteriology 5a. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Bacteriology
5a or concurrent registration in it. Mr. Wheaton, Mr. Clark, Mr. Rehm.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7a-7b. Theses and Special Problems.—I and II; (3 to 5).* Prerequisite: Junior standing,
10 hours of bacteriology, or consent of instructor. Professor Tanner, Dr. W.\llace.
8. Food Bacteriology.—Decay of organic matter in nature; soil and sewage bacteria;
water bacteria; foods; food poisoning. Laboratory lectures; discussions; readings; re-
ports. II; (5). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b, or their equiva-
lents; consent of the instructor. Professor Tanner, Mr. Clark.
10. Epidemiology.—Spread and control of communicable diseases. Lectures; readings;
problems. I; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b (or 20) ; consent
of instructor. Dr. Wallace.
20. General Bacteriology.—Laboratory; lectures; readings; reports. I or II; (5). Pre-
requisite: Two years of college chemistry; senior standing; consent of the instructor.
Students with credit in Bacteriology 5a and 5b will not be allowed credit in Bacteriol-
ogy 20. Dr. Wallace, Mr. Wheaton.
26. Pathogenic Bacteriology.—Recommended that students who take this laboratory
course elect Bacteriology 10 at the same time. I; (5). Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and
5b (or 20); junior standing; consent of the instructor. Dr. Wallace.
Courses for Graduates
103. Physiology of Bacteria.—Fermentation; growth and death. Lectures; readings; re-
ports. I; (/ unit). Professor Tanner.
107. Research in Bacteriology.—Intended for those who are taking a major in bac-
teriology either for the master's or doctor's degree. I or II; (.'^ to 4 units)} Professor
Tanner.
118a-118b. Current Literature.—Required of all graduate students who major in bac-
teriology. I and II; (J^ unit). Prerequisite: Graduate standing; 10 hours of bacteriol-
ogy; consent of the instructor. Professor Tanner.
' In registering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible credits, as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 3 to
5, but 3, or 4, or 5.
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Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science.—Professor Tanner.
S5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.—Professor Tanner, Dr. Wallace.
S8. Food Bacteriology.—Professor Tanner, Mr. Clark.
S20. General Bacteriology.—Professor Tanner, Dr. Wallace.
S26. Pathogenic Bacteriology.—Dr. Wallace.
S7-S107. Research.—Professor Tanner.
BANDS—See MILITARY BANDS (page 358).
BANKING—See ECONOMICS (page 295).
BOTANY
Professors: Hottes, Trelease (Emeritus), Stevens, Buchholz, Palm (Visiting).
Associate Professor: \^estal.
Instructors: Hague, Moinat.
Assistants: Brown, Sperry, Cottrell, Bayly, Burk, Huesing, Holmes, Smith, John-
son, Schopf, Nissen, Richardson, Hartline, Henrichs, G.\lligar, Duffy, Tate.
Summer session of 1931 but not in current year: Miss Pleasants.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours of Botany exclusive of courses 1,5, and 11.
Minors: 20 hours chosen in consultation with the head of the department from not
more than three subjects in the following list: Agronomy, bacteriology, chemistry, ento-
mology, geology, horticulture, mathematics, physics, physiology, and zoology. At least 8
hours must be offered in one subject.
Credit for seniors who take Botany 1 or 5 will be reduced one hour.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours of Botany exclusive of courses 1 and 5, and inclusive of courses 2a or
2b, 3, and at least 5 hours in courses listed for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours, in one or two departments chosen in consultation with the head of
the department from the following list: Agronomy, bacteriology, chemistry, entomology,
geology, horticulture, mathematics, physics, physiology and zoology. At least 8 hours must
be offered in each department, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Botany.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. lor IT; (5). (Four hours cred-
it for seniors.) Professors Hottes, Stevens, Buchholz; Associate Professor Vestal
and others.
2a. Morphology.—Morphology of Thallophytes and Bryophytes. I; (3). Prerequisite:
Botany 1 or 5. Professor Buchholz, Dr. Hague.
2b. Morphology.—Morphology of Pteridophytes and Spermatophytes. II; (3). Prere-
quisite: Botany 1 or 5. Professor Buchholz, Dr. Hague.
3. Physiology.—The absorption of materials from the external world and their transfor-
mation within the organism; the production and use of food. I; (5). Prerequisite:
Botany 1 or 5. Professor Hottes and assistants.
5. Botany for Students in Agriclxture.—Lectures, discussions, laboratory. I or II;
(3). (Two hours credit for seniors.) Professors Hottes, Stevens, Buchholz; Asso-
ciate Professor Vestal and others.
6. Introductory Systematic Botany.—The structure, classification, and identification of
flowering plants. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5. Miss Burk.
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7. Pathology.—The causes, diagnosis, and treatment of plant diseases. I; (3). Prerequisite:
Botany 1 or 5. Professor Stevens and assistant.
8. Ecology.—Relation to environment and distribution of individual plants and of vegeta-
tion (communities). Field study Saturday morning, occasionally all day, first half of
semester. I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5. Associate Professor Vestal.
9. Plant Parasites.—-Life histories of thallophytic and cormophytic parasites. I or II ; (1).
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5. Visiting Professor Palm.
13. Physiology.—Response of plant to external stimuli. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 1 or
5. Dr. MoiNAT and assistant.
14. Botany for Teachers.— Intended primarily for students who expect to teach botany
in high schools and normal schools. II; (3). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany. Associate
Professor Vestal.
15. Diseases of Plants.—Groups such as fruits, vegetables, ornamentals, or cereals may
be selected. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 7. Professor Stevens.
16. Algae.—Given in 1931-32 and in alternate years. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 2a or
2b, and junior standing. Dr. Hague.
42. Fungi.—General morphology and taxonomy. II; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: Botany 2a and
junior standing. Professor Stevens.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Candidates for advanced degrees in botany must offer for admission at least 20 hours in
botany or 15 hours in botany and 5 hours in a related subject acceptable to the department.
Graduate students who desire to elect botany for minor credit must oft'er 15 hours in botany
or 10 hours in botany and 5 hours in a related subject acceptable to the department.
The department wishes to call the attention of graduate students to courses in agron-
omy and soils, bacteriology, chemistry, entomology, geography, geology, horticulture,
mathematics, physics, physiology, and zoology which are available to advanced students
and offer a broad foundation for the different phases of botanical work. The practical work
in plant sciences in the College of Agriculture and the Experiment Station offer unusual
facilities to the graduate student. Joint majors may be arranged in botany and agronomy.
20. Cytology.—The structure and life history of the plant cell, with special reference to
the bearing of cytology upon theories of heredity and evolution. Given in 1931-32 and
in alternate years. II; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 45,
and junior standing. Professor Buchholz.
33. Physiology.—Discussions and experiments on growth and the effect of the environ-
ment on growth. I
; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 3, and
junior standing. Professor Hottes and assistant.
34. Physiology.—Discussions and experiments on respiration and the effects of the en-
vironment and food on energy release. II; (3 or 5). Prerequisite : 15 hours of botany
inclusive of Botany 3, and junior standing. Professor Hottes and assistant.
[41. Bryophytes.—Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years. I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15
hours of botany and junior standing. Dr. Hague.]
[43. Pteridophytes.—Comparative morphology.—Given in 1932-33 and in alternate
years. I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany and junior standing. Professor
Buchholz.]
[44. Spermatophytes.—Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years. II; (3 or 5). Prerequisite:
15 hours of botany and junior standing. Professor Buchholz.]
45. Histology, An.\tomy and Technic.—I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany in-
clusive of 2a or 2b, and junior standing. Professor Buchholz.
46. Heredity and Evolution.—Given in 1931-32 and in alternate years. I; (3 or 5). Pre-
requisite: 15 hours of botany and junior standing. Professor Buchholz and assistant.
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[55. Plant Geography of North America.—Regional divisions of North America; cli-
mate, soil, topography, vegetational history. Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years.
I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 8, and junior stand-
ing. Associate Professor V^estal.]
56. Plaxt Geography of the World.—Regional divisions and vegetation of continents
other than North America, Given in 1931-32 and in alternate years. I; (3 or 5). Pre-
requisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 8, and junior standing. Associate
Professor Vestal.
[60. Systematic Botaxy.—Phylogenetic study of ferns and flowering plants. Relationship
of the principal orders and families, rules of taxonomy and the identification of spe-
cies. Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years. I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of
botany and junior standing.]
70. Taxonomy of Pathogenic Fungi.—Alyxomycetes, Bacteria, Phycomycetes, and As-
comycetes. I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 7 or 42,
and junior standing. Professor Stevens.
71. Ecology of Parasites.—Analysis of environmental factors on parasites and their
hosts. I; (2). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 7, and junior stand-
ing. Visiting Professor Palm.
77. Taxonomy of Pathogenic Fungi.—Basidiomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti. II; (3 or 5).
Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 7, and junior standing. Profes-
sor Stevens.
[79. Methods in Pathology.—Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 70 and 77, and junior standing. Professor
Stevens.]
[80. Ecology.—Analysis of the environmental complex; responses of plants to particular
factors. Given in 1932-33 and in alternate years. II; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: 15 hours of
botany inclusive of Botany 8, and junior standing. Associate Professor Vestal.]
88. Ecology.—Plant Communities. Given in 1931-32 and in alternate years. II; (3 or 5).
Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany inclusive of Botany 8, and Junior standing. Asso-
ciate Professor Vestal.
90a-90b. Thesis Course.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany and senior
standing.
91a-91b. Honors Course.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany and senior
standing.
Courses for Graduates
110. Botanical Discussions.—Required of all graduate students in Botany. I and II; (no
credit). Botany staflF.
112. Discussions in Plant Morphology.—I or II; (J4 unit). Professor Buchholz.
113, Discussions in Physiology.—I or II; (J4 unit). Professor Hottes.
117. Discussions in Pathology and Mycology.—I or II; (14 unit). Professor Stevens,
118. Discussions in Ecology.—I or II; i}i unit). Associate Professor Vestal.
Research Courses
120. Embryology of Seed Plants.—I and II ; {}4 to 2 units). (Botany 1 12 to be taken con-
currently.) Professor Buchholz.
122. Experimental Morphology.—I and II; (3^ to 2 units). (Botany 112 to be taken con-
currently.) Professor Buchholz.
130. Physiology.—I and II; (H to 2 U7iits). (Botany 113 to be taken concurrently.) Profes-
sor Hottes.
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155. Plant Geography.—I and II; (3^ to 2 units). (Botany 118 to be taken concurrently.)
Associate Professor Vestal.
170. Pathology.—I and II; (3^ to 2 units). (Botany 117 to be taken concurrently.) Pro-
fessor Stevens.
171. Parasitism.—I and II; (i unit). Visiting Professor Palm.
177. Mycology.—I and 11; (3^ to 2 units). (Botany 117 to be taken concurrently.) Pro-
fessor Stevens.
180. Ecology.—I and II; (3^ to 2 units). (Botany 118 to be taken concurrently.) Associate
Professor Vest.vl.
Svunmer Session Courses for Undergraduates
SI. General Botany.— (5). Note:—Four hours credit for seniors. Associate Professor Ves-
tal and assistants.
S6. Introductory Systematic Botany.— (5). Prerequisite: Botany SI or equivalent. Miss
BURK.
S8. Ecology.— (3). Prerequisite: Botany SI or equivalent. Associate Professor Vestal,
Miss BuRK.
Summer Session Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S88. Ecology.—(3 or 5). Prerequisite: Botany S8 or equivalent, and junior standing. Asso-
ciate Professor Vestal.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
S180. Ecology.— (3^ to 1 unit). Associate Professor Vestal.
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
(Including Accountancy and Business Law)
Professors: Scovill, Morey, Filbey, Russell, Converse, Littleton.
Associate Professors: Schlatter, A.G. Anderson, Dillavou, Saunders, Theiss.
Assistant Professor: Baily.
Instructors: Karrenbrock, Hackett, Newcomer, Mandeville, Curtis, Green,
Frese, Roberts, Lukas.
Assistants: J. A. Anderson, Jones, Krick, Schenck, Dieterle, Huegy, Heslip, Asher,
DeLong, Mover, Benedetto, McMahan, Allen, Dunham.
Cooperating: Professor Thompson, Assistant Professor Gray, Mr. Bruce.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Mr. Kline.
A. ACCOUNTANCY
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Principles of Accounting.—Simple transactions, accounts, books, and statements;
trial balances, adjustments; partnerships. Stiidents who present one unit of bookkeep-
ing for entrance will not he allowed credit for la and should register in ie. I or II ; (3). Mr.
Hackett, Mr. Lukas, and others.
lb. Accounting Procedure.—Relation of business documents to accounts; balance sheet
and income statement. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy la or le. Assistant Pro-
fessor Baily, Mr. Karrenbrock, and others.
le. Principles of Accounting.—Similar to Accountancy la, for those who present one
unit of entrance credit in bookkeeping.' I or II; (2). Prerequisite: One unit entrance
credit in bookkeeping. Professor Scovill and others.
' Students who have failed in Accountancy la arc permitted to register in Accountancy le and will re-
ceive 3 hours credit if their final grade is "C" or above.
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2a. Elementary Cost Accounting.—Departmental, process, sequential, and job lot
costs; cost records and procedures; disposition of burden. I or II; (3), Prerequisite:
Accountancy lb; registration or credit in Economics 1. Associate Professor Schlat-
ter and others.
2b. Intermedl\te Accounting.—Depreciation; corporation accounts; balance sheet and
income statements. I or 11; (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a. Associate Professor
Schlatter and others.
[11. Farm Accounting.—I or II; (4). Prerequisite: Open only to students in agriculture
who have had Economics 1 or 2. Not given 1931-32.]
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a. Advanced Accounting.—Reserves; sinking funds; actuarial, investments, liquidation;
estates. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2b; Economics 3; an average of "C" or
better in Accountancy 1 and 2. Professors Filbey, Littleton; Mr. Newcomer, Mr.
Frese.
3b. Auditing.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a. Professors Filbey, Littleton,
Associate Professor Theiss.
4a. Advanced Cost Accounting.—Factory procedure; departmental burden; standard
costs; cost control; cost reports; installation of cost systems. I or II; (2). Prerequisite:
Accountancy 2a and 2b. Associate Professor Schlatter.
4b. Accounting Systems.—Systems used by banks, building and loan associations, in-
surance companies, brokers, department stores. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Accountancy
2a and 2b; Economics 3. Credit is given for either 4a or 4b separately. Assistant Pro-
fessor Baily.
5a-b. C. P. A. Problems.—Type problems and questions, including theory and auditing;
consolidated statements; foreign exchange. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing
and credit or registration in accountacy 3b. Professor Scovill.
13. GovERNMENT^VL ACCOUNTING.—Accounts of institutions, municipalities, and of State
and Federal governments. Organization; procedure, budget, accounts and records, re-
ports, audits; purchasing and storekeeping. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a.
Professor Morey, Mr. Hackett.
20. Income Tax Procedure.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Accountancy
3b; senior standing. Professor Filbey.
30. Budget and Accounting Control.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2b. Asso-
ciate Professor Theiss.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Primarily for candidates for high honors. I or II
; (2). Prerequisite: Major
in accountancy; senior standing. Associate Professor Theiss.
Courses for Graduates
The courses for graduates only may be selected by those who have had approximately fifteen
university accounting credits including Accountancy 3a or its equivalent. Accounting 4a is
a prerequisite for 104; 3b for 110; 13 for 113; and 20 for 120.
103. Advanced Theory.—I and II; (i unit). Professor Littleton.
104. Accounting Systems.—Operations of industrial and mercantile enterprises; design-
ing of accounting systems; uniform accounting systems. I and II; (/ unit). Professor
Scovill.
[110. Accounting Reports.—II; (i unit.) Not given, 1931-32. See summer session courses.]
113. Governmental Accounting.—II; (i unit). Professor Morey.
120. Income Tax Development.—I; (1 unit). Professor Filbey.
129. Thesis.—I and II; (i unit). Professor Littleton and others.
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Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
S2a-2b, Intermediate Accounting.— (6). Prerequisite: Accountancy lb; registration or
credit in Economics 1. Equivalent: 2a-2b. Note.—S2a is offered the first four weeks
and S2b the last four weeks of the session. Mr. Green.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S3a. Advanced Accounting.—(3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b; Economics 3; aver-
age of "C" or better in Accountancy 1 and 2. Equivalent: Accountancy 3a. Associate
Professor Theiss.
S3b. Auditing.—(3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a. Equivalent: Accounting 3b. Professor
Filbey.
S30. Budgetary and Accounting Control.—(3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2b. Equiva-
lent: Accountancy 30. Associate Professor Theiss.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SllO. Accounting Reports.—(/ unit). Equivalent: Accountancy 110. Professor Filbey.
8129. Thesis.—(i unit). Equivalent: Accountancy 129. Professor Filbey.
B. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Industrial Organization and Management.—Organization and administrative pol-
icy; supervision and management of industrial units. lor II; (3). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 1 or 2 ; 45 credits. Junior and senior engineering students admitted with consent
of instructor. Associate Professor Anderson, Mr. Mandeville, and others.
2. Marketing Organization and Operation.—-Methods and problems involved in mar-
keting raw materials and manufactured products. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics
1 ; junior standing. Professor Converse and others.
11. Survey Course in Business Organization and Operation.—For non-commerce
students. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: 45 credit hours. Mr. Mandeville.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Retail and Wholesale Store Organization and Operation.—II; (3). Prerequisite:
Business Organization and Operation 2. Professor Converse.
4. Management in Manufacturing.—The internal problems of production and efficient
control in factories. I or II; (3), Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1.
Associate Professor Anderson.
7. Salesmanship.—Selling problems of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. I or II;
(2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2. Mr. Jones.
8. Advertising.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2. Prof-
fessor Russell, Mr. Heslip, Mr. Schenck.
9. Trade and Commercial Organization,—Duties of the commercial organization secre-
tary. II; (2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2; senior standing.
Dean Thompson, Mr. Bruce.
10. Newspaper Advertising.—Designed primarily for students specializing in journalism.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 5 and 6 or equivalent. Professor Russell.
[14. Problems in Industrial Management.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Business Organization and Operation 4 or registration therein.]
17 Sales Management.—Modern sales organizations; selling problems of manufacturers,
wholesalers, and retailers; management of salesmen. II; (2). Prerequisite: Business
Organization and Operation 7; senior standing. Mr. Heslip.
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18, Advertising Campaigns.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation
8; senior standing. Professor Russell.
20. Credits and Collections.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation
2. Professor Converse.
22. Marketing Policies and Problems.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and
Operation 2; senior standing. Professor Converse.
[70. Operation of Public Utilities.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 81 or consent of in-
structor. Not given 1931-32.]
75. Management of Public Utilities.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 and Account-
ancy 2a. Assistant Professor Gray.
90a-90b. Thesis.—^Primarily for candidates for high honors. I and II; (2). Prerequisite:
Major in Business Organization and Operation; senior standing. Members of the stafif.
Courses for Graduates
To register in the graduate courses one must have had at least five semester hours credit
in the principles of economics; also courses in Business Organization and Operation 1 and 2
or equivalent. Business Organization and Operation 4 is a prerequisite for 104.
102. Marketing Policies and Problems.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Converse.
104. Scientific Management.—I and II; (i unit). Associate Professor Anderson.
107. Sales Campaigns.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Russell.
129. Thesis.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Russell and others.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
51. Industrial Organization and Management,—(3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2;
45 credit hours. Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 1. Mr. Huegy,
52, Marketing Organization and Operation,— (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1; junior
standing. Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 2. Mr. Kline.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
57. Salesmanship,—(2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2, Equivalent:
Business Organization and Operation 7. Mr, Kline.
58, Advertising,— (23^). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2. Equivalent:
Business Organization and Operation 8. Professor Russell.
S90. Thesis.— (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in B.O. and O. Equivalent: B. O. and O.
90a. Professor Russell.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S107, Sales Campaigns,— (1 unit). Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 102,
Professor Russell,
S129, Thesis,—(/ unit). Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 129, Professor
Russell.
C. BUSINESS LAW
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. General Principles of Business Law.—Contracts, agency, sales of personal prop-
erty, negotiable instruments, partnerships, and business corporations, la: I or II; lb:
I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sixty hours of university credit, including Economics 1 and
Accountancy lb. Associate Professor Dillavou, Dr. Curtis, Mr. Roberts, Dr.
Asher.
2. Elementary Law of Business.—Contracts, leases, property. A course for non-com-
merce students. I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Roberts.
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3. Law for Engineering Students.—Contracts, negotiable instruments, insurance, real
property; landlord and tenant. Open only to junior and senior students in engineering.
II; (3). Mr. Roberts.
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Law of Security Relations and Banking.—-Suretyship; mortgages; pledges; per-
sonal property; real property; insurance; bankruptcy; banking; Federal Reserve
Board. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing and registration or credit in Business
Law lb. Associate Professor Dillavou.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
Sib. General Principles of Business Law.— (3). Prerequisite: Business Law la, or per-
mission of the instructor. Equivalent: Business Law lb. Dr. Curtis.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Professors: Parmelee, Hursh.
Associate Professor: Andrews.
Instructor; Thompson.
Technicians: Bourne, McDevitt.
Courses for Undergraduates
I. Ceramic Materials.—Properties of clays and other ceramic materials. Lectures. 1; (3).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 or 6. Professor Parmelee.
4. Ceramic Materlvls.—Laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1. Asso-
ciate Professor Andrews, Mr. Thompson.
5. Ceramic Bodies.—Composition and properties; effects of ingredients; special bodies.
Lectures; laboratory. I; (5). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 4. Professor Par-
melee, Mr. Thompson.
7. Structural Clay Products.—Manufacture and testing of brick, tile, hollow tile,
sewer pipe, etc. Lectures; laboratory; field trips. I; (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engin-
eering 1, 4. Associate Professor Andrews.
8. Glass Technology.—The chemistry and physics of the silicate glasses and their prep-
aration. Industrial methods. Lectures; readings; discussion. II; (2). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 40; Ceramic Engineering 14. Professor Parjielee.
10. Cements.—Cements, limes, plasters; composition, reactions; methods of manufacture
and testing. Lectures. II; (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40, registration in Ceramic
Engineering 28. Associate Professor Andrews.
II. Drying Clay Products.—Drying; drying equipment; construction and regulation of
dryers. Lectures. II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb; 3a-3b; Ceramic Engineering 1.
Professor Hursh.
14. Glasses and Glazes.—The physico-chemical properties governing the composition
and properties of glasses and glazes. Lectures; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Cera-
mic Engineering 5, registration in Chemistry 40. Professor Parmelee, Mr. Thompson.
16. Enamels.—Composition, application, properties, and testing. Lectures; laboratory. I;
(3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 14. Associate Professor Andrews.
18. Cera.mic Microscopy.— I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 ; Geology 47 and 4^ or equiv-
alent. Mr. Thompson.
20. Refractory Mateui.vls.-- Composition and properties of refractory materials and
products and their adaptability to conditions of service. Lectures; readings; discus-
sions. II; (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 or 10 and junior standing. Associate Professor
Andrews.
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21. Ceramic Pyrometry.—Principles and methods used in high temperature measure-
ment. Lectures. I; (1). Prerequisite: Physics lb and 3b, Chemistry 4 or 6. Associate
Professor Andrews.
22. Kilns and the Burning of Clay Products.—The burning process; utilization of fuels;
types of kilns and their operation. Lectures. I; (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering
5 and 11. Professor Hursh.
23. Dryer and Kiln Design.—Design problems having to do with this equipment.
Laboratory. I; (2). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 11; registration in Ceramic En-
gineering 22; General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4. Professor Hursh.
24. Ceramic Engineering Design.—Design of special ceramic equipment; factory plan-
ning and layout. Laboratory.II; (3) . Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 23; Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics 3. Professor Hursh.
28. Pyrochemical Problems.—The Phase Rule; graphic representation and interpreta-
tion of the chemistry and mineralogy of ceramics. Lectures. H; (2). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Associate Professor Andrews.
97-98. Thesis.—I and II; (3 to 5).* Professors PARMELEEand Hursh, Associate Professor
Andrews.
[99. Inspection Trip.—Visits to industrial plants. I; (no credit). Omitted 1931-32. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing.]
Courses for Graduates
Graduate work leading to the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in
chemistry (ceramic chemistry), and Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in ceramic
engineering, is offered by the department. Graduate students who wish to elect ceramic
chemistry as their major field of study must have had the equivalent of twenty-five semester
hours of chemistry and this must include satisfactory courses in general chemistry, qualita-
tive and quantitative analysis, and either physical or organic chemistry^. Such students must
also have had at least one year of college physics and training in mathematics which in-
cludes the calculus.
The prerequisites for graduate work in ceramics or ceramic engineering are the equiv-
alents of the undergraduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of Science in ceramics
or ceramic engineering according to the branch of the subject in which registration is desired.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with their major field of study in
ceramic chemistry m.ust fulfill the same general requirements in chemistry as candidates
in other branches of chemistry. Before receiving the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
ceramic chemistry and in engineering, all candidates must demonstrate their ability to read
French and German literature in their major subject.
101. Chemistry of the Compounds of Silicon.—Seminar. I and II; (% unit). Prerequi-
site: Elementary courses in organic and physical chemistry.
102. General Technology of the Clay Industries.—Physical properties of ceramic ma-
terials and products; chemical composition, mineralogical constitution, and physical
condition. Lectures; seminar; laboratory. I or II; (1 or 2 units). ^ Prerequisite: The ele-
ments of mineralogy- and of physical chemistry.
103. Chemistry of Silicates.—Laboratory. II; {1 or 2 units).^
104. Technology of Glass.—Glassy silicates; limiting composition; physical and chemi-
cal properties. Lectures and laboratory. II; (1 or 2 units).^
105. Methods of Ceramic Research.—The present status of ceramic research—its meth-
ods and apparatus and critical analysis of data. II
; (/ unit).
106. Research.
1 In registering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on liis study-list not the pos-
sible credits as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 3 to 5,
but 3, or 4, or 5.
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Professors: Noyes (Emeritus), Adams, Rose, Buswell, Hopkins, Rodebush, Keyes,
Clark, Marvel.
Associate Professors: Krase, Phipps, Fuson, Reedy, Shriner.
Assistant Professors: Englis, Smith, du Vigneaud, Kistlee,
Associates: Parr, Bailar, Stillwell, Copley.
Instructors: Bartow, Howard, Madson, Peirce, Reed, Ward.
Assistants: Anders, Bailey, C. W. Bradley, W, F. Bradley, Brock, Burton, Butz,
Caldwell, Clemens, Cogan, Corrigan, DeVries, Doty, Dykins, Eaton, Elling-
BOE, EwART, Finger, Fisher, Fitch, Gallagher, Goebel, Gray, Hale, Harmon,
Hayden, Henry, Heubaum, Hoffman, Holloway, Jackson, Jukkola, Klabunde,
Knauf, Kleiderer, Koch, Lehman, Loring, McCoy, McMahon, Macmillan,
Meitzner, Mrgudich, Nicholson, Page, Pearce, Riegel, Robertson, Sealock,
Searle, Schilz, Shields, Shildneck, Sohl, Stoughton, Symons, Tarvin, Thomp-
son, Werner, Woodward, Babcock, Balthis, Barr, Bartz, Bohle, Carter, Far-
ley, Gibbs, Horne\ Laxson, Luttringhaus, Mertz, Meyers, Parsons, Pinker-
ton, SCHREIBER, ThURST0N\ VanArENDONK.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Assistant Professor Bachmann, Dr.
Audrieth, Dr. Quill, Dr. Koelsch, Miss Wallace, Miss Catherwood.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Students in the curricula of chemistry and chemical engineering, majors in chemistry,
and all others who desire a thorough training in the fundamentals of chemistry and their
applications to modern life, should select courses from the following, and usually in the
sequence given: Chemistry 1 or 2, 6, 10, 24, 34a, 36b, 37b, 40, 41, 42b, 43b, SCa, and courses
in the industrial, sanitary, and miscellaneous groups. Students in engineering should regis-
ter for Chemistry 3 or 2, 4, 24. Students who are compelled to meet chemical requirements
briefly may register for the following sequence: Chemistry 1 or 2, 5, 24, 32 or 33.
Students who find it impossible to take more than one semester's work are requested
to register in Chemistry 1 or 2 in the second semester rather than in the first.
Major: 20 hours, exclusive of Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and inclusive of courses in
qualitative, quantitative, and organic chemistry.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than three of the following: Bacteriology,
botany, geology, mathematics, philosophy, physiology, physics, zoology, and entomology,
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours, exclusive of Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and inclusive of courses in quali-
tative, quantitative, and organic chemistry. At least five hours must be offered from the ad-
s'anced group.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than two of the following: Bacteriology,
botany, geology, mathematics, philosophy, physiology, physics, zoology, and entomology.
At least eight hours must be offered in each subject if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
1. Inorganic Chemistry.—The non-metallic elements. (For students wlio have had no
chemistry.) I or II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.) Prerequisite: 1 unit of entrance credit
in physics, or 2J-^ units of entrance credit in mathematics or registration in Mathe-
matics la, or 2, or 3. Note.—Students who have received entrance credit for high-
> First semester.
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school chemistry are given only three hours of creuit for Chemistry 1. Professor
Hopkins, Dr. Reed, Dr. Peirce, and assistants.
2. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratoi-y. For all students who have
had one year of high-school chemistry. I or II; (3). {Seniors, 2 hours only.) Prerequisite:
1 unit of entrance credit in chemistry. Note.—Students whose preparation proves to
be inadequate for continuing this course will be required to change their registration
to Chemistry 1. Students who have not used their high-school chemistry' for entrance
may receive 5 hours credit for Chemistry 2, but such students must complete the
work with a grade of "C" or above to secure the 5 hours of credit. Students who have
failed in Chemistry 1 are permitted to register for Chemistry 2 and will receive 5
hours credit if their final grade is "C" or above. Dr. Bailar, Dr. Copley, Dr. Ward,
Dr. Peirce, and assistants.
3. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For engineering students
who have had no chemistry.) I or II; (4). {Seniors, 3 hours only.) Professor Hopkins,
Dr. Reed, Dr. Peirce, and assistants.
4. Qualitative Analysis and Chemistry of the Metallic Elements.—Lectures; class
and laboratory work. Limited to students in the engineering curricula. I or II; (4).
{Seniors, 3 hours only.) Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3. Dr. Stillwell, Dr. Peirce,
and assistants.
5. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory.
Limited to students in the agricultural, home economics, and pre-medical courses.
I or II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.) Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3. Dr. Bailar and
assistants.
6. Inorganic Chemistry.—The metallic elements. General course for second semester stu-
dents. I or II; (5). {Seniors, 3 hours only.) Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3. Professor
Hopkins, Dr. Stillv/ell, and assistants.
10. Qualitative Analysis.—Qualitative analysis of metals and inorganic compounds. Lec-
tures; recitations; laboratory. (Required of students majoring in chemistry, or for
those registered in the curriculum of chemistry or of chemical engineering.) I or II; (5).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6. Associate Professor Reedy and assistants.
22. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis; stoichi-
ometrical relations; practical applications. Lectures; recitations; laborator>^ I or II;
(5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 or 5 (for all students who have not followed the sequence
Chemistry 1, 2 or 3, 6 and 10). Assistant Professor Englis and assistants.
24. Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis; modern advanced
theory and practice. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I or II; (5). Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 10. Professor Clark and assistants.
Organic Chemistry
32. Elementary Org.\nic Chemistry.—-(Especially for students in agriculture.) Important
compounds of carbon. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I or II; (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 5 or 10. x^ssociate Professor FusoN and assistants.
2ii. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (Especially for
students in home economics and pre-medical courses.) I or II; (5). Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 5 or 10. Associate Professor Shriner and assistants.
34a. Elementary Org.\nic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For students
majoring in chemistry or for these registered in the curriculum of chemistry or of
chemical engineering.) I; (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 6, 10, and 24. Professor Marvel
and assistants.
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Sanitary Chemistry
80a. Chemistry of Water and Sewage.—Chemical analysis of potable and industrial
waters. History, sources, contamination, and standards of purity. Analysis of sewage
and effluents from sewage treatment plants. (For students in sanitary engineering.)
I; (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 4. Professor Buswell, Mr. Symons.
Miscellaneous Courses
90a-90b. Thesis.—The subject should be chosen and reading begun in the junior year. A
minimum of 5 semester hours required. (Required of seniors in chemistry and chemical
engineering.) I and II; (3 to 5).^ Prerequisite: Chemistr>' 24, 34a, 40, 41, 42b, and 43b,
or the consent of the head of the department. Professor Adams (in charge).
91b. Elements of Glass-Blowing.—Laboratory. Construction and repair of glass appa-
ratus. II; (1). Prerequisite: Two years of work in chemistry. Mr. Anders.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
12b. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching elementary chemistry. (Open only to those
who expect to teach.) (Graduate credit not allowed in this course.) II; (3). Prerequisite:
13 hours of chemistry and senior or graduate standing. Dr. Parr.
15a. Inorganic Chemistry.—-The common elements; periodic relationship; preparation
and application of the common elements and compounds. Lectures; recitations. I; (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Dr. Bailar.
16a. Inorganic Chemistry.— (Laboratory.) Preparation of the less easily produced inor-
ganic compounds. I; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing, registration in Chemistrj' 15a.
Dr. Bailar,
Quantitative Chemistry
27. Special Methods and Instruments in Quantitative Analysis.—Gas analysis; elec-
trometric titration, optical methods, and other advanced analyses. I or II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Chemistry 24, 34a, 40, 41, or registration in 40 and 41. Assistant Professor
Smith.
Organic Chemistry
36b. Organic Chemistry.—(Second course.) Lectures; recitations. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 34a. Professor Marvel.
37b. Organic Che.mistry.—(Laboratory.) (Second course.) Organic synthesis. To accom-
pany 36b. IT, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 34a and 36b or registration in 36b. Associate
Professor Fuson and assistants.
38a. Qualitative Organic Analysis.—Identification of pure organic compounds and mi.\-
tures. I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 36b and 37b. Associate Professor Shriner.
Physical Chemistry
40. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Lectures; problems. I or II; (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8. Professor Rodebush,
Associate Professor Pnipps.
41. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Laboratory.) To accompany Chemistry 40. I or
II; (1). Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8.
Associate Professor Phipps and assistants.
> In registering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible credits as shown here, but the number of credits for whicli he intends to take the course; i.e., not 3 to 5,
but 3, or 4, or 5.
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42b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Lecture.) Continuation of Chemistry 40. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40. Associate Professor Phipps, Dr. Copley.
43b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.^—(Laboratory.) II; (I). Prerequisite: Chemistry
40 and 41, and registration in 42b. Associate Professor Phipps and assistants.
44a-44b. Advanced Physical Chemistry.—Thermodynamics and free energy calcula-
tions. Atomic structure. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41. Professor
Rodebush, Dr. Copley.
49b. Chemistry of Colloids.—(Sanitary Division.) II; (3). (14 unit.) Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 24 and 40 or consent of the instructor. Professor Buswell.
Physiological Chemistry
50a. Physiological Chemistry.—Proteins, fats, and carbohydrates; tissues, digestion, in-
testinal putrefaction, and feces; quantitative analysis of gastric contents, blood, milk,
and urine. Clinical aspects for prospective students of medicine. Lectures; demonstra-
tions; conferences; laboratory; readings. I; (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22 or 24, and
33 or 34a. Professor Rose, Assistant Professor du Vigneaud, and assistants.
51b. Problems of Metabolism.—Micro-methods of blood and urine analysis, with their
applications to metabolism and to the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Lectures;
conferences; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Chem-istiy 50a. Assistant Professor du
Vigneaud and assistants.
Industrial Chemistry
60a. Chemical Technology.—Important processes and recent developments In chemical
industry; chemical control of industrial processes; inspection trip. (Estimated cost of
this trip is $30-$35 per student.) Lectures; recitations; laboratory'. I; (4). Prerequisite:
Chemistr>' 24; registration in Chemistry 34a. Assistant Professor Kistler.
61a. Principles of Chemical Engineering.—Scientific principles in unit operations of
chemical engineering. Lectures; laboratory. I; (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 42b and
60a. Associate Professor Krase, Mr. Howard.
61b. Principles of Chemical Engineering.—II; (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 42b and
60a. Associate Professor Krase, Assistant Professor Kistler.
62a-62b. Principles of Research and Development.—The research and development
methods in chemical industry. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry
or chemical engineering. Professor Keyes.
63. Fuels and Their Combustion.—Composition of fuels; principles of com.bustion; com-
bustion equipment. Lectures. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Mr. Howard.
[64b. The Flow of Heat.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Chemistry 60a.]
65b. Industrial Stoichiometry.—Applied thermodynamics. II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in chemistry or chemical engineering.
[67a-67b. Evaporation.—I and II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Registration in
Chemistry 60a.]
[68a. Mechanical Separation.—I; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Registration in
Chemistry 61a.]
[69b. Flow of Gases and Liquids.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Registration
In Chemistry 60a.]
[70b. HuMiDiFiCATiON AND DRYING.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior
standing in chemistry or chemical engineering.]
71a. Sampling, Grinding, and Mixing.—I; (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry
60a. Mr. Howard.
[7 b. Distillation.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Chemistry 60a.]
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73a. Metallurgy.—Iron and steel. I; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering
courses only. Mr. Howard.
74b. Metallurgy and Metallography.—General metallurgy of iron and steel; physical
characteristics and micro-structure of metals and alloys. Lectures; laboratory. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24. Mr. Howard.
Sanitary Chemistry
86a. Chemistry of Sanitation.—^Lectures; demonstrations; field trips. Water purification,
sewage treatment, and general sanitation. I; (3). (3^ unit.) Prerequisite: Chemistry
24. Professor Buswell, Mr. Symons.
49b. Chemistry of Colloids.—(See Physical Chemistry.)
Miscellaneous Courses
92a-92b. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.—Periods, leaders, journals. Re-
quired of juniors in the chemistry curriculum; advised for juniors who are majoring
in chemistry and for students in the curriculum of chemical engineering. I and II; (1).
Prerequisite: 18 hours of chemistry; one year of French or German; junior standing.
Dr. Bartow.
95a. History of Science with Particular Reference to Chemistry.—Lectures; read-
ings. I; (2). Prerequisite: 20 hours of laboratory science and junior standing. Dr.
Bartow.
97b. Food Analysis.—Quantitative organic analysis of food products; alcohols, carbohy-
drates, fats and oils, cereals, nitrogenous bodies, preservatives, and colors. II; (5).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 22 or 24, 34a or 33. Assistant Professor Enghs.
[98b. Chemistry of Plant Products.—Lectures. II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 22 or 24, 34a or 33. Assistant Professor Englis.]
Courses for Graduates
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chemistry, before
taking graduate work for credit in this department, must have had the equivalent of 15
university credits in chemistry, and the ground covered should include satisfactory work
in general chemistry and in qualitative and quantitative analysis and elementary organic
chemistry. Such students are advised to make selections from the following courses: Chem-
istry 40, 41, 42b, 43b, 27, 34a, 36b and 37b, 50a, 15a, and 97b. Courses of a more special
nature will not, as a rule, be accepted for graduate work unless preceded by one of the
courses above.
Graduate students who are candidates for an advanced degree in chemistry must have
had the equivalent of 25 university credits in chemistry, properly distributed.
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chemistry
and who intend to take a first minor in chemistry or any branch of chemistry toward the
Ph.D. degree must include among the courses taken, Chemistry 40 and 41, or must have
had the equivalent.
Graduate students who are candidates for the A.M. or M.S. degree in chemistry must
include in the courses taken Chemistry 40 and 41 or must have had the equivalent.
Graduate students who are candidates for the Ph.D. degree in any branch of chemistry
must include among their courses Chemistry 40, 41, 42b, and 43b, or must have had the
equivalent. Those courses (with the exception of Chemistry lib) listed under the heading
"Advanced Undergraduate and Graduate Courses" may all be counted toward advanced
degrees in Chemistry.
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Inorganic Chemistry
lOla-lOlb. Inorganic Chemistry.—The less familiar elements and their relationship in
the periodic system. Lectures; recitations. I and II; (H unit). Professor Hopkins.
102a-102b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Inorganic preparations and qualitative analysis of the
less familiar elements. (To accompany or follow Chemistry lOla-lOlb.) I and II;
i/i io /i unit)} Professor Hopkins.
105a-105b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Seminar and special topics. I and II; (J^ to 1 unit)}
Professor Hopkins, Dr. Bailar, Dr. Copley.
Analytical Chemistry
123a. Qualitative Analysis.—Advanced principles, calculations, methods, and applica-
tions. Lectures, with or without laboratory. I; {}/^ to ij^ units)} Associate Professor
Reedy.
124b. Quantitative Analysis.—Advanced principles, calculations, methods, and applica-
tions. Lectures, with or without laboratory. II; (J^ to 1\^ units)} Associate Professor
Reedy.
125a-125b. Analytical Chemistry.—(Seminar.) Special topics in analytical chemistry.
(Required of all students taking a major in analytical chemistry.) I and II; (J^ to 1
unit)} Professor Clark.
126a. Quantitative Instrumental and Chemical Methods of Analysis in Organic
Chemical Research.—(Ultimate bomb analysis, gas density, polarimetry, refrac-
tometry, spectrophotometry, colorimetry, microscopy, etc.) I; (3^ to 1}4 units)} As-
sistant Professor Englis, Professor Clark.
127a-127b. Modern Application of Radiation to Chemical and Industrial Prob-
lems.—(X-rays, radioactivity, optical spectroscopy). I and II; (J^ to 1 unit)} Profes-
sor Clark.
Organic Chemistry
132a. Organic Chemistry.—(First course.) I; (% unit). Professor Marvel.
133b. Organic Chemistry.—Geometric isomerism; tautomerism; mechanisms of import-
ant reactions; etc. II; {% unit). Professor Adams.
134. Organic Chemistry.—Chiefly laboratory work. I and II; (J^ to 1 unit)} Professor
Marvel.
135a-135b. Organic Chemistry.—(Seminar.) Current literature. (Required of all students
majoring in organic chemistry.) I and II; (J^ unit). Professor Adams.
136a. Organic Chemistry.—Special topics. I; (5^ unit). Associate Professor FusoN.
Physical Chemistry
145a-145b. Physic.\l Chemistry.—(Seminar.) Recent developments. I and II; (^4 unit).
Professor Rodebush and staff.
Physiological Chemistry
ISOb. Physiological Chemistry.—Chemistry of intermediary metabolism. Lectures; dis-
cussions; readings. II; (^ unit). Professor Rose.
152a-152b. Physiological Chemistry.—Difificult biochemical preparations; analytical
methods. (Chiefly laboratory.) I and II; (J^ to 1 unit)} Professor Rose, Assistant
Professor DU Vigneaud, and assistants.
* In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on liis study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not M to IJ^
units, but ^ or Ht or 1, or IM-
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155a-155b. Physiological Chemistry.—(Seminar.) Current literature. (Required of all
students majoring in physiological chemistry.) I and II; (^ unit). Professor Rose.
Industrial Chemistry
160a-160b. Chemical Engineering and Advanced Chemical Technology.—Lectures.
I and II; (M unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61a-61b. Professor Keyes.
161a-161b. Chemical Plant Design.—Calculations and layout of equipment for recently
developed processes. I and II; (^ unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61a-61b. Associate
Professor Krase.
[163a-163b. Fuels and Their Combustion.—I and II; (3^2 unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
Sanitary Chemistry
186a-186b. S.vnitary Chemistry.—Special problems and new developments in sanitary
chemistry. I and II; (3^ to 1)4: units). '^ Professor Buswell.
Miscellaneous
190a-190b. Rese.\rch.—A thesis is usually required of students taking the Master's de-
gree and is always required of students taking the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. I
and II. Work may be taken in the following subjects:
Physical and Electrochemistry.—Professor Rodebush, Associate Professor
Phipps, Dr. Copley.
Inorganic Chemistry.—Professor Hopkins, Associate Professor Reedy, Dr. Bailar,
Dr. Stillwell, Dr. Copley.
Analytical Chemistry.—^Professor Clark, Associate Professor Reedy, Assistant
Professors Englis, Smith.
Food and Phyto-chemistry.—Assistant Professor Englis.
Applied X-r.\ys.—Professor Clark.
Organic Chemistry.—Professors Noyes, Adams, Marvel; Associate Professors
Shriner, Fuson, Dr. Bailar.
Zymo Chemistry.—Professor Buswell.
Physiological Chemistry.—Professor Rose, Assistant Professor du Vigneaud.
Industrial Chemistry.—Professor Keyes, Associate Professor Krase, Assistant
Professor Kistler.
Ceramic Chemistry.—Professor Parmelee.
Summer Session Coxirses for Undergraduates
Note.—Courses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 carry reduced credit for seniors .
51. Elementary Chemistry.—(5). Dr. Stillwell, Miss Catherwood,
52. Inorganic Chemistry.—^(3). Dr. Stillwell, Dr. Quill, Miss Catherwood.
53. Inorganic Chemistry.— (4). Dr. Stillwell, Miss Catherwood.
54. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative An.\lysis.—(4). Dr. Audrieth.
55. Inorganic Chemistry.— (5). Dr. Bailar, Dr. Audrieth.
56. Inorganic Chemistry.— (5). Dr. Audrieth.
SIO. Inorganic Chemistry.—(5). Associate Professor Reedy.
S24. Elementary Qualitative Analysis.— (5). Assistant Professor Englis, Mr. Bailey.
S33. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—(5). Dr. Ivoelsch, Mr. McMauon.
* See footnote on page 282.
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Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note.—By suitable selection of courses through four consecutive summers it will be possible
for persons attending the Summer Session to meet the requirements for the Master's degree.
Students following this plan should notice that S61 and S132a are not offered every summer.
S12b. Teachers* Course.—(3). (Graduate credit not allowed in this course.) Dr. Bailar.
S15a. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.— (2). Dr. Quill.
S16a. Inorganic Chemistry.—(Laboratory.) (2). Dr. Bau.ar.
S36b. Organic Chemistry.— (3). Assistant Professor Bachmann.
S37b. Organic Chemistry.—(Laboratory.) (2). Assistant Professor Bachmann, Mr.
McMahon.
S38a. Qualitative Organic Analysis.— (3). Associate Professor Shriner, Mr. Harmon.
S40. Elementary Physical Chemistry.— (3). Dr. Copley.
S4L Elementary Physical Chemistry.—(Laboratory.) (1). Dr. Copley.
SSOa. Physiological Chemistry.— (5). Professor Rose, Miss Wallace.
S61a. Principles of Chemical Engineering.— (4). Professor Keyes.
S62a. Principles of Research and Development.— (2). Professor Keyes.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SlOlb. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—(H unit). Dr. Quill.
S102b. Laboratory Work in the Rarer Elements.—(J^ to M units)} Dr. Quill.
S124a. Quantitative Analysis.—(^ to 1}^ units)} Associate Professor Reedy.
S133b. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(Second course.) (^ unit). Associate Professor
Shriner.
S134. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(/ unit). Professor Marvel.
S152b. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.— (3^ to 1 unit)} Professor Rose.
S90 and S190. Research.—
Inorganic Chemistry.—Dr. Audrieth, Dr. Quill, Dr. Stillwell, Dr. Bailar.
Organic Chemistry.—Professor Marvel, Associate Professor Shriner, Assistant
Professor Bachmann, Dr. Bailar, Dr. Koelsch.
Analytical Chemistry.—Associate Professor Reedy, Assistant Professor Englis.
Physical Chemistry.—Dr. Copley.
Physiological Chemistry.—Professor Rose.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Professors: Huntington, W^ilson, Cross, Babbitt, Crandell, Pickels.
Associate Professors: Doland, Shedd, Wiley, Vawter.
Assistant Professors: Rayner, Bauer, Stubbs.
Instructors: Dell, Oliver, Tippy.
Cooperating: Dean Ketchum, Professor King, Associate Professor Tuthill.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Pl.a.ne Surveying.—Use and care of instruments; practice in the common field methods
of measuring distance, angles, and elevations. Computations of areas and volumes.
Land survey and re-survey methods; legal principles. Problems. I or II; (3). Pre-
requisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4. Assistant Professor
Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Tippy.
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not J^ to IM
units, but 14, OT 1, or l}i.
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2. Topographic Surveying.—Contours, map construction, and volumetric estimates from
contour maps. Astronomical determination of latitude and azimuth; transit-stadia
methods of topographic surveying, survey and map of an assigned area. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Civil Engineering 1. Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Tippy.
3. Railway and Highway Surveying.—Horizontal and vertical alinement for railways
and highways; grades and grade reduction; curves, turnouts and earthwork; principles
of economic location; surveys, plans, and estimates. I or II; (4). Prerequisite: Civil
Engineering 2, 15, or 18. Professor Pickels, Associate Professors Wiley and Vawter
15. General Surveying.—Use and care of surveying instruments; computations of areas
and volumes; transit-stadia mapping methods; contour problems. (For students in
other departments.) I or II; (3). Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4;
Mathematics 4. Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Dell, Mr. Tippy.
16. Elementary Surveying.—An introductoiy course on the most essential principles of
surveying. For students in other departments. II; (2). Prerequisite: Mathematics 4;
General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4. Professor Pickels.
17. Sur\'eying for Landscape Architects.—Field problems (use of instruments, note-
keeping, signals; basic surveying operations). Recitations; office problems. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4. Professor Pickels.
18. Surveying for Landscape Architects.—Use and construction of contour maps.
Methods of mapping. Computation of earthwork. Recitations; office problems; actual
surveys. II; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 17. Professor Pickels.
19. Construction Surveying.—The principles of surveying as applied to construction
work on bridges, buildings, tunnels; sewers, etc. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engi-
neering 2. Assistant Professor Rayner.
20. Highway Construction.—Soils, drainage, and materials of construction for roads and
pavements. Construction of earth, gravel, and macadam roads. II; (2). Prerequisite:
Civil Engineering 1, 15, 16, or 17. Professor Crandell, Associate Professor Wiley,
Assistant Professor Bauer.
21. Highway Construction.—City and rural pavement construction, repairs and main-
tenance; accessories; resurfacing; width and capacity of roads and streets. Estimates.
I; (2). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 20. Professor Crandell, Associate Professor
Wiley, Assistant Professor Bauer.
22. Highway Design.—Road systems; city streets; pavement types; design, preparation of
plans, specifications, and estimates of cost. I; (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 21.
Professor Crandell.
23. Highway Administration.—Relation of road and street improvement to social and
economic welfare; highway organization; highway and pavement financing. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering. Associate Professor Wiley.
28a. Highway Location and Construction.—Highway and street location and construc-
tion; paving materials and accessories. (For students in other departments), II; (3).
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 18. Professor Crandell, Associate Professor Wiley.
29. Municipal Transportation.—Highway, railway, street railway, elevated railway, sub-
way, and airway transportation; yards and terminals; airports; with particular refer-
ence to the general problems of city planning. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Professors Crandell, King; Associate Professor Tuthill.
30a. Highway Materi.\.ls Laboratory.—Laboratory practice in testing of asphalts, tars,
road oils, bituminous mi.xtures, stone, gravel, and paving brick. I or II; (1). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing in engineering or landscape architecture. Assistant Professor
Bauer, Mr. Tippy.
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31a. Advanced Highway Materials.—Examination and tests of bituminous and non-
bituminous materials, mixtures and, compounds; interpretation of results; specifica-
tions; inspection. Special problems. II; (2). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 21, 35.
Associate Professor Wiley.
35. Plain Concrete.—Tests for portland cement; aggregates; field and laboratory exami-
nation and tests; proportioning. Laboratory practice. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing in engineering. Assistant Professor Bauer, ]\Ir. Tippy.
40a. Water Supply.—Finances, hydraulics, demand, sources, reser\-oirs, pipe lines, pump-
ing machinery, materials, distribution systems. I; (4). Prerequisite: Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 3 and 4; Mechanical Engineering 1 or 2; Chemistry 2 or 3. Profes-
sor Babbitt, Associate Professor Doland.
41a. Sewerage.—Sewerage systems; surveys and plans; hydraulics; house sewerage; rain-
fall and storm-water flow; size and capacity of sewers; appurtenances; estimates and
specifications; construction. II; (3). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Civil En-
gineering 40a. Professor Babbitt, Associate Professor Doland.
42a. Water Purification.—Design of water purification works; standards and tests of
purity of potable water. Lectures; seminar work; design. I; (2). Prerequisite: Regis-
tration or credit in Civil Engineering 40a, Chemistry 80a. Professor Babbitt.
43. Sewage Treatment and General Sanitation.—Principles of sanitation; design of
sewage treatment works; garbage disposal; sanitary regulations. Lectures; seminar
work; design. II; (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 42a; and registration or credit in
Civil Engineering 41a. Professor Babbitt.
49. Municipal Sanitation.—General sanitation, water supply, storm water, sewage treat-
ment and wastes disposal with particular reference to the general problems of city
planning. (For students in other departments.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Associate Professor Doland.
50. Hydrology.—Precipitation, evaporation; transpiration, deep seepage; run-off; hydrau-
lics of rivers and small streams; use of current meter, float, weir, etc. I; (2). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing in civil engineering. Professor PiCKELS.
51. Dr-\inage and Flood Control.—Land drainage; river improvement; flood control.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 50. Professor Pickels.
55a. Water Power.—Rainfall and stream flow records; estimate of available power. The-
ory and testing of turbines. Dams; power house; approach channels; draft tubes.
Relation of investment costs, auxiliary plants, and other factors to the values of
projects. II; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 4 and 64. Associate
Professor Doland.
60a. Bridge and Building Construction.—Materials, types of construction, and details
for bridges and buildings. I; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in engineering.
Associate Professors Doland, Vawter, Assistant Professor Stubbs, Mr. Oliver.
61a. Structural Stresses.—Analysis of stresses in statically determinate structures. I or
II; (4). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3.
Associate Professors Shedd, Vawter.
62. Elementary Structural Design.-—Elementary design and details of simple structures
of steel, concrete, and timber. II; (3). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Civil
Engineering 61a. Associate Professors Shedd, Vawter, Assistant Professor Stubbs,
Mr. Oliver, Mr. Dell.
63a. Theory of Reinforced Concrete.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 3. Associate Professors Doland, Vawter, Assistant Professor Stubbs,
Mr. Oliver.
64a. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.—Theory of design and design of structures
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of steel, concrete, and timber. Primarily building design. I; (4). Prerequisite: Civil
Engineering 61a and 63a. Associate Professors Shedd, Doland, Mr. Oliver.
65. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.—A continuation of Civil Engineering 64a,
devoted principally to bridges. II; (5). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 64a. Associate
Professor Shedd, Assistant Professor Stubbs, Mr. Oliver.
66. Masonry Construction.—Brick and stone masonry; foundations; bridge piers and
abutments, dams, retaining walls, deep bins, culverts, and arches. I or II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Civil Engineering 63a. Professor Huntington.
67. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—The elastic theor>' and its applications to
statically indeterminate structures. I; (3). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Civil
Engineering 64a. Note.—Civil Engineering 67 is recommended for graduate students
who have not had similar training. Professor Cross.
68. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—A continuation of Civil Engineering 67. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 67. Professor Cross.
86. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.—Design of structures of steel, concrete, and
timber. (For students in other departments.) I; (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering
61a. Assistant Professor Stubbs.
87a. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.—Continuation of Civil Engineering 86. II;
(4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 86. Assistant Professor Stubbs.
88a. Mine Structures.—Design of tipples, head-frames, and other mine structures. (For
students in mining engineering.) II; (2). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in The-
oretical and Applied Mechanics 3. Associate Professor V.vwter.
89a. Structural Engineering.—Design of steel, reinforced concrete, and timber struc-
tures. (For students in other departments.) I; (3). Prerequisite : Senior standing in
engineering. Associate Professor Vawter, Mr. Oliver.
90a. CoNTR^\CTS and Specifications.—Engineering relations, the law of contracts; busi-
ness and technical clauses used in specifications. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in engineering. Professors Crandell, Pickels, Associate Professor Vawter.
91. Estimates and Costs.—Cost estimating, valuation and cost keeping, time schedules
and progress charts. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering. Assistant
Professor Stubbs.
97-98. Thesis.'—Investigation or design. Only students of high standing are permitted to
take a thesis. I: (1); II: (2 or 3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
[99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Omitted 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior standing.]
Courses for Graduates
101. Water Supply.—Design, pumping machinery, administration, operation. I; (7 unit).
Professor Babbitt.
102. Sewerage.—General sewerage design and construction; sewerage systems; hydraulics
of sewers. II, (i unit). Professor Babbitt.
103. Highway Engineering.—A study of highway transportation, airport design, street
layouts, regional plans, and pavements for cities and towns I; (/ unit). Professor
Cr.\ndell.
104. MuNicip.\L Engineering.—A study of city finances and budgets; the work of the city
manager and city engineer; zoning; play grounds and recreation; parks and ceme-
teries; public baths and comfort stations; street cleaning; smoke prevention; and fire
prevention. II; (i unit). Professor Crandell.
' C. E. 97-98 (ihesis) may be substituted for a technical subject in any of the six options of tlie senior
year upon approval of the head of the department.
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105. Reinforced Concrete Theory.—The influence of theories of the action of reinforced
concrete members on methods of design and construction. I; {1 ii?iit). Professor Cross.
106. Reinforced Concrete Structures.—Continuity in reinforced concrete design.
Elastic theory; arches and domes. 1; {1 or 2 units)} Professor Cross.
107. Statically Indeterminate Structures and Secondary Stresses.—I; (i unit).
Professor Huntington.
108. Bridge Design.—Design of steel arch, cantilever, suspension, and movable bridges.
II; (i to 2 imits)} Professor Cross.
109. Water Purification and General Sanitation.—Design of water purification works
and principles of sanitation. I; {1 unit). Professor Babbitt.
110. Sewage Disposal, Wastes Disposal, and General Sanitation.—Principles and
design of sewage treatment and waste disposal works. II; (/ unit). Professor B.\bbitt.
112. Masonry Construction and Foundations.—A study of the design and construction
of dams, retaining walls, grain elevators, and bins. Investigation of sites for structures
and a study of the design and construction of the various forms of foundations. II;
(i unit). Professor Huntington.
124. Steel Building Design.—A study of steel mill buildings and tall buildings of skeleton
construction including stress calculation, types of construction and design. I; (3^ to 2
units).'*- Professor Huntington.
125. Design of Industrial Structures.—Steel and reinforced concrete mill and factory
buildings; head frames, tipples, and other mine structures; grain elevators. II; (i unit).
Dean Ketchum.
130. Hydrology.—Precipitation, evaporation, transpiration, run-off, stream flow regula-
tion, flood control. I or II; (/ unit). Professor Pickels.
131. Water Power.—Preliminary investigations, selection of site, storage requirements,
structures, machinery, and accessories. II; (i unit). Associate Professor Doland.
140. Research.—Individual investigations of various phases of civil engineering. I or II;
(J^ to 2 units). '^ Professors Huntington, Wilson, Cross, Babbitt, Crandell,
Pickels, Associate Professors Doland, Shedd.
CLASSICS
Professors: Oldfather, Barton (Emeritus), Canter.
Associate Professor: Perry.
Associate: Mylonas.
Assistants: Dunkin, Rapp, Erck.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Professors Forbes and Kamp.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Greek
Major: 20 hours, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, and 55.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language
(Latin being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy.
Latin
Major: 20 hours, excluding Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 13, 20, 56, and including six
hours in translation courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Mitiors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language
(Greek being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy.
- In registering for a course v/ith variable credits, a student must put on his study-list, not the possible
credits as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course, i.e., not }< to 2, but
}4, or 1, or 2.
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Major: 20 hours in Greek and Latin, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, 55, and Latin
lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 9, 13, 20, and 56. At least six hours shall be offered in the secondary
language and the remaining hours in the primary one.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language,
English literature, history, and philosophy.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Greek
Major: 20 hours, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, and 17.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language
(Latin being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy. At least
eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Latin
Major: 20 hours, excluding Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 13, 20, and including six hours in
translation courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language
(Greek being especially recommended), English literature, histor>', and philosophy. At least
eight hours must be offered in each subject, if two are chosen.
Classics
Major: 20 hours in Greek and Latin, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, and Latin
lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 9, 13, and 20. At least six hours shall be offered in the secondary language
and the remaining hours in the primary one.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign language,
English literature, history, and philosophy. At least eight hours must be offered in each
subject, if two are chosen.
A. GREEK
Courses for Undergraduates
The courses in translation naturally come in the following sequence: la-lb, 3, 4, 5 or 7,
6 or 8. Course la-lb is intended for students who cannot present Greek for entrance to
the University, but who desire to commence the study of the language. Courses 16, 17,
and 18 are open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors; 55 is open to those who have com-
pleted one course in history or classics.
la-lb. Elementary Greek.—I and II; (4). Dr. Mylonas.
3. Second-Year Greek.—Plato. I; (3). Prerequisite: Greek la-lb. Mr. Dunkin.
4. Second-Year Greek.—Homer, selections from the Iliad. II; (3). Prerequisite: Greek 3
or an equivalent. Mr. Dunkin.
Courses in Greek Life and History
Courses 15, 16, 17, and 18 presuppose no knowledge of Greek and are open to all students
except freshmen. See also History 50b, 52, and 57. Associate Professor Swain.
15. Greek Athletics.— Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (1). Dr. Mylonas.
16. The Life of the Ancient Greeks.—Lectures; readings. I; (1). Dr. Mvi.onas.
17. Greek Drama in English Translation.—II; (2). Associate Professor Perry.
18. Greek Archaeology.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (2). Dr. Mylonas.
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
55. Greek History.—See History 55. I; (3). Professor Oldfather.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[5. Herodotus and the Lyric Poets.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Greek 3
and 4, or an equivalent. Dr. Myloxas.]
6. Thucydides and Plato.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Greek 3 and 4. Dr. Mylonas.
[7. Greek Drama: Tragedy and Comedy.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Greek 4 and 5. Dr. Mylonas.]
8. Greek Oratory: Aristotle and Theocritus.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5.
Dr. Mylonas.
[14. Greek Composition.—II; (1). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5. Dr.
Mylonas.]
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in Greek must include at least two years of preparatory
Greek, two years of college Greek, and two years of college Latin.
[105a. Plato.—I; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Oldfather.]
105b. Aristotle's Ethics.—II; (i miit). Professor Oldfather.
llOa-llOb. Bibliography and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Latin llOa-llOb.)
I and II; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather.
[113. The Greek Romance.—I; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Perry.]
[120. Theocritus.—I; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Perry.]
[121. Thucydides.—I; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Perry.]
B. LATIN
Courses for Undergraduates
lla-llb. Elementary Latin.—I and II; (4). (Seniors receive 3 hours credit only.) Mr.
Rapp.
6. Cicero.—Selections from the Orations. I; (4). Prerequisite: Two entrance units in Latin
or Latin lla-llb. Mr. Dunkin.
la. Ovid.—I; (4). Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6. Mr. Rapp.
lb. Vergil.—II; (4). Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6. Mr. Dunkin.
12a. Plautus, Terence, Catullus.—I; (4). Prerequisite: Four entrance units in Latin or
Latin la-lb. Associate Professor Perry.
12a. Sallust and Cicero {De Senectute).—II; (4). Prerequisite: Four entrance units in
Latin or Latin la-lb. Mr. Rapp.
3. Lucretius and Horace (Odes).—I; (3). Prerequisite: Latin 12a-12b or an equivalent.
Professor Canter.
4. Horace (Satires) and Vergil (Eclogues and Georgics).—II; (3). Prerequisite: Latin 12a-
12b or an equivalent. Associate Professor Perry.
5a-5b. Latin Composition.—Grammatical drill and practice in simpler forms of expres-
sion. Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers.
I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6. Professor Canter.
9. Teachers' Course.—Purpose, problems, methods, and results of secondary Latin in-
struction; the teacher's preparation. Required of those receiving the recommendation
of the department as teachers. II; (2). Prerequisite: 14 hours of Latin acceptable for a
major. Professor Canter.
Coiirses in Roman Life and History
Courses 13 and 20 presuppose no knowledge of Latin and are open to all students except
freshmen.
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13. Roman Life.—The family, organization of society, marriage, education, amusements.
Lectures; readings; photographs and slides. II; (1). Dr. Myloxas.
20. Mythology of Greece and Rome.—Lectures and assigned readings. I; (2). Associate
Professor Perry.
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
56. Roman History.—See History 56, Professor Oldfather; History 50b, 57, Associate
Professor Swain.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Latin Composition.—Leading principles; assigned models. Required of those receiving
the recommendation of the department as teachers. II; (2). Prerequisite: 12 hours of
Latin acceptable for a major, including Latin 5a-5b or an equivalent. Associate Pro-
fessor Perry.
18. Roman Archaeology.—II; (2). Dr. Mylonas.
21. Tacitus (Annates) and Juvenal.—I; (3). Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for
a major. Professor C.\nter.
22. Martial, Suetonius, and Apuxeius.—II; (3). Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin accept-
able for a major. Professor Canter.
[23. LiVY, TiBULLUS, .\nd Propertius.—I; (3). Not given, 1031-32. Prerequisite: 12 hours
of Latin acceptable for a major. Professor Canter.]
[24. Ovid (Elegy) and Seneca (Epistles a.nd Tragedies).—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Pre-
requisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major. Professor Canter.)
30a-30b. Honors Course.—Thesis or a special course of study approved by the depart-
ment. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing and 14 hours of Latin acceptable for
a major. Professor Canter.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to do graduate work in Latin should have had at least three years of
college Latin in addition to the Latin prescribed to meet entrance requirements.
[101. Epigram.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Canter.]
[102. Roman Oratory.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Canter.]
104. Latin Palaeography.—I; (/ unit). Professor Oldfather.
106. Terence.—II; (/ unit). Professor Oldfather.
107. Latin Epigraphy.—II; (1 unit). Professor Canter.
[109. Vergil.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Canter.
llOa-llOb. BiELiOGR-VPHY and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Greek UOa-llOb.)
I and II; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather.
[114. Caesar.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Oldfather ]
115. Elegy.—I; (/ unit). Professor Canter.
[116. Latin Satire.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Canter.]
[117. Lucretius.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Pf-RRV.]
118. The Latin Romance.—I; (/ unit). Associate Professor Perry.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
SI. Caesar.— (IJ^). Professor K^vmp.
S9. Teachers' Course.— (2>2). Professor Forbes.
S13, Roman Life.— (1). Professor Kamp.
S20. Mythology of Greece and Rome.—(U^). Professor Kamp.
SS6. Roman History.—(VA)- Professor Kamp.
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Summer Session Courses for Graduates
5101. Latin Epigr-'^m.—(H to 1 unit)} Professor Canter.
5102. Roman Oratory.—(3^ to 1 unit)} Professor Canter.
SI 10. Bibliography and Criticism.—(3^ to 1 unit)} Professor Canter.
COMMERCIAL LAW—See BUSINESS LAW (page 274).
DAIRY HUSBANDRY
Professors: Ruehe, Fraser, Gaines, Prucha, Rhode, Yapp.
Associate Professors: Nevens, Tracy.
Assistant Professors: Overman, Brannon.
Associate: Brown.
Instructors: Kuhlman, Garrett, Shaw, Tuckey.
Assistant: Ramsey.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Testing Dairy Products.—Lectures; recitation; problems; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Dairy Husbandry 24b or 30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Over-
man, Mr. Garrett.
2. Dairy Cattle.—Selection, feeding, breeding, and management. Lectures; recitation;
laboratory. II; (5). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24a; Animal Husbandry 21. Pro-
fessor Yapp, Associate Professor Nevens.
6a. Dairy Plant Operations.—Super\dsed study of the handling and commercial manu-
facture of dairy products; plant sanitation; technical control of plant operations. Dis-
cussions; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, 12, or registration
therein. Associate Professor Tracy, Mr. Tuckey.
6b. Dairy Plant Operations.—Supervised study of the handling and commercial manu-
facture of dairy products; plant sanitation, technical control of plant operations. Dis-
cussions; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, 12, or registration
therein. Associate Professor Tracy, Mr. Tuckey.
8. City Milk Supply.—Production, transportation, plant management, and distribution
of milk. Required inspection trip costing $15 to $20. Lectures; laboratory; readings.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12. Associate Professor Tracy, Mr.
Ramsey.
9. Dairy Products Judging.—Study of the market grades of dairy products and practice
in judging these products. Required inspection trip costing about $10. II; (2). Pre-
requisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Associate Professor Tracy, Mr. Tuckey.
11. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Milk sanitation. Lectures; readings; reports. II; (2).
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Professor Prucha.
12. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Contamination and control. Laboratory. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 11 or registration therein. Professor Prucha, Assistant
Professor Brannon.
22. Cheese Making.—Common varieties of hard and soft cheese. Lectures; laboratory. I;
(3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry' 11, 12, and 24b. Professor Ruehe, Mr. Tuckey.
23a-23k. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year. Credit not given
for either semester separately. I and II; (5), Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put on his study-list not the possible units,
as shown here, but the number of units or credits for which he intends to take the course, i.e., not J^ to 1, but
Vi. or 1.
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including not less than 20 hours pertinent to thesis problem; approval of head of
department.
(a-b). Dairy Bacteriology.—Professor Prucha, Assistant Professor Brannon.
(c-d). Dairy Chemistry,—Assistant Professor Overman.
(e-f). Dairy Farming and Economic Milk Production.—Professor Fraser.
(g-h). Dairy Manufactures.—Professor Ruehe, Associate Professor Tracy.
(j-k). Dairy Production—Professors Gaines, Yapp; Associate Professor Nevens.
24a. Elementary Dairy Production.—Survey of the industry; breeds of dairy cattle;
selection, feeding, and management of herds. (Juniors and seniors allowed two hours
credit only.) Lecture; quiz; laboratory. I or II; (3). Associate Professor Nevens, Mr.
Kuhlman, Mr. Shaw.
24b. Elementary Testing and Manufacture of Dairy Products.—Testing and manu-
facture of dairy products; cream separators. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. (Juniors and
seniors allowed 2 hours credit only.) I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Credit or registration in
Chemistry 1 or 2. Mr. Tuckey, Mr. Ramsey.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Ice Cream Making.—Standardizing, mixing, and freezing; defects and their causes;
judging; artificial refrigeration; machinery and equipment. Required inspection trip
costing from $15 to $20. I; (5). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours
of university work. Associate Professor Tracy, Mr. Tuckey.
5. Composition of Dairy Products.—Rapid commercial tests; milk proteins; chemical
and physical properties of milk fat. Lectures; recitations; problems; readings; labora-
tory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 32. Assistant Professor Overman.
7. Creamery Buttermaking and Factory Management.—Types of creameries; butter-
making; creamery by-products; refrigeration. Creamery location and plans. Required
inspection trip costing about $25. Lectures; readings; problems; laboratory. II; (5).
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work. Professor
Ruehe, Mr. Tuckey.
10. Advanced Dairy Bacteriology.—Bacterial flora of milk and milk products. Readings;
reports. I; (4). Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b; 60 hours of university work. Pro-
fessor Prucha, Assistant Professor Brannon.
14. Milk Condensing.—Methods of manufacturing condensed milk and milk powder. Re-
quired inspection trip costing about $25. Lectures; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Dairy husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work. Associate Professor
Tracy, Mr. Ramsey.
17. Advanced Study of Dairy Breeds.—Historical background; characteristics; noted
individuals and families; lactation. Study of blood lines; inheritance of physical and
physiological characters. Lectures; readings; seminar. I; (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Hus-
bandry 2 and 60 hours of university work. Professor Yafp.
20. Economic Problems in Dairy Farming.—I; (3). Prerequisite: 60 hours of university
work. Professor Eraser.
21. Systems of Dairy Farming.—A three-day inspection trip costing about $15 required
II; (3). Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work. Professor Eraser.
[25. Advanced Study of D.\iry Cattle Feeding.—I; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequi-
site: Dairy Husbandry 2; 60 hours of university work. Associate Professor Nevens.]
26. Marketing Dairy Products.—Methods and problems in marketing milk and manu-
factured dairy products. Lectures; discussions; problems. Required inspection trip
costing about $15. II; (2). Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work. Mr. Brown.
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Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Milk Production.—Eflficiency of dairy farms; factors influencing profits.
I or II; {}/2 io 2 units)} Professor Fraser.
104. Dairy Bacteriology.—Fermentation in dairy products. I or II; {}^to 1 unit)} Pro-
fessor Prucha.
105. Dairy Manufactures.—Special problems. I or II; (J^ to 2 units)} Professor Ruehe.
106. Dairy Bacteriology.—Assigned problems. I or II; (J^ to 2 units)} Professor Prucha.
107. Dairy" Chemistry.—Assigned problems. I or II; (3^ to 2 units)} Assistant Professor
Overman.
108. Physiology of Lactation.—I or II; (3^ to 2 units)} Professor Gaines.
112a-f. Research.—I and II; (/ to 4 units)}
Note.—Graduate students writing a thesis should so indicate when registering.
(a). Dairy Bacteriology.—Professor Prucha.
(b). Dairy Chemistry.—Assistant Professor Overman.
(c). Dairy Cattle Breeding.—Professor Yapp.
(d). Dairy Cattle Feeding.—Associate Professor Nevens.
(e). Milk Production.—Professor Gaines.
(f). Dairy Manufactures.—Professor Ruehe, Associate Professor Tracy.
Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
56. Supervised Dairy Plant Operation.— (3.) Associate Professor Tr.\cy, Mr. Tuckey.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
S112. Research.—(H io I tmit)} Heads of divisions.
DRAWING, GENERAL ENGINEERING
Professors: Jordan, Hoelscher.
Assistant Professors: Porter, Springer.
Associates: Grossman,Hall, Jorgensen.
Instructors: W.alker, Nielsen, Doty, Fitch, Black, Lendrum.
1. Elements of Drawing.—Lettering; orthographic projection; working drawings; chart
and diagram drawing; isometric, oblique, and perspective projections; sketching;
drawings and tracings and methods of their reproduction. I and II; (4). Prerequisite-
Plane geometn,\ Department staff.
2. Descriptive Geometry".—Theory of projections. Solution of theoretical and practical
problems involving size, shape, and relative position of common geometrical magni-
tudes such as points, lines, planes, curved surfaces, and solids. Intersections, develop-
ments, shades and shadows, et cetera. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Solid Geometry.
Department staff.
4. Advanced Drawing.—Review of orthographic projection and machine drawing. Iso-
metric, oblique, perspective, chart and diagram, topographical, architectural, and
structural drawing. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Three years of high school drawing or
the equivalent to be determined by the department. Department Staff.
6. Elements of Drawing.—Part of G. E. D. 1. (For students in chemical engineering.)
II; (3). Prerequisite: Plane Geometry. Mr. Jorgensen.
* In registering for a course with variable units or credits, as i4 to 2 units or credits, a student must put
on his study-list, not the possible units or credits as shown here, but the number of units or credits for which he
intends to take the course, i.e., J^, or 1, or l^i, or 2.
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7. Architectural Projections.—Instrumentation; lettering; projection; intersections;
conventions; shades and shadows; oblique, isometric, and perspective drawing. I; (2).
Prerequisite: Plane and Solid Geometry. Assistant Professor Porter, Mr. Lendrum.
8. Architectur.^ Projections.—A continuation of G.E.D. 7. Shades and shadows;
oblique, isometric, and perspective drawing; developments. II; (2). Prerequisite:
G.E.D. 7.
[21. Advanced Descriptive Geometry.—A continuation of course 2, treating higher rela-
tions of the point, line, and plane. Application of descriptive geometry to practical
engineering problems. Special problems. II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
G.E.D. 1 and 2. Assistant Professor Porter.]
ECONOMICS
Professors: Bogart, Kinley (Emeritus), Robinson, Weston, Litman, Hunter, Lee,
NiCKOLEY (Visiting).
Associate Professors: Stewart, Wright, Berman.
Assistant Professors: Norton, Brown, Gray, Wasserman, Dickinson.
Associates: Hoover, Helbing.
Instructors: Bartlett, Lounsbury, Behling.
Assistants: Sanford, Van Arsdell, Sublette, Alyea, Lockling, Martin, Curtis, Gay,
Tandy, Heckman, Whitlo, Br.\inard, Long, Shaw, Stalnaker.
Cooperating: Mr. Green.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Mr. Borth.
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours made up
of Economics 1 and any other courses in economics for which it is a prerequisite.
Minors: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: Geography, history
philosophy, political science, and sociology.
Economics 22 and 27 are open only to freshmen, w'ithout previous requirement.
Economics 1 is the fundamental course in economics. It is prerequisite for most of
the advanced courses, and students expecting to do advanced work in economics should
take it in their sophomore year.
Economics 2, though open to all students who have had 30 hours of university work,
is primarily for students in the Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering and in courses in
home economics, chemistry, chemical engineering, and other sciences. It may not be used
as a prerequisite for advanced courses in economics except as indicated.
Graduate students electing economics as their major must have had at least eight
accredited semester hours in this field, including a course in the principles and an advanced
course for which this is a prerequisite. Those who take the course as a minor must have
had a course of at least five semester hours in the principles.
See also Business Organization and Operation, and Public Utilities and Trans-
portation.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Economics.—Value, price, money, exchange, distribution, consumption,
and other fundamental concepts. I and II; (5). Prerequisite: 30 hours of university
work. Visiting Professor Nickoley and others.
2. Elements of Economics.—^A briefer presentation of the matter covered in Economics
1. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Dr. Lounsbury and others.
3. Money, Credit, and Banking.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2. Professor
Lee and others.
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22. Economic History of the United States.—Explorations and settlements; coloniza-
tion; growth of industry, agriculture, commerce, transportation, and labor. Open to
freshmen only. I; (3). Professor Bogart and others.
27. Modern Industry.—Environment as a conditioning factor; relation of science to in-
dustr^^; typical extractive and manufacturing industries. Open to freshmen only. II;
(3). Professor Hunter and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. History of Money and Banking Institutions with Special Reference to the U. S.
—I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 3. Professor Lee.
8. Foreign Exchange and the Money Market.—Foreign exchange and international
payments; seasonal demands for money; rates of discount; stock and produce ex-
changes. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, and 3; senior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Wright.
9. Advanced Theory and Practice of Banking.—Banking practice in the United States.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3; senior standing. Associate Professor
Wright.
10. Corporation Management and Finance.—Corporations; organization and securities;
stockholders and directors; analysis of reports; receiverships and reorganizations;
social and political effects. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3; Accountancy la
and lb. Professor Robinson and others.
11. Industrial Consolidation.—The growth of monopoly; monopoly prices and methods;
the effect of trusts on prices, wages, interest, and profits of monopoly; the control of
trusts. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 10. Professor Robinson.
13. Marketing and Prices of Agricultur.\l Products.—Practices, processes, and
agencies related to the marketing of farm crops, livestock, and livestock products.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Associate Professor Stewart.
14. Cooperation in Agriculture.—Cooperative associations for agricultural production
and marketing. II; (2). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Dr. Bartlett.
15. Financing Agriculture.—The credit and banking needs of farmers and rural com-
munities; agencies and methods for supplying them. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1
or 2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Norton.
16. Economics of Agriculture.—Production and exchange of agricultural products;
accumulation and consumption of agricultural wealth. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics
1 or 2. Assistant Professor Norton.
[17. Economic History of Agriculture.—I; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2. Assistant Professor Norton.]
18. Land Economics.—Utilization, valuation, tenure, and conserv^ation of land available
for crops, pastures, and forests. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
Associate Professor Stewart.
20. Economic and Social Conditions in the Near East.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2, and junior standing. Visiting Professor Nickoley.
23. Economic Problems.—Survey of socio-economic problems confronting American so-
ciety today. Not open to commerce students or liberal arts and science students major-
ing in economics. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor
Lee.
24. Economic Development of Modern Europe.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2
;
junior standing. Professor Bogart.
25. Economic History of England.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior stand-
ing. Professor Bogart.
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29. Foreign Commerce and Commercial Policies.—International trade relations and
attempts to solve them; changes in theories and in policies; customs tariffs; commercial
treaties; export trade. II; (3). P/'gregMwt/e; Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor
LiTMAN.
30. V/oRLD Markets.—The chief markets of the world, with special reference to the
United States; the materials of commerce. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2;
junior standing. Professor Litman.
31. Organization of Foreign Commerce.—Exporting and importing; foreign trade
promoting institutions; financing shipments. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2;
junior standing. Professor Litman.
35. Corporation Finance.—Organization, financiering, capitalization, and management
of corporations; relations to investors and to the public. (For engineering students.)
I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2. Mr. Green.
36. Investments.—The nature of saving, investment, and speculation; forms of invest-
ment; institutions for facilitating investment. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 10;
senior standing. Professor Robinson and others.
41. Introduction to Labor Problems.—The economic, legal, and social position of the
wage-earner; risks and uncertainties of the worker; problems involved in marketing
his labor. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Associate Professor
Berman and others.
42. Trade Unionism.—The history, purposes, problems, and activities of labor movements
in the United States and Great Britain as expressed in trade unionism, political action,
and cooperation. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Associate
Professor Berman.
43. Personnel Administration.—The manager and the problems of labor administration
;
labor turnover; withheld effort; selection of workers, promotion, transfer, etc.; train-
ing; welfare work; shop committees, industrial councils; the personnel department. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 ; junior standing. Dr. Helbing.
44. Socialism and Economic Reform.—Plans for economic reconstruction. I; (3). Prere-
quisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing. Dr. Helbing.
51. Public Finance.—Public expenditures; financial administration; taxation; public
debts. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor Hunter and
others.
52. Modern Problems in Taxation with Speclvl Reference to Illinois.—The major
problems of our present system of federal, state, and local taxation. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Economics 51. Professor Hunter.
[54. The Fiscal System of Illinois.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Economics
51. Professor Hunter.]
55. Economics of Insurance.—Historical development and economic aspects, with special
reference to life insurance. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
Assistant Professor Dickinson.
56. Property Insurance.—Fire, marine, title, and credit insurance, and corporate surety-
ship; technical characteristics and economic effects. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1
or 2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Dickinson.
[58. Urban Land Economics.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Economics 1 or
2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Dickinson.]
61. Economic Theory.—A restatement of the leading principles of economics in the light
of their historical development. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior
standing. Assistant Professor Wasserman.
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70. Elements of Statistics.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 30 hours of
university work. Dr. Louxsbury.
71. Economic Statistics.—Methods of collection, presentation, and interpretation of
statistical data; laboratory exercises. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior
standing. Assistant Professor Dickinson.
72. Economic Statistics (Business Barometers).—The interpretation of statistics as a
method of forecasting business changes; possibilities and limitations of this method.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 71 or permission of the instructor. Assistant Professor
Dickinson.
90. Thesis.—For seniors who have elected economics as their major subject and are writing
a thesis. I and II; (2 to 4).^ Prerequisite: Major in economics; senior standing. Assistant
Professor Wasserman and members of the staff.
Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Theory.—Planned primarily for first-year graduate students and particu-
larly for those who have had only the minimum preparation required for graduate
study in economics. I or II; (/ unit). Professor Weston.
102. Theory and History of Money, Credit, and Prices.—I or II; (/ unit). Assistant
Professor Wasserman.
103. The Distribution of Wealth.—-I or II; (/ U7jit). Professor Weston.
10-ia. Theories and Policies of Foreign Commerce.—Foreign trade phenomena; com-
mercial policies of leading industrial nations of the world. I; (i unit). Professor Litman.
104b. Methods and Practices of Foreign Trade.—The problems confronting exporters
and importers. II; (i unit). Professor Litman.
105. Public Finance.—Public expenditures, public revenues, public indebtedness, and the
administration of public funds. I or II; (/ unit). Professor Hunter.
106. International Exchange and the Money Markets.—Methods of financing and
settling international trade transactions, exchange rates, interest rates, and market
movements. 11; (/ unit). Associate Professor Wright.
107. The Corporation in Economic Evolution.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor P. H.
Brown.
109. Comparison of the Theory and Pr.\ctice of the Leading Central and Reserve
Banks with Speci.\l Reference to the United States, Englantd, and France.—I;
{1 unit). Associate Professor Wright.
110b. Finance and Investments: Complex Business Units.—Private finance and safe
investments; financial institutions under the capitalistic organization; problems in
financial organization and procedure. I or II; (1 unit). Professor Robinson.
[112a-112b. Labor Problems.—I and II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor
Berman.]
112c-112d. Labor Problems.—Socialism and economic reform, and labor and the law.
I and II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Berman.
118. Seminar. Thesis Course.—(All graduate students writing theses in Economics must
register in Economics 118; registration for other students is optional.) I or II.
(a). Third Year Seminar.—Professor Weston.
(b). First Year: General Economics.—Assistant Professor Brown.
(c). First Year: Agricultur.\l Economics.—Associate Professor Stewart.
(d). First Year: Public Utilities.—Assistant Professor Gray.
• In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
4. but 2, or 3, or 4.
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120. The History of Economic Thought.—Economic doctrines in very modern times;
economic ideas of ancient philosophers and legal writers and the notions and policies
of the middle ages and early modern times with respect to economic problems. Special
reading assignments with reports and discussions. I or II; (i unit). Professor Weston.
[122. Economic History of the United States.—I or II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32.
Professor Bogart.]
123. Industrial and Financial Organization of Society.—Evolution of industrial so-
ciety; place of banks and other financial institutions in the modern economic order.
124. International Finance.—^I or II; {1 unit). Professor Bogart.
130. Theory of Agricultural Economics.—Agricultural business activity and occu-
pational well-being. I or II; (/ unit). Associate Professor Stewart.
131. Agricultural Resources and Prices.—I and II; (/ unit). Assistant Professor Nor-
ton.
132. Agricultural Economics Research.—(Credit conditional on completion of satis-
factory theses.) I; {1 to 2 units). ^ Associate Professor Stewart.
143. Administration of Industrial Relations.—II, (/ unit). Dr. Helbing.
144. Statistical Theory and Analysis.—Statistical method in the treatment of economic
data. I or II, (/ unit). Assistant Professor Dickinson.
ISO. Management of Public Utilities.—Promotion, finance; capital turnover, consolida-
tions, receiverships and reorganization, customer ownership, public relations, expan-
sion of business accounting, publicity, complaints, and relations to regulatory bodies.-
I or II; (/ unit). Assistant Professor Gray.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
52. Principles of Economics.— (3). Prerequisite: One year of university work or (for
teachers) the permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 2. Mr. Sanford,
Mr. Borth.
53. Money, Credit, and Banking.— (.2}4)- Prerequisite: A course in the principles of
economics or the permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 3 when used as a
prerequisite. Dr. Lounsbury.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
SIO. Corporation Management and Finance.— (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2,
junior standing, or permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 10 when used
as a prerequisite. Mr. Van Arsdell.
S13. Marketing and Prices of Agricultural Products.—Special 4-weeks course. (3).
Associate Professor Stewart.
[S22. Economic History of the United St.\tes.— (2)^). Not given, 1931.]
S23, Social Economic Problems.—{2\i). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, or permission of
instructor. Associate Professor Berman.
S36. Investments.— (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission
of instructor. Equivalent: Economics 36. Professor Robinson.
S41. Introduction to the Study of Labor Problems.— (2^^). Prerequisite: Economics
1 or 2, junior standing, or the permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 41
when used as a prerequisite. Associate Professor Berman.
S51. Public Finance.— (23^). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permis-
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or IH. or 2.
* This course is transferred to Public Utilities and Transportation.
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sion of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 51 when used as a prerequisite. Dr.
LOUNSBURY.
S61. Problems in Economic Theory.— (23^). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior
standing, or permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Economics 61. Assistant Profes-
sor W.\SSERMAN.
[S65. Teaching of Economics and Other Socl\l Sciences.— (2). Not given, 1931.
Prerequisite: A course in the principles of economics or the permission of the instruc-
tor. Dean Thompson.]
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S105. Public Finance.—(1 unit). Professor Hunter.
S107. The Corporation in Economic Evolution.— (i unit). Assistant Professor Wasser-
MAN.
SI 10. Finance and Investments.— (i unit). Professor Robinson.
SI 18. Seminar.—For graduate students v,'ho are writing theses, or are engaged in research
work, (i to 2}/2 units).^ Associate Professor Berman, Assistant Professor Wasserman.
S130. Theory of Agricultural Economics.—Special 4-weeks course, (i unit). Associate
Professor Stewart.
EDUCATION
Professors: Benner, Monroe, Huff, Cameron, Zuppke, Clement, Lundgren, Seybolt.
?>Iays, St.\ley.
Associate Professors: Nolan, Griffith, Odell, Stafford, Weber.
Assistant Professors: Dodge, Olander, Johnston, Dolch, Reagan, Potthoff.
Associates: Gill, Manley, Robinson, Ruby, Smith, Braucher, Todd, Wern^er.
Instructors: Williams, Lawson, King, Rucker, von Lehsten, Kitchell, Peters,
Rokusek, Sogolow, Jordan, Browne, Price, Wilson, Punke, Holmes, Jackson.
Assistants: Bullock, McHarry, Taylor, Harnish, Byerley, Gregg, Habberton, Wil-
son, Hagan, Henderson, Sabo, Brown, Jacoby, Law, McCristal, Boysen, Engel-
hart, Changnon, Davis, Smith, Angus, Strang, Zilly, Sanford.
Cooperating: Professor Paul, Associate Professor Lytle, Assistant Professor Gullette.
Summer Session of 1931, but not in current year: Professor Wynne, Associate Professor
Mead, Dr. Hansen, Dr. Thiesen, Mr. Patterson.
A. GENERAL EDUCATION
Introductory Courses
2. History of Education.—(A general survey.) I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Professor Seybolt.
[3. Survey of Modern Educational Problems.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Johnston.]
5. Comparative Education.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant
Professor Johnston.
6. Principles of Secondary Education.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Education 10 and
25. Associate Professor Weber, Assistant Professor Johnston, Dr. Punke, Mr.
Peters, Mr. Browne, Mr. Smith.
10. Technic of Teaching.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Education 25. Assistant Professors
Potthoff, Reagan, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Peters, Miss Robinson, Mr. San-ford.
25. Educational Psychology.—(Introductory course.) I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Psy-
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the variable
units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2H units,
but 1, or IJ^, or 2, or 2J^.
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chology 1 (or Education 28 in case of Athletic Coaching students). Professor Cameron,
Associate Professor Griffith, Assistant Professors Dolch, Potthoff, Mr. Lawson,
Dr. PuNKE, Mr. Sanford.
10c. Technic of Elementary Instruction.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Ed. 25. Assistant
Professor Dolch.
28. PsYCKOLOGY OF ATHLETICS.—I and II; (3). Open only to men in Athletic Coaching.
Prerequisite: Psychology I or consent of instructor. Associate Professor Griffith.
91. Special Problems of Education in Rural Communities.—I and II; (2). Same as
Agricultural Education 91. Prerequisite: Senior standing and at least 6 hours in Educa-
tion. Mr. Lawson.
Methods Coixrses
The following courses oflfered in the respective departments not in the College of Education
will be accepted as courses in Education.
Art 15a.—I; (3). Journalism 48.—II; (2).
Art 15b.—II; (3). Mathematics 35.—land II; (3).
Botany 14.—II; (3). Music 25a.—I; (3).
Chemistry 12b.—II; (3). Music 25b.—II; (3).
Latin 9.—II; (2). Music 26a.—I; (3).
English 41.—I and II; (2). Music 26b.—II; (3).
English 42.—I and II; (2). Physical Education 15a.—I; (3).
German 25.—II; (2). Physical Education 15b.—II; (3).
History 18.—I and II; (2). [Physics S18.— (1).]
Home Economics 11.—I and II; (3). Public Speaking 12.—II; (2).
Home Economics 34.—I; (1). French 25.—I; (3).
Journalism 47.—I; (2). Spanish 25.—II; (3).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Educational Administration.—I; {Z). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Associate Profes-
sor Weber.
7. School Program of Physical Education.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing
or consent of instructor. Professor St.aley.
8. History, Systems, and Theories of Physical Education.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing or consent of instructor. Professor Staley.
11. Ancient and Medieval Education.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing or Educa-
tion 2. Professor Seybolt.
18. Educational Measurements.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Education 25. Associate
Professor Odell.
20a. Supervision of Secondary Education.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Education 25. Profes-
sor Clement.
[26. The Junior High School.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Education 6.
Professor Clement.]
27. High-School Curricula.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Education 6. Professor Clement.
30. History of American Education.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing or Education
2 or 11. Professor Seybolt.
41. Survey of Vocational Education.—I; (3). Same as Industrial Education 41. Prere-
quisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays.
42. Special Education.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Education 25. Assistant Professor Dolch.
43. Mental Tests.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Education 25. Associate Professor Griffith.
44. Educational Psychology.—(Laboratory course.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Education 25.
Associate Professor Griffith.
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48. Experimental Methods in Athletics.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Education 28
and 25. Associate Professor Griffith.
49. The Principles of Intellectual Development.—The facts of animal, folk, and
child psychology. 11; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Psychology 1, Education 25, or
consent of instructor. Associate Professor Griffith.
53. The Problem of Industrial Education.—I and II; (3). Same as Industrial Education
50. Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor. Professor Mays.
54 Functions and Methods of the Part-Time School.—I; (2). Same as Industrial
Education 54. Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays.
54a. The Curriculum and Administration of the Part-Time School.—II; (2). Same
as Industrial Education 54a. Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays.
55. Problems in Vocational Guidance.—II; (3). Same as Industrial Education 55. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays.
99a.-99b. Thesis.—For candidates for honors. I and II; (2). Dean Benner and others.
Courses for Graduates^
For a Master's degree in education, course 125 is required. For students who have not taken
a course in history of education as undergraduates, Education 11 or Education 30 is required.
101. Educational Theory.—The philosophical basis of educational theory. II; (1 ujiit).
Professor Cameron.
102. Research in History of American Education.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Sey-
BOLT.
104. Educational Administration.—I and II; (i u?tit). Associate Professor Weber.
106. High-School Administration.—I; (i unit). Professor Clement.
110. Methods of Teaching.—I; (i unit). Assistant Professor Reagan.
119. Curriculum Construction.—II; (1 unit). Prerequisite: Education 125. Professor
Monroe.
120a. Seminar in the Supervision of Secondary Education.—II; (/ wiit). Prerequisite:
Education 106. Professor Clement.
121. Educational Measurements.—II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Odell.
123. Educational Statistics.—I; {1 unit). Associate Professor Odell.
124. Readings in Education.\l Research.—I and II; [1 unit). Professor Monroe.
125. Advanced Education.vl Psychology.—I and II; (i unit). Professor Cameron.
127. High-School Curricula.—I; (i unit). Professor Clement.
[128. Source Problems of THE Junior High School.— 1; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32.
Professor Clement.]
129. The Junior College.—II; (/ unit). Prerequisite: Three units of graduate work in
Education. Professor Clement.
131. Analysis and Evaluation of High-School Texts.—II; {1 unit). Prerequisite: Edu-
cation 127. Professor Clement.
[133. Studies in Secondary Education.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor
Clement.]
141. Problems of the Teaching of English in the Secondary School.—I and II;
(/ unit). Professor P.\ul.
147. Psychology of Elementary School Subjects.—I; (7 unit). Professor Cameron.
150. Thesis.—I and II; (/ to 2 units). ^ Dean Benner and others.
' Education 6, 10, and 25, or their equivalents are prerequisites for all courses for graduates.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1. or IJ. or 2.
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165. School Surveys.—I; (/ unit). Associate Professor Odell.
[170. Public School Business Administration.—II; (1 umt). Not given, 1931-32. Prere-
quisite: Education 104. Associate Professor Weber.]
184. Seminar in School Administration.—II; (1 unit). Prerequisite: Three units of grad-
uate work in education, including Education 104 or Education 106, and consent of
instructor. Associate Professor Weber.
185. Seminar in Educational Psychology.—11; (/ unit). Prerequisite: Education 125
and consent of instructor. Professor Cameron.
190. Seminar in Educational Research.—I and II, (1 unit). Dean Benner and others.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
S2. History of Education.— (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Dr. Hansen.
55. Comparative Education.— (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant Professor
Johnston.
56. Principles of Secondary Education.—(3). Assistant Professor Johnston, Mr.
Browne.
SIO. Technic of Teaching.— (3). Mr. Browne, Dr. Wynne, Mr. Peters.
SlOc. Technic of Elementary Instruction.— (3). Associate Professor Mead.
S17. The Teacher.— (2}/^). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Dr. Williams.
S25. Educational Psychology.— (3). Dr. Punke, Mr. Peters.
Simmier Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S18 Educational Measurements.— (2). Prerequisite: Ed. 25. Associate Professor Odell.
S20a. Supervision of Secondary Education.— (23^^). Dr. Williams.
S30. History of American Education.—(2). Dr. Hansen.
541. Survey of Vocational Education.— (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor
Mays.
542. Special Education.— (3). Assistant Professor Dolch.
543. Mental Tests.— (3). Assistant Professor Potthoff.
S46. Recent Research in Reading and Arithmetic.— (2). Prerequisite: Ed. 10, Ed. 25
and senior standing. Assistant Professor Dolch.
S55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.— (2). Professor Mays.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Educational Theory.— (1 unit). Professor Cameron.
S104. Educational Administration.—(/ unit). Dr. Theisen.
S106. High-School Administration— (/ unit). Professor Clement.
SI 10. Methods of Teaching.— (/ unit). Dr. Wynne.
SI 19. Curriculum Construction.— (1 unit). Prerequisite: Ed. 125. Professor Monroe.
S120a. Supervision of Secondary Education.— (/ unit). Professor Clement.
S120b. Supervision of Elementary Education.— (i unit). Professor Mead.
5123. Educational Statistics.— {1 unit). Associate Professor Odell.
5124. Readings in Educational Research.—{1 unit). Professor Monroe.
5125. Advanced Educational Psychology.— (i unit). Associate Professor Griffith.
S141. Problems of the Teaching of English in Secondary Schools.—(3^ unit). Pro-
fessor Paul.
S150. Thesis.—(3^ to 1 nnit).^ Professor Monroe and others.
5164. Public School Finance.— (14 utiit). Associate Professor Weber.
5165. School Surveys.— (3-^ unit). Associate Professor Odell.
' See footnote on page 302.
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S166. School Buildings.—(i unit). Dr. Theisen.
5169. Current Tendencies in Education.— (i unit). Associate Professor Weber.
5170. Public School Business Administration.—{1 unit). Associate Professor Weber.
5184. Seminar in School Administration.— (i unit). Associate Professor Weber.
5185. Seminar in Educational Psychology.—(i unit). Assistant Professor Potthoff.
5186. Seminar in Seconary Education.—(3^ to 1 unit).^ Professor Clement.
5187. Seminar in Vocational Guidance.— (3^ to 1 unit).^ Professor Mays.
S190. Research in Education.— (3^ to 1 unit).^ Professor Monroe.
B. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE
Open to seniors in the College of Education and in certain cases with the consent of the
instructors to juniors.
1. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).^
2. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).^
3. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).*
4. Athletic Coaching.—I and II; (2 to 4).i
5. Agricultural Education.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
6. Biology.—I and II; (5).
7. Chemistry.—I and II; (5),
8. Civics.—I and II; (5).
9. Drawing, Art.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
10. Drawing, Mechanical.—I and II; (3 to 5).*
11. English.—I and II; (5).
11a. Public Speaking.—I and 11; (5).
12. French.—I and II; (5).
13. General Science.—I and II; (5).
14. Home Economics Education.—I and II; (5). Prerequisite: Home Economics 11 or con-
current registration in it.
15. History.—I and II; (5).
16. Industrial Education.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
17. Latin.—I and II; (5).
19. Mathematics.—I and II; (5).
20. Music—I and II; (3 to 5).^
21. Physics.—I and II; (5).
[23. Spanish.—I and II; (5). Not given, 1931-32.]
24. Stenography and Typewriting.—I and II; (3 to 5).^
25. Elementary Education.—I and II; (5).
26. Bookkeeping.—I and II; (5).
27. Economics.—II; (5).
28. German.—I and II; (5).
C. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1. Introduction to Agricuxtural Education.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing and 10 hours of technical agriculture. Associate Professor Nolan.
50. Teaching.—See Educational Practice 5. Sections will be arranged for the supervision
of home projects, class room teaching, observation, and for conferences. I and II;
• In registering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on his study-list nol the pos-
sible credits as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 3 to
5, but 3, or 4, or 5.
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(2 to 5). Prerequisite : Education 10 and senior standing. Required of vocational
teachers.
51. Teachers' Course in Agriculture.—Required of vocational teachers. I and 11; (3).
Prerequisite: Education 10, 25, and senior standing. Associate Professor Nolan.
91. Special Problems of Education in Rural Communities.—-I and II; (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing and at least 6 hours in education. Mr. Lawson,
92. Adult Education in Vocational Agriculture.—Subject matter and methods in
part-time and evening classes and other extension service in vocational agriculture.
I and II; (2). Prerequisite: 25 hours technical agriculture. Education 25, Education 10,
and senior standing. Associate Professor Nolan.
D. ATHLETIC COACHING
2. Calisthenics.—Single line marching and gymnastic dancing. I and II; (4). Mr. Price,
Mr. McCristal.
4. Gymnastic Stunts.—Practice of acrobatic stunts. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Athletic
Coaching 2 and senior standing. Mr. Price.
7. Boxing and Wrestling.—Practice and theory in fundamentals. I, (1); II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Mr. Kenney and assistants.
15. Recreational Activities.—Combative contests, games, mass athletics; supervision of
community recreation, I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Jackson.
16. Training and First Aid.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of
instructor. Mr. Bullock, Mr. Brown.
17. Organization and Administration.—Organizing and administering physical educa-
tion and athletics. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Huff, Assis-
tant Professor Olander.
20. Track and Field Athletics.—Track and field events, coaching and training methods,
management of meets. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Werner.
30. Football.—Practical work in fundamentals. I and II; (2). Department staff.
31. Football.—Review of fundamentals; practical and theoretical work in team play.
I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 30. Mr. von Lehsten, Mr. Rokusek.
32. Football Theory.—Fundamentals and football strategy from coaches' standpoint.
II; (2). Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 30 and 31. Professor Zuppke and department
staff.
40. Basketball.—Practical and theoretical work. I and 11; (2). Department staff.
41. Basketball.—Methods and technic from coaches' standpoint. I and II; (2). Prerequi-
site: Athletic Coaching 40 and junior standing. Mr. Ruby, Mr. Sabo.
50. Baseball.—Theory and practice. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Lundgren, Mr. Jordan.
60. Swimming.—Swimming, diving, water sports. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing
or consent of instructor. Mr. Manley.
70. Health Education and Corrective Gymnastics.—Detection of abnormalities and
treatment by physical methods. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Kna.ton\y 1 and 2; Phys-
iology 1 and 2. Associate Professor Stafford.
Summer Session Courses
52. Calisthenics.— (J^). Mr. Jackson.
53. Gymnastic Dancing.—(J^). Mr. Price.
54. Gymnastic Stunts.—(3^). Mr. Price.
57. School Program of Physical Education.— (1). Professor Staley.
58. History, Systems, and Theories of Physical Education.— (1). Professor Staley.
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SlSa. Mass Physical Activities.—(3^). Professor Staley.
S15b. Miscellaneous Games.—(J^). Mr. Jackson.
S16a. Training Theory.—(3^). Mr. Bullock.
S16b. Training Practice.—(No credit.) Mr. Bullock.
S20. Track and Field Theory and Demonstration.—(2). Mr. Werner.
S28. Psychology of Athletics.—(2 hours credit if taken 8 weeks.) Associate Professor
Griffith.
S30a. Football Theory.—(2). Assistant Professor Olander.
S30b. Football Pr.\ctice.—(H). Mr. Sabo.
S40. Basketball Theory and Pr.\ctice.—(IM)- Mr. Ruby.
S50a. Baseb^vll Theory.— (1). Professor Lundgren.
SSOb. Baseball Practice.—(J^). Professor Lundgren.
560. Swimming.—Theory and Practice. (3^). Mr. Paterson.
561, Diving and Life Saving.—(3^). Mr. Paterson.
S70. He.alth Education and Corrective Gymnastics.— (3). Associate Professor Staf-
ford.
E. HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
1. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 11. Required of all who wish to be re-
commended to teach home economics. I and II; {i). Prerequisite: Home Economics 6,
29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10; Home Economics 5, 10, 19. Recom-
mended: Home Economics 34. Miss Robinson.
2. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 13. Recommended for all seniors in
home economics. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 10, 29. Miss Todd.
3. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 34. I; (1). Prerequisite : Home Econom-
ics 19. Miss King.
F. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
1. Industrial Arts.—First course. I and II; (4). Mr. Braucher.
2. Advanced Industri.4.l Arts.—I and II; (4). Mr. Braucher.
2a. Problems of House Construction.—II; (4). Mr. Braucher.
3. Mechanical Drawing,—Same as G.E.D. 1. I and II.
4. Pattern and Foundry Work.—Same as M. E. 85. 1 and II.
7. Machine Work.—Same as M.E. 87. 1 and II.
8. Printing and Publishing.—Same as Journalism 9a-9b. I and II.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Survey of Vocational Education.— I; (3). Prerequisite: S&mor standm-g. Professor
Mays.
50. Problems of Industrial Education.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing, or
consent of instructor. Professor Mays.
54. Function and Methods of the Part-Time School.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing. Professor Mays.
54a. The Curriculum and Administr,\tion of the Part-Time School.—II; (2). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing. Professor ?i'Iays.
55. Problems of Vocation.al Guidance.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor
Mays.
57. Methods of Trade Teaching.—I and II; (3). Professor Mays.
62. History and Organization of Industrial Arts.—I and II; (3). Professor Mays.
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Extra-Mural Courses
E41. Survey of Vocational Education.—Same as Industrial Education 41. Extra-mural.
I and II; (1 to 3).* Prerequisite: Age over 21. Assistant Professor Dodge.
E50. Survey of Industrial Education.—Same as Industrial Education 50. Extra-mural.
I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor Dodge.
E52. Teaching Related Trade Subjects.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to i)} Assistant
Professor Dodge.
E54. Principles and Methods of the Part-Time School.—Same as Industrial Educa-
tion 54. Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor Dodge.
E54a. Continuation of E54.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor
Dodge.
E55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Same as Industrial Education 55. Extra-
mural. I and II; (1 to 3).* Assistant Professor Dodge.
E55a. Continuation of E55.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3)} Assistant Professor
Dodge.
E56. Teaching Shopwork.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Prerequisite: (a) two years
of trade or industrial experience beyond the apprenticeship; (b) completion of ele-
mentary school curriculum. Assistant Professor Dodge.
E56a. Continuation of E56.—Extra-mural. I and II; (1 to 3).^ Assistant Professor
Dodge.
Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
S4. Printing.— (3). Same as Journalism S9a.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
554. Principles and Methods of the Part-Time School.—(23^). Professor Mays.
555. Problems of Vocational Guidance.— {l^^)- Professor Mays.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Professors: Paine, Brooks (Emeritus), Tykociner.
Associate Professors: Waldo, Knight, Reid.
Assistant Professors: Brown, Reich, Keener, Kraehenbuehl.
Associates: Faucett, Skroder, Archer.
Instructors: Hayward, Smith, Jordan.
Cooperating: Associate Professor Tuthill.
2. Elementary Electrical Engineering.—Electric power transmission; utilization of
alternating and direct current machinery. Operation and testing of generators, motors,
and transformers in the laboratory'. 11; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college physics;
junior standing. Assistant Professor Kraehenbuehl.
11. Direct Current Apparatus and Single Phase Alternating Current Circuits.—
Direct current generators, motors, distribution circuits, storage batteries, and alternat-
ing current single-phase circuits. (For students in ceramic, chemical, general, and
mechanical engineering and industrial administration.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Physics
la-lb, 3a-3b; Mathematics 8 or 9; registration in Electrical Engineering 61. Assistant
Professor Kraehenbuehl, Mr. Faucett.
12. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Generators and motors, transformers, distribu-
1 In refiislering for a course with variable credit liours or units, a student must put down ou his study-list
not the possible hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take tlie
course; i.e., not 1 to 3, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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tion systems. (For students in ceramic, chemical, general, and mechanical engineering
and industrial administration.) II; (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61;
registration in Electrical Engineering 62. Assistant Professor Kraehenbuehl, Mr.
Faucett.
25. Direct Current Apparatus.—Laws of electric and magnetic circuits; construction and
operation of direct current generators and motors. I; (4). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9;
registration in Electrical Engineering 75 and Physics 44a. Associate Professor Knight,
Assistant Professor Brown.
26. Alternating Currents.—Mathematical and graphical treatment of periodic cur-
rents; phenomena in transmission lines and transformers. II; (4). Prerequisite: Elec-
trical Engineering 25; Physics 44a; registration in Electrical Engineering 76. Associate
Professor Knight, Assistant Professor Brown.
35. Alternating Current Appar_\tus.—Transformers and generators. I; (4). Prerequisite:
Electrical Engineering 26, 76; registration in Electrical Engioeering 85. Professor
Paine, Assistant Professor Keener.
36. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Synchronous, induction, and commutator mo-
tors; rotary converters; distributed inductance and capacity; transient phenomena.
II; (4). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35, 85; registration in Electrical Engineer-
ing 86. Professor Paine, Assistant Professor Keener.
51. Radio Communication.—Radio telegraphy and telephony; experimental work with
radio equipment. I; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical engineering.
Assistant Professor Brown, Mr. Skroder.
52, Radio Communication.—Continuation of Electrical Engineering 51. II; (3). Prere-
quisite: Electrical Engineering 51. Assistant Professor Brown.
54. Vacuum Tubes and Control Devices.—Theory, characteristics and application of
triodes, amplifiers, photoelectric cells, glow discharge tubes, oscillators, gridglow
tubes, thyratrons and relays. Lecture and laboratory. II; (1 to 3). Prerequisite: Elec-
trical Engineering 26. Assistant Professor Reich.
55. Electrical Design.—Electromagnets and dynamos, direct and alternating; trans-
formers. I; (2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26; registration in Electrical
Engineering 35. Associate Professor Waldo, Mr. Archer.
56. The Economical Design of Electric.\l Systems.—Power plant design. II; (4).
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35; Mechanical Engineering 2 or 3. Associate
Professor Waldo, Mr. Archer.
58. Power and Communication Networks.—The exact solution of typical electrical
circuits by Heaviside's expansion theorem and by other methods. Classroom and
laboratory exercises. II; (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26. Associate Profes-
sor Knight, Mr. Skroder.
61. Direct Current Laboratory.—Circuits and machines. (For students in general and
mechanical engineering and industrial administration.) I; (1). Prerequisite: Registra-
tion in Electrical Engineering 11. Mr. Faucett, Mr. Smith, Mr. Hayward, Mr.
Jordan.
62. Alternating Current Laboratory.—Alternating current circuits and machines.
(For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial administration.)
II; (1). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineer-
ing 12. Mr. Faucett, Mr. Smith, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Jordan.
71-72. Electrical Engineering Labor.a.tory.—Construction of special apparatus or
other work approved by the department. (Elective for juniors and seniors.) I and II;
(1 to 3), Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25. Assistant Professor
Reich and others.
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75. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Direct current laboratory accompanying
Electrical Engineering 25. I; (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering
25. Mr. Skroder, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Smith.
76. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced direct current testing. Alternat-
ing current circuits, instruments. II; (2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25, 75;
registration in Electrical Engineering 26. Mr. Skroder, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Smith.
85. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current testing. I; (2).
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 76; registration in Electrical Engineering 35.
Associate Professor Reid, Assistant Professor Keener, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Jordan.
86. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current testing. II;
(2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 85; registration in Electrical Engineering 36.
Associate Professor Reid, Assistant Professor Keener, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Jordan.
90. Lighting of Buildings.—Electric lamps and other illuminants, and their effective use.
(For students in architecture.) I; (1). Prerequisite: College physics. Associate Professor
Waldo.
92. Lighting and Wiring of Buildings.—Lighting as in 90, also interior wiring; under-
writer's rules; distribution and fusing. (For students in architectural engineering.)
I; (2). Prerequisite: College phj^sics. Associate Professor Waldo, Assistant Professor
Kraehenbuehl.
95-96. Seminar.—Papers and discussion of current engineering topics. I and II; (I).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical engineering. Assistant Professor Reich.
98. Thesis.—First semester: preliminary reading and investigation; second semester; com-
pletion. I; (no credit); II; (3).
[99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Omitted, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior standing.]
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in electrical engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
101. Advanced Course in Alternating Currents.—Theory of transient phenomena;
polyphase circuits; measuring apparatus. I; (I}^ units). Professor Paixi:, Associate
Professor Knight, Assistant Professors Reich, Keener, Kraehenbuehl.
102. Electric Waves and Oscillations.—Production of oscillations in inductance and
capacity; resonance; coupled circuits; traveling and standing waves; interference and
reflection of short waves; oscillographs and klydonographs. Lectures, demonstrations,
and laboratory. II; (3^ to 1 unit). Assistant Professor Reich.
103. Electrical Design.—Plans for specified machine or apparatus; or for the arrange-
ment of an electrical plant; or for the installation of such maclilnery or apparatus. I;
(i unit). Associate Professor Waldo.
104. Advanced Course in Vacuum Tubes and Control Devices.—Theory, character-
istics and application of the various types of vacuum tubes. Lecture and laboratory.
II; (1). Assistant Professor Reich.
105. Electrical Engineering Research.—Investigation of electrical phenomena or
tests of some electrical machine, or of a plant of such machines. I; (7 to 3 units).^
Professors Paine, Tykociner, Associate Professor Knight, Assistant Professors
Brown, Reich, Keener, Kraehenbuehl.
' In rcKistering for a course with variable credits, a student must put down on lus study-list not the pos-
sible credits, as shown here, but the number of credits for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to J.
but 1. or 2. or 3.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(Including Rhetoric, Public Speaking, and Scandinavian Languages.)
Professors: Graham, Dodge (Emeritus), Clark (Emeritus), Bernbaum, Flom,* Paul,
Zeitlin, T. W. Baldwin,* E. C. Baldwin, Jones, Hillebrand, Jefferson.
Associate Professors: Sandford, Saunders, Parry, Fletcher.
Assistant Professors: Rinaker, Weirick, Landis,* Finney, Kyle (Emeritus), Secord,
Templeman, Anderson.
Associates: Tupper, McCarty, Kelso, Waltz, Busey, Glenn, Goldman.
Instructors: Trelease, Bloom, Nelson, Kelley, Rapp, French, Swanson, Gibson.
Assistants: Miller, Belsley, Coleman, Griswold, Sandin, Simpson, Slow, Tarpley,
Sweney, Dole, Fielder, Gress, Harris, Henderson, Moeller, Mood, Noble,
Roberts, Summers, Washburn, Kennedy, Blair, Brawner, Davidson, Hamilton,
Hurley, Lockard, Martin, J. D. Petersen, E. H. Peterson, Charles, Fain,
Fisher, Huston, Lang, Millhouse, Osenburg, Orlovich, Riebel, Scheerer,
ScHENCK, Stutzman, Owen, Peirce, Burglund, Gettmann, Haskell, Johnson,
Korn, Maxwell, Oldham, Wheeler, Foley, Henneberger.
Cooperating: Professors Oldfather, Van Horne; Associate Professor Hamilton.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Miss Schneider.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major in English
Major: 20 hours in English excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12, English 10, 20, 41, 42, and
including at least 10 hours in English literature, at least 3 hours in composition, and two
courses from the advanced group in English literature.
Minors: 20 hours in either (a) Latin or Greek or French or German; or (b) in any two
of those languages; or (c) in one of those languages and philosophy; or (d) in one of those
languages and history.
Major in Public Speaking
Major: 10 hours in public speaking, inclusive of courses 7 and 8 and either 4 or 6, and
10 hours of English exclusive of English 10a, 10b, 41, 42, and of Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12,21, and
22, and inclusive of one course in English literature from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: Psychology, philosophy,
Greek, Latin, French, German, history, political science, economics, sociology.
Credit for seniors who take English 10a, 10b, Rhetoric 1, 2, will be reduced one hour.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major in English
Major: 20 hours in English excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12, 21, 22, English 10a, 10b,
20a, 20b, 41, 42, and including at least 10 hours in English literature, at least 3 hours in
composition, and two courses from the advanced group in English literature.
Minors: 20 hours, in (a) Latin or Greek or French or German or Spanish; or (b) in any
two of those languages; or (c) in one of those languages and philosophy; or (d) in one of those
languages and history. No language courses may be regarded as satisfying the minor require-
ment if they are excluded from the major of that department (excepting elementary courses
in Greek, Latin, French 2a, and Spanish 2a). At least eight hours must be offered in each
subject.
* On leave of absence.
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Major in Public Speaking
Major: 10 hours in public speaking, inclusive of courses 7 and 8 and either 4 or 6, and
lOhoursof English exclusive of English 10a, 10b, 41, 42, and of Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 12, 21, 22,
and inclusive of one course in English literature from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours, in any one or two of the following subjects: Psychology, philosophy,
Greek, Latin, French, German, history, political science, economics, law, or sociology. At
least eight hours must be oflfered in each subject if two are chosen.
A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Elementary Courses
7. Ideas and Forms in English Literature.—(For students in Athletic Coaching only.)
(Credit is not given for English 7 in addition to English 10a, 10b, 20a, or 20b.) II;
(2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and registration in Rhetoric 2. Mr. Fisher, Miss Simp-
son, Mr. Lang.
10a. An Introduction to Literature.—Forms of poetry, mainly narrative. (Intended
only for those who expect to do considerable work in literature, in English, or in any
other language. Credit is not given for English 10a in addition to English 20a and 20b.)
Seniors receive 2 hours credit only. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: The minimum entrance
requirements in English. Professor Zeitlin, Associate Professor P.A.RRY, Assistant
Professors Weirick, Rinaker, Finney, Secord; Dr. Kelso, Dr. Tupper, Dr.
BusEY, Dr. Goldman, Dr. Kelley, Dr. Bloom, Miss French, Mrs. Rapp, Dr.
Gibson, Miss Summers, Miss Griswold, Mr. Brawner, Mr. Sandin, Mr. E. H.
Peterson, Mr. Gettman, Mr. Mood, Mr. Korn, Mr. Haskell.
10b. An Introduction to Literature.—Forms of poetry, mainly lyrical. (Intended only
for those who expect to do considerable work in literature, In English, or in any other
language. Credit is not given for English 10b in addition to English 20a and 20b.)
Seniors receive 2 hours credit only. land II; (3). Prerequisite: The minimum entrance
requirements In English. Professor Zeitlin, Associate Professor Parry, Assistant
Professors Weirick, Rinaker; Dr. Kelso, Dr. Tupper, Dr. Busey, Dr. Goldman,
Dr. Bloom, Miss French, Dr. Kelley, Mrs. Rapp, Miss Miller, Dr. Gibson, Mr.
Sandin, Mr. Brawner, Miss Griswold, Mr. Coleman, Miss Summers, Mr. Mood,
Mr. E. H. Peterson, Mr. Korn.
20a. Chief English Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—Nineteenth Century men
of letters on religion, politics, economics, conduct, and social life. (For those whose
program admits of but one semester's work in English. Students who make a grade of
B may elect In the second semester English 22, 23, 24, and In their junior and senior
years may be admitted to other courses in literature with the consent of the instructor.
Credit Is not given for the course In addition to English 10a and 10b.) I and II; (4).
Prerequisite: One year of college work. Professor Jefferson, Assistant Professors
Weirick, Templeman; Dr. Kelso, Dr. Tupper, Dr. Glenn, Mrs. Trelease, Miss
French, Mr. Sandin, Miss Belsley, Mr. Slow, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Harris, Mr.
Blair, Mr. Davidson, Mr. E. H. Peterson. Mr. J. D. Petersen.
20b. Chief English Writers Before 1800.
—
(Credit Is not given for this course In addi-
tion to English 10a and 10b.) II; (4). Prerequisite: English 20a. Professor Jefferson,
Assistant Professor Templeman, Dr. Kelso, Dr. Glenn, Mrs. Trelease, Miss
French.
Intermediate Courses
1. Survey of English Literature.—(A course primarily for English majors.) I; (3),
Prerequisite: English 10a and 10b, or consent of Instructor. Associate Professor Parry,
Assistant Professor Finney, Dr. Glenn.
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2. Survey of English Literature.—(A course primarily for English majors.) II; (3).
Prerequisile: English 1 and lOa-lOb, or consent of instructor. Associate Professor
Parry, Assistant Professor Finney, Dr. Glenn.
12, American Literature.— 1; (2). Prerequisite: English lOa-lOb, or junior standing.
Professor Paxtl, Mrs. Sweney, Miss Stutzman.
13. American Literature.—II; (2). Prerequisite: English lOa-lOb, or junior standing.
Professor Paul, Mrs. Sweney, Miss Stutzman.
21. Liter-VRY Study of the Bible.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English literature.
Professor E. C. B.aldwin.
22. Literary Study of the Bible.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English literature,
or English 20a or 20b with a grade of B. Professor E. C. Baldwin.
23. Introduction to Shakespeare.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: English lOa-lOb, or
20a-20b with a grade of B, or junior standing. Associate Professor Fletcher, Assis-
tant Professors Secord, Templeman, Finney.
27. Shakespeare's Non-Dramatic Poetry.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Nine hours of English
literature. Assistant Professor Rin.a.ker.
29. English Literature from 1557 to 1688, exclusive of the Drama.—I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Six hours of English literature. Professor E. C. Baldwin.
31. English Literature from 1688 to 1789, exclusive of tee Drama.—I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Six hours of English literature. Assistant Professor Secord.
33. English Literature from 1789 to 1837.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English
literature or junior standing. Professor Zeitlin.
34. Dr. Johnson and His Circle.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English literature or
junior standing. Assistant Professor Rinaker.
44. Contemporary Poetry,—II; (3), Prerequisite: Ten hours of English literature, or
junior standing. Assistant Professor Weirick.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and either ten hours of English literature or the con-
sent of the instructor.
3. The Poetry of Milton.—Origin, forms, artistic and ethical values; Milton's place in
English literary history. II; (3). Professor E. C. Baldwin.
4. English Versification.—History and theory of poetical forms; reading of representa-
tive poems; verse composition. II; (2). Dr. Goldman.
[5. Shaeespeare.—^I or II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Professor T. W. Baldwin.]
8. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Grammar and elementary reading. I; (3). Professor Jones.
9. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Beowulf. II
; (3). Professor Jones.
17. History of the English Language.—II; (3). (Consent of the instructor must be ob-
tained.) Professor Jones.
25. Chaucer,—I; (3). Professor Jones.
[26. Spenser.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32, Professor Jones.]
30. Tendencies in American Fiction since 1870.—II; (3). (Consent of the instructor
must be obtained.) Dr. Tupper,
35. The English Drama (Previous to Shakespeare).—From the beginning to 1600. I; (3).
Professor Hillebrand.
36. The English Drama (exclusive of Shakespeare) from 1600 to 1700.—II; (3). Profes-
sor Hillebrand,
38. The Development of the Arthurian Tradition.—The historical Arthur; Celtic in-
fluences; Old French Romances; the tradition in England, with special attention to
Malor>' and Tennyson. II; (3). Associate Professor Parry.
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39. Introduction to the Literature of the Middle Ages.—Classical influences; epic,
romance, lay, allegory, fabliau, lyric, and other types. I; (3). Associate Professor
Parry.
41. The Teaching of English Literature.—I and II; (2). Professor Paul, Mrs. Sweney.
42. The Teaching of English Composition.—I and II; (2). Professor Paul, Mrs. Swe-
ney.
43. Browning.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. II; (3). Professor Graham.
45. The Development of the Modern Drama.—Reading; lectures. I; (3). Professor
Hillebrand.
50. Prose of the First Half of the Seventeenth Century.—II; (3). Professor Zeitlin.
[52. Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.—Scott, Jane Austen, Dickens,
Thackeray, Eliot, Meredith, etc. II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Bernbaum.]
[53. Modern American Criticism.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Zeitlin.]
54a-54b. Introduction to Comparative Liter.a.ture.—Introductory and comparative
survey of the greatest Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English
authors. English 54a is a prerequisite for 54b. I and II; (3). Professors Bernbaum,
Carnahan, Oldfather, Aron; Associate Professors Van Horne, Hamilton, Parry,
Perry; Dr. Busey.
56. Tennyson.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. I; (3). Professor Gr-\ham.
57. Great Foreign Novelists in Relation to the English Novel.—Goethe, Hugo,
Manzoni, Balzac, Dumas, Flaubert, Zola, Turgenev, Dostoevski, Tolstoi.—I; (3). Pro-
fessor Bernbaum, Mr. Mood.
60a-60b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation. For candidates for honors and for other
seniors. I and II; (2). Dr. Tupper.
Courses for Graduates
101. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced degrees. I and
II; (i to 2 units)} Professors Graham, Bernbaum, Paul, Zeitlin, E. C. B.\ldwin,
Jones, Hillebrand, Jefferson; Associate Professors Parry, Fletcher, Sandford;
Assistant Professors Secord, Finney, Rinaker.
[110. Old English (Anglo-Saxon) Poetry.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor
Flom.]
[111. Caedmon and Cynewulf.—I; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Jones.]
114. Development of the Ess.a.y.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Zeitlin.
120. The History and Principles of Literary Criticism.—II; (i unit). Assistant Pro-
fessor Finney.
121. History of Rhetorical Theory.—I; (/ unit). Associate Professor Sandford.
128. Literature of the Sixteenth Century.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor Jones.
[129. English Literature from the Norman Conquest to 1400.—I; (/ unit). Not given,
1931-32. Professor Jones.]
130. Tragedy.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Hillebrand.
135. Problems in American Literature.—First semester, Poe and Lanier; second semes-
ter, Lowell and Whitman. I and II; (/ unit). Professor Paul.
[137. Prose Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—I; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Pro-
fessor Zeitlin.]
138. The Romantic Movement.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Bernbaum.
> In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to .^, but
l.or 2, or 3.
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140. In\'estigations in Modern English Literature.—I and II; (/ to 3 units). Professor
Bernbaum.
14L Literature of the Seventeenth Century.—I and II; (i imit). Professor E. C.
Baldwin.
143. Seminar in the History and Theory of Prose Fiction.—I and II; (1 unit). Pro-
fessor Bernbaum.
145. Studies in Eighteenth Century Literature.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Gra-
ham.
146. The Text of Milton.—II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Fletcher.
[147. Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Pro-
fessor T. W. Baldwin.]
[148. Seminar in Elizabethan Drama.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor T. W.
Baldwin.]
[151. The Literature of Travel and Biography in Relation to Prose Fiction.—II;
(i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor Secord.]
[157. Seminar in Spenser.—I; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Jones.]
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
SlOa. An Introduction to Literature: Forms of poetry, mainly narrative.
—
(3). Prere-
quisite: Minimum entrance requirements in English. Equivalent: English 10a. Credit
is not given for this course in addition to English 20a-20b. Associate Professor Flet-
cher, Dr. Goldman.
SlOb. An Introduction to Literature: Forms of poetry, mainly lyrical.
—
(3). Prere-
quisite: Minimum entrance requirements in English. Equivalent: English 10b. Credit
is not given for this course in addition to English 20a-20b. Assistant Professor Secord.
S23. Introduction to Shakespeare.— (3). Prerequisite: English lOa-lOb, or 20a, or 20b,
with a grade of B, or junior standing. Equivalent: English 23. Associate Professor
Hillebrand.
S33. English Literature from 1789 to 1837.
—
(3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English
literature or junior standing. Equivalent: English 33. Assistant Professor Weirick.
S41. The Teaching of English Liter-ature.— (2). Prerequisite: Ten hours of English
literature, and junior standing. Equivalent: English 41. Professor Paul.
S44. Contemporary Poetry.— (3). Prerequisite: Ten hours of English literature and junior
standing. Equivalent: English 44. Assistant Professor Weirick, Miss Schneider.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing, and either ten hours of English literature or consent of the
instructor.
S8. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).
—
(3). Professor Flom.
S17. History of the English Language.— (3). Professor Flom.
S25. Chaucer.—(3). Associate Professor Jefferson.
S52. Great Novelists OF the Nineteenth Century. (Scott, Jane Austen, Dickens, Thack-
eray, Hawthorne, Eliot, Meredith, Hardy, Stevenson). (3). Dr. Glenn.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SlOl. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced degrees.
Individual conferences. (/ unit). Professors Flom, Paltl; Associate Professors Hille-
brand, Jefferson, Sandford; Assistant Professors Fletcher, Secord.
S121. History of Rhetorical Theory.—Classical theories of rhetoric and public address.
Lectures, readings, reports, (i unit). Associate Professor Sandford.
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S120. History and Principles of Literary Criticism.—(/ unit). Associate Professor
Jefferson.
S130. Tragedy, I.
—
(/ unit). Associate Professor Hillebrand.
S135. Problems in American Literature, I.—Poe and Lanier. (/ unit). Professor Paul.
S141. Literature OF THE Seventeenth Century, IL— (iM;«7). Assistant Professor Flet-
cher, Dr. Goldman.
S145. Studies in Eighteenth Century Literature, II.
—
(/ unii). Assistant Professor
Secord, Dr. Glenn.
B. RHETORIC
A. Review Rhetoric.—Review for students in Rhetoric 1 and 2 who need special drill in
the mechanics of writing. No credit. Sections open soon after the beginning of the
semester. I and II. Mr. Fisher, Mr. Osenburg, Mr. Millhouse, Mr. Riebel, Mr.
V/heeler, Mr. Oldham.
1-2. Rhetoric and Composition.—Required of freshmen in all undergraduate colleges who
are not exempted by examination. The course is not counted toward a major in
English. 1: 1 and II; 2: 1 and II; (3). Professor Jefferson (in charge); Assistant Pro-
fessors Secord, Templeman; Dr. Glenn, Dr. Goldman, Dr. Bloom, Dr. Kelley, Dr.
Busey, Mrs. Trelease, Miss French, Mrs. Rapp, Dr. Gibson, Miss Miller, Miss
Belsley, Miss Griswold, Mr. Sandin, Miss Simpson, Mr. Slow, Mr. Dolk, Miss
Fielder, Mr. Harris, Mr. Moeller, Mr. Mood, Miss Noble, Mr. Roberts, Miss
Summers, Miss Washburn, Mrs. Kennedy, Mr. Blair, Mr. Brawner, Mr. Hamil-
ton, Mr. Hurley, Mr. Lockard, Miss Martin, Mr. J. D. Petersen, Mr. E. H. Pe-
terson, Mr. Charles, Mr. Fain, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Lang, Mr. Millhouse, Mr. Osen-
burg, Mr. Orlovich, Mr. Riebel, Mr. Scheerer, Miss Stutzman, Mr. Owen, Miss
Peirce, Mr. Gettmann, Mr. Haskell, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Korn, Mr. Maxwell, Mr.
Oldham, Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Foley.
3. Exposition.—-I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2. Freshmen exempted from
Rhetoric 1 and 2 may enter two designated sections. Dr. Kelso, Dr. Busey, Dr. Gold-
man, Mr. Hurley, Mr. Haskell.
4. Narrj\.tion and Description.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2. Assistant
Professor Finney, Dr. Kelso, Mrs. Rapp, Mrs. Trelease, Mr. Roberts.
10. Business Letter Writing.—(Not counted toward a major in English.) I and II; (2).
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2. Associate Professor Saunders, Assistant Professor
Anderson, Mr. Mood, Mr. Lang, Mr. Tarpley, Mr. Schenck, Mr. Coleman.
21. Advanced Business Writing.—Sales letters; circulars; bulletins, articles for trade
journals and house organs; reports. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 10 with A or
B standing. Associate Professor Saunders.
22. Special Types of Business Writing.—Business reports and articles for business maga-
zines. I and II. Prerequisite: Rhetoric 10. Assistant Professor Anderson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing and the consent of the instructor.
6. Advanced Narrative Composition.—Short-story writing. (Intended for those who
have some aptitude for literary work.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Two years of college work
and the consent of the instructor. Assistant Professor Weirick.
7. Advanced Narrative Composition.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 6. Assistant Pro-
fessor Weirick,
17. Advanced Composition.—(Open to a limited number of students and only on recom-
mendation.) Theory and practice. I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Dr. Tupper.
46. Dramatic Composition.—II; (3). Professor Hillebrand.
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Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
51. Rhetoric AND Themes.— (3). Prereqidsite: Entrance credit in English. Equivalent: Rhe-
toric 1. (Credit for seniors is reduced one hour.) Mr. Sandin, Mr. Lockard.
52. Rhetoric and Themes.— (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1. Equivalent: Rhetoric 2. (Credit
for seniors is reduced one hour.) Mr. Lock.\rd, Mr. Sandin.
SIO. Business Letter Writing.— (Not counted toward a major in English.) (2). Prerequi-
site: Rhetoric 1 and 2. Equivalent: Rhetoric 10. Mr. Tarpley.
C. PUBLIC SPEAKING
1. Principles of Effective Speaking.—Speech composition; delivery; how to hold the
attention and interest of the audience. Short expository and argumentative talks on
selected topics. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2. Miss Nelson, Mr. Mc-
Carty, Mr. Sv.'anson, Mr. Henderson, Mr. Waltz, Mr. Huston.
2. Business and Profession.\l Speaking.—Persuasion; composition and delivery of com-
mon types of business and semi-public addresses. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Public
Speaking 1. Associate Professor Sandford, Mr. Waltz, Mr. Huston.
3. Elements of Debating.—Construction of arguments; adaptation to audiences; refuta-
tion; practice debates on topics of current interest. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Public
Speaking 1. Mr. Huston, Mr. Waltz.
10. Oral Interpretation of Literature.—Study and class presentation of readings drawn
from various sources; analysis of literature to determine its suitability for oral presen-
tation. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1. Miss Nelson, Mr. Henderson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Advanced Debating.—Logical theory and its application; debate, strategy; study of
great debates; practice discussions on political and legal subjects. I and II; (3). Prere-
quisite: Public Speaking 3, junior standing. Associate Professor Sandford, Mr.
Waltz.
6. Forms of Public Address.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 2, junior standing.
Associate Professor Sandford.
7. Masters of Public Address.—Style and methods of great orators. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Public Speaking 2 or 3, junior standing. Associate Professor Sandford.
8. Dramatization.—The drama, theatre, and dramatic production. I and II; (3). Prere-
quisite: Public Speaking 9 or 10, junior standing. INIiss Nelson, Mr. Swanson.
9. The Acting of Shakespearean Plays.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 10, junior
standing. Miss Nelson.
11. Play Production.—Continuation of Public Speaking 8; practice in acting, staging, and
theatrical production. II; (3). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 8, junior standing. Mr.
Swanson.
12. The Teaching of Public Speaking.—Organization of high-school and college courses;
methods; debate and contest coaching; theatricals; standards of criticism. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Ten hours of public speaking; junior standing. Associate Professor
Sandford.
16. Advanced Study of Acting.—I; (2). Prerequisite; Public Speaking 11. Mr. Swanson.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
Sl. Principles of Effective Speaking.— (2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 1. Miss Nelson.
SIO. Oral Interpretation of Literature.— (2). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1 or equiv-
alent. Equivalent: Public Speaking 10. Miss Nelson.
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Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
86. Persuasion and the Forms of Public Address.— (2). Prerequisite: Public Speaking
2 or equivalent. Equivalent: Public Speaking 6. Associate Professor Saxdford.
511. Play Production.— (2). Prerequisite: Public Speaking 8 or equivalent. Equivalent:
Public Speaking 11. Mr. Swanson.
51 2. The Teaching of Public Speaking.— (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing and ten hours
of Public Speaking, or equivalent. Equivalent: Public Speaking 12. Associate Professor
Sandford.
D. SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
22a. Elementary Swedish.—(Not open to freshmen.) Grammar; conversation; readings
from present-day writers. I; (3). Mr. Johnson.
22b. Elementary Swedish.—(Not open to freshmen.) II; (3). Mr. Johnson.
[1. Elementary Norwegian.—^I or 11; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[4. Intermediate Swedish.—I or II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[6. Ibsen.—Study of three of the social dramas; parallel reading of three early and three of
the later dramas. II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given, 1931-32. Professor
Flom.]
[12. Norse Mythology.—Primitive religion; religious belief in the North in pre-Christian
times; interpretation of the principal myths; beginnings of literature. I; (2). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing. Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[14. History of Old Norse Literature.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in the Scandinavian languages must include a reading knowl-
edge of one of the Scandinavian languages and systematic work in the usual undergraduate
courses in Scandinavian. Any graduate student in language may, however, be admitted
to course 101.
[101. Old Norse.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[102. Old Danish.—Introduction to the language; interpretation of earliest runic inscrip-
tions. II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[110. Old Norse Poetry (Advanced Old Norse).—Critical study of the Poetic Edda. I or
II; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[130. The Runic Inscriptions and Primitive Germanic Grammar.—I; (/ unit). Not
given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
[150. Research.—Special problems in Scandinavian philology or literature. I or II; (3^2 ^o -
units). '^ Not given, 1931-32. Professor Flom.]
ENTOMOLOGY
Professor: Metcalf.
Associate Profes.sor: Hayes.
Assistant Professors: Balduf, Milum.
Assistants: Kutchka, Kearns.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department, except Entom. 1, 2, and 31.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Zoology, botany, physiology,
chemistry, horticulture, and agronomy.
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Entomology 1 is open to freshmen, without prerequisite, and may be followed by any
of the other courses for undergraduates or by 6, 10, 20, or 21 in the senior year. Agricultural
students and others desiring strictly practical work may take 1, 8, and 20 in sequence. Stu-
dents preparing for service as economic entomologists should take as many of the courses
offered as possible and should consult the head of the department.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours exclusive of Entomology 1, 2, and 31. At least five hours must be
offered from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours, in not more than two of the following, with not less than eight hours
in either department, if two subjects are chosen: Zoology, botany, chemistry, physiology,
horticulture, and agronomy.
Entomology 1 is open to freshmen, without prerequisite, and may be followed by any
of the other courses for undergraduates or by 6, 10, 20, or 21 in the senior year. Agricultural
students and others desiring strictly practical work may take 1, 8, and 20 in sequence.
Students majoring in entomology should take as many of the courses offered as possible,
including some v/ork in classification, morphology, and control, and should consult the head
of the department.
1. Destructive and Useful Insects.—Habits, life-histories, structure, physiology, and
classification of insects. Recognition and control of important pests of orchard, garden,
and field crops, the household, domestic animals, and man. (Preparation of an insect
collection required; those desiring to collect specim.ens in advance should get printed
instructions from the department.) I and II; (3). (Two hours credit for seniors.)
Professor Metcalf, Associate Professor Hayes, Assistant Professors Balduf, Milum,
and assistants,
2, Insects: Their Ways and Their Relation to Man.—Habits, growth, and food of the
common kinds of insects, their importance to man, and methods of combating them.
A non-technical cultural course. Illustrated lectures, discussions, and exhibits. I or II;
(2). Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Balduf.
3a. Classification of Insects: Orders with gradual metamorphosis and principles
OF systematic ENTOMOLOGY.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. I; (5). Prerequi-
site: Entomology 1 and 30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Balduf.
3b. Classification of Insects: Orders with complete metamorphosis.—Lectures, dis-
cussions, and laboratory. II; (5). Prerequisite: Entomology 1 and 30 hours of univer-
sity work. Assistant Professor Balduf.
[7a. Insect Morphology.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Entomology 1; 30
hours of university work. Associate Professor Hayes.]
[7b. Insect Morphology.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Entomology 1; 30
hours of university work. Associate Professor Hayes.]
8a. Insect Pests of Field Crops.—I; (3 or 5). Prerequisite: Entomology 1; 30 hours of
university work. Associate Professor Hayes.
22. Methods and Technic for the Study of Insects.—II; (3). Given in 1931-32 and
alternate years. Prerequisite: Entomology 1; 30 hours of university work. Associate
Professor Hayes.
31. Essentials of Beekeeping.—Structure of the honeybee; behavior as a basis for sea-
sonal management. Lectures; laboratory and general apiary manipulations. I or II; (2).
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Milum.
32. Advanced Beekeeping.—II; (2), Prerequisite: Entomology 31 or consent of instructor;
30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Milum.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Special Problems.—Open to seniors ready to take up some special investigation which
may be completed as an undergraduate study, or be a beginning of a thesis problem for
an advanced degree. I or II; (2 to 5).^ Prerequisite: Any of the following: Entomology
3, 7, 8, 10, 20, 21, 22, or 31; senior standing. Members of the department.
8b. Pests of Man and Domestic Animals.—II; (3 or 5).^ Prerequisite: Entomology 1 and
junior standing. Professor Metcalf.
10a. Morphology of Immature Insects.—I; (3). Given in 1931-32 and alternate years.
Prerequisite: Entomology 3 and 7a; senior standing. Associate Professor Hayes.
10b. Taxonomy of Immature Insects.—^11; (3). Given in 1931-32 and alternate years
Prerequisite: Entomology 3 and 7a; senior standing. Associate Professor Hayes.
20. Insect Control.— (Intended to anticipate the requirements and difficulties encoun-
tered in practical agricultural, entomological, and horticultural work.) I; (4). Pre-
requisite: Entomology 1 ; senior standing. Professor Metcalf.
21. Insect Bionomics.—The biology and ecology of insects. (For the advanced student of
entomology, zoology, or botany.) Lectures; readings. II; (3). Prerequisite: Ento-
mology 1 ; senior standing. Professor Metcalf.
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in entomology is two years of undergraduate biology
including zoology and entomology.
102. Research in the Morphology and Embryology of Insects.—Individual research
course. I or II; (3^ to 2 units)} Associate Professor Hayes.
[107. Insect Anatomy.—I; (J^ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Hayes.]
108. Research in Economic Entomology.—Individual research course. I or 11; (^ to 2
units)} Professor Metcalf.
109. Research in Systematic Entomology.—Individual research course. I or II; {^'z to
2 units)} Professor Metcalf, Assistant Professor Balduf.
1 10. Research in the Biology and Ecology of Insects.—Individual research course. I or
II; (^ to 2 units)} Professor Metcalf.
FARM MECHANICS
Professor: Lehmann.
Assistant Professor: Shawl.
Associate: Young.
Instructors: Albrecht, Reed.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor Foster.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Mechanics.—Basic principles of mechanics, heat, and electricity as
applied to the farmers' problems. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I or II; (3). Seniors
allowed two hours credit only. Mr. Albrecht, Mr. Reed.
2. Field and Power Machinery.—Theory of design and construction; operation and
management of machines for soil and feed preparation; seeding, cultivating, and har-
vesting. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
Assistant Professor Shawl.
• In registerinR for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not
the possible hours as shown here, but the number of liours for which he intend.^ to take the course; i.e., not 1
to 3, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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3. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Theory of construction and operation of engines, engine
timing, ignition, carburetors; fuels, carburetion, lubrication, cost of operation, and
trouble work. Inspection trip costing $15 to $20 required. Lectures; recitations; labora-
tory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1. Assistant Professor Shawl.
4. Farm Buildings.—Materials, construction, arrangement, design, and cost estimation.
Lectures; recitations; drafting. II; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1, or consent of
instructor. Assistant Professor Foster.
5. Drainage.—Surveying: chaining, mapping, leveling; drainage: principles, designing,
setting grade stakes, laying tile. Lectures; field work; drafting. I; (3). Prerequisite: 30
hours of university work. Professor Lehmann.
11. Dairy Machinery and Equipment.—Pumps; power and power transmission; refriger-
ation;water supply ;scales and conveyors. II; (2). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1. Mr.
Young.
12. Farm Home Equipment.—Water supply, water systems, plumbing and sewage dis-
posal; house lighting and heating; electric refrigeration. Lectures; recitations; labora-
tory. II; (2). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1 or 60 hours of university work. Professor
Lehmann.
20. Farm Concrete Construction.—Materials; mixing and placing; tests; specifications
and estimates. Recitation; laboratory. I; (2). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1. Mr.
Young.
21. Farm Shop Work.—Farm machinery and equipment repairs; simple construction jobs;
care of tools; shop planning. Recitations; laboratorj'. II; (2). Prerequisite: Farm
Mechanics 1. Mr. Young.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
17. Harvesting Machinery.—Advanced work in grain, hay, pea, and soj^bean harvesting;
and threshing machinery. II; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 2. Assistant Professor
Shawl.
18a-18b. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit not given
for either semester separately. I and II; (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work,
including not less than 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of
department. Professor Lehmann, Assistant Professor SHA^^^..
28. Advanced Gas Engines and Tractors.—Principles of design, construction, and assem-
bly; drawbar and belt H. P. ratings; lubrication and field practice; ignition troubles.
Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 3; consent of instructor.
Assistant Professor Shawx.
51. Special Power and Field Machinery.—Each student chooses a special problem for
laboratory or field work with special library research. Laboratory. I or II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Farm Mechanics 17 or 28; consent of instructor. Professor Lehmann, As-
sistant Professor Shawl.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
S3. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Special 4-weeks course. (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechan-
ics 1. Assistant Professor Shawl.
S5. Drainage and Surveying.—Special 4-weeks course. (3). Professor Lehmann.
Summer Session Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S51. Special Power and Field Machinery.— (3). Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 17 and
28, and consent of the instructor. Professor Lehm.\nn and Assistant Professor Shawl.
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FARM ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Professor: Case.
Associate Professor: Wilcox.
Assistant Professor: Johnston.
Assistants: Wills, Wright.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Management.—Factors of production; types of farming; organiza-
tion; administration or operation. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. Field trips required.
The class will visit a number of farms, some of which are included in the cost accounting
investigations carried on by the department. Estimated cost, $5. 1 or II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Economics 1 or 2; 60 hours of university work. Associate Professor Wilcox and
others.
lOa-lOb. Investigation with Thesis.—(Continuous throughout the year; credit is not
given for either semester separately.) I and II; (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university
work including not less than 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head
of department. Professor Case and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
2. Types and Systems of Farming.—Factors determining the location of important farm-
ing type areas and systems of farming in the United States with special emphasis on
Illinois conditions; analysis of capital requirements; cropping systems; livestock sys-
tems; relation of farming types to income. Lectures and quiz. Local field trips will
be arranged; estimated cost $3. I; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Management 1. Professor
Case, Associate Professor Wilcox.
3. Farm Business An.vlysis.—Analysis of factors influencing farm earnings in Illinois based
on farm financial records and cost accounts; measures of farm and enterprise efficiency;
standards of accomplishment; evaluation of practices through their influence on earn-
ings. Lectures and quiz. Local field trips will be arranged; cost not to exceed $10. II;
(3). Prerequisite : Farm Management 1 and Accountancy la. Assistant Professor John-
ston.
4. Farm Operation.—Labor and power requirements; standards of accomplishment; plan-
ning farm work; farm records as a basis for efficient operation. Trips required similar
to those for Course 1. Estimated expense, $3. I; (2). Prerequisite: Farm Organization
and Management 1 ; 90 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Johnston.
5. Farm Organization.—Economic organization of types of farming. Field trips to study
organization and replanning of certain farms. PCstimated expense, $10. II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Farm Organization and Management 1. Professor Case.
6. Land Tenure.—Relation of land tenure to types of farming and community life; its
bearing on utilization and earnings of tenant farms; opportunity of tenants becoming
landowners. I; (2). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 90 hours of university work. Pro-
fessor Case.
(See also Animal Husbandry 29, Systems of Livestock Farming.)
Courses for Graduates
101. Farm Organization and Management.—A study of principles, including an historical
study of the contributions to the field of farm management. I or II; (/ unit). Professor
Case.
110. F"arm Organization and Management Research.—Only those who write accepta-
ble theses will receive credit. (All graduate students majoring in Farm Organization
and Management should register in this course.) I or II
;
(/ to 2 units). Professor Case.
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Summer Session Courses for Graduates
85. FARii Orgakizatiox.—Special 4-weeks course. i}4 unit). Professor Case and Associate
Professor Wilcox.
SlOl. Farm Organization and Management.—Special 4-weeks course, (i unit). Professor
Case.
SI 10. Farm Organization and Management Research.— (/ unit). Professor Case.
FLORICULTURE—See HORTICULTURE (page 338).
FRENCH—See ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE, A (page 385).
GAS ENGINEERING
Professor: Callen.
Assistant Professor: Mitchell.
Courses for Undergraduates
[41. Design.—Design of gas plants. I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing in gas engineering. Assistant Professor Mitchell.]
[42. Design.—Distribution systems, special furnaces, etc. II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Pre-
requisite: Gas Engineering 41. Assistant Professor Mitchell.]
[51. ManlTacture of Gas.—Coal gas, water gas, coke o\en gas, natural gas; manufacture,
purification, metering, etc. I; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior standing in
gas engineering. Professor Callen, Assistant Professor Mitchell.]
[52. Distribution and Utilization.—The distribution of gas from point of production to
the ultimate consumer; special topics in industrial utilization. II; (3). Not given,
1931-32. Prerequisite: Gas Engineering 51. Professor Callen, Assistant Professor
Mitchell.]
[99. Inspection Trip.—No credit. Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior standing.]
GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING-See DRAWING (page 294).
GEOLOGY
Professors: DeWolf, Rolfe (Emeritus), Bayley (Emeritus), Savage, Quirke,' Blan-
CHARD.i
Associate Professor: Howard.
Assistant Professors: Shepard, Wanless, Sutton, Page, Crickmay.
Associates: Burgy, Poggi.
Instructor: Kania.
Assistants: Wagner, Culbertson, Oder, Block, Utterback, Kilian, Billings, Dow.
A. GEOLOGY
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours in geology exclusive of Geology 1, 43, and 44, and including Geology
2b and 4 (the field course).
Minors: 20 hours selected from courses in any one or two of the following: Astronomy,
botany, chemistry, physics, zoology, mining engineering, and civil engineering, after con-
sultation with the department of geology.
1 On leave of absence.
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For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours in geology exclusive of Geology 1, 43, aud 44; inclusive of Geology 3
and 4 (the field trip) and at least 5 hours of courses not open to Freshmen or Sophomores.
Minors: 20 hours of courses in one or two of the foUov/ing named departments: As-
tronomy, botany, chemistry, geography, physics, zoology, mining engineering, and civil
engineering, after consultation with the department of geology. At least eight hours must be
offered in each subject if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Geology.—Surface features; agencies and processes of change; evolution of
topographic forms, meteorology, and oceanography; rocks and minerals. Lectures and
discussion ; laboratory
;
quiz; one or two field trips. (Seniors receive only four credits;
students who have credit for Geography 1 receive only three credits for Geology 1.)
I or II; (5). Professors Sav.a^ge, DeWolf; Assistant Professors Shepard, Sutton,
Wanless, Crickmay; Dr. Kanlv, Mr. Billings, Mr. Cilbertson, Mr. Kilian, Mr.
Oder, Mr. Utterback, Mr. Wagner.
2a. Historical Geology.—Discussion; quiz. (Seniors receive only four hours credit.) I
or II; (5). Prerequisite: Geology 1. Professor Savage, Assistant Professor Sutton.
3. Study of Geological Maps.—(Required of majors in Geology.) I; (2). Prerequisite:
Geology 2a, or registration therein. Assistant Professor Sutton.
4. Field Work.—Lectures or quizzes. Saturday field trips and mapping of an area in Illinois
during the week following the Easter recess. Credit is given only on completion of a
satisfactory written report. Expense about $40. IT; (3). Prerequisite: Credit orregistra-
tion in Geology 3. Assistant Professor Wanless.
17. Geomorphology.—Surface forms and their origin. Lectures; discussions. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Geology 2a. Assistant Professor Shepard.
20. General Mineralogy.—Minerals of economic and scientific importance; blowpipe
analysis. Quiz; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: One year of chemistry. Dr. Kania,
Mr. Oder.
28. Geological History of Vertebrates.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Geology 2a. Assistant
Professor Wanless.
43. Engineering Geology.—Discussions; laboratory. I or II; (3). Prerequisite : Sophomore
standing in the College of Engineering. Dr. Kama, Mr. Billings.
44. Agricultur^\l Geology.—Quiz; laboratory; one field trip. I or II; (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing in the College of Agriculture. Assistant Professor Wanxess, Mr.
Kilian, Mr. Utterback.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
9. Invertebrate Paleontology.—Fossil groups in biological sequence. Lectures; labora-
tory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a and junior standing. Professor Savage.
15. Structural Geology.—Rock deformation and its results. Lectures; laboratory; one
two-day field trip. I; (3). Prerequisite : Geology 4. Assistant Professor Shepard.
16. Stratigraphy.—Fossil faunas, with special reference to Paleozoic invertebrates; corre-
lation and stratigraphy. II; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 9. Assistant Professor Sutton.
22. Mountain and Continental Structures.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 15 and
senior standing. Assistant Professor Shepard.
38. Regional Geology of the United States.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a. Assistant
Professor Crickmay.
47. Systematic Mineralogy.—Study of common minerals (mainly nonsilicates). Crystal-
lography; classification. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry' 1 and 6
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or equivalent and, except for mining and chemistry students, Geology 2a. Associate
Professor Howard, Mr. Wagner.
48. Silicate Minerals and Rock Study.—(A continuation of 47.) Quiz; laboratory. II;
(5). Prerequisite: Geology 47. Dr. Kania, Mr. Wagner.
49. Microscopic Mineralogy.—Designed for students of Ceramics or of Chemistry. Quiz;
laboratory. II; (5). Prerequisite: Geology 47 or 20. Associate Professor Howard.
95. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, origin, and uses of coal, oil, and bedded
deposits of economic importance. Lectures; quizzes. I; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a,
or 43, and 20 or 48 or 49. Associate Professor Howard.
96. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, and origin of metaliferous deposits; theories
of ore deposition. II; (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a or 43, and 20 or 48. Dr. Kania.
60a-60b. Introduction to Research.—Limited to seniors majoring in geology. I and II;
(2). Members of the department.
Courses for Graduates
Note.—For graduate work in geology the student must have a thorough training in the prin-
ciples of the science (except in unusual cases, which will be decided on their merits); at least
20 hours of geology and two or more weeks of field experience will be required. Graduate
students with adequate technical preparation in other sciences may be admitted to graduate
courses in certain subjects, such as crystallography.
101. Advanced Crystallography.—Measuring, projecting, and calculating crystal
forms; physical properties of crystallized bodies. lor II; (1 unit). Associate Professor
Howard.
102. Igneous Petrography.—I or II; (1 wiit). Associate Professor Howard,
[103. Metamorfhic Geology.—I; (/ imit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Quirke.]
[104. Pre-Cambrian Str.\tigraphy.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Quirke.]
[108. Ore Deposition.—I and II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
125. Sedimentation.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Wanless.
135. Research.—Individual work under supervision of members of the staff in their re-
spective fields. I or II; (J^ to 4 units). ^ Professors DeWolf, Savage, Quirke,^ Blan-
CHARD^; Associate Professor Howard; Assistant Professors Sutton, Wanless,
Shepard, Crickmay.
142. Stratigraphic P.\leontology: Paleozoic.—Invertebrate index fossils of the succes-
sive Paleozoic formations. I or II; (1 unit). Professor Savage.
143. Stratigraphic Paleontology: Mesozoic and Cenozoic.—I or II; (/ unit). Assistant
Professor Sutton.
144. Micropaleontology: The study of microscopic fossil faunas.—I; (/ unit). Assistant
Professor Crickmay.
151. Advanced Dynamic Geology.—I; (i unit). Assistant Professor Shepard.
152. Advanced Historical Geology.—II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Crickmay.
[160. Petroleum Geology.—I or II; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor
Howard.]
161. Applied Petroleum Geology.—I and II; {1 unit). Professor DeWolf.
163. Geologic Development of the Continents.—I and II; (/ unit). Associate Professor
Howard.
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 4
units, but J^, or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
2 On leave of absence.
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B. GEOGRAPHY
For students entering prior to September, 1929
:
Major: 20 hours of courses that have prerequisites in geography, exclusive of Geogra-
phy 1.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than two of the following subjects: Eco-
nomics, education, history, zoology, and botany.
For those whose major is in geography, or in education with a minor in geography, the
following sequences are recommended: Geography 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 14, 15, and 10 or 11, or 12 or 8
or 53.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours of courses that have prerequisites in geography, exclusive of Geogra-
phy 1 and including at least 5 hours of courses not open to freshmen.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than two of the following named departments:
Botany, economics, education, geology, history, zoology. At least eight hours must be
ofTered in each subject, if two are chosen.
For those whose major is in geography, or in education with a minor in geography, the
following sequences are recommended: Geography 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 14, 15, and 10 or 11, or 12
or 8 or 53.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Geography.—Development of physical features and their effect on life;
effects of climate, drainage, natural resources, shape, size, and location on human activ-
ities; political, industrial, and social interests. Five hours of lecture, discussion, and
quiz; two hours of laboratory*; two or three field trips. (Seniors receive 4 hours credit;
those who have credit in Geology 1 will receive only three hours credit.) I or II; (5).
Assistant Professor Page, Dr. Burgy, Miss Block, Mr. Dow.
2. Economic Geogr.\.phy.—Geographic conditions affecting industries, production, and
commerce of the world; development and relations of commercial areas to location and
availability of resources; markets and transportation routes. Discussions and quiz. I
or II; (5). (Seniors receive four hours credit only.) Prerequisite: Geography 1. Dr.
Poggi.
4. Geography of North America.—Influences of geographic factors on the countries of
North America. Lectures, discussion, and quiz; reading and map study. I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Geography 2. Dr. Burgy.
5. Geography of South America.—World relations of South America; influence of cli-
mate, drainage, topography, size, shape, and natural resources on settlement, eco-
nomic development, and foreign trade. II; (3). Prerequisite : Geography 2. Dr. BuRGY.
6. Cartography and Graphics.—I; (1). Prerequisite: Geography 2; permission of instruc-
tor. Assistant Professor Page.
7. Field Geography.—Influences of topography, drainage, regional location, and natural
resources on economic development of a selected area investigated. The field chosen
for study in 1932 is in northern Illinois. Expenses will be about $40. Week after Easter
vacation. II; (2). Prerequisite: Geography 1. Assistant Professor Page.
9. The Teaching of Geography.—-I; (2). Prerequisite: One regional course. Dr. Poggi.
14. Weather.—The atmosphere and its processes; weather and forecasting; causes and
distribution of climates. I; (3). Prerequisite: Geography 1. Assistant Professor Page.
15. Physiography.—Lectures; discussions. II; (3). Prerequisite: Geography 1. Assistant
Professor Page.
20. General Miner.'VLOgy.—II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of chemistry. Dr. Kania.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[8. Geogilvphy of Europe.—Influence of climate, surface features, and natural resources
upon distribution of peoples, their industries, and routes of trade. New boundaries and
economic problems. II; (3). Prerequisite: Geography 2; senior standing. Not given,
1931-32. Dr. Poggi.]
10. Geography of Africa.—I; (3). Prerequisite: One regional course. Assistant Professor
Page.
[11. Geography of Asia.—Lectures, discussions. I; (3). Prerequisite: One regional course,
Not given, 1931-32. Dr. Poggi.]
12. Historical Geography of the United States.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Geography 4 and
History 3a and 3b. Mr. Dow.
14a. Climate of the Continents.—Lectures; discussions. II; (2). Prerequisite: Geography
14. Assistant Professor Page.
53a. Production of the Great World Staples.—Geographical aspects of the production
of the great world commodities. I; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing and one regional
course. Dr. Burgy.
[53b. Advanced Industrial and Commercial Geography.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing and one regional course. Not given, 1931-32. Dr. Burgy.]
60a-60b. See Geology 60a-60b.
Course for Graduates
[135. See Geology 135. Not given, 1931-32.]
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
S2a. Industrial and Commercial Geography.— (23^). Dr. Poggi.
S2b. Industrial and Commercial Geography.— (23^). Professor Blanchard.
S9. Methods of Teaching Geography.—(23^). Dr. Poggi.
S53b. Advanced Commercial Geography.—(23^). Professor Blanchard.
S60a. Introduction to Research.— (1). Dr. Poggi.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
S135. Individual Research in Geography.—Q4, to 2 units)}
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professors: Aron, Brooks.
Associate Professor: Williams.
Assistant Professors: Koller, Blaisdell (Emeritus), Geissendoerfer.
Instructor: Kubitz.
Assistants: Jehle, Kurtz, Moore, Munro, Robinson, Mueller, Schreiber, Voigt,
Bald, Genschmer, Jung, Krauss.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours in German, excluding courses 1 and 2, and including 6 hours in courses
with a prerequisite of not less than three years of college German or equivalent.
Minors: 20 hours in not m.ore than two subjects chosen from the following list: Lan-
guages (not less than 8 hours in any one), education, history, philosophy, and psychology.
I In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not M to 2
units, but M. or Vz, or J^, or 1, or 2 .
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For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours in German, excluding courses 1 and 2, and including 6 hours in courses
with a prerequisite of not less than three years of college German or equivalent.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two subjects chosen from the following list, with
not less than eight hours in each subject: Education, English (excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, and
12), French (excluding la), Greek, history, Italian, Latin, philosophy, Spanish (excluding
la).
Elementary and Intermediate Courses
1. Elementary Course.—Grammar and reading for beginners. I or II; (4). (Three hours
credit for seniors.) Prerequisite: Not open to students who have had high-school credit
in this language. Professor Brooks, Dr. Kubitz, Mr. Bald, Mr. Genschmer, Miss
Jehle, Mr. Jung, Mr. Krauss, Mr. Kurtz, Mr. Moore, Mr. Mueller, Mr. Munro,
Mr. Robinson, Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Voigt.
2. Elementary Course (continued).—Grammar and reading. I or 11; (4). (Three hours
credit for seniors.) Prerequisite: German 1 , or one year of high-school German, or equiv-
alent. Professor Brooks, Assistant Professor Koller, Dr. Kubitz, Mr. Bald, Mr.
Genschmer, Miss Jehle, Mr. Jung, Mr. Krauss, Mr. Kurtz, Mr. Moore, Mr.
Mueller, Mr. Munro, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Voigt.
4. Intermediate Course.—Modern narrative prose. Oral practice; sight reading. I or II;
(4). Prerequisite: German 2, or two years of high-school German, or equivalent.
Associate Professor Williams, Assistant Professors Koller, Geissendoerfer; Miss
Jehle, Mr. Kurtz, Mr. Moore, Mr. Mueller, Mr. Munro, Mr. Schreiber.
5. Intermedi.\te Course (continued).—Literary reading. Modern narrative prose, but at
the option of the instructor one of the easier classical works may also be read. Oral
practice; sight reading. I or II; (4). Prerequisite: German 4, or three years of high-
school German, or equivalent. Assistant Professors Koller, Geissendoerfer; Mr.
Kurtz, Mr. Munro.
6. Scientific Reading.—Rapid reading of scientific prose. (Parallel with 5. Students may
not take both 5 and 6 for more than a total of four hours credit without permission
of department.) II; (4). Prerequisite: (Same as for Course 5.) Associate Professor
Williams, Mr. Moore.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
7. Modern Fiction.—(Intended primarily for students who take 5 the first semester.) II;
(3). Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent. Assistant Professor Koller.
10. Introductory Goethe Course.—Goethe's life. Reading of works illustrating different
periods of his development. II; (3). Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent. Professor
Aron.
14. Introductory Schiller Course.—Schiller's life; reading of dramas, lyrics, and ballads
illustrating different periods of his development. I; (3). Prerequisite: German 5 or
equivalent. Professor Aron.
16a. Conversation and Writing.—I; (2). Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent. Assistant
Professor Koller.
16b. Conversation and Writing.—II; (2). Prerequisite: German 16a or cc|uivalent. As-
sistant Professor Koller.
24a. Nineteenth Century Drama.—Rapid reading of dramas by Grillparzer, Hebbel,
Hauptmann, and others. I; (2). Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent. Assistant Pro-
fessor Geissendoerfer.
24b. Nineteenth Century Drama.—II; (2). Prerequisite: German 24a or equivalent.
Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
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25. Teachers' Course.—II ; (2). Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.
Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
28a. Lyrics AND Ballads.—Form; development; types; the Volkslied. I; (2). Prerequisite:
German 5 or equivalent, and sophomore standing. Associate Professor Williams.
28b. Lyrics and Ballads.—II; (2). Prerequisite: German 28a or equivalent. Associate Pro-
fessor Williams.
29a. Advanced Conversation and Writing.—I; (2). Prerequisite: German 16b or equiva-
lent. Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
29b. Advanced Conversation and Writing.—II; (2). Prerequisite: German 29a or equiv-
alent. Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
30a-30b. Senior Thesis and Honors Course.—Intended primarily for candidates for
honors in German, but open to other seniors. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing and three years of college German, or equivalent. Professor Aron and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
19a. Goethe's Faust.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.
Professor Brooks.
19b. Goethe's Faust (continued).—II; (2). Prerequisite: German 19a or equivalent.
Professor Brooks.
26a. Survey of German Literature.—To the end of the eighteenth centur5^ I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Three years of college German or equivalent. Professor Aron.
26b. Survey of German Literature.—Nineteenth century. II; (3). Prerequisite: German
26a or equivalent. Professor Aron.
31. Middle High German.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing; three years
of college German or equivalent. Associate Professor Williams.
[32. History of German Civilization.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Three
years of college German or equivalent. Professor Brooks.]
[39a-39b. Goethe and Schiller.—I or II; (2). Not given, 1931-32.]
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to take German as a major should have completed a four years' course of
undergraduate study in German, corresponding to the four years' course at this University,
and should be familiar with the principal works of the writers of the classical and modern
periods of German literature, show a general knowledge of the history of German literature,
and be able to follow lectures in the German language.
Of collateral subjects, a reading knowledge of French is important and is required for
advanced graduate work. Some acquaintance with Latin and with German history is highly
desirable.
101. Seminar in the German Novel.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Aron.
102. Thesis.—I or II; (J^ to 2 units.) Professors Aron, Brooks; Associate Professor Wil-
liams.
103. Introduction to the Historical Study of the Germanic Languages.—I; {1 unit).
Associate Professor Williams.
[104. Gothic.—Grammar and literature. II; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
105. Old High German.—Gram.mar and interpretation of the oldest literary documents.
II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Williams.
110. Early German Drama.—German drama up to the Reformation. H; (/ unit). Pro-
fessor Brooks.
113. German Liter.\ture of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—I; (/ unit).
Professor Brooks.
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[117. German Literature of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.—I and IT;
{1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Aron.]
[121. Walther von der Vogelweide.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Profes-
sor Williams.]
121a. The Nibelungenlied.—11; (/ unit). Associate Professor Williams.
[121b. GuDRUN.—II; (i tinit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Williams.]
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
51. Elementary Course.— (4). Equivalent: German 1. Mr. AIunro, Mr. Robinson.
52. Element.\ry Course (continued).
—
(4). Prerequisite: German 1, or SI, or one year of
high-school German. Equivalent: German 2. Mr. Moore.
54. Intermediate Course.—(4). Prerequisite: German 2, or S2, or two years of high-
school German. Equivalent: German 4. Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
55. iNTERiiEDLVTE CouRSE (continued).
—
(2). Prerequisite: German 4, or three years of
high-school German, or equi^•alent. Equivalent: German 5 (in part). Associate Profes-
sor Williams.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
S16a. Conversation and Writi.vg.— (2). Prerequisite: German 5 or equivalent. Equivalent:
German 16a. Mr. Kurtz.
S24a. Nineteenth Century Drama.— (2). Prerequisite: Same as 16a. Equivalent : German
24a. Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
S25. Teachers' Course.— (1). Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 25 (in part). Assistant Professor Geissendoerfer.
Summer Session Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S39a. Goethe and Schiller.— (2). Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equiva-
lent. Equivalent: German 39a. Associate Professor W^illi.\ms.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
5101. Seminar in Volkskuyide.— (3^ to 2 units). Associate Professor Williams.
5102. Thesis.—(3^ to 2 tmits). Associate Professor Williams,
GREEK—See CLASSICS, A (page 289).
HISTORY
Professors: Larson, Lybyer, Robertson, ^ Pease, Dietz, Hansen, Jones, Randall.
Associate Professors: Rodkey, Swain.
Assistant Professors: Dunbar, Ronalds, Werner.
Associate: Erickson.
Instructors: Shay, King.
Assistants: D.wenport,'' LaFuze, Major, Yount, Sage, Tolo, Baker, Wright, Martig,
Sarkissian.
Cooperating: Professor Oldfather.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours, excluding History la and 2a, and including (a) either History lb
or 2b; (b) six hours selected from courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates;
and (c) any other courses offered in the department.
' On leave of absence.
« Resigned, February 1, 1932.
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Minors: 20 hours, selected from two of the following subjects: Economics, political
science, law, sociology, English and American literature, and philosophy. Courses in any
foreign language may be accepted in satisfaction of this requirement if the student can
show his ability to read ordinary historical prose in that language.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours, including (a) ten hours in courses having junior standing as a pre-
requisite, and (b) any other courses offered by the department (except courses taken in the
freshman year).
Minors: 20 hours selected from one or two of the following subjects: Economics, politi-
cal science, geography, philosophy, law, sociology, and English and American literature
(except such courses as are taken in the freshman year). Courses in one modern language
(except such as are primarily designed for freshmen) will be accepted as one of two minor
subjects.
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Continental European History.—Europe from the sixteenth century to the
present time. I and II; (4 or 3),^ (Either semester may be taken separately.) Professor
Jones, Assistant Professor Ronalds, Dr. Erickson, Dr. Shay, Dr. King, Mr. Daven-
port, Mr. LaFuze, Mr. Major, Mr. Martig, Mr. Tolo, Mr. Wright.
2a-2b. English History.—I: The History of the British Peoples to the close of the seven-
teenth century. II: Modern history of the United Kingdom to the present time;
colonial and imperial development. I and II; (3 or 2).^ (Either semester may be taken
separately.) Professor Dietz, Assistant Professor Werner, Dr. Shay, Miss Baker,
Mr. Martig, Air. Sage, Mr. Tolo, Mr. Wright, Mr. Yount.
3a-3b. History of the United States.—I: The colonies in the eighteenth century; the
beginnings of national life. II: A century of national development, 1828-1932. I and
II; (3). (Either semester may be taken separately.) Prerequisite: One year of college
work. Professor Hansen, Assistant Professors Dunbar, Werner, Dr. King, Miss
Baker, Mr. Davenport, Mr. LaFuze, Mr. Major, Mr. Sage.
5a-Sb. The Ancient World.—I: The prehistoric age and the ancient empires. II: Greece
and Rome. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Associate Professor
Swain, Mr. Yount,
14. The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Assistant Professor Werner.
18. The Teaching of History.—I or II; (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history and
senior standing. Assistant Professor Werner.
22a-22b. History of the West, 1634-1840.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: History 3a and
junior standing. Professor Pease.
23a-23b. The Puritan Revolution in England and America.—I and II; (2). Prerequi-
site: Sophomore standing and one year of college history. Professor Pease.
[30a-30b. The History of the Near East in Medieval and Modern Times.—I and II;
(3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Lybyer.]
33a-33b. History of Russia and Her Slavic Neighbors.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing and one year of college history. Associate Professor Rodkey.
34a-34b. The Hist ory of Europe, 1648-1848.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing
and one year of college history. Dr. Erickson.
1 Three credits for seniors, four credits for students other than seniors.
2 Two credits for seniors; three credits for students other than seniors.
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40. History of the British Empire.—-I; (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Dr.
Erickson.
41. The Middle Ages: The Formation and the Development of the European
States.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Professor Larson.
42. Religious and Intellectual Civilization of the Middle Ages.—II; (3). Prerequi-
site: One year of college history. Professor Larson.
43. The British People in the Victorian Age.—II; (2). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Dr. Erickson.
45a-45b. History of England in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries
(1688-1837).—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing and one year of college
history. Assistant Professor Ronalds.
51a-51b. Hebrew History.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Swain.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation for candidates for honors and for other
seniors. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Associate Professor Rodkey.
91a-91b. Honors Course.—Reading in selected fields in consultation with the instructor.
I and II; (2). Prerequisite : Senior standing. Professor Lybyer.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(Open to juniors and seniors. The ability to use modern languages is desirable.)
16a-16b. The Foundations of American Society.—The American colonies in the
eighteenth century, national beginnings. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: History 3a. As-
sistant Professor Dunbar.
I7a-17b. Social and Economic Forces in the Nineteenth Century.—I and II; (3).
Prerequisite: History 3b. Professor Hansen.
19a-19b. The History of American Immigration.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: History
3a-3b. Professor Hansen.
(20a. History of the South.—The Old South.—I; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
History 3a-3b. Professor Randall.]
20b. History of the South since 1850.—II; (2). Prerequisite: History 3a-3b. Professor
Randall.
21. Recent History of the United States, 1877-1932.—I; (3). Prerequisite: History 3b.
Professor Randall.
25. The Civil War and the Reconstruction.—I; (3). Prerequisite: History 3b. Professor
Randall.
[26. History of the Latin-American Colonies.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequi-
site: One year of college history. Professor Robertson.]
[27. History of Latin America from the Wars of Independence to the Present
Time.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: One year of college history. Profes-
sor Robertson.]
[29. America and Europe, 1776 1850. —The foundations of international intercourse in
the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Pre-
requisite: One year of college history. Professor Robertson.]
32a-32b. Recent European History.— I: The European System, 1878-1914. II: The
Great War and subsequent events. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history, economics, or political science. Professor Lybyer.
36a-36b. History of Germany.—I: To the close of the Thirty Years' War. H: Modern
Germany. I and II; (3). Prerequisite : One year of college history. Associate Professor
Rodkey.
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37a-37b. Introduction to the History of Eastern and Southern Asia.—I and II; (3).
Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Lybyer.
[38a-38b. Development of the French Monarchy in Early Modern Times (1285-
1648).—I and II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: History la-lb. Professor
Jones.]
39a-39b. The Renaissance and the Reformation.—I and 11; (3). Prerequisite: History
la. Professor Jones.
4-la-44b. The Constitutional History of England.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Professor Larson.
[46a-46b. The Industrial Revolution and English Social Politics.—I and 11; (3).
Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Dietz.]
47a-47b. History of England in the Early Modern Period (1399-1603).—I and II;
(3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Dietz.]
[48. Social and Economic History of the Middle Ages.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32.
Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Larson.]
55. History of the Ancient Greek States.—I; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college his-
tory. Professor Oldfather.
56. History of the Roman Republic.—II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history.
Professor Oldfather.
57a-57b. Ancient Imperialism.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history.
Associate Professor Swain.
60. The United States in the World War.—II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Professor Randall.
62a-62b. Political and Constitution.\l History of the United States.—I and II;
(3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Randall.
Courses for Graduates
Graduate work in history presupposes two years of college work in this subject, or 16
semester hours, which should include courses in European and American history corre-
sponding roughly to History la-lb and 3a-3b in this University. Linguistic preparation,
especially in French and German, is important. For medieval histor\' some knowledge of
Latin is essential, and Spanish is useful for certain fields of American history.
Advanced courses in history at the University are of three kinds: (1) For information
and guidance in general reading. (2) Instruction in methodology, historiography, and bibli-
ography. A part of this work (in course 103a) is required of all graduate students in history
during their first year. (3) Seminar courses for the study of special fields with a view to
training in the methods of historical criticism and research.
Illinois Historical Survey.—Students have an opportunity to pursue research in
Western history in connection with the Illinois Historical Survey, an organization for the
purpose of carrying on systematic studies in the history of Illinois.
Attention is also called to the fact that the University has for some time cooperated
with the Trustees of the State Historical Library in the gathering and editing of archive
material. As a result, instructors and graduate students in the department have con-
tributed from time to time to the publications of the Library, and have been given useful
training in the study of manuscript and printed material.
lOla-lOlb. Seminar in Americ.\n History.—I: Introduction to research. II: Investigation
of selected topics. I and II; (/ unit each semester). Professors Hansen, Randall.
102a-102b. Seminar in English History.—I and II; {1 unit each semester). Professor
Dietz.
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103a. Studies ix Historical Method.—Required for an advanced degree in history of all
candidates who do not present evidence of similar training elsewhere. I; (J^ unit).
[103b. HisTORlOGR.\PHY.—II; {1'2 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Randall.]
104a-104b. Seminar in European History.—Europe and the Near East. Bibliography,
historiography, and selected problems; reports. I and II; {1 unit each semester). Pro-
fessor Lybyer.
105. Research in Special Topics.—Advice and direction in research, and guidance in
writing theses for advanced degrees in various fields. I or II; (i to 2 units).^ Professors
Larson, Lybyer, Pease, Jones, Randall, Dietz, Hansen; Associate Professors
Swain, Rodkey; Assistant Professors Dunbar, Ronalds, Werner.
106a-106b. Seminar in the History of the Later Middle Ages.—I and II; (/ unit each
semester). Professor Larson.
122c-122d. The Westward Movement, 1763-1782.—I and II; (i unit each semester). Pro-
fessor Pease.
[126. Spain in Europe and America, 1750-1825.—Bibliographj', historiography, and topi-
cal reports. I; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Robertson.]
[127. Spanish-American Relations.—Relations of the Latin-American states with the
United States. The Monroe Doctrine, international trade, etc. II; {1 unit). Not given,
1931-32. Professor Robertson.]
133a-133b. Studies in the History of Europe in the Nineteenth Century.—I and II;
{1 unit each semester). Associate Professor Rodkey.
138a-138b. Studies in the History of France During the Religious Civil Wars.—
I
and II; {1 unit each semester). Professor Jones.
150a-150b. Seminar in Ancient History.—I and II; (/ unit). Associate Professor Swain.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. History of Modern Europe, 1500-1815.
—
(3 for students other than seniors; 2 for
seniors.) Approximate Equivalent: History la. Professor Jones, Dr. King.
S2b. English History, 1688-1931.
—
(3 for students other than seniors; 2 for seniors).
Equivalent: History 2b. Dr. Erickson.
S3b. History of the United States, 1828-1931.
—
(3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 3b. Dr. Werner, Dr. King.
S40. History of the British Empire.— (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history-.
Equivalent: History 40. Dr. Erickson.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(At least junior standing is required in all courses in this group).
S16b. The Foundations of American Society: National Beginnings.— (3). Prerequisite:
History 3a, or the consent of the instructor. Equivalent: History 16b. Assistant Professor
Dunbar.
S22b. History of the West, 1790-1840.
—
(2 J^). Prerequisite: History 3b, or the consent of
the instructor. Approximate Equivalent: History 22b Professor Pease.
S34b. The History of Europe in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Period, 1789-
1815.
—
(2). Prerequisite: One year of college histon,'. Approximate Equivalent: Historj-
34b. Professor Lybyer.
.S47. Recent English History (since 1807).- (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history-.
Professor Dietz.
' In resisterinK for a courst.- with variable units, a iituUciit should put down on his study-liat, not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or 1 Hi or 2.
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Summer Session Coixrses for Graduates
5102. Seminar in English History.—Henr>' VIII and Rome, (i unit). Professor Dietz.
5103. Studies in Historical METHOD.^Required of all candidates for the master's degree
who have not had similar training elsewhere. (3-i unit). Dr. Werner.
5104. Seminar in European History.—{1 unit). Professor Lybyer.
5105. Research in Special Topics.—(Thesis course). (^ to 2 units)} Professors Lybyer,
Pease, Jones, Dietz; Assistant Professors Dunbar, Werner.
S116. Representative Americans of the Early National Period, 1789-1815.
—
(i
unit). Assistant Professor Dunbar.
S122. History of the West, 1774-1781.
—
(i xinit). Professor Pease.
S137. Studies in the History of the Renaissance.—(/ unit). Professor Jones.
HOME ECONOMICS
Professors: Ward.all, Bevier (Emeritus).
Associate Professor: Woodruff.
Assistant Professors: Barto, Jacobsen, Burns, Brooks, W.'VLLs, E. E. Smith, Weaa'ER,
Outhouse, Nickell.
Associates: Whitlock, Barnes, Meyer, Munger, Thorp.
Instructors: Pickens, Honig, Zwermann.
Assistants: Beam, Bennett, Roy, Webber, J. Smith, Jacobs, Duffey.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor Foster, Miss Robinson, Miss Todd, Miss King.
College of Agriculture
Curriculum in General Home Economics. (See page 160).
Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics. (See page 162).
College of Education
Home Economics Education. (See page 167).
Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes. (See page 168).
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Major A.—(For students entering before September, 1929.) General Home Econom-
ics: 20 hours from courses offered by the department, excluding Home Economics 1 and 6
(or 44), 7, and including Home Economics 2, 5, 10, 29, and two or more of the following:
Home Economics 14, 19, 20, 28, 31, 33, 41, 43a, 43b, 48, 55.
Major B.—Nutrition and Dietetics: 20 hours excluding Home Economics 1 and in-
cluding Home Economics 5, 6 (or 44), 39a, 39b, 41, and two or more of the following: Home
Economics 20, ?>?>, 45, 47.
Minors: (For students entering before September, 1929.) 20 hours from (a) chemistry,
bacteriology (lecture and laboratory), and ph^-siology (at least one course from each sub-
ject), or (b) economics (a minimum of 8 hours), and one or two of the following subjects:
Education, history, psychology, sociology.
For All Colleges
Transfer Students: To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students transfer-
ring home economics credits from other institutions must take five hours in residence from
the following: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 35, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 47, 48, 50, 51, 55.
Electives: In addition to the required subjects in each college, it is expected that stu-
dents will choose electives in accord with their special interest.
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put on his study-list not the possible
units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, i.e., not >f to 2 units,
but J^, or 1, or IH. or 2.
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1. Textiles, clothing and costume design: Home Economics 19, 30, 31, 42, 43a, 43b,
50,51.
2. Institutional management and hospital dietetics: Home Economics 20, 33, 46, 47,
48,55.
3. Household management: Home Economics 14, 28, 57a, 57b, and additional courses
in economics.
4. House planning and furnishing: Art 16a, 16b; Architecture 11, 12; Home Econo-
mics 3, 43a, 43b; and additional courses in art and history.
5. Nutrition and dietetics: Chemistry 24, 50a; Zoolog>' 1; Home Economics 20, 33,
39a, 39b, 41, 45.
6. Teaching of home economics: Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45; Education 6, 10,
25.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Foods.—Chemical composition and properties of foods; a study of the principles involved
in food preparation. I or H; (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 5. Associate Professor
Woodruff, Miss Pickens, Miss Zwermann.
2. Home Architecture.—Situation, construction, design, and history of the house. Heat-
ing, ventilating, lighting, plumbing, water supply, and drainage. Making skeleton
plans. I or II; (3). Prerequisites: Art 13a and sophomore standing. Prerequisite or con-
current: Art 13b. Assistant Professors Foster, Weaver.
3. Home Decoration.—Design applied to interiors; selection and arrangement of furni-
ture, pictures, and accessories. The treatment of walls, floors, and windows. Historic,
artistic, and economic aspects. I or II; (3). Prerequiste: Art 13a, 13b; Home Econo-
mics 2. Assistant Professor Weaver.
5. Dietetics.—Nutritive requirements and food values. Construction of dietaries for in-
dividuals and family groups. I or II; (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 33; Home Economics
6 or 44; Physiology 4. Assistant Professor Barto, AIIss Honig.
6. Foods.—A continuation of Home Economics 1. 1 or II; {'V). Prerequisite: Home Econom-
ics 1. Associate Professor Woodruff, Miss Pickens, Miss Zwermann.
7. Textiles.—Characteristics, production, and manufacture of textile fibers; fabric study,
stressing design, finish, and tests. I or 11 ; (3 or 2).^ Assistant Professor Jacobsen, Mrs.
Beam.
9. Home Economics Extension.—History, organization, and development. Practice in
preparing extension projects and community and county programs of work. Field trips.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics; consent of the instructor.
Assistant Professor Burns.
10. Organization and Management of the Household.—Family income; household
activities and equipment. Emphasis on economic aspects, I or II; (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 6 or 44, 7. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home eco-
nomics 2. Miss Munger.
11. The Teaching of Home Economics.—Objectives and methods of teaching home eco-
nomics in the high school; practice in planning courses and lessons. One inspection trip
(approximate cost, $3). Required of all who wish to be recommended to teach home
economics. Same as Home Economics Education 1. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 6, 29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10; Home Economics 5, 10, 19.
Recommended: Home Economics 34. Miss Robinson.
Ua. Supervised Teaching.—Supervised teaching of twenty double-period lessons or their
1 Two credits for seniors; three credits for other students.
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equivalent in secondary school classes. I or II; {!)} Prerequisite or concurrent: Home
Economics 11. Miss Robinson, Miss Todd, Miss King.
13. Home Economics in Education.—Development of women's education; the home
economics movement; home economics in schools and colleges. Recommended for all
seniors in home economics. Same as Home Economics Education 2. I or II; (3). Pre-
requisite or concurrent: Home Economics 10, 29. Miss Todd.
14. Practice House.—Planning, preparation, and serving of meals; care of the house.
Lectures, conferences, and laboratory work in practice apartment and laundry. The
students reside in the practice apartment four weeks during the semester. This course
is required for all students expecting to meet the Smith-Hughes requirements. I or II;
(3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 10; consent of the instructor. Miss Munger.
19. Costume Design.—Creative designing of costumes. Sketching and draping original
designs. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Art 13a, 13b; Home Economics 29. Miss Barnes.
29. Clothing.—General introductory course. Selection and construction of clothing. Eco-
nomic and artistic principles involved in the planning of the entire wardrobe. I or II;
(4). Prerequisite: Art 13a or 13b; Home Economics 7. Assistant Professor Jacobsen,
Miss Whitlock, Mrs. BeaxM.
30. Clothing.—Design and construction of clothing. Adaptations from commercial pat-
terns. Study of purchasing of clothing. I or II; (3). Prerequisite or concurrent: Home
Economics 19. Miss Whitlock.
34. Teachers' Courses in Clothing.—Analysis of problems; making of illustrative ma-
terial for clothing courses. (Every student expecting to teach clothing is advised to
register for this course.) Same as Home Economics Education 3. I; (1). Prerequisite:
Home Economics 19. Miss King.
38. Elementary Nutrition.—The fundamental laws of human nutrition and their appli-
cation to the selection of an adequate diet. For senior men and women not majoring
in home economics. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Assistant Professor
Barto.
40. Home Care of the Sick.—Lectures, demonstrations, laboratory. II; (1). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in home economics. Assistant Professor Brooks.
42. History of Costume.—Costumes and their settings from the early Egyptian througii
the nineteenth century. I; (1). Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19. Miss
Barnes.
44. Foods.—A course which covers in one semester the subject matter of Home Economics
1 and 6. Designed especially for transfer students. I; (3). Prerequisite: Transfer credit
of one year each in general chemistry and foods. Miss Pickens.
46. Quantity Cookery.—Handling food materials in large quantities. Time and cost
studies. The department cafeteria is used as a laboratory. Course planned for students
who expect to be dietitians in hospitals or other institutions or who plan to manage a
school lunch. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 6 or 44. Assistant Professor
Smith, Miss Bennett.
47, Institution Management.—Purchase of food supplies and equipment for institutions.
Grades of food; judging of quality and cost in relation to season, pure food laws, and
government inspection. The storeroom and its management. Equipment and furnish-
ings. Institution housekeeping. Floor plans and routing; specifications for equipment.
Inventory of equipment. Visits to stores and markets. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 1 or 2. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 46. Assistant Professor
Smith.
1 Students wishing a five-hour course in supervised teaching in home economics should take Educational
Practice 14. (See page 304). Credit is not allowed for supervised teaching in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
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56a. Child Development.—This course is similar to Home Economics 56 and is intended
for students who are not majoring in home economics. II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing or the consent of the instructor. Assistant Professor Walls.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
20. Infant Nutrition.—Lectures, readings, discussions. I; (2). Prerequisite: Home Eco-
nomics 5 ; senior standing. Mrs. Thorp.
28. Organization and Management of the Household.—Economic relationships of the
household to certain public, private, and cooperative agencies. II; (2), Prerequisite:
Home Economics 10. Assistant Professor Nickell, Miss Munger.
31. Clothing.—Designing and modeling on the dress form. Study of economic and psycho-
logical phases of clothing. II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 30. Miss Whitlock.
33. Diet in Disease.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Assistant Professor
Barto.
35. Problems in Foods.—^Applications of chemical and physical principles to advanced
food problems. Group and individual work. II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5;
consent of the instructor. Chemistry 24 is advised. Associate Professor Woodruff.
39a. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of scientific
literature. I; (1). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Prerequisite or
concurrent: Chemistry 50a, or Home Economics 20, 33, 41, or 55. Associate Professor
Woodruff; Assistant Professors Outhouse, Barto; Mrs. Meyer, Mrs. Thorp.
39b. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of scientific
literature. II; (1). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Prerequisite or
concurrent: Chemistry 50a, or Home Economics 20, 33, 41, or 55. Associate Professor
Woodruff; Assistant Professors Outhouse, Barto; Mrs. Meyer, Mrs. Thorp.
41. Problems in Nutrition.—Discussions and investigations. II; (3 to 5). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 50a, Physiology 4; senior standing. Assistant Professor Outhouse, Mrs.
Meyer, Mrs. Thorp.
43a. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific problems
in the field of textiles and clothing. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Eco-
nomics 30 or 51; each student will undertake an individual problem which in some
cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry and physics. Assistant Professors Jacob-
sen, Weaver; Miss Whitlock, Miss Barnes.
43b. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific problems
in the field of textiles and clothing. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Eco-
nomics 30 or 51; each student will undertake an individual problem which in some
cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry and physics. Assistant Professors J.A.COB-
sen, Weavter; Miss Whitlock, Miss Barnes.
45. Nutrition Classes.—The nutrition of the school child and the teaching of nutrition
to school children. Observation and practice in public school classes. II; (2). Prerequi-
site: Home Economics 5 ; senior standing; consent of the instructor. Assistant Professor
Barto, Miss King.
48. Institution Dietaries and Administration.—Dietary studies and menu-making for
various types of institutions such as dormitories, cafeterias, hospitals, and tea rooms.
Problems of organization, personnel studies, administration of food service, records
and cost accounting, professional ethics. Opportunity will be given for observation and
practice in various fields. Three and one-half day inspection trip in Cliicago (approxi-
mate cost $25). II; (4). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 47. Assistant Professor S.mith.
50. Costume Design.—Creating distinctive and original designs for costumes. Designing
for various types of individuals. II; (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 30, 42. Miss
Barnes.
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51. Textiles.—Textiles from the economic, artistic, physical, and chemical viewpoints.
I; (3). Prereqtdsite: Chemistry 5; Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 7; junior stand-
ing. Assistant Professor Jacobsen.
55. Food and Nutrition.—The relation of chemistry and physiology to food and nutri-
tion. Lectures; discussions; laboratory. I; (5). Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Eco-
nomics 5; senior standing. Assistant Professor Outhouse, Mrs. Meyer, Mrs. Thorp.
[56. Child Development.—H; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Home Economics 10;
Psychology 1. Assistant Professor Walls.]
57a. Problems in Household Management.—-Individual investigation and report of
specific problems in the field of household management. I; (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 10. Miss Munger.
57b. Problems in Household Management.—Individual investigation and report of
specific problems in the field of household management. II; (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 10. Assistant Professor Nickell.
Courses for Graduates
Students electing graduate courses dealing with food and nutrition will present: Chemistrj',
20 hours (including quantitative and organic); bacteriology', 5 hours; physiology, 5 hours;
food and dietetics, 10 hours; nutrition, 2-5 hours. For the more general problems involved
in Home Economics 101, students must present: food and dietetics, 10 hours; textiles and
clothing, 8 hours; chemistry, 12 hours; physiology, 5 hours; principles of economics, 3 hours.
101. Home Economics.—I or II; (1 unit). Professor Wardall.
102. Research in Nutrition.—I or II; (H io 3 tinits)} Assistant Professor Outhouse.
103. Nutrition Semin.\r.— I or II; (^ unit). Assistant Professor Outhouse.
104. Research in Foods.— I or II; (3^ to 3 units).^ Associate Professor Woodruff.
105. Foods Seminar.—I or II; (3^ unit). Associate Professor Woodruff.
HORTICULTURE
Professors: Blair, Lloyd, Dorner, Dorsey, Ruth, Colby, Anderson.
Associate Professors: Hall, Huelsen, Weinard.
Assistant Professor: Kelley.
Associates: Decker, McMunn.
Assistants: Weaver, McCollum, Vaile.
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elements of Horticulture.—Fruit growing. Recitations; exercises. (No credit al-
lowed to juniors and seniors.) I; (2). Professor Colby, Assistant Professor Kelley,
Mr. Vaile.
lb. Elements of Horticulture.—Vegetable gardening. Recitations; laboratory. (No
credit allowed to juniors and seniors.) II; (2). Mr. Weaver, Mr. McCollum.
2. Small Fruit Culture.—The blackberry-, raspberr>', dewberry-, currant, gooseberry, and
strawberry'. Recitations; reference work; laboratory. II; (2). Prerequisite: Horticulture
la and lb. Professor Colby.
3. Commercial V'egetable Gardening.—Production of vegetables for market. Lectures;
reference readings; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture lb or 60 hours of
university work. Professor Lloyd, Mr. Weaver.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the possi-
ble units, as shown here, but the number for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not J^ to 3, but J^, or 1,
or 2, or 3.
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4. Plant Houses.—Construction; cost and maintenance; heating; ventilating. II; (3). Mr.
Decker.
5. Plant Propagation.—Grafts; buds; layers; cuttings; seeds. Lectures; laboratory-;
quizzes. I; (3). Professor Dorner, Mr. Decker.
6a-6b. Nursery Methods.—Lectures; reference readings. Trips to nurseries, the cost not
to exceed $20. 1 and II
; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture 5. Mr. Decker.
7. Spraying.—Materials; appliances; methods. Lectures; reference readings; laboratory;
field work. II; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb; Chemistry 1. Professor Ruth.
8a-8b. Orcharding.—Principal fruits; cultivation; harvesting; marketing. I and II; (3).
An inspection trip is required, expenses not to exceed $15. Prerequisite: Horticulture
la and lb. Mr. McMunn.
15a. Greenhouse Management.—Soils, fertilizers; potting and shifting plants; watering.
Lectures, reference readings; greenhouse work. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 5, Horti-
culture 5. Professor Dorner, Associate Professor Hall.
15b-15c. Commercial Floricultural Crops.—Greenhouse plants and cut flowers for
market; care; marketing. Lectures; greenhouse work. I and II; (3). Prerequisite : Horti-
culture 15a. Associate Professor Hall.
[19. Amateur Floricltlture.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Mr. Decker.]
22a-22h. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous throughout the year; credit not given
either semester separately. (5). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including
not less than 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of department.
(a-b). Pomology.—Professors Dorsey, Ruth, Colby, Anderson, Assistant Pro-
fessor Kelley.
(c-d). Olericulture.—Professor Lloyd.
(e-f). Floriculture.—Professor Dorner, Associate Professor Weinard.
(g-h). Plant Breeding.—Professor Dorsey.
30. Tender Bedding Plants.—Tropical and sub-tropical plants used in outdoor bedding.
Lectures; greenhouse work. II; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a. Associate Professor
Hall.
31. Garden Flowers.—Propagation and growing of annuals, herbaceous perennials, bulbs,
and shrubs for cut flowers and ornamental plantings. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 5.
Professor Dorner, Mr. Decker.
32a-32b. Floral Decoration.—Arrangement in baskets, designs, and bouquets; table
and house decoration. (For floriculture students.) I and II; (3). Professor Dorner.
33. Systematic Pomology.—Description, nomenclature, and classification of native and
sub-tropical fruits; judging and displaying fruits. (For students specializing in po-
mology.) I; (2). Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work. Mr. McMunn.
34. Vegetables under Glass.—Types and equipment of greenhouses for forcing vegeta-
bles; management problems; marketing; forcing crops. Lectures; reference readings;
laboratory. Inspection trip required, expenses about $20. I; (3). Prerequisite: Horti-
culture 3 or 15a. Mr. Weaver.
49. System.vtic Vegetable Crops.—Types; varieties; strains. Nomenclature; descriptions.
Selection for market and exhibition. Judging. Lectures; research; laboratory'. I; (2).
Prerequisite: Horticulture lb. Professor Lloyd, Mr. Weaver.
50. Vegetable Seed Production.—Sources; climatic influences; trial grounds. Selection
of seed stock; winter storage; growing the seed crop; "roguing"; harvesting; curing;
storage. Lectures; research; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture 3 and 49;
Zoology 15. Associate Professor Hu'ELSen.
52, Special Vegetable Crops.—Classification, cultural requirements, and uses of less
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common vegetables. Lectures; research; laboratory'. II; (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture
3 and 49. Professor Lloyd.
53. Viticulture.—History-, species, varieties; vineyard management; harvesting; market-
ing; by-products. Laboratory; recitations; reference readings. I; (2). Prerequisit-e:
Horticulture la and lb. Professor Colby.
54. HoRTiCLXTURAL MANUFACTURES.—Commercial canning and preserving. Inspection
trip, costing about $20, required. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Farm Me-
chanics 1 ; registration in Bacteriolog>' 5a. Associate Professor Huelsen.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
12. Evolution of Horticultural Plants.—History-, classification, and distribution of
cultivated plants; modification under culture; variation. I; (3). Prerequisite: Zoology
15 or Botany 20. Professor Dorsey.
43. Greenhouse Fertilizers.—Soils and fertilizers; plant food; water requirement of
greenhouse crops. Lectures; seminar. I; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 3, Agronomy 28;
Horticulture 3 or 15a; senior standing. Associate Professor Weinard.
44. Current Pomological Literatutie.—Assigned topics; review of books, technical jour-
nals, and other publications. For seniors and graduates specializing in pomology. I or
II; (1). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work. Professor Ruth.
45. Plant Nutrition.—Plant food; growth of greenhouse plants. Lectures; assigned read-
ings; seminars. II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 3; Agronomy 9 or 28; Horticulture 3 or
15a; senior standing. Associate Professor Weinard.
46. Marketing Horticultural Products.—An inspection trip is required; expenses
about $20. For seniors and graduates specializing in horticulture. I; (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2; Horticulture 3 or 8a; 90 hours of university work. Professor Lloyd.
47. Fruit Storage.—The effects of environment upon fruit trees and fruits. The storage
of fruits. Lectures; reference readings; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 32;
Botany 3, or concurrent registration in Botany 3. Professor Ruth.
51. Fruit Diseases.—Symptomology; control measures. Laboratory; field studies. II;
(3). Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including Botany 7a. Professor Anderson
Courses for Graduates
At least two years of collegiate work in horticulture and allied subjects and specific prepara-
tion for chosen topics are required for entrance on major work in this department.
103. Olericulture.—Cultural requirements and improvement of vegetables. Research;
conferences. I or II; (i to 2 units)} Professor Lloyd.
105. Marketing Fruits and Vegetables.—Lectures and assigned reading on special
studies in the marketing and handling of fruits and vegetables. I or II; (i to 2 units)}
Professor Lloyd.
108. Pomology.—Special problems of small fruits and orchard fruits. I or II; (i /o 4 units)}
Professors Blair, Lloyd, Dorsey, Ruth, Anderson, Colby; Assistant Professor
Kelley.
115. Floriculture.—Horticultural status of flowering plants, or special problems in culture
of greenhouse plants. I or II; (1 to 2 units)} Professor Dorn^er, Associate Professor
Weinard.
120. Pomology (Seminar).—Discussion of current research in pomology and applied fields.
I or II; (3^ unit). Professors Dorsey, Ruth, Anderson.
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, i.e., not H to 3 units,
but J4, or 1, or 2. or 3.
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125. Fruit De\'Elopment.—Lectures, assigned reading, and laboratory studies of the struc-
ture and development of edible fruits. Special attention is given to the growth changes
from the dormant bud to maturity. I; {1 unit). Professor Dorsey.
130. Physiology of Fruit Production.—A study of the physiological processes, growth
responses, and adaptation of fruit plants and the bearing of cultural practices upon
yield. Laboratory investigations and assigned reading. I; (i unit). Professor Ruth.
135. Fruit Disease Research.—A study of life histories, control measures, and the more
recent research with diseases affecting fruit crops. I; (i unit). Professor Anderson.
140. Advanced Small Fruit Culture.—^A study of the results of the more recent research
with small fruits, dealing especially with varieties and experimental plantings in the
Experiment Station plots. Detailed studies will be made of fruiting habits and the
effect of cultural practices upon production. II; (/ unit). Professor Colby.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S103. OLERictTLTURE.—Cultural requirements and improvement of vegetables. Research;
conferences. (H 'o 1 unit).^ Professor Lloyd.
S108. Pomology.—Special problems of small fruits and orchard fruits, (i to 2 unils).^ Pro-
fessors Blair, Lloyd, Dorsey, Ruth, Colby, Anderson; Assistant Professor Kel-
ley.
PIYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Professors: Beard, Etheredge.
Assistant Professor: Cain.
Associates: Wheeler, Bl.\ckstone, Gebhart.
Instructors: Judah, Lewis, Ross.
Assistants: Millbrook, Smarzo, Bruner.
1. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men during
their first year of residence. I; (M). Professor Beard, Assistant Professor Cain, Dr.
Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Gebhart, Dr. Lewis, Dr. Judah, Dr. Bruner.
2-4. Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate women
during their first year of residence. I and II; (l-^). Professor Etheredge, Dr. Whee-
ler, Dr. Millbrook, Dr. Smarzo.
3. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men during
their first year of residence. II; (^2). Professor Beard, Assistant Professor Cain, Dr.
Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Lewis, Dr. Judah, Dr. Bruner,
5. Principles and Practice of Hygiene.—I and II; (2). This course is open to men in
the College of Engineering and College of Agriculture and to others with proper ap-
proval. It satisfies the University Hygiene requirement. Professor Beard, Assistant
Professor Cain, Dr. Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Gebhart, Dr. Lewis, Dr. Judah,
Dr. Bruner.
10. Adv.\nced Hygiene.—Hygiene as applied to the individual, the home, the school, and
the community. II; (3). Prerequisite: 3 semesters of university work and consent of
instructor. Professor Beard, Dr. Gebhart.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION—See EDUCATION, F (page 306).
ITALIAN—See ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE, B (page 388).
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put on his study-list not tlie possible
units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, I.e., not J^ to 2 units,
but H. or 1. or tyi, or 2.
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(See also Rhetoric 6, English 45, Political Science 27, 28, History 21, Law 2, 5.)
Professor: Murphy.
Associate Professors: Wright, Barlow.
Assistant Professors: Leiter, Allen, Siebert.
Lecturer: Krannert.
Instructors: Davis, Dickinson.
Assistants: Schooley, Heitman, Jacquin.
Cooperating: Professor Russell.
Students who are registered in the two-year curriculum in the School of Journalism are
referred to the requirements stated on page 196.
Courses for Undergraduates
1-2. Introduction to Journalism.—Open to pre-journalism freshmen only. A non-techni-
cal surs'ey and critical study of journalism as a profession. I and II; (1). Associate
Professor Barlow.
3. The Newspaper and the News.—A survey course for non-professional students. I and
II; (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Not open to students with credit in Journal-
ism 1 and 2, or to students registered in Journalism 5 or 6. Dr. Dickinson, Mr. Heit-
man.
4. Newspaper Reference Service.—Organization of reference systems of large and small
papers. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Mr. Heitman.
5-6. Reporting.—Gathering news; writing the news story; types of newspaper narratives;
reporting, interviewing, correspondence, organization details, press associations. Lec-
ture; laboratory; and quiz. 5: I and II; 6: II; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Assistant Professor Leiter, Mr. Davis.
7-8. Sports Writing.—(For students in athletic coaching.) land II; (3). Prerequisite: So^h-
omore standing. Dr. Dickinson, Mr. Schooley.
9a-9b. History and Practice of Printing and Publishing.—Lecture and laboratory exer-
cises. I and II; (2). {Note: 3 credits for students of Industrial Education 8 registering
for 4 hours of laboratory work.) Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor
Allen.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
10. Newspaper Advertising.—(Same as B. O. & O. 10.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 5
and 6. Professor Russell.
11. The Press, the Courts, and the Law.—News of legal procedure and of a legal nature.
The law in its relation to the press. II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant
Professor Siebert.
12. Publicity Methods.—I ; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor Wright.
13-14. CoPYREADiNG, Headwriting, AND Makeup.-—Laboratory' exercises in desk work.
I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 5 or equivalent, and junior standing. Assistant
Professor Siebert.
15-16. Special and Feature Articles.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr.
Davis.
17. History of Journalism.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Murphy.
18. Ethics of Journalism.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Murphy.
19-20. Editorials and the Editorial Page.—I and II; (2). [20 not given, 1931-32.]
Prerequisite: Journalism 5 and 6, or equivalent, and junior standing. Professor Mur-
phy.
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21. Community and Country Journalism.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assist-
ant Professor Allen.
22. Newspaper Administration.—The weekly and small daily. II; (3). Prerequisite: Jun-
ior standing. Assistant Professor Allen.
24. Agricultural Journalism.—Farm and home news and features. Open to students in
journalism, agriculture, and home economics. II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Mr. Heitman.
28. Financial and Labor Journalism.—News and comment of finance, commerce, busi-
ness, and labor. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing and 6 hours of journalism, or
consent of the instructor. Dr. Dickinson.
29-30. Advanced Reporting.— I and II; (3). [30 not given, 1931-32.] Prerequisite: Journal-
ism 5 and 6, or equivalent, and junior standing. Associate Professor Barlow.
33-34. Newspaper Advertising Copy and Layouts.^I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Assistant Professor Allen.
35-36. Contemporary Life and Thought.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing
and 6 hours of journalism. Assistant Professor Seibert.
39-40. Special Problems.—For seniors in journalism not writing theses. I and II; (2).
[40 not given, 1931-32.] Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor Barlow.
41. Business Problems of the Newspaper.—Factors and methods in newspaper business
operation. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor B.a.rlow.
43. Newspaper Accounting.—Practice and theor>' of newspaper accounting. I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing. Mr. Krannert.
46. Governmental and Political Journalism.—News and comment of the various
branches of government and political parties. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing and
6 hours of journalism. Associate Professor Barlow.
47-48. Teaching of Journalism.
—
Journalistic writing in the high school, supervision of
school publicity, newspaper study, supervision of school publications. I and II; (2).
Prerequisite: Junior standing and one course in journalism. Mr. Heitman.
50. Critical Writing and Reviewing.—News and comment of the stage, books, and fine
arts. II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing and 6 hours of journalism. Professor Mur-
phy.
52. Practice Problems.—For seniors in Journalism not writing these?. II
;
{!). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Assistant Professor Leiter, Mr. Krannert.
56. Advanced Sports Writing.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing and Journalism 7
and 8, or equivalent. Dr. Dickinson.
58. Compar.^tive Joutinalism.—Current practices in France, Germany, England, and
other countries. II; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing and 6 hours of journalism. Asso-
ciate Professor Barlow.
60a-60b. Thesis Course.—Primarily for candidates for honors. I and II; (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing and high scholarship. Professor Murphy and staff.
Summer Session Coiirses for Undergraduates
53. The Newspaper and the News.—A non-professional course for students in various
colleges; the place of the newspaper in society; interpretation of the newspaper, etc.
(2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Equivalent: Journalism 3. Assistant Professor
Siebert.
S6. The Collecting and Writing of News.— (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 5 or elementary
experience in reporting. Equivalent: Journalism 6. Assistant Professor Siebert.
S9a. History and Pr.\ctice of Printing and Publishing.—(See also Industrial Educa-
tion S4.) Lectures, assigned readings, and laboratory work. (4 laboratory' hours and 2
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credits or 6 laboratory hours and 3 credits.) Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Equiva-
lent: Journalism 9a. Associate Professor Barlow.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
S39. Special Problems.—Guidance on work of special interest to the student. (2). Prereq-
uisite: Junior standing and 6 hours of journalism, or consent of the instructor. Equiv-
alent: Journalism 39. Professor Murphy.
S48. Teaching of Journalism.
—
Journalistic writing in the high school; supervision of
school news; direction of school publications. (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing or con-
sent of the instructor. Equivalent: Journalism 48. Associate Professor Barlow.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Professors: Schaffer, Lohmann, White, Bartholomew (non-resident).
Assistant Professors: Peterson, Robinson.
Associate: Mitchell.
Lecturer: Wright (non-resident).
Courses for Undergraduates
11. History of Landscape Architecture.—Lectures; reference readings; library sketches;
reports. Required of freshmen in the professional course; open to other students by
permission of the instructor in charge. I; (3). Assistant Professor Peterson.
31-32. Elementary Landscape Design.—Principles of landscape composition, elements
of the natural landscape, types of drafting. Lectures; reference readings; plan work;
field trips. I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Architecture 72. Mr. Mitchell.
33-34. Intermediate Landscape Design.—Gardens, estates, playgrounds and small
parks. Lectures; readings; written reports; sketching and plan work; field trips. I and
II; (4). Prerequisite: L. A. 32. Professor White.
35-36N. Advanced Landscape Design.—Public and semi-public properties, such as edu-
cational groups, rural parks, golf courses, cemeteries, etc. Lectures; field trips; read-
ings. I and II; (5). Prerequisite: L. A. 34. Professor Lohmann.
43-44. Landscape Construction.—Preparation of grading plans; working drawings;
specifications; reports; etc. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 18. Professor
Schaffer.
46. Office Practice in Landscape Architecture.—Professional ethics and practice;
contracts and specifications. Lectures; reference readings; seminars and reports. II;
(1). Prerequisite: L. A. 35. Professor Schaffer.
51-52. Trees and Shrubs.—Identification and characteristics of hardy plant material.
Lectures; reference readings; field trips. (Open only to landscape architecture and
floriculture students.) An inspection trip is required of all landscape students; op-
tional for others; expenses about $16. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Botany 5 and 8.
Assistant Professor Robinson.
53-54. Planting Design.—Planting plans; sketches and models; lectures; readings; esti-
mates; field trips. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: L. A. 34, 52 and Horticulture 31. Assist-
ant Professor Robinson.
55. Care of Plant Materials.—Things a landscape architect should know about plant-
ing, pruning, insect pests and plant diseases, tree surgery. I; (2). Prerequisite: L.A.
52; 90 hours of University work. Professor White.
62. Rural Improvement.—(For students in Agriculture). Landscape Architecture in the
open country. Lectures; reference readings; written reports. (Credit not allowed for
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both 62 and 64). II; (2). Prerequisite: 30 hours of University work. Assistant Professor
Peterson.
64, Landscape Architecture.—(For students not taking the professional course.) Gen-
eral appreciation in landscape architecture. Lectures; analysis and interpretation of
landscape plans and scenery; readings; reports. Credit now allowed for both 64 and
62. II; (3). Prerequisite: 30 hours of University work. Professor White and others.
71-72. City Planning.—The physical development of communities; zoning. Lectures; ref-
erence readings; discussions. An inspection trip required the second semester of all
landscape and city planning students, optional for others; expenses about $30. I and
II; (2). Prerequisite: 90 hours of University work. Professors Bartholomew, Loh-
LATIN—See CLASSICS, B (page 290).
LAW
Professors: Harno, Harker (Emeritus), Green, Summers, Goble, Britton, McCaskill,
Johnson, Schnebly, Weisiger, Holt.
Assistant Professor: McDougal.
Instructor: KiRGis.
Cooperating: Professor Garner.
First-Year Courses
la-lb. Contracts.—Corbin, Cases on Contracts. I; (3); II; (3). Professor Goble.
2a-2b. Torts.—Bohlen, Cases on Torts (3d ed.). I; (4); II; (2). Professor Weisiger.
3. Personal Property and Introduction to Law.—Bigelow, Cases on Personal Property
(2d ed.) and assigned readings. I; (3). Assistant Professor McDougal.
4. Actions.—McCaskill, Cases on Actions and Suits. I; (2). Professor McCaskill.
5. Criminal Law.—Harno, Cases on Criminal Law. I; (3). Mr. Kirgis.
10. Real Property I.—Titles. Aigler, Cases on Property. II; (4). Professor Summers.
11. Agency.—Mechem, Cases on Agency (2d ed.). II; (3). Professor Green.
12. Equity Jurisdiction I.—Cook, Cases on Equity (one volume edition). II; (3). Professor
Holt.
Note.—In addition to the regular courses, first-year students are required to attend one
quiz hour each week during the first semester.
Second-Year Courses
6a. Intern.ational Law: Law of Pe.\ce.—I; (3). Professor Garn'ER.
6b. International L.\w: Law of War and Neutrality.— II; (3). Professor Garner.
7. Persons.—McCurdy, Cases on Domestic Relations. I; (2). Professor Holt.
8. Evidence.—Hinton, Cases on Evidence (2d ed.). II; (3). Mr. Kirgis.
9. Sales.—Woodward, Cases on Sales (2d ed.). I; (3). Professor Britton.
10. Re.\l Property II.—Titles.^ Aigler, Cases on Properly. I; (4). Professor Summers.
12. Equity Jurisdiction I.*—Cook, Cases on Equity (one volume edition). I; (4). Pro-
fessor Schnebly.
(13. Damages.—Crane, Cases on Damages. (2). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Weisiger.]
14. Carriers and Warehousemen.—Green, Cases on Carriers (2d ed.). I; (2). Professor
Green.
' The course in Titles it offered in the second year only during 1931-1932.
> Offered as a four-hour course in second year only during 1931-1932.
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15. Bills and Notes.—Britton, Cases on Bills and NoUs (2d ed.)- H: (3). Professor Brit-
ton.
16. Trusts.—Scott, Cases on Trusts (2d ed.). II; (3). Professor Schn^bly.
17. Busin^ess Organizations I.—Gilmore, Cases on Partnership; Britton, Supplementary
Cases. II; (2). Professor Holt.
20. Procedure II.—Hinton, Cases on Equity Pleading. II; (4). Professor McCaskill.
22a. Constitutional Law.—Government and the Indi\idual. Hall, Cases on Constitutional
Lav:. I; (3). Professor Green.
24. Ml'nicipal Corporations.—II; (2). Assistant Professor McDougal.
28. Insurance.—Goble, Cases on Insurance. II; (2). Professor Goble.
[29, Real Property II.—Rights in Land. Bigelow, Cases on Rights in Land. (3). Xot
given, 1931-32. Professor Summers.]
[30. Equity II.—Cook, Cases on Equity (one volume edition). (2). Xot given, 1931-32.
Professor Scbn'ebly.]
32. Equity Jurisdiction III.—Cook, Cases on Equity, Vol. III. II; (3). Professor Weisiger.
[33. Administrative Law.— (2). Xot given, 1931-32.]
[37. Crimin.vl Procedl*ee.—Keedy, Cases on the Administration of the Criminal Law. (2).
Given, Summer Session, 1931. X'ot given, 1931-32. Professor Johnson.]
45. Use of Law Books.—Weisiger, Manual on the Use of Law Books. II; (1). Professor
Weisiger.
49. In"dustrial Relations I.—Selected Cases and Readings. Labor Law. I; (2), Professor
Weisiger.
50. In"dustrial Relations II.—Oliphant, Cases on Trade Regulation. I; (2). Professor
Goble.
54. Legal Problems I.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1). Prerequisite: One year of
law work and at least an average grade of B(4.) in law courses. Professor Holt.
55. Legal Problems II.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1). Prerequisite: One year of
law work and at least an average grade of B (4.) in law courses. Professor Holt.
60. Public Utilities.—Robinson, Cases on Public Utilities. I; (2). Professor Green.
Third-Year Coxirses
18. Wills, Descent, antd Administration.—Costigan, Cases on Wills, Descent and Ad-
ministration (2d ed.). I; (3). Professor Summers.
19. Business Organizations II.—Richards, Cases on Private Corporations (2d ed.). I; (3).
Professor Johnson.
21a. Credit Transactions I.—Accommodation Contracts. Sturges, Cases on Credit Trans-
actions. I; (2). Assistant Professor McDougal.
21b. Credit Transactions II.—Mortgages, Pledges, and Conditional Sales. Sturges, Cases
on Credit Transactions. II; (3). Assistant Professor McDougal.
22b. Constitutional Law.—The State and the X'ation. Hall, Cases on Constitutional Law.
II; (2). Professor Green.
25. Bankruptcy.—Britton, Cases on Bankruptcy. I; (2). Professor Britton.
26. Legal Ethics.—Lectures. II; (no credit). Professor Harker.
27. Re.\l Property III.—Future Interests. Powell, Cases on Future Interests. I; (3). Pro-
fessor SCHNEBLY.
31. Conflict of Laws.—Lorenzen, Cases on Conflict of Laws (2d ed.). I; (3). Professor
Holt.
[34. Legislation.—Problems of legislative drafting and the general principles of statutory
interpretation. This course is open only to advanced students who have an average in
their law work of 3.5 or over. (1). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Britton.]
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35. Procedure III.—Trial Practice. Hinton, Cases on Trial Practice. I; (3). Professor
McCaskill.
36. Procedure IV.—Practice Court. II; (3). Professor McCaskill.
[38. Current Problems in the Administration of Justice.— (1). Given, Summer Ses-
sion, 1931; not given, 1931-32. Professor Johnson.]
39a-39b. Thesis Course.—This course is open to students who are candidates for the
J. D. degree, during the academic year next preceding their graduation. I and II; (2).
Members of the Staff.
[46. Legal History.—An introduction to the study of the development of English law.
(2). Not given, 1931-32.]
[48. Legal Analysis.—Salmond, Jurisprudence (7th ed.). (2). Given, Summer Session, 1931
;
not given, 1931-32.]
52. Law of Oil and Gas.—Summers, Law of Oil and Gas. II; (2). Professor Sl'MMERs.
56. Legal Problems III.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1). Prerequisite: Legal Prob-
lems I or II; two years of law work and at least an average grade of B (4.) in law
courses. Professor Holt.
57. Legal Problems IV.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1). Prerequisite: Legal Prob-
lems I or II; two 3'ears of law work and at least an average grade of B (4.) in law
courses. Professor Holt.
58. Perpetuities and Restraints.—Powell, Cases on Future Interests and selected cases.
An advanced course in Future Interests, dealing with the more detailed aspects of the
Rule against Perpetuities, and with restraints upon alienation. II; (2). Professor
SCHNEBLY.
59. Problems in Commercial Law and Banking.—A study of the contract of deposit,
collections, and the transmission of funds. II; (2). Professor Britton.
[61. Problems in Criminal Law and Procedure.—The place of the criminal law in the
social order and problems pertaining to its administration. Selected material. II; (2).
Not given, 1931-32. Professor Harno.]
62. Corporation Organization and Finance.—Berle, Cases on Corporation Finance. The
types of corporate securities and the rights of the holders; reorganization of corpora-
tions and the rights of various types of creditors and security holders upon reorganiza-
tion. II; (2). Professor Johnson.
63. Problems in Procedure.^A seminar upon some of the more pressing problems for
relief against ineflficiency and delay. II; (2). Professor McCaskill.
64. Tax.\tion.—Magill and Maguire, Cases on Taxation. II; (2). Assistant Professor
McDougal.
(65. Landlord and Tenant.— (2). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Summers.]
[66. Problems in Trusts.—Selected Cases. (2). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Schnebly.]
Summer Session Courses
S18. Wills, Descent and Administration.—Costigan, Cases on Wills, Descent and Ad-
ministration (2d ed.). (3). Professor Schnebly.
S22a. Constitutional Law.—Government and the Individual. Hall, Cases on Constitu-
tional Law. (2J^). Professor Weisiger.
S28. Insurance.—Goble, Cases on Insurance. (2). Professor Goble.
537. Criminal Procedure.—Keedy, Cases on Administration of the Criminal Law. (2).
Professor Johnson.
538. Current Problems in the Administration of Justice.—Selected material. (1).
Professor Johnson.
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S45. Use of Law Books.—Weisiger, Manual on the Use of Law Books. (1). Professor
Weisiger,
S48. Leg.\l Analysis.— (1). Professor Goble.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Professor: Windsor.
Associate Professor: Simpsox (Emeritus).
Assistant Professors: Bond, Boyd, Krieg.
Associates: Hostetter, Gramesly, Phelps.
Instructors: Singleton, Francis.
Lecturers: Johnson, Jutton, Houchens, Dunlap, Gar\'t;r.
Assistants: KL\yser, Skartvedt, Myers, Dorcas, M.\thys.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Miss Matthews, Miss Durand, Mrs.
Slt-ltvan, Miss KR.VTZ, Mr. Gropp, Miss Krueger.
Courses for Freshmen and Sophomores
12. Gen'ERAl Reference."—Classification and arrangement of books in the University
library-; card catalogs; reference books. (Intended for freshmen and sophomores, not
for students in the Library School.) I or II; (2). Miss Harding, Miss Black, Miss
SiGNOR, Miss Houchens, Mr. S.\ndy, Miss Francis.
Courses for First Year Library School S^adents
2a-2b. Reference.—Study and use of the most essential reference books. I and II; (3),
Miss Singleton, Miss Phelps.
3a-38. Selection of Books.—Selection for libraries of different types; standard lists,
critical periodicals; practice in writing book annotations. I: (2); II: (3). Assistant
Professor Boyd.
21 . Printing, Binding, and Indexing.—Printing for libraries; preparing copy and reading
proof. Materials and methods of binding; preparing books for the bindery. Index
citations; choice and arrangement of headings. II; (2). Assistant Professor Bond, Miss
Singleton, Miss Houchens.
31a-37. Cat.\loging.—Dictionary and classed cataloging; subject headings. I: (2); II: (3).
Assistant Professors Bond, Krieg, Miss Francis.
34-33b. Library ADMINISTR.^.TION and Extension.—Organization and administration of
public libraries; loan legislation; special libraries; state commissions; publicity meth-
ods; library training; librar\' associations; current library literature; an inspection
trip to libraries and book publishing firms, requiring about one week and costing ap-
proximately $30. I and II; (3). Miss Gramesly.
35. Order and Accessions.—Order department records and routine book-buying; pub-
lishers and discounts; serials; gifts; e.xchanges; duplicates. I; (3). Miss Hostetter,
Miss Phelps.
36. Classification.—-The Dewey Decimal classification; the principles of subject headings;
book numbers; shelf listing. I; (2). Assistant Professor Bond, Miss Francis.
Courses for Advanced Library School Students and Graduates
[7. History of Libraries.—II; (2). Given in alternate years. Not given, 1931-32.]
9. History of Books and Printing.—History- of the early forms of books; the invention
and spread of printing; the book trade; book-binding. II; (2). Given in alternate years.
Director Windsor.
13a. Government Publications.—Production, distribution, and use as reference material
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of United States federal publications. I; (2). Prerequisite: Library- Science 2a-2b. As-
sistant Professor Boyd.
24a-24b. Selection of Books.—Foreign literature in translation; special problems in
selection. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Library Science 3a and 38. Miss Hostetter.
26b. Library Administration.—Library' organization; work with children; special topics.
II; (3). Miss Gramesly and others.
42. Government Publications.—American state and municipal documents; publications
of foreign governments. II; (3). Prerequisite: Library Science 13a. Miss Phelps.
44. Book-buying for the Large Libr.a.ry.^1
; (2). Given in alternate years. Miss Gar\-er.
45. Library Buildings and Equipment.— I; (2). Miss Gr.\mesly.
46. High School Library Administration.—II; (3). Prerequisite or concurrent: Fifteen
hours of Library' Science and consent of instructor. Miss Hostetter.
47. Subject Bibliography,—Standard bibliographies and reading lists on special sub-
jects. II; (2). Prerequisite: Librar>- Science 2a and consent of instructor. Miss Phelps.
Courses for Graduates
lOL Thesis.— I or II; {1 to 2 units)} Director Windsor and others.
102. Seminar.—Special topics in library- administration and history-, and in bibliography.
I or II; (i unit). Director Windsor, Assistant Professor Boyd, and others.
103. Advanced Reference.—Bibliographic method in specific fields, involving the use of
scholarly bibliographies, abstract journals, special dictionaries, society publications,
etc. Interlibrar>' loan. Administration of a reference department. I; (,^2 unit). Pre-
requisite: Library Science 2a-2b. Miss Phelps.
104. Advanced Cataloging and Classification.—Systems of book classification; com-
parative rules for cataloging books; bibliographical institutions. II; (}A unit). Pre-
requisite: Librar>' Science 36. Assistant Professor Bond.
Summer Session Courses for First Year Library School Students
S31a. Cataloging.— (2). Miss Krueger.
535. Order and Accessions.— (3). Miss Singleton.
536. Classification and Subject Headings.— (2). Assistant Professor Bond.
Simmier Session Courses for Advanced Library School Students and Graduates
S13a. U. S. Government Publications.— (2). Miss M.a.tthews.
S46. High School Library Administration.— (2). Prerequisite or concurrent: Library- Sci-
ence 2, 31a, and 36. Mrs. Sullivan.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
5101. Thesis.— (3^ to 1 unit). Director Windsor and others.
S104. Advanced Cataloging and Classification.—(>^ unit). .Assistant Professor Bond.
Summer Session Courses for High School Graduates
Eight-weeks elementary courses for which credit is not given toward the degree of
B.S. in Library Science. These courses are intended for high school graduates not eligible
for admission to the Library' School and such students must hold library' positions or be
under appointment to such positions or must have done at least one year's work in a recog-
nized college or university.
572. Libraries and Children.—Miss Kr.atz.
573. Reference Work.—Miss Kratz.
574. Library Administration, Order Work, and Extension.—Miss Kratz.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list noi the variable
units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 unit«.
but 1, or IM. or 2.
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Professors: Carmichael, Townsend (Emeritus), Miller (Emeritus), Shaw, Emch, Coble.
Associate Professors: Crathorne, Hazlett, Lytle.
Assistant Professors: Levy, Brahana, Maria, Bailey.
Associates: Steimley, Bourgin, Ketchum, Hopkins, Pepper, Armstrong, Hoersch,
Wilson.
Instructors: Peters, Bower, Miles, Bristow, Moore.
Assistants: McClellan, Wood, Jacokes, Locke, Bird, Lang, Barber, Cooley, Dennis,
Wolever, Schilling, Brown, Rogers, Norris, Grant, Rumsey, Chanler, Wal-
den, Butchart, Clark, Huff, Burdette.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Mr. Ogg, Mr. Smith, Mr. Sigley, Mr. Ott-
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours made up from any undergraduate courses offered by the department
except Mathematics la, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. The courses selected must include Mathematics 7
and 9, and at least one of the following courses: Mathematics 10, 16, 18, 20, 21, 30, 40, 90.
For undergraduate students intending to take advanced work or a major in mathematics,
the following outline of freshman and sophomore work is suggested: Freshman year: Mathe-
matics 1; or first semester, Mathem.atics 2 (or 3) and 4; second semester, Mathematics 6.
Sophomore year: first semester. Mathematics 7 (Section T); second semester, Mathematics
9 (Section T) and 19.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than three of the following subjects: As-
tronomy, chemistry, physics, statistics (Mathematics 21, 22, 23, 30, and 31), philosophy,
theoretical and applied mechanics, and surv^eying. At least 8 hours must be offered in some
one subject.
Credit for seniors who take Mathematics la lb, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 6a will be reduced one
hour.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours exclusive of Mathematics la, lb, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6a, and 8, and all
courses taken during the freshman year, inclusive of Mathematics 7 and 9, and at least one
of the following courses: Mathematics 10, 16, 18, 20, 21, 30, 40, 70, 71, 72, 90, 91.
For undergraduate students intending to take advanced work or a major in mathe-
matics, the following outline of freshman and sophomore work is suggested: Freshman
3'ear: first semester, Mathematics 2 (or 3) and 4; second semester. Mathematics 6. Sopho-
more year: first semester. Mathematics 7 (Section T); second semester. Mathematics 9
(Section T) and 19.
Minors: 20 hours exclusive of courses taken during the freshman year selected from
one or two of the following subjects: Astronomy, chemistr\', physics, statistics (Mathe-
matics 21, 22, 23, 30, and 31), philosophy, theoretical and applied mechanics, surveying.
If two subjects are chosen, at least eight hours must be offered in each.
Credit for seniors who take Mathematics la, lb, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 6a will be reduced one
hour.
Mathematics 32, 35, 36, and 40 are suggested as desirable courses for students prepar-
ing to teach high school mathematics.
Coxwses for Undergraduates
la. Introduction to College Mathematics.—I; (5). (Seniors receive four hours credit
only.) Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, IK units; plane geometry', 1 unit. Dr. Moore,
Mr. Wood, Mr. Norris, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Jacokes, Mr. Schilling.
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lb. Introduction to College Mathematics.—II; (5). (Seniors receive four hours credit
only.) Prerequisite: Mathematics la. Mr. Norris, Mr. Jacokes.
2. College Algebra.—I or II; (3). (Seniors receive two hours credit only.) Prerequisite:
Entrance algebra, 1}4 units; plane geometry, 1 unit. Professor Emch, Assistant Pro-
fessor Levy, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Peters, Dr. Miles,
Dr. Bower, Dr. Moore, Mr. McClellan, Mr. Wood, Mr. Bird, Mr. Locke, Mr.
Jacokes, Mr. Lang, Miss Wolever, Mr. Barber, Mr. Cooley, Mr. Schilling, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Norris, Miss Rogers, Mr. Butchart, Miss Chanler, Miss Rumsey,
Mr. Clark, Mr. Huff, Mr. Burdette, Mr. W.vlden.
3. Algebra.—I or II; (5). (Students having 114 entrance units in algebra receive three
hours credit only; seniors receive four hours credit only.) Prerequisite: Entrance
algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit. Professor Shaw; Assistant Professors Maria,
Bailey; Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Peters, Mr. Wood, Mr. McClellan, Mr.
Dennis, Mr. Grant, Mr. Lang, Mr. Bird, Mr. Huff.
4. Plane Trigonometry.—I or II; (2). (Seniors receive one hour credit only.) Prerequisite:
Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit. Associate Professors Lytle, Haz-
lett; Assistant Professors Brahana, Maria; Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hop-
kins, Dr. BouRGiN, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Peters, Dr.
Bower, Dr. Miles, Dr. Bristow, Dr. Moore, Mr. Wood, Mr. McClellan, Mr.
Grant, Mr. Locke, Mr. Norris, Mr. Bird, Mr. Lang, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Barber,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Schilling, Mr. Jacokes, Mr. Cooley, Miss Rogers, Miss Chan-
ler, Miss Rumsey, Mr. Burdette, Mr. Walden, Mr. Huff.
5. Advanced Trigonometry.— I
; (2). (Seniors receive one hour credit only.) Prerequisite:
Entrance algebra, l}4 units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry, J^^ unit; entrance
trigonometry, }^ unit (or Mathematics 4). Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Bower,
Dr. Miles, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Clark.
6. Analytic Geometry.—Plane and solid analytic geometry. I or II; (5). (Seniors receive
four hours credit only.) Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4. Associate Professor
Hazlett, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Wilson,
Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Bristow, Mr. McClellan, Mr. Locke, Mr. Norris, Mr. Grant,
Mr. Lang, Mr. Barber, Miss Wolever, Mr. Clark.
6a. Analytic Geometry.—(For chemists, architects, and engineers.) Plane and solid ana-
lytic geometry. This course is planned as a preparation for Mathematics 8a-8b. II;
(4). (Seniors receive three hours credit only.) Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4.
Assistant Professors Brahana, Maria, Bailey; Dr. Pepper, Dr. Bourgin, Dr.
Bristow, Mr. Locke, Mr. Butchart, Mr. Bird, Mr. Barber, Mr. Cooley, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Burdette, Miss Chanler, Mr. Clark, Mr. Walden.
7. Calculus.—^The principles developed and applied to functions of one of several vari-
ables. I or II; (5). Prerequisite: Mathematics 6, or Matheraatice la-lb. Associate Pro-
fessor Hazlett; Assistant Professors Brahana, Maria; Dr. Steimley, Dr. Ketchum,
Dr. Pepper, Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Peters, Dr. Miles,
Dr. Bower, Dr. Bristow.
8a. Calculus.—(For students in chemistry and chemical engineering.) I; (3). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 6a or 6. Professor Emch, Associate Professor Crathorne, Dr. Miles,
Dr. Bristow, Dr. Moore.
8b. Integral Calculus.—(For students in chemistry and chemical engineering.) II; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8a. Professor Emch, Dr. Peters, Dr. Miles, Dr. Moore.
9. Integral Calculus.—The principles developed and applied to functions of one and of
several variables. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7. Assistant Professors
Brahana, Levy; Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Bourgin, Dr. Peppbr, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Arm-
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STRONG, Dr. HoERscH, Dr. Peters, Dr. Bower, Dr. Miles, Dr. Bristow, Dr.
Moore.
9a. Calciflus.—Special topics; definite integrals; formation of problems in applied mathe-
matics; line, surface, and volume integrals. II; (2). Associate Professor Crathorne,
Dr. Steimley, Dr. Miles, Dr. Bow'er.
19. Solid Analytic Geometry.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a. Dr. Hoersch.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[15. Advanced Course in Plane Analytic Geometry.—I; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b).]
16. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.— I; (3). Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey.
17. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 16. Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bailey.
21. Theory of Probability.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). As-
sociate Professor Crathorne.
22. Statistics.— I; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 and 6; junior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Crathorne.
23. Mathematics of Finance.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2; junior standing. Dr.
Peters, Dr. Bristow, Mr. Bird, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Cooley, Mr. Clark.
[24. Mathematical Theory IN Aeronautics.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 16, 17.]
30-31. Actuarial Theory.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b).
Associate Professor Crathorne.
[32. History of Mathematics.—Lectures. II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: 18
hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7 and 9. Associate Professor Lytle.]
35. Teachers* Course.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathematics, including
Mathematics 7 and 9. Associate Professor Lytle.
36. Advanced Aspects of Euclidean Geometry.—I; (3). Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathe-
matics, including Mathematics 7 and 9. Associate Professor Lytle.
40. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—II; (3). Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathe-
matics, including Mathematics 7 and 9. Associate Professor Lytle.
52. Partial Differential Equations of Mathematical Physics.—I or II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Mathematics 16 and 17. Dr. Bourgin.
[53a-53b. Integral and Operational Equations in Mathematical Physics.—I and II;
(3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite: Mathematics 9a. Dr. BoURGlN.]
[60. Introduction to Theory of Numbers.—II; (3). Not given, 1931-32. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 9 or permission of instructor. Dr. Pepper.]
70. Introduction to Higher Algebra.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9.
Professor Coble.
71. Introduction to Higher An.^lysis.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9.
Assistant Professor Brahana.
72. Introduction to Higher Geometry.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and
9. Assistant Professor Levy.
90a-90b. Undergraduate Thesis.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: 24 hours of college mathe-
matics. Members of the department.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study with a major in Mathematics must have had thirty
semester hours of undergraduate work in mathematics, including a year's course in calculus,
and one of the courses in Mathematics 70, 71, or 72.
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100. Seminar and Thesis.—I or II; (/ to 2 units)} Professors in department.
[101. Functions of Real Variables.—(Introductory.) I and II; {1 tinit). Not given,
1931-32.]
[110. Elliptic Functions.— I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Carmichael.]
112. Theory of Linear Difference Equations.—I and II; (i U7iit). Professor Car-
michael.
[113. Linear Differential Equations.—I and II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor
Carmichael.]
124. Theory of Numbers.^II; (/ unit). Dr. Pepper.
126, Theory of Groups.—II; (1 unit). Dr. Hopkins.
[127. Theory of Groups.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
[129. Theory of Statistics.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor
Crathorne.]
131. Advanced Algebraic Geometry.—I and II; (i unit). Professor Emch.
[134a. Foundations of Geometry.—II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor
Brahana.]
[135. Differential Geometry.— I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Profes-
sor Levy.]
[139. Analysis Situs.—I and II; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor Bra-
hana.]
141. Vector Methods.— I and II; (1 unit). Dr. Ketchum.
[143. Linear Algebras.— I; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Shaw.]
[145. Linear Operators.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Shaw.]
149. Philosophy of Mathematics.—II; {1 unit). Professor Shaw.
170. Algebra.—I and II; (i unit). Associate Professor Hazlett.
171. Analysis.—I and II; (i unit). Professor Carmichael.
172. Geometry.—I and II; (1 unit). Professor Coble.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
52. College Algebra.— (3). Professor Shaw.
53. Algebra.— (5). Mr. Smith.
54. Plane Trigonometry.— (2). Dr. Hopkins, Dr. Ogg.
56. Analytic Geometry.— (5). Mr. Ott.
57. Calcltlus.— (5). Mr. Sigley.
S9. Integral Calculus.—(3). Assistant Professor Levy.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note.—The intermediate courses are for the present to be devoted to the following six sub-
jects: theory of equations and determinants, advanced calculus, constructive geometry,
advanced algebra, differential equations, and advanced analytic geometry. It is proposed to
give a course on each of these subjects every two years.
SIO. Theory of Equations and Determinants.—(23^). Dr. Hopkins.
S18. Projective Geometry.—(2H)- Dr. Ogg.
S35. Teachers' Course.— (2>^). Associate Professor Lytle.
S40. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—(2^)- Associate Professor Lytle.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
•ible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
Units, but 1, or IH, or 2.
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Summer Session Courses for Graduates
SIOO. Seminar and Thesis.—(/ unit). Arrange.
5102. Functions of a Complex Variable.—(/ unit). Professor Carmichael.
5113. Linear Differential Equations.—(i unit). Professor Carmichael.
S122. Modern Algebra.—(1 unit). Professor Shaw.
S126. Theory of Groups.—(1 unit). Professor Miller.
S133. Geometric Transformations.—(i unit). Assistant Professor Levy.
S150. History of Mathematics.^C/ unit). Professor Miller.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Professors: Willard, Leutwiler, Kratz, Ham, Polson, Casberg, Macintire, Severns.
Associate Professors: Riddell, Goff.
Assistant Professors: Espy, Mohn.
Associates: Hall, Lanham, Henwood, Thomas, Wooddell.
Instructors: Wright, Starr, Schubert, Black, Larson, Reed, Ryan, Ambrosius, Fel-
lows.
Assistants: Derrough, Scorah.
Coiu-ses for Undergraduates
1. Steam and Air Machinery.—Construction, operation, and care of boilers, engines, and
air compressors. (For students in chemical, civil, and mining engineering.) I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 9; Physics 1 and 3. Professors Polson, Macintire; Assistant
Professor Espy, Mr. Ambrosius, Mr. Fellows.
2. Steam Engineering.—Engines, boilers, pumps, condensers, etc. H; (3). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 9; Physics 1 and 3. Professor Polson, Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius.
3. Steam Engineering.—The steam power plant and auxiliaries. (For students in electrical
and general engineering.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 10 with con-
current registration in Mechanical Engineering 61. Professors Polson, Macintire;
Assistant Professor Mohn, Mr. Larson.
6. Steam Engineering.—The steam engine, steam turbine, and other steam machinery.
(For students in mechanical engineering.) H; (4). Prerequisite: Registration in Me-
chanical Engineering 16. Professor Polson, Assistant Professor Mohn, Mr. Larson.
7. Internal Combustion Engines.—Operation and design. I; (3). Prerequisite: Mechani-
cal Engineering 6. Professor Polson.
10. Thermodynamics.—Transformation of heat into work; the second law; properties of
media; applications. (For students in electrical and general engineering.) I or II; (3).
Prerequisite: Physics 1 and 3; Mathematics 9. Professor Macintire, Associate Pro-
fessor Goff, Assistant Professors Espy, Mohn.
13. Thermodynamics.—Transformation of heat into work; the second law; properties of
heat media; perfect gases; saturated and superheated vapors; flow of fluids. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Physics 1 and 3. Associate Professor Goff, Assistant
Professor Espy.
15. Thermodynamics of Combustion,—Selected topics. II; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical
Engineering 16 and permission of instructor. Associate Professor Goff.
16. Thermodynamics.—The steam engine, steam turbine, internal combustion engine, air
compression, and refrigeration. II; (2). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 13. As-
sociate Professor Goff, Assistant Professor Espy.
17. Refrigeration Engineering.—Mechanical cooling in industrial processes. I or II; (3).
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16. Professor Macintire.
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23. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.—Heating and ventilation, refrigeration, fire
protection, vacuum cleaning, elevators, lighting, and small power plants. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (5). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professors Willard, Severns.
25. Heating and Ventilation for Architects.—Direct and indirect heating; ventilation
and air analysis; air conditioning. I; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professors
Willard, Severns.
28. Heating and Ventilation.—Steam boilers and water heaters; direct and indirect
heating; gravity systems; district heating; ventilation and air analysis; air condition-
ing. II; (4). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16 and 65. Professors Willard,
Severns.
31. Mech.\nics of Machinery.—Cams, gears; graphical constructions; kinetics; balancing;
critical speeds; force and mass reduction. I; (5). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 1. Professor Ham, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black.
33. Aeronautical Engineering.—Aerodynamic principles in airplane design. I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Senior standing. Associate Professor Riddell.
34. Aeronautical Engineering.—Loads and stresses; materials and methods of con-
struction. II; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 33. Associate Professor
Riddell.
40. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Design of machinery subjected to heavy and
variable stresses. II; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3 and 63;
Mechanical Engineering 31. Professor Ham, Mr. Kenwood, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black.
41. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Continuation of Course 40. I; (4). Prerequisite:
Mechanical Engineering 40. Professor Leutwiler, Mr. Henwood, Mr. Ryan, Mr.
Black.
52. Power Plant Design.—Study and design of some form of modern steam power plant.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 65. Professor Leutwiler, Mr. Hen-
wood, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Black.
61. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Testing and calibration; the indicator, cal-
culation of horse-power and steam consumption; valve setting. (For students in
chemical and electrical engineering.) I; (2). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 1 or
2 or 3. Concurrent registration in Mechanical Engineering 3 for electrical and railway
electrical engineers. Professors Polson, Severns; Assistant Professors Espy, Mohn;
Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius, Mr. Reed, Mr. Fellows.
62. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory—Steam and Air Machinery.—Laboratory,
supplemented by lectures. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professors Polson,
Severns; Mr. Reed.
64. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Apparatus for engine and boiler tests;
calibration; tests for horse-power of steam engines; pumps; gas engines. Reports. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Registration in Mechanical Engineering 6 and 16. Professors Pol-
son, Severns; Assistant Professor Mohn, Mr. L.'VRSON, Mr. Ambrosius, Mr. Reed.
65. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Experiments on engines, turbines, gas en-
gines, pumps, boilers, injectors, air compressors, heating apparatus, and refrigerating
machines. I; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 64. Professors Polson,
Severns; Assistant Professor Mohn, Mr. Larson, Mr. Ambrosius, Mr. Reed.
85. Pattern and Foundry Laboratory.—Wood and metal patterns; floor, bench, and
machine molding; foundry management; work operation; core making; brass furnace
and cupola practice; sand testing. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Casberg, Mr. Hall, Mr. Wooddell, Mr. Wright, Mr. Schubert.
87. Machine Laboratory.—Machine tools; fixtures, jigs, and tools for producing inter-
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changeable parts. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 85 or equivalent;
junior standing. Professor Casberg, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Starr, Mr. Derrough.
88. Machine Laboratory.—Experiments on machine tool performance; tool and fixture
design; shop management and production problems. II; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical
Engineering 87. Professor Casberg, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Starr, Mr. Derrough.
89. Heat Treatment of Metals.—Annealing, hardening, tempering, and carburizing
carbon and alloy steels, and study of their microstructures. Heat treatment of non-
ferrous metals. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in mechanical engineering and
railway mechanical engineering. Professor Casberg, Mr. Lanham, Mr. Scorah.
97-98. Thesis.—Investigation of special subjects and preparation of thesis embodying re-
view of the literature; discussion of results. I or II; (3).
[99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Omitted 1931-32.]
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in Mechanical Engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
107. Thermodynamics.—Application of thermodynamics to the solution of physical and
engineering problems. I or II; (/ unit). Associate Professor Goff.
108. The Flow of Fluids and Heat Transfer.—The application of dimensional analysis
and other rational formulas. Special problems. I or 11; (i unit). Professor Macintire.
109. Machine Design.—Rational design; the application of mechanics of materials. In-
dividual problems. I or II; (/ U7iit). Professor Leutwiler.
112. Laboratory Investigation.—Combustion of fuel, boiler economy; steam engines and
turbines; gas engines and producers; explosive mixtures; mechanical refrigeration.
Original work. I or II; {1)4 units). Professors Willard, Polson, Kratz, Ham,
Macintire.
MECHANICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
Professors: Enger, Talbot (Emeritus), Moore, Seely, Westergaard, Richart.
Associate Professors: Ensign, Putnam, Draffin.
Assistant Professor: Fleming.
Associate: Schw.albe, Brown.
Instructors: Lansford, Collins, Suppiger, Dolan.
Cooperating: Professor Hoelscher, Assistant Professor Springer, Mr. Grossman, Mr.
Jorgensen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Analytical Mechanics (Statics).—Force systems, equilibrium, centroids, center of
gravity, friction. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in Mathematics
9. Associate Professor Ensign and others.
2. Analytic.\l Mechanics. (Dynaiiics.)—Continuation of Course 1. Kinematics and ki-
netics. II; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1. Professor Enger
and others.
3. Resistance of Materials.—Mechanics of materials, properties and requirements for
materials of construction. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 1. Professor Seely and others.
4. Hydraulics.—Pressure and flow of water, utilization as motive power. I or II; (2). Pre-
requisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1, and registration in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 2. Professor Enger and others.
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17-18. Elements of Mechanics (Statics) and Strength of Materials.—Force sys-
tems; equilibrium; friction, centroids; direct stress, riveted joints, beams, moment of
inertia, deflection, columns. (For architects and others who have not taken the calcu-
lus.) I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4, 6a. Associate Professor Draffin,
Mr. DoLAN.
63. Resistance of Materials Labor.\tory.—Tests to determine the properties of ma-
terials and to illustrate the mechanics of materials. I or 11; (1). Prerequisite: Registra-
tion in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3. Associate Professor Putnam and others.
64. Hydraulics Laboratory.—Measurements of flow, friction in pipes, pumping and
power. I or II; (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 4.
Assistant Professor Fleming and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Advanced Mechanics of Materials.—Special problems met in engineering. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3 and 63. Professor Seely.
42. Properties of Engineering Materials: Specifications and Inspection.—Prop-
erties and uses of materials of construction. Standard specifications for materials. II;
(3 credits or ]/2 unit). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1, 3, and 63.
Professor Seely.
44. Laboratory Work in Testing Materials.—Testing machines and strain measuring
apparatus; practice in making standard tests in tension, compression, and flexure. II;
(3 credits or y^to 1 unit)} Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1, 3, and
63. Professor Moore.
45. Advanced Technical Statics.—Theories of deformation and stresses in elastic sys-
tems; graphical and algebraic methods of analysis; virtual work, substitute structure,
slope-deflection, etc. I; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1,3, and
63, or approved work in physics and mathematics. (Not to be given after 1931-32.)
Professor Westergaard.
46. Advanced Technical Statics.—Selected topics in mechanics of elastic materials. II;
(2 credits or J^ unit). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1 and 3, or
approved work in physics and mathematics. (Not to be given after 1931-32.) Professor
Westergaard.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in theoretical and applied mechanics presupposes a full under-
graduate course in that subject.
101. Mechanics.—The development of basic ideas in mechanics. I; (/ unit). Professor
Moore.
102. Resistance of M.^terials.—Analysis and investigation in mechanics of materials;
properties of materials used in engineering construction. II; (/ unit). Professor Seely.
103. Hydraulics.—II; (14 to 1 unit).^ Professor Enger.
104. Experimental Work in the Laboratory of .Applied Mechanics.— (a) Investiga-
tion in the materials testing laboratory'; (b) experimental work in hydraulics labora-
tory. I or II; m to 1 unit).^ Professors Enger, Moore, Richart.
105. Analytical Study of Experiment.\l Work in Reinforced Concrete.—Inter-
pretation of test results and their application to the design of structures. I or II; {I to
2 units). ^ Professor Richart.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list nol the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 1
unit, but yi, or 1.
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106. Theory of Elasticity and Application to Engineering Problems.—I or II;
(/ unit). Professor Westergaard.
Slimmer Session Courses for Undergraduates
SI. Analytical Mechanics.— (2). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in mathe-
matics S9. Mr. SCHWALBE.
32. Analytical Mechanics.—(3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1. Mr.
SCHWALBE.
MILITARY BANDS
Director: Professor Harding.
Assistant Director: Dvorak.
Assistant: Overgard.
Note: The following courses are open only to those who have passed the examination for
admittance to one of the bands. All new students who play band instruments and who de-
sire to try for places in the bands should make application at the Band Ofifice, 12 Band
Building, at the earliest possible time. Those who are accepted for membership will be given
a slip indicating that they have been accepted.
Former members of the bands whose work has been satisfactory^, will be permitted to
register in these courses without further examination.
Service in the bands takes the place of the regular military' drill.
1-2. Freshman Band.—I and II; (1). Director Harding, Assistant Director Dvorak, and
Mr, Overgard.
3-4. Sophomore Band.—I and II; (1). Director Harding, Assistant Director Dvorak, and
Mr. Overgard.
5-6. Junior Band.—I and II; Director Harding, and Assistant Director Dvorak.
7-8. Senior Band.—I and II; Director Harding and Assistant Director Dvorak.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Professor: Colonel Weeks.
Associate Professors: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades, Majors McCleave, Chapman, Stev-
ens, Conard, Lemen, Featherstone.
Assistant Professors: Captains Daugherty, Rogers, Burn'ey, Kellogg, Strawn, Innis,
McBride, Busch, Patterson, Weiland, Milan, Dalferes.
Associates: Lieutenants Matthews, Bryan, Engerud, Lee, Cary.
Freshman Infantry
la-2a. Practical.—Drill and command; rifle marksmanship; scouting and patrolling. I and
II; (3^). Assistant Professor: Captain Milan.
lb-2b. Theoretical.—The National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C. ; military courtesy and
discipline; military hygiene and first aid; drill and command. I and II; (H)- Assistant
Professor: Captain Milan.
Sophomore Infantry
3a-4a. Practical.—Drill and command; musketry; automatic rifle; scouting and patrol-
ling; combat principles (rifle squad). I and II; (J^). Assistant Professor: Captain
Innis.
3b-4b. Theoretical.—Drill and command; musketry; scouting and patrolling; combat
principles (rifle squad). I and II; (H). Assistant Professor: Captain Innis.
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Junior Infantry
Prerequisite: Freshman and Sophomore Military.
5a-6a. Practical.—Drill and command; machine guns and howitzer weapons. I and II;
(H)- Assistant Professor: Captain Kellogg.
5b-6b. Theoretical.—Map reading and military sketching; drill and command; machine
gun and howitzer weapons; combat principles (rifle section and platoon). I and II; (1).
Assistant Professor: Captain Kellogg.
Senior Infantry
7a-8a. Practical.—Drill and command. I and II; (J^). Associate Professor: Major
Stevens.
7b-8b. Theoretical.—Military law and Officers' Reserve Corps regulations; military his-
tory and policy; administration; field engineering; combat principles (rifle and
machine gun company and howitzer platoon). I and II; (1). Associate Professor:
Major Stevens.
Freshman Field Artillery
lla-12a. Practical.—Close order drill; service of the piece; gunners' examination. I and
11; (H)- Assistant Professors: Captains Weiland, Busch.
llb-12b. Theoretical.—National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C.; military courtesy and
discipline; military hygiene and first aid; dismounted drills; field artillery instruction;
elementary gunnery. I and II; (J^). Assistant Professors: Captains Weiland, Busch;
Associate: Lieutenant Lee.
Sophomore Field Artillery
13a-14a. Practical.—Dismounted drill and ceremonies; map reading and sketching; fire
control instruments; battery communications; equitation; field artiller>^ driver. I and
H; (3^). Assistant Professor: Captain Dalferes; Associate: Lieutenant Lee.
13b-14b. Theoretical.—Military map reading and sketching; care of animals; recon-
naissance and occupation of position. I and II; (H)- Assistant Professor: Captain
Dalferes; Associate: Lieutenant Lee.
Jtmior Field Artillery
Prerequisite: Freshman and Sophomore Military.
15a-16a. Practical.—Pistol marksmanship; dismounted drills; equitation and horseman-
ship. I and II; (J^). Assistant Professor: Captain Daugherty.
15b-16b. Theoretical.—Batter^' administration and supply; communications for field
artillery liaison; field fortifications; field artillery firing. I and II; (1). Assistant Pro-
fessor: Captain Daugherty.
Senior Field Artillery
17a-18a. Practical.—Equitation and horsemanship; command. I and II; (30. Associate
Professor: Major McCleave.
17b-18b. Theoretical.—Military law and Officers' Reserve Corps regulations; military
history and policy; organization; tactics; and tactical employment of field artillery.
I and II; (1). Associate Professor: Major McCleave.
Freshman Cavalry
21a-22a. Practical.—Cavalry drill; rifle marksmanship; scouting and patrolling; equita-
tion. I and II; (^2)- Assistant Professor: Captain Patterson.
21b-22b. Theoretical.—The National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C; military courtesy
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and discipline; militai->' hygiene and first aid; ca\^alr^• drill. I and II; (^'iTl. Associate:
Lieutenant Bryan.
Sophomore Cavalry
2oa-24a. Pkacticxl.—Ca\-alr>' drill; musketn.^: ca\-aln- weapons; equitation. I and II; (?>^).
Assistant Professor: Captain Rogers.
23b-24b. Theoretical.—Ca\-alr>- drill; musketr>; cavalry- weapons; employment of cav-
alr>-. I and II; (^';). Assistant Professor: Captain SxRAvrx.
Jxmior Cavalry
PrerequisUc: Freshman and Sophomore Militar>'.
25a-26a. Practical.—Map reading and miiitar\- sketching; ca\^lr>- drill; pistol marksman-
ship; ca\-alr\- weapons; employment of ca\-alr\-; equitation; selection and care of ani-
mals. I and II; (fi)- Associate Professor: Major Featherstoxe.
25b-26b. Theoretical.—Map reading and military- sketching; cavalrv' drill; cavalrs'
weapons: employment of cavalr>-; selection and care of animals. I and II; (1). Associ-
ate Professor: Major Featherstone.
Senior Cavalry
27a-2Sa. Pk.actic\l.—Ca%-alr>- drill; employment of cavairj-; equitation. I and II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Major Conard; Assistant Professors: Captains Rogers, Patter-
sox.
2 7b-2Sb. Theoretical.—Military" law and Officers' Reser\'e Corps r^ulations; military
histon.- and policy: administration; field engineering; cavaln." drill; employment of
cavaln.-; equitation. I and II; (1). .\ssociate Professor: Major Conard.
Freshman Engineers
?la-32a. Practical.—Drill and command; rifle marksmanship; scouting and patrolling;
militar}' bridges (fixed and floating). I and II; (,^). Associate Professor: Major
Lemex; Associate: Lieutenant Matthews.
31b-32b. Theoretical.—The National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C.; militan.' courtesy
and discipline; militar>- hygiene and first aid; weapons; scouting and patrollmg. I and
II; (H). Associate Professor: Major Lemex; Associate: Lieutenant Matthews.
Sophomore Engineers
33a-34a. Practical.—Drill and command; musketn.^; scouting and patrolling; combat
principles (the squad). I and II; (^;). Associate Professor: Major Lemex; Associate:
Lieutenant Matthews.
33b-34b. Theoretical.—Map reading and military sketching; musketr>'; scouting and
patrolling; combat principles. I and II; (.^2). Associate Professor: Major Lemex; As-
sociate: Lieutenant Matthews.
Junior Engineers
Prerequisite: Freshman and Sophomore Military'.
35a-36a. Pr.actical.—Drill and command; combat principles (engineer section and pla-
toon). I and II; (H). Associate Professor: Major Lemex; Associate: Lieutenant
^LATTHEWS,
35b-36b. Theoretical.—Combat principles (engineer section and platoon); militarv- ex-
plosives and demolitions; militar>' roads and railways; militan," bridges (fixed and
floating); fortifications. I and II; (1). Associate: Lieutenant M.atthews.
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Senior Engineers
37a-38a. Practical.—Drill and command. I and II; (M)- Associate Professor: Major
Lemen; Associate: Lieutenant Matthews.
37b-38b. Theoretical.—Military Law and Officers' Reserv-e Corps regulations; military
history and policy; administration and supply; combat principles; military roads and
railways; military bridges (fixed and floating); engineer organization and duties of
engineers. I and II; (1). Associate Professor: Major Lemek.
Freshman Signal Corps
41a^2a. Practical.—Drill and command; military telegraph; military telephones. I and
II; (H)- Associate Professor: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades; Associate: Lieutenant
En'GERUD.
41b-42b. Theoretical.—National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C.; military courtesy and
discipline; military hygiene and first aid; militar>' telegraph; army organization; mili-
tary' telephones; pistol and personal equipment. I and II; (H)- Associate: Lieutenant
Engerud.
Sophomore Signal Corps
43a-44a. Practical.—Drill and command; military' telegraph; message centers; codes and
ciphers. I and II; (H)- Associate Professor: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades; Associate:
Lieutenant Engerud.
43b—44b. Theoretical.—Radio sets; army organization; mapping and sketching. I and II;
(3^). Associate Professor: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades.
Junior Signal Corps
Prerequisite: Freshman and Sophomore Military.
45a-46a. Practical.—Military sketching and map reading; drill and command; codes and
ciphers; communication engineering; tactical principles of signal communication;
pistol. I and II; (H)- Associate Professor: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades; Associate:
Lieutenant Engerud.
45b-46b. Theoretical.— Drill and command; communication engineering; tactical prin-
ciples of signal communications; army organization; military law. I and II; (1).
Associate: Lieutenant Engerud.
Senior Signal Corps
47a-48a. Practical.—Drill and command; communication engineering. I and II; (H).
Associate Professor: Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades; Associate: Lieutenant Engerlt).
47b-48b. Theoretical.—Military law and Officers' Resers'e Corps regulations; military
history' and policy; administration and supply; field engineering; drill and command;
communication engineering; codes and ciphers. I and II; (1). Associate Professor:
Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoades; Assistant Professor Brown (E.E. 51).
Freshman Coast Artillery Corps (Anti-aircraft)
61a-62a. Practical.—Close order drill; rifle marksmanship; service of the piece. I and II;
(J^-^). Associate: Lieutenant Cary.
61b-62b. Theoretical.—National Defense Act and the R.O.T.C; military courtesy and
discipline; military hygiene and first aid; coast artillery instruction. I and II: {}>i).
Associate: Lieutenant Cary.
Sophomore Coast Artillery Corps (Anti-aircraft)
63a-64a. Practical.—Drill and command. I and II; (I 2)- Assistant Professor: Captain
McBride.
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63b-64b. Theoretical.—Coast artillery instruction. I and 11; (j/^). Assistant Professor:
Captain McBride.
Jxinior Coast Artillery Corps (Anti-aircraft)
Prerequisite: Freshman and Sophomore Military'.
65a-66a. Practical.—Drill and command; coast artillery instruction. I and II; {l^).
Associate Professor: Major Chapman.
65b-66b. Theoretical.—Map reading and military' sketching; coast artillery instruction.
I and II; (1). Associate Professor: Major Chapman.
Senior Coast Artillery Corps (Anti-aircraft)
67a-68a. Pr.\ctical.—Field engineering; motor transportation; artillery material. I and
II; (J/^), Associate Professor: Major Chapman.
67b-68b. Theoretical.—-Military history and law; surveying; artillery tactics. I and II;
(1). Associate Professor: Major Chapman.
MINERALOGY—See GEOLOGY, (page 322).
MINING ENGINEERING
Professor: Callen.
Assistant Professors: Mitchell, Smith.
Instructor: Nicholson.
Courses for Undergraduates
1, Elements of Mining.—Explosives; drilling, blasting; coal-cutting; shaft-sinking and
tunneling. (For mining students only.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b. Mr.
Nicholson.
2. Mining Principles.—-Terminology; explosives and blasting; well and rock drilling;
shaft-sinking and tunneling; methods of working and timbering flat and inclined
deposits. (For students in courses other than mining.) I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry and physics; junior standing. Mr. Nicholson.
4. Mining Methods.—Methods of working bedded, vein, and placer deposits. 11; (3).
Prerequisite: Mining 1 and registration in Geology 43. Mr. Nicholson.
6. Mechanical Engineering of Mines.—Hoisting; ropes, cages and skips, hoisting en-
gines. Haulage; cars, locomotives, track. Mine drainage and pumping. I; (3). Pre-
requisite: Mining 4 and 10; Mechanical Engineering 62; Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 2, 4, and 64. Professor Callen.
8. Mine Administration.—Mining law; mine accounting and cost-keeping; trade agree-
ments; relations between employer and employee. I; (3). Prerequisite: Mining 4.
Mr. Nicholson.
9. Preparation of Coal and Ore.—History', processes, machines. Coal preparation.
Breaking, sizing, and concentration of ores. Laboratory work in coal preparation and
ore dressing. I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; Physics lb-3b; Geology 20 or equiva-
lent. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
10. Electrical Engineering of Minxes.—Electrical machinery; direct and alternating
current motors and generators; storage batteries; power-plant equipment. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b. Mr. Nicholson.
13. Utilization of Fuels.—The manufacture, handling, and utilization of fuels in mining
and metallurgical practice; problems in combustion, laboratory work in fuel analysis.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; junior standing in College of Engineering. Professor
Callen.
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15. Mine Ventilation.—Mine gases and safety lamps; the ventilation of mines; mine fires
and explosions. II; (2). Prerequisite: Mining 4. Professor Callen.
16. Non-Ferrous Ore Treatment.—Reduction of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc
ores. Processes, flow-sheets; economics of ore treatment. II; (5). Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 73a; Mining 9. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
18. Metallurgical Problems.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 16. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 16. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
20. Mine Ventilation Laboratory.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 15. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 15. Professor Callen.
21. Examination, Valuation, and Reports.—Prospecting mineral deposits; methods of
examining, valuing, and reporting on mining properties. II; (3). Prerequisite: Mining
4; Geology 20 and 43 or equivalent. Mr. Nicholson.
41. Mining and Metallurigical Design.—Mine tipples, head-frames, bins; crushing
plants for coal and metal mines; flow-sheets and plans for coal preparation and ore
dressing plants. I; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 88a and senior standing in
mining engineering. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
42. Mining and Metallurgical Design.—A continuation of Mining 41. II; (2). Pre-
requisite: Mining 41. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
61. Elementary Mine Surveying.—The compass, transit, and level; computation of
areas and volumes; map construction; land lines; elements of mine surveying. Field
problems. I; (3). Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
Mr. Nicholson.
62. Mine Surveying.—Advanced mine surveying; mineral land surveying; field astronomy.
A surveying trip is made to neighboring mines; estimated cost, $10. II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Mining 61. Mr. Nicholson.
64. Coal and Ore Preparation Laboratory.—Crushing, dry preparation, and washing
of coals; wet and dry concentration of ores; sampling; analysis of raw and finished
products. II; (3). Prerequisite: Mining 9. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
69. Fire Assaying.—Fire assaying of gold, silver, lead, and copper ores, mattes, and
bullion; fluxes, slags, and charge calculations. I; (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22;
Geology 20. Assistant Professor Mitchell.
90. Mining and Metallurgical Reports.—Review of mining and metallurgical litera-
ture; reports; technical writing. II; (1). Prerequisite: Senior standing in mining
engineering. Professor Callen.
97-98. Thesis.—In accordance with regulations of College of Engineering. I and II; (3
or 2).
[99. Mining Inspection Trip.— I; (no credit). Omitted in 1931-32. Prerequisite: Senior
standing.]
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in mining engineering is the equivalent of the under-
graduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of Science in mining in the branches of
the subject in which registration is desired.
Note.—-Of courses 104 and 105, only one will given in either semester, at the election
of students. The same rule applies to courses 106 and 107.
101. Advanced Mining Practice.—-Comparison of foreign and Ameriam methods; bene-
ficiation of ore and utilization and storage of coal; transportation and markets. I or
II; (/ unit). Professor Callen.
102. Advanced Preparation of Co.\l and Ores.—Detailed study and investigation of
recent advance in concentration and beneficiation of coal and minerals. I and II;
(/ unit). Assistant Professor Mitchell.
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104. Mining Reports.—Classification of coal and ore lands; conservation of mineral
resources; mine examinations and appraisal reports. I or II; (/ unit). Professor
Callen.
105. Welfare Work and Education Among Mine Employees.—Organization and
operation of mining institutes, night classes, welfare, mine rescue, and first-aid work.
I or II; (i unit). Professor Callen.
[106. Advanced Coal, Ore, and Metallurgical Plant Design.—I and II; (i unit).
Not given, 1931-32.]
[107. Advanced Non-Ferrous Met.\lll-rgical Projects.— I and II; (1 unit). Not given,
1931-32.]
MUSIC
Professors: Sti\'en, Harding.
Associate Professors: Schwartz, van den Berg, Miles.
Assistant Professors: Beresford (Emeritus), Roosa.
Associates: Johnson, Schoonmaker, Watt, MacNeill,* Usry, Hamp, Hill.^
Instructors: Percival, Dvorak, Sutherlin, Kitchell, DeLancy, Demming, Holmes,
Kessler, Johnston, Sullivan, Cohen, Kubitz.
Assistant: 0\^rgard.
1-2. History of Music.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: One year of university work. Associ-
ate Professor Schwartz.
3-4. Theory of Music (Harmon-y).—I and II; (3). Miss Usry.
5-6. Theory of Music (Advanced Harmon-y).—Continuation of 3-4. I and II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Music 3-4. Mr. Kessler, Miss Usry.
7-8. Counterpoint.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Music 5-6 or the consent of the Director.
Associate Professor Miles, Mr. Kessler.
9-10. Analysis, Musical Form.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Music 6-8. Associate Pro-
fessor Schwartz.
lla-llb. Composition.— I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Music 9-10. Associate Professor
Miles.
12a-12b. Advanced Composition.—I and II; (4). Prerequisite: Music lla-llb. Associate
Professor Miles.
13-14. Music Appreciation.—Appreciative listening. Illustrated with phonograph and
reproducing piano. Primarily for non-music students. I and II; (2). Director Stiven,
Miss Kitchell.
15-16. iNSTRUiiENTATiON AND ORCHESTRATION.— I and II; (1 or 2). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Professor Harding.
17-18. Advanced Orchestration (for Theor>' Major).—I and II; (4). Prerequisite:
Music 10, 15, and 16. Professor H.arding.
21-22. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—First year. I and II; (1). Miss Percival.
23-24. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—Second year. I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Music
21, 22. Miss Perciv.\l.
25a-25b. Public School Methods.—Primarily for students preparing to teach music in the
public schools. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
Mr. Holmes.
' Second semester.
- Resigned, February 1, 1932.
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26a-26b. Public School Methods.—I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing or con-
sent of instructor. Miss Kitchell.
27. Thesis.—(Senior elective.) (1).
30a-30b. Accompanying and Ensemble.— I and II; (H to 1).' Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing. Miss Watt, Miss Sutherlin.
31a-31b. Accompanying and Ensemble.—I and II; (K to 1).^ Prerequisite: Music 30a-
30b. Miss Watt, Miss Sutherlin.
32-33. Advanced History of Music.— I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Music 1 and 2. Associate
Professor Schwartz.
35. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 45b, 65b, 75b, 85b, or
95b.) I or II; (4).
36. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 55b.) I or II
; (3).
37. Recital Course in Composition.—(For seniors in Theory Major.) I or II; (4).
38a-38b. Band and Orchestra Conducting.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Music 16.
Professor Harding.
APPLIED MUSIC COURSES
Students in the School of Music will receive 4 to 5 hours credit for their major subject in
Applied Music. They will ordinarily receive 23^ hours credit for their minor subject.
Students from other colleges will ordinarily receive 2 hours credit if in accordance with the
regulations of their college.
Courses in Applied Music which require one half-hour lesson per week of recitation
and one hour daily of preparation receive 2 hours credit.
Courses in Applied Music which require two twenty-minute lessons per week of recita-
tion and one hour daily of preparation receive 23^2 hours credit.
Courses in Applied Music which require two half-hour lessons per week of recitation
and two hours daily of preparation receive 4 hours credit.
Courses in Music 44a-b, 45a-b, 64a-b, 65a-b, 74a-b, 75a-b, 84a-b, 85a-b, require two
half-hour lessons per week of recitation and three hours daily of preparation.
PIANO
Associate Professor van den Berg, Miss Watt, Mr. MacNeill, Mr. Schoonmaker,
Miss DeLancy, Miss Usry, Mrs. Sullivan, Mr. Hill.
Prerequisite for Music 42a: Entrance examination.
42a-42b. Piano, First Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).»
43a-43b. Piano, Second Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).
>
44a-44b. Piano, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).^
45a-45b. Piano, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).*
VOICE
Mr. Johnson, Miss Sutherlin, Mr. Hamp, Mr. Johnston.
Prerequisite for Music 52a: Entrance examination.
52a-52b. Voice, First Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).'
53a-53b. Voice, Second Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).'
• In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-Hst not
the variable hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to
4, but I, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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54a-54b. Voice, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4) .^
55a-55b. Voice, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).^
VIOLIN
Assistant Professor RoosA, Mr. Cohen.
Prerequisite for Music 62a: Entrance examination.
62a-62b. Violin, First Year.—Both given I or II; {2-A)?-
63a-63b. Violin, Second Year.—Both given I or II; (2^).^
64a-64b. Violin, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).i
65a-65b. Violin, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5),*
VIOLONCELLO
Mrs. Sullivan.
Prerequisite for Music 72a: Entrance examination.
72a-72b. Violoncello, First Year.—Both given I or II; (2^).*
73a-73b. Violoncello, Second Year.—Both given I or II; {2-A)}
74a-74b. Violoncello, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).^
75a-75b. Violoncello, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).*
ORGAN
Associate Professor Miles, Mr. Demming.
Students desiring to take organ will be obliged to pass without condition the entrance
examination in piano. Under no circumstances will they be accepted if their piano work
falls below the standard represented by this examination.
82a-82b. Organ, First Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).i
83a-83b. Organ, Second Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).*
84a-84b. Organ, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).
*
85a-85b. Organ, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-5).*
BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
Professor Harding, Mr. Dvorak, Mr. Overgard.
Prerequisite for Music 92a: Entrance examination.
92a-92b. Wind Instruments, First Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).*
93a-93b. Wind Instruments, Second Ye.ar.—Both given I or II; (2-4).*
94a-94b. Wind Instruments, Third Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).*
95a-95b. Wind Instruments, Fourth Year.—Both given I or II; (2-4).*
Summer Session Courses
Sla. History of Music.— (2). Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Equivalent:
Music 2 (second half). Associate Professor Miles.
53. Harmony.— (2). Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Equivalent: Music 3.
Associate Professor Miles.
54. Harmony.— (2). Prerequisite: Music 3. Equivalent: Music 4. Associate Professor Miles.
S13. Music Appreciation.— (1). Mr. Holmes.
S21. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—(1). Prerequisite: Entrance credit. Equivalent:
Music 2L Director Stiven.
' In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not
the possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2
to 5, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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S26a. Public School Methods.— (4). Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Equiva-
lent: Music 26a. Mr. Holmes.
S42-45. Piano, Collegiate Grade.— (1 or 2).* Prerequisite: Entrance examination.
Equivalent: Music 42-45 (in part). Mr. Schoonmaker.
S52-55. Voice, Collegiate Grade.— (1 or 2).^ Prerequisite: Entrance examination. Equiv-
alent: Music 52-55 (in part). Mr. Johnson.
S82-85. Organ.— (1 or 2).' Prerequisite: Entrance examination. Equivalent: Music 82-85
(in part). Director Stiven.
PHILOSOPHY
(See also Psychology and Education.)
Professors: McClure, Daniels, Morrow, Tawney.
Assistant Professors: Benjamin, Nicholson, Gotshalk.
Instructors: DeLargy, Kubitz.
For students entering prior to September, 1929
:
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department, including Philosophy
1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. Six hours in psycholog>' may be counted toward a major in philosophy.
Minors: 20 hours in (a) psychology (at least 6 additional hours, if psychology is counted
toward a major), and one other subject in the following list; or (b) any two subjects in
the same group in the following list: (A) economics, history, political science, education,
sociology; (B) English, French, German, Greek, Latin; (C) botany, chemistry, mathematics,
physics, zoolog>% geology. No course in any subject of the above groups my be counted for
the minor requirement if it is excluded from the major requirement of its respective depart-
ment.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department, including Philosophy
2, 3, 4, and 7. Six hours in psychology may be counted toward a major in philosophy.
Minors: 20 hours, in (a) psychology (at least 6 additional hours if psychology is
counted toward a major), and one other subject in the following list; or (b) any two sub-
jects in the same group in the following list: (A) economics, history, political science, educa-
tion, sociology; (B) English, French, German, Greek, Latin; (C) astronomj', botany, chem-
istry, mathematics, physics, zoolog>', geology. At least 8 hours must be offered in each
subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
L Logic—Reasoning; detection of fallacies; evidence. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: One year
of university work. Professors McClure, Morrow; Assistant Professors Benjamin,
Nicholson, Gotshalk; Dr. DeLargy, Dr. Kubitz.
2. Introduction to Philosophy.—II; (3). Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Professors Morrow, Tawney, Assistant Professor Benjamin; Dr. DeLargy, Dr.
Kubitz.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy.— I ; (4). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Professors McClure, Morrow; Assistant Professors Nicholson, Gotshalk; Dr.
DeLargy.
1 In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 or 2,
but 1, or 2.
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4. History of Modern Philosophy.—II; (4). Prerequisite: Three hours m philosophy and
junior standing, or senior standing. Professor McClure; Assistant Professors Nichol-
son, GOTSH.\LK.
7 Ethics.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy and junior standing. Professor
Morrow.
8. Philosophy of the Recent P.\st.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Philosophy 4. Assistant Profes-
sor Nicholson.
9. Political and Social Ethics.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor
Morrow.
10. Concepts of Science.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy; junior standing.
Assistant Professor Benjamin.
11a. Philosophy' of Religion (Systematic).— I; (3). Prerequisite: Three hours in philos-
ophy. Professor Tawney.
lib. Philosophy of Religion (Historical).—II; (3). Professor Tawney.
12. Philosophy' of Art.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy. Assistant Pro-
fessor Gotshalk.
14. Advanced Logic.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Philosophy 1 and junior standing. Assistant
Professor Benjamin.
16. Metaphysics.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy. Assistant Professor
Gotshalk.
20. Honors Course.—I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
22. American Philosophy (Royce, James, Santayana, and Dewey).—II; (3). Prerequisite:
Three hours in philosophy. Dr. DeLargy.
Coiurses for Graduates
103. Ethics.—I; (i unit). Professor Daniels.
105. Sen-enteenth Centltiy Continental Thought.—11; (i unit). Professor Daniels.
106. English and American Ide^vlism.—II; (1 unit). Professor Morrow.
107. Aristotle.—I; (/ unit). Professor McClure.
108. Plato.—I; {1 unit). Professor Tawn-ey.
110. Locke, Berkeley, Hume.—I; (i U7iit). Professor Morrow.
112. German Idealism.—II; (/ U7iit). Professor McClure.
114. Theory of Knowledge.—I; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Benjamin.
116. Types of Logical Theory.—II; (/ unit). Assistant Professor BENjAiiiN.
118. Medieval Philosophy.—II; {1 U7iit). Professor Tawn'ey.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
51. Logic.— (3). Prerequisite: One year of university work. Professor McClure.
52. Introduction to Philosophy.— (3). Prerequisite: One year of University work. As-
sistant Professor Nicholson.
53. History of Ancient Philosophy.— (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Equivalent:
Philosophy 3 (in part). Professor McClure.
54. History of Modern Philosophy'.— (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Equivalent:
Philosophy 4 (in part). Assistant Professor Nicholson.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Professors: HuFF, Staley.
Associate Professor: Stafford.
Associate: Kenney.
Instructor: Jackson.
Assistants: Paterson, Craig, Treece, Brown, Law, McCristal, Burt, Hankner, Derr,
Young, Bauerle, McClure, Gelwick.
Freshmen with pronounced physical deficiencies are excused from military and must
enroll in courses numbered 11 and 12. All other freshmen must elect from the courses
numbered 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.
Sophomores with pronounced physical deficiencies are excused from military and must
enroll in courses numbered 21 and 22, All other sophomores must elect from the courses
numbered 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
Students taking Individual Gymnastics (courses 11, 12, 21, 22) must continue to do so
until notified otherwise by the Health Service.
Students not taking Individual Gymnastics must elect a different course each semester.
Juniors and Seniors may elect courses numbered 9 and 33.
P.E. 9. Circus Work.—I and II; (1). Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing. Mr. Jackson.
P.E. 11-12. Individual Gymnastics.—I and II; (1^)- Associate Professor Stafford and
others.
P.E. 13, Beginning Swimming.—(Freshmen who cannot swim twenty-five yards are ad-
vised to enroll in this course.) I and II; (H)- Mr. Treece and others.
P.E. 14. Individual Athletics.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Young and others.
P.E 15. Tumbling Stunts.—I and II; (3^), Mr. Burt and others.
16. Soccer Football.—I and II; (J^). Mr. Brown and others.
17. Gymnastic Dancing.—I and II; (J^), Mr. McCristal and others.
18. Intermediate Swimming.—I and II; (H). Mr. Young and others.
21-22. Individual Gymnastics.—I and II; (13^). Associate Professor Stafford and
others.
23. Advanced Swimming.—I and II; (J^). Mr. Paterson and others.
24. Boxing.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Bauerle and othr^rs.
25. Wrestling.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Kenney and others.
26. Fencing,—I and II; (3^), Mr. Craig.
27. Apparatus Stunts,—I and II; (3^). Mr. Burt and others.
28. Games, Contests, and Relays.—I and II; (3^). Mr, Law and others,
33. Tennis.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Gelwick.
34. Circus Stunts.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Jackson.
35. Advanced Circus Stunts,—I and II; (3^), Mr, Jackson,
36. Life Saving and Diving.—I and II; (3^). Mr. Paterson.
37. Handball.—I and II; (3^). Mr, Treece and others,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Professor: Freer,
Assistant Professor: Lawson.
Associate: Robertson.
Instructors: Kitzinger, Hough, Schnauber, Meares.
Assistants: Huelster, Johnson, Stahmer.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Miss Downey.
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Major: 20 hours in this subject excluding 4 hours required courses; also 20 hours in
Education courses and registration in the College of Education the junior and senior years.
10a. History of Physical Education.—(A general survey.) I; (1). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in College of Education. Professor Freer.
10b. Organization and Administration of Physical Education.—II; {1). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in College of Education. Professor Freer.
lib. First Aid in Emergencies.—(Examination for Red Cross certificates.) II; (1).
Prerequisite: Junior standing in Physical Education; Physical Education 15a and 16.
Miss Stahmer.
15a-15b. Physical Education Methods.—Lectures; assigned reading; practice teaching.
I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Registration in College of Education; junior standing. Miss
Robertson.
16. Kinesiology.— I ; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing for students specializing in Physical
Education; registration in College of Education. Miss Kitzinger.
17a-17b. Educational Practice.—-Lectures; assigned reading; practice teaching. I and
II; (3). Prerequisite: Physical Education 15 and 16; senior standing in College of
Education. Assistant Professor Lawson.
18. Theory of Corrective Gymnastics.—II; (4). Prerequisite: Physical Education 15a
and 16. Miss Schnauber.
19. Methods of Teaching Health.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Physical Education 15, 16, 17,
and 18. Assistant Professor Lawson.
40a-40b, Gymnastics.—For freshman majors only. I and II; (1). Miss Huelster, Miss
Kitzinger, Miss Johnson.
41a-41b. Gymnastics.—For sophomore majors only. I and II; (1). Miss Robertson, Miss
Kitzinger, Miss Huelster.
42. Sports and Gymnastics.—I and II; (1). Miss Kitzinger, Miss Lawson, Miss Meares,
Miss Huelster, Miss Robertson.
43. Seasonal Sports.—I and II; (1). Miss Meares, Miss Robertson.
44. Apparatus, or Apparatus and Tumbling.—I and II; (1). Miss Robertson and Miss
Kitzinger.
45. Elementary Swimming.—I and II; (1). Miss Stahmer and Miss Hough.
46. Intermediate Swimming.—I and II; (1). Miss Stahmer and Miss Hough.
47. Elementary Clogging.—I and H; (1). Miss Huelster.
48. Intermediate Clogging, or Intermediate Clogging and Tap Dancing.—May be
taken either semester. (1). Miss Kitzinger.
49. Elementary Folk Dancing.—I and II; (1). Miss Johnson.
50. Intermediate Folk Dancing.—I and II; (1). Miss Robertson.
51. Elementary Rhythms.—I and II; (1). Miss Johnson.
52. Intermediate Rhythms.—I and II; (1). Miss Johnson.
53. Advanced Rhythms.—I; (1). Miss Johnson.
54. Advanced Swimming and Diving.—I and II; (1). Miss Stahmer and Miss Hough.
55. Life Saving.—I and II; (1). Miss Stahmer and Miss Hough.
56. Individual Gymnastics.—I and II; (1). Miss Schnauber and Miss Meares.
60. Handball and Tenikoit.—II; (1). Miss Huelster and Miss Kitzinger.
61. Fundamental Gymnastics.—II; (1). Miss Kitzinger.
62. Rhythms.—(For junior majors only.) II; (1). Miss Johnson.
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Summer Session Courses
530. A Physical Education Program for the Elementary School.—Games, rhythms,
gymnastics. Source material. Lectures and practice. Women's Gymnasium. (2).
Miss DOWN-EY.
531. Organization of Health Education in the Elementary and High School.—
Methods of presentation; physical and motor ability tests; individual gymnastics. (2).
Miss Robertson.
532. Theory and Technique of Sports for High-School Girls.—Basketball, soccer,
tennis, baseball. (1). Miss Robertson.
533. National Folk Dances: Simple and More Difficult.—Material and programs for
May Fetes and school festivals. (1). Miss Freer, Miss Downey.
534. Community Recreation.—Social games for large and small groups of different ages.
Games for the school room, playground, and gymnasium. (1). Miss Freer, Miss
Downey.
535. Elementary Clogging.— (1). Miss Stahmer.
536. Swimming.— (1). Miss Downey, Miss Stahmer.
PHYSICS
Professors: Loomis, Carman (Emeritus), Knipp, F. R. Watson, Kunz.
Associate Professors: Schulz, Williams, Paton.
Assistant Professors: Bartlett, Kruger.
Associates: Almy, Mott-Smith.
Assistants: Ireland, Hause, Gibbons, M. C. Watson, Challacombe, Sparks, Weissberg,
Young, T. F. Watson, Rassweiler, Cook, Bltjns, Brandt, Dunn, Cooper,
Irwin, Kies, Horsfall, Bender, Kusch, Pattin, Rahrer, Kerry, Kinzer,
Shoupp.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Mr. Tyler, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Brown.
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department. At least 5 hours must be
offered from the group of courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in one or two of the following subjects, with not less than 8 hours in
each department if two subjects are chosen: mathematics (courses in calculus and beyond),
astronomy, chemistr>' (except Chem. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) or education.
Physics 7a-7b and 8a-8b are recommended to students not specializing in physics,
mathematics, chemistry, or engineering. For undergraduate students taking advanced
work or a major in physics, the following courses are suggested:
Freshman Year: Trigonometry' and analytic geometry.
Sophomore Year: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, and calculus.
Junior Year: Physics 14, 16, 36 and 44.
Senior Year: Physics 20, 22, 23, 30, 45, 46, 78.
Introductory Courses for Undergraduates
la. General Physics (Mechanics and Heat).—Lectures with demonstrations; recitations;
written exercises. (For students in engineering, mathematics, physics, and chem-
istry.) I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Credit in Mathematics 2 and 4; registration in
Mathematics 6 and Physics 3a. Associate Professor Schulz, Assistant Professor
Kruger, Dr. Almy, and assistants.
lb. General Physics (Electricity and Magnetism, Sound and Light).- TI; (3). Prereq-
uisite: Mathematics 2, 4, and 6; credit in Physics la or 3a; registration in Physics 3b.
Associate Professor Schulz, Assistant Professor Kruger, Dr. Almy, and assistants.
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3a. Physics Laboratory.—Introductory physical measurements. Accompanies Physics la.
I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Physics la or registration therein. Associate Professor
ScHULZ, Assistant Professor Kruger, and assistants.
3b. Physics Laboratory.—-Introductory physical measurements. Accompanies Physics
lb. II; (2). Prerequisite: Physics lb or registration therein. Associate Professor
ScHULZ, Assistant Professor Kruger, and assistants.
7a-7b. General Physics.—Lectures with demonstrations; recitations. Physics 7a treats
of mechanics and heat; Physics 7b treats of sound, light, electricity, and magnetism.
(For students in Arts and Sciences, and Architecture.)—I and II; (3). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 4, or registration therein; registration in Physics 8a-8b. Professor Wat-
son, Associate Professor Paton, and assistants.
8a-8b. Physics Laboratory.—Introductory physical measurements. Accompanies Physics
7a-7b. I and 11; (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 7a-7b. Associate Professor
Paton and assistants.
Intermediate Courses
15. Electricity and Magnetism.—For students in non-technical courses who wish a
knowledge of electricity and magnetism beyond the course in general physics. Lec-
tures; laboratory. II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b. Asso-
ciate Professor Schulz.
17. Light.—For students in non-technical courses who wish a knowledge of light beyond
the course in general physics. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb,
3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b. Associate Professor Schulz.
25. Architectural Acoustics.—Theoretical and experimental investigations of the
acoustics of buildings. II; (2). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
Professor Watson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
14a-14b. Theoretical Mechanics.—Statics, dynamics of particles and rigid bodies.
Recitations; problems; lectures. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or
7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8a and 8b. Mr. Mott-Smith.
16. Heat.—Heat phenomena; mechanical theory of heat; thermodynamics. Lectures;
recitations. I; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics
7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Associate Professor Paton.
20a-20b. Light.—Physical optics. Lectures; recitations. (For advanced students in
physics, chemistry, mathematics, and engineering.) I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Physics
la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Dr. Almy.
22a-22b. Advanced Light Measurements.—Wave-length determinations; spectroscopic
work; Zeeman effect; polarimetric analysis; resolving power of instruments; photom-
etry; spectrophotometry. I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 20a-20b.
Dr. Almy.
23. Sound.—Wave motion; origin, propagation, velocity, interference, and diffraction of
sound; vibrations of strings and organ pipes; music and speech. Lectures; recitations.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b. Professor Watson.
30. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—Electrical and magnetic phenomena
discussed with calculus methods. (For advanced students in physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and engineering.) Lectures; recitations. II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics
la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Associate Professor
Williams.
36. Heat Laboratory.—To accompany Physics 16. I; (1). Prerequisite: Registration in
Physics 16. Associate Professor Paton.
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44a-44b. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.—I: Resistances; galvanometers;
electrical currents; capacities. II: Determination of capacity; damping; resistance
and self-induction; self and mutual induction; magnetic properties of iron; hysteresis
losses. Potentiometers. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b,
8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Professor Knipp, Associate Professor Wil-
liams, and assistants.
45. Kinetic Theory of Heat and Radiation.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb,
3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Associate Professor Paton.
46. Advanced Electrical Measurements.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Physics 44a-44b, or
equivalent. Associate Professor Williams.
[50. Theory and Use of Optometric Instruments.—^A theoretical and experimental
course, the experimental part including practical work. I; (4). Prerequisite: Registra-
tion in Physics 17. Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Schulz.]
[51. Practical Optics.—^11; (5). Alternates with Physics 53. Prerequisite: Physics 17. Not
given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Schulz.]
[52, Advanced Theory and Use of Optometric Instruments.—Clinical work in con-
tinuation and advance of that of Physics 50. II; (5). Prerequisite: Physics 50 and 51.
Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Schulz.]
[53. Physiological Optics.— I; (4). Alternates with Physics 51. Refraction in the human
eye, and defective vision. Accommodation, convergence, etc. Prerequisite: Physics 17.
Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Schulz.]
78. X-RAYS.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics
7 and 9, or 8a-8b. Assistant Professor Kruger.
97. Thesis.—I; (2 to 5). Professor Loomis and others.
98. Thesis.—II; (2 to 5). Professor Loomis and others.
Courses for Graduates
A year of calculus and a year of general physics, with laborator\-, are prerequisite for all
major and minor graduate work in physics. In addition, graduate students majoring in phys-
ics must have had one more advanced course in either physics or mathematics and should
be able to use references in German.
104a-104b. Selected Problems in Electrical Measurements.—I: Resistances;
galvanometers; damping; capacities; Dolezalek electrometer; dielectric constants;
the measurement of v and e/m for cathode rays; positive electricity; potentiometer.
II: Properties of iron, hysteresis curves and losses. I and II; (/ unit). Professor Knipp,
Associate Professor Williams.
124. Conduction of Electricity Through Gases.—Discharge phenomena. Laboratory-;
collateral reading; discussion. I; (i unit). Professor Knipp.
129a-129b. Mechanical Vibrations.—I and II; (3^ u?iit). Professor Kunz.
131. Investigation of Special Problems.—I or II; (H to 2 units). Professors in the
department.
[132a. Dynamics.—I and II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
[132c. Hydrodynamics.—I and II; (3-^ unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
132e. Statistical Mechanics.—I-II; (/ unit) each semester. Mr. Mott-Smith.
[132f. Elasticity.—I and II; {}4 unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
146a-146b. Electrodynamics.—I and II; (/ unit). Professor Kunz.
[147. Electric Oscillations.—I and II; (H unit). Not given, 1931-32.)
170. Light.—Largely physical optics and spectroscopy. Lectures, assigned readings, and
recitations with laboratory experiments. I and II; (/ unit). Dr. Almy.
184. Line Spectra and Atomic Structure.—I; (/ unit). Professor Loomis.
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1?5. Ban-d Spectra am) Molecixar StRrcmLB.—11; (/ mnt). Professor Loomis.
156a-186'D. QuAxrrM Mechaxics.—I and II; (i tmi4). Asastant Prtrfessor Bartlett.
190. Re5E.\rch.—I and II: (/ to J mtits).^ ProfesstHs in the department.
l^S. Semi>'ar.—I and 11; {I to 2 mnts)} Professors in the departmoit.
199. Physics Colloqctcil—^W^eeUy meetings of instructors and ad\'anced students for
the presentation and discosaon of papers on ccrrent problems. Attendance expected
of all graduate stodents. I and 11; (no credit). Professor Looms.
SuELmer Ses-sion Ccor-ses for UndergxAduates
S7a. Ge>"er.vl Physics.—Lectures, with experiraentaJ demonstrations, and recitations.
on mechanics and heat. (5). Prereqidsiie: Plane geome*r\-. hi^rh school algebra and
trigonometry; registration in Phyacs S8a. Eqtavalemt: Ph> ;: :5 '.-.. Associate Professor
Patok and Mr. Weissberg.
S8a. IjrrRODrcTORY L-xboratory Physics.—A laboratorv- cour-; :. r. > sical measurements
on mechanics and heat to accompany S7a. (2). Prc::- / : . Registration in Physics
S7a. EqmvoleKt: Phj-sics Sa. ^ir. Tyler.
Srb. Geveral Physics.—Lectures, vrith experimental c ions, and recitations, on
electricity and r.-.agnetiam, sound and light. (3). P-: .. .. .. Physics 7a and &a. and
registration in Physics S8b. EquixKdeni: Phj-sics 7b. Mr. Ch.\llacombe.
S5b. Intsodcctory Laboratobt Physics.—Laboratorj- experiments in electricir\- and
magnerism. sound and light, to accompany STb. (2). Prerequisiie: Registration in S7b.
EcuivcU'U: Ph>-acs 8b. Mr. FciXER.
Sir. Light.—For students in non-technical courses who wish a knowledge of light beyond
the course in genera! ph^-sics. (3). Prerequisiie: General ph>'sics. EqtdsaUmt: Physics
17. Dr. Aljxy and Mr. M. C. Watson".
S21f. Recevt .Advaxces a>t> Application's dt Physics.—Populau- lectures, illustrated
by experiments, on recent ad^"ances and applications of physics. These lectures are
open to the public and may be attended by those interested. (J^. Associate Professor
Patox.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Gradxiates
SoO. lN"TRODircTiox TO THEORETICAL ELECTRICITY.—Electric and magnetic phenomena
discussed with calculus methods. For advanced students in phj-sics, chemistry,
mathematics, and engineering. Lectures, recitations. (3). PrerequisiU : General phj-sics
and calculus. EquivalfrJ: Ph\-c:cs 30. Associate Professor Patox.
544a. Electrical ant) ^Lj.gn'etic ME-vsuKZiCENTS.—Accurate measurem.ent of resistance
by commutating Wheatstone bridge, the Carey Foster bridge, and the Kel^•in double
bridge; insulation resistance: aperiodic and ballistic ga!\"anometers: electric current
and quantirj'; electric capacity-. Discussions, recitations, and reports. (3). Prerequisite:
General phj-sics and calculus. Equivcier.i : Ph\"3ics 44a. Mr. Browx, Mr. Cook.
SSO. Electroxs. I*sotoxs, an"d Qu.xxta.—A lecture coxirse dealing with cathode rays,
thermionic emission, photoelectricity, X-rays, raGioacti\"ity. atomic structure, etc.
(2). PrerequisiU: General physics and calculus. Eh-. Alky.
S-mm pr Session Courses for Graduates
Sl04a. Selected Problems ix Electrical Measurements.—Measurement of resistances
with Carey Foster bridge and Kel\-in double bridge; capacities: the measurement of
V and e/m for cathode rays, etc. {1 unil). Associate E*rofessor Patox. Mr. Browx.
' l3 registeriiig iat a comse with variable units, a student shoiild put down on bis stady-list nci the i>os-
sible tmics. as abown bere. bat tbe number oi units for which k* intends to take the coarse; i.e., not 1 to 3
units, bu: 1 , or 2, or 3.
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S131. Investigation of Special Problems.—This course is available for students who
are working toward or who have taken their advanced degrees, and consists of in-
dividual special problems which will be under the general supervision of one of the
professors. The work done should show originality in method, or should contribute
new data in experimental investigation. (iHi or 2 units). Professor KuNZ, Associate
Professor Paton.
S132d. Electric Oscillations.—Lectures and problems on condenser discharges, alter-
nating current circuits, resonance, transients and surges, electric waves, and cable
problems, (i unit). Prerequisite: Physics 30 or Physics 132b. Professor KuNZ.
S133. Seminar and Thesis.—Prerequisite: Registration in the Graduate School. Professor
KuNZ and Associate Professor Paton.
PHYSIOLOGY
Associate Professor: Burge.
Assistants: Wickv.'ire, Willlams, Neild, Daubenspeck, Elhardt, Kneer, Orth.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department exclusive of Physiology 1.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Botany, bacteriology,
chemistry, entomology, and zoology.
Seniors registered in Physiology 1, 2, 4, 6 will receive one hour less credit.
For students entering after September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the departm.ent exclusive of Physiology 1.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following: Botany, bacteriology', chem-
istry, entomology, and zoology. At least eight hours must be offered in each subject, if two
are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Physiology.—Mammalian physiology. I or II; (2). (Seniors receive one
hours credit only.) Associate Professor Bltige, Mr. Wickwire, Mr. Orth, Mr.
Neild, Mr. Daubenspeck.
2. Physiology of Physical Exercise.—I or II; (4) (Seniors receive three hours credit
only.) Prerequisite: Physiology 1 and sophomore standing. Mr. Elh.\rdt, Mr. Dau-
benspeck.
4. General Physiology.—Circulation, respiration, glands of internal secretion, digestion,
metabolism, excretion, reproduction, special senses, nervous system, muscle, vita-
mines, and osseous system. I or 11; (5) (Seniors receive four hours credit only.)
(Not open to students who have had Physiology 1.) Associate Professor Burge, Miss
Williams, Mr. Neild, Miss Kneer.
6. Advanced Physiology.—Nervous system, glands of internal secretion, respiration, and
muscle. (Recommended for the general student.) I or II; (3). (Seniors will receive two
hours credit only.) Prerequisite: Physiology 1. Mr. Wickwire.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Mammalian Physiology.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Physiology 1; 8 hours of
chemistry. Mr. Wickwire.
8. Thesis.—I or II; (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; 15 hours of physiology. Asso-
ciate Professor Burge.
9. Physiology of the Special Senses.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing; Physiology
1 and 6. Associate Professor Burge Mr. Wickwire.
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Cotirses for Graduates
101. Journal Club.—Review of literature. I or II; (J^ unit). Members of the staff.
102. Research.—I or II; (1 to 2 units)} Associate Professor Burge.
103. Experimental Physiology.—Respiration, circulation, digestion, metabolism, excre-
tion, secretion, glands of internal secretion, nervous system. I or II; (3^ to 1 unit)}
Associate Professor Burge.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professors: Garner, Fairlie, Mathews, Berdahl."
Assistant Professors: Hyneman, Kneier.
Instructor: Stimson.
Assistants: Berry, Carleton, Lenoir, Powell, Sikes.
For students entering prior to September, 1929 :
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department. A major may include
three hours of constitutional history (History 27, 44, or 62).
Minors: 20 hours, selected from two of the following subjects: History, economics,
law, sociology, philosophy, and education.
Courses 1 and 3 give a general survey of national, state, and local government in the
United States. Undergraduates beginning the study of political science are advised to take
first, course 1, 3, or 16, and those planning for advanced work should take course 1 and
either 3 or 16 in their sophomore year. Course 3 is offered the second semester.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department. A major may include
three hours of constitutional history (History 27, 44, or 62).
Minors: 20 hours selected from two of the following subjects: History, economics, law,
sociology, philosophy, and education. At least eight hours must be offered in each subject,
if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note.—Courses 1 and 3 give a general survey of national, state, and local government
in the United States. Undergraduates beginning the study of political science are advised to
take first, course 1, 3, or 16; and those planning for advanced work should take courses 1
and either 3 or 16 in their sophomore year.
1. American National Government.—Historical development, organization, powers,
limitations, and practical working of the national government. I; (3). Prerequisite:
30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Hyneman (in charge); Professor
Mathews; Dr. Stimson, Mr. Berry, Mr. Carleton, Mr. Lenoir, Mr. Powell,
Mr. Sikes.
3. State and Local Government.—Powers, obligations, and rights of states in the
federal union; state constitutions; organization of state and local government; political
methods. (A continuation of Political Science 1; may be taken independently.) II; (3).
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Assistant Professor Hyneman (in charge);
Professor Mathews; Assistant Professor Kneier; Dr. Stimson, Mr. Berry, Mr.
Carleton, Mr. Lenoir, Mr. Powell, Mr. Sikes.
' In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-list
not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for wliich he intends to take
the course: i.e., not ]4 to 5, but H. or 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
' On leave of absence.
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16. Government in Illinois.—Commonwealth and nation; constitutional development;
organs of state government and their work; local governments and their functions;
constitutional convention of 1920-22. 11; (2). Note:—Students may not take both 3
and 16 for more than a total of four hours credit. Prerequisite: 30 hours of university
work. Professor Mathews.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note:
—
Junior standing is required for admission to the following courses:
4. Municipal Government.—Growth of cities; their legal and social status; municipal
politics and organization in the United States and abroad. I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Assistant Professor Kneier.
5. Constitutional Law of the United States.
—
Judicial interpretation of the constitu-
tion. Separation of governmental powers; relation of state and national governments;
control of interstate commerce; jurisdiction of the courts. II; (3). Prereqtiisile:
Political Science 1; junior standing. Professor Mathews.
6a. International Law: Law of Peace.—Nature, sources, and development of inter-
national law; rights and duties of states; treaties, settlement of international disputes.
I; (3). Prerequisite: Open to seniors, graduate students, and law students with junior
standing. Professor Garner.
6b. Internation.\l Law: Law of War and Neutrality.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Same as
for course 6a. Professor Garner.
7. Americ.\n Diplomacy.—Participation in international affairs; presidential initiative;
development and organization of the Department of State; diplomatic intercourse;
the consular service; the treaty-making power; neutrality. I; (3). Prerequisite: Political
Science 1 or History 3a-3b; junior standing. Professor Mathews.
8. International Organization.—Early projects of international federation; administra-
tive commissions; international congresses; international legislation; efforts at organi-
zation; the League of Nations. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Dr. Stimson.
9. Principles of Jurisprudence.—Nature and sources of law; Roman and English systems;
English law in the United States; classification of law. II; (3). Prerequisite: Political
Science 1 or its equivalent; junior standing. Professor Fairlie.
11. Constitutional Aspects of Social and Industrial Problems.—I; (3). Prerequisite:
6 hours of political science or economics; junior standing. Assistant Professor Hyne-
MAN.
12. National Administration in the United STATEs.^Administrative powers of the
President and of Congress; administrative organization; executive departments and
other agencies; judicial control. I; (3). Prerequisite: Political Science 1 ; junior standing.
Professor Fairlie.
13. State Administration in the United States.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Political Science
3; junior standing. Assistant Professor Hyneman.
[14a. Political Parties: Party History and Issues.—I; (3). Alternates with Political
Science 14b. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given, 1931-32. Professor Berdahl.]
[14b. Political Parties: Organization and Methods.—I; (3). Alternates with Political
Science 14a. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given, 1931-32. Professor Berdahl.]
[18. Legislation in the United States.—II; (3). Prerequisite: 6 hours of political science;
junior standing. Not given, 1931-32.]
21. British Government.—The Crown, Cabinet, House of Commons, and House of
Lords; party system; courts of law; local government; crown colonies and self-govern-
ing dominions. I; (2). Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or junior standing
with six hours of political science. Professor Fairlie.
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21a. Problems in British Government.—(Supplemental to Political Science 21.) Special
reports and conferences. I; (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Political Science 21. Pro-
fessor Fairlie,
22. Continental European Governments.—Political systems of France, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland, and Russia. II; (3). Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or junior
standing with six hours of political science. History 20a-20b recommended. Professor
Garner.
[28. Problems of Contempor.\ry Politics.—Factors of major importance in domestic and
foreign politics. II; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing with 6 hours of political science
or 12 hours of history, sociology, and psychology. Not given, 1931-32.]
32. Principles of Political Science.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing, or junior
standing with six hours of political science. Professor Fairlie.
34. Municipal Problems.—Municipal administration in the United States and Europe;
city planning and housing; public utilities; police and sanitary administration; mu-
nicipal finances. II; (3). Prerequisite: Open to graduate students, and to undergradu-
ate students who have had Political Science 4, or Economics 1, or who have senior
standing. Assistant Professor Kneier.
36a-36b. Thesis and Honors Course.—Research for candidates for honors and other
seniors. I and II; (2 to 4).^ Members of the department.
Courses for Graduates
101. History of Political Theories.—Ancient, medieval, and modern political thought.
I; (i unit). Professor Garner.
102. The Nature of the State.—Principles, methods, and nature of political science;
origin, forms, and functions of the state; sovereignty and liberty; organization of
government; recent political ideas. II; {1 unit). Professor Fairlie.
103. Seminar in Political Science and Public Law\—Special problems; reports; dis-
cussions and criticism. The research of candidates who are writing theses is under the
direction of some instructor. I and II; (i to 4units).^ Members of the department.
104. Municipal Administration.—I; (/ tmit). Professor Fairlie.
[105. The American Constitutional System.—Selected topics on the judicial interpreta-
tion of fundamental constitutional provisions; investigation of special problems. I;
(i U7iit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Mathew^s.]
106a. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. I; {1 unit). Professor
Garner.
106b. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. II; (i unit). Professor
Garner.
[107. Foreign Rel.'VTIONs of the United States.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Pro-
fessor Mathews.]
[108. Problems of International Organization.—II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Pro-
fessor Berdahl.]
112. Public Administration.—Comparative studies in national and local administration.
II; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie.
[114. Political Parties.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Berdahl.]
Summer Session Cotirses for Undergraduates
Sl, American National Government.—(2^)- Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Equivalent: Political Science 1 (in part). Assistant Professor Hyneman.
' In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to talce the course; i.e., not 2 to 4,
but 2, or 3, or 4.
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S13. State Administration in the United States.—(23^). Prerequisite: Political Science
3; junior standing. Equivalent: Political Science 13 (in part). Assistant Professor
Hyneman.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
8103. Research in Political Science.—{^^ to 1 unit). Professor Mathews.
S105. The American Constitutional System.— {1 unit). Professor Mathev.-s.
PSYCHOLOGY
Professor: Woodrow.
Associate Professors: Young, Culler, Brown.
Assistant Professor: Higginson.
Associates: Sltllivan, Moller, McAllister, Ruch.
Instructor: Herrington.
Assistants: Wolfle, Stott, Ferrall, Ireland, Wolfe, Ledgerwood, Anderson, Finch,
GiRDEN.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Dr. Barkley.
For students entering prior to September, 1929
:
Major: 20 hours chosen from courses announced by the department, excepting 1.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than three of the following subjects: Educa-
tion, physiology, philosophy', sociology, and zoology.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours chosen from courses announced by the department, excepting 1. At
least 5 hours must be offered in the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following subjects: Educa-
tion, mathematics, philosophy, sociology, physiology, and zoology. At least 8 hours must be
offered in each, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Psychology.—The essential facts and principles of psychology. Lec-
tures; sectional meetings. I or II; (4). Prerequisite: One year of university work. As-
sociate Professors Young and Culler, Dr. Sullivan, Dr. Moller, Dr. McAllister,
Dr. Ruch, Dr. Herrington, and assistants.
2. General Psychology.—The various fields of psychology', with special emphasis upon
applications. I or IT; (4). Prerequisite: Psychology 1 or senior standing. Assistant
Professor Higginson, Dr. Herrington, and assistants.
3. Laboratory Practice (Elementary).—Experiments following Course 1 in the field of
normal adult psychology. Drill in scientific method. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychol-
ogy 1. Assistant Professor Higginson, Dr. Ruch, and assistants.
4. Psychological Measurements.—A laboratory course in quantitative psychology'. I;
(2). Prerequisite: Psychology 1. Dr. McAllister.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Comparative Psychology.—Animal behavior with particular reference to the behavior
of the vertebrates. Laboratory work and discussion. II ; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1
,
and either one other course in psychology or Zoology 1. Dr. McAllister.
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[7. Imagination and Thought.—Classes and types of imaginal complex; recent experimen-
tal literature of memory, imagination, and thought. II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology
2, 3, or 4. Not given, 1931-32. Dr. Sullivan.]
[8. Feeling and Emotion.—The facts, problems, and methods of affective psychology, with
special reference to recent physiological studies. II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 2,
3, or 4. Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Young.]
[9. Physiological Psychology.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2 and a course
including laboratory work in one of the biological sciences. Not given, 1931-32. As-
sociate Professor Young.]
10. Mental and Physical Work.—The psychology of work and the factors affecting it,
with special reference to work in industry. II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 2,3, or 4.
Dr. Ruch.
11. Learning and Comprehension.—Processes and functions involved in acquiring new
knowledge and skill. I; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 2 or 3. Associate Professor
Culler.
12. Minor Problems (Advanced laboratory).—Application of methods suitable to new
problems in general and comparative psychology. I; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1,
2,3, and either 4 or 5; consent of the instructor. Professor Woodrow, Assistant Pro-
fessor HiGGiNSON, Dr. McAllister.
13. Minor Problems (Advanced laboratory).—II; (3). Prereqtiisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3
and either 4 or 5; consent of the instructor. Professor Woodrow, Assistant Professor
HiGGiNSON, Dr. McAllister.
14. Social Psychology.—Socialization viewed from the standpoint of the group and of the
individual member. Socialization of the psychological functions. Conflict and adjust-
ment. II; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 2, 3, or 4. Dr. Young.
16. Genetic Psychology.—The psychological development of the individual with special
reference to the psychology of the child. I; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 2, 3, or 4.
Dr. Sullivan.
[17. History of Psychology.—H; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2; consent of the
instructor. Not given, 1931-32. Associate Professor Young.]
18. Perception.—Perceptual experience; recent revisions of perceptual theory including
the doctrine of the Gestalt. Lectures and discussions. II; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology
2, 3, or 4. Dr. Moller.
20. Systematic Psychology.—Contemporary systems; behaviorism, Gestalt psychologie,
structural, purposive and functional psychology. II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 2,
3, or 4, and senior standing. Professor Woodrow.
21. Character and Personality.—^An analysis of the non-intellectual aspects and de-
terminants of mentality and conduct, with special applications to behavior problems
and personnel psychology. II; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 2, 3, or 4. Dr. Herrington.
23. Abnormal Psychology.—Analytical consideration of types of behavior deviating from
the normal. I; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2. Dr. Herrington.
26. Recent Experimental Problems.—Methods and results in selected fields. I; (2). Pre-
requisite: Psychology 1. Dr. Moller.
27a-27b. Thesis and Honors Course.—For major students and candidates for honors.
I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, and 3; consent of the instructor. Professor
Woodrow.
28. The Psychology of Motivation.—Instinct, drive, desire, habit, and attitude as de-
terminants of behavior; mental conflicts and types of adjustment. I; (2). Prerequisite:
Psychology 2. Associate Professor Young.
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[30. Attention.—II; (2). Not given, 1931-32. Dr. Moller.]
34. Individual Differences.—The nature, significance, measurement, and causation of
the mental differences between individuals and groups. I
; (3). Prerequisite: Psychology
2 or 4 and senior standing. Professor Woodrow.
Courses for Graduates
102. Translation of Psychological Treatises.—Critical reading of French and German
books and articles. I or II; (H unit). Professor Woodrow.
103. Research.—Experimental investigations. I or II; (3^ to 2 units). Professor Woodrow,
Associate Professors Young and Culler.
105. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics in their historical setting, with special em-
phasis upon research problems. I or II; (/ unit). Professor Woodrow.
106. Neural Theory of the Psychological Functions.—II; (/ unit). Associate Pro-
fessor Culler.
108. Quantitative Methods.—The logic of research methods in psychology. I; (1 unit).
Associate Professor Culler.
Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
51. Introduction to Psychology.— (3). Dr. Barkley, Mr. Wolfe.
Summer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
516. Genetic Psychology.— (2). Dr. Barkley.
534. Individual Differences.—(H unit or 3 hours). Professor Woodrow.
5103. Research.—(H io 2 units). Professor Woodrow.
5105. Seminar.—(i unit). Professor Woodrow.
PUBLIC SPEAKING—See ENGLISH, C (page 316).
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
Professor: Thompson.
Assistant Professors: Gray, Locklin.
Cooperating: Professor Litman, Associate Professor Dillavou, Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr.
Cover, Dr, Behling.
A. PUBLIC UTILITIES
Courses for Undergraduates
81. Principles of Public Utilities.—History of electric, gas, telephone, and electric rail-
way utilities; economic peculiarities; their relationship to the community and to each
other; valuation and rates; service requirements; financial requirements; customer
ownership and public relations; regulation. I; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3.
Assistant Professor Gray.
82. Regulation of Public Utilities.—Problems of regulation; phases of regulation of un-
usual importance to the utility executive; selected cases, commission orders, and court
and commission decisions. II; (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, and Public Utilities
81. Associate Professor Dillavou.
83. Public Utility Rates.—Rate structures in the different utilities, rates and rate build-
ing, the general level of rates, practical problems in rate making. II; (3). Prerequisite:
Public Utilities 81. Assistant Professor Gray.
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Courses for Graduates
180. Management of Public Utilities.—Promotion, finance; capital turnover, consolida-
tions, receiverships and reorganization, customer ownership, public relations, expan-
sion of business accounting, publicity, complaints, and relations to regulatory bodies.
I or II; (i unit).
B. TRANSPORTATION
Course 1 is an introduction to the more advanced work in transportation and must be taken
by all students taking transportation. The more advanced work is subdivided into two
groups of courses, one for those planning to enter railroad employ, the other for those who
are primarily students in transportation economics. For the first group courses 8, 10, and 16
should be taken; for the second group courses 6, 7, and 10. Graduate students taking course
100 should first take courses 7, 10, and 16.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Economics of Transportation.—Development of the transportation system in the
United States; the causes, growth, and results of Federal regulation; Interstate Com-
m.erce Act and its amendments; war period and federal control. I and II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing; Economics 1. Assistant Professor Locklin, Mr. Fitzgerald,
Mr. Cover.
[3. Industrial Traffic Management.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Transportation 1. Not
given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor Locklin.
7. Railroad Finance.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Transportation 1. Assistant Professor
Locklin.
[8. Railroad Organization and Working.—Organization of American railway systems;
functions of and relation between various departments; employee organizations; rail-
road associations. I; (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given, 1931-32.]
10. Railroad Rates.—Freight classification; rate systems in the United States; inter-
pretation of rate sections of Interstate Commerce Act; passenger rates, local, inter-
line, and commutation. I; (3). Prerequisite: Transportation 1. Assistant Professor
Locklin.
[16. Railroad Operation.—Station and yard design and operation; construction of time
tables and schedules; train rules; freight movement; car service problems and rules.
II; (3). Prerequisite: Transportation 1. Not given, 1931-32.]
22. Ocean Shipping.—Ocean transportation; ports and terminals. I; (3). Prerequisite:
Transportation 1. Professor Litman.
26. Current Transportation Problems.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Transportation 1. As-
sistant Professor Locklin.
Course for Graduates
100. Economics of Transportation.—Analysis of economic and statistical features of
selected financial, rate, and operating problems. I or II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor
Locklin.
Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
SI. Economics of Transportation.— (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
Equivalent: Transportation 1. Assistant Professor Locklin, Mr. Fitzgerald.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
SIOO. Economics of Transportation.—(i unit). Assistant Professor Locklin.
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RAILWAY ENGINEERING
Professors: Schmidt, King, Young.
Associate Professor: Tuthill.
Associate: Schrader.
Courses for Undergraduates
Railway Civil Engineering—Courses 31-51,
Railway Electrical Engineering—Courses 59-74.
Railway Mechanical Engineering—Courses 1-9.
Common to all groups—Courses 25, 98, and 99.
2. Locomotive Design.—Calculations and designs of engine and boiler details; current
standards and proportions. I; (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16, 64; Rail-
way Engineering 4. Mr. Schrader.
3. Locomotives.—Locomotives and locomotive terminal facilities. I; (2). Prerequisite:
Junior standing in the College of Engineering. Mr. Schrader.
4. Locomotives.—Mechanics, performance, design. A continuation of Railway Engineer-
ing 3. II; (3). Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 3 ; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
2 and 3; registration in Mechanical Engineering 64. Mr. Schrader.
5. Railway Laboratory.—Locomotive testing; experimental work with test cars; brake-
shoe and drop testing machines; air-brake apparatus. I; (3). Prerequisite: Railway
Engineering 4; Mechanical Engineering 16, 64. Mr. Schrader.
7. Advanced Design.—Problems in locomotive and car design. II; (3). Prerequisite: Rail-
way Engineering 2. Mr. Schrader.
8. Railway Laboratory.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive effort; the railway test
car. Analysis of results; tonnage rating problems. II; (2). Prerequisite: Railway En-
gineering 5. Mr. Schrader.
9. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned topics
and reports. I; (1). Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway curricula only. Professor
Schmidt.
25. Railway Development.—History and organization of steam and electric railways;
statistics. I; (2). Prerequisite: Open to students in railway curricula only. Professors
King, Young.
31. Railway Yards and Terminals.—Freight sorting yards; mechanical terminals; pas-
senger terminals; problems. I; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 3, or senior standing
in railway engineering. Professor King.
32. R.\iLWAY Construction.—Earth and rock work; railway structures. I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Registration in Civil Engineering 61a. Professor King.
33. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—Influence of volume of traffic, alignment,
and gradient on operating expenses; locomotive and grade problems; relocation of
existing lines. II; (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 3; Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 2. Professor King.
33a. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—A portion of course 33, for civil engineer-
ing students. II; (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 3; Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 2. Professor King.
35. Railway Signaling.—Block and route signaling; train control. I; (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in engineering. Professor King.
36. Railway Maintenance.—Track materials; track stresses and track design ; track prob-
lems; timber preservation. II; (3). Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 3.
Professor King.
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37. Railway Design Problems.—Problems in design of railway track and structures. II;
(2). Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 63a. Professor King.
51. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned topics
and reports. II; (1). Prerequisite: Open to railway students only. Professor King.
59. Electric Railway Principles.—Mechanics of traction; train resistance; railway mo-
tors; problems. I; (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25 and 75.
Associate Professor Tuthill.
60. Electric Railway Principles (Continuation of 59).—Graphic time charts; distribu-
tion systems; feeder calculations; electrolysis; sub-stations. II; (2). Prerequisite: Rail-
way Engineering 59; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3; Electrical Engineering
25, 75. Associate Professor Tuthill,
61. Electric Traction.—Electric railway theory and practice for students of other engi-
neering departments. II; (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 2 or 3;
Electrical Engineering 11, 61, or 25, 75. Associate Professor Tuthill.
62. Electric Railway Laboratory.—Tests of electrical machinery used in railway
ser^'ice; tests with the electric test car and the steam road dynamometer car. I; (2).
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 60. Associate Professor Tuthill.
64. Electric Railway Pr.\ctice.—Energy consumption; tonnage rating of steam and
electric locomotives; braking of electric railway trains; cars and car equipment. I; (3).
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26, 76; Railway Engineering 60. Associate Pro-
fessor Tuthill.
67. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned topics
and reports. II; (1). Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only. Professor
Schmidt.
70. Electric Railway Design.—Problems in electric car design; plans and specifications
for city and interurban railway equipment; sub-station design; distribution and
overhead systems for electrified lines. II; (2). Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64;
registration in Railway Engineering 74. Associate Professor Tuthill.
74. Electric Railway Economics.—Location and operation; choice of systems; trans-
mission and distribution circuits; maintenance of way and of equipment; electrifica-
tion of steam roads. II; (3). Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64. Associate Professor
Tuthill.
98. Thesis.—Independent solution of some problem, or investigation. The thesis may con-
sist of an original design or experimental investigation, or may be the analysis and
discussion of facts already in existence. II; (3). Professors Schmidt, King, Young;
Associate Professor Tuthill.
[99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Omitted, 1931-32.]
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in railway engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
102. Locomotive Design.—Steam pressure, compounding, superheating. I or II; (/ unii).
Professor Young.
106. Locomotive Operation.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive eflort; tonnage
ratings. I or II; (1 unit). Professor Schmidt.
110. Railway Location.—Effect of location on earning capacity; problems in original
location, relocation, and reduction of grades of existing lines. I or II; (/ unit). Professor
King.
RHETORIC—See ENGLISH, B (page 315).
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ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professors: Carnahan, Oliver/ Michaud, Van Horne.
Associate Professors: Hamilton, Balseiro,
Assistant Professors: Will, Jacob, Gullette.
Instructor: Burner.
Assistants: Alexander, Utley, Kidder, Welch, Bussard, McLain, Pietrangeli, Gog-
gin, Young, Roche, Smith, Ellies, Avil^s, Daller^v, Kendall, Rew, Dismukes,
Abbas, Hilton, Allen, Adam, Fisher, Legrand, Amiel, Lodge, Herdman, Ralph,
RowE, Carter.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Dr. Lundeberg.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
French
Major: 20 hours of French, excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a, 6b, and including at least
two semester courses or the equivalent from the group for advanced undergraduates and
graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative litera-
ture, education, English (excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 12), German, Greek, history, Italian,
Latin, Spanish, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
Spanish
Major: 20 hours of Spanish, excluding Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least two
semester courses or the equivalent from the group for advanced undergraduates and
graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative litera-
ture, education, English (excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 12), French, German, Greek, history,
Italian, Latin, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
French
Major: 20 hours of French, excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a, 6b, and including at
least 5 hours from the group for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours, in not more than two of the following subjects: Education, English
(excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 12), German, Greek, history, Italian, Latin, philosophy, Spanish,
provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
Spanish
Major: 20 hours of Spanish, excluding Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least 5
hours from the group for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours, in not more than two of the following subjects: Education, English
(excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 12), French, German, Greek, history, Italian, Latin, philosophy,
provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
A. FRENCH
Coiu*ses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course,—Grammar; pronunciation; reading of modern authors; com-
position; conversation. Both given I or II; (4). (Seniors receive three hours credit
only.) Prerequisite: la open to students who have had no previous work in French;
' On leave of absence.
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lb, prerequisite: la, or one year of high-school French. Mr. Alexander, Mr. Bus-
sard, Miss GoGGiN, Mr. Roche, Mr. Smith, Mr. Dismukes, Miss Allen, Mr.
Fisher, Mr. Legrand, Mr. Asiiel, Mr. Herdman, Miss Ralph, Mr, Rowe, Mr.
Carter.
2a-2b. Modern French.—Rapid reading of modem authors; syntax and composition.
Both given I or II; (4). Prerequisite: French la-lb, or two years of high-school
FVench; 2b, prerequisite: 2a, or three years of high-school French. Mr. Bussard, Miss
Pietrangeli, Miss Goggin, Mr. Smith, Mr. Rew, Mr. Dismukes, Mr. Hilton, Miss
Allen, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Legrand, Mr. Amiel, Mr. Herdman, Miss Ralph.
3a. Introduction to French Literature.—I; (3). Prerequisite: French 2b, or four years
of high-school French. Assistant Professors Will, Jacob, Gullette; Mr. Roche,
Mr. Dismukes.
3b. Introduction to French Literature.—II; (3). Prerequisite: French 3a or its equiva-
lent. Assistant Professors Will, Jacob; Mr. Roche, Mr. Dismukes.
6a. Second-Year Composition and Conversation.—I; (2). Prerequisite: French lb, or
two years of high-school French. Mr. Hilton.
6b. Second-Year Composition and Conversation.—II; (2). Prerequisite: French 6a, or
three years of high-school French. Mr. Hilton.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted largely in French. I; (2).
Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach
French. Prerequisite: French 2b, or French 6b, or the equivalent. Mr. Roche, Mr.
Legrand, Mr. Amiel.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted largely in French. II;
(2). Note: Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to
teach French. Prerequisite: French 7a or its equivalent. Mr. Roche, Mr. Legrand,
Mr. Amiel.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—Idiomatic constructions; syntax; themes.
Conducted entirely in French. I; (2). Prerequisite: French 7b, or its equivalent. Mr.
Roche, Mr. Amiel.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—Conducted entirely in French. II; (2).
Prerequisite: French 8a or its equivalent. Mr. Roche, Mr. AiiiEL.
25. Methods of Teaching French.—Discussion and laboratory work in phonetics. I; (3).
Prerequisite: 20 hours credit in French, or 16 hours credit in French plus 20 in
Spanish. Not open to students other than seniors except by permission of the instruc-
tor. Assistant Professor Gullette.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in French. I and II; (2). Members of
the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses is French 3a-3b or the equivalent, and junior
standing; or senior standing and the permission of the instructor.
lOa-lOb. Survey of French Literature.—The main currents of French literature from
the beginning to the present time. I and II; (3). Assistant Professors Will and Jacob.
17a-17b. French Dr.\ma of the Nineteenth Century.—I and II; (2). Associate Pro-
fessor Hamilton.
24a-24b. Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Drama.—Ccrneille, Racine, Mollere,
Regnard, Voltaire, Marivaux, Sedaine, Beaum.archais. Lectures; interpretation. I and
II; (3). Assistant Professor Will.
32a-32b. French Novel of the Nineteenth Century.—I and II; (3). Assistant Pro-
fessor Jacob.
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[33a-33b. La Litt^rature Contemporaine.—(In French.) I and II; (2). Not given,
1931-32, Professor Michaud.]
34a-34b. La Com£die Humaine de Balzac.— (In French.) I and II; (2). Professor
Michaud.
Courses for Graduates
Before entering on the study of Romance languages as a major for the degree of A.M., the
candidate must have had at least (a) three years of college work in one Romance language,
and a reading knowledge, satisfactory to the department, of another Romance language;
or (b) two years of college work in each of two Romance languages. In either case a reading
knowledge of German is highly desirable. Before being accepted as a recognized candidate
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, he must have had in addition satisfactory training
in Latin, and must be able to read ordinary German prose.
Before entering on the study of Romance languages as a first or second minor for an
advanced degree, the candidate must have had at least two years of college work in the lan-
guage desired.
101. Old French Literature.—Reading and interpretation of the masterpieces of old
French literature. I or II; (/ unit). Professor Carnahan.
102. Villon, Rabelais, Montaigne, La Pl£iade.—I or II. (i unit). Assistant Professor
Will.
[103. Seventeenth Century Prose Writers.—I or II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32.
Professor Oliver.]
[104. Eighteenth Century Prose Writers.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Pro-
fessor Oliver.]
[127. French Romanticism.—I or II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Carnahan.]
128. Origin and Development of the Novel in France.—I or II; (i unit). Professor
Carnahan.
129. Research Problems in French Romanticism.—I or II; {}Ato 2 units).^ Professor
Carnahan.
[132. French Lyric Poetry.—I or II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Michaud.]
133. La PofsiE DE Victor Hugo.—I or II; (i unit). Professor Michaud.
[144. Le R6alisme et le Naturalisme Francais.—(In French.) I or II; (/ unit). Not
given, 1931-32. Professor Mich.\ud.]
145. Doctrines Litt6raires et Courants D'Id^es Contemporains.— (In French.) I or
II; {1 unit). Professor Michaud.
195. Seminar.—Research work in preparation for thesis in French. I or II; {1 to 2 units).
^
Members of the department.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. Elementary Course.—(For students who have no credit in French.) Pronunciation,
grammar, reading of easy prose. (4). Seniors receive three hours credit only. Equiva-
lent: French la, or one year of high-school French. Assistant Professor Gullette,
Miss Pietrangeli.
Sib. Elementary Course (continued).
—
(4). Seniors receive three hours credit only. Pre-
requisite: One semester of college French, or one year of high-school French. Equiva-
lent: French lb, or the second year of high-school French. Miss Pietrangeli.
» In rcKistering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list nol the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or lyi, or 2.
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S2a. Modern French.—Reading of modern authors. (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
French, or two years of high-school French. Equivalent: French 2a (in part). Assistant
Professor Jacob.
S2b. Modern French (continued).—Rapid reading of modern authors; syntax and com-
position. (4). Prerequisite: One year of college French, or two years of high-school
French. Equivalent: French 2b. Mr. Roche.
S4. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modern French
syntax. (1). Prerequisite: One year of college French, or two years of high-school
French. Assistant Professor Gullette.
S7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Study and practice of idiomatic
expression in speaking and writing. Conducted largely in French. (2). Prerequisite:
Two years of college French, or the consent of the instructor. Equivalent: French 7a.
Mr. Roche.
S12a. La Litt£rature Contemporaine.—(Lectures in French.) Prerequisite: Two years
of college French, or the consent of the instructor. Mr. Roche.
S25. Teachers' Course in Romance Languages.—Methods of Teaching French and
Spanish, with laboratory practice in phonetics. (2). Prerequisite: 20 hours in French
or 16 hours in French plus 20 hours in Spanish. Not open to students other than
seniors except by permission of the instructor. Equivalent: French 25 or Spanish 25
(in part). Assistant Professor Gullette.
Slimmer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Three years of college French or consent of instructor.
S17a. Modern French Drama.— (2). Equivalent: French 17a. Assistant Professor Jacob.
S32a. Modern French Novel.— (2). Equivalent: French 32a. Assistant Professor Jacob.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S103a. Seventeenth Century Prose Writers.—(/ unit). Equivalent: French 103a. Pro-
fessor Oliver.
S104b. Eighteenth Century Prose Writers.—(/ unit). Equivalent: French 104b. Pro-
fessor Oliver.
S195. Special Topics for Research Work in French Literature.— (J^ to 2 units.y
Professor Oliver.
B. ITALIAN
la. Elementary Course.—Grammar; composition; conversation; reading. I; (4). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Miss Welch, Miss Pietrangeli.
lb. Elementary Course.—II; (4). Prerequisite: Italian la. Miss Welch, Miss Pietran-
geli.
2a. Intermediate Italian.—Diversified reading. I; (3). Prerequisite: Italian lb. Miss
Pietrangeli.
2b. Intermediate Italian.—Diversified reading. II; (3). Prerequisite: Italian 2a. Miss
Pietrangeli.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a-3b. Dante.—I and II; (2). Prerequisite: Italian lb. Miss Welch.
Courses for Graduates
140. Italian Literature in the Middle Ages. Petrarch, Boccaccio.—I or II; (i wiit).
Professor Van Horne.
' In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as Bhown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not H to 2
unita, but Hi or 1, or l>j, or 2.
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[143. Italian Literature in the Renaissance.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32.
Professor Van Horne.]
[146. Modern Italian Liter.\ture.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Van
Horne.]
195. Seminar.—Research work in preparation for theses in Italian. I or II; (i to 2 units).^
Professor Van Horne.
C. SPANISH
Coixrses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; pronunciation; reading; composition; conversa-
tion. Both given, I or II; (4). (Seniors receive three hours credit only.) Prerequisite:
la open to students who have had no previous work in Spanish; lb, prerequisite: la,
or one year of high-school Spanish. Assistant Professor Gullette, Dr. Burner, Mr.
Utley, Miss Kidder, Miss Welch, Miss McLain, Mr. Young, Miss Ellies, Mr.
Aviles, Miss Dallera, Mr. Kendall, Mr. Abbas, Mr. Hilton, Mr. Adam, Miss
Lodge.
2a-2b. Modern Spanish.—Rapid reading; review of grammar; composition; conversation.
Both given, I or II; (4). Prerequisite: Spanish lb, or two years of high-school Spanish;
2b, prerequisite: 2a, or three years of high-school Spanish. Dr. Burner, Mr. Utley,
Miss Kidder, Miss McLain, Mr. Aviles, Miss Dallera, Mr. Kendall, Mr. Abbas,
Mr. Adam, Miss Lodge.
3a. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—Reading of modern authors and of authors
of the seventeenth century. I; (3). Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years of high-
school Spanish. Professor Van Horne, Associate Professors Hamilton, Balseiro.
3b. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—II; (3). Prerequisite: Spanish 3a, or its equiv-
alent. Professor Van Horne, Associate Professors Hamilton, Balseiro.
5a. Commercial Spanish.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years of high-school
Spanish. Mr. Aviles, Miss Dallera.
5b. Commercial Spanish.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 5a, or its equivalent. Mr. Aviles,
Miss Dallera.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in Spanish. I; (2). Note:
Required of those who are given the departmental recommendation to teach Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years of high-school Spanish. Miss Ellies, Mr.
Aviles.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—II; (2). Note: Required of those
who are given the departmental recommendation to teach Spanish. Prerequisite:
Spanish 7a, or its equivalent. Miss Ellies, Mr. Aviles.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 7b, or its
equivalent. Miss Ellies.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—II; (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 8a, or its
equivalent. Miss Ellies.
25. Methods of Teaching Spanish.—Discussions and laboratory work. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: 20 hours credit in Spanish, or 16 hours credit in Spanish plus 20 in French.
Not open to students other than seniors except by permission of the instructor. As-
sistant Professor Gullette.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in Spanish. I and II; (2). Members of
the department.
1 In registering for a course with variable units, a student sliould put down on iiis study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 1}^, or 2.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: Spanish 3a-3b or the equivalent, and junior
standing; or senior standing and permission of the instructor.
lOa-lOb. Survey of Spanish Literature.—I and II; (3). Associate Professor Hamilton.
lla-llb. Masterpieces of the Golden Age.—Don Quixote, and other works. T and II;
(2). Professor Van Horne.
17a-17b. Modern Spanish Dr.\ma.—(In Spanish.) I and II; (2). Associate Professor
Balseiro.
Courses for Graduates
[130. Spanish Literature in the Sixteenth Century.—I or II; (i unit). Not given,
1931-32. Professor Van Horne.]
131. Spanish Literature in the Seventeenth Century.—^I or II; (/ unit). Professor
Van Horne.
[134, Spanish Literature in the Eighteenth Century.—I or II; (/ unit). Not given,
1931-32. Associate Professor Hamilton.]
135. La Novela Espanola Moderna.—(In Spanish.) I or II; (/ unit). Associate Professor
Balseiro.
[137, La Critica Literaria en Espana.—(In Spanish.) I or II; (/ ujiit). Not given, 1931-
32. Associate Professor Balseiro.]
[138. Sp.a.nish-American Literature.—I or II; (jf unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor
Van Horne.]
185. Old Spanish Readings.—I or II; {1 unit). Associate Professor Hamilton.
195. Seminar.—Research work in preparation for theses in Spanish. I or II; (1 to 2 units).^
Members of the department.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. Elementary Course.—(For students who have no credit in Spanish.) Pronunciation,
grammar, reading of easy prose. (4). Seniors receive three hours credit only. Equiva-
lent: Spanish la, or one year of high-school Spanish. Miss Ellies.
Sib. Elementary Course (continued).
—
(4). Seniors receive three hours credit only.
Prerequisite: One semester of college Spanish, or one year of high-school Spanish.
Equivalent: Spanish lb, or the second year of high-school Spanish. Dr. Lundeberg.
S2a, Modern Spanish.—Reading of modern authors. (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
Spanish or two years of high-school Spanish. Equivalent: Spanish 2a (in part). Dr,
Lundeberg.
S4. Grammar ant> Syntax.-—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modern Spanish
syntax. (1). Prerequisite: One year of college Spanish, or two years of high-school
Spanish. Miss Ellies.
S7a, Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Study and practice of idiomatic
expression in speaking and writing. (Conducted largely in Spanish.) (2). Prerequisite:
Two years of college Spanish, or the consent of the instructor. Equivalent: Spanish 7a.
Miss Ellies.
S2S. Teachers' Course in Romance Languages.—Methods of teaching Spanish and
French, with laboratory practice in phonetics. (2). Prerequisite: 20 hours in Spanish,
or 16 hours in Spanish plus 20 hours in French. Not open to students other than
seniors except by permission of the instructor. Equivalent: Spanish 25 or French 25
(in part). Assistant Professor Gullette.
• In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 1 to 2 units,
but 1, or IM. or 2.
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Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S130a. Spanish Literature in the Sixteenth Century.— (/ unit). Equivalent: Spanish
130a. Associate Professor Hamilton.
S138a. Spanish-American Literature.—(/ unit). Equivalent: Spanish 138a. Associate
Professor Hamilton.
S195. Special Topics for Research Work in Spanish Literature.— {}4 to 2 units)}
Associate Professor Hamilton.
SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE—See ENGLISH, D (page 317).
SOCIOLOGY
Associate Professor: Hiller (Head of the Department).
Professor: Taft.
Assistant Professors: Albig, Kelly, Tylor, Timmons.
Assistants: Voelker, Ahrens, Houghton.
Summer Session of 1931 but not in current year: Dr. Bickham.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses in the department.
Minors: 20 hours from any two of the following subjects: History, philosophy, psy-
chology, economics, political science.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses in the department.
Minors: 20 hours from any one or two of the following subjects: History, philosophy,
psychology', economics, political science. At least 8 hours must be offered in each subject,
if two are chosen.
Graduate students electing sociology' as their major must have, as prerequisites, at
least eight hours in sociology and, in addition, fifteen hours in one or more of the follow-
ing subjects: Philosophy, history', psychology, genetics, economics, and political science.
Sociology 17 is required of all graduate majors in this department. It is recommended that
graduate students electing sociology as a minor have at least six hours in sociology before
beginning graduate work in the department.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Sociology.—I or II; (3), Prerequisite: Junior standing, or sophomore
standing with either the principles of economics, or psychology, or five hours of his-
tory. Associate Professor Hiller, Assistant Professors Albig, Tylor, Timmons; Mr.
Voelker, Mr. Houghton.
2. Soci.al Factors in Person.\lity.—I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1. Sociology 2 is
required of all sophomores registering for courses in the department beyond Sociology
1, and of all juniors majoring in the department. No seniors will be admitted to this
course except those who need it as a concurrent requirement for Sociology 4 or 8.
Mr. Ahrens.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
A. General Courses
3. Social Evolution.—Primitive and modern societal structures; the origin and deveiop-
« In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list not the pos-
sible units, as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not Vi to 2 units,
but Ji, or 1, or IH. or 2.
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ment of social institutions; the processes of social change; the problem of progress.
I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior standing. Mr. Ahrens.
4. Social Control.—Conventionalized nature of conduct; group norms and sanctions; fac-
tors in disorganization; mechanisms of control. I or II; (2). Prerequisite: Sociology 1
and either 2 or 3. Sociology 2 or 3 may be taken concurrently with this course. As-
sistant Professor Albig.
6. Urban Sociology.—The nature and causes of urbanization; structure and ecology of
cities; urban social types and institutions. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and
junior standing. Assistant Professor Tylor.
7. Rural Sociology.—Institutions and problems of rural life; attitudes, structure, and
organization of rural communities. II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior stand-
ing. Assistant Professor Tylor.
B. Specialized Courses
8. Charities.—Modern philanthropy; dependency; charitable institutions. I or II; (3).
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and Sociology 2 or 4, and economic theory or five hours of
history. Sociology 2 or 4 may be taken concurrently with this course. Assistant Pro-
fessor TiMMONS.
9. Criminology.—Crime from the point of view of personality and social situations; treat-
m.ent of the criminal; prevention of crime. I or II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and
senior standing. Professor Taft.
[10. Population Problems.—Theories regarding numbers and quality; conventional class
differences. I; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and senior standing. Not given, 1931-32.
Associate Professor Hiller.]
14. Group Opinion.—Opinion changes and control under different conditions of communi-
cation; propaganda; interest groups and opinion; critical review of methods of meas-
urement. I and II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 4. Assistant Professor Albig.
17. Methods of Sociological Research.—I; (3). Prereqidsite: 8 hours in Sociology. Re-
quired of all graduate majors in Sociology. Associate Professor Hiller.
24. Penology.—Probation, parole, methods of institutional treatment. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Sociology 9. Professor Taft.
[26. Educational Sociology.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1. Not given, 1931-32.]
27. Community Welfare Administration.—Organizations for the promotion of welfare;
group activities; co-ordination of community agencies. II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology
1, 2, 4, 8, 9. Assistant Professor Timmons.
28. Assimilation and Diffusion of Clxture.—Immigration; changes in social organiza-
tion resulting from the migration of peoples; borrowing and blending of cultures. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and 2 or 4. Associate Professor Hiller.
29. Modern Human Migrations.—Causes, nature, and effects of migration; origins of
national policies and legislation; international aspects and control. I; (3). Prerequi-
site: Sociology 1 and junior standing. Professor Taft.
30. Races of Mankind.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant Professor Kelly.
[40. Ethnology of the American Indians.—I; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and 3. Not
given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor Kelly.]
42, Early Civilizations.—Ethnological and ethnographic study of preliterate people. II;
(3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior standing. Assistant Professor Kelly.
44. Negro Origins.—Racial and cultural types, ethnological background of the American
negro. II; (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 3 or 30. Assistant Professor Kelly.
45. Prehistoric Archaeology.—Cultural beginning of European and Asiatic civilizations
as disclosed by archaeological research. I; (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant
Professor Kelly.
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90a-90b. Honors Course.—Individual study or research projects. I and II; (2). For senior
majors in Sociology. Associate Professor Hiller.
Courses for Graduates
100. Sociological Theory.— II; (}i to 1 unit)} Associate Professor Hiller.
[102a. Early Developments in Sociology.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant
Professor Albig.]
[102b. Recent Developments in Sociology.—II; {1 miit). Not given, 1931-32. Associate
Professor Hiller.]
[103. Development of Culture.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor
Albig.]
106. Urban Communities and Urbanization.—I; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Tylor.
[107. Rural Communities.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1931-32. Assistant Professor Tylor.]
[108. Research in the Social Effects of Poverty and their Prevention and Treat-
ment.—II; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
109. Research in Criminology.—I; {1 unit). Professor Taft.
[110. Population Problems.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1931-32. Professor Taft.]
112. The Sociology of Conflict.—II; (i unit). Professor Taft.
[126. Educational Sociology.—II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-32.]
[128. Fusion of Culture Resut^ting from Immigration.—II; (i unit). Not given, 1931-
32. Associate Professor Hiller.]
150. Seminar.—Preparation of theses. I and II; (K to 2 units). "^ Members of the depart-
ment.
Summer Session Course for Undergraduates
SI, Principles of Sociology.— (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing or sophomore standing
and either the elements of economics or five hours of history. Equivalent: Sociology 1.
Assistant Professor Timmons.
Shimmer Session Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S4. Social Control.— (2). Prerequisite: Sociol. 1. Assistant Professor Albig.
S7. Rural Sociology.— (3). Prerequisite: Sociol. 1 and junior standing. Assistant Profes-
sor Tylor.
S26. Educational Sociology.— (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Dr. Bickham.
S60. Theories and Methods of Social Case Work.— (3). Prerequisite: Eight hours in
Sociology. Dr. Bickham.
Summer Session Courses for Graduates
S103. Culture Theory.—(/ unit). Assistant Professor Albig.
S106. Urban Communities and Urbanization.— {1 unit). Assistant Professor Tylor.
S150. Seminar.—Preparation of Theses. (^2 ^ ^ units).^ Members of the department.
SPANISH—See ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE, C (page 389).
SWEDISH—See English, D (page 317).
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS—See MECHANICS (page 356).
TRANSPORTATION -See PUBLIC UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION (page 382).
' In registering for a course with variable units or credits, as H to 2 units or credits, a student must put
on his study-list, nol the possible units or credits as sliown here, but the number of units or credits for which he
intends to take the course, i.e., J^, or 1, or IJ^i or 2.
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ZOOLOGY
(Including Anatomy)
Professors: Ward, Smith (Emeritus), Zeleny, Shelford, Shumway, Van Cleave,
Assistant Professors: Adams, Kudo, Thomas, Cahn.
Associate: Adamstone.
Instructors: Luce, Park, DePue.
Assistants: Paul, Hoheisel, Hopkins, Combs, Hjortland, Foster, Walter, Chase,
Buchheit, Dolley, Alexander, Van Deventer, Pillsbury, Parker, Hawkins,
Hanawalt, McFarlane, Olson, Beaver, Clausen, Mackin, Conder, Rasmussen,
McMlLLIN.
Courses 1 and 2 constitute an introduction to later work in zoology. In the second
year, a student may choose as a line of work either morphological, experimental, ecological,
faunistic, or systematic courses. The courses on microscopical technic (3), heredity (5),
evolution (7), and animal ecology (9), are of value for all students. Medical students should
take course 3 the second year. Those preparing to teach zoology in the high school should
take invertebrate morphology (4), field zoology (16, 17), ecology (11), and a course in
general entomology.
For students entering prior to September, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department, excluding Zoology 1,
and including Zoology 2, 3, 4, 5 (or 7), and 9.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: Animal husbandry,
bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, physics, physiology, psychology, paleontology,
and physiography.
For students entering after September 1, 1929:
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department, excluding Zoology 1,
and including Zoology 2, 3, 4, 5 (or 7), and 9. At least five hours must be offered from the
advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: Animal husbandry,
bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, geology, physics, physiology, psychology. At
least 8 hours must be offered in each subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure, function, interrelations, origin, and de-
velopment of animal life. Modern theories. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I or II; (5).
(Seniors will receive four hours credit only.) Assistant Professors Thomas, Kudo;
Dr. Luce, Dr. Park, and assistants.
2. Vertebrate Zoology.—Systems and organs in vertebrates; their function and evolu-
tion. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I or II; (5). (Seniors will receive four hours credit
only.) Prerequisite: Zoology 1. Assistant Professors Adams, Cahn; Dr. Park, and
assistants.
3. Microscopical Technic and Early Vertebrate Embryology.—Microscopical technic
using embryo of chick; early stages of vertebrate development. Lectures; laboratory.
I or II; (5). Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2. Professor Shumway, Dr. Adamstone, and
assistants.
4. Invertebrate Morphology.—Lower invertebrates; structure and development. Appli-
cation of biological principles. Laboratory; lectures; demonstrations. II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Zoology 1 and 30 hours of university work. Professor Van Cleave and
assistant.
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5.* Heredity.—Lectures; demonstrations; readings. II; (2). Prerequisite: One year of uni-
versity work. Professor Zeleny, Dr. Luce, and assistants.
7. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is involved.
Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. I; (3). Prerequisite: 30 hours of university
work, including one semester of laboratory science or its equivalent in high-school
courses. Professor Zeleny and assistants.
10. Field Ecology and Ornithology.—Study in forests, streams, and lakes in the vicinity
of Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee. Easter vacation. Expenses about $26. II; (1). Prerequi-
site: Registration in Zoology 9 or 16 or their equivalent, and 30 hours of university
work. Professor Shelford, Assistant Professor C.^hn.
15.* Genetics.—Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (For students in the College of
Agriculture.) I; (3). Prerequisite: Two years of university work and Botany 1 or 5, and
Zoology 1 or Entomology 1. Professor Zeleny, Dr. Luce, and assistants.
16. General Ornithology.—A study of native birds. Identification; food relations; sea-
sonal distribution; migration activities; economic importance; conservation. Lectures;
readings; field trips. II; (2). Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. Assistant Pro-
fessor Cahn and assistants.
18. Introduction to Protozoology.—Morphology, physiology, and life-history of repre-
sentative free-living and parasitic protozoa. Laboratory; quiz; reports; demonstration.
II; (2). Prerequisite: One year in zoology and sophomore standing. Assistant Professor
Kudo.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
8a-8b. Thesis Investigation.—Individual work on assigned topics. I and II; (3 to 5).^
Prerequisite: Two years of zoology. Members of the department.
9. Animal Ecology.—Relations of animals to their natural environments. Field and ex-
perimental work; lectures. II; (3 to 4).^ Prerequisite: One year of zoology and junior
standing. Professor Shelford.
11. Animal Ecology and Geography.—Physiology of environmental relations; behavior;
ecology; animal distribution. I; (3 to 5).^ Prerequisite: One year of zoology and senior
standing. Professor Shelford.
17. Field Zoology.—Collection, preservation, and identification of lower vertebrates and
land and fresh-water invertebrates; identification work; habits and life histories of
selected forms. Field and laboratory work; readings. I; (3). Prerequisite: One year in
zoology and junior standing. Professor Van Cleave.
19-19b. Advanced Ornithology.—Detailed study of classification; geographical distribu-
tion; origin and evolution of birds; laboratory identification of the more difficult
groups. Lectures; laboratory. I and II; (2 or 3).^ Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2, 16. As-
sistant Professor Cahn.
20a-20b. Current Investigation.—Analysis of results of recent investigations. Required
of all graduate students majoring in zoology. May be elected by seniors majoring in
zoology with consent of instructor. I and II; (1). Members of the department.
21a-21b. Introduction to Zoological Research.—Individual study on morphology, life
history, or reciprocal relations of some invertebrates, especially parasites. Laboratory;
conferences; reading. I and II; (2 to 5).* Prerequisite: One year in zoology and senior
standing. Professor Ward.
• In registering for a coiirae with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not
the positive hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; i.e., not 2 to
5, but 2, or 3, or 4. or 5.
' Credit may not be received for both Zoology S and Zoology IS.
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22. Morphology of Vertebr.\tes.—Systems of organs from the comparative standpoint.
Lectures; laboraton.-; readings. I; (2 to 4).^ PrerequisiU: Zoologv' 3. Assistant Pro-
fessor .\dams.
23. Morphology of \'ertebr.\te5.—II; (2 to 4).^ PrerequisiU: Zoology 3, 22. Assistant
Professor -\dams.
31. Introduction to Par-\sitology.—I; (2). Prerequisite: Zoology- 1 and 2 and junior
standing. Assistant Professor Thom.\s.
63. Ontogeny' of \'ertebr_\tes.—Cellular embrj-ology-; germ layers; early organogeny;
technical methods. Lectures; readings; reports; laboraror\-. (Open to seniors and
graduate students.) I; (2 to 4).^ Prerequisite: One year of zoology, and senior standing.
Professor Shl'mway.
66. Ontogen"Y of Vertebr.\te5.—Development of selected systems of organs. Lectures;
readings; reports; laboratory-. (Open to seniors and graduate students.) II; (2 to 4).^
Prerequisite: Zoology 63. Professor Shl"MTV".\y.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study in the Department of Zoology- should have had two
years of undergraduate work in that subject. \\"hen chosen as a minor the courses listed
for graduates and undergraduates must be preceded by at least one full year's undergrad-
uate work in zoology. Work done at other institutions will be evaluated on conference
with the head of the department.
102. Evolution of the Vertebr-^tes.—Lectures; readings; discussions. I; (Jo unit). Given
in 1931-32, and in alternate years. Assistant Professor Adajis.
106. Topics in Vertebr-^te Embryology.—Lectures; demonstrations. I; (/ unit). Pro-
fessor Shumway.
[107. PaR-^sitology.—Conferences; assigned reading; demonstrations. I or II; (/ unit).
To be given in 1932-33, and in alternate years. Professor Ward.]
[109. Physiological Ecology.—II; {}i to 1 unit).^ To be given in 1932-33, and in alter-
nate years. Professor Shelford.]
110. Economic Ecology.—II; {}4 to 1 unit).^ Given in 1931-32, and in alternate years.
Professor Shelford.
111. ExPERiMENT.VL AND FiELD EcoLOGY.—Repetition of published experiments in physi-
ology and ecology; modern m.ethods and apparatus. I or II; (J-^ to 2 units).^ Professor
Shelford.
115. Factors of Individual and Raclal De\'EL0pment.—Experimental embryology; re-
generation; heredity; variation; evolution. I and II; (i unit each semester). Professor
Zeleny'.
117. Faunistic Zoology.—Taxonomy and distribution with special reference to local
fauna. Laboratory; field work. I; (1 unit). II; (^'•^ to 1 unit).^ Professor Van Cleave.
127. Theories of Animal Phyxogen-y.—I and II; (/ unit). Given in 1931-32, and in alter-
nate years. Professor Ward.
Individual Research Courses
121. In~vertebrate Morphology antd Par.\sitology.—Individual research course. I or
II; (i to 2 units).^ Professor Ward.
122. Vertebr_\te Morphology.—Individual research course. I or II; {1 to 2 units).^ As-
sistant Professor Adams.
1 In registering for a course with variable hours or units, a student must put down on his study-list nol
the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which ke intends to take the
course; i.e., not J^ to 5, but J^, oi 1, or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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123. Faunistic and Systematic Zoology.—Individual research course. I or II; {1 to 2
units)} Professor Van Cleave.
124. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—Individual research course. I or II; {1 to 2
units)} Professor Zeleny.
125. Animal Ecology and Behavior.—Individual research course. I or II; (/ to 2 units)}
Professor Shelford.
126. Embryology and Cytology.—Individual research course. I or II; (i to 2 units)}
Professor Shumway.
Summer Session Courses for Undergraduates
SI. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure and function; origin, development, and
interrelations of animals. (5). Equivalent: Zoology 1. Dr. Adamstone and assistant.
57. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is in-
volved. Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (3). Equivalent: Zoology 7. Professor
Zeleny and Dr. Luce.
SI 2. Biology of the Frog.—An introduction to vertebrate anatomy and physiology.
Laboratory and recitation. (3). (Primarily for secondarj"^ school teachers; not open to
pre-medical students.) Air. Hjortland.
Summer Session Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S25. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—The application of the method of experi-
mental analysis to specific problems in embryology, regeneration, heredity, and evolu-
tion. (2 to 5).* Prerequisite: One year of Zoology. Professor Zeleny' and Dr. Luce.
Summer Session Course for Graduates
S124. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—Research. {1 to 2 units)} Professor
Zeleny.
ANATOMY
1. Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology.—The structure, and development of
type vertebrates; laboratory dissection; microscopic studies; osteology and myology
emphasized. (For students in athletic coaching only.) Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I; (3).
Dr. DePue, Dr. Cahn, and assistants.
2. Outline of Human Anatomy.—Skeletal and muscular systems emphasized; kinesi-
ology; topographical anatomy; demonstrations on human body. (For students in
athletic coaching only.) Lecture; laboratory; demonstration; quiz. II; (3). Prerequi-
site: Anatomy 1 or its equivalent. Dr. DePue and assistants.
2a. Outlike of Human Anatomy.—Skeletal and muscular systems emphasized; kinesi-
ology; topographical anatomy; demonstrations on human body. (Exclusively for
women in physical education.) Laboratory; demonstration; quiz; lecture. II; (3). Pre-
requisite: Zoology 1 and 2 and registration in the curriculum of physical education for
women. Dr. DePue.
' In registering for a course with variable hours or units, a studeat must put down on his study-list not
the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the
course; i.e., not V^ to 4, but J^, or 1, or 2, or 3, or A.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Editor
THE University of Illinois Press was organized in 1918 to have charge
of the work of editing, printing, and distributing the publications of the
University. The University publishes, through its departments and experi-
ment stations, the serials and books listed below. Persons wishing to ob-
tain any of the publications are requested to correspond with the depart-
ment concerned or with the Director of the University Press, 161 Admin-
istration Building. Libraries and institutions offering material of equiva-
lent value may secure exchanges by corresponding with the University
Librarian. A complete list of the publications available was included in the
annual Publishers' Trade List for 1931.
Serial Publications
Agriculture:
Bulletins, Circulars, and Soil Reports of the Agricultural Experiment
vStation.
Commerce:
Bulletins of the Bureau of Business Research.
Engineering:
Bulletins and Circulars of the Engineering Experiment Station.
Ceramics Bulletins.
Education:
Bulletins and Circulars of the High School Visitor's Office.
Bulletins and Circulars of the Bureau of Educational Research.
English :
The Bulletin of the Illinois Association of Teachers of English.
Graduate School:
The Journal of English and Germanic Philology (quarterly, $3 a year).
The University Studies (occasional).
The Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences (monographs, quarterly, $3
a year).
The Illinois Studies in Language and Literature (monographs, quar-
terly, S3 a year).
The Illinois Biological Monographs (quarterly, $3 a year).
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General Publications
In addition to the serials enumerated above, the University has published
a number of books, among which may be mentioned the following:
The University of Illinois Directory for 1929; 1,350 pages, 2 plates, $5 or $10.
Konungs Skuggsja, the main manuscript of, in facsimile, with diplomatic text, by G. T.
Flom, 1915; 67 plates, 191 pages, $15.
The Genus Phoradendron, by William Trelease, 1916; 224 pages, 245 plates, $2.50.
Semi-Centennial History of the University of Illinois, volume I, by Burt E. Powell, 1918;
631 pages, $3.50.
Sixteen Years at the University of Illinois, a statistical study of the administration of Presi-
dent Edmund J. James, 1920; 264 pages, $2.50.
Life of Columcille, compiled by Manus O'Donnell in 1532. Edited and translated by A.
O'Kelleher and G. Schoepperle. Irish Foundation Series, I, 1918; 516 pages, $3.50.
Life of the Pleistocene, by F. C. Baker, 1920; 500 pages, 56 plates, $5.
La Collecion Cervantina de la Sociedad Hispdnica de America. (The Hispanic Society of
America): Ediciones de Don Quijote, by Homero Seris; 158 pages and 11 facsimiles,
$1.50.
The Power of a God, and other plays, by T. H. Guild, 1919; 151 pages, 5 plates, $1.25,
An Historical Study of Vestibular Equilibration, by Coleman R. Griffith, 1922; 178 pages,
$1.50.
Paleopathology, by Roy L. Moodie, 1923; 568 pages, 117 plates, $7.50.
Cahokia Alounds III, by Warren K. Moorehead and AT. M. Leighton, 1929; 176 pages, 50
plates, 6 figures, $1.50.
Selim Hobart Peabody, a biography, by Katherlne Peabody Girling, 1923; 215 pages, $1.70.
Cooperation: a Study in Constructive Economic Reform, by G. S. Watkins, 1921 ; 85 pages,
$1.
The Life of Solitude. A translation of Petrarch's De Vita Solilaria, with introduction and
notes, by Jacob Zeitlin, 1924; 320 pages, $4.
Contributions toward a Bibliography of Epictetus (with a facsimile reproduction of Jacob
Schenk's translation of the Encheiridion, Basel, 1534), by William A. Oldfather, 1927,
240 pages, paper, $3.50; boards, $4.
Renaissance Student Life: The Paedologia of Petrus Mosellanus, translated by Robert F.
Seybolt, 1927; 100 pages, $1.25.
Studies in Nutrition—Influence of saltpeter. An investigation of the influence of saltpeter
on the nutrition and health of man with reference to its occurrence in cured meats, by
H. S. Grindley and W. J. MacNeal. Complete sets, five volumes, cloth, $15.
Volume I. Discussion and interpretation of the biochemical data, 1917; 542 pages,
71 graphs, $3.
Volume II. Discussion and interpretation of the data relating to the health and
physical condition of the men, 1929; 406 pages, 66 graphs, $5.
Volume III. The experimental data of the biochemical investigations, 1911; 442
pages, $3.
Volume IV. The experimental data of the biochemical investigations, 1912; 494
pages, $3,
Volume V. The data of the physical, physiological, and bacteriological observa-
tions, 1912; 547 pages, $3.
History of the Campus Plan of the University of Illinois, by L. D. Tilton and T. E. O'Don-
nell, 1930; 256 pages, 36 plates, $5.
Milton's Rabbinical Readings, by Harris F. Fletcher, 1930; 344 pages, $7.50.
VUNIVERSITY EXTENSION
T? XTENSION work is not organized as a separate unit in the University.
•*—
' Several departments, however, have inititated activities, both on the
campus and in the State at large, which make some of the facilities of the
University available to mature persons engaged in various industries and
professions. (For extra-mural courses in industrial education, see page 307;
and for extension courses for practicing dentists, see page 248.)
Agriculture
Each department of the College of Agriculture does extension work and
provides trained specialists for this purpose. For the cooperative extension
service in agriculture and home economics conducted by the University
and the United States Department of Agriculture, see page 402. (For a
separate service known as Agricultural College Extension, see page 152.)
Engineering
Besides the regular four-year technical curriculum, the Department of
Ceramic Engineering cooperates with the clay and allied industries by
offering biennially, at Urbana, a two-weeks industrial course in die manu-
facture of ceramic products for those who may be interested. The course
includes lectures, laboratory work, practice in firing kilns, and informal
discussions. A common-school education is sufficient for admission, and no
charge of any kind is made. This course was given in June, 1931.
Other short courses given in June, 1931, under the auspices of the
College of Engineering were: a two-weeks course for industrial gas engi-
neers, a one-week course for electric metermen, and a one-week course for
firemen.
A one-week course for highway engineers was conducted in February,
1932, in cooperation with the State Highway Division.
Radio St.\tion
Educational programs are broadcast by the Unixersity's Radio Station,
W-I-L-L, which operates, on a frequency of 890 kilocycles, for periods total-
ing approximately three hours daily except Sunday. Hundreds of ten-
minute discussions of more or less popular subjects are given in a >"car, and
in addition at least five courses in each semester are broadcast from the
classroom. Requests for information may be addressed to the Director of
the Radio Station, 362 Administration Building.
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UNDER the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, approved by the Presi-
dent of the United States on May 8, 1914, and the terms of its accept-
ance by the State of Illinois, the University becomes cooperatively respon-
sible for a demonstration service designed to combine the results of scien-
tific discovery with approved practice on the farms and in the farm homes
of the State. Important lines of work undertaken under this act are
:
(1) Cooperation with county farm and home bureaus in the employ-
ment of farm and home advisers. Lists of these advisers are given on pages
404 to 406.
(2) Employment of extension specialists in agriculture and home eco-
nomics for demonstrational field work. Lists of these specialists are given
below.
For a separate service known as Agricultural College Extension, see
page 152.
General Staff
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Director of Agricultural Extension Service
Ruth Aimee VVardall, A.M., Vice-Director of Home Economics Extension
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., State Leader of Farm Advisers
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers
Francis Edward Longmire, M.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers
Kathryn VanAken Burns, A.M., State Leader, Home Economics Extension
Mary Louise Chase, A.M., Assistatit State Leader, Home Economics Extension
Katharine Patterson, M.S., Assistant State Leader, Home Economics Extension
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Extension Editor
EXTENSION SPECIALISTS
Agricultural Economics
Robert Cooke Ross, Ph.D., Extension Specialist in Agricultural Economics
Agronomy
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor of Soils {assigned to Extension)
Jay Courtland H.ackleman, A.M., Professor of Crops (assigned to Extension)
Clyde Maurice Linsley, ALS., Assistant Professor of Soils (assigned to Extension)
Percy Evert Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Soils (assigned to Extension)
Animal Husbandry
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S.A., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry (as-
signed to Extension)
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene (assigned
to Extension)
Herbert Howard Alp, B.S.A., Extension Specialist in Poultry Husbandry
Dairy Husbandry
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Professor of Dairy Husbandry (assigned to Extension)
Jacob Gerald Cash, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry Extension
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Farm Mecltanics
Earl G. Johnson, M.S., Extension Specialist in Farm Mechanics
Farm Organisation and Management
Robert R. Hudelson, A.M., Associate Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment {assigned to Extension)
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and
Management {assigned to Extension)
Paul E. Johnston, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Management
{assigned to Extensio?i)
Harry Gould Russell, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management {as-
signed to Extension)
Julius Wayne Reitz, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management {assigned
to Extension)
Home Economics
Edna Ruth Gray, A.B., B.S., Associate in Clothing {assigned to Extension)
Grace Besseleene Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition
{assigned to Extension)
Glenna Arcola Henderson, M.S., Specialist in Foods and Nutrition {assigned to Ex-
tension)
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor and Specialist in Child Development
and Parent Education {assigned to Extension)
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Professor of Home Economics {assigned
to Health Extension)
Ruth Crawford Freeman, A.B., Home Accounts Specialist {assigned to Extension)
Isabelle Mortimore Hitchcock, M.S., Associate in Home Furnishings {assigned to
Extension)
Gladys Josephine Ward, A.M., Associate in Home Management {assigned to Extension)
Horticulture
R.\Y Stanley Marsh, A.M., Associate Professor of Horticulture {assigned to Extension)
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., Associate in Vegetable Gardening {assigned to Extension)
Junior Club Work for Girls
Mary Annette McKee, A.B., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Cleo Fitzsimmons, B..S., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Mary Elizabeth Vanneman.i B.S., Assistant in Junior Club Work
Martha Louella Hensley, M.S., District Junior Club Leader
Erma Cottingham, A.B., District Junior Club Leader
Junior Club Work for Boys
Edwin Ivan Pilchard, B.S., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Glenn Seymour Randall, B.S., Assistant Junior Club Leader
Theodore Hewitt Hafer, B.S., District Junior Club Leader
Franklin Forrest Gingrich, B.S., District Junior Club Leader
Rural Sociology
David Edgar Lindstrom, M.S., Associate in Rural Sociology
* Beginning January 1, 1932.
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COUNTY FARM ADVISERS
County Adviser Address
Adams S. F. Russell Quincy
Bond J. H. Brock Greenville
Boone Edward C. Foley Belvidere
Brown W. E. Foard Mt. Sterling
Bureau W. W. Wilson Princeton
Calhoun J. H. Allison Hardin
Carroll M. P. Roske Mt. Carroll
Cass G. H. HusTED Virginia
Champaign C. C. Burns Champaign
Christian T. H. Brock Taylorville
Clark R. E. Apple Martinsville
Clay C. S. Love Louisville
Clinton W. A. Cope Breese
Coles Melvin Thomas Charleston
Cook O. G. Barrett Arlington Heights
Crawford-Jasper Harold Allison Robinson
Cumberland Charles Tarble Toledo
DeKalb R.N. Rasmusen DeKalb
DeWitt H.N. Myers Clinton
Douglas G. F. Hoover Tuscola
D'jPage H, S. Wright Wheaton
Edgar H. D. VanMatre Paris
Edwards W. D. Murphy Albion
Effingham G. H. Iftner Effingham
Ford W. F. Purnell Gibson City
Franklin E. E. Glick Benton
Fulton J. E. Watt Canton
Gallatin H. C. Neville Ridgway
Greene R. H. Clanahan Carrollton
Grundy R. V. Watson Morris
Hancock O. L. Welsh Carthage
Henderson E. D. Walker Stronghurst
Henry H. K. Danforth Cambridge
Iroquois C. E. Johnson Watseka
Jackson J. G. McCrVLL Murphysboro
Jefferson C. E. Twigg Mt. Vernon
Jersey C. T. Kibler Jerseyville
Jo Daviess H. R. Brunnemeyer Elizabeth
Johnson L. J. Fultz Vienna
Kane H. P. Kelley Geneva
Kankakee J. S. Collier Kankakee
Kendall W. P. Miller Yorkville
Knox A. R. Kemp Galesburg
Lake H. C. Gilkerson Grayslake
La Salle C. E. Gates Ottawa
Lawrence H. C. Wheeler Lawrenceville
Lee C. E. Yale Amboy
Livingston S. G. Turner Pontiac
Logan J. H. Checkley Lincoln
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County Adviser Address
Macon E. H. Walworth Decatur
Macoupin W. F. Cooudge Carlinville
Madison T. W. May Edwardsville
Marion F. J. Blackburn Salem
Marshall-Putnam L. J. Hager Henry
Mason T. R. Isaacs Havana
Massac H. M. Christian Metropolis
McDonough R. C. Doneghue Macomb
McHenry C. W. Harvey Woodstock
McLean R.J. Laible Bloomington
Menard L. W. Chalcraft Petersburg
Mercer J. E. Harris Aledo
Monroe C. A. Hughes Waterloo
Montgom.ery Alden E. Snyder Hillsboro
Morgan I.E. Parett Jacksonville
Moultrie J. H. Hughes Sullivan
Ogle D. E. Warren Oregon
Peoria J. W. Whisenand Peoria
Piatt S. S. Davis Monticello
Pike W. B. BuNN Pittsfield
Pope A. J. Andrews Golconda
Pulaski-Alexander H. H. Gordon Mound City
Randolph E. C. Secor Sparta
Richland C. L. Beatty Olney
Rock Island J. R. Spencer Rock Island
Saline J. E. Whitchurch Harrisburg
Sangamon Edwin Bay Springfield
Schuyler L. E. McKinzie Rushville
Scott Alfred Tate Winchester
Shelby W. S. Batson Shelbyville
St. Clair B. W. Tillman Belleville
Stark W. A. Gilbert Wyoming
Stephenson V. J. Banter Freeport
Tazewell Ralph E. Arnett Pekin
Union E. A. Bierbaum Anna
Vermilion Otis Kercueu Danville
Wabash H. H. Lett Mt. Carmel
Warren A. A. Olsen Monmouth
Washington L. R. Caldweli Nashville
Wayne L. L. Corrie Fairfield
White C. W. Simpson Carmi
Whiteside F. H. Shuman Morrison
Will L. W. Braham Joliet
Williamson Dee Small Marion
Winnebago C. H. Keltner Rockford
Woodford H. A. de Werff Eureka
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COUNTY HOME ADVISERS
Lulu S. Black, B.S., Temporary Home Adviser, with headquarters at the University
County Name Address
Adams Lucy Folsom Quincy
Bureau Bernice Mitchell Princeton
Champaign Mrs. Virginia White Champaign
Coles Mrs. Bessie Wilson Charleston
Douglass-Piatt Mary E. Duckworth Atwood
DuPage Mildred Boxwell Wheaton
Fulton Mrs. Blanche Hedrick Canton
Hancock Alice McKinney Carthage
Iroquois Ruth Hitzhusen Watseka
Jersey Mrs. Eunice Pardee Jerseyville
Kane Nona Schwarz Geneva
Kankakee Dora Pearcy Kankakee
LaSalle Dorothy Lynch Ottawa
Lee Mrs. Florence Syverud Amboy
Livingston Deborah Solliday Pontiac
Macon Mary Omen Decatur
Macoupin Gertrude Bekman Carlinville
Marshall-Putnam Henrietta Selden Henry
Mason Alice Thompson Mason City
McDonough Irene Crouch Macomb
McHenry Clara Greaves Woodstock
McLean Clara Brian Bloomington
Mercer Ellen Lindstrom Aledo
Peoria Dorothy Iwig Peoria
Rock Island Fern Carl Rock Island
Saline Helen S. Taylor Harrisburg
Stephenson Mrs. Waude Watson Freeport
Tazewell Eleanore Brandt Pekin
Vermilion LuRO Jane Rankin Danville
Warren Mrs. Helen Morling Monmouth
Williamson-Jackson LaDaw Wainscott Marion
Woodford Stella M. House Eui eka
VI
EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND
RESEARCH BUREAUS
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
ID Y AN act of Congress, approved March 2, 1887, the national govern-
-*-' ment appropriated $15,000 a year to each state for the purpose of
establishing and maintaining, in connection with the colleges founded upon
the congressional act of 1862, agricultural experiment stations "to aid in
acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United States useful and
practical information on subjects connected with agriculture, and to pro-
mote scientific investigation and experiment respecting the principles and
applications of agricultural science." Under this provision the Agricultural
Experiment Station of the U?iiversity of Illinois was founded in 1888 and
placed under the direction of the Trustees of the University.
The federal grant was later increased to $30,000 a year, and in 1925-26
an additional sum of $20,000 was provided as a result of the Purnell Act.
This amount was increased annually by $10,000 up to 1929-30, when it
reached its maximum, $60,000. The federal grant is supplemented by State
appropriations of approximately $400,000.
Investigations are being conducted by the Station in the improvement
and economic production of crops and the mechanics of curing and storing
them; the growing of fruits and vegetables; the growing of flowers under
glass; methods of livestock production; principles of animal breeding and
nutrition; the production and manufacture of dairy products; the control
of plant and animal diseases; the adaptation of power and machinery to
farm and farm home operations; the development of buildings particularly
suitable to Illinois conditions; the checking of soil erosion and the most sat-
isfactory methods of tile drainage; the economical organization of differ-
ent types of farms; and the application of principles of economics to agri-
cultural problems, particularly to those of marketing. The great basic prob-
lem of maintaining and increasing the fertility of the soils of Illinois is
being studied in the laboratory and in experimental fields located on dif-
ferent types of soil over the State. All but a few counties have been covered
by the detailed soil survey.
The results of investigation are published in bulletins, which are issued
in editions of 5,000 to 30,000 and distributed free of charge.
Much of this work is of interest to students, especially of graduate
grade, and it is freely available for this purpose so far as is consistent with
the interests of the Station.
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STAFF
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., D.Agr., Director
Garret Lowell Jordan, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Entomologist
Anna Cushman Glover, Secretary and Manager of Publications
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Extension Editor
David Edgar Lindstrom, M.S., Associate, Rural Sociology
Blanche Penrod, A.B., Editorial Assistant
Mabel Deeke, A.M., Editorial Assistant
Agricultural Economics
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Chief in Agricultural Economics
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Chief in Agricultural Economics
Roland Willey Bartlett, Ph.D., First Assistant in Agricultural Exonomics
Elmer Leon McBride, ^LS.. Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics
Shison Chinglin Lee, ^LS., Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics
Ranbir Singh, JSLS., Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics
Agronomy
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Chief, Crop Production; Head of De-
partment
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Consulting Plant Physiologist
Lolie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Chief in chuirge of Publications of Soil Survey
Frederick Charles Balter, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Jay Colrtland Hackleman, A.^L, Chief, Crops Extension
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Physics
Ernest E. DeTlrk, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Technology
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Chief, Plant Genetics
Ogle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Soil Biology
George Harlan Dlngan, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Crop Production
John Jacob Pieper, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Crop Production
Benjamin Koehler, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Crop Pathology
Howard John Snider, M.S., Assistayii Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
David Cleveland Wemer, I\LS., Assistatit Chief, Soil Physics
Ethan Apxo Norton, ^LS., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey Mapping
Alvin Leona.rd Lang, ^LS., Assistant Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Floyd Hamilton Crane, ^LS., Assistant Chief, Soil Fertility
Carroll John Badger, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Russell Scott Stauffer, M.S., Associate, Soil Physics and Soil Survey Mapping
Roger H.ajmmond Br.\y, M.S., Associate, Soil Survey Analysis
W.alter John Mumm, IVLS., Associate, Plant Breeding
Orville Thomas Bonnett, I^LS., Associate, Plant Breeding
Laitrence Byrne Miller, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Joshua Clayton Anderson, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
David Crawford Maxwell, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
Herman Wascher, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
Luther Kent Eby, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Eric Winters, Jr., RLS. Assistant, Soil Physics and Soil Survey Mapping
Ernest Benton Earley, M.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
Cornelius Austin Van Doren, M.S., Assistant, Crop Production
Cecil Hodgson Farnham, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
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Merl Franklin Hershberger, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Robert Estes Fore, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Karl Basil Daniloff, T.I.A., M.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
Lewis Edward Kehoe, M.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
Lowell Edward Allison, B.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Henry Lloyd Buckardt, M.S., Assistant, Crop Production
Guy Donald Smith, B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics and Soil Survey Mapping
Percy Evert Johnson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields and Soils Extension
Kenneth Alvin Potter, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
John Eldon Gieseking, M.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
Animal Husbandry
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., CJiief, Cattle Husbandry; Head of Department
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Chief, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Chief, Horse Husbandry
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Chief, Poultry Husbandry
Willi.^m Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Chief, Swine Husbandry
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Chief, Animal Nutrition
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associate Chief, Meats
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Animal Genetics
RoscoE Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Chief, Beef Cattle Husbandry
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Associate Chief, Livestock Marketing
William Garfield Kammlade, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Sheep Husbandry
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Associate, Animal Husbandry
Thomas Sherman Hamilton, M.S., Associate, Animal Nutrition
Frank Thorp, Jr., M.S., D.V.M., Associate, Animal Pathology
Hubert John Sloan, Ph.D., Associate, Poultry Husbandry
Mary Helen Keith, A.M., First Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Fred Carl Olson, M.S., First Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Viola Mae Michael, A.B., First Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Jessie Rachal Beadles, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
George Edward Hunt, ALS., Assistant, Swine Husbandry
Frank Simpson, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Herbert Dodson Preston, A.B., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Frank Isa Nakamura, A.M., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Floyd Elmer Elliott, M.S., Assistant, Poultry Husbandry
Thomas Edwin Aspinall, M.S.A., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Walker Myrick Dawson, Ph.D., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Wesley Patterson Garrigus, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
John Henry Quisenberry, B.S., Assistant, Animal Genetics
Ervin Edwin Slatter, D.V.M., Assistayit, Animal Pathology
Dairy Husbandry
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Chief Dairy Manufactures; Head of Department
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Chief, Milk Production
W'lLLlAM WoDiN Yapp, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Cattle
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Chief, Dairy Husbandry
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Dairy Cattle Feeding
Paul Hubert Tracy, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Dairy Manufactures
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Chemistry
James Marsu.vll Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
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Charles Andrew Brown, M.S., Associate, Dairy Economy
Alvin Frederick Kuhlman, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
Orlando Ford Garrett, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Chemistry
Dewey DeWitt Shaw, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Production
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Manufactures
Harold Kenneth Wilson, M.S., Special Research Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
Russell Jennings Ramsey, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Manufactures
Farm Mechanics
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann, B.S., E.E., A.E., Chief, Farm Mechanics; Head of Depart-
ment
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Assistant Chief, Farm Mechanics
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Assistant Chief, Rural Architecture
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate, Farm Mechanics
Daniel Arthur Albrecht, A.B., B.S., First Assistant, Farm Mechanics
Russell H. Reed, B.S., First Assistant, Farm Mechanics
Farm Organization and Management
Harold Clayton M. Case, Ph.D., Chief, Farm Organization and Management; Head
of Department
Roy Harold Wilcox, M.S., Associate Chief, Farm Organization and Management
Robert R. Hudelson,^ A.M., Associate Chief, Farm Organization and Management
Paul Evans Johnston, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Farm Organization and Management
James Burton Andrews, M.S., Associate, Farm Organization and Management
Russell Groves Trummel, M.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Lyle Ford Shoot, M.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
John Elliott Wills, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Leslie Wright, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Lauren Hiram Brown, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organizatioji and Management
Trimble Raymond Hedges, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Harvey Edward Hoch, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Elmer Louis S.\uer, B.S., Assistant, Farm Organization and Management
Home Economics
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.M., Head of Department
Sybil Woodruff, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Foods
Julia Pratt Outhouse, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Nutrition
Clara Rocke Meyer, M.S., Research Assistant
Ruth Crawford Freeman, M.S., Home Accounts Specialist
Florence M. Roy, A.M., Assistant, Nutrition
Horticulture
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S., D.Sc, Chief, Horticulture; Head of Department
John William Lloyd, M.S.A., Ph.D., Chief, Olericulture and Fruit and Vegetable
Marketing
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Chief, Floriculture
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Chief, Pomology
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Chief, Small Fruit Culture
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Chief, Pomological Physiology
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Chief, Pomological Pathology
1 On leave of absence, November 1, 1931, to June 1, 1932.
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Stanley William Hall, B.S., Associate Chief, Floriculture
Walter A. Huelsen, M.S., Associate Chief, Olericulture
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Floricultural Physiology
Victor Wendell Kelley, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Pomology
James Hutchinson, Associate, Floriculture
Ernest Paul Lewis, M.S., Associate, Olericulture
Samuel Wesley Decker, M.S., Associate, Floriculture
Richard Lacey McMunn, M.S., Associate, Pomology
Horace Mead Newell, M.S., Associate, Fruit and Vegetable Marketing
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., Associate, Olericulture
Walter Herman Michaels, Ph.D., Associate, Olericulture
Clarence Edward Baker, Ph.D., Associate, Horticulture
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., First Assistant, Olericulture
John Paschal, McCollum, B.S., First Assistant, Olericulture
Joseph Edwin Vaile, M.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Horace LeRoy Thomas, Ph.D., Research Assistant, Olericulture
Kenneth John Kadow, B.S., Assistant, Pomology
John L. Bumbalek,^ M.S., Research Assistatit, Olericulture
THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
' I ''HE Engineering Experiment Station is an organization in the College
- of Engineering, created by the Board of Trustees on December 8,
1903, to stimulate engineering education and to investigate problems of
importance to professional engineers and to manufacturing, railway, min-
ing, and other industrial interests. The knowledge thus obtained is pub-
lished in bulletins and in circulars.
Control is vested in an executive staff composed of the Director and his
assistant, the heads of departments of the College of Engineering, and the
Professor of Industrial Chemistry. This staff is responsible for the estab-
lishment of the general policies of the Station, including approval of ma-
terial presented for publication. The research is conducted chiefly by the
research corps composed of full-time research professors and assistants,
research graduate assistants, and special investigators. Those employed
for special investigations are engaged for a limited time on a single problem.
The University maintains fourteen research graduate assistantships in
the Station. In addition, two research graduate assistantships in gas engi-
neering are maintained by the Illinois Gas Association; two in civil engi-
neering by the American Society of Civil Engineers; and ten by other out-
side industrial organizations. These assistantships are open to graduates of
approved universities and technical schools who are prepared to undertake
graduate study in engineering, physics, or applied chemistry. These as-
sistantships carry a stipend of $600 and freedom from tuition, incidental,
and laboratory fees. Appointment must be accepted for two consecutive
' Second semester.
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collegiate years, at the expiration of which, if all requirements have been
met, the degree of Master of Science is conferred. Not more than half of the
time of these assistants during ten months of each year is required in con-
nection with the work of the department to which they are assigned ; the
remainder of their time is available for graduate study. Further details on
the research graduate assistantships will be supplied on request by the
Director of the Station.
The Station has published 232 bulletins and 21 circulars. All these pub-
lications are regarded as contributions to the literature of engineering, and
many of them present important additions to the science of engineering.
Cooperative Investigations
In addition to the research conducted with University funds, cooperative
investigations have been undertaken with funds supplied by outside agen-
cies which are interested in special problems of industry. In such inves-
tigations, the University reserves the right to control the results secured
and to publish them. The funds for such cooperative investigations are paid
to the University and are administered by it for the special purpose for
which they are provided. (See also page 424.)
The following important cooperative investigations are in progress:
(1) Stresses in railroad track, in cooperation with the American Society of Civil Engineers
and the American Railway Engineering Association.
(2) Problems in the mining of coal, in cooperation with the State Geological Survey Di-
vision.
(3) Warm air furnaces and furnace heating systems, in cooperation with the National
Warm Air Heating Association.
(4) Enameling on sheet steel, in cooperation with the Ingram- Pvichardson Manufacturing
Company, Frankfort, Indiana.
(5) Cast iron pipe, in cooperation with the Sectional Committee on Specifications for Cast
Iron Pipe, organized under the procedure of the American Engineering Standards
Committee with the American Gas Association, American Society for Testing Ma-
terials, American Water Works Association, and New England Water Works As-
sociation as sponsor societies.
(6) Refrigeration at low brine temperatures, in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission. The Utilities Research Commission is a research agency of the follow-
ing public utilities companies: Commonwealth Edison Company, The Peoples Gas,
Light and Coke Company, the Public Service Company of Northern Illinois, the
Middle West Utilities Company, the Chicago Rapid Transit Company, and Midland
United Company.
(7) Stresses in elevated structures and equipment, in cooperation with the Utilities Re-
search Commission.
(8) Methods of testing high voltage cables, in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission.
(9) The ageing of porcelain, in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission.
(10) Solubility studies of boiler water systems, in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission.
(11) Stack gases, in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission.
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Methods of eliminating stretching of lead sheaths of high voltage cables, in cooperation
with the Utilities Research Commission.
Effect of combustion products of gas heating on flue piping and chimneys, in coopera-
tion with the Utilities Research Commission.
The production of gas, in cooperation with the Illinois Gas Association.
The drying of clay-wares, in cooperation with the National Brick Manufacturers'
Association.
Heating and ventilating, in cooperation with the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers.
Feldspars, in cooperation with the Consolidated Feldspar Corporation.
Joints in wide plates, in cooperation with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Works.
Cylindrical shells as columns, in cooperation with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Works.
Boiler furnace refractories, in cooperation with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.
Reinforced concrete arches, in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, and the Engineering Foundation.
Clay sewer pipe, in cooperation with the Clay Products Association.
Jointing materials for clay sewer pipe, in cooperation with the Clay Products Associa-
tion.
Fatigue tests of metals at elevated temperatures, in cooperation with the Joint Re-
search Committee on the Effect of Temperature on the Properties of Metals, or-
ganized by the American Society for Testing Materials and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
Concrete made with light aggregate, in cooperation with the Western Brick Company,
Danville, Illinois.
Partial oxidation, in cooperation with the Chemical Foundation, Inc., New York, New
York.
Load distribution by timber floors, in cooperation with the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association.
Reinforced concrete columns, in cooperation with the American Concrete Institute.
Aeration of sewage, in cooperation with the Vogt Brothers Manufacturing Company.
Rails investigation, in cooperation with the American Railway Association and the
Rail Manufacturers' Technical Committee.
Stability of concrete masonry walls, in cooperation with the Portland Cement Associ-
ation and the Concrete Masonry Association.
Strength of light weight steel beams, in cooperation with the Jones and Laughlin Steel
Corporation.
Chemical reactions of methane gas, in cooperation with the North Shore Ccke and
Chemical Company.
Brake shoe friction tests, in cooperation with the Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Car Wheels.
EXECUTIVE STAFF
MiLO Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant to the Director
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Healing and Ventilation, and Head of the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering
Edward Charles Schmidt, ALE., Professor of Railway Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
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Harvey Herbert Jordan, B,S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing and Head of the
Department of General Engineering Drawing
CuLLEN Warner Parmelee, M.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
Alfred Copeland Callen, E.M., M.S., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of the
Department
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head of
the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the
Department
Francis Wheeler Loomis, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
RESEARCH CORPS
NoRViLLE James Alleman, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Alfred Earl Badger, M.S., Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Bernard Breast Betty, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Joseph Louis Bisesi, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Edwin Laurence Broderick, B.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Rex Lenoi Brown, M.S., Research Associate tn Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Dana Burks, Jr., Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Ralph Ellsworth Cramer, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of MecJmnical
Engineering
William Lawrence Faith, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Warren Skinner Harris, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Elmer F. Heater, B.S., Research Assistant
Albert Eby Hershey, M.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Henry Eraser Johnstone, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical Engi-
neering
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Ralph Wendel Kluge, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Civil Engineering
Seichi Konzo, M.S., Special Research Associate in MecJmnical Engineering
Alonzo Plumsted Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Joseph Gibson Lowther, M.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Albert James Monack.^ M.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Clifford Ellis Morgan, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Railway Engineering
William Roy Morgan, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Lloyd Parker Morris, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Paux Erwin Peters, Ph.D., Special Research Associate in Chemical Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Professor of Eiigineering Materials
Alfred Cr-\wford Robertson,^ Ph.D., Special Research Associate in Chemical Engineering
Nereus Hubert Ray, M.S., C.E., Special Research Assistant Professor of Engineering
Materials
Cloyde Moffett Smith, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
Robert Dewey Snow, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Frederick Guy Straub, M.S., Met.E., Special Research Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering
1 Contract terminated, February 2-8, 1932.
» Ending December 31, 1931.
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Sherlock Swann, Jr., Ph.D., Research Associate in Chemical Engineering
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., LL.D., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Emeritus
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Joseph Tycocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Professor of Electrical Engineering
Wh-BUR M. Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Everett Gilham Young, M.S., M.E., Research Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineer-
ing
RESEARCH GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Louis Frank Buran, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant oti Investigation of Load
Distribution by Timber Floors
William Theodore Cox, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Arden Garrell Deem, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
Henry Emmett Gross, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mining Engineering
Charles Overton Harris, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation of
Joints in Wide Plates
Wilfred Main Honour, ^ B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation of Con-
crete Arches
Arthur Francis Hubbard, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Henry Francis Irving, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation of Heating
and Ventilating
George Edgar Jewett, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation of Load
Distribution by Timber Floors
Kenneth Cassingham Lyon, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Ralph Henry McCormack, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
Frederick Brockmann Metterhausen, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on In-
vestigation of Concrete Arches
Glenn Murphy, M.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on the Investigation of Concrete
Arches
Harlan Willis Nelson, M.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on the Investigation of
Stack Gases
Nathan Mortimer Newmark, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on the Investigation
of Cylindrical Shells as Columns
Ralph Emerson Nusbaum,* M.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Physics
John N. Pirok, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Robert Karl Smith, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Ceramic Engi?ieering
Thomas Geer Taylor, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics
Gilbert Carleton Unger, Jr., B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation
of Aeration of Sewage
Delos Herschel Wamsley, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on the Investigation of
Ageing of Porcelain
Clarence Leslie Waterbury, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant on Investigation
of A eration of Sewage
Marion Whitfield Woodruff, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Electrical Engineering
' First semester.
* Resignation eflfective March 1, 1932.
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
' I "^HE Bureau of Educational Research, established in 1918, is operated
-^ as a department of the College of Education. Research is carried on
by members of the staff of the Bureau and also by graduate students who
are working on theses for advanced degrees. It is the purpose of the Bureau
to conduct original investigations in the field of education, to summarize
and bring to the attention of school people the results of research done
elsewhere, and to be of service to the schools of Illinois in other ways. The
results of its original investigations are published in a series of bulletins,
and its accounts of research conducted elsewhere and other communica-
tions to the school men of the State are published in a series of circulars,
both series being issued by the University.
Staff
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Director
Charles Waiters Odell, Ph.D., Assistant Director
Max Dissette Ekgelhart, Ph.D., Assistant
Vivian Thomas Smith, A.M., Assistant
Thomas Trist.am Hamilton, Jr., A.M., Assistant
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH
THE Bureau of Business Research, established in 1921, is carried on
the University budget as a department of the College of Commerce
and Business Administration. Its specific purposes are to study, and as
far as possible to explain, the econom.ic and industrial conditions in Illi-
nois; to direct attention to tested practices of good business management;
and to investigate methods for securing the best executive control of busi-
ness. The Bureau is primarily a service organization, having about the
same kind of relationship to business men as an agricultural experiment
station has to farmers. Its work depends very largely upon cooperation
with business men for the collection of data, and its method is chiefly statis-
tical analysis. It never undertakes investigations for individuals for a fee.
Its findings are published by the University in bulletins and circulars.
Staff
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Director
Ananias Charles Littleton, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Director
Arthur Harry Winakor, M.S., C.P.A., Statistician
Raymond Frank Smith, M.S., Associate
Florence Leone White, A.B., Assistant
Mrs. Hilda Rose Stice, A.B., Assistant
Clive Fleeming Dunham, M.S., A.ssistant
Ina M. Hamlin. B.S., Assistant
Rexford Clark Parmelee, M.S., Assistant
Joseph Cerny, M.S., C.P.A., Assistant
Harry Kenneth Allen, B.S., Assistant
Lyle Barnhaet, B.S., Assistant
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STATE SCIENTIFIC SURVEYS
Divisions of the State Department of Registil\tion and Education
UNDER an act of the General Assembly entitled "The Civil Adminis-
trative Code," in 1917, the functions and duties formerly exercised by
the Scientific Surveys located at the University of Illinois were vested in
Divisions of the State Department of Registration and Education, with
the proviso that they continue to be exercised at the University of Illinois.
These Divisions are the State Natural History Survey, the State Water
Survey, and the State Geological Survey.
The State Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, acting
through subcommittees composed of the Director of the Department of
Registration and Education, the President of the University of Illinois, or
his representative, and one or more expert advisers especially qualified,
decides all matters pertaining to the Surveys, including research, investiga-
tional and scientific work, the selection and appointment of the members
of the scientific staff, the cooperation with the University of Illinois in the
use of scientific staff and equipment, and cooperation with allied divisions
and departments.
Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Ex Officio Members
Michael F. Walsh, Director, State Department of Registration and Education. . .Chairman
Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Representing the President of the University
Appointed Members
William A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., D.Sc, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry Chemistry
John W. Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago Engineering
Edson S. Bastin, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago Geology
Henry C. Cowi.es, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago Forestry
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Botany Biology
T
STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION
HE State Natural History Survey Division as now organized is a merg-
-* er under the Civil Administrative Code of 1917 of the former office
of State Entomologist of Illinois and the Illinois State Laboratory of Nat-
ural History. The latter organization originated as the Museum of the
State Natural History Society in 1862 and was established as the State
Laboratory of Natural History in 1877. The ofiice of State Entomologist
was established by an act of the Legislature in 1867.
It is the duty of the Natural History Survey Division to make a com-
plete survey of the biology of Illinois, giving preference to subjects of edu-
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cational and economic importance and especially, under the latter head, to
all insects injurious to agriculture or horticulture, to the truck farm and
vegetable garden, to shade trees and other ornamental vegetation, to the
products of mills and the contents of warehouses, and to insects injurious
to the public health. It is further required to make experiments for the
prevention of such injuries and to instruct the people of Illinois, by lec-
ture, demonstration, and bulletin, in the best methods of protecting their
property and health against injuries by insects, and to publish the product
of its investigations in bulletins, circulars, and reports covering the entire
field of zoology and botany in Illinois. The publications to date are as
follows: a bulletin series now in the 19th volume, containing 11,222 pages;
eighteen entomological reports of 3,017 pages; two volumes of final reports
on the birds of Illinois; one volume, together with an atlas, on its fishes;
besides numerous circulars and pamphlets on special topics.
The Survey has accumulated and permanently preserved for compari-
son and study very large collections, particularly of Illinois material. The
main insect collection consists of some 505,000 pinned specimens, 15,500
slide preparations, and 33,600 vials and bottles of material in alcohol.
Other collections include some 130,000 fishes in alcohol and formalin,
40,000 mollusks, 36,000 mounted specimens of plant parasites of crop
plants and other vegetation, and many thousand bottles, vials, and pack-
ages of miscellaneous zoological and botanical material.
The main offices and laboratories are housed in various buildings of the
University of Illinois and the field stations at strategic localities in the
State. The entomological field stations are located at Des Plaines, Jackson-
ville, and Carbondale, and a fourth movable center of field operations in
aquatic biology is located as the progress of the work requires.
Close cooperative relations are maintained with other Survey divisions,
the biological departments of the University, the Illinois Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, and various conservation, biological, and agricultural
bureaus or departments of the State and National Government.
Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Michael F. Walsh, Director, State Department of Registration and Education
Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Representing the President of the University
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Botany
Henry C. Cowles, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
FULL-TIME STAFF
Theodore Henry Prison, Ph.D., Chief
Wesley PiLLSBURY Flint, B.S., Chief Entomologist
Milton D. Farrar, M.S., Research Entomologist
Charles Chalmer Compton, B.S., Associate Entomologist
Herbert H. Ross, A.M., Systematic Entomologist
Stewart C. Chandler, B.S., Southern Field Entomologist
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John H. Bigger, B.S., Central Field Entomologist
Leslie H. Shropshire, M.S., Northern Field Entomologist
Carl O. Mohr, A.M., Assistant Entomologist
John' Donovan DeCoursey, A.B., Assistant Entomologist
Robert Earl Richardson, A.M., Hydrobiologist
David Hiram Thompson, Ph.D., Zoologist
Francis D. Hunt, Zoological Assistant
Lester Edwin Sawyer, B.S.F., Extension Forester
Leo Roy Tehon, A.M., Botanist
Gideon Herman Boewe, ^LS., Field Botanist
Herman S. Pepoon, B.S., M.D., Assistant Botanist
Carroll Benedict Chouinard, A.M., Editor
PART-TIME STAFF
Hubert Harris, A.B., Assistant Botanist
Donald F. Hansen, B.Sc, Assistant Zoologist
Andrew Reid Park, Jr., A.B., Assistant Entomologist
STATE WATER SURVEY DIVISION
^
I
''HE State Water Survey Division of the State Department of Regis-
-*• tration and Education has succeeded to the duties of the Illinois State
Water Survey, which was organized in the Department of Chemistry of the
University of Illinois in 1895. Offices and special laboratories are main-
tained in the Chemistry Building of the University.
A chemical survey of the waters of Illinois was begun by the State
Water Survey in the latter part of September, 1895. In 1897, the legisla-
ture authorized the continuance of the work and directed the Trustees of
the University to establish a chemical and biological survey of the waters
of the State. In 1911, the legislature made an increased appropriation and
imposed additional duties on the State Water Survey.
The civil administrative code of Illinois (1917) directs that the State
Water Survey Division, cooperating with other divisions of the depart-
ment shall investigate and study the natural resources of the State; pre-
pare printed reports and furnish information fundamental to their conser-
vation and development; cooperate with similar departments in other
states and with the United States government; study the geological forma-
tions of Illinois with reference to its resources in mineral and artesian wa-
ter; cooperate with the United States Geological Survey in the collection,
recording, and printing of water resource data including stream flow meas-
urements; collect facts and data concerning the volume and flow of under-
ground and surface waters of the State; determine the mineral qualities of
water from difi'erent geological formations and surface water for the vari-
ous sections of the State; publish, from time to time, the results of its
investigations of the mineral qualities, volumes, and flow of underground
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and surface waters of the State, to the end that the available water re-
sources of the State may be better known; make mineral analyses of sam-
ples of water from municipal or private sources; consider and decide all
matters pertaining to water and water resources and allied investigational
and scientific research ; cooperate with the University of Illinois in the use
of scientific staff and equipment; and cooperate with the various depart-
ments in research, investigational, and scientific work useful in the prose-
cution of the work of any department.
To date thirty bulletins and twelve circulars have been published by
the State Water Survey, in which are reported its investigations of water
resources of Illinois and its studies of methods for the treatment of water
and of liquid wastes.
Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Michael F. Walsh, Director, State Department of Registration and Education
Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Representing the President of the University
William A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Chemistry
John W. Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
STAFF
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Chief
WiNFRED D. Gerber, B.S., Engineer
Sidney E. Ekblaw, Geologist (on detail from State Geological Survey)
Clair S. Boruff, Ph.D., Research Chemist
Calvin R. Breden, Ph.D., Bacteriologist
George Edgar Symons, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Donald Tarvin, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Darrell Althausen, Ph.D., Assistant Chemist (Chemical Foundation Research Fund)
Paul W. Thompson, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Clarence K. Wiesman, B.S., Assistant Chemist
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION
^~|~^HE State Geological Survey Division was established to study the
-*• geological formations of Illinois with reference to its resources of coal,
ores, clays, building stones, cement-making materials, materials suitable
for use in construction of roads, petroleum, gas, mineral and artesian water,
and other products, and with reference to the education of the people of
the State. It publishes bulletins describing the State's geological and m.ineral
resources, and topographic and geological maps. It serves the mineral in-
dustries, both directly and indirectly, in numerous fields. It cooperates
with the U. S. Geological Survey in the preparation of a topographical
map of the State, and with various State departments requiring geologic
and topographic information.
During the current year special attention has been given to the prepa-
ration of a comprehensive bulletin on the coal resources of the State, in-
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eluding field work necessary for correlation and verification of data, to the
initiation of research studies in the constitution of coal, to the study of
areas known or thought to be favorable for production of oil and gas, to
magnetometer and electrical resistivity studies of geologic structures, to
studies of repressuring and other methods of improved recovery in the
southeastern oil field, to a survey of mineral resources along the proposed
Illinois Waterway, to the cement resources in southwestern Illinois, to a
study of the limestones, sandstones, and shales of southern Illinois, to high-
grade clays in western Illinois, to a complete survey of materials for
secondary roads in the State, to geological problems encountered in high-
way construction, to geologic conditions at sites of dams for proposed reser-
voirs, to a study of peat bogs as possible sites for parks, to geologic prob-
lems encountered in tunnel construction in Chicago, to an examination of
well cuttings, interpretation of well logs, and correlation of strata en-
countered in deep borings, to a study of the geology of subsurface water
supplies, to paleontological and stratigraphic studies of the Silurian, Penn-
sylvanian, and Pleistocene systems and paleobotanical studies of the
Pennsylvanian system, to mineralogical study of weathered profiles on
glacial drift, to detailed study and mapping of the areal geology in twenty-
five quadrangles, to the writing of educational bulletins, and to the furnish-
ing of geologic information and advice to mineral operators, producers,
and citizens of the State.
The year's topographic mapping program has been carried forward in
the Fithian, French Village, Jerseyville, and Marshall quadrangles, and in
the preparation of highway strip maps for the State Highway Division, in
Carthage, Galva, Geneseo, Hoopeston, Hoyleton, Jacksonville, Keiths-
burg, Lomax, Oquawka, Pecatonica, Potomac, Prophetstown, and Walnut
quadrangles. The highway strip maps will later be incorporated into quad-
rangle maps. Horizontal and vertical control was also extended into areas
which will probably be mapped in the near future.
The Survey has started its second quarter-century with an expanded
program of scientific and marketing research. The offices and laboratory
quarters, formerly all on the third floor of the Ceramics Building, have been
increased by the University's purchase of the house south of the Ceramics
Building and the construction of a geochemical laboratory. Drill records,
detailed mine notes, coal analyses, and other data on economic resources of
Illinois form a growing collection. Laboratories for the study of rock prod-
ucts, for microscopic study of coal, for paleontological studies, for the
study of well cuttings, and for chemical research are included.
One hundred and sixty-seven publications, thirty-three of them in the
Mining Investigation series, have been issued, as well as short excerpts,
press bulletins, and numerous drainage, topographic, structural, and geo-
logic maps.
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Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Michael F. W.vlsh, Director, State Department of Regisircii-an and Education
Ch.\rles M. Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Representing the President of the Uniitersity
Edson S. Bastix, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago
FULL-TIME STAFF
Office of the Chief
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief, Urbana
Enid Townley, M.S., Associate Geologist and Assistant to iJ:e Chief, L'rbana
Research Br.a.nch
Geological Resource Section
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D.. Chief Geologist, Urbana
Coal Division
Gilbert Haven C.ady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist and Heed, L'rbana
Edmund T. Benson, A.B., Assistant Geologist, Urbana
Louis C. McCabe, B.S.. Assistant Geologist, L'rbana
Oil and Gas Division
.Alfred H. Bell, Ph.D., Geologist and Head. Urbana
Perry McClure, B.S., Assistant Geologist, L'rbana
Walter B. Roe, B.S., Assistant Geologist, L'rbana
Non-Fuels Dit'ision
John E^~ERTS Lamar, B.S., Geologist and Head, L'rbana
Harold Bowen Willman. Ph.D., Associate Geologist, Urbana
JuDSON R. Griffin, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist, Urbana
Areal and Engineering Geology Division
George Elbert Erblaw, Ph.D., Geologist and Head, Urbana
Subsurface Division
Lewis ED\\^N Worr^xan, ^LS., Associate Geologist, L'rbana
Sidney Ekblaw, M.S., Assistant Geologist, L'rbana
^L\RGARET Blair, Assistant, Urbana
Stratigraphy and Paleontology Division
J. >L\RVIN Weller, Ph.D., Geologist and Head, Urbana
Sedimentary Petrography Division
R.\LPH Grim, Ph.D., Petrographer, Urbana
Physics Division
Robert J. Piersol, Ph.D., Physicist. Urbana
Geoc/iemical Section
Fr.\nk H. Reed, Ph.D., Chief CJiemist, Urbana
Fuels Division
Gilbert Thiessen, Ph.D., Associate Chemist, Urbana
Non-Fuels Division
Ch.\rles F. Fryling, Ph.D., Chemist, L'rbana
Analytical Division
Orin W. Rees, Ph.D., Associate Chemist, L'rbana
\ViLLL\.M D. .Allers, B.S., Assistant, Urbana
L. D. McViCKER. B.S., Assistant, L'rbana
John Robinson, B.S., Assistant, Urbana
Carl Westerberg, B.S., Assistant, Urbana
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Mineral Economics Section
Walter H. Voskuil, Ph.D., Mineral Economist, Urbana
Publications and Public Relations Branch
George Elbert Ekblaw, Ph.D., Geologic Editor, Urbana
Dorothy E. Rose, B.S., Editor, Urbana
Don L. Carroll, B.S., Associate Geologist in Educational Extension, Urbana
Alma R. Eich, A.B., Technical Files Clerk, Urbana
Meredith M. Calkins, Geologic Draftsman, Urbana
CONSULTING STAFF
Ceramics
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., Consulting Ceramic Engineer, University of Illinois
Drainage
George Wellington Pickels, B.C.E., C.E., Drainage Engineer, University of Illinois
Geography
Harlan Harland Barrows, Ph.D., Geographer, University of Chicago
Pleistocene Invertebrate Paleontology
Frank Collins Baker, B.S., Consultant in Pleistocene Invertebrate Paleontology, Uni-
versity of Illinois
Topographic Surveys
Glenn S. Smith, Division Engineer in charge of Central Division of Topographic Surveys,
Urbana, and Washington, D. C.
PART-TIME STAFF
Geologists
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., University of Illinois
J. Harlen Brbtz, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Carey Croneis, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Carl O. Dunbar, Ph.D., Yale University
D. Jerome Fisher, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Waldorf V. Howard, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Paul MacClintock, Ph.D., Princeton University
Adolph C. No£, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Associate Geologists
Victor T. Allen, Ph.D., St. Louis University
John R. Ball, Ph.D., Northwestern University
Carl E. Dutton, Ph.D., University of Minnesota
M. King Hubbert, M.S., Columbia University
Frederick Squires, M.S., Associate Petroleum Engineer, Urbana
Harold R. Wanless, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Assistant Geologists
Clayton Ball, B.S., Harvard University
David M. Delo, M.A., Northwestern University
Orrin Henbest, A.m., University of Illinois
William C. Krumbein, Ph.B., University of Chicago
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Denard Lee, M.S., Park School of Cleveland
Rex McGehee, B.S., University of Illinois
Claude E. Needham, ]\I.S., Northwestern University
Hugh P. Nicholson, B.S., M.E., University of Illinois
George M. Otto, B.S., University of Chicago
WiLLL\M E. Powers, Ph.D., Northwestern University
L. Cass Robinson, M.S., University of Chicago
George W. Rust, University of Chicago
Harold W. Scott, A.B., University of Chicago
John Svatik, B.S., University of Chicago
D. D. Utterback, A.B., University of Illinois
Assistants
Harry L. Adams, B.A., Normal, Illinois
Melville Fuller, B.S., University of Illinois
Ben Richards, University of Wisconsin
Robert M. Sherer, University of Illinois
Edward H. Stevens, University of Chicago
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF MINERAL INDUSTRIES
'
I
''HROUGH the Department of Mining Engineering of the University
^ of Illinois and the State Geological Survey, the Engineering Experi-
ment Station is cooperating throughout Illinois in investigations and dis-
semination of information, with a view to improving conditions in the min-
ing, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral industries, safeguarding
life among employees, preventing unnecessary waste of resources, and oth-
erwise contributing to the advancement of these industries, under authority
granted by the Forty-se\'enth General Assembly. Through the cooperation
of the two contracting parties, a staff of trained engineers, geologists, and
metallurgists is at the disposal of the mining and metallurgical industries
of Illinois.
STAFF
Engineering Experiment Station
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Alfred Copeland Callen, E.M., M.S., Professor of Mining Engineering
Cloyde Moffett Smith, M.S., Assistant Professor of Alining Engineering
State Geological Survey
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief
Gilbert H.wen Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist and Head of Coal Division
Louis C. McCabe, B.S., Assistant Geologist, Coal Division
WiLLLAM S. McCabe, B.S., Assistant, Coal Division
Leslie D. Vaughn, B.S., Assistant, Coal Division
VIII
BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN
ACCOUNTANCY
T)\' A law passed in 1903, the State University was made an examining
-*-' board of applicants for the certificate of Certified Public Accountant.
To carry out the provisions of the law the Board of Trustees appointed a
board of three examiners to prepare, conduct, and grade examinations, and
a University committee to conduct the routine work. The law prescribed
that one examination must be held each j-ear in May, but examinations
have been held also in November or December of each year in which there
were a sufficient number of applicants.
Board of Examiners
John Medlock, C.A., C.P.A., Chairman, Chicago
Louis Ashman, C.P.A., Secretary, Chicago
Stuart John Templeton, LL.B., Chicago
University Committee
Maurice Kenry Robinson, Ph.D., ChMirman, Urbana
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Secretary, Urbana
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Urbana
Applicants for the certificate of Certified Public Accountant have been
required to pass examinations in the theor>'^ of accounts, commercial law,
auditing, and practical accounting.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants has offered annu-
ally a gold medal and a silver medal to be awarded, respectively, to the
persons passing the C.P.A. examination with the highest total marking in
all subjects, and with the second highest total marking in all subjects.
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IX
LISTS OF STUDENTS, DEGREES, HONORS, ETC.
LIST OF STUDENTS, 1931-32
(Including Summer Session of 1931)
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
EXPLANATION.—SS indicates attendance during the Summer Session;
I, during the First Semester; II, during the Second Semester.
Degrees are from the University of Illinois unless otherwise noted.
Aaronson, Abe Louis, C/iicago.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.D., M.S., 1926, 1929, 1931.
Abbas, Ralph Henry, forrei/o«.—Spanish. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Abbott, Kenneth Morgan, Omaha, Nebraska.—Latin. (I. II.) A.B., Harvard Univ., 1928.
Abel, Adam Essler, Urbana.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Aber, Lola May. Mt. S/er/tng.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Achelpohl, Doris Wiley, St. Charles, Missouri.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Lindenwood Coll., 1928;
B.S.. 1929.
Adam, Francis Osborne, Hampton, Virginia.—Spanish. (I II.) A.B., Coll. of William and Mary, 1926; M.L.,
National Univ. of Mexico, 1927.
Adams, Amy, Washta, Iowa.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1929.
Adams, B. Leslie. Mt. Vernon.—History. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Adams, Ekiward Lawrence, Downers Grove.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B., 1929.
Adams, Gentry Dale, Allendale.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Adams, Mrs. Georgia Elizabeth, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1926, 1931.
Adams, Howard William, Normal.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1899; M.S., Univ. of Chicago,
1923.
Adams, Lester Berne, Greeley, Colorado.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Colorado State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Adams, Marie Louise. Shelbyyille,—History. (SS.) A.B., MacMurray Coll.. 1929.
Adams, William Curtis, Robinson.—Electrical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Adler, Selig, Buffalo, New Korfe.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Univ of Buflfalo, 1931.
Ahalt, Henry Carlton, Blacksburg, Virginia.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., E.E., Virginia Polytechnic Inst., 1923
1925; A.M., 1931.
Ahrens, Herman Chris, Trew/oti.—History. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Albertis, Alexander John, Istanbul, Turkey.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Robert Coll., 1931.
Albrecht, Harvey Jacob, Elizabeth.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Northwestern Univ., 1929.
Alcorn, Marshall Wells, C/iicago.—Surgery. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.D., 1927, 1930.
Alcorn, Omar Dale. Urbana.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1929.
Aldrich. Willard Curry, iJosamond.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1930.
Al ;xander, Boris Glushitski. f/rfcana.—Political Science. (SS.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1929; A.M., 1931.
Alexander. John, t/^rftawa.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B., Greenville Coll., 1921; .A.M.. 1925.
Alexopoulos, Constantine John, Chicago.—Botany. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928.
AUeman, Harold Raymond, Slater, Iowa.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1926.
Allen. Charies L., 6>6ona.—English. (II.) A.B., Univ. of North Dakota, 1924; A.M.. 1927.
Allen, Charles Robert, La MoUle.—Education. (I. II.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1931.
Allen, Frank Hardee, Hobarl, Indiana.—History. (I. II.) A.B.. DePauw Univ., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Allen, Frank Hedrick, Hinlon, West Virginia.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1930. 1931.
Allen. Harry Drennan. f<e///(wer.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. M.S.. 1929, 1931.
Allen. Harry Kenneth, Broa(f/an<ii.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1920.
Allen, Katharine Gertrude. Decatur.—Botany. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
Allen. Kathryn Irene. Oak Park.—French. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1929; Certificate. Univ. of Lyon. 1931.
Allers. William Dewain. A/aywood.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Alley. William Edward. Greensburg, Indiana.—Economics. (SS. II.) .A.B.. DePauw Univ., 1926.
Allison. Carl Walter, 0/«ey.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1913, 1922.
Allison, Lowell Edward, Stryker, O/iio.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Purdue Univ.. 1930.
Almen, Mary Elizabeth von, Olney.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Alp, Herbert Howard, Urbana.—Animal Husbandry. (II.) B.S..A., Toronto Univ., 1922.
Alps, Bayard Garfield, Loveland, Colorado.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Colorado Coll.. 1920; A.M.. 1931.
Altemus, Rodeon Lee, Chicago.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Alter, Donald Rhodes, Kirkwood, Missouri.—History. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Missouri. 1920; A.M.. Columbia
Univ.. 1924.
Althausen, Darrell, Fort Worth. Texas.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Oklahoma. 1926.
Altringer. Dorothy .Adelaide. lierwyn.—Zoology. (I. II.) A.B., 1930.
Alyea. Paul Edgar, C/»oni^o>«n.— Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1927.
Amacher, Vern David, 5<raa/n.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1931.
Amelotti, Emil, C/iicago.—Physics. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1925. 1927.
Amiel, Joseph Henri, St. Petersburg. Florida.—French. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. Lycee de Nice, 1920; .A.B., Coll. of
William and Mary, 1930.
Ammon, Claude Harlan. Carmi.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1930.
Amos, James Ellwood, High Point. North Carolina.—Economics. (SS.) A.B., Colorado Coll.. 1923; A.M.. 1928.
Andersen, Paul, Copenhagen. Denmark.—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.S., Royal Polytechnical
Inst., 1923.
Anderson, .Alphild Frideborg, Ga/«6ttr«.—English. (SS.) A.B., Knox Coll., 1929.
Anderson. Charles Wesley, .\rthur.—Education. (1.) A.B., 1917.
Anderson, Clyde. Carterville.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1931.
Anderson, Edward Eric, Do^vners Grove.—Vsychoiosy. (I. II.) .\.B., A.M., 1929, 1930.
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Anderson, Mrs. Elsie Osborne, Urbana.—French. (I.) A.B., 1927.
Anderson, George La Verne, Waterville, Kansas.—History. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Kansas, 1926, 1931.
Anderson, George William, B/oomiKg/on.^Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1923.
Anderson, Harry Drake, Gilman.—Education. (SS. I.) LL.B., 1922; B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers
Coll., 1925.
Anderson, Jeff .Agamemnon, Urbana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1929.
Anderson, Loudene, Urbana.—Knglish. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1922, 1931.
Anderson, Madeleine Virginia, Bloomingion.—French. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1931.
Anderson, Seigel Albin, Milford.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1931.
Angus, Winfield Scott, Rockford.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Anthony. Louise, Galesburg.—English. (SS.) A.B., Lombard Coll., 1930.
Antonoff, Steven, Detroil, Michigan.—Structural Engineering. (II.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1927.
Antrim, Alma Katherine, Fairfield.—Latin. (I. II.) .A..B., Greenville Coll., 1917.
Appelman, Benjamin, Chicago.—Pathology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Appleman, Milo Donaldson, Urbana.—Bacteriology. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Arenz, Dorothy Jessie, Chicago.
—
Juvenile Behavior. (I.) B.S., M.D., 1928, 1931.
Arford, Carroll Wade, Marshall.—F.dnca.uon. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Arford, Edwin Heston, Marshall.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1931.
Armendt, Bradshav,' Frederick, Silsbce, Texas.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Austin Coll., 1921, 1922; M.S.,
Vanderbilt Univ., 1923.
Armentrout, Mary Margaret, Dongola.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Armstrong, John Henry, Kewanee.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
.-Armstrong, Noel Eugene, Paris.—Accountancy. (I.) B.S., 1929.
Arndt, Christian Otto, Neu'ark, New Jersey.—Education. (SS.) B.D., Concordia Sem., 1927; A.M., Washington
Univ., 1928.
Arnold, Robert Bly, Cleveland, Ohio.—Astronomy. (SS.) B.S., Case School of Applied Science, 1930; M.S., 1931.
Arnold, William Clarke, Greencastle, Indiana.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., DePauw University, 1920; M.S.,
Univ. of Chicago, 1923.
Aronofsky, Edv.-ard, C^iicago.—Pharmacology. (II.) Ph.G., B.S., 1926, 1930.
Arvin, Loretta .A^ngela, Loogootee, Indiana.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Arvin, Martin Joseph, Loogootee, Indiana.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1926; M.S., 1930.
Ash, Russell Leonard, Ashkum.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Ashby, Robert Childers, Urbana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Nebraska, 1908; A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan
Univ., 1910; M.S., Univ. of Minnesota, 1916.
Asher, Harry H., Oi'cago.—Metallurgy. (II.) D.D.S., 1931.
Ashley, Warren C, Forfei'i7/e.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1930.
.A-spinall, Thomas Edwin, Fauquier, British Columbia, Canada.-—Animal Nutrition. (SS. I. II.) B.S.A., Univ. of
British Columbia, 1929; M.S., State Coll. of Washington, 1930.
Astell, Louis Alexander, Sycamore.—Education. (II.) A.B., 1924.
Atkins, Kenith Dean, Marlinsville.—Ceramic Engineering. (SS. I.) B.S., 1931.
Atwell, Bessie, Brookport.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Auerbach, Alvin Berthold, Chicago.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Armour Inst, of Technology, 1931.
•Austin, James Othel, Norris Ci^y.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Aviles, Luis, Topeka, Kansas.—Spanish. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Park Coll., 1924; A.M., Univ. of Kansas, 1929.
Axelson, Joseph Victor, Red Oak, /oira.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Wheaton Coll., 1925; A.M., 1931.
Aydt, Eulalia Patricia, Dchlgren.—Latin. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Babcock, Sidney Henry, Alius, Oklahoma.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., M.S., Vanderbilt Univ., 1930, 1931.
Bacevich, Bron Constantine, East Chicago, Indiana.—Education. (II.) A.B., North Central Coll., 1930; B.S.,
1932.
Badger, Alfred Eari, Cleveland. O/jjo.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Case School of Applied Science, 1922; M.S.
1929.
Baer, Walter Hilmar, Peoria.^Surgery. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Bailey, William Fleming, S^JoWanii.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Monmouth Coll., 1924; M.S.. 1925.
Baker, Howard Robert, Keokuk, Iowa.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Baker, Marian Elizabeth, C/iicago.—History. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1929.
Baker, Mavsel O'Haver, Worlhingion, Indiana.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., DePauw University, 1922;
A.M., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1928; B.S., 1931.
Bald, Ian James, Le Roy, New Forfe.—German. (I. II.) -A.B., Hamilton Coll., 1927.
Balding, Bruce Ned, Li'nco/?!.—Bacteriology. (SS. I.) .A.B., 1929.
Ball, Bessie Marie, Champaign.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Ballard, Obie Thomas, Kansas City, Missouri.—Zoology. (SS.) A.B., Central Coll., 1923.
Balhn. Misha, C/ncago.—Physiological Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Balof, Clarence Arthur, Georgetown, Kentucky.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Georgetown Coll., 1922; M.S., Univ.
of Iowa, 1924.
Balthis, Joseph Hendrickson, Washington, D. C.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Randolph-Macon Coll., 1929; M.S.,
Univ. of West Virginia, 1931.
Bamber, Lyle Edward, Galesburg.—Zoology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1925; M.S.. 1927.
Barber, George Bradford, Hamilton.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Barber, Sherburne, Nunda, New Forfe.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Rochester. 1929, 1930.
Barger, Mrs. Ida Lee, Toledo.—Uistory. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of West Virginia, 1922.
Barger, Thomas Morse, Normal.—Education. (SS. II.) A.B., 1907.
Baringer, William Eldon, Urbana.—History. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Barlow, Reuel Richard, Monlicello, Wisconsin.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1918;
A.M.. 1929.
Barnes, Coral Windsor, Z)eca/7<r.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1927.
Barnes, Lillie Lucile, Bunker Hill.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ. ,1927.
Barnett, Muriel AUce, Hammond, Indiana.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Woman's Coll., 1930.
Barnhart, Lyle, iV/on/ice//o.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Barr, Dwight Laughlin, Gibson Ct/v.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Barr, Frank Thomas, Si. Louis, Missouri.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Wasliington Univ., 1929, 1931.
Barrick, Beulah Bernice, i7r6ana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Barry, .Alice Bradford, Indianapolis, Indiana.—English. (II.) A.B., Earlham Coll., 1932.
Bart, Alexander Michael, Chicago.—Bacteriology. (SS. I. II.) Diploma, Imperial Inst, of Forestry, St. Peters-
burg, Russia, 1915.
Bartlett, Francene Augusta, Godfrey.—Yrmch. (I. II.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1931.
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Bartz, Quentin Royal, Rockville, Missouri.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Tarkio Coll.. 1930; M.S.. Univ. of Ne-
brasks 1931.
Bassin, Arthur, Chicago.—Architectural Design. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Bates. Nelhe Florence. Cftaj«/)atg«.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1922.
Bauer, Marie Louise, Pleasant Mound.—German. (I. II.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1931.
Bauerle. Louis Marion, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.—Education. (II.) A.B., 1931.
Bauman, Roger Leo, St. Marys, Missouri.—Education. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Baxter, Robert Knighton, Chicago.—Dental Therapeutics. (SS. I. II.) D.D.S., 1924.
Bayly, Leona Breneman. Duluth, Minnesota.— Botany. (1.) A.B.. Wellesley Coll., 1928; A.M., 1931.
Beach, Frank Herman, CAaOT;^aig«.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. M.S., 1916, 1951.
Beadles, Thomas Harvey, Cairo.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Beadles, William Thomas, Bloomington.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1923; A.M., 1924.
Beall, Geoffrey, New Westminster, British Columbia, Canada.—Zoology. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of British Colum-
bia. 1931.
Beam. Mrs. Mary Werts, L'^rftowa.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1925.
Bean, Haldane Wesley. Blue AfoMnrf.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1922.
Beatty. Pauline, Parij.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Beaver, Alice Tilton, Evansville, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Beaver. Eugene Henry, Danville.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Beaver, Paul Chester, Glenwood, Indiana.—Zoology. (I. II.) A. E., Wabash Coll., 1928; M.S., 1929.
Beazly, Georgina, Mansfield.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Beck, Miriam Olga, Lafayette, Indiana.—English. (I. II.) B.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Becker. Charles Brunner. Peru.—Chemistry. (SS. I.) B.S.. M.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1928. 1929.
Becker, Harry Gregory, Kampsville.—Snrsery. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Becker, Maurice Loren, Chicago.
—
Juvenile Behavior. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Beckwith. John Albert. Elmhurst.—English. (II.) A.B.. 1932.
Bedard. Robert Edward. Kankakee.—Medicine. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., 1929, 1931.
Beem. John Preston. Mattoon.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B.. DePauw Univ.. 1930.
Beeson. Harry Richey. Palestine.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Behm, Nellie Elizabeth. Martinshurg, Iowa.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Des Moines Univ., 1918; Ph.B.,
Univ. of Chicago. 1931.
Behrensmeyer. Charles Frederick. Quincy.—Architecture. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Beights. David Miers. Loraine, Texas.—Economics. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of Colorado, 1925; M.S.. 1927.
Bell. Carl Ainsworth, Fisher.—¥arm Management. (SS. I.) B.S., 1928.
Bell, William Arthur,' Hartford, Kentucky.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of Kentucky. 1926.
Bender, Earl Edwin, Marietta, Ohio.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B., Marietta Coll., 1931.
Benedetto, Attilio Frank, Memphis, Tennessee.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Bennett. David .A.ndre\v. Canton.—Bacteriology. (II.) B.S.. 1930.
Bennett. Glenn Edmund. Windsor.—Sociology. (II.) B.S.. 1932.
Bennett. Harold Albert. Champaign.—Education. (II.) B.S.. 1932.
Bennett. Mary Elizabeth. Hayivard, Wisconsin.—Home Economics. (I.) B.S.. 1930.
Benson, Adolph Martin, New Windsor.—German. (SS.) A.B., Augustana Coll., 1916; A.M.. 1919.
Benson. Edmund Thurston. Omaha, Nebraska.—Geology. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1929.
Benton. Eva Fay. C/iamf)a»sn.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. 1929.
Bernell. Edward Charles, C/jiVago.—Pathology. (SS. I. 11.) B.S.. 1930.
Bernstein. Harold Carroll, CAtcaiC—Pediatrics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Bernstein, Samuel Leonard, Chicago.—Pathology. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Berry, Chester Sterling, Chatsworth.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B., Illinois Coll., 1917.
Berry. James Lampton. Columbia, Mississippi.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B.. .\.M., Univ. of Mississippi,
1929. 1931.
Berry. Leonidas Harris, Chicago.—Pathology. (I. II.) B.S., Wilberforce Univ., 1924; B.S., Univ. of Chicago.
1925; M.D., Rush Medical Coll., 1930.
Bertetti, Frank Anton,' BenW.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Besancon, Albert Peterson, Missoula, Montana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Montana, 1931.
Betty, Bernard Breast, Nashville, TennMsee.—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.E.. Vanderbilt
Univ., 1926; M..S., 1930.
Bevis, Mary Lucile, t/r6ana.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
Beyer, William Andrew. A^ormai.— Political Science. (I. II.) A.B.. A.M.. Ohio State Univ.. 1906. 1908.
Biedermann, Gertrude Agnes, South Bend, Indiana.—German. (SS.) A.B., Carthage Coll., 1922.
Bielema, Martin M., pMi/on.— p:ducation. (SS.) A.B., Calvin Coll., 1925.
Bigham. John .Mexander, Pinckneyville.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Billings, Martin Hewett, Robhinsdale, Minnesota.—Geology. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of Minnesota. 1929; M.S..
Univ. of Pittsburgh. 1931.
Bills. Robert Wesley. -Sfte/icW.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S.. 1925.
Bilsborrow. James Dater. Urbana.—Economics. (SS.) B.S.. Univ. of Minnesota. 1910.
Binna. Charles Leander, Chicago.—Education. (SS. I. II.) R.S.. 1931.
Binnewies. Fred William, Greeley, Colorado.—Chemistry. (I.) .A.B.. Colorado Teachers Coll.. 1930.
Bird. Clyde Stewart, Marengo. Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Miami. 1930.
Bird, Marion Taylor, La .S<3//e.—Mathematics. (I. II.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ.. 1928; A.M., 1929.
Bisesi, Joseph Louis, Chicago.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1923.
Bishop, Kimble Sampford, Eldorado Springs, Missouri.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Southwest Missouri State
Teachers Coll., 1928.
Bishop, Samuel Melvin. Macomb.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll.. 1927.
Black. Hayse Henry. West Liberty, Iowa.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Iowa. 1929.
Black. Paul Howard. Huntingdon, Pennsylvania.—Meciianical Engineering. (I.) M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic
Inst., 1925; M.S.. Univ. of Pittsburgh. 1931.
Blackard. Clara. Ilarrisburg.—French. (I. II.) A.B. 1922.
Blackburn. Ruth Evaline. C/iam^oten.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1925, 1931.
Blaeuer. Mary Georgia, Carlinville.—History. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Blair, Lula. Fairmount, Indiana —Ediiculion. (SS.) A.H., Earlham Coll.. 1920.
Blair. Robert Lee, Ml. Vernon, OAio.— English. (SS. I. II.) A.B
, A.M.. Ohio State Univ., 1928, 1929.
Blakely, William .\rthur, Thoreau. New Mexico.— Psychology. (SS.) B S., MS., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1924, 1923.
Blakey, Mrs. Ruth Sedwick, Mt. Vernon, Missouri.—Exiucation. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., Univ. of Missouri, 1914.
> Completing thesis in absentia.
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Blansett, Paul L., Blufs.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Blayney, Harold Vincent, Alexis.—Therapeutic Research. (I. II.) D.D.S., 1928.
Blayney, James Roy, Chicago.—Pathology. (SS. I.) D.D.S.. Northwestern Univ., 1913; B.S., Lewis Inst.,
1924; M.S., Univ. of Chicago. 1928.
Blenk, Gustave Gerhard, Elmhurst.—German. (SS.) Graduate, Univ. of Munich, 1923; .\.M., Marquette Univ.,
1929.
Block. Lylyan Hilda. OrtonvilU, il/»n«MO/a.—Geography. (I. II.) A.B., M.S., 1926, 1930.
Blomquist, Alfred Theodore, Chicago.—Chemistry. (I. II.) .\.B., M.S., 1928, 1929.
Bohannon, Roy Parkinson, London Mills.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll.,
1927; M.S., 1931.
Bohle, Edgar Henr>', St. Louis, Missouri.—Chemistrj-. (I.) B.S., M.S., Washington Univ., 1929, 1931.
Bonar, Alice, Streator.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Bone, Robert Gehlman, Springfield.—Historj-. (I. II.) A.B., Wooster Coll., 1928.
Bonnett, Orville Thomas, Urbana.—.\gronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., Kansas State .Agricultural Coll., 1918,
1927.
Boonstra. Frank Maurice, Zeeland, Michigan.—Surgery. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Michigan, 1923; M.D.,
Rush Medical Coll., 1928.
Borth, Daniel, Lawrence, Kansas.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Kansas, 1927; M.S., 1928.
Bortniker, Elijah, Chicago.—Bacteriology. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., Northv.-estem Univ., 1931.
Bourne, Richard Mason, Fort Collins, Colorado.—Business Organization and Operation. (I. II.) B.S., Colorado
State .Agricultural and Mechanical Coll., 1931.
Bouseman, Glen Dewherst, Fountain Green.—Zoology. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Bowen, Orville Kenneth, Ridgefarm.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., Earlham Coll.. 1927.
Bower, John Leslie, Olney.—Education. (SS.) B.E^., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Bowes, Kenyon Davis, Chicago.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Bowlar, Felix Fielding. CAam^aign.—English. (SS. I. 11.) .A.B., Howard Coll., 1906.
Bowles. Frank Edward, St. Louis, Missouri.—Sociology. (SS.) A.B., 1922.
Bowman, Hertha Lillie, L'rfeana.—Education. (SS. I. II.) .A..B., 1929.
Boyce, Mrs. Sadie Ruth. Champaign.—Education. (I.) .A.B., 1925.
Boyd, Ralph Lester, Siltis.—.Accountancy. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Boysen, Marie Jeannette, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Blackburn Coll., 1914.
Bradley, Chester Wayne, KirksviUe, Missouri.—Chemistrj-. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Kirksville State Teachers Coll.,
1927; M.S., 1931.
Bradley, Samuel Ray, San Antonio, Texas.—'Boia.ny. (SS.) .A.B., Hendrix Coll., 1928.
Bradley, William Frank. Qujncy.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., 1930.
Braeuninger, William Bryan. Pawnee.—Agronomy. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Brainard. Harrv Gray, Spencerport, New York.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of North Carolina, 1930.
1931.
Branch, James Elliott, Martinsville, Indiana.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Brandt, Weldon Henry, Pearl Ci'/v.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B., North Central Coll., 1931.
Brasmer, Jesse Ralph, Xormal.— Bacteriology'. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Brawner, James Paul, Champaign.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., Washangton and Lee Univ.. 1924, 1925.
Bray, Roger Hammond, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.—.Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1923;
M.S., 1926.
Breen, Mrs. Dorothy Reeves, Lizton, /nJiana.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., .A.M., 1926, 1927.
Breen, Glenn Harrison. Allendale.—.Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Breen, James Patrick, St. Francisville.—Ceramics. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Breen, Virginia Wise, Washington. D. C.—Library' Science. (I. II.) A.B., George Washington Univ., 1929.
Brennan, Betty Mary, Ogden.—History. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Bretthauer. Virgil George, i'orferjy*.—Mathematics. (SS.) .A.B.. Illinois Coll., 1929.
Brewer, Irene Evelyn, Villa Grave.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ.. 1928.
Briggs, Frances Agnes, Metamora.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1926; M.S., Tulane Univ., 1928.
Briggs. Roval Jay. Chicago.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1931.
Brill, Goldie Vivian, Riley, Indiana.—Latin. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1923, 1929.
Brissenden, Robert Edgar, Clay Ci/y.—Chemistry-. (SS.) B.S., McKendree Coll.. 1930.
Britton, Ernest Raymond, Mounds.—Education. (SS.) B.S., McKendree Coll., 1924.
Brock, Frank Hanly, C/!o/5«or/;!.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929. 1931.
Brock, Maurine E., Bethany.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1927.
Broderick, Ekiwin Laurence, Mason City, Icnca.—Mechanical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll.,
1923.
Broderick. Peari Margaret, S/er.'ing.—English, (SS.) A.B., Webster Coll., 1928.
Brodie, Allan Gibson, Newark, New Jersey.—.Anatomy. (SS. I. II.) D.D.S., Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1919.
Brokow, Wilbur Cal\-in. TiskUwa.—Agronomy. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Broom, Ruth -Alberta, C^iam/Jaign.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B., 1928.
Brown, .Albert Willard, CAewoa.—Physics. (SS.) B.S., 1917; M.S., Univ. of Colorado, 1928.
Brown, Charles .Andrew. Z.oogoo(<«. Indiana.—Dairy Husbandry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., Purdue Univ., 1917,1920.
Brown, Chadotte, Poquonock, Connecticut.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Antioch Coll., 1928; M.S.. 1929.
Brown, David Ernest, Olive BroncA.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1930.
Brown, Donald Meeker, £Dani/on.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., A.B., 1929, 1930.
Brown, Farwell George, ^/uin.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Brown, Frederick Winfield, Hindsboro.—Vaytics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1930.
Brown, Helen Elizabeth, Lafayette, Louisiana.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Newcomb Coll., 1929; B.S., 1931.
Brown, Lauren Hiram, St. Johns, Michigan.—Farm Managem.ent. (I. II.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1931.
Brown, Lewis Howard, Kurtz, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Ilhnois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Brown, Marshall Herbert, Phoenix, Arizona.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S.. 1928. 1930.
Brown, Ralph R.. Davenport, /o'j)a.—Psychology. (SS. I.) .A.B., Ohio Univ., 1931.
Brown. Wanda, Urbana.—Education. (I.) B.S., 1929.
Browne, George Arthur, Carbondale.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Browne, Robert Bell, Carbondale.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1918;
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1929.
Bruce, Thor William, Marinette, Wisconsin.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Lawrence Coll., 1923; A.M.. 1931.
Brumley, David Joseph, Flossmoor.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Brummett, Ray Dewitt, Bellingham, IFas^iing/ow.—Education. (SS.) B.S., A.M., 1924, 1931.
Br>-an, Gordon Davidson, Evansville, Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B.. A.M., 1930. 1931.
Bryant, Louis Ralph, Princeton.—Horticulture. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Buchheit. John Robert. St. Paul. Minnesota.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., Hamline Univ., 1929.
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Buchholz, Mabel lone, Bloomington.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Buck, Arthur Dewey, Wewocka, Oklahoma.—Zoology. CSS.) B.S., East Central State Teachers Coll., 1928;
M.S., 1931.
Buck, Iris, Urbana.—Accountancy. (SS.) A.B., Franklin Coll., 1924.
Buckardt, Henry Lloyd, Leland.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1926. 1929.
Buckler. Joseph Bruce. Ca5<y.—Education. rSS.) A.B.. A.M., 1918, 1931.
Bull. Benton Alexander. CAicaso.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1930; M.S., 1931.
Bullard, Frances Lillian, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1927.
Bunting. William Ralph. Quincy.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B.. Grinnell Coll.. 1929; M.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Buran, Louis Frank, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Carnegie Inst, of Technology,
1930.
Burbridge, Helen Margaret, Piltsfield.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Woman's Coll., 1929.
Burdette. Albert Clark, Plainville, Indiana.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., Oakland City Coll., 1927; A.M.,
Indiana Univ., 1931.
Burglund, Wilfred Paul, Chicago.—Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Burk, Myrle Marie, Waterloo, Iowa.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Iowa State Teachers Coll., 1928; A.M., Univ. of
Nebraska, 1930.
Burke, Frieda, Baltimore, Maryland.—Bacteriology. (II.) A.B., Goucher Coll., 1930.
Burns. Clifford Clare, t/rftona.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., 1916.
Burns. Herschel Smith. Salt Lake City, t/io^i.—Physiology. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of Southern California, 1931.
Burns, Robert Obed. Roseville.—'Physics. (I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1931.
Burrows, Dorothy, t/r6ano.—English. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1927, 1928.
Burt, Fred Thomas. £/r6an<j.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Burton, Alvin .A.ckerman, Salem, Oregon.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Oregon State Coll., 1929; M.S., 1930.
Burton, Roland Crozier. Bunker Ht«.—English. (SS.) B.S., B.Mus.. 1930.
Burton. William Stifler. A//on.— Physics. (SS.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll.. 1928.
Burwash. Ruth Margaret. Champainn.—Foods and Nutrition. (II.) A.B.. 1919; A.M., Columbia Univ., 1924.
Busey, Paul Robert, yacfejonw//*.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Coll., 1930.
Bushey. Clinton Jay. Olivet.—Entomology. (SS. I.) A.B., Taylor Univ., 1917; A.M., Univ. of Michigan, 1929.
Bussard. Lawrence Harold, South Charleston, Ohio.—French. (I. II.) A.B , Ohio Wesleyan Univ., 1925; .\.M.,
Northwestern Univ., 1928.
Butchart, John Harvey, Champaign.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1928; A.M., 1929.
Butz, Lewis William, Cardington, Pennsylvania.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1927;
M.S., 1930.
Buzzard, Robert Guy, iVorwa^—Education. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1916, 1917; Ph.D., Clark
Univ.. 1925.
Byerley, Jacob Roy, St. Joie/j/t.—Education. (I. II.) B.S.. M.S.. 1928. 1930.
Byland. Martha, Chicago.—Zoology. (II.) A.B.. MacMurray Coll., 1928.
Byrnes, John Edward. Brighton.—History. (SS.) A.B.. Columbia Coll.. 1926.
Cable. Kenneth Davis. Cro/)jey.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Cornell Coll., 1923; A.M., 1931.
Caldwell, Clyde Train, Marion, Indiana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Earlham Coll., 1922; M.S., 1923,
Caldwell, John Turner, East St. Louis.—Psychology. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Caldwell, Margaret Kathrine, Baldwyn, Mississippi.—English. (SS.) A.B., Union Univ., 1928.
Caldwell, Ruth Virginia. A/o«/»<;«//o.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. 1930.
Call. Merner Bennett. Alvin.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1927.
Callahan. Joanna Esther. Champaign.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Cameron. Howard McDowell, Decatur.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B.. Kansas State Teachers Coll., 1925.
Camp, Chester Bennett, Caswer.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., 1923. 1924.
Campbell. Clifford Warren. Laurel, Nebraska.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Nebraska, 1931.
Campbell. Clyde Mevric, Fisher.—Education. (I. II.) B.S.. Knox Coll.. 1924.
Campbell. Harriet Lillian, Holyoke, Massachusetts.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1930.
Campbell, Paul Frederick, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.—Civil Engineering. (II.) C.E., Lehigh Univ., 1924.
Campbell. Walker Elliott. Peoria.—Accountancy. (II.) B.S.. 1928.
Cannon, Lester Cloyd, Tower Hill.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1920.
Cannon, Ward Curtis. Buckley.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S.. 1922.
Cannon. Wendell Eugene, Tower Hill.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. M.S.. 1928, 1931.
Cardinal, Ekdward Victor, Bourbonnais.—History. (I. II.) A.B., St. Viator Coll., 1920; .^.M., Catholic Univ. of
America, 1924.
Carleton, Roderick Lewis, t7r6a«a.—Political Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., Louisiana State Univ., 1929,
1930.
Carlson, Theodore Leonard, Des Moines, Iowa.—History. (SS.) A.B., Augustana Coll., 1929.
Carlson, Walter Anton, CAjcago.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Carman, Gage Griffin, C/ior/«i/on.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1922, 1925.
Carow, Theodore Moffett. Villa Parfe.—Surgery. (I.) B.S.. 1929.
Carpenter. Cecil Clayton, Huntington, Wesl Virginia.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ, of Kentucky, 1926;
M.S., 1927.
Carpenter, George Wilbur, Hardin.—History. (SS.) B.Exi.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Carpenter. Paul David. £/g«n.—Pharmacology. (I.) Ph.G.. 1925; B.S.. Univ. of Michigan, 1930.
Carrington. John Wesley. Fayette, O/iio.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Carruthers, William Horace, Murphysboro.—Education.(SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1929.
Carson, Edna, Waverly.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1928.
Carson, Raymond Clark, Penney Farms, Florida.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Carter, Boyd George, Duffield, Virginia.—Etench. (I. II.) A.B., Coll. of William and Mary. 1929.
Carter, Mrs. Carrie Marie. DaniiV/*.—History. (SS. I.) A.B., Wellesley Coll.. 1917.
Carter, David Olin, La Plata, Missouri.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Missouri, 1931; M.S., 1931.
Carter, Herbert Edmund. Muncie, Indiana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1930.
Carter, John Hannibal, St. Louis, Missouri.—French. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Casey, Ralph Brown. Ramsey.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll.. 1926.
Cash, Jacob Gerald, Broc/on.—Dairy Husbandry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Casper, Bert. CoMcn.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Cassell, Charies William. 7'o/ttco.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Caswell. Emma Richardson. Oak Parfe.— English. (I. II.) A.B.. Wheaton Coll., 1915.
Caswell. Omar. Oak Parfe.—Education. (I.) A.B., Indiana Univ., 1897; A.M., 1914.
Cavins, Theodore Parsons, Charleston.— English. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Cerny. Joseph. Rossville, Kaniaj.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Kansas, 1929; M.S., 1930.
Cessna, Robert, Danville.—Faim Management. (SS.) B.S., 1919.
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Cha, Lincoln Hsiu, .4«/itrW, Chine.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B., Boone Univ., 1922; B.L.S., A.M.. 1929
1930.
Chai, Feng Yang. Hupeh, China.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B., Leland Stanford Univ., 1951.
Challacombe, Carl Nicholas. Carlin^UU.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., 1929. 1931.
Chan. Hanse. Hor.ikong. C/;i>:<j.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1930. 1931.
Chang, Chin, Tientsin. Chin^i.—Chemiscn'. vSS. I. 11.) .A..B., Univ. of Michigan, 1930; .A..M., 1931.
Changaon, Pauline El\-a, Kankakee.—French. (I. II.) B.S.. 1927.
Chanler, Josephine Hughes, Bcir/iKs Green, Kensucky.—Mathematics. (I. II.) .\.B., Western Kentucky State
Teachers Coll., 1927; A.M., 1930.
Chapman, Harriot Jane, Dantille.—English. (SS.) A.B., N'orthwestem Univ., 1931.
Charles, Joseph Eugene, Arccdia. California.—English. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1930.
Chase, Ralph Edward, Duron!, Oklahoma.—Phj-siology. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., A.M., Univ. of Oklahoma. 1915.
1916. 1927.
Chen. Thelw-all H.. Skiki-u. Xingtc China.—Transportation. (I. II.) B.S.. Chiao Tung Univ.. 1930.
Chem. Bernard Victor. Ckicago.—Bio-Physics. U- II.) B.S.. 1931.
Chester. Samuel Arthur, Flint, Michigan.—Physics. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1921.
Chien, Shih Liang, Peifing, Hoi-ei, China.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Tsing Hua L'niv., 1931.
ChUders, Raymond Frank, .4/.'o Pass.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Christensen, Kenneth Serenus, Rock Island.-—French. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Christensen, Ruth Kingsbury, Mclad, Idaho.—Orthopaedics. (I.) A.B., Univ. of Utah, 1929.
Chu. Tse Tsing, .inh'j:ei. China.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., National Southeastern Univ. 1926.
Cha, Yu Lun, Lincheng, Hopei, CA;na.—Mining Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Pei Yang Univ., 1925.
Cirriadone. Francis Anthony, CAicago.—Bacteriology. (I. 11.) B.S,, 1931.
Claggett, Walter Mallon. Lexington.—Education. ^SS.) A.B., James Millilda Univ., 1925.
Clancy, Clarence William. 5.'. Louis, Missouri.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Clapper. Sadie Evalyn, Spencer, Iowa.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of Iowa, 1920; .A..M.. 1931.
Clark, Andrew Giles, Fori Collins, Ccloradc.—Mathematics. (I. 11.) .\.B., A.M., Univ. of Colorado, 1921, 1922.
Clark, Brent Gillespie, Xaskvilie. Tennessee.—Mathematics. (I. 11.) .A..B.. BE., Vanderbilt Univ., 1921, 1926;
.\.M., Univ. of Alabama. 1931.
Clark, Francis Matthew. Ml. S-'o-iing.—BacterioIog>-. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926.
Clark. Margaret Alice, Kansas.—English. ^SS.) A.B., Park Coll., 1930.
Clark, Rebecca Isabelle, i/c»w.neiJ.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1927.
(ilarkson, .Mbert J.,i I udor City, iS'nr Forfe.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B S., 1916.
Clausen, Clarence Arthur, Northneld, Minnesota.—His:or>-. (SS.) A.B., St. Olaf Coll., 1923; A.M., 1929.
Clausen, Ralph George, BinghanUon, New York.—Zoology. (I. II.) .\.B., .A.M., Colgate Univ., 1923, 1925.
Claypool, Austin Albert. Marshall.—Farm Management. (SS. I.) B.S., 1929.
Claypool, Chester Burns. Attica, Indiana.—Geo!og>-. (I. II.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1924; A.M., 1929.
Claypool. Florence Louise, .\ttica, Indiana.—Latin. (II.) .\.B., Ohio Univ., 1928.
Clayton, Ines Eleanor, Dixon.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Claytor, Jessie EUen, Z>a«n7i<.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Cleaver, Helen, £:*r^fea.—French. (I.) .\.B.. Eureka CoU., 1928.
Clem. Mabel Inez, Urbana.—Home Economics. U- ID A.B., 1929.
Clemens, John twart, Jackson, Michigan.—Chemistry, fl. II.) .A B., 1930.
Cline. Blanche. Dudley, Missouri.—Historj". (SS. I. II.) B.S., Southeast Missouri State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Cline, Howard Haroster, Urbana.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Close, -Augusta Naoma. Vs'hite HaW.—Education. (SS.) .\.B.. lUinois CoU.. 1924.
Gluts, Everette .Alan, Mdine.—Accountancy. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Cockrum, Audra Earl.- Champaign.—Education. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., 1928.
Cofresi, Emilio. Mayagues, Porto Rico.—Spanish. (I. II. > .A.B., L'niv. of West Virginia, 1927.
Cogan, Howard Denton, Rarenna, O/iJo.-—Chemistrj-. (SS. I.) .A.B . Ohio Wesleyan Univ., 1929.
Cogswell. Elizabeth Davenport, Sfriiis.)5W<i.—English. (SS.) .A.B., lUinois CoU., 1923.
Cohee, George Vincent, ^'ashington, Indiana.—Geology. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Cohen, Fave, fiarrcy.— Psychologi'. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Cohen, Jacob, i/coTiW«.—Bio-Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Cohen. Meh-in RusseU. CA itago.—Patholog>- (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Cole, Florence Marj-, L>6an<j.—Education. (SS.) A.B., M.S., 1926, 1931.
Cole, Thora Pearl. L'r6on<J.—English. (U.) B.S.. 1931.
Coleman, trnest (ilaude. Greenup.—English. I'SS. I.) A.B., 1924; A.M., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1927.
Coleman, La Vera Georgiana, Greenup.—Education. (SS.l B.Ed., Eastern lUinois State Teachers Coll., 1927.
ColUns. William Leighton, Highland.—Ci\-il Engineering. (I. 11.1 B.S., 1928.
CoK-in, Carl. t/>6an<j.—EducaUon. (I. II.1 B.S., M.S., 1912, 1920.
Coh-is. Laurence Louis. Chester.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Combs, Edmond Nichols. Decatur.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Combs, Joe Denton. Bronaugh, Missouri.—Zoology. (I. II.) .A.B., Drur>- CoU., 1929; .A.M., 1931.
Comer, Paul Richard, Phoenix. .Arisona.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed.. Western lUinois State Teachers CoU., 1928.
Compton. Charles ChaJmer, Deiton, Michigan.—Entomoiogj'. (II.) B.S., Connecticut .Agricultural CoU., 1921.
Compton, Richard Kenneth, Deiton, Michigan.—Psychology. (I. II.) .A.B., Kalamazoo CoU., 1926; .A.M., Univ.
of Michigan, 1929.
Conard, Vera .Arrietta, C/VbofUJ.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., M.S., 192S, 1931.
Conder, Evert E.. Champaign.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Condo, Fred Elmer, fla-ooJ.—Chemistry. J. II.) B.S., 1931.
Condon, Margaret -Adele. 5/«<jM</.—French. (SS.) B.S.. A.M., 1920, 1931.
Conibear. Jane Ann, .l/or/on.—Chemistn.-. (SS.) B.S., Florida State CoU. for Women. 1929; M.S., 1931.
Conrad. Robert Kenton. Cou-den.—Economics. (SS. 1. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Cook, CJordon .August, Charleston.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern lUinois State Teachers Coll., 1926.
Cook, Richard Kaufman, Oncago.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Cook, Rudyard Merwin, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Case School of AppUed
Science, 1931.
Cooley. James Avas, Scoitsburg. /»f(/»^ana.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., Indiana Univ., 1928, 1929.
Coombe, John, Urbaiia.—Ci\-il Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1930.
Coons, Lamon Kendle. GGr\, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Cooper, Franklin Seaney, Palestine.—Physics. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Cooper. Harrj', Chicago.—Ph>-siological Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
• Candidate for professional degree in engineering.
' Completing thesis in absentia.
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Copenhaver, John William, Tazewell, Virginia.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Emory and Henry Coll., 1929; M.S.
Univ. of West Virginia, 1931.
Corder, Bobby Lucile. Decatur.—French. (SS ) A.B., James Millikin Univ.. 1929.
Corey, Cyrus Stanley, Bridy.e^rater, .Maine.—Economics. (I. II.) A B., Colby Coll., 1928; A.M., 1931.
Coriell, George Franklin. Green Valley.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Bradley Polytechnic Inst., 1927.
Cornbleet, Theodore, University City, Missouri.—Dermatology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.D., St. Louis Univ., 1921,
1923; M.S., 1931.
Cornelius, Robert Petronius. Georgetown.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Olivet Coll., 1925; B.S.. 1931.
Corrigan, Kenneth Edwin, Galesburg.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll. 1928; M.S., 1930.
Cossum, Catherine Stillman, Jackson, MicAiqan.— English. (SS ) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Cottrell, Frances Bernice, C/iam^aign.— Botany. (I. 11.) A.B., M.S.. 1928, 1930.
Courtney, George Frederick, {/rfcawa.—Education. fSS.) B.S., M.S., 1921, 1928.
Cover, Virgil Dale, Wapello, Iowa.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Iowa, 1930; M.B.A., Northwestern
Univ., 1931.
Cowan, Esther L., Da«i»iW«.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1922.
Cox, Carolyn Cutler, Carthage.—Education. (SS.) A B., Carthage Coll., 1919.
Cox, Palmer Sargent, C/ior/«/o«.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Cox, William Theodore, Salt Lake City. Utah.—Civii Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Utah, 1931.
Craig, Herbert Walker, C/iica^o.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., M.S., 1928, 1931.
Craig, Mary Roberta. Pasadena, California.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Monmouth Coll., 1918.
Grain, Edna Eaton, Carlerville.— Latin. (I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Cralley, John William, Cormt.—Zoology (SS.) B.S., McKendree Coll., 1924.
Cram. Ellis G., fre<r?or(.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B.. Coe Coll.. 1930: M.S.. Iowa State Coll., 1931.
Cramer, Emily U'inifred, Chicago.—Bacteriology. (II.) A.B., Southwestern Coll., 1926.
Cramer, Ralph Ellsworth, Nodaway, Iowa.—Chemistry. (1. II.) .\.B.. Simpson Coll., 1920.
Cranston, Jean Edwin, Du Quoin.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M.. 1928, 1931.
Crigler, Ross Lloyd, Eldon, Missouri.— English. (SS.) B.S., Central Missouri State Teachers Coll., 1926.
Cromwell. Janet Andrews, Evanston.—Sociology. (II.) B.S., 1931.
Cross, James Martin, F/ora.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Cross. Lois Kathleen, Potomac.— English. (SS.) A.B., 1923.
Crowder, Purl Ellis, Claremont.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Crull, Harry Edward, Mayaood.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) .^.B., A.M
.
1930, 1931.
Crume, Ruby Lillian, Vine Grove, Kentucky.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B.. Georgetown Coll., 1921.
Crumpacker, Grace Fannie, Decatur.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., McPherson Coll., 1923; B.S., 1928.
Culbertson, John Archer, Hanover, Indiana.—Geology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Hanover Coll., 1921; M.S., Univ. of
Chicago, 1924.
Cullison, Joseph Ralph, Lawrenceville.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Culp, Melvin Mark, Champaign.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B S., 1931.
Cundy, Paul Franklin, Virginia. Minnesota.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., 1930.
Cunningham, Opal Claree, t/r6ana.^Education. (I.) A.B., 1917
Current, Seymer Milton, Homer.— Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1922.
Curry, Edward .Ancel, Dawson.—Education. (SS ) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1926; A.M., 1931.
Curtis, William Randolph, Franklinville, North Carolina.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of North Caro-
lina. 19.^0. 1931.
Curvey, Josephine Raye, Champaign.—Education. (I. II.) A.B., 1927.
Cusic, John Willis, Urbana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B , DePauw Univ., 1931.
Dallera, Mary, .Santiago. CA(7f.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Chile, 1924; A.M., Univ. of Wisconsin. 1930.
Danielson, Charles Bowen, Champaign.—French. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
Daniloff, Karl Basil, Seattle, R'ai/iiwg/on.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., State Coll. of Washington. 1926.
1928.
Darlington, George Mark, Lincoln, Nebraska.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., A.M., Univ. of Nebraska, 1921, 1924.
Darras, Constantine Nicholas, Transvaal. South Africa.—Agronomy. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Daubenspeck, Gerald Walker, Falmouth, Indiana.—Zooiogy. (I. II.) B.S.. M.S., Purdue Univ., 1924, 192S.
Dauer, Manning Julian, Tampa. Florida.— History. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Florida. 1930, 1931.
Daugherty, Arthur Cornelius, Casey.— Education. (SS. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1922.
Davenport, Francis Garvin, Syracuse, New York.—History (SS. I.) .\.B., A.M., Svracuse Univ., 1927. 1928.
David, Wade Dewood, Houston, r<xoj.— History. (SS. I. 11.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Minnesota, 1920, 1925.
Davidson, Earl William. St. Louis. A/isioMri.— English. (SS. II.) A.B. A.M., Washington Univ.. 1925, 1927.
Davies, Guy Alvin, Fien«a.—Chemistry (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1926, 1930.
Davis, Clayton Pearce. Kewanee.—Accountancy. (II.) B.S., 1931.
Davis, Edith May, Decatur.—Mathematics. (1.) A.B., 1929.
Davis, Granville Daniel. Little Rock, Arkansas.— History. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ of Arkansas, 19.30; A.M.. 1931.
Davis, Herbert Burkey. Murphysboro.— English. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1926.
Davis, Kenneth Edwin, Mansfield, Texas.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., Texas AgricuUural and Mechanical
Coll.. 1925.
Davis, Sheldon Eugene, Gars.— Ekiucation. (SS ) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Dawson, Harold Samuel, Cicero.—Economics. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Dawson, Henry Grant, B«j/;n«//.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1928. 1929.
Dawson. Lyle Ramsay. Minonk.—Chemistry. (SS ) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1928.
Dawson. Mary Eva, Champaign.— English. (SS. I.) A.B., Western Kentucky State Teachers Coll.. 1929.
Day. Gertrude. CAicago.— English. (SS.) B.S.. 1929.
Day. Warren William, C/iam/>aign.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S., 1910.
Deach, Dorothy Frances, Champaign.— Education. (I. II.) B.S
,
1931.
Deames, Mae Dona, Broc/on.— English. (SS.) .A.B., 1926.
Dean, Marian Helen, Normal.—History. (I. II.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1929.
Dearth, Dorothy Mildred, t/rfeana.— Latin. (SS.) A.B., 1928.
De Alley. Nella Coryell, C/r6ana.—Education. (1 ) B S. 1931.
DeBeck, Fern Evalena. Cincinnati, OAio.—Library Science. (S.S. I. II.) A.B., Earlham Coll.. 1923; B.S.. 1928.
Decker, Ralph Talbot, Car/Aag^.—Education (SS.) B..S., 1925.
De Costa, Edwin J., Chicago.—Pathology. (II.) B.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1926; M.D.. Rush Medical Coll.. 1929.
DeCoursey, John Donovan, Indianapolis, /nJiana.—Entomology. (I. II.) A.B.. Louisiana Slate Univ., 1930.
Deem, Arden Garrell, Pelletille.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Deere, Mabel, LongMw.— English. (I. II.) .^.B., AM.. 1929. 1930.
Deerhake, Franklin Marvin, Huntington, West Virginia.— Electrical EngineerinR. (II.) 140 hours credit.
Deikoff, Joachim Ivanoff, Sofia, Bulgaria.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Coll. of Emporia. 1929.
De Land, Glenn Alexander, Hopedale.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
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Dell. George Harper, Urbana.—Civil Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., C.E., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1922, 1926;
M.S., 1931.
De Long, Charles Clifton, Cu«om.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1926, 1927.
Denise. Cornise. Oak Park.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., 1928.
Dennis, Homer Asbury, Dallas, Texas.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A. B., Southern Methodist Univ., 1920;.A.M., 1929,
Dennison, Lois Elizabeth, Monmouth.—English. (SS.) A.B., Monmouth Coll., 1928.
Denny, Albert Koen. Li?ico/?2.—Mathematics. (I. 11.) B.S., M.S., Lincoln Coll., 1907, 1910.
Denton, Alma La Verne, J^i7/j6cro.^Economics. (SS.) A. B., Greenville Coll., 1925.
Derment, Hurem E., Champaign.—Education. (II.) B.S., 1930.
Derr, Paul H., Apple Creek, 0^;io.—Education. (II.) B.S., 1928.
DeShane, Roy Emery. Panama.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1923.
Deuss, Hugo Otto. CAiVago.—Pathology. (I II.) B.S., M.D., 1922, 1925.
Deutsch, Sidney Quentin, Chicago.—Orthodontia. (II.) D.D.S., 1931.
De Vries, John, Grand Rapids, i/ic/iisan.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Calvin Coll., 1929.
D'heil, Rudolf, Trier, Germany.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Ph.D., Univ. of Bonn, 1930.
Dickerson, Earl Samuel, West Union.—Business Organization and Operation. (SS.) B.S., Indiana State Teach-
ers Coll.. 1930.
Dickerson, Helen Clute, Kankakee.—Chemistrv. (I. II.) A.B., MacMurray Coll., 1931.
Dickerson, Hilda Mae, Daylcn. O^iio.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Denison Univ., 1928; B.S., 1931.
Dickey, Ernest, Weldon.—Education. (I.) B.Ed., lUinois State Normal Univ.. 1927.
Dickinson, .\rthur Lewis, Corvallis, Orego«.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., Oregon State Agricultural Coll., 1922.
Dickson, Dorothy, Galesburg.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Knox Coll., 1928.
Dickson, Ruth jane. Homer.—French. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Dietetic, Donald Lyle. Sterling.—Kconomics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1930, 1931.
Dike, Mabel Cordelia, Bunker Hill.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Southeast Missouri State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Dillman, Lucius Matlock, Jacksonville, Florida.—Physiology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Dine, William Clay, lioroa.—Pharmacology. (SS. I.) B.S., M.S., 1930. 1931.
Dismukes, William Paul, Nashville, Tennessee.—French. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Vanderbilt Univ., 1926, 1927.
Doak, Clifton Childress, College Station, Texas.—Botany. (SS. I. II.) B.S., North Texas State Teachers Coll.,
1922; M.S., Agricultural and Mechanical Coll. of Texas, 1927.
Dobbermann, Marvin Robert, Chicago.—Architectural Design. (I. II.) B.S., Armour Inst, of Technology, 1930.
Dobry, Laddie Fraxicis. Bera-vn.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1930; M.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Dodge, Arthur Farwell, t/>6awa.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B., Amherst Coll., 1904; A.M., 1929.
Dolan, Thomas James, Chicago.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Dolch, Mrs. Marguerite P., Urhana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Dolk, Lester Charles, Michigan City. Indiana.—KngMih. (I. II.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1927; A.M., 1929.
Dollahan, Hugh Armstrong, Sumner.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1926.
Dollahan, Virgil Cieoh, Mahomet.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1930.
Dolley, John Seiver, Lebanon.—Zoology . (SS. I. II.) B.S., McKendree Coll., 1930; M.S., 1931.
DoUins, Curtis Walter, Benton.—Architectural Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Dorcas, Grace Elizabeth, Iowa City, /oit'a.—Librarv Science. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Iowa, 1920; B.S., 1931.
Dore, Mary Elizabeth, Chicago.—French.. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Dorfman, Ralph Isadore, Chicago.—Chemistry. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Doty, Hubert Frank, Stuttgart. Arkansas.—Bacteriolosy. (SS.) B.S., Monmouth Coll., 1925.
Doty, John Roy, Stuttgart. ^Irfeanios.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Monmouth Coll., 1927.
Doty, Lorenzo Donald, Middletown, Ohio.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Denison Univ., 1925.
Douglass, Thomas Jay, Batchtown.—Horticulture. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Dow, Clarence Lorenzo, Champaign.—CJeography. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Nebraska, 1927, 1930.
Dowd, Carrol Richard, Fisher.—.A.ccountancy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Downing, Richard Hardin, Mt. Pulaski.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Doyle, Frank Butler,^ Raymond.—Mechanical Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1920; M.S., Cornell Univ., 1923.
Dressier, Graham McFarland, Shelbyville.—EngUsh. (SS.) A.B.. A.M., 1928, 1929.
Drinkwater, Pauline Jewel, Camargo.—English. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1920.
Driscoll, Mabel Elizabeth, Sycamore.—English. (I.) A.B., Wheaton Coll., 1930.
Duel!, Guy Leslie, Tolono.—Business Organization and Operation. (I.) B.S., 1929.
Duell, Mrs. Martha Wiley, To/ono.—Education. (I.) B.S., Oxford Coll., 1900.
Dufiey, Florence Belshaw, Champaign.—Home Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Duffey, Homer Russell, ^//on.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll., 1926; M.S., 1928.
Duffy, Mary Ann, Bagley, 7o-a;a.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Rosary ColL, 1931.
Dunham. Clive Fleeming. MjKo«fe.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1931.
Dunkin, Paul Shaner, Goodland, Indiana.—Greek. (I. 11.) A.h., DePauw Univ., 1929; A.M., 1931.
Dutm, Cecil Gordon, Roy, Montana.—Physics. (I. II.) .\.B., Univ. of Montana, 1931.
Dunn, Gerald Walden, Charleston.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
DuPuis, Robert Newell, Waukegan.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., 1931.
Dushkin, Mikon Arnold, C/iicago.—Bio-Phvsics. (I. II.) E.S., 1931.
Dykins, Fred Alexander, Fiora.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Ph.B., St. Louis Coll. of Pharmacy, 1924; B.S., M.S.,
1929, 1930.
Eadie, Robert Blissfield, West Frankfort.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Eakins, Genevieve Lois. Gurnw.—Sociology. (SS.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1927.
Earley, Ernest Benton, Orangeburg, South Carolina.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. Clemson Coll., 1928; M.S.,
Virginia Polytechnic Inst., 1929.
Eary, Lora Edmond, Ansied, West Virginia.—Education. (SS. II.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers
Coll., 1930.
Eaton, James Tucker, Bonne Terre, Missouri.—Chemisiry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Central Coll., 1928; A.M., 1931.
Eby, Luther Kent, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.—Agronomy. (II.) B.S., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1927.
Echternacht. Theodore James, Champaign.—Education. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Eck, John Cliflford, Livingston, Montana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Montana State Coll., 1931.
Eckley, Wayne Franklin, Kankakee.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1927.
Edel, Frank Wayne, Du Quoin.—Physiological Chemistry. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Eder, Kurt Wilhelm, Heidelberg, Germany.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Verbandsesamen I and II, Univ. of Heidelberg,
1931.
Edv/ards, Ernest Milton, Beason.—Education. (SS. II.) B.S., 1925.
Edwards, Maxwell Dean, Indianola, /oK.a.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Simpson Coll.. 1919: A.M., 1927.
Edwards, Ralph Emerson, Windsor.—Physics. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1927.
Eggert, Floyd Herman, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.—Bacteriology. (II.) B.S., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1926.
1 Completing thesis in absentia.
' Candidate for professional degree in engineering.
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Egemann, Horace Jacob,' Belleville.—'EAucMxon. (SS. I. 11.) B.S., 1927.
Ehlert, Walter Herman, Ml. Otoe.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Ehman, Evelyn Margaret, Chicago.—Psychology. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Eigsti. Orie Jacob, Morion.—Botany. (II.) A.B., Goshen Coll., 1931.
Eilcrs, Meta Dorothea, C/mfin.—History. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Elhardt. Walter Phillipp. Miamisburg, Uhic—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., A.M., Ohio State Univ.. 1922, 1925.
Ellies, Matilde Ana, Santiago. CA»7e.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Chile, 1918; A.M., Mills Coll . 1923.
Ellingboe, Ellsworth Knowlton, Menasha, TI'tsco«.^iM.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Lawrence Coll., 1930.
p;iliott, Floyd Elmer, Lucerne. Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Purdue Univ., 1921, 1927.
Elliott, Grace Ellen. Galesburg.—Vrmch. (SS.) A.B.. Knox Coll., 1919.
Ellis, Charles Francis, Maryville. l^ennessee.—Architecture. (II.) A.B., Maryville Coll., 1923; B.S., 1926.
Ellis, Martell, Pleasant Cro.e, Utah.—Animal Nutrition. (I. II.) B.S., Utah State Agricultural Coll., 1931.
Elmer, Heward Ellis, Crockett, California.— Bacteriology. (SS.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1921.
Emery, Donald William. Hibbing, Minnesota.—KngXish. (SS.) A.B., A.M.. Univ. of Iowa. 1927. 1928.
Emig, Herbert Martin, York, Pennsylvania.—Pharmacology. (SS. I, II.) Ph.G.. B.S.. Philadelphia Coll. of
Pharmacy and Science. 1919, 1924; M.S., 1931.
Engelhart, Max Dissette, G/encoe.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1923. 1926.
Engle. Shirley H., i/r6a«a.—History. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Engquist, Ernest John. Rockford.—Economics. (SS.) A.B.. Lawrence Coll., 1929; A.M., 1930.
Enns, Wilbur Gunter. Evanston.—Chemistry (II.) B.S., 1928.
Entwhistle, Alice Latcna, Morrison.—Cliemistry. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Eppstein, Samuel H.. Peoria.—Chemistry (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Chicago, 1929.
Erck, Theodore Henry, Lincoln, Nebraska.—Latin. (1. II.) A.B., A.M.. Univ. of Nebraska. 1930, 1931.
Erdin, Wilfrid C, Haldingen, Baden, Germany.—German. (SS.) .A..B., St. Procopius Coll., 1930.
Erlanger, Ruth Josephine, St. Louis, Missouri.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1931
Ernest, Robert Benjamin, Decatur.—Education. (SS. I II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Espy, WiUiam Nelson, Ashtabula, Ohio.—Mechanical Engineering. (I.) B.S., Carnegie Inst, of Technology,
1916; M.S., 1927.
Esslinger, Arthur Albert, Dayton, O/jto.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Evans, Charles Roscoe, Monmouth.—Zoology. (SS.) B.S.. Monmouth Coll.. 1928.
Evans, John Harwood. Bloomington.—Entomology. (SS.) B.S.. 1923.
Evans, Paul Bowman, Urbana.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Evans, Vernon Deloss, Woodbine.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Eveland, Harmon Edwin, Moccasin, Montana.—Physics. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1921. 192S.
Ewalt. Laura Ford. Warren, Ohio.—Astronomy. (I. II.) A.B., A.M.. Ohio Wesleyan Univ.. 1926. 1931.
Ewart, Roswell Horr, Plainfield, New Jersey.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Lehigh Univ., 1925.
Ewing. Parmer Leland, Highland.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Ewing. Paul Leon, Bridgeton, New Jersey.—PhaTmacologv. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Milton Coll., 1926; M.S., 1929.
Ewing, Wilkin McDonald, DonW//;.—English. (I. II.) A.B., DcPauw Univ.. 1931.
Fahrnkopf, Charles Francis, Madison, Wisconsin.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Fain, John Tyree. Nashville, Tennessee.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M.. Vanderbilt Univ., 1926. 1930.
Faith. William Lawrence, Hancock, Maryland.—ChemisUy. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Maryland, 1928; M.S., 1929.
Falberg. Mabel Louise, East Moline.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1926; A.M.,
1931.
Falkenberg. George Viggo. Winne/feo.—Horticulture. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1922, 1931.
Fant, Louise Lesley, Athens, Georgia.—Library Science. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of Georgia, 1925; B.S., 1928.
Farlander, Leland Kenneth, Chicago.—Medicine. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Farley, Eugene Dodson, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of Wisconsin, 1931.
Farlow, Mark Wendell. Mt. P^<rrnon.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. 1931.
Farmer, Joseph Kenneth, Newport, Arkansas.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., .^.M., Univ. of Arkansas, 1921, 1929.
Faulk, Merrill. L»anw7;e.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1917; A.M., Northwestern Univ., 1927.
Faulkner, Charles David, Eldorado.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.Ed., 5>outhern Illinois State Normal L'niv., 1929.
Faye, Christopher Urdahl. Natal, South Africa.—Scandinavian. (SS.) A.B.. Luther Coll., 1909; A.M., Univ.
of Minnesota. 1924; B.S., M.S., 1929, 1930.
Feighner, Lena Veta, Kansas City, Kansas.—Zoology (SS.) A. B., Park Coll., 1922; A.M., Univ. of Kansas, 1928.
Feinerman, Albert Hyman, Chicago.—Pharmacology. (SS. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Fellows. Julian Robert, Ann Arbor, Michigan.— Mechanical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Michigan,
1924.
Felts. Alvin, Johnston OVy.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1927.
Fernow, Dorothy Louise, Chicago.—Psychology. (II.) 127i hours credit.
Ferrall, Sarah Catherine, Cheyenne, Wyoming.—Psychology. (I. II.) A.B., A.M.. 1929, 1930.
Fielder, Jean Marguerite, Salina, Kansas.— English. (I. II.) A.B.. Kansas Wesleyan Univ.. 1927; A.M.. Syra-
cuse Univ., 1928.
Fierke, Miscal Leon, Carbondale.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Finch, Chauncey Edgar. Carmi.—Greek. (I. II.) A.B.. 1930.
Finch. Glen, Portland, /Mdtuna.—Psychology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Finger. Glenn Charles, B/oom»n«/on.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928.
Finley, Leigh Vivian, Wellsville, A/iiiOwri.—Education. (SS.) B.S., A.M., 1918. 1931.
Finney. Eleanor Cecelia, Urbana.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., 1931.
P'irchau, Adeline Dorothy, Milford.-XLducMion. (SS.) A.B.. 1928.
Firth, John Oscar, 5>ar/o.—Pharmacology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Monmouth Coll., 1921.
Fisher, Catherine Virginia, Valparaiso, Indiana.—Bacteriology. (SS. 1. II.) A.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1929;
M.S., 1931.
Fisher, Charles Harold, Salem, Virginia.—Chcrnxzlry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Roanoke Coll., 192S; M.S., 1929.
Fisher, Nellis Hartley, Butler, Pennsylvania.—French. (I.) A.B., A.M., Ohio State Univ., 1925, 1929.
Fisher, Omer Mack, Greenup.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed., Illinois Stale Normal Univ., 1925.
Fisher, Raymond Henry, Urbana.—Education. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Leland Stanford Univ., 1929, 1930.
Fitch, Horatio May, /•:/m;i«ri/.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. 1923.
Fitch, Kenneth Rudolph, yo/i>/.—Chemistry. (SS. II.) B.S., 1926.
Fitzgerald, Lloyd Edward, Dululh, Minnesota.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., Superior State Teachers Coll.,
1927; A.M., Univ. of Iowa, 1930.
Fitzsimmons, Cleo, Grant;er, Iowa.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1928.
Fletcher, Lawson Wandless, Co/tjnw//*.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Flinn, Lewis Edward, Keenes.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1929.
Flowers, Helen Leneva, St. Louis, Missouri.—English. (SS. II.) .\.B., Fisk Univ., 1930.
Fogwell, Dorothy Jane, D«a<Mr.—Psychology. (I. II.) AB.. 1931.
Foley, Richard Nicholas, Danville, Kentucky.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Centre Coll., 1930; A.M.. 1931.
Ford, Jared Hewes, Oberlin, O/ito.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Obcrlin Coll., 1931.
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Fore, Robert Estes. C^imeroK. Missouri.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1920; M.S., 1931.
Forkos'n, Sydney Richard, Chii^go.—Obstetric*. (II.) B.S., M.D., 1927, 1930.
Fonnan. Dor. Brer.t, Lexing:on, Keniiuky.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Kentucky. 1931.
Foster, Thural Dale, Alpha.—Zoo\osy. {.I. II.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll., 1924; M.S., 1931.
For, Lai:re:ta Ercing. Clarion, PeKKsytmni^i.—Botany. (I. II.) B.S., VVestminster Coll., 1931.
Foxen, Catharine, West Cki^^io.—English. (I. 11.'* A.E.. Rosary ColL, 1931.
Frailey, Oscar .AJton, nizaie^hio's-K.—Histoo'- (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Fraley, John Eugene, y'crn-.al.—Entomologj-. (I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Francis, Margie Elizabeth. Wocdsiock.—Psychology-. (SS. I.) A.B., 1930.
Francona, .-Vnthony T., Chicago.—Bacteriology-. i,SS. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Freas, Elizabeth, t'rbarui.—Mathematics. Ji.) .\.B.. Lake Erie Coll., 1916.
Frederick, Charles Robert, Xokomis.—Economics. cSS. I. 11.^ B.S., 1930.
Frederick, Donald Sherwood. Hamiilor., Ohic.—Cheniistr>-. (1. II.) A.B., Miami Univ., 1931.
Freehill. Raphael Anthony, StraTU.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Freeland, Edward Brewster. Ckampcig'K.—Business Organizauon and Operation. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Freeman, Glad\-s Irene, Urbar.a.—Geography. (II. "1 .\.B., 1931.
Freeman, Ruth Crawford, Urbana.—Ecoaomics. (SS.) .A..B., M.S., 1917, 1931.
French, Margaret, S'sonicn, T'<T»no».r.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Middleburv Coll., 1911; A.B.. Mt. Holyoke
Coll.. 1912: A.M., 1924.
Frese, Walter Frederick, Dcniscn, lo-xa.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., Univ. of Iowa, 192S; A.M., 1930.
Frev, Ireta, De F^<.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1921.
Frey. Sydney William, Lebar.on.—Cheniistr>-. (SS.) B.S., McKendree Coll.. 1925.
Friedman, Bernard Samuel, Strtaior.—Chemistry. (SS.) .\.B., 1930.
Fries. Albert Charles, Las Vegas, Ses A/eriVo.—Transportation. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Fulkerson, E3bert, CarttrviUe.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1926.
FuUer, Harold Q., WayK^iovri. /«.Ji<:»j.—Phvsics. (SS. I. II.) .A..B.. Wabash CoU., 1928; A.M., 1930.
Fuller, Mel\-iile Weston. Flai Rock.—Geology. (I. II.) .A..B., 1931.
Fuller, Nannv Curtis, RanioitJ.—Enelish. ;SS.) .\.B., Northwestern Univ., 1919.
Fullmer. Claran Emmitt. J/t.'.:*).—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1923.
Fulton, James Martin. Saunemin.—Chemistrj-. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Furr\'. Wendell Hinkle. Farmersburg, Indiana.—Physics. (I. II.) .\.B., DePauw Univ., 1928; .\.M., 1930.
Gabby, John Lester. Elgin.—Chemistr\-. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Galbreata, Joseph William, ifl. Erie.—Zoolog>-. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1929.
Galbreath, Lowell Fred. ilt. Erie.—Zooloej-. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed. Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1931.
Gallagher. Milton. Pct-m.—Chemistxv. (SS. I. II.> B.S., 1926; M.S., Univ. of Pittsburgh. 1928.
GaUigar. Gladvs Charlotte, Dir^^irur.—Botanv. (SS. I. II.) A.B., James Millikin Univ.. 1931.
Ganaaway. John William, CharUsion.—Hisxory. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Ganster. \%"illiam Allaman, Waukegan.—Architecf.ire. (I.) B.S., 1930.
Gant, Mrgil .\mett, i^jn^'i.—Phannacolog>'. (SS. I.) B.S., 1921.
Gardiner. Cedl Merritt, Vulcan, Alberta, Canada.—Mechanical Engineering. (SS. I.) B.S., 1931.
Gardner, John Paul, L'rfcjia.—Educauon. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Gardner, Marion Exiward. Berea. Ke'^tuckv.—Political Science. (I. II.) .\.B., Berea Coll., 1931.
Garrett, Orlando Ford, ileiropo! is.—jyzhy Husbandrj-. (SS. I. II.) B.S., NLS.. 1926, 1930.
Garrigus, Wesley Patterson, Slorrs, Ccnnecticui.—Animal Husbandrj-. i.I. II.) B.S., Connecticut Agricultural
Coll.. 1931.
Gartner, Fred \Mlliam. Eunlington Park, California.—Theoreucal and .\pplied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Garvey, Theodore Peter, .Anderson, Indiana.—French. (SS.) .A..B., Indiana Univ., 1929.
Gay, Merrill Cochrane. Oberlin, Ohio.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B.. Oberlin Coll.. 1929; A.M.. Univ. of Michigan,
1931.
Gearhart, Harrj- Edwin, Grand To'ser.—Zoo!og>*. (II.) .^.B., 1932.
Geis, Harold Lorenz, Enid, Oklahoma.—Geology. (I. II.) .\.B., 1931.
Genschmer. Fred. Kenosha, Wisconsin.—German. (I. II.) A.B., Lake Forest Coll., 1928; A.M., Univ. of Wis-
coasin, 1929.
George. James Putnam. C>6j«<j.—Agronomy. (SS. I.> B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1918; M.S.. Cornell Univ., 1925.
Gerhardt, William Paid, Clifton.—Education. (SS.) A.B., .A.ugustana Coll., 1927.
Gerlach, Elsie. Chicago.—Bacteriologv-. (II.) D.D.S., L'niv. of Pennsyh"ania, 1925.
Geisbacher, WiUard Marion, Carbondale.—Zoologj". (I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926;
.A..M., 1928.
G€ttmann, Roval .\lfred, Xe'u.bfrg, Oefon.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Earlham Coll.. 1925; .\.M.. Haverford
CoU., 19"26.
Gever, John Hubert. -V«r Albcnv, Indiana.—Zoology. (I.) B.S., M.S.. Univ. of Louisville. 1923, 1924.
Gibbons, John Joseph, Oak Parfe.—Ph>-sics. (I. II.) .\.B.. M.S.. 1928. 1930.
Gibbs. Carlin Frar\-. Ca^^.p PasVj.—Chemistrv. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Knox Col!., 1930.
Gibson, Ralph Millard. Elsbcrry, J/fi^ouri.—History. (SS.) .A..B., Eureka CoU., 1928.
Giese, Elmer Henr>-, Bioomington.—Chemi5tr>-. (I.) B.S., Illinois Weslej'an Univ.. 1931.
Gieseking, John Ell'don. .AltarrMnt.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S.. M.S.. 1926. 1927.
Gilbert. Belma Deressa, Decatur.—Education. (SS.) .-^.B., James MtUikin Univ.. 1924.
Gilbert, Wa%-ne Aaron,' TrvomjK^.—Farm Management. (II.) B.S., 1926.
Gill, Harriett Roberta. Trbonj.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Gillesby, William James, Oak Park.—Physiologica^I Chemistry-. (I.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1927.
Gilman, CJeorge Everett, Weston.—Physiological Chemistry. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Gilmore, Josephine Marie, Gibson Ciiv.—Exiucation. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Gilmore, Sylvia Coral, Kimball, Xebraska.—UhT^jy Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan Univ.. 1920;
B.S., 1930.
Girdec, Edward Stanley, .V«r York, .V«r Forfe.—Ps\-cnologj-. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of West Virginia, 1930; .•\.M.
Columbia Univ., 1931.
Glaeser, Paul John, Trenion.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Glawatz, Bemhard Friedrich,= H^rr/^i, Hanover, Germany.—Historj'. (II.) Universities of Gottingen and Mun-
ich, Germany.
Glenn, Matthew Wyman, Mt. Vernon.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Gobble, Harr\- Camden, Ber-vw.—Educauon. (SS.^ B.S., 1927.
Godeke, Frank Bernard, O/nf.-.—History. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Godwin, .\ndrew Charles. Brocklvn, Xei Forfe.—Orthodontia. (II.) B.S., D.D.S., 1929, 1932.
(Godwin, Paul Stafiord, West Ta^e Hcute. /nJianj.—Phvsics. (SS.) A.B.. DePauw Univ.. 1929.
Goebel. Mas Theodore. Mendola.—Chemistn,-. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1928.
» Completing thesis in absentia.
' Not a candidate for a degree.
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Goff, Mabel Marion. Go/e56«rg.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Knox Coll., 1931.
Goggin, Edna Mae, Warren, Rhode Island.—French. (I.) A.B., A.M., Brown Univ., 1926, 1928.
Goldsborough, Robert Vincent, Chesterton, Indiana.—Architectural Design. (I. II.) B.S,, Armour Inst, of
Teciinology, 1930.
Goldsmith, Alonzo Fremont, Greenup.—Exlucation. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1924.
Goldstein, Abraham, Chicago.—Orthodontia. (SS. I.) D.D.S., 1924.
Goodell, Helen Elizabeth, Loda.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Goodwin, William Lang, Bunker Hill.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Gordon, Hazel Augusta, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1921.
Goreham, Wilfred John, Sidell.—Education. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1924.
Gorman, Charlotte Marylyn, Chicago.—History. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Goshom, Roland H., Ladoga, Indiana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., North Manchester Coll., 1929.
Goss, Norman Phillip, Cleveland, Ohio.—Physics. (SS. I.) B.S., M.S., Case School of Applied Science, 1925, 1928.
Graham, Elizabeth Ellen, East Dubuque.— 'En%\is.h. (SS.) A.B., 1915.
Grainger, Gertrude Constance, Lynchburg, Virginia.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Butler Univ., 1928;
B.S., 1929.
Grant, Alice Louise, Marion.—English. CSS.) B.S., 1927.
Grant, Mrs. Charlotte Liebtag, Indianapolis, Indiana.—Botany. (I.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1926; A.M., 1927.
Grant, Isabelle Fitch, Quincy.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1924-
B.S., 1929.
Graves, Helen Mildred, C/iam^aign.—English. (I. II.) A.B., William Jewell Coll., 1926.
Gray, Arzy Robert, St. John, Kawias.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Southwestern Coll., 1929; M.S., 1931.
Green, Arieen Marie, Nashville.—'En^W&h.. (SS.) A.B., 1928.
Green, Everett Lawrence, Landes.-—Botany. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1926.
Green, John Hart, Urbana.—Economics. (II.) B.S., 1930.
Green, Paul Martin, i/riana.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Miami Univ., 1926; M.S., 1927.
Green, William Henry, Landes.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1927.
Greenberg, Leo Jack, Chicago.—Pharmacology. (SS. II.) B.S., 1930.
Greenstein, Bernard Louis, Chicago.
—
Juvenile Behavior. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Greer, Herman, Norris City.—History. (I. II.) B.Exi., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1922; A.M., Univ.
of Chicago, 1924.
Gregg, Russell Taaffe, fuiVjieW.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., A.M., 1928, 1929.
Gress, Margaret Lois, Bellaire, 0/iio.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Ohio Wesleyan Univ., 1926; A.M., 1928.
Gribben, Hugh John, Pueblo, Colorado.-—Chemical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.Ch.E., Univ. of Detroit, 1927;
M.S., Holy Cross Coll., 1928.
Griffin, James Henry, Elkhart, /nrfiana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Wittenberg Coll., 1920.
Griffith, Eric Homer, Tamaroa.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1925.
Griffith, Walter George, Champaign.—Farm Management. (I.) B.S., 1923.
Grigg, Lawrence Millard, Dahlgren.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Grimmer, Wilbert WiUiam, //(gWand.—Floriculture. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Grismer, Arthur Ray, Lancaster.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Norma! Univ., 1929.
Griswold, Frances Catherine, Jacksonville.—English. (I. II.) .\.'B., MacMurray Coll., 1926; .^.M., 1927.
Griswold, Harry Loyal, Jacksonville.—History. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Coll., 1930; B.S.. 1931.
Gropp, Arthur Eric, Kendall, Kansas.—Library Science. (SS.) B.S., Kansas State Teachers Coll., 1927; B.S.,
A.M., 1930, 1931.
Gross, Chalmer Andrew, 0«awo.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
GTOss,lienTyKTnmelt, Webster Groves, Missouri.—Mining Engineering. (1. 1 1.)B.S., Missouri School of Mines, 1928.
Grote, Benjamin, Griggyville.—Eklucation. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Grotts. Paul Edward, Bu(/er.—Chemistry. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Grove, Clema Thomas, Terre Haute, Indiana.—.\ccountancy. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., Indiana State Teachers Coll.,
1922, 1926.
Grove, Frank, Terre Haute, Indiana.—Accountancy. (I. II.) .A.B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1920.
Grubb, Carl Frederick, Champaign.—Geology. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Grubb, Thelma Ethelda, Northfield, Ohio.—Psychology. (I. II.) B.S., Ohio Univ.. 1930.
Guenther, Otto Hugo, Normal.—Education. (SS..) B.S., 1926.
Gulledge, James Ratliff, Albemarle, North Carolina.—Library Science. (SS. I.) A.B., Trinity Coll., 1915.
Gunn, Charles Alexander,' Champaign.—.Architecture. (II.) B.S., 1892.
Gurley, Helen Jane, Milford.—Chemistry (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1928.
Gustafson, Carl Julius, Lund, Sweden.—Bacteriology. (SS. I.) B.S., Lewis Inst., 1922; B.S., 1931.
Gutekunst, Hans Jacob, Bloomington.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1924.
Guthrie, Ned, Af«rrj<;*.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1925; M.S., 1926.
Guthrie, Sidney Adam, Urbana.—Philosophy. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1913.
Haake, John Frederick, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Haas, Dorothea, While Plains, New Korfe.—Chemistry. (I. II.) .\.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1928.
Habberton, William, Mt. Carme/.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., DcPauw Univ., 1925; A.M., 1929.
Hackett, Robert Phillip, i?o<:/ic//«.—Economics, (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926.
Hadaway, Weldon Maurice, Lawrenceville.—History. (SS.) .^.B., A.M., 1930, 1931.
Hadden, Stanley Bear, Pen^rid.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1914.
Haddock, George Frederick, Charleston.—EnnUsh. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Hadley, Clayton Major, Denham, Indiana.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Hagan, Mrs. Mabel Rea, t/rftana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1926. 1931.
Hager, Louise Elizabeth, Terre Haute, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1916.
Hahn, Jacob Francis, Donnellson.— Bacterioloey. (SS. I.) B.S., 1930.
Hake, Erwin Ernst, :Va5AW««.—Education. (SS.) A.B., McKendree Coll., 1929; .\.M.. 1931.
Hale, Joseph Baylies, t/r6a»a.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Oberlin Coll.. 1928.
Hall. Russell -Alger.' Schenectady, New York.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.C.E.. Univ. of Michigan. 1916;
M.S., 1924.
Hallam, Russel Clyde, Eurefea.—Physics. (SS.) B.S.. Eureka Coll., 1926.
Halley, Leroy Franklin, Champaign.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Hailing. Milton E.. ATc/XMiie/.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S.. McKendree Coll.. 1923.
Halperin. Rose Lee. Chicago.—Home Economics. (I.) B.S.. 1931.
Hamilton, Conrad French. Franklin, /ndiana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Franklin Coll., 1919; M.S., 1931.
Hamilton, Emma Violet, Roseville.—UbrAry Science. (I. II.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1930; B.S., 1931.
Hamilton, John Allen, Marietta, 0/iio.— English. (I. II.) A.B., Marietta Coll., 1927; A.M., 1929.
Hamilton, Thomas Tristara, Asheville, North Coro/»no.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Wake Forest Coll.
1923; A.M., Columbia Univ.. 1930.
' Candidate for professional degree in engineering
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Hamilton. Tom Sherman, Chrisnuin.—Animal Nutrition. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1917. 1922.
Hamlin, Ina Marie. Champaign.—Business Organization and Operation. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1920.
Hamm. Bessie Lucile, Champaign.—Exiucation. (SS.) A.B., 1924.
Hammerlund. Chester Malco'.ni, .Vorm^/.—Education. J. II.) B.S., 1929.
Hammon. Ruth Mildred, Vintennes, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 192S.
Hanawalt. Virginia Brands. Akron, Ohio.—Zoology. (I. II.) A.B., Oberlin Coll., 1925; M.S., Kansas State Agri-
cultural Coll.. 1926.
Hancher. Eleanore Faye. Whigviils, Ohio.—Zoologj'. (SS.) .A..B., Mt. Union CoU., 1924; M.S., Xorthwestem
Univ., 1925.
Handel, Alexander Frederic. Chicago.—Historj-. (I. II.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago, 1931.
Handelman. Milton, CAiccgo.—Patholoe>'. (II.) B.S., 1930.
Haney, Edna Ellen, LVfcjna.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Baylor Univ.. 1928.
Hanford. WUliam Edward. Bristol, Pennsykania.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S.. Pliiladelphia Coll. of Pharmacy
and Science), 1930.
Hangs, Frank Edward, Tulsa, Oklahoma.—Mechanical Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Hankner, Oscar A.. CAjw^ai"s«.—Educadon. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Hanley, John Henry, i'ounsslvscn, Ohio.—Horticulture. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Michigan, 1927.
Hanna. Lena Virginia. Canion, Missouri.—Spanish. (SS.) A.B., Culver-Stockton Coll.. 1925; .\.M.. 1931.
Hansen. Donald Frarj', Evansville, Wisconsin.—Zoologj-. (I. II.) Ph.B., Univ. of Wisconsin. 1930.
Hanson, Hear\- Arthur, Grand Rapids, Michigan.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Wittenberg Coll., 1917;
.A..M.. 1930.
Hanus, George. Chicago.—Bacteriology. (SS.) B.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1927.
Harbauer. Frank Joseph, Chicago.—German. (SS.) A.B., St. Viator Coll., 1927; .\.M., Catholic Univ. of Amer-
ica. 1931.
Hardv. Vernal Richard. EUis Gror^.—Chemistrj'. (I. II.) B.S.. McKendree CoU.. 192S; M.S., 1930.
Hardy. Zeila Malandrone, Herrin.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., McKendree Coll.. 1929.
Hargis. Delilah Blanche, Derby, Indiana.—Library Science. (1. II.) .\.B., Indiana Univ.. 1929; B.S., 1930.
Hark. Florence White, West Branch. Ivtca.—Obstetrics. (I. II.) B.S., M.D.. Univ. of Iowa, 1919, 1922.
Harman, Harrj- Tones, Chicago.—Arcliitecture. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Harmon. Jesse. Lexington, /nJiawa.—Chemistrj-. (SS. II.) .A..B.. Hanover Coll., 1926; A.M., 1930.
Hamish, Wilber Ecaene. Meckar.icsb:trg, Pennsvhania.—Education. (SS. II.) A.B., Lebanon Valley Coll.,
1910; A.M.. 1928.
Harper. Charles Athrel, .Vor?r<i;.—History. (I. 11.) B.S.. M.S.. 1922. 1923.
Harrington. Earl James, Faribault, Minriesota.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1925.
Harris. Charles Overton. Decatur.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Harris. Hubert .Andrew. Durant, Oklahonm.—Botany. (I. II.) .\.B.. Southes-Stem State Teachers CoU., 1930.
Harris, Lois Joy. ChilUcoihe.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Knos CoU.. 1930.
Harris. MarshaU Dees, Teylorsvillc, KetUucky.—Farm Management. (SS. I. II.) B.S.,Univ. of Kentucky, 1926.
Harris, Raymond Parks, Decatur.—Education. (SS.) B.S., James MiUikin Univ., 1930.
Harris. Warren Skinner, Champaign.—Mechanical t-ngineering. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Hartley. Beula Fern. CewJraiJa.—History. (SS.) B.S.. 1927.
Hartley, MUes C, LVfcana.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. .\.^^. B.S., 1923. 1924. 1926.
Hartline. Opal Cameron, AsWey.—Botany. (SS. I. II.) B.S., McKendree CoU.. 1925.
HaxN-ey. Cedl C. JefersoKHUe, /nJiana.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of LouisvUle, 1929;
M.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1931.
Har\-ev, Mar%- Gertrude, Evanston.—Chemistrv. (SS.) B.S., Northwestern Univ., 1912; M.S., Univ. of Chica-
go. 1928.
Harvey. Paul Milton. Lynn, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) .\.B., Earlham Coll., 1927.
Haskell, Glenn Perci\-al, Svracuse, New York.—EngUsh. (I. II.) A.B. Oberlin CoU., 1925; A.M., Syracuse Univ.,
1929.
Haskins, Frederick E., Zeig.'ir.—Patholoey. (II.) B.S., M.D., 1926. 1929.
Hathaway. Jephthah, JerseyTi:ie.—Edu<^uoii. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928. 1930.
Hause, Clarence Duane, Ainsuorih, Iova.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., ComeU CoU.. 1927; A.M., 1929.
Havens, Charles Stewart. L'rbana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S.. 1927.
Hawkins, Clarence .-Arthur, Decatur.—Zoology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., James MiUikin Univ.. 1925.
Hawley, Ray Claire, Belmond, lou-a.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Momingside CoU.. 1924.
Hay. John Ira. Fo-j.'.er, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., (Carthage Coll.. 1526.
Hayden, Henrietta Snow. SyTacuse, New York.—Chemistr>\ (I. II.) B.S.. M.S.. Sjxacuse Univ.. 1921. 1925.
Hayes, Jesse Doddridge, Carbondale.—Chemistr>'. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal UrJv., 1929.
Hayes. Ra\-inond Elton. North Manchester, Indiana.—History. (SS.) Ph.B.. Univ. of Chicago, 1928.
Ha\-nes. \'esta Weaver. Champaign.—Edncztion. (SS.) A.B.. .A..M.. 1921. 1931.
Healv. Ruth Margaret. Si)ring*.dd.—Latin. (I. II.) .^..B.. Illinois CoU., 1929.
Hecht, Rudolph. ChUago.—Pd^ihology. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Heckman, Harr>- Weber. Pekin.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B.. Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1929.
Hedden, Robarts Tilroe, Robir.son.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., Syracuse Univ., 1931.
Hedgcock. Dwight L%-im, Augusta.—Educauon. (SS.) B.S.. 1924.
Hedges, Trimble Raymond, Fcirland, Oklahoma.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical CoU., 1928.
Hedrick, Glen WiUiard. i?3«ioai.—Chemistri-. (SS.) B.S., Eureka Coll.. 1930.
Hedrick. Leonard Cecil. West SoifTB.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Heggstrom, Frances Elizabeth, Red Wing, Minnesota.—French. (I. II.) A.B., Rockford CoU., 1931.
Heikes. Neil Elm.er. South Bend, Indiana.—Econotrdcs. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Heinecke, Edwin Car!, St. Louis, Missouri.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Southern lUinois State Normal Univ.,
1929.
Heinzman, Walter PhUHp, Noblesvitle, Indiana.—Mathematics, (SS.) A.B., DePauw L'niv., 1925; M.S., New
Me-^co Agricultural and Mechanical CoU., 1929; A.M., 1931.
Heitman, John Russell. L'r&ana.—PoUtical Science. (I.) B.J.. Univ. of Missouri, 1927.
Held. Mary .\nn, i?<jyf7:o;ia.—Political Science. (SS.) .^..B.. .A..M.. 1928. 1931.
Helmreich. Theodore .August. Crescent City.—Exonomics. (SS. I. II.) 127 hours credit.
Henbest, Orrin John. FaxetteiiUe, Arkansas.—Botanv. (I.) B.S., L'niv. of Arkansas. 1931.
Henderson. .A.gnes Johnston, L'rbana.—English. (SS. I. II.) .A..B., Smith Coll., 1929.
Henderson, Mel^-in, Shabbona.—Animal Husbandry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1925.
Henderson. Robert. Cfcicago.—English. (I. II.) .A..B.. A.M., 1928, 1930.
Henley, Martha Jean, Champaign.—German. (SS.) .\.B., 1931.
Henneberger. Olive Pauline, Paducah, Kentucky.—En^sh. (I. II.) A.B., Trinity CoU., 192S; A.M., Raddifie
CoU.. 1930.
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Henner. Robert. CAicogo.—Medicine. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Henninger, Julia Kimlin, Normal.—English. (SS.j A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1922.
Henninger, Kenneth Virgil, Decatur.—Education. TSS.) A.B., James Miilikin Univ., 1929.
Henrichs, James Rutherford, Reno, Nevada.—Botanv. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Nevada, 1931.
Henry, William Foley, Paris.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1930.
Hensel, Evelyn Mildred. Columbus, Ohio.—Librao' Science. (1. II.) B.S., Ohio State Univ., 1928; B.S., 1931.
Henson, Willard RUey, Norris City.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1925;
B.S.. 1929.
Herdman, Allan Whitney. Bridgeport, Connecticut.—French. (I. II.) Diploma, Univ. of Paris, 1929; A.B.,
Maryville Coll., 1930; A.M.. Duke Univ., 1931.
Hemdon, Francis Elliott. Rochester.—Electrical Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1927.
Herndon. Zelma Lamb, Chicago.—Obstetrics, fl.) B.S.. 1929.
Herrmann. John Anthony. Indianapolis, Indiana.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., Purdue Univ., 1930; M.S., 1931.
Hershberger, Merl Franklin, Granisville, Maryland.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of ^Maryland, 1929;
M.S., 1931.
Herweg. Robert Russel. Peoria.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Heslip, Malcolm Farnsworth, Danville.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1923.
Hess, T. Melville, Monmouth.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Monm.outh Coll., 1930; M.S., 1931.
Hess, Vera Maye. Shelbina, Missouri.—E.n%\\sh. (SS.) A.B., Central Coll., 1923.
Hesselberth. Wilfred Marion, i/t'ncnfe.—Electrical Engineering. CI. II.) E.S., 1931.
Hasted, Ruth Eleanor, i?ocfe/ori.—History. (SS.) A.B.. Rockford Coll.. 1930; .A.M.. 1931.
Heubaum. Ulrich. Goslar, Germany.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Dr. Sc. Nat.. Univ. of Halle, 1929.
Heusel, Francis Joseph. Long Beach, California.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Hibbs. Wilma Ruth. Chicago.—Eklucation. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Missouri. 1930.
Hick. Ford Kimmel. Oak Par*.—Medicine. (I. II.) B.S.. M.D., 1928. 1931.
Hick. Sylvia Kilton. L'rfcana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Hieronymus, Ida Vem. Atlanta.—Sociology. (SS.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1923.
Higginbotham. Frank. West Terre Haute, Indiana.—.Accountancy. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Highman, Benjamin, Chicago.—Pathology. fSS. II.) B.S., 1930.
Hilderbrand, Emmert, Morgantou-n, Indiana.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Franklin Coll., 1915; M.S., 1931.
Hill, Aneita Emaline, Shelbyville.—English. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1930.
Hill, Benjamin Harvev, Waco, Texas.—Zoologi". (I.) A.B., M.S., Texas Christian Univ., 1921. 1925.
Hill. Clara May, Medina, Ne-ui Forfe.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Keuka Coll.. 1926.
Hill. Eula Myrtle. Kinrnundy.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Hill, Harold Herrin, Athens.—Obstetrics. (I. II.) B.S., M.D., 1926, 1929.
Hill, In-in Russel, FjWr/i^e.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Hill, Princess Enoia, Pn'»M;e/on.—History. (SS.) .^.B., 1929.
Hilton, George Robert. Duluth, Minnesota.—French. (I. II.) .A.B., A.M., Univ. of Minnesota. 1929, 1930.
Hine, Maynard K., Tuscola.—Therapeutics. (SS. I. II.) D.D.S.. 1930.
Hinkle. Ruth. Champaign.—Mathematics. (SS.) .\.B.. Indiana Univ., 1928.
Hjortland, Arthur Lorimer, Duluth, Minnesota.—Zoology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of North Dakota, 1923 ; A.M.,
1928.
Hobart, Clyde Monroe, I7r6ona.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., M.S.. 1912. 1913. 1928.
Hoch. Harvey Edward, Alta Vista, Kansas.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S.A., Kansas State Agricultural
Coll., 1931.
Hochhalter, Ferdinand, Streeter, North Dakota.—German. (I.) A.B., Oberlin Coll., 1922.
Hockenyos, George Leonard, Springfield.—Entomology. (II.) B.S., 1929.
Hodson. Hazel Geraldine. Cenlralia.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. MacMurray Coll., 1931.
Hofe, Hans von.' Alfeld-Leine, Germany.—History. (II.) Universities of Gottingen and Freiburg. Germany.
Hoffman, .\mold J., Lewisiown.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Eureka Coll., 1930.
Hoheisel. WUliam Frederick. Norway, Michigan.—Zoology. (I.) .A.B.. Univ. of Michigan, 1924; A.M., 1929.
Hollander, Leonore Beatrice, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., Br>-n Mawr Coll., 192S;
M.S., 1929.
Hollem, Amy Irene, Rockford.—EnpVish. (SS.) B.Mus.. B.S.. 1923. 1928.
Holloway. Florence Irene. Bloomington.—French. (SS.) .A.B.. Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1924; .A.M., 1925.
Holloway. Judson Harry, Denver, Colorado.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of Denver, 1924, 1926.
Hollowell. .Arthur James, Whittier California.—Chemistry. (I.) B.S., Earlham Coll., 1914; M.S., Purdue Univ.,
1931.
Holmes. Albert Allen. .Augusta.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., Carthage Coll.. 1923.
Holmes. Donald Retcher. Wilmington, Delauare.—Chemistry. (I. II.) .A.B.. Amherst Coll.. 1931.
Holmes, Stella Araminta, Robinson.—Botany. (I. II.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Holstlaw, Florence Margaret, Urbana.—Sociology. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Holt. Beatrice Howard.' Wichita, Kansas.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. Ottawa Univ.. 1918; B.S.. 1927.
Holt. Henry Clay. A/»7/ord.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1930.
Holub. John James, Cicero.—Orthodontia. (SS. I.) D.D.S., 1930.
Holzman, Louis Lionel, Chicago.—Oral Surgery. (I.) D.D.S., 1930.
Honour, Wilfred Main. Atlanta, Georjja.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S.. Cieorgia School of Technologj'. 1929.
Hood, Fred Carlisle. Du Quoin.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1918;
A.M.. 1926.
Hood, Marion Winifred. Rapid City, South Dakota.—Medidne. (I. II.) .A.B., Carroll Coll., 1918; A.M., Univ.
of Wisconsin, 1928.
Hook, Clarke Winters, Urbana.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Elon Coll., 1924; A.M., Univ. of North Carolina,
1927.
Hoover, Opal .Armitage. Champaign.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Emmanuel Missionary Coll., 1926.
Hopkins, Sewell Hepburn, Nuttall, Virginia.—Zooloey. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Coll. of William and Mary, 1927;
A.M., 1929.
Hombrook. John Reuben. Weslfield.— Physics. (SS.) A.B.. DePauw Univ., 1923.
Home. William Henry, Leonia, New Jersey.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. New York Univ., 1929.
Horning, Irao Irene. Urbana.—.Accountancy. (S.S.) B.S.. 1928.
Homor. Abraham Lincoln, 5avhroofe.—Economics. (SS. II.) B.S.. 1928.
Horsfall. Margen.- Washburn. Portland. Oregon.—Zooiofy . (I. II.) A.B.. Reed Coll.. 1928; A.M.. 1930.
Horsfall. Robert Bruce. Washington, D. C— Physics. (I. II.) .A.B.. Reed Coll.. 1930.
Houghton. Arthur \'incent, Patterson.—Sociology. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
» Not a candidate for a degree.
> Completing thesis in absentia.
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Houkom. Alf., F<rrius Fcl'-s. J/iKn«o<a.—Librarv Science. (SS. I. II. 1 A.B., St. Ola; Coll., 1921; B.S.. 1931.
House, Julian. Cj-vv.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Houser, Zelma Large. raWom7i<r.—English. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1910. 1931.
Howanh. E\-a .Adaline. Chcmp^iign.—Edt:cation. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Howe. Samuel Wilbur, Herrin.—Zoologi". (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Uiuv., 1925.
Hsia, Jun Kun. Shanghai, China.—Railway Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. Cliiao Tung Univ., 1931.
Hsiao, Jefferson Chin, Shanghji, China.—Railway CiWl Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Chiao Tung Univ., 1931.
Hubbard, .-Arthur Francis, Austin, Texas.—Mechanical En^eineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Texas, 1931.
Hubbard, Ernestine. Harrisburg.—Education (I.) .A..B., 1923.
Hudelson, Clyde Whiitaker, Gooding, Idaho.—(Jenetics. (1. II.) B.S., M.S., 1913, 1914.
Hudson, Hersel Wendell, Indianapolis. Indiana.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1920, 1927.
Hueg>-, Harvey Wilborn, fljjWa«4i.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1924, 1929.
Huesing, Margaret Mar>'. Chicago.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Rosary Coll., 1930.
Huff, (jeraid Boone, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,—Mathematics. (I. II.) .A..B., .\.M., Southern Methodist Univ.,
1929. 1930.
Huggins. Ruth Charlotte. Knoxri^U.—Latin. (SS.) .\.B., Knox Coll., 1930.
Hughes, Walter Bertram. Western Springs.—Education. (SS.) B.S., .A..M., 1929, 1931.
Humble. Thomas Willian. Tampa. Florida.— Dental Pathology and Therapeutics. (SS. I. II.) D.D.S., 1925.
Hunt, George Edward, Champaign.—.A.nimal Husbandrj-. (II.) B.S., McGill Univ., 1925; M.S., Iowa State
CoU., 1927.
Hunter, Eva Yvonne, L\Qns, Indiana.—English. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., Indiana L'niv., 1927.
Hurley, Jesse Raymond, Peealonica.—English. (I. II.) .A..B., .A.M., 1929, 1930.
Harwich, Jerome Jacob. Chicago.—Pathology. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1931.
HL:rM,-iLz, Paul, Ckica ^o.—Pa.iho'.ozy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Husband. Ruth, Easi St. Loui'j.—Histon". (SS.) B.S.. 1929.
Huser. Minnie Ellen. 5c;.rm.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S.. M.S., 1925, 1931.
Huss, Olive Grace, Jacksonville.—English, ill.) .\.B., Northwestern Univ., 1912.
Huston, .Alfred Dwnght, CAcm;?oiSn.—Education. ^SS. I.) B.S., -A.M., 1929, 1931.
Hyde. Lois Marjorie, Champai^n.—Laun. (SS.) A.B.. Oxford Coll.. 1928.
Ikemire, Do.-othy Helen, Lo«ixrt7.'<s.—English. (SS.) A.B., McKendree Coll., 1929.
Ilsley, Lucretia Little, S'etcburyport, ilassachusetts.—Political Science. (I.) .A.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 192S;
.A.M., 1929.
Imhofi, CarroU Everett, Wasking'on.—Chemistr>-. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Ingber, Nathan G., Chicago.—Pharmacology. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Inman, Grace Edith. Bloomingion.—English. (SS.) .A.B., Cornel'. L'niv., 1903.
Ireland, Clarence Edward, Daa.'«r.—Phvsics. .A.B., M.S., 1926, 1928.
Ireland, In\-alene Inez. Vandclia.—Psychology, d. II.) .A.B., .A.M., 1924, 1930.
Irvin. Mar>- Louise. Champa-gn.—Historj-. (I. II.) .A.B. 1931.
Irsing, Henrj- Francis. JacksonHlle.—Mechanical Enaineenng. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Irwin, (Seorge Rankin, Springfield.—Phvsics. (I. II.) .A.B., Knox Coll., 1930.
Isom, Elbert Roy, Ecst St. Lo:<«.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1927.
Jackson, .Arnold Osborne. MciliiucK, Sezi- York.—Chemistr>-. (SS. I. II.) B.S. Presbyterian Coll., 1930; M.S., 1931.
Jackson, Chester Oscar, C/icmpciin.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Jackson. Ralph William, Munising, Michigan.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1920.
Jackson. William Roy. Chicago.—Zoology. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Jacobs, Sarah Irene, Olney.—Home Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Jacobson. Earl Grant. Chicago.—Orai Surgery. (SS. I.) D.D.S.. 1929.
Jacoby. Alice Mabel. CAicago.—English. (SS. II.) A.B., 1926.
Jacokes, C .A., Grand Raptds. J/i<:/ii£c«.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., .Albion Coll., 1927; .A.M.. Michigan
State Coi:., 1929.
Jaffray. Da\-id Smeaton, CAcaso.—Surgery. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Jalin, .Arthur Morris, Tay'or Ridit.—Economics. (SS ) B.S., 1930.
James, Glenna Lucile. .V/ano./ie.'J.—History. (SS.) .A.B.. Defiance Coll., 1924; A.M., 1931.
Jameson. Harriet Clara, Wheaton.—Latin. (I. II.) .A.B.. Wheaton Coll., 1931.
Janssen. Rose Rebecca, Ml. Vernon.—Histor>-. (I.) B.Ed.. Southern Illinois State Normal L'niv., 1927.
Jaques. William Thomas. Elrr.zcood.—Education. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., Illinois Wesleyan L'niv., 1927.
Jarman. Harry Hugh. Lonjtjnr.—Histor>-. (I.) B.S., Kirks\-ille State Teachers CoU.. 1920; M.S., 1930.
Jasper, Edward Miron. Seuion.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1911.
Jawarek. Walter .Andrew. Warren, Rhode Island.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of V\"est \-irginia, 1929.
Jay, Herbert, SlederiUe.—Ednc3.lion. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Jeffries. Marv .Agnes. Columbia. Missouri.—Spanish. (SS.) .A.B., .A.M., Univ. of Kansas. 1922, 1925.
Jehle, Mimi Ida. Akron. OAio.—German. (I. II.) B.E., Univ. of Akron, 1928; .A.M., 1929.
Jessen, Eloise Tvilstedgaard, L'rbana.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Jewett. George Edgar. Rosvel', Sea Mexico.—Ci\-il Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. L'niv. of Notre Dame, 1929.
Joannides, Minas. Chicago.—Surgerx-. (SS. I.) M.D., Washington Univ., 1921; M.S., 192S.
Jobst. Valentine, P^ort'd.—Political Science. (I. II.) -A.B., .A.M., 1926, 1931.
Johnson, Albert Smith, Clinton, Indiana.—Botanv. (I. II.) B.S.. Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1929.
Johnson, Bernard Lars, Elkhart. IrMana.—Che^raistry. (SS.) B.S., Purdue Univ.. 1928; M.S., 1931.
Johnson, Carleton Ware, Lrbana.—Histor>-. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., 1930.
Johnson, Clarence Oliver, Danville.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., .Augustana Coll., 1915.
Johnson, Emily Jennie, Paxton.—Psychology. (I. II.) .A.B., 1931.
Johnson, lone Margaret, Carlton, Minnesota.—Education. (I.) .A.B., Univ. of Wiscoiisin, 1927.
Johnson, Joseph Benjamin. Summitville. lndi:ina.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Denison Univ., 1925.
Johnson, Joseph Helm, Auburn. Kentucky.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., Univ. of Kentucky, 1923.
Johnson, Marian .A., Michigan CUv. Indiana.—Hisxorw (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Johnson. Norma Grace. lUiopolis.—Histors-. (I. II.) B.S.. Southeast Missouri State Teachers Coll.. 1931.
Johnson. Rozelle Parker, CAjmfc«>».—Latin. (SS.) .A.B., B.S., Ph.B.. Denison Univ., 1921; .A.M., Univ. of
Michigan. 1925.
Johnson. Sibvl Flowers, .4 /fon.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1920.
Johnson.TitusMaurice.OiiVago.—Bacteriolog>'.(SS.) .A. B.. Wheaton Coll., 1928; B.S., Northwestern Univ., 1929.
Johnson, Walter Gilbert. Minneapolis, Minnesota.—English. (I. II.) .A.B., Augsburg Coll., 1927; .A.M., L'niv.
of Minnesota, 1929.
Johnston, Erai Martha, Springfield.—English. (SS.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago, 1929.
Johnston. Herbert Raymond. Musn-ocd.—Electrical Engineering. (SS. I.) B.S.. 1931.
Jones, Edith Carrington, Webster Groves, Missouri.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., .A.M., Washington Univ..
1916, 1917; B.S.. 1927.
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Jones. Fred Mitchell. PeoW.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1927. 1930.
Jones, Herrin Egbert. Goreville.— Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Soutliern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Jones. Mrs. Neva Whitford, C/ai7on.— English. (SS. 1. II.) A.B.. 1922.
Jones. Mrs. Sara Long, Mt. Vernon, O^io.— French. (SS.) A.B.. Oliio State Univ., 1924.
Jones, William Joseph, Elgin.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S.. 1919.
Jordan. Garret Lowell, Huntington, Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S.. Purdue Univ.. 1922; A.M., 1929.
Jordan. Stanley Robert, Sycamore.—Electrical Engineering. (II.) B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Joseph. Julius, Chicago.—Accountancy. (II.) B.S.. 1932.
Judkins. Lettie Leona, Wellington.—Accountancy. (SS.) B.S.. Simpson Coll., 1927.
Jukkola, Elmer Ely. Newell, South Daifeo/a.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B. Yankton Coll.. 1926.
Jung. Calvin William, Reading, Ohio.—German. (I. II.) A.B.. Miami Univ.. 1931.
Jutelis, Victoria, Divernon.—Sociology. (SS.) A.B.. Illinois Woman's Coll., 1929.
Kadow, Kenneth John, Portland, Oregon.—Horticulture. (II.) B.S.. Washington State Coll.. 1930.
Kaiser. Helen Louise, Glasford.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1929.
Kalischer, Philip, Denver, Colorado.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Denver, 1930.
Kaplan. Morris Aaron, C/ncago.—Physiological Chemistry. (II.) B.S., M.S.. M.D.. 1929, 1931, 1932.
Kaplan, Samuel. C/iicago.—Obstetrics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S.. M.S., 1922, 1925, 1931.
Karns, Loren Valentine,' Manchester, Indiana.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Manchester Coll.. 1923.
Karrenbrock, Wilbert Eugene. New Melle, Missouri.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Central Wesleyan Univ., 1921;
B.S., M.S., 1923. 1924.
Kassin. Ahmer Mithat, Adana, Turkey.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Robert Coll., 1931.
Katz, Charles, Brooklyn, New York.—Physiology. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Kaufman. Stanley Louis. Champaiqn.— Business Organization and Operation. (I. II.) A.B.. 1922.
Kayser, Evelyn Marie. Urbana.—Library Science. (I.) A.B.. Univ. of South Dakota. 1926; B.S.. 1929.
Kearns. Clyde Wilson, Denver, Colorado.—Entomology. (I. II.) B.S., Colorado Agricultural Coll., 1931.
Keeney, Herman Fletcher, Callin.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1925.
Kehoe. Lewis Edward, Sparks, Nevada.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S.. M.S., Univ. of Nevada. 1927, 1930.
Kellerman. Richard, Pinckneyville.^Chemisiry . (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Kemp. Charles Lawrence. Jacksonville.— Economics. (SS.) A.B.. Illinois Coll.. 1929.
Kendall. Willmoore, Miami, Oklahoma.—Spanish. (I.) A.B., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1927; A.M., Northwestern
Univ.. 1928.
Keneipp. Harold Estus. Effingham.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Kennedy. Alice Fritschle. 0/ney.—English. (I. II.) A.B., A.M.. 1925. 1929.
Kennedy, Frank Marion, Simpson.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Kennedy. Walter, East Mo/inc— Latin. (I. II.) A.B.. Augustana Coll., 1931.
Kenney, Harold Eugene, Loda.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Kent. Vernon Robert, Poiupaw.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Keough, Robert Clark. La Grange.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B.. North Central Coll.. 1931.
Kerr, Helen Katherine, Onarga.—History. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1924; B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal Univ., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Kerr, William Ashton, Hiihland Park, Michigan.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Coll. of the City of Detroit, 1930.
Kerry, John Robert. Grays Lafee.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B., Lake Forest Coll., 1929; A.M., 1930.
Kertes. Irene Golda. yo/t^^—Latin. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Kertes. Margaret, yo/id.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Kesel. Robert George, 4Mrora.— Bacteriology. (I.) D.D.S.. M.S., 1926, 1931.
Ketchum, Gertrude Stith. Vidalia, Georgia.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B.. A.M., Univ. of Georgia, 1924, 1928.
Ketchum, Milo Smith, Urbana.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Kettelkamp, Gilbert Clarence. Nokomis.—German. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1931.
Keyes. Otis Walton, /?cn/ou;.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1925.
Keyes, William Dayton. Rockford.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ.. 1928.
Kibbie, Hugo Condrey, Lafayette.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. Northwestern Univ.. 1928.
Kidder. Margaret, Sioux City, Iowa.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., Morningside Coll., 1923; A.M., 1929.
Kidder, Ruth Lander, i/rfrana.—Sociology. (I. II.) A.B., 1929.
Kieflfer, Dale Clarke. Eaton Rapids, A/ic/iigan.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1930.
Kies, Joseph Arthur. Le ^oy.— Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Kiest, Roland Lansing, Naperville.—Education. (SS.) .\.B., North Central Coll., 1927.
Kilian, Harry Stephen, St. Charles.—GeoXogy. (I. II.) A.B.. 1930.
Killian. Kathryn Frances. Normal.—Latin. (SS.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Kimmel, Mrs. Gladys Lamb, Bemenl.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Kimmell. Eleanor Edwards. Carthage.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Lombard Coll., 1930.
Kimpling, Guy Henry, Noble.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
King, Elbert Cyrus. Princeville.—Business Organization and Operation. (II.) 154 hours credit.
King. Floyd Enos. Po«/»ac.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. Eureka Coll., 1926.
King, Hsi Ju, Moukden, Liaoning, China.—Railway Mechanical Engineering. (I.) B.S., Northeastern Univ.,
1929; M.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Kinzer. Gilbert Deforest, t/riona.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Kirby. Emmett Robert. Eureka.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Eureka Coll.. 1916.
Kirby. John Vernon, Waynesville.—History. (SS.) A.B.. Eureka Coll., 1923.
Kirk, James Thornton, C;iaTO/)atgw.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1900; .\.M., 1911.
Kirkpatrick. Evron Maurice, Chicago.—Political Science. (II.) 129i hours credit.
Kirshbaum, Jack D., CAjcago.—Pathology. (II.) M.D., 1929.
Klabunde, Walter, C;iJca?o.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1928.
Kleiderer. Ervin Carleton, Evansville, /ndiawa.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1928. 1930.
Klein, Doris Selma, Pdoriu.— Education. (SS.) A.B., .Xugustana Coll., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Klein, Reuben Isadore. CAica^jo.— Physiolo'^ical Chemistry. (SS. II.) A.B.. B.S., 1927. 1929.
Klemme. Arnold William,' Washington, Missouri.—Agronomy. (SS. I. 11.) B.S.. Univ. of Missouri, 1925.
Kleyensteuber. Carl John, Quincy.— Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B.. Carthage Coll., 1931.
Kline, Laurence Evercttc, Chicago.— Economics. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Klingbiel, Lewis Ernest, Wayland, Missouri.—Accountancy. (SS.) .\.B., Culver-Stockton Coll.. 1929.
Klingelhoefer, William Clirislian, Beaver, Pennsylvania.—Chemistry. (1. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Pittsburgh, 1925.
Klinger, Carol Aikman, t/r6ano.— Ennlish. (I. 11.) A.B.. Wabash Coll.. 1928.
Klotz. Harry John,' Boston, Massachusetts.—Mechanical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. 1912.
Klotz. Maurice, C/iicogo.—Psychiatry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
' Completing thesis in absentia.
• Candidate for professional degree in engineering.
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Klaever, Car; C, AilarUic, Icnca.—Political Science. (II.) A.B., Iowa State Teachers Coll., 1927; A.M., Univ.
of Iowa, 1931.
Knauf, Aloert Ensign, Scdtm, Ohio.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., A.M., Western Reserve Univ., 1928, 1929.
Kneer, Leora Paidine, i/ow/ca.—Physiology. (1. II. j B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1925; M.S., 1930.
Knight, Elizabeth, Chiccgo.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., James MiUikin Univ., 1919; A.M., 1922.
Knipp, John Charles, Pitlsburgh, Pennsylvania.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Pittsburgh, 1928,
1930.
Kobak, .AJfred Julian. Chicago.—Obstetrics. (SS. I.) B.S., M.D., M.S., 1921, 1925. 1929.
Koch, Edwin George, Missoula, Montana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Montana, 1928.
Koelsch, Ralph John, Teuiopoiis.—English. (SS.) A.B., Columbia CoU.. 1930.
Koenig, Francis Jacob, .SJrsojor.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Kominik, Emanuel Aloysius, Chicago.—Bacteriologj'. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Konzo, Seichi, Taccma, Washingion.—^Mechanical Engineering. (I.) B.S., Univ. of Washington, 1927; M.S.,
1929.
Korando, Elladeane, Raddle.—Bacteriologj*. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Koransky, David Sydney, Chicago.—Bio-Physics. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Koser, Lioaard^Royal, \orth Liberty, /(Ktc—liconomics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Iowa, 1930; M.S., 1931.
Kraft, Milton txlward, Chicago.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Kramp, Edgar Herman, Forest Park.—Dental Therapeutics. (I. II.) B.S., D.D.S., 1929, 1931.
Krauss, Paul Gerhardt, Lansing, Michigan.—German. (I. II.) A.B., Michigan State Coll., 1930; A.M., Univ.
of WiEconsin, 1931.
Krick, Walter Albert, Milan, Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Indiana Univ., 1927, 1929.
Krogh, Elva Leonora, Omaha, Nebraska.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Nebraska, 1922; B.S.,
1930.
Krouse, Glen Noble, Russeli, Iowa.—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.S., Valparaiso Univ., 1930;
2\I.S.. Univ. of West Virginia, 1931.
Knieger, Ruth Caroline. Madison, South Dakota.—Library Science. (SS.) B.S., Eastern State Teachers Coll.,
1925; B.S., 1927.
Kruglick, Jack Sanford, Chicago.—Pharmacology. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Kruseiopf, Henry Herman, Columbia, Missouri.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., A.M., Univ. of 2\Iissouri, 1908, 1916.
Kruisinser, Lowell Van Buren, LouisviUe.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Kubicz. Emilie Ida. Dcn-iUt.—German, (SS. I. II.) .A..B., A.M., 1916, 1930.
Kuhlemeyer, Feme Viola, Pearl Ctiy.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
TTiTniman, Alvin Frederick, Lowell, Wisconsin.—Dairy Husbandry. (I.) B.S., South Dakota State Coll., 1925;
M.S.. 1927.
KmiLz, Mrs. MLdred James, Marshall.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. A.M., 1927, 1931.
Kurtz, John WiJiam, Fotitcnelie, lorxa.—(German. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Wartburg Coll.. 1927; A.M., 1929.
Kusch, Polykarp, East Clereland, Ohio.—-Physics. (1. II.) B.S., Case School of Applied Science, 1931.
Kuichka, Gordon MacMiilan, Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania.—Entomology. (I. ii.) B.S., Univ. of Pittsburgh,
1930.
Kyle, Eleanor Rachae!. Monmouth.—Library Science. (I. II.) .\.B., Monmouth Coll., 1922; B.S., 1931.
Lacev. iladred Rebecca, Casey.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
LaFoHette, BerzeUe Lois, Ranioid.—Fztncti. (SS.) A.B., 1927.
Lai-uze, George Leighton, Clermont, Florida.—History. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Florida, 1928, 1929.
Lambert, Claude Neednam, Salt Lake City, Utah.—Surgery. (I.) A.B., Univ. of Utah, 1924; M.D., Univ. of
Chicago, 1928.
Lamberton, 2»Iargaret .-yice. Loia.—Educarion. (SS.) B.S.. 1925.
Lancaster, Thomas Jesse, .S'orwMji.—Education. (I.) B.Jid., Illinois State Norma! Univ., 1916; A.M., Univ. of
Chicago, 1927.
Lang, Daniel Robert, St. Louis, Missouri.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Elmhurst Coll., 1928; A.M., Washington
Univ., 1930.
Lang. Gaines Barrett, Calhoun, Georgia.—Matheniatics. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Georgia, 1927, 1929.
Langhoa, Severin Peter, P«ori<i.—Economics. J^SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Langhorst, Oliver Martin, Chicago Heights.—ixlucation. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Laiimore, Theodore Russell. Carnby, Iniiana.—Economics. (SS.; B.S., Indiana Univ., 1928; M.S., 1931.
Larson, Reinhold Fridtjof, Geneva.—Mechanical Engineering. (I.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1931.
Larson, WUlard Orvilie, Moline.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Augustana Coll., 1924.
Latham, Ora Florence, Decatur.—Mathematics. (SS.) .AB., 1924.
Law, Glenn Cliae, Parkersburg, West Virginia.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1926.
Lawless, Waiter Frazier, Vicla.—Accountancy. (SS.; B.S., Monmouth CoU., 1928,
Lawrence, Henry Preston, Seu; Burnside.—Education. CSS.) B.S., 1931.
Law3, Ivan Jennings, Anna.—Elducation. (SS.) A.B.. Carthage Coll., 1922; B.S., 1928.
Lawscn, Mildred Marj-, Camden.—Historj'. (;SS. II.) B.S., 1927.
Lasson, Dorothy Mae, Ontario, Oregon.—Cheaaistry. (I. II.) B.S., Monmouth CoU., 1931.
Learner, Aaron. Chicago.—Pathologi". (II.; B.S., M.S., 1927, 1929.
Ledgerwood, Richard Games, St. Louis, Missouri.—Psychology. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Washington Univ., 1929,
1930.
Lee, Bemice Genevieve, Champaign.—EngUsh. (I.) B.S., 1930.
Lee, Delphin Murry, Ogden.—Mechanical Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Lee, John Chia, Tai An, Shantung, China.—Transportation. (SS.) A.B., Peking National Univ., 1925; Ph.B.,
Milton CoU., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Lee, Lai. Canton, CA»»mj.—Economics. (II.) B.S., M.B.A., New York Univ., 1929, 1931.
Lee, Shison Chinglin, Hohsien, Anhwei, China.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Nanking, 1926; M.S.,
1930.
Lee, Taylor Chien, l-Chcrji, Shantung, China.—Railway Mechanical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Shantung Indus-
trial Coll.. 1926; B.S., Purdue Univ., 1930.
Lees, Harry Howard, Champaign.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Exi., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Lees, Mrs. Lena 2\Iae. Champaign.—r^ucation. CSS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Leevy, Roy, Peoria.—Education. (SS.; B.Ed.. Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926; B.S., 1930.
Legrand, Feiist, Pau, France.—French. I'L II.; A.B., U.niv., of Oregon, 1930.
Lehman, Miiford Pjiodes, Long Beach, California.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of California, 1928;
M.S., 1930.
Lehsten, .Arnold R. von. Champaign.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1924.
Leisenring, Joiin George, Si;ringfieU.—Public Utilities. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Le May, Mar>- Ruth. Carlinriiie.—Education. rSS.; B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1922; M.S., 1931.
Lemke, Frederick Daniel, t','(Uerlorj;n, Wisconsin.—English. (I. II.; .^.B.. A.M., Univ., of Wisconsin, 1926, 1927.
Lendrum, James Tuoourn, Adrian, Michigan.—Architectural History. (II.) B.S., Univ. of Michigan, 1930.
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Lenoir, James Jefferson. McComb, Mississippi.—Political Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. A.M., Univ. of Mississippi,
1927, 1929.
Lentz, Eli Gilbert. Carbondalt.—Histor:.-. fl. II.) X.B., Indiana Univ.. 1930.
Lentz, Gilbert GUIespie, CarbondaU.—Political Science. (I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.,
1931.
Leonard, Maude Marie, Detaiur.—English. (SS. I.) A.B., Eureka CoD., 1921.
Letsinger, Kenneth Leo, Chicago.—Eaucation. (SS. I.) A.B., Wabash Coll., 1923.
Level, Richard Ods, Bridgeport.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1950.
Levin, Sara, Chicago.—.Anatomy. (I.) A.B., 1927.
Le%-ine, .-Arthur Harrv, Chicago.—Physiological Chemistrj'. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Levine, Victor, CAicago.—Pathology. <I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1925; M.D., Rush Medical Coi:., 1929,
Levinson, Samuel .\zor, Chtcaso.—Pa.tho\osy. (SS. I.) B.S., M.D., M.S., 1917. 1919. 1919.
Levy, Jacob, Chicago.—Psvcfaiatry. U. II.) B.S., 1931.
Lewis. Clarissa O'dxia., EsiherHUe. lova.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A-B.. Univ. of Iowa, 1925; B.S.. 1930.
L€%%-is, Ernest Gilmore, Hubbard. Texas.—Economics. (I. II.) .K.B.. .A..M.. Univ. of Texas, 1926, 1928.
Le\vis, Joan Wilson, Harrisburg.—English. (SS. I. II.) .•^.B., 1931.
Lewis, Samuel H., .Alderson. West Virginia..—Education. (SS.) A.B., Washington and Lee Univ., 1915.
Li, Ching Chen, Anhvcei, China.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. National Central Univ., 1929; M.S., Univ. of
Chicago, 1931.
Li, Peter Tsing-han, Wuhu. .Anhvei, China.—Entomology. (SS. I.) B.S.. Aurora Coll., 1930; E.S.. 1931.
Lieboner, S. K. Eugenia, Chicaeo.—Ph\-sio!ogical Cbemistr>'. (SS.) A.B., Rockford Coll., 1928.
Lightle, Edith, GriggsvilU.—History. (SS.) A.B., Asbiir>- Coll., 1923.
Lincicome, Arthur, L'rbana.—Ex;onomics. (1. II.) B.S., 1928.
Lind. Le%-i Robert, /ofiVf.—Greek. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. 1929.
LindQuist, Hugo, CornfU.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., Illinois Wesle>-an Univ., 1928.
Lindsav, Driver Bradshaw. Champaign.—.Ajchitectural Design. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Lindsey, .Almont. 3/cir^m«.—H:stor>-. 'J-) B.S., Knox Coll., 1928; A.M., 1930.
Lindstrom, David Edgar, Oxford, Kebraska.—Economics. (SS. I.) B.S., L'niv. of Nebraska, 1924; M.S., L'niv.
of NViscor.sin, 1928.
Lingle, Frederick Kendal, Decatur.—English. (SS.) E.Ed., Southern IDirois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Ling'.e, Mrs. Georgie Campt-eU. Gorerilie.—French. (SS. J B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Linthicum, Cecil Ivan. Malioon.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Lin\-ine, Ralph Orville, Gas City, Indiana.—Accountancy. (1. II.) B.S., 1931.
Litwiller, Roy Elmer. HofedaU.—Bacteriology'. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Norma! Univ., 1930.
Liu, Chuan Shu, Hankov, China.—Transportaticn. (SS. I.) B.S., Chiao Tung Univ., 1924.
Liu, Shu Hsun, iluxien. Chine.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., Northeastern Univ., 1929; il.C.E., Cornell
Univ., 1931.
Livingston, Parker Chesterfield, Winnelka.—Education. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., 1930.
Lockard, Earl Norton, Chicago.—Englisa. {SS. I. II.) A.B.. A.M.. 1926, 1931.
Locke, John Franklin. Somcr^au. Tennessee.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., West Tennessee State Teachers
Coll.. 1927; .A..M., Vanderbilt Univ., 1929.
Lockling, William Bnice, L'rbana.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., Univ. of California. Southern Branch, 1927;
A.M., Univ. of California, 1929.
Lodge, Louise Finley, Porii.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., .^.M.. 1924, 1931.
Logan. Roy John, CarrcU'.on.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed., Illinois Stale Normal Univ., 1931.
Long. Henrj- .^Ivertis, Metropolis.—Chemistn". (SS.; .^.B., 192S.
Long, Louis Jefferson, Beile FouTch.e, South Dakota.—Exx>nomics. (I. II.) B.B_A., A.M., Univ. of Colorado, 1930.
1931.
Loring, Hubert Scott. Clarernont. California.—Chetaistjy. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Pomona Coll.. 1929; M.S.. 1930.
Love, Elmer Isaac, Carry, Pennsyivania.—Architecture. (I. II.) A.B., Carnegie Inst, of Te-hnclogy, 1926.
Love. John Joseph. Xe^ton.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Lowdermiik, Ronald Redvers, Ci'c.rd.—Education. (SS.) B.Exi.. Illinois State Normal L'niv., 1927.
Lowry, Delton H., Rayr.harr.. yorih Caroline.—Histor>-. (I.) A.B.. Sonih-westem Coll., 1930.
Lowther, Joseph Gibson, Austin, Texas.—Mechanical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Texas. 1923; M.S.,
1931.
Lucas, Ruth, Colfax. Indiana.—l^ihrary Science. (SS.) .A..B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1922; B.S.. 1930.
Ludolph, Paul Christian, .4 rcoi<:.—Physics. (S£.> B.S.. M.S., 1927, 1929.
Lukas, Gaze Elmer, East St. Louis.—Accountancy. (SS. 1.1 B.S., 1930.
Lumsden, Herbert Stansf.eld, Ccnalou, Missouri.—Ph\-sics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Southeast Missouri State Teachers
Coll., 1927.
Luney. Kerjieth Dean. OoferfaJ*^.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B.. Geneva Coll., 1924; .\.M., 1928.
Luttringhaus, Hans, Cologne, Gwwcrv.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Dr. phil. nat.. L'niv. of Heidelberg, 1930.
Lynch. E\-a Mae. DanriVi;.—ifathematics. (SS.l .A..B.. Indiana Central Coll., 1928; A.M., 1931.
Lyon, Kenneth Cassingt^m. L:: Harpc.—Ceramics. 'I. 11.^ B.S.. 1931.
Lvon, Verne Weslev, Chicago.
—
Juvenile Beha^-icr. \II.) Ph.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1928.
^ic.\dam, Joseph, Whising. Indiana.—History. (SS.) Ph.B.. Univ. of Cnicago, 1928; A.B., Aurora Coll., 1929;
A.M., 1931.
McBride, Elmer Leon, San Marcos, Texas.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Oklahoma .A.£ricn]tural and Me-
chanical Coll.. 1920, 1930.
>rcCabe, Louis Cordell, Urbzna.—G^losy. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
McCarthv. ^v!:.-.: r:: Ei.;":.. C^:'.- :.;.:.—Education. <l. II.) .A.B., 1928.
y.cC^T-.v'.C
'
:n.—Chemistn,-. (1. II.) A.B., .MbionCoU.. 1931.
McClam. C -S. I.) .A..B., Olivet Cc!!.. 1923.
y.cC: V. r- v. (I.) B.S.. >?cKcndre€ Coll., 1931.
'
: rj.^Lcucaticn. ;SS.) B.S.. 1930.
:;i4»i.—Mathematics. (I. II.) B.S.. Miami Univ., 1918; .\.M.. 1925.
U.!.—French. (SS. I. U.) .\.B.. 1931.
,r_c: L._. L..:rj>^-r:.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1926. 1931.
Ham- Winfred. Mest Fro- wt-^or/.—Education. (SS.) Ph.B.. Shurtlcff Coll.. 1929.
>.
-ry Smith. Sew Lenox.—Geology. (I. 11.) .\.B., 1931.
McCc;!::m. John Pasd^.al. Emerson. .Arkansas.—Botany. (I. II.) B.S.. Oklahoma .Agricultural and Mccharical
Coll.. 1927.
McConnell. C7enc\-:c\-e Mar\', P«)ri<j.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
McCormack. Ralph Henrj-. C»f(3|o.—Chemistry. (I. 11.) B.S.. Univ. of Chicago. 1929.
McCorm-ck. Clyde Truman. ONoni.— Pi.ysics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1930.
McCown, Cloyde Vates, L'rbana.—Dair>- Husbandrj-. (II.) B.S.. 1930.
McCoy. Cecil .A., PbmonJ*.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Western Illinois State Teachers Coll.. 1923.
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McCoy, MDdred Lorene, KiVfexcoJ.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Monmouth Coll., 1930.
McCov, Richard Hugh. Wilminitoit, 0A»o.—Chemistry. CSS, I. II.) .A,.B.. E^lham CoU., 1929; M.S.. 1931.
McCriscol. King James, RocA/o/-J.—Education. (,SS.) B.S.. .A.M.. 1929. 1931.
McCusker. Ruth, Ji<j..;oo«.—English. (,S5.) .A..B.. Eureka CoU., 1921; .-V.M.. Univ. of Wisconsin. 1928.
McDaniels, Herbert Eli, C'nU'iio.—Bacteriolosy. *,SS. I. II.) B.S.. L'niv. of Chicago, 1925.
McDermiLh, Clark Wright, Ccmdfit.—Education. i,SS.) .-V.B., Illinois Coll., 1929.
McEndariex, M>Ton Edward,' North Liberty, Indiana.—Education. i,SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929.
McFarland, Paul Wilbar, ilcLfan.—Education. (.SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesle>-an Univ., 1917.
McFarlane. Samuel Hanlord, Fredericton, Sex Brunswick. Canada.—Zoologv. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Saskatche-
wan. 1930; M.S.. 1931.
MacFate, Robert Preston, Youngstoicn, Ohio.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS, I. II.) Ch.E^, Lehigh Univ., 1925;
M.S., 1929.
McGahey. Joseph Edward, Toronto, Ontario. Canada.—English. (I.) .A..B.. A.M., Univ. of Toronto. 1924, 1929.
McGee, Charles Edward. Roodkouse.—Bacteriology. (.SS.) .A..B., Illinois Coll., 1926.
McGehee, Julius Rex. Oklahoma City, Okiahoma.—Geology. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1930.
McGLcmis, Frances .Alberta, Posiyv-iiU, Indiana.—Histor>-. (SS.) B.S,, 192S.
McGrath, Mamie Teresa, Sormai.—Education. (SS.1 B.Ed., Illinois State Xormal Univ., 1924; .\.M., 1931.
McGuire, Mary Margaret, Pisisfida.—Education. ^SS.'> B.S.. 1925.
Mcintosh, Wtliiam Ray. Eranston.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. .A.M.. Xorthwestem Univ.. 1920. 1923.
McKee, Edna Belle. Urbana.—Laiin. ,SS. I. II.) .A.B.. .A.M.. 1915. 1929.
McKee. Marie Louise. Lake Biutf.—Library Science. i,SS.) A.B.. Univ. of Nebraska. 1915; B.S., 1931.
MccCee, Marv Annette. UrbaHa.—Education. (.1.) .A.B.. 191S.
McKee. Mildred May. Barr v.—History-. (SS.) B.S.. 1931.
McLain. Evelj-n Lorecca, Chicato.—Spanish, yl. II.) Ph.B.. A.M.. L'niv. of Chicago, 1925, 1926.
McLarty, HaroM Ross,' Ridieicnrn. Onizrio, Cd itj<i<j.—Botany. JI.^ .A.B.. .A.M.. McMaster Univ., 1916, 1920.
McMackin, Dena LuVeme, Eioomington.—Sociology-. (SS.) B.Ed., IllLaois State Xormal Univ.. 1930; .A.M.. 1931.
McMahan, John Wood, fZorci.—.Accountano". (SS, I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
McMahon. Edward Merrill, Gicrg{tos:K.—Chemistry. (SS, I. II.) B.S., XUinois Wesleyan Univ.. 1927; M.S..
1929.
McMunn. Richard Lacey, L>6(3b<3.—Horticulture. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1925, 1929.
McXeely, Evelyn Eulalia,' ioHJ.rei7.'<r.—English. (SS. I. II.) B.S,. 1927.
McXeU. M>Ttle Irene, .\lhar.y, .Yrr York.—Library- Science. (.SS.) B.S., Univ. of Vermont, 1920; B.S.. New
York State Teachers Coll., 1931.
McQueen, Mas Boyd, flK.'.so«p!.'.V,—Pharmacology. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
McRoberts. Edith Starr, Canton, Missouri.—Library Science. (I. II.) .A.B., Culver-Stockton Coll., 192S; B.S..
1929.
MacVeigh, Edwin Lester, Oak Pjrfe.—Geology. (I. II.) .A.B., 1930.
Maas, WiUis Theodore, Olnew—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., lUinois State Xormal Univ., 1929.
Mackav, Helen Hurley. Mt. CcrrcJZ.—Education. (SS.) .A.B.. 192S.
Mackin. Jonn Gilman. Ada, Oklakoma.—Zoology. \.l. II.) B.S.. East Central Coll.. 1924; M.S.. 1927.
Maclean, Marion Elsie, Waterbury, Conr.ectiiuS.—Cheunsiry. (SS. I. II.) .\.B.. .VM., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1924.
1926.
MacmiUan. .Allan Hamilton. Denver, Colorado.—Chemistry-. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. L'niv. of Denver. 1929; M.S., 1931.
Madden, .Alice Lauretta, Ckampcign.—Education. (.1. II.) B.S,. 1926.
Magill. Velma Myrtle, Toiono.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1929, 1931.
Major, Edward Loren. £Mr,rJtc.—Histoo'. (SS, I. II.) .A.B.. Eureka Coll.. 1927; .A.M.. 1928.
Malachowski. Florence Victoria. Chicago.—Bacteriologj-. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. D.D.S., Xorthwestern Univ., 1930.
Malloy, James Francis, Champaign.—Architecture. (I.) B.S., 1929.
Malsbury, Marshall Ravmond, Virden.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1920.
ManceU, Paul Monroe, Mon-r.onth.—Economics. (SS. II.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1924.
Mandeville. Merten Joseph, Terre Hjute, Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1921, 1922.
Mankey. Margaret Glaudine. Chcmpaiin.—English. (I. II.) B.S,. 1931.
Manley, Victor Clyde. Lisbon, Xe-w Hampshire.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Mann, Jewell .Aubrey. Norris Ciiv.—Education. (SS.) .A.B., Evansville Coll., 1928.
Mann, Man.- .Abegail, Muncie, Indiana.—History . (I. II.) .A.B.. Indiana Univ., 1922: B.L.S., A.M.. 1927. 1920.
Mann, Ruby. Jacksonville.—English. (SS.) -A.B.. Illinois Coll.. 1923.
Mannon. Marian. Krii-anee.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. Monmouth Coll.. 1929.
Mantle. Charlo:-e Lucille. Bloorrin^on.—English. (SS.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Xormal L'niv., 1927.
Marcussen, Camilla Kathryn, Springfield.—Education. (SS.) B.S., James MiUikin L'niv., 1920.
Marks, Meyer Benjamin, Chicago.—Psychiatrv. (1. II.) B.S., 1931.
Marshall, Bemice Louise. Serena.—Engiish. (SS.) .A.B.. .A.M.. 1925. 1931.
Marston. Oliver Talmaga, Ellisville.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Xormal L'niv., 1930.
Martig, Ralph R., Harrisburg, Oregon.—History. (I. II.) .A.B., .A.M., Univ. of Oregon, 1927, 1929.
Martin -Albert. -Vra-:on.^Farm Management. (SS.) B.S.. 1923.
Martin. Alice Marie. MontKoulh.—German. (I. II.) .A.B.. Monmouth Coll., 1931.
Martin, Cecil Willard, P<5rrv.—Education. (SS.) -A.B., Illinois CoU.. 1925; M.S., 1931.
Martin, Donald Fraser, Flemington, Georgia.—Economics. (I. II.) .A.B., Davidson Coll., 1929; .A.M., L'niv. of
Xorth Carolina. 1931.
Martin. Florence Elizabeth. Jdiet.—Fs\etiology (II.) .A.B.. 1932.
Martin, John R., Perry.—Education. (SS.) .A.B.. Illinois Coll.. 1927.
Martin. Lula Fern. Kankakee.—Mathematics. vSS.) B.S.. 1931.
Martin. MUdred .Alice. Champaign.—English. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. A.M., 1929, 1931.
Martin. OUve Eden, Sullivan.—Sociology. (SS.) .A.B., 1923,
Martin, William Ted. Scringdale, .Arkansas.—Mathematics. (I. II.) .A. B., L'niv. of .Arkansas, 1930; .A.M., 1931.
Marvin, Gordon Standish, Pwri"<j.—Electrical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S,, M.S., 1930, 1931.
Marx. Hetuy Joseph. 5.'. Louis, Missouri.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1923.
Marj-an. Harry Oliver. CAiVogo.—Obstetrics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.D.. M.S.. 1921. 1922. 1931.
Mason. Morris,' Benton.—Civil Engineering. (II.) B.S., Univ. of .Arkansas, 1927.
Mastny, Robert Francis. Lw/e.—English. (SS.) .A.B.. St. Proccpius Coll.. 1925.
Mathys. DeUa Mabel, .ircadia, Wisconsin.—Lihnj^- Science. (I. II.) .A.B.. Lawrence CoU.. 191S; B.S., 1931.
Matthews. Jim P.,' Fayetierille, Arkansas.—Lib!^r\- Science. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. Univ. of .Arkansas, 1916; B.S.,
1930.
Mauck, Marj- Lenora, Princeton, Indiana.—English. (SS.) .A.B., Western CoU.. 1924.
Mauzey, .Armand Jean, FiWiay.—Surgery. (I. II.) B.S.. Eureka CoU., 1928; B.S., 1931.
> Completing thesis in absentia.
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Mavis, Frederic Theodore.i Iowa City, Iowa.—Ciw\\ Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1922, 1926.
Maxwell, William Keepers, EnaMs^oM.—English. (I. II.) A.B., 1930; A.M.. Harvard Univ., 1931.
Maybach, Mrs. Pearl Smith, Kirkwood.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Mayer, Robert Wallace. Ml. Pulaski.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1930. 1931.
Mayes, Harris Irving, Dalton City.—Eklucation. (SS.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1922.
Mayeur, Leon Louis, Point Marion, Pennsylvania.—French. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of West Virginia, 1929; A.M.,
1931.
Means, Raymond Ellsworth,' Coolidge, Arizona.—Structural Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Oklahoma Agri-
cultural and Mechanical Coll., 1922, 1923.
Meek, Arthur Wilbur, Springfield.—Mathematics. (I. II.) .-^.B., Illinois Coll., 1931.
Meeka. Edward, St. Louis, Missouri.—Ceramics. (I. II.) B.S.. Missouri School of Mines, 1930.
Meid. George Donald. Manilla, Indiana.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S.. Butler Univ.. 1931.
Meints, Ralph Edward, Grand Mound, /oa-a.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Iowa State Coll., 1927, 1928.
Meitzner, Erich, Halle, Germany.—Ciiemistry. (I.) Doctorate. Univ. of Giessen, 1930.
Melcher. Louis, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Mellon, Eugene Harvey. Barry.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. Illinois Coll., 1923.
Meloan, Robert. Ocuawka.—Political Science. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Menne. Elizabeth Ellen, Ganton.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Mercer, George Eugene, Mendota.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Merritt, Lillian Mae, Henry.—Foods and Nutrition. (I. II.) B.S., Eureka Coll.. 1924.
Mertz. Edwin Theodore. Missoula, Montana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Montana. 1931.
Merz. Helen Louise. 5a.V'm.—History. (SS.) A.B., 1924.
Mesirow. Sidney David, C/iicago.—Pathology. (SS. I.) B.S., 1928.
Metter, Harry Louis. Co/uwifcia.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., 1924, 1925.
Metterhausen, Frederick Brockmann, Ghicago.—Civil Engineering, (I. II.) B.S., 1921.
Metzger, Adelia Carolyn, Springfield.—English. (SS.) .\.B., James Millikin Univ., 1926.
Meurlot, Andrew Edward, Orlando, Florida.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll.,
1929.
Meyer, Clara Rocke, Champaign.—Chemistry. (II.) B.S.. M.S., 1927. 1928.
Meyer. Curtis Erdmund, Gaseyville.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Meyer, Elmer August, Chicago.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Meyer, Esther, C/iJcaso.—Bacteriology. (I. II.) Ph.G., 1924; B.S.. Univ. of Mighigan, 1930.
Meyer, Harold Irving, Kanfeafece.—Surgery. (SS. I. II.) A.B., B.S.. M.S., 1919, 1920, 1931; M.D., Rush Medical
Coll., 1923.
Meyer, Pearl Viola, Adams.—Latin. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Meyers, Earl Lawrence, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Coe Coll., 1930.
Michael, Viola Mae, £/r6awo.—Bacteriologj'. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1925.
Michelmann, Flora Dorothea, Qui7icy.—History. (I. II.) A.B.. 1931.
Middleton, Errol Bathurst, Beaumont, Te.ras.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., M.S., 1919, 1921.
Mikalauckas. Monica, West Frankfort.—Philosophy. (SS.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago, 1926.
Miller. Buford John. Piedmont, Kansas.—Economics. (SS.) B.S.. Kansas State Agricultural Coll.. 1924.
Miller. Donald Sidney. C/iicngo.—Physiology. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Miller, Edwin Lynn, North English, Iowa.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., Iowa Wesleyan Coll., 1928; M.S.. 1930.
Miller, John B., C/rfcana.—Ceramics. (II.) B.S., 1930.
Miller, John Ferdinand, Irving.—History. (SS. I. ) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Miller, Josephine Eliza. Urbana.—English. (I. II.) A.B., DePauw Univ.. 1923; A.M.. Columbia Univ., 1926.
Miller, Kermit Earl, Lorain, Ohio.—Latin. (SS.) A.B., Wheaton Coll., 1927; A.M.. Univ. of Chicago, 1929.
Miller, Leo Frederick, C/iicago.—Surgery. (I. II.) B.S., M.D., 1927, 1930.
Miller, Leota Maebra, t/rfeana.—History. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Miller, Myrtle Christine, Edwardsville.—mstory. (I.) A.B., 1928.
Miller, Walter LTlysses. Shumway.—Bacteriology. (SS.) A.B.. 1927.
Miller, William Arthur, Herrin.—Bacteriology. (I. 11.) B.S., 1929; M.S., Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1931.
Milles, George, C/iJcago.—Pathology. (II.) Ph.G., B.S., M.D., 1923, 1925, 1929.
Millhouse, George. GaZena.—English. (I.) Ph.B., A.M., Univ. of Chicago, 1929, 1930.
Milliken, Margaret Eugenie, Port Gamble, Washington.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Colorado
Coll., 1926.
Mills, Mrs. Helen Thompson, Midland, Michigan.—French. (I. II.) A.B.. Miami Univ., 1919.
Mills, Richard George,' New Brunswick, New Jersey.—Ceramic Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1927; M.S., Rutgers
Univ., 1930.
Miner. Harrison Read. Decatur.—Transportation. (SS. I.) B.S.. 1930.
Miner. Mrs. Jane Boyd. Urbana.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1931.
Mitchell, Burl Kenneth, Cav5.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Mitchell, Daniel Palmer, Ejfingham.—FAucation. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Mitchell, David Ray, State College, Pennsylvania.—Mining Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania
State Coll., 1924, 1927; E.M., 1931.
Mitchell, Robert Buchanan. Indianapolis, Indiana.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Mitchell, Samuel Poucher, Charleston.—Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Modesitt, Virginia, Charleston.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1931.
Moehl, Erna Barbara, T/iomasftoro.—English. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Mofiit, Douglas Alexander, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.—Library Science. (SS. I. 11.) B.S., Univ. of Iowa, 1926; B.S.,
1931.
Mohn, Paul Eugene, Mohnton, Pennsylvania.—Mechanical Engineering. (I.) B.S., M.E., Pennsylvania State
Coll., 1922, 1931; M.S., 19.30.
Mohr, Carl Otto, C/iam/)ai(;«.—Entomology. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Minnesota. 1926; .A.M., 1928.
Moldavsky, Leon Frank, Chicago.—Anatomy. (I. II.) A.B., Western Reserve Univ., 1931.
"Monack, Albert James, Charleroi, Pennsylvania.— Ceramic Engineering. (I.) B.S.. Univ. of West Virginia. 1927;
M.S., 1929.
Montgomery, Franz Jackson, Montezuma, Indiana.—English. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Indiana L'niv., 1927, 1928.
Mood, Robert Gibbs. McKinney, Texas.—EngUsh. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Southwestern Coll.. 1920; A.M., Columbia
Univ., 1924.
Moore, Donald Clay, Eureka.—Civil Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Moore, Fritz. Akron, Ohio.—German. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., Univ. of Akron, 1927; .\.M., 1930.
Moore, Grace Evelyn, Decatur.—Public Speaking. (SS.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1927.
Moore, Harold Gillfillan, Oilman.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1926.
' Candidate for professional degree in engineering.
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Moore, Marian Alease, Lawrenceville.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Greenville Coll., 1929.
Moore, Marvin G., Harrison, Arkansas.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Arkansas, 1931.
Moore, Paul Homer, DanvilU.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Moore, Ruth Mae, Abingdon.—French. (SS.) A.B., Monmouth Coll., 1924.
Moorman, Robert Burrus, Champaign.—Civil En.G;ineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1931.
Morgan, Cora Helen, Loiten^—Spanish. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Morgan, William Ray, Macomfr.—Ceramics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1920.
Morrical, Keron Caldwell, Farmer City.—Physics. (II.) B.S., 1929.
Morris, Lloyd Parker, Urbana.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1923.
Morris, Nellie F., Oblong.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
Morris, Ollie Nathaniel, Si. Louis, Missouri.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Morrison, Alice, Hanson.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Norm.al Univ., 1924.
Morrison, Sherman William, lo^vaCity, Iowa.—Ptiarmacology. (SS. II.) Ph.G., Ph.C, M.S.,Univ. of Iowa, 1918,
1922, 1927; B.S., South Dakota State Coll., 1924.
Morton, Ellen Esther, C/!aw]!)ci,gn.—History. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Moss, Grace Elizabeth, Chicago.—English. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Moss, Hugh Ernest, Unionville, /oii'a.—History. (SS.) A.B., Mt. Morris Coll., 1926.
Mott-Smith, Harold Meade, Schenectady, New York.— Physics. (I. II.) A.B., Cornell Univ., 1920.
Moyer, Cecil Adolph, Kent, Ohio.—-Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S., Miami Univ., 1931.
Moyer, Dorothy Emeline, AJlendale.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1924; B.S., 1927.
Mrgudich. John Niel, Globe, .Arizona.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., Univ. of Arizona, 1929, 1930.
Mueller, Edward Martin, Elmhurst.—German. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1929, 1951.
Mullen, Lawrence Rav, Urbana.—English. CSS.) A.B., 1923.
Mulloy. William Joseph. Nashville, Tennessee.—Germcin. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Vanderbilt Univ.. 1929, 1930.
Mumm, Walter John, Sidney.—Asronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1919, 1928.
Munger, Stella Constance, Manhattan, Kansas.—Economics. (II.) B.S., Kansas State Coll., 1925; M.S., Univ.
of Wisconsin, 1927.
Munro, Donald Farnham, Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Canada.—German. (SS. I. II.) B.S., A.M., Arcadia Univ.,
1926, 1927.
Munro, Howard Everett, Hey-Morth.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan L'niv., 1928; M.S., 1929.
Muns, Lola Jeannette, Pesotum.—English. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Munson, Florence .Annette, Prophetstovjn.—Mathem.atics. (SS.) A.B., 1929.
Munson, Lakie Board, Champaign.—Historj'. (SS.) A.B., 1931.
Murphy, Glenn, Louisville, Colorado.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of Colorado, 1929, 1930
Murphy, Joseph Clement, Georpeto-jjn.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Murray, Linwood Asa, Moline.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Augustana Coll., 1929.
Myers. Nellie Ray, Urbana.—Lihrary Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Parsons Coll., 1928; B.S., 1.930.
Myers, William Henry, Mt. Vernon.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Norma! Univ., 1930.
Naeser, Charles Rudolph, Janesville, Wisconsin.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1931.
Nakamura, Frank Isa, Los Angeles, California.—.\nimal Nutrition. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Occidental Coll., 1926;
A.M., Leland Stanford Univ., 1927.
Nedzel, Alexander John, Elmwood Park.—Bacteriology. (SS. I. II.) Diploma, Medical Faculty, New Russian
Univ., 1913; M.S., 1931.
Neel, James Todd, Carmi.-OrzX Surgery. (I. II.) D.D.S., 1931.
Neely, Charles, Carfeonrfa/e.—English. (SS.) B.Ed.. Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927; A.M., 1931.
Neet, Allen Whitlock, Decatur.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1931.
Neild, Harold Wallace, Hornell, New Forfe.—Physiology. (I. II.) B.S., Purdue Univ., 1931.
Neiman, Abraham Samuel, Chicago.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Michigan, 1921.
Neiman. Benjamin Harold, Chicago.—Pathology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1926; M.D., Rush Medical
Coll., 1929.
Nelson, Agnes Louise, Champaign.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1919.
Nelson, Arnold Carl, Ridgway, Pennsylvania.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1927.
Nelson, Harlan Wiiiis, Crookston, Minnesota.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of North Dakota, 1929; M.S.,
1930.
Nelson, Tell, Chicago.—Medicine. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1920; M.D., Rush Medical Coll., 1924.
Neumann, Percy Eugene, Rockporl.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1925.
Neville, Richard Perrv, Eldon, Missouri.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Westminister Coll., 1930.
Newbill, Nadine, La Grange.—EngHsh. (I.) A.B., 1928.
Newcomer, Hale Lloyd, Mason City, /owa.—Economics. (II.) A.B., B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925, 1930.
Newell, Robert Henry, Ottawa.—Railway Mechanical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Nev/kirk, Mary Bernice, Lakewood.—English. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1927.
Newmark, Nathan Mortimore, Plainfield, New Jersey.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S.. Rutgers Univ., 1930.
Newnum, Marshall .Atkinson, Kingman, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Indiana Univ., 1925; A.M., 1931.
Nicholas, Charles Albert, Mwphysboro.—Education. (SS. I.) .A.B., Carthage Coll., 1922.
Nicholson, Douglas Gillison, Jo/je^—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Nicholson, Hugh Philo, Ossian, Iowa.—Geology. (I.) B.S., E.M., lov.-a State Coll., 1923, 1930.
Nickel, Elmer Victor, Arenzville.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Coll., 1923; .A.M., 1931.
Nickell, Vernon Le^vis, Champaign.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Nickoley. Edward Frederick, Beirut. Svria.—Economics. (I.) A.B., A.M., 1898, 1916.
Nielsen, Paul Ellsworth, Chicago.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Niess, Minnie, Bellerille.-Hislory. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1920.
Nissen, Esther Julia, Cedar Falls, Iowa.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Iowa State Teachers Coll., 1930.
Noble, Mildred Jeannette, Norton, Massachusetts.—English. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1925, 1927.
Noggle, Wave Lynn, Holder.—Lihrary Science. (SS. I. 11.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929; B.S., 1930.
Nolen, Benjamin Broughton, Urbana.—Political Science. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Texas, 1925, 1927.
Norman, Helen Grant, Champaign.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1921.
Norris, Forbes Holten, Astoria.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Manchester Coll., 1922; M.Ed., Harvard Univ., 1926.
Norris, Robert Earl, A ii/-ora.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., A.M., 1926, 1928.
Norton, Ethan Arlo, Normal.—Agronomy. (II.) B.S., M.S., 1920, 1929.
Nowlin, Mabel Naomi, Sullivan, Indiana.—Latin. (SS.) A.B., 1926.
Nusbaum, Ralph Emerson, Middleburv, Indiana.—Physics. (I. II.) .A.B., DePauw Univ., 1926; M.S., 1929.
Nusbaum, William John, Middlebury, 'Indiana.—Phvsics. (SS.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1927.
Oakley, Thomas Denton, McCarley, Mississippi.^Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.E., Univ. of Mississippi, 1923.
Odell, Clarence Burt, Normal.—Geography. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Norm.al Univ., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Oder, Augustus Louis, Fairfield.—Zoology. (SS.) B.Ed.. Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1924.
Oder, Charles RoUin. Clarksburg. West Virginia.—Geology. (I. II.) A.B.. A.M., Univ. of Virginia, 1928, 1929.
O'Donnell, Donald John, Champaign.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
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Ogden, Susie E., Carbondah.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929; A.yi., 1931.
Oi?den, Wilbur Lee, UnionviUe, /07ua.— Mathematics. (SS.) B.S.. Mt. Morris Coll., 1925; M.S., 1930.
Olander, Milton Martin, RorAj/orJ.—Education. (SS. I. II. > B.S., M.S., 1922, 1931.
Olchoff, Maurice.' Kansas City, Missouri.— Mechanical Entrineerinn. (I. II.) B.S., 1923.
Oldfather, Margaret, f/rftana.—Library Science. (I.) A.B., B.S., 1926, 1927.
Oldham, John Newton. Memfyhis, Tennessee.— English. (I. II.) B.S., Memphis State Teachers Coll., 1930; .A..M.,
Vanderhilt Univ.. 1931.
Oliver, Clover Leola. Chicago.—Chemistry. (II.) .A.B., Univ. of Iowa. 1930.
Olmsted, Margaret, Rock Island.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. Augustana Coll., 1')1S; A.M., 1916.
Olson, Fred Carl, Palouse, IVashingion.—Anima] Husbandry. (II.) B.S.. State Coll. of Washington, 1924; M.S.,
Univ. of Nebraska, 192f).
Olson, Sigurd Ferdinand, Alexandria, Minnesota.—Zoology. (I. IT.) B.S., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1920.
O'Malley, James Emmett. Chicni;o.—Bacteriolosy. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Oneal, Georpe, Kin?sburg, California.—Education. (I. 11.) B.S., 1931.
Oppitz, Nell Griswold, Lebanon, Ohio.—History. (SS.) A.B., National Normal Univ., 1907.
Orloff, Morris Phillip, CfttVa^o.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Orlovich, Robert Borgia, /o.'iV/.—English. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1929. 1930.
Orr, Alden Ermon, Lakeview, Michigan.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S., Michigan State Coll., 1929.
Orth, Oswald Sidnev, Winchester, Kcw/wcfev.—Physiology. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Osborne. John Reilly. Fr«/lor^—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1927.
Osborne, Margaret Helen, C/!aM;/>aj?n.—Psvchology. (I.) A.B., 1930.
Osenburg, Frederic Charles, ."^an Diego, California.—EncMsh. (I. II.) A.B.. .A.M., Univ.of Michigan, 1928, 1929.
Othus, James Carey, Portland, Oregon.—Theoretical and .\pplied Mechanics. (I. II.) M.E., Cornell Univ., 1917.
Ott, Ellis Ravmond, WinMd, Kansas.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Southwestern Coll.. 1928; A.M.,
Kansas Univ., 1929.
Owen, John Isaac. Gilbertsville, Kenlucky.—'F.nK\i?.\\. (I. II.) A.B., A.M.. Univ. of Kentucky, 1926, 1927.
Owng, Yuan Ching, Shar.<;hai, China.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., Chiao-tung Univ., 1931.
Packenham, Edward Sample, Gnlesburg.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., Lombard Coll., 1928.
Page, John Orion, Rochester, Ne7v Forfe.—Chemistrv. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Rochester, 1927; M.S., 1931.
Paine. Stephen William, Grand Rapids, Michigan.—Greek. (I. II.) A.B., Wheaton Coll., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Paine, Svlvia Badieh, Urbana.—Economics. (II.) .A.B., Welleslev Coll.. 1931.
Painter, James Russell, While Hall.—Farm Manairement. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Palmer. Ethel Julia. Deca/i<r.—Education. (SS. II.) A.B., Carthage Coll., 1927.
Palmer, Howard J., Lea/ ;?tr«r.—Botanv. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Palmer, Jesse Tavlor, He.dar, /ifa/io.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1931.
Palmer. Virginia Stuart. Byron.—Botany. (SS.) .A.B., 1930.
Pane, Peter Spryrou, Chicago.—Bacteriology. (II.) M.D., Loyola Univ., 1925.
Park, -Andrew Rdd, Evanston.—Entomology. (I. II.) .A.R., 1930.
Park, Esther .Ailleen, Springfield, Missouri.—Library Science. (SS.) B.S., Southwest Missouri State Teachers
Coll.. 1926; B.S., 1931.
Park. Sunshine E., Parkersbicrg.—Bacteriology. (SS.) A.B., M.S., 1925, 1931.
Parker, Edward Arthur, Woodstock.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Parker, Joe Marion, Vienna.—Zoology. (I. II.) .A.B.. 1930.
Parkcrson, Dale Herbert, Veedersburg. Indiana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., DePauw Univ., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Parks, Ophelia, Tcrre Haute, Indiana.—Kne.Ush. (I. II.) .A.B., Indiana State Teachers Coll., 1929.
Parmelee, Mrs. Amy Olgen. C/iica?o.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Northwestern Univ., 1904.
Parmflee, Rexford Clark, C/ia?w/'ai?n.—Economics. (SS. I. II. > B.S., M.S., 1930, 1931.
Parrill, Irwin Homer, Kinmitndv.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1931.
Parsons, May Anne, C/irca?o.—French. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Parsons, Theophilus, Alpes Marilirre, France.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.C., Cornell Univ., 1924.
Paschall. Helen. Jacksonville.—English. (SS.) A.B., MacMurray Coll., 1922.
Patch, Roland Harrison, Wenham, Massachusr.lts.—UoTtic\i\t\\Te. (II.) B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.,
1911; B.S., Bos'on Univ., 1911; M.S.. Cornell Univ., 1916.
Pate!, Zaver Harkha, Kathiawar, /nrfta.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Fergusson Coll., 1927; M.S., Indian Inst.
of Science, 1930.
Paterson, Harold Cameron, Champaign.—Education. (I.) B.S., 1925.
Paton, Jean Crawford, //«7/if'oro.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., Carthage Coll., 1931.
Patrick, Abraham Kuvkendall, T/ieftM.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Patrick, Robert William, Nnperville.—Horticulture. (I. II.) B.S., 1925.
Patterson, Bcrnice .Amber, Le Roy.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1922.
Patterson, Ralph Lewis, Decatur.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Patterson, Virginia Mildred. Charrftaign.—Economics. (TI.) A.B., 1930.
Patterson, Wilbur Irvin, Jacksonville.—Chemi^trv . (I. 11.) A.B., Illinois Coll., 1930.
Pattin, Howard Sparling, Waterford, 0/ito.—Phvsic?. (I. II.) .\.B.. Marietta Coll., 1931.
Patton. Clifford Wheel'-r. A/^rfco/?:*/.—History. (SS.) A.B., Oklahoma Bantist Univ., 1926.
Patton, Jamec Earl, .Wow/i'cW/o.— Edtication. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1930.
Paul, Mary Elizabeth, TVoo'/son.—History. (SS. I.) B.S.. 1930.
Payne, John Collin^. Marseilles.—Hi'ttorw. (SS.) A.B., 19^0.
Pearce, Dennis Wiffen, Vancouver. British Columbia, Canada.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of
British Columbia, 1929, 19,30.
Pecival, Ruth Frances, KiVr^irfc—Sociology. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1931.
Peck, Laurence Adolph, .Soldier, Kansas.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S..A.. Kansas State Agricultural Coll..
1931.
Pei. Ching Pong.i f/rfcann.—Mechanical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S.. 1921. 1923.
Peirce, Alan -Strxnlov, Chicago.—Botanv. (II.) A.B., 1932.
Peirce, Donald Durand, Ridgwav, Pennsylvania.—ChcmistTV. (SS.) A.B., Oberlin Coll., 1923;'.\.M., 1929.
Peirce, Mary Eva, rioopslon.—Kn^Msh. (I. 11.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1929; A.M., 19.30.
Pepple, Lloyd V., Belle Ri»<".—Education. (SS.> B..S., 1926.
Perkins, .August Theron, St. Louis, Afi.Tsowri.—Bacteriolocy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Perkins, John William, Monlicello.—Edncatinn. (SS. I. U.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Pertzoff, Leon Gmrge. Chicago.—f^nrcerv. fll.) M.D., 1926.
Peskind, Seymoiir I., Oiicjco.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1031.
Peters, Howard Chester. Chicago.—Phvsiologv. (I. 11.) B.S., Northwestern Univ.. 1932.
Peters, Woodford W., C/iam/)(jjs«.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Manchester Coll.. 1915; A.M.. Ohio State
Univ., 1922.
' Candiate for professional degree in engineering.
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PetiTsen, John Desrey, Lmdinifom, Mickigau.—English. (I. II.) A-B., Univ. of Michigan, 1923; A.M., Harvard
L'aiv.. 1926.
Peterson, Eaxl Herman. IMcMJuU,—Ea^six. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Colorado, 1923; .\.M.. State CoU. of
Washington. 192S
Peteison. Lewis Vincent. Carhou44tU.—Edncation. (I. II.) A.B., McKendree Coll., 1927; A.M., 1928.
Petenon. Mrs. Lorine Lair Ckampaig*.—Education. (I.> B.S., 1928.
Petefson. Rtatard For». GcUii,—Chemistry. (1. II.) B.S„ 1931.
Peteraoa Roben Frederict, Missomla. Moniana.—Chemistry. (I. II.) .\.B., Univ. of Mcntaria, 1931.
Pnotd. Loretta .-Vnne. t/rfcawo.—Histoo'- d- U-) A.B.. 1931.
Pesold. MarEaret Antoinnette. Urbaua,—Chemistry. {I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Lotdsville, 1929.
Pfiester. Edna MitcbeA.Champaiem.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1927.
Pbares. Esther Marion. LefajetU, Imdimna.—^Ubrsry Sdence. (I. II.) B.S.. Purdue Univ.. 1929; B.S., 1931.
Philbrook. Leman Kenneth. Si. S«io.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. McKendree Coil.. 1930.
Phillips, Kenneth, New Bmrmsidc—Education. (^.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Ptcaid. Joseph Leroy. Urhau*.—Education. (S&) B.S.. M.S., 1927. 1931.
Pickels. George Wdlington. Urhana.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Pictkens. Louise Milliken. De Land, /TorwiB.—Chemistry. (SS. I.) B.S., 1921; M.S., Iowa State CoU.. 1927.
Pickering. Wnbnr Lawrence, LafujttU, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) .\.B., DePauw Univ., 1925.
Pierson. Arthur Clarence. Toulon.—Political Science. (II.) .Ai.B.. Belc«t Col!.. 1930; B.S.. 1932.
Pietiangdi. Angdina Rosalia. Kenosha. Wisconsin.—Fivjidh. (II.) .A.B.. Lake Forrest CoU., 1926; .\.M., 1928.
FSD^HirT, Richard VVashbum. Prince Rupert, BrUish Columbia, Canada.—Zoology. (SS, I. II.) .\.B., Univ. of
British Colambia, 1927.
Pinkerton. Roderick Donald. RarfcpiHe.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S.. 1931.
Piper. .Arthur Kdth. Davenport, Iowa.—Chemistry. (I.) .A.B.. .A.ugnstana CoU., 1931.
Piper. Dwight French. OdUeic—Edncation. (SS.^ A.B., Geneva CoD.. 1929.
Piper. John Hubert. Odfcdoic—Education. (SS.) .^B.. Geneva CoU.. 1928.
Pirok. John NidMdas. Stemcto*.—Civil Engineering. (I. II. i B.S.. 1931.
Pittinger. V^TIlis Edgar. Tennessee.—^Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. N^estem Illinois State Teachers CoU., 1927.
Ponder. Witana Edith. Ckicagft.—^Ubiary Soence. (I. II. ^ .\.B.. 1912.
Poole. Gertrude Inex. Fallow.—Education. (II.) A.B.. 1931.
Postal. James Leonard. BcOand, Michigan.—^Surgery. (I. II.> .\.B., Hope Con.. 1926.
Porter. David Jordan. Urbana.—Chemical Engineering. tSS.) B.S.. M.S . 1950. 1931.
Powen. -Alden Le^e. Rodkton.—PoIi-.ical Sdence. (I. II.) .K.B.. A.M., 1929, 1930.
Powdl. Frank Elizabeth. Canton.—Bzczerioiogy. (SS.) .A..B.. 1929.
Powdl. George Robert. CanUm.—EdccaUon. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1927^
Power. Mi& CamOle Bamett. Peoria.—French. (I. II.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1922.
Pratt. Gladys Ford. Westfidd, Massachusetts.—Uhr^^ Sdecce. ^SS.) A.B., Mt. Holyoke CoU., 1914; .A.M., 1931
Preston. Herbert Dodson. 5j>r»jts^<M.—Chemistry. (SS. I. U.\ .\.B., Illinois CoU., 1928.
Price. Edward V.. 0Uo««.—Hist<Hy. (Sa) B.Ed.. Eastern mirois State Teachers CoU., 1930.
Price. Esther Frances, Emporia. Kansas.—^Library Sdence. (SS I. II.) B.S., B.S., Kan'^." State Teachers CoU.,
1927. 1928; B.S., 1929.
Price. Hartley DCKlev. Brisband. Queendand, jl«*ra/t«.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., B.P.E., Spriagfield
ColL. 1927. 1928: B.S., A.M.. 1928. 1931.
Prigger. Raym<Hid Frederick. Indianapolis, Indiana.—^Accountancy. (I.) B.S.. Butler Univ., 1931.
Prusha. Fred Remain. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.—Education. (SS. II.) B.S.. Coe CoIL. 1917.
Pnlliam. (George Bmer. ML Vernon.—Edncadon. (S&) B.S.. Bradlej- Polytechnic Inst., 1926.
Pamea. Ercsdl Vance. CarterwUU.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Southern IlUcois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Puryear. Jennie BurtoFd. Memphis. Tennessee.—English. (I. II.) .\.B., Southwestern, 1931.
Pnumala, Reino Hendrick. Roberts, Montana.—.Anatomv. CI. II.) B.S., 1931.
Quinsey. Donald Leroy.' ForAwiH«.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1924.
QnlaenberTy. John Henry. CoodUU, Texas.—^Animal Genetics. (I. II.) B.S., Tei3.s .Agricnltural and Mechanical
CoO.. 1931.
Racster, Lyman Vane, Albion.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Radford, Norasan Henry. MorganUnen. Wsst Virginia.—Edncation. (SS.) BS.. 1927.
Radner. David Benjamin. CHeogo.—Bio^Phyacs. (I. II.) Ph.G., B.S.. 1926, 1931.
Rahn. Herman Robert. Chicago.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. 1930.
Rahrer. Gerald Dean. Ossian. Indiana.—Physics. (T. II.) -A.B., Wabash CoU.. 1930; .A.if ., 1931.
Rainer. Walter Wolfe. Chicago.—^Economics. (II.) B.S.. 1932.
Ralph. DwvMthy Maiie. Princeton.—French. (I. II.) A.B.. Carthage Coll.. 1930; A.M., 1931.
Ramsey. John An^in. MartinsrUU. Virginia.—French. (II.) .A.B.. Duke Univ., 1926; A.M.. 1928.
Ramsey. RuaadI Jennings. Sesser.—Dairy Hnsbandrv. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
KandaH. Leta Faye. Decatur.—Mathematics. (SS.) .A.B.. James ^J^!kinUniv., 1922.
Randks. Alvin Miner. Kokomis.—P<riitical Sdence. 'II.) B.S.. 1932.
Rapp. Albert. New York. New Forfe.—Latin. (I. II.) .A.B., Colgate Univ., 1928; .A.M.. Oberiin CoU.. 1930.
Rapp. Oliver LaVerne. E<<el5tei'».—Education. (SS. I.) B.S.. M.S.. 1926, 1927.
Rappaport. Ben Zion. Ofcteaso.—Pathology. (L II.) B.S., M.D., 1920. 1923.
Rasmuasen. Daoid Irvin, Mi. Pleasant. Utah.—Zoology. (I. II.) B.S.. Brigham Young Umv., 1928; M.S., 1930,
Raasweiler. Merrin Paul. BdoU. irisowutn.—Pbvsics. h. II.) .A.B.. Beloit CoU., 1930.
Rathbnn. Rowland. Gen EUyn.—History. (SS.) B.S.. M.S.. 1928, 1931.
Ratbert. Florence Louise. Indianapolis. Indiana.—Matheniatics. (I. II.) .A.B., Butler Univ., 1931.
RathmeO. Vemice, Chicago.—Botany. (SS. 11.) A.B., 1931.
Randi. Henry. Peoria.—Chemistry. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Ream. Edward Franklin. j4«rora.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S.. 1930.
Rebman. Sarah Margaret. La Harpe. Kansas.—Latin. (SS.) .A.B., Ottawa Univ., 1918; A.M., 1931.
Reed. Archie Lawrence. Brush. Colorado.—Political Sdence. 'SS.) A.B.. Eureka Coll., 1928.
Reed. Dwight Lincoln. ^TcBtoa.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Eastern lUinois State Teachers CoU., 1928.
Reed. James Bnrbank. WaUkam. MassachuseOs.—Chemi^fnr. '1. II.) B.S., ilassachusetts State CoU., 192 /.
Reed, Nina (Genevieve. Braidwood.—History- (SS.) B.S., 1927.
Reeaman. Homer Barrows. Clinton.—Ctemistry. (SS.) B.S.. Eureka CoU.. 1930.
Reeves. Bert Lyndcm. Citeo.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. M.S.. 1926. 1931.
_ ^
Refam. John B.. TnrOe Creek. Pntmryfeuitia.—Bacteriology. (SP. I. II.) B.S.. .AUegbeny CoU., 1929; M.S., 1931.
Reicli. Ellis Henry. ML Sterling.—Cbeadstty. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. lUiaios CoU.. 1929.
Racfa. William Robert. Champaign.—Education, fl.) B.S.. 1922.
.
,_ „ „,„
Kda.JuSasWa.yrte, Fori Collins, Colorado.—Farm Management. (I. II.) B.S.. Colorado Agncnitnral CoU.. 1930.
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Replo^C Vernon Leroy, CharUstom.—Edncation. (SS.) B.S.. 192&
Rew. C«cfl LewiB. &>6«««.—French. (SS. I. II.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago. 1919; A.if.. 1927.
Reynolds. John Todd. Lhcigkl.—'P^xhology. (I. II.) B.S.. 1950.
Rice. Cbartes L.. DaUas Cuy.—Physics. 'SS.) .\-B., Carthage CoU., 1928.
Rice, David William, liontU^o.—Physcs. 'SS.) .VB., .A.sbiiry Coll.. 1928,
Rice. Howard Harold, KanJuiiue.—Eaccs.-j.o-^. 'SS.) Ph.B.. ShunJeff ColL, 192S.
RicQ. Edward Lloyd. La Harpe.—'Fzjvi Management. iSS.) B.S.. 1928.
Richards. May E^lizabeth. Sorikbrook.—Mathematics. (SS.) .\.B.. 1930.
Ricrards, William, L'rbana.—English. (.11.,' .^.B., 1931.
Richardson. Eleanor Louise. J/r. Vernon..—Botany. 'I. II.* B.S., 1931.
Richart. Blanche Belle. Urbcnc.—Ecucation. <SS., .' ' ' '
Richaxt. Ralph Robert,' Clatlarui. O'r.ic.—Electric^: : 'I. II.) B.S.. 1927.
Richey. Emilie CHga, Decatm.—Zoo'iOZi. (SS.; .\.B.
.
...a Univ.. 1929.
Ricbey. James MOton, SpTingfiM.—Psvchclogy. ';>5. .-. r ., .ames MilUHn Univ.. 1929.
RiebeL John Paul. Louis:iUe. Keniiuky .—Emhsh. [1. 11.) B.S.. Univ. of Kentucky. 1924; .\.B.. A.M.. Univ. of
Southern California, 1927. 192S.
Riegel. Ernest B>Ton. Lrwno.—CbeniiEtrr. SS. I. II.) .K.B.. Central CoU.. 1928; A.M.. 1931.
Riegel, Roberta M>-rtle. LVtctw.—French. SS. I. II.) .VB.. Central ColL. 1915; .\.M.. Univ. oi Chicago. 1926.
Riggs. WUliam Henr>-. Cat€-in-RocJi.—His:ozy. (SS. I.) B.S.. 1931.
Rinard. Harriet \ irginia. Kenxicnd, Indiana.—Library Science. (L II.) Ph.B.. Univ. of Chicago. 1920; B.S..
1928.
Ritcber. Paul Osbom. Urbana.—Entomology. (I- ID -^•B.. 1931.
Rives. Hazel \'erena. Bunker Sfl/.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. 1926.
Robbins, Helen Peabody, Lr&oM.—Hisiorv. (L IL) A.B., 1928.
Roberts. Charles Walter. S<«-iiiig.—English. (SS. I. II.) .A-B.. Ohio Wesleyan Univ.. 1924; -\.M.. Univ. of
Iowa, 1928.
Roberts. John Cuitin. lUiopolis.—Education. (SS.) .\.B., IlliaoLs ColL. 1925.
Roberts. Martha Anne, Quincy.—Education. (SS.) B.S., ^i.S.. 1928. 1931.
Roberts. Mary. F«»3W<i.—French. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. B.S., .A.M., 1926. 1930. 1931.
Robertson. Harris Morton. PeUrsburg.—Education. (SS) B.S., Illinois ColL. 1925.
Robertson. Paul Joiseph. Maritm.—Education. (SS.) B.iuL, Southon ITHimis State Xorxaal L^niv.. 1929.
Robertson, Pauline WoodworJi, Cciebrook. Cc»f»«:.'icitJ.^;he=iistry. (SS. L II.) A.B., Smith Cc^, 1926;
A.M.. 1928.
Robinson. Richard .\ugustus. KUmichad. Mississippi.—Chemistry. (I.) B.S., Mississippi .Vgricoltural and
Mechanical CU>1L. 1926.
Robinson, Vem Wade. Landcss. Indianc.—German. (SS. I. II.) .\.B., EtePauw Univ.. 1929; .A-M.. 1931.
Robinson. Walter Kenneth, irOiiamrJ^W.—Cbemistrv-. (I. II.) B.S-, Lombard ColL. 1929.
Roche, Alphonse Vict«. l/>6fliM.—French. (SS. I. II.)' .\.B., State Coll. oi Washington. 1928; A.M.. 1931.
Roche. John William. Decolttr.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Rodeheaver, Joeeph Newton. Chicago.—Political Sdence. JI.) A.B., 1932.
Rogers. Caroh-n Ruth. UaUims, SoiUk CoroiiRa.—Matbeaiatics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Coker Co!L, 1920; A.M..
Univ. of North Candina. 1928.
Rogers. Harold Pitman. LitoAjS<W.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S.. Illinois CoU., 1924; A.M., 1926.
Rogers. Mrs. Ora Crain. CarUrrSU,—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Souifaem nii-nr.ii State Normal Univ.. 1928.
Roman us, Margaret Lodlle. Decaiur.—Education. (SS. L II.) B.S.. 1930.
Rome. Sol. CAteogo.—Medicine. (L II.) B.S., 1931.
Ronalds, Lucille Nadine. £WoraA>.—En^ish. (SS.) .\.B., Mt. Holyoke CcJL. 1926.
Ronstrom. George. Kemante.—Anatomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Root, Blake Smith. Monmomik.—Political Sdence. iSS.^ 3.S., Monmouth Coll.. 1927; .\.M.. 1931.
Rosaaen, .Arnold Whitney. Champaign.—Library- Science. (I. II.) .\.B.. Univ. of Iowa. 1928; B.S., 1929.
Rose, Freda Pearl. Champaign.—Histon-. iSS.i .VB., 1923.
Rose. Walton Wood. Par*«rj>i«rg.—Economics. (II.) B.S.. 1932.
Rosenthal. Sol Roy. C*i«ifo.—Patbolog>-. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.D.. M.S., 1927. 1929. 1931.
Ross, FkMa Emma. Decattu.—German. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. James Millikin L'aiv.. 1910; A.M.. Columbia Univ..
192a
Ross. Herbert Hcddsworth. Vancomer. BrUisk Columbia, Canada.—Entomdogy. (SS. L II.) B.S.. Univ. of
British CfJumbia. 1927; M.S.. 1929.
Ross, Mrs. Jean.Mcrander.Ofe.'jAo'BoCs.-v.OfeiaAofiM.—Zoology. (SS. I. II.) .\.B.. Oklahoma City Univ.. 1928;
M.S., Kansas State .Aericultura! Coll., 1929.
Rourke, Ellen Mar\-. SfriKO^^i.—H:s:or>-. (SS.) .AB., 1916.
Rourke, Margaret Elizabeth. Sprin^-^.eli.—English. i,SS.) Ph.B.. Univ. of Chicago, 1919.
Rowe, Charles Gilbert, Durham, yarih Carolin-i.—French- (I. II.) A.B.. Vanderbili Univ.. 192S; .A.M.. Indiana
Univ.. 1929.
Roy. Florence Margaret. CcUdmrg.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) .A.B.. A.M.. 1930, 1931.
Roy, Nereus Hubert, L'rbcna.—Theoretical and .Applied Mechanics. (I. IL) B.S.. Univ. of Texas, 1920; M.S..
C.E.. 1929, 1930.
Royce, Bertha Mav. .Vc^e^«a^.—Zoo]og>-. (I. 11.) .AB.. Welleslev CoU.. 1911; .A.M.. Columbia Univ.. 1925.
Rucker. Herbert Judson, Kirkvood, 1/wwwri.—Education. (Sa II.) B.S.. minois ColL. 1911; B.S.. M.S.. 1913.
1928.
Ruckman, Kathleen Margaret. C*<i»i^ff».—Librarv Sdence. (SS. I. 11. A.F.. B.S., 1921. 192S.
Rumble. Chester .Arthur. Bcnning.—Education. SS!) B.S.. Oakland C -16; .A.M.. 1931.
Rumble, Heber Elliott, Hrnntiij.—Education. (SS.^ .A.B.. Oakland C. -i.
Rumsey. Mar>- Ben, Bvrr.ingham. AUiiama.—Mathematics. (I. II.' A . : ;.am-Southem CoQ.. 1927;
.A.M.. 1929.
Rus.«e!l. HarT>- Gould. Seponsei.—Farm Management. (SS. I. II. > B.S-. 1930.
Ruyle. Elben HolUs, 5*i>irw3«.—Baaeriolog>'. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. ShurUeff CcOl.. 1929; M.S.. 1931.
R>-an, E>aN-id Gerald, L'rbana.—Mechanical Engineering. (1. II.) B.S.. Purdue Univ.. 1923; M.S.. 1931.
Saben. .Adaline. O-iwis-ia.— English. (SS.' B.S.. 1926.
Sabo, John Phi!ip. C*<:n-,,'>.-,fK.—Ed-Cition. iSS. I. II.) B.S.. 1922.
Sacks. MoUie Fannie, Poni/ac.—Economics. (SS. I.; B.S., 1930.
Saddington, .Arthur Ward, Banf, Alberta. Canada.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of .Albena. 1929.
1931.
Sage, Leland Livingston. MacnoUa, Arkansas.—History: (SS. I. II.) .AB., Vandesbflt Univ.. 1922; .VM.. 1928.
SaJel, Eugenia Louise. CaOinstilU.—Education. (I.) B.'S., 1931.
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Sallstrom, Clark Emery, QMJncy.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Lombard Coll., 1929.
Samuell, Dale Eileen, Urbana.—History. (II.) 125 hours credit.
Samuell, Rose Pauline, i7r&ana.—English. (SS.) .A..B., 1931.
Sanderson, Helen, Chicago.—Psychology. (SS. I.) .A..B., Smith Coll., 1930.
Sandin, Eric Verner, East Hampton, Connecticut.—English. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Connecticut Wesleyan Univ., 1920;
A.M., Columbia Univ., 1926.
Sandy, Gerald Herbert, Indianola, Imva.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Iowa, 1928; B.S., 1929.
Sanford, Charles Wilson, Starrucca. Pennsylvania.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1930.
Sanford, George William, LVfcano.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., .A.M., 1927, 1928.
Santour, Moastafa Mehmed, Istambul, Turkey.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Robert Coll., 1930; M.S.
Case School of .Apolied Science, 1931.
Sarkiss, Harry Jewell, Nelsonville, Ohio.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Park Coll., 1917; A.M., 1931.
Sarldssian, .Arshag Ohan, Urbana.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Syracuse Univ., 1929; A.M., 1930.
Sauer, Elmer Louis, Winchester.—Farm Management. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Sauer, Mary Margaret, Murphysboro.—Latin. (I. 11.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Savage, John Read, Cha-mpaign.—Zoology. (I. II.) .A.B., St. John's Coll., 1925; A.M., 1927.
Savage, Lee Constant, £/.?!n.^Public Speaking. CSS. I. II.) .A.B., 1931.
Sawlaw, Phillip Vaughn, Wyanet.—English. (I. II.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1926.
Schaefer, Edward George, Indianapolis. Indiana.—.Architectural Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Schaefer, Ed^^nn Louis, Bloomington.—Political Science. (I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1931.
Schaefer. Leslie Elmer, Strealor.—Business Organization and Operation. (II.) B.S.. 1931.
Schauer, Frederick Roger, Laurel, Montana.—Chemistr\'. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of Montana, 1924.
Scheer, Raymond A., .SuHtian.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., Lincoln Coll., 1913, 1914; A.M., Univ. of Wis-
consin, 1925.
Scheerer, Ernest Justus, Louisville, Kentucky.—Library Science. (I.) .A.B., Miami Univ., 1926; B.S., 1930.
Scheerer, Florence Truitt, Urbana.—English. (I. II.) B.S., Miami Univ., 1925.
Scheerer, George Calvin, Cincinnati, Ohio.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Cincinnati, 1926; A.M., Columbia
Univ., 1927.
Scheick, William Hunt, Uniontcmn, Pennsylvania.—Architectural Design. (I. II.) B.Arch., Carnegie Inst, of
Technology, 1928.
Schenck, Henrv, Brooklyn, New York.—Business Organization and Operation. (I. II.) A.B., Cornell Univ.,
1924; A.M., Columbia Univ., 1928.
Schildhauer, Fred Jacob, New Holstein, Wisconsin.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Schilling, Clarence George, Ccrlyle.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1926, 1931.
Schilz, Carl Edward, Grand Ledge, Michigan.—Qa^mistry. (I. II.) A.B., Albion Coll., 1927; M.S., 1929.
Schlenz, Harry Edward,' Chicago.—C{\\\ Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1929.
Schmitt, Eunice, Chicago.—French. (I. 11.) B.S., 1931.
Schneider, Burch Hart, Oelwein, Iowa.—Animal Nutrition. (I. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1925; M.S., Univ. of
Vermont, 1926; Ph.D., Cornell Univ., 1931.
Schneider, Elizabeth, LVftawo.—English. (SS.) .A.B., 1931.
Schneider, Mathilda Elizabeth, Waterloo.—Botanv. (I. ID A.B., A.M., 1929, 1931.
Schnepp, Kenneth Herman. Springfield.—TztholoTV. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., 1928, 1929.
Schniepp, Lester Edward, Nokomis.—Chemistry, (t. II.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1931.
Scholfield, Lydia Mary, Urbana.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1931.
Scholl, Francis Ralph, Chicago.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Northwestern Univ., 1931.
Schopf, James Morton, Pine Bluffs, Wyoming.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B.. Univ. of Wyoming, 1930.
Schreiber, Richard Seybarth, Blue Island.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Wabash Coll., 1931.
Schreiber, William Ildephonse, Wichita, Kansas.—German. (I. II.) A.B., Conception Coll., 1926; A.M., Univi
of Wisconsin, 1929.
Schroth, Eugene Howard, Champaign.—Geography. (I.) B.S., 1927.
Schubert, Abraham Boris, Chicago.—Patholog:,'. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Schumacher, John Douglas. OWaa'a.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1931.
Schv.'artz, Arthur Harold, CAtca?o.—Pathology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Schwarztrauber, Evelvn Mae, Zion.—^French. (I. II.) .A.B., Lake Forest Coll., 1931.
Scorah, Ralph Louis, t/rfeaca.—Mechanical Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., Purdue Univ., 1924, 1925.
Scott, Elizabeth Lucinda, Franklin.—English. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Scott, John Quinton. Wapella.—F3.rm Manacement. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Scott, Robert Ashmore, Paris.—Chem.istrv. (l. II.) B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923.
Scuderi, Cario Salvadore, C/ricc^o.—Orthonedics. (SS. I.) B.S., M.D., 1926, 1929.
Sealock, Robert Ridgely, Normal.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Eureka Coll., 1930.
Searing, Edmund .Anthony, Chicago.—Pathology. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1930.
Searle, Norman Edward, Auburn, Rhode Island.—Chemistry. (I. II.) Ph.B., Brown Univ., 1930; M.S., 1931,
Seidmon, Edward Edgar, C/i:cceo.— Bacteriolog\-. fSS. I. II.) Ph.G.. B.S., 1926, 1931.
Seiver, .Agnes GeraXdine, Greenville.—English. (SS.) A.B., Greenville Coll., 1928.
Sekera, Vladimir Charles, C^jcago.—Chemistry-. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Seybold. Harley J., l/oit'eagMa.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930; M.S., 1931.
Seyler, Earl Charies, C^iiVa^o.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1929, 1931.
Seymour, Hariey Hariand, Marseilles.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Shannon, William Dwight, Oak Park.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Shapiro, Zelda Harriet, Chicago.—Psvchology. CI.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicaeo, 1930.
Shaver, Hortis .Augustus, Cheshire, Ohio.—Public Utilities. (I. II.) .A.B., Ohio State University, 1931.
Shaw, Carroll Kingsley, Berea, Kentucky.—Po\itic3.\ Science. (I. II.) A.B., Oberlin Coll., 1928; A.M., Syracuse
Univ., 1929.
Shaw, Dewev DeWitt, Irene, South Dafeo/a.—Dairy Husbandr\-. CI. II.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1924; M.S., 1930.
Shay, Mary Lucille, Decatur.—History. (L II.) A.B., A.M., Ph.D., 1917. 1925, 19.30.
Shearer, Georgia Maxine, Knoxville.—Latin. CSS.) A.B., Knox Coll., 1930.
Shedd, Thomas Clark, East Providence, Rhode Island.—Civil Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Brown Umv.. 1913;
C.E., 1925.
Shepherd, Emma Jane, [/r&awa.—English. (SS. I. II.) .A.B., 1930.
Shellow, Harold, CTicajo.—Dermatology. (II.) B.S., M.D., 1927, 1931.
Sherwood, Llovd Vincent, Tower Hill.—Farm Management. CI. II.) B.S., 1931.
Shields, Harold Parker, Peoria.—Education. (I.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1916.
Shields, John Bickford. Fresno, California.—Chemistry. (I. 11.) B.S., Univ. of Nevada, 1929.
Shih. Ju Wei, Tsung Ming. Kiangsu, China—Physics. (SS.) B.S., National Central Univ., 1925; M.S., 1931.
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Shildneck, Paul Russell, Lincoln, Nebraska.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of Nebraska. 1928. 1929.
Sliively. Arthur William, Cleveland, O/jto.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Manchester CoU.. 1923; M.S.. Univ. of
North Dakota. 1927.
Shoot, Lyle Ford, Tuscola.—¥-a.Tva Management. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Shoupp, William Earl, Troy, Ohio.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B.. Miami Univ., 1931.
Shove, Raymond Howard, Howard, South Dakota.—'Lihrs.ry Science. (I. II.) A.B.. Momingside Coll., 1928;
B.S., 1930.
Shriver, Ruth, Boonville, Indiana.—Education. (I. II.) Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago. 1923.
Shuger, Michael Hershel. CAjcago.—Bacteriology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Shultz, Emerson Arthur. Urbana.—Electrical Engineering. (II.) B.S., 1931.
Siebenmann, Wallace Edward. East ^//on.—Bacteriology. (I.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll.. 1928.
Sifferd. Robert Harris, CaW/jaee.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Sigley, Daniel Tell, Wichita, KcKjas.—Mathematics. (I. II.) .A.B., A.M., Univ. of Kansas, 1927, 1928.
Sikes, Pressly Spinks, Carthage, Mississippi.—Political Science. (I. II.) B.S., Mississippi Agricultural and
Mechanical Coll., 1924; A.M., Univ. of Texas. 1928.
Sikes, Robert Fulton, Svlvesler, Georgia.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Georgia, 1927; M.S.. Univ. of
Florida. 1929.
Silverstone, Eugene Henrv, Chicago.—Anatomy. (SS.) B.S., Ph.C, Univ. of Wasliington, 1924.
Simmonds, Emry Seldon, Camp Point.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1931.
Simms, Florence Belie, Sumner.—History. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1927.
Simpson, Lloyd Wilson. Springfield.— hola-ny. (I.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Simpson, Oliver Cecil, Urbana.—Chemistry. (I. 11.) B.S., 1930.
Simpson, Richard Howard, Peoria.—Accountancy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Simpson, Roy Earn. Pawnee.—Education. (SS.) B.S.. 1928.
Sims, Howard Nolan, Charleston.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll.. 1930.
Singh, Ranbir, Panjab. India.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of California, 1929; M.S.. 1930.
Sister Kathleen Adams. Peoria.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. A.M., Catholic Univ., 1923, 1924.
Sister Mary Calixta Bi^din, C/jtcago.—History. (SS.) A.B., Loretto Heights Coll., 1926.
Sister Mary Agnes Burke, Springfield.—Education. (SS.) Ph.B., DePaul Univ., 1930.
Sister IMary Roberdette Burns, Chicago.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., Clarke Coll., 1931.
Sister Mary Caraillus Bvrne. Chicago.—German. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Catholic Univ., 1912; A.M., Univ. of Chicago,
1918.
Sister Mary Anna Rose Callan. Chicago.— 'History. (SS.) A.B., Clarke Coll.. 1931.
Sister Mary Stephana Cavanaugh, River Forest.—History. (SS.) A.B.. Rosary Coll., 1920.
Sister Marv Alexandree Christie, River Forest.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Rosary Coll., 1925.
Sister Marv Rose Cofey, Chicago.—Library Science. (SS.) A.B.. Catholic Univ.. 1914; B.S., 1930.
Sister Mary Bertha Cre^'an, Chicago.—Zoology. (SS.) Ph.B., St. Xavier Coll., 1923; A.M.. Loyola Univ.. 1927.
Sister Mary Ernestine Cronin, Springfield.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Canisius Coll., 1925.
Sister Marv Reginald Durick, Free^or/.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., Rosary Coll., 1921; A.M., 1931.
Sister Adelaide Gagnon, Momence.—French. (SS.) A.B., Coll. of St. Scholastica, 1916; .\.B., Loyola Univ., 1929.
Sister Ricarda Gallivan, Nauvoo.—Education. (SS.) B.S., DePaul Univ., 1927.
Sister Mary Xavier Graham, Kewar.ee.—English. (SS.) A.B., Rosarv Coll., 1927.
Sister Mary Gerard Gunning, Champaign.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.Lit., DePaul Univ., 1926; .A..M., 1931.
Sister Mary Isabelle Gunning. CAam^atgn.—Education. (SS.) A.B., DePaul Univ., 1928.
Sister Mary Faith Hand, C/zam^ajgn.—Chemistry. (SS. II.) A.B., Rosary Coll., 1922.
Sister Clarissa Hi-jgins. Springfield.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. Loyola Univ.. 1926.
Sister Mary Chrysantha Hoefling,/o/j>.'.—English. (SS.) A.B., DePau! Univ., 1924; A.M.. 1931.
Sister Stella Maria Hogan. Chicago.—Zoology. (SS.) Ph.D.. St. Xavier Coll.. 1921; A.M., Catholic Univ., 1924.
Sister Mary Dolores Plohman, Joliet.—Education. (SS.) A.B., DePaul Univ., 1926.
Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly, River Forest.—History. (SS.) A.B., Rosary Coll., 1925; A.M.. 1931.
Sister Mary Basilissa King. Joliet.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S.. M.S., DePaul Univ., 1923, 1926.
Sister Mary Aurelia Marshall, Springfield.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. DePaul Univ.. 1928.
Sister Mary Conciline Matt. Dubuque, Iowa.—Education. (I. II.) A.B.. Mount St. Joseph Coll., 1919; A.M.,
Univ. of Wisconsin, 1924.
Sister Mary Clarissa Mombleau, Chicago.—French. (SS.) Ph.B., Loyola Univ., 1927.
Sister Mary Fabian Moore, Earlville.—French. (SS.) A.B.. Catholic Univ., 1922.
Sister Mary Veronice O'Neill, Chicago.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B.. Marquette Univ.. 1915; .\.M.. Loyola
Univ., 1919.
Sister Dorothy Marie Peschon, Chicago.—French. (SS.) Ph.B.. St. Xavier Coll., 1919.
Sister Mary Antoine Reiter, C/!a?n/>aj'gn.—Physics. (SS.) A.B., Rosarv Coll., 1928.
Sister Mary Sebastian Rustemier, Philo.—History. (SS. I. II.) Ph.B.. DePaul Univ.. 1928.
Sister Mary Beatrice Schiller, /ohei.—English. (SS.) A.B., DePaul Univ., 1929; A.M.. 1931.
Sister Mary Edma Sinnott, Dubuque, /owa.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. Clarke Coll.. 1922; A.M.. Catholic Univ.. 1924 .
Sister Mary Madelina Thornton. Chicago.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Clarke Coll.. 1928.
Sister Mary Sheila Treston. Chicago.—Spanish. (SS.) A.B.. Rosarv Coll., 1927.
Sister Mary Evelyn Walsh. CWccgo.—English. (SS.) Ph.B.. St. Xavier Coll., 1925; A.M.. 1931.
Sister Mary Benedict Walshe, Peoria.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Catholic Univ.. 1924.
Sister Mary Osanna Wilson. River Forest.—Physics. (SS.) B.S.. Trinity Coll.. 1925.
Sizer. Albert D., Champaign.—Economics. (I.) B.S.. 1924.
Skartvedt, Olga Elizabeth, [/rftana.-Library Science. (I.) A.B.. St. Olaf Coll., 1921; B.S.. 1930.
Skidmore. Mary J., [/>6a«a.—English. (SS.) A.B.. Ottawa Univ.. 1920.
Skidmore, Reese Henry, Urbana.—Mathematics. (I. II.) B.S.. Ottawa LTniv., 1929; M.S.. 1931.
Slichenmyer, Harold Lee. West Salem.—Bacteriology. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Sloan, Neva Dott, Charleston.—French. (SS.) B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers Coll.. 1927.
Slovic. Jacob Silas, C/ij'cago.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Slow, John Ralph. Eldorado.—English. (II.) .^.B. A.M., 1925. 1928.
Smith. .A.lbert Eugene. Marshall.—Physics. (I.) A.B.. Indiana Central Coll., 1930.
Smith, Annabel Lucile, Scott City, Kansas.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Kansas State Teachers Coi!.
1923; B.S., 1931.
Smith, Barbara Eagan, Chapin.—English.'^(SS.)"A.B.,'1925.
Smith, Bernard George, Kirkxvood.—Cncmistry. (SS.) B.S., Monmouth"Col1.,"1929;''M.S., 1930.
Smith, Bryan Waldo. Frecfturg.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924. ''" " • '"*" -
Smith, Buren Huff, Lebanon, Indiana.—Education. (SS.1 .'\.B., Wabash Coll.. 1922. "
Smith. Clifford Dwight. Olney.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. Bradley Polytechnic Inst., 1931.
Smith, Cloyde Moffett, Champaign.—Mining Engineering. (II.) B.S.. M.S.,'1920, 1928.
Smith. Clyde D.. Belle Rive.—Sociology. (I. II.) B.S.. 1927. •
Smith, Edward James, Washington, D. C—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
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Smith, Ethel Wentz, Edtvardsville.—Education. (SS.) B.S., M.S.. 1926. 1931.
Smith. Florence Dawson, Lawlon, Iowa.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., Grinnell Coll.. 1930.
Smith, Guy Donald, C/iic^go.—Soil Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Smith, Henry \., St. Louis, Missouri.—History. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Coll., 1921.
Smith, Henry Goodman, Rulledge, Pennsylvania.—French. (SS. II.) .\.B., Swarthmore Coll., 1928; A.M., Univ.
of Pennsylvania, 1929.
Smith, Mrs. Hulah Boswell, Champaign.—YHstory. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1930.
Smith, Janice Minerva, Urbana.—Home Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1930.
Smith, John Allan, Basco.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1927.
Smith, Kenneth Hamilton, Champaign.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., 1920.
Smith, Kenneth John, Blue /s/awrf.—Pathology. (II.) B.S., M.D., 1927, 1930.
Smith, Laurence Lewis, Oakland, Nebraska.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Nebraska, 1927
Smith, Lester William, Durand, Michigan.—Chemistry. (SS.) .-^.B., Albion Coll., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Smith, Mata, Colchester.—English. (I. II.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1925.
Smith, Maurine Joyce, Jacksonville.—English. (SS.) A.B., MacMurray Coll., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Smith, Paul W., Chicago.—Physiology. (I. II.) B.S., Kansas State Teachers Coll., 1928; M.S., Univ. of Ten-
nessee, 1929.
Smith, Ray R.. Lawrenceville.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1930.
Smith, Robert Karl, Addison, New York.—Ceramic Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Alfred Univ., 1930.
Smith, Russell Edward, Cordopa.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Smith, Thomas Bernhardt, East St. Loz/ 15.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Coll.. 1924; A.M., 1931.
Smith, Vance Marlin, r»>ginia.—Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Smith, Vivian Thomas, Oreemille.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Greenville Coll.. 1916; A.M., 1929.
Smith. Mrs. Winifred Long, Big Kocfe.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Smuts, Daniel Bresler, Moorreesburg, South Africa.—Animal Husbandry. (I. II.) B.S.. M.S., Univ. of Stellen-
bosch. 1928. 1930.
Snapp, Roscoe Raymond, Shelbyville.—Animal Husbandry. (I. II.) A.B., B.S., M.S., 1913, 1913, 1921.
Snider, Howard John, Amelia, O/iio.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1913. 1921.
Snyder. Harold Ray, Mt. CorweZ.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Snyder, Lois, Urbana.—Business Organization and Operation. (II.) B.S., 1925.
Sohl, William Edward, L>iana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Case School of Applied Science, 1928; M.S., 1930.
Soughers, Robert Philip, Z7r6ana.—C-eolog>'. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Southard, Julia Lurena, Southard, Missouri.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S.. Univ. of Missouri. 1926; M.S., Kansas
State Agricultural Coll., 1930.
Spangler, Josephine, Peoria.—Spanish. (I. II.) A.B., Bradley Polytechnic Inst., 1930.
Sparks, Frank Milton, Cullman, Alabama.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Alabama Polytechnic Inst., 1926; M.S.,
1929.
Sparr, Herman Asa, Olney.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1923; M.S., 1931.
Spelbring, Mary Armintha, Villa Grove.—French. (SS.) .\.B., MacMurray Coll., 1930.
Spencer, Paul Leslie, Mt. Carmcl.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Sperry, Theodore Melrose, Indianapolis, Indiana.—Botany. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Butler Univ., 1929; M.S., 1931.
Spiesman, Invin Gabriel, Oak Park.—Ear, Nose, and Throat. (I. 11.) B.S., M.D., 1919, 1922.
Spinkime, Francis Eugene, Lena.—Chemistry. (I.) A.B., Carthage Coll., 1931.
Spivack, Mary, Chicago.—Gynecology'. (I. II.) M.D., Novorossisky Univ., 1920; M.S., 1931.
Spoon, Margaret Helen, Janesville, Wisconsin.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., L'niv. of Wisconsin, 1927; B.S.,
1931.
Spragg, Avis Blanche, Carlyle.—English. (SS.) A.B., McKendree CoU., 1919.
Staggs, Roy Adrain, Shelbyville, Missouri.—Chemistrj'. (SS.) B.S., Culver Stockton Coll., 1928.
Stagman, Joseph, C/iJCOgo.—Pathology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Stahmer, Dorothy Lillian, Owatonna, Minnesota.—Education. (SS. I.) A.B., Carleton Coll., 1926.
Staley, Max Paul, Martinsville, /«itana.^Chemistr>'. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Stalnaker, Carroll Claude. Elkcder, Icnva.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Iowa State Teachers Coll.. 1930; A.M..
Univ. of Iowa. 1931.
Stambaugh, Gerald Howard, Galesburg.—Historv. (I. II.) A.B., Lombard Coll., 1928.
Stanford, John Milton, Rock Island.—Philosophy. (II.) A.B., 1932.
Stanley, Willard Francis, Marshall, Minnesota.—Zoolosy. (SS.) A.B.. North Central Coll.. 1927; A.M., 1928.
Stark, Helen Mynette, Champaign.—Education. (^SS.) A.B., 1917.
Stauffer, Russell Scott, Urbana.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1917; M.S., 1923.
Steck, Isadore Elihu, Chicago.—Physioiogy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Stein, Seymour, C/jtcago.—Psychology. (SS. I.) .A..B., 1931 .
Steninger, Raymond Byron, Lincoln.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Lincoln Coll., 1918.
Stephens, Edgar Turner, Aurora.—Education. (SS. I. II.) A.B., North Central Coll., 1927.
Stephens, Lewis, Alturas, California.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1923.
Stevens, Edith Dorothy, KnaniZZe.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1927.
Stewart, Cliflford Turner, Hei-worth.—History. (I.) B.S., A.M., 1927, 1928.
Stewart, Helen, Grinne//, /ot(;a.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Grinnell Coll.. 1915; B.S., 1928.
Stewart, Mrs. Ruth Want, Urbana.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Illinois Woman's Coll., 1916.
Stiegemeier, Clifford Frederick, Staunton.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., James MUlikin L'niv., 1928.
Stiegemeyer, Barbara Clara, Champaign.—German. (SS. I. II.) .A..B., 1929.
Stiegemeyer, Louise Elizabeth, Champaign.—German, (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Stock, John Curtiss, Joliet.— Chemi tr>'. (I.) B.S.. 1931.
Stone, Paul Wendell, Jacfe5o«ri7/e.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Coll., 1925.
Stoolman, Elizabeth Virginia, Champaign.—History. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Story, Lowell Bankston, Wheeler.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed.. Eastern IlHnois State Teachers Coll., 1928.
Stott. Leland H., Fell. Jia/jo.—Psychology. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Brigham Young Univ.. 1927; A.M.. Univ. of
Utah, 1929.
Stoughton. Roger Wolcott, Newfane, Vermont.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., Middlebury Coll., 1927, 1928.
Stout, Frances Conn, Indianapolis, Indiana.—Spanish. (SS.) .\.B., Butler Univ., 1927.
Stoutemyer. Elsie Marguerite, Chatssorth.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1930.
Streitmatter, Mae, Cham.paign.—Physiology. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Stretcher, Grace Madeleine, Champaign.—French. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1929, 1930.
Strickler, Martin Sidney, Brooklyn, New York.—Orthodontia. (II.) D.D.S., Columbia Univ.. 1931.
Strohl, Joseph Byron, Urbana.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., 1928.
Strout, Donald Everett. Livermore Falls, Maine.—Latin. (I. II.) A.B.. Bates Coll., 1930; A.M., 1931.
Strubinger. Ludan Hart,> Barry.—Horticulture. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
1 Completing thesis in absentia.
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Struck, Henry Edward,' Springfield.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Stuart, Carroll William. Traer, /oua.—Bacteriology. (I. II.) D.D.S., B.S.. M.S.. M.D.. 1912. 1927, 1929, 1930.
Stuit. Dewey Bernard, Fulton.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Stull, Helen Caldwell, Ferguson, Missouri.—Spanish. (SS.) B.S., 1930.
Stutsman, Mrs. Orpha, Cerro Gortio.—English. (I. II.) A.B.. Mt. Morris Coll., 1923.
Stutz, Rodger Emmett, /li/on.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll., 1926.
Stutzman, Dories Camille, 5^rtng^eW.—English. (I. II.) .^.B., 1925.
Sublette, Myrick Hughs, Columbus, Indiana.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Indiana State Normal School,
1921; LL.B.,Univ. of Michigan, 1925; A.M., 1929.
Sugar. Carl, C/iicai'o.—Pharmacology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Sullivan, Mrs. Evalene Kramer, Washington, Kansas.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Kansas State Agri-
cultural Coll.. 1919; B.S., 1928.
Sullivan, George Frohman, Salem, Indiana.—Poultry. (SS.) B.S., 1925.
Sullivan, Lorna Agnes, Morrison.—History. (I. II.) A.B.. 1931.
Sullivan, Virgil Richard, t/rfeana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1921.
Summers, Audrey Miriam, Georgetown, Kentucky.—Education. (I. II.) A.B.. Georgetown Coll., 1929; A.M.
1930.
Summerville. Milton Joseph. Mayfield, Kentucky.—Obstetrics. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Kentucky, 1923; M.D.,
1928.
Sundberg, Esther Elizabeth, Madrid, Iowa.—English. (SS.) A.B., Gustavus Adolphus Coll., 1920; A.M., 1931.
Suppiger, Edward Washington, Highland.—Civil Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Sussenbach, Paul Stanly. Gre«Mi'i7/e.—Chemistry. (II. i B.S., Greenville Coll., 1930.
Suter. Max, Jacksonville.—Civil Engineering. (II.) Diploma, Federal Polytechnic School, Zurick, Switzerland.
1913.
Swain. James Obed, Lizlon, Indiana.—Spanish. (SS. I.) A.B.. Indiana Univ.. 1921; A.M., Middlebury Coll.,
1923.
Sweet, John Elmo, Chicago.—Architecture. (II.) B.S., 1927.
Sweet, Roger Spencer, Denver, Colorado.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of Denver, 1927. 1928.
Swen, Moses Sing-dung, Nanking, China.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Purdue Univ.. 1928. 1930.
Swigart, Beulah Hope, C/iam/)o»fiM.—French. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1924, 1928.
Swigert. Blanche Belle, i2af>a/<r«.— English. (I. II.) A.B., 1918.
Swinney. John Johnson, Liberty, Missouri.—Education. (SS.) A.B., William Jewell Coll., 1920; A.M., 1931.
Swinson, Vance Wallace, Parkersburg.—Education. (I.) B.S., Marion Coll., 1909; A.B., DePauw Univ.. 1923.
Symons, George Edgar, Danville.—Chemi^iry. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., 1928, 1930.
Talbert, Mildred Evelyn, Wavne City.—Latin. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Tamblyn, Dorothy Ellen, La Salle.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Tandy, W. Lou, Detroit, Michigan.—Kconomics. (I. II.) A.B.. Coll. of the City of Detroit, 1930; A.M., Univ.
of Michigan, 1931.
Tarlow, Lillian Solomon, Chicago.—Gynecologv. (II.) B.S., M.D., Loyola Univ.. 1929, 1931.
Tarpley, Kenneth Jackson, 6>6ana.—English. (II.) A.B., A.M.. 1927, 1928.
Tarvin, Donald. Roberts.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Un'v.. 1928; M.S.. 1930.
Tascher, Harold, AshkuTH.—PoUiical Science. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1925, 1926.
Tate. James Howard, Connersville, Indiana.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B.. DePauw Univ.. 1931.
Tate. Kenneth C, Beecher C»7y.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Taylor. Clayton Vincent, Yates City.—Economics. (SS.) A.B., 1926.
Taylor, Mrs. Florance Walton, Danville.—History. (SS. I.) A.B.. Northwestern Univ.. 1920.
Taylor. Henry William, Winfield, Konios.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B.. Coll. of Emporia. 1921; A.M.,
Univ. of Kansas, 1922.
Taylor, Louise, Dowi/Ze.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1926.
Taylor. Thomas Geer, Clinton.—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.S.. 1930.
Taylor, William Howard, Spencer, West Virginia.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Teeter. Robert Waldron, iJeru-yw.—English. (SS.) A.B.. 1931.
Teeters, Wilbur Otis, Iowa City, /oaia.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Iowa, 1930.
Telford, Florence Augusta, Olney.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. Northwestern Univ., 1929.
Templeton, Lawrence, Albany, Oregon.—Pharmacology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Oregon State Agricultural Coll., 1927.
Tenk, Ruth Carolyn. QuincM.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Coll. of St. Teresa, 1929.
Tenney, Louise Emily, Plymouth, Iowa.—English. (SS.) A.B., Greenville Coll., 1931.
Terry. Henrietta Pearl, A/ton.—Mathematics. (I. II.) B.S., Shurtleff Coll., 1926; A.M., 1929.
Terry, Lawrence, Chicago.—Pharmacology. (I. II.) Ph.C, B.S., Univ. of Washington, 1931.
Thacker, Edgar Abney. Daww««.—Physiology. (SS. I. 11.) A.B., B.S., 1927. 1930.
Thayer, Lyman Robinson, Berivyn.—Psychology. (I.) A.B., Hanover Coll.. 1930.
Thomas, Clarence Wilbur, il/a«oon.—History. (SS. I.) A.B., 1932.
Thomas, Frankhn Cramer. Oregon.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Mt. Morris Coll., 1925; A.M., 1931.
Thomas, Mrs. Grace Purviance, Carlinville.—Latin. (SS.) A.B.. Knox Coll., 1909; A.M.. 1931.
Thomas. Lawrence Clifford, Clay Center, Kansas.—Animal Husbandry. (SS. I.) B.S., Ottawa Univ., 1919
M.S.. Kansas State Agricultural Coll.. 1926.
Thomas. Sarah Grace, Mendon, Vermont.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Wellesley Coll.. 1931.
Thompson, Carl Denison, Appleton, Wisconsin.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Lawrence Coll.. 1928.
Thompson, Clyde Lowry, t/rftana.—Ceramic Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1930.
Thompson, Edwin, Martinsville.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., 1926.
Thompson, Malcoln Atterbury, Hillsboro.—Botany. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Thompson, Mary Isabel, A/ow/tcW/o.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Thompson, Paul Woodard, Chicago.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Thornton, Ralph Edgar, C/iMi<rt;j««.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. DePauw Univ., 1927.
Thorp, Frank, Panora, /o-jia.—Bacteriology. (I. II.) D.V.M.. Iowa State Coll.. 1926; M.S., Virginia Poly-
technic Inst., 1927.
Thrasher, Harry Maxwell, Pon/jat.—Education. (SS.) A.B., 1911.
Thrush, Robert Ernest, Peorto.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Bradley Polytechnic Inst., 1931.
Thurnauer, Hans, Nuernberg, Germany.—Ceramic Engineering. (I. II.) Diploma. Technische Hochschule,
Berlin, 1931.
Thurston, Jack Theo, Reno, Nevada.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Nevada. 1931.
Tiao, Pen Ching, Shanghai, China.—Economics. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Tilbury, Wilbur Glen, WeWon.—-Chemistry. (I.) B.Ed.. Illinois State Normal Univ.. 1928.
Tillman, Frank, Kirkwood, Missouri.—Education. (SS.) A.B.. B.S.. Univ. of Missouri. 1913. 1916; M.S.. 1931.
Tingleff, Howard C. Clinton, /owo.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Iowa State Coll., 1924.
> Candidate for profesaional degree in engineering.
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Tippy, Kenneth Clem, Champaign.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1931.
Tobias, Helen Joan, t/rtana.—History. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1930, 1931.
Tolbert, Lillian Dorothy, Lewistown.—History. (SS.) A.B., Knox Coll., 1922.
Tolo, Harold Michael, Decorah, /o«ia.—History. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Luther Coll., 1921; A.M., Univ. of Minne-
sota, 1926.
Tomlin, Reuel Marvin, Easton.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Toon, Sheldon Pvaymond, Farmer City.—Education. (SS.; A.B., Central Normal Coll., 1929.
Torticil, Mary Margaret, Champaign.—History. (SS. I.) A.B., 1929.
Toth, Edmund Francis, La Grange.—Architecture. (I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Townsend, Lee Hill, Winona, Mississippi.—Entomology. (I.) B.S., Univ. of Virginia, 1925.
Townsend, Thomas T., Moline.-—English. (I. II.) A.B., Augustana Coll., 1931.
Traver, Zoe Josephine, Decatur.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1925.
Treece, William Jackson, Jonesboro.—Education. (SS. I.) B.S., 1928.
Trefethen, Joseph Muzzy, Champaign.—Geology. (I. II.) A.B., Colby Coll., 1931.
Trimble. Leon, C/zfccfiO.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Trimble, Turner Henderson, Par«.—Enghsh. (SS. I. II.) A.B., 1930.
Tripp, Kenneth Everett, Belvidere.—Civil Engineering. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Trotier, Arnold Herman, Allena, Westfalen, Germany.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Nebraska State
Teachers Coll., 1925.
Trout, Mary Veronica, Des Moines, Iowa.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of lov/a, 1925.
Troxel, Russell Brough, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1923.
Troxel, Wilma .Mlene, Urbana.—Library Science. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1925; B.S., 1927.
Troy, Milton M., Chicago.—Accountancy. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Traux, Allison Eugene, Wauconda.—Sociology. (SS.) A.B., 1927.
Trummel, Russell Groves, [/rfcana.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1925, 1931.
Tsao, Chi Hsien, Liaoyang, Liaoning, China.—Railway Mechanical Engineering. (SS. I.) B.S., Northeastern
Univ., 1929.
Tsao, Chien Yu. Kiangsu, China.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., M.S., Cornell Univ., 1929, 1930.
Tsu, Ping Nan, Canton, China.—Economics. (II.) A.B., A.M., Univ. of California, 1930, 1931.
Tsui, Tsung Tung, Nanyang, Honan, China.—Animal Husbandry. (II.) B.S., 1931.
Tubbs, Katharine Sybil, Urbana.—Greek. (I. II.) A.B., Bates Coll., 1928; A.M., 1930.
Tuckey, Stewart Lawrence, Peorto.—Dairy Husbandry. (SS. I. II.) E.S., M.S., 1928, 1930.
Turner, Ralph Ray, Carbondale.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927,
Turney, Dewey Mason, Hartselle, Alabama.—Animal Husbandry. (SS.) B.S., Alabama Polytechnic Inst., 1930.
Turrell, .A.niy Waddell, Champaign.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Colorado State Teachers Coll., 1915; A.M., 1931.
Tyler, Allen Charles, Spring I'aHey.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Bradley Polytechnic Inst., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Tyler, Rayen Welch. Urbana.—Fhysics. (SS.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1926; A.M., 1927.
Unfer, Louis, Mansfield.—History. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Missouri State Teachers Coll., 1920; M.S.. A.M., 1929,
1931.
Unger, Gilbert Carleton, Richmond, Virginia.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Virginia, 1928.
Urbach, Walter Francis. St. Louis, Missouri.-—English. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Dubuque, 1923.
Utley, John Herbert, Urbana.—Spanish. (I. II.) .A.B., Indiana Univ., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Utterback, Donald Desmond, Urbana.—Geoio^v. (I. II.) A.B., 1930.
Vaile, Joseph Edwin, t/rfcano.—Horticulture. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1929.
Valbert, Gilbert R., FZora.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Vallis, John Nicolas, Sifnos, Greece.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Robert Coll., 1931.
Van Arendonk, Arthur M., Wallkill, New Forfe.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Hope Coll., 1930.
Van Arsdell, Harriett Lyon, Covington, Indiana.—Education. (SS.) B.Mus., B.S., A.M., 1928, 1931, 1931.
Van Arsdell, Paul Marion, Indianapolis, Indiana.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1929.
Vandervort, Isabel Morehouse, Bloomington.—Education. (SS.) .\.B., 1911; A.M., Columbia Univ. 1925.
Van Deventer, Ruth Marlowe, Springf.tld.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Van Deventer, William. Carl, .Salisbury, Missottri.—Zoology. (I. II.) A.B., Central Coll., 1930.
Van Doren, Cornelius Austin, Loc mi.—Agronomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1928, 1929.
Van Dyke, Anthony Martin, Weslville.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Van Hook, Clarice Edna, Ajidersojt, Indiana.—Mathematics. (SS.) B.S., Earlham Coll., 1926; M.S., 1931.
Van Meter, Irene, Williamsville.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1926.
Van Meter, La Rue, Williamsville.—Sociology. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1922.
Vaughan, Clara Virginia, Champaign.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Vawter, Jamison, Urbana.—Civi] Engineering. (SS. I. II.) B.S., C.E., Univ. of Kansas, 1916, 1923.
Veler, Louis George, Bowling Green, Ohio.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.,S., Bowling Green State Normal Coll., 1928;
A.M., 1931.
Verda, Dominick Joseph. A/crfe.—Physiology. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1930.
Vissering, Esther, Minonk.—English. (I.) A.B., Northwestern Univ., 1922.
Vogelpohl, Erma Mary, Alton.—French. (I. II.) Ph. 3., ShurtlefT Coll., 1930.
Voigt, Rudolf G., Frankenberg, Saxony, Germany.—German. (I.) Five .Semesters, Univ. of Leipsig, 1920-1923.
Voile. Reva Margaret, Mt. Pulaski.—Nutrition. (SS.) B.S., 1931.
Vopelius, Oswalt, Wurtemberg, Germany.—Economics. (SS.) Diploma in Agriculture, Univ. of Gottingen, 1925;
Doctor of Agriculture, Univ. of Berlin, 1929.
Wach, Edward Charles. C^iicogo.—Physiological Chemistry. (I. II.) Ph.G., D.D.S., 1907, 1923.
Wacker, Maxwell Nathan, Chicago.—Medicine. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Waggoner, Kenneth Cory, Lebanon.—Education. (SS.) A.B., McKendree Coll., 1926.
Wagner, Oscar Emil, C/iicago.—Geology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1928, 1929.
Wagner, Rolland Clark, Murphysbora.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Wahl, Milton Heins, St. Louis, Missouri.—Chemistry. (I. II.) A.B., Central Wesleyan Coll., 1928; A.M.,Univ.
of Missouri, 1930.
Wakeland, Fred Raymond, To/iica.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1918.
Walden, Emory Earl, Paragould, Arkansas.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., Kendrix Coll., 1922; A.M., Univ. of
Colorado, 1925.
Waldman, Irwin Jerome, Bloomington.—Obstetrics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Waldron, Clifford James, Urbana.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Walker, Leonard Dilworth, Fullerton, California.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., South Dakota State School of
Mines, 1925.
Walker, Robert Vaughn, Callin.—Accountancy. (I.) B.S., Monmouth Coll., 1931.
Wall. Alice Theresa, Free^oW.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., .A..M., 1929, 1931.
Wallace, Dorothy Elizabeth, Veedersburg, Indiana.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., Sweet Briar Coll., 1920; A.M.,
1927.
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Wallis, William, Bloo?ninston.—History. (SS.) B.S., Ohio Wesleyan Univ., 1894; A.M., 1921.
Walter, Mable Rutli, AslUon.—Zooiotiy. (I. II.) A.B., North Central Coll.. 1929; A.M., 1930.
Wampler, Calvin Henry, Waynesville.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1923.
Wamsley, Deles Herscliel, Almond, New York.—Ceramic Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Alfred Univ., 1930.
Wang, Ching, Ninr.po, China.—Mining Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Peking National Univ., 1923.
Wantling, George Dale, Decatur.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., James Millikin Univ., 1930.
Warfel, Leila May, Bushnell.—Chemisiry. (SS.) B.S., 1922.
Warren, Clarence Clifford, Springfield, Missouri.—Zoology. (SS.) B.S., Drury Coll., 1927.
Warren, William Joseph, Areata, California.—Electrical Engineering. (II.) b.S., Univ of Santa Clara, 1931.
Warrick, Elvin Schuyler, Monlpelier, O/iio.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Otterbein Coll., 1921; B.S., 1927.
Warrick, Mrs. Ruth Raciiel, Wesierville, Ohio.—Library Science. (I. II.) B.S., Otterbein Coll., 1922; B.S., 1929.
Wascher, Anita Lucille, Champaign.—German. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Wascher, Herman, Champaign.—Soil Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1924.
Washburn, (Carolyn, Taunton, Massachusetts.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Mt. Holyoke Coll., 1927; .A.M., Columbia
Univ., 1928.
Washburn, Dorothy Mary, Bloominglon.—English. (SS.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1925.
Washington, Peter Clarence, Magazine, Alabama.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1927.
Waterbury, Clarence Leslie, Peoria.-—CW\\ Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Watkins, Wilbur Ellis, Ottawa, Kansas.—Animal Nutrition. (SS.) B.S., McPherson Coll., 1923; M.S., Kansas
State Agricultural Coll., 1924.
Watson, Alva Clinton, Aia«oort.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Watson, Irene Gertrude, Cartcrville.—English. (I. II.) B.S., James Millikin Univ., 1929.
Watson, Martin Calvin, Leivistown.—Physics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1926; M.S., 1928.
Watson, Tully Franklin, Eoswell, Oklahoir.a.—l'hysics. (I. II.) A.B., M.S., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1928, 1930.
Watt, John, Feiping, China.—Zoology. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Iowa, 1931.
Wattles, Loy Ezra, Clay Ciry.—Education. (SS.) A.B., McKendree Coll., 1929.
Watts, Harold Holliday, Springfield.—Eng'ASh. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1927, 1928.
Watts, Willard Henry, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.—Bacteriology. (I. II.) A.B., Western Reserve Univ., 1931.
Wax, Earl Washington, Newman.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1929.
Weaver, Brayton Ladd, Urbana.—Horticulture. (I. II.) B.S., 1925.
Webb, Ancel Hayward, Jackson, Missouri.—Economics. (II.) A.B., Univ. of Missouri, 1026.
Webb, Donald Horton, Nauvoo.—Physics. (SS.) A.B., Carthage Coll., 1927.
Webber, Clyde Augustin, Urbana.—t^conomics. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Webber, Lucille Rankin, Urbana.—Foods and Nutrition. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Weber, Frederick Gottlieb, Tower Hi«.—Education. i,SS. I.) B.S., 1921.
Weed, Fannie Lucile, t/rfcawa.—English. (SS.) B.S., Knox Coll., 1922.
Weiler, Joseph John, Vincenncs, Indiana.—Architectural Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1926, 1931.
Weissberg, Samuel George, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.—Pnysics. (SS. I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Pittsburgh, 1930.
Welch, Edith Lucile, Chicago.— Italian. (I. II.) A.B., A.M., 1926, 1927.
Welker, Everett Linus, Henry.—Mathematics. (I. II.) A.B., A.M.. 1930, 1931.
Welker, Rollie Prcscott, Effingham.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Wells, Florence A., Carbondale.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Welty, Jack Worthington, Hoopeston.—Pharmacology. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Wemple, Quincy Adams, Kewanee.—History. (SS.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1925.
Wcrbel, Ernest William, C/Jtcago.—Bio-Physics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Werch, Solomon Carl, Chicago.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Werner, Charles Dunlap, Oak Porfe.—Education. (I.) B.S., 1927.
Werner, Charles Orville, Missoula, Montana.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Univ.of Montana, 1928; M.S., 1931.
Wesley, Alice Barbara, Urbana.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., North Carolina Coll. for Women, 1923; B.S.,
1930.
West, Donald Haven, Houghton, Michigan.—Chemistry. (I. 11.) A.B., Carroll Coll., 1931.
West, John Tiiomas, Morgantown, West Virginia.—Botany. (II.) B.S., A.M., West Virginia Univ., 1907, 1923.
West, Mary Burford, Marshall, Missouri.—History. (SS.) A.B., Missouri Valley Coll., 1925.
Weston, Margaret Cloyde, Mt. Curro//.—English. (II.) A.B., 1931.
Wetzel, Arbon Read, CAam^aign.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1925; A.M.,
1931.
Whalin, Hazen Solomon, Rose Hill.—Economics. (II.) B.S., 1932.
Whalin, Oren Leslie, Rose Hill.—Economics. (SS.) B.S., M.S., 1918, 1925.
Wheaton, Isaac E,va.n, Greenwich, New Jersey.—Bacteriology. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., Univ. of Maryland, 1925,
1927.
Wheeler, Harold Peyton, Campobello, South Carolina.—English. (I. II.) A.B., Wofford Coll., 1928; A.M..
Duke Univ., 1929.
White, Florence Leone, Urbana.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) .'\.B., 1910.
White, Geonjina Mary, Urbana.—English. (SS.) A.B., Cornell Coll., 1928.
White, Maurice Marsh, Blandinsville.—EAncation. (SS.) A.B., Eureka Coll., 1928.
Whitlo, Charles Milton, Maxbass, North Dakota.—Economics. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of North Dakota, 1928;
M.S.R., New York Univ., 1929.
Whilson, June, l/rfcono.— English. (I. II.) A.B., 1931.
Wick, Catherine Marie, l/rfroiia.—Education. (.SS.) A.B., A.M., 1929, 1931.
WickUtfe, Chester, Tempe, Arizona.—Education. (SS.) A.B., Univ. of Arizona, 1926; .A.M., 1931.
Wiegand, David Edgar. Plainfield.—ElectricaX Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Wiesman, Clarence Kalman, Rock Island.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Wilcox, Lucile Elizabeth, C/jom/xjtgn.—Library Science. (SS.) B.S., B.S., A.M., 1923, 1927, 1931.
Wilcox, Orley Warren, Marion, Kansas.—Education. (I.) A.B., Soutlnvestcrn Coll., 1931.
Wilcox, Roy Harold, Minneapolis, Minncsota.—Economics. (SS. I.) B.S., Univ. of Minnesota, 1915; M.S., 1918.
Wilhiie, Samuel Edson, Jerseytille.—History. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Vv'ilkins, Tivis Eber, Victor, Colorado.— Farm Management. (SS. II.) B.S., Colorado Agricultural Coll., 1930.
Wilkinson, Lynn Carter. C/iicago.—Orthodontia. (SS. I.) D.D.S., 1930.
Willey, Maud, Mead, Nebraska.—Mathematics. (SS.) Ph.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1923; A.M., Mills Coll., 1926.
Williams, Arthur Rowland, Normal.—Economics. (I. II.) A.B., Kenyon Coll., 1901.
Wilhams, Clarence Ray, aay/ow.—Education. (SS.) B.S., 1924.
Vvilliams, Deloris, Bismarck.—History. (SS.) A.B.. 1928.
Williams, Emily, 6>ftc)!fl.—Physiology. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1923, 1925.
Williams, Hannah Esther, A/oHoon.—History. (SS. I.) B.S., 1923.
Williams, Kathryn Virginia, Eureka.— Education. (SS.) B.S., Eureka Coll., 1930.
Williams, Ray Aubrey, Carterville.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois Stale Normal Univ., 1930.
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Williams, Sara Metella, Mt. Auburn.—Library Science. (SS.) B.S., Kansas State Teachers Coll., 1927; B.S.,
A.M., 1930, 1931.
Williamson, Harold Caldwell, Lexington, Kentucky.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Univ. of Kentucky, 1931.
Willis, Albert, E/L^orodo.—Education. (SS.) B.S., McKendree Coll., 1925.
Wills, John Elliot, H'alseka.—Farm Management. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1925.
Willson, Stuart Dwight, Olivet, Michigan.—Chemistry. (I.) A.B., Olivet Coll., 1931.
Wilmot, Charles .Mfred, Imperial, California.—Chemistry. (I.) B.S., California Inst, of Technology, 1931.
Wilson, Mrs. Frances Douglass, Urbana.—Education. (SS.) A.B., A.M., 1923, 1929.
Wilson, Harold Kenneth, Urbana.—Dairy Husbandry. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929; M.S., Univ. of California, 1930.
Wilson, Mary Esther, Tallula.—History. (I.) A.B., 1931.
Wimer, David Cleveland, Urbana.—Agronomy. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania State Coll., 1915, 1921.
Winakor, Arthur Harry, Springfield.—F.conomics. (SS. I. II.) B.S.. M.S., 1926, 1928.
Winsberg, James Alfred, Chicago.—Physiological Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Winters, Charles Fredrick, Mansfield.—Zoology. (I.) .A.B., 1930.
Winters, Eric, Mansfield.—lKgyonomy. (SS. I. II.) B.S., M.S., 1927, 1930.
Wirick, Harriet Proctor, Lewistovin.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1926; B.S., Univ. of
Minnesota, 1929.
Wise, Freda Alma, i?a/«tg;».—English. (SS. I.) B.S., 1931.
Wishart, Harold Bertram, Asheville, North Carolina.—Theoretical and .Applied Mechanics. (I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Wisthuff, Oscar Henry, Chatsuiorth.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1927.
Westinghausen, Rudolf von, Stuttgart, Germany.—Farm Alanagement. (I. II.) Diploma, Wfirttemberg Agri-
cultural Coll., 1928.
Witmore, Irma Cloe, Rich Hill, Missouri.—English. (SS. I. II.) A.B., McPherson Coll., 1922.
Wolever, Frances Elizabeth, rMscoZa.—Mathematics. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Rockford Coll., 1926; A.M., 1927.
Wolfe, John Bascom, Dryden, Virginia.—Psychology. (SS. I. 11.) A.B., Emory and Henry Coll., 1925; A.M.,
Univ. of Viringia, 1928.
Wolfe, Ronald Milton, Dayton, 0/iio.—Sociology. (I.) A.B., Indiana Central Coll., 1929.
Wolfson, Albert Abraham, Oak Parife.—Pathology. (SS.) B.S., Univ. of Chicago, 1926.
Womack, Madelyn, Corpus Chrisli, Texas.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Texas State Coll. for Women, 1931.
Wood, Catherine, De Lajid.—English. (SS.) ."^.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1929.
Wood, Frederick Lewis, Hopedale, Massachusetts.—Mathematics. (I. II.) B.S., M.S., Browm Univ.. 1926, 1928.
Wood, William Gerbing, Downers Grove.—Sociology. (SS. I.) A.B., Illinois Wesleyan Univ., 1927.
Wood, William Marcellus, Taylorville.—Farm Management. (SS.) B.S., 1928.
Wooddell, Joseph Morton, Lucasiille, Ohio.—Education. (SS.) B.S., Ohio Univ., 1926; A.M., 1931.
Woodruff, Esther Teeters, Auburn, Indiana.—Physiological Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., M.S., 1925, 1931.
Woodruff, Eugene Hurlbut, Lincoln, Nebraska.—Chemistry. (SS.) A.B., Grinnell Coll., 1926.
Woodruff, Marion Whitfield, Champaign.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1930.
Woods, Paul Ezra, Macomb.—Education. (SS. I.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1926.
Woodward, Charles Frank, Little Rapids, Wisconsin.—Chemistry. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Lawrence Coll., 1930.
Woodward, Helen, Washington, D. C.—Physiological Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., George Washington Univ., 1926;
M.S., Iowa State Coll., 1929.
W'oodworth, Max Edward, Macomb.—Chemistry. (SS.) B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers Coll., 1926.
Woodworth, Mildred Louise, Elkhart, Indiana.—French. (SS.) A.B., Indiana Univ., 1928; Diploma, Univ. of
Bordeaux, 1929; A.M., 1931.
Woolley, Wayne Ransom, i Chicago.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1927.
World, Richard Wells, Oak Park.—Electrical Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1928.
Woroshiloff, Leonid Aphinogenovich, C^am/iaign.—Chemistry. (II.) B.S., 1931.
Wrench, Frank, White Heath.—Education. (SS. I. II.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1929.
Wrench, Howard Earl, White Heath.—English. (SS. I.) B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Univ., 1928.
Wright, Abraham, A'oto?wJ5.—Education. (SS.) Ph.B., Shurtleff Coll., 1921; A.M., 1931.
Wright, Almon Robert, Granville, Ohio.—History. (I. II.) Ph.B., Denison Univ., 1926; A.M., Harvard Univ.,
1928.
Wright, Cecil Benjamin, Dallas, Texas.—Mathematics. (SS.) A.B„ Southern Methodist Univ., 1926; A.M.,
1930.
Wright, Leslie, Bradford.—Farm Management. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1929.
Wright, Walter Francis, Oxford, Ohio.—English. (I. II.) B.S., Miami Univ., 1930.
Wu, Liu Sheng, Ton-yong, Che- Kiang, China.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., Massachusetts Inst, of Tech-
nology, 1930.
Wu, Ying, Swatow, China.—Economics. (I.) A.B., Shanghai Coll., 1928.
Wupper, Arthur, Davenport, Iowa.—Architectural Design. (II.) B.S., 1927.
Wyne, Eleanor Elizabeth, Decatur.—English. (SS.) A.B., 1921.
Yates, Irvin, Belle i^jue.—Education. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1927.
Yates, Stella Day, Winchester.—Eincation. (SS. I. II.) B.S., 1931.
Yearsley, Mary, [/rfcano.—Sociology. (I.) A.B., 1924; B.S., Simmons Coll., 1926.
Yost, Gail Eugenia, Carbondale.-—Latin. (SS.) B.Ed., Southern Illinois State Normal Univ., 1926.
Yost, Lloyd Morgan, Wilmette.—Architectural Design. (I.) B.Arch., Ohio State Univ., 1931.
Young, .Aitken, Harvey.—Education. (I. II.) B.S., 1926.
Young, John Ripley, Huntington, West Virginia.—Spanish. (SS. I. II.) A.B., Marshall Coll., 1927; A.M., 1929.
Young, Robert Thompson, Missoula, Montana.—Physics. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Montana, 1930.
Yount, Burton Work, Bloomington.—FLisiory. (I. II.) B.S., A.M., 1929, 1930.
Yuan, Han Ching, Nanlung, Kiangsu, China.—Chemistry. (I. II.) B.S., Tsing Hua Univ., 1929.
Zannis, Constantine Demetrios, Detroit, Michigan.-—Chemistry. (I.) B.S., 1929.
Zerbee, Leigh Francis, i Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland.—Civil Engineering. (I. II.) B.S., 1911.
Zimmerman, Bernice Maude, Pitlsfield.—Education. (SS.) A.B., MacMurray Coll., 1924.
Zimmerman, George Fulton, C/!am/>a«gw.—Economics. (SS. I. II.) LL.B., B.S., M.S., 1910, 1928, 1929.
Zimmerman, Lee Franklin, Urbana.—Library Science. (I. II.) A.B., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1924; B.S., 1929.
Zimring, Allan Joseph, Chicago.—Pharmacology. (I.) B.S., 1931.
Zwermann, Olga Josephine, Robinson.—Home Economics. (I.) A.B., M.S., 1929, 1930.
1 Candidate for professional degree in engineering.
UNDERGRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
IN URBANA, 1931-1932
(Including the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Commerce and Business
Administration, Education, Engineering, Agriculture, Fine and
Applied Arts, and Law, the Library School,
and the School of Journalism)
Industrial Education
Insurance
Irregular
Journalism
Law
Landscape Architecture
General Liberal Arts and Sciences
Library Science
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Music
Public School Music in Education
Painting
Physical Education for Women
Preparatory to Dentistry
Preparatory to Journalism
Preparatory to Law
Preparatory to Medicine
Preparatory to Pharmacy
Public Utilities
Railway Administration
Railway Civil Engineering
Railway Electrical Engineering
Raihvay Mechanical Engineering
Railway Transportation
Summer Session, 1931
Trade and Civic Secretary
Unclassified
EXPLANATION.—SS. indicates attendance during the Summer Session
;
I., during the First Semester; U., during the Second Semester.
Name
Aabye, Walter Russell
Aaron, Elmer Foster
Abbott, Eloise
Abbott, Gardner Bemis
Abbott, John Benjamin
Abbott, Thomas William
Abels, Robert Martin
Abernathy, Floyd Roy
Abernathy, Mary Elizabeth
Abraham, George Elias
Abrahamson, Charles Malcolm
Abram, Howard Henry
Abramo, V'iolette Thelma
Abramovitz, Meyer
Abrams, James Gatch
Abrams, Morris
Abrams, Oscar Eugene
Abramson, Elizabeth Ruth
Abrina, Rizal Donalbo
Achelpohl, Jean Margaret
Acker, Howard Good
Acker, Jane Dicmma
Acker, John Woodrow
Ackerman, Helen Louise, B.Mus.,
1927
Ackerman, William Louis
ABBREVIATIONS OF CU]
Accy Accountancy lEd
AC Athletic Coaching Ins
AE Architectural Engineering In-i
AEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Agricul- Jnl
ture, College of Education Law
Agr General Agriculture LArch
Arch Architecture LAS
Bank Banking and Finance Lib
Bus General Business ME
CE Civil Engineering MinE
Cer Ceramics Mus
CerE Ceramic Engineering MusEd
Chem Chemistry Paint
ChE Chemical Engineering PEd
CL Commerce and Law PreD
CT Commercial Teachers PreJ
Ed General Education PreL
EE Electrical Engineering PreM
Eng General Engineering PrePh
EPh Engineering Physics PU
FC Foreign Commerce RA
Flor Floriculture RCE
GE Gas Engineering REE
HEAgr Home Economics, Agriculture RME
HEEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Home RT
Economics, College of Education SS
HELAS Home Economics, Liberal Arts and Sciences TCS
lA Industrial Administration Unc
Curricula Hours' Attendanxe Residence
Accy 96H SS Chicago
Bus Claremont, New Hampshire
LAS Chicago
Chem 77 Glen EUyn
AE 69 Little Rock, .Arkansas
EE 77 Oak Park
Bus 61 Springfield
CL 70H Lebanon
LAS 34 Lebanon
AC Jackson, Ohio
ME 108 Aurora
Chem 97 Rockford
Ed 114>^ Chicago
LAS 31H Chicago
Ed 861^ SS Atwood
PreM 16 Chicago
LAS 63 Chicago
LAS 3 Des Moines, Iowa
EE 3 Rock Island
Bus 100 J^ St. Charles, Missouri
Bus Brooklyn, New York
MusEd 97 Rockford
CE
SS.
Chicago
Champaign
ME 35 1. II. Peoria
' Students holding a degree but taking undergraduate work.
' Credit hours are computed as of September 21, 1931, except that hours earned the first semester of
1931-32 are included for students who transferred to the two-year curricula in the College of Education or to
the School of Journalism in February, 1932. For students in the College of Law and in the Library School, only
those credits are shown that count toward degrees in those curricula.
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Ackermann, Harold Arnold Agr 100 SS. I. II. Melvin
Ackman, Roland George lA 38M I. II. Huntley
Acton, Harvey Heath CL I. II. Danville
Acton, VVilma 4 SS. Danville
Adam, Nicolae ChE 6 I. II. Chicago
Adams, Alfred Otis AC I. II. Eldorado
Adams, David Eugene AC 34 I. II. Urbana
Adams, Florence Hill LAS 33 I. II. Downers Grove
Adams, Florence Irene LAS I. II. Monticello
Adams, Homer Mat LAS 60 I. II. Pontiac
Adams, James Loto ME I. II. Centralia
Adams, James Nelson Mus 102H I. II. Taylorville
Adams, John Robert Bus 102% I. II. Washta, Iowa
Adams, Margaret Priscilla PreJ 31 I. II. Chicago
Adams, Mary Katherine Jnl 98 1. II. Monticello
Adams, Maurice Vernon PreL I. II. Chicago
Adam.s, Pliny Arnold ME 58 I. II. Downers Grove
Adams, Rose Alberta Ed 64 I. II. Kewanee
Adams, Wesley Earle Bus I. II. Chicago
Adasiewicz, Leo Edv/ard Chem 29 I. II. Chicago
Adcock, Lois Aline Ed 69 SS.. I. II. Carlinville
Addison, Myron Francis Accy 96K I. II. Centralia
Adelraan, Harry PreL 37 I. II. Sandusky, Ohio
Adelman, Melba PvUth Ed 68 I. II. Kankakee
Aden, Harris Wayne Accy 68 I. II. Petersburg
Ader, Richard Frederick AC 72 T. II. Rochester, New York
Ades, Harlow Whiting PreM 3sy2 I. II. Rockford
Adis, George William PU II. Chicago
Adkins, Robert Alfred Mus 63 I. II. Elgin
Adler, Genise LAS 1. 11. Chicago
Ahlrich, Clifford John CE 3oy2 I. Monticello
Ahrens, Edward Milton Bus 93 II. Edwardsville
Ahrens, Herman Chris Ed 117 I. Trenton
Aichele, George EE 108J^ I. II. Shelbyville
Ailes, Arlington John PreM 63 I. II. La Salle
Aimone, Gerald G. Bus 67 I. II. Toluca
Aimone, Peter Jam.es Bus 35 I. II. Toluca
Ainsworth, Richard Barber, A.B.,
1931
Aitken, James Edwin
Law 13 I. II. Mason City
LAS 96 SS. I. II. Chicago
Akers, Rogers Milton LAS I. II. Troy, Ohio
Akin, Kenneth AE 62 I. II. Harrisburg
Albert, Clarence Theodore Agr 35 I. II. Millstadt
Albert, John Corwin EE I. II. Marissa
Albert, Norman Irving PreM 61 I. II. West Frankfort
Alberts, Joseph Ortan Ed 68 I. II. Urbana
Albery, Duane Huxtable Eng 18H I. Chicago
Albrecht, Albert William AE 34 I. II. Montgomery
Albright, Herbert Clarence Ed 62 I. Decatur
Alcorn, Fred Bridges LAS 29 I. Newton
Alden, John Jarvis LAS 29 SS. I. II. Berwyn
Aldrich, David Edward ME 90 I. II. Rosamond
Aldrich, Marian LAS 105 I. II. Centralia
Aldrich, Robert James AC 34 I. II. Gloversville, New York
Alessi, Nicholas CerE 37 I. II. Chicago
Alexander, Frances Mae, A.B., 1927 SS. Etna
Alexander, Francis Oran Bus 49 II. Kinmundy
Alexander, Howard Lateer LAS I. II. Champaign
Alexander, John, A.B., A.M., 1921, LAS in- II. Urbana
1925
Alexander, Margaret Baker Chem 66 I. II. Lockport
Alexander, Margaret Elizabeth, A.B., SS. Lincoln
1931
Alexander, Marshall Julian CE 34 I. II. Cincinnati, Ohio
Alison, Martha HEAgr IIJ^ I. Quincy
Allabough, David Brewster EE 111^ I. II. Collinsville
Allee, Kenneth Oral lOJ^ SS. Bainbridge, Indiana
Allen, Clarence Clifton LAS 90 I. II. Chicago
Allen, Donald Parsons CE 123 II. Decatur
Allen, Edward Gordon CT 46H I. II. Colorado Springs, Colorado
Allen, Edward Wilder Agr I. Alta
Allen, Elfie Davis LAS 63 I. Champaign
Allen, Eloise Elizabeth LAS 34 I. Champaign
Allen, George Archie CE 62 I. II. Hinton, West Virginia
Allen, Grace Dorothy Ed 105 I. II. Aurora
Allen, Hariett Elizabeth LAS 98?-;; I. II. Chicago
Allen, John Trevett PreL 6l3<i I. II. Danville
Allen, John Willis 6 SS. Eldorado
Allen, Joseph Lloyd Arch lis I. II. Champaign
Allen, Lawrence Jones, B.S., 1931 SS. De Land
Allen, Leavitt Oran LAS 108 SS. I. II. Marion
Allen, Louise 21H SS. Allentown
Allen, Mary Edith LAS L II. Urbana
Allen, Max Edward Accy 32 I. Oregon
Allen, Norma Beatrice 8 SS. Hinton, West Virginia
Allen, Pauline Curtis LAS 97 I. II. Chicago
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Allen, Rosemary
Allen, Uzerne Wheeler
Allen, W. Carl
Allen, William Hammond
Allen, William Hendry
Allen, William Roy
AUers, Edwin John
Allyn, Orr Milton
Allyn, Richard
Almen, Karl Frederick von
Almy, Jean Baird
Almy, Mignon June, A.B., 1924
Alport, Philip
Alpert, Samuel Gompers
Alschuler, Edward B.
Alson, Marion Colvert
Alsterlund, John Frederick
Alston, Benjan'.in Bernard
Alston, \\'illiam Thomas
Alstrom, Willmer Olof
Altbach, Milton Samuel
Altera, Robert Charles
Altier, Paul Alexander
Aliman, Reginald Stephen
Altmansbergcr, Laurence Christian
Altorfer, Katherine Cynthia
Altschul, Samuel
Alvis, Walter Pope
Alyea, Louis French
Amborski, Frances Dolores
Ambrose, Warren
Ames, Glenn Charles
Ames, Oliver Dean
Ames, Russell Hamilton
Ammon, Menzie Wilber
Ammon, Raymond Korwood
Amsler, William Albert
Andalman, Shepard
Anderberg, Glenn Leonard
Anderle, William Edward
Andermann, Dorothy Sophia
Andersen, Charles
Andersen, Emma Evaline
Andersen, Harold Louis
Andersen, Roberta Edith
Andersen, Vivian Ruth
Anderson, Arnold Evald
Anderson, Arthur Gustave
Anderson, Burdette Elbert
Anderson, Carl Roy
Anderson, Charles Monroe
Anderson, Charlotte Caroline
Anderson, Curt Theodore
Anderson, David Berg
Anderson, Donald Gaskill
Anderson, Edward McCarter
Anderson, Emil Gerhard
Anderson, Florence Natalie
Anderson, Floyd Rust
Anderson, Mrs. Frances Keys
Anderson, Frank Bonner
Anderson, Genevieve Sarah
Anderson, Gilbert Lloyd
Anderson, Gordon
Anderson, Harold Kenneth
Anderson, Harvey William
Anderson, Helen Love
Anderson, Helen Marie
Anderson, Herman
Anderson, lone Gertrude
Anderson, Jack Edward
Anderson, James
Anderson, James Cochron
Anderson, James Palmer
Anderson, James William
Anderson, John Albert
Anderson, John Mueller
Anderson, June Lillian
Anderson, Katherine
Anderson, Laurence Werner
Anderson, Lillie Albertina, P..S., 1927
Anderson, Lowell Brown
Anderson, Marsh.all .Maine
Anderson, M:iry Loui-^e, A.B., 1930
Anderson, Mildred Eugene
Anderson, Neal James
LAS \. IL Champaign
ME 37 [. II. Park Ridge
CL ;. 11. Centralia
ChE . 11. Delavan
Bus 99 I. 11. Oak Park
68 SS. Divernon
Agr una . II. Maywood
PreM 8 SS. '.. II. Clinton
PreM .11. Waverly
Agr [. II. OIney
LAS .11. Georgetown
4 SS. Lincoln, Nebraska
LAS 18 . II. Chicago
Accy 97 .11. Chicago
CE 33 .11. Chicago
Bus . 11. Carthage, Missouri
LAS 103M . II. Moline
130 SS. East St. Louis
LAS 89 East St. Louis
Ac 32 . II. Willmar, Minnesota
PreL 30H . 11. Chicago
lA 93M . II. Chicago
CE II. Chicago
Bus 62 [. Chicago
Accy 24 . II. Belleville
Bus 65 . II. Peoria
Bus 79 :. II. Chicago
PreM '. II. Benton
CL !. II. Chicago
PreM II. Chicago
Mus .11. Chicago
PreL 31 .11. Freeport
Bus 101 .11. Chicago
PreL 28 .11. East Moline
Agr .11. Carmi
Agr 61K .11. Carmi
Bus 60 .11. Sioux City, Iowa
CL 17 .11. Chicago
10 SS. Orion
Law 82 Cicero
HELAS 32 .11. Hinsdale
CE 35 .11. Chicago
HEEd 99 .11. Oak Park
PreM .11. Chicago
LAS 1 .11. Sheffield
LAS 61 1 .11. Chicago
Arch 29 .11. Lily Lake
Agr Lemont
LAS 62 . II. Rockford
Bus 1 .11. Chicago
FC ] .11. Urbana
LAS 33 I . II. Chicago
ME 32 K ] . II. ChicagoME 81 1 . II. Hinsdale
AE 71H . II. Chicago
AE 124>^ . II. Urbana
AE 29 1 . II. Chicago
LAS ] . II. Winnetka
Chem ] . II. Elgin
6 SS. Lincoln
Bus 32 ] .11. Chicago
LAS 34 ] .11. Chicago
8 SS. Andover
EE II. Chicago
Bank 66 I . II. Huntley
Agr 65 1 .11. Byron
LAS 49 1 .11. Chicago
LAS I .11. Chicago
Bus I .11. Saybrook
Mus 54?-3' 1 . II. Kankakee
CL 1 .11. Rockford
LAS SO . H. Fori Worth, Texas
PreL .11. Danville
Bus I Equality
Ed 67H 1 . II. Chicago
Bus 71 . 11. Chicago
LAS 6 SS. 1 I'rbana
LAS . II. Chicago
HEAgr 32 1 .11. Kewanee
Arch 99>< SS. 1 . 11. Park Ridge
SS. Joliet
ME 1 .11. Chicago
Accy 66 1 .11. Rockford
Lib I . II. Tulia, Texas
63 >i SS. Gibson City
Bus (>9yi SS. I . II. Paxton
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Anderson, Philip Albert
Anderson, Ralph Curtis
Anderson, Raynard Edward
Anderson, Robert Henry
Anderson, Robert Howard
Anderson, Robert Imboden
Anderson, Robert VVilUam
Anderson, Roy S.
Anderson, Sherman Carroll
Anderson, Sigward Axel
Anderson, \'ivian Martha
Anderson, Wilbur Hilding
Anderson, Willard Curtis
Anderson, VVilliam Radford
Anderson, William Raymond
Anderson, William Wold
Anderson, Winifred Leota
Andes, Cecile
Andree, William Herman
Andresen, Harold Carl
Andrews, Charles
Andrews, Georgia Louise
Andrews, Louise Virginia
Andris, Peter
Andros, Demetrios Nicholas
Anen, Raymond John
Angell, Eugene Nathan
Anger, Edward \^'iIliam
Ankele, Emma Lillian
Anker, Henry
Antonow, Miriam Margot
Antrim, Sylvester Lawrence
Antrobius, George John
Apmadoc, Betty Louise
Appel, Edward George
Appel, Jeanetta
Applebaum, Seymour
Applegate, Helen Lanius
Applegate, Sarah Margaret
Appleman, John Allen
Appleman, Ruth Marjorie
Ard, Thomas Beeler
Ardito, Vincent Mario
Arford, Mabel Louise
Arisen, Alan George
Arkebauer, Harry Henry
Armitage, Everett
Armitage, Richard Frances
Armstrong, Arthur Rutherford
Armstrong, Elbert
Armstrong, Frederick Morris
Armstrong, Jeannette Margaret
Armstrong, John Barr
Armstrong, William Christopher
Armstrong, William Paul
Arndt, Bernetta Monteith
Arning, Louis Henry
Arnold, George Junkin
Arnold, Herbert Sessions
Arnold, Mary Alice
Arnold, Raymond Llewellyn
Arnold, William Busey
Arnott, Margaret Louise
Arrandale, Roy Samuelson
Arthur, Fred Courtney
Artman, Elizabeth Frances
Asche, Arthur
Ash, Anne
Ash, Annette Lee
Ash, Jesse William
Ash, Mildred Jean
Ashbrook, James Henry
Ashbrook, Joseph Wilson
Asher, Dorothv
Asher, Roy Martin. A.B., J.D., 1929,
Ashley, Ella Pauline, A.B., 1931
Ashley, Mrs. Genevieve Dorothy
AshHne, George Harold, A.B., 1931
Ashmore, Charles Douglas
Ashmore, Ruth Eugenia
Askew, Jonathan McMillan
Askin, Lawrence Brainard
Askren, Margaret Frances
Astel, Mrs. Louise Adele
Aszmann, Mildred Lillian
CE 109 L IL Rockford
Bus 92 L IL Urbana
AE 661^ I. IL Rockford
Agr 67 I. II. Winnebago
CE 114 I. IL Chicago
Arch 60 I. II. Chicago
Bus 59 I. n. Elkhart, Indiana
15 SS. Monmouth
LAS 70 I. II. Chicago
LAS 58J^ I. Chicago
Ed 65 I. II. Chicago
AC 36 I. II. CWcago
Agr 104 I. II. Cobden
EE I. II. Washington, D. C.
Chem 68 I. IL St. Charles
AE 85 I. II. Evanston
PreM I. II. Danville
HEAgr I. II. Macon
Bank 16 I. Chicago
ME 19 I. Davenport, Iowa
AC I. IL Clinton
Chem 33H I. II. Pekin
Ed 62^ I. II. El Paso
EE 107H L II. Chicago
LAS 16 I. II. Chicago
ME 107 I. II. Winthrop Harbor
ME 77 I. II. Baltimore, Maryland
Eng I. II. Chicago
LAS 70 II. Danville
Chem 80 I. South Holland
LAS I. II. Chicago
Ed 102 I. II. Fairfield
CE 43H I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 67 I. Chicago
Chem 118 SS. I. II. Breese
LAS 64M I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
PreL I. II. Chicago
Ed 97 L II. Peoria
TCS 65 I. II. Atlanta
LAS 72 I. II. Urbana
Bus I. IL Urbana
Arch I. Chicago
CL I. II. Oak Park
8 SS. Marshall
LAS 32M I. II. Evanston
77H SS. Morrisonville
Bus 32 I. II. Sumner
ME 73 I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Tuscola
LAS 5914 I. II. Osceola, Iowa
Cer 67 I. II. Champaign
LAS 98M I. II. Fort Dodge, Iowa
LAS L II. Pontiac
Bus 114 II. Benton
AC 40 SS. I. II. El Paso
21 SS. St. Louis, Missouri
Eng 72 I. II. Quincy
EE I. Champaign
43 SS. Oberlin, Ohio
LAS I. II. Robinson
Bank 60 I. Chicago
CL 67 I. IL Robinson
LAS unc I. St. Louis, Missour
ChE 71 I. II. Streator
LAS I. II. Streator
HEEd 62 I. II. MetropoUs
AE 150 I. II. Leigh, Nebraska
LArch I. II. Logansport, Indiana
LAS 161^ I. Chicago
Eng L IL Litchfield
LAS 32?^ I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Naperville
Agr 91H L II. Sullivan
Bus II. Chicago
1931 SS. Kankakee
Lib I. IL North Vernon, Indiana
Ed 102 II. Champaign
SS. Chicago
PreM 24H I. Evanston
Jnl 102M I. II. Decatur
EE I. II. Pontiac
Bus 92 L II. Belvidere
LAS I. II. Delavan
LAS IL Sycamore
HEAgr 126^5 I. Chester
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Atkin, Richard Clark
Atkins, Frank Eugene
Atkins, Kenitli Dean, B.S., 1931
Atkins, Morris Dean
Atkinson, Craig John
Atkinson, Harry Budd
Atkinson, James Thomas
Attaway, VVilHam Alexander
Attick, Robert Carter
Atwood, Verl
Auble, Willard Roosevelt
Auerbach, Raymond
Augur, Harold William
Augur, Leah Alice
Augustinus, Helen Margrethe
Auld, Isabel Catherine
Aulinskis, Pete Joseph
Ault, Arch Marion
Aurand, Marian Edith
Aurelius, William Abel
Ausenbaum, Helen Evelyn
Austin, George Thomas
Austin, Ruth Burnett
Auten, Robert Wilson
Auw, Herbert Fred
Averbook, Adele
Avery, Henry Porter
Avery, William Murdoch
Avey, Mary Martha
Axelrod, David
Aydelott, Carlton Jervis
Aziere, Charles Benedict
Baal, Howard Bruno
Babcock, Glen Eliphalet
Bacevich, Bron Constantine
Bach, William Joseph
Bacheldor, John Francis
Bacheldor, William Thomas
Bacher, Mrs. Virginia Rogers
Bachman, William J.
Bachrach, Berenice Evelyn
Bachrach, Ethlyn
Bacon, Robert Paul
Baddeley, Helen Emma
Baden, Louis Clifford. A.B., 1931
Bader, George Emil
Badger, Charles Luster
Badger, Warren Henry
Baer, Donn David
Baer, June Arthurs
Baer, Ted W.
Baetzmann, Robert Kristian
Bagley, Robert Adams
Bahlman, Donald William, B.S., 1930
Bailer, Clifford Frank
Bailey, Charles Louis
Bailey, Dorothy, A.B., 1926
Bailey, Elizabeth Poe
Bailey, Francis Bernard, A.B., 1928
Bailey, Gordon Raymond
Bailey, Helen Mary
Bailey, Kenneth Dillon
Bailey, Mary Henrietta
Bailey, Walter Levi
Bailie, James Clyde
Bain, Brice William
Bain, Byford Washington
Bair, Mary Elizabeth
Baird, Glenn Earl, A.B., 1931
Baird, Leland Melvin
Baird, Margaret
Baits, Benita Ernestine
Baker, Adelbert Benjamin
Baker, Donald Archibald
Baker, Dorothy Lillian
Baker, Edward Henry
Baker, Edward Homer
Baker, Edward Silas
Baker, Eunice Eleanor
Baker, Harriet Josephine
Baker, Irwin Hughes
Baker, Jack Mulford
Baker, Jane Elizabeth
Baker, Lelle Roberta
Chem 23 I. II. Whiting, Indiana
EE I. II. Evanston
Ed II. Martinsville
PreM I. Chicago Heights
Bus I. Bridgeport
CE SO I. New Canton
Chem I. II. Findlay
PreL II. Chicago
EE IS II. Chicago
HEAgr 61 I. II. Marion
Arch 124 I. II. Bartlett
LAS 49H I. II. Belleville
CE 109 I. II. Mt. Auburn
LAS I. II. Mt. Auburn
Ed 9VA I. II. Western Springs
4 SS. Shelbyville
ME I. 11. Kewanee
Bus 108H SS. I. II. Momence
LAS I. II. Oak Park
PreJ I. II. East Chicago, Indiana
LAS 24 I. II. Chicago
ChE II. Salem
LAS 30 I. II. Effingham
Chem 69 1. II. Princeville
PreL I. II. Chicago
LAS 28 I. Superior, Wisconsin
Law I. II. Wilmington
CE 75 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Lakewood, Ohio
Ed 69}^ I. II. Chicago
CL 32 I. II. Fort Worth, Texas
12 SS. Atchison, Kansas
Bus 32 LII. Downers Grove
Chem 91 L II. Poplar Bluff, Missouri
AC 107 I. East Chicago, Indiana
Law 39 L II. Bloomington
ChE 641^ I. Wood River
Accy 60K I. II. Wood River
Ed 84 I. Rantoul
Arch I. II. Hammond, Indiana
PreJ II. Chicago
LAS 46 I. Chicago
Bus 14 I. Champaign
LAS I. II. Chicago
Law I. Hamilton, Ohio
Arch 63K I. II. Wauwatosa, WisconsinCE I. II. Carlinville
LAS 67 I. II. Amboy
lA 33 I. II. La Grange
Bus 67 L II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
ME 102K I. II. Leesburg, Florida
Bus 103 L II. Marion
Ed II. Beecher
LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
EE unc I. II. Hastings upon Hudson
New York
Lib I. XL Chicago
HELAS I. II. Altamont
SS. Saguache, Colorado
lA 61 I. II. Danville
Ed 73 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Danville
LAS 52 I. II. Decatur
PreM I. II. York, Pennsylvania
ChE 93M I. II. Pittsburg, Kansas
LAS 81J4 SS. I. II. Farmington
Agr 39 SS. I. II. Macedonia
LAS I. II. Champaign
Law 20 I. Park Ridge
LAS 121 J-3 I. II. Jamaica
HEAgr 88 ?i SS. I. 11. Edwardsville
LAS 31 I. II. East St. Louis
Bus 60 I. II. Grand Rapids, Michigan
AE 98 I. II. Chicago
PreJ 68 I. Waukcyan
CE I. II. -Mcdo
LAS 67 I. II. Chicago
Mus 57 SS. I. II. Stillman Valley
HELAS I. II. Wcldon
MusEd R4Ji I. II. Mat toon
CE 74 I. II. Dwight
Bus II. Chicago
MusEd 66 I. II. Michigan City, Indiana
LAS 33 1. 11. Carterville
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Baker, Marguerite Wilma
Baker, Martha Byrd
Baker, Mary Louise
Baker, Melvin Charles
Baker, Robert Louis
Baker, Russell Edward
Baker, Thomas Minard
Baker, William Green
Baker, William Watson
Balaban, Ben Harry
Balas, George Martin
Balcher, Ralph
Balchunas, Edward Raymond
Balcke, Minnie Dorothea
Balcoff, Charles Theodore, A.B., 1929
Balderson, Bruce Alan
Balding, Paul Henry
Baldinger, William Robert
Baldo, Gasper Joseph
Baldwin, Charles Donald
Baldwin, David Merrill
Baldwin, Edward Willis
Baldwin, Harold Lycurgus, B.S., 1931
Baldwin, Herbert Eugene
Baldwin, Howard Cecil
Baldwin, Jack Olinger, B.S., 1931
Baldwin, James Danford
Baldwin, Jeannette
Baldwin, John Huffman
Baldwin, Lee McCullough. A.B., 1928
Baldwin, Richard Charles
Baldwin, Ruth Morgan
Baldwin, Stanley Wayne
Baldwin, Weldin Read
Blaickas, Bernice
Balita, Dorothy Kathryne
Ball, Bertus Baldwin
Ball, Inez Ruth
Ball, Ray Winthrop
Ball, Robert Todd
Ball, Roscoe Lawrence
Balliett, Melvin Lester
Ballinger, Robert Eugene
Balof, Mamie Howard, A.B., 1928
Balsley, Jay Robert
Bambas, Virginia Georgia
Banasik, Pierian John
Bancroft, Harold Wesley
Banker, John Robert
Banner, Charles Lyndon
Banner, Edward
Banner, Irene Mary
Bannister, Edgar Leslie
Bantz, Helen Leontine, A.B., 1928
Barbee, Sadie Lucile
Barber, Corbus Roy
Barber, Gertrude Pauline
Barber, Harry Ashley
Barbian, Joseph John
Barclay, Wendell Francis
Bard, Barbara Cecelia
Barden, LawTence Clayton
Bardwell, Florence Gwendolyn
Barenfanger, Lewis Edward
Bareuther, Ernst Ellis
Barger, Joseph Louis
Barker, Geneva Lorraine
Barker, Mary Mama
Barker, Paul Ashbrook
Barker, Virgil Wayne
Barla, Andrew G.
Barnard, Clyde William
Barnes, Antrim Earl
Barnes, Ellen
Barnes, Herbert Oscar
Barnes, Juliet
Barnes, Mary Winifred, A.B., 1930
Barnes, Mrs. Roby Gregory
Barnes, William Francis
Barnett, Phyllis Myra
Barnett, Robert Earl
Barnfield, Milton James
Barnofsky, Irwin
Barnum, Vincent Dudley
Baron, Francis Martin
HEAgr I. II. Chicago
LAS 116Ji I. Chicago
LAS 35 I. 11. Rankin
LAS 94 I. II. Lincoln
Bus 27 I. II. Columbus, Ohio
Bus 43M I. II. Chicago
CL I. II. Michigan City, Indiana
PreM 4914 I. II. Salem
Bus 651.^ I. II. Chicago
Arch 56 I. II. Chicago
6K SS. Mazon
LAS 38 I. II. Chicago
EE I. II. Chicago
6 SS. Pekin
Law I. II. Seaton
CE I. II. Chicago
CL 30 I. II. Alvin
CE 72 1. 11. P-iverside
LAS I. II. Chicago
Accy 65 yj SS. I. II. Danville
CE 106 I. II. Urbana
CE 124 I. II. De Kalb
SS. Grai-ville
Bus 102 SS. I. II. Tonica
Bus 69 I. II. Pontiac
SS. Pana
Jnl 68 I. II. Pana
LAS 62H I. II. Delavan
ChE I. II. Oak Park
SS. Urbana
PreD I. II. Centralia
Paint 30 I. Centralia
Bus 54 I. II. Oak Park
AE 90 I. II. Springfield, Ohio
Ed 97 I. II. Chicago
Bus 66 I. II. Elgin
ME 108 I. II. Cairo
Bus 103 I. II. Champaign
LAS 101 I. II. Waukesha, Wisconsin
Bus 24 I. II. Elkhart, Indiana
CL I. II. V.enona
Mus 531^ I. II. Taylorv'ille
ChE 72 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
7 SS. Birmingham, Alabama
AC 42 I. Danville
LAS 46 Ji I. IL Des Plaines
CE I. II. Chicago
Bank 101 I. II. Taylorville
12 SS. Aurora
Agr 1033^ I. II. Dewey
PreM lOM I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
LArch 13314 I. II. Brookline, Pennsylvania
15 SS. Aberdeen, South Dakota
LAS I. II. Aurora
Arch 27M I. Kankakee
LAS 65M I. II. JolietME 73 I. II. Aurora
LAS 73 I. II. McHenry
Bus 40 I. II. Macomb
CT 102 I. II. Donovan
Bank 39y2 I. II. Battle Creek, Michigan
LAS 92 I. II. Chicago
AE 731^ I. II. Salem
Accy 67 I. II. Chicago
122 SS. Toledo
LAS I. II. Bondville
HELAS I. Chicago
PreL I. II. Springfield
AE 72 I. II. South Bend, Indiana
AC 26 I. II. Seneca
LAS I. II. Chester
PreM 71 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Springfield
EE I. II. Springfield
PreJ 33 I. II. Harrisburg
Lib I. II. Richland Center, Wiscon-
8 SS.
sin
Monticello
CE 36 I. II. Chicago
Ed 77 I. II. Chicago
AE 62 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Sadorus
AC I. II. Chicago
CE 70 I. II. Sterling
AE LII. Chicago
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Barr, Abner Hugh
Barr, Catherine, A.B., 1926
Barr, John
Barrett, CUftord Charles
Barrett, Dorothy Lucille
Barrett, Orrin Thomas
Barrett, Stephen Rodney
Barrett, Virginia Georgiana
Barrick, Charles Riley
Barrick, Lewis Edward
Barrick, Paul Latrell
Bartlesmeyer, Clarence Frederick
Bartelson, Carl Edward
Barth, Gusta Victor
Barth, John Henry
Barthelemy, Webster Beryl
Barthelmess, Karl Theodore
Bartholomew, Frederick Gordon
Bartholomew, Herbert
Bartholomew, Robert Yale
Bartlett, Helen Louise
Bartlett, James Holley
Bartlett, Robert Dixon
Bartling, Carl Willis
Bartlum, Joseph Shawl
Barton, Bernice Belle
Bartulis, Joe
Bartusch, Dorothy Ann
Baruth, Elmore George
Basford, Paul Robertson
Bash, Charles Richard
Baskin, Opal Addie
Bass, Arthur Charles
Bast, Ervin Carl
Basta, Irene Garnet
Bastian, Harold Frederick
Basting, Minnie Elizabeth
Batchelor, Alexander
Bate, Alan Harry
Bateman, Harry Paul
Bates, Frederick Reed
Bates, Ralph Edward
Battcrshell, Gene Stipp
Batterton, Genevieve Nancy
Battey, Edith Muriel
Battey, Frederick Taylor
Battinus. Morton David
Batty, Walter Garfield
Baucom, Rolin L.
Baudino, Frank
Bauer, Anna Kathleen
Bauer, Fred Henry
Bauer, Stewart Thomas
Bauerbach, Harriet Alice
Bauerle, Louis Marion, A.B., 1931
Baughman, Victor Lynn
Bauman, Henrietta Estelle
Baumann, Milton Charles
Baumann, Otto Frederick
Baumberger, Robert Edward
Baumgart, Charles Thomas
Baumgart, Edward Tillman
Baumgartner, Miriam Robertson
Baumgartner, Reuben Albert
Baurahauer, Marion
Baumler, Harold Andrew
Baumler, John Otto
Baumrucker, Richard Allan
Baur, John William
Baylor, Robert Benson
Bayme, Rudolph Hugo
Bayne, Anna May
Beach, George Winchester
Beagle, Mary Frances
Beagley, Grace Harriet
Beahm, Thomas Henry
Beaird, Dorothy Marguerite
Bcaird, Helen Elizabeth
Beale, Ruth Lolotto
Beall, Edmund Harris
Beall, Jane
Beall, Janet Blessing
Beall, Robert Lawrence
Beals, Anna Evelyn
Beals, Frances Isabel
Bean, Richard Barker
Chera 90 I.
SS.
II. Alton
Urbana
Bus Urbana ' TK
LAS 93 Chicago
HELAS Morrison
MinE 2614 Springfield, Missouri
PreL Chicago
LAS 96 Oak Park
EE 27 Urbana
ChE Danville
ChE Urbana
ME 31 Hoyleton
Agr 67 Gibson City
101% ss. Urbana
CL Urbana
Agr 109 SS. I." Bridgeport
CE 71 Dixon
Bus 97 Chicago
LAS 28 St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 101 Peoria
LAS Chicago
Mus unc Quincy, Massachusetts
Arch 27 Indianapolis, Indiana
ChE 38 ss. I." Litchfield
Ed 67 Princeton
109 5^ SS. Tremont
Ed 113 Chicago
Paint 35 Elmhurst
PreM nH Rock Island
LAS 32 Chicago
Accy 351^ ss. l'. Champaign
Ed 86H Chicago
PreL 96}4 Pleasant Hill
lA 72y2 Bonducl, Wisconsin
PreM 42 Oak Park
Arch 125>i LII. Huron, South Dakota
HEAgr 62 Bloomington
Bus 34 Moline
EE 72 Belleville
Agr 102 Urbana
Bus 28H Joliet
CE 37 Chicago
LAS 41 Rossville
Ed 93 Tallula
LAS Oak Park
CE 35 La Grange
LAS 30 Chicago
LAS 59H Potomac
Bus 17 Murphysboro
EE 77 Herrin
LAS 100 Evanston
EE 35 Pleasant Mound
Chera 90 ss. L Chicago
Ed 95 2| Muscatine, Iowa
Ed irr Cape Girardeau, Missouri
FC Wood River
LAS 32 Memphis, Tennessee
PreM 35 Springfield
AE 94 La Crosse, Wisconsin
Eng 76 SS. L Greenville
Bus 9914 Chicago
LAS Danville
LAS 93^ Chicago
LAS 34 Pearl City
LAS 35 Quincy
ME 45H Chicago
I Ed 100;^ SS. L Chicago
Bus Chicago
ME 14 Chicago
Chem 52 Onarga
ME Freeport
Ed 60 Sullivan
ChE Evanston
HELAS 32 Urbana
HEEd 125 Lockport
PreM 20H Chicago
Accy 99>i SS. I.' I'rbana
Bus Urbana
HEAgr 62 El Paso
Bus 27 Alton
HEAgr 61 Tuscola
LAS 33 Evanston
Bus 32 Decatur
Ed 101 Dc Kalb
LAS 96 Clovis, New Mexico
EE 103>^ Ccntralia
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Beane, James Leander LAS 914 I, Allerton
Bear, Arthur Prentice Eng 97>^ L Evanston
Bear, Edward Knighton Eng 104 I. II. Evanston
Beard, Alice Louise Mus 33 I. II. Chicago
Beard, Charlotte Waters HEAgr I. II. Urbana
Beard, Ellen Howard HELAS 33 I. II. Urbana
Bearden, Joseph La Garde Chem 70 I. II. Taylorville
Beardsley, Melville Whitnel ME I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Beare, Leonard Eugene Chem 66 SS. I. II. Ellis Grove
Beasley, Arthur Hamilton ME 35 I. II. East St. Louis
Beattie, Butler PreM 38 I. II. Chicago
Beatty, Anna Louise Ed 98 SS. I. II. Alton
Beatty, AslJey Peache Ed 85=^ I. II. Chicago
Beatty, Harold Martin LAS 26 I. II. Stonington
Beatty, Jackson Delos Chem 301^ I. II. Morris
Beatty, Julia Louise LAS 68 I. II. Waverly
Beatty, Thomas Douglas Chem 99 I. II. Chicago
Bechlv, Gary Ann LAS I. II. Champaign
Beck, Alfred Arthur PreJ 17 I. II. Chicago
Beck, Maynard Herschal AC I. II. Flora
Beck, William Henry PreM 34 I. II. Chicago
Becker, Charles Franklin Bus I. II. Wilmington
Becker, Dorothy Louise HELAS 64 I. II. Ravinia
Becker, Edwin Henry LAS 59 ?i I. Chicago
Becker, Elton Jolm Agr 80 I. II. La Moille
Becker. F. Merrill LAS 955^ I. II. Victoria
Becker, Gladys Naomi HEAgr I. II. Wilmington
Becker, Irwin Bus 58H I. Chicago
Becker, Leon LAS 29 I. II. Urbana
Becker, Mildred Grace LAS 104H I. II. Tremont
Becker, Nathan ChE 741^ I. II. Chicago
Becker, Robert Wall Bus I. II. Chicago
Becker, Russell Frederick Agr 95 >i SS. I. II. Tremont
Becker, Sam Bernard CE I. II. Chicago
Beckman, Louis Ernest Bus I. IL Kankakee
Beckner, Melvin Eugene Agr 28 I. II. Jerseyville
Beckwith, Jack Holden AC I. II. Miami, Florida
Beckwith, John Albert LAS 112 I. Elmhurst
Beckwith, Merton Monroe ChE 81 I. II. Battle Creek, Michigan
Bedard, Gertrude Mary HELAS 60 I. II. Kankakee
Bedard, Jeanne Rachelle HELAS 69 I. II. Kankakee
Bednar, Charles John 7 SS. Berwj-n
Beebe, George Kenneth Agr 117 I. II. Claytonville
Beeler, Emerson Cartmel ChE 82 L II. Riverton
Behr, Morris PreJ sy2 I. Chicago
Behrens, Joe Charles CE 73H I. II. Chicago
Beidelman, Florence Agnes Mus 44 I. II. Downers Grove
Beiersdorf, Edward August Bus 30 I. II. Chicago
Bein, Howard Percy EE 81 I. II. Oak Park
Belair, Joseph Henry LAS 37 I. II. Chicago
Belitsky, Joseph Abe lEd 32 I. II. Chicago
Belitsky, Nettie Ed 103 I. II. Chicago
Bell, Amanda Hillman Ed una I. II. Lostant
Bell, Beatrice Elizabeth Ed 73?^ I. II. Chicago
Bell. Blanche 68 SS. Champaign
Bell, Charles Virgil CE 114 I. II. Brocton
Bell. Ethel Lillian PEd 68 I. II. Champaign
Bell. Harry Clinton LAS 94 SS. I. II. Glen Ellyn
Bell. Jack Cash Cer I. II. Oakland
Bell, John William PreM I. II Watseka
Bell, John William ME unc II. Champaign
Bell, Lester Bomar Accy 33 SS. I. II. White Hall
Bell, Marian Ed 101 I. II. Mt. Carmel
Bell, Naomi Esther Ed 101 I. II. Waukegan
Bell, Olin Nile 8 SS. Alton, Missouri
Bell, Roscoe Roland lEd 78 I. Barberton, Ohio
Bell, William Earle Agr 62 I. II. Rockford
Belshaw, Victor Harris PreL 65 I. II. Chicago
Belton, James Edward PreL 61 SS. I. II. Danville
Benbow, David U'iliiam ME 35 I. II. Aurora
Benbow, Paul Leonard Agr 103 I. II. Hoopeston
Bender, Carl Ronald Arch 102 I. II. Chicago
Bender, Lloyd Walter EE I. II. Rantoul
Benedict, Earl Ralph Arch 107 I. II. Oak Park
Benedict. Roger Harris Eng 6 SS. I. II. Urbana
Benedict. Ruth Cundall LAS 56 SS. I. IL Urbana
Benedict. Stephen Webster CE 18 I. II. Springfield
Benge. Paul Reeder Agr 38M I. II. Ada. Ohio
Bengel. William John ChE I. II. Springfield
Bengston, Oscar Ruben CE 132 I. II. Rock Island
Benham, Milford James LAS I. II. Manteno
Benjamin, Dorothy, B.S., 1930 Lib I. II. Murphysboro
Benjamin, John Howard, A.B., 1929 Law 57 L II. Paxton
Benjamin, Lila HELAS 17H I. II. Chicago
Bennett, Allen Robert LAS I. II. Barrington
Bennett, Arthiu James CE 75 I. II. Chicago
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Bennett, Caslon Kent CL 68 L n. Marshall
Bennett, Donald Claude, A.B., 1931 LAS irr Freeport
Bennett, Edgar Frederic LAS 94J^ Urbana
Bennett, Francis Arminius LAS 104 Evanston
Bennett, Glenn Edmund Ed 112 SS. Windsor
Bennett, Harold Albert Ed 113 Champaign
Bennett, Helen Eugenia LAS 45 Springfield, Missouri
Bennett, James Gordon LArch 105H Elwood, Missouri
Bennett, Verla Rae LAS 28 Tremont
Bennett, William Ferdon Bus 3,i Oak Park
Bennett, William Gansel LAS 98 SS. Windsor
Bennett, Wilraer Charles ME 74 Chicago
Benninger, Kester Tennery EE SWi Danville
Bennington, Fred Holmes Bus 33 Decatur
Bennis, Charles Steven AC Lincoln
Benscoter, Arthur Hallbert SH SS. Joliet
Benscoter, Stanley Umer CE 107H Kansas City, Missouri
Bensinger, Helen Esther Mus 47 St. Louis, Missouri
Bensinger, Ruth Jesse Mus unc St. Louis, Missouri
Bensky, Ralph Abe 76 SS. Wayne, Michigan
Benson, Harvey Edward CL Peoria
Benson, Howard John CE 67 Chicago
Benson, Roy Otto Chem 62 Chicago
Benson, Warren Ferdinand PreM 323/2 Chicago
Bentley, Wilma Claire LAS 293^ Catlin
Benton, Audrey Claire LAS Evanston
Bentrup, Walter Carl PreL 59 SS. Deerfield, Kansas
Benya, John Anthony Arch 33 Nokomis
Benzing, Samuel Grosh ChE 82 SS. Grand Rapids, Minnesota
Berbaum, Edwin Gene PU Champaign
Berberet, Paul Bernard PreM 24 Springfield
Bercaw, Willis McClain lA 72 SS. Paris
Berdolt, Patricia Ann LAS 32 Hamilton
Berg, Gustav Mosier Law SS. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Berg, Harvey Eriing, B.S., 1931 SS. Chicago
Berg, Henry MinE 108 Chicago
Berg, Josephine Parish LAS 89 SS. Culver, Indiana
Berg, Ralph Kaufmann Bus 52 Chicago
Berg, Rolf John Bus 31 Chicago
Berg, Sanford Alfred EPh 76 Chicago
Bergelis, Dominic REE 74 SS. Bulpitt
Bergen, Lloyd M. Ed unc Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Berger, Frances Alwilda Bus 24M Zeigler
Berger, Helen Lois LAS Zeigler
Berger, Mabel Ruth LAS 68 Zeigler
Berger, Samuel Harry Accy 61 Chicago
Berglund, Ewald Axel Bus Chicago
Berglund, Robert Julius ME Rockford
Bergman, Bernard Jnl 67 Scranton, Pennsylvania
Bergman, Sam CL 24H Chicago
Bergstrom, Violet Marie 17 SS. Rockford
Berkelhamer, Louis Harry CerE 66 Chicago
Berkey, Bruce Ezra AC 106 Delta, Ohio
Berkowitz, Samuel Isadore PreL 16 Chicago
Berkson, Morton LAS Chicago
Berline, Alice Bus Park Ridge
Beriine. Lida Ed 75 Park Ridge
Bernard, Cecil O. lA 108H Chicago
Bernasek, Frank William Bus 17 Cliester
Berndt, Alvin Harold Bus Chicago
Berndt, Edward Allen Bus 97 Chicago
Bernet, Francis Herbert Accy 56 La Grange
Bernstein, Anita Diane PreJ Chicago
Bernstein, Harry Upton Law Chicago
Bernstein, Morris ChE 104 Elgin
Bernstein, Rochelle LAS Chicago
Bernstein, Sam Carol, A.B., 1931 Law 30 Chicago
Bernstein, Sydney Norman PreM 28^ Chicago
Berry, Anna Matilda 9 SS. Witt
Berry, Edward Philip LAS Chicago
Berry, Francis Joseph CE Libcriyville
Berry, Garry Lee AC 64 Colorado Springs, Colorado
Berry, (leorge Raymond Accy 98 Carrolllon
Berry, Gilbert Irwin AC (>014 SS. Abingdon
Berry, John Robert Law 23 Rock Island
Berry, Kenneth C AC Carrolllon
Berry, Manie Loraine, A.B., 1931 7 SS. Tupelo, Mississippi
Berryman, Marjoric Elizabeth LAS ."Xm boy
Bersell, Eleanor, A.B., 1931 Lib Otiumwa, Iowa
Bert, Arthur Louis Accy 101 New Athens
Bert, Loraine John Mus 70 New Athens
Bert, Vernon Julius Bus 106 Oak Park
Bertagnolli, Leonard Max Agr 60 Henld
Bertelsman, George Allen, A.B.. 1931 SS. Paris
Berthold, Charles Corbett ME 22H Aurora
Berthold, Edward Ernest EE Chicago
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Bertine, Albert Joseph
Bertinelli, Ellen Mary
Bertolino, Aldo Bert
Bertram, Edward Austen
Besore, Berneice Isabelle
Besore, Margaret Elizabeth, A.B.
1931
Besse, Robert Donald
Best, Edwin W illiam
Best, Florence Virginia
Betar, Alfred
Betka, Frances Edith
.
Betoche, John Lee
Betty, Paul Arlington
Betz, Theodore Frank
Beverly, Hazel Lillian. A.B.. 1927
Beverly, Philip Allen
Bevis, Ralph Elliott
Bevis, Sina Esther
Beynon, John True
Bianco, Joseph
Bicanich, George Thomas
Bickenbach, Paul Stuart
Biddlecombe, Duncan
Bidner, Wilmot Irvin
Bieber, Kenneth Phil
Bielinski, Janina
Bielinski, Kazimiera Constance
Biemolt, Earl Edmund
Biemolt, Edgar Anthony
Bierer, Frederick Peirson
Bieritz, Herman William
Bierma, Robert Howard
Biggerstaff, Lena Lenore
Bigham, Mrs. Ruth DeLee
Billings, Isabel Katherine
Bills, Clarence William
Bills, Elbert Herald
Bills, Evelyn Edna
Bilsborrow, Elizabeth Anne
Bim Merle, Dorotliy Gloria
Binder, Charles Louis
Bines, Anna Elizabeth
Bingaman, Wilbur William
Bingham, Paul Russell
Binkley, Opal Isalene
Binna, Leander Woller
Biondi, Marguerita Irene
Biondi, Reno Joseph
Bird. Sylvan Lawrence
Birger, Milton Harry
Birkett, Dorothy Plain
Birkett, Frances Mary
Birkett, Frank Elliot
Birkhimer, John Dean
Birkhimer, Robert Oliver
Birkhoff, Pierce
Birkicht, Edward Roy
Birks, Charles Ross
Birky. Carl William
Bisbee, Francis Bailey
Bischoff. Frank Henry
Bischofl. William Charles
Bishop, Allen Herzog
Bishop, John
Bishop, York Kyle
Bishov. Solomon Jessie
Biss'iU, Erma Alvira
Bissey, Roland Leon
Bitting, Herbert Wayne
Bittorf, Beatrice Elizabeth
Bivans, William Edgar
Bizzell. Isaac
Black. Alfred Weyhrick
Black, Donald Burdette
Black, Eleanor Louise
Black, Helen Fern, A.B.. 1921
Black. Howard Eugene
Black. Mrs. Jessie Logan, B.S.. 1931
Black. Mary Oliver
Black, Robert Mower
Black, William Zachary
Blackmore, Joseph Josiah
Blackstone, Arthur Eugene
PreJ L IL Chicago
LAS 671^ L II. Peoria
ME L Wilsonville
ChE 39 SS L II. East St. Louis
UOH ss
SS
Champaign
Urbana
EE 361A I. II. Rock Falls
IEd 35 L II. Peoria
LAS 22M I. II. Freeport
LAS 34 I. II. Fairview
LAS 33 1. II. Rankin
CL 66 I. II. Hillsboro
LAS 88H I. II. Chicago
Agr
SS
I. Chicago
Elgin
7H SS Warthville, Kentucky
CerE 76 SS I. II. Urbana
HEAgr 102 SS I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Rockford
PreL 25 I. II. Chicago
AC 94 I. II. Chrisholm, Minnesota
EE 75 I. n. Illiopolis
PreM 67H L IL Blandinsville
Agr 100 I. II. Mansfield
ME I. St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 97 I. II. Chicago
Ed 96 I. II. Chicago
LAS 38 I. II. Chicago
Eng I. Chicago
Agr 34 L IL Murphysboro
EE 74 I. II. Yorkville
LAS 33 I. II. Oak Park
Ed 973^
SS
I. IL St. Louis, Missouri
Centralia
13 SS La Salle
6 SS Sorento
Agr 99 I. II. Sheffield
LAS 1. II. Chicago
PreJ I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Chicago
8 SS Waterloo
HEAgr I. II. Ridgefarm
Bus 15^^ I. II. Chicago
Chem 111 L IL West Springfield, Massa
chusetts
HEAgr 35 SS I. II, Urbana
Ed 91 73 SS. I. II. Chicago
Mus Ed 97 SS L II. Chicago
Arch 1S2H
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Urbana
AE 93 I. II. Glen Carbon
CT 34 I. II. Watseka
LAS 55H I. II. Washington
ChE 71J^-. I. II. Watseka
Chem 108 SS. I. II. St. Francisville
LAS 35 I. II. St. Francisville
ME I. II. Chicago
ME 35 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
PreL 69 I. II. Rockford
PU 4 II. Fisher
AC 91 I. East Lynn, Massachusetts
Agr 96 I. II. Urbana
Bus 35 L IL Urbana
AE 40K I. Chicago
PreL I. II. Anna
Bus 70 I. II. Greeley, Colorado
ChE 74 I. II. Chicago
LAS 95 I. II. Chicago
EE nvz I. II. Clay City
Agr 67 I. II. Buda
LAS 101}^ I. II. Sterling
Paint 29 I. II. Alvin
LAS I. Anna
Law 15 I. Pekin
Chem 71H I. II. Rockford
LAS 33
SS.
L IL Champaign
Hutsonville
LAS 24 I. II. Chicago
Paint irr I. Urbana
LAS 31 I. II. Mt. Vernon
LArch I. II. Elmhurst
PU 80 I. IL Champaign
Ed 107 I. II. Detroit, Michigan
Jnl 61 I. II. Chicago
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Blackwell, Booker Taliaferro, A.B.,
1931
Blain, Cecil Earl
Blaine, Galen Patton
Blair, Charlotte Joan
Blair, David Hunter
Blair, Eva Belle
Blair, Jeanette
Blair, Mabel Lucille
Blaisdell, William Sheldon
Blake, Frances Jean
Blake, Lois Janette
Blake, Ralph Harris
Blake, William LawTence
Blakemore, Ralph Harlan
Blakeney, Robert Ashley
Blakeslee, Elsye Louise
Blakeslee, Gale Kenith
Blakeslee, Wilbur James
Blameuser, Edward Benjamin
Blameuser, Richard Peter
Blance, Mrs. Jean Lois
Blanchard, Ralph
Blanchard, Richard Lowell
Blanco, Thomas Benedict
Bland, John M.
Blank, Abraham Arnold
Blanke, Armen Ralph, A.B. 1929
Blankenbeker, Frances Beatrice
Blankinship, John Thomas
Blankley, Gladys Muriel
Blankmeyer, Harrison Charles
Blann, William Thomas
Blasig, Barbara Lillian
Blaszczenski, Helen Alexandra
Blatt, Bernice Lee, A.B., 1931
Blatt, George Nelson, A.B., 1931
Blatt, Marjory Spangler
Blatter, Adolph Oscar
Blaylock, Geraldine
Blazina, Frank John
Blewitt, Emily Mary
Bliss, Gilbert Bartholomew
Bliss, Richard Hoppes
Bliss, Robert Harding
Bliss, Robert Reynolds
Bliss, Thomas Albert
Block, Jeanne Powers
Block, Lee Ellis
Block, Leonard Irvin
Block, Otto Charles
Block, Pauline Clara
Blomberg, Chester LeRoy
Blome, Leonard Lincoln
Blomgren, Gordon Herman
Blomquist, Sara Moffat
Bloom, Charles Clifford
Bloom, Meyer Isador
Bloom, Robert John
Bloomburg, Frederic Fennore
Bloomfield, Helen
Bloomquist, Barbara Elizabeth
Blosten, Milton Hendryx
Blough, Evelyn Maudene
Blue, Howard Chandler
Blum, Cornelia
Blume, Elmer William
Blumenkamp, Ruth Ann
Blumenkamp, Walter Henry
Blunck, Ford Hugo
Ely. Florence Elizabeth, A.B., 1930
Board, Robert Randall
Boarts, Charles Oliver
Bobisch, William Julius
Boblenz, Richard LeRoy
Bode, Calvin Edward
Bodine, Lew Wallace
Bodkin, Arthur Godfrey
Bodman, Alfred Edgar
Bodman, Robert Edgar
Bodwell, George Lyman
Bodwell. Joseph Willard
Boekmer, Andrew Peter
Boeke, Woodrow Fewell
Boekenhoff, Kathryn Mary
SS.
Accy 69>^ LIL
Bus L II.
LAS I. II.
Eng 26 L II.
Ed 96 I. II.
LAS 46 I.
Ed 88 II.
LAS 116J4 I.
LAS 99h' 1. II.
LAS 103 I. II.
PreM 15 I.
Bus 66 I. II.
Accy 66 I. 11.
EE 107 I. II.
PreJ 31 I. II.
144H SS.
Jnl 94 I. II.
ME 43 k; I.
lA I. II.
PEd 68 I. 11.
Bus 65 I. II.
Accy 73 SS. I. II.
FC 27M I.
lA 34 I. II.
PreM II.
Law 60 I. II.
HEAgr 66 I.
EE 60»^ I. II.
LAS 71 I. II.
ChE I. II.
Arch I. II.
Bus I. II.
Mus 137»^:i I. II.
Law 40 I. II.
Law S6H I. II.
Jnl 98 I. II.
ChE 67 I. II.
LAS (>2H L II.
Ed unc 41 I. II.
LAS 67 I. II.
EPh 733^ I. II.
LAS 68 I. II.
ChE 103 I. II.
PreJ 30 I.
Jnl 83H SS. I. II.
LAS 44 I. II.
Accy 66H I. II.ME 32 I.
ME 14 I. n.
HEAgr 63 I. II.
Bank 65 I. II.
Flor 94 I. II.
PreJ 1. 11.
Ed 115 I. li.
Eng 35 I. II.
Accy 12 1.
AC 32 I. II.
Arch ]i I.
LAS I. II.
LAS 26 1. 11.
ME 88 ^; I. II.
Bus 39 SS. I. II.
Arch 32 I. II.
8 SS.
8 SS.
Ed 101 I. II.
LAS 33 I. II.
Chem 79 I. II.
7 SS.
Bus 23 I. II.
AC SOVi 1. 11.
CE UIH 1. 11.
Ed 104 I. II.
Bus 1. II.
Ed 66^ 1. 11.
AC unc I. II.
Agr 65 1. 11.
EE I. II.
EE 94 I. II.
CE 70 I.
ME 1. 11.
LAS I. II
LAS 104 I. li.
Metropolis
Greenview
Cave in Rock
Chicago
Hinsdale
Danville
Chicago
Wheaton
Urbana
Chicago
Champaign
Waddams Grove
Champaign
Marion, Indiana
Decatur
Champaign
Champaign
Earlville
Evanston
Evanston
Champaign
Waukegan
Palmer
De Pue
Mattoon
Brooklyn, New York
Grant Park
Florence, Kentucky
Murphysboro
Litchfield
Springfield
Stockton
Rock Island
Chicago
Joliet
Joliet
Elwood
Litchfield
Chicago
Jerome, .Arizona
Des Plaines
Maywood
Sandusky, Ohio
Lincoln, Nebraska
Hillsboro
Hillsboro
Peoria
Aurora
Newman
Oak Park
Champaign
Alpha
Evanston
Chicago
Sparta
Peoria
Chicago
Harvey
Champaign
Cliicago
Decatur
Chicago
Chamaign
Moline
Lebanon
Crown Point, Indiana
Belleville
Belleville
Chicago
Muncie, Indiana
Evanston
Ford City, Pennsylvania
Chicago
Agosta, Ohio
Waterloo
Robinson
Woodhaven, New York
Bcmeni
Bemenl
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Lena
Quincy
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Boos, WHEuffl Albat
BoetftdKr. Ftal Edwud
Boeait. PUS^ Sdnq^er
BcigilMisfcy, Villi wilt Joe
Bogpa. KBiahPth Ftamoes
Bo^n. Eimeslt Maurice
BoJideB. BethMaryme
BoloBkaBr, Thomas YeSSam
Bobn. V^HBam Elvm
Boies. Edvaid Iirins
Bokbett. Jcibii HentT
Boler. Robert Eneefand
BoGa. Ed«m Ptanl
BaGn, HaHbeit Bfadr
Baliii& Ifildied Maitia
BoOe. Robot Emeisoo
Botecad. Dorottby Diaine
B<Mnna.sh^ CaiiLee
Bocbbo£l Jsudbcs IsiAttXSB
Booapw William E.
BoBsar. Robot Mclntsrre
Boord. Eosene Fidd
Bond. Hosaid Malrnim
BoDd. ^eOie DeMliaii. &&. 193i
Booges. EJaUuya May
Boi^ies, MaisBiet Jime
Bofls&a ^^ttlsxir daxenoe
Bomaer. Cfauta Aidoy. A.B.. 1931
Bmneiu HaioM Rofacn
Bomaett, Eloiise Cnanbaia^
BoDTalkt. Marie Bettlie
Booksali&er. Jobn Medter
Boon. Afice Cfauta
Boon, Oiailcs FianlJiu
Bowmf, Mis. Emsoaia Dimrsini
iVhi«*'i. WiDSaim Donald
Boonl. Miller
BouiliJmm. Qsaries John
BooRtein. Sawiiri Aanw
Boot. Geotee Wmiain
Booth. Walter BiiidM±
Borad. Maittiii Bcnnni
Boraker. Ejensicftli Fredndc
Bofcfasudlt* rcxdnBifid Ftftol
BcadKlt. Looise Stdla. Pli.B^ 1930
Borcbc&dt. Gefald Touuson
Boiclnaa^ Hden Maisaiet
BoicIkss. Lods Picdcricka
BoRfaers; Robert Bwwhub
Boaliner. Robot Lee
Bovdwdl. wiugauni Hanr
BoiCB, Cari Oscar
Boren. Mote Hanrey
BocE. Alfred Williiam
Bwseson, Jtrfm Oscar
Boriand. Jack WiDmr
BmBan. Robot Leo
Barman. Walto Charies
Bobs. ^^bsI li*ias3C3s
Bivacb. Bandd WilBam
BoKSt. %%''llSIiaiS& I li'tiily
Bortd. HaiTTWHe E&Dibeth
Basenbaiy. Kvdsn Mae. A.A^ 1931
Bopftrnd. Sol Steel
Boiler. Bernard B.
Bofetey
.
Bcten Rictb
Bodey. Kowwfrli WiPwr
Bast, I^id Bdwanl
iMy^i'limj^innt_ Ffaak wiinsm
Bostic. Vktoria Eliiabeth
BosncO. Lee Hate
BotlnidL Robert Dand. B.S^ 1931
Botterafieid. Estbo May
IVmclmi. Porrest fiosoBe
BoQ^sSon. Stanley Roy
Bonkm^st. Vonosn Alpbens
Bomsons. Pianos ^uDsene
Bonme. Eidwaind George
Bonme. Eatfarym Fiances
BoQSka. Suusui P**H**TH"'^^i*
Bonrie. Mdvin Joseph
Bonditch, Robert Pisslca
Bos LIL
ME 91
H
LIL Ttaer. Iowa
L.\S 27 LIL
Aocy 951^ 1. 11. Christophn-
Mas lOSH LIL
LA5 LIL Oucaso
LAS 35 L 11. Rantool
Ei^ LIL
CE 133 L IL Sueator
AC 29 LIL SsraniMxe
CfeE 35 LIL CMcago
BanV L IL Webster Giores. Missouri
Cer 37 L II. Sampan
AST 3S LIL SoIBvan
HEA®r L IL Bervyn
LAS L IL
Aicfi I. IL ETanstoD
Pi^ 32 », LIL Joliet
LAS 29 I. II. Denver. Coilarado
CE 54M LIL Chicago
CE LIL Rockfoid
LAS 23 L Stieator
LAS 33,1^ L II. Chicago
LAS I. Clikaso
SS. Woodlavn
LAS 62 iJ L n. Hennepin
LAS 62 LIL Hennepin
Bos 98 LIL Prtrin
7 SS. Dae West, South Canlina
ChE 17 n. Champaign
LAS 105 LIL LeRor
Mm=F4 70 LIL St. Anne
Law L IL DanviOe
Chem 66 ?i I. IL Washbmn
AST 33Ji Ln. Washbom
LAS 5 SS.LIL IMnna
EE 121 L IL Devon, Pennsylvania
LAS 53 L II. DanviOe
LAS 65 SS.L IL Aorara
BX!S 11 L IL Decatnr
RCE 138h IL ETanston
Bas 115 L Mnrdian
Bus IH L II. Wincfaesto
CfeE II. Chicago
CL 65 L II. Faiifidd
LASimc IL OIkimnaipvi
CL 66 L Highland FSaik
Lib 2 L IL Riverside
Cibem 39 L II. OaiPaik
Law ^. I. II. Decatur
Ed 95.^ II. I>ecatnr
LAS I. II. DescatoT
Ed 98 L U.
Bus LIL Chicago
Bes 52 IL
Bus 32 I. IL I rejUBlppigl^
Law L II. Chicago
Arci L IL Chka^
Bis 4Ji L IL Peon3.
CE I. WoodRiva-
B:2S 35 L IL Chicago
LAS LIL Elgin
PiraL 70 LIL EastSt.Lonis
ME 35 LIL Chicago
LAS 34 I. Havajia
SS. Peoria
Bxs IL Chicago
LAS 77H SS. L II. Chicago
LAS 34 L II. Eesoihiorth
Bank 20 L IL Champaign
Bms 32 I. IL MortimnviDe
LAS 32 L Riro- Forest
S SS. Tosoola
1634 SS. Tioy
SS. Gas City, Twrfipna
E^ 94H S& I. II. Ciampaigtt
LArch 9*1^ I. IL De.Snto
PU S3H SS. I. 11. Hoopeston
Ed 71 IL Xevrfaetry, Sooth Carotiaa
B-BS 32 L IL Elmwood
Car 103 S. L IL Urtsana
Bzs II.
HEI_\= Vri I. IL La<kai«e
Bisi 100 L II. St. Aime
CerE L 11. Urtasa
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Bowen, Edgar Campbell, A.B., 1931
Bowen, Harold Dale
Bowen, Jean Lcis, B.S., 1930
Bowen, Mar>- Louise
Bowen, Wallace Francis
Bower, Edward Willis
Bower, Hazel Dell
Bowers, Glenn Curtis
Bowers, Harry Wilson
Bowers, Kathr>"n Elaine
Bowers, Marj* Elizabeth
Bowles, Claude Eugene
Bowman, Hazel Louise, A.B., B.S.,
1930, 1931
Bowman, ^falcolm Paul
Bowman, Paul Henry
Bowman, Walter
Bowren, George Sterry
Boyd, Bonnie Madge
Boyd, Delmar Dorr
Boyd, Dorothy I.
Boyd, Hobart Lawrence
Boyd, Jack Taylor
Boyd, James Harold
Boyd, Robert Walker
Boyd, Waller Carlysle
Boyd, Winifred Wilma
Boyer, Irene Dorothy
Boyer, John
Boyer, Paul Edward
Boyer, Paul Frederick, A.B., 1931
Boyer, William Robert
Boyle, Reid Graham
Boyle, Stanley Hartenbower
Boyle, Walter Durley
Boynton, Edwin Leroy
Bozarth, E\-a Louise
Bradbury, Harriet Vivian
Bradbury, Theodore Ambrose
Braden, Joe Dunn
Brader, Harold Alton
Bradford, James Robert
Bradford, John
Bradish, John Hill
Brady, Herbert Everett
Braeuninger. Ruth Evelyn
Bragjnsky, LawTence Benett
Brainard, H. Ogden
Brainin, Sidney
Braithwaite, Marion Lucile
Brakman, Meyer
Brakman, Meyer
Braley, John Bernard
Brand, CUfford Alonzo
Brandeis, Evelyn
Brandt, Arthur Eugene
Brandt, Leona Louise
Brandt, Wed Drew, A.B.. 1930
Brannon, Ruth Moran
Brania, John William
Brasch, Stanley Carl
Brasfield, Anne Belle, A.B., 1927
Brashaw, Eiden William
Brashears, Lottie Minnie, B.S., 1927
Brauer, Norma Charlotte
Brault, Willie Albea
Brausa, Paul Vemer
Brawar. Leon
Bra^i-ner, Mrs. Kirby Lee, B.S., 1931
Brawner, Robert Lee
Bray, Kenneth John
Bray, Norman Cameron
Brazier. Robert Theodore
Brazitis, Edward
Brazitis, William John
Breading, Frank McCIean
Brearion, Lane Williams
Brecht. Roma Edward
Bredehom. Marjorie Louise
Breedlove, Marialice
Brecn, Himey Edward
Breidert, Burton Henry-
Bremer, Jack Thompson
Brence. Anton Charles
Brence, Frank Exlward
Law IL \llla Park
Ed 68 n. Cerro Gordo
Lib IL Mar>-i-ille. Missouri
LAS 31 II. Oak Park
Agr II. Sheridan
Ed SO SS. IL Sheridan
8 SS Olney
LAS 36M II. Mt. Pulaski
Eng 18 Philo
Ed 72 II. Elmwood
LAS 98 II. Freeport
Bus 25H II. Mt. Pulaski
LAS in- II. Chicago
Bank 71 II. Chicago
Chem 80H Evasion
Bus 88M II. Oakford
Bus 30 II. Chdcago
Ed 93 J^ SS. II. Centralia
122 SS. Dan^TUe
Bus 31 II. Danville
PreM II. Lewistown
Paint 14 Chicago
Agr 99 II. Coulter\-ille
Accy 99 II. Lewistown
LAS 23 II. Chicago
LAS 99 A II. Casey
LAS 113 SS. Champaign
LAS IL Chamjjaign
LAS Freeport
Law II. Champaign
Bank 32 II. Carmi
Agr 34 II. Waterrr.an
CerE 36 II. Hennepin
PreL 34 II. McXabb
Bus II. Peoria
47H SS Staunton
LAS II. Champaign
ChE 71 IL Areola
39M SS. Claremore, Oklahoma
PreL II. Oregon
AE 104 II. Chicago
ChE 63 II. Winslow
EE 30 II. Springfield
CL II. Chicago
7 SS Pawnee
PreM Chicago
Law 37J4 II. Charleston
AE Chicago
LAS 94 IL Chicago
LAS 41Ji II. Chicago
CL 14 Chicago
AE Chicago
Bos Philo
Ed 66 SS II. Champaign
Bus 60 Chicago
LAS 97 11. River Forest
Lib II. .\nn Arbor. Michigan
Law SS II. Manhattan
PreJ 32 II. Downers Grove
Jnl 73 II. Chucago
Lib 14 II. .\lamo, Tennessee
Law 22 II. Woodbine
7 SS. Denton, Texas
LAS 103 IL Pekin
AC II. Durand
AE 81 II. Sumner
LAS 15
SS
II. Chicago
Champaign
Accy II. Champaign
CerE 12 II. La Salle
CL 27H II. Chicago
Bus II. Glencoe
ME 108 SS II. New Philadelphia. Pennsy!
vania
REE 32 II. Herrin
Arch 119 Chicago
LAS 100 II. Savanna
Chem 65 11. Quino-
LAS 67H II. Chicago
LAS 11. Urbana
Accy 97 II. Cairo
AE 32 II. Frankfort
Bus II. Ke nilworth
AE 79 SS. I. II. Waukegan
FC 103 L IL Waukegan
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Brendel, Robert Oliver
Brennan, Mary Josephine
Brennen, Harold John
Brenner, Josephine
Brenner, La Verne Charlotte
Brenner, Nicholas Peter
Brentano, Alan August
Brentlinger, John William
Bresee, Charles Marion
Breskin, Hannah
Bretscher, Carl Edward
Brett, Floyd Edward
Brewer, Floyd Eugene
Brewer, Oscar Moore
Bridges, Katherine Jane
Brierton, James Lawrence
Briggie, Jean
Briggs, Maurice Morgan, A.B., 1931
Briggs, William Arthur
Brigham, Henry Hanna
Bright, Edgar Albert
Brinkema, Bernice Ann
Brinker, Alice Lorna
Briscoe, Rowena Gwen
Brissman, Earl Kenneth
Brizius, Vera Louise, A.B., 1930
Brizzolara, Lawrence Joseph
Brock, Bernice Catherine
Brock, Glen Westgate, A.B., 1930
Brock, Joseph
Brockmeier, Frank Nicholas
Brockmeyer, John William
Broderman, Ben Hugo
Brodt, Leonard Paul
Brodt, Victor Herbert
Broeker, Herman Joseph
Brogden, Hubert Edward
Brogden, Wilfred John
Brogdon, Lawrance
Brokow, Wilbur Calvin
Bromley, Pearl Covert
Brondos, Stephen Edward, B.S.,
1929
Brons, Eldon Joseph
Bronson, Carlos Emerson
Bronson, George Alvali
Bronson, Margaret Irwin
Bronson, Norman McLeod
Bronstein, Jerome Milton
Brooke, Gerald Keith
Brooks, Alice Virginia
Brooks, Barbara Jean
Brooks, lona Martha
Brooks, Theodore Emanuel
Brooks, Wesley Wilson
Broom, Charles Millard
Broom, John Algernon
Broom, Mildred Emma
Broom, Ruth Alberta, A.B., A.M.,
1928, 1932
Brose, Lucile
Brothers, Martha Ermentrude
Brothersen, Robert H.
Brothman, Oscar Leonard
Brough, Hazen Winthrop
Brouillette, Ralph Herbert
Brouse, Beth Clydene
Browder, Olin
Browdy, Edward Julius
Brown, Albert
Brown, Aubrey J.
Brown, Bernice
Brown, Betty Jane
Brown, Bruce Morgan
Brown, Catherine Eleanor
Brown, Dillon Sidnev
Brown, Dorothy Elizabeth
Brown, Edna Mae. B.S., A.M.,
1928, 1930
Brown, Eugene Cameron
Brown, Eva Lorene
Brown, Frances Elizabeth
Brown, Frederick Anson
Brown. Frederick Raymond
Brown. Harriet Jewel
Brown, Harriett Catherine
CE 35 I. n. Springfield
Ed 97 L IL Streator
Bus 16V, I. IL Urbana
Ed 66 2-3 I. II. Kansas City. Missouri
LAS 69 I. II. Chicago
Bus 32 I. II. Chicago
Bus 931^ I. II. Evansville, Indiana
Bus 96 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Great Falls, Montana
LAS II. Chicago
Arch 231^ I. II. Springfield
56 SS. Steward
CerE I. II. Jamaica
Agr unc I. II. Atwood
Mus I. II. Pekin
ME I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 31 I. II. Springfield
Law 30 I. II. Chicago
EE 83 I. II. Fulton
LAS 98 I. II. Glencoe
8 SS, Elnora. Indiana
60 SS. Champaign
LAS 34 I. Park Ridge
LAS 33 I. IL Westfield
Accy 116H I. Moline
Lib I. II. Newburgh, Indiana
Agr I. Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Chatsworth
Law 30 I. II. Claytonville
AC 68 L II. Whiting, Indiana
LAS lO^Vi I. II. Freeport
Bus I. II. .•\lton
LAS 35 I. II. Cambridge
PreM I. 11. Chicago
Ed I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Downers Grove
LAS II. Urbana
LAS II. Urbana
Agr 46 I. Du Quoin
Agr 114 SS I. Tiskilwa
LAS 32 I. II. Urbana
SS. West Frankfort
Ed 67 I. II. Norris
ME 37 1. 11. Kewanee
ME 37 I. II. Kewanee
Ed 78'^- I. II. Chicago
Accy 68 I. 11. Chicago
PreL I. II. Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Oregon
LAS I. II. Chicago
Ed 112 I. Chicago
HELAS 60 I. II. Chrisman
CE 112^3 I. II. Chicago
EE 73 I. II. Mason City
EE 126 I. II. .Mma
Bus 95 I. II. Alma
Bus 70 SS. I. II. Champaign
Ed irr II. Champaign
LAS 104 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 29 I. II. Chrisman
LAS I. Chicago
AC 30 I. IL Chicago
Ed unc I. II. Urbana
Bus 94 I. II. St. Anne
HEAgr 86 SS. I. II. Monmouth
PreL I. II. Urbana
PreL 39
'/ij I. Chicago
LAS 68 L IL Chicago
CE 18 I. II. Champaign
LAS I. West Frankfort
LAS I. II. Watseka
PreM 35 I. II. Hinsdale
LAS I. II. Penfield
Agr I. II. Genoa
13 SS. Carlinville
LAS irr I. II. Mulberry. Indiana
LAS 56 I. II. Vermilion
LAS 35 I. II. Urbana
8 SS. Kewanee
5 SS. Decatur
CE 37 I. II. Peoria
LAS 33 I. II. Effingham
Accy 30 I. II. Rockford
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Brown, Howard Francis, B.S., 1931 SS. Chicago
Brown, Janet Alford LAS 25 L n. Wilmette
Brown, Joe Herman PreM 3SM L n. Chicago
Brown, John Frawley 25 SS. Penfield
Brown, John Patrick ME L Di.xon
Brown, Judd Snell LAS 98 \. II. Nokomis
Brown, Julma Violet, A.B.. 1931 SS. Chicago
Brown, Lawrence Accy 46H I. II. Chicago
Brown, Leslie 8 SS. Metropolis
Brown, Lilah Dorothy LAS 55 I. II. Round Lake
Brown, Louise Abra Ed 104 I. II. Chicago
Brown, Lucy Stewart 4 SS. Homer
Brown, Margaret Enid LAS 60 I. II. Vermilion
Brown, Margery Juel LAS 29 I. II. Oak Park
Brown, Marjorie 137 SS. Kewanee
Brown, Mary Louise LAS I. II. Chicago
Brown, Maurice Stanton LAS 25^6 I. Chicago
Brown, Maybelle HEAgr 29 I. II. Cairo
Brown, Nathan Joseph Bus I. II. Harristown
Brown, Norman Albert ME 70 I. II. Cicero
Brown, Oden Eugene Agr 69 I. II. Hutsonville
Brown, Phyllis Marvel MusE^ 91J^ I. II. Wahoo, Nebraska
Brown, Raymond Shearer CE 106 SS. I. II. Sharon, Pennsylvania
Brown, Robert James Bus I. Park Ridge
Brown, Robert Powell Bus I. II. Waukegan
Brown, Robert Sessel PreL 32 I. II. Fairfield
Brown, Roger William Bus 62 I. II. Arlington Heights
Brown, Ronald Mark, B.S., 1931 SS. Geneseo
Brown, Rosemary English Ed 97 I. II. Racine, Wisconsin
Brown, Rosemary Lois LAS 5?: I. II. Ridgefarm
Brown, Ruth Jane Ed 70 I. II. Sparta
Brown, Stanley Bus I. II. Chicago
Brown, William Henry Agr 6VA I. II. Canton
Brown, Winsor Williams, B.S., 1928 Ed irr I. Champaign
Brownell, Chester SS. Champaign
Brownlee, John Hatfield CE 37 I. II. Niagara Falls, New York
Brownson, Marcella King Mus no I. II. Plainfield
Brownstein, Meyer Norman CL I. II. Hillsboro
Brubaker, Virginia Ann LAS I. II. Champaign
Bruedigam, Norman Theodore Chem I. II. Wilmette
BruU, Eugene Edwin Bus 118 I. Oak Park
Brumund, Dorothy Sarah LAS 67 II Waukegan
Brune, Dorothy Ann PreJ 29 I. II. Chicago
Bruner, Byron Blue PU 64 I. II. Kewanee
Bruner, Helen Harrington 123 SS. Urbana
Brunner, Edna Mae LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Brusnigham, Corneliu E Francis Accy 65 I. II. Ottawa
Bruton, Gene CerE 108 1. 11. Princeton
Bryant, Alfred James EE 73 I. II. Urbana
Bryant. Estella Esther 7 SS. Decatur
Bryant, Gerald Wilson EE I. II. Browning
Bryant, Orris Guy Agr 59 I. Melvin
Bryant, Wilson Agr I. II. Waverly
Bryar, Elaine June LAS 58 I. II. Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Brydges, Eileen Jane LAS 78 I. II. Elmhurst
Bryson, Dorothy Delia 5 SS. Atwood
Bryson, Joe Lehmann AE 72 I. II. Brazil, Indiana
Brzenk, Sophie Geraldine LAS 64 1. 11. Chicago
Buchan, Burton Fredrick EE 73 SS. I. II. Champaign
Buchanan, Earl Unruh PreM I. II. Peoria
Buchanan, Harold Kent Bus 67 I. II. Crystal Lake
Buchanan, Robert Murray CE 134 I. II. Peoria
Buchanan, Royal Sylvan 137 SS. Robinson
Buchanan, William Paul PreL 34 I. II. Peoria
Bucher, Helen Marie Mus 31 I. II. Champaign
Bucher, Ray Elwood PreM 37 I. II. Freeport
Buchholz, Olive Miriam Paint 35 I. II. Urbana
Buchholz, William Hadley AE I. II. Bloomingtom
Buchman, Elias LAS 29 I. Chicago
Buck, Chauncey Mason Arch 139 SS. I. II. Champaign
Buck, Marion June HEEd 68^' I. II. Oak Park
Buck, Wilfred Gerald EE 69 1. II. Chicago
Buckholdt, Edwin Frederick Chem 87 1. 11. Springfield
Buckles, Mrs. Maxine Beach TCS 48H I. Champaign
Buckles, Renick Hull Accy 100 I. II. Champaign
Buczinski, Edward Joseph Accy I. II. Chicago
Budd, William Stone LAS 31H I. II. Oak Park
Budde, Ernest Frederick ChE 35 I. II. Pckin
Buddemeier, Wilbur Dahl Agr 71 I. II. Sidney
Budge, Richard John PreJ 31H 1. 11. Chicago
Budinger, William George LAS 94 I. II. Wilmette
Budway, George PreL 31 I. II. Forest Park
Buechler, Grace Ida Ed 64 I. II. Champaign
Buell, Irma Agnes 106Ji SS. Joliet
Buesching, Marguerite Mary LAS 69 I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
Buesinger, Floyd Melvin Agr 102 I. II. Taylorvillc
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Bugayong, Anacleto Natividad Bank 107H SS. L n. Urbana
Buge, Edward William Chem 66 L n. Chicago
Buhr, Gertrude Frances LAS 35 L n. Marion. Wisconsin
Buhrow, Lewis Raymond Agr lO^Vi L II. Urbana
Buino, Helen Veronica Ed 91H I. II. Chicago
Bulaw, Adolph ME 16 % I. II. Chicago
Bull, Jean LAS 32 I. II. Urbana
Bullard, Edward Reigh Cer 130 I. II. Urbana
BuUer, Reginald Francis Chem 78 I. II. Los Angeles. California
Bullinger, Charles Franklin ME I. Seymour
Bullock. Clara Edna. B.Ed.. 1922 SS. Normal
Bullock, Lex J. AC 23 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bumgarner, Joseph Gordon Agr 106 I. II. McNabb
Bumstead, Charles Heath LAS 102 I. II. Monticello
Bunchman, Lester Paul PreM 57 I. II. Joppa
Bundy, Helena De Kalb LAS 97 I. II. Danville
Bunge, Warren Albert Bus 67 I. II. River Forest
Bunn. Carmen Eugenia Ed 66 I. II. Flora
Bunn, Dorothea May HEAgr 28 I. II. Flora
Bunting, James Howard Chem 100 I. II. Quincy
Burch. Edward James Bus I. Danville
Burch. Elvin Bus 33 I. II. Sterling
Burch, Fred James LAS 87 I. Jacksonville
Burchell. Trenna Margaret HEAgr I. II. Decatur
Burdette, Clifford Judson Agr 56 SS. I. II. Normal
Burdick. Mary LAS 33 I. II. La Grange
Burdick, Wilfred Champlain Eng 2 I. II. Rockford
Burdzeus, Leo EE 813^2 II. Westville
Buren. Clarence Willard CE I. Chicago
Burgess, Eva Mae 8 SS. Virden
Burgess, Jolm Edward ChE I. II. Riverside
Burgin, Wilma Mae PreJ 25 I. I!. Champaign
Burgeon, Bennett EE 118 I. II. East St. Louis
Burkard, Perle Nelius ChE 36 I. II. Paxton
Burke, Charles Whittaker EE 25H I. II. Rock Island
Burke, Edmund Branson Bus I. II. Washington. D.C.
Burke, John Edward CE I. II. Freeport
Burke, Margaret Katherine, A.B., Lib I. II. Boulder. Colorado
A.M.. 1916, 1928
Burke. Raymond Francis PreJ I. II. Freeport
Burke. William Edward EE 39M I. Rockford
Burkhart. Clement Richard 134 SS. Oswego
B.rkhart, Jean Monroe PreM I. II. Benton
Burkle, Russell Arch 1. II. Indianapolis. Indiana
Burks, Barnard DeWitt LAS 62 I. II. Maywood
Burks, Eugene Edgar Cer I. II. Pana
Burks, William S. Arch 33 I. II. Birmingham, Alabama
Burleigh, Adolphus Lee EE 83 I. Trinidad, Colorado
Burley, Lilyun Emma LAS I. II. Chicago
Burley, Robert De Forrest PreM I. II. Princeville
Burmeister. Edward Drake AC 108 I. II. Champaign
Burner, Clarence Alvah Chem I. II. Normal
Burnett. Henry Bruce Bus 9 I. Eldorado
Burnett. Henry Caldwell Jnl 73 I. II. Glencoe
Burnett, Verle Arthur 16 SS. Seymour
Burnham. Mary Frances LAS 94 2^ I. II. Chicago
Burnham, Phileta Elizabeth LAS 76 I. Mason City
Burns. Albert Allen Bus 373^ I. II. Waverly
Burns. Edward Maurice PreM 62 I. II. Freeport
Burns, Harold W. EE 37 I. II. Bridgeport
Burns, John Edward lA 73.^6' I. II. Chicago
Burns, John Michael Chem I. II. Chicago
Burns, Marion Lee HELAS 32 I. II. Galena
Burns. Mary Winifred LAS 96 SS. I. II. Carlinville
Burr. Robert Walter Arch I. II. Minneapolis. Minnesota
Burrell. Marshall Wilson Bus 5 I. East Chicago. Indiana
Burritt. Doris Eloise Ed 67 I. II. Morrison
Burroughs, Bernice Lillian. B.S.. 1931 SS. Robinson
Burroughs, George Gordon. A.B.,
1931
Burroughs, Ruth Bernice
Law 30 I. II. Edwardsville
Ed 60 I. II. Catlin
Burroughs. Willard Marion Bus I. II. Piano
Burrus. Harold Vernon. B.S.. A.M., SS. Champaign
1925. 1928
Burson, Joseph Zachary PreJ I. II. Champaign
Burstein, Abraham Jack PreM 34 SS. I. II. Decatur
Burstein. Edward Marion PreL 32J^ SS. I. II. Decatur
Burt, Frank Newton Bus I. Freeport
Burton. Howard Blaine CerE 94 I. II. Mt. Vernon. New York
Burton. Ralph Philip EE I. II. Edgewood
Busch. Laurance Arthur 11 SS. Champaign
Busch. Ruth Mariam HEEd 111 SS. I. II. Champaign
Busch. Willis Lowell Bus II. Chicago Heights
Buscher, Mary Elizabeth HEAgr 62% I. II. Litchfield
Busey, David Gragg AC 12 I. II. Urbana
Busey, Marie Iva. B.Mus., 1930 SS, Urbana
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Busey, Patricia Blanche LAS Urbana
Bush, George PreM 33 Chicago
Bushart, Roy Ralston LAS 30 Decatur
Bushee, Kinney Rishel LAS 29 Oak Park
Bushee, Margaret Sartori HEEd 97 Oak Park
Busker, Walter Edwin Accy 68 Peoria
Buskirk, Donald Vernon 18 SS Westville
Buss, Benjamin Alvin EE 145 Forreston
Buss, Roland Willard PreL iiy2 St. Charies
Buswell, Robert R. LAS ilVi Chicago
Butchart, Ruth Christina 8 SS Urbana
Butcher, James \^'illiam LAS noK Washington. D. C.
Butcher, Martha Hamilton LAS 56 Js Danville
Butler, Elbert William Law 57 Hillsboro
Butler, Homer Stoddard AE 45H Hillsboro
Butler, James Joseph lA Chicago
Butler. Lloyd Sheldon ME 98M Decatur
Butler, Rex William EE Saybrook
Butler, Vera Marie HEEd 114^ Staunton
Butterfield, Donald Bus 82 Griggsville
Button, Milton Harold CL Joliet
Butz, Fred John LAS 2S>^ Chicago
Butzer, William Roger CE Hillsdale
Buzy. Pearl Clara LAS Chicago
Buzzard, Curtis Ward Agr Altamont
Byergo, Fredrick Harrison Bus Rockford
Byland, Freeda Lucinda HEAgr 92 Augusta
Byland, Ida Ellen HEAgr 117M Augusta
Byram, William Main Agr Abingdon
Byrne, Peyton Buckner AE 127 SS Brooksville, Kentucky
Byrne, Robert McCarthy Bus Kenilworth
Byrnes, Donald Francis PreJ Princeville
Byrns, Frank Winfield LAS 74H SS Rusliville
Cablk, Martin PreL 69 Bensenviile
Cablk, Stephen EE 36H Bensenville
Cacanindin, Sotero Ugay, B.S., 1931 SS Champaign
Cadaval, Octavio Gonzalez ME 981^ Durango, Mexico
Cade, Ruth Hazel LAS 13 Urbana
Cadle, Robert William Chem 71 Oak Park
Cady, Gilbert Haven LAS 80H SS Urbana
Cahill, Leo Shanahan LAS 58H SS Chicago
Cailey, Roy Frederick EE 32 Onarga
Cain, James E. Flor 41 Tampico
Calabiao, Francisio Villena Jnl 100 Aparri. Cagayan. Philip-
pine Islands
Caldwell, Alden Gates ChE 102 Bloomington
Caldwell, Alexander Dunlap LAS 38J^ East St. Louis
Caldwell. Frances LAS 30 Galesburg
Caldwell, Jack Donald ME 2 Chicago
Caldwell, Mary Jane 137 SS. Chicago
Caldwell, Pauline Alma HEAgr Peoria
Calendine, Pauline. A.B.. 1927 Lib Albion, Indiana
Calfee. Robert McNutt SS. Harrisburg
Calhoun, Elizabeth Maye LAS Lacon
Calhoun, Richard Dayton LAS 55 Farmer City
Califf, Junius Paul Law 30 Aledo
Callen, Katharine Edna PreM 33 Urbana
Gallery, Helen Catherine LAS Princeville
Callow, Norman Watson Jnl 97 Park Ridge
Calvert, Edith Esther LAS 71
H
Chicago
Calvert, Robert William AC Byron
Camden. Kenneth Accy Dewey
Cameron, Donald Alexander \.\ 100 Chicago
Cameron, Douglas John LAS Chicago
Cameron, Mary Louise Ed 100 SS Urbana
Cameron, Maryan Ruth HEAgr 62 Carlinville
Cameron, Paul Elliott Accy 43 J^ Champaign
Cameron, Robert Elmo EE 35 Peoria
Camp, Edward Franklin &H SS Trenton. Kentucky
Campbell, Alfred Quincy AE 86yj Memphis. Tennessee
Campbell, Alice LAS 33 Champaign
Campbell, Dorothea Gertrude Bus 102>^ Chicago
Campbell, Helen Louise LAS 79 Champaign
Campbell. Howard Williams PreL 35 Xenia
Campbell. Janet May PreJ 34 Downers Grove
Campbell. Mac Allen Agr 65 i4 La Harpe
Campbell. Mary Carolyn LAS unc Greenup
Campbell. Paul Frederick. C.E.. 1924 CE irr Swarthmore. Pennsylvania
Campbell, Robert DuFay Ed 78 Rockford
Campbell. Ruth Elizabeth 101 SS Nashville
Canaday. Donald Kenneth ChE Sumner
Canfield. Charies Robert AC 79>i Chicago
Cannon, Jesse Lundun lEd .Mton
Cannon, Joseph Harry ME 65 Champaign
Canon, Doris Elsie Ed 71^ Chicago
Cantello, Thomas John ME Strcator
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Canterbury, Malcolm Dean
Cantlon, Marion Kathryn
Cantrill, Herbert Lee
Capoot, Lowell Jesse
Capoot, Marcia Carolyn
Carek, Frank Charles
Carey, Martha Mary
Carey, Milburn Ernest
Carey, Raymond Monroe
Carlin, Caroline Margaret
Carlin, Robert Calloway
Carlin, Russell Grant
Carlino, John Angelino
Carlson, Albert Edwin
Carlson, Alvin Julian
Carlson, Bert Arthur
Carlson, Charlotte Anne
Carlson, Clifford Clarence
Carlson, Elbert Elwood
Carlson, John Edwin
Carlson, Roger George
Carlson, Roland Philip
Carlson, Vincent Axel
Carlson, Virginia Ruth
Carlstrand, Clyde John
Carmack, Marvin
Carmichael, Robert Lessley
Carmody, Stephen Joseph
CarmoUi, Gino Americo
Carnahan, Carl William
Carnahan, Frank Keii
Carolus, Donald Strock
Caron, Vernadette Elizabeth
Carothers, Barrett Manville
Carpenter, Howard Sewell
Carpenter, James Slaughter
Carpenter, John Richard
Carper, Donald Philip
Carper, Gordon Carlyle
Carr, Giles Lacey
Carr, John Marvin
Carr, Theodore Temple
Carr, William Geyer
Carrara, Arthur A.
Carrel, Lucile Yeates
Carriere, Leonard
Garrison, Don Allen
Carroll, Alva
Carroll, Clyde Frederic
Carroll, Kathryn Marie
Carroll, Louis Orville
Carroll, Pauline Esther
Carroll, Robert Carl
Carroll, Thomas Aloysius
Carson, Alma Harriett
Carson, Chester Milton
Carson, Dorothy Joy
Carson, George William
Carson, John Harmon
Carson, Lucille Jane
Carson, Marjorie Thelma
Carson, Paul Herbert
Carson, Thomas Burke
Carter, Edward Othello
Carter, George Richmond
Carter, George William
Carter, Irven Robert
Carter, Jay Kilborn
Carter, Olive Sarah
Carthey, Marjorie Lucille
Caruthers, Almus Everett
Carver, Roy James
Carver, Wayne Stewart
Case, Dorothy Elisabeth
Case, Howard Frances
Case, Lester Bogard
Case, Roger Milton
Casellas. Rosalie Ramos
Casey, Marguerite Ellaine
Cash, Howard Clayton
Cash, Wilbur Jones
Casler, Mrs. Vivian Cain
Cassady, Erma Gertrude
Cassady, Gladys Elizabeth
Cassel, Charles Gustave
Casselberry, Norwood Harry
Agr 34 LIL Cantrall
LAS L II. Mattoon
ChE L II. Springfield
Bus L IL Bensenvilie
Mus 68H I. II. Mt. Carmel
AC 36 I. II. Chicago
LAS 97% SS. I. II. Decatur
Mus 31 I. II. Marion, Indiana
EE I. II. Dixon
LAS 49 M I. II. Joliet
LAS 34 I. II. Taylorville
CE 41 SS. I. II. Seattle, Washington
AC lOiVi SS. I. II. Auburn
ME 32 I. II. Big Rock
Bus 35 I. II. Chicago
EE 38 I. II. Kewanee
LAS I. n. Champaign
Bus 30 I. II. Waukegan
Agr 34M I. II. Yorkville
Law 35 SS. I. II. Champaign
CE 56H I. 11. Chicago
Banii 591^ I. II. Chicago
PreM I. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
CE 73H I. II. Ottawa
Chem I. II. Dana, Indiana
39 SS. Urbana
PreJ I. Chicago
AC 102 I. II. Barre, Vermont
AC 63 I. II. Emden
FC 72 I. II. Urbana
FC I. II. Sterling
LAS 98 I. II. Oak Park
EE 117 I. II. Kirksville, Missouri
Jnl 101 I. II. Chicago
EE 66H I. II. Johnson City, Tennessee
LAS 103 I. II. Chicago
AC I. II. Buda
Agr I. II. Buda
CE 88 I. II. Chandlerville
EE I. II. Sparta
AC 85 I. II. Oak Park
Law 55 I. II. Donovan
Arch I. II. Chicago
Ed 103?^ I. II. Lexington, Kentucky
LAS I. II. Blue Island
Bus 65 I. II. Macomb
LAS I. Urbana
LAS 98 SS. I. II. Chicago
LAS 103 J^ SS. I. II. Chicago
EE 33 I. II. Atwood
Mus Ed 661^ I. II. Atwood
AC 31 I. II. Chicago
Chem 63 I. II. Peoria
LAS 71 I. IL Springfield
Law 30 I. Melrose Park
LAS I. II. Urbana
Bus 3 SS. I. II. Urbana
Agr I. II. Urbana
Ed 68 II. Champaign
LAS 105 SS. L II. Philo
AC 6OV2 I. II. Saunemin
LAS 89 II. Urbana
lEd 117?^ I. Chicago
CE 74 SS. I. II. Urbana
PreL I. IL Paris
EE I. II. Centralia
EE 31 I. Madison, Wisconsin
Ed 61 I. II. Aurora
LAS I. II. Moline
Bus L II. Mt. Vernon
Eng ^Vi I. PreemptionME 104 I. II. Chicago
AC 105 L II. Chicago
CL I. II. Peoria
Agr 62 I. II. Bluford
Cer I. II. Champaign
LAS I. Chicago
Mus I. II. Wilmette
LAS 23}^ I. II. Urbana
Bus 2sy2 I. Towanda
7 SS. Champaign
Bus I. II. Angola, Indiana
Ed 66 I. II. Middlebury, Indiana
AC 69 I. II. Woodside, New York
Bus 32 L II. Savanna
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Cassell, Arthur Lawrence Bus 32 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Cassell, Martin Leroy PreL 77 I. II. Winnetka
Cassity, Leon Henderson 100 SS Oreana
Castle, Audrey Lucille LAS lOOH I. II. Lrbana
Castle, Martha Jane LAS ii I. II. Rockford
Castleman, Ruth Elizabeth LAS I. II. Springfield
Casto, Virginia Dow LAS 73 I. II. St. Joseph
Gates, Madalene L. HEAgr II. Champaign
Catlin, Bruce Whitlow AC 102 I. II. Kingsburg, California
Catlin, Orrin Preston Accy 32 I. II. Chicago
Caton, William Charles LAS 95 ss I. II. Champaign
Catt, Harold Victor Jnl 69 I. II. Jerseyville
Caulfield, James Lipp LAS I. IL Chicago
Cavanagh, Francis James Agr 17 I. Kewanee
Cavanaugh, Marion Ellen LAS I. IL Champaign
Cawlfield, Dave Roland Agr unc II. Goodwell, Oklahoma
Cena, Peter Bus 31 I. II. Wilsonville
Cerf. Floyd David LAS I. II. Chicago
Cerny. Joseph James. B.S., 1931 SS. Berwyn
Cervin, David Roland AE 75,1.1. I. II. Rock Island
Chadwick, Evelyn Alice Ed ICO I. II. Ottawa
Chadwick, Harriet Charlotte PEd 93H I. Chicago
Chaffin, Nona May 23 SS. I. II. Sandoval
Chaille, Jay Lee 9 SS. Otwell, Indiana
Challand, Harold Ullrich, B.S., 1931 SS. Shabbona
Chamberlain, Garnet LAS 20 I. II. Blue Island
Chamberlain, Harmon John, A.B.,
1931
Chamberlain, Helen Iris
Lib I. II. Detroit, Michigan
Paint 05 I. II. Champaign
Chamberlin, Merle H. ChE I. II. Danville
Chambers, Bradford Henry PU 67 I. II. Sterling
Chambers, Helen Margaret Ed 104 I. II. Oak Park
Champion, Betty Rosa Ed 97 I. II. Oak Park
Champion, Charles Virgil Bus 33 1. 11. Catlin
Chance, Watts Wagner AC 104 I. II. Millville, Now Jersey
Chandler, Mary Jane LAS I. II. Oak Park
Chaney, Fay Abel Arch 137 II. Springfield
Chapin, Mildred Ruth HELAS 35 1. II. Sullivan
Chapin, Ruth Margaret HEAgr 60 I. II. Urbana
Chapman, Bernard Mandel PreM I. II. Chicago
Chapman, David Edwin EE 138H I. II. Carbondalc
Chapman, Glen Earnest Law 80 SS. I. Urbana
Chapman, Gordon Leon Bus 6 SS. I. II. Urbana
Chapman, Larue Claude Agr 63 1. 11. Urbana
Chapman, Thelma Frances LAS 66 I. II. Alton
Chapman, William Wayne PreL I. II. Sihns
Chaquette, Lawrence Theodore Bank 55K I. II. Downers Grove
Charle, William Walter Bank 49J^ I. II. Chicago
Charles, Bliss Livingston Accy 103 I. II. Huntington. West Virginia
Charles, Lucile LAS 1. II. Chicago
Charlson, Vernon Rudolph Ed 99 I. II. Chesterton, Indiana
Charlton, Donald Stewart Bus 94,^ I. II. Chicago
Charlton, John Stanley 113 SS. Princeton, West Virginia
Chase, Carl Carter Paint 51 I. II Urbana
Chase, David William CE I. II. Chicago
Chase, Robert Holland CL 18 I. II. Metropolis
Chattin, Ernest Patrick 130i ', SS. -Ashland, Kentucky
Chavin, Irving Aaron LAS I. II. Chicago
Cheniers, Meyer AE 114 I. II. Chicago
Cheney, Howard Monroe Bus 32 I. II. Oak Park
Chenoweth, Ralph Waldo 109 SS. Marshall
Cherry, Kenneth Darwin AC I. Mazon
Chervinko, Paul AC 64 I. II. Witt
Chescoe, Henry Victor Arch 38,
^
SS. I. II. New York, New York
Chesire, Esther Eloise, A.B.. 1928 7 SS. .-Knamosa, Iowa
Chesley, Harry Elmer FC 68 I. Oak Park
Chesney, Ena Kissick HEEd niH SS. I. II. Princeton
Chesney, Harry David Chem 33 II. East St. Louis
Chessen, Virgil James Bus ^SH I. Wood River
Chester, Mrs. Blanche Denny 14 SS. Alton
Chester. Charles Albert CerE 1. II. Chicago
Chester, Robert Bigelow Bus 49H II. Champaign
Chewning, Julia Magruder 6H SS. Dwight
Chibucos, Chris William CE 1. II. Chicago
Chilcott, Janice M. LAS II. Rockford
Childers. Mildred Matthews 1 .SS. Edelstein
Childs, Mrs. Elma Paint unc 22 I. 11. Urbana
Childs, Florence Mildred HEAgr 1. 11. Chicago
Childs, Ruth Pritchard LAS 61H 1. 11. Urbana
Chinlund. James Theodore RCE 60 1. 11. Evanston
Chinn, George Westerner CE 71 I. II. Chicago
Chirpe, Clarence Irving AE 67 11. Chicago
Chittick, Josephine Odell PreJ 32 1. 11. Chicago
Chizewer, Irving CL 15,4 1. 11. Chicago
Chizewer, Jack EE 65 1. n. Chicago
Climielewski, Casimir Joseph RCE 68 1. 11. Cicero
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Choyke, Jane Marcia
Christensen, Charles Crispin
Christensen, Charles Delbert
Christensen, Martin Christain
Christensen, Robert Fred
Christensen, Harold Kenneth
Christenson, Trace
Christiaena, Alfred Edward
Christiansen, Harold Arnold
Christie, George Thomas
Christie, James Alfred
Christie, Robert McCormick
Christman, Arthur Frank
Christman, Frederick William
Christman, Vernon Paul
Christman, Virginia
Christner, Esther Lois
Christopher, Daniel Eugene
Christopher, Robert Jerauld
Christopher, Winfried Charles
Christy, Robert Henry
Chulock, Jane Zelda
Churan, John Anton
Churchill, George Warrant
Churchill, Milo Albert
Chutkow, Rupert Irving
Chynoweth, George William
Chynoweth, Margaret Eva, B.S.,
1931
Ciboroski, Stanley Frank
Cisne, Richard Garard
Citron, Phillip Norman
Clair, Lloyd Harold
Clancy, Francis Kenneth
Clancy, John David
Clapper, Ruth Margery
Clark, Arthur William
Clark, Aura Frances
Clark, Clinton Oliver
Clark, Edward Thomas
Clark, Elizabeth Loudon
Clark, Eugenia Maud
Clark, Fred Andrew
Clark, Helen Erie
Clark, Jane Adair
Clark, Leslie Blaine
Clark, Robert Anthony
Clark, Scott
Clark, William Pratt
Clarke, Charles Leo
Clarke, Lois Alma
Clarke, Norman Frederick
Clason, Gunnar Steven
Claure, Carlos Arze
Clausen, John Andrew
Claussen, Charlotte Elizabeth
Claussen, Marten Paul
Clay, Harry Garrett
Clay, John Lawson
Clay, Mary Harrison, A.B., 1925
Claypool, Osby Dekalb
Clayton, Helen Elizabeth
Clayton, Josephine Lee
Claywell, Farrel DeAubine
Cleary, Edward Waite, A.B., 1929
Cleary, Thomas Francis, A.B., 1912
Cleavelin, Helen Gail
Cleavelin, Ruth Alene
Clegg, Louis Humphrey
Cleland, Walter
Clem, Edith Frances, A.B., 1930
Clem, Margaret Ellen
Clement, Earl Warrick
Clements, Jean Browning
Clements, John Richard
Clements, John Vanfasen
Clements, Mary Isabel
Clendenin, Edward Warren, B.S.,
1931
Clendenin, Harry Orrin
Cleveland, Roy Blanchard
Clevenstine, Helen Alberta
Cliflford, Elizabeth Myrtle
Clifford, Hazel Dorothy
Clifford, Ralph
LAS I. IL Chicago
Bank 61H L n. Elmhurst
lA 64 L IL Chicago
Eng 98 I. II. Chicago
CE 16K I. II. Chicago
AE 33 I. II. Moline
Arch 109 I. II. Stoughton, Wisconsin
Accy 73 I. II. Waukegan
LAS 58Ji I. II. Park Ridge
CL 68 I. II. Chicago
Accy 35 I. II. Chicago
LAS 90 I. II. Chicago
LArch 32 I. II. Chicago
Ed 64 I. II. Harrisburg
Bus 105 I. II. Akron, Ohio
FC 105 I. II. Urbana
8 SS. Cerro Gordo
ME 76 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bus 30 I. II. Urbana
LAS 36 ^4 I. II. River Forest
ME I. II. Cowden
LAS I. II. Chicago
Cer 92 I. II. Cr>'stal Lake
LAS 68 I. II. Minooka
CE 72 I. II. Toulon
Bus I. II. Chicago
EE 73 I. II. Champaign
SS. Champaign
Agr I. De Pue
Bus 90 I. II. Carbondale
Bus 99 I. II. Chicago
AC 70 SS. I. IL Moline
AC I. Champaign
Chem 34 I. II. Villa Ridge
36 SS. Urbana
ME I. II. Rockford
LAS 97 I. II. Rockford
PreJ I. II. Anna
Accy I. II. Peoria
LAS 79 I. II. Rantoul
Mus I. II. Harrisburg
PreJ 34 I. II. Galesburg
14 SS. Thomasville
PreJ I. II. Oak Park
PreL 32 I. II. Champaign
LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Agr 69 I. II. Allendale
Eng 73 I.II. Racine, Wisconsin
LAS S3M I. Champaign
PreJ II. Chicago
EE 35 I. II. River Forest
Ed 111 I. Worcester, Massachusetts
CE lOVi I. II. Cochabamba, Bolivia
Arch I. II. Decatur
LAS 115 I. Chicago
LAS 34 I.IL Elmhurst
Chem I.II. Rockford
lA 133 I. Galesburg
Lib 4 SS. I. II. Birmingham, Alabama
Agr 104 II. Marshall
LAS 99 I.II. Western Springs
LAS I.II. Chicago
4H SS. St. .-^nne
Law 78 h' I. Jacksonville
SS. Grjdley
Bus 90 SS. I. II. Champaign
Bus 60 1. II. Champaign
Accy 60 I. Chandlerville
Bus 64 L II. Elgin
SS. Urbana
LAS 98 I. II. Springfield
Agr I. Utica
LAS 68 I. II. River Forest
LAS 32 I. II. Oak Park
LAS 4}^ I. II. Urbana
HEAgr 32 1. 11. Wellington
Law SS. I. II. Sparta
Accy 65 I. II. Sparta
AE 89 I. II. Seward
LAS 65 I. II. Rock Island
8H SS. Ottawa
LAS 22H SS. I. II. Ottawa
Agr 63M L IL Ottawa
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Clift, Louis Wilbur
Clifton, Martha Marie
Cline, A. D.
Cline, Thomas Knight
Clinton, Eugenia Marcella
Closson, Helen Louise
Clothier, Hazel Lillian
Clow, Louise Caroline
Coale, Leonard William
Coates, Robert Scott
Cobb, Herbert Edwin
Cobb, Joseph Borland
Coble, Roger Whitney
Cochonour, Clark Ratcliflf
Cochran, Raymond Keith
Cochrane, Mrs. Regina Hill
Cochrum, Irwin Allen
Cocking, Kenneth Robert
Cockrell, Charles Francis
Cockrell, Wanda Winifred
Codd, Henry George
Codd, John Wilson
Coddington, Harvey Winser
Coddington, Richard Cary
Cody, Mary Catherine
Coe, Albert Allen
Coe, Clarence Samuel, B.S., 1931
Coe, Dorothy Ellis
Coe, Lucy
Coe, Mary
Coelln, Otto Henry
Cofer, Alton Burnham. A.B., 1931
CofTeen, William Weber
Coffey, Joseph Wilson
Coffey, Stephen Joseph
CoSin, Charles Howells
Coger, Roswell Woodroe
Coggeshall, Arnold Barton
Cohan, George Michael
Cohen, Arthur Edward
Cohen, Barney
Cohen, Benjamin
Cohen, Bernard Seymour
Cohen, Blanche
Cohen, Cora Gertrude
Cohen, Daniel
Cohen, Dorothy Juliet
Cohen, Elaine Marion
Cohen, Eli
Cohen, Esther Lynn
Cohen, George
Cohen, Hyman Benjamin
Cohen, Jack Leon
Cohen, Jeannette
Cohen, Marian Ruth
Cohen, Mildred Xandria
Cohen, Morton Edward
Cohen, Nathaniel
Cohen, Odessa Lynn
Cohen, Pauline Ruby
Cohen, Philip Rex
Cohen, Seymour
Cohen, Sidney Sylvester
Cohn, Bernard Ned
Cohn, Marvin Senn
Cohn, Maurice Hyman
Cohn, Norman
Cohn, Rubin Goodman
Coil, Leon Crogan
Coile, Virgil Leroy
Colburn, Howard Frederick
Colby. Fred Willard
Colby, William Wellington
Coldewey, George
Cole, Agnes Loretta
Cole, Carol Kermit
Cole, Cecil Edward
Cole, Ekina Mae
Cole, Enos
Cole, Eugene Starr
Cole, Frederick Powell
Cole, Henry Clay
Cole, Lewey
Cole, Lucile Mae
Cole, Nathan Isaac
Cole, Shephard Averell
Bus 44H I. IL
LAS 61 I.
Bus 22 I.
Chem 94>^ I. II.
PEd 69 I. II.
LAS 33H I. II.
Bus 68% I. II.
LAS 65 I. II.
PreL 68 I. II.
Mus I.
Bus I. II.
ME 33 I. 11.
LAS 34 I. II.
Ed 72 SS. I. II.
Accy 60 I. II.
LAS 76 I. II.
Accy 93 I. II.
Agr 68 I. II.
LAS 81 I. II.
8 SS.
Arch 8814 SS. I. II.
Bus 98 I. II.
Ed 83K I. II.ME I. II.
LAS I. II.
ME I. II.
SS.
LAS II.
LAS unc 8 I. II.
HEAgr 95 I. II.
Jnl 80M I. II.
Law I.
CerE I. II.
Agr I. II.
86 SS.
LAS I. II.
LAS I. II.
LAS I. II.
CerE II.
LAS unc I. II.
PreM 68 I.
PreM II.
CerE 75 SS. I. II.
Ed 100 I. II.
LAS SVi I.
CE 84H I. II.
LAS 71 I. II.
PreJ 26 I. II.
PreJ 48Ji I. II.
Bus 31 I. II.
Bus nn I. II.
AC II.
LAS 62 I. II.
HEAgr 56 I. II.
LAS I. II.
PreJ I. II.
lA I. II.
LAS I. II.
LAS 33 I. II.
LAS II.
LAS I.
73 SS.
LAS I.
Bank 99 I. II.
LAS 1. 11.
EE 68 I. II.
Arch 26 I. II.
Law I. II.
CE I. II.
91 SS.
Arch 4 I. II.
Bus 60H I. II.
LAS 45 >^ I. II.
LAS 84H I. II.
Ed 72 SS. I. II.
Ed 87 SS. I. II.
PreJ 26 I.
Ed 93 I. II.
9 SS.
Bus 60H I.
AE 18>^ I. II.
Law 30 1. II.
PreJ 37J^ II.
PreJ 36 I. II.
Agr 3 SS. I.
CE 35 I. II.
Georgetown
Georgetown
Normal
Greenville
Polo
Logansport, Indiana
Homewood
Chicago
Harvey
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Urbana
Casey
Willard, Missouri
Champaign
Urbana
Erie
Chicago
Springfield
Chicago
Chicago
Kankakee
Princeton
Peoria
Winslow
Rochester
Tremont
Winchester
Robinson
Chicago
Charleston
Champaign
Newman
Chicago
Winnetka
Fort Worth, Texas
Indianaola
Chicago
Des Moines, Iowa
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Champaign
Chicago
Luzon, New York
Newark, New Jersey
Chicago Heights
Nashville, Tennessee
Chicago
Quincy
Urbana
Springfield
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Harvey
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Flora
Saybrook
Chicago
Crystal Lake
East St. Louis
Springfield
Urbana
Marion
Macon
Mattoon
Princeton
Champaign
Gary, Indiana
Champaign
Fillmore
Macon
Urbana
Chicago
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Cole, Urba Mae
Colegrove, Eldon Bedwell
Coleman, Albert Rohrer
Coleman, Alex
Coleman, Francis William
Coleman, John Garm
Coleman, Marie Roberta
Coleman, Mary Elizabeth
Coleman, Alary Elizabeth, A.B.,
1931
Coleman, Millard Radford
Collett, Robert William
Collier, John Thornton
Collignon, Carl
Collin, Raymond Harry
Collings, Marion Frank
Collins, Beryl Williams
Collins, Elizabeth
Collins, Eunice, A.B., 1931
Collins, Franklyn Stanford
Collins, George Adrian
Collins, Jerre Churchill
Collins, John Edward
Collins, Stephen John
Collins, Walter Ervin
Collora, Nicholas Andrew
Colman, Kenneth Carl
Colp, Katherine
Combs, Melville Leroy
Comings, Raymond Cory
Compton, Warren Eugene
Comstock, Fred Howard
Comstock, George Harris
Comstock, Herbert Loring
Conant, Harold Edgar
Conant, John Leonard, B.S., 1927
Conard, Janice Elizabeth
Conard, Jessie Lou
Conard, Kathleen McGuffey
Conard, Pauline
Conaway, Helen Elizabeth
Concklin, Lewis Fred
Condee, Elbridge Hanecy
Condit, Mary Lou
Condit, Oella Helen
Condron, Harry David
Conklin, Alonzo Burton
Conley, Eleanor Alice
Conley, Marjorie Louise
Conlin, John James
Conlin, Richard Lawrence
Connaway, Vesta Pearl
Connell, Byron Le Roy
Connell, Wilson McBride
Connelly, John Francis
Conner, George James
Conner, John Richard
Connit, Thomas Arthur
Connit, Violet Adeline
Connolly, Haviland Arthur
Connor, John Maurice
Connor, Kathryn Jacy
Connors, Doris Mary
Connors, Dorsey
Connors, Juliet Mary
Conrad, Frances Elizabeth
Conroy, Lena
Considine, Vincent Daniel
Constant, Earl Stafford
Converse, Joseph Irwin
Converse, Mildred Harriet
Conway, Mary Louise
Conway, Mary Marcella
Coogan, Alma Lois
Cook, Chester Allen
Cook, David Fouts
Cook, Eleanor Frances
Cook, Farrell Joseph
Cook, George Edmond
Cook, George Randall
Cook, Jack
Cook, John Raymond
Cook, Mardon Edward
Cook, Marvin Monroe
LAS 30H L Urbana
Agr 37 I. IL Sharpsburg
ME 28 L n. River Forest
Accy 68K L n. Chicago
ChE n. Wayne
Bank 101 L IL Pekin
LAS IL Chicago
LAS 60 I. IL Mt. Carroll
7 SS. Tupelo, Mississippi
PU 29 I. Kankakee
ChE II. Oak Park
PreJ 24 L II. Chicago
Bus II. Danville
Bus I. Elgin
Chem I. IL Danville
LAS I. IL Chicago
LAS unc L II. Asheville, North Carolina
Lib I. IL Areola
Bus 671^^ I. IL Chicago
ME 70 I. IL Lawrenceville
EE I. IL Cairo
CL I. II. Springfield
AE 73 I. IL Rock Island
Law 115% SS. I. II. Johnston City
ME 80 I. n. Chicago
EE 73 I. II. Champaign
Mus Ed 103 Ji I. II. Marion
CerE I. II. Champaign
ChE 72 L II. Champaign
ME 74 I. IL Urbana
Accy 61}^ I. II. Chicago
ME IL Chicago
AC 21 I. IL Champaign
LAS 71
SS.
I. II. Buchanan, Michigan
Kinmundy
Arch 63% I. II. Urbana
PreJ 35 I. II. Mattoon
Bus 35 I. II. Urbana
LAS 46 I. II. Urbana
Jnl 67 L IL Urbana
AE 126 I. II. Oak Park
LAS 69H I. II. Chicago
LAS 94 L II. Beardstown
LAS 65 I. IL Champaign
139K SS. Quincy
LAS 603^2 I. II. Chicago
Ed 102 I. II. Champaign
LAS 58% I. II. Normal
Law 30 I. IL Chicago
Agr I. IL Arthur
9 SS Decatur
CL 27 L II. Mounds
Arch 71 SS I. IL River Forest
EE 35 I. II. Chicago
AC 88 SS I. II. Divernon
ME I. II. Chicago
PreL I. II. Downers Grove
LAS 69 L II. Downers Grove
Bus 22 >^ L II. Ottawa
Law- 32 L II. Jewett
LAS 96 SS L II. Toledo
LAS 68 I. II. Rockford
LAS 65 L II. Chicago
LAS 98 SS I. IL Columbus, Oliio
HEAgr I. Williamsville
Ed 85 I. II. Xenia
Bus 56K I. II. Chicago
EE 77 I. IL Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
AC I. II. Wilmette
LAS 35 I. II. Sandwich
LAS L II. Rantoul
HELAS I. II. Amboy
LAS 31 SS I. II. Webster Groves, Missouri
CE 17J^ L II. Elgin
Bus 37 L II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 71 I. IL Champaign
Arch 24 I. II. Lockport
Law SS I. IL Urbana
EE I. Marion
PreJ I. II. Oak Park
Accy 38 I. IL Freeport
LAS 25M I. II. Chicago
Bus unc 283^ I. Chicago
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Cook, Maud Merritt, A.B., B.S.,
1929, 1931
Cook, Mildred Carol
Cook, Wayne Ralph
Cookman, Aubrey Oliver
Cool, Wallace Watkins
Cooley, Mrs. Bertha Hill. A.B..
A.M., 1927, 1931
Coolidge, Lyie Joslyn
Coolley, Isaac Newton
Coolman, LaVon
Coombe, Donald Paul
Coombes, James Lawler
Coon, Frances Ruth
Coon, Ruth B.
Coonradt, Harry Lynn
Coons, Harold Leroy
Coons, Mary Elizabeth
Cooper, Charles Kenneth
Cooper, Frances Anne
Cooper, Fred Robert
Cooper, Harry Alexander
Cooper, Kenneth Page
Cooper, Marjorie
Cooper, Nina Marie, A.B., 1931
Cooper, Paul Henry
Cooper, Rudy Wilson
Cooper, Theodor James, A.B., 1931
Cope, Walter
Coppel, William
Copper, Lucille May
Coppersmith, Morris Daniel
Coppock, Mildred, A.B., 1931
Corazza, Joseph Walter
Corbett, Carrol Eberhardt, B.S., 1925
Corbett, Willard Jason
Corbett, William
Corbin, Anna Mae
Corbin, Edwin Donald
Corby, Mike Jay
Cord, Flossie Madeline
Cord, Robert Truman
Corder, Marjorie Elizabeth
Cordes, Floyd Cornelius
Coriell, Edna Mary
Corkill, Nelrose Isabel
Cornelius, Mildred Christine
Corney, George Willis
Cornick, Claire lona
Cornwell, Emily Irno
Cornwell, Ruth Edna
Corray, Fred Harmon, B.S., 1926
Correll, Ronald Simpson
Corrington, Maurice Kenton
Corson, Floyd Leamond
Corzine, Carl Ellis
Corzine, Dorothy Constance
Cosey, Ethel Fern
Cosneck, Barney
Coss, Francis Edward
Cost, Nickolas
Costello, James Joseph
Costley, Helen Louise
Cothern, Robert Pleasant
Cotsiopoulos, Nicholas George
Cott, William Bellman
Cotter, John William
Cottingham, Alta
Cottingham, Carey
Cottral, George Edward
Couch, Manson Clarence
Couchman, Guilford Henry
Cougill, Kenneth Robert
Coultas, Thomas Warren
Courier, Scott Herbert
Courtright, Jack Daniels
Coutchie, Stephen Andrew, B.S., 1924
Coventry, Deane Melcher
Covington, John Ralph
Cowan, John Charles
Cowan, Richard Stoltz
Cowan, Rufus Bruce, B.S., 1926
Cowgill, Ethel
Cowgill, Lois, A.B., 1931
Cowles, Jack Willis
31 SS. Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Mus 133 L n. St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS 31J^ I. II. Danville
LAS I. II. Chicago
41 SS Staunton
Lib ' I. II. Morton
Agr 62 >^ I. II. Cortland
Bus 29 I. Brocton
Mus I. IL Marion, Indiana
CL I. II. Areola
Bus 98 I. II. Fieldon
8 SS. Havana
HELAS I. Centralia
Chem I. IL Decatur
Paint I. II. Buffalo Hart
LAS 93H I. Marshall
ChE I. IL Little York
HEEd 101 SS., I. II. Sumner
EE 41 I. II. Chicago
Bus 30 L IL Downers Grove
Eng 32 I. II. Sumner
LAS 33 I. II. Genoa
7 SS. Booneville, Arkansas
Bus I. IL Aurora
Ed 122 I. Danville
Law 361^ SS,. I. Chicago
EE 104H I. Highland Park
PreL I. II. Havana
LAS 61 I. Urbana
CL 71 I. II. Rock Island
Lib 7 I. IL Alliance, Ohio
PreL 82 I. II. Chicago
Law 64H I. II. Arthur
Agr 33 I. II. Shannon
Arch 24 I. II. New York, New York
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus unc L II. Charleston
Ed 98 I. IL Moweaqua
LAS 25 I. II. Urbana
Cer I. II. Philo
Mus I. II. Monticello
Agr I. IL Oregon
2 SS. Dunlap
LAS 70 L II. Kempton
HEAgr I. II. Clayton
Agr 125 I. Brimfield
LAS 26 I. II. Harrisburg
Ed 110 SS. L IL Gridley
17 SS.
SS.
SS.
Xenia
Urbana
Illiopolis
Agr 34 II. Moweaqua
PreM 56 I. II. Pekin
Bus I. II. Centralia
HELAS I. II. Taylorville
LAS 103 I. II. Sterling
AC 36 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 31 I. II. Ladd
Chem 28 I. II. Nicosia, Cyprus
EE 71 L II. Chicago
LAS 6m I. II. Clinton
lA 102 I. II. Gibson City
Arch 6214 I. II. Chicago
CE 129»A I. Akron, Ohio
Bus I. II. Danville
86 SS. Jerscyville
EE 124 I. II. Jerseyville
PreM 22 I. Savanna
102M SS. Mt. Carmel
PreL I. II. Hoopesion
LArch 97 I. II. .\nderson, Indiana
Agr I. Winchester
LAS 65 I. II. Chester
Bus 78
SS.
I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Harvey
Bus 34 I. II. Findlay
lA 34 I. II. Chicago
8 SS. Danville
LAS 34
SS,
I. II. Marion, Ohio
Danville
HELAS 88 II. Oconee
Lib I. II. Dayton, Ohio
Bus 61 I. II. Oak Park
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Cox, Borden Bowne
Cox, Caroline Edgerton
Cox, Carroll Thomas
Cox, Donald Eugene
Cox, Emily Rosemary
Cox, Kenneth Randies
Cox, Leland Ralph
Cox, Margaret Alberta
Cox, Mildred Lorraine
Cox, Robert Emmett
Coxe, Robert Edward
Coyne, Gertrude Georgina
Coyne, Marvin Lenard
Craig, James Edwin
Craig, Margaret
Craig, Marion Louise
Craig, Roy Boyd
Craig, Tessie Mae
Crain, Charles Wesley
Grain, Claude Houstin
Crain, Mrs. Mary McElfresh
Crain, Sadie Alberta
Cramer, Betty C.
Cramer, Leland Wayne
Crammond, John Elbridge
Crandall, John Paul, A.B., 1930
Crane, William Martin
Craner, Robert John
Cranston, Bernice Hope, B.S., 1931
Crathorne, Arthur Robert
Cravens, Forest Ivan
Cravens, William Ancil
Crawford, Arden Brown
Crawford, Charles James
Crawford, John Alva
Crawford, Lawrence Walter
Crawford, Mary
Crawford, Quintin Jerome
Crawford, Vernita, A.B., 1926
Cray, Mary Martha
Creamer, Ruth White
Creath, Cecil Vernon, B.S., 1930
Creel, Luke
Creighton, Richard Lessley
Cremin, Donald Frank
Cresap, James Barton
Creswell, John Ralston
Creutz, Janet Luella
Crewell, Marjorie Esther
Crews, Halbert Otis
Crews, Rhea Verona, B.Mus., 1931
Crickette, Charles Woodrow
Cridlebaugh. Michael Clare
Crippin, Julianna
Crippin, Mary Liona
Crisler, Frances Elida
Crisler, Herbert LeRoy
Crist, Alary van Maarth
Crocker, Donald Rosevear
Crocker, Mansfield Isaiah
Crockett, Priscilla Wilmina
Croft, Harry Edward
Cromer, Cornell Osborne
Cronan, George Francis
Cronin, Thomas Francis
Crook, Frederick Sherwood
Crook, Margaret Eleanor
Crook, Marian Elizabeth
Crook, Robert Purdum
Cropp, Stanley Homer
Crosby, Frank Harold
Crosby, Richard Collier
Croslin, William Edward
Cross, Adeline Alice
Crost, Harold Hillard
Grouse, Margaret Cass
Crow, Genevieve
Crowe, Robert Head
Crowley, Cornelius Patrick
Crowley, Mary Alpha
Croxen, Edward Leslie
Cruickshank, John Stewart
Cruise, Dorothy Mae
Crum, Edward Anthony
Crum, Kenneth Tanner
Bus 57J^ South Bend, Indiana
LArch 92 Anderson, Indiana
PreL 36 Robinson
lA 102 Champaign
HELAS Maroa
Bus 74M Waterman
LAS 79M Fairfield
HELAS 19 Champaign
LAS 96^6' Springfield
ChE 7 Chicago
LAS Chicago
11 SS Chicago
LAS 33 Chicago
Bus 451^ CadweU
PEd 80 Chicago
HELAS 46 Champaign
Agr 34 Sparta
4 SS Marion
Accy 40 SS McLean
Accy Metropolis
5 SS Urbana
LAS 28 Chicago
Arch 21 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Agr DeLong
Accy 99 Gibson City
Law S2K SS RushviUe
LAS 34 Rantoul
PreJ 45M
SS
Elkhart
Carlisle, Arkansas
LAS 103 Urbana
AC Urbana
Ed 60 Buffalo Hart
Bus 61 Elkhart, Indiana
Bus 57 Miles, Iowa
ChE 72 Thompsonville
Arch 163 Jacksonville
LAS 90 Jonesboro
Eng 106K
SS
River Forest
Grayv'ille
HEAgr 37 SS Morrisonville
LAS 29
SS
Champaign
Sullivan
LAS 8 SS Campbellsville, Kentucky
PreL Los Angeles, California
Agr unc Grayslake
ME Chicago
AC 62 Downers Grove
LAS 31 Chicago
90 SS Bone Gap
Law Wilmette
MusEd SS Effingham
Accy Byron
EE 68 Rockford
Bus 98 Cisne
HELAS Cisne
eiVi SS Glen Ellyn
Bus 64 Normal
PEd 60?^ Chicago
LAS 34 Freeport
AC 90 ?i SS. Osterville, Massachusetts
LAS 35 Chicago
LAS 41M Paxton
AC Evanston
Agr 64H Petersburg
CE 16% Chicago
lA 5 Springfield
LAS 62 La Grange
Mus 56 La Grange
LAS 64 Springfield
ChE 55 J^ Chicago
PreM Lockport, New York
LArch 1183^ Ithaca, New York
Bus 26 Champaign
Ed 67 Polo
Arch 74 Chicago
LAS 67 Rochelle
LAS 57 Metropolis
CE 107 Chicago
EE 69M El Paso, Texas
Ed 94 Chicago
CL 27 Kankakee
lA 34 Cicero
LAS 27 Chicago
Agr 72 West Salem
Agr 34 West Salem
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Crusius, Lloyd Lewis
Culbertson, Irma Louise
Cullison, Margaret Louise
Cullison, Russell Searcy
Culp, Earl June
Cultra, Winston Homer
Culver, Jeanne Louise
Cuming, Sallie Elizabeth, A.B., 1930
Cummings, Barton Arthur
Cummings, Lillian J.
Cummins, Helen Austine
Cummins, Letha Mae
Cundiff, Isaac Wesley
Cunningham, Carl Dudley
Cunningham, Harold Neal
Curfman, Kenneth Theodore
Curphey, Carl
Curran, Robert Edward
Curran, Vincent James
Current, Grace Roselyn
Currie, Stuart Douglas
Curry, Charles Chase
Curry, Harold Wesley
Curtis, Elva. A.B., 1926
Curtis, Eva
Curtis, Howard Maston
Curtis, Mary Margaret
Curtis, Ruth
Curtis, William Childs
Curzon, Elizabeth Gore
Curzon, George James
Cusic, Henry Foster
Cutbirth, Jack
Cuthbertson, William Porterfield
Cutler, John Lewis
Cutsuvitis, Lazaros
Dacanay, Jose Olarte
Da Costa, Gordon Albert
Dadant, Robert Hassett
Daelto, Marciano Rala
Dafoe, Lyle Franklin
Dagner, Robert Edwin
Dahir, Fred Alexander
Dahl, Andrew Walter
Dahlberg, Andrew Victor
Dahlen, Lennart Nels
Dahlenburg, Lyle Marian
Dahike, Clayton Edward
Dahlke, Helmut Otto
Dahlstrom, Sigfrid August
Dahmus, Maurice E.
Daigh, Burnell George
Dailey, Daniel Holland
Dailey, Eugene John
Daily, Arthur Merle
Daily, Edmund Charles
Daily, John Davis
Dalbey, Beulah Marie
Dalbey, Dora \\'intrcs3
Dalhous, \\"illis Frederick
Dalrymple, Dorothy D'Arlyne
Dalrymple, Frank Kent
Dalrymple, Ruth Louise
Dalton, Clarence Clifford
Dalton, Henry William
Daly, Anthony Joseph
Daly, Frank McGrath
Damit, Charles
Dammers, Cliflford Russell
Damon, Jane Ida
Dancey, Richard Alden
Danda, Mrs. Helen Novy
Danda, Joseph
Danek, Helen Jean
Danely, Joseph William
Danford, Frank William
Danforth, Paul Ellsworth
Daniel, Eula Idella, A.B., 1926
Daniel, Frankhn Mace
Daniel, Nellie May. A.B., 1925
Daniels, Christine Watson
Daniels, Elwyn Lloyd
Danielson, Carl Gustaf
Danielson, Walter Gottfried
Bus S3 Bloomington
LAS 67H East St. Louis
Bus Evanston
CL Evanston
4 SS Kewanee
Flor 29 I, Onarga
Ed 993^ SS Wilmette
Lib Pace, Mississippi
Bus Rockford
HELAS Decatur
HELAS Sullivan
Mus 32 Metropolis
LAS 52 Arrowsmith
ChE 35 Pekin
LArch 122 Centralia
LAS Centralia
EE 69 Cornland
CE 118 Chicago
AC 60H Emlenton, Pennsylvania
LAS Urbana
Bus 62 La Salle
LAS Oak Park
Accy 35 Chicago
7 SS Jenks, Oklahoma
7 SS Jenks, Oklahoma
ChE 29 I. II Gifford
3 SS Clinton, Indiana
LAS 70K Western Springs
EE 3614 St. Louis, Missouri
HELAS 104 Champaign
Accy 91 SS Tolono
CerE Urbana
Accy Moline
LAS 99 Bunker Hill
PreM 71 Princeville
LAS 24H River Forest
LAS 35 Champaign
PreL 541^ Champaign
Bus Hamilton
Bank 80 SS Paoay, Ilocos Norte, Phil
ippine Islands
Accy Mansfield
Agr 68H Sparta
Agr 3116 Barrington
Bus 13H Chicago
PreM 3oy2 Chicago
RME 69 J^ Rock Island
Accy IHH SS Urbana
6H SS Neshkow, Wisconsin
LAS Chicago
AE 150 Burlington
EE Jerseyville
REE 35 Rock Island
PreL 68 Taylorville
LAS 36 Bucarest, Roumania
EE 74 SS. Champaign
Agr Arthur
CL McLeansboro
PreJ Danville
HEAgr 102 Danville
Eng Nokomis
LAS Chicago
ME 44 Chicago
LAS 66H Chicago
AC 20 LTrbana
Bus 27 Wilmette
PreM 35 Stockton
PreM 35 Warren
AC 28 SS Brookfield
Ed 77H Chicago
LAS Cliicago
AC 103 SS Forrest
LAS 35 Chicago
ME 76M Chicago
Ed 96M Cicero
LAS I'rbana
Bus Elgin
Eng
SS
Onarga
-Saidora
Bus 24 I. II Champnign
Lib Toronto. Kansas
LAS 72 SS Paris
Bus 6614 ' II Paris
lA 120 Chicago
lA 75^ LII Champaign
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Danks, George Gillmore LAS 22H L II. Edgewood
Danley, Harriet Isabel LAS L II. Highland Park
D'Anza, Augustine Law I. II. Melrose Park
Darcey, Kathryn Adele Paint 8H I. II. Urbana
Darden, Jessadie Murrell LAS 101 I. II. Chicago
Darke, Francis Joseph EE 68H I. II. Chicago
Darke, Kathryn Elizabeth 6 SS. Chicago
Darling, Byron Thorwel! EPh S3 L II. Chicago
Darling, Harlan Duane, B.S., 1921 SS. Urbana
Darling, Ralph Phillip LAS 137 SS. L II. Waterman
Darnall, Harley Correll PreM I. II. Danville
Darnell, Maxine LAS 941^ I. II. Armington
Dart, Thomas Parker ME 49 I. II. Chicago
Dashaw, Jules, A.B., 1930 Law 59 I. II. Chicago
Dasher, Paul James ChE 35H I. II. Riverton
Dashow, Sam Eugene LAS 52 I. II. Chicago
Dasso, Virginia Catherine LAS 67 I. II. Chicago
Daubs, Edwin Horace 128H SS. Albion
Daubs, Mrs. Ruth Bauragarner 108 SS. Capron
Dauby, William Henry Ed 97H I. II. Enfield
Daues, Placide LAS 66 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Daugherty, Wilma Lorraine PreM I. Urbana
Daume, Harold Bertram 133'/. SS. Iron River, Michigan
Daut, Elizabeth Anne Bus L II. Decatur
Dauwalder, P^^aymond Clarence Agr I. II. Palestine
Davenport, Benjamin Haddon Bus 77 SS. I. II. Harrisburg
David, Geraldine Esther TCS 65 L II. Milford
Davidson, Clifford Armstrong, A.B.,
1931
Davidson, Frances Alice
SS. Blue Mound
PreL 62 2i L II. Greenville
Davidson, Kenneth Donald AC 56 SS. I. II. Windsor
Davidson, Margaret Tedrick LAS 69 I. II. La Grange
Davidson, Owen Dale Accy 47 L IL East St. Louis
Davidson, Paul Arthur Bus 301^ L II. Windsor
Davidson, Ralph Herman Bus 51 I. Quincy
Davidson, Thomas Calvin EE 63^ I. II. Joliet
Davies, David William Agr 18 I. II. Chicago
Davies, Edward David Arch 49H I. II. Oak Park
Davies, Ralph Milton Bus 29 I. II. Stronghurst
Davis, Alexander James AE 69 I. II. Champaign
Davis, Alice Josephine Bus 41 I. II. Chicago
Davis, Almanza Scott LAS 12738 SS. L II. Urbana
Davis, Bessie Marion HEAgr I. Chicago
Davis, Bessie Pauline LAS 63 I. II. Tulsa, Oklahoma
Davis, Catherine Rose HEAgr I. II. Clayton
Davis, Cecil Benjamin Accy 69 SS., I. II. Champaign
Davis, Charles Alvin ME 12123 I. II. Joliet
Davis, Charles Glenn 8-*. SS. Watertown, Tennessee
Davis, Daisie Elizabeth HELAS II. Roberts
Davis, Dean Hayward FC 31H I. II. Arthur
Davis, Dorland Jones LAS 72 I. II. Wilmette
Davis, Earl Scott PreM 36 L II. Freeport
Davis, Edward Nathan ChE 71 I. II. Danville
Davis, Elinor Taylor LAS I. II. Tuscola
Davis, Eva Wheeler Jnl 102 L II. Evanston
Davis, George Victor S'A SS. Versailles
Davis, Hazel Irene LAS I. IL Oilman
Davis, Herman Marion ChE I. II. Greenup
Davis, Howard Matthews Bus 95 I. II. Greenville
Davis, Hymen Bus 69 SS.. I. II. Champaign
Davis, John Wesley Flor 21 I. II. Urbana
Davis, John William Arch 67 I. II. Urbana
Davis, Joseph Milton AC I'A I. II. Pekin
Davis, Mary Elizabeth, B.S., 1923 Lib I. II. Carthage, Missouri
Davis. Mrs. Mary Ellen. A.B.. 1925 Lib 7 SS. L II. Wichita, Kansas
Davis, Raymond Thomas, B.S., 1927 7 SS, Granger. Missouri
Davis, Rhea LAS 73^2 L II. Chicago
Davis, Robert Fredrick Bus I. II. Chicago
Davis. Russell Weinert ChE I. II. Oak Park
Davis. Ruth HEAgr 32 I. Poseyville, Indiana
Davis. Susie Ruth Ed 61 I. II. Springfield
Davis, Theodore Link Agr 68 L IL Rockford
Davis, Tybie Mary LAS I. II. Tulsa, Oklahoma
Davis, William Bus 19 I. Aurora
Davis, William Howard ME 37 I. II. Robinson
Davis, William Thompson Bus 56 I. II. Carbondale
Davison, Frances Lesla Ed 98 L II. Kankakee
Davitt, Patrick Accy 4 I. II. Chicago
Davitt, William Accy 30 I. II. Chicago
Dawson, Alston Accy 60 I. II. Marked Tree, Arkansas
Dawson, Harold Samuel, B.S., 1931 Law II. Cicero
Dawson, Henry Grant, B.S., M.S., Ed irr I. Bushnell
1928, 1929
Dawson, John Thomas Jnl 923^2 SS,. I. II. Dixon
Dawson, Marjorie Geraldine HEAgr 1053^ I. II. Macomb
Dawson, Mildred Bus 8 I. Louisville, Kentucky
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Day, Charles James
Day, Cleytus Sherman, B.S., 1929
Day, George Alonzo
Day, Herbert Summerfield
Day, John Fisher
Day, Marjorie Beatrice
Day, Sherwood Miles
Day, Shirley Wentworth
Day, William Linn
Daykin, Samuel Paul
Deal, Marjorie Miriam
Deal, Robert Van Hook
Dean, Beatrice Eva
Dean, Dorothy Irene
Dean, Henry Lloyd
Cean, Paul Joseph, B.S., 1931
Dean, Robert Kirkpatrick, A.B.,
1931
Dean, Stanley Allan
Dean, Stuart Hope
Dean, William Alfred
Dean, Winfred Rhea
Dearworth, Harry Joseph
D'Eath, Harley Wilson
De Atley, Ethel Lorena
De Atiey, Jack Carter
De Alley, Nella Coryell, B.S.. 1931
Debo, George Edward
De Bower, Alice Lorena
Decker, Marion Emily
Deditius, Lester Frank
Dedmond, Frederick Henry
De Doncker, Joseph John
Deere, Harriet Alvena
Deerhake, Franklin Marvin
Deerwester, Howard Cleo
Deethardt, Warren William
DeFilippis, Anthony Joseph
DeFrates, Leta Irene
Degan, Pauline Virginia
De Gette, John Howard
DeGroote, P'red Kenneth
DeHart, Charles Nicholas
DeHaven, Helen Virginia
Dehn, Myrtle Annabelle
Dehner, Henry Riedel
Deitshman, Sam
Dekker, Howard
DeLang, Theodore George
DeLap, Lois Adele
Del Deccaro, Vincent Joseph
Del Bianco, Anthony Joseph
Deli, Frank Deckert
Delire, Adrian Peter
DeLong, Bryan Wilson
DeLong, Frederick Alden
DeLong, Robert Irving
DeLorenzo, Francis Charles
DeLue, William
Demaree, Glenn
Deming, Betty Millicent
Deming, Robert Olin
Demorest, Albert Louis
Demorest, James Robertson
Dempsey, Edward Patrick
Dempsey, Elwood Joseph
Dempsey, James Murray
Dempster, Grace Lavonne
Deinster, Charles Murray
Denby, Margaret Louise
Dencer, Marjorie Beatrice
Denison, Betty
Denman, Doris Loretta
Denman, Philip Sheridan
Dennis, Catherine
Dennis, Stanton Mann
Dennis, Theodore Bartley
Dennison, Gayle Ada
Denny, Cecil
Denny, Velma Alice
Densmore, Beatrice Ada
Dentinger, Gwendolyn Eleanore
Denton, Howard
DePaul, Samuel Stokes
Depken, Gerhard Charles
CL 25 I. II. Peoria
Ed Irr II. Piper City
58 SS Olney
LAS 66 I. II. Des Plaines
LAS I. II. Oak Park
LAS 98 I. n. St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 54 I. Bloomington
PreJ I. II. Champaign
PreL 34 I. II. Glen Ellyn
PreL 98 I. II. Taylorville
Flor 87 I. II. Morrisonville
Chem 11. Springfield
6 ss. Crystal Lake
6 SS Crystal Lake
Bus 63 I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Law 30
ss
L II. Peoria
Mt. Morris
Bus 95 I. II. Tiffin, Ohio
Bus I. II. Hinsdale
LArch I. II. Cicero
Agr 27 I. Griggsville
94 SS. Beckemeyer
LAS 32 I. II. Itasca
HELAS 73 L II. Metcalf
Agr US I. Urbana
HELASirr II. Urbana
Bus 29 I. II. Peru
PEd 60 I. II. Chicago
LAS 32 1. 11. Springfield
ChE 79?^ I. II. Millstadt
Ed 48 ss I. II. Urbana
Bus 33 I. II. East Moline
LAS 95 ss I. II. Longview
EE 130 I. Huntington, West Virginia
Bank 100 ss I. II. Butler, Missouri
PreM I. II. Peoria
Arch 90 I. II. Chicago
7 ss Virginia
Ed 114 ss I. Chicago
LAS 66 II. Evanston
Accy 104 LII. Pecatonica
Agr 99 I. .\rthur
Agr 35 LII. Oak Park
Bus 49 I. II. Chicago
PreM 82 L II. Lincoln
PreL 33 L II. Argo
CL 32 I. II. Chicago
Chem 43 II. Wilmette
8 ss. Norris City
PreL 32 I. II. Chicago
Arch 91 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
lA 44 J^ I. II. Warre;!
Chem I. II. Roxana
CE I. II. Rockford
Agr 60 I. II. La Moille
PreM 66M I. II. Newark, New Jersey
Arch I. II. Chicago
lEd II. Benham, Indiana
LAS I. II. Oak Park
LAS f^syi I. II. Oak Park
LAS 99 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
ME 39 I. IL Omaha, Nebraska
LAS 114 I. Kankakee
AE I. II. Chicago
8 ss. Lima, Ohio
lA 88 ss II. Cora
PreJ 35 I. Carlinvillc
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Glen Ellyn
Ed 98 I. II. East Lynn
PreJ II. Champaign
HEEd 99 I. II. Riverside
Bus 13 I. II. Chicago
LAS 67M ss I. II. Danville
LAS 35 I. II. Lawrenceville
ChE 99 I. II. Canton
LAS I. II. Canton
LAS I. II. Olney
LAS I. Champaign
I
A
I. Kankakee
LAS I. II. Chicago
AC 72 I. II. Hasbrouck Heights,
New Jersey
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Heffgnst, Jcsia Ttfamrtwe
Dert>y. TWalnrlMi ifjrfcunui
Deiliry. Ranwrf OUbsimDaBueuwati. Mair Rita
DaiMeer. WajTne Alhrai
DetfcaBD. wiibajB Jotm
DcRflttaBLw TTaaum Aftlanr
Detiocfa* Ccmjg^ CThffslLgr
^KafllnJa, Jacob WiOQ&aia
DeVan. WilfiaBB AlieB
IXi'itiiiiMy. Hertiett AirtSmr
Dcviofiw Oadl BuiiDCsiii&iDCC'
Devi:!j p Wg*nyrfiK3' EE[j2jbdtS&
Diewey, Jofiixs CaM>
Deirey. Mflton AkxsMXK BJS^ 1931
IXwuji. WilKasD Fenm
OeVTiidL* I>jie VmasoBn
DeWdfew Jofan OiattiBnry
Dey. Mis. EtamWitttmam
Der. Heibat in^ilSaflB. A-B^ 1931
Dha^BODids&ocK^, AUsdlt Hsrafid
Dock, DooaldXaE
^jDcxfitsc^ iT-^ff^MB inulfisjsii.
Tjm^ imm iii_ BcciBaiG
Mfft Mny iiH^ f
,
IlilBiJtf)ipi FlCuIBC
pBERgr, Itay^Bood Fiedsrscfc
^gaid. Kofaart gfewtiom
DiSdLfVd. CsjAsie Waffitor
IXSsJivwa!. Nialls
Db9&S¥Oss« Waid Evesc^t, B^S^ 1931
OQhsefp Ait^Eiir E^wsxd ^^.S^ 1929
"DSSSlSJt^ TMTsCTMiBB nriharaBii
DeeBod, RoociiU. Si^wsisi^
D^n.ScxB(Ut
^^QiQQlCX* RSSBOQ Edig3i'
Dimiadc. Ptuidhe. A.B^ 1931
Doppdl, Oaira J?;me.. B.Sl. 1931
DflsosvoTa \^3C]g£iii3& EZBsE
DiCzIer. SiBtv Aloe
Diver. Jaaepbi Ttaads, AJ^ 1931
^Jez^ .AFlEiisir t jwy^g
lAUKlSiBy CnSSBDt vV^SttGT
raaani
. Maxr Abb. RS, 1931
Iaujcb. SuSoircd ^S^sssucs
DSscan. I^ol Ryte
Doelc. lAaigaieiL Kiniiitai
Dook, INidle 'Kssibeshat
I liwiBlwHiK^ IJOEIsIq wlpTTgaii
Dobis. BfeiviB ArtlsBif
IMbriaK. MaCdaew P.
Doliaiai. Babot Wayiie
ME
M-r"
AC
90 5&.
117 L 11.
80 SS.LU.
98 LIL
IO6J4 LIL
109 LIL
LIL
LIL
34 LIL
LIL
104 SSlLH.
SS L
17Ji LIL
67 LIL
64 L
96 LIL
32 LIL
SS.
LIL
11.
IL
n.
I. IL
IW S5. L 11.
SS.
i3!> S& L 11.
LIL
n.
5TM LU.
33 LIL
13H L
61M LEL
LIL
70 LIL
10 SSL
95 LIL
125 LIL
LIL
L
61M LIL
LIL
18 IL
96 LIL
37 LIL
47M LEL
6 SSL
32 LIL
62H LIL
LH-
99 SS.LIL
53 L
27 LIL
33 LIL
30 LIL
75H SS.LIL
68 LIL
35 Ln.
31 L n.
38H' SS L XL
107 LIL
31 LIL
14ii Sl
LIL
16 L
65 SS.
31 L
SS.
33 L II.
2954 LIL
32M IL
66 LIL
30 LIL
LIL
30 LIL
L
35M LIL
LIL
SS.
61 LIL
28 LIL
45 L
13M SS. LIL
36 LIL
n.
30 LD-
CUcaso
DaifiiTtgton, Peuasylyama
Watoloo
dnacasD
CMcasD
Csmtan
Kiveiade
Traeido Faik. Xew York
Rivdstde
CTainp GfO¥c
Camp Giove
Anossims
C^mp GroTC
dmsipoign
IMrana
CfekPaik
X(d3)|IU3
Hontdty
BiIaiKtCDo
OjSBcafio
Cbicago
Caiy
CfaicasD
QiuLsiBcy
Tnsooia
LaJoeFoRSt
Clucaso
Oiicaso
deemiDe
Sooth HoDaDd
QakPaik
Mineva. Obio
Callinsvflle
CssnBXBO
Oai!3ax^o
llantic^lo
l*iiTiimwytftfm
CbicsgD
C^saiopaiign
DoSton
Ddtan
OoiTis. Xew Medoo
DasjTffle
SadeSl
Wa^hongtoo. D.C
Mt.Pii]aaid
AjQEFGfa. Onegois
LczmgitcHS. Esittiicfcy
IMiaiitic
Ciaczgo
OSsajcpsifin
MMoed
wlsica^o
til ^I'li fn[^'wwytfl^n lOOBaDS.
St. FiazadsviOe
Buda
RobinsiHi
Uiiieiia
Mt. Vemoa
CoHibeslaiid. Mar^arad
SiL Loos. iDsBoaii
CamberSand. 'Mztyiaad
t
"
tkaWrffioEgTn
Weatent Sprli^ss
Paris
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Dobyns, Owen Trimble
Dodd. Harold William
Dodds, John Emmerson
Dodge, Anabe! Mariam
Dodge, Barbara
Dodge, Julian Laverne
Dodge, Marion Stoddard
Dodge, Mildred Isabel
Doeblin, Kenneth Elmer
Dohme, Carl George
Dohme, Gladys Louise
Dohney, Florence Kathryn, B.S., 1931
Dolan, Virginia Bess
Dolen, Virgil Herring
Dolinski, Edward Thomas
Doll, Marguerite Elizabeth
DoUahan, Marshall M.
Donahue, Alice Virginia
Donahue, Isabelle Mary
Donahue, James Thomas
Donaldson, Marcia Lois
Donaldson, Robert Forsyth
Donner, Eloris Marguerite
Donner, Fred William
Donovan, Leslie Gordon
Donovan, Marguerite Althea
Donovan, William James
Dooley, George Edward
Doore, Winnie Cole
Doras, Robert Henry
Dordan, Albert George
Dore, Arthur Joseph
Dorff, Walter Merle
Dorfman, Ralph Isadore
Dorman, William Morris
Dorn, Rplph Herman
Dorosheft, Nickolas Stephane
Dorris, Mrs. Evelyn Mabon
Dorris, Victor Murphy
Dorris, Wallace Voight
Dorsch, Anthony Leon
Dorsett, Charles Robert
Dorsey, James Richard
Dorton, Ellsworth
Doty, Dorothy Mae
Doubet, Harold Kenneth
Douglas, Peter Walter
Douglass, Alice Lee
Douglass, James Theodore
Douglass, Kenneth Barlov/
Douglass, Roland Brelsford
Doukas, Nicholas William
Douthit, Vernon Lee
Dover, Marvine Pearl
Dowding, Fielder Jones
Dowding, Violet June
Dowell, Harold Clayton
Dowell, Ralph Le Verne
Dowell, Wilbur Harlan
Downey, Charles Ellsworth
Downey, Dorothy Isabel
Downey, John Edward
Downey, Robert Maxwell
Downey, Walter Howard
Downing, Ralph Weckel
Downs, Francis Earl
Doyle, Katherine Adele
Dragoo, Jean Elizabeth
Draine, Nlilford Rowan
Drake, Cecil Ray
Drake, James Samuel, B.S., 1931
Drake, William Q.
Draper, Andrew Sloan
Drayer, Ruth Lambert
Drayer, Thurlow Weed
Drechsler, Marian Anna
Drenckpohl, Vernon William, B.S.,
1929
Dreschel, Clarence Theodore, B.S.,
1931
Drescher, Milton Adolph, A.B., 1931
Dresselhuys, Edward Clarence
Drew, Helen Mabel
Drew, Stephen Walter
Drews, Dorothy Lillian, B.Mus.,
B.S., 1930, 1931
ME 46H SS. I. Champaign
Mus 31J^ I. II. Oak Park
LAS 82 I. II. Auburn
LAS unc I. Urbana
8 SS. Urbana
ME L II. Rock Island
LAS 35 I. II. Elmhurst
LAS 47 I. Urbana
PreJ 34 I. II. Edwardsville
Bub 67 I. II. Champaign
LAS 103
SS.
I. II. Champaign
Chicago
Paint 80 I. Urbana
LAS I. \\'inchester
Eng I. Chicago
Ed 67H L II. Belvidere
Bank 68 I. II. Champaign
Ed 104 I. II. Wilmette
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
Bus 31 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Rock Island
CE 97 SS. I. II. Cuba
HEAgr 34 I. II. Lena
Bus 98K L II. Danville
LAS I. Barrington
LAS I. IL Champaign
Agr 30 I. II. Sheffield
Bus 59 I. II. Sycamore
6 SS. Manhattan
Eng L n. Park Ridge
Bank 65 L II. Streator
RME 113 L II. Chicago
LAS 51 I. II. Urbana
Chem 120 I. Chicago
Bus 15 L II. Freeport
Bus I. II. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
41 SS. Kamensk, Donskay, Russia
HELAS 97 I. West Frankfort
PreM I. II Paris
Accy 103 I. II. West Frankfort
Ed 102K I. II. Chicago
ChE 33>^ I. II. Chicago
LAS 114H I. \\'ilmington
PreM 35 I. II. Maywood
45 SS Champaign
Agr 107 I. Hanna City
EE 31 I. II. Wilsonville
LAS 100 I. II. Danville
LAS 35H I. II. Urbana
Jnl 82 I. II. Urbana
Bus 34H I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
Accy 67 I. II. Mt. Vernon
Bus I. II. Champaign
ME 111 I. II. Chicago
Mus 60H I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Pana
EE 109 I. II. Onarga
ME 108 I. II. Irving
Agr 28 I. II. Jerseyville
90 SS Springfield
Bus 99H I. II. Danvnlle
Agr 17H I. Jersej-ville
LAS I. II. Wenona
PU 101 I. II. Mt. Pulaski
EE 3\H I. II. Danville
LAS unc 76>^ SS II. Clinton
PreJ I. II. \illa Grove
AC unc 19 I. II. Keokuk, Iowa
AE 93
SS
I. II. Marion
Flora
FC unc I. II. Peoria
LAS 34 I. II. Urbana
Bus 65 I. 11. Wilmette
MusEd 99H SS I. II. Chicago
LAS 66
SS
SS
I. II. Ouincy
Centralia
Willow Springs
Lib L 11. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
AC 55H I. II. .Aberdeen. South Dakota
HEAgr 104 SS I. II. \'illa Grove
AC 66
SS
I. II. Waukegan
St. Louis, Missouri
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1928
1920
Dries, Arthur Frederick
Driscoll, Davis John
Driss, Louis
Driver, Wilma Evelyn
Droste, Clara Lydia
Drover, Richard Edward
Drueck, Wallace Wilbur
Drummond, Joseph Eugene
Drummond, William McCulloch
Dry, George I.
Dry, Maxine Leila
DuBois, Gayle
Dubson, Thelma Elizabeth, A.B.,
1928
Dudzinski, Edward
Dueringer, Ralph Owen
Duerkop. Fred Pliilip
Dueser, Carl Jens
Duff, Edward
Duffin, Richard James
DufHe, Andrew Simpson
Duffy, Donald David
Duffy, Frances Marv, B.S., ^LS.,
1928, 1929
Dufresne, Jacques Andre
Dugan, Eidgar Harmon
Dugan, Frank Hamlin, B.S.
Dugas, Frank Emil
Duginger, Mae Margaret
Duhamel, Vernon William
Duis, William Henry
Duke, Mabel Gaines
Dukes, William Weaver
Dukey, Frances Leona
Dumas, Kate Morene, A.B.,
Dunbar, Howard Cooper
Duncan, Buell
Duncan, Charles Addison
Duncan, Noble Richard
Duncan, Richard Arnot
Duncan, Russell Fields
Duncan, Russell Hoyt
Duncan, Zelda Zee
Duncan-Clark, Carlyle Graeme
Dunham, Mary Evelyn
Dunham, Rupert Francis
Dunker, John Howard
Dunkle, Glenn Morris
Dunlap, Carolyn Anna
Dunlap, Joseph Franklin
Dunlap, Russell R.
Dunn, Alice Halene
Dunn, Jack Thomas
Dunn, Lucile Roxine
Dunn, William Ray
Dunning, Jack
Dunning, James Dorr, A.B., 1931
Dunphy, Edward John
Dunteman, Eleanor Adelaide
Duppe, Helen Elizabeth
Duram, Arthur Emmett
Duram, George Thomas
Durand, Eleanor
Durand, Elliott
Durbin, Paul Walker
Durfee, Theodore Bradford
Durham, J. Philip
Durham, Lyle William
Durham, William Taft
Durham, William Walker
Durkes, Leona, A.B., 1924
Durkin, James Joseph
Durr, Mary Lucile
Durst, Walter Franklyn
Duryee, Robert Ward
Dusky, Gwynne Richard
Dussler, Byron T.
Dust, Elizabeth Chalmers
Dutcher, Erman Leland
Duller, Henry Christian, B.S., 1928
DuVal, Burton
Duvall, Helen Marcelline, A.B., 1929
Dvorak, Frank J.
Dvorak, Franklin John
Dvorak, Loraine Amalia
Dwyer, Louis Terrance
PreJ LIL Chicago
ChE 27 L n. Lowell, Indiana
Bus I. n. Chicago
LAS 35 L n. Danville
8 SS. Mt. Olive
Arch L II. Barringion
Bus 98M I. II. Chicago
Chem 61H I. II. Chicago
LAS 98 I. II. River Forest
Agr I. Palestine
LAS 102 I. II. Freeport
LAS 53
SS.
I. II. Cobden
Monticello
Arch I. II. Kenosha. Wisconsin
Agr 58 I. Gibson City
Bus I. Des Plaines
PreL 65H I. H. LTrbana
PreD 17 L II. Cleveland, Ohio
EPh niH I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Hindsboro
LAS 58K.
SS.
I. II. Oxford, Indiana
Pontiac
Ins I. II. Chicago
Bus 53
SS.
I. II. Bloomington
East St. Louis
90H SS. Westville
6 SS. Middletown
Arch I. II. Chicago
Flor 78 >n SS. L 11. \\'Oodland
\09y. SS. Chicago
CE 36 I. II. Dugger, Indiana
LAS 1. 11. Galva
Lib 16 II. El Dorado, Arkansas
Accy 100 I. 11. Blue Mound
PreM I. 11. Ambia, Indiana
Agr 16 I. II. Champaign
Bus 11 I. II. Champaign
EE 9 I. II. Ale.xis
CerE 83 I. II. Elgin
Law 9 I. II. LTrbana
LAS 64 I. II. Watseka
ChE 70 I. II. Wilmette
5 SS. Salisbury, North Carolina
Bus 59 I. Jerseyville
CE 124 I. II. Peoria
LArch 81 I. II. Urbana
LAS 01 I. II. Urbana
EE II. Chicago
Arch 147K I. II. Jacksonville
HELAS I. II. Metropolis
CE I. II. Rockford
HEAgr 110 I. II. St. Joseph
Agr I. II. Canton
FC 19 1. II. Chicago
Law I. II. Decatur
Agr I. II. Amboy
PreJ 30 I. II. Des Plaines
Ed 6523' I. II. Benton
LAS 643^ I. II. SpringTield
LAS 102 I. II. Springfield
LAS 29 I. II. Chicago
LAS 67 V2 SS. I. IF. Chicago
Agr 43 I. II. Erie
PreL I. II. Peoria
LAS I. II. Harrisburg
7 SS. Milo, Iowa
Ed 108 J^ SS. I. Harrisburg56U SS. Campbellsville, Kentucky
Lib I. II. Dixon
Arch 37H 1. Chicago
LAS 103 SS. I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Shelbyville
Arch 124 I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
Accy 61 I. II. Peoria
LAS I. Atwood
PreJ 33H 1. II. Champaign
LAS 36K
SS.
I. II. New Canton
Roberts
LAS 26
'2
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Mackinaw
PU 61 1-^ I. II. Chicago
EE 110 I. II. Chicago
Ed 65 I. II. Berwyn
Jnl 133K SS. I. Oak Park
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Dwyer, Robert Eugene
Dye, Marguerite Jane
Dyer, Esther Damaris
Dyer, Frank Neal
Dzielak, John Joseph
Eads, Henry Chester. B.S., 1923
Eads, Marjorie Lois
Eads, Sara Emolyn
Eagleston, Fred Leroy
Eagleton, Adda Elizabeth
Eagleton, Opal Alpha
Earley, Mrs. Liberty Mundo
Earnest, Margaret Letitia
Easley, Harriet Sarah
Easley, Maynard Millington
Eastburn Glenn Sidney
Eastin, Maurice Roderick
Eastman, Margaret
Eastman, Sara Catherine
Eaton, Edna Irene
Eaton, James Arthur
Eaton, James Wyman
Eaton, Linn William
Eaton, Mina Lois
Eaton, Sherry Helen
Eberle, Wesley Alfred
Ebert, Margaret Ruth
Eccles, Howard Clifford
Eccles, Wyman Rutherford, B.S.,
1931
Echternach, Harold Purvis
Eck, Lester Norman
Ecker, Julian Harold
Eckerstrom, Milburn Carl
Eckerstrom, Willard Adolph
Eckert, Vernon Miller
Eckfeld, Donald Kenneth
Ex;khardt, Willard Leland
Eckhardt, William John
Eckmann, Herman Ralph
Economos, George
Eddington, Harold William
Eddy, James Richard
Eddy, William Horace
Eden, Thomas Edward
Edgren, Robert Carl
Edidin, Morris Alex
Edison, Markwood Rea
Edlund, Loren Orvilie
Edlund, Vernece Amelia
Edmonds, Floyd
Edmunds, Elisabeth Ashman
Edmunds, James Logan
Edward, Charles Verner
Edward, Clarence Barnes
Edwards, Albert Carl
Edwards, Edna Mae
Edwards, Francis Griesbaum
Edwards, Frank Byron
Edwards, Gene
Edwards, Georgia
Edwards, Homer Eugene
Edwards, Jeannette Claire
Edwards, Morgan L.
Exlwards, Robert E.
Edwards, Straucy May
Edwards, Tennyson Lowell
Edwards, Walter Owen
Edwards, Ward Leroy
Eggert, Robert John
Egolf, Henry
Ehler, Edwin Henry
Ehman, Richard Morris
Ehret, J. Radford
Ehret, Relfe Stanford
Ehrich, Hortense Louise
Ehrman, Marjorie Ruth
Ehrnstein, David
Eich, William Frank
Eichelkraut, Everett William
Eicher, Virginia
Eichhorn, Velma Marianne
Eickenberg, Richard Charles
Eigsti, Orie Jacob
Eikenmeyer, John Aaron
Jnl 62 L IL Elgin
LAS 33 L IL Barrington
LAS 33 I. II. Havana
CE I. Chicago
AC 50
SS
I. IL Rockford
Arthur
PreJ I. 11. Arthur
LAS 31M I. II. Champaign
PreM I. II. Chicago
HEAgr I. II. Beecher City
HEAgr 62 SS I. II. Beecher City
LAS 100 SS I. II. Calumet City
Paint 62 H I. II. Springfield
PreM I. II. HarrisburgME U9y2 I. II. Salem
Bus 6l}i SS I. II. Milford
EE I. II. Kewanee
Bus 96 I. II. Kewanee
HEAgr I. II. Kewanee
38 SS Mt. Carmel
CL 51 I. SpringfieldME II. Chicago
142 SS Brooklyn
LAS 33 I. 11. Chicago
LAS 9« I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Elizabeth
LAS 6 SS I. II. Champaign
I-AS 34
SS
I. II. Urbana
Urbana
Accv 30yy 1. il. Genoa
Flor 71J^ I. Oneida
Bus 65 I. II. Chicago
Bus 44 II. Champaign
I
A
54 I. Champaign
Agr I. II. Belleville
Flor 21 I. II. Port Washington, Ohio
CL I. II. De Kalb
Bus I. II. Belleville
LArch 85 I. II. Chicago
Bus 29 J^ L II. Chicago
Agr 30 I. II. Brighton
97J^ SS Champaign
Eng 69 I. II. Downers Grove
Arch 31 I. II. Ottawa
ME 9 I. Paxton
PreM II. Chicago
AC 60 I. II. North Liberty, Indiana
Bank 80 I. IL Chicago
Bus 35 L II. Chicago
LAS 12 I. II.- Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
ChE 17 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
Bus 28 I. II. Chicago
Agr 41>^ SS. I. II. Brooke's Point, Palawan
Philippine Islands
LAS I. II. Virginia
Agr 135 I. Centralia
Jnl 69 I. IL ChicagoME 97 I. IL Virginia
LAS 30 I. II. Clinton
Agr 34 I. II. Antioch
LAS 64>4' SS. I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
EE 40 Ji I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Chem I. II. Murphysboro
501^ SS. Detroit, Michigan
63 Vi SS. Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS 98 L IL Danville
Agr L II. Antioch
Agr I. II. Lincoln
PreJ I. II. Nauvoo
EE 97K II. Champaign
L\ I. II. Chicago
Bus 31 I. II. Belleville
LAS 34 I. II. Belleville
LAS L II. Evansville, Indiana
Jnl 99 L IL Chicago
P^^J 1314 I. II. Chicago
EE 28 I. Park Ridge
Bus 32 L II. Ottawa
Chem 64 II. Durand
HELAS L IL Metamora
Bus 25^2 I. II. Chicago
LAS 94 I. Morton
PreM I. Palestine
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Eilers, Ella Louise
Einhorn, Harold
Eiseman, Fred Raymond
Eisen, Irma Elsie
Eisfelder, Wilfred Solomon
Eisner, Janet Elizabeth
Eklund, Karl Fred
Ekstrom, Carroll George
Ekstrom, William Ferdinand
Eland, Percy Nelson
Elder, Vernon Euphrates
Elder, William Euphrates
Elder, William Robert
Eldred, Giles Arthur
Eldred, Orville Ward
Eldridge, Keith William
Eleman, Frank Charles
Elfstrand, Frances Eleanor
Elgin, Howard James
Elich, Robert William
Eliscu, Helen Adele
Elkes, Regina Esther
Ellifrit, Ralph S.
Ellington, Mary Hortense
Elliott, Curtis Miller
Elliott, Frank Flinn
Elliott, John Markland
Elliott, Leslie Vernon
Elliott, Margaret Webb
Elliott, Merritt Delana
Elliott, Myron Andrew
Elliott, Russell Edward
Ellis, Buell John, A.B., 1923
Ellis, Catherine Rose
Ellis, Dorothy Tomkins
Ellison, Herbert Ephraim
Ellison, Robert Eugene
Elman, Julius Francis
Elmberg, Erna Cecelia
Elrick, Robert Francis
Elrod, Dorothy Eleanor, A.B., 1926
Elson, Irene Eleanor
Elson, Leslie Cee
Elvidge, Thomas Blankley
Elwell, Clara Isabelle
Ely, Harriet Janet
Embree, Nancy Louise
Emery, Edward James
Emmel, Dwight Lawrence
Emmons, Robert Laurence
Emrich, Charles Lyman
Emrich, William Howard
Emrich, Franklin Glasgow
Endicott, George Washington
Endicott, Viola Dolores
Endres, Carl
Engebretson, Wilbur Claudius
Engel, Bernice Jane
Engel, La Wanda Ida
Engel, Roland Edwin
Engelhardt, Herbert Crist
Enger, Bertha Marie
Enger, Walter Melvin
Engert, Lloyd Stephen
English, Earle Haywood, B.S., 1929
English, Edward Henry
English, Ruth Elaine
English, William Jefferson. A.B., 1928
Engstrom, Edward Russell
Engstrom, Leonard Gordon
Engstrom, Robert B.
Ennett, Thomas Earl
Ennis, Charles Wilbur
Ennis, George Harrison
Ennis, Merl John
Ennis, William John
Enochs, Alice D., B.S., 1899
Enochs, Claude Hugh, B.S., 1929
Ensign, Dick Bundy
Entin, Goldie
Eovaldi, Josephine
Eovaldi, Louis
Eovaldi, William Joseph
Epperson, Amzi Theodore
Epperson, Eugene Bryan
Epstein, Albert Ain
Ed 105 I. Pana
PreM IL Chicago
CL 16 I. II. Chicago
PreM I. Gardner
CE 4y2 I. II. Chicago
LAS 35 I. II. Champaign
ME 147 I. IL River Forest
LAS I. II. Rockford
PreL I. II. Rockford
7H SS. Chicago
Accy I. IL Sullivan
Agr 67 I. II. Arthur
Agr 124 I. II. Roy, New Mexico
Bus 97 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Naperville
AE 85% I. IL Chicago
PreL I. II. Bloomington
ChE 66 I. II. Cicero
Bus 72 I. II. Chicago
LAS 60 I. II. St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS I. II. Buffalo, New York
LArch 129 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Ed 90 SS. I. II. Newman
PreL 31 I. II. Centralia
CL 66}4 I. II. Little Rock, .Arkansas
LAS 98 I. IL Peoria
Flor 67 I. II. Olney
Paint 30 I. II. Macon
EE I. II. Benton
Chem 36 I. II. Taylon'ille
Jnl 65 I. II. Danville
SS. Springfield
LAS 101 I. II. Wichita, Kansas
Mus I. II. Oak Park
AE 107 I. II. Chicago
Bus 293^ I. Chicago
AE 124 I. II. Chicago
LAS 102 I. II. Chicago
Bus 97 I. II. Elgin
SS. Marissa
LAS 6IH I. II. Chicago
AE 45M I. Chicago
Bus 96 I. II. Oak Lawn
LAS I. II. La Grange
Jnl 85 I. II. Champaign
LAS 61 I. II. De Kalb
PreM I. II. Chicago
Accy 13 I. Chicago
Agr 64 I. II. Lawrenceville
Law I. IL Evanston
Bank 34 I. II. Evanston
Accy 31 I. II. Helmer, Indiana
Agr 94 I. II. Villa Ridge
8 SS. East Moline
EE 86 Ji I. II. Chicago
AE 78M I. II. Stanley, Wisconsin
LAS 23 II. Oak Park
Ed 94 ?i I. II. Shumway
PreM I. II. Minonk
Agr 96 I. II. Baldwin
Jnl 100 I. II. Urbana
CE I. II. Urbana
Law 2 SS. I. II. Auburn
SS. San Antonio, Texas
AE 121H I. II. Champaign
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
Law 173^ II. Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Bus IVz I. II. Marseilles
Bus 31 I. Evanston
PreM 29 I. II. Rockford
Eng 2 I. II. Rockford
CE 103 I. II. Houston, Texas
PreM I. II. Chicago
ME 46 II. Champaign
LAS I. II. Chicago
Paint irr SS. I. II. Urbana
SS. Urbana
LAS I. II. Urbana
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
PreJ 35 I. II. Benton
AC 94M I. II. Benton
PU 66 I. II. Kerrin
Ed 80 I. Mt. Vernon
Ed 80 I. Mt. Vernon
PreL 85 I. II. Chicago
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Epstein, Albert John Accy 32 Chicago
Epstein, Leon Harrison LAS 103 St. Louis, Missouri
Epstein, Leslie Alan PreM St. Louis, Missouri
Epstein, Ralph Jerome CE 37 Chicago
Epstein, Theodore Meyer PreL 27H Chicago
Erb, Gilbert Howard Bank 124 Ottawa
Erb, Mary Agnes LAS 96 2^ Joliet
Erenberg, Edward Usher PreJ Chicago
Erenberg, Herbert Arch ni% Chicago
Erhardt, George Thomas Arch 10 Chicago
Erhardt, Raymond Kantor CerE 31^ Cicero
Erickson, Carl Arthur Bus 95 SS. St. Charles
Erickson, John Arthur Flor Greeley, Colorado
Erickson, Parker John Flor Princeton
Erickson, Ruth Ingeborg LAS 97 Chicago
Ericson, Maurice Jarnes EE 119 Hibbing, Minnesota
Ericzon, Fred Albert EE 105}^ Peoria
Eriksen, Edna Louise HELAS Momence
Eriksen, Ernest C. EE Momence
Erlenbaugh, Charles Philip Ins Chicago
Erlich, Herbert Jack AC Chicago
Ermenlrout, John Curtis CL 3i Potomac
Ernst, Harold Bus 7SH ss. Quincy
Erpenbeck, Douglas Joseph Bus Chicago
Erwin, Alan Dale Jnl 67 Du Quoin
Esch, Gladden Howard ME 30 Washington
Esdohr, Geraldine Priscilla LAS Chicago
Espenscheid, John Stauffer PreM 72 SS. Danville
Espinosa, Manuel 20H ss San Luis Potosi, Mexico
Espy, Mrs. Erma Christiansen 32}^ SS. Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Espy, Ralph Miller 66 SS Danville
Esry, Dalson Henry Agr 65 I. II St. Joseph
Esry, Vincent Horton Agr I. II St. Joseph
Estock, Leon Manly FC I. II Streator
Estwanik, Joe John Bus 90 ss. I. II Canton
Esworthy, Donald Marshall CerE 61 I. II Ogden
Esworthy, Raymond Wayne, B.S., SS Ogden
M.S., 1929, 1930
Etcheson, Audrey Thomas Bus 33 I. II Farmer City
Etler, Vernon Smith Arch 73 I. II Urbana
Etnyre, Roy Elias AC 103 Vi I. II Byron
Ettenson, Kenneth Leo Accy 33 I. II Chicago
Etzbach, Martha Frieda FC 66 I. II Winnetka
Eubank, Arthur Andrew LAS 98K I. II Willow Hill
Evans, Arthur Paul LAS I. II Rantoul
Evans, Chloc Elizabeth PreM 99 1. II Parker, South Dakota
Evans, Dorothy Irene LAS 33 Chicago
Evans, Edgar Miller FC 73 L II Greenville
Evans, Eleanor Louise LAS 62 I. II Chicago
Evans, Janie Rob, A.B., 1930 Lib I. II Cincinnati, Ohio
Evans, John Clifford AC 120 Dayton, Ohio
Evans, Mary Jane AC 64 l'. II Chicago
Evans, Patricia Irene Ed 69 II Chicago
Evans, Preston Leroy PreM 41M I. II Ziegler
Evans, Randall Ridgley LArch 71 I. II Washington, D.C.
Evans, Robert Childs CL I. II Kankakee
Evans, Stuart Arch 136H SS I. II Urbana
Evans, Walter Alexander Arch I. II Miami, Florida
Everhart, Waller James ME 107 I. II Oak Park
Evitts, Jacob Edgar Bus 59 I. II Paducah, Kentucky
Ewald, George Henry CL I. II Areola
Ewald, Sidney J. EE 48 I. II Urbana
Ewald, William Lester Agr I. II Anna
Ewers, Joseph Everett LAS 120 Danville
Ewing, Frances Clark HELAS ' II Chicago
Eyer, Harold Lloyd Bus II Bloomington
Eyman, Helen Louise LAS 9 U'rbana
Faas, Arthur Charles Eng ' II Chicago
Faber, Robert Leon Bus I. II Okawville
Fabian, Ann LAS 65 I. II Chicago
Fabri, Roger Sherman ME 83H Chicago
Fackler. Helen Lucille Ed 65 L II Bondville
Fadum, Eigil Ralph CE I. II Niagara Falls, New Yorl
Fagen, Israel Herman LAS 88 I. II Gcneseo
Eager, Alice Gertrude LAS East on
Fagerburg, Robert Nord, B.S., 1931 SS Bloomington
Fahcy, Robert James LAS 101 SS I. II St. Louis, Missouri
Fahrion, Fred Jacob LAS 27 I. II Elizabeth
Fahs, Philip James AC 104 I. II York, Pennsylvania
Fail, Frank John PreM 25 Riverside
Fain, Frances Belle HEAgr 34 I.' II Springfield
Fairchild, Grace Olive Mus Urbana
Fairchild, Irma Jean LAS 124 Danville
Fairchild, Lucy Esther Ed 96 J.^ l! IT Danville
Fair\veather, Helen Gertrude HEAgr I. II Champaign
Fairweather, Maythel Saluda LAS Champaign
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Faletti, John Paul ChE L IL Marseilles
Falk, Philip PreM 19 L IL Chicago
Fallan, Oscar Louis AE 80 I. IL Evanston
Fannon, Dorothy Dee LAS 114 I. Urbana
Fansler, Jane LAS 33 I. Logansport, Indiana
Fansler, Leora Helen HELAS 32 SS. I. II. Longview
Fanti, Mary 18 SS. Staunton
Fantus, Herbert Rudolph LAS I. II. Chicago
Fantus, Robert Alan PreM I. II. Chicago
Fanuko, Marianne Dolores LAS 78 L IL Chicago
Faragher, Robert Vance LAS 65 I/O I. II. Oak Park
Fans, Madeline Frances Ed 63 I. II. Urbana
Fans, Pauly Reeder ME L IL Alton
Faris, Robert Mann ChE 107 I. II. Alton
Faris, William Warren AE 74 I. II. Alton
Farlow, Eugene Raymond Bus 17 I. Urbana
Farman, Robert Rudolph Bus II. Chicago
Farnan, Burnell John AC 97 SS. I. II. Rochester, New York
Famsworth, Dorothy Catherine, Lib I. IL Oakland, California
A.B., 1927
Farr, Burlle Randle ME 107M I. II. Oak Park
Farr, Leo Walter Bank 57 I. Aurora
Farrar, Charles Orville Bus 30 I. Harrisburg
Farrar, Dorothy Denton Ed 941.3 I. II. Wilmette
Farrar, Edwin Rhodes PreM 17 I. II. Oak Park
Farrell, Mary Jane Ed 98 II. Chicago
Farrell, Robert Thomas Accy 68 I. Ottawa
Farrell, Sallie Johnson, A.B., 1931 Lib I. 11. Picayune, Mississippi
Farrell, Wesley Howard Agr 23 I. II. Geneseo
Farrell, William Joseph Bus 28 I. II. Tuxedo, New York
Farrin, Michael Heilig CL 36 I. II. Cairo
Farris, Malcolm Waldemar CerE 68 II. Urbana
Fasig, Waldo C. CL 25 I. II. Martinsville
Fassero, Anton ChE 28 SS. I. II. Benld
Fassero, Sisto Bus I. II. Taylorville
Faulkner, Donald Legraid LAS 38 I. II. Chicago
Faulkner, Harry Gordon Eng I. II. Urbana
Fauntz, Jane Paint 33 I. II. Chicago
Fauser, Louis Ins 25H I. Peoria
Faust. Elbert Redington LAS 97H I. II. Chicago
Fawcett, Mary Jane LAS I. II. Princeton
Fay, Carlton LArch 48 I. II. Ringwood
Fay, Donald Asa EE 81 SS. I. Rockford
Fay, Elizabeth Winifred LAS I. II. JoUet
Feaster, Kenneth William EE 21 I. II. Hillsdale
Feddersen, Jack Francis Bus 60 I. IL Clinton, Iowa
Fehrenbacher, Ralph Joseph Chem 96}i I. II. Bogota
Feickert, Elizabeth Edna HEAgr 62 I. II. BelleviUe
Feigen, Morton Bernard PreM 50H' I. IL Chicago
Feigenson, Myron Gabriel PreM 95 L IL Jamaica, New York
Feiger, Francis Sibley Bus 31 L IL Fairfield
Fein, Harry Spencer PreM II. Chicago
Feinberg, Henry Israel ChE lOlK I. IL Kansas City, Missouri
Feinberg, Milton Da\'id LAS I. II. EI Paso, Texas
Feinberg, William Marfan AC 62 I. II. Chicago
Feingold, Dorothy Adele LAS 76 J^ L IL South Bend, Indiana
Feingold, Norman Herz Accy 66 I. II. Chicago
Feinstein, Walter PreM I. II. Chicago
Feldman, Abraham William PreM 19 L II. Chicago
Feldman, Jack ChE 53 I. II. Chicago
Feldman, Ruth LAS 143^ I. Chicago
Feldman, William McDonald Accy 97 I. IL Sterling
Feldmeier, Robert Louis Bus 55H I. Waterloo
Fellar?, Myer Louis Bus II. Chicago
Felter, Agatha Evelyn LAS 98 L II. Chicago
Feltham, Fred George PreL I. II. Toledo, Ohio
Fencl, Fred AC 34 I. II. Cicero
Fencl, George Samuel AC 102 L II. Cicero
Fennell, Helen Louise PreJ 14H I. II. Canton
Fenske, Hugo Charles 106 ?6 SS. Chicago
Ferguson, Eleanor Harriet LAS I. II. Orion
Ferguson, George Nathan LAS 32 I. II. Willow Hill
Ferguson, Noble Lawrence PreL 31 I. II. Willow Hill
Ferguson, Ruth Abigail LAS I. II. Chicago
Ferguson-Adland, Alex Hugh Bus I. II. Oak Park
Fernald, Paul Augustus Bus I. Chicago
Ferngren, Arthur Theodore Bus 29J-^ L II. Chicago
Femholz, Mary Margaret Jnl 99 L II. Harvard
Fernow, Dorothy Louise LAS lOSJs I. Chicago
Ferrara, Helen Law I. II. Gary, Indiana
Ferrara, Josephine LAS 24H L II. Gary, Indiana
Ferrari, Bruno Henrv ChE 34 I. Taylor Springs
Ferree, George Bennett, B.S., 1924 SS. Urbana
Ferrell, Robert Vernon PreM 33 I. II. Eldorado
Ferrill, Mildred HELAS II. Harvey
Ferrill. Pauline HEAgr 66 I. IL Harvey
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Ferris, Vernon Tiras
Ferry, John Erdman
Ferry, Louise Grace
Fetherstone, Theodore Raymond
Fetter, Norman Clarence
Fetters, Feme Alarie
Fetters, Howard Fredrick
Fetters, James Louthan
Feurer, Ruth Sophia
Fickett, William Raymond
Ficnerski, Paul Przemyslaw
Field, Cyril George
Field, Earl Russell
Field, Joseph Homer
Field, Morris Mever
Field, Robert Samuel, A.B., \9M
Fields, LeRoy William
Fierberg, Sol C.
Fieroh, Robert Ferdinand
Fietsam, Pauline May
Fifer, Florence
Figlewski, Benjamin
Fike, Bradford E.
Fike, Joseph Marcellus
Filbey, Constance Harriet
Filer, Warren Francis
Filippi, Florence Bertha
Filson, Katherine Vdal!
Filson, Marion Elizabeth
Finch, Dean Klein
Finch, Walter Eldwin
Finder, Leonard Victor, A.B., 1930
Fine, Nettie
Finfgeld, Charles Paul
Finfgeld, Raymond
Fink, George Robert
Fink, Harold John
Fink, Signor
Fink, Walter
Finkel, Oscar Joe
Finkl, Alfred Frank. A.B., 1931
Finks, Mason O.
Finlayson, Douglas, B.S., 1929
Finley, Charles Howard
Finley, George Alvin
Finley, Gordon
Finley, James Clark
Finley, John Thomas
Finley, Ruth
Finn, Marjorie Glassbrook
Finnegan, Ruth Joan
Finneran, Dorothy Irene
Finneran, Harold William
Finney, Ralph Gaylord
Finnicum, Emery Loren
Fiock, Delbert Edward
Fioretti, Carlo Alexander
Firchau, Janet
Firkins, Dorothy Kathrj-n
Fischer, Albert William
Fischer, Eugene Allan
Fischer, John A.
Fischer, Martin John
Fish, Allen Miller
Fish, Alvin Kinf^sbaker
Fish, Hamilton William
Fish, Thelma Marie
Fisher, Edward George
Fisher, Frank
Fisher, Gail Robertson, A.B.. 1928
Fisher, George Harry
F"isher. Glenn John
Fisher, Henry Benedict
Fisher, Jane
Fisher, Leland Morris
Fisher, Ralph Myles
Fisher, Reginald Franklyn
Fisher, Richard Forrest
Fisher, Robert Edward
Fisher, Ruth Elizabeth
Fisher, Samuel Deneen
Fisher, William Marvin
Fishman, Samuel Otto
Fiske, Allen
Fisler, Lucille
LAS 104)^ SS. L IL Champaign
Arch 78 L II. Chicago
LAS 22 21,' I. II. Waukegan
Chem 47 I. II. Chicago
EE 99 I. 11. Quincy
LAS I. II. Rossville
AE 119 I. II. Winchester, Indikna
Arch 88 I. II. Ottumwa, Iowa
LAS I. II. New Athens
CE 110?s I. II. ChicagoME 6 ss. I. II. Chicago
ChE I. II. Cliicago
CE 49 1. II. Pleasantville, New Jersey
Eng 72 I. II. Pleasantville. New Jersey
LAS 29 I. II. Wilmette
Law 33}4 SS. I. Dieterich
lEd 5 I. II. Gibson City
AC 98H I. II. Chicago
CE I. II. Chicago
Chem 65 I. II. Marion
LAS 54?^ I. II. Bloomington
EE 112 L II. Chicago
LAS I. n. Wilmette
Eng 46-6 I. II. Chicago
Accy I. II. Lrbana
AC 33 I. II. Tolono
PEd 94 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Champaign
EC 97M ss. I. II. Champaign
Agr 104 1. II. Amboy
PreM I. Carmi
Law 30 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. Hammond, Indiana
Bus I. IL .\rcola
Bus L II. Lexington
AE 117 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
EE 137M I. II. ChadwickME 101 I. II. Pittsburg, Kansas
ME 35 I. II. Moline
PreM
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Chicago
26 SS.
SS.
Shelbyville
Cicero
Agr 81 I. IL Sparta
Bus II. .Aurora
Bus 95 SS I. II. Catlin
ChE 55 I. II. Champaign
EE I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
HEAr 96H I. II. Sparta
LAS 105,'
J
I. II. Chicago
LAS 98 I. II. Chicago
LAS 66 J^ I. II. Calumet City
PreL I. 11. Calumet City
Agr I. II. Girard
AC 14H I. II. Erie
Bus 33 I. II. Coffee Creek, Montana
PreM 23 >i I. II. Harvey
Bus 113 SS I. Milford
8 SS Paw Paw
ME I. II. Waukegan
ChE I. II. Park Ridge
ChE I. II. Lander, Wyoming
Chem II. Chicago
ME 53 I. II. Joliet
Bus 9 I. II. Chicago
ME 66M I. II. Keokuk, Iowa
Ed 105M SS I. 11. Fillmore
EE 111 I. II. River Forest
CE 73 I. II. Chicago
Law 37H SS I. II. Champaign
LAS 35^3 I. II. Champaign
Accy 100 I. II. Des Plaines
Chem I. II. Streator
LAS 67 I. II. Oak Park
LAS 31 I. II. Champaign
Flor 50 I. 11. Quakertown, Pennsylvania
LAS 34 I. Rocky Mount, North
Carolina
PreL I. 11. Champaign
LAS 15 I. II. Oak Park
Bus I. II. Des Plaines
AC 30 I. II. Indianola
Bus 26H I. II. ChicagoME 69H I. II. Chicago
LAS 63 I. II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
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Kissinger, Paul Cleveland
Fitch, Lucile Hortense, A.B., 1925
Fitchie, James Fyfe
Fitchie, Robert George
Fite, Hiram Edwin
Fithian, David Gordon
Fitfiian, Mary Jane
Fitsclien, Reginald Wiltz
Fitton, Agnes Bernardine
Fitzgerald, Bess
Fitzgerald, Jean Louise
Fitz-Gerald, Linda
Fitzjarrald, Everett
Fitzpatrick, Eldon James
Fitzpatrick, George Joseph
Fitzpatrick, John Joseph
FitzSimons, Ruth Evelyn
Fizzell, James Albert
Flachmann, Charles Randall
Flack, William England
Flagg, Harry Leon
Flanagan, Lawson Holland
Flanagan, Wistaria Field
Flanigan, Robert Martin
Flaningam, Helen Aleta
Flannigan, Mary Elizabeth
Flaska, Frank Victor
Flattery, Timothy Bernard
Fleeman, Esther
Fleischli, Francis Charles
Fleisher, Marie Tola
Fleming, Clarence Hall
Fleming, Dorothy Smith
Fleming, Geneva, B.S., 1923
Fleming, John Henry
Fleming, Milo Joseph
Fleming, Myrtle Lois
Fleming, Patricia
Fleming, Thomas Ferguson
Fleming, William Eugene
Flesch, Alice Julia
Flesher, Maurice Hayes
Fletcher, Doris Deane
Fletcher, Joseph Hazen
Fletcher, Marjorie Helen
Fletcher, William Ridgeway, B.S.,
1931
Flinn, Marion Palmer
Flint, Margaret Alice, A.B., 1931
Flint, Russell Case
Flint, Winifred Genevieve
Floreth, Jules Wesley
Florio, Aurelio Eugene
Flowers, Dorothy Virginia
Flox, Jacob
Floyd, Don Irving
Floyd, John Phillip
Floyd, Katherine Hortense
Floyd, Orval Cleo
Floyd, William Milton
Fluck, Dorothea Irene
Flynn, Robert Emett
Foellinger, Helene Ruth
Fogler, Harold Leroy
Fohr, Louis John
Fohrman, Adolph
Folden, Dorothy Lee
Foley, Doris Albertine, B.Ed., 1931
Foley, John Thomas
Foley, Louise Cecelia
Foley, Mary Barbara
Foley, Royce Herbert
Folger, Wayne Harrison
Foltz, Herbert Leo
Foltz, Mildred May
Foltz, Warren Douglas
Fombelle, Hubert Just
Fong, Young Kwong
Foohey, Jerome Sullivan
Foohey, Richard Edmund
Fooks, William Dee
Foor, Marjorie Helen
Foote, John Robert
Footitt, Weta Bernice
Forbes, Theodore Bartley
LAS 76 I. Rockford
Lib 15 Cortland, Ohio
CE 64 Chicago
ME 61 Chicago
EE 74H SS. West Salem
Accy 106 Rossville
Jnl 99 Chicago
AE 83 Peoria
Ed 82 ss. Rantoul
4 SS. Alexandria, Louisiana
LAS Oak Park
LAS 103 Tucson, Arizona
lA 34 Arthur
Bank 87 ss. McLeansboro
CerE 95 Ji Chicago
Arch llOM Chicago
LAS 98 La Grange
EE 70 Kansas City, Missouri
PreJ St. Louis, Missouri
PU 36 Tuscola
Ed 97 West Boylston, Massachu-
setts
LAS Chicago
LAS 95 Metropolis
LAS 102 ss. Chicago
Jnl 70 Champaign
Ed 95 McLeansboro
Law 1 ss. Berwyn
CE SiVi Danville
HELAS 30 Springfield
PreM 34 Springfield
HEAgr 67M Elmwood
8M ss. Grayville
LAS 33 Chicago
Ed Champaign
Accy Amboy
PreL 73 ss. Milford
LAS Springfield
Chem 102 Amboy
ME 36 Chicago
AE 113 Amboy
PreL a Wilmette
Agr SlVi Taylorville
LAS 35 Champaign
Bus Champaign
LAS
ss.
Urbana
CoUinsville
LAS Highland Park
Lib Fairfield
Bus 27 Highland Park
Bus 92 Chicago
ChE St. Louis, Missouri
AC 29 Chicago
HEEd 76 Bondville
LAS lOiVs ss. Chicago
PreM 63K Tamalco
8J3 ss. Sullivan
HEAgr 67 St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 34 Indianapolis, Indiana
FC 95 Greenville
HEAgr 81 ss. Champaign
Bus Chicago
LAS 104 Fort Wayne, Indiana
ME 29 Flora
Bus Chicago
Bus 13 Chicago
Jnl 68 Peoria
Lib Tennessee
Ed 61 Wilmette
8 ss. Marshall
26 ss. Spring Valley
Bus 25 Lostant
lA 38 Lockport, New York
LAS 943^ Scotland
LAS 29 Decatur
ME 113 Chicago
Agr Decatur
EE 19 ss. Chicago
LAS Fort Wayne, Indiana
LAS 63 Fort Wayne, Indiana
CE 42 W'aggoner
HEAgr Urbana
ChE 313^ East St. Louis
Bus 75 Warren
LArch 99 Chicago
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Force, Evangeline Christine HEEd 63H L n. Union
Ford, Charles Marion Chem 23 L Chicago
Ford, Coyner Thomson AC 70H SS. L II. White Hall
Ford, Gertrude Elizabeth LAS 33 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Ford, Willie Imogene HELAS unc 1. McClure
Fordham, Owen Arthur Agr I. II. Walnut
Fordon, Leona Rosemary PreM 34 I. II. Chicago
Foreman, Donald Sellar LArch 85H I. II. Goshen, Indiana
Forester, Ben Arch 102 ?i I. II. Chicago
Fornoff, Charles Wright. A.B., Law 56 ss. I. II. Pana
A.M., Ph.D., 1922, 1923, 1926
Forrest, Hilda Mae, A.B.. A.M., Exi irr I. Urbana
1929, 1931
Forrest, Robert Edward LAS 56 I. II. Urbana
Forrey, Kenneth John LAS 18H I. II. Chicago
Forsberg, Randall Albert CE 46M L II. Chicago
Forsberg, Vernon Andrew CL I. II. Chicago
Fortenberry, Willye Aleta LAS 64 I. II. Chicago
Fortunato, Vincent Danial AE 82^4 I. II. Chicago
Fortune, Russell Jay ME 1 I. II. Chrisman
Kosha, Henry Kenneth EE 42 I. II. Peyton, Colorado
Foss, Bradford Allan AC 23 I. II. East .Aurora, New York
Foster, Alice Mae PEd 65 M I. II. Harvey
Foster, Allen Horton PreM I. II. Piano
Foster, Arthur Edmond, B.S., 1928 SS. Blandinsville
Foster, Florence Louise 80 ss. Decatur
Foster, Frank Blake ME 54H I. II. Champaign
Foster. Frank Russell, A.B., 1931 ss. Bloomington
Foster, George David Bus 27 ss. I. II. Urbana
Foster, Grace Marion, A.B., A.M., ss. Champaign
1922, 1924
Foster, Mary Elizabeth LAS 100 I. II. Danville
Foster, Mary Leona Ed 83 I. II. Champaign
Foster. Robert Louis Bus I. II. Ottawa
Foster, Winnie Narine ME 61 I. II. Mahomet
Foutch, Quinton William 167H ss. Tallula
Fowler, Morton Ludwig Agr 2 I. II. Fithian
Fowler, William Charles Arch 30 I. II. Evanston
Fox, Abraham Louis PreM II. Chicago
Fo.x, Alberta Blanche, B.S., 1931 ss. Virginia
Fox, Allen Varner AE 70«^ I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Fox, Bonham McFarland Bus 30 1. 11. Evanston
Fox. Charles Heber EE 126 I. II. Buffalo, New York
Fox, Florence Wellings Ed 67 I. II. Sycamore
Fox, Frances Kathryn LAS 30 I. II. Taylorville
Fox, James Charles LAS 62 J^ I. II. Port Ncches, Texas
Fox, Lillis LAS 16H I. II. Chicago
Fox, Marie Elizabeth LAS 61 ?6 I. II. Belleville
Fox, Morris Joseph PreM 34H I. Chicago
Fox, Warren Elsworth Bus 100 I. II. Princeton
Fox, Wilma Josephine 43 ss. Thayer
Fraboni, Dominick Enrico FC 99 I. II. Watkins Glen, New York
Fraker, French Levering CL I. II. Champaign
Fraker, Guy Cronice LAS 79 ss. I. II. Champaign
Francart, Glendora Mae Ed 110 \' ss. I. Chicago
Francis, Dorothy Jeanette LAS 25 I. II. Oak Park
Francis, Kathryn Elizabeth Ed 97 I. II. Oak Park
Francis, Margot Jnl 65 ?i I. II. Chicago
Francis, Maurine Jane 15"^ ss. Cypress
Francisco, Mary Frances Bus I. II. Urbana
Frank, Carl LAS II. Chicago
Frank, Irving PreL 31 I. II. Chicago
Frank, Pauline Harriet LAS I. II. Detroit, Michigan
Frank, Ruth LAS 37 I. II. Ocala, Florida
Franke. Dorothy Clare LAS 27 I. 11. Joliet
Frankel. Hiram David Cer 125H I. II. Winnetka
Frankenfold. Winfred Emil ME 132K I. St. Charles, Missouri
Franklin. John Lloyd, B.S.. 1928 Law 30 I. II. Kankakee
Franklin, Lowell Agr 62K I. II. Morrisonville
Franklin, Morton James PreM 26 I. Chicago
Franks, Melvin Eugene Bank 31 I. II. Pekin
Franks, Robert Brown Bus 57 ss. I. II. Oak Park
Franks, Thomas Edward ChE 1. 11. Champaign
Frantz, Ellma Miriam LAS 1. 11. Champaign
Frantz, Kieffer Evans Chem 8 ss. 1. II. Champaign
Franzus, Pauline Pearl LAS 11. Bcrwyn
Eraser, John Reid CE I. 11. Chicago
Eraser, Loren Scott Agr 1. 11. Wapclla
Frautnick, ."Vrvid Dermot ME 1. 11. Elgin
Frazer, Clarence Albert Jnl 106 1. 11. Chicago
Frazier, Georgia Helen LAS I. Villa Grove
Frazicr, Gertrude Louise Accy 30 ss. I. Villa Grove
Frazier, James William Eng 1263^ ss. I. II. Rardin
Frazin, Doris Valorie PreM 21 I. II. Oak Park
Fredenburg, Georce Fred Bus 32 1. 11. Oak Park
Frederick, Elizabeth North Ed 69 I. II. Nianlic
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Frederick, George Rudolph Bus 3 I. n. Chicago
Frederick, Harry Leonard LAS I. II. Nokomis
Fredrick, Wilbur Marsh lEd 28 I. II. Huntley
Fredrickson, Fred Barnes Arch 17 I. II. Chicago
Fredriksen, Robert Elmer Ins 34 I. II. Rockford
Freed, Emma Pauline LAS 33 I. Rockville, Indiana
Freedlund, Theodore George Accy 68 I. IL Batavia
Freedman, Beatrice LAS I. II. Crawfordsville, Indiana
Freehill, Edward Joseph AC 68 I. II. Strawn
Freehill, Francina Mary HEAgr I6J2 I. II. Strawn
Freehill, Mary Agnes HEAgr 31 I. II. Strawn
Freeman, Carl Ricliard ME 88H L II. Danville
Freeman, Ethel LAS 50 I. II. Riverside
Freeman, Hazel Bernice LAS 71 L II. Urbana
Freeman, Isadore ChE II. Chicago
Freeman, Kendall Farrington EE 37 I. II. Medina, New York
Freeman, Wendel Rayburn PreM 66M I. II. Urbana
Freemon, Albert Lyle Law 34H SS. I. II. Urbana
Freemon, Eugenia Lois LAS I. II. Urbana
Freitag, Byron Edward EE I. II. Minier
Frese, Alma Helene Mas 34>^ I. II. Denison, Iowa
Frese, Harry Lloyd Accy 101 I. II. Little Rock, Arkansas
Freund, Estelle Bernice LAS I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Frey, Hugh Watson Bus I. II. Mt. Carmel
Frey, Maurene June Ed 69?^ I. II. Chicago
Frick, Howard Willbanks Law 12 I. Marion
Frick, John Wallace CL ilVu SS. I. II. Chicago
Fried, Bernard EPh 3bK I. II. Chicago
Friedland, Bernard Harold Chem 67 I. Chicago
Friedlander, Herbert PreM 35 I. II. Plainfield, New Jersey
Friedlander, Max Bus I. II. Chicago
Friedlein, Robert George Bus 33 I. Mendota
Friedman, Arthur Nathan Bus II. Youngstown, Ohio
Friedman, Benson Leonard Bus 33li I. II. Streator
Friedman, Isadore Accy 97 I. II. Rock Island
Friedman, Jack PreM 33 I. II. Cliicago
Friedman, Junior Abraham PreM I. II. St. Anne
Friedman, Karl Milton PreM 7 I. II. Rock Island
Friedman, Leonard David PreM II. Chicago
Friedman, Louis Peter Law 26 I. II. Chicago
Friend, Joseph Dutra Ed 103 I. II. Worcester, Massachusetts
Fries, Georgianna Marguerite Jnl 83 SS. I. II. Aurora
Fries, Jack Clyde ME 27}.;; I. Park Ridge
Fries, Lawrence Iden LAS 37 I. II. Las Vegas, New Mexico
Fries, Robert Victor Agr I. II. Park Ridge
Frink, Fred Ferdinand
_
AC 33 I. II. Miami, Florida
Fritze, Harvey Benjamin LAS 4 1. 11. Chicago
Fritzinger, George Frank AE I. II. Belleville
Froehlich, Raymond John, A.B.,
1931
Froeschle, Herbert Charles
Law I. II. Rockford
Accy 49 I. II. Granite City
Frohardt, Waldo Emerson IEd 100 SS. I. II. Granite City
Frohman, Arthur Harold Bus I. Chicago
Forschauer, Frank AC I. II. Lincoln
Frost, Douglas Van Anden Chem 70 I. II. Rockford
Frost, Helen Elizabeth Chem II. Chicago
Froyd, Howard Nelson Accy 29 I. II. Paxton
Fruehling, Arnold Ramon Ed 87 I. II. La Prairie
Fruin, Dorothy Margaret CL I. II. Gilman
Fruin, Mary Helen LAS 33 1. II. Gridley
Fruin, Mary Lois HELAS 40 I. II. Gilman
Fruit, George Arthur Law I. II. Decotur
Fruland, Lloyd Ogden Bank 100 I. II. Morris
Fry, Alva Lester, B.S., 1931 SS. Ina
Fry, James William CL 77 I. II. Chicago
Fry, Stanley ChE I. II. Farmer City
Fry, Theodore Roosevelt Agr 57 I. II. Shelbyville
Fry, Vernon Clarence ME 118 I. II. Freeport
Frye, Robert Smith ChE 68 I. II. Alta
Fuermann, Marjorie Leone Bus I. II. Evanston
Fuermann, Warren Howard FC 102 I. II. Wilmette
Fugate, Payton Kendall EE 70 I. Carbondale
Fuhrhop, Louise Gertrude Ed 96 s. II. Sparta
Fullenwider, Harlan Stewart lA 1045,; SS. I. II. Chicago
Fuller, Georgiana Dymis HELAS I. II. Tuscola
Fuller, Janet Rosamond LAS 93 I. II. Chicago
Fuller, Max Golden LArch 61 II. Peoria
Fuller, Wilford Chilton CE I. II. Charleston
Fullerton, Allen Dwight Accy I. II. St. Anne
Fullerton, Anna Mae SS. Tuscola
Fullerton, Howard Noble Agr 54 I. II. Coulterville
Fullerton, Ray Alexander CT 84H 11. Browns
Fullerton, W. Howard AC 73 II. Fords, New Jersey
Fullington, John Marshall Agr 31 I. II. Carlinville
Fulmer, Charles Richard PreL I. II. L^rbana
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Fuliner, Robert Oliver EE 32 I. II. Murphysboro
Fulton, Elizabeth LAS 57 I. Sparta
Fulton, Sarah Jane LAS 33 I. II. Sycamore
Fulwider, Marjorie Frances PreJ 35 I. Freeport
Funkhouser, Elizabeth Grace LAS 97 I. II. Danville
Furst, George Alexander LAS I. II. Peoria
Furst, Jack Frederick LAS 63H I. II. Peoria
l'"uss, Frank CE 46 I. II. Chicago
Gaa, Charles John .Accy 91 I. II. Chicago
Gaa, Elizabeth Jane LAS I. II. Chicago
Gabby, Margaret Arch 33 I. II. Elgin
Gabel, Kathyrn Dorothy HELAS 63 SS. I. II. Joliet
Gaber, George LAS 97H I. II. Chicago
Gable, Jack Byron ChE I. II. Peoria
Gabris, Helen Billie LAS I. II. Waukegan
Gaetje, Lucile Catherine PEd 69 I. II. Glenview
Gage, Jerome Davidson LAS 1 I. II. La Grange
Gaghardo, Frank Joseph Bus 30H I. II. Chicago
Gahan, Marion Eugene Agr I. II. Fairmount
Gahan, Willard Robert Accy 64 I. II. Fairmount
Gaines, Froebel Frank SiH SS. Sidell
Gairing, Carl Robert Arch I. II. Park Ridge
Gairing, Elizabeth Marie LAS lOVi I. Chicago
Gairing, Priscilla Lallie Accy 64 I. II. Park Ridge
Galaty, Fillmore Walter Bus 7 I. II. Oak Park
Galaway, Beryl Totten 414 SS. White Hall
Galbreath, Loyal Tom. B.S., 1928 SS. Oakland
Gale, Frank Carl EPh 109 I. II. Pekin
Gale, Gertrude June LAS 33 I. II. Pekin
Gale, Ney Payne Arch I. II. Springfield
Galezio, Edgar Thomas Chem 67 I. II. Chicago
Gall, William Myron Bus 30 I. II. Torrance, California
Gallagher, Howard Aloysius LAS I. II. Oak Park
Gallant, Thomas Ross Agr I. II. Chicago
Gallenline, Joseph Austin Bus 96 I. II. Morrison
Galli, Joseph Francis PreL 1. 11. Oak Park
Gallion, Charles H. Bus 15 I. II. Chicago
Galloway, George WilUam ME 34 I. II. Decatur
Galloway, Horace Ely CL 67 I. II. Chicago
Galm, Kenneth John CL 65 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Gandy, Elzina LAS 24 I. Champaign
Gangstad, Margaret Elizabeth Bank 98 I. II. Monroe, Louisiana
Gangstad, Virginia Beatrice LAS 31 I. II. Monroe, Louisiana
Ganja, Edward CE 81 I. II. Chicago
Gannaway, Helen Swengel 75 SS. Neoga
Ganschinietz, Eugene Edward CE I. II. East St. Louis
Ganschinietz, William Lee ME 101 I. II. East St. Louis
Gansz, Ada Mae HELAS I. II. Chicago
Gantz, Richard Henry Agr 102 I. II. De Land
Garbe, Martin Theodore Agr I. II. Dieterich
Garber, Allan Edward Accy 97 I. II. Emden
Garber, Bernard Benjamin ChE 27H I. Chicago
Gard, Dorothy Josephine LAS 99 I. II. Chicago
Gard, Louis Scott, A.B., 1929 Law 38 I. II. Galesburg
Gardner, Herman E. Agr 65 1. II. Newton
Gardner, Hubert Vernon Ed 101 I. II. Mitchell, South Dakota
Gardner, William Bruce Agr I. II. Solon Mills
Garlich, Edwin Henry, B.S.. 1928 SS. Breese
Garman, Feme M. LAS lOOK SS. I. II. Decatur
Garms, Hilda Marie, B.S.. 1930 SS. Champaign
Garner, Mrs. Exlna Lynch 130 SS. Urbana
Garrard, Bob James PreL 33H I. II. Champaign
Garretson, Donald Decker Accy 105 1. 11. Springfield
Garrett, Mabel Lloyd 156Js' SS. Rock Island
Garrison, Herbert Lehman PreL 96 I. II. Marion
Garrison, Norbert Campbell PreL 70 I. 11. Marion
Gartley, John McKinncy LAS I. North Chicago
Garver, Eugene Rowland Accy 43 1. 11. Martinsville
Garvey, Hazel Mary Jnl 99-^1 1. 11. Chicago
Garvin, Henry Barnette Ed 65 1. 11. Urbana
Cash, Homer Lee Bus 30H I. II. Clinton
Gaskill, Dorothy Virginia LAS 1. 11. Collinsville
Gaskill, Frank Orville ME 112 I. II. Collinsville
Gasparich, Joseph Charles PreM I. .Swastika. New Mexico
Gasper. Albert William EPh 74 I. 11. Chicago
Gassman, Lawrence Charles, B.S., SS, Lena
M.S., 1927, 1928
Gaston, Horace Jcnninqs Eng 32 I, II. Chicago
Gates, Eleanor Hilliard PreJ I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Gates, Helen Elisabeth 86 SS Tuscola
Gates, Irene Lydia LAS 26 SS '. I. II. Thoniasboro
Gates, William Howard Eng 1. 11. Rockford
Gatton, Rosemary Ardith Mus 11. I'coria
Gatzek, Leo EUner Chem 62H I. 11. Chicago
Cauen, George Robert Bus 1. 11. Collinsville
Gauen, Josepliine Emma LAS 68 1. II. Collinsville
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Gauer, Charlotte Edwina
Gauer, Lucinda Dorothea
Gauss, Pauline, A.B., 1919
Gay, Daniel Thomas
Gay, Hobart Horton
Gazzolo, Louise Bernice
Gbur, Edward
Geake, Donald Clayton
Gearhart, Harry Edwin
Gedelman, John Philip
Gee, Stewart Fitzgerald
Gehm, Kenneth Karl
Gehring, Harvey Thomas
Gehrt, Albert John
Gehrt, Ernest Harry
Geib, Lewis Melvin
Geidell, Louise Elaine
Geiger, Edgar Alex
Geiger, Paul Berger
Geiser, Charles James
Geist, Russell
Geither, Herbert Edward
Geithman, Leon Bernard
Geithman, Wayne E.
Gelinas, Irene, A.B., A.M.,
1929
Geller, Gilbert, B.S., 1931
Geller, June Rose
Gelwick, Corwin Will, B.S., 19:
Gelwicks, John Raymond
Gennaro, Nash
Gentile, Tripoli Thomas
Gentzel, Melvin Benjamin
George, Elizabeth Karoline
George, Samuel Arlington
Georgeson, Iva Marie
Gerber, Harold Xen
Gerber, Jean Isabelle
Gerber, Joseph Samuel
Gerber, William J.
Gerber, William Philip
Gerdel, Irving Forest
Gerdl, Edna Virginia
Gerichten, Adele Dorothy von
Gerichten, Elsie Annette von
Gericke, Marion Eleanor
Gerlach, Raymond George
Gerlich, Florence Matilda
Germain, Ivan F.
German, Ruth Berniece
Gcrnand, George Miller
Gernand, John William
Gerrard, Phyllis Irene
Gerstner, John Albert
Gerteis, Florence L.
Gerteis, Frances Anita
Gerteis, Janet Murray
Gertz, George Joseph
Gessay, Anthony Luke
Gessler, Eugene Warren
Gethner, Florence
Getman, William Edward
Getner, Herman Leonard
Getting, Edwin Lawrence
Getz, Charles Albert
Getz, Clyde
Geuss, Arthur Paul
Geuther, Harold Willard
Geulher, Milton Carl
Gewecke, Theodore Herman
Geyer, Louise
Geyer, Robert Carl
Ghent, Louise Daisy
Ghent, Robert
Gher, Walter Allen
Gholson, Grace Knowles
Giachini, Peter
Gibbons, James Ernest
Gibbs, Charles
Gibbs, James Clifford
Gibbs, Marshall Click
Gibbs, Paul William
Gibbs, Raymond Jarvis
Gibbs, Robert Paul
Giblin, Mary Agnes
Gibson, Charles Frederick
Bank 99 I. II. Chicago
Bank 61 I. II. Chicago
SS. Peoria
LAS I. II. Streator
LAS I. Rockport
PreJ I. II. Chicago
AC 103 I. II. Chicago
Arch I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
PreM 136 I. Grand Tower
Agr 34 I. Melvin
AC I. II. Waltonville
ChE 95 I. Peru
Chem II. Chicago
ChE 38 I. II. Quincy
Flor I. II. Dillsburg
Bus II. Chicago
LAS 65 2^ I. II. Villa Park
Arch I. II. Beckemeyer
Chem 138 II. Cissna Park
ME 74 I. II. Park Ridge
PreJ 34 I. II. Belleville
ME 107 IL Kenilworth
Bus 32 I. II. Rockford
AC 11. Rockford
Lib I. II. Saginaw, Michigan
SS. Chicago
PreM 65 I. Chicago
Law 23 I. II. Danville
Agr 70 I. II. Mt. Carroll
AC 60 I. H. Raton, New Mexico
AC 44 II. Chicago
EE 47 I. Maple Park
HEAgr 34 I. II. Somonauk
Bus II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Poplar Grove
PreM II. Chicago
LAS 78 SS. I. II. Urbana
PreL II. Chicago
Bus II. Chicago
CL L II. Chicago
CE 103 I. II. Champaign
LAS 93 I. II. Evanston
73 SS. Breese
LAS 78 I. II. Breese
LAS SS. I. Chicago
AC 33 I. Evansville
Ed 651.^ I. II. Hollywood
Agr I. Gardner
Bus I. II. LIrbana
EE I. II. Hoopeston
Arch 33 I. II. Washington, D. C.
LAS I. II. Flora
LAS S2H I. II. Tremont
LAS 38 I. II. Edwardsville
LAS 23 I. Edwardsville
LAS 31 I. Edwardsville
PreM I. II. Chicago
PreD 33 I. II. Rockville, Connecticut
PreM 62^ I. II. La Grange
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus 60 I. II. Champaign
PreL 68 I. II. Chicago
Accy 67 I. II. Momence
Chem 104 I. II. Savanna
LAS 80 I. II. Morton
CE 87 I. II. Carmi
LAS lOlM SS. I. II. Mokena
Agr 90 SS. I. II. Mokena
Chem 58 I. II. Bensenville
LAS 93 M I. II. Rock Falls
AE 68 I. II. Chicago
HEEd 70 I. II. Carterville
Eng I. II. Rockford
LAS I. II. Allendale
Ed 105 I. II. Mt. Vernon
Law 14 SS. II. Chicago
Chem 60 I. II. Danville
Jnl 66 SS. I. II. Pawpaw
CE I. II. New Boston
lEd 123 I. Indianola
Bus I. II. Lincoln
Bus 106 I. II. River Forest
LAS 33 I. II. River Forest
LAS I. II. Champaign
CerE I. II. Urbana
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Gibson, George Thomas
Gibson, Harry Herndon
Gibson, Henry Louis
Gibson, John Miller
Gibson, John William
Gibson, Lettie Louise
Gierz, Lucille Marie
Giese, Alfred Otto
Giese, Frederick Ferdinand
Giesecke, Doris
Gieselmann, William Frederick
Giesler, Walter Jacob
Gifford, Lois
(iifford, Millard Edgar
Gifford, William Carleton
Gilbert, Lois Marie
Gilbertson, Frank William
Gilby, John Harry
Gildersleeve, Helen Adrienne
Giles, George Hartwell
Giles, Richard Harry
Gilgis, Lester James
Gilhofer, Charles Joseph
Gilkerson, Carlos John
Gilkerson, George Nathan
Gill, Alice Ann
Gill, Marion Ruth
Gill, Philip Edwin
Gill, Thomas William
Gill, Virginia
Gillen, Callistus L.
Gillen, Joseph James
Gillespie, Ned James
Gillham, Willard Clark
Gillick, John Frederick
Gilliland, William Jackson
Gillis, Malcolm J.
Gillmann, Charles Adolf
Gillum, John William
Gilman, Lucius
Gilman, Lydon Ainsworth
Gilman, William Nimmo
Gilmore, Ellen Rita
Gilmore, John Alexander
Gilmore, Marjorie Louise
Gilmore, Stanley Warren
Gilmore, William Robert
Gilmore, Wilma Ruth
Gilroy, John Ross
Gilster, Edith Eva
Gilster, Lillian Ruth
Gimlin, Forrest Glenn
Gindele, Margaret Ida
Gingerich, Maxine Aldene
Gingery, Jane Newman
Gingiss, Benjamin Jack
Ginsberg, Ethel Ruth
Ginsberg, Morton Merwin
Ginther, Augusta Lou
Giovanelli, Felix Bruno
Gishwiller, Jack Norman
Gladden, Mary Louise
Gladders, John Walter
Glascock, J. Harold
Glascock, Juanita
Glascock, Warner Ewing
Glaser, Alberta Claire
Glasow. Elizabeth
Glass, Howard George
Glass, Joel Martin
Glass, Lois June
Glass, Margaret Louise
Glasser, Edward Gordon
Glasser, Julian
Glasstetter, Henry Ackert
Glawatz, Bernhard Friedrich
Glaza, Thaddeus John
Glaze, Artie Lorraine
Gleason, Eileen Patricia
Gleason, Neva N.
Glei, Frederick William
Gleichman, Kenneth Thomas
Glenn, Bess. A.B., A.M., 1926, 1929
AC 41 L IL Chicago
PreL 62}^ L H. Chicago
EPh 37 L IL Eastdon, Starcross, Devon,
England
28 SS. Flora
PreM 59H I. II. Danville
LAS unc 2 I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus I. Lake Zurich
ChE 29 I. Menominee, Michigan
HELAS 35 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
ME 123>^ I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
lA 32 I. II. Chicago
LAS 39 I. II. Chicago
EE I. Des Plaines
lA 69 I. II. Highland Park
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bank 80 I. II. Glen Ellyn
.A.gr 118 ss. I. II. Chicago
8H SS. Chicago
EE 341^ I. II. Walpole, Massachusetts
EE I. II. Benton
Bus 32 I. II. Wilmette
PreM I. II. Cairo
Chem I. II. Burke, South Dakota
CL 69 I. 11. Oak Park
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 27?^ I. .Albion
Agr 39 I. II. .'\lbion
Law I. II. Rockford
Mus 43M I. IL Urbana
PreM I. II. Clinton
LAS 48H I. II. Clinton
CL I. II. Vienna
ME 80 I. II. Edwardsville
LAS 10 I. II. Park Ridge
CL 34 I. II. Champaign
Law I. 11. Chicago
LAS 60 I. II. Chicago
EE 30 I. II. Charleston
ChE 71 I. II. Belvidere
CE 101 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 34 I. II. Weston
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 101 I. II. Aghadowey, Ireland
LAS 34 I. II. La Grange
Bus I. II. Rockford
EE S9M I. II. Chicago
Ed 61 I. II. Gilbson City
EE 45>^ I. II. Nelson, British Columbia,
Canada
LAS 65 I. II. Red Bud
LAS 34 I. II. Chester
Flor 125 II. Lombard
Bus I. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chatsworth
PreJ 16H I. II. Chicago
PreM 25 I. Chicago
LAS I. 11. Chicago
PreL 34 I. II. Chicago
8 ss Leetonia, Ohio
L.\S 31 ' I. II. Nokomis
Chem 35 I. II. Rockford
LAS I. 11. East St. Louis
MinE 83 I. West Frankfort
CL 31 1. II. Pond Creek, Oklahoma
HEL.JiS I. II. Eldorado
PreM 31 ss. I. II. Eldorado
8 ss Wyaconda, Missouri
LAS 68 I. 11. East St. Louis
Chem 130K ss . I. II. Oak Park
EPh 45 I. II. Cairo
LAS I. Belvidere
Ed 65H ss . I. 11. Belvidere
Arch 73H I. 11. Champaign
Chem 62 I. 11. Chicago
Bus 66 1. 11. Poughkeepsie, New York
LAS \. Harsefeld, Hanover. Ger-
many
Arch 74 I. 11. Chicago
7 ss Browning, Missouri
LAS 54>i ss'. 1. Champaign
LAS 64 I. II. Coopersville, Michigan
6M ss Chicago
CerE 60 ' I. Hillsboro
Lib I. 11. Varnville, South Carolina
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Glenn, Margaret Golden, A.B., 1928 SS.
Glenn, Victor Rex Accy 33
Glennon, William Edward Bus 32
Glick, Nathan AC
Glick, Sanford Monroe AC 31
Glicken, Maxwell Ernest Arch 843^
Glicksberg, Florence PreJ
Glorieux, Donald Birken Bus 29
Gloss, Bettie Irene LAS 16M
Glossinger, Berthyl Lena HELAS
Glossinger, John Scranton Arch 127
Glover, Carroll Eugene Agr
Glowacki, Steven Frank Arch 31H
Gloyd, Neva Pearl LAS 31
Glueck, Samuel Alexander LAS 32J^
Glynn, Mary Elizabeth Ed 97M SS. l'. Il'
Goan, Lois Electra, A.B., 1924 Lib
Goar, Carolyn Ruth LAS 81H
Goby, Elizabeth Julianna LAS
Goddard, Eleanor Bailey Bus
Goddard, George Dwight Ed 66
Godfrey, Adelbert William Bus 43 J^
Godfrey, Thomas Bums AC 77J^
Godwin, Earl Parke Ins 65 Vi
Goebel, Louis Henry LAS
Goedde, Albert Meyer Arch
Goedde, Norma Selma Ed 94
Goedjen, Merle Henry CE 70
Goelitz, Mary Luise LAS 68
Goerwitz, John Emanuel ME 35
Goetzenberger, Frank Charles Accy 47
Goff, Earl Augustus ChE
Goff, Flora Eleanor 4 SS.
Goff, Stillman Reese 104 SS.
Goheen, Gilbert Earl Chem 33 I. II
Gohn, Evelyn Virginia Mus 41H SS. I. II
Gohn. Mrs. Ruth Lane LAS 303^ SS. I. II
Golan, Eli Albert PreL 93M
Gold, Milton LAS lOM
Gold, Mitzi LAS 46
Gold, William Marvin PreM 28
Goldberg, Harry L. Chem 41 SS. I.' II
Goldberg, Louis Ivan ChE 39
Goldberg, Melvin Arthur ChE 41
Goldberg, Myla Mollie PEd 981^
Goldberg, Norman Eugene Arch 16>^
Goldberg, William Arch 64
Golden, Ellington Douglas LAS 34
Golden, Stephen Robert Agr 60
Goldfus, Harold Elliott Law
Goldman, Burt Bus 27
Goldman, Esther LAS 7H
Goldman, Harry Paul CE 105
Goldman, Ruth Hanna PreJ
Goldman, Sol CL 30
Goldstein, Albert Allen Arch 126
Goldstein, Alfred Joseph PreM 36
Goldstein, Arthur Sander LAS
Goldstein, Charles Bryan AC 70
Goldstein, Gladys LAS 11
Goldstein, George Bus 136
Golstein, Harold Aaron Ed 75 M
Goldstein, Herbert CL 263^
Goldstein, Leo Harry PreL 283^
Goldstein, Leroy August PreL 32
Goldstein, Mike Jack LAS
Goldstein, Ted William LAS 9
Goldstine, Rose Lorraine Ed 953^
Goldthorpe, Muriel Rickesta PreJ
Gollin, Charles Morris ME 70
GoUings, Katherine Elizabeth LAS 33%
Goltra, Benedict John Eng 89
Gonseth, Jules Emmable EE 37
Gonzalez, Arturo Esteban Arch 46
Goodale, Eleanor Louise LAS 60
Goodall, Mary Hill LAS 65
Goodbourn, Neva Gertrude HELAS 30 SS. L II'
Goode, Louis Loraine Bus 42M
Goodell, Dudley CE 96
Goodenough, Bradford Alfred CE
Goodfriend, Stanley Lelewer LAS 62
Goodman, Hyman Ed 61%
Goodman, Irwin Aaron Law I. II
Goodman, Max William PreJ I. II
Goodman, Milton E. LAS SlVi I. II
Goodman, Norman Harry Bus I. 11.
Urbana
O'Fallon
Bement
Chicago
Pana
Chicago
Joliet
West Orange, New Jersey
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
West Frankfort
Chicago
West Frankfort
Chicago
Bement
Millville, Wisconsin
Frankfort, Indiana
Raymond
Lakewood, Ohio
Windsor
Chicago
Urbana
Chicago
Chicago
East St. Louis
Chicago
Chicago
Belleville
Glenview
Chadwick
Chicago
Taylorville
Rockville, Indiana
Quincy
Champaign
East St. Louis
Chicago
Chicago
New York, New York
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Racine, Wisconsin
Chicago
Flora
Flora
Rock Falls
Des Moines, Iowa
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Milledgeville
Chicago
Decatur
Chicago
Glen Ellyn
Monterrey, Mexico
Barry
Champaign
Browns
Galesburg
Beardstown
Peru
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Waukegan
Chicago
Chicago
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Goodman, Sol
Goodrich, Forrest Burton
Goodrick,' Helen Chester
Goodson, Max Reed
Goodspeed, Eleanor Ida
Goodstein, Harriet Lucille
Goodwin, William Patrick
Goodwine, Lois Maxine
Goodyear, Robert Louis
Goodyear, Virginia
Goold, Francis
Goold, Helen Pearl
Gopel, Robert Arthur
Goran, Joseph Robert
Gordon, Christiana Harriett, A.B.,
1919
Gordon, Flora
Gordon, Fredrica B.
Gordon, Jane Louise
Gordon, Jeannette
Gordon, Lecie Carolyn
Gordon, Nicholas
Gordon, Orville Eugene
Gordon, Paul
Gore, Marjorie Denby
Gore, Mary Catherine
Gorenflo, Oscar Boldt
Gorenstein, Samuel
Gorevitz, Russell Lawrence
Gorin, James Clifford
Gorman, James Edward
Gorman, Martin Andrew
Gorman, William James
Gormley, Matthew William
Gornick, John
Goscinski, Stanley
Gosenput, Abraham
Goshert, John Edward
Goshgarian, Gosper
Gosnell, Frank Marion
Gosnell, Maurice Ellsworth
Gott, Dwight Clarke
Gott, Edith Lillian
Gottlieb, Felice Pearl
Gough, John Franklin
Gougler, Marcelline Elizabeth
Gould, Herbert Daniel
Gourley, Frances Mary
Graber, Edward Alex
Grable, Edward Frank
Grabow, Milford Paul
Gradman, Harold Joseph
Graf, Franklin Henry
Graff, Marvel Dorene
Gragg, Elbert Russell
Graham, Howard Eugene, B.S., 1931
Graham, Hugh Joseph, A.B., 1931
Graham, John Francis
Graham, Kathryn Mildred
Graham, Leo Handibode
Graham, Lloyd David, B.S., 1931
Graham, Mae Inez, A.B., 1925
Graham, Marjorie
Graham, Ralph Elmer
Graham, Reginald Orr
Graham, Robert Berkeley
Graham, Robert Willoughby
Graham, Roy Kermit
Graham, Thomas A.
Grahi, Carl Henry
Gralak, Stanley D.
Gramesly, Margaret Amidon,
B.L.S.. 1904
Graner, Albert Ross
Graney, John Edward
Granger, Helen Kathryn
Grant, Charles Keith
Grant, Dorothy Constance
Grant, Francis Ralph, A.B., 1930
Grant, Joe Dan
Grant, LeClaire Margaret
Grant, Lola Ehrhart, B.S.. 1931
Grant, Lyman Winstead
Grant, Virgil Vesco
PreM 34 I. II. Chicago
EE 35?i II. Hollywood
LAS 97>^ I. II. Shelbyville
PreM 94 J^ 11. Tuscola
HEAgr 991/2 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
AC 23 J^ I. II. Chicago
69 SS. Potomac
ME 110 ss. I. II. La Grange
LAS 62 2/^ I. II. La Grange
lA 29 II. Yates City
HEEd 98 I. II. Fairbury
CL 30 I. II. Ottawa
PreM iOH I. II. Chicago
11 SS. Evanston
HELAS 62 I. St. Louis, Missouri
HELAS 32 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr I. Champaign •
8 ss. Lawrenceville
LAS 32 I. II. West Point
Chem 66 I. II. Whiting, Indiana
PreM 36 I. II. Chicago
EE 33^ I. St. Louis Missouri
PreJ 35 I. II. Champaign
LAS 33 1. 11. West Englewood, New Jer-
sey
EE 70 I. II. Buffalo, New York
AC 30 I. Chicago
LAS 62 I. II. Haverhill, Massachusetts
Bus 33 I. II. Chicago
PreM 35 I. II. Joliet
LAS 22 I. Sidney
Ed 129>^ I. II. Bridgeswater, Massachu-
setts
Ed 61 I. Farmington, Missouri
EE 35 I. II. Chrisholm, Minnesota
AC I. II. Wilsonville
Bus 71 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Sterling
PreM 35 I. II. Waukegan
IEd I. Lawrenceville
Law I. II. Lawrenceville
LAS 31 I. II. Norris City
Ed 97 I. II. Norris City
LAS II. Chicago
Ins I. II. Urbana
Ed 98 SS. I. II. Urbana
AC 35 I. II. Grayslake
LAS I. II. Urbana
PreM 35 I. II. Chicago
MinE 71 I. II. Chicago
lA 45 J^ I. Chicago
AC 87 I. II. Chicago
LAS 69H I. II. Somonauk
Ed 95 I. II. Minier
AC
ss.
I. II. Streator
Chicago
Law 30 I. II. Springfield
LAS 112 I. Danville
LAS
ss.
ss.
I. II. Tampico
Kewanee
Elmwood
7 ss. Fayetteville, North Carolina
LAS I. II. Danville
Agr 32 I. II. Elmwood
PreL 31 I. II. Pittsfield
6 ss. Canton
AE 101 II. St. Louis, Missouri
Jnl 99 ss.. I. II. Granite City
Law 32 ss,. I. II. Danville
Bus I. II. Berwyn
ME I. II. Chicago
Ed irr II. Urbana
Agr 89 I. II. Jerseyville
Bus I. II. Binghamton, New York
Mus Ed 103"^ I. II. Champaign
Bank 70 I. II. Highland Park
LAS 99 ^ 1. 11. Rock Island
CE irr ss.. I. II. River Forest
PreJ 31 I. II. Chicago
LAS
ss.
I. Chicago
Champaign
Ed 77 I. II. Marion
Bus 30 I. II. Grantsburg
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Gratiot, Donald Hartwig
Gratoon, Weldon Wesley
Gravestein, Vries
Gray, Anna Louise
Gray, Charles Beaumont
Gray, Elisabeth Jones
Gray, Frank Root
Gray, Harold Maurice
Gray, Helen
Gray, James Norman
Gray, John Joseph
Gray, Marshall Newell
Grear, Walter William
(Jreaves, Edith Catherine
Greaves, Theodore Burt
Greeley, Horace Edward
Greeley, Mark Stephen
Greeley, Robert Hiram
Green, Abraham D.
Green, Arnold Lewis
Green, Bernice Ida
Green, Clinton Carson
Green, Dale Hamilton
Green, Don Covel
Green, Ethel B.
Green, Eugene Porter
Green, Florence Lillian
Green, Frances Gertrude
Green, Frieda Juanita
Green, George Kenneth
Green, Helen
Green, Ilia Franklin, B.S., 1930
Green, John Halton
Green, Jules Rose
Green, Louis
Green, Manuel
Green, Myron Delbert
Green, Ralph Vernon
Green, Robert Karl
Green, Roy Nathaniel
Green, Valmore Arthur
Green, Winifred Infelice
Greenbaum, Arnold William
Greenberg, Max
Greenberg, Max
Greenblau, Abe
Greene, Nathan D.
Greene, Raymond Forest
Greene, Robert Le Roy
Greenfield, Sidney Lester
Greenfield, William Henry
Greenholt, Stanley Arthur
Greenlee, Elmer Andrew
Greenman, Paul
Greenshields, Robert John
Greenwood, Earl Lawrence
Greenwood, Margaret
Greenwood, Virginia Lois
Gregg, Howard Warner
Gregor, George Alois
Gregory, Catherine Elizabeth
Gregory, Homer Fleming
Gregory, Mary Ellen
Gregory, William Harrison
Greider, Janice Elaine
Greilsheim, Fred Louis
Grellinger, Alvin Edward
Grenlund, Mark Oscar
Grennan, Philip Michael
Grether, Craig James
Grey, Jose Marshall
Grib, Louis Joseph
Grider, Jacob George
Griesenauer, Theodore Howard
Grieshaber, Elizabeth Marie
Griesheimer, Edward Ray, A.B.
1930
Griest, Florence Irvin
Griest, Miriam
Griffin, Erville Glenn
Griffin, John Joseph
Griffiith, H. Russell
Griffith, James Curtis
Griffith, Joseph Gordon
Griffith, Lucy Isabel
LAS 72M SS. I. II. Chicago
LArch 32 I. II. Woodstock
EE I. II. St. Martin, Dutch West
Indies
LAS 93 1. 11. Oak Park
Agr I. II. Des Plaines
LAS I. IL Lafayette, Indiana
Bus I. II. Elgin
lEd 53 I. II. Mattoon
LAS 101 I. II. Denver, Colorado
Bus 64^ I. II. Chicago
Bus 54 ss. I. II. Normal
CT 108 I. II. Chicago
NE I. II. Chicago
LArch 71 I. II. Urbana
PreM I. II. Urbana
Bus I. II. Richmond
ME 37 I. II. Bristol
PreM I. II. Waterman
PreM 47M I. II. Chicago
LAS 17y2 1. II. Chicago
Ed 98 I. Nashville
isy^ SS. Martinsville
Bus I. II. Clinton
AC 15 II. Urbana
Mus Ed 67 I. II. Quincy
PreL 29 I. Nashville
8H ss. West Frankfort
Ed 93H 1. 11. Joliet
14 ss. Casey
EPh 72 I. II. Hull
13 ss.
ss.
Parkersburg
Junction
Bus lis 1. Aurora
LAS 35 1. Chicago
Accy unc II. Chicago
ChE 66 I. n. Chicago
PreL I. II. Kenney
LAS I. II. Litchfield
ChE 67 I. II. Litchfield
AC 102 I. II. Effingham
AEd 81J4 ss. I. II. Landes
Bus I. II. Champaign
PreM I. II. Cincinnati, Ohio
LAS 46 I. II. Chicago
Arch 12S>^ I. II. Chicago
CE 36 1. 11. Chicago
Accy 98 I. II. Huntington, West Virginia
Accy 109 I. II. Princeville
PreM 115 I. Peoria
LAS 107 I. II. Moline
Bank 72 ss. I. II. Champaign
PreD I. Chicago
Eng 104 I. II. Poplar Grove
LAS 1. 11. Chicago
ME 108 I. II. Joliet
Chem 34>^ 1. II. Clay City
LAS I. II. Paxton
Paint 33 I. II. Chicago
LArch 27 I. II. Forest Park
Bus 66 I. II. Berwyn
LAS 33 I. II. Urbana
CE 24 II. Lawrenceville
HEAgr 28 I. II. Springfield
Agr I. II. Auburn
LAS I. II. St. Elmo
Accv 68 1. II. Chicago
Arch 120 I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Agr 58K I. II. Poplar Grove
Arch 119 1. II. Sterling
PreM 1(>% I. II. Rosiclare
EE 119H ss,. I. II. ^Manila, Philippine IslandsME 26 I. Chicago
CE I. II. Windsor
Bank 73 I. II. Chicago
LAS 97 I. II. Oak Park
Law 28 II. I 'rbana
LAS iVA I. II. Denver, Colorado
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 76 I. II. Taylorville
IH ss, New Haven, Connecticut
LArch 137 I. II. Oneida
Agr 85>g I. II. Champaign
CE 118 I. II. Dorset, Vermont
LAS 102 ss., I. II. Toulon
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Griffith. Mary E. 115 ss. Rushvillc
Griffith. Robert Henry Chem . II. Toulon
Griffith. William Bryce AC 80 . II. Chicago
Grigg, Paul Eugene Cer 32 . II. Dahlgren
Griggs. Hazel Lucille PreJ 45 . II. Chicago
Griggs. Tolar Bennett Bus . II. Rockford
Grigsby, Florence Lewis Jnl 101 . II. Pittsfield
Grim. Robert William Bus . II. Reading, Pennsylvania
Grimes. Jeanne Bus . II. Champaign
Grimmitt. Grace Rosann LAS ii . II. Rockford
Grimson. George Elden Bus 45 Ji . II. Chicago
Gring. John Lukins Chem 109 . II. Farmer City
Grinyer, Bernice Evelyn LAS 43}^ . II. Eleroy
Griswold. Mary Emily LAS II. Cerro Gordo
Grizzaffi, Anthony PreM . II. Chicago
Groen. Donald Meade lA 89 II. Danville
Greeting, George Maurice AE n\M . II. Decatur
Groff. Cecil Rawlinson Bus 30 . II. Grayville
Groh. Gustave Milton Accy . II. Chicago
Grohne. Fred William Arch A^Vi Joliet
Grometer, Catherine Ruth LAS 62 ." II. .-Vurora
Grometer, Richard Bartlett Bus 32 . II. Aurora
Gronner, Curt Joseph PreD . II. Morrison
Grosboll. Jep G. Agr Petersburg
Grosboll, Lorin Ensley EE 49}^ .' II. Winnett, Montana
(,rosby. Evelyn LAS St. Louis, Missouri
Grosby. Helen R. LAS St. Louis, Missouri
(iross, Jeanette Luisc PreJ 31 '. II. Peotone
Grossman, Donald Ashway, LL.B.. Ed irr L^bana
1916
Grossman, Herbert LAS 68 . II. Chicago
Grossman, Herbert William PreL 29 . II. Chicago
Grossman. Yanita Susan LAS . 11. Chicago
Grote. Paul Franz LAS 68 . II. Pittsfield
Groth. Ernest Fredrick ChE 34K . II. Chicago
Grotts. Paul Edward LAS 124 Butler
Groundwater. William Henry ME 32 '. II. South Pasadena, Caliturnia
Grover, Philip Dennett Jnl 64 . II. Chicago
Grover. Robert Earle Chem 303-2 . II. Chicago
Groves, Edward Everett Bus 113 ss. Quincy
Grow. Harry Dennison Bus 98y2 '. II. La Grange
Gruber, Manuel Accy 343^ . II. Chicago
Grunewald, Arthur CL . II. Chicago
Gsell, Lyford Albert Chem 21J^ . Rockford
Guandolo, Joseph, AB., J.D., 19iS, ss. Conway. Penn.sylvania
1931
Gudder. Robert CL 43^ . Hillsboro
Guehring, George Emanuel Bus . 11. Chicago
Guenzer, Philip Joseph CE 66K . II. Lockland. Ohio
Guerino. Rose Mary Ed 97 . 11. Chicago
Guilbert. William John Bus 29 . II. Chicago
Guill. Velma Maxine HEAgr . II. Wilmington
Guillard. Eugene CE 32 . II. Schiller Park
Gain. Charles Brunk 4 ss. Findlay
Guin. Thomas Woollen Accy 64 ss. . II. Findlay
Ciulick. Jesse Richard CE 94 I. II. Urbana
GuUberg, Stanley Ingward Jnl 60 . 11. Sycamore
GuUikson, Beatrice Jane 8 ss. Bath, South Dakota
Gunderson, Esther Marie Ed 93 1. II. Oak Park
Gunderson, Ralph Melvin Bus 733^ ss. . Oak Park
Gundlach, Doris Dolphine LAS 66 ^-i I. II. Belleville
Gunn, Buckingham Willcox LAS 62' . II. Evanston
Gunn, Helen May LAS 96 1. 11. Evanston
Gunn, Margery LAS 90 ss. 1. 11. Danville
Gunnell, John Winchester PreM 1. 11. Calumet Cit\
Gunner. Herbert Charles Bus I. II. Chicago
Gunner. William Rudolph Bank 1003^ . II. Chicago
Gurr. Edward Moffat Chem . II. Park Ridge
Gustafson, John Mather Eng 623^ ss. 1. 11. Chicago
Gustafson, Ruth Elizabeth, A.B., ss. Virginia
1929
Gustin, Marjorie Alice LAS 106 . 11. Danville
Gustoff. Fred Harbird Ed 85 ^f, ss. I. 11. Manito
Gutensky, Dave AE . 11. Chicago
Gutgsell, Edward William LAS 27 I. 11. 0;ik Park
Guthrie. Clara Louise, A.B.. 19>9 Lib 1. 11. Exeter, Nchi:isU.i
Guthrie. Clela LAS 96 ?i " Chicago
Guthrie, Howard Albert LAS Waukegan
Guthrie, Neva Elizabeth LAS 77 ss. ; II. Urbana
Guthrie, Ramah Lee 103 ss. Urbana
Gutmann, Myron David Bus 69 1. 11. Chicago
Gutnik, Eugene Bus 30 1. II. Bensenville
Gutshall, Ralph Oliver ^ 31 1. 11. German ValleyGuttschow, Roy William 1. II. BloominRtoii
Guy, Robert Eugene Bus Danville
Haak, Marjorie Edith LAS i! 11. Chicago
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Haake, Frederick William ME 107 Cincinnati, Ohio
Haas, Marlin Bus St. Louis, Missouri
Haase, Alvin Herman Bus 61 La Grange
Haberle, Allen Edward CE 106 Sterling
Haberstein, Carl Samuel AC 48H Chicago
Hacklem-an, Burr Keith Flor 65 Vandalia
Hackmann, Alice Maurine LAS 29 East St. Louis
Hadam, Marvin Leroy AC 104 Chicago
Hadley, John Nathan Bus 59 Frankfort, Indiana
Hadley, Marion Evelyn HEEd 102 Osco
Hadley, Merle Erskine CE 41 23' Green Bay, Wisconsin
Haefele, Eleanor LAS 68 Fairfield
Haefele, Esther LAS 97 Fairfield
Haefele, Joseph Lynn Law 30 Chicago
Haefele, Willard Harry Ed 49 Chicago
Haeger, Wilma Carolyn LAS 102 Oak Park
Hafer, Giles Perry ME 31H Irvington
Hafner, Earl Arthur CL Blue Island
Hagan, Richard Carlton LAS 65K Urbana
Hagan, Wallace Woodrow LAS 33 SS. Urbana
Hagans, Frances Marian 7 ss. Lincoln
Hagel, Anne Louise LAS 34H Chicago
Hagen, Stanley Eugene Agr Sheridan
Hagenbuck, William Edward Bus Chicago
Hager, Omar Emmerson Accy 32 Beardstown
Hagerman, William Leo Bus 47 Champaign
Haggard, George Linden PreL 71H Farmer City
Hagstrom, Louis Edwin 69H SS. Boone, Nebraska
Hahn, Aleen Elizabeth 24 ss. Centralia
Hahn, Richard Ferdinand, B.S., 1930 Law 30 Chicago
Haight, Charles Edward LArch Mendota
Haight, Samuel John, B.S.. 1931 Law Mendota
Haile, Harvey Chilton yva ss. Farmington, Missouri
Haines, Charles William Bus Champaign
Haines, Clifford Cornelius PreJ 33 ss. Woodstock
Haines, Richard Warren Bank 95 Tamaroa
Hair, Orpha Lorene Ed 72 Le Roy
Hajek, James Accy 48M Chicago
Halcom, Denzil Ray lA 113 ss. Weldon
Haldane, Clyde Quimby Bus 66 Milford
Haldeman, Robert Sheridan, B.S.,
1931 ss. Evanston
Hale, Daniel PreM 35 Princeton, West Virginia
Hale, Helen McNeill LAS Princeton, West Virginia
Hales, Ralph Jose 66^ ss. Sadorus
Halfpenny, Lester Francis LAS 23"^ Streator
Halin, Herbert Erland Cer 69 ss. Kansas City, Missouri
Hall, Albert Weston LAS 33 Champaign
Hall, Alvin Waifred LAS 94^ Chicago
Hall, Andrew Arnold CE 100 Chicago
Hall, Mrs. Catherine Harrington HEAgr 49 Danville
Hall, Clarence Erwin Bus Gary, Indiana
Hall, Delbert Howard LAS Champaign
Hall, Dorothy Daphne PreM Decorah, Iowa
Hall, Eleanor Ed 103 Berwyn
Hall, Ellenor Edwards HEAgr 29H Dundee
Hall, Eunice Stanford LAS 7 ss. Highland Park
Hall, Glenn Curtis 8^ ss. Hidalgo
Hall, Harry Howard EE 68 Chicago
Hall, James Benjamen Agr Metropolis
Hall. Jayne Charlotte LAS Chicago
Hall, John Joseph Arch 79 Chicago
Hall, Josephine Sarah LAS 15J^ Urbana
Hall, Mary Frances PEd 100 ss. Champaign
Hall, William Edward Bus 107 Evanston
Hallberg, Bessie Estelle Ed 101 Chicago
Hallett, Elizabeth Harriett LAS 44 Oak Park
Hallett, Joseph Jacob PreM Chicago
Hallett, Marion Elizabeth HELAS 94% Sterling
Hallmann, Wilbur J. Accy Emden
Halloran, Edward William, A.B., 1930 Law Dwight
Halmbacher, Paul 6 ss. Decatur
Halmos, Paul Richard ChE Chicago
Halpern, Abraham L. ChE Rock Island
Halvorsen, Halvor Almevig PreL 82 Chicago
Hamal, Marguerite Elizabeth PEd 70 La Grange
Hambrook, Mary Elizabeth LAS 100 Oak Park
Hamel, Owen Wray Law Ashton
Hamersmith, Arthur Paul Bus 36H Savoy
Hamilton, Adair PreJ Champaign
Hamilton, Carlysle William Bus 32>^ Champaign
Hamilton, Eleanor Grace Ed 66 Good Hope
Hamilton, Eugene Green PreM White Hall
Hamilton, Evalyn Janet Ed 60 Oak Park
Hamilton, Gene Turner Agr Du Quoin
Hamilton, Harlan Robert Flor 28 Kewanee
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Hamilton, Harriett Marie
Hamilton, Luther Elmer
Hamilton, Maurice Lowe
Hamilton, Pliilip Alexander
Hamilton, Ruth Janet
Hamlink, Oscar Robert
Hamman, Paul Edwin
Hamman, Roy Clarence
Hammarlund, Ebba Eraelia, A.B.,
1923
Hammatt, Harold Wayne
Hammel, Richard Kuine
Hammer, Gwendolyn Frances
Hammer, John Wilbert
Hammersmith, Jane Marguerite
Hammond, Phyllis
Hammond, Victor William
Hampel, Ursula Barbara, B.Mus.,
B.S., 1930, 1931
Hampes, William George
Hampton, Keith
Hampy, Herman Frederick
Hanafin. Frank Patrick, A.B., 1931
Hanafin, John Patrick
Hanas, Walter Fred
Hanawalt, Robert
Handbury, John Dean
Handel, David Harry
Handelsman, Ruth Doris
Hands, Fred Carville
Handschin, Margaret
Handschin, Robert
Handschuh, Marie Elizabeth
Haney, Gladys Marie
Hanger, Elmer William
Hangs, Frank Edward
Hanke, Albert Robert
Hanke, Marcia Marie
Hankner, Walter August
Hanks, Thrift
Hanlon, Harry Edwards
Hanlon, Richard Layton
Hanna, Charles H.
Hanna, Gerald Baldwin
Hannah, Harold Winford
Hannahs, Paul Jennings
Hannan, William Jay
Hannapel, Howard Richard
Hanno, Marshall Walter
Hanover, Clarence
Hansen, Ethel Beatrice, A.B., 1931
Hansen, Gertrude Marion, A.B., 1931
Hansen, Harold Emil
Hansen, Kathryn Gertrude
Hansen. Lawrence Ness
Hansen, Leslie Frank
Hansen, Louise Antoinette
Hansen, Mary Kalherine
Hansen, Ralph Richard
Hansgcn, James Rice
Hansmeier, Robert Harold
Hanson, Edwin Donald
Hanson. John Olaf
Hanson, Thelma Frances
Hanson, Theodore Kays
Harbaugh, Robert Leroy
Hardesty, Robert Keithe
Hardgrove, Albert John
Hardies, Bernice Edna
Hardin, Ruth, A.B., 1931
Harding, George Mark
Harding, Theodore Miller
Hardwick, Esther Jane
Hardwick, John Arnold
Hardy, Jane
Hardy, Reginald Isaac
Hare. Fay Charles, A.B.. A.M.. 1913,
1927
Hargitt, Mary Annise
Harkness, Mabel Leone
Harlan, Bruce Malcom
Harland, Clelia Anita
Harleen, John Drumniond
Harlib, Abraham Samuel
Harlow, Donald
Harlow, Harry Tefft
LAS n. Urbana
Agr 88 II. Du Quoin
Eng lllJi II. Chicago
Bus Winnetka
LAS II. Kewanee
Law II. Annawan
Accy 62 II. Areola
Agr 56 II. Bement
7 SS. Norway, Michigan
PreM II. Cerro Gordo
LAS 96 II. Trenton
HELAS 32 Hindsboro
Bus 40 SS. I II. Moline
Bus 60 II. Sycamore
Bus Park Ridge
LAS
SS.
Rock Island
Champaign
CL II. Chicago
Bus 103 J^ SS. I II. Macomb
Agr 16 II. Peoria
Law 30 II. Litchfield
PreL 31 II. Litchfield
CE II. Chicago
Cer 37 II. Evanston
LAS 25 II. Chicago
ChE 67H II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
ME 35 II. Chicago
Jnl 62 II. Urbana
LAS 102 SS. I II. Urbana
Bus 33 II. Chicago
2H SS. Urbana
ChE 24 II. Bryon
ME 141 SS. I Tulsa, Oklahoma
Chem 73 II. Chicago
LAS 27 Chicago
AC 26 II. Champaign
Chem 44 SS. I II. Champaign
ME 22 II. Woodhull
lEd 93 II. Woodhull
70M SS. Chicago
lA II. Chicago
Agr no II. White Heath
LAS 61 II. East Liverpool, Ohio
EE 72 II. Moline
Bus II. Chicago
LAS Chicago
Agr 119 Palestine
7 SS. Vermilion, South Dakota
Lib II. La Crosse, Wisconsin
AC 64 II. Elmhurst
PreJ 33 II. Gardner
Bank 101 II. Chicago
AE 110 II. Racine, Wisconsin
LAS II. Rock Island
LAS 22>^ SS. I II. Champaign
AE 69^ II. Chicago
PreL 561^ II. Rock Island
CE 34 II Jacksonville
Ed 62H 11. Hillsdale
PreM 37 II. Chicago
HEAgr Champaign
Bus lOOH II. Evanston
LAS 83 II. Greeley, Colorado
PC II. Marion, Indiana
131 SS. Streator
LAS Hammond, Indiana
Lib 11 SS. I II. Champaign
lA 11. Mattoon
Bus 43H 11. Evanston
Ed 101 II. East Chicago, Indiana
Agr H. Willow Hill
LAS 114H 11. Galesburg
Accy 99
SS.
11. Momence
Gilman
54 SS. Indianapolis, Indiana
HE.\gr 38 SS. I Vorkville
ME 30>4 I Girard
75 SS. Champaign
Arch I Batavia
lA 403-^ I Chicago
I Ed I II. Champaign
LAS 28 I . II. Chicago
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Harman, Mrs. Helen Rosenblatt
Harmenson, Donald Kibler
Harmeson, Nue! Burton
Harmison, Marien Ellen
Harms. Floyd Greer
Harms, VVilhelmine Doris
Harnden, Percy Carlton
Harnew, Ivan Howard
Harney, Edgar Gene
Harper, Boyd
Harper, Lorayne Helen
Harper, Margaret Frances
Harper, Robert .\nderson
Harpole, Francis M.
Harrelson, John Paul
Harrer, Helen Marie
Harriman, Carolyn Mae
Harrington, Charles John
Harrington, Dunlap
Harrington, Josephine Kneidl
Harris, Barbara Jane
Harris, Carl Garland
Harris, Daniel William
Harris, Everette Bagby
Harris, Gilbert Earl
Harris, James Owen
Harris, Kenneth Herbert
Harris, Lera Savannah
Harris, Ralph Samuel
Harris, Raymond
Harris, Ruth Irene
Harris. Stanley Frolick
Harris, Thomas Weseley
Harris, W. Eugene
Harrison, Geneva
Harrison, Hazel Jane
Harrison, Horace Earl
Harrison, Robert Myron
Harrold, Hester Louise
Harroun, Raymond Ellmore
Harrowell, Dorothy Marguerite
Harshbarger, Ernest Mason
Harshbarger, Thelma Elizabeth
Hart, Charles Edwin
Hart, Herbert Goodeve
Hart, Jame? Owen
Hart, Jane Coleman
Hart, Jane Milboume
Hart. John Maurice
Hart, Robert Benjamin
Hart, Ruth
Harter, Elizabeth Ann
Harter, Marguerite Conkling
Harter, Wesley Curtis, A.B., A.M.,
1924, 1927
Hartford, Donald Malcolm
Hartford, Ellis Fort
Hartke. Robert Engmann
Hartman, Howard Conrad
Hartman, Richard Patterson
Hartmann, Herbert Charles
Hartmann. Marie Lillian, A. B., 1928
Hartranft, William
Hartsook, John Hooker
Hartung, Edward Carl
Hartz, Sylvester Herman
Harvey. Castle J.
Harvey, Cecile Susana
Har\-ey, Evelyn Bernice
Harvey, Gwendolyn Trent
Harvey. Janice Ruth
Harwood, Aubray Stephen
Harwood, Winston Lloyd
Hasegawa, William Teizo
Hasfurther, William Albert
Haskins, Albert Raymond
Haslam, John Harris
Haslam, Winifred Maxine
Hasse, Arthur
Hasterlik, William Bernard
Hasting. Marvin Lee
Hastings, Douglas Alfred
Hastings, Willmore Browning
Hatch, Charlotte Anita
Hatch, Joseph John
Hatch, John Silas
PreJ I. Urbana
CE
Arch
73 I. II.
I. II.
Urbana
Urbana
76?^ SS. Urbana
Chem 32 I. II. Bone Gap
LAS 97 1. 11. Chicago
Eng 20H I. II. Harrington
LAS 1. II. Danville
Bus 35 I. II. Sycamore
Agr 65 I. IL Belknap
LAS 32 I. Champaign
LAS 33 L n. Wood River
LAS 105 I. IL Wilmette
Agr 99 I. Colfax
PreL I. Eldorado
HELAS I. II. McHenry
Mus 74 SS. I. II. Urbana
CE 26 I. II. Carbondale
PU 33 I. II. Riverside
LAS 69 1. 11. Chicago
LAS 35 I. II. Oak Park
24M SS. Des Moines, Iowa
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 1. 11. Norri? City
10 SS. Peoria Heights
Agr I. II. Jacksonville
PreM 14 I. Chicago
LAS 23 I. II. Chicago
99H SS. Wood RiverME I. II. Sturgis, Michigan
118 SS. Neoga
Bus 26 I. Chicago
Bus I. II. East St. Louis
ME 673^ I. II. Chicago
LAS 68 SS. I. II. Mat toon
LAS I. II. Kankakee
ChE 46 I. II. Flora
Agr 3014 I. II. Princeville
LAS 69 SS. I. II. Ridgefarm
Bus 713^ SS. I. II. Crescent City
MusEd 103 I. II. Chicago
Ed 86 I. II. Ivesdale
Ed 104 I. II. Areola
Chem 23 I. II. Chicago
Bank 613^ I. II. Chicago
Agr 118 I. II. Champaign
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 62 Ji I. II. Bloomington
AE 96 I. II. Clinton, Iowa
LAS I. II. Galesburg
LAS I. II. Bloomington
Paint 49 I. II. Hinsdale
Ed 60 I. II. Urbana
Law 6 I. II. Carthage
Bus 34 II. Townsend, Massachusetts
9H SS. Fordsville, Kentucky
Eng 17 I. Chicago
PreL 34 I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Plainfield
Chem 115 SS. I. Arlington Heights
15 SS. Crete
AC 26 I. II. Chicago
LAS 43M SS., I. II. Danville
Bus 53 I. II. Chicago
Eng II. Chicago
LAS 114 L II. Huntington, Indiana
Bus 97H I. II. Chicago
Paint 33 I. II. Urbana
LAS 64 L II. St. Paul, Minnesota
LAS 64 I. II. Chicago
LAS II. WoodhuU
LAS 65 I. II. Wood hull
Agr 621^ I. Fukui-Ken, Japan
CE I. II. Chicago
CE I. II. Chicago
ChE 35 I. II. Moweaqua
Jnl 65% I. II. Berwyn
Bus I. Peru
Arch 27 I. II. Chicago
LAS 49y2 I. II. Chicago
ME 107 I. II. Deerfield
Ed 97H SS., I. II. Bloomington
LAS I. II. Amboy
Bus 29 I. II. West Orange, New Jersey
PreM I. II. Urbana
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Hatch, Lawrence Ray CL
Hatch, Mary Angeline PreJ
Hathaway, Clifford Murray CE
Hathaway, Helen Marcia LAS
Hatton, Betty LAS
Hauffe. Floyd Hunter CL
Hause, Mary Elizabeth, A.B., 1929 Lib
Hauser, Carl Frederick Bus
Hauser, Melvin Henry Bus
Hausler, Martin William ME
Hauter, Kenwood Smith Arch
Havard, Lawrence
Haven, Margaret Winifred LAS
Havens, Ruth Erma Ed
Haverstick, Ben Ralph ME
Haverstock, Richard Teal
Havlik, Albert William Flor
Havlin, Melvin Clifford
Hawbaker, Wilbur Stevenson CL
Hawker, Richard Van Home ME
Hawkins, Frank Corwin Agr
Hawkins, James Homer
Hawkins, Robert John Jnl
Hawksley, Donald James Bus
Hawley, Dorothy Wildenrath Paint
Haworth. Edith Leonora LAS
Hay, Lucile Bird LAS
Hayden, Donald Lee Agr
Hayes, Edwin Richard AC
Hayes, Elizabeth Viola LAS
Hayes, Frank Alfred ME
Hayes, John Marshall Bus
Hayes, Mary Antoinette LAS
Haynie, Elizabeth LAS
Hays, Leonard Keith Bus
Hays, Robert Paul PreM
Hayworth, Frank Richard ChE
Hazen, Leland Gerald MinE
Hazleton, Howard Albert Accy
Hazzard, Ellsworth Mathew AC
Heacock, Earl Rice EE
Healy, John Jay Bus
Healy. Paul Edward LAS
Healy, Robert Worth EE
Heaney. William John EE
Heaps, Warren Rlake LAS
Hearn, Doris Virginia LAS
Heartt, Margaret Elizabeth Ed
Heath, Arthur Edwin PreM
Heath, Kathryn Farrant Ed
Heath, Mary Eliza HEAgr
Heath, Robert Putney CE
Hebard, Gene Fulton PreJ
Heberling, Richard Henry ME
Hecht, Virgil Catherine Ed
Heckenlively, Joan. A.B., 1924 Lib
Hecker, John Wesley Bus
Heckerson, Harry Alexander Agr
Heckler, Francis William Bus
Heckler, Madeline Ellen Bus
Hedden, Robarts Tilroe, B.S., 1931 Ed
Hedges, Mildred Missouri LAS
Hedges, Raeburn Petty PreM
Hedlund, Arthur Ray Accy
Hedlund, Beatrice Lenore LAS
Hedrich, John Henry CL
Hedtke, William August AC
Hefner, Jean Mills Bus
Hefner, Norman Lasher Bus
Hegg, Wendell Theodore LArch
Heggie, Robert James ME
Heicke, Dorothy Elizabeth LAS
Heickc, Ralph Henry Bus
Heideman, George John CL
Heideman, Hazel Marie
Heideman, William Alexander ME
Heiden, John Henry Bus
Heidhues, Louise Henrici LAS
Heidinger, Harry Conrad PreM
Heidrick, Gardner Wilson CL
Heiman, Mildred Lucile LAS
Heimbaugh, Jeannette LAS
Heimbaugh, John Donald Accy
Heimlicher, Fred Bus
Hcimlicher, Margaret Sara, B.S., 1926
Heimsath, Ralph Henry Accy
22 L n. Urbana
90 L n. Urbana
L n. Springfield
n. La Grange
32 L IL Des Moines. Iowa
30 SS L n. Bloominglon
15 SS n. Louisville, Kentucky
28H Litchfield
35 L H. Litchfield
L n. Chicago
L n. La Grange
403^ SS Homer
98 L n. Urbana
71 L n. Savanna
n. Rock Island
88 SS La Grange
78 L IL Chicago
45 SS Carrollton
561^ IL Monticello
II. Kankakee
100 I. II, Mounds
102 SS Lebanon, Indiana
69 I. II. Kankakee
I. II. Joliet
32 I. II. Chicago
29 I. II. Georgetown
30 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
I. Mounds
37 I. II. Rochester, New York
33 I. II. Hoopeston
I. II. Chicago
56 I. II. River Forest
98 I. II. La Grange
66 I. II. Chicago
29 I. II. Champaign
94.V2 SS 1. 11. Marissa
I. II. Glen Ellyn
57H I. II. Westfield
67 SS I. II. Champaign
102 I. II. Chicago
113H I. II. Tuscola
tOH I. II. Springfield
383^ I. II. Chicago
27 I. East St. Louis
74 I. II. Lake Forest
91 I. II. Kewanee
30 I. II. Altamont
98 I. II. Downers Grove
110 I. II. Downers Grove
103H I. II. La Grange
36 I. II. White Heath
I. II. Chicago
I. II. Knoxville
107 I. II. Easton
100 I. II. Downers Grove
I. Colorado Springs, Colorado
24 I. II. Champaign
I. II. Potomac
I. II. Evanston
33 I. II. Hammond, Indiana
II. Robinson
68 I. II. Waiseka
51H I. Watseka
105 I. Gibson City
68 I. IL Gibson City
I. II. Tiskilwa
38 SS. I. II. Matteson
56M I. Chicago
I. II. Chicago
55 I. River Forest
I. II. Joliet
115 SS. I. II. Champaign
31 I. II. Champaign
35 I. II. Union
69 SS. Union
32 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
27 I. 11. Freeport
1. 11. Chicago
25 I. II. Niles
I. 11. Peoria
I. II. Mendota
24 II. Urbana
62J^ I. Urbana
98 SS. I. II. Champaign
SS. Champaign
27 I. II. Aurora
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Hein, Durward Oliver
Heinkel, Harold Herman
Heinle. WLUiara Frederick
Heinrich. Jerome Frederick
Heintz, Cyril Joseph. B.S., 1931
HeiiLZ, Evel>ii Helen
HeiiLZ. VViiliam Henry
Heinzelman, Edith
Heiss. Ruth Miriam. B.S.. 1931
Heister, Edward Hennan
Heitz. George Joseph
Hejna. E>aniel Stanley
Helander, Bertha Anianda
Helber. Eva Jo
Helfenfaein. Rosalind Elizabeth
Heia. Frances Marion. A.B., 1931
Helfrich, Mathilde Tecia
Helfrick, Charles Kutz
Heller, Clittord Henry
Heller. Ida
Hellerman, Emanuel
HeUmich, Hudson Arnold
Hellraich. Walter Fred
Helm, John Edmund
Helm, Marion Stanley
Helme, Bemice Miriam.
Helmers, Fred Thomas
Helmrath, Norman Kenneth
Helstrom^ Jeanette Harriet
Helwig, Andrew Ernst
Helwig, John Herman
Hemmings, Marian Rose, A.B.,
M.S.. 1925, 1929
Hempen. Marguerite Cecilia
Hempen, Marie Celest
Hendee, Robert Lotus
Henderson, Catherine Adaline
Henderson, Corinne Elizabeth, A.B.
1925
Henderson, John Robinson
Henderson, Lois Mildred
Henderson, Myron John
Henderson, Welker VVUliam
Henderson, Wilha Elizabeth
Hendrey, Margaret Helen
Hendricli, Medora Mary
Hendrick. Charles Franklyn, B.S.,
1926
Hendrick. Nina Wicks, B.S., M.S.,
1923. 1925
Hendricks, Frank Douglas
Hendricksen, Paul Joan
Heninger, Fenton C.
Henker, Elmer Herman
Henkea, Jamaine Dorcas
Henkle, Sarah Dorothy
Henley. Mary Constance
Heimesaey, George Wendell
Hpmring, Arthur Brandt
Hennmg. Carl James, B.S., 1927
Henning, Gilbert Denslow
Henriot, Mildred LiUian
Henry, Ada Dayle
Henry, DarreU Austin
Henry, Eleanor May
Henry, Harold Alexander
Henry, Harry
Henry, Helen lola
Henry, Herbert Kintner
Henry, Herrick
Henry, James Thurman
Henry, John Cyrus
Henry, Robert Lee
Henry, Thelma Alleen
Henry, Thomas Arthur
Hensley, Edward Micheal
Henson, Charles Ward
Henson, Evaline Starr
Henson, Willard Riley, B.S., 1929
Henwood, Stanley Edwin
Hepner, Charles Dermont
Heraux, Georges Charles
Herbert, Agnes Elizabeth
Herbert, Catherine Vivian
Hercules, Christopher Dejean
Herda, Edward Leland
Bos 31H I. II. St. Charles
Eng I. II. Evansion
39 SS. Decatur
PreM 541.^ SS. L II. Chicago
SS. Quincy
PEd 68 LII. St. Charles
Bus I. CarlinvQle
PreJ 35 L II. BeUeville
Lib L II. West Lafayette, Indiana
8 SS. Harrisbure
PreJ 11 I. II. Chicago
PreM I. Chicago
LAS 33 L II. Streator
LAS 115 L II. Red Bud
L.\S I. Chicago
SS. Independence, Missomi
LAS 66 L II. MHwankee. \\iaronain
AC 3-H L II. Chicago Hdgfats
AgT unc 67H I. II. Scales Mound
Ed 85H L II. Chicago
PreM 32 SS. I II. Chicago
Bus 33 I. II. St. Louis. MissoDii
Arch 68H L II. St. Louis. Missouri
PreM I. U. Benton
EE 72H I. II. Decatur
8 SS. Crete
PreL I. II. Chicago
ChE 67 I. II. Chair*paign
LAS L II. Chicago
Bus L II. Chicago
FC 54M 1. II. Chicago
Lib I. II. Hillsboio, Iowa
30H SS. Carlvie
77 SS. Caxlyle
Bus 57 II. Mundeiein
CT 17H 1. 11. Mattoon
IS SS. Hanover
ME 78 L II. Rork Island
LAS L II. Downers Grove
Accy 21 I. Bloomington
PreL 60 I. II. Lincoln
Ed 97H L II. Joliet
LAS 97 L II. Evanston
6 SS. Danville
Law L II. AshevUle, North Carcdina
LAS irr L II. Mendota
LAS 65H I. IL Woodstock
CE L II. Chicago
ChE 31 I. Newark
Agr 101 L IL Palno
L-JiS 94 SS, L IL Windsor
Bus 85H SS. I. II. Urbena
LAS 32 I. II. Champaign
AC 6314 II. Brooklyn, New York
-Arch I. II. Logansport, Indiana
Mas irr I. II. Tufvnla
CE 48H I. Champaign
HELAS 33 SS. L II. Pana
Mas 76H I. II. Effingham
LAS 59 L II. Granite City
LAS 49 L II. Chicago
Bank 109M SS. L II. Oblong
AC I. II. Homell. New York
Mas 32 I. II. Springfield
PU I. II. Oblong
ChE 593^ SS. I. Farmer City
Ed 63 L II. St. Louis, Missouri
EE 60}-^ L II. Paris
PreL 33 I. Joliet
HEAgr 49 SS. I. II. Ludlow
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus 8 I. Chicago
CerE 60 1 II. Worcester, Massachusetts
Ed IWJi SS. L II. Nonis City
Ed irr IL NorrisCity
Bus I. Urbana
LA.S I. II. Freeport
Agr 34 LII. Port-au-Prince. Haiti
7 SS. Peoria
LAS 33H I. II. Gifford
AE 33 I. II. Peoria
LAS 27 I. II. Chicago
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Hered, Michael Joseph AE 36 I. II. Gary, Indiana
Hereford, lantha Helen LAS I. IL Chicago
Heritage, Wade Frederic PreM 84H I. II. Chicago
Herman, Marvin George Bus 27H I. II. Westville
Hermes, Donald Frederick PreL 63 I. II. Oak Park
Hemdon, Emma Henrine LAS I. Champaign
Herrick, Mary Bess Ed 66 I. II. Farmer City
Herrin, Arda Marian Mus I. II. Olney
Herrin, James Edward Bank 65H I. II. Chicago
Herring, Harry Lambert Bus I. Murphysboro
Herring, Sybil Frandlle HEAgr 20M I. Cuba
Herrmann, Richard Juan EE I. Chicago
Herron, Dorothy Anne LAS 42 I. II. Chicago
Herron, Elston David Jnl 100 I. II. Shelbyville
Herron, Harold PreM II. Chicago
Herron, Joan LAS I. II. Ceniralia
Herschbach, Walter Otto, A.B.,
1931
Hershberg, Dorothy
Law 30 I. II. Frankfort
Ed 62 h' I. II. Chicago
Hershey, Dallas Dale CE 108 I. II. Mt. Carmel
Hens, Charles Lee Mus 9355 SS I. II. Chicago
Hertz, Wayne Snyder MusEd 145 I. II. Momence
Hertzberg, Leonard Julian PreL 68 !. II. Chicago
Herzberg, Donald Herman lA 125 I. Altamont
Herzberg, Earl Frederick Accy 28>^ I. II. -Altamont
Herzog, Myron Emanuel CE 111 I. II. Chicago
Hesmer, Theodore Casper, B.S., 1931 SS Chicago
Hess, Bernard Maxwell EE 68 I. n. Goshen. Indiana
Hess, Frederick Winter LAS 29 I. II. Evanston
Hess, George Alexander ME 64 I. II. Chicago
Hess, Miles Edward LAS II. Chicago
Hess, Roy Frank LAS 32 I. n. Dan\-ille
Hess, Roy Gilbert AC I. II. Momence
Hesselschwerdt, Catherine Lois LAS I. II. Urbana
Hessler, Rose Marie LAS 33 I. II. Urbana
Hester, George Temple Bank 66 I. II. Miami, Florida
Hetherington, Myra Louise LAS I. Oak Park
Hetrick, Mary Kathi^Ti 7 SS Mt. Sterling
Hettler, Ruth Harriett HEAgr I. II. Oak Park
Heubach, Henry George ME 29 I. II. Chicago
Heuer, Henry James CE 73 I. II. Trenton
Heurlin, Donald Gustave Bus I. Chicago
Hevron, Helen LAS I. II. Chicago
Hewitt, Frank Eugene AC 26 I. IL Peoria
Hewitt, George Billings Bus 4«H L II. -Alton
Hewitt, Sara Frances Ed 121 SS I. Marianna, .\rkansas
Hewitt, Wilfred Ernest PreL 99 I. II. Ripley, Xew York
Hewitt, Winifred Harker Mus 58H I. II. Carbondale
Hexton, Clayton SajTe Bank 60 I. II. Chicago
Hexton, Sayre Julian PreM I. II. Chicago
Hey, Beulah Marie MusEd 120H I. Dixon
Hey, Dean Edgar Bus 32 L II. Dixon
Hey, Robert Carl PreJ 35H I. n. Chicago
Heydecker, Raymond Jay ME 74 I. IL Waukegan
Heyer, Lois Elizabeth HELAS I. II. Bellflower
Heyman, Howard Harold Bus I. II. Chicago
Hiatt, Ronald William ChE I. II. Danville
Hibbard, Roger William Bus 96 I. II. Hannibal, Missouri
Hibbard, William Franklin CE 40 II. Glen EUyn
Hickey, Edward Agr 63 I. II. Peoria
Hickey, Richard James Chem I. II. Rock Island
Hickman, Frank Snodon PreM 90 I. II. Benton
Hickman, Helen Harriet Ed 96H II. West%-ille
Hickman, Malvin Merl Accy 33H I. II. Champaign
Hickman, Robert CE 35 I. II. Danville
Hicks, Da\-id Payson Bus S3 I. II. Glencoe
Hicks, Fred 5^amuel LAS 6 SS. I. Bonnie
Hicks, Harry Lowell Ed 96H SS. I. II. Bonnie
Hicks, Hirlo Potter Agr 68 I. II. Edelstein
Hicks, Owen Isaac AC I. Bonnie
Hieronymus. Marian Grace 90% SS. .\tlanta
Hieser. Ivan W. Agr I. II. Minier
Higginbotham, Clarence Daniel Accy 32 SS. I. West Ten-e Haute. Indiana
Higginbotham, Chfiord Carl Accy 87 SS. I. II. West Terre Haute, Indiana
Higginbotham. William Henr>- L.\rch 50 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Higgins, John Norris, B.S., 1928 SS. Champaign
Highberg, George Marshall Aco- 77 SS. I. II. Danville
Highsmith, LaRue Simons PreM 33 I. II. Flat Rock
Highsmith, Roy Alan PreM I. II. Mt. Veraon
Hiibish. Harr\- Paul AC I. II. Erie
Hiles, Francis Ross Bus I. II. Wilmimgton
Hill. Aaron AC 70 I. II. Le Roy
Hill, Benjamin Woodrow Bus I. II. Chicago
Hill, Charles Alfred FC 83 SS. I. II. Little Rock, .\rkansas
Hill, Dorothy Jeanne Ed 101 I. II. Dan\-iUe
Hill, Everett Arthur 16 SS. Aurora
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Hill, Frances
Hill. Fred Clark
Hill. Mabel Ann
Hill. Mahala Bell
Hill. Melvin M.
Hill. Samuel Howard
Hill, Tolbert Junior
Hill, Uno Theodore
Hill, Virginia M.
Hill. Vivian
Hille, Elizabeth Helena
Hilliard, Francis Marion
Hilliard, Helen Adele
Hilligoss, Eileen Edna
Hilligoss, Roy Landon
Hills, Martha Carolyn
Hillstrom, George Donald
Hilsabeck, Ruby Irene
Hilts, David Glenn, A.B.. 1922
Himelblau, Lucile Claire
Himelreich, Louis Eugene
Hinckley, Helen Elizabeth
Hindman, Virginia
Hinds, Mrs. Rheba Shurtz
Hine, Maude IMatilda
Hines, Norman William
Hines, Vynce Albert
Hinger, Charles Jefferson
Hinger, Frank Albert
Hinkel, Emil Theodore
Hinkle, Ruth Rogers, A.B., 1930
Hinman, Charles Walter, B.S., 1931
Hinman, Mrs. Edna Rapp
Hinman, Eunice Oard
Hinman, Isabel Jessamine
Hinners, Scott William
Hinote, William Burnell
Hinshaw, William Wright
Hinton, Mervin Francis
Hintz, Harvey Paul
Hire. Lloyd Gaylord
Hirsch. Merry Dorothy
Hirschberg, Gene
Hirschmann, Winfred Benjamin
Hirschtick, Allan Bonner
Hirsh, Helen Adeline
Hirsh, Mildred Helen
Hish, John Edward
Hitchcock, Charles Roosevelt
Hiteman. Erma Loretta
Hitt, Ruth Geneva
Hittle, George Hugh
Hittler, George Meehani
Hixon, Ellen
Hixon, George Paul
Hixson, Allison LeRoy
Hladik, Robert Vincent
HIava, Milton Edward
Hoare, Bertram Wright
Hobbs. Glenita
Hoblit, John Alexander
Hochstrasser, Ira Clement
Hocking, Kenneth Daniel
Hodal, Rudolph Joseph
Hodge, Douglas
Hodge. James Morris
Hodge. John R.
Hodgen. Mildred Aileen
Hodges. Alice
Hodges. Farrell Kell
Hodges. Glenn Edward
Hodges, Nolan N.
Hodges, Nerval Douglas
Hodgins, William Salmon
Hodgson, Eugene Morton
Hodgson, Helen Blanche
Hodgson, Juna Mae
Hoebel, Donald Stearnes
Hoeffliger, Robert John
Hoeft, Julius Albert
Hoehn, Marvin Raymond
Hoehn, Willard Max
Hoelscher, Wilfred Fred
Hoepe, Alfred John
Hoerr, Ernest Philip
Hofe, Hans Heinrich von
LAS 100 ?s' I. n. Carbondale
LAS unc 11. Champaign
121 SS. Shelbyville
5 ss. St. Louis. Missouri
Agr 35 I. Leiand
Accy unc L II. Paxton
PreL 88 r. II. Champaign
ChE 70 I. II. Pontiac. Michigan
PreJ 2 I. IT. Chicago
19 SS. Farina
LAS 5 ss. II. Round Knob
Accy 64M L II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 31 I. II. McLean
LAS 31 I. II. Cliicago
LAS 35 I. II. Pontiac
Bank 98 I. II. Chicago
LAS 63 I. II. Windsor
7 SS. Lincoln. Nebraska
LAS II. Chicago
ME 106 I. II. Chicago
LAS 64?^ I. II. Belleville
HELAS I. II. La Grange
130H ss. Champaign
HEAgr 67 I. II. Tuscola
AC 35 I. II. Chicago
ChE 73 I. II. Marseilles
AC 30 I. II. Altamont
Agr I. II. Chicago
Chem 66 J^ I. IL Kansas City. Missouri
15 ss. Bloomington. Indiana
Law 9 I. II. Tremont
HEAgr 9Ja II. Tremont
LAS II. Urbana
PreM 100 I. II. Chicago
Agr 29 I. II. Metropolis
AC iVi II. Chatsworth
EE 85 I. II. Bloomington
Agr 66M I. II. FisherME 34 I. II. Moline
AC 64 I. II. Chicago
Jnl 9i I. II. Charlotte, North Carolina
Bus I. II. Park Ridge
ChE 116Ji I. II. Chicago
PreM 50M I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 31 L II. Champaign
Accy I. II. Ridgway
Accy 33 I. II. Douglas
HEAgr I. Forreston
Jnl 102 I. II. Casey
&}4 ss, Prairie City
21 ss, Pekin
Ed 118 I. II. Chicago Heights
LAS I. II. Champaign
Agr 22 I. II. Stronghurst
LAS 22 I. II. Congress Park
Jnl 69 I. II. Cicero
ME 108 I. II. Golconda
LAS 99 I. II. Chicago
Agr 19 I. II. Atlanta
Agr 86 I. II. Urbana
75% ss, Bone Gap
Arch 31>^ ' I. II. Chicago
AC I. II. Harvey
LAS 62H I. II. Chicago
Bus 103 II. Peekskill, New York
PU unc 29 I. II. Springfield
8 ss, Crawford, Texas
Bus 102 I. II. Salem
CE 107 I. II. Adair
Accy 34 I. II. Champaign
CL 62 L II. Champaign
Bank 59 I. II. River Forest
LAS 98 I. 11. Minonk
LAS II. Homer
14 ss Allerton
Jnl 68 ' I. II. Chicago
PreM I. II. Champaign
AC I. II. Chicago
Bus 26 I. II. Witt
Chem 101 I. II. Carlinille
LAS I. II. Granite City
CE 82 ss . I. II. Aurora
Bank 96 I. II. Aurora
LAS I. Alfeld-Leine, Germany
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Hofer. Jesse Walter Agr L n. Cissna Park
HofF, Harry Louis lA 64 1. II. Oak Park
Hoff. William Ed 120K SS. I. Terre Haute. Indiana
Hoflfer, James Jacob LAS 30H I. II. Chicago
Hofferkamp, Herman Ekiward PreM I. II. Springfield
Hoffman. Abe Lawrence, A.B., 1928 Law I. II. Los Angeles. California
Hoffman, Arthur PreL II. Chicago
Hoffman, Audrey LAS II. Chicago
Hoffman, Beatrice LAS 30 I. II. Chicago
Hoffman, Kenneth Alexander Agr 38 SS. I. II. Dundee
Hoffman, Lyle Edward PreJ 30H I. II. Downers Grove
Hoffman, Raymond Arthur Accy 92 •
,
SS. I. II. Wood River
Hoffman, Robert Ernest LAS 44 I. Chicago
Hoffman, Robert Francis CE 24 1. 11. Chicago
Hoffman, Theodore H. LAS II. Chicago
Hoffman, William Paul Eng 35 I. II. Chicago
Hoffmann, Emil John CL 41 I. Fults
Hofhenke. Paul Theodore ChE 101 SS. I. II. Mt. Olive
Hofmann, Helen 46Ju SS. Danville
Hofmann, Henry Adolph LAS I. II. Chicago
Hogan, David lA 74 I. II. Lawrenceville
Hogan, John Edward PreM 57 I. II. Urbana
Hogan, Winifred Natalie LAS 57 I. II. Oak Park
Hoge, Ernest Louis 10 SS. Evansville, Indiana
Hogins, Estelle, A.B.. 1931 Lib I. II. Albuquerque, New Mexico
Hogue, John Cooper Accy 32H I. II. Sullivan
Hohenadel, John Frederick ME 37 I. II. Chicago
Hohenboken, Arley Kermit Agr 98H SS. I. II. Geneseo
Hohengarten, Helen Marjorie LAS 66 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Hohensee, Arnold Walter CE 4 I. II. Chicago
Hohenstein, Paul Cecil Accy II. Rockford
Hoiles, Charles Douglas Bus 97 I. II. Greenville
Hoiles, James Moss Agr 60 I. II. Greenville
Hoke, Samuel Francis LAS 32 I. II. Shelbyville
Holcomb, Edward Arthur Bus 69 I. II. Sycamore
Holden, Ruby Mae LAS 69 I. II. South Wilmington
Holder, John David Bus 100 I. II. Bloomington
Holdsworth, Fred James Bus I. II. Chicago
Holicky, Mildred Marie Chem 74 I. II. Chicago
Holiday, Harriet Elizabeth LAS 33 I. II. Decatur
Holland, Arnold Bernard AC 32 I. II. Chicago
Holland, Eleanor Wilson LAS 33 I. II. Omaha
Holland, Joseph EE 32 I. II. Tiskilwa
Holland, Robert Ryder Bus 29".^ I. II. Berwyn
HoUender, Alfred Bus 30 ]. II. Chicago)
Holler. Henry Allen ChE I. II. Mt. Vernon, New York
Hollingsworth, Elbert Ray Bus 101 I. IL Rock Island
Holloway, Francis Leroy EE 112 L II. Forrest
Holloway, Lemuel Byrd 7h SS. Fillmore
Holloway, Lonnie Lew 116 h SS. Fillmore
Holloway, Mabel Sarah 7 SS. Bloomington
Holloway, Marion Nancy LAS 69 I. II. Chicago
Holloway, Milton Thomas 5y2 SS. Danville
Holm, Fred Theodore 113 SS. Chicago
Holman, Charles F. LAS 27«^ I. II. Mt. Carroll
Holmes, Burnham Babb Bus 96 I. II. Urbana
Holmes. Harold Hubbard PreM I. Stewardson
Holmes. Maloye Ronald 18 SS. Witt
Holmes. Wesley Clyde PU 25H I. Urbana
Holmes, William Albert Bus 14>^ SS. II. Urbana
Holsinger, Violet Hubbard 5 SS. Granite City
Holsinger, Win Wyclyff Agr 23H SS. I. II. Granite City
Holstein, Arthur George Chem 70 I. II. Burlington, Iowa
Holstein, John Herbert Eng 71 I. II. Burlington, Iowa
Holt, Paul Buehler AE UOh I. II. Riverside
Holt, Thomas Kenneth LAS 65H I. II. Riverside
Holty, Joseph Gerard LAS 66 I. II. .\urora
Holub, Otto lEd I. Chicago
Holzman, Howard Deerson Accy 92 J4 I. II. Grant Park
Homann, Elizabeth LAS 33 I. II. Champaign
Homann, Garry Haasc Jnl 99 I. II. Champaign
Honey, Margaret Ann 8 SS. Palmyra
Hood, Clyde Clure AC unc II. McLeansboro
Hooe, Eva Mae 7 SS. Browning, Missouri
Hooe, Kenneth Monielle 7 SS. Lincoln
Hooe, Virgil Brown 5'; SS. Lincoln
Hook, Florence Stella LAS 99 v. I. II. Grays Lake
Hook, Frederick Albert Accy 1003^ I. II. Jacksonville
Hook, Julius Nicholas LAS 36 I. II. Bunker Hill
Hooker, Kathryn LAS 5 I. II. Pearl City
Hookham, Fred Hepw nli Arch 93H I. II. Oak Park
Hooks, Howard Sharon Chem 1. II. Lawrenceville
Hooper, Frederich Saunders Agr 48H 1. 11. Park Ridge
Hoover, Dcane Paul PreM 34 I. Lovington
Hoover, Ivan Earl Bus 54 I. Idaho Falls. Idah<^
Hope, John Warren LAS 33 I. II. Danville
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Hopfner, Rose Marie. A.B., 1924
Hopkins, B. Smith
Hopkins, Donald Wayne
Hopkins, Lelia Elizabeth
Hopkins, Leonard Stephenson
Hopkins, Thomas Roscoe
Hopkins, Viola Helen
Hopkinson, Harold Raymond
Hopper, Charles Hillerby
Hopson, Merl Tuttle
Horacek, Henry
Horak, William
Horash, Ernin Robert
Horch, George Albert
Horn, Alvin
Horn, Anthony Murray
Horn, Nathan
Horn, Oscar Elser
Horn, Raymond Orland
Horn, Walter Lyle
Hornback, John Andrew
Hornby, Fred James
Hornby, Wallace Richard
Home, Mrs. Mabel Harman
Horneman, Kenneth Herman
Horner, Allane
Horner, David Wyatt
Horner, Frances Merle
Horner, Russell Montford
Horney, Howard William
Horowitz, Clarence Vernard
Horowitz, William Marshall
Horrall, Richard Evan
Horsley, Robert Eugene
Horsman, Maurice Thomas
Horst, Elfriede
Horstman, William Lee
Horton, Anna Lillian
Horton, Hazel Irene
Hosford, William Francis
Hosier, Melville Wesley
Hosier, Paul Robert
Hostetter, Josephine May, Ph.B.,
1907
Hostettler, Frank Edwin
Hotchkin, Miller Hugh
Hotchkin, Robert
Hotchkiss, Laurence Bainbridge
Hottes, Allen Caesar
Hottinger, Helen June, A.B., 1923
Hough, Alice Emma
Hough, Walter Harrison
Houghton, Eldon Eugene
Houndt, George Florian
Houpert, John Andrew
House, Lawrence Emmerson
House, Russell Bennett
Houze, Beatrice Nell
Hover, William
Hovey, Geraldine Elizabeth
Howald, Emil Robert
Howard, Caroline Lillian
Howard, Everett Watt
Howard, Frances Delores
Howard, George Edmund
Howard, George Williams, A.B., 1929
Howard, Milton Robert
Howarth, Helen Nancy
Howarth, Nelson Oliver
Howatt, Gordon Malcolm
Howe, Charles Horace
Howe, Eleanor Grace
Howe, Herbert L., A.B., 1931
Howe, Van Franklin
Howeler, Robert Edward
Howell, Claude Lester
Howell, Harry Arthur
Howell, Irene Marie
Howell, Kathleen Mary
Howell, Madie Virginia
Howell, Sara Elizabeth
Howell, William Cyrus
Howell, William Howard
Howey, Paul Eugene
Howland, Russell Sharp
Hoy, Donald
7 SS. Groton, South Dakota
14 ss. Urbana
Agr 72 L II. Pontiac
Accy 99 L IL Champaign
PreL 62 J^ I. Granite City
Bus 55 I. II. Champaign
PEd 101 I. II. Champaign
LAS 38 I. II. Sioux City, Iowa
Law II. Urbana
Agr 93 I. II. Urbana
PreM IL Chicago
Cer 104 I. II. Cicero
Bus 701^ I. II. Chicago
Bus 33 I. II. Athens
AC I. II. Chicago
Chem 87 I. Logansport, Indiana
AC 34 L II. Chicago
Bus 57M I. Chicago
AC 33 I. II. Salem
LAS 84 I. Chicago
LAS I. II. Alton
PreM I. II. Chicago
Bus 63 L II. Winnetka
HELAS 35 I. II. Champaign
6 SS. Danville
LAS 28 I. II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. Kewanee
LAS 30 I. II. Lafayette, Indiana
Bus 96 I. II. Lafayette, Indiana
Agr S9H I. II. Grover Hill, Ohio
PreL 9H I. Hollywood, California
Arch 73M I. II. South Bend, Indiana
LAS 77 I. II. Rockford
AC 44 SS. I. II. IMattoon
PreM 63 I. II. Salem
PreM 71 I. II. Beecher
Arch 42V9 I. II. Waverly
Ed 100 I. II. Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
LAS 961^ SS. I. II. Tolono
ME 47H I. II. Chicago
Ed 100}^ SS. I. n. St. Louis, Missouri
ME 101 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Lib I. II. Audubon, Iowa
Bus 28 I. Urbana
AC unc I. II. Champaign
Bus unc I. II. Chicago
AE 62H I. II. PeoriaME 111 I. II. Grand Junction, Colorado
LAS irr II. Muncie, Indiana
Ed 61 I. II. Mazon
CL 18H I. II. Chicago
Agr 71 I. II. Atlanta
PreL 24H I. Chicago
LAS unc I. IL Chicago
PreM I. II. Nashville
Arch I. II. Cudahy, Wisconsin
Ed 95H SS. I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
EE I. II. Chicago
79 SS. Nokomis
PreJ I. II. Chicago
Ed 92K I. Chicago
ChE 104 I. II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. Longview
29H SS. Farina
Law 58 I. II. Mt. Vernon
AC 101 I. II. Hornell, New York
Ed 94 I. II. Wausau, Wisconsin
Law I. II. Harvey
Paint I. II. Chicago
LAS 36 I. II. Morrison
HEAgr L II. Tuscola
SS. Rantoul
AC 70 I. II. Salem
PreL 64 I. Wyoming
LAS 823^ I. II. Kinmundy
MinE I. II. Chicago
LAS 71 I. II. Joliet
LAS 67 I. II. Champaign
LAS I. II. Champaign
LAS 41 I. Champaign
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS 26 I. Champaign
Agr 69 I. II. Tuscola
Mus 87 I. II. Kirksville, Missouri
Bus 30H I. II. Shannon
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Hoy, Mary Louise
Hoyle, Hazel Marie
Koyne, Mary Williams
Hoyt, Emily Josephine
Hoyt, William Peck
Hrdlicka, Edward John
Hubbard, Ernestine. A.B., 1928
Hubbard, Laurence Arthur
Hubbard, Robert Koehn, B.S., 1927
Hubbard, Ruth Alice
Huber, Fred John
Huber, George Wood
Huber, Irma Carolyn
Huber, William Lowell
Hubert, Alois John
Hubka, Merle Emanuel
Huck, John Joseph
Huckett, Ruth Frances
Huckins, Helen
Hudelson, Paul McClure
Hudnut, Edith Wise
Hudson, George Gordon
Hudson, Harvey Poff
Hudson, LeVerne Dow
Hudson, Victor Talmage
Hudson, William Lyle
Hudson, William Wesley
Huebener, Fred William
Huebsch, Josephine Roslyn
Hueglin, Marie Hulda
Huenergardt, Otto Kristjen
Huette, Charles Lytle
Huff, Edward Wesley
Huff, Frances Mary
Huff, Lyle Rich
Huff, Mary Elizabeth
Huff, Philip Dale
Huff, Radford Bernard
Huff, Virginia Belle
Huffman, Dorothy Grace
Huffman, Leslie Morton, A.B., 1925
Hugenberger, Reba Ellen
Hughes, Betty Lou
Hughes, Charles Edward
Hughes, Floyd Harry
Hughes, John Charles
Hughes, Leo
Hughes, Sara Margaret
Hughes, Thomas Edge
Hugley, Robert Charles
Huie, Ida Martha
Huie, William Buel, A.B., 1930
Hulick, Claude Otis
Hull, Everett Overfield
Hull, Gerald Williams
Hulsebus, Everett Bernard, B.S., 1931
Hult, Bernard Eugene
Hult, Richard Emanuel
Humbert, Fred, B.S., 1930
Humm, Daniel Leighton
Hummel, Francis Montgomery
Hummel, Hal Eden
Hundley, Charles Everette, A.B., 1931
Huner, John
Hunsaker, Franklin Samuel, B.S.,
1931
Hunsaker, Robert Lee
Hunsaker, Mrs. Rosetta Taft
Hunt, George Rudicel
Hunt, John Franklin
Hunt, Lois Virginia
Hunt, Madison
Hunt, Merle James
Hunter, Bertha Marie
Hunter, Esther Florence
Hunter, John Henry
Hunter, William Henderson
Huntington, Eva De Leila
Hupp, Hcrmoise Jenness
Hurd, Esther Willmina
Hurd, Evelyn Virginia
Hurd, Jarcd Wesley
Hurn, Lucille
Hursey, Mary Louise
Hursh, Charlotte Faith
Hurst, Dorothy Owen, A.B.. 1931
LAS 59M L IL Huntley
LAS 33 I. II. McNabb
LAS 27J^ I. II. Chicago
133 SS. Urbana
LAS I. II. Champaign
CE I. II. Des Plaines
LAS irr II. Harrisburg
LAS 95 I. II. Berwyn
Accy irr I. II. Urbana
HEAgr 28 SS. I. II. Quincy
Mus 22 I. II. Peoria
PreM 32 I. II. Sterling
LAS I. II. Highland
ME 141 I. Chicago
LAS 64 I. II. Peoria
LAS 68 I. II. Oak Park
ME 76 I. II. Granite City
LAS 31 I. II. Champaign
LAS II. Champaign
PreL 71 I. II. Chicago
TCS imi SS. I. II. Champaign
PreM 36 I. II. Ottawa
PreJ I. II. Decatur
CE 39 I. IL Chicago
PreM 38 I. II. Mounds
CE 107H SS. I. II. Chicago
EPh 36 I. II. Fenton
Accy 42 1. II. Buckley
PreJ L II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS U3H SS. I. II. Aurora
PreM 543^ I. II. Fairbury
32 SS. Clinton
LAS 37H SS. I. II. Urbana
Accy 104 SS. I. II. Tuscola
LAS 98 SS. I. II. Urbana
Accy 33 I. II. Havana
LAS 62 I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Urbana
LAS 14 I. II. St. Joseph
Law II. Iowa Falls, Iowa
9 SS. Decatur
Jnl 67 I. II. Rockford
CE I. II. Rockford
AC 1. 11. Millville, New Jersey
Bus 2H I. Champaign
LAS 65 J^ I. II. Carlyle
LAS 67 I. II. Harvey
Cer 97>^ SS. I. II. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Bus 53 Ji II. Chicago
LAS 26 SS. I. II. Champaign
Law 31 I. II. Champaign
Mus 851^ II. East St. Louis
ME 70 I. II. Bloomington
CE 32M I. II. Martinsville, Indiana
SS. Peoria
AE 54 I. II. Chicago
Arch 114 I. II. Chicago
SS. Geneseo
EE 106 I. II. Earlville
EE 23H I. Chicago
EE I. II. Bluford
SS. LIrbana
LAS 34 1. 11. Mt. Vernon
Ed irr I. II. North Chicago
Agr II. North Chicago
LAS 80 I. II. Chicago
Arch 37 I. II. Champaign
CE 1. 11. Olney
LAS 106 I. 11. Decatur
PreM I. 11. Faribault, Minnesota
PreJ 19 I. II. Wood River
8 SS. Shcllrock, Iowa
5 SS. Pinckneyville
LAS 15 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
AE 130 I. II. Staurton
HEAgr 33 I. 11. Benton
LAS 99K I. 11. Coral Gables, Florida
LAS 69 I. 11. Pearl City
CL I. 11. Champaign
Cer 11 SS. I. 11. I'rbnna
Bus 65 I. II. Olney
LAS I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Warrensburg
Lib I. II. Hutsonville
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Hurat, John Weger
Hurst, Parilee
Hurt, Berryman Richards
Hurt, Mary Lee
Hurt, Robert Bohumil
Husband, Mrs. Anne Dillon
Husband, John Dillon
Huse, Martha Frances
Huser, Mildred Lucille
Hussey, Howard Stephen
Hussey, Richard Elmer
Husted, Robert Spencer
Huston, Alfred Dwight, B.S.. A.M.,
1929, 1931
Huston, Lawrence Bruce, B.S., 1931
Huston, Richard Merrick
Hutchens, Ivan Jerome, LL.B., 1931
Hutchins, Charles Eugene
Hutchinson, Joe Lee
Hutchison, Andrew Currie
Hutchison, Wilsona Mary
Hutler, Albert Auerbach, A.B., 1931
Hutmacher, Norbert Nicholas
Hutton, Jack Rawlings
Button, Mary Jane
Hutton, Romaine Boardman
Hutton, William Albert
Hyde, Echo Eleanor
Hyde, Elizabeth Mary
Hyde, George Hampton
Hyde, Robert Lee
Hyde, Roy Joseph
Hyink, Clifton Fay
Hyland, Fred Thomas
Hyman, Berenice Helene
Hyman, Russell Gardner
Hynes, Louise Mary
Hyson, Francis Edward
lagmin, Anthony Peter
Iball, Stanley
Iber, Howard Melvin
Iglehart, Milton Reverdy
Ihlenfeldt, Bruce
Her, Rex LeRoy
Illk, Ethel Dorolhy, B.S., 1931
Immele, Mary Sophia
Imming, Cornell Anthony
Ingham, Geort;e King
Ingham, Ruth Helen
Ingles, John Spencer
Inskip, Francis Robinson
Inwood, Howard Neill
Ireland, Alice Lucetta
Ireland, Clement Howard
Ireneus, Carl
Irish, Vernon David
Irland, Eleanore Thompson
Irle, Helen Elizabeth
Irons, Edward Pace
Irrmann. Marion Gertrude
Irvin, Harry Hugo
Irwin, Constance Elizabeth, A.B., 1926
Irwin. Mary Jeanette
Irwin, Raymond Ralph
Isador, Jerome Rubin
Isenburg, Paul Heyl
Iser, Frances Marion
Isherwood, Marie Elizabeth
Isley, Leonard Carlyle
Isman, Harry Ben
Isted. Donald Charles
lungerich, Dorothy Louise
lurillo, Samuel Dan
Ivaska, John
Iverson, Harriet Marie
Iwanowski, George Stephen
Jaburek, Elinor Jane
Jack, Elmer Simmons, B.S., 1922
Jack, Grace Stanley
Jack, Roscoe Joseph
Jackman, Abraham Izzak
Jackman, Mary Elizabeth
Jacks, Francis Marion
Jacks, Madge Alleene
Jackson, Alfonso Wesley
Jackson, Arlene Naomi
LAS 8 L II. Hutsonville
243^ SS Marshall
Agr I. II. Barry
HEAgr 60 I. II. Barry
CE 85 I. II. Chicago
36 SS Urbana
87 SS Urbana
Ed 115 I. Evanston
LAS 73 I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Ohio
CL 69 I. II. Chicago
CE I. Chicago
Law
SS
II. Cropsey
Geneseo
LAS 68H
SS
I. Wheaton
Fairfield
LAS 30 Oskaloosa, Iowa
Bus 27}^ Pittsburg, Kansas
ME 26 Beloit, Wisconsin
48 SS Champaign
Law 38M Chicago
Bus 28M Dieterich
LAS Danville
LAS 99 Danville
EE 35 Rockford
Bus 98 Auburn
LAS 38 Berwyn
LAS Evanston
Agr 65 J^ Earlville
Accy 69 SS Princeville
lA 34 Chicago
AC 32 SS Moline
Arch 142 SS Champaign
LAS sm Chicago
PreD 14M Chicago
LAS 98 Chicago
lEd 663^ Streator
Accy 63 J^ Chicago Heights
Accy 29J^ Witt
AE 68H East Peoria
Accy 96 Rock Island
LArch 43H Springfield
PreM
SS
St. Anne
Oakwood
LAS unc Pilot Grove, Missouri
Bus 65 Aviston
Bus Clinton
HEAgr 32 Clinton
RME 24y2 Lee's Summit, Missouri
lA 61 Champaign
EE 20 Chicago
LAS 67 Oak Park
Bus 4H Oak Park
130 SS Chicago
LArch nsy^ Chicago
LAS 66 Oak Park
LAS ni4 Thomasboro
PreM Mt. Vernon
LAS 68 Chicago
Ed 86 Urbana
LAS irr Springfield
HEAgr 29 Petersburg
Agr Hallsville
Bus 29 Chicago
ME 37 Pekin
LAS Chicago
LAS Chicago
122K SS Champaign
PreL Chicago
Chem 69 Lewistown
LAS 59 Champaign
AC 23 Retsof, New York
CE 24 Chicago
LAS 66 River Forest
ChE 79 Chicago
LAS 33
SS
Berwyn
Waukegan
LAS 99 Waukegan
Bus Newton
PreM Chicago
LAS 79 Lake Forest
PreM 35 Quincy
PreM 35 Quincy
Accy 4 Jacksonville, Florida
MusEd 115 i! II. Kansas City, Kansas
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Jackson, Arthur Mells
Jackson, Carolyn Addie
Jackson, Charles Alfred
Jackson, Clarence Ross
Jackson, Cornelius
Jackson, Donald Frank
Jackson, Earl Alton
Jackson, Eugene Henry
Jackson, Gene Clair
Jackson, Harold Arthur
Jackson, James Edward
Jackson, Robert Virgil
Jackson, William Roy
Jacobs, Arthur William
Jacobs, Clyde Hillock
Jacobs, Harold
Jacobs, Helen Rubydean
Jacobs, Mamie
Jacobs, Orel Whitaker
Jacobs, Walter Babasie
Jacobs, William
Jacobs, William Barrett
Jacobson, Frances Marie
Jacobson, Lillian
Jacobson, Lyle Gerald
Jacobson, Margaret Evelyn
Jacobson, Robert Dale
Jacobson, Robert Donald
Jacoby, George Watson
Jacquin, Frances Josephine, B.S.,
1929
Jaeger, Harold Edward, A.B., 1931
Jaeger, John Casper
Jaeger, Lillian Beatrice
Jaegli, Harold Henry
Jaffe, Harry
James, Donald Eugene
James, Harlan Fletcher. B.S., 1927
James, Mary Frances
James, Vivian Alice
James, Willard
Janos, Leopold Francis
Janovic, John
Janovic, John Robert
Jansen, Robert Ellsworth
Janson, Robert Clarence
Janssen, Ilene Katherine
Janulis, Joseph Charles
Janus. Raymond Edward
Jarl, Edward Leonard
Jarman, Pauline, A.B., 1929
Jaseph, Malcolm Bryant
Jasinski, Edward Joseph
Jasper, Eileen Alverda
Jauch, Virginia Catherine
Jaycox, Maxine Anita
Jayne, Carol C.
Jeck, Marvin Otto
Jeckel, Louis B.
Jedlicka, Jerry Ludwig
Jedlink, William Francis
Jeffery, Stephen James
Jeffrey, Garnet Lucile. B.S., 1931
Jehlik, Anthony Joseph
Jendcrjek, Edward Frank
Jendrisak, Joseph Erazius
Jenkins, Hilerd Wcstley
Jenks, Bernard Harold
Jennings, Wayne Luthur
Jensen, Earl Leon
Jensen, Harry Dellwood
Jensen, Ingrid Vig
Jensen, Irving Granwille
Jensen, John Edmund
Jensen, Lawrence Norman
Jensen, Marie Margaret
Jensen, Russell
Jensen, Stanley Charles
Jepson, Harold Lee
Jepson, Olive Marion
Jerald, Mary
Jervis, Helen Marie
Jett, Thomas Hayncs
ISH SS. East St. Louis
LAS 29 L II. Champaign
Accy 87M SS,. I. n. York
CerE 1. IL Kewanee
Bus 41H L n. Champaign
LAS 36 L II. Aurora
Ed 94 I. II. Bridgewater, Massachu-
setts
CE 41 I. II. Wyoming
AE 73 SS.. I. II. Danville
PreJ 28 I. II. Homewood
lEd 15H I. II. Champaign
AC 34 I. II. Bridgewater, Massachu-
setts
Ed 117 I. Chicago
ME 74 I. II. Okawville
PreM I. II. Chicago
Bus II. Chicago
LAS 70 L II. Olney
Mus 42 L II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Olney
CE 15 1. 11. Chicago
Bank 67 I. II. South Holland
LAS 72 SS. I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 68% I. II. La Grange
Mus 42 I. II. Rantoul
CL 1. II. Lee
LAS 69 I. II. Birmingham, Alabama
ChE I. II. Rock Island
PreJ 2IV2 I. II. Chicago
iH SS. New London, Ohio
Lib
SS.
I. II. Peoria
Cicero
Bus 32 I. II. Freeport
PreJ 35 I. II. Cicero
Law 58 I. II. Hillsboro, Kansas
CL I. Chicago
Mus
SS.
I. II. Freeport
Champaign
LAS 30 I. II. Sycamore
HEAgr I. II. Erie
ChE I. II. Freeport
Eng I. II. Chicago
Bus II. Cicero
Arch II. Chicago
LArch 69 I. II. Kankakee
ME 35 I. II. Menominee, Michigan
LAS 61 I. Benson
PreM 72 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
Paint irr L II. Williamsfield
AE 83 I. II. Green Bay, Wisconsin
EE I. II. Chicago
Mus 36H SS. I. II. Palestine
HEAgr 29 I. II. Toluca
LAS 42 SS. I. II. Effingham
Agr 18^2 I. II. Bellflower
PreM 33 I. II. Peoria
9 SS. Delavan
REE 37 I. II. Chicago
CL 25 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
EE 6syi
SS.
I. II. St. Catharines, Ontario,
Canada
Freeport
Bus 26 I. II. Oak Park
Bus 66^ I. Chicago
ChE 73 I. II. Lisle
PreM I. II. River Forest
PreL 19 I. Chicago
Chem 50 I. II. Chicago
AE I. II. Batavia
Agr 18 I. II. Oak Park
Lib unc I. II. Hong, Denmark
PreJ 3\H 1. 11. Chicago
Bus 46 I. II. Aurora
CE I. II. Chicago
Ed 115 SS. I. Arthur
EE I. II. Seneca
AC 70 I. Chicago
Agr 127 I. Ringwood
HEAgr I. II. Ringwood
LAS I. n. Springfield
HEAgr 29 I. II. Champaign
LAS 61 I. II. Coffeen
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Jewell, Harold Benson Jnl 106 I. IL
Jewell, Helena Matilda FC 97 L n.
Jilek, Helen Charlotte LAS IL
Joachims, Belle, A.B., 1928 13 ss.
Jochen, Edward Frederick Chem 9 I. II.
Joerger, Richard CE 65 I.
Joffe, Harold Herman PreM 68 L II.
Johansson, Adrian Bus 62 I. II.
Johnson, Albert Creighton AC I. II.
Johnson, Arthur Lee CL 31J^ I. II.
Johnson, Arthur Ray 8 ss.
Johnson, Barbara Ann Paint 57 II.
Johnson, Carl Charles CE 32 I.
Johnson, Carl Hockwin lA 95>^ I. II.
Johnson, Carl Melvin CE SOVz I. II.
Johnson, Carl Milton Flor 96H I. II.
Johnson, Carol Elizabeth LAS 96 I. II.
Johnson, Charles Harliss, B.S., 1931 ss.
Johnson, Charles Morris Agr llOH I.
Johnson, Christabel Beatrice LAS 65 I. II.
Johnson, Dick Henry LAS 52 I. II.
Johnson, Donald Elbert Bus 30J^ I. II.
Johnson, Donald Horace CL 5 I. II.
Johnson, Dorothy Esther Ed 67 I. II.
Johnson, Dudley Caleb Bus I. II.
Johnson, Edward Stanton Accy 32J^ I. II.
Johnson, Edwin H. lA 91 I. II.
Johnson, Edwin Nels AE 43^ I. II.
Johnson, Elaine Louise HEAgr I. II.
Johnson, Eldon Raymond PreJ I.
Johnson, Evelyn LAS 63 I. II.
Johnson, Frances Morris LAS 65 I. II.
Johnson, Franklin Andrew PreD I. II.
Johnson, Frithiof Paul Bus II.
Johnson, George Allison Agr I. II.
Johnson, George Robert Arch 33 I. II.
Johnson, George Walker PreJ 50J^ I. II.
Johnson, Harold Adams Mus 37 I. II.
Johnson, Harold Fredrick AC 101 I.
Johnson, Harold Simon CE 54% I. IL
Johnson, Harold \A'illiam PreJ I. II.
Johnson, Harry Russell lA 55 II.
Johnson, Helen Louise PreJ 35 I. II.
Johnson, Herman Franklin Bus 27 I. II.
Johnson, Hilding Nathaniel Arch 100 I. II.
Johnson, Howard Ostal AC I. II.
Johnson, Howard Vincent Agr L II.
Johnson, Jerome Aubrey Bus 99 I. II.
Johnson, Jessie MacKenzie LAS 42 I. II.
Johnson, John Emanuel 6 SS.
Johnson, John Ulla LAS I. II.
Johnson, Joyce Felty LAS 20 I.
Johnson, Kenneth Agr I. II.
Johnson, Kenneth Arthur lA 66H I. II.
Johnson, Kenneth John EE 85 I. II.
Johnson, Kermit Joseph Accy 58 SS. I. II.
Johnson, Lester Alger EE II.
Johnson, Lowell Ralph PreM L II.
Johnson, Lowell Shuler Agr 83 I. II.
Johnson, Margaret Aileen HEAgr 33 I. II.
Johnson, Marian Rose LAS 76M I. II.
Johnson, Marie Frances Bus I. II.
Johnson, Marjorie Aileen LAS 64 V3 I. II.
Johnson, Marshall ME I.
Johnson, Martha Louise LAS 33 SS. I. II.
Johnson, Morlin Frank Accy 94 I. II.
Johnson, Ralph Kenneth Law II.
Johnson, Raymond Albert ChE I. II.
Johnson, Richard Donelson Bus 28 I. II.
Johnson, Richard Lester LAS 139 I. II.
Johnson, Richard Melvin PreM 61 I.
Johnson, Robert Benjamin Bus 58 I.
Johnson, Robert James CE I. II.
Johnson, Robert Smith Bus I.
Johnson, Robley Lindbeck Accy S5V2 I.
Johnson, Roland Walter CE 35}^ II.
Johnson, Rosemary Mus 27H I. II.
Johnson, Roy Pluister, B.S., 1930 ss.
Johnson, Spencer Edwin EE 36 I. II.
Johnson, Thelma Jean LAS 96 I. II.
Johnson, Violet Irene LAS 32 I. II.
Johnson, Virginia Elizabeth LAS I. II.
Johnson, Wallace Alfred LArch 61 I. II.
Johnson, Wilburn Arthur Bus 99 I. II.
Johnson, Wilfred Reeves Bus 97 I. II.
Johnson, William Eric lEd 80>^ ss. I. IL
Danville
Bloomington
Chicago
Peoria
Woodbridge, New Jersey
Pekin
Dolton
Chicago
Chicago
Oblong
Bloomington
Champaign
Chicago
Rockford
Chicago
Tyndall, South Dakota
North Muskegon, Michigan
Sliawneetown
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Middleport, New York
Memphis, Tennessee
Oak Park
Covell
Chicago
Peoria
Evanston
Chicago
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Vienna
Galesburg
Harrisburg
Chicago
Donovan
Rockford
Buda
Chicago
Champaign
Oak Park
Urbana
Oak Park
Joliet
Mattoon
Athens
Chicago
Chicago
Duluth, Minnesota
East St. Louis
Quincy
Sullivan
Rockford
Areola
Rockford
Chicago
Danville
Rock Falls
Alexis
Champaign
Oak Park
Chicago
La Grange
Mt. Vernon
Elgin
Martinsville
Chicago
Muskegon, Michigan
Belleville
Danville
Evanston
Decatur
Mt. Vernon
Shelby, Ohio
Chicago
Chicago
Oregon
Prophetstown
Taylorville
Belvidere
Paxton
Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin
Geneva
Tuscola
Champaign
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Johnson, William Logan
Johnston, Betty Dessa
Johnston, David Julius
Johnston, Ethel Dickey
Johnston, Floyd Gray
Johnston, Fred Lee
Johnston, Harry Allan
Johnston, Helen Elizabeth
Johnston, James Mitchell
Johnston, James Robert
Johnston, Jean
Johnston, Kathryn Albright
Johnston, Robert John, B.S., 1931
Johnston, Ruth Carolyn
Johnstone, James Roderick
Jokisch, Bernice Elizabeth
Joleen, Reece Elna
Jolley, Paul LeGrand
Jonelis, Frank George
Jones, Alfred Hanby
Jones, Anne Prioleau
Jones, Archie Edwin
Jones, Ardell C.
Jones, David Edward
Jones, Delbert Roy
Jones, Dorothy Louise
Jones. Edna Marie
Jones, Edwin MacGregor
Jones, Ellen June
Jones, Emily Reynolds
Jones, Frances Louise
Jones, Gordon Eugene
Jones, Harold Clyde
Jones, Harold Verne
Jones, James Lee
Jones, Jean Joy
Jones, John Paul
Jones, Kenneth Roy
Jones, Lettie Edith
Jones, Lillian Gruelle
Jones, Mack
Jones, Margaret Barbara
Jones, Margaret Walker
Jones, Marion Dwight
Jones, Melvin Gingher
Jones, Mildred Arlene
Jones, Miriam Eileen
Jones, Norman Pegrara
Jones, Opal La Vonne
Jones, Parmelee Delos
Jones, Paul Guy
Jones, Paul Johnson
Jones, Ralph Breen
Jones, Ralph Kenneth
Jones, Richard Evan
Jones, Richard Wilmer
Jones, Robert Dale
Jones, Roger Dumas
Jones, Rogers Draper
Jones, Rudard Artab
Jones, Ruth Emma
Jones, Ruth Odette
Jones, Theodore Adam
Jones, Virginia Maxine
Jones, Vivian Sarah
Jones, William Perry
Jonikas, Vincent Mike
Jordan, Charles William
Jordan, Donald Thomas
Jordan, Edmund Harold
Jordan, Jack Perry
Jordan, Robert Eastburn
Jordan, Thelma Frances
Jordan, Thomas Harold
Jordan, Verne L.
Jordan, William Kenneth, A.B.,
1931
Joseph, Henry Solomon
Joseph, Julius P.
Joshel, Lloyd Marvin
Josi, Byron Benjamin
Joslin, LaVern Elwin
Joslun, Joseph
Jost, Albert Henry
Jost, Charles Frederick
Jourdan, Annette Louise
PreM L IL Thompsonville
LAS L IL Lincoln
CE 68K I. II. New Lenox
116 SS. Urbana
ME 61 I. II. Wilmington
131 SS. Rocky Ford, Colorado
PreM 33 I. II. Chicago
LAS 100 SS. I. II. Urbana
EE 100 I. II. Urbana
PreL 153^ I. II. Peoria
LAS 63 I. II. Decatur
7 SS. Havana
Law 30 SS. I. II. Chicago Heights
LAS 58 I. II. Kenilworth
EE 97H I. IL Winnetka
LAS 31 I. II. Bluff Springs
LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Bus 63 J^ I. II. North Chicago
ChE 35 I. II. Westville
PreL 64 I. II. Robinson
LAS 113 I. Urbana
Ed 9iy2 I. Chrisman
CT 28 I. II. Ina
19 SS. Canton
Agr 25 Wood River
PEd 94 I. II. Chicago
Agr 2\}4 SS. I. II. Chicago
Bus 27 I. II. Bloomington
Ed 98% I. II. Rantoul
LAS 18 SS. I. II. Oreana
Ed 106 ?i I. II. Edwardsville
PreM 35 I. IL Oak Park
Law 79 SS. Morrison\'ille
PreM 39 Danville
Arch 108 SS. L IL Danville
lEd 65 I. II. Rose Hill
Eng 551^ Danville
CerE 76 l! II. Monticello
40 SS. Decatur
5 SS. Tuscola
EE 73^ SS. I. II. Urbana
HEAgr 117 I. East St. Louis
LAS 32 I. IL Urbana
Agr I. II. Sidney
Bus I. II. Granite City
LAS unc I. II. Champaign
Ed 98 I. II. Stronghurst
PreL 31 I. II. CarroUton
Bus I. Sidney
AC I. II. East Cleveland, Ohio
EE 104 SS. I. II. Morrisonville
PreM I. II. Ogden
MinE 60 SS. I. II. Danville
Bus 34 I. Eldorado
ME 73 I. II. River Forest
Accy 32 I. Rockford
Ins I. II. Monticello
LAS I. II. Mattoon
LAS 104H SS. I. II. Belleville
Arch I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
HELAS 31 I. II. Morrisonville
Ed 100 SS. I. II. Urbana
Accy 59H I. II. Chicago
LAS 63 I. II. Streator
LAS 31 I. II. Granite City
CE 109 I. II. Morrisonville
Agr I. Lcmont
LAS 6 I. II. Kenilworth
Arch I. II. Chicago
Bus 86 I. II. Mattoon
PreM I. II. Decatur
EE 35 I. II. Dccrficld
14 SS. Mt. Carmcl
Bus I. II. Wilmette
Bus I. Allendale
Law 30 I. II. Oak Park
Bus 28 I. II. Chicago
Accy 116 I. Chicago
ChE I. II. Geneva
CerE 82 I. II. Chicago
Ed 69 I. II. Grand Rapids, Michigan
Ed 78 I. II. Waukcgan
Arch 64 I. Pckin
Arch 32Ji I. II. East St. Louis
LAS 29 I. II. Oak Park
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Jourdan, Marion Martha LAS 57 L IL Oak Park
Joyce, Eileen Rita LAS 97 LIL Chicago
Joyce, Joseph Peter CE 92 L IL Chicago
Judikinas, Anthony George AC L IL Collinsville
Judy, Duane James Bus 32 I. Kankakee
Judy, William Harvey PreJ I. IL Paxton
Juhl, Leif Rodholm Bus 96 I. II. Clinton, Iowa
Juhnke, Paul Boniface LAS 57 I. Chicago
Junge, Annabel Frances Bus 34 I. II. Round Lake
Junkins, James Howard ChE 55 I. II. Kankakee
Jurgens, Russell Elsmore LAS 52 I. II. Springfield
Jurjevich, Maud LAS 69 I. II. Lincoln
Jurjevich, Steve Accy I. II. Lincoln
Jurkanin, John Paul LAS 99 I. IL Taylor Springs
Jurz, Ruth Agnes Ed 1061.:, II. Chicago
Jutton, Lela Ed 60 L II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Kabbes, Mary Alberta Ed 63 I. II. Champaign
Kacena, James Bernard Accy 72 I. Chicago
Kacer, Emil Louis PU 32 I. IL Whiting, Indiana
Kaczmarek, Eugene Anthony ChE 17 I. II. Chicago
Kaden, Lester J. Bus 93 I. II. Chicago
Kaden, Rochelle Devorah LAS I. II. Chicago
Kadyk, Mildred Jeannette LAS 35 I. II. Fulton
Kagen, Leonard Alvin PreM I. II. Chicago
Kahn, Emanuel CE 98 I. II. Chicago
Kahn, Marguerite LAS 92 I. II. Tulsa, Oklahoma
Kaiser, Dorothy Dennis 7 SS. Monticello
Kaiser, Herbert Harlan Law ISVa SS. I. II. Monticeilo
Kalb, William Emil ChE 59M I. II. Chicago
Kalchbrenner, William Samuel PreM 12 I. II. Chicago
Kalde, Harold Irving ME 78H I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Kalis, Anita MusEd 99 I. II. St. Joseph, Missouri
Kalsow, Allan Francis Bus 99 L II. Huntley
Kamar, Bernice Alice PreM 32 I. II. Chicago
Kamarit, Henrietta Louise HELAS 68 I. II. Pana
Kaminski, Paul Joseph PreM I. II. Chicago
Kamm, Albert C. Agr 31 I. II. Atwood
Kamm, Alfred Jacob Agr 33 I. II. Atwood
Kammer, Erwin William 23 SS. Kingston
Kammerer, Robert Crane LAS 98 L II. Champaign
Kammert, Donald Milton Accy 98 I. II. South Haven, Michigan
Kamp, Aloise Michael Bus 59 L II. Kampsville
Kamp, Elbert Ball Bank 101 I. II. Mt. Carmel
Kamp, Robert Louis Bus 98 I. II. Mt. Carmel
Kamps, Robert John Chem I. Dolgeville. New York
Kan, Man Hin RT unc I. II. Chicago
Kanaga, Lawrence \A'esley PreJ 34 I. II. Chicago
Kanberg, George Lee LAS 56 I. II. Chicago
Kane, Tirzah Elizabeth HEAgr 65 I. II. Pinckneyville
Kaneen, Phil Fredrick MinE I. Danville
Kanera, Frank Bus II. Chicago
Kanitz, Dorothy Mildred Ed 114 I. Bement
Kann, Edward Henry Bus 16 I. II. Chicago
Kannmacher, Nola Opal 8 SS. Marshall
Kanter, Laurence Victor Bus 103 I. II. Chicago
Kao, Si Cliin. B.S., M.S.. 1929. 1931 SS. Kiaochow. Shantung,
China
Kao, Yuan Chun EE 22 I. II. Hunan. China
Kapernick, John Stuart 113 SS. Evanston
Kapilla, Frances Marie Ed 95 I. II. Staunton
Kapilla, Joseph Michael Agr I. II. Staunton
Kaplan. -Albert PreL I. II. Chicago
Kaplan, Helen Anna Ed 96 I. II. Champaign
Kaplan, Hyman H. Arch II. Chicago
Kaplan, Joseph Harold PreM 44>2 L II. Chicago
Kaplan. Leo 62 SS, Chicago
Kaplan. Regina Esther Ed 84 I. IL Chicago
Kaplan, Sarah Florence Chem 50!:: L II. Chicago
Kapple, William Henry Arch 96 L II. Chicago
Karasick, Sylva LAS 88 L II. Chicago
Karber, James Fred, B.S.. 1931 SS, Equality
Karber. James Winfield LAS 8 SS,; L II. Ridgway
Kargol, Lawrence Stanilaus PreM LIL Chicago
Karlin, Sylvia Lee LAS I. Chicago
Karlovich. John LAS 34 L II. Zeigler
Karnes, William George FC 68 L II. Flossmoor
Karnuth, Roy Fred, B.S., 1931 SS Chicago
Karpinski, Mary Ed 102 I. II. Chicago
Karr, Ruth Ed 99 I. II. Seymour
Karraker. James Wilford. B.S.. 1931 SS Harrisburg
Karraker, \^'ard Milton Bank 67 L II. Mound City
Karrel, Aaron Lawrence AC II. Chicago
Karth, Julianna HEEd 97 L II. Chicago
Kasbeer, John Gordon LAS 28 I. Princeton
Kasch, Fred William AC I. II. Chicago
Kasch, Howard Emmett, B.S., 1931 SS Chicago
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Kasch, N'orman Edgar
Kasper, Louis Ray
Krater, Charles
Katsampes. Chris Peter, B.S., 19.?1
Katt, August Albert
Katterjohn, Catherine Lynn. A.B.,
1931
Katz, Arthur
Katz, Hyman
Katz, Jacob Hymen
Katz, Leona June
Katz, Morris
Katz, Ruth
Katzman, Louis
Kauffman, George
Kaufman, Irvin Adolph
Kaufman, Vivian Gregor
Kaufmann, Marvin Leroy
Kausal, John Franklin
Kavana, Evadna
Kavanagh, Clarence Henry
Kavlock, Charles John
Kavolus, Joseph J.
Kay, Fred Daniel
Kay, Robert Thomas
Kean, Mary Elizabeth
Keane, Paul Vincent
Kearby, Kenneth Karl
Kearns, Camille Veola
Kearns, John Tyo
Kearns-Preston, Davis Alvin
Keating, Everdine Ann
Keating, Truxton Ferdinan
Keck, George Edwin
Keck, George Henry
Keene, Kenneth Earl
Kehagias, Tom A.
Kehoe, Laurence Francis
Keiser, Grace Louise
Keiser, Jeannette Cliristine
Keist, George Nathan
Keith, Arthur Wright
Keith, Eleanor
Keith, John Ralph, B.S., 19.S1
Keith, Lewis Elsworth
Keith, Mildred Bone
Keith, Wendell Hampton
Keith, Wendell Paisley
Kelber, Morris Herman
Keller, Cecil Kenneth
Keller, Ernestine Barbara
Keller, Gene Emanual
Keller, Richard Talbot
Kellermann, Howard August
Kelley, James David
Kelley, Mary Ruth
Kelling, George Fred, A.B., 1930
Kellogg, Hazel Esther
Kelly, Delbert Cleo
Kelly, Frank Dunbar
Kelly, Ina Elizabeth
Kelly, Lester Joseph
Kelly, Mary Jean
Kelly, William Henry
Kelly, William Michael
Kember, Eileen Bernice
Kemp, Harris Atteridge
Kemp, Karlton Hubert
Kempston, Joseph Roy
Kendall, Betty Jane
Kendall, Donald Robert
Kendall, George Preston, B.S., 1931
Kendall, Margery Frances
Kendall, Raena Alice
Kendrick, John Storey
Kenneally, Eileen Dorothy
Kennedy, Carl Melbourne
Kennedy, Caroline Gold
Kennedy, Dayne Harrison
Kennedy, Eugene Charles
Kennedy, George Charles
Kennedy, George Norman
Kennedy, Harold Frank
Kennedy, James Francis
Kennedy, John Herbert
Kennedy, Mary Lurene
Bus 60H L IL Chicago
EE 33 L IL Chicago
LAS 115 I. Chicago
LAS irr I. Rochester, New York
ME I. n. Highland
Lib 1. II. Paducah, Kentucky
ME I. II. Chicago
Chem II. Chicago
LArch 99k' I. II. Chicago
Mus 31 I. II. Chicago
Jnl 90 I. II. Chicago
LAS 30 I. II. Chicago
Arch 13QK I. II. Chicago
Arch I. II. Chicago
Bus 104 I. II. Cairo
CE 56?^ I. II. Champaign
ChE 40 I. II. Chicago
Arch 30 1. II. Chicago
LAS 63 ?i I. II. La Grange
PreM i. II. Wilmette
EE 129M I. Chicago
Accy II. Kewanee
Arch 113 1. 11. Chicago
Agr 88 I. II. Payson
LAS 663i I. IL Evanston
LAS 63 I. II. Chicago
LAS 9723' I. II. Chicago
LAS unc I. II. Boulder, Colorado
Bus L II. Wray, Colorado
LAS 52H SS. I. II. Tolono
Ed 99 i,' I. II. Harvey
AE 115K I. II. Urbana
Bus 101 I. II. Chicago
PreL 39 II. Chicago
Bus 58 I. II. Lima
PreM 28M I. II. Pana
EE 71 I. II. La Salle
LAS 101 I. II. Chicago
Mus 2sy2 I. 11. Mt. Olive
9H SS. New Beriin
CE 57i4 I. II. Fayetteville, Arkansas
LAS
SS.
I. II. Evanston
Du Quoin
Bus 87H I. II. Fairfield "'
IS SS. East St. Louis
5 SS. Grand Tower
Cer 49 I. 11. Wilmette
Chem 108 I. II. Brookfield
Cer I. 11. Urbana
HEAgr 59 I. II. Urbana
Eng I. II. Princeville
Ed 81 I. II. Chicago
lA 34 I. II. Chicago
EPh 39 I. II. Chicago
LAS 41 I. II. Rockford
Law 60 I. II. Belleville
87J^ SS. St. Louis. Missouri
PreM 70 SS. I. II. Hazel Dell
Accy 35 I. II. Princeville
LAS I. II. Princeville
AC 22 I. II. Calumet City
HEAgr 36 I. II. Franklin, Indiana
Bus 94K SS. I. 11. Chicago
129 SS. I. II. Streator
LAS 33 I. II. Serena
Arch 33 I. II. Kewanee
LAS I. II. Champaign
CE 72 I. H. Chicago
Ed 62 K I. II. Chicago
Bank 119
SS.
I. Urbana
Evanston
Ed 103 I. 11. Waukegan
HEEd 78 I. 11. Chicago
LArch f)2 I. II. Chicago
Ed 98 L II. Chicago
ChE 66 L II. Mound City
LAS 38 I. 11. Urbana
LAS 1303i SS,, I. II. Urbana
Chem 35 I. 11. Villa Grove
PreL 8 I. II. Joliet
7
'3 SS, Champaign
Agr 29 I. II. .Antioch
LArch I. 11. Mound City
Ed 81 I. II. Dixon
HEAgr I. II. Dixon
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Kennedy, Mary Virginia, A.B., 1931 Lib I. II. Chicago
Kennedy, Robert Cooper LAS 95 I. II. Dayton, Ohio
Kennedy, Robert McCurdy PreM 62 I. II. Urbana
Kennedy, Thomas Bryant PreM 35 I. II. Rock Island
Kennedy, Wendell Collins Ed 105 I. II. Springfield
Kennedy, Evelyn Elizabeth 6 SS. Taylorville
Kenney, Roger Turpin Agr 34 I. II. Champaign
Kennicott, Robert Montgomery Flor I. II. Des Plaines
Kennington, Ruth Elizabeth LAS I. II. Chicago
Keno, Herbert Bus II. Chicago
Kenyon, Anne Louise LAS 67 I. II. Elgin
Kenyon, Dorothea Edson LAS 93 I. II. Chicago
Kenyon, Elizabeth Louise HEAgr 109>^ I. II. Athens
Kenyon, Grace Eleanor PEd 100 I. II. Chicago
Kephart, Richard Earl AC I. II. Chicago
Kephart, Wayne Bus 53 I. II. Chicago
Kepler, Lucy Vera, A.B., 1930 Lib 7 ss. I. II. Holyoke, Colorado
Kerasotes, Anthony Gus PreM 20 I. Springfield
Kerasotes. George Gus Bus 64 I. II. Springfield
Kerch, Barbara LAS 33 I. II. Granite City
Kerley, Ruby Helen, B.Ed., 1929 7 SS. Carbondale
Kermicle, Forrest Agr 94 I. II. Dundas
Kern, Mary MacDermott HEEd 93 ss. I. II. Urbana
Kern, Richard Peter Jnl 94 I. II. Belleville
Kern, Robert Whittetnore CE 68 I. II. Washington
Kerns, Everett Wesley Agr I. Tuscola
Kerpan, Dan S. Accy 129 SS. I. II. Lincoln
Kerr, Dorothy Louise LAS I. II. Staunton
Kerr, Floyd Allen Arch I. II. Urbana
Kerr, Floyd Worman AC 28 I. II. Morrisville, Pennsylvania
Kerr, Kingdon ME 39 I. II. Hollyi^ood, California
Kersey, Rose Marie, B.S., 1924 Lib 15 II. Shannon
Kessei, Mildred LAS I. Chicago
Kessler, Joseph EE 101 I. II. Chicago
Kester, Henry ChE 60 I. II. Chicago
Keszycki, Anton Ed 95 >i I. II. Chicago
Ketcham, Frederic Lockwood CE 27 I. II. Chicago
Kettell, Raymond Henry 3 ss. Beggs, Oklahoma
Kettell, Mrs. Thelma 9 ss. Roanoke, Virginia
Kettle, Joseph Eugene CE 35 I. II. Chicago
Keup, Fred Edward FC 103 I. II. Pontiac
Keusink, Virginia Morris PreJ I. II. Champaign
Keyes, John Wesley PreM 35 I. II. Rockford
Keyes, William James Agr I. II. Lake City
Keys, Samuel McKennon CL 67 I. II. Lincoln
Kias, Willis Leon AC 68 I. II. Coalterville
Kiburz, Arnold John AC 33 I. II. Highland
Kidder, Herbert Elwin ME S'iH I. II. Chicago
Kiedaisch, George Jenkins EE 35 I. II. Keokuk, Iowa
Kieding, Harry Edward Accy I. II. Chicago
Kiel, Sara Elizabeth HELAS 29 I. II. Summervnile, Pennsylvania
Kiesselbach, Theodore John PreM 92 J^ I. Lincoln, Nebraska
Kiffmeyer, William Paul Flor 120 I. II. Carlyle
Kilavos, John George Agr 87 I. II. Chicago
Kilborn, William Day LAS 102 L II. Decatur
Kiler, Ercilia LAS 37 I. II. Champaign
Kiley, Emily Carolyn LAS 62H I. II. Kansas
Kiley, George Lowell LAS 34 I. II. Kansas
Kiley, Robert Roy Law I. II. Kansas
Kiley, William Jerome Bus I. II. Cullom
Kilgore. Cecil, A.B., 1916 4 ss. Guthrie Center, Iowa
Kiltz, Wendell Richard EPh 4 I. II. Elgin
Kimball, Eileen Florence LAS 98 I. II. Gurnee
Kimball, Preston Whitcomb Bus I. II. Nauvoo
Kimbrough, Ina Evelyn, B.S., 1931 4 ss, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Kimmell, Eleanor Edv/ards, A.B., Lib ny2 I. II. Warsaw
1930
Kincaid, Margaret Lorraine Ed 77 II. Champaign
Kinder, Dwight Reese Law 27 I. II. Litchfield
Kinder, Ira George Agr 24 I. II. Catlin
Kinder, John Frank Chem 72 I. II. Litchfield
King, Bruce Adams CerE I. II. Moline
King, Camille Evella LAS 16M I. II. Chicago
King, Cornelia Lincoln eVi ss. Plainfield
King, Elbert Cyrus lA 137H I. Princeville
King, Elizabeth Winifred PreM I. II. Oak Park
King, Ida Irene 6 ss. East St. Louis
King, James Sheldon REE 119 I. II. Apple River
King, Kathleen LAS 66 I. II. Golden
King, Kathryne Morse 6M ss. Newman
King, Lester Best Bus 29 I. Morrisonville
King, Lois Rae LAS 65 I. II. Antioch
King, Mary Elizabeth Jnl 78M ss. I. II. Grant Park
King, Memo LAS 111 ss. I. Trenton, Missouri
King, Paul Samuel Bus I. II. Princeville
King, Richard McLaury EE 37 1. 11. Kewanee
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King, William Robert
Kingman, Dudley Johnson
Kingsbury, Harold Nelson
Kingsley, Bayard Ray
Kinish, Reverend David Ross, A.B.,
1931
Kink, Henry Theodore
Kinloch, Ruth Elizabeth
Kinnaman, Paul Donald
Kinne, William Spaulding
Kinnison, Marion Thiell
Kinsey, John Cranby
Kinsey, Lavon Clarice
Kinsey, Ulysses Grant
Kinsey, Warren
Kinsinger, Frank Ervin
Kinzer, Richard Ernest
Kircher, Alice Harriet
Kirchner, Lorraine Dorothy
Kirk, Alfred Edward
Kirk, James Covington
Kirk, James Philip
Kirk, John Aubrey
Kirk, Max Lee
Kirkland, Caroline Frances
Kirkland, Paul Gilbert
Kirkland, Mrs. Virginia Elizabeth
Kirkman, Judith Maxine
Kirkman, Richard William
Kirkpatrick, David Easton
Kirkpatrick, Evron Maurice
Kirkpatrick, Frank W.
Kirkpatrick, Lowell
Kirkpatrick, Mabel Eula
Kirkpatrick, Olive Ann
Kirkpatrick, Raymond Adeal
Kirley, Donan Charles
Kirschenbaum, Albert William
Kirslibaum, William Gabriel
Kirsten, Richard John
Kishbaugh, Tyson Prentice
Kisner, Claybornc Eugene
Kistler, William Henry
Kitch, Richard Benson
Kitchen, Donald James
Kittle, William Edward
Kjell. Clifford George
Kjellstrom, John Marshall
Klancar, Anthony Joseph
Klapperich, Marie Virginia
Klatte, Edward William
Klaus, Joseph
Klautsch, Adolph Albert
Klecka, Mildred
Kleckner, Ernest Lloyd
Klee, Eleanor Wilhelmine
Kleen, Albert Harm, A.B., 1931
Kleene, Robert Henry
Klein. Alfred J.
Klfin, Ernest Sol
Klein, Harold Ellsworth
Klein, Helen Shirley
Klein, James C.
Klein, Milton
Klein, Robert Daniel
Klein, William John
Kleinhans, William Milton
Kleinod, Evelyn Violet
Kleinschmidt, Kathryn Frances, A.B.,
1927
Kleist, Esther Ellen, A.B., 1918
Klepinger, John Franklin
Kleppinger, William Alan
Kleszewski, Andrew Stanley
Kline, Edna Lucile
Kline, Kermit Earl
Klinefelter, Donald Hardy
Klingel, Mary Jeanne
Klingeliiofer, Julius James
Klohr, George Wilbur
Klontz, Mrs. Augusta
KIopp, Theodore William
Klose, Ernest Charles
Kloss, Christian Stephen
Kloss, Le Roy Peter
Kloster, Alice Henrietta
Mus L IL Louisville, Kentucky
Bus 68 L II. Neoga
CE 36 I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
CE 51 I. II. Chicago
7 SS. Atchison, Kansas
Bus Champaign
LAS 31 Maywood
AC 84 Flora
Arch SSVi Madison, Wisconsin
Bus Champaign
ME 37 ss. Chicago
55 SS. McLean
Agr McLean
Bus 46^ Peoria
ChE 61 H Chenoa
PreM 41 ss. Utica
PEd 65 3i St. Louis, Missouri
HELAS 27yi Harvey
CL 118 Champaign
Bus 92H Champaign
Bus 30 Moline
CL 67 Ina
PreM 32 Ina
LAS 58H Elgin
Bus 31 SS. Urbana
Bus Urbana
LAS 99 Attica, Indiana
IEd 26 Attica, Indiana
Eng Hinckley
PreL 109 Chicago
Accy Red Deer, Alberta, Canada
LAS 36 ss. Centerville, Iowa
LAS 60 Lone Tree, Iowa
66 ss. Centerville, Iowa
Agr Table Grove
PreL Kewanee
Arch 57 Chicago
PreM 36 Chicago
EE Paris
15H ss. Clarksburg, West Virginia
Jnl 66 ss. Norris City
Flor 109 Joy
AE 109 Oak Park
EE 109 Crystal Lake
Arch 88 Chicago
LAS Rockford
AE 66 Rockford
Ed 96M ss. Cleveland, Ohio
LAS 31 Wilmette
CE 122'^ ss. Chicago
Flor 98 Eureka
Ed 107 Broadlands
TCS Chicago
ME 134M Rockford
PreJ 58 Chicago
Law 57 ss. Chicago
PreL 65 Evanston
PreM 66 Chicago
PreM 39^ Chicago
ME 155Ji Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Mus 5 Kansas City, Missouri
PreM Decatur
PreL 99 Chicago
Bus Blue Island
PreM 30 Freeport
FC 64^ Park Ridge
Mus 33;^ Chicago
7 ss. Chicago
Lib Garner, Iowa
Bus 32 Battle Ground, Indiana
Bank 98H Chicago
CE 72 Three Lakes, Wisconsin
LAS 97 Chicaijo
Agr Blandinsville
XO^i ss. Conrad, Iowa
LAS 44 Belleville
Accy 67 Chicago
EPh 93 Mattoon
99 ss. Urbana
ME 108H Chicago
Bus Chicago
Bus 28 Chicago
Accy 28 Chicago
HEAgr &oyi ss. Chicago
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Kluge, Evelyn Virginia
Klyver, Ethel Marie
Knapp, Carolyn Kathryn
Knapp, John Duane
Knapp, Sydney Francis
Knappenberger, Katherine
Knappenberger, Theodore Gaillard
Kniep, Edward Henry
Kniep, Rosalie Marie
Knifke, Lester Theodore
Knight, Charles Walter
Knight, Georgia Alberta
Knight, Mrginia Helen
Knight, William Abner
Knipp, Barbara Matilda
Knisley, Lawrence Henry
Knochel, Catherine Alma
Knosher, Robert Rudolf
Knox, Anna Karoline
Knox, Walter Andrew
Knudson, Lorraine Sue
Knudson, Russell Olyn
Kobza, Theodore Martin
Koch, Elsa Alberta
Koch, Ralph Emerson
Koch, Mrs. Ruth Mae
Kocour, Orville Frank
Koegel, John Hill
Koehler, Dorothy Marie
Koehler, Jean Elizabeth
Koehler, LeRoy John
Koeller, Almira Emelia
Koelmel, Celia Elfrieda
Koenig, Edwin Frederick
Koenigsmark, Harry Conrad
Koerner, Gerald Joseph
Koertge, Nobel Herman
Koessler, John Edward
Kofoid, Leland Emanuel
Kohler, John Edward
Kohn, Burton Beekman
Kohn, Elliott, A.B., 1931
Kohn, Martha L.
Kohn, Milton Lionel
Kokenes. William
Kolb, Philip Crimmons
Kolben. George Alfred
Kolfenbach, Edwin Joseph
Koller, Betty Barbara
KoUer, Elizabeth
Koller, Ruth
Kolling, Byron Emil
Kolm, Alwin Steinmayer
Komarek, Richard Karl
Komm, Rudolph
Konczyk, Silvester Stanley
Koolish, Marcella Mae
Koos, Gertrude Louise
Kopecky, Ruth Violet
Kerb, Edward Martin
Korczyk, Phyllis Angela
Koropp, Glenn Ernest
Korshak. Belle E.
Kortkamp, Carl Edwin
Kortkamp, Paul Van Arsdale
Koscielny, Agnes Cecilia
Kosh, Estelle Patricia
Kosinski, Vv'anda Frances
Kosior, Edward Frank
Kosp, Pete Charles
Kossuth, John Robert
Kott, John Henry
Koutnik, Henrietta Annette
Kovacic, Ivan
Koval, Aaron Robert
Koval, Francis Vincent
Kovalsky, Harry
Kovanic, Anthony Paul
Kowalski, August John
Kowerski, Edward Peter
Kowitz, Arthur William
Kozacik, Alfred Peter
Kozak, John Rudolph
Kozelniak, Jean Josephine
Kozma, Julianna
Kraakevik, Archie
HEAgr 123 I.
LAS 110 I. II.
I.
SS.
HELAS
24
CE 42H I. II.
LAS 961^ I. II.
LAS 66H 1. 11.
Bus I. II.
Flor 98 ?i I. II.
AC 105H I. II.
BU3 46 I. II.
Accy 51 I. II.
LAS 34 I. II.
EE 37 I. II.
LAS I. II.
EE 621^ I. II.
Ed 68 I. II.
Jnl 86 II.
LAS unc II.
ME 142 ?'3 SS. I. II.
HELAS 36 I.
Agr 67 I. II.
Accy 98 I. II.
LAS i^Vi I. II.
AE 110 I. II.
LAS 66 I. II.
lA 68 I. II.
LAS 1. II.
LAS 43 I.
LAS I. II.
Agr 45M I. II.
LAS I. II.
39 SS.
Jnl 107 I. n.
Accy 68 I. II.
Accy 102H I. II.
EE 36 I. II.
AC 35y2 I. II.
LAS 30 I. II.
PreM I. II.
Arch 26J^ I. II.
Law 55 I. II.
LAS I. II.
Law I. II.
CL II.
Bus 59 I. II.
EE 37 I. II.
Ed 104 I. II.
LAS 29 I.
PreJ I. II.
Bus 66 I. II.
ME 68 I. II.
Arch nm I. II.
Cham 29J^ I. II.
AC 100 I. II.
AC 20 I. II.
LAS 15H I. II.
HELAS 23 I. II.
Ed 72 2-3^ I. II.
AC I. II.
Bus 23 I.
ChE I.
LAS 33 I. II.
Bus 273^ I.
RA 93 I. II.
122M SS.
Bus I. II.
LAS I. II.
PreM 28 1. II.
AC 54 I.
Arch 52,V^ I.
Ed 74 I. II.
Ed 98 I. II.
Bus II.
Ins 23H SS. I. II.
Jnl 73 I. II.
AC 24H SS. I. II.
CT 61M I. II.
Bus I. II.
Bus 993^2 I. II.
CE 111 I. II.
Chem 78 I. II.
Bus I. II.
Ed 90H I. II.
LAS 103 I. II,
ME 141K I.
Chicago
Pontiac
Oak Park
Urbana
Chicago
Macomb
Urbana
St. Louis, Missouri
St. Louis, Missouri
Chicago
Mattoon
Champaign
East St. Louis
Urbana
Urbana
Abingdon
Lincoln
Naperville
Blekinge, Sweden
Morrison
Chicago
Morris
Cicero
Highland
Alton
Alton
Chicago
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Chicago
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Cropsey
Mokena
Decatur
La Salle
Waterloo
Manhattan
Calhoun
Mattoon
McNabb
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Columbus, Ohio
Chicago
Chicago
Rochester, New York
Chicago
Dubuque, Iowa
Chicago
Urbana
Urbana
Elgin
La Salle
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Winnetka
Chicago
Cicero
Dorchester, Massachusetts
Chicago
Mendota
Chicago
Champaign
Moline
Decatur
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Mt. Sterling
Chicago
Chicago
Berwyn
Chicago
Chicago
Boonton, New Jersey
Chicago
Cicero
Chicago
Chicago
Geneseo
Whiting, Indiana
Chicago
Chicago
East Chicago, Indiana
Chicago
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Kraetsch, Elroy J.
Kraft, Clarence Arthur
Kraft, Irving Hildreth
Kraft, James Leonard
Krahl, George Howell
Kramer, Benord Julius
Kramer, Edward Albert
Kramer, John Beverley, A.B., 1931
Kramer, Margaret Grace
Kramer, Milton Sidney
Kramer, Ruth Elizabeth
Kraml, Frank Godfrey
Krass-Kestin, Irwin Harold
Kratovil, Mildred Orchid
Kratz, James
Kratz, William Martin
Kraus, Morris Stanley
Kraus, Robert Russell
Kraus, Sophie
Krause, Charles Donald
Krause, Orva Alyss
Krauss, Bernard Bertram
Kravets, Robert Isidore
Krawitz, William
Kraynalc, Margaret Bertha
Krebs, Robert William
Kreeb, LeRoy John
Kreider, Howard Edmond
Kreider, Walter Carroll
Kreiling, Paul Graham
Kreiter, Ralph Whitney
Kreitzer, John Lewis
Kreker, George Francis
Krelstein, Harold
Kreml, Raymond Frank
Krenkel, John Henry
Kresl, Anton James, B.S., 1931
Kress, Mildred Victoria, A.B., 1926
Krick, Donald Edgar
Krick, Genelle Sutton
Krieg, Hazel Rose, A.B., 1929
Kriegsman, John Caleb
Krieter, Herbert Louis
Kring, Charles Udell
Kring, Doreen Lillian
Kring, Harvey Wendell
Kring, Wilma Louise
Krippel, Joseph William
Krissman, Milton Woodrow
Krivisky, Peter Paul
Kriz, Frank John
Kriz, Vera Rose
Kroeger, Murray Carsten
Krouse, Ruth Thelma, B.S., 1928
Krows, Mary Elizabeth
Krsek, Alois
Krueger, Arthur Frederick
Krueger, Frederick Wolter
Krueger, Jane Dorothy
Krueger, John
Krueger, Mary Frances
Krueger, Robert Smith
Krug, Glenn Conrad
Kruger, Fred Harold
Kruggel, LaVerne Ruth
Krughoff, Irven Frederick
Krughoflf, Warren Wesley
Krull, Norma Alice
Krumdick, Leslie August
Krusa, Charles Harvey
Kruse, Heeren Samuel
Kruszczynski, Alice Charlotte
Krutsinger, lanthus
Krutsinger, Ralph Wilson
Kruzic, John Frank
Kruzic, Thomas Dave
Kubaiek, Blanche Marie
Kubec, Ray
Kubica, John Joseph
Kubicek, Lillian Catherine
Kudolla, Milton Peter
Kuebler, Justa George
Kuechler, Louise Emma
Kuehn, Oscar Raymond
Kuehnert, Max Louis
Kuhlemeyer, Mildred Ethel
Chem 34H I. II. Springfield
Chem 34 J^ I. XL Kankakee
Accy 66 I. II. Park Ridge
Bus 61 I. II. Wilmette
LArch I. II. Chicago
Accy unc I. II. East St. Louis
AE 65 I. II. Madison, Wisconsin
Law 30 I. II. East St. Louis
LAS I. II. Chicago
Accy 64 I. II. Chicago
LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
EE 76 2y I. II. Lyons
LAS L II. Chicago
Ed 111 I. Chicago
Agr I. II. Monticello
PreM 66 I. II. Monticello
Jnl 84 I. II. Newark, New Jersey
Eng I. II. Chicago
Mus 203^ I. II. Chicago
PreM 38 I. II. Chicago
Mus I. II. Huntley
Arch 68M I. II. Chicago
PreM 53 L II. Chicago
CE I. II. Chicago
LAS 49 I. Oak Glen
ChE 70 L IL Greenville
AC I. II. Oilman
Ed 1081^ I. II. Barry
Bus 101H I. II. Chicago
Accy 55 I. II. Chicago
CE I. II. Bloomington
LAS 66 SS. I. II. Elliott
PreJ 58H I. Rockford
LAS I. Chicago
LAS I. 11. Forest Park
LAS 68 I. II. Waynesville
Law 4 SS. I. Toluca
Lib 16 II. St. Paul, Minnesota
Flor 57 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Bus unc 6 I. II. Champaign
IS SS. Hinton, Iowa
Bus 31V2 I. II. Pekin
PreL 56 I. Chicago
CE 111 I. II. Urbana
LAS 103 1. 11. Urbana
Agr 102 I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Weldon
Bus 971^ SS. L II. El Paso
PreM 38 I. II. Chicago
la I. II. Westville
EE 37 I. IL Chicago
PreJ 32J^ I. Berwyn
LAS 34}^ I. IL Decatur
HELAS irr II. Russell. Iowa
HEAgr 18 II. Champaign
ME 141 I. II. St. Louis, Misiouri
Ed unc 78 II. La Grange, Indiana
PreM I. II. Chicago
LAS I. Chicago
Bus 91 I. Chicago
LAS 52 I. IL Blue Island
ME 69 I. II. Schofield, Wisconsin
ChE 34 I. II. Ashton
LArch 124 I. II. Olympia Fields
LAS I. 11. Chicago
EE 37 I. II. Hoyleton
LAS 6614 I. II. Chrisman
PEd 100 J^ I. 11. Rock Island
Bus 77 I. II. Berwyn
Agr I. II. Naples
Arch 75 I. II. Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Ed 963.i I. II. Chicago
18 SS. Louisville
Eng I. II. Champaign
EE 72 I. II. Cicero
ChE 75 I. II. Cicero
PEd 67 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
Law 26 Chicago
PreL 73.1^ L IL Chicago
ME I. II. Chicago
Agr 125 Urbana
36 SS. Champaign
Bus 27 I. 11. East St. Louis
AC 93 I. II. Crystal Lakt-
l.EAgi I. II. Urbana
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Kuhlman, Ralph
Kuhlmann, Martin Frederick
Kuhn, Louis Bernard
Kujala, Martin Jacob
Kukac, Milton
Kukulka, Walter Francis
Kukurich, George John
Kulas, Joseph Francis
Kulin, Harvey Julius
Kummerow, Jane Kathryn
Kungle, Arthur
Kuni, Lester Eugene
Kunik, Charles
Kuntz, Frank Bernard
Kunze, Helen Marie
Kurek, Alfred Theodore
Kurt, Mrs. Helen Blanche
Kurt, Leo Peter, B.S., 1916
Kurtz, William Charles
Kusz, Marian Anita
Kuta, George
Kutsch, William John
Kwinn, Frank Charles
Kwint, Joseph Arthur
Kyle, Genevieve Lillian
La Bahn, Robert Fred
La Baw, Edwin Marques
La Bond, Rose Estelle
Labus, Paul Henry
Lacey, Harris Shackford
La Charite, Rosalie Ann
Lachenmyer, William Thomas
Lackovic Simon Matthew
Ladd, Bruce Clinton
Lademann, Erich Walter
La Dine, Clarence Burnett, B.S., 1930
Ladof, Robert Clayton
Ladwig, Harold William
Laffoon, Cyril Rodes
Laffoon, Frank Daniel
La Fond, Richard Jean
Lahman, Emeline Marie
Lahr, Ross Vernon
Laing, John Alexander
Laingor, Lorene Esther, B.S., 1931
Laird, Chauncey Har\'ey
Laird, Ray Albert
La Kaff, George Louis
Lake, James Harris
Lake, Robert Alexander
Lake, Robert Warren
Lake, Walter Hallam
Lakin, Julius
Lakin, Sollie Harry
Lamarre, Gerard Majella
Lamb, Cass Arnold
Lamb, Harry Raymond
Lamb, Ruth Euniece
Lambert, Esther
Lambert, Kazmer John
Lambert, Wilfred Josef
Lambright, John Sherman
Lambros, V'asilios Andrew
Lampert, Verla Marie
Lampitt, Marian Ellen
Lamplough, Clifford Everett
Lancaster, Retha Margaret
Landauer, Josephine
Landborg, William Francis
Lander, David Stanley, A.B., 1930
Lander, Hollis William
Landesman, Mildred H.
Landl, Catherine Dolores
Landmeier, Vernon Otto
Landon, Roy Mills
Landsness, ^Iarjorie Adelaide
Landy, Samuel Aires
Lane, Elmer Abrahm
Lane, Helen Vivian
Lane, Kent
Lane, Ralph Eldon
Lang, Fannie Georgia
Lang, John
Lang, Lucile Meta
Lang, William Howard
Langdon, Marian Louise
PreM 34 Karnak
Arch Melrose Park
PreJ Aurora
Bus 611^ De Kalb
PreL 33 Chicago
EE 26 Chicago
ChE Chicago
AE 82 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
lA 54H SS Brookfield
LAS Chicago
Bus 100 Carterville, Missouri
LAS 102 Belleville
PreM Argo
AC 70 Strawn
Mus Marissa
Arch Chicago
Mus unc 81H Champaign
Law Clinton
AC Kankakee
LAS 39 Peoria
EE 107H Urbana
Bus 24 Decatur
PreM 50 Chicago
PreM 34 Plainfield, New Jersey
PreJ 35 Tower Hill
Agr 56 Evanston
EE Lincoln
HEAgr 24 Oak Park
EE 34 Chicago
EE 40 SS Los .\ngeles, California
LAS Champaign
Accy 14 Gibson City
Cer 36 5i II Chicago
Accy 59 II Chicago
PreL II Chicago
SS Prophetstown
Eng Chicago
ChE Urbana
Agr Kamas, Utah
75 H SS Hillsboro, Missouri
PreL 37 SS Chicago
HEAgr Urbana
EE 98H Pawnee
LAS
SS
Winnetka
Casey
Accy 29 Griggsville
Ed 106H SS Milford
Bus IIH Savanna
lA 36 Champaign
Accy 91 SS Hannibal, Missouri
CE Wheaton
Bus Park Ridge
AC 76M Chicago
Chem 71 Chicago
13H SS Chicago
AE 551^ Chicago
Cer Areola
PreJ Cerro Gordo
PreM 62 ?i ChicagoME 1123^ Chicago
Agr Buda
CE 58 Covington, Indiana
ChE 12 St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 65 Alton
LAS 32H Pekin
ChE La Grange
8 SS Decatur
LAS 173^ Danville
ChE Elgin
Law Jacksonville
FC 57 Belvidere
LAS Chicago
Bus McHenry
Agr 60 Arlington Heights
Agr 27 Jerseyville
LAS Sioux Rapids, Iowa
AC 24 Chicago
3 SS Champaign
LAS Kankakee
Arch 36 Louisville, Kentucky
LAS 87 SS. Henriing
Mus 34 Louisville, Kentucky
EE Chicago
Mus 30 River Forest
lA 68 Smithshire
LAS 34 II WUmette
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Lange, Caroline Agnes
Lange, Frances Margaret
Lange, Paul
Langford, Fred Harold
Langhoff, Edward John
Langhorst, Alice, A.B., 1931
Langman, Richard Sherrard
Langohr, Elmer Howard
Langsam, Sidney Ricardo
Lanham, Cecil Harold
Lanham, Nitajane
Laning, Erma Louise
Lannerud, Erland
Lanphear, John Lynden
Lantz, Philip King
Lapasso, Frank Joseph
Lapid, Gilbert George
La Pierre, Dorothy Elouise
La Pierre, Helene Grace
Lapin, Ruth Leigh
Lapinski, Barbara
Lapinski, Jean Antoinette
Lapota, Mathew Harold
Larabee, Charles David
Larabee, Mrs. Grace Warren
Large, Emma Mae
Large, James Robinson
Larimer, John Robert
Larkin, Edward Tyrus
La Roi, George Henri
Larry, Lois Eugenia
Larsen, Edgar Michael
Larsen, Harry Willard
Larsen, Ralph George
Larson, Arthur Mathew
Larson, Arthur Paul
Larson, Bernice Roalene
Larson, Betty Jane
Larson, Curtis
Larson, Donald Edwin
Larson, Edwin Porter
Larson, Eric Marshall
Larson, Norma Emma
Larson, Ralph Warren
Larson, Raymond, B.S., 1930
Larson, Richard Rosen, A.B., 1929
Larson, Russell Carl
Larson, Thurston Eric
Lasar, Herbert
Lash, Mattie Willetta
Lasher, Merriam
Lashinsky, Adolph Dominick
Lashley, John Hartwell
Lasker, Selma Jeanne
Laskow, Maurice R.
Lasky, Irving
Lason, Edith Etta
Lassar, Bernice Ruth
Lathrop, George E.
Lathrop, William Harry
Lato, Clara Augusta
Latta, John Donald
Latta, Kathryn Estella
Latta, Philip Rankin
Lattan, Jean Edward
Lattuada, Henry Peter
Latzer, Thomas Franklin
Lauchncr, Aaron Hawthorne
Laughery, Eugene George
Laughlin, Frank Owen
Laughner, Frances Marguerite
Lauher, Aaron Oscar
Laurent, Annas Martin
Laurent, John William
Laux, Margaret Mary
Lavicka, William Leslie
La Vietes, Joseph Ralph
Law, Richard Kelley
Lawrence, Dale Hateman
Lawrence, Ethel Opal
Lawrence, Fred Hunter
Lawrence, Hattie Geneva
Lawrence, Herbert Wade
Lawrence, Lora Jane
Lawrence, Majel, A.B., B.S., 1914,
1917
LAS 95 L IL Chicago
LAS 34 L IL Chicago
EE 99 I. II. West Frankfort
Flor I. II. Metcalf
LAS IH
SS.
I. L^rbana
Chicago Heights
CE 71 I. II. Rock Island
Arch 128 I. II. Chicago
Accy 63 I. II. East St. Louis
lA 134 I. II. Riverton
PreJ I. Urbana
PEd 68 I. II. Urbana
LAS unc II. Champaign
PreM 30 I. II. Chicago
Jnl 991^ I. II. Shelbyville
Arch 127 I. II. Chicago
PreM 29 I. II. Chicago
130}4 ss. Chicago
8 SS. Chicago
LAS 78 II. Chicago
LAS 28 I. II. Melrose Park
CL L II. Chicago
Arch 24 II. Maywood
Bus II. Champaign
19J^ ss. Pawpaw
LAS 107 I. II. Owaneco
LAS I. II. Rockford
Bank 2 I. II. Salem
EE 93 I. II. Crystal Lake
EE 36 I. II. Glen EUyn
36M ss. Champaign
LAS 31 I. II. Chicago
Bus 36}^ I. II. Chicago
52 ss. Chicago
LAS 64 I. II. Batavia
ME 127 I. Chicago
LAS I. Oak Park
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
EE 32 I. II. Chicago
Bus 32 I. II. Kewanee
Bus 60 I. II. St. Joseph, Missouri
Bus I. II. Chicago
Ed 100 I. II. Chicago
ChE I. II. Elgin
Law 151^ ss. I. II. Kewanee
Law I. II. Galesburg
ChE II. Chicago
ChE 109 ss. I. II. Chicago
ChE I. Chicago
LAS I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Mus I. II. Chicago
26 ss. Chicago
Bus 65 I. II. Marion
PreJ II. Chicago
ChE 48 ss. I. II. Chicago
PreM II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
LAS 16H I. II. Chicago
PreM 28 I. II. Lawrenceville
Agr 1834 II. Newton
LAS I. II. Ruleville, Mississippi
LAS 24
ss.
I. II. La Grange
Washington, Iowa
PreM 4S}4 I. II. La Grange
LAS 125 I. II. Oak Park
PreM I. II. Westville
Bus 1. II. St. Louis, Missouri
45 ss. Urbana
LAS 26 I. II. Urbana
SH ss. Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
6 ss. Verona, Micliigan
101 ss. Oakland
EE I. H. Dupo
CE 70 ss. I. II. Dupo
5H ss. Carlvlc
Bus 32 I. II. t)ak Park
Chem 17 I. 11. Brooklyn, New York
LAS 102 I. II. Flossnioor
ME 107 I. II. Springfield
LAS 30 I. II. Springfield
PreM 101 I. II. Ottawa
15H ss. Paducah, Kentucky
Agr 17>4 ss. I. New Burnsidc
6H ss. Newman
SS. Clarksburg, West Virginia
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Lawrence. Walter Scott ME SSVs I. II. Fairfield
Lawrence, William Herman Law 24 I. II. Danville
Lawrence, William Keil Bus 28 L II. Lombard
Lawson, Alexander Edward PreL I. II. Mt. Olive
Lawson, Harry Christian CE 129 I. II. Chicago
Lawson, Herbert Henry LAS 40y2 I. II. Mt. Olive
Lawton, Isabella Greene LAS I. II. Pekln
Layman, Nelson Hall CL I. II. DuQuoin
Lazio, Charles John PreL /ok; I. II. Morrison
Leach, Grayce Evelyn Ed 113 I. Minonk
Leadabrand, Frances Emily 9 SS. Springfield
Leader, William AE 103 I. II. Chicago
Leaf, Louis AE 139 L IL Chicago
Leasure, Arthur Dillon Bus 87 II. Champaign
Leasure, Frances Elizabeth HELAS I. II. Champaign
Leavitt, Robert Nathan EE 64M I. II. Chicago
Le Caron, Maurice Emil ChE I. II. Summit
Leek. Walter Charles Bus 32 I. II. CWcago
Ledbetter, George Wade EE 32 I. II. Elizabethtown
Lee, Avice Feme 16 SS. Uestfield
Lee, Carl 8 SS. Murphysboro
Lee, Charles Wesley LAS 64 I. II. J diet
Lee, Delphin Murry ME 131 I. Ogden
Lee, Edna Alice Bus 86 I. II. Champaign
Lee, Ethard Newton AC 57 I. II. Casey
Lee, Fredric James, LL.B., 1931 SS. Tiskilwa
Lee, Harry Quong RCE 95 I. II. Chicago
Lee, Irma Bemice LAS I. II. Kankakee
Lee, James Robert Agr I. II. Olney
Lee, Robert Edward, A.B., 1929 Law 37M SS. I. II. Silvis
Lee, Robert Ernest ME 105 I. II. Chicago
Lee, Shin Chih Bus unc I. II. Yunnanfu, Yunnan, Chii
Lee, William Oliver Bank 63M I. II. Cliicago
Leech, George Alfred AC 115 I. Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Leech, Herbert LAS 42 I. Marshalltown. Iowa
Leeds, Mary Elizabeth LAS 96 I. II. Sullivan
Leeke, Lillian Jane LAS S4M I. II. Chicago
Leemon, Evelyn HELAS I. Champaign
Leeper, Raymond Agr 97 I. II. Centralia
Leesley, Roger Simonds Flor 21 I. II. Chicago
Leffler, Delbert Coffman 6?i SS. Holdrege, Nebraska
LefHer, Mrs. Delbert 1 SS. Holdrege, Nebraska
Le Ganger, Ruth Elyda LAS II. Chicago
Legg, George Ochalis Bus I. II. Pontiac
Legge, Paul Warren AC 34 I. II. \Mlton, Maine
Leggett, John Gofie Bus 97 SS. I. II. McComb, Mississippi
Leggett, John Robert LAS 34M I. II. Chic3.go
Lehman, Mrs. Ethel L. 7 SS. Chandler\-ille
Lehmann, August H. Bus I. II. Christoval, Texas
Lehmann, Lawrence Lyman LArch 93H I. II. Berne, Indiana
Lehmann, Selmar Lee Agr 26 I. II. Pleasant Plains
Lehmer, James Godfrey Accy 21 SS., I. II. Champaign
Lehmpuhl, Robert Hermann lA I. II. Chicago
Lehwald, John William CL 32 I. II. Olney
Leibenderfer, Martha Jane PreJ 33 I. II. Dayton, Ohio
Leibovitz, Florence, B.S., 1931 SS. Chicago
Leidal, Knute CE n9K I. II. Chicago
Leidenheimer, John Lawrence EE 32 I. IL Herrin
Leifermann, Kenneth Raymond CE 54 I. II. Quincy
Leighty, Ralph Agr 31 I. IT. LawTence\'ille
Leiken, Isadore Irving CL I. II. Minonk
Leins, Everett G. PreL 68 I. II. .Aurora
Leisenring, George Kapp Bus 68 I. II. Springfield
Leiser, Earl Joseph Arch 223^^ I. Chicago
Leitch, Ruth Etta Ed 81 I. II. Bethany
Leiter, Eugene Louis LArch 34 I. II. Peoria
Leiter, Kenneth Sutton EE 791^ I. II. Peoria
Lejeck, Edward Albert AE 122M I. II. Chicago
Lekawitch, Joseph Charles PreD I. II. Bellwood
Leland, Maybelle Amanda, A. B., 1928 Lib I. II. Galchutt, North Dakota
Leline, John Arnold Bus 34 L II. Chicago
Leman, W illiam LawTence Chem 31 I. II. Chicago
Lemen, Orian Gregg LAS I. II. Urbana
Lemen, Wilhelmina LAS 110 SS.. I. II. Urbana
Lemke, Ellen Barbara PEd 69 I. II. La Grange
Lemon, Alice LAS 32 I. Paris
Lemperis, Harry Nicholas LAS 7H I. II. Chicago
Lempke, Leslie Carl Agr 41 I. II. Kewanee
Lempke, Marjorie Irene LAS I. II. Kewanee
Lenc, Hedvic LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
Lengerman, Paul Anthony Bus I. 11. Trenton
Lenington, Estel Ernest Ed 64 I. II. Chenoa
Lennon, James Barry Chem 92 I. II. Dixon
Lenoir, Jewel Thomas Mus I. II. McComb, Mississippi
Lenok, Aldona CT 99 I. II. West Frankfort
Lentz, George Malcolm Bus 124 II. Mounds
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Lenz, Edward John
Lenzini, Arnold
Leonard, Harry Weontz
Leonard, Marie Iva
Lepak, Alfred Joseph
Leppa, Edward Joseph
Leppla, Paul Warren
Lemer, Gerald Preston
Lerner, Sydney Alexander
Lesar, Hiram Henry
Leslie, Edwin
Leslie, Margaret Jean
Lesser, Abraham Samuel
Lessler, Henry Peter
Lessner, Anne
Letaw, Yetive Lucille
Lethlean, Frances Mary
Leutwiler, George Edgar
Leutwiler, Kathryn Elizabeth
Leutwiler, Richard Walter
Levan, Arthur Bernard
Levene, Andrew Henry
Levenfeld, Paul
Levenson, Katy
Leverenz, John Arthur
Levin, Dorothy Redina
Levin, Evelyn
Le\'in, Herman
Levin, Leonard
Levin, Muriel Jeanne
Levin, Nathan S.
Levin, Willard Abraham
Levine, Julius
LeVine, Melvin Arthur
Levings, Katherine Kress
Levis, William Garfield
Levisohn, Milton Jack
Levisohn, Roland Marco
Levitan, Louis Edward
Levitas, Stephen
Levite, Gertrude
Levite, Edward David
Levy, Albert MacCullough
Levy, Alexander Louis
Levy, Benjamin Joseph
Levy, Edwin Joseph
Levy, Filmore Charles
Levy, Herbert Zoe
Levy, Maurice Louis
Levy, Richard Jerome
Levy, Ruth Adeline
Levy, William Bernhard
Lewerenz, Hildegarde Pauline
Lewin, Robert Lawrence
Lewis, Ben C.
Lewis, Catherine Geraldine
Lewis, Clarence Harmon
Lewis, Donnabell
Lewis, Dorothy Eleanore
Lewis, Elaine
Lewis, Mrs. Eloise Shockney
Lewis, Frances Evelyn
Lewis, Frieda Ethel
Lewis, Harold
Lewis, Horace Lockwood
Lewis, James Jay
Lewis, Julia Mary
Lewis, Lillian Lee
Lewis, Loren Elmer, A.B., 1931
Lewis, Myer Arthur, A.B., 1931
Lewis, Robert Oswald
Lewis, Shelby Le Neave
Lewis, Wayne Thurlow
Lewy, Janet Dorothy
Leyden, Thomas Francis
Leytze, Rudolt)h Albert
Libner, Eugene Walter
Libner, Harry Richard
Licht, Mabel
Lichtenstein, Maurice
Lieb, William Ehlert
Lieberman, Isadore
Lieberman, Jay Benjamin
Lierman, Helen Louise
Lierman, Kenneth
Liese, Theodore William
AC 58H L Carlinville
EE L IL Centralia
Bus 138 I. La Grange
LAS 33 L IL Pontiac
PreM 38M SS. L IL Chicago
PreL 34 I. II. Chicago
Chem 106 I. II. Rock Island
EE I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
PreM II. Chicago
LAS 32 I. 11. Thebes
Bus 583^ I. 11. West Frankfort
131H SS. Tolono
Bus I. II. Grandview, Missouri
CE 36 SS. I. II. Chicago
Ed 60H I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Paint 34 I. 11. Birmingham, Alabama
107 SS. -Apple River
ME 110 1. 11. St. Louis, Missiouri
LAS 11 I. 11. Urbana
ME I. II. Chicago
PreM 61?^ I. II. Chicago
CE 12 I. II. Chicago
LAS 58M I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
ChE 11 I. Elgin
LAS 61 I. II. Chicago
Ed 79J^ I. II. Chicago
PreL I. II. Chicago
Law I. II. Chicago
LAS I. Chicago
CL I. II. Chicago
PreM 31 L II. Chicago
Ed 741^ I. II. Chicago
PreM ilVi I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Paris
PreL I. II. Evanston
74 SS. Chicago
PreM iiVi I. II. Chicago
LAS 61
K
1. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS 16K I. II. Chicago
Accy 107 I. II. Chicago
CE I. II. Chicago
AE 107 I. II. Chicago
CE 65M I. II. Chicago
PreD I. II. Oak Park
Bus 13 I. Chicago
PreL 50 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. Chicago
LAS 16H I. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
LAS I. 11. Chicago
14 SS. Staunton
PreM 38K I. II. ChicagoME I. II. Memphis, Tennessee
Ed 68 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
EE nH I. II. Sesser
74M SS. Fithian
61 SS. Champaign
LAS 32 I. Jackson, Mississippi
Ed 83M SS. I. II. Harrisburg
Ed 102 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
HEEd 67 I. II. Benton
CL 12 1. II. Chicago
Bus 3 I. II. Evanston
LAS 30 I. II. Chicago
LAS 65 I. II. Oak Park
Ed 128 II. Chicago
Law 30 I. II. Benton
Law 37 SS. I. II. Jackson, Mississippi
AE I. 11. Oak Park
LAS 92 I. Carbondale
LAS 1. II. Benton
PreJ 11. Chicago
ChE 43 SS. I. 11. L'rbana
Bus I. II. Independence, lowj
AC 72 SS. I. II. Chicago
CE 123 Ji I. Ciiicngo
3 SS. I'hilo
LAS 84 SS.\ 1. 11. Chicago
ChE 106 1. 11. Chicago
EE 82H 1. 11. Chicago
PreJ I. 11. Kvansville, Indiana
HEAgr 65 I. II. Cliampaign
Bus 1. II. Champaign
LAS 1. II. Danville
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Liesenfelt, Mathew Valentine
Lifschultz, Sidney Ben
Liggett, Eugene Jacob
Liggett, John Perrick
Liggett, Melvin Ross
Likes, Florence Irene
Lind, Julia Mabel, B.S., 1921
Lindall, Hardcastle William
Lindas, Eva Belle
Lindbeck, Wendell Arthur
Lindberg, Arthur Fred
Lindberg, Charles Stephens
Lindblade, Ivan Martin
Lindeborg, Robert Gust
Linder, Henry Reimer
Linder, Walter Wells
Linderman, Avis Winnifred, A.B.,
A.M., 1917, 1927
Lindgren, Gilbert Hugo
Lindgren, Robert Frank
Lindl, Gordon Joseph
Lindner, John Morrell
Lindoerfer, George Raymond
Lindquist, Alice Adelaide
Lindquist, Corinne Malinda, A.B.
B.S., 1927, 1931
Lindquist, Willard Emler
Lindsay, George Clayton
Lindsay, Mary Catherine
Lindsey, John Fredrick
Lindsey, Robert Martin
Lindstrom, Mable Marie
Line, Charles Edmund
Line, Harold Eugene
Lineham, John Joseph
Ling, Hsien Chang, B.S., 1931
Lingg, Antoinette Lillian
Link, Joseph Lawrence
Lipman, Eli Allen
Lipschultz, Michael Jack
Lipscomb, Virginia, B.S., 1931
Lipsey, Mildred Margaret
Lipson, Philip Nathan
Lipson, Sidney
Lischalk, Mary Anne
Lisenby, Donald Almon
Lisenby, Doris Alice
Litherland, Noble J.
Litschel, Frederick
Litt, Harry Dean
Littell, Edward Wittich
Littell, William James
Little, Billie Nabo
Little, Robert Maxwell
Littler, Florence Louise
Littler, Mark Dunham
Lively, Doris Edna
Livermore, Bruce Montgomery
Llewellyn, Florence Josephine
Lloyd, Robert Wynn
Loblaw, William Theodore
Lockard, Ralph Taft
Locke, Harry Elsworth
Locke, Philip Francis
Locke, Richard Foss
Locke, Seward Charles
Locke, Virginia
Locke, Wendell Charles
Lockett, Lela
Lockhart, Pearl Rita
Lockwood, William Francis
Lodge, Edmund Adams
Loeb, Jeanette Sarah
Loeb, Jesse Bertram
LoefBer, Elizabeth Franklin
Loehr, Elmer Hugo, B.S., 1931
Logan, Alese Vivian, B.S., 1931
Logan, Charles Elmer
Logan, James Mitchell
Logan, Thomas Manning
Logli, John Henry
Logsdon, Amy Louise
Logue, Olaf Lewis
Lohr, Raymond Anton
Lohrer, Alice Mary, Ph.B., 1928
Loman, Theodore
EE lis . II. Chicago Heights
lA 76
.
II. Chicago
PreL
. II. Rockford
LAS II. Kinderhook
CerE 98 Muncie
HELAS Maquon
Lib '. II. Rockford
LAS 58 . II. Washington, D. C.
PreJ II. Chicago
ChE 35 . II. Rockford
EPh
. II. Chicago
LAS
. II. Delavan
CL 58
.
II. Moline
PreM 33 . II. Norway, Michigan
CE 60M . II. Chicago
CL . II. Chicago
Lib
. II. Rochelle
Bus 27 . II. Waukegan
ME
. II. Chicago
Arch . II. Kenosha, Wisconsin
Bus 29H Springfield
PreM '. II. Elgin
LAS 34 . II. Springfield
35 SS. Waco, Texas
ME 105 r. II. Geneseo
Bus 61 . II. Eldorado
LAS 71 Chicago
AC 30 ; II. Chicago
Agr Bismarck
Ed 84 ; II. Chicago
Bus 31 1 . II. Chicago
Agr 64 . II. Gerlaw
ME 30
SS.
. II. Chicago
Washington, D. C.
Bus 101 [. II. Chicago
ME [. 11. Chicago
PreM [. II. Chicago
Accy 9
SS.
. II. Chicago
Decatur
LAS Omaha, Nebraska
Chem .' II. Chicago
Arch 125 H [. II. Chicago
sy2 SS. Chicago
LAS 98 . II. Weldon
LAS 68 . II. Weldon
Accy 98 [. II. Champaign
PreL 34 [. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 68 SS. I. II. Bloomington
Accy 100 [. II. Chicago
lA 6 I. II. Chicago
HEEd 64 I. II. Evanston
Bus 72 SS. [. II. Urbana
Mus 30 II. Pendleton, Indiana
Accy 82H I. II. Urbana
HEAgr 60 . II. Mattoon
Arch 27y2 Chicago
Accy 99 ! II. Belleville
PreJ 25 I. II. Streator
MusEd 106 [. II. Zion
Ed 103 [. II. Chicago
EE 45 II. Decatur
PreL I. II. Glen Ellyn
LAS lOOM [. II. Glen Ellyn
Ed 68K [. II. Hammondsport, New York
HELAS I. II. Harrisburg
LAS 93H I. II. River Forest
1183^ SS. Pekin
LAS 33 :. II. Chicago
Arch 80M Chicago
Eng 64 '. 11. Monticello
LAS I. II. Decatur
Bus I. II. Paducah, Kentucky
LAS 33
SS.
SS.
[. II. Fithian
Carlinville
Urbana
Jnl 75% SS. [. II. Centralia
LAS I. II. Chicago
ME I. II. Gary, Indiana
Bus I. II. Rockford
LAS 25 II. Rushville
LAS 54 [. II. Casey
Bus 115 [. Cicero
10 SS. River Forest
AC 31K I. II. Granite City
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Lomax, Lucius Walter Ins
Lombardi, Andrew Pierre Chem
Lome, Fay Dorothy LAS
Lonergan, Ross William AC
Long, Bernita Jewell, A.B., LL.B.,
1924, 1928 Lib
Long, Carl Samuel PreM
Long, Charles Burton REE
Long, Charles Hugh ChE
Long, Donald Alanson EE
Long, Gabe Celsor PreM
Long, Gladys Marie Ed
Long, Harold Dale Bus
Long, Harold Rudy EE
Long, James AC
Long, John Curtis LAS
Long, Le Roy LAS
Long, Mary Alice LAS
Long, Wanda Virginia
Longerich, Henry Peter Ed
Longley, (Gordon James LAS
Longstreet, John Matthew Chem
Longton, Marvin Edward Bank
Longwell, Joe Paisley Law
Longworth, Janeva Bus
Loomis, Albert Edward EE
Loomis, Clinton Warner Jnl
Loomis, Virginia Marie LAS
Loos, Delbert William Law
Lopez Videla, Hugo Claudio Arch
Lorenz, Earl William EE
Lorenz, James Abraham PreM
Lorenz, William Albert Bus
Lorimer, Lenore Jean LAS
Lorton, Spencer Dixon Accy
Losee, Gene Weter ME
Losee, Gordon Carroll, B.S., 1931 Bus irr
Lott, Lenore LAS
Lott, Robert Ten Eyck LAS
Loudcrback, Harold Bronson PU
Loukota, Lillian Elizabeth LAS
Lourie, Elinor Bus
Louton, Kenneth Bus
Love, Martin Marion PreL
Lovelace, Eldridge Hirst LArch
Loveless, Jeanette Kathryn LAS
Lovell, F"ranklin Arthur LAS
Lovell, Harry Francis CE
Lovell, Nelson Mitchell EE
Loverde, Santo CE
Low, Frank Dean EE
Low, Harold A. CE
Low, Joseph Charles LAS
Lowe, George Kenneth CerE
Lowe, Howard James CE
Lowe, Margaret Fyfe Ed
Lowe, Paul Gilham Bus
Lowe, Roger Allen Accy
Lower, Kenneth Ellwood
Lowes, Virginia Ann Bus
Lowman, June Katharine LAS
Lowry, James Edson LArch
Lowry, Leonard AC
Lowry, Wilson McNeil LAS
Lu, Mann Chan ChE
Luby, Don Verne PU
Lucas, Harry McEvoy Ed
Luce, Mrs. Ethel Jones Ed unc
Luce, Wilford Hardy Agr
Ludcrs, Richard Harry PU
Ludlow, Daniel Alfred ME
Lud merer, Sol PreM
Ludwig, Jane Denton LAS
Ludwig, Lorin Dorothea LAS
Luebke, Harold George Bus
Luedke, Walter Gustav Agr
Luer, Gertrude Lillian Bus
Luetzelschwab, Edgar John CE
Luetzelschwab, Roland Otto CE
Lukas, Gaze Elmer, B.S., 1930 Law
Luke, Edward Albert PreM
Lund, Edytho Ellen LAS
Lund, John Herbert CL
Lund, Rolland James AC
Lundahl, Leon Joseph
Lundahl, Melvin Oscar Accy
27 I. II. Chicago
22 I. II. Chicago
94 I. II. Chicago
7 II. Chicago
11 SS. I. II. Lewistown
I. II. Newman
100 I. II. Mt. Carmel
I. Pekin
84 I. II. Peoria
S2H I. II. Danville
63 I. II. Milton
95^ SS. I. II. Urbana
U3?i I. II. Beecher City
30 I. II. Waterloo, New York
92 I. Mt. Morris
69 I. II. Mt. Auburn
55 I. IL Rock Island
7 SS. Norris City
68 I. II. East St. Louis
93 J^ SS. I. II. Joliet
I. II. Decatur
24 II. Chicago
I. II. Hillsboro
34 I. II. McLean
112M I. Rockford
68 I. II. La Grange
99% I. II. La Grange
32J^ SS. I. II. Quincy
53 SS. I. II. New York, New York
I. II. Belleville
I. II. Oak Park
64 I. II. Freeport
68 I. II. Winnetka
I. II. Cowden
33 I. II. Hebron
II. Hebron
17 SS. II. St. Louis, Missouri
lOVi I. II. Berwyn
53 SS. I. II. Pontiac
28 I. II. Chicago
I. II. Evanston
23J^ I. Des Plaines
98 I. II. Lewistown
32 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
61 I. II. Sullivan
24J^ I. II. Champaign
109 I. II. Lewistown
69 SS. I. 11. Decatur
I. Chicago
67H I. II. Davenport, Iowa
1343^ SS. I. Lake Forest
31 I. II. Hammond, Indiana
123 I. II. Sullivan
37 I. II. Michigan City, Indiana
66 I. II. Algonquin
29^ I. II. Sullivan
100 I. II. Decatur
14>^ SS. Lakewood, Ohio
II. Evanston
35 J4 I. II. Ogden
60 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
12 I. II. Chicago
32 II. Columbus, Kansas
44 II. Chicago
69 I. II. Hoopeston
101 SS. I. II. Sheridan
31 I. II. Urbana
II. Evanston
II. Chicago
65 I. II. Champaign
34 I. II. Chicago
I. II. Wilmette
67 I. Chicago
32 I. II. Oak Park
64 I. II. Chatham
116 SS. I. Alton
34 I. II. Millstadt
I. II. Millstadt
II. East St. Louis
I. II. Waukegan
30 I. II. Chicago
20 1. 11. Chicago
101 I. II. Kcasbcy, New Jersey
34H SS. Rockford
98 I. II. Rockford
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Lundberg, Carl Elmer
Lundberg, Thomas Taft
Lundeberg, Homer Vitalis
Lundeen, Thomas Arthur
Lundin, Leonard Wallace
Lundquist, Clarence Theodore
Luneberg, James Julian
Lurie, Fannye Mae
Lurya, Dorothy
Lusk, Estlier Louise
Luster, Helen Josephine
Luther, Caroline, A.B., 1912
Luther, Elmer Carl
Luther, John Carlyle
Luther, Mary Zelenda
Luther, Robert Henry
Luthy, Fred Radley
Lutke, Catherine Alice
Lutter, Henry George
Lutton, Albert Vern
Lutz, John Henry
Lux, Fay Kinzel, A.B., 1931
Lycan, Carl Theodore
Lycan, Fern, B.S., 1931
Lyddon, Donald Withers
Lyddon, Ruth Ann
Lyerla, Burke
Lymper, Mrs. Margaret McGuan
Lymperopoulos, James L.
Lymperopoulos, John Louis
Lynch, Floyd William
Lynch, Francis Eugene
Lynch, Grover Kenneth
Lynch, Thomas Patrick
Lynch, Willis Bert
Lynge, Morgan James
Lynge, Raymond Thomas
Lynn, Helen V'ictoria
Lynott, Mary Lou
Lyon, Clyde William. B.S., 1931
Lyon, Dorothy Mae
Lyon, Frederick ScouUer
Lyon, John Padget
Lyon, William Rawlings
Lyons, Alice Bessie
Lyons, Jack Alanysius
Lyons, Russell Herschell
Lytle, Edith
Lytle, Lorene Wilma
Lytton, Lawrence Wayne
McAdam, Donald Roger
McAdam, Joseph Lee
McAdam, Neva Nadine, B.S., 1931
McAdams, John Daugherity
McA^hren, Willard Calvin
McAllister, Mary Janice
MacAlpine, Jean Christine
McAnaily Edward Davis
McAnulty, Esther Susan
MaAuley, Grace
McAuley, Josephine Kathryn
McBride Gladys Mildred
McBride, James Allen
McBrlde, Matthew Laurence
McBroom, Rowland Curtis
McBurney, Charles Edward
McCabe, Claude Philip
McCabe, Dorothy Grace
McCabe, William Stokes
McCabe, William Thomas
McCain, Martha Elizabeth
McCain, Olive Martha
McCall, James Arthur
McCallister, Forrest Samuel
McCall um, Georgena Dorotiiy
McCane, Harley Adam
McCann, Maurice Adell
McCann, Walter Lee
McCann, William Charles
McCannon, John Silas
McCannon, Roland Bradley
McCarl, Howard Hinds
McCarthy, Edward J.
McCarthy, Francis William
McCartin, Harlin Floyd
McCarty, Leon Clifford, A. B., 1922
Arch n. Oak Park
EE 62 L Evanston
Law 6 L n. Chicago
Bus 89^/6 L Molina
LAS 109 L n. Rockford
Bus 108 L II. Chicago
LAS 57J^ 1. II. Chicago
LAS 88 I. II. Hammond, Indiana
LAS 30 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 51 I. II. Grays Lake
LAS 32
SS.
I. II. Evanston
Champaign
Accy 68 I. II. Lake Forest
5 SS. Piper City
Mus 77 SS. 1. 11. Wilmington
Accy 61J^ 1. 11. Berwyn
LAS 29 I. II. Peoria
LAS 1. II. Chicago
Cer 35 I. II. Glenview
Agr 63M I. II. Kankakee
PreL I. II. Astoria
Ed II. Urbana
Agr 131 SS. I. Marshall
Bus irr II. Marshall
PreM 70 1. 11. Rockford
LAS I. II. Rockford
Bus 61 II. Hillsboro
LAS 99 I. Urbana
Ed 134 II. Argo
LAS 6 I. Argo
Ed 99H I. II. Tonica
Bus I. II. Horseheads, New York
CE 107M I. II. Sidell
AC 32 I. II. Horseheads, New York
AC II. Dupo
AE 72 SS. I. II. Urbana
CE 134 I. II. Urbana
HEEd 96 I. II. Urbana
LAS 101>^
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Milford
Ed 62,
^
I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Bus 113 I. Pontiac
ME I. II. Rockford
CE 25 I. Decatur
46 J4 SS. Urbana
Bus 63H I. II. Cicero
AC 35 I. II. Springfield
LAS I. n. Urbana
Paint I. II. Urbana
35 SS. Metropolis
PreL I. Champaign
AC 93 je SS.
SS.
I. II. Champaign
Danville
Jnl 64 SS. I. II. Alton
LAS 77}^ I. Sioux City, Iowa
15 SS. Lincoln
LAS I. II. Llanerch, Pennsylvania
17 SS. Kennett, Missouri
LAS 102 SS. I. II. Springfield
Ed 61 I. II. Forest Park
LAS I. Urbana
Jnl unc 64 II. Peoria
lA 27 I. II. Kokomo Indiana
AC 28H 1. 11. Chicago
LAS 111?6 I. II. Speer
Arch 82 I. II. Chicago
AC 61M I. II. Berwyn
LAS 68 I. II. Chicago
LAS 42 >i I. Urbana
Accy 60 I. II. Pontiac
5 SS. Areola
HEAgr I. II. Urbana
Ed 107 SS. I. II. Charleston
LAS I. II. Rockport
LAS 34 I. II. Potomac
ME 117 1. 11. Sumner
Bus 6 I. II. Battle Creek, Michigan
ME 107 J^ I. II. Chicago
Agr 25y2 I. II. Monticello
Agr I. II. Sugar Grove
9 SS. Richmond
ME 54H
SS.
I. II. Kinderhook
Rockford
ChE 62 I. Decatur
LAS 30}4 I. II. Egan
Law 42^0 SS. I. II. Urbana
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McCaskill, Margaret Jane
McCauley, William Byron
McCauley, William Edward
McChesney, Joe Edgar
McClain, John Luther
McClain, Ruth Gilbert
McClara, E. Alberta
McClelland, Charles Paul
McClevey, Arthur Marriott
MacCIinchie, Robert
McCIintick, Lucile Ruth
McCloskey, Donald Stephen
McClure, Howe Elliott
McClure, John Allan
McClure, Lewis Sheppard
McClure, Norman Bernardus, B.S.,
1929
McClurkin, Elizabeth Ina
McCoard, Arthur Palen
McCollom, Lulu Faye
McCollum, Fred
McComb, Ralph Wendell, Ph.B.,
1929
McConachie, Donald Wright
McConchie, Richard Duane
McConnell, Frances Lois
McConnell, Freeman Erton
McConnell, Golden
McConnell, Harold Edward
McConnell, Lowell Roy
McConnell, Monica Jacqueline
McConnell, William McClure
McCool, William S.
McCord, Carl Hugo
McCord, Catherine Harriet
McCormick, George William
McCormick, Harold Donovan
McCormick, James Dayton
McCormick, John Martin
McCormick, Richard Francis
McCormick, Royal Eugene
McCowan, Richard John
McCown, Cloyde Yates, B.S.,
McCoy, Florence Winifred
McCoy, Glenda Eloise
McCoy, Martha Helen, A.B.,
1920. 1924
McCoy, Otis Jennings
McCreary, Mary Betty
McCredie, Edward Francis
McCreery, Dariine Virginia
McCreery, Norma Hood
McCulloch, Harry Weber
McCullough, John Ard
McCumber, Dean Rice, A.B.
McCumber, Mary Louise
McCumber, Max
McCurdy, Harold Daniel
McCurdy, Mother St. Lawrence
McDaniel, Claude White
McDaniel, Fannie May
McDaniel, John
McDaniel, Seaton Franswell
McDermith, Eudora Milburn
McDermith, Harry
McDermont, Verne Alexander, B.S.,
1931
McDeviit, George Edwin
McDonald, Alice Dorothy, B.S.,
B.S., 1924, 1931
McDonald, Ambrose George
McDonald, Charles Augustus
McDonald, Donald
McDonald, Edwin Lawrence
McDonald, Georgine Belle, A.B.,
A.M., 1930, 1931
MacDonald, Helen Louise
McDonald, Paul Edwin
MacDonald, Paul Kistler
McDonough, Louise Alcesta, .•X.B.,
1931
McDorman, John Allen
McDowell, Philip William
McEachran, Kenneth William
McElligott, John Joseph
1930
A.M.
1931
LAS 27>^ I n. Urbana
EE 109 I n. Rock Island
Agr 74 Ji I IL Carlinville
Bus 60 SS. I n. Glen EUyn
LAS 25 I n. Edwardsville
PreJ I n. Chicago
Mus I n. Urbana
5 SS. Jacksonville
Bus I n. Oak Park
EE 107H I n. East St. Louis
LAS 97^ I n. Peoria
AE 75 I IL Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 66 I n. Decatur
IEd 76 I IL Assumption
ME 28 I II. Chicago
Agr irr SS. I •Assumption
LAS 91,H SS. I II. New York, New York
EE 99 I II. Chicago
HEAgr I II. Urbana
Law- 79 I Louisville
Lib 2 I n. Cliicago
Accy 27"^ I IL Sparta
LAS I II. Marshall
LAS 102 I II. Evanston
LAS I II. Danville
PreL I II. Benton
EE 74 I Chicago
CL 62H SS. I IL Benton
LAS I II. Oak Park
EE 54 I II. Chicago
Agr I II. Decatur
LAS I IL Caruthersville, Missouri
Mus 65 I II. Blue Island
PreL 69 I II. East St. Louis
LAS 91>^ I II. Carterville
LAS 26 I II. Harrisburg
CerE 108 I II. Oakland
ChE I II. Chicago
Agr 23 I II. Oblong
AE 483^ II. Aurora
Asr irr I Urbana
Ed 60 I II. Chicago Heights
8 SS.
SS.
East Liverpool, Ohio
Urbana
AE I II. Springfield
LAS 35 I II. Danville
ME 53 I II. Wood River
HELAS 106 SS. I II. Augusta
LAS 91>i SS. I II. Augusta
LAS I 11. Pontiac
Accy 66"^ SS. I II. Chicago
Ed II. Lewistown
LAS 99 I II. Lewistown
LAS 31H I II. Lewistown
AC 17 I St. Louis, Missouri
UVi SS. Waukegan
CL 37 SS. I II. Champaign
19.^6 SS. Champaign
Bus I IL Elmhurst
Bus I II. Urbana
6 SS. Jacksonville
CE 72 I
SS.
II. Cowden
Riverside, California
PreL 9»y2 I
SS.
II. Keokuk, Iowa
Cherryvale, Kansas
Bus 60 I Jerome, Arizona
Bus 33 1 ' II. Arthur
AC 78 I . II. Urbana
AC 12 I
SS.
. II. Chicago
Champaign
Ed 67 I . II. Chicago
Bus 67J., I . 11. Chicago
Bus 91 I . 11. Danville
Lib I . II. Whittier, California
EE 48H I . 11. Blooraington
LAS 59 SS. 1 . II. Chicago
Bus 12H 1 Caledonia
Agr I Chicago
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McElroy, Arthur Godfrey, B.S.,
1931
McElroy, John William, B.S., 1931
McElroy, Robert William
McEuen, Charles Francis
McEuen, Richard Stearns
McEwan, Harry Francis
McEwen, Kenneth Wicklund
MacFarland, Dorothy Augusta
McFarland, Harold Duane
McFarland, Howard Sheldon
McFedries, Elsie Helen
McGaughey, Dorothy Dillon
McGauley, Elenore Joan
McGee, Harry Francis
McGill. Helen Taylor
McGinness, Dave Clair
McGinnis, Edward Henry
McGinnis, Harold Louis
McGinnis, Harry Crawford
McGlathery, William Rozell
McGowan, James Robert
McGrade, Edward V\"aldomar
McGrady, Margaret Louise
McGrane, Marcella Shirley
McGrath, James William
McGrath, Joan Meehan
McGraw, Mildred Lucille
McGregor, Robert Work
McGrew, Gerald Garrison
McGuffin, Millard Samuel
McGuire, Donald Earl
McGuire, Murvail Carl
McGuire, William Alfred
McHale, Julie Janet
McHard, James Alvah
McHarry, John Williams
Mcllwain, James Robert
Mclntire, Alice Lucille
Mclntire, La June Frances
Mcintosh, James Fairlie
Mcintosh, Thad Arnall
Mclntyre, Hugh
Mclntyre, Mary Alice
McKain, Josefa
McKean, John
MacKechnie, Hester C.
McKee, Margery Elizabeth
McKee, Mary Ellen
McKee, Thomas Cahoon
McKeehan, Earl
McKelvey, Mary Frances
McKenna, William Russell
McKenney, Warren Haill
MacKenzie, William John, Ph.B.,
1929
McKeown, Blanche Brown, A.B.,
B.S.. 1929, 1931
McKillip, Matthew Harrison
McKinley, Gilbert Lester
McKinley, Henry Billy
McKinney, Irene Helen
McKinney, Robert Smith
McKinney, Theresa Snell
McKnight, James Murray
McKnight, Richard Llewellyn
McKown, Charles Weyand
McKown, William Samuel
McLallen, James Charles
McLauchlan, Lucille
McLaughlin, Alma Angela
McLaughlin, Anna Bernadine
McLaughlin, Harry Nelson
McLaughlin, Joseph Knox
McLaughlin, Louis Arch
McLaughlin, Maxine
MacLean, Colins
McLean, Louis Albert
MacLean, William Power
McLelland, Jean
McLeod, Arthur Manning
McLinn, Dorothy Madeline
McLinn, Winnifred C.
McMahan, Frederick Stewart
MacMahon, Alice May, A.B., 1931
McMahon, James Edward
SS, Downers Grove
Law 30 I. II. River Forest
Eng I. II. Chicago
AC 104 I. II. Riverside, California
LAS 87 I. II. Chicago
PreM 95 I. II. Elburn
PreM 37 SS,
.
I. II. Oak Park
LAS 101 L IL Evanston
AE 64H I. II. Danville
LAS 96 Chicago
Chem 31 L II. Oak Park
HEAgr 96K SS . I. II. Mt. Zion
LAS 33 Oak Park
8 SS, Monroe City, Missouri
LAS " I. II. Watseka
AC L II. Casey
LAS 118 Chicago
Bus 1. IL Macomb
LAS 26 Chicago
Bus 3i l! II. Chicago
PreL 13 I. IL Chicago
LAS 15 Edwardsville, Kansas
LAS iS L IL Prophetstown
Ed 97 I. II. Chicago Heights
PreL 94 I. II. Ottawa
LAS lllK SS Kewanee
LAS 80 L n. Chicago
Law I. II. Park Ridge
Jul 86)4 SS.. I. II. Adair
Bank 36 I. II. Ridott
LAS 60M I. II. Centralia
Bus 24 I. II. Chicago
Agr Maroa
LAS I.' IL Chicago
LAS I. IL Aledo
LAS I. II. Havana
PreM Rockford
HELAS l! IL Sullivan
LAS 35 I. II. Danville
AE 29>^ I. II. Rockford
LAS 14^ Tulsa, OklahomaME 107 L II. Christopher
Bus i3 I. II. Newman
HELAS 643-3 L n. Belleville
Accy 32 I. II. Mulberry Grove
LAS 95 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Champaign
Ed 65 1. 11. Champaign
109 SS, Chicago
PreM 63 Shawneetown
HELAS 61 L II. Springfield
Bus I. IL Chicago
Cer I. II. Chicago
Law 36
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Champaign
LAS 25 Highland Park
EE 24 Tilden
AE L IL Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 38 SS. I. II. Rossville
LAS 32
SS.
I. II. El Paso
Chicago
Bus 32 L II. Oblong
Accy 65 I. II. Oblong
Accy 30 I. II. Pana
Agr I. II. Sullivan
LAS Aurora
31 SS. Staunton
PreJ I. II. Downers Grove
HELAS I. II. Mt. Vernon
LAS 102 I. II. Manito
PreL I. II. Sullivan
PreM 39H L IL Springfield
LAS 30 I. II. Mt. Vernon
LAS 21H I. II. Kewanee
Law I. II. Champaign
AC I. II. Taunton, Massachusetts
LAS I. II. Evanston
AE 131 Madison, Wisconsin
HEAgr 26 i! II. Kirkwood
LAS I. II. Kirkwood
AE 15K I. II. Sevierville, Tennessee
Lib I. IL Kansas City, Missouri
REE 36H L II. Chicago
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McMahon, Katherine
McMakin, Harold Chancelor
McManmon, Robert Patrick
McManus, James Raymond
McMichael, Paul Clarence
MacMillan, Charles Daniel
McMillan, John Pearce
McMillan, Ralph Charles
McMillen, Wayne Linton
McMullen, Walter Elmer
McNally, Harold Robert
McNamara, Robert A.
McNaughton, Gwendolyn
McNaughton, Lola Ena
McNeely, H. R.
McNeely, Stanley Wright
McNeil, Jolin Jacob
McNeil, Robert Lowrie
McNeil. Wilbur Lloyd
McNeill, Clara Mae
McNeill, David Armstrong
McNevin, Jack Edward
McPheron, Ruth Ann
McPherson, James Robb
McQuown, Norman Anton
McReynolds, Dorothy Rowena
McTaggart, Berniece Kathryn
McTaggart, Marguerite Mary
McVaugh, Maxine
McVaugh, William Frank
McVety, Wilson
McVickar, John Stanley
McWilliams, Samuel William, B.S.,
1931
Ma, Yu Fan
Mabee, Robert Archibald
Mabie, Harland Dean
Mabry, Ralph Lane, B.S.. 1931
Maccono, Eugene Bernard
Macdonald, Flora Mildred
Macdonald, Gladys Millicent
Machata, Andrew
Macintire, Janet Luzon
Macintyre, Robert Dawson
Mack, Charles Daniel
Mack, George Herbert
Mack, Sol Stanton
Mackanos, Michael
Mackelden, Leo Charles
Mackey, Fannye Ida, A.B., 1930
Mackinson, Sara Mae
Macklin, Hall Mclntyre, B.Mus.,
1931
Macomber, Vernon Harold
Macon, Harry Spencer
Macpherson, Julia Orendorff
Macrefif, Alexander
Macri, Joe
Macy, Alberta Arlene
Madden, Arthur Lowell
Madden, Charles William
Madden, Elizabeth Rose
Madden, John Powell
Madden, Robert James
Madden. Robert West
Madden, Wilmetta Rowand
Maddis, Harold
Maddox, Anna Mae
Maddox, Harold Edmund
Mader, Charles Kenneth
Mader, Stanley Christopher
Madison, Hurle Beauregard
Madison, Harold Knute
Maeser, Robert Westfall
Maffia, Anthony Joseph
Mager, Harry Stanley
Maggio, Frank Joe
Magine, James Robert
Magner, Arthur Stephen
Magnuson, Dick Brown
Magnuson, Joseph Myron
Magor, Robert Browning
Maguire, Dorothy
Maguire, EuRcne
Maguire, Kenneth
Maguire, Thomas
LAS 631^ L H. Georgetown
Agr ^H L Rockton
AC I. Chicago
60 SS. Rochester, New York
PreJ ii I. II. Lawrencev'ille
LAS 61 I. II. Hinsdale
Law 47 I. II. Carthage
lA L II. Chicago
Bus 109 ss. I. De Land
ME 85 I. n. Mattoon
Bus 991
2
I. II. Summit
Bus 32 I. II. Prophetstown
Ed 101 I. II. Kansas City, Kansas
Ed 101 I. II. Kansas City, Kansas
Chem 74 I. II. Peoria
LAS I. II. Shelbyville
LAS I. II. Centralia
EE L n. Mason City
CE I. II. Mason City
68 SS. Champaign
Bus 30 I. II. Thomson, Georgia
Bus 23 I. II. Champaign
LAS 74 I. II. Jerseyville
Bus 97 I. II. Rockford
Chera I. II. East Peoria
6 SS. Gillespie
Ed 60 I. II. Champaign
93 SS. Areola
PreJ LII. Pendleton, Indiana
Arch 129 SS. L II. Pendleton, Indiana
LAS unc 5 SS. I. Normal
7 SS.
SS.
Sumner
Anderson, Indiana
RA 88 SS. 1. 11. Heilungkiang, Cliina
Bus 13 I. II. Villa Park
Bus
SS.
I. II. Rockford
Chicago
Law I. II. Toluca
8 SS. Decatur
14 SS. Decatur
LAS S3 I. II. Chicago
Jnl 64 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS 26 I. II. Chicago
Ed 68 II. Chicago
CE 66 I. II. Marshall, Missouri
Bus 87 I. II. Edwardsville
Accy 101 I. II. Gary, Indiana
PreL 34 I. II. Madison
7 SS. Williamsburg, Kentucky
LAS I. II. Chicago
Mus irr L II. Morrison
LAS I. II. Red Oak
EE I. II. Clinton
PreJ 31h' I. II. Springfield
LAS 104 1. 11. Yakoruda, Bulgaria
Agr 124 1. Colp
Ed 90 1. II. Joliet
Bus 56 I. Danville
LAS 95 1. II. Rankin
LAS 1. 11. Freeport
CL 1. 11. Chicago
PreM 1. 11. Oak Park
PreM 30K- I. Freeport
Bus 55 I. Danville
Accy 05 I. II. Joliet
45 SS. Virginia
LAS 115 I. Centralia
ME 64>i 1. II. Mt. Vernon
EE 1. 11. Waverly
PreM 1. 11. Mateno
CE I OS 1. 11. Kankakee
Bus 22 J i 1. 11. Sycamore
AC 313-^ I. II. Chicago
Bus 63 1. 11. Tinley Park
PreM 27 1. 11. Rockford
Bus 32 1. 11. Chicago
lA 71?!^ 1. 11. Chicago
Bus 5 1. 11. Champaign
Jnl 100 1. 11. Omaha, Nebraska
120 SS. Chicago
LAS 64 1. 11. Campus
CerE I. Campus
CE 61 I. II. Campus
CerE 124 SS. I. II. Campus
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Mahan, Helen Elizabeth
Mahan, Kathryn Marie
Maher, Elmer Clayton
Maher, Thomas Francis
Mahnke, Robert William
Main, William Thomas
Maina, Myrtle Margaret, B.S., 1931
Mains, Ben Gardner
Maiwurm, Henry John
Major. Charles Fredrick, B.S., 1926
Makarski, Carl
Makovsky, Irwin Harry
Makutenas, Ann Marie
Malan, Sigmund Francis
Malandrone, Johanna
Maley, Robert Frederick
Malinosky, Ah'onse Thomas
Malldn, Arthur David
Malkin, Rosabel
Mallett, James Hugh, B.S., 1931
Malloy, Josephine Rose
Mallrich, Bertha Alice
Mallrich, Julius H.
Malmberg, Robert Enoch
Malo, Albert Henry
Malone, EUzabeth Margaret, A.B.,
1924
Maloney, Joseph Thomas
Maloney, Michael James
Maloni, Stella Mary
Maloitke, Harold Henry
Malow, Kay
Maltby, Janet Adelaide
Mamer, Louisan Elizabeth, A.B.,
1931
Mamer, Lyle Mary
Mandel, Morton Mordecai
Mandelbaum, Julius Milton
Mandelson, Irving Robert
Mangold, Evelyn Eirene
Manhein, Heyman Josey
Manion, Raymond Rex
Manley, Betty Belle
Manley, Dwight Eklward
Manley, Pierce
Mann, Charles Henry
Mann, Clara May
Mann, Richard Everett
Mann, Victor
Mann, Wayne Glenn
Mannering, Betty
Manning, Daniel Joseph
Manning, John Leonard
Manning, Laurence Exlward
Mansberger, Leota Mae
Mansfield, Arthur Norman
Mantel, Bernard
Manz, Charles William
Marable, Mary Hays
Marberry, Robert Brewer
Marcus, Philip
Marcussen, Elna Serrup
Mareing, Alberta Slaten
Marek, Elsie May
Marfleet, Gerald Jewett
Margolin, Abraham Albert
Marien, Albert Emmett
Mark, Park Jong
Markland, Ben Clifford
Markland, Ethel Romeyn
Markland, Frank Roy
Marklein, Bernard Charles
Markley, Clarence Paul
Markowitz, Mitchell Marvin
Marks, Chester CUfford
Marks, Joseph Dave
Marks, Marvin
Marks, Melvin Robert
Marks, Russell V.
Markwell, Jess Dean
Maroney, Anne Marie
Marquardt, Mary Oona
MarQuardt, Philomena Lois
Mart, Jane Eunice
Marriner, Scott Thomas
LAS I. II. Chicago
PreJ 3 I. Evanston
LA 141 L IL St. Louis, Missouri
PreM I. II. Chicago
PreL 72 I. II. Oak Park
Agr I. Altona
HEAgr irr IL Chicago
Arch 34 I. II. Wichita, Kansas
LAS 17
SS.
II. Forest Park
Champaign
70 SS. Chicago
5 SS. Chicago
Bus I. II. Chicago
EE 91 I. II. Chicago
PreM 41 SS. I. II. Herrin
Ed 60 SS. I. II. Galesburg
Bus SO^i I. II. Johnston City
PreL 30 I. II. Chicago
LAS 95^3
SS.
I. II. Memphis, Tennessee
Bradford
LAS 12}^ L II. Champaign
97»A SS. Irving
119>^ SS. Irving
AC I. II. Winthrop Harbor
LAS 35 SS. I. II. Chicago
7 SS. Jonesboro, Arkansas
AC 17 I. Niagara Falls, New York
Eng 34 J^ I. II. Fort Sheridan
Ed 100^^ I. IL Matteson
Bus 79H L II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
99H SS.
SS.
St. Charles
Urbana
HELAS 59 I. II. Urbana
LAS 96 I. II. Chicago
PreM 34)4 I. II. Oakdale, New York
LAS 78H I. Chicago
HEAgr 59H I. II. Mason City
Bus 23 I. Shreveport, Louisiana
RCE II. Whitefish, Montana
LAS 30 I. II. Evanston
Bus I. II. Rockton
Arch 47M I. II. Chicago
8 SS. Bay City, Michigan
HEAgr 108 SS. I. II. Flora
Agr I. II. Gilman
AC 32yi I. II. Chicago
PreJ unc I. II. Urbana
Chem 102K I. IL Decatur
ChE 77 L II. Klanhattan
PreD 5 I. II. Chicago
Agr 24 I. Ogden
LAS L IL Momence
ME I. Chicago
PreM 36 L IL Chicago
PreM 25}^ I. Chicago
7 SS. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LAS 46 I. II. Urbana
PreM 35H I. II. Chicago
2 SS. Chicago
Ed mH I. Canton
Ed 94 I. II. Cicero
AC 70 I. Rock Falls
Agr I. II. Cleveland, Ohio
CL 65 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
RA 36^ I. II. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Canada
PreJ 18 I. Champaign
LAS I. II. Chenoa
LAS 31M SS.. I. IL Champaign
LAS 60 I. IL Yorkville
AEd 1123^ I. Bardolph
Chem I. II. Chicago
lA 99 I. II. Pecatonica
Chem 34H SS., I. East St. Louis
EE I. II. Chicago
Chem I. Chicago
LAS 94H I. IL Galesburg
Bus 19"^ I. IL Macon
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
LAS 106 SS,, I. II. Urbana
Bus 41 SS., L II. Urbana
PreJ 34 LII. St. Louis, Missouri
CE 34 LII. Chicago
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Marriott, George Gleason
Marriott, Lawrence Frederick
Marsh, Roberta
Marshall, Carl William
Marshall, Delbert Charles
Marshall, Fred Taylor
Marshall, Gordon Meade
Marshall, Howard John
Marshall, John Farnham
Marshall, Lorraine Ruth
Marshall, Max Waldon
Marshall, Nicholas Talbot
Marshall, Robert Dudley
Marshall, Warren Daniel
Mart, Joiin Arthur
Martens, Margaret
Martin, Catherine Elizabeth
Martin, Charles Patrick
Martin, Clyde Harlan
Martin, Edwin Steele
Martin. Elva Winifred, B.S.. 1930
Martin, Florence Elizabeth
Martin, Frank Conrad
Martin, George Knox
Martin, John William
Martin, Josephine Saylor
Martin, Juanita Rachel
Martin, Lon C.
Martin, Mable Emma, A.B., 1931
Martin, Mary Jane
Martin, Nola Bemice
Martin, Richard Buckley
Martin, Roger Dean
Martin, Ruth Katherine
Martin, Shelby Marlow
Martin, Thomas Jilson
Martin, William Charles
Martinie, Ray Emerson
Martinson, Perry Andy
Marxen, Carl William
Marxen, Paul Bert hold
Masek, Albert
Masiokus, Frances Louise
Maske, William Bruce, LL.B., 1931
Mason, Eugene E.
Mason, Louis Lynn
Mason, Raymond Woodrow
Mason, Robert Stephen
Mason, Roy Halsted
Mason, William Emory
Massey, Naomi Wyninger
Massman, Doris Jean
Mast, Alice Dorothy
Mast, Casper Leo
Mast, Frederick William
Masters, Arden Elizabeth, A.H.. 1926
Masters, Margaret Elizabeth
Matella, Joseph Valentine
Mathers, John Albert
Mathesius, Marion Lucille
Mathew, Milton Curtis
Mathews, Harry Ferdinand
Mathews, Jane Mary
Mathews, Loral Shelby
Mathews, Thomas Osborne
Mathison, Dorothy Damie, A.B.,
1930
Matlock, Harry Glenn
Matousek, Eleanor Ann
Matson, Frederick Rognald
Matthew, Joseph Harold
Matthews, Bonita Clara
Matthews, John Wilbur
Matthews, Merritt West
Matthews, Russell Byron
Matthias, Walter Nols
Mattix, Lois Louesa
Matuszeski, John Francis
Matz, Max W.
Maulding, Dorothy Eunice
Maulding, Harry Shaw
Maulding, John Carr
Maund, Ricliard Charles
Maurits, William John
Maus, Elbert Philip
Maute, Arlington Ricketts
Bus 22H 1. Champaign
Agr I. n. Browns
LAS L IL Ogden
AC I. n. Earlville
AC 85 L n. Danville
ChE L ir. Chicago
LAS 34 L IL Chicago
Bank 65 L II. Serena
LAS 27 1. II. Streator
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus 33 I. II. Vermont
Arch 77 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Bus I. II. Elgin
Arch 122 I. II. Chicago
PreM 80 I. II. Marion, Indiana
Bus 98 I. II. Moline
LAS 24 I. II. Danville
lEd 88 I. II. Bridgeport
LAS 31 I. II. Beardstown
Jnl ^VA
SS.
L IL Urbana
Urbana
LAS 115 I. Joliet
ME 24 I. II. Pleasant Plains
ChE L II. Danville
ChE 105 I. II. Chicago
38 SS. Bridgeport
Ed no
SS.
SS.
II. Weldon
Ottawa, Kansas
Kankakee
Ed 64 I. II. Mason City
LAS 94 I. II. Ottawa
Law 30 I. II. Highland Park
EE 68 I. II. Shawneetown
16 SS. Pleasant Plains
LAS 122 I. Shawneetown
EE 51 I. IL Chicago
LAS 69 I. II. Chicago
Ed 97 I. IL Urbana
ChE 66 I. II. Chicago
ME I. II. Elgin
AE I. II. Elgin
AC 34 I. II. Chicago
Bus
SS.
I. IL Harrisburg
Chicago Heights
Arch 24 I. II. Jacksonville
PreL 33H I. II. Decatur
LAS I. II. Chrisman
EE 117 SS. I. II. Urbana
122 SS. Rushville
Bank 3 L II. Rockford
Ed 98 I. IL Urbana
LAS 25>^ I. Chicago
HEAgr 67 I. II. Quincy
Agr 68J^ I. Quincy
AE 73 I. IL Quincy
15 SS. Jacksonville
9 SS. Middletown
Accy 65 L IL Chicago
Agr 32 I. II. North Henderson
LAS I. II. Oak Park
Agr 92% I. II. Ashland
Eng HTH I. II. North Chicago
LAS I. II. Lima, Ohio
Bus 63 SS. I. II. Marshall
Bank I. II. Fairfield
7 SS. Prentiss, Mississippi
62 SS. Longjxiint
LAS La Grange
CerE 70 L II. Chicago
Arch 411.2 SS., I. II. Decatur
LAS 66 L II. Chicago
Agr 86H II. Princeville
CE 122 I. II. Chicago
CE II. Chicago
Accy 32 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr I. II. Tuscola
Chcm 35 I. II. Wilmington, Delawai
LArch 89M I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 100 ?<j SS. I. II. Centralia
Accy 67 SS., I. II. Mt. X'ernon
CL I. II. McLeansboro
AE I. II. CJeneva
PreM 22.':, I. II. Morrison
Accj' 33 I. II. Waterloo
Law 58 I. II. Bloomingtoii
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Mauton. Victor Theodore. B.S., 1929 SS. Hillsboro
Maxant, William Howard, A.B., 1931 Law 31 L II. River Forest
Maxedon, Leland S. 4 SS. Windsor
Maxfield, Orville E. FC I. IL Villa Grove
Maximovich, Jacob T. 3 SS. Champaign
Maxwell, Ben Wymer Arch 20 L IL Urbana
Maxwell, Bernard George PreL I. II. Canton
Maxwell, Mrs. Beulah Madalyne LAS 99 I. n. Urbana
Maxwell, Maxine Elma LAS I. Oak Park
Maxwell, Ralph L., A.B., 1931 Law 47H SS. I. II. Urbana
Maxwell, Virginia Ruth Jnl 68H SS. I. n. Danville
May, Harry Clayton LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
May, Hattie Theodisia LAS I. East St. Louis
May, Robert Daniel ChE 35 I. II. Chicago
May, Roy Cecil EE 37 I. II. Mahomet
May, Ruloff John Agr 64 I. II. Arlington
May, Thomas Frederick Chem 80M I. II. Chicago
Mayes, Leslie Irvin Bus 89 SS. I. II. Champaign
Mayhew, Harry Amos, A.B., 1931 SS. Winnetka
Mayhew, Nora Ethel Ed 96 I. II. Chicago
Maynard, Glenn Robert, B.S., 1931 Lib 7 SS. L IL Buda
Maynard, Paul John Arch I. Chicago
Mayne, Donald Marion AE 73 I. II. El Paso
Mayo, Malcolm Joseph Bus I. II. Ritchie
Mayreis, Alta Gretchen LAS LIL Beardstov/n
Mays, Helen Isabelle Mus 90 I. Lebanon
Mazo, Miriam LAS I. IL Savannah, Georgia
Mead, John Pitney PreL 69 I. II. Augusta
Meade, Robert Kenneth PreJ I. II. Oakwood
Meadors, Arthur Veness Agr 57 I. II. Mazon
Meadors, Howard Clarence Bank 59 I. IL Mazon
Meadors, Victor Gerald ChE I. II. Decatur
Means, Ellison LAS 29J^ I. II. Peru
Meara, Arleigh Camille 8 SS. Greenfield
Medley, Esther Virginia Mus 31 I. IL Flora
Meece, Leona Belle Accy 28 L IL Pierson Station
Meeker, Ronald Wellington MusEd 63 I. IL Pontiac
Meents, Wayne Franklin Bus I. II. Ashkum
Megan, Thomas Ignatius LAS lOH I. II. Chicago
Meier, Grace LAS L II. Northbrook
Meinheit, Fred Otto CE 29 I. Mattison
Meirken, Harry LAS L II. Chicago
Meisenbach, Karl William 131M SS, Peari
Meislahn, Arnieta Johanna Bus I. II. Montrose
Meislahn, Christian Daniel Bus 65 L II. Montrose
Melbourn, Gladys Emma Ed 68^1 I. II. Wilmington
Mellen, Charles Sumner LAS 107 SS. I. II. Winnebago
Melody, Philip LAS 51 I. II. Lexington, Massachusetts
Melton, Earl William EE I. Rio
Melville, Ross Clyde LAS 26 I. Danville
Melvin, Roy EE 35 I. II. Forrest
Melzer, Clifford Nicholas EE 16?i I. IL Chicago
Memming, Gerrit LAS 103 I. II. Urbana
Menaugh, Margaret Mae LAS I. IL Morris
Mendelsohn, Maxine Isabel LAS 28 I. II. Chicago
Mendenhall, Robert James ME I. II. Danville
Meneely, Doris Alberta LAS 35 SS. 1. IL Urbana
Menestrina, Leona Amelia LAS I. II. East St. Louis
Mengel, Marian Louise PreJ 23 L II. Champaign
Mentz, Clare Adel LAS I. II. Chicago
Menzemer, Richard Francis Bus I. Galena
Mer, Abe Noah Bus 14 I. IL Chicago
Mercer, Frank Richard LAS I. II. Granite City
Mercer, Mahlon Berton Mus I. II. Champaign
Mercer, Wilma Catherine LAS 33 I. n. East Lynn
Mercereau, Mildred Claire LAS 130 I. La Grange
Merkle, Cad William Bus 24 I. IL Lena
Merrick, Edwin Wilmer CL 32 I. II. Calumet City
Merrill, Stillwell Albert LAS 18 I. II. Vollinsville
Merrill, Virginia MusEd 81 M L II. Roodhouse
Merritt, Lila Lillian HEEd 116>i I. Arcade, New York
Merson, Winifred Ruth LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
Merten, Glenn Richard Eng 35 I. II. Kankakee
Mertz, Louis Kenneth LAS 30 I. II. Evanston
Meskimen, Daryle Mitchell Paint I. II. Champaign
Messing, Harold Andrew Bus 13 I. II. Horseheads, New York
Messinger, Lee Munson LAS LIL Champaign
Metcalf, John Glenn, B.Mus., 1927 Mus irr I. II. Batesville, Arkansas
Metcalf, Robert Irving LAS 32 I. IL Geneva, New York
Mettler, Michael CE 92M I. II. Chicago
Metz, George Colonel AE 84 I. II. Weldon
Metz, Robert Martin LAS 29 I. IL Chicago
Metzdorf, Francis Robert Jnl 60M I. II. Chicago
Metzger, Florentia Elizabeth Paint I. IL East St. Louis
Metzger, Janice Elma LAS I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Metzger, Mary Ann HEAgr 66 I. II. South Whitley, Indiana
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Meuler, Milton Carl AE 60 I. II. Burlington, Iowa
Meydrech, Ray Frank ME 72 I. II. Cicero
Meyer, Bernadine Helen Ed 62H I. II. Peoria
Meyer, Bernice Louise Ed 68 I. II. Harvey
Meyer, Dallas Martin Bank 60 L IL Clifton
Meyer, David Lester LAS I. Sandwich
Meyer, George Emil Bus I. Lake Forest
Meyer, Elma Mathilda Ed 713^ I. Granite City
Meyer, Harold Eilers lEd 52 I. II. Champaign
Meyer, John Jackson Paint 2oy2 I. II. Chicago
Meyer, Max Kalman PreJ I. Chicago
Meyer, Olevia Cecelia HEAgr 102 SS. I. II. Champaign
'
Meyer, Paul Bryan Bus 76 II. Urbana
Meyer, Stuart Charles PreM 23H I. Chicago
Meyers, Louise Hess LAS 97 I. II. Louisville, Kentucky
Michael, Betty LAS 33H I. II. Geneva
Michael, Carl Finly Agr 26 I. Rardin
Michael, Edna Alice MusEd 61 I. II. Muncie
Michael, George William Accy unc 17 I. 11. Urbana
Michael, Vaughn Kieth Cer ssy^ I. II. Oblong
Michale, Gwendolyn Louise LAS 28 I. II. Rockford
Michaud, Charles Regis LAS 100 I. II. Urbana
Michl, Leo Ed 111 I. II. Decatur
Mick, Clarence Edwin Agr 78>^ I. II. Mt. Vernon
Mickelson, Alvin Merritt Bus I. II. Dwight
Middagh, Margaret Ann LAS I. II. Lawrenceville
Middlekauff, Lenabelle Ed 100 I. IL Canton
Middleton, Mrs. Evelyn Barrett Ed 60 I. 11. Pontiac
Middleton, London George, A.B., Law 27 SS. I. II. Pontiac
1931
Mieher, Lucille LAS 69 II. Carlinville
Mielke, Arthur Willard LAS 71 I. II. Danville
Mies, Eugene Joseph Agr unc I. II. Pontiac
Mies, Mildred HEAgr 67 I. II. Saunemin
Miethe, Pauline Louise Ed 99 I. II. Danville
Mikle, Chalmer Robert EE 36 I. II. Mansfield
Mikolainis, John Henry Bus I. II. Cicero
Miksak, Joseph Anthony LAS I. II. Chicago
Milburn, Marjorie Rea 15 SS. Charleston
Mildenstein, Harold Nicholas EE 55 I. II. Griggsville
Milens, Cyril Aaron CE 72 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Milenski, Ignatius Daniel LAS 113^ SS. I. Rocky Ford, Colorado
Miles, Arthur Parker LAS 611^ I. II. Princeton
Miles, George William ME 31 I. II. Urbana
Miles, Halsey Lincoln Agr 61 I. II. Galesburg
Miles, Kenneth William PreL 56J^ I. II. Urbana
Miles, Leo Arthur Accy II. St. James
Miles, Margaret Edna HEAgr 34 I. II. Farmer City
Miles, Natalie Beatrice 6 SS. Kewanee
Miles, Phillip Reginald ME 109 SS. I. II. Champaign
Miles, Virginia Pauline HEAgr 35 I. II. Farmer City
Miley, Bernice Emily Bus 66 I. II. Beecher
Miley, Franklin Richard PreL 35 I. II. Harrisburg
Milko, John Anthony ChE 74 I. II. Lisle
Miller, Arthur Frederick Bus I. II. Drew, Mississippi
Miller, Benjamin Bruce CL 10 I. II. Chicago
Miller, Carl Kenneth ME 36 II. Rock Island
Miller, Carrel Frederick Bus I. II. Atlanta
Miller, Charles Beekley Bus 12 I. II. Cincinnati, Ohio
Miller, Charles John PreM 12 I. II. Chicago
Miller, Christie Gerald Eng 35 I. Hinsdale
Miller, Clara Marguerite HEAgr 69 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Miller, Claud Hartus PreM 27 I. II. Harvey
Miller, Dallas Darwin PreM I. Elgin
Miller, Donald George AC I. Mahomet
Miller, Dorothy Jane PreM I. Morris
Miller, Dorothy Marianne Ed 82 I. II. Chicago
Miller, Dwight L. ChE 34H I. II. Casey
Miller, Edna. A.B., 1928 Lib I. II. Marion, Indiana
Miller, Ednell LAS 33 I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
Miller. Elden Frank CL I. II. Granite City
Miller, Eli AC I. Chicago
Miller, Elizabeth Lewis, A.B., \9i0 Lib I. II. West Point, Mississippi
Miller, Ernest Ivan, A.B., 1931 Lib I. II. Harvard. Nebraska
Miller. Florence Emelyn Ed 65 I. II. Taylorvillc
Miller, Franklin Close EE 124 SS. I. II. Chicago
Miller, Gail Lorenz Chem 40 SS. I. II. Urbana
Miller, George Conrad CE 128 I. II. Atlanta
Miller, Gladys Maurine 6 SS. Taylorville
Miller, Glenn Earl, LL.B., 1931 SS. Lockport
Miller, Grace Ellen HEEd 129 I. Highland Park
Miller. Harold FitzGerald Chem S6H I. O.ik Park
Miller, Inez Mus 73>i L 11. Urbana
Miller, Ivan Ransom Agr 36 1. 11. Oblong
Miller, Jack Edmund EE 3 I. II. Chicago
Miller, John Glenn PreL 32 I. II. •Springfield
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Miller, John Jacob
Miller, John Parker
Miller, Kathryn Elizabeth
Miller, Lawson Isaac
Miller, Lester George
Miller, Locke Poland
Miller, Louise Margery
Miller, Lucy Faye, A.B., 1928
Miller, Marshall Evans
Miller, Martha Prudence
Miller, Mary Jaunita
Miller, Mary Thelma
Miller, Merle Troutman
Miller, Nicholas
Miller, Norbert Charles
Miller, Oliver Chauncey
Miller, Richard Allen
Miller, Richard Froman
Miller, Richard Haywood
Miller, Robert Edwin
Miller, Robert John
Miller, Ross Matthew
Miller, Rovenia Frances, A.B., 1928
Miller, Roy Oscar
Miller, Russell Harrison
Miller, Ruth
Miller, Sonia Maxine
Miller, Thomas Aubrey
Miller, Turner Lee
Miller, Wayne Wilbur
Milligan, Agnes Isabel
Milligan, Daisy Florence
Milligan, Marion Lee
Millikan, Dorothy Marie
Millikan, Glen Gilbert
Milliner, Ralph Louis
Millis, Sol
Millner, Abel William
Mills, Charlie Leonard
Mills, Culver Carl
Mills, George Albert
Mills, Helen Lucile
Mills, Jesse Earle
Mills, Kenneth Woodward
Mills, Mary Virginia
Mills, Wallace Parrett
Milner, Marvin Gordon
Milnes, Bruce Wayne
Mimms, Etta Beatrice
Minard, Elwyn Eugene
Mindel, Adele Harriet
Mindrup, Robert George
Minear, Jerry
Minear, Mary Anne
Miner, Otho Talbot, B.S., 1929
Miner, Timothy Graham
Mingee, Russell Jacob
Minier, Elsie Irene
Minier, Pauline Annis
Mink, Herman Eli
Minks, Lyie Warren
Minkus, Leslie Dave
Minnis, Ruth Mae
Minor, Earl Hamilton
Minor, Luther Selkirk
Minot, Charles Arthur
Minsker, Isabel Lavinia
Minsker, Robert Stanley
Minter. Paul Edward
Minton, Augustus Maine
Mirabella, Joseph Francis
Miroballi, Daniel Albert
Mischler, Clara Helen
Mischler, Lillian
Miskimen, Richard Taylor
Missman, Clifford Elmer
Missner, Irving Leonard
Miszeika, Victor Albert
Mitchell, Anthony
Mitchell, Constance Mines, A.B.,
A.M., 1910, 1926
Mitchell, Daniel Joseph
Mitchell, David
Mitchell, David William
Mitchell, Donald Stanley
Mitchell, Edwin Elmer
Eng 44^ L II. Oak Park
Arch 19614 L IL Alturas, California
LAS I. II. Monticello
CE 105 I. II. Chicago
ME 28 I. II. Donovan
EE 51 I. II. Hillsboro
LAS I. II. Naperville
Lib I. II. Russell, Iowa
PreL I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Urbana
Mus 63H I. II. MonticelloCE 68 I. II. Decatur
LAS II. Champaign
AC 65 I. II. McHenry
EE 72y2 I. II. Carmi
Bus 16 I. II. Chicago
lA 107M I. II. Rock Island
Chem 61 I. IL Argenta
AE L IL Morris
ChE L Elmhurst
Bus 23 I. Glencoe
6 SS. East St. Louis
Law 12 I. Urbana
Bus 59 ss. I. II. Staunton
Cer I. II. Granite City
Mus 49% I. II. Marion, Indiana
18 SS. I. II. Streator
PreM 47 I. II. Jerome, Arizona
REE 71 I. II. Springfield
Agr 97 ss., I. II. Urbana
LAS 33 I. II. Berwyn
LAS 114M SS,, I. Shelbyville
Bus I. II. Ivesdale
ISH ss. Viola
23H ss. Viola
PreJ 26 I. II. Hot Springs, Arkansas
Accy 88 II. Chicago
CL 61 ss. II. East St. Louis
AC I. Salem
AC I. II. Galesburg
Bank 96 I. II. Waukegan
LAS 63 ss,. I. II. Urbana
PreM 31 I. II. Pana
Arch 140 ss., I. II. Champdgn
LAix:h 130 I. II. Glencoe
Agr I. II. Homer
75 ss. Chicago
CE L II. Chicago
LAS II. Evansvnlle, Indiana
Accy 32 I. II. Big Rock
Accy 88 ss. I. II. University City, Missouri
PreM 56 I. II. Edwardsville
PreD I. II. Rantoul
LAS 32 I. II. Rantoul
Edirr I. Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Agr 44 L IL Adair
Ed 100 I. II. Danville
Bus 33 I. II. Sheldon
Bus 951^ I. II. Sheldon
Ed 73 I. II. Rochester, New York
Bus I. Fisher
Bus II. Chicago
8 ss. Taylorville
lEd 26 I. Champaign
LAS 29 I. II. Bement
LAS 102 I. II. Champaign
LAS I. East .\urora, New York
AC 29 I. II. East Aurora, New York
Bus I. II. Chicago
Eng 52 I. II. Carmi
PreL 72 I. II. Addison
LAS 21 I. II. Chicago
281^ ss. Springfield
34H ss. Springfield
Bus 29J^ I. II. Hoopeston
CE 87 I. II. Dixon
AE 99 I. II. Chicago
Chem II. Chicago
Ed 71 L II. West Frankfort
Lib I. II. Conway, Arkansas
LAS 44 I. II. Chicago
ME I. II. Urbana
Chem 65 I. II. Fulton
FC 56M I. II. Urbana
Bus 97 I. II. Delavan
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Mitchell, Ettamae Elizabeth
Mitchell, John Max
Mitchell, Joseph Curtis
Mitchell, Leonard Hugh
Mitchell, William Freeman
Mittelberg, Wilma Charlotte
Mnookin, Isadore Jay
Moats, Robert Hughs
Moberley, Jane
Mochel, Howard Alvin
Mockenhaupt, Jerome Bert
Modjeska, Richard Scott
Moe, Charles Fremont
Moeck, Bernard Louis
Moelmann, John Matthew
Moench, Robert George
Moffit, Lee Ward
Moffitt, Thomas Fuller
Molden, Dallagene
Molek, Bertha Rosalie
Moll, Stuart Elmer
Molloy, Helen Margaret
Moloney, Ralph Joseph
Molter, Virginia Lillian
Monachesi, Libero
Mongeau, Donald Carter
Monier, Ava Dorothy, B.S., 1931
Moniot, Irwin
Monk, Phyllis Enid
Monroe, John William
Monroe, Lawrence Alexander
Monson, Nore Agaton
Monson, Rudolph Agaton
Montgomery, Edmond James
Montgomery, Howard Kimball
Montgomery, Mildred Hazel
Montgomery, Wooster Sheffield
Montvid, Arthur Albert
Moody, Harry Wieland
Moon, William Francis
Mooney, Felix Patrick
Mooney, Quentin Martin
Moor, Julia Loyal
Moore, Alma Maude
Moore, Audrey Anita
Moore, Beulah Frances
Moore, Donald Clay
Moore, Dorothy Mable
Moore, Edna Mae
Moore, George Thomas
Moore, Gerald Wallace
Moore, Glenn Thomas
Moore, Harold Allen
Moore, Harold Robert
Moore, Helen Louise
Moore, Howard Kendall
Moore, John Calvin
Moore, John William
Moore, Kathryn Lucille
Moore, Lula De Marie
Moore, Margaret Jean
Moore, Mark Brown
Moore, Mary Wyckoff
Moore, Maryan Maude
Moore, Maxine
Moore, Ralph Donald
Moore, Ruth Marie
Moore, Vail Hall
Moore, Vernon Ezekiel
Moore, Virgil Strickland
Moore, William Earl
Moorhead, Dixon Doughty
Moorhead, James Eli
Moorman, Edgar Lewis
Moorman, Shirley L'Nee
Moors, Mary Sampson
Moran, Paul
Moreland, Jeanne Marie
Moretsky, Bernard Issac
Morf, Paula Katherine
Morgan, Bernard Joseph
Morgan, Clinton Charles
Morgan, Criss Allen
Morgan, Elmer William
Morgan, Euil Wayne
Morgan. Gilbert Herschel
MusEd 80 LIL Marshall
Bus 100}^ ML Christopher
Bus 59M SS. L Chicago
Bus L IL Fisher
Agr I IL Olney
HEAgr 100 SS. I. II. Fowler
CL 51M I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Agr I. II. Maquon
LAS 61 L II. Urbana
Bus 90 I. II. Lemont
AE 64H I. II. Chicago
Chem II. Chicago
Bus 32 L II. Oak Park
EE 18 SS. I. Chicago
Law I. II. Oak Park
Bus 67 I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Aledo
PreM I. Wauconda
LAS 61 I. IL Troy
LAS I. II. Cicero
AC 28 L II. Champaign
LAS ii I. Rantoul
Law IS I. Chicago
PreJ I. II. Evanston
Mus 1031^ I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
PreM 32 I. II. Chicago
Bus irr I. II. Annawan
Paint 25 L II. Ottawa
LAS I. II. Oak Park
PreM 68 I. Benton
ChE 118 I. II. Peoria
CE 100 I. II. Chicago
CE 133M I. Chicago
Bus I. II. Brocton
LAS 54H I. II. Taylorville
8 SS. Shelbyville
ChE 24 I. Litchfield
PreM I. Chicago
Jnl <i^yi SS. I. II. Springfield
Mus 34J4 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
PreM 41J^ SS. I. II. Philo
CE 29 I. II. Gibson City
HEAgr I. II. Chicago
HEAgr L IL Flat Rock
Jnl 102H I. II. Champaign
HEAgr 31 I. II. Vandalia
CE 132J4 I. Eureka
LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
6 SS, Wilmington, Ohio
Cer 109 I. II. Whiting, Indiana
PreD I. II. Newman
Agr 60 I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Champaign
Agr 51 I. Wataga
Ed 75 II. Rushville
PU 46H I. II. Gilman
Ed 60 I. II. Anna
PreM I. Marion, Indiana
LAS I. II. Grays Lake
LAS I. East St. Louis
HEAgr 82 SS . I. Urbana
REE 86 I. II. Urbana
Bus 66 I. II. Chicago Heights
Mus I. II. Otterbein, Indiana
LAS 41 I. II. Urbana
Ed 97 SS . I. II. Gilman
LAS M% I. II. Chicago
Eng 67 I. II. Rushville
LAS 61
H
I. II. Martinsville
PreM I. II. Chicago
88 SS Harrisburg
Bus I. II. Belvidere
LArch 64 I. II. Belvidere
EE I. 11. Oak Park
Bus 1. II. Oak Park
Ed 74 I. 11. Champaign
LAS I. II. Chicago
Mus 26 1. 11. Chicago
Bus 100 I. 11. Hot Springs, .Arkansas
LAS 72 11. Chicago
AC 35 I. II. Georgetown
Agr 40H I. 11. Martinsville
EE I. 11. Mexico, Missouri
EE I. 11. Byron
Bus
101 1. II. Mt. Vernon
23 I. Rantoul
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Morgan, Helen Elizabeth
Morgan, Jane
Morgan. John Edward
Morgan, Julian Donald
Morgan, Leo Patrick
Morgan, Martha Louise
Morgan, Mary Alice
Morgan, Milo Calvin
Morgan, Newlin Dolbey
Morgan, Parke Davies
Morgan, Ralph Clinton
Morgan, Ralph William
Morgan, Raymond George
Morland, Kenneth DeFord
Morrell, Lee Allen
Morris, Blossom
Morris, Charles William
Morris, Doyle Robert
Morris, Esther Marie
Morris, Genevieve Elizabeth
Morris, Glenn Ellis
Morris, John Kenyon
Morris, Mrs. Martha Adelaide
Morris, Robert Newton
Morrison, Anna Alberta
Morrison, Francis Lundy
Morrison, Guy Elmore
Morrison, Marjorie Fisher
Morrison, Milo James
Morrison, Minnie
Morrison, Patricia
Morrison, Virgil Joseph
Morrison, William Howard
Morrow, Doris Louise, A.B., 1931
Morrow, Frank McArthur
Morrow, John Joseph
Alorse, Frank Kenneth
Morse, Roger Winfield
Morse, Wayne Melvin
Mortara, Daniel Frank
Mortel, Emil Max
Mortensen, Evelyn Josephine
Mortensen, Vivian Sylvia
Mortenson, Carl Edwin
Morton, Charles Prince
Morton, Douglas Byron
Morton, Emma Virginia
Morton, George Henry
Morton, James Thomas
Mose, Florence Isabel
Mosher, Arthur Theodore
Mosher, James Kimberly
Mosher, Jane
Mosher, Martin Luther
Mosher, Paul Abraham
Mosiman, William Dillon
Mosimann, Ella Barbara, A.B., 1931
Moskovitz, Leo
Moss, Grace Louise
Moss, Howard Kenneth
Moss, Ralph Lowell
Mossey, Joseph Lloyd
Mostcovy, Ada
Motel, William Goodrich
Mott, Genevieve Eileen
Mott, Lucretia Ann
Motter, Oliver Wendell
Moulder, Robert Wesley
Moulton, Lina Maria
Mount, Charles Vincent, B.S., 1931
Mount, Harold Hewitt
Mousel, Frederick Wilham
Moustapha, Djelal
Mouzon, Edward Homer
Mowat, John Frederic
Moy, Wing Fui
Moye, Blanche Lorene
Moyer, Barbara Helen
Moyer, Carlisle Edward
Moylan, Joseph Michael
Moynihan, Alice Mae
Mraz, Edna Mae
Mrazek, Francis Simon
Mrugowski, Andrew
Mucha, Leo Francis
Muehlemeyer, Carl Henry
MusEd 67H L n. Edwardsville
LAS 35 L n. Glen EUyn
ME 34 I. u. Canton
LAS 28H I. n. Columbus, Kansas
AE 66 L n. El Paso, Texas
Ed 94 SS. L n. Mattoon
LAS I. II. Meriden, Connecticut
Agr I. n. Urbana
CE I. II. Urbana
ME 122 I. II. Wood River
Agr 34 I. II. Sheldon
LArch 40 ss. 1. 11. Park Ridge
PreD 40 1^ I. St. Louis, Missouri
CE 69H 1. II. Berwyn
Agr I. II. Canton
LAS I. II. Evanston
PreL I. II. Champaign
Agr 113K I. II. Urbana
Mus 51 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS 69 I. II. Oak Park
AC 71 I. II. Urbana
Agr 97H I. II. Lanark
MusEd 111 ss. I. II. Urbana
EE I. Lawrenceville
80 ss. Rockford
REE 26M I. II. Manville
AC unc 14 I. II. Marshallton, Iowa
Jnl 68 I. II. Atwood
Bus 98H I. II. Pecatonica
LAS 31 I. Chicago
LAS 36 I. II. Evanston
PreJ 31V> I. Lovington
PreM 51
H
ss.
I. II. Jamaica
Geneseo
CE I. II. Geneseo
LAS 95 I. II. Eureka
CE 104H I. II. Sandpoint, Idaho
AC 34 I. II. Rochester, New York
Agr I. II. Plainfield
Chem I. II. Chicago
LAS S3 ss., I. II. Lincoln
LAS I. II. Chicago
MusEd 12UI I. Chicago
EE 96 I. II. Niagara Falls, New York
AC I. II. Chicago
CE 105 I. II. Berwyn
Ed 64H I. II. Fort Wayne, Indiana
PreM 76 ss. II. Chicago
Chem 27H I. II. Evanston
29 ss. Shelbyvilie
Agr 114 ss. I. II. Urbana
ME 52 I. II. Macomb
LAS 32 I. n. Sandwich
PreM 33 I. II. Urbana
CE 57 I. II. Macomb
PreM L IL Morton
7 ss. Meadows
PreM 33 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Bismarck
ME 107 ss. I. II. Hillsboro
ChE 60H I. II. Paris
Paint 271^ I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Ed 103 I. II. Chicago
PreM 95 I. II. Chicago
MusEd 70H I. II. Brookfield
LAS 101 I. II. Chicago
Bus 55 I. II. Pecatonica
Bus 5 I. II. Champaign
24 ss.
ss.
Ottawa
Chicago
Accy 66 I. II. Mattoon
Eng 951.^ II. Champaign
CE 1311^ I. II. Angora, Turkey
LAS 112 ss. I. Champaign
lA 66}^ I. II. Joliet
ChE 7iH I. II. Chicago
8 ss. Omaha
PEd 64^ I. II. La Grange
ME 35 I. II. Chicago
EE 16 I. Chicago
LAS I. II. Montrose, Colorado
Ed 65 I. II. Cicero
EE 1. II. Oak Park
Bus 72 I. II. Chicago
LAS 39 I. II. Chicago
MinE 36 I. n. Rockford
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Mueller. Clyde William
Mueller, Joseph Henr>'
Meuller, LeRoy Elmer
Mueller, Malvern William
Mueller, Ralph William
Mueller, Ruth Elese
Muennig, Louise
Muetze, Margaret Louise
Muir, Elizabeth Jane
Muirhead, George P.
Mulford, Helen Lena
Mulholland, Maurice S.
Mull, Eugene Gus
MuHane, John Joseph
Mullett, Jane Elizabeth
Mulligan, Eileen Ann
Mulligan, John Michael
Mulligan, Mary Margaret
Mulvaney, Bernard George
Mulvihill, Donald Ferguson
Mummert, Leona Maxine
Mummert, William Carroll
Munch, Donald Carl
Mundt, Elmer Eugene
Munger, Stella Constance, B.S.,
M.S., 1925, 1927
Munnecke, Richard Allen
Munnis, James Kleinhenn
Munns, Clara Pauline
Munro, Exlith Lydia
Muns, Francis Henry
Muns, Ralph Everett
Muntyan, Bozidar
Muntz, Gordon Vincent
Murch, Gerald Emerson
Murdock, Betty
Murdock, Paul Edwin
Murdock, Robert Scott
Murphy, Geraldine Marie
Murphy, Gwendolyn Elizabeth,
A.B., 1931
Murphy, Harlan J.
Murphy, Harriet Catherine
Murphy, Helen Elizabeth
Murphy, Jay Wesly
Murphy, Jennings Bryan
Murphy, John Barrett
Murphy, John Robert
Murphy, Joseph Lawrence
Murphy, Mary Irene
Murphy, Mary Wood
Murphy, Otto Stuart
Murphy, Robert Raymond
Murphy, Stanley Newton
Murphy, William Allen
Murray, Ann Gertrude
Murray, Anne Cecelia
Murray, Eugene Paul
Murray, Lindley Paul
Murray, Mary Louise
Murray, Natalie Eliza
Murray, William Frederic
Murrell, Eva Gertrue
Musick, Albert R.
Musick, Howard Taft
Musser, Richard Christian
Mustari, James Louis
Mutimer, Adelbert Grant
Myers, Catharine
Myers, Claud Verne, B.S., 1931
Myers, Elwood Massmann
Myers, Flossie May
Myers, George Emil
Myers, Harold A.
Myers, Harold Arnold
Myers, Hubert Hammill
Myers, James Edward
Myers, Marjorie Elizabeth
Myers, Mary Isabel, A.B., 1930
Myers, Ross Donald
Myers, Russell Elmer
Myers, Ruth .Augusta
Myers, Sterling Emerson
Mynard, Warren .Adam
Myrna, Rudolph
Mytar, William Wallace
ChE 35 Green Bay, Wisconsin
PreL 68H New Baden
CE Bensenville
LAS 85H Columbia
CE 36 Harvard
HEAgr 90H Joliet
Ed 114 Joplin, Missouri
Ed 90K Chicago
PreJ 39 Evanston
PreJ 31 Plato Center
LAS 98 Shelbyville
CL 68 SS Kewanee
EE 07 Blandinsville
ChE 73 SS Chicago
8 SS Springfield
LAS Champaign
LAS 233^ Champaign
LAS Champaign
17 SS Chicago
Bus 76 Chicago
LAS Astoria
Agr 29 Astoria
AC 102 Joliet
Bus 24 Chicago
Bus in- Manhattan, Kansas
LAS 63 Chicago
PreJ 62 SS Urbana
HEAgr Evansville, Wisconsin
Bus 66 Heyworth
LAS Pesotum
LAS 3\H Pesotum
PreM 9iy2 Madison
Bus Elgin
AC 91 North Jay, Maine
LAS 34 Wilmette
Jnl unc Urbana
Ed 131J^ Champaign
PreJ 33 Chicago
Lib unc Grand Island, Nebraska
IH SS Champaign
LAS Champaign
LAS Paris
FC 63 Ji SS Eldorado
PreL 64 Taylorv'ille
Bus 30 Chicago
Agr 23 Eldorado
ChE Springfield
Mus 30 Park Ridge
f>H SS Abbeville, Alabama
LAS 39M PeoriaAC 60 Centralia
AC 92 Eldorado
EE Eldorado
Ed 69 Urbana
LAS 106% Chicago
Ed 131 .Arrowsmith
AC 62 Cairo
LAS Urbana
LAS La Grange
CL 35 Kokomo, Indiana
Ed 60 SS. Champaign
Bus A&Vi Chicago
Arch 83
SS.
Champaign
Whittenburg, Tejcas
AC Retsof, New York
ME 35 Rockford
Ed 97 Georgetown
Ed irr SS. Urbana
LAS 38 Glen Ellyn
LAS Ottumwa, Iowa
Jnl 71H Earlville
LAS 27 Mt. Vernon
PreM Chicago
ME 70 Homer
PreL Springfield
Bus Champaign
Lib Bloomington, Indiana
Indiana Harbor, Indiana42Ji SS.
AE Thu Yankton, South Dakota
LAS 99 Springfield
Agr 66^ .Augusta
Agr 28 .Amboy
Bus 33 Eldorado
Accy 106 Springfield
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Kaber, George Vincent
Nachman, Bernard Michael
Nackman, Arthur Eklward
Nagel, Harry Kolb
Nagle, Elizabeth
Nagoda, Edward Joseph
Nalbach, Mary Elizabeth, B.S., 1931
Nalbach, Thomas Irwin
Nance, Katherine Elizabeth
Nardi, Edgar Walker
Narodick, Daniel Micheal
Naseef, James Richard
Naset, Yale Wilhelm
Nash, John Marshall
Nason, Edgar Florado
Natinchek, Olga
Natkin, Bertram Mayer
Nauman, Arthur Charles
Naumann, Jack Louis
Naurich, Benny
Nave, Charles Homer
Neadstine, Louise Isabel
Neal, Glenn Dale
Neal, J. Paul
Neal, Lillian Louise
Neathery, Roy Elbert
Nebeck, Edward Albert
Needham, Lewis Lional
Neeld, Margaret Eleanor, B.S., 1926
Neer, Carl James
Neeves, Lester William
Neff, William Du Wayne
Negri, Joseph Albert
Neher, John Wesley
Neiger, Edward Decker
Neill, Dorothy Louise
Neiman, Esther Peckler
Neitzman, Dorothy Jane
Nejdl, Daisy Violet
Nelle, Richard Stephen
Nelsen, Amelia Louise
Nelson, Alice Louise
Nelson, Arthur Strom
Nelson, Arvid Ferdinand
Nelson, Bessie
Nelson, Catherine Carrie
Nelson, Charles Oliver, A.B., 1931
Nelson, Clarence Jerome
Nelson, Claude Lafayette
Nelson, Corless Barton
Nelson, Dorothy May
Nelson, Dorothy Pauline
Nelson, Ethel Marie
Nelson, Everett Walfred
Nelson, George Gordon
Nelson, George Hartmus
Nelson, Gerald Farrington
Nelson, Gerard Andrew
Nelson, Helen Virginia
Nelson, Herbert Lincoln
Nelson, Inga Louise, A.B., 1930
Nelson, Isabel Virginia
Nelson, James William
Nelson, John Drury
Nelson, Kenneth Burnley
Nelson, Lawrence
Nelson, Lee Guy
Nelson, Lillian Violet
Nelson, Muriel Bernice
Nelson, Olof William, B.S., 1930
Nelson, Randall Linden
Nelson, Raymond Carl
Nelson, Richard Alrick
Nelson, Robert Axel
Nelson, Russell Baldwin
Nelson, Ruth Marian
Nelson, Stanley Call
Nelson, Walter Christian
Nelson, William Edwin
Nemirow, Albert Louis
Nendell, Leila Amelia
Nesbitt, George Belvey
Nesbitt, Rozell R.
Nesler, David
Nettleship, Orville Raymond
Netzorg, Richard Wolf
PreJ 28H I. IL Malta
CE 4016 L II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. Chicago
ME L II. Paducah, Kentucky
IS SS. Urbana
PreM I. II. Chicago
Edirr II. Moweaqua
MusEd 116 SS. I. II. Moweaqua
LAS 17K II. Gilman
Bus I. II. Chicago
PreL 65 I. II. Chicago
Bus 901^ SS. I. II. Kewanee
AE 2534 I. II. West Salem, Wisconsin
EPh 109>^ I. II. Rockford
LAS 47^ I. La Grange
LAS 651-3 I. II. Chicago
ME 68>^ I. Kansas City, Missouri
CE 79H II. Chicago
REE 28H I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Cicero
Bus I. 11. Oak Park
Ed 69J^ SS. I. II. Mound City
Chem 39 I. II. Zion
Bus I. II. Metropolis
LAS 66 I. II. Chicago
Bus 31 I. II. Bement
IEd 243-2 I. II. Chicago
PreM 79 I. II. Plainfield
Lib I. II. Decatur
LAS 71 I. II. Urbana
Agr unc 27 I. II. Paris
AE 31>i I. II. Freeport
PreL 56 I. II. Chicago
Paint 22 I. II. Shelbyville
CL I. II. Chicago
LAS 95 I. II. St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Detroit, Michigan
LAS 31 I. II. Chicago
CE 111 I. II. Bloomington
LAS 32 L II. Champaign
LAS I. Chicago
Bank 98 I. IL Geneva
SiH SS. Rankin
4 SS. Chicago
LAS IL Brookston, Indiana
Law I. II. Rockford
CL 35 I. II. Aurora
Agr 71 SS. I. II. Olney
CE 72 I. II. Kewanee
LArch 83 I. II. Peoria
HEAgr I. II. Fisher
LAS 66 I. II. Oak Park
Ed 92H I. II. Berwyn
AE 103 L II. Winnetka
ChE 118^^ I. II. Memphis, Tennessee
LArch 104 I. II. Glenview
Bus 84 I. II. Chicago
LAS 65 I. II. Chicago
Ed 66 I. II. Chicago
7 SS. Vermilion, South Dakota
LAS 33 I. II. Forrest Park
ChE 76 SS. I. II. Chicago
LAS iiy2 I. II. Chicago
PreL 91 I. II. Chicago
CL 52H I. II. Chicago
Arch 136 I. II. Logansport, Indiana
LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Ed 99 I. II. Oak Park
MEirr II. Chicago
Agr 94H I. II. Fisher
Bus 61 II. La Rose
Agr S3H I. IL .A.lpha
Bus 81 I. II. Chicago
LAS 31 I. II. Peoria
HEAgr I. II. Rio
Arch 36H I. II. Provo, Utah
EPh 80K SS. I. II. Chicago
Eng I. II. Lake Villa
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Rantoul
Law I. II. Champaign
EE I. II. Champaign
Bus 68H I. II. Elgin
SS. Raymond
Bus I. II. Chicago
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Neubauer, Eklward Lester AC I. II. Highland
Neuman, Donna Elizabeth Mus 35 3i I. II. Springfield
Neuman, Herbert Carl LAS 47 I. II. Chicago
Neumeyer, Clarence John Bus 114 I. II. Jackson. Missouri
Neunuebel, Gladys Bernice LAS 55 I. Chicago
Neureuther, Andrew Wesley ME 107 I. II. Peru
Nevilier, Byron Louis Arch 78 I. Chicago
Nevilier, Gordon William Bus I. IL Chicago
Newbill, Thomas Jefferson LAS 54H I. La Grange
Newcomb, Morton Austin AE 51 L II. Glen Ellyn
Newcomb, Rexford Cer L II. Urbana
Newcomb, Theodore Frederick Paint 5 I. Urbana
Newell, Martin Andel CE 39>^ I. II. Peoria
Newell, William Foster Bus 63 Ji I. IL Berwyn
Newkirk, William Francis Arch 59 I. II. Connersville, Indiana
Newlin, John Cox AE 28 I. II. Normal
Newlon, Brintnel Robbins Bus 27 I. IL Quincy
Newman, August Charles PreD 41 I. Monticello. New York
Newman, Carl Robert LAS I. II. Urbana
Newman, Irwin Herbert PreL 33 I. IL Cliicago
Newman, Mildred 3 SS. Argo
Newton, William Albert PreJ 27 I. II. Urbana
Newtson, Harold Le Roy 22H SS. Oakwood
Nicely, Christy Maxwell AE 105 L II. Chicago
Nichols, Arnold Elwayne Agr unc I. II. Champaign
Nichols, Donald Conrath Accy I. II. Quincy
Nichols, Donald Eugene Bus 18H I. River Forest
Nichols, Donald Floy Bus 82K I. Glen Ellyn
Nichols, Irma Ruth Ed sns SS. I. II. Elmwood
Nichols, James Franck CE 37 I. II. Chicago
Nichols, Mary Adelia nojij SS. Wayne City
Nichols, Robert Elmer ME 14 I. Elgin
Nicholson, Corydon Montgomery Ins 81 I. Decatur
Nicholson, Paul Law L IL Joliet
Nicka, Frieda Bus I. II. Chicago
Nickels, Alice Ergold LAS I. II. Bureau
Nickerson, Avon Joshua Eng 104 I. II. Champaign
Nickerson, Fern 90H SS. Mattoon
Nickles, Tom T. PreM 32 I. IL Gridley
Nickoley, Kathrine Elisabeth HELAS 82 I. II. Urbana
Nicol, William Charles CL 70 I. II. Peoria
Nicolas, Pablo Manuel ChE 104 SS. I. IL Chicago
Nicolosi, John CE 57 I. II. Chicago
Niedringhaus, Wilford William Chem I. II. Taylorv'ille
Niehaus, Charles Edward ChE 52 SS. I. 1 1. Champaign
Nielsen, Irvin Paul Jnl my. IL Morris
Nielsen, Shirley Elizabeth LAS 33 I. IL Park Ridge
Niemeyer, John Alden Law I. II. Champaign
Nierman, Sidney Maurice Law 30 I. II. Chicago
Niess, Allan John LAS 9914 SS. I. II. Belleville
Nietsch, Katherine Irene LAS 62 I. II. Fultonville. New York
Nightingale, Vincent Frederic Bus 97 I. II. Gilman
Nilsen, Irving Rudolph Bus 23 I. Oak Park
Nilsen, Roy Theodore Eng 73 SS. I. II. Oak Park
Nilson, Lawrence E. Bus 32 I. II. Chicago
Nimmo, Lomond Weston 9 SS. Cincinnati, Ohio
Nixon, Lester Franklin CE 27H L II. Champaign
Nixt, Thomas Anthony 12 SS. Christopher
Nobes, Charles William CE 75 L IL Decatur
Noble. Albert Charies Bus 96h LII. JoUet
Noble, Florence Elizabeth , A . K
.
, 1 926 15 SS. Monticello. Iowa
Noble, Margaret Blair LAS L IL Chicago
Noble, Marion. A.B., 1920 Lib I. IL .Alliance. Ohio
Noble. Mary Josephine LAS 70 I. IL Chicago
Noe, Merwin Ed 99H I. II. Carlylc
Noecker, Duane Smith ChE 86 SS. I. IL Urbana
Noecker, James Harold Arch 6 SS. I. II. Champaign
Noel, Miriam Frances Paint I. II. Urbana
Nofsinger. Verrea Anne HEAgr I. II. Chicago
Noggle. Mrs. Elizabeth Conard Ed lOOJii I. II. Urbana
Nolan, Herbert Francis LAS 24^2 I. Evanston
Nolen, Mrs. Beatrice Miles Ed 65H I. II. Urbana
Nolen, Harold William Agr 31 I. II. Stronghurst
Noling, Martin Norman Eng 67 I. IL Rockford
Nonneman, Walter 64H SS. Champaign
Norbury, Wilma Louise Ed 63 I. IL East St. Louis
Nordine, Florence Azalia LAS 83H L II. Moline
Noren. Elmer Davis Agr I. II. Taylorville
Norkaitis, Mary Victoria Jnl 69 I. 11. St. Charles
Norman. Donald Aimers PreL 17 I. II. Oak Park
Norman. Olliver Harold Accy 102}^ I. II. Marion
Normandin, Dorothy May LAS 33 I. II. Kankakee
Norris, Fred Hallam ME 72 I. II. Joliet
Norris, Helen Josephine LAS I. II. Normal
Norris. Herbert Marshall LAS 105 I. II. Oswego
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Norris, John Harmon
Norris, Lincoln D.
Norris, Mrs. Margaret Bright
Norris, Otis Leslie
North, Elsie Geraldine
North, Wilbur Arthur
Norton, Alma Abigail
Norton, Esther Jane
Norton, Herbert Franklin
Norton, Nina Muriel
Norton, William Exlward
Norval, Mildred Ardell
Norwood, Alice Marguerite, A.B.,
1929
Norwood, Kenneth Salter
Norwood, Robert James
Nosek, Milton William
Nourie, Raymond Louis
Novak, Charles Thomas
Novak, Henry John
Novak, Maurice Boris
Novak, Sidney, B.S., 1931
Novick, Marvin Maxwell
Novotny, Adele Jeanne
Novotny, Frank
Novotny, Gladys Annette
Nowak, Frank John
Nowakowski, Jean
Nowlin, Oscar J.
Nowlin, Russell Douglas
Nowokunski, Wallace Eugene
Noxon, Charles Aury
Nugent, Gordon Whitcomb
Nuhn, Floyd Frederick
Nussbaum, Barbara
Nussell, Virginia Carolyn
Nusspickel, Raymond Eliot
Nutt, Martha Harriet, A.B., 1930
Nutter, Roy Sterling
Nutting, Harry Gerorge
Nye, Philip Hastings
Oakes, Benjamin Franklin
Oakes, Henry Nathaniel
Oathout, Fred
Obando, Wenceslao Luis
Oberlink, Boyd Stevenson
Oberlink, Dwight Raymond
Oberlink, Ivalee Ruth
Oberman, Evelyn Grace
O'Brien, Edmund Robert
O'Brien, Gertrude Louise
O'Brien, Mabel Frances
O'Brien. Margaret Elizabeth
Ochs, Gerald Max
Ochsenschlager, Morgan, B.S., 1931
Ochsner, Armin Karl
O'Connell, Bernard James
O'Connell, Ralph Joseph
O'Connor, Charlotte Elizabeth
O'Connor, Dorothy Kathryn
Odell, Lucy Andrews
O'Donnell, Ann Mabel
O'Donnell, Florence Mary
O'Donnell, Joseph Edmond, A.B.,
1929
O'Donnell, Virginia McGinnis
Odron, Edward
Oehl, Louise Charlotte
Oehmke, Irene
Oelberg, Emil
Oeltjen, Fred G.
Oetting, Clara Marie
Off, Barbara Elaine
Off, Charles Joseph
Off, Margaret Fey
Offenbacker, Floyd Ross
Ogg, Oscar John
Ogg, Robert Samuel
Ogle, Jasper Lewis
O'Grady, George Patrick
O'Herron, Rosalie Ellis
Ohl, Barbara Lois
Okean, Sarah Belle
O'Keefe, Arthur Francis
Older, David Drake
Oldham, Mary Margaret
Ed 74 II. Effingham
Bus 321^ SS. I. II. Urbana
83M SS. Chicago
PreL 78H SS. I. Champaign
HEAgr I. II. La Rose
LAS I. IL Buffalo
Ed 66 I. II. Tolono
LAS I. II. Champaign
Agr I. II. Tolono
LAS 27 I. II. Champaign
Bus 13 II. Champaign
LAS 32 I. II. Yates City
Lib I. II. Urbana
EE I. II. Chicago
lEd 67 I. Danville
LAS 61 I. II. Chicago
6iH SS. Kankakee
ME 64 I. II. Oak Park
Bus I. Chicago
AE 124
SS.
I. II. Chicago
Chicago
PreL 67J^ I. IL Rochester, New York
PEd 66% I. II. Cicero
CE I. II. Berwyn
LAS 67 I. II. Berwyn
PreM L II. Chicago
LAS 38 I. II. Chicago
Flor 29 I. IL Maroa
AE 27 I. II. Oak Park
ChE 102 I. II. Chicago
Bus 183-3 I. II. Greeley. Colorado
LAS 65 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Metamora
LAS 32 I. IL Fairfield
Chem 66 L II. Villa Grove
Ed 104 I. II. Brighton, Massachusetts
7 SS. Carmel, Indiana
9 SS. Akron, Ohio
19?^ SS. La Crosse, Wisconsin
Law I. II. Oregon
Bus 29}^ I. Chicago
9H SS. Callands, Virginia
Bus 54 SS. I. II. Macomb
Agr 69 I. II. Cochabamba, Bolivia
ME 107 I. II. Brownstown
Chem 62 I. II. Brownstown
HELAS I. II. Brownstown
PreJ 32>'2 I. II. Chicago
CE 72 I. IL Tiskilwa
Jnl 101 I. II. Springfield
LAS 63 I. II. Springfield
LAS 71 I. II. Kenosha, Wisconsin
Ed 94
SS,
L II. Keota, Iowa
Aurora
PreM 27 I. II. Rockford
6 SS, Cairo
Law ' I. II. Chicago
10 SS, Staunton
LAS 70 SS,'. I. II. Chicago
8 SS. Urbana
HEAgr 29 SS,! I. IL Champaign
Ed 97 ?s
SS,
I. Chicago
Champaign
HELAS 99 I. Pontiac
AC I. II. Chicago
LAS 60 I. II. Chicago
Mus 33 I. II. Urbana
ChE 33 I. II. Chicago
PreL 31 I. Carlinville
LAS 32 I. II. Oak Park
Paint L II. Peoria
Bank 63 I. II. Peoria
PreM I. II. Peoria
LAS 122 SS,. L II. Urbana
Arch 130 I. II. Dodge City, Kansas
LAS I. Dodge City, Kansas
PreD 51 I. II. Urbana
PU 14 I. Chicago
HEAgr 109 I. Vermilion Grove
Chem lOiH L II. Chicago
LAS 32 L II. Winnetka
CL 463^ I. Chicago
LAS 57 I. II. Wilmette
LAS L II. Urbana
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Oldham, Will Harold Bus 93 I. U. Port Arthur, Texas
Oldsen, Gerhardt Henry PreL I. n. Chicago
O'Leary, John Cooper PC 1. 11. Newton, Iowa
O'Leary, Virginia Louise LAS 84H 1. n. East St. Louis
Oleson, Gilbert Ernest CL L n. Molina
Olin, Leland Graham, A.B., A.M., Jill L n. Champaign
1922, 1927
Olin, Lester Kenneth Bus 34 I. u. Chicago
Olin, William Tiffany CE 1. 11. Horseheads, New York
Oliver, Dorothy Ewing HEAgr 40M I. n. Bloomington
Oliver, Dorothy Louise Jnl 98 SS. L IL Kewanee
Oliver, John Lee Bus 1. Urbana
Oliver, Revilo Pendleton 121J^ SS. Urbana
Olsen, Charles Arthur ME 54 L n. Champaign
Olsen, Chester Sommerfelt Bus I. n. Chicago
Olsen, Florence Elise LAS 98 I. n. Evanston
Olsen, Margaret Simmons LAS 83 L n. Evanston
Olsen, Mariara Viola LAS 33 L n. Oak Park
Olsen, Virginia Jane LAS 67 1. n. Evanston
Olsen, Vivienne Murie LAS 102 1. u. Oak Park
Olsman, Louis PreM 1. u. Chicago
Olson, Carl Henry Bus 29 I. n. Evanston
Olson, Charles Oscar AC 1. u. Chicago
Olson, Clara Hildegarde HEEd f>3% I. H. Gilson
Olson, Elmer Carl Accy 10114 I. u. Chicago
Olson, Frederic Golberg Bus 98^ I. u. Preston, Minnesota
Olson, Harold Gust Bus SVz T. IL Rockford
Olson, Herman Robert CL 67 I. IL Oak Park
Olson, John Dexter Agr 93 I. II. Leland
Olson, John Leonard ME 1073^ I. II. Chicago
Olson, Kathryn Ann HEAgr I. II. Bishop Hill
Olson, Kenneth Leonard ChE I. II. Chicago
Olson, Lawrence Mansfield LArch 90 I. IL Rockford
Olson, Margaret Elizabeth PreJ L II. River Forest
Olson, Raymond Roy ChE I. II. Oak Park
Olson, Tilford Andrew CE 37 I. II. Beiiwood
Olwin, Beth LAS 66 I. II. Robinson
O'Malley, Donald William ME 30}^ I. II. Chicago
O'Malley, Fuller Margaret LAS 28 I. II. Evanston
O'Malley, Robert .\nthony lA 42>i I. II. Evanston
Oman, LeRoy Robert Arch 65 L II. Chicago
Omietanski, Victoria Bus 46 L II. Chicago
Ondrus, Joseph AC 103 L II. Berwyn
Ondrus, Thomas CE 69 I. II. Berwyn
O'Neal, Dorwin Bond LAS 30 I. II. Rantoul
O'Neal, Elmira Ball Jnl 97 L IL Champaign
O'Neal, Glenn Norris ME I. II. Rankin
O'Neal, Roger Duval CL I. II. Beloit, Wisconsin
O'Neil, Dwight Dewitt. A.B., M.S., SS. CoUinsville
1924, 1928
O'Neil. James William PreM I. Champaign
O'Neil, Josephine Fruin PEd 72J4 I. II. Chatsworth
O'Neill, Dick Albert AC 34 I. II. Ottawa
O'Neill, John Robert Bus 29 I. Chicago
O'Neill, Paul PreM I. II. Alton
O'Neill, Raymond James Bank 65 L II. Wyoming
Ong, Charles Milton EE I. IL Champaign
Ong, Harold Ray lOH SS. Wenona
Ongemach, John Ludwig lA 87 L II. Chicago
Onken, Dorothy Jane LAS 95^ L II. Gibson City
Oplatka, William Edward Law 30 L II. Chicago
Oppenheira, Armand PreL 8 I. II. Chicago
Oravec, Emil George ME 37 L IL Chicago
Orcutt, Milton Joseph LArch 30 L II. Milldale, Connecticut
Orencia, Catalino LAS 64 I. Tubao, La Union, Philip-
pine Islands
Orencia, Urbano y de Vera Ed 98 SS. I. Chicago
Orlando, John Robert Accy 101 I. II. Chicago
Orler, Marguerite Marie 8 SS. Mt. Olive
Orner, Seymour PreL 2iyi L II. Clucago
Ornstein, Bernard Miller PreL I. II. Oak Park
Orr, Harold Wayne CL I. II. Dwight
Orr, Melba Paulene Ed 100?^ I. II. Pontiac
Orth, Glen Gibson AC 77 I. II. Winchester, Kentucky
Osborn, Margaret Estelle LAS 114 I. Lewistown
Osborn, Ralph Allan LAS II. Alton
Osborne, Elizabeth Newcomb Arch I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Osborne, Mary Janice HEEd 98 I. II. Ridgefarm
Osgood, Edward AE 113 SS. I. II. Chicago
O'Shea, Daniel David lA 31 I. II. Clucago
Osinski, Walter John Ed 99?^ I. II. Westficld, Massachusetts
Osman, William James ME 56H II. Ottawa
Ostaszewski, Walter Richard lA 37 I. II. Chicago
Osten, Joan Mamie Chem 122^- I. II. Chicago
Ostensky, Ruth Evelyn PEd 94 I. II. Chicago
Oster, Farnum George Chem 3614 I. II. Peoria
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Oster, Kurt Eugen Chem 87M SS. I. II. Chicago
Osterfelt, Robert George PreJ I. Chicago
Osterman, Harry William Bus 59 I. Chicago Heights
Ostermann, Casper Peter ChE 31 I. II. Chicago
Otis, Huntington James CL 65K I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Otis, Margaret Elizabeth PEd 69H I. II. Saunemin
Otis, Richard Earle Bus 44H I. Moline
Otten, Herbert Bus I. II. Kenilworth
Otto, Charles Edward lA I. II. Chicago
Overgard, Graham Theodore Mus unc 8 SS. II. Humboldt, Kansas
Overgard, Mrs. Graham Theodore Ed unc II. Urbana
Overton, Albert George Arch I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Overturf, Doris Louise LAS I. II. Camargo
Owen, Arthur Lindsey Agr 34 I. II. Areola
Owen, John Hammond PC 83 I. II. Lanark
Owen, Robert Llewelyn Agr 101 I. II. Peoria
Owen, William Boyd Ed 70 I. II. Kalamazoo, Michigan
Owens, Charles Douglas Chem 33K I. II. Ipava
Owens, Elizabeth Jane LAS 22 I. II. Assumption
Owings, Jerry Randall LAS 32H I. II. Lincoln
Ozment, Nellie HELAS 66 I. II. Marion
Pacenta, Maurice CE I. n. Chicago
Pacey, Thomas ChE 113 I. II. Joliet
Pachoud, Harold Bus I. II. Cincinnati, Ohio
Pachynski, Stanley John PreM 31 I. II. Oak Park
Pacilio, Paul, B.S., 1931 Eng irr I. Chicago
Pack, Harvey Joseph CT 66 I. II. Chicago
Paczak, John AC 28 I. Witt
Paddick, Morris Evans Agr 36J^ I. II. Sumner
Paden, Joseph Hayes Chem 108 I. II. Urbana
Page, Elbert Cameron Accy i9y2 L IL Alton
Page, Harriet Leona LAS 98 I. IL Chicago
Page, Robert Reginald, B.S., 1931 SS. New Haven, Connecticut
Page, Ruth Charlotte Ed 63 I. IL Chicago
Pagnella, Rocco Mike AC SOVi I. II. Rochester, New York
Paik, Arthur John ChE 71 I. II. Berwyn
Painter, Fred Arnold Agr 100 I. II. Stronghurst
Palandech, Catherine Marie LAS 25 L II. Chicago
Paleias, Robert Leonard PreM IL Brooklyn, New York
Paller, Ben CE 111 I. II. Chicago
Palmer, Gene Wesner Agr 57 I. II. Knoxville
Palmer, Harry Mauritz AC I. II. Rockford
Palmer, Kate Elizabeth, A.B., 1929 Lib I. IL Charles City, Iowa
Palmer, Kenneth Henry Bus 7 I. Urbana
Palmer, Lester Howard, A.B., 1927 Ed IL Elwood
Palmer, Paul Thomas PreM 31 I. II. Peoria
Palmer, Richard Nelson CE 102 I. II. Cicero
Palmisano, Lena Josephine LAS 40 SS. I. II. Urbana
Palmisano, Marie Ann LAS SS. I. II. Urbana
Palmquist, Robert Carl lA 97 I. II. Rockford
Palumbo, Frank Arthur Arch 63 I. IL Chicago
Palumbo, Leo Gerald Accy 32 I. II. Toluca
Panagopoulos, Demosthenes Sotirios CL S3M I. II. Chicago
Panagos, Peter LAS I. II. Chicago
Panichi, Lib REE 113H I. II. Blue Island
Pankey, Rachel LAS I. II. Harrisburg
Panter, Daniel Abe PreL 66 L II. Chicago
Panzer, Robert Miller Bus L II. Gurnee
Pao, Ting AE 109 L II. Wuchang, Hupeh, China
Papadopulos, Patroklos John Arch 73 L II. Chicago
Pape, Vivian Starz Bus 32 I. IL Fowler, Indiana
Pappas, Virginia Kalamira LAS I. II. Bushnell
Paradis, Margaret Bethel Mus I. IL St. Anne
Parcher, Russell Wilber PreM I. II. Streator
Parham, Alonzo Souleigh LAS I. II. Chicago
Parizek, Mildred LAS 98% I. II. Cicero
Park, Francis De Ronald CE 851--2 I. II. Clarksville, Arkansas
Park, Graham Earl CL 94 I. Hoopeston
Park, Mansur EE 109 I. II. Honolulu, Hawaii
Park, Richard Seymour 60 SS. Metropolis
Parke, John 79 SS. Chicago
Parker, Amy Gladys 122J6 SS. Mound City
Parker, Chauncey Howard Agr 98 I. II. Grayslake
Parker, Georgia LAS 34 I. II. Robinson
Parker, Helen Lucil LAS I. II. Paris
Parker, Helene Elizabeth Ed 99 I. II. Berwyn
Parker, Howard William Bank 98 L IL La Porte, Indiana
Parker, Margaret LAS 99 I. II. Paris
Parker, Martha Jean LAS 30 I. II. Mt. Carmel
Parker, Mary Elizabeth HEAgr L II. Urbana
Parker, Mildred Alice Ed lOlH I. IL Oilman
Parker, Pauline M. HEAgr 103 I. II. Danville
Parker, Sam Robert PreJ 62K I. Chicago
Parker, Thomas Reilly LAS 105 L II. Waukegan
Parkes, Raymond Stanley AC II. Chicago
Parkhill, Chester Vencine Bus I. Champaign
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Parkhill. Mildred Ruth LAS 66 I. II. Champaign
Parkhurst, Don Archibald Eng 61}^ SS. I. II. Wilmette
Parkhurst, Howard Moor Arch 69H I. II. Moline
Parkinson, Norman EE 64 I. Ogden
Parks, Beaumont McCall lA 141 SS. I. Wood River
Parks, Catherine Coleen HEAgr 26 I. II. Bellflower
Parks, Homer Clark Bus I. II. Minonk
Parks, Russell Solon, A.B., A.M., SS. Milford
1926, 1928
Parmelee, Theodore Davis Arch I. II. Urbana
Parmely, Oliver Charles Eng 62 I. II. Riverside
Parquette, Arthur Albert ME II. Chicago
Parr, Carmen Louise LAS 35 I. II. Mt. Auburn
Parra, Anthony Ewing LAS I. II. Mattoon
Parrillo, James LAS 64 I. II. Chicago
Parrish, John Bishop LAS 45 SS. II. Decatur
Parrish, Virginia Mae LAS 34 I. II. Shelbyville
Parshall, Vernon Vincent Bus 62 J^ I. IL Berwyn
Parsons, June Elizabeth LAS I. II. Chicago
Parsons, Ray David PreJ 221^ I. Chicago
Partee, Clarence Eck CL I. n. Mt. Carmel
Partlow, Charles Wesley PU 393^ I. Chicago
Partlow, Marion Elizabeth Ed 112 SS. I. Casey
Partlow, Robert Donald CL L II. Chicago
Parucka, George LAS 69 I. XL Cicero
Pasel, Dora Marie Ed 99h' I. IL St. Anne
Pasetto, Edo AC 109 I. II. Barre, Vermont
Pashall, John Alfred Accy 25 J^ I. II. Melrose Park
Pashby, Robert Welch EE 112 I. II. Park Ridge
Pask, Joseph Adam CerE 73 SS. I. II. Chicago
Passman, Philip LAS 64 I. II. Chicago
Pastor, Ruth Anna Ed 98 I. II. Glen Ellyn
Pastove, Fred lA 82 I. Urbana
Pate. Harry La Verne, LL.B., 1931 SS. Sesser
Pate, Kenneth Francis Agr I. Union
Patelski, Elmer Lawerence Flor 93 SS. I. II. Aurora
Paterson, Jean Anne PreJ I. II. Chicago
Patrick, Kathryn Roberts LAS 20H I. II. Chicago
Patterson, Ian Thomson Bus L II. Homewood
Patterson, Sarah Alice LAS I. II. Chicago
Patton, Elma Gilmore Ed 67 I. IL Streator
Patton, Jack Bruce Bus 27 I. IL Chicago
Patton, Leo Houston PreM 115M I. II. Chicago
Patton, Mary Elizabeth Law I. II. Chicago
Paul, Eleanor Sylvia LAS I. II. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Paul, Helen Lucile LAS I. II. Champaign
Paul, Terlan Mary Mus 72>^ I. II. Urbana
PauUin, Margaret Ida Ed 66 I. Bellflower
Pavey, Eve-Lynn May LAS 98M L IL Chicago
Pawley, Lawrence Wilber lA Si L II. Berwyn
Paxton, Luther Carroll PreJ 6OV2 I. Warrenshurg
Payne, Carroll Rich Bank SlVi I. IL Benton
Payne, Elmo Brown Paint 23H I. II. Mt. Vernon
Payne, Frank Chem 109 I. II. Danville
Payne, Howard Edwin CE I. II. Benton
Payne, James Nelson LAS 7 SS. I. II. Marseilles
Payne, Kathleen Mildred, A. B.. 1931 7 SS. Belleville
Payne, Norton W. Accy 67 L II. Tuscola
Peabody, Jean Frances Bus I. IL Urbana
Peacock, Donald James Chem I. II. Kewanee
Peacock, Frank William LAS 64Ji I. II. Chicago
Peacock, Joseph Searles Bank 70 I. II. Chicago
Peacock, Ruth Margaret HEAgr II. Kewanee
Pearl, Erwin Max Bus 17K I. II. Chicago
Pearlman, Ellamarie HEAgr 108 SS. I II. Attica, Indiana
Pearlman, Howard Standford PreJ 13 I. II. Chicago
Pearsall, Helen Frances LAS 9723- I. II. Hillsdale
Pearson, George Daniel lA I. II. Elgin
Peart, Ray Gordon Agr 80H I. II. Kewanee
Pebbles, Howard Samuel Arch 38M LIT. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Pech, Myra LAS II. Chicago
Pecival, Eunice Rose, B.S., 1931 SS. Riverside
Peddicord, Kenneth Charles Agr I. II. Marseilles
Peddicord, Russell Grove Agr 36 I. Marseilles
Pedersen, Marion Elizabetli PreJ 31 I. II. Buda
Peel, Kenneth John, A.B., 1931 Law 30 I. II. Galesburg
Peemueller, Paul FC IL Chicago
Peile, Leona Junette LAS I. II. Newark
Peirce, Alan Stanley LAS 130M SS. I. Chicago
Pelej, Joseph EE 79 I. II. Chicago
Pelikan, Theodore Charles Bus 36 I. II. Cicero
Peller, Leonard ME 65H I. II. Chicago
Peller, Pliillp Allen AE I. II. Maywood
Pelnar, Paul George. B.S.. 193t SS Chicago
Peltzer. Arthur Law 60 I. II. Palo Alto, California
Pelzer, Dorothy Catherine Bus 98 L II. Urbana
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Pena, Garcia Salvador
Pence, Martha King
Pence, Phyllis Saben
Pendergast, Lucile Xedean, B.S.,
1930
Pendleton, Kathr>-n Marquise, Ph.B.,
A.M., 1925, 1931
Pendleton, Ware HoIIiday
Pengra, Marshall Hylon
Penington, Conrod Nathaniel
Peniston, Edward Rogers
Penn, X'arence Taylor
Pennell, Mary Eloise
Pennell, Zona Alice
Pennington, Chester Franklin
Penstone, Florence Rebecca
Pentecost, Vernon Francis
Penwell, George V'olney
Peracchio, Edmond
Perceny, Carlos Arthur
Perdue, Thomas Wayne
Perkins, Bemon George
Perkins, Franklin Austin
Perkins, Mary Elizabeth
Perlick, Edgar Francis
Perlick, Edward Elder
Perella, Exiward Joseph
Perret, Albert Emile. B.S.. 1931
Perrett, Albert Galen
Perrine, Earl Sams
Perry, Gerald I.
Perry, Robert Carlisle
Perry, Sara Pauline
Pershell, Russell Michael
Persinger, Sara \'ictoria, A.B., 1930
Pervier, George Wiles
Pesci, Helen Josephine
Pessin, Joseph
Pessin, Sam Solomon
Petefish, William Marcellus
Peterman, Mark Arnold
Peters, Arthur Le Roy
Peters, Bernard Kenneth
Peters, Calvin Frederick
Peters, Clifford Henrj*
Peters, Earl Edward
Peters, Herbert Walter
Peters, Merle Arnold
Peters, Rolland
Peters, Russell Walter
Peterson, Blanche Josephine
Peterson, Carl August
Peterson, Charles W.
Peterson, Dale Root
Peterson, Esther Emily
Peterson, Helen Louise
Peterson, Kenneth George
Peterson, Leland Arnold
Peterson, Marjorie Alvina
Peterson, Maynard Stanley
Peterson, Ruth Fern
Peterson, William Robert
Petitti, Mary
Petrie, Clifford George
Petschke, Alfred Henrj-
Pettee, James Charles
Pettegrew, Virginia Letitia
Pettigrew, Jean Elizabeth
Pettigrew, Kenneth Joseph
Pettit, Dorn LeRoy
Pettv, Harold Oren
Petty, Ophelia Milret, B.S., 1930
Pettyjohn, James William
Petz, Henry Xa\'ier
Peverly, Ralph Batchelder
Pezman, Theodore Louis
Pfaff, Alfred Scott
Pfaff, Lloyd Albert
Pfeffer, John Clarence
Pfeiffer, Rolland Paul, B.S., 1931
Pfeiffer, Suzanne
Pfister, Harlan Elliott
Pfister. Kathryn Ruth
Pfister, William Joseph
Pflager, Charles William
Pfiug, Warren Arthur
EE 96 L IL Durango, Mexico
LAS I. IL Oak Park
Ed 97 L n. Gladstone
Lib L II. Lincoln, Nebraska
SS. Clifton
Ed 95^ I. II. Champaign
LAS 98H I. II. La Grange
Bus S2K I. II. Taylorville
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 93 I. II. Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Urbana
Ed 92 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bus mi I. II. Bunker Hill
Bus 69 I. II. Griggsville
Bus 98J^ SS. I. IL Danville
Bus 98H SS. I. II. Pana
ChE I. II. Chicago
AC I. II. Champaign
MusEd 140 I. II. Chicago
Agr 62 I. II. Peoria
EE I. II. La Grange
HEAgr 28 I. II. Quincy
ME I. II. Chicago
ME I. II. Chicago
PreM 35 I. II. Chicago
SS. Basel, Swiuerland
Bus 21 I. Oak Park
."Vrch 103H SS. I. IL UrbanaME 107 I. II. Chicago
EE 112 I. II. Downs
14M SS. TimeweU
LAS I. II. Chicago
7 SS. Williamson, West \'irginia
Bus I. II. Evanston
Ed 102 I. II. Chicago
lEd 30>^ I. II. Chicago
PreL 35 I. II. Belleville
Agr 136J^ I. Virginia
10 SS. La Crosse, Wisconsin
EE 14 I. II. Chicago
EE 87 I. Quincv
Bus I. II. Park Ridge
PreM I. II. Belvidere
LAS 64H I. II. Oglesby
Arch 33 I. II. Milwaukee. Wisconsin
Ed 88 I. II. Ford City, Pennsylvania
ChE 104 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Bus I. II. St. Joseph
Ed 67H L II. Chicago
Accy 32 I. Moline
PreM I. II. Mt. Vernon
Bus 33 I. II. Galva
Ed 108 SS. I. II. Mattoon
115 SS. Manteno
AC 14J^ I. II. Chicago
Agr 33 I. Galva
LAS 33 I. II. Galva
ME 134H I. Chicago
MusEd 67 I. II. Windsor
Agr 21 I. II. Brownstown
Ed 106 I. II. \'alier
LArch 84 I. II. Chicago
Flor 32 I. II. Providence, Rhode Island
PU 106 L II. Decatur
LAS II. Tiskilwa
LAS 60 I. II. Oak Park
LAS I. II. Oak Park
EE 126H I. II. Prophetstown
AC 34 L II. Sumner
9 SS. Comstock, Texas
CerE 74 SS. I. II. Jacksonville, Florida
Chem 60 I. IL La Salle
Agr 31 I. II. Decatur
PreL 68 I. II. Quincy
Law I. II. Centralia
CE 68 I. II. New Lenox
Agr 27 I. II. Urbana
LA. I. II. Riverton
LAS 33 I. II. Herrin
EE 34 I. II. Mattoon
91 SS. Roanoke
Bus unc 30 I. II. Roanoke
LAS 383.'i I. II. Evanston
Bus 107 SS. I. IL Chicago
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Phalor. Mildred Elizabeth, A. B., 1924
Phebus, Darius Edward
Phelan, James Richard
Phelps, Arthur Mileham, A.B.. 1931
Phelps, Calhoun William
Phelps, George Busch
Phelps, Richard Miles
Phelps, Wanoma
Philhower, Peter Jacob
Phillippe, Frances
Phillippe, Mary Elizabeth
Phillips, Benjamin James
Phillips, Franklin McRae
Phillips, Gene Kent
Phillips, Helen Ann
Phillips, Helen Marie, A.B., 1927
Phillips, Marian Lucille
Phillips, Paul Speed
Phillips, Peter Paul
Phillips, Walter Joseph
Phillips, William Braxton
Phillips, Willis Eugene
Phillips. Wright
Philp, Fred Wilson
Phinnie, James
Photopulos, Dallas James
Piano, Louis Joseph
Piatt, Charles Linder
Picco, John Daniel
Pickard, Theodore Roosevelt
Pickels, Elizabeth Chaplain
Pickett, Laurence Jewell
Pickett, Leonard Charles
Pickett, Ruth Caroline
Piech. Richard John
Piecuch, Francis A.
Pierce, Charles Frank
Pierce, Charlotte Earle
Pierce, Edith Joy, A.B., 1930
Pierce, Galen Potter
Pierce, Georgette Briard
Pierce, Glenn Loren
pierce. Lynn Edward
Pierce, Ruth Eby
Pierce, Stanley Holt
Pierce, Stanley Roy
Pierce. Theodore
Piercy, Esther June, A.B., 1930
Pierson, Albert Chadwick
Pierson, Arthur Clarence, A.B., 1930
Pierson, Helen Regina
Pierson, Paul Sigurd, A.B., 1931
Piety, Donald Bruce
Pigg, Leo Everett
Pike, Max Noel
Pilgrim, John Francis
Pilip, Peter
Pimperl, Mathias
Pings, Wilbur Bennett
Pinkel, Robert Henry
Pinkerton. Frances Marie
Pinkerton, William James
Pinkus, Jerome Roy
Piper, George Allen
Piper, Lee Roy
Piper, Perry Eugene
Piper, William Nelson
Pirsein, Joseph William
Pitcher, Louis
Pitkin, Roy S.
Pitman, Harriet Rebecca
Pitner, Gordon Harrelson, B.S., 1931
Pittman, Viola Antoinette
Pittman, William Clarence
Pitzer, Stanley Donald
Piwinski, Edward Joseph
Planibeck, Louis
Plambeck, Marion Marie
Plankcnhorn, Chirence Robert
Piatt, Francis Joseph
Piatt, Helen Elizabeth
Plattner, Frank Theodore
Plavnik, Jennie
Pleshar, Helen Agnes
Ploeger, Alvin Edward
Plummer, Andrew Vem
7 SS. Columbus, Ohio
CL 90 L n. Champaign
PreJ 29 L n. Wood River
LAS irr SS. I. n. Kankakee
PreL 88 I. n. Princeton
Chem I. IL Chicago
Arch 26 I. Moline
1 SS. Shelbyville
Ed 64 I. II. Buda
LAS 53 SS. I. II. Champaign
LAS I. II. Champaign
PreM I. II. VV'innetka
EE U2K I. II. Chicago
PreJ I. II. Palestine
LAS 24J^ I. II. Chicago
9 SS. Maroa
LAS 59 L IL Elgin
Bus 35 L IL Rushville
Bus I. II. Iron River, Michigan
PreM 15 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Ridgway
EE 99 I. II. Urbana
Bus I. II. Canton
Law 56H SS. L II. East Chicago, Indiana
LAS 89 II. Chicago
EE 21}4 I. II. Champaign
PreL 70 I. II. Chicago
Agr 31 I. II. Monticello
PreL 35 L II. Wilsonville
Ed 98% I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Urbana
Bus 60 I. II. River Forest
CE 113 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS L II. River Forest
Bus 32 L II. Chicago
PreM II. Calumet City
Bus I. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
SS. Kankakee
PreL 15 LII. Creston
Paint I. II. Oak Park
LAS 101 I. IL Chicago
Paint 32 I. II. Leesburg, Indiana
LAS 113H I. II. Carbondale
REE 110 LIL Chicago
LAS 58 I. II. Creston
Agr 112 SS. I. Watseka
Lib I. IL Moscow, Idaho
CE L II. Bement
Ed irr I. Toulon
LAS 28 I. II. .\rgenta
Law 30 L II. Morrison
Bus 114 SS. I. Chicago
EE 32 I. II. Bulpitt
Bus lOOH SS. I. II. Monticello
Bus 561^ I. II. River Forest
CE 41>^ I. IL Chicago
Bus 27 I. Chicago
Chem 102 L II. Carbondale, Colorado
Chem 104 L II. Chicago
91 SS. Jerseyville
EPh 37 LIL Rushville
ME 54>i I. IL Chicago
AC I. Champaign
Agr 105 I. IL Manteno
Agr 26 I. II. Sumner
PreM I. II. Paris
AC lOM I. II. Berwyn
LAS I. II. Dixon
LAS II. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. Logansport, Indiana
I
A
I. II. Independence, Missouri
Ed 103 L II. Champaign
Cer I. II. Shelbyville
Accy I. 11. .Assumption
ME 15 I. II. Chicago
ChE 3 I. 11. Moline
LAS II. Rockford
lA I. II. Monticello
LAS 33 I. II. Chicago
Paint I. II. Champaign
LAS I. II. East St. Louis
Mas I. II. Chicago
Ed 65 L II. Chicago
ME II. Pearl City
CE I. IL Chicago
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Plummer, Perry Haskill PreD IL Rockford
Plunk, Thomas Myers Agr 66 L II. Mansfield
Plunkett, Dorothy June LAS I. II. Chicago
Plupas, William CE I. II. Chicago
Podlesak, Robert William ME 121?^ I. II. Chicago
Pofcher, Philip Eli LAS 73 I. II. Roslindale, Massachusetts
Poff, Frank Emerson Bus 12>i I. II. Champaign
Pohl. Gordon O. ME S8H I. II. Chicago
Pohler, George Melvin ChE 68 Vi L II. Tulsa, Oklahoma
Pohlers, Fred Robert lA 66 I. Dolton
Pohn, Esther Ruth LAS 96 I, II. Chicago
Pohn, Ruth Kay Ed 99 I. II. Chicago
Poirot, Dorothy Msirie LAS 33 L II. Chicago
Pokorny, Joseph Otto CE 76 I. Chicago
Polacek, Fred PreL 85 I. Chicago
Poland, Leonard Louis Agr 130K I. Olney
Poland, Mildred Virginia Bus I. Chicago
Polaski, Clarence Louis AC L II. Rockford
Polk, Roy Raymond Agr 34 I. II. Little Rock, Arkansas
Poll, Ray Edwin, B.S., 1929 Ed II. Centralia
Pollack, Gordon Robert lEd 10 I. IL Chicago
Pollak, Emil Morton Arch 68 L II. Chicago
Pollard, Gladys 31Ji SS. Decatur
Pollard, Ora Beatrice LAS 65 I. II. Taylorville
Pollock, RoUa Darby ME 74 J-^ I. II. Rock Island
Polonis, Virginia Isabel LAS I. II. Park Ridge
Pomper, Arthur L. PreM II. Chicago
Pool, Gamette Harvey Agr 69H I. II. Mt. Carmel
Poole, James Henry Bus 99 I. II. Lovington
Poole, Stuart Elijah EE I. II. Chicago
Pooler, John Vergil ME 53 I. II. Hinsdale
Pooler, Russell Leo lA 15 I. II. Hinsdale
Poor, Dorothy Lindsay HELAS I. II. Oak Park
Poore, Mable Amelia Ed 66 I. II. La Harpe
Pope, George PreM I. II. Chicago
Pope, Nancy Emma HELAS II. Chicago
Poper, Foster Maurice Arch 34 I. Chicago
Popham, Margaret Mae, A.B., 1928 SS. Charleston
Popp, Bernice Erma LAS I. II. Chicago
Popple, Ethel Mary LAS I. II. Barrington
Porst, Edward Gustav Cer 80 SS. I. II. Baltimore, Maryland
Port, Sidney Laurence PreL 681^ I. II. Chicago
Porte, Sol LAS 61J^ I. II. Chicago
Porter, Arie, A. B., 1928 IS SS. McCall Creek, Mississippi
Porter, Frances LAS 34 L II. Champaign
Porter, Fred White Paint 38 I. II. Champaign
Porter, Harold William Bus 76 I. II. Chicago
Porter, Howard Gerald ISH SS. Oskaloosa, Missouri
Porter, Jimmie, B.S., 1925 Lib 8 I. II. Fayetteville, Arkansas
Porter, John Lincoln LAS 102 I. II. Evanston
Porter, Maxine Belle LAS 31 L II. De Land
Porter, Raymond Lyle EE 108 I. II. Rock Island
Porter, Robert Beauman PreL I. II. Vienna
Porterfield, Helen Marie LAS 85 SS. IL Urbana
Porteus, Robert William Agr I. II. West Lafayette, Ohio
Portman, Grain Page AC L II. Urbana
Portnoy, Samuel Lawrence Bus I. Kankakee
Posvic, Dorothy Irene Jnl 100 I. IL Berwyn
Potempa, Joseph Casimir PreJ II. Chicago
Potokar, Walter Warren CE 69 I. II. Lyons
Potter, Mrs. Caroline Struck LAS 54 I. Pekin
Potter, Dorothea LAS I. II. Chicago
Potter, Fred Willis Law 60 I. II. Peoria
Potter, George Fisher Agr 17 L II. Danville
Potter, Homer Beaumont LAS 47 I. II. Chicago
Potter, J. Donald AC unc I. Champaign
Potter, James Butner PreD I. II. Harrisburg
Potter, Lawrence Arthur Agr 66).^ I. II. Sheridan
Potter, Ned John PreL L II. Peoria
Potter, Philip Harry, B.S., 1920 SS. Springfield
Potter, Philip John ME 37 L II. La Harpe
Potter, Robert AC unc 2H II. Champaign
Potter, Sarah Mae PreJ I. II. Danville
Pottort", Velma Elizabeth LAS 68 I. II. Mason City
Potts, Gabrielle Rhode LAS 26 I. II. Clinton, Iowa
Potts. Harley Robert EE 66 L II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Powell, Alice Rowena, A.B., 1931 SS. Dixon
Powell, Benjamin Franklin Accy 65y2 I. II. Joliet
Powell, Dorothy LAS 68 SS. I. II. Rocklon
Powell, Dwight LAS 84 I. II. Rockton
Powell, Horace William LAS 34 SS. L II. East St. Louis
Powell, Joseph Ronald AE 50 1. II. Wood River
Powell, Marian Lucile LAS 63 L II. Rockton
Powers, James Allen CL 51 L IL Maple Park
Powers, Jean LAS 2 L II. Chicago
Powers, Jennie Eileen 99Ji SS. Watseka
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Powers, John Ward CL 59 L IL Chicago
Powers, Maysie Miriam Ed 96 I. IL Streator
Powers, Ramon Arkle Law 50 I. U. Pekin
Powers, Robert Myron AC 93 I. IL Chicago
Pownall, Ruth Mills LAS I. II. Decatur
Pownall, William Lockhart LAS 124 .SS. I. Decatur
Prange, Henry Christian AE 72 I. II. Minden, Germany
Pratt, Eugene Marshall PreL 64 I. Peoria
Pratt, George Charles LAS I. II. La Grange
Pray, Lee Huse LAS 70>^ I. II. Chula Vista, California
Preisel, Kenneth J. Bus 86H I. II. Easton
Premuda, Franklin Frederick, A.B.,
1931
Prentiss, Lester Kumlin
SS. Chicago
Bus 67 1. 11. Park Ridge
Presberg, Kathleen Joyce LAS 16}^ I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Press, Elizabeth Alice LAS I. II. Oak Park
Press, Jacob Henry CE I. Chicago
Presson, Willard Martin ChE 71 I. II. Herrin
Prestin, Harry Leon Bus 214 SS. I. Urbana
Presto, Charles Peter Bus 3U< I. II. Chicago
Preston, Robert Fielding LAS 48 I. II. Dixon
Prettyman, Sarah Jane LAS 70 I. II. Pekin
Pribble, Poston Floyd 6 SS. Cairo, West Virginia
Price, Homer Lewis Ed 71 I. II. Sheldons Grove
Price, Hugh Arnold LAS I. II. Chicago
Price, Robert Martin PreL li I. Chicago
Price, Seymour PreL 33 I. IL Chicago
Price, Verena Erma HEAgr 20 11. Champaign
Pricer, Charles Aubert CerE I. Champaign
Prillaman, Don Layton CL 66 I. II. Rossville
Primm, Gerald Clyde Eng 107 I. II. Chicago
Primm, Harold Maurice Agr 101 I. II. Athens
Prince, Leona Fay LAS 98 I. II. Chicago
Prindiville, Virginia Josephine PreJ 11. Chicago
Pring, George David Flor 67 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Pring, Lewis Dan PU 101 I. II. Geneva, New York
Pringle, Edward Blakeslee EE 101 I. II. Harvey
Pritchard, George Russell Bus 25 I. II. Elmwood Park
Pritikin, Harry AC II. Chicago
Pritz, Clement Edward ChE 105 I. II. Chicago
Pritz, William August CE 30 I. II. Chicago
Proctor, Edward Walker LArch 16 I. II. Lewistown
Propp, Fred Joseph PreL 68 I. II. Peoria
Proteau, Arthur Joseph LAS 104 I. II. Oak Park
Prout, Charles Uri CE 38H SS. I. II. Harrisburg
Prouty, Phyllis Applegate LAS I. II. La Grange
Provine, Elizabeth Walker LAS 16M I. n. Urbana
Prucha, Ladd Charles Bus nsH L II. Chicago
Pruitt, Mary Augusta Mus I. II. Wellington
Prusow, Isadore CE 67}^ I. II. Chicago
Prussing, Herbert Jack Bus I. Kenilworlh
Prybylinski, Max George PreM MVi I. II. Chicago
Pryor, Edward Kinzie Arch I. II. Maywood
Pucci, Mary Lucille LAS 30 I. II. Hennepin
Puckett, Marcia Kathryn LAS I. II. Chicago
Puerta, Joseph Luis Jnl 72 I. II. Van Houten, New Mexico
Pugsley, Richard AC L II. Athens
Pulley, Elizabeth Rose Ed 72 I. II. Urbana
Purcell, Evelyn LAS 37 I. 11. Champaign
Purcell, Madeline Helen Bus 35 II. Downers Grove
Purcell, Mary Louise LAS I. Oak Park
Purcell, Paul Woodford PreM 7 SS. I. II. Robinson
Purdy, Clarence Edwin Bus 60 I. II. Du Quoin
Purma, Elizabeth Jane PreJ 29^ I. II, Ellsworth, Kansas
Purma, Frank Lawrence AC U7K SS. I. 11. Ellsworth, Kansas
Purnell, Florence Keel 6 SS. Benton
Purves, Harriet Nelle LAS 57 1. 11. Des Plaines
Putman, Mary Elizabeth LAS 91
H
I. II. Canton
Putnam. Albert Rush Ed 98 SS. I. II. Palatine
Puzey, Russell V. Accy 64 I. II. Catlin
Puzich, George Accy I. 11. Chicago
Pyatt, Jean HEA«r I. II. Morris
Pyle, Eula Rose LAS 92-';, I. n. Jamestown, Indiana
Querl, Sieving William Bus 53 >4 I. II. Webster Groves, Missouri
Quillraan, Francis Willard PreD 30 I. II. Royalton
Quillman, Guy Exiward EE I. u. Valier
Quindry, Carol Germaine Mus 2 I. 11. Chicago
Quindry, Leland Arkell Accy 65 I. II. Chicago
Quinn, Dorothy Sue LAS 29 I. II. Chicago
Quinn, Theodore Thomas Jnl 1023a I. II. Carlyle
Quirk, John Miller Bus I. II. Champaign
Quirke, Mrs. Anne 2 SS. Urbana
Rabe, Kenneth John ME 69 I. II. Chicago
Rabe, Louis, B.S., 1931 SS. Dwight
Rabinowitz, Reuben Chem 115 I. II. Chicago
Racster, Vernon Charles Agr I. Albion
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Rada, Millard Ervin
Radcliffe, Donald Gregg
Radcliffe, Henrj' Gilbert
Raddatz, William Delmar
Radebaugh, Mary Ellen
Rademacher, Louis Ernst
Radl, Richard Martin
Radwell, Thelma Isabel
Raemer, Clifford Martin. A.B., 1927
Rafelson, Ethel
Raffeld, Leonard Milton
Ragland, Chester Albert
Ragland, William Max
Rahe, Marguerite Edith, A.B., 1931
Rahn, Walter Ernest
Railsback, Margaret Frances
Railsback, Miriam AUegra
Railsback, Roy James
Rainer, Walter Wolfe
Rainey, James Larimer
Rains, Russell Simpson
Rakstang, Lois Madeline
Ramenofsky, Abraham Sol
Ramey, Arte
Ramey, John Rochester
Ramey, Juanita
Ramos, Gloria
Ramsey, Charles Wendell
Ramsey, Claude
Ramsey, Floralee, A.B., 1931
Ramsey, Lucile, B.S.. 1930
Ramsey, Vannas Watson
Rancine, Russell Raymond
Ranck, Theodore Valentine, A. B., 1930
Randall, Charles Herbert
Randall, Glenn Seymour, B.S., 1926
Randies, Alvin Miner
Randies, Elizabeth, A.B., 1931
Randies, Mary Grace
Randolph, Jeannette
Randolph, Thomas Vance
Raney, Llewellyn McKendree
Raney, Ruth
Rankin, Berniece Katherine
Rankin, Elsie Louise
Rankin, Lawrence Elwin
Rankin, Wilma Elizabeth
Ransom, Clifford Fred
Rapp, Merton H.
Rapp, William Elon
Rapper, Jack Joseph
Rappoport, Donald Aaron
Rash, Lois 1.
Rashbaum, Mayer
Rasmussen, Clarence Thorvald
Rasmussen, Milton Pollard
Rasmussen, Stanley W'oodbury
Rateike, Rov Charles
Rathert. Ruth Elizabeth
Ratliff, Robert Carlton
Rattner, David
Rau, Elvira Anna
Rau, Mildred Louise
Rauch, Jacob, A.B., 1931
Rauch, Leo Allen
Rauktis, Frank Paul
Rausch, Mildred Rose
Raushenberger, Everett Joseph,
B.S., 1931
Raushenberger, John Wallace
Raver, Mrs. Nelle Kenney, B.S.,
1931
Ray, Elizabeth Lillian
Ray, Eugene
Ray, Henry Louis
Ray, Hugh Light
Ray, Leovotto Delphine
Ray, Philip Henry
Ray, Vance Adrian
Rayburn, Dora Ellen
Raymon, Wilda Eloise
Raymond, Robert Lee
Rayner, William Leonard
Rea, Emma Lucille
Rea, Herschel Judson
Rea, John James
EE
CE
LAS
ME
LAS
LAS
ME
LAS
Law
LAS
AC
Bus
ME
Lib
Accy
Ed
LAS
PreL
Bus
ChE
Agr
LAS
Bus
LAS
lA
LAS
LAS
EE
Agr
Cer
EE
Lib
LAS
Agr irr
Ed
Lib
MusEd
LAS
Agr
LAS
LAS
HEAgr
LAS
HEAgr
ME
Law
LAS
AC
Chem
Accy
Bank
ME
Bus
AC
ME
HEAgr
Bus
AC
Ed
Ed
Law
ChE
Bus
HEAgr
Paint
LAS
LAS
Bus
LAS
LAS
CE
HELAS
PreM
MinE
Eng
HEEd
PreM
LAS
81H
140H
100
941.3
61
19
54
115 Jc
421-^
5
74
98
62 2|
94
121
nsH
26
SO
148H
69
35
59H
7
33
125
83
104H
19J^
32
107
31
3
57
32
88J^
97
36
60
28
20
32M
881-2
62
93
95
30
94J^
15
60
91J'2
35
701^
2
8H
29
95
lOOV.
36
62
34
86
L II
I.
I.
II.
I. I
L I
I. I
I
I. I
I. I
I. I
I. I
I. I
I. I
SS. I. I
I. I
I. I
I. I
I.
I. I
I
I
I. I
I. I
SS. I.
1.
1
1.
1.
1.
SS.
SS.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
SS. I.
1.
SS. I. I
1.
SS.
I
I.
1.
I.
I.
1.
1.
1.
SS. I. I
1.
1.
SS. I. I
1.
1.
I.
1.
1.
1.
SS. I. I
1.
1.
L I
1.
1.
L I
SS. I. I
SS.
SS. I. II.
SS.
I.
I. II.
I.
I. IL
SS.
L IL
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
L II.
L II.
II.
SS. I. II.
Chicago
Decatur
New Haven, Connecticut
Chicago
Urbana
Nokomis
Cicero
Urbana
Fairmont, Oklahoma
Chicago
Chicago
Elmhurst
Mattoon
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Chicago
Weldon
Hopedale
Hopedale
Chicago
Moline
Hutsonville
Chicago
La Salle
Chicago
Georgetown
Chicago
Manati, Porto Rico
Aledo
Sesser
Emma
Meridian, Mississippi
Chrisman
Chicago
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Urbana
Scottland
Nokomis
New Castle, Pennsylvania
Nokomis
Champaign
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Urbana
Monticello
Monticello
Urbana
Chicago
Urbana
Urbana
Chicago
Chicago
Urbana
Kansas City, Missouri
Moline
Evanston
Roseville, California
Chicago
Red Bud
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Chicago
Tower Hill
Tower Hill
Peoria
Chicago
Westville
Muscatine, Iowa
Danville
Danville
Paris
Denver, Colorado
Chicago
Des Plaines
Chicago
Champaign
Decatur
Mundelein
Bondville
Champaign
CoUinsville
Urbana
Benton
Danville
Urbana
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Read, Dennis Shannon Chem I. II. Streator
Read, Harold James Chem 72 I. II. Crysal Lake
Read, Mildred Maxine HEAgr 18% L II. Fairfield
Readey, Mary Elizabeth Accy 51 I. II. Champaign
Ready, Elsie Rebecca 13014 SS. Farmer City
Reafsnyder, Victor Jacob EE 104 I. II. Jonesville, Michigan
Ream, Howard Jacob AC L II. Aurora
Ream, Norman Jacob Bus 24K I. II. Aurora
Reamer, Owen Jordan LAS I. II. Chicago
Reardon, Ruth Ramona LAS 28 I. Chicago
Rearick, Philip Dwight ChE 73 I. II. Dwight
Reasoner, Melton Archie MinE Sl»A I. II. Zephyr, Texas
Reasor, Charles Gramesly Bus 1SH I. II. Charleston
Reavy, Irene Elizabeth Ed 120 I. Springfield
Rebuffatti, Frances Louise 8 SS. GillespiL'
Rech, Virginia Eloise LAS I. II. Freeport
Reck, Harry John CL 65}^ I. II. Chicago
Rector. Lottie Bernice. A.B.. 1929 SS. Urbana
Rector, Florence Mae PreJ I. II. Chicago
Rector, Thomas Chandler Chem 66 I. II. Chicago
Redd, James Allen Ed 85 SS. I. II. Jacksonville
Reddish, Paul Whitehead Agr 65 I. II. Jerseyville
Redeker, Ralph John LAS I. II. Elgin
Redell, Richard George LArch 97 I. II. Oak Park
Redfern, Robert Lee PreM I. II. Dixon
Redman, Charles B. AC 66 I. II. Westfield
Redman, Louis Demming AC soy2 I. II. Westfield
Reece, Anita Rose LAS 70 I. II. Chicago
Reed, Rae Helen LAS I. II. Chicago
Reed, Ruth LAS 65 I. II. Chicago
Reed. Zelda Nadine 7 SS Long Point
Reeder, Roger Earl AC I. II. Farmer City
Reeder, Wesley Leon Mus 31 I. II. Sullivan
Reedy, Warren Manford Agr 26 I. II. Oblong
Reemsnyder, David Echols 9M SS Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Reep, Wilbur Charles Agr I. Pcixton
Rees, Dorothy Deborah HEAgr 67 I. II. Urbana
Reese, Edna Margaret Chem 68 I. II. Peoria
Reese, Ralph Binford Bus 98J^ I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Reese. Ruth Ana LAS 66 I. II. Chicago
Reese. Waldron Revell LAS 89 SS I. II. Denver, Colorado
Reeser. Carl Wayne 66H SS Weldon
Reeser, Harriet McKinely HEAgr 32 I. II. Clinton
Reesman, Harold Eugene AC 27 I. II. Clinton
Reeter. Dale Victor LAS I. II. Urbana
Reeves, Charles Edward LAS I. II. Danville
Reeves, Mrs. Elizabeth Cosby 16 SS Leonia, New Jersey
Reeves, Redith R. HELAS 69 I. II. Champaign
Regan, John Franklin LAS 63 I. II. Decatur
Rehlmeyer, Mary Louvine HELAS 25 I. II. Metropolis
Rehm, Ruth Eleanor HELAS 32 I. II. Oak Park
Rehm, Stanley Franklin Bus 68 SS I. II. Oak Park
Rehm, Thomas Mitchel LAS 31 1. II. Turtle Creek, Pennsylvania
Rehor, Joseph AC 29>^ I. II. Chicago
Rehwald. Edmund August EE I. II. Altamont
Reich. Harold August EE 60H I. II. Chicago
Reich, Miriam Beatrice. A.B.. 1931 Lib 1. II. Knoxville, Tennessee
Reichardt. Dorothy Mae Paint I. II. Webster Groves. Missouri
Reichardt. William Cable ME 23H 1. 11. Park Ridge
Reichman, Alfred Harry PreL 64 I. II. Champaign
Reichmann. Laura Louise LAS 66M I. II. Wilmette
Reicin. Frank Edward Law I. II. Chicago
Reid. Chfford Finely, A.B.. 1931 SS Sparta
Reid. Lyman Neal Paint 24 II. Champaign
Reid, Maurice Herman Ins 102 SS I. II. Champaign
Reid, Ralph Brower LAS 67 I. II. Elgin
Reidy, Thomas John LAS I. II. Chicago
Reifman, Maurice S. CE 74 1. 11. Chicago
Reifsteck. Mary Ann LAS 33 I. II. Urbana
Reilly. Jack James LAS siyj I. Chicago
Reilly. John Patrick LAS 29 I. Tulsa. Oklahoma
Reimann, Emil George RCE 130 I. II. Urbana
Reimann. Margaret Marian LAS 30 I. II. Urbana
Reimann, Robert Carl Eng 18H n. Bloomington
Reingold, Milton Emanual Bus 101 I. II. Chicago
Reinhardt. Charles Orville CE 35 1. 11. Decatur
Reinhardt, Robert Charles ChE 1. 11. Glen Ellyn
Reinhold. Arthur Edward PreL 1. 11. Chicigo
Reinish. Herbert Daniel Bus 36>i 1. II. Chicago
Reinke. Kathcrine Lucille LAS 1. 11. Champaign
Reinking. Leslie Arthur EE 30 I. n. Bensenville
Reisncr. Fred Lee Agr 106H 11. Jewett
Reisncr. Frederick Arnold Bus 57 1. 11. Chicago
Reisncr, Jedd Stow Arch 56>i I. II. Warren
Reisner, Mary Louise PreJ I. II. Warren
Reiss, Leland William ME 42H 11. Rochester. New York
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Reisse, Frederick Carl
Reiter, Anne Loretta
Reklis, Ernest Peter
Remsen, George William
Renard, John Xewton
Renaud, Oliver \'ernon
Renfrew, Carlos Lentz
Renfrew, Joseph Harvey
Renfro, Harold Eldo
Reno, Donald Maxwell. LL.B., 1931
Renwick, Frank Whipple
Renv.-ick, Henry Eddy
Renz, John Emerson
Repke, Harold Edwin
Repsis, Tony Charles
Rest, Erla Miriam
Reston, James B.
Retherford, Robert Curtis
Rettig, George Harrj'
Rettinger, LavvTence John
Reuhl, Helen Marie
Reum, Walter John
Revitz, Maurice Irving
Revzin, Ann
Reynolds, Dorothy Alice
Reynolds, Edward Eugene
Reynolds, Elenore Maxine
Reynolds, Gordon Daley
Reynolds, Harold Landsberg
Reynolds, Helen Mary
Reynolds, Katherine Alarguerite
Reynolds, Lawrence Robert
Reynolds, Martha Jean
Reynolds, Ruth Jeanette
Reynolds, William George
Rezny, Arthur Adolph
Rhea, Henry Esco
Rhine, Max van Wert
Rhoades, Bradley Marshall
Rhoads, Mildred Elizabeth
Rhodes, Aaron Payne
Rhodes, Edgar Eugene
Rhodes, Grover Cecil
Rhodes, Mary Ruth
Rhodes, Richard Sanders
Ribbentrop, William J.
Ricardo, Jeanne Louise
Rice, Adeline Marjorie
Rice, Barbara Frances
Rice, Helen Willena
Rice, L. Garrah
Rice, Nannie Hemdon, A.B., A.M.,
1905. 1911
Rice, Robert Lawrence
Rice, Virion Scott
Rice, William Marion
Rice. Winifred
Ricewasser, Henry
Rich. Herbert Todd
Rich, Keith
Rich, Wayne Mahlon
Richardi, Abie
Richards, Barbara Lucille
Richards, Charles Tiixhom
Richards, Donald Bates
Richards, Eleanor Blakeley
Richards, Elizabeth Ann
Richards, Floyd Edward
Richards, Harry Fred
Richards, John Everett
Richards, John Leslie
Richards, Paul Lavem
Richards. William. A.B.. 1931
Richards, Winthrop
Richardson, Anna May
Richardson, Helen Louise
Richardson, Rober. Xewton
Richardson, Scovel
Richardson, William Clifford
Richart, Hugh McAlister
Richison, Merril
Richmond, .^sher Melville
Richmond, Lillian Lucille
Richmond. Mabel Mary
Ridhmond. Mary
Richmond, Samuel
Jul 64 L n. Chicago
Bus L n. Chicago
ChE 25 ss. L n. Chicago
ME L II. Rockford
AC 291-^ SS. I. II. Henning
PreM 43 I. II. Chicago
Accy 94 I. II. Urbana
Chem 70 I. II. Urbana
AC 303^ I. Flora
ss. Champaign
Law I. II. Geneva
ME 108 I. II. Marengo
EE 112H ss. I. II. Henning
Bus 86 I. II. Chicago
CE 5 ss. I. II. Ledford
LAS I. Chicago
Jnl 97 I. II. Dayton, Ohio
EPh 35 I. II. Danville
Jnl 66 I. II. Chicago
REE 65 I. II. Chicago
TCS I. II. Chicago
CL I. Chicago
PreM 12 I. II. Chicago
LAS unc I. II. Chicago
LAS 95 H I. II. Chicago
Bus 35 I. II. Chicago
HELAS I. II. Ludlow
Bus unc 31 I. Chicago
Chem 99 ss. I. II. Hinsdale
LAS 99 I. II. Riverside
PreL 33 I. II. Mason City
PreJ 36 I. Polo
LAS 62 ?3 I. II. Webb City. Missouri
HEEd 67 I. II. Chicago
EE I. II. Maroa
Ed 98 I. II. Cicero
EE 37 1. II. Clinton
Accy 70 I. II. Aurora
Bus I. Elgin
LAS 94 I. II. Lincoln
Bank 84 ss. I. II. Bloomington
Ed 91 I. II. Ripley. West Virginia
Cer 102 I. Cairo
9 ss. Hillsboro
ChE 65 I. II. Springfield. Missouri
AC I. II. Chicago
LAS 98 I. II. Chicago
LAS 23 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
PreJ 34 I. II. La Grange
Ed 99H I. II. Joliet
HEAgr 74I3 I. II. Williamsfield
Lib I. II. Starkville, Mississippi
LAS I. Chicago
Bus 70 ss. I. II. Rantoul
Law ss. I. II. Tuscola
LAS I. II. La Grange
PreM 36 I. II. Putnam, Connecticut
LAS I. II. Chicago
ME 109 I. II. Chicago
Agr 94H ss. I. II. La Harpe
Arch I. II. Walpole, Massachusetts
HELAS I. II. Chrisman
Bus 34 I. II. Edwardsville
Bus 53K I. II. Kewanee
LAS 96 I. II. Riverside
LAS 30 I. Urbana
Accy 60 ss. I. II. Urbana
AC 101 I. II. Lake Forest
PreL I. II. Kewanee
Ed 73 I. II. Maple Park
MinE 63 I. II. Ogden
ss. Urbana
ME 71 I. II. Kenilworth
Ed 96 I. II. Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Hoopeston
ME 723^ I. II. Marseilles
PreL 32 I. II. Chicago
EE 34 ss. I. II. Medora
ME 93H I. II. Carterville
FC 20 I. II. Foosland
PreJ 34 I. II. Mt. Carmel
HELAS I. II. Granite City
LAS 52 Mt. Carmel
LAS 104 L II. Chicago
Ed 80 II. Chicago
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Richter, Max Herman
Rickards, Mary Elizabeth
Ricker, Jewett Ayres
Ricker, William S.
Rickerd, Marion Louis
Rickerman, John Herman
Ricketts, Barron Cosby, A.B., 1931
Ricketts, Raymond Norman
Ricketts, Roy Samuel
Rickman, Wenford
Riddell, Theodore Francis
Riddle, James Marion
Ridenhovver, Ray
Ridgway, Marion Alice
Riebe, Dorothy Marie
Riedemann, Sidney Gene
Rieger, Carl Herman
Rieger, Grace Helene
Riesner, Marianna, A.B., 1928
Riessen, Clarence William
Rigby, Jessie, A.B., 1900
Rigg, Harold Abner
Rigge, Elisabeth Anne
Riggle, Paul Thornton
Riggs, Catherine Elizabeth
Righter, Guy Benjamin
Righter, Roy Verne
Rigolo, Arthur Emil
Rimel, Irvin Harold
Rine, Ben Eugene
Rinehart, Edmond Stephen
Riner, Johnnie Elizabeth, A.B., 1931
Ring, Adelaide Marie
Ring, Eli Franklin
Ring, Rosella Elizabeth
Rink, Russell Cameron
Rinkenberger, Ralph E., A.B., 1931
Rischar, Louis Frank
Risco, Ernesto del Benjamin
Riser, Lucille Edith
Risily, Joseph Lawrence
Rissman, Rheabelle
Ritchardson, Harley
Ritcher, Mary Katherine
Ritchey, Janet Mitchell
Ritchie, Chester Arthur
Ritchie, Robert Merrill
Ritchie, William Reed
Ritter, Edward Francis
Ritter, George Lewis
Ritter, William Andrew
Rittmeyer, Ervin Herman
Rittschof, Louis Anthony
Rives, Dorothy Ethel
Rivet, James Douglas
Rizner, Homer Rigdon
Robb, Archie H.
Robb, Clyde Edwin
Robb, Ruth Elizabeth
Robbins, Blanche Veigh
Robbins, John Frederic
Robbins, Mary Ida
Roberson, William Dean
Roberta, Jack Robert
Roberts, Charles Edwin
Roberts, Clarence
Roberts, Clementine Clara
Roberts, Clyde B.
Roberts, Dorothy Irene
Roberts, Earl Webster
Roberts, Forrest A.
Roberts, Harmon Dale
Roberts, Helen Fay
Roberts, Henrietta Jane
Roberts, Hester Ellen
Roberts, Howard Creighton
Roberts, Howard Draper
Roberts, John Q.
Roberts, Leslie Neff
Roberts, Mark Owen
Roberts, Sam Charles
Roberts, William Pearson
Robertson, Alfred James
Robertson, Glen Isaac, A.B., 1928
Robertson, Jessie Macintosh, A.B.,
B.S., 1920, 1922
Bus :i. Chicago
HEAgr 95% SS. l'. [J. Decatur
LAS 993^ [I. Joliet
LAS 33 [J. Joliet
AC 104 [I. Keota, Iowa
ME 71 [I. Godfrey
Law [I. Jackson, Mississippi
Bus [I. Champaign
Bus 32 [I. Princeville
Agr 15 [I. Chicago
LAS 40M [I. Chicago
EE [I. Chicago
Cer [I. Cairo
LAS [I. Evanston
LAS 97 [I. Lincoln
LAS [I. Champaign
Accy [I. Mascoutah
LAS 93 [I. Chicago
Lib [I. Cincinnati, Ohio
AC 107 II. Osmond, Nebraska
7 SS. Mt. Vernon, Iowa
MinE 34 II. Mt. Carmcl
Ed 69>3' II. Chicago
PreL 67 [I. Flora
HEAgr 27 Urbana
CE 71 11. Richmond, Indiana
Agr 27 [I. Sullivan
Arch 40 [I. Clifton, New Jersey
ChE 35 Chicago
Arch 116Vt 11. Petoskey, Michigan
Chem 81.V^ II. Chicago
Lib II. Jefferson City, Missouri
LAS [I. Chicago
Ed 78M II. Noble
LAS 64 II. Chicago
LAS 67 II. Bushnell
LAS irr II. Washington
LArch 91 II. Oak Park
CE 201/2 SS. L II. Joliet
HEAgr 65 II. Chicago
AC II. Chicago
LAS Chicago
FC 35}i Blue Island
LAS 11. Urbana
PreM II. Chicago
Agr 36H II. Oblong
Bus Bloomington
Agr 94 II. Oblong
LAS llOH II. Mattoon
Agr II. Waverly
EE 37H II. Chicago
AC II. Chicago
LAS 36 II. Chicago
Ed 69 II. East St. Louis
Eng 221^2 11. Oak Park
RME 55H II. Polo
Bus 95 II. Streator
Accy 64 V^ SS. I.' II. Windsor
HELAS II. Houston
Ed 92':^ II. Manhattan
Ed 65 SS. l'. Champaign
HELAS 99 II. Urbana
LAS II. East Peoria
AC II. Chicago
Bank 70K SS. L II. Fairfield
Bus 44}i II. Chicago
Ed 98 II. Roberts
Accy 100 II. Woodbine
HEEd 98 II. Leveret t
Bus 31 11. Chicago
LAS 11. Chicago
I Ed 105 II. Urbana
HELAS II. ,\nna
19 SS. Normal
Mus II. Danville
LAS 993^ SS. L II. Fairfield
\c 32 Chicago
Bus 39 Grayville
Arch 20,'- ij 11. Cairo
Law II. Springfield
ME 26 11. Springfield, Missouri
Law 57>^ 11. Illiopolis
16M SS. Peoria
4 SS. Crawfordsville, Indiana
Lib 1. II. Plattsraouth, Nebraska
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Robertson, Lester Lyle PreJ 32 Greenfield
Robeson, Mark Delano LAS Columbus, Kansas
Robey, Norman Talbert ChE 34H Sesser
Robin, Milton PreM Chicago
Robinett, Donald Dale LAS 27 SS. L Georgetown
Robinson, Boone PreL 3i Aurora
Robinson, Donald Frederick Agr 29 Mazon
Robinson, Eva Le Royce Chem Centralia
Robinson, Genevieve, B.S., 1931 ss. Warsaw
Robinson, Herman AC SOVs Grand Haven, Michigan
Robinson, John Frederic LAS 62 Anna
Robinson, Jonas LAS 72H Chicago
Robinson, Juanita Bus Williamsfield
Robinson, Meade Morrison Arch Louisville, Kentucky
Robinson, Mildred Ellen Bus Antioch
Robinson, Phillip Benjamin, A. B., 1929 Law 9 Galesburg
Robinson, Roscoe Eugene Agr Waverly
Robinson, Tom Arch Evanston
Robinson, Truman Guy, A.B., 1928 11 SS. Pleasant HiU
Robinson, Wilson Charles Chem 7 Champaign
Robison, John Isaac LAS De Witt
Robison, Leslie Fulton PreL 60 Peoria
Roche, John Patrick CE 108 Chicago
Roche, Maurice William Bus 15 Chicago
Rocke, Donald Streid PreL 31 Logansport, Indiana
Rockwell, Philip Sharpies EE 68 Chicago
Rodden, James M. CE Chicago
Rode, Albert B. LAS Brownstown
Rodeheaver, Joseph Newton Chem U5J^ Chicago
Rodger, Louis Sands LAS 121 Rochester, New York
Rodgers, Edward Walker CL 29^ Kewanee
Rodi, Merton Har\'ey Accy 65 Chicago
Rodman, Eugene Charles LAS Du Quoin
Rodriguez, Alvaro Ed 60 Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico
Roe, Eleanore Bertha Ed 95 Oak Park
Roeder, Jeanne Jewel LAS 97 Chicago
Roeder, Stuart Delmar PreM 30 Gilman
Roehm, Louis Richard AE 142 Terre Haute, Indiana
Roelle, Edna Caroline LAS Chicago
Roesel, Erwin Joseph CE 78 Kirkwood, Missouri
Roettger, Harold Gustave PreJ St. Louis, Missouri
Rogers, Alpha Smith, B.S., 1926 Lib Ettrick, Virginia
Rogers, Anthony CE 31 \\est Frankfort
Rogers, Helen Margaret 7 SS. Cambridge
Rogers, James Phelps LAS Oregon
Rogers, John Francis CL 23H Oak Park
Rogers, Mary Beulah Ed 79M SS. L 11. Rantoul
Rogers, Sterling Jesty LAS Chicago
Rogier, Clarence Floyd EE 111 Vandalia
Rogier, Evelyn Marguerite Ed 101 Mason City
Rohkohl, George William EE 80M Chicago
Rohlen, Karl Vincent PreL Rockford
Rohlfing, Virginia Clara Arch 30 Plainfield, New Jersey
Rohr, Edward Max AC Newton
Rohwedder, Carma Frances LAS 100 Chicago
Roland, John Richard Chem 1061^ Kansas City, Missouri
Rolando, Albert Angelo Chem 58 Gillespie
Rolff, Charles William Flor 4 Chicago
Roller, Earl Henry AC 70 Si. Louis, Missouri
Roller, William Lloyd PreL 33 Newman
Roloff, Marjorie Giese 17 SS. Homer
Ronchetti, Frank James Accy 26 Nokomis
Roney, Harland Bun- LAS 78 Chicago
Rooks, Raymond Newton Law Trenton, Missouri
Roos, Frederick Willard PreL Forest Park
Roost, Dorothea Emily LAS i! II. Chicago
Root, Charles Edgar Bus Urbana
Root, Charlotte Irene, A.B., 1928 7 SS. Omaha, Nebraska
Root, Susan Verne lOlM SS. Versailles
Root, Wallace Clark CE 96 SS. I. II. Urbana
Ropa, William Alex CL Chicago
Roper, John Purv'iance PreM 27 East St. Louis
Ropiequet, Marion Frederick 6 SS. East St. Louis
Rosalsky, Leonard LAS 89 ?a Chicago
Rosander, Bertil Thorstein PreL 6 SS. L IL Rockford
Rosbe, Robert Lee Accy 102 Chicago
Rosborough, James Ball lA Moline
Rosborough, Joseph Robert CL 65 Moline
Rosche, Alfred Paul CE 100 Normal
Rose, Albert Ernest Agr 58 Arrowsmith
Rose, Anna Irene LAS 69 Albuquerque, New Mexico
Rose, Constantine Bus Oak Park
Rose, Francis John Arch 141% Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Rose, Harriett Henriette Ed unc 6 Mattoon
Rose, Jordan Waldemar 97}i SS. Chicago
Rose, Myron Potter, B.S., 1928 Bus irr I. Champaign
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Rose, Vernon Guthrie
Rose, Walton Wood
Rosecan, Mortimer Arnold
Roselle, Ruth Violet
Rosen, Morris
Rosen, Raymond Allen
Rosenberg, Anne Ruth
Rosenberg, Goldie
Rosenberg, Julius
Rosenberg, Mervin
Rosenberg, Reva
Rosenberg, William
Rosenberger, Mrs. Dorothy Stitely
Rosenberger, Melville August
Rosenblatt, Herman Lewis
Rosenbloom, Edith
Rosenfeld, Leo Herman
Rosengren, Paul Leonard
Rosenstiel, Jerome Byers
Rosenstiel, Orville Albert
Rosenthal, Allan
Rosenthal, Blossom
Rosenthal, Frank Vernon, A.H., l')31
Rosenthal, Jerome Bernard
Rosenthal], Margaret Anne
Roskam, Evelyn Meryl
Roskoph, Morton Strauss
Roslyn, Guy William
Ross, Ada Esther
Ross, Arthur Newton
Ross, Aynsley
Ross, Dale Lowell
Ross, Duncan Neal
Ross, Edwark Frank
Ross, George Burkard
Ross, Gordon Robert
Ross, John Samuel
Ross, Richard Carl
Ross, Stanton Halladay
Ross, Thomas Prince
Ross, William Ernest
Rossberger, William
Rossiter, Joel Hubbard
Rossiter, William Allen
Roth, Benjamin Emery
Roth, Donald Ivan
Roth, Ida Frances
Roth, Louise Sophie
Roth, Richard Lee
Roth, Wilbur Thomas
Rothenberg, Henry Byron
Rolhenberger, Velma Corine
Rothermel, Margaret Magdalene
Rothgeb, John Heyward
Roti, Samuel James
Roubinek. Dorothy Catherine
Round, Oliver Horning, B.S., 1928
Roupas, Thomas Nicholas
Rouse, Harry Merlyn
Rouse, Jerry Emil
Rovelle, August
Rowand, Arnold Bracton
Rowe, Alton Roscoe
Rowe, Kenneth Joseph
Rowe, Ruth Elizabeth
Rowe. Vernon Harold
Rowland, Elizabeth Lucile
Rowland, John Joseph
Rowley, Francis Charles
Rowley, Marie Margaret
Royer, Mrs. Adelaide
Rozendal, Hcndrine, A.R., 1925
Rozin, Florence Leona
Rozner, Martin
Rubel, Ernest Norman, B.S., 1931
Rubenking, Lewis John
Rubenstein, Harry
Rubenstein, Harry Irving, A.U., 1931
Rubenstein, Joseph Allen
Rubenstein, Louis
Rubien, John Orville
Rubin, Harold Adolph, A.B., 1931
Rubin, Hillard Henry
Rubin, Ruthann
Rubin, Samuel, B. S., 1930
Rucker, Ranald Gregory
Bus I. Oak Park
Agr 111 I. Parkersburg
LAS 21 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 55^ I. II. Mooseheart
LAS 34 L II. Buffalo, New York
Arch 28 I. II. Chicago
Bank 102 SS. I. II. Pekin
LAS II. Pekin
Law I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Pekin
LAS 32 L II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 17>2 I. II. Chicago
Chem 102 I. II. Chicago
LAS 71 I. Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ed 96M I. II. Chicago
ChE 118 I. Hillsboro
LAS I. II. Rockford
AE 34 I. II. Freeport
Agr unc I. II. Stockton
CL 10 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Winnetka
Ed 11. Lake Bluff
PreL 101 I. Chicago
Ed 95 I. II. Emden
Paint I. 11. Highland Park
LAS 85 J^ I. II. Chicago
Accy 97 I. II. Gibson City
SS. Decatur
ME unc 29 I. II. Orangeburg, New York
Bus 59H I. II. Mundelein
Agr 24 I. II. Rossville
lEd 49 I. II. Chicago
ME 68 I. II. Alton
Eng 53^ I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
ChE I. Gillespie
LAS 11 I. II. Pontiac
Bus 117 II. Sheldon
EE 12H I. II. Gillespie
Chem 118 I. II. Collinsville
LArch 18 I. II. Glenview
Bank 66 I. II. Chicago
Ed 97 I. II. Rock Island
EE I. II. Waukegan
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
HEEd 66M SS. I. II. New Athens
PreJ 34 I. II. Decatur
Bus I. II. Urbana
Law I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
3 SS. Broadlands
Bus 46 J^ I. II. Ottawa
LAS 100 1. 11. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
MinE I. II. Lyndon
PreL SIH 1. II. Chicago
Bus 3016 I. II. Mundelein
Agr I. II. Cicero
PreM 28 I. II. Chicago
Agr 67 1. II. Fairmount
Ed 70 I. II. Dryden. Maine
AC I. Niagara Falls, New York
HEEd 119 SS. I. Kenney
Flor 62 I. II. Kirkwood, Missouri
LAS I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Chicago
CE 98 I. II. Chicago
LAS 35 1. 11. Chicago
16 SS. Urbana
Lib I. II. Stickney, South Dakota
HELAS II. Chicago
Chem 13 1. II. Chicago
SS. Chicago
EE 89 1. 11. Elkhart
Law 1. II. Chicago
Law 1. Chicago
PreL 70 I. 11. Chicago
Accy 16H I. Chicago
Bus 5 1. Chicago
Law 33 1. 11. Chicago
CerE 19 1. 11. Chicago
PreJ 27 1. II. Kansas City, .Missouri
Law 64 1. 11. Rock Falls
Bus 1. II. I'ontiac
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Rucks, Hedwig Frances Bus L IL Aurora
Rudasill, George Donald EE 22 L n. Clinton
Ruddick, Charles Keyes EE 35 L n. Keokuk. Iowa
Ruddy, Jack Walters ME 33 SS. I. Aurora
Ruddy, Thurston Jamea ME 132 I. n. Aurora
Ruder, Raymond Theodore Bus 29 L n. Kirkwood. Missouri
Rudolph, William Allen Ed 81 SS. L IL Chicago
Rueckert, Fred Culbertson CL I. II. Kankakee
Ruegger, Junior McWhinney ME I. Highland
Ruehle, Richard Anthony EE 37 I. II. Chicago
Ruestmann, \'io!a Ida LAS II. Minonk
Ruet, Eugene Theodore ME 14H I. II. Forest Park
Ruet, Marie Magdalene PEd 66 I. II. Forest Park
Ruff. Howard Tice CL I. II. Paris
Ruff, John William ME 36 I. II. Shelbyville
Ruge, Wesley Carl LAS I. II. Beecher
Ruger, Jane Lee LAS 31 I. Chicago
Ruger, Kirk J. Bus 30 I. II. Chicago
Rugero, \^'inifred Marie LAS I. II. Chicago
Ruh, Frank Erdmund LAS 86 I. II. Park Ridge
Ruhiing, Richard Andrew Mus unc 2 I. II. Chicago
Ruhnow, Elmer Walter CE I. II. Sadorus
Rumana, Henry AC 30 L II. Paterson. New Jersey
Rumble, Ansel Willis 46 SS. Henning
Rummel, Charles Garman Arch 74 I. II. Chicago
Runge, Dorothy Myrtle LAS 66 I. II. Chicago
Runkel, Elizabeth Marie HELAS I. II. Chicago
Runnells, David Benton ChE I. II. Greeley. Colorado
Rupert, Hubert Bell AC 66 I. II. Ford City. Pennsylvania
Rupp, Francis Patrick Bus 104 I. II. Chicago
Rupp, Herman Burlingane Agr 61 I. II. Champaign
Rus, Albert Frank 157 SS. Chicago
Rush, Ora, B.Ed., A.M.. 1928, 1931 SS. Metropolis
Rusk. Elizabeth Hartley LAS 102 SS. L II. Urbana
Rusk. Martha Hartley LAS I. II. Urbana
Ruskam.p, Mary Ellen HELAS I. II. Chicago
Ruskamp, William Henry lA I. II. Chicago
Ruskey. Alita Benon LAS I. II. Chicago
Russel, Sinclair Ed 83 I. II. Whitehall
Russell, Carlton Parker Bank 41 SS., I. II. Urbana
Russell, Edgar Dean Ed 82 Ji SS. I. II. Carbondale
Russell, Edward Philip LAS 4814 II. Evanston
Russell. Helen Louise LAS I. II. Urbana
Russell, John Leslie Agr 104 I. IL Robinson
Russell, Ollie Monroe Accy 30 I. II. Salem
Russell, Robert Grant Cer 72 I. II. Chicago
Russell, Ruth Ellen Ed S9H I. IL Harvey
Russell, Willard Charles, A.B., 1931 SS. Chicago
Russell, \^'illiam Elles PreM I. II. Kankakee
Russell, William Hunter LAS 60 SS., I. Champaign
Russell, William Walton LAS I. II. Oak Park
Rust, Darwin Lee PreM I. II. Bloomington
Rusteberg, Raymond William Agr 36 I. Valmeyer
Rutan, Delbert Bartley 9 SS. Cameron. West Virginia
Rutelonis, Josephine Margaret HEAgr I. II. Cicero
Ruther, Helen Elizabeth LAS 62 I. II. Staunton
Rutherford, Eldon LeRoy Agr 34 I. II. Girard
Rutherford. Horace Elvin LAS 22 II. Girard
Rutherford. Margaret Law SS. I. IL Peoria
Rutherford. Robert Bruce PreM 70 I. II. Peoria
Rutherford. Robert Horace PreM 62 I. II. Girard
Rutherford. Robert Northwall PreM 101 I. II. Rockford
Rutishauser, Marvin Hughitt EE 24 I. II. Chicago
Rutkowski. Henry Anthony lA 611^ I. Chicago
Ryan. Gorden Henry Ed 92 SS. I. II. Chicago
Ryan, Harry Dale lEd L II. Herscher
Ryan, Harry Osbourne PreM 33 I. II. New Holland
Ryan, Joseph John 16 SS. Bourbonnais
Ryan, Julian Gilbert ChE I. II. Metamora
Ryan, Mary Alice Ed 65 L II. Watseka
Ryan.AVilliam Barron ME inH I. II. Chicago
Ryan, William Giehl PreJ 36 I. II. Metamora
Ryan. Willis Pierce Law I. II. Peoria
Ryckman. Katherine Marietta LAS 67 I. II. Chicago
Ryde. John Louis EPh 78 I. II. Oak Park
Ryder, Allan Watkins Bus 22 I. II. Urbana
Rydquist, Carl Richard LArch 30 I. Elgin
Ryniker, Ellen Lois PreJ 33 I. II. Urbana
Saathoff, John Adrian ChE 73 I. II. Litchfield
Sacheroff, Dorothy June Jnl 62 II. Cleveland, Ohio
Sachnoff, Maurice Daniel lEd I. Chicago
Sadler, Ralph Clarence Agr I. Ogden
Sahlin. Harry A. PU 105 I. II. Benton Harbor, Michigan
Saikley. Aness Frank CT 46H L II. Danville
Sailors, Francis Leroy Bus 21 I. Champaign
Sailors, Robert Eugene Accy 65 I. Champaign
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St. Germain, Mary Eleanor PreJ L n. Kankakee
St. Ledger, Herschel CE 37 I. IL Golden Gate
Sakelson, Anthony John Law 37K SS. L IL Chicago
Salak, Ervin PreM 67 I. II. Cicero
Salberg, Arthur Keller PreM 18 I. II. Chicago
Sale, Edwin Wells 13M ss. Fisher
Sales, Stuart Marks PreL 53)^ I. Louisville, Kentucky
Salinger, Robert Jules ME 69 I. IL Kansas City, Missouri
Salins, Edith Jane LAS I. II. Chicago
Salisbury, Bruce Robert Ed 101 SS. I. II. Evanston
Salisbury, Frederick Warren LAS I. II. Elgin
Salkin, Alexander James PreL 29 I. II. Argo
Salmen, Edna Johanna LAS 47 I. II. Winnetka
Salogga, Fred William Arch 120 I. II. Decatur
Salomon, William Edwin CE 26,4 I. II. Chicago
Salter, Jack Edward LAS 94 I. II. Grand Rapids, Michigan
Saltzman, George Bus 29H I . Chicago
Saltzman, Lillian Ann Accy I. II. Chicago
Salwin, Lester Nathan, A.B., 19.U Law 30 I. II. Kansas City, Missouri
Salwin, Mrs. Lillian Levinson PreL 65 I. II. Evanston
Salzman, Carl Ernest ME 72 I. II. Fort Smith, Arkansas
Samisch, Fredericka Friedberg LAS nVi I. II. Leavenworth, Kansas
Samoore, Arthur Setrak, B.S., 1931 ss. Sodus, Michigan
Sams, Leo Herman Accy 30 L IL Kendall ville, Indiana
Samuell, Dale Eileen LAS 109 ss. I. Urbana
Samuels, Arthur Marvin LAS 60M I. II. Chicago
Samuels, Judson Alexander PreM 60 io I. Chicago
Samuelson, Francis Wilbur Ed 69 I. IL Bondville
Sand, Edward Joseph AC 99 L II. Roanoke
Sand, Henry 9 ss. Beloit, Wisconsin
Sand, John Jacob lA 97 3-^ ss L II. Roanoke
Sandberg, Delmer Arthur EE 103 I. II. Chicago
Sandberg, Virginia Florence LAS 32 I. II. Glencoe
Sandell, Stanley Theodore Bus 69 I. II. Joliet
Sanden, Glenn Ingvar EE I. Urbana
Sander, Donald Edward AC 173- I. Chicago
Sander, Martin August Chem 115 ss I. Niagara Falls, New York
Sander, Richard George, B.S.. 1930 Law 60 L II. Chicago
Sanders, Albert Folsom Bus 29 I. II. Kirkwood, Missouri
Sanders, Carl B. Arch 24 I. II. Decatur
Sanders, Charles Leonard CL I. II. Urbana
Sanders, Louis Isador LAS 20 I. II. Champaign
Sanders, Lucile Rossetta LAS 68 I. II. Evanston
Sanders, Meryl LAS 80 I. II. Urbana
Sanderson, Eklward Gatewood CE 38^ I. IL Evanston
Sandretto, Mary Victoria LAS 88?-3 I. II. Joliet
Sandry, Dolores Claire LAS I. II. Streator
Sandy, Deniro Daniel LAS 42 Ji I. Chicago
Sanger, Carrol Mayer Accy 104>3 I. II. Chicago
Sangwin, Helen Jane LAS 76 I. II. Murphysboro
Sankus, Stanley Anthony EPh 48 ss I. II. Taylor Springs
Sanner, Edward Reed CE 96Ji I. II. Chicago
Santarelli, Frank LAS 31 I. II. Riverton
Santi. Joseph Aloysius Accy 65H I. II. Toluca
Saper, Gene William LAS I. II. Chicago
Sapora, George Mward Bus 811-2 I. II. Long Island City, New
York
Long Island City, NewSapora, Nicholas Lewis Bus 109J-4' I.
York
Sargent, Howard Deyo, B.S., 1931 ss Lanark
Sargent, James Gordon, LL.B., 1931 ss Colorado Springs, Colorado
Sarkiss, Ivan Arsha Louis Arch 3 ss I. II. Cliicago
Sarli, Gennaro Stephen PC I. II. Jamaica, New York
Sarnoff, Evelyn Esther LAS 11. Chicago
Saron, Ernest Henry Paint 11. Chicago
Sarsfield, Edward Allen Bus 60 I. II. Chicago
Satin, Jack Harold AE 11734 I. 11. Chicago
Sator, William Mitchell Bus 65 I. II. Chicago
Satterfield, Raymond Agr 25 I. II. Homer
Sauer, Francis Eugene PreM I. 11. Oregon
Sauer, Violet Kathryn, B.S., I92<^ ss Winchester
Sauerwein, Harry Harold CE 72 I. 11. Marissa
Saul, Wilma Farrell LAS 68 I. 11. Greentown, Indiana
Saunders, Clark Richard Bank I. II. Seattle, Washington
Saunders. Claud Wiig ME 9934 I. II. East St. Louis
Saunders, Dorothy Madge Ed 70 I. II. Greenville
Savage, Clyde Joseph Bank 37 II. Oak Park
Savage, George Frederick Ed 97 I. II. Chicago
Savage, Mary Virginia MUB I. II. Champaign
Savage, Raymond Philip Bus 133 II. Chicago
Savage, Tom Elmore LAS 1. II. Ashland
Savage, Walter Henry LAS 55 I. Champaign
Savio, Harold John PreL I. II. ."Spring Valley
Sawteil, John Raymond Bus 05 I. II. Oshkosh. Wisconsin
Sawyer, Charles Elleson Bus 32 I. II. Chicago
Sawyer, John Philip Chem I. II. Chicago
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Sawyer, Preston Walker
Sawyer, Robert Armand
Sas, Marion Jean
Sayre, Charles Richard
Sazalinski, Victor Theodore
Scanlin, Sutton Francis
Scavuzzo, Salvatore Barthloniae
Schaad, John A., B.S., 1931
Schabhuettl, Harry Frank
Schachenman, Walter Henry
Schacht, John Hammond
Schachtman, Milton Robert
Schad, Eugene John
Schaefer, Edward
Schaefer, Elsie Louise
Schaefer, George E.
Schaeffer, Farrington Treat
Schaeffer, Suzanne
Schafer, Earl Clayton
Schafer, Willard Winston
Schaffer, Abram
Schaffner, Arnold
Schalk, Edward August
Scharfi, Joyce O.
Scharpen, Raymond Edward
Scharschug, Lenore
Schaubert, Martha Elizabeth
Schaudt, Elmer Martin
Schechter, Alvin Abe
Schechter, Edward Rubin
Scheel, Leland Charles
Scheib, Dorothy Frances, A.B., 1929
Scheick, Sally Elizabeth
Scheidenhelm, Arlene Gertrude
Schein, Irwin
Schelstreet, Joseph Robert
Schenberg, Marvin
Schenberg, Sarah
Schenck, Eleanor Anna
Scherer, Alfred Charles
Scherer, George August
Scherer, Robert Marx
Schermerhorn, Carl Vail
Schermerhorn, Irene Wilhelniena,
B.S., 1929
Schertz, Glenwood Louis
Scheyer, Annette Viola
Schicht, Charles Arthur
Schicht, Elizabeth Henrietta
Schick, Albert Laughlain
Schierer, Joseph Philip
Schildberg, Paul Claborne
Schildgen, Arthur William
Schildhammer, Lois Evelyn
Schiller, Joseph Anthony
Schiller, Stanton Robert
Schilling, William Henry
Schimmel, Margaret Mildred
Schimpf, Louise
Schindel, Walter Phill
Schindler, Mary Christine
Schlansker, David Lynn
Schlatter, William Joseph
Schlecht, Louis Eugene
Schleder, Paul Edward
Schlentz, Harold Joseph
Schlenvogt, Edwin John
Schlesinger, William Adolph
Schlicher, Paul Frederick, B.S., 1931
Schlorff, Margaret Pearl
Schmarje, Clarence Fred
Schmid, John Ulrich
Schmidt, Ernest Franklin
Schmidt, Henry William
Schmidt, John Julius
Schmidt, Marion Lucile
Schmidt, Marthe Jacqueline
Schmidt, Marvin Toussaint
Schmiedl, Stephen John
Schminke, Charlotte Mary
Schminke, Paul
Schmitt, Eleanor Marion
Schmitt, Ralph John
Schmitz, William Peter
Schnackel, George D.
Schnaiter, J. Ruse
PreM 61J^ SS. I. Kankakee
Agr 33 I. II. Leland
LAS 24 I. Chicago
Agr I. II. Chrisman
AE 72H I. II. Xew York, New York
Bus 52J4 I. II. Hanover
LArch 56M
ss.
II. Chicago
Bath
AE 27 ' I. II. Chicago
AC 104>^ SS., I. II. Chicago
LAS 37 I. II. Chicago
Accy I. II. Chicago
AE 108 I. II. Waukegan
FC I. II. Cincinnati, Ohio
LAS 34 I. II. Alton
Bus II. Chicago
Bus 59 I. II. Winnetka
LAS 1. 11. Jacksonville
Ed MVi I. II. Wausau, Wisconsin
Agr 102 I. II. Malta
Accy 57 I. Peoria
Arch 29 I. II. Chicago
AC 62 I. II. Champaign
HELAS I. II. Wyanet
LAS 101 I. II. Chicago
LAS 33 I. II. Oak Park
LAS I. Shattuc
Accy 63 J^ I. II. Urbana
Bus 20 I. Chicago
PreM 30 I. II. Chicago
LAS 31 I. II. La Grange
LAS irr ss . I. L'rbana
LAS 92 2a J. II. Urbana
PEd 104 I. II. Mendota
Agr I. II. Chicago
Bank 66H I. II. St. Charies
PreL I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 2 I. II. Chicago
Ed 120 I. Chicago
LAS 12 I. II. Peoria
LAS 12 I. II. Peoria
MinE 115H I. II. Olney
Accy 70
SS
I. II. Ridgefarm
Ridgefarm
Chem 60 I. II. Roanoke
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 81J^ ss. I. II. Chicago
LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Ed 67H I. II. Chicago
Arch 33 I. II. Chicago
Flor 31 I. Mendota
Accy 34J^ I. II. Chicago
Ed 97 I. II. Lena
Cer unc I. Chicago
PreL 63M I. II. ChicagoME 32 I. II. Evanston
LAS I. II. Pittsfield
LAS 8 I. II. Peoria
PreL 31 I. II. Aurora
LAS 2sy3 I. II. Mishawaka, Indiana
PreL 61 I. II. Alton
Accy 67 I. II. Urbana
Agr 68 I. II. Rossville
EE I. II. Pekin
Flor 29 L Aurora
CL L II. Chicago
EE 92 I. II. Chicago
Law 30 L II. Mattoon
9 SS. Danville
5y2 ss. Muscatine, Iowa
EE I. Chicago
LAS 95% I. Chicago
Accy 115 ss. I. Chicago
Bus 117 I. Chicago
Bus 37 I. II. Dixon
LAS SO I. II. Riverside
Chem 35 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
ME 71H I. II. Berwyn
LAS 33 LII. Chicago Heights
Bus 69}4 I. II. Aurora
LAS 1614 I. II. Chicago
ChE 45 I. II. Chicago
EE 79H ss. I. Ottawa
AC 20 I. Chicago
AE 73}^ L II. Martinsville, Indiana
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Schnapp, Margaret Catherine
Schneider, Doris Lucil
Schneider, Herman
Schneider, Lily
Schneider, Olin Merl
Schneider, Stanley Thomas
Schneider, Tlieodore Alfred
Schnedier, William Frederick
Schneidman, Joseph
Schneiter, Dorothy Marie
Schneli, Frederick Albert
Schnell, Morrow Dickey
Schnitzer, Louis Julius
Schnitzer, Sidney
Schnur, Seldon Tandy
Schoch, Mabel Iris
Schoeman, Jurgens Phillippus
Schoeneberger, Henry
Schoenlein, Robert Leonard
Schoenling, John
Schofield, Frederick Willis
Scholl, Dorothy
Scholl, Howard Otto
Scholl, Susanna Wilhelmina
Schollraeyer, Adele Kathryn
Schooley, Ralph Eugene
Schott, Charles Darwin
Schottmann, Arthur Bemhard
Schramm, Richard Francis
Schreier, Morris
Schreiner, Robert Carl
Schrenk, Ruth Hulda
Schriber, Paul Oscar
Schroeder, Elizabeth Helen
Schroeder, John Henry
Schroeder, Marven Archy
Schroeder, Mildred Helena
Schroeder, Raymond Howard
Schroeder, Rufus William
Schroth, Eugene Howard, B.S., 1927
Schroud, John Henry
Schrum, Paul William
Schrumpf, Benjamin Peter
Schrumpf, Fredericka Salzman
Schubert, Bohumil Franz
Schuetz, Marvin Lloyd
Schuldt, John Faulmann
Schuller, John Clarence
SchuIIer, William Arthur
Schullman, Willard Ferdinand
Schulman, Jerome Milton
Schulman, Rose
Schulte, John A.
Schultz, Aline Elizabeth
Schultz, Arthur Frank
Schultz, Chester Harold
Schultz, Delbert Lorraine
Schultz, Dorothy Amalia
Schultz, Edward Gust
Schultz, Elmer Julius
Schultz, Fred W'illiam
Schultz, Lewis Frank
Schulz, Marguerite Gertrude
Schulz, Sophie Helene
Schulz, William Edward
Schulz, William Frederic
Schulze, Eleanor Emma
Schumacher, Cedric Errol
Schumacher, Edward Emil
Schumacher, Elizabeth
Schumacher, Fred Haws
Schumacher, Joseph Mark
Schumacher, Victor Ephriam
Schumacher, Wesley Louis
Schumann, Arthur Harold
Schumm, Clara Emma
Schupp, Alice Louise
Schustek, Ivan Donald
Schuster, Dorothy Louise
Schuster, Joseph Veatch
Schutt, Robert Draper
Schutz, Robert Frederick
Schuyler, Joe Richard
Schwab, Helen Lorraine
Schwab, Raymond John
Schwab, William
LAS 104 Tallula
Chem 104 Urbana
ChE 109 SS. L IL Chicago
LAS Chicago
ME 37 Urbana
LAS 36 SS. l! IL Madison
LAS 19M Chicago
Bus Chicago
PreM 18 Chicago
LAS 55 Olney
Bus 100 Canton
CerE 70 Canton
AE 37H ChicagoME Chicago
LAS 33 Quincy
LAS 130H SS. l! IL FreeportME 125 Transvaal, South Africa
ChE 34 Chicago
2 SS. Rantoul
Chem Harrison, Ohio
Agr Mazon
HEAgr Chicago
ME Arrowsmith
Ed 83 Urbana
LAS 99 St. Louis, Missouri
Jnl 100 Effingham
LAS Champaign
Bus Montrose
LAS 52 Belleville
AC 70 Plainfield, New Jersey
ME Chicago
LAS 68 Chicago
Bus 31 Urbana
LAS 71 Danville
PreM 30 Waukegan
ChE Peoria
LAS 41H Warrensburg
PreM Dayton, Ohio
EE 36J^ Champaign
LAS irr Champaign
lA Washburn
Bus 30 Calumet City
lA 25 Champaign
Accy 104 Champaign
Mus 33 Riverside
Agr 98 Basco
RCE 49 Chicago
Bus I12H Stockton
Agr Stockton
Bus 76 Chicago
LAS Chicago
LAS 113K Chicago
Arch Havana
LAS 68 Champaign
AC 101 Geneseo
Bus 8 Chicago
CE 27 Baylis
LAS 32 Chicago
CE 30 Chicago
AC 28 Geneseo
ChE Staunton
LAS Gardner
Bus 62H Chicago
Arch 79 Memphis, Tennessee
CE 137J^ Memphis, Tennessee
LAS 63 y2 Urbana
LAS S7H Evanston
Jnl 110 SS. I.' II.' Robertsville, Missouri
70 SS. Broadlands
LAS 59 Urbana
LArch 98 Ottawa
LAS I'rbana
lA 6 Chicago
CE 4 Chicago
EE 115 Chicago
LAS 65?^ Joliet
Ed 63 Ji Chicago
AC 32 SS. L IL Chicago
Mus 32H SpringfieldME 96 Chicago
LAS 37 Franklin Park
Accy 69 Elgin
AE 73 Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS Chicago
Arch 33 Chicago
Bus Blue Mound
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Schwager, David Greenhoot Bus I. II. Chicago
Schwalb, Allen Accy 70H I. II. Chicago
Schwanbeck, Harold August ME 82 I. II. Chicago
Schwaner, William Fredrick CE 63 I. II. Springfield
Schwartz, Ben AC II. Peoria
Schwartz, Charles Richard Agr 34 I. II. Urbana
Schwartz, Elizabeth, Ph.B., M.S., 7 SS. Chicago
1927, 1931
Schwartz, Henry Harold EPh 64y2 I. II. Eldorado
Schwartz, Veronica Anne PreJ I. II. Champaign
Schwartz, Walter William PreM i7H I. 11. Chicago
Schwartz, William Emerson EE Champaign
Schwartzenberg, Jean Alma Ed 92 i. II. Chicago
Schwarz, Karl Richard Arch 108 I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Schwarz, ^uth Marie HEEd 61 I. II. South Bend, Indiana
Schweer, Theodore Adolphus LAS 66 1. II. Beardstown
Schweim, Robert Henry PreM 3 I. II. Evanston
Schweitzer, Minna Marie LAS I. II. Chicago
Schwengel, John Stanford Mus 27K I. II. Champaign
Schv, Maurice Harold LAS II. Chicago
Scofield, Leavitt CE 85H I. II. Chicago
Scopel, Joseph Joaquin Chem 58 I. II. Benld
Scotland, Beatrice Lucille Ed 63H I. II. Joliet
Scotland, Ethelind Marie LAS I. II. Joliet
Scott, Alice Jane LAS 35 I. II. Seymour
Scott, Anna Jane Ed 67 I. n. Bethany
Scott, Charles Edwin LAS 981^ I. II. Oak Park
Scott, Doris Alberta LAS 68 Clinton
Scott, Erma Pauline LAS Champaign
Scott, James PreJ L II. Bethany
Scott, James Adelbert Ed 77 Rockford
Scott, James Frankhn Law una 30 L II. Champaign
Scott, John Wesley ChE Rosamond
Scott, Joseph Wright LAS L II. Champaign
Scott, Marshall Jewell Agr 102 I. II. Yorkville
Scott, Mary Agnes LArch II9I4 I. II. Hinsdale
Scott. Robert Marshall AC 80 II. Rossville
Scott, Robert Tetlow PreL I. II. Rockford
Scott, Roland Fleming Bus 96H I. II. Oak Park
Scott, Russell Fred Bus 101>^ I. II. Rockford
Scott, Ruth Elma Mus 69 I. II. Casper, Wyoming
Scott, Samuel Joseph Bus 33 I. 11. Bethany
Scott, Stephen Caswell Agr I. II. Seward
Scott, Thomas Jefferson CE I. II. Golconda
Scott, Walter Hugh AC 71 I. II. Bethany
Scott, William Donald LAS 23 I. II. Chicago
Scott, William Martin PreM I. II. Monticello
Scotti, James Byron ME I. II. South Pekin
Scovill, William Stewart CL I. II. Urbana
Scoville, Howard Bennett lA 34 I. II. Rockford
Scripps, George Little Bus 65 I. II. Peoria
Scudder, Dorothy Fox Ed 75 I. II. Chicago
Scull, Miles Jnl 78 I. II. Chicago
Seabert, Carlyle James Bus 11. Dwight
Seago, Harold Miles PU 93 I. 11. Jerseyville
Sealey, Eugene Thomas AC 66 I. 11. San Benito, Texas
Seaman, Buelah Jayne LAS 34 Joliet
Seaman, Henrietta LAS 39 I.' II. Hammond, Indiana
Seamans, Frank Lawrence LAS I. II. Joliet
Seanor, Harry Franklin Bus 101 1. II. Chicago
Seanor, John George Cer 64 I. II. Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania
Seanor, Tom Lindley Bus 231^ I. II. Chicago
Sears, Abram Funk CE 107 I. II. Atkinson
Sears, Alice LAS 101 I. II. Oblong
Sears, Howard Edgar PreM I. 11. Piano
Sears, Robert James CL 63 I. II. Piano
Sebek, Laddie John lA 69 SS. I. II. Cicero
Sebree, Dorothy Lucille LAS II. Canton
Sechrist, Arthur Bogert AC 68 I. II. Allentown, Pennsylvnia
Secord, Francis Goring Bus II. Chicago
Sedlacek, Irwin Frank LAS 1041.3' I. II. Berwyn
Seeder, Esther Lucille LAS 16H I. II. Chicago
Seeley, Jay Steward, A.B., 1930 SS. Chicago
Seeley, Vivian Moore Ed 112M SS. I. Champaign
Seely, Irving Roe ME 7 SS. I. II. Urbana
Seely, Ralph Wood ME 41 I. II. Urbana
Seger, Edward David Accy Colchester, Connecticut
Seibert, Mary Ann Ed 66 L II. Ashley
Seidell Albert Louis Law 27 I. II. Chicago
Seidel, May Helen LAS 34 I. II. Rankin
Seidel, Miriam Carolyn HELAS 59 SS. I. II. Rockford
Seider, Norbert John AC 101 I. 11. Spring\'ille, New York
Seider, Norma Augusta CT 56 I. II. Broadlands
Seidl, Elizabeth LAS 39 SS. I. II. Chicago
Seidler, Vivian Mildred LAS 99 I. II. r<eoga
Seiler, Vera Marguerite HEAgr 34 I. II. Dundas
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Seilin, Daisy Dorothy
Seiter, Mary Louise
Seitz, Bernard Lee
Seitz, Werner Wilhelm
Sejba, Otto
Sejnost. Frank Richard, A.B., 1931
Sekava, George Charles
Selby, Eleanor
Seldomridge, Charles McKinley
Seletto, Russell James
Selig, John Arthur
Seligson, Leon
Sellers, Kathryn Margaret
Senefeld, Claude Leslie
Seng, Nelson Harseim
Senne, Marcellus Edward
Senne, Olga Henrietta
Serlin, Edward Irwin f
Serpless, Edward
Serra, James John
Serritella, Anthony Francis
Serwich, Arthur Edward
Sessler, Edith Pauline
Setchell, Elizabeth Marie
Setchell, James Frederick
Settlemire, Walter Lynn
Settles, Delia Curtistina, B.S., 1931
Settles, Fred Lucian
Sever, Frances
Severns Samuel Dayton
Severson, James Thomas
Seyfarth, Richard Benjamin
Seyfried, Frederick Edward
Seyler, Mrs. Geneva Metzler
Seymour, John DeLacy
Shade, Richard Norman
Shaeffer, Eleanor Fay
Shafer, Henry Maurice
Shafer, Ronald Charles
Shafer, William McKinley
Shaffer, Coralie Jane
Shaffer, Roger Augustas
Shaftoe, Ruth, A.B., 1924
Shallcross, George Preston
Shamel, Joseph Woodrow
Shank, Emma Martha
Shanken, James
Shankman, Fred, A.B., 1931
Shannon. George .Mbert, B.S., 1931
Shannon, MacRae Darwin
Shannon, William Norman
Shapiro, Arthur Louis
Shapiro, Benjamin B.
Shapiro, Dorothy JacQueline
Shaps, Cramer I.
Sharon, William Basil
Sharp, Glendon Carey
Sharp, Riley Meade
Sharp, Virginia Dale
Sharpe, Leonard Emerson
Sharpe, Merle David
Shattuck, Charles Harlen
Shauger, Charles Jack
Shaver, Charles Elder
Shaw, Ellagwen
Shaw, Florence Viola, A.B., 1930
Shaw, Mildred Mae
Shaw, Robert Countryman
Shay, Jerome William
Shaykin, Lee
Sheade, Martin
Sheahan, Meivin Francis
Shear, Dorothy Margaret
Shear, Ten Eyck Wigforss
Shearer, James Andrew
Shearer, Silver
Sheehan, Joseph Emmett
Sheehy, Francis Thomas
Sheets, John Byron
Sheetz, Bculah Mae
Shein, Manuel
Shelby, Charles Thomas
Shelby, Homer Howard
Sheldon, Ruth Ellen
Sheley, Robert Nathan
Shelford, John Victor
LAS 1. II.
LAS II.
CE I. II.
Bus 55 I. II.
Ed 68>i I. II.
Law 27 I.
Bus 32 I. II.
8 SS.
Chem I. II.
PreM I. II.
Bus 66 I. II.
Arch I. 11.
Mus I. II.
Arch I. 11.
PreM 24>^ I. II.
Accy 49 I.
L.^S 32 I. II.
Jnl 101 I. II.
.^ccy 65 I. II.
AC 35 I. II.
AC 29 I. II.
Bus 29>^ I. n.
Ed 117 I.
LAS 66 I. II.
Bus I. II.
PreL 54 I. II.
SS.
PreM 26 I.
LAS II.
73 ss.
Cer I. II.
Law I. II.
Agr 63 I. II.
Bus 58 ss. I. II.
PreM I. II.
Agr 56 I. II.
PEd 96 I. II.
Chem I. II.
IEd I. II.
LAS 33 I. II.
LAS 28 I. II.
PreD I.
Lib 7 I. II.
EE 75M I. II.
Paint 27H I. II.
Mus I. II.
LAS I.
Law 30 I. II.
ss.
Ed 61 I. II.
PreL 102 I. II.
PreM 36 I. II.
PreD 34>^ I. II.
Ed 70>^ II.
Accy 62H I. II.CE I. II.
EE L II.
PreM 64 I. II.
LAS 96 I. II.
5^ ss.
AE 64 L II.
LAS 102 1. II.
LAS 6H I. II.
PreL I. II.
PreJ 13 I. II.
7 ss.
HEAgr 65 I. II.
LAS 58 I. II.
Bus 503^ I. II.
Ed 9<i% 1. 11.
PreM 29 I. II.
Bus I.
LAS 96 I. II.
ME 95 J^ I. II.
Jnl 104 I. II.
PreM 32 I. II.
Bus 66 I. II.
Ed 94 I. II.
Chem 62 ss. I. II.
LAS 34H 1. 11.
CL I. II.
CL I. II.
LAS 28 I. II.
LAS 65 1. 11.
Arch 140 I. II.
Eng 66>s' I. II.
Chicago
Logansport, Indiana
Mt. Carmel
Dresden, Germany
Chicago
Berwyn
Riverside
Rockford
Chicago
Witt
Chicago
Elgin
Springfield
Indianapolis, Indiana
Urbana
Woodstock
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Taylorville
Chicago
Chicago
Centralia
Chicago
Chicago
Mt. Vernon
Roodhouse
Champaign
Mt. Vernon
Lawrenceville
Oak Park
Blue Island
Oak Park
Villa Grove
Streator
Urbana
Chicago
Texico
Chatsworth
Sumner
Chicago
Bloomington
Royal Oak, Michigan
Chicago
Mt. Carroll
Urbana
Chicago
Chicago
Clay City
Joliet
Maywood
Chicago
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Peoria
Martinsville
Evansville, Indiana
La Porte, Indiana
Kentland, Indiana
Belvidere
Champaign
Ridgway
Dixon
Muncie, Indiana
.\tlanta
Rockford
Frankfort, Indiana
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Rosslyn, Virginia
Chicago
Toulon
Urbana
Chicago
Chicago
Oblong
Stockton
Chicago
Waukegan
Charleston
St. Louis, Missouri
Urbana
Urbana
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Shelford, Lois Florence LAS SO L IL Urbana
Shelton, Mildred Irene, A.B., 1928 Lib L n. Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Shepanek, Genevieve Marie Paint L II. Chicago
Shepard, Bruce Morgan LAS 101 I. II. Alton
Shepherd, Warren Preston AC 90K SS. I. II. Litchfield
Shepherdson, Jeannette Mildred Ed 64 ss. I. II. Peoria
Shepley, Genevieve Vandevere LAS 30 I. II. Canton
Sheppard, George Washington Jnl 6sy2 I. II. Chicago
Sherman, Virginia Mary LAS 108 L IL Daytona Beach, Florida
Sherpitis, John Charles Bus 25 I. Westville
Sherrill, Robert Russell Cer L IL Colona
Sherritt, Lila Gene LAS I. Champaign
Shervey, Emil Onet 3 SS. Chicago
Sherwin, Anne Varston LAS 311^ I. II. Wilmette
Shevalier, Dix Christian EE unc 4 L IL Missoula, Montana
Shevlin, George Harry LAS 3 I. II. Evanston
Shewalter, Robert Arthur Bus 25 II. Geneva
Shick, Lester Harold Agr 47 I. II. t Casey
Shlff, John Sherer AE 123M I. II. Evanston
Shifiey, Marion Wendell ME 86 L IL Mounds
Shinnick, Edward Everett FreL I. II. Chicago
Shirley, Richard Henry Accy 69 I. II. White Hall
Shively, Clarke Lee CE 32 I. IL Oakford
Shively, Mrs. Gladys 4 ss. Monticello
Shively, Leo Heuse AC 25H L IL Oliver
Shoemaker, Stephen Powers Bus 32 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Shoot, Lynn Robertson Flor 39M I. II. Tuscola
Short, Ardath Ernestine 14 ss. Roodhouse
Short, Charles Francis PreL 19 I. East St. Louis
Short, John William Paint L IL Mt. Carmel
Short, William Earl AC 865i II. Girard, Kansas
Shortle, George Elbert Bank 62M I. IL Tipton, Indiana
Shott, Harold Stanley Eng 37 I. II. Monarch, Wyoming
Shrader, Claude Orvelle AE I. Quincy
Shrader, Murray Lewis Bus 63 L II. Litchfield
Shufelt, John Stratton Mus unc I. Champaign
Shugar«, Henry Edward, B.S.. 1931 ss. Rockford
Shull, Theodore Thomas PreM 35 I. II. Mattoon
Shulman, Harry Mus 28H I. II. Chicago
Shulman, Myer LAS II. Chicago
Shultis, Raymond Edward Mus 91H I. II. Waukegan
Shultz, Lorolive Bus IL Urbana
Shumaker, Loch Law I. II. Virden
Shuman, George Milton PreM 61 I. II. El Paso
Shuman, Geraldine Faye LAS 63 I. II. Roodhouse
Shuman, Paul Henry Agr 1001^ I. II. El Paso
Shurman, Milton Edmund Mus 351^ I. IL Chicago
Shurman, Morris Herbert Bus 71 I. Chicago
Shutzbaugh, Marion Rives LAS 22M I. IL Paris
Sibley, Frank Greeley AC 72 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Siddall, Hugh Badger RA 241^ I. II. Evanston
Sidener, Audrey Jeannette LAS 8 ss., I. Maroa
Sidford, Robert Fames CE 4H II. Sandwich
Sidwell, Ruby Maude LAS I. IL Greenup
Sieber, Elbert Joseph ME 63 L IL Jacksonville
Siebert, Maurice Jacob Ed 90M II. Marion, Kansas
Siefferman, Royal Lincoln Chem 116M ss,. I. II. Albion
Siegel, Bernard Gross EE 67 I. II. Chicago
Siegel, Carmen Sylva Mus 120H I. IL Chicago
Siegel, Natahe Mus I. IL Chicago
Siegel, Norman AC I. II. Little Rock, Arkansas
Siegel, Robert Burns LAS L II. Forest Park
Siegirst, Elizabeth Anne LAS 103 I. II. Chicago
Siehr, Lenna Eve 13 ss. Macon
Siem, Kenneth Francis AC II. Chicago
Siemer, Joseph B. 63^ ss. Teutopolis
Siemiantkowsld, Stanley Joseph LAS 30 I. II. Chicago
Siemon, LeVerne Eckhart EE 87H I. II. Rock Island
Sienkiewicz, Casimir Ferdinand PreM 23 I. II. Chicago
Sienkiewicz, Frank Stanley LAS II. Chicago
Sievers, Howard Henry Eng 35 I. II. Oak Park
Sievers, Sylvia Carhna LAS I. IL Staunton
Siewert, Loretta Evangeline 6 ss. Cicero
Siewert, Vivian Elizabeth 106M ss. Cicero
Sigley, Edmund Rex Bus 77M II. Wichita, Kansas
Sikes, Virgil Leslie LAS 61 L II. Danville
Silagy, Louis Charles Bus 32 I. II. Elgin
Silander, Janna Mae HEAgr noH I. II. Chicago
Silberman, Fritz PreM 18 ss. I. II. East St. Louis
Silberman, Louis LAS I. II. East St. Louis
Silcott, Helen Harriot LAS 86?^- I. II. Peoria
Siler, Elmer Wayne Ed 82 I. II. Decatur
Siler, Maurine 8 ss. Robinson
Silet, Charles Leonard ME 60H I. IL Chicago
Silk, James Patterson Bus 42M I. II. Chicago
Sm, Orpha Nell 7>i ss. Murphysboro
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Silliman, Minott
Silling, George Meridette
Silski, Joseph Loman
Siltman, Harry Loren
Silva, Joseph Manual
Silver, Beatrice Natalie
Silverman, Edward Howard
Silverman, William B.
Silverstine, Evllyn Lenore
Simek, Robert Vincent
Simerl, Lawrence Harry
Simko, John Andrew
Simkus, Anton Ralph
Simmen, Floyd Barton
Simmonds, Lorena
Simmons, Edward Earl
Simmons, Mildred Tritten
Simmons, Vergil Newton
Simms, Clyde F.
Simoldoni, Charles
Simon, Alvin Dudley, A.B.. IWl
Simon, Arnold Frederick
Simon, Ernest John
Simon, Harold Meyer
Simon, Sydney Orrington
Simon, William Joseph
Simonich, Bernard Joseph
Simons, Bernard Lewis
Simons, Burrell Fletcher
Simons, Grace Katherine
Simonsen, Julia Marie
Simpson, Beulah La Thelma
Simpson, Frederick Gleadall
Simpson, John Edwin
Simpson, Rex Randolph
Simpson, William John
Simpson, William McIIwratli
Sims, Cliflford Stanley
Sindelar, Robert Joseph
Sinderson, Rocho Henry
Singer, Joe
Singer, Martin Thomas
Singer, William Lucius
Singh, Bhagat
Sinnock, Pomeroy
Sirotnak, John Joseph, A.B., 1930
Sison, Ceferino Paulo
Sisson, Clarence Curtis
Sister Mary Micina Arendt, A.B.,
1929
Sister Mary Blanche Barrett
Sister Mary Josiia Baschnagel
Sister Mary Therese Becker
Sister Gertrude Benoit
Sister Mary Josine Brabec
Sister Mary Paula Buchheim
Sister Mary Albeus Bunton
Sister Mary Everard Burns
Sister Mary Agnes Clare Carroll
Sister Mary Stephana Cavanaugh,
A.B., 1920
Sister Mary Andrea Collins
Sister Mary St. Henry Collins
Sister Mary Aquin Conley
Sister Mary Ephrem Csokay
Sister Mary Regina Deehan
Sister Mary Madeleine Deglman
Sister Mary Ursuline Desmond
Sister Mary Agnes Marie Dooley
Sister Mary Aluigi Driscoll
Sister Rose Mary Dufault
Sister Mary Jose Ernst
Sister Mary Michael Flynn, A.B..
B.S., 1924, 1931
Sister Mary Aloysia Freund
Sister Mary Monica Gjillahue, Ph.B.,
1925
Sister Mary Alphonse Gauer
Sister Mary Agnella Gavin
Sister Mary Aniceta Guyette, B.S.,
1928
Sister Dolores Harrington
Sister Mary Patrick Hogan
Sister Mary Claudia Jansen
Sister Mary Pietro Kampling
Agr 64J^ Toulon
Ed 110 Carbondale, Colorado
PreM 19M Chicago
Agr Havana
Bank 64H Chicago
LAS 31 Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS 112 ?6 SS. Chicago
CerE 71H Portland, Maine
Mus Chicago
Accy Berwyn
Agr 101 Garden Prairie
CE Chicago
CE Kewanee
Bus 27 Columbus, Indiana
SJ^ SS. Downers Grove
AE 27 Indianapolis, Indiana
Ed 66 Chicago
Agr 24H Marion
Agr 69 Albion
LAS Garfield, New Jersey
Law 30 Chicago
LAS 63J/2 Erie, Pennsylvania
IEd 80M SS. Champaign
LAS Urbana
PreM 17 Chicago
Bus 32 St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 52 Joliet
PreL Chicago
CerE East St. Loyis
LAS La Grange
HEAgr 66 >6 SS. Galesburg
6 SS. Johnston City
PreM Peoria
Flor 62H La Grange
Eng 3 SS. Pawnee
ChE 64 Chicago
ME Great Neck, New York
Bus 61 Du Quoin
Bus Chicago
Bus 96 Rockford
AC 32 Waukegan
PreL Chicago
Bus 58 Urbana
EE 12 Madera, California
Law Newcastle, Indiana
Law 59 Throop, Pennsylvania
Bus Lingayen, Pangasinan, Phil-
ippine Islands
LAS 63 L IL Caledonia
17 SS. Des Plaines
6 SS. Springfield
26 SS. Chicago
8 SS. Chicago
37J^ SS. Beaverville
23 SS. Chicago
7 SS. St. Louis, Missouri
SH SS. Springfield
5 SS. Rockford
5 SS. Chicago
Lib 17 n. River Forest
6 SS. Marcus, Iowa
S SS. Chicago
51 SS. Peoria
2M SS. Chicago
32 SS. Nauvoo
4 SS. Chicago
8 SS. Chicago
6 SS. Chicago
3 SS. Mundelein
16 SS. Beaverville
5 SS.
SS.
Rockford
Dubuque, Iowa
8 SS. Chicago
18 SS. Chicago
4 SS.
SS.
SS.
Chicago
River Forest
Joliet
34 SS. Nauvoo
SH SS. Peoria
6 SS. Chicago
s>^ SS. Quincy
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Sister Mary Humilis Kitzinger
Sister Mary Cecelia Laine
Sister Mary Philemon Langhals
Sister Imelda Lewis
Sister Mary Kenneth Loeffler
Sister Mary of Victory Longtin
Sister Marie H. McCarthy
Sister Augusta McConville
Sister Martina Margaret Meister
Sister Mary Winitried Merkle
Sister Monica Monohan
Sister Mary Gabrielle Naughton
Sister Kathleen Neville
Sister Mary Patrick O'Donoghue
Sister Mary Ludwine O'Neill
Sister St. John Berchmans Reardon
Sister Mary Fabian Reimbold
Sister Mary Annette Renger, A.B.,
B.S., 1919, 1931
Sister Mary Serena Reynolds
Sister Mary De Lourdes Rohret,
A.M., B.S., 1928, 1931
Sister Mary Gustava Ruether
Sister Mary Ruthia Ruff
Sister Mary Mark Rund
Sister Mary Joanna Ryan
Sister Eulalia Sheehan
Sister Mary Eustace Shields
Sister Mary Bonoza Siedlecki, A.B.,
1929
Sister Mary Florence Snider
Sister Clementia Sprague
Sister Mary Nazarius Steinbach
Sister Mary John Sullivan
Sister Mary Vigilius Sullivan
Sister Mary Evarista Sweeney,
Ph.B., A.M., 1924, 1928
Sister Mary Estelle Temus
Sister Mary Theodore Thien
Sister Mary St. Augustine Tholl
Sister Mary Augusta Warning
Sister Mary DePadua Witmer
Sister Mary Ursula Yonke
Sittig, Harold William
Sivyer, William
Sizer, Dorothy Mae, A.B., 1931
Sjolander, Herbert Axel
Skartvedt, Frieda Haroldlne
Skeels, Thomas Arkle
Skidmore, James Russell
Skidmore, Willard Evans
Skiles, Cranford Evelyn
Skiles, Kenneth Adair
Skinner, Harold Seymour
Skinner, Ivan Maurice
Skinner, Mildred Louise
Skogler, Albin Wesley
Skoglund, William Albert
Skonning, Arndt
Skorcz, James Charles
Skortz, Adolph Charles
Skov, Howard Walter
Slane, Charlotte June
Slane, Elza Mary
Slater, Charles
Slater, Ruth Marjorie
Slattery, Jack Edward
Slaughter, James Agnew
Slaughter, Robert William
Sledd, Harry Warren
Slidinger, Ruth Evelyn
Slifka, George Clarence
Slimp, Madeline Bess
Sloan, Robert Cannon
Sloan, Walter Forbes
Slobutsky, Charles
Slocum, Kenith Elliott
Slodki, Jacob Maurice
Slonneger, Glen Richard
Slotin, Ida
Slotnikov, Belle Vena
Sloves, Phyllis
Sluka, Steven
Slusser, Elwood Kenneth
Slutzky, Max Martin
Smale, Donald Henry
S SS. Chicago
321^ SS. Chicago
6 SS. Chicago
68^ SS. Nauvoo
8 SS. River Forest
45 SS. I. II. Manteno
SS. Kewanee
31 SS. Mauvoo
44 SS. Peoria
4H SS. Highland
39 SS. Manteno
8 SS. Chicago
6 SS. Nauvoo
12 SS. Chicago
2 SS. Chicago
Bus unc 4 I. Urbana
29 SS. Nauvoo
SS. Dubuque, Iowa
11 SS. River Forest
SS. Tiffin, Iowa
5H SS. Cairo
5K SS. Chicago
LAS unc I. II. Philo
43 J^ SS. Peoria
47 SS. Peoria
9 SS. Chicago
12 SS. Des Plaines
49 SS. Nauvoo
32 SS. Nauvoo
7 SS. River Forest
47 SS. Nauvoo
2 SS. Champaign
614 SS. Chicago
13 SS. Nauvoo
LAS I. II. Carrollton
8 SS. Chicago
5 SS. St. Charles, Missouri
5 SS. Chicago
25 SS. Manteno
EE 140}^ I. Youngstown, Ohio
Arch 28H I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SS. Champaign
Law L II. Chicago
LAS 31 h SS. I. II. Urbana
Ed 111 I. II. Urbana
Chem 101 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS 36 I. n. Urbana
LAS II. Evansville, Indiana
Bus 64J^ I. II. Grayville
AC 116 I. Lynbrook, New York
3 SS. Burnside
LAS 36 I. II. Albion
Bus 66H 1. 11. Maywood
Bus I. II. Chicago
AE I. II. Chicago
EE I. II. Danville
ME 571^ I. II. Scheller
CE I. II. Chicago
Paint 39 I. n. Lafayette, Indiana
LAS 95 H I. II. Princeville
Bus 33 I. II. Belvidere
Mus 83 I. n. Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
CE 73 I. II. Chicago
Cer 137 I. Evanston
Cer 108 I. II. Chicago
8 SS. Paducah, Kentucky
Bus I. II. Champaign
CL I. II. Berwyn
LAS I. Champaign
PU 65 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bus 71 I. II. New York, New York
Chem II. Chicago
IEd 60H SS. I. II. Urbana
Accy 16H L n. ChicagoME 97 I. II. Washington
LAS 34 1. 11. Savannah, Georgia
LAS 71 1. II. Bronx, New York
LAS II. Chicago
AC 84 I. II. Grand Haven, Michigan
Ed 106 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS LIL Chicago
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Small, Charles Edwin
Small, Len Howard
Small, Lucile Thielen
Smallenberger, Le Roy
Smalley, Bion Lambert
Smart, William Howard
Sm.edegaard, Hans Bech
Smetana, John Fred
Smiley, Edgar Bertrand
Smiley, Evelyn Madonna
Smiljanic, Charles David
Smith, Ada Beatrice
Smith, Adeline
Smith, Allan Tanner
Smith, Amelia Eleanor
Smith, Ben Hubert
Smith, Bethania Meradith, A.B.,
1925
Smith, Betty Janet
Smith, Betty Stuart
Smith, Carl Francis
Smith, Carlton Spalding
Smith, Catherine Elizabeth
Smith, Charles Henry
Smith, Charles Prentiss
Smith, Charles Vernon
Smith, Clyde Samuel
Smith, Daniel Aaron
Smith, David Naylor
Smith, Dolores
Smith, Donald Edward
Smith, Donald VVilbert
Smith, Dorothy Louese
Smith, Edward Everett
Smith, Elbert Ellis
Smith, Elbert McClelland
Smith, Elizabeth Louise
Smith, Elizabeth Madge
Smith, Elmer Edward
Smith, Emily Randolph
Smith, Erma Wallace
Smith, Eugene Royer
Smith, Forrest La Vcrn
Smith, Frances Estelle
Smith, George Edward
Smith, George Herbert, A.B., A.M.
1927, 1928
Smith, Gilbert Allan
Smith, Glennard Steffens
Smith, Harold Alvin
Smith, Harry Gilbert
Smith, Harvey Homer
Smith, Hazor Barr
Smith, Helen Louise
Smith, Helen Louise
Smith, Helen May
Smith, Herbert Lawrence
Smith, Herschel Stanley
Smith, Homer Beattie
Smith, Homer Lindley
Smith, Howard Charles
Smith, Inez Ellen
Smith, Irene
Smith, Isabeth
Smith, Isadore Bernard
Smith, James Elmo
Smith, Jane Marie
Smith, Jean Holman
Smith, Jerome Sidney
Smith, Jesse McNeill
Smith, John Daniel
Smith, John Howard
Smith, John Richard
Smith, Josephine Andrietta
Smith, Kenneth Alan
Smith, Kenneth Allen
Smith, Kenneth William
Smith, Leland Prather
Smith, Lillian Cleora
Smith, Louis Wilburn
Smith, Lyle James
Smith, Margaret Helen
Smith, Margaret Louise
Smith, Marjorie Mondcll
Smith, Martha Eleanor
Smith, Marvin Edward
AE 95 I. II. Sioux City, Iowa
CL I. II. Kankakee
SS. Raymond
LAS i3 I. IL Peoria
Bus 2914 I. Chicago
Ed 65 I. 11. Oak Park
Ed 85 SS. I. II. Kirkehyllinge, Denmark
Bus A2H I. II. Chicago
lA io2y2 SS. I. II. Chicago
SS. Kankakee
EE I. II. Chicago
27 SS. Urbana
Mus I. II. Chicago
PreM 30 I. Wood River
LAS 33 I. II. Taylorville
Agr 30 I. II. Dixon
Lib I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Urbana
LAS 35 I. II. Wheaton
Agr 22 I. II. l^rbana
LAS 27H I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Oak Park
Agr I. II. Cissna Park
IEd 101 SS. I. II. Urbana
ChE 79 I. II. Princeton
MinE 77 I. II. East St. Louis
PreL 69 I. II. Urbana
AC 70 I. II. Chicago
Mus I. II. Urbana
Agr 69 SS. I. II. Urbana
CE 68 I. II. Elmhurst
Bus 70^6 SS. I. II. Urbana
AE I. Rockford
Bus I. II. Basco
Bus L II. Whiting, Indiana
LAS 11 I. II. Chicago
LAS 56 I. II. Urbana
CL 72 I. II. Sidell
LAS 69 I. Winnetka
24 SS. Cairo
AE I. II. Danville
ME 18 I. II. Rockford
Paint 26 I. Chicago
Agr I. Urbana
Law I. II. Marion, Indiana
LAS 42 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
EE I. II. Stronghurst
Bus 34 I. Winnetka
Agr 34 I. II. Lakewood, Ohio
Bus I. II. Dwight
Ed 81 SS. I. II. Urbana
PEd 94 II. Chicago
6 SS. St. Petersburg, Florida
LAS 104 I. II. Evanston
PreM 69 I. II. East St. Louis
ME I. Urbana
Agr 48^ I. II. Ozark
Arch 104 I. II. Chicago
Ed 99 I. II. Elmwood
Ed 74 I. II. Bloomington
22 SS. Maywood
PreM I. II. Chicago
Flor 65 I. II. Urbana
LAS 96 SS. I. 11. Oak Park
LAS 98 I. II. Urbana
Bus I. n. Chicago
EE 34 I. II. Champaign
AC 100 I. II. Toledo, Ohio
ChE 55 I. II. Chicago
LAS 1. Champaign
LAS 99 1. II. Chicago
Arch 1. 11. Chicago
Bus 86 SS. I. II. Mazon
Eng 19 1. 11. Urbana
LAS 60 I. Toledo
Ed 103 SS. I. II. Urbana
8H SS. Joppa
Bus 87 I. Farmer City
Bus 34 1. II. .Mlendale
LAS 1. 11. Pekin
LAS 10 I. Chicago
Bus 3i 1. 11. Urbana
CE 43 1. 11. YorkviUc
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Smith, Mary Catherine
Smith, Mary Helen
Smith, Mildred Irene
Smith, Mildred Lois
Smith, Milton Phillips
Smith, Morris Walter
Smith, Mountfort Homer
Smith, Osborne Brooks
Smith, Parker Block
Smith, Paul Anderson
Smith, Renee Marie
Smith, Reynold Seigfried
Smith, Robert Alvin
Smith, Robert Florin
Smith, Robert Gaines
Smith, Robert Morgan
Smith, Rollen Henties
Smith, Ronald Potter
Smith, Selwyn Dyson
Smith, Sidney Frank
Smith Theodas
Smith, Thomas Le Roy
Smith, Vascoe Juan
Smith, Vera Irene
Smith, Walter Bartle
Smith, Walter Longwill
Smith, Wayne Goff
Smith, William Irvin
Smith, William Love
Smith, William Oliver
Smith, William Stanley
Smith, Wilma June
Smithberg, Vivian Irene
Smock, Harry Berdan
Smole, Rose Therese
Smucker, Mark Francis
Snapp, Orville Randall
Snavely, Edwin Russell
Snedorf, Joseph Albert
Sneed, Carl Dallas
Sneider, Milton Jerome
Snider, Barbara Lee
Snider, Clovis Boegel
Snider, Margaret Mae
Snider, Milo Wesley
Snider, William Hamilton
Snively, Edmund
Snively, Robert Rice
Snively, William Daniel
Snoddy, Madeline, A.B., 1921
Snook, John Kelley
Snow, Ruth Esther
Snyder, Byron Charles
Snyder, Chester Lynn
Snyder, James Russell
Snyder, LyIe Eldred
Snyder, Marian Jeanette
Snyder, Marjorie Ruth
Snyder, Pauline Grace
Snyder, Robert Beuford
Snyder, Stanley Makepeace
Snyders, Robert Jay
Sobilofif, Jacob Gerald
Soboroff. Judith
Soderstrom, Clarence Edward
Soffranko, Joseph
Sokol, Helen Davis
Solander, Carl Kullervo
Soldinger, Morris Adolph
Solger, William Henry
SoHnger, Sylvia Ann, A.B., 192K
Solomon, Allan B.
Solomon, Charles Edward
Solomon, Keldin Lucien
Soltker, David Lee
Soma, John
Somberg, Zerline Lillian
Somers, Albert George
Somers, Merville Edmund
Somerville, John Ely
Sommer, John Robert
Sommers, James Francis
Songer, Charles Gilbert
Sorensen, Margaret Dagraan
Sorgenfrei, Norman Frederick
Sothras, Nicholas Samuel
LAS I. II. El Paso
LAS 33 I. II. Decatur
LAS 45H I. IL Onarga
LAS 67 I. II. Princeton, Indiana
LAS 7 I. Altamont
Accy 104 I. II. Kewanee
CL I. II. Monon, Indiana
EE 101 I. II. Chicago
FC 64 I. II. Calumet City
lA 34 I. II. Wilmette
LAS 5 I. II. Chicago
Bus 66 I. II. Chicago
PreM 72 I. II. Urbana
PreJ I. II. Champaign
PreM I. II. Quincy
Bus 10 I. Freeport
CL II. Chicago
Bus 101 I. II. Calvin
6 SS, Urbana
EE 5 ' I. II. Urbana
AC 29 I. II. Champaign
Accy 74 SS.. L II. Monon, Indiana
REE 19 I. Chicago
8 SS, Olney
Bus 97 ' I. II. Murphysboro
AE 29 L IL Chicago
Eng 37 L II. Tuscola
EE 42 K. I. II. Chicago
Chera 68 II. Urbana
EE 83 I. II. Huntington, West Virginia
3 SS. Champaign
LAS L II. Chicago
Bus 45M SS.. I. II. Elgin
ChE 69J^ L IL Oak Park
9 SS. Bradley
REE 1043-'2 I. II. Tiskilwa
88 SS. Georgetown
AC 30 ' I. II. Martinsville
AC 114 I. II. Cicero
PreL 57J^ I. II. Herrin
PreM I. II. Chicago
MusEd 88 L II. Barry
Ed 78I-J I. Philo
PreJ I. II. Oakwood
IEd L IL Robinson
Bus 30 I. II. Chicago
LAS 78 SS. I. II. Olney
ME 36 L IL Ipava
PreM 62
SS.
I. IL Rock Island
Covington, Indiana
LAS 80 SS. I. II. Aurora
Bus 23M SS. I. Urbana
LAS I. II. Jacksonville
Eng 58M I. Rockford
lA I. Patoka
Agr 26 I. II. Washburn
Paint I. n. Champaign
Ed 74>^ SS. I. II. Tuscola
HELAS I. II. Chicago
lA 37M I. II. Rockford
Agr I. IL Chicago
Flor 29 I. Chicago
LAS 261^ I. Fall River, Massachusetts
LAS 33 I. IL Chicago
Bus 35H SS. I. Chicago
ChE 71 I. II. West Frankfort
LAS 30 I. Birmingham, Alabama
70 SS. Chicago
Bus 82}^ L II. Los Angeles, California
CE I. II. Aurora
Lib L IL Appleton, Wisconsin
Bus 88 I. II. Birmingham, .Mabama
CE 33 I. II. Danville
PreM 21)4 IL Murrayville
Arch 42M I. II. Chicago
Bus 68 I. II. Glen Ellyn
LAS I. II. Omaha, Nebraska
lA 35 SS. I. Champaign
AC unc I. II. Chicago Heights
AE 74 I. II. Marinette, Wisconsin
Chem I. II. Peoria
Ed 63 1^ L II. Vandalia, Missouri
AC II. Rossville
LAS L II. Chicago
PreM 54J4 I. Chicago
LAS 27 L II. Oak Park
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Souder, Luther Samuel
Souder, Virginia
South, Belle Vina
Spain, Joseph James
Spalding, Stewart McBride
Spangler, Frank
Spangler, Virginia Leota
Spanier, Robert William
Spann, Burnham Page, B.S., 1931
Sparks, Basil William
Sparks, Fannie Jane
Sparks, Helen Barnes
Sparks, Madge
Sparks, Maurice Eugene
Sparks, Roger Ross, A.B., 1931
Sparks, Russell Elwood
Sparks, Sherman Paul
Sparks, Stephen Ralph
Spatny, Vlasta Zoubek
Sr>ear, Frances Louise
Spear, Jack Alexander
Spears, Howard Raymond
Spector, Jack Allen
Speer, James Nelson
Spence, Marjorie Craig
Spence, W'illiam A.
Spencer, Donald William
Spencer, Edith Laurel
Spencer. Samuel Fairchild
Spengel, Oscar Francis
Sperekas, Charles George
Sperlin, Edmund Gerald
Sperling, Clara
Sphar, Ethel
Spicer, Henry Cecil
Spinner, Lloyd Seymour
Spires, Lowell Albert
Spitzer, Henry John
Spitznas, Richard Herman
Spivak, Eleanor Betty
Spivey, Clinton
Spivey, Marian Grace
Spoonamore, Helen La Verne
Spooner, Grant Robert
Spradling, Zita Helen
Spratt, Clara Myrtle, B.S., 1927
Sprau, Robert Dale
Spreng, Grant White
Spring, Evelyn Carolyn
Springer, George Eklgar
Springer, James Edwin
Spunar, Alvin Victor
Spurlock, Eloisc Mills
Spyra, Stanley Stephen
Squires, Henry Warrick
Staack, Julius Arthur
Stadel, Eugene V^alentine
Staehlin, Donald William
Staff, Elsie Lura
Stafford, John William
Staggs, George Henry
Staggs, Richard Leslie
Staggs, William Randolph
Stahl, Abbott Roland
Stahl, Dorothy Jean
Stahl, Helen Marie
Stahl, Sigrid Ann
Staley, Robert Bertel
Stall, Kenneth Henry
Stam, Neil Cornelius
Stamberg, Olof Ernest
Stamp, Lyle Perry
Standard, Dorothy Ann
Standard, William Perry. B.S., 1931
Standlee, James Louis
Stanford, Alden George
Stanford, John Milton
Stanford, Lillian
Stanks, Stanley Antony
Stanley, Dolph. B.S., 1930
Stanley, Mary Clark
Stanley, Muriel Alice
Stanley, Virgil Edgar
Stanmeyer, William Robert
Stanner, Opal Lavonne
Stansfieid, Barbara Rose
121H SS. Champaign
LAS n. Champaign
105 SS. Hammond
LAS L XL Chicago
CE 36H L Chicago
Jnl 102 SS. L n. Woodlawn
HEAgr 32 L IL Park Ridge
Accy 90K SS.
SS.
L II. Chicago
Quincy
Bus 29H I. II. Buffalo Hart
129 SS. Lincoln
66H SS. Urbana
LAS 100 I. II. Shelbyville
Chem 53
SS.
I. II. Nokomis
Shelbyville
Paint 23 L II. Nokomis
Ed 122 SS. I. Urbana
Ed 99J^ I. II. Connersville, Indiana
Ed 65 I. II. Chicago
PreJ I. II. Urbana
LAS 68 I. II. Tipton, Iowa
Chem unc II. Goodwell, Oklahoma
CE 72 L II. Chicago
FC 30 I. II. Elizabeth
Bus 97H SS. I. II. Farmington
LAS 3 I. II. Springfield
LAS 101 I. II. Champaign
Mus 1. II. Belvidere
LAS 65 I. II. Columbus, Kansas
Bus 27>^ I. Nokomis
Bus I. II. Chicago
EE 44 SS. I. II. St. Joseph
Bus 36 I. Danville
Ed lOOH SS. I. II. Champaign
Accy 117K I. Decatur
LAS 28H I. II. Chicago
CerE I. Decatur
AE I. II. Chicago
PreL 34M L II. Rock Island
LAS 48 L II. Quincy
Accy I. II. Wilmington
LAS I. II. CharapEiign
Bus L II. Urbana
Bus L IL Chicago
LAS 30 I. 11. Urbana
Lib I. II. Sheffield
Accy 44^i SS. I. II. South Pekin
ChE 30 I. Glenside, Pennsylvania
PreM 100 I. II. Chicago
130 SS. White Swan, Washington
FC 103 SS. I. II. Charleston
FC 93 Ji I. II. Chicago
Ed 101 I. II. Peoria
Bus 32 I. II. Chicago
Bus 118 I. II. Champaign
Flor 69 I. 11. Moline
Agr I. II. Putnam
PreL II. Chicago
101 H SS. Vandalia
17J^ SS. Chicago
Agr 16 I. II. Avon
Bus I. II. Chicago
ME 31H I. II. Chicago
LAS 97'4 I. II. Chicago
LAS 30 I. II. Champaign
LAS 69 SS. I. II. Champaign
Ed 96H I. II. Chicago
Bus 34 L II. Martinsville, Indiana
LAS 34H L II. Chicago
PreM 64 I. II. Chicago
\.\ unc I. II. Chicago
EE I. Stronglursl
LAS 38 1. II. Macomb
LASirr 11. Macomb
AE 25 I. II. Chicago
ME 110 SS. 1. II. Rock Island
LAS 113 I. Rock Island
LAS 58H I. II. Urbana
Bank 60
SS.
I. II. West Frankfort
Marion
HELAS 133 ' I. Evanston
LAS 96M SS. I. II. Decatur
FC I. II. Gas City, Indiana
PreD I. II. Chicago
123H SS. Champaign
HEAgr 90 SS.. I. II. Urbana
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Stanton. Clara Elizabeth
Stanton. Frederic D.
Stanton, Helen
Stapp. Frank Donald
Stapp, Katherine Elizabeth
Stapp. Lawrence Eugene
Star, Leon Phillip
Starck, Elizabeth Joanne
Stark. John Charles
Stark, Monroe LeRoy
Starr, Charles Joseph
Starr. Millard Orlando
Starr, Robert Clinton
Starrett. James William
Starrett. William Charles
Stastny, Harry Jerry
Staudt. Elbridge Winthrop
Staudt, George Logan
Staudt. Henry Peter
Stawicki. Janet Marguente
Stead, John Walter
Steadman, Florence Earlee
Stearns, John Luther
Stearns, William James
Stebbings, Robert Wilbur
Stedelin, Marie Margaret. A.B., 1920
Steele, Clayton Sorensen
Steele, Dwight Wilson
Steele. Fred Lawrence
Steele, Helen Florence
Steele, James Edgar
Steele. Katharine Elizabeth
Steele. Maurice Edward
Steele, William Arthur
Steely, Eugene Newton
Steenstrup. Robert Flack
Steer. Albert Elon
Steers, Roger Thomas
Steers, Stanley Gilbert
Steeve. Edwin Frank, B.b
Stefanik. Steven
Stehr. Reginal William .
Steigelman. Thomas Fredrick
Stein. Albert Frank
Stein. Clarence Henry
Stein, Herbert Nathaniel
Stein, Jack
Stein, Joseph
Stein, Keith Watson
Stein, Lillian Sara
Stein. Mary Henrietta
Stein. Robert Dale. A.B.. 1931
Steinberg, Hyman Sydney
Steinberg. Rose Betty
Steiner. Anne Blanche
Steiner, Dorothy Marion
Steiner, Harold Karl
Steiner, Raymond Balthasar
Steiner, William Edward
Steinert, Eva ,
,, , ,
Steinhauser, Jack Malcolm
Steininger, Earl Waldo
Steinman. Henry John
Steinman. John Wilbur
Stelter. Harold Paul
Stengel, Melvin Roy
Stengl, Mildred
Stenus. William Henry
Stenzel, Francis Joseph
Stepanienko, Edward Stanley
Stephan. George
Stephens. Eugene Edgar
Stephens. Harold Jackson
Stephens, Ira Arlington
Stephens, Lowell Oliver, A.B.
1925, 1931
Stephens, Murray Stewart
Stephens, Thelma Elizabeth
Stephens, William Robert
Stephenson, Harvey Thorn
Stephenson, Robert Kirk
Stern, Evelyn Ann
Stern, Harry Simon
Stern, Raymond Robert
Stern, Rosalind
Stern, Vivian Jane
University of Illinois
PreJ
LAS
PreJ
ChE
ChE
Law
Jnl
Bus
lEd
RME
Law
ChE
LAS
LAS
Bus
LAS
CE
Mus
EE
LAS
LAS
Bus
EE
REE
LAS
Ed
Bus
LAS
Ed
CE
Agr
Bus
PreM
LAS
Bus
Arch
Arch
ME
AE
Ed
Arch
LAS
PreM
Mus
LAS
LAS
LAS
EE
PreM
PEd
Bus
LAS
AC
Arch
AE
Agr
LAS
PreL
LAS
Arch
PreL
ME
Bus
Bus
A.M.
LAS
LAS
REE
CE
Eng
LAS
CE
Law
Mus
LAS
33
41
71
69
133 J^
25
93
69
31
14
66
32H
38H
49
35
7
105
81
13?^'
65
23
96
65
34
130H
7oy2
115M
46
96
24H
100>^
112
62H
33
38
97
5
34
2
52 J^
621^
351^
65!^
23H
82
55H
34
34
68H
106
LIL
L IL
L II.
I. II.
SS.
72H
32
93K
90H
104
28
130
72
36
18H
66?^
II.
II.
II.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
SS.
I.
SS. I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. n.
I. II.
I.
L II.
I. II.
LII.
SS.
I.
I.
SS.
I.
I.
L II.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
SS. I.
SS.
I. II.
I. II.
SS.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
SS.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
SS.
I. II.
SS.
SS.
I. II.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
I.
L II.
SS. I.
I. II.
I. II.
SS. I. 11.
SS. I. II.
I. II.
II.
I. II.
I.
I. II.
SS.
SS. I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
SS. I. II.
I. II.
I. II.
Chicago
Chicago
Urbana
Urbana
Chrisman
Urbana
Chicago
Palatine
Nebo
Sycamore
Urbana
Aurora
Champaign
Elgin
Peoria
Cicero
Anna
Benton
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Beardstown
Danville
Chicago
Park Ridge
Centralia
Wauconda
Sioux City, Iowa
Oakland City, Indiana
Princeton
. .
South Haven, Michigan
Chicago
Granite City
Chicago
Lewisville
Odense, Denmark
Elmwood
Mound City
Mound City
Chicago
Chicago
Madison, Wisconsin
Evanston
Chicago
Sibley
Chicago
Chicago
Omaha, Nebraska
St. James
Chicago
Enfield
Enfield
Chicago
Omaha, Nebraska
Chicago
Evanston
Chicago
Decatur
Benton
Chicago Heights
Mt. Vernon
Champaign
Melvin
Monticello, Wisconsin
Homewood
Lanark
Chicago
Oak Park
Shelbyville
Chicago
Berwyn
Metropolis
Chicago
Indiana. Pennsylvania
Stewardson
Danville
Urbana
Oak Park
Chicago
Chicago »,. V, • „
Grand Rapids. Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Kansas City. Missouri
Tulsa. Oklahoma
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Stern. Walter Wolf
Sternberg, Harry
Sterrenberg, Herbert John
Sterrett, Helen Maxine
Stetson, Sherman Hall
Steuernagel, Fred Werner
Stevens, Alice
Stevens, Boyd
Stevens, Daniel Lewis
Stevens, Ethel
Stevens, Richard Lewis
Stevens, Robert Healy
Stevens, Robert Putnam
Stevens, Roy Ward
Stevens, William Eugene
Stevenson, Carl Luther
Stevenson, Eldon Harley
Stevenson, Herbert Myron
Stevenson, Orlena Lois
Stevenson, Samuel Lorraine
Stewart, Andy Clarence
Stewart, Charles E.
Stewart, Charles Edward
Stewart, Edwin William
Stewart, James Albert
Stewart, James Thomson
Stewart, Leroy William
Stewart, Margaret
Stewart, Robert Ernest
Stewart, Russell Finley
Stewart, William Henry
Stice, Richard Allen
Sticher, Lawrence August
Stieber, Jack Reynolds
Stiebler, Bernice Agnes
Stiebler, Mildred Edna
Stiegemeyer, Ann Dorothea
Stiegeraeyer, Mildred Charlotte
Stiegman, Clarence Albert
Stiegman, Dorothy Agnes
Stiehl, Gustav Henri
Stiehl, Harley
Stiehl, Jim Elmer
Stiehl, Wyoma
Stiel, Margaret Cecelia
Stiff, Elbert Hoover
Stiff, Ethel, A.B., A.M., 1918, 1928
Still, Helene
Still, Walter Gordon
Stinde, Athalee Nadine
Stine, Robert Albert
Stinson, Charles Henry
Stinton, Howard Frederick
Stith, Harry
Stiven, Jean Mary
Stiven, Robert Beckwith
Stock, Robert Potter
Stocking, Wilbur Horace
Stoddard, Mary Hoyt
Stoecker, Henry John
Stoeffhaas, Martin Robert
Stoelting, Kathryn Helen
Stoffel, Fred A.
Stokes, Herbert Raymond
Stolfa, Laddie
Stolle, Harold Forrest
StoUeis, Fred Ferdinand
Stoltz, LaRoy Richard
Stolzenburg, Marjorie Amy
Stone, Alice Elizabeth
Stone, Ansel Herbert
Stone, Belle Jeanette
Stone, Frances Elizabeth
Stone, Frank Lee
Stone, Herbert Bernard, B.S., 1931
Stone, Hila Armenia
Stone, Sheila
Stone, Sol
Stonecipher, Ross Irvin
Stonehouse, Elmer Harry
Stoner, Mary Catherine
Stoops, Donald Horatio
Storey, John Russel
Stoshitch, Savo
Stotlar, Raymond Christopher, A.B.,
1931
LAS 18 L IL Champaign
LAS SIH IL East Chicago, Indiana
68 SS. Crescent City
LAS 60 L IL Henry
Agr 82 I. Neponset
Jnl 103 L n. East St. Louis
LAS L IL Chicago
EE 96H I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS nsH SS. I. Danville
LAS I. Chicago
PreM 33 L IL Rochelle
CerE 36 I. II. Danville
Bus I. II. Evanston
Bus 32 I. IL Westfield
PU I. II. Canton
PreM 33 I. II. Centralia
LAS 41 IL Flat Rock
Mus 30 I. II. Champaign
Bus I. Gladstone
EE I. IL Chicago
ME I. IL Gifford
PreL I. II. Chicago
Bus 24 I. II. Elgin
ME I. II. St. Cloud, Minnesota
ME 75 I. II. Lake Forest
Bus 26 I. Woodstock
SVi SS. NokomisME 72 I. Chicago
Bus I. II. Albion
LAS 65 I. II. Aurora
Chem 94 SS. I. II. Urbana
CL 65 I. II. Champaign
Bank 1. 11. Chicago
HELAS 33 I. II. Chicago
HEAgr 95^ I. II. Chicago
LAS 50 SS. I. II. Champaign
Accy 67 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Chem 101 SS. I. II. Paxton
LAS 40 SS. I. II. Thawville
lA 82 I. II. Glen EUyn
PreL 23 I. II. Belleville
PreL I. II. Belleville
LAS 35 I. II. Belleville
Ed 81K II. Oak Park
LAS 141 SS. I. Dundas
15 SS. Denver, Colorado
Jnl 66 I. II. Urbana
Bus I. II. Urbana
PreJ 33 I. II. Centralia
AC I. II. Cheyenne, Wyoming
Agr 66>^ I. II. Eldorado
Bus II. Park Ridge
PreM I. II. Mason City
Paint I. II. Urbana
LAS 100 I. II. Urbana
ChE 106 I. IL Joliet
LAS 97 I. II. Rochelle
8 SS. Carlinville
Chem 263^ I. II. Chicago
PreM 16 I. II. Chicago
LAS SH I. ChicagoME 61}i SS. I. Mexico City, MexicoCE 35 I. II. Peoria
9 SS. Berwyn
Bus 30 II. Litchfield
PreM I. II. Springfield
ME 129,^ I. II. Belleville
Jnl 69 I. II. Oak Park
HEEd 102 I. IL Fairview
PreL 24 I. II. Oak Park
LAS 25 I. Chicago
LAS I. II. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
PreM 9H I. Chicago
SS. Chicago
133 SS. Bridgeport
LAS I. IL Peoria
Accy I. II. Chicago
PreM 79H II. Patoka
LAS 24 L IL Chicago
HEAgr 35H I. II. Champaign
PreM 41>^ I. II. Nappanee, Indiana
8 SS. Roodhouse
Arch I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Law 30 I. II. Carbondale
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Stotler, Virginia Burtis
Stout, Evelyn Louise
Stout, Robert Carl
Stout, Sam Philemon
Stoutenborough, Betty Lou
Stoutenburg, Margaret Minor
Stover, Frank Chester
Stover, Lenora Mae
Stowe, William Pearson
Strader, Sarah Elizabeth
Strain, Robert James
Strakosh, Walter Conrad
Straley, James Madison
Strang, Maurice Mortimer
Strassman, Bernard
Stratton, John Arnold
Stratton, Marie Victoria
Straub, Albert Frederick, B. S., 1931
Strauch, Barbara Ruth
Strauss, Caryl Louise
Strauss, Rodney Sincere
Straw, Thomas Casey
Streit, Edward Francis, A.B., 1931
Streitmatter, Mae
Streasau, Frederic Barnes
Streuer, John Herman
Strickland, Herschel Francis
Strickland, Ralph Marion
Striepe, Mildred Marie
Striplin, Russell Marvin
Stripling, George William
Strobel, Richard Lloyd
Strohl, John Julius
Strohm, John Louis
Strojny, Julius Steven
Strong, John Arthur
Strote, Marston Dedric
Strouf, Frederic Edward
Strougal, Edward Joseph
Strubinger, Mary Louise
Struthers, Frances Pauline, A.B., 1924
Struve, Robert
Strzepek, Alfred Walter
Stuart, Gustavus Berry
Stuart, Marion Louise
Stuart, Nellie Marie
Stubblefield, Frances Marian
Stubblefield. Frank Milton
Stubbs, Sadie Levina
Stuber, Dorothy Albertina
Stuessy, Dvvight Theodore, B.S., 1929
Stull, William Andrew
Stults, Allen Parker
Stults, Margaret Caroline
Stumbaugh, Helen Shirley
Stumpf, Mary Isobel
Stunkard, Gilbert Lester
Sturgeon, Eleanor Marie
Sturman, Harold Eugene
Sturman, James Marion
Sturmer, Fred Carl
Sturtevant, Jack Lewis
Stutsman, Paul Snell
Stuttle, Dorothy Elizabeth
Suddes, John William
Sudlow, George Dexter
Sugar, Carl Wesley
Sugar, Paul Louis
Sullins, Ellwood McPherson
SuUins, Marion Le Grand, A.B., 1931
Sullins, Maurice Wesley
Sullivan, Dan James
Sullivan, Ennis Cornelius
Sullivan, Frederick Olen
Sullivan, James Adolph
Sullivan, John Edward
Sullivan, Leonard Marshall
Sullivan, Marian Louise
Sullivan, Mary Elizabeth
Sullivan, Thomas Henry
Suman, Wesley Francis
Summer, Edward Aaron
Summerfield, Ralph
Sumraerhayes, Mary Archer
Ed 62 L n. Streator
141 SS. Moweaqua
Accy 6 L II. Urbana
Agr I. II. Springfield
LAS 30H I. Maroa
HEEd 98 I. II. Flora
Arch 143 L II. Hubbard Woods
5}4 SS. Augusta
Bus 76 SS. I. II. Streator
LAS 33 I. II. Hindsboro
LAS I. II. Harvard
ME I. II. Berwyn
ChE 103H I. II. Pittsburg, Kansas
Agr 59 I. II. Murrayville
PreM I. II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Leland
LAS 82 SS. I. II. Onarga
Law 30 I. II. Carlinville
Paint 33 I. II. Urbana
68 SS. Gibson City
LArch 65 I. Chicago
AC 35 I. II. Molina
Law 54 I. II. Aurora
Ed 129 SS. I. Champaign
LArch 15 I. II. Chicago
AC I. II. Hinckley
Bus 13 I. II. Urbana
Bus L II. Hedrick, Indiana
Bus 47 I. II. Villa Grove
Law I. n. Piper City
LAS II. Chicago
Ed 88 I. II. Ransom
MinE 36 I. II. Urbana
LAS I. II. West Union
CE L II. Chicago
LAS 29 I. II. Oak Park
ChE 119 I. II. Rockford
EE 31 I. II. Manitowoc, Wisconsin
Arch 132?^ SS. I. II. Chicago
HEEd 96 I. II. Barry
SS. Monmouth
Chem 106 SS. I. II. Davenport, Iowa
PreM 35 I. II. New Bedford, Massachu-
setts
AC L IL Mt. Pulaski
Ed 113}^ SS. I. II. Champaign
Mus 2 I. II. Champaign
LAS 67 I. II. McLean
Chem 103 I. II. Hillsboro
LAS 94 SS. I. II. Lincoln, Nebraska
LAS 116 I. Peoria
SS. Woodstock
CL L II. Effingham
Bus I. II. Winnetka
LAS 103 I. II. Winnetka
LAS I. II. Delavan
PreJ 34 I. Champaign
ChE LIL Sidell
LAS II. Chicago
FC 60H SS. I. Mt. Vernon
CerE 37 SS. I. II. Mt. Vernon
Chem 120 SS. I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Springfield
9 SS. Cerro Gordo
9 SS. Williamsville
CL 32 SS. I. II. Benton
LAS 50 I. IL Winnetka
Bus I. Champaign
CL 41 I. II. Champaign
9 SS. Tipton. Missouri
Ed L II Cornell
LAS 93H SS. I. II. Cornell
Bank 63 I. II. Freeport
LAS I. II. Morrison
LAS y2 I. II. Urbana
Mus my2 I. II. Quincy
PreM I. II. Chicago
Accy 93 I. II. Downers Grove
LAS 33H I. II. Dixon
Ed (>m I. II. Chicago
EE 44 I. II. Chicago
CerE I. II. Chicago
PreL 6 L II. Chicago
Arch L IL Rockford
LAS 40 SS. I. II. Chicago
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Summers, Mary Margaret LAS 30 1. II. West Frankfort
Summers, Noel Benjamin Agr I. II. Winchester
Summers, Orville Glenn ZiH SS Monticello
Summers. Ruth Snyder LAS 114?/S SS I. Urbana
Summers, Virginia Blossom MU8 100 I. II. Urbana
Summers, William Allen PreM I. II. Urbana
Sun, Chang Hsu CerE 9 I. Changsha, Hunan, China
Sun, Mrs. Minnie Fan LAS unc I. Harbin, China
Sun, Su Wei CE 128 I. II. Shanghai, China
Sun, Te Fong Bus 91
M
SS I. II. Shanghai, China
Sundberg, Joseph A. AC 23 I. Shelbyville
Sundquist, Dorothy Lucille LAS I. II. Chicago
Surie, Albert William EE I. II. Toluca
Surman, Kenneth AC I. IL Carlinville
Surplice, Robert William Arch 29 L II. Green Bay, Wisconsin
Sutch, Harry Clayton AE 11OH I. II. Villa Park
Sutherland, Achalis Mather EE 33 I. IL Pontiac
Sutherland, Margaret Catheryue PreJ 35 I. II. Chicago
Sutherland, Russell Taylor Bus 57 I. IL Champaign
Sutherlin, Kathryn Janie 2 SS Urbana
Suttle, Carter W. ME I. II. Morris
Sutton, Donald Grant LAS 34 I. II. Urbana
Sutton, Otis Benjamin EPh 35 I. II. Independence, Missouri
Sutton, Vernon William Bus I. II. Champaign
Svoboda, Arthur Frank ChE 61 I. II. Chicago
Svoboda, George Weslbrook RCE 48H I. IL Berwyn
Svrlinga, Mary Mus 61 L II. Chicago
Swaim, Paul Anthony EE 105 I. II. Urbana
Swain, Timothy Whitzel, A.B., 1931 Law 31^2 SS I. II. Benton
Swanlund, Lester Herman Accy 104K SS I. II. LaMoille
Swann, Frank William LAS 34 L II. St. Louis, Missouri
Swanson, Archie Emanuel LAS 90 I. II. Moline
Swanson, Dagmar Linnea LAS I. IL Chicago
Swanson, Dorothea Marian Bus 31 I. II. Moline
Swanson, Eugene Fredrick ChE 69 I. II. Rockford
Swanson, Frederick John 93^ SS. Moline
Swanson, George Andrew Bus 110 I. II. Chicago
Swanson, Keith Neil ME I. II. Champaign
Swanson, Leonard Samuel Arch I. II. Rockford
Swanson, Margaret Genevieve LAS 34 I. II Chicago
Swanson, Oscar Eric Agr II. Champaign
Swanson, Ray Richard LAS 48 I. Galesburg
Swanton, Pearl Margaret Bus 6 I. II. Highland Park
Sward, Stacy Marjorie Ed 108?^ I. II. Chicago
Swarner, John Lester EE niH I. II. Elmhurst
Swartz, Jerome Brice ChE 35 I. II. Champaign
Swartz, John Caleb Cer 733^ I. II. Urbana
Swartz, Mary Taylor Jnl 98 SS. I. II. Urbana
Swartzlander, Earl Eugene LAS 24 I. II. Ford City, Pennsylvania
Swatek, Jane Paula Bus I. II. Chicago
Swaufield, John Donald Agr 33 I. River Forest
Swearingen, Lellia Fern Ed 71 I. II. Champaign
Swearinten, William Evert Chem I. Oblong
Sweedler, Eu?ene Clarence Accy 48 I. II. Elwood
Sweeley, Harry Don 133^ SS. Georgetown
Sweeney, Paul 19 SS. Mansfield
Sweeny, Emmet Juan Agr I. II. Rockford
Sweet, Celia Bank 100 L II. Chicago
Sweet, Charles Bowden Flor 30 I. 11, Urbana
Sweet, Hartwick Merton Bus 68 I. II. Canton
Sweetnam, John Francis AE I. II. Chillicothe
Swengel, Beulah Wishart 73 ?3- SS. Mattoon
Swengel, Lloyd Raymond 993^ SS. McNabb
Swenson, Carl Philip EE iis^A SS. I. II. El Campo, Texas
Swenson, Edward Charles ChE 13IM I. 11. Berwyn
Swenson, Helen Adele LAS I. 11. Chicago
Swenson, Paul Edwin Chem 66 I. II. Chicago
Swift, Eldred Brown CE 35 I. II. Chicago
Swinehart, Cecil Edward Bus 117 I. Champaign
Sword, Mary Louise LAS 30 I. Milledgeville
Sword, Virginia Ellen Ed 60 I. II. Milledgeville
Sykes, John Echols Bus I. II. Winnetka
Sylvester, Joseph Bus 51H II. Chicago
Symons, John Griffith LAS 6SH I. 11. River Forest
Sypel, Alice Catherine Ed 68 I. 11. Chicago
Szarabajka, Benny Stanley PreM 27 I. 11. Argo
Szilvasy, Frank Albert Arch I. II. Chicago
Szmagaj, Adam Lothair, A.H., 1931 Law 33H SS. I. 11. Indiana Harbor, Indiana
Szwaya, Adolph Joseph ChE 32 I. II. Chicago
Ford City. PennsylvaniaSzymarski, John Joseph AC 107 I. 11.
Tabaka, Mae Euphrasia 47'A SS. Ivesdale
Tabenkin, Benjamin Chem I. II. Peoria
Tabor, Homer Manford 35 Vs SS. Sullivan
Tabor, Jack Patterson lA 99H I. II. Joliet
UrbanaTaborn, Edna LAS 33 I. 11.
Taborn, Ruth HEAgr 96 I. II. Carrier Mills
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Taft, Frances Bourne 8 SS. Syracuse, New York
Taft, Rolland Henry, B.S.. 1927 SS. Syracuse, New York
Taggart, Pauline LAS L n. Champaign
Tait, Caroline Taylor HELAS 32M L Champaign
Tait, Merritt Wesley Mus 6 I. n. Champaign
Talbot, Alyce Pauline Bus 641^ L n. Macomb
Talbot, Sarabelle LAS 52 I. II. Monmouth
Talbott, Glen Irvin CE 35 I. II. Chicago
Talender, Jean Ruth LAS L II. Chicago
Tamme, Richard Yale Bus I. Orion
Tammen, Marger>' Bemadine LAS 90 I. II. Nokomis
Tannler, Ernest Jack Paint 38M I. II. Chicago
Tansley, Charles Benjamin 34 SS. Des Plaines
Tanzer, Charles Daniel LAS 34 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Tapert, Wade Edison Accy I. II. Detroit, Michigan
Tappan, Edward Arthur, B.S., 1924 SS. Champaign
Tappero, Eugene Emanuel PreM 35 SS. I. II. Pana
Tarpy, Roger Maynard Agr SS. I. II. Fairbury
Tarrson, Sidney Arnold Bus 32 I. II. Chicago
Tasch, Aloysious Felix 99 SS. Chicago
Tassick, Jack William ME 30y2 I. II. Streator
Tate, Edith HEAgr 24 I. II. Benton
Tate, Gaylord Don, B.S., 1931 SS. Beecher City
Tatum, Elbert Lee LAS 108 I. II. Chicago
Tauber, Sydney William PreM II. Chicago
Taubitz, Eugene Edward Bus I. Chicago
Tavs, Louise Erma PreM 99 I. II. Chicago
Tawney, Pliny Otto Chem 105 I. II. Champaign
Taylo, Julian Martindel Ed 117 I. Foosland
Taylor, Bernice Helen 8 SS. Lockport
Taylor, Beryl Shenk AC 97 I. II. Arendtsville, Pennsylvania
Taylor, Fanny Adolphia 76 SS. Lovejoy
Taylor, George Edward Bus 253^ I. II. Normal
Taylor, George Owen Bus 110 I. Springfield
Taylor, Helen Maurine Bus 1. 11. Grayville
Taylor, John Robert EE 30 I. II. Petersburg
Taylor, Joseph Budd ME 621^ I. Chicago
Taylor, Justus Earl PreM 35 I. Gridley
Taylor, Margaret Aldythe Ed 71M I. II. Anna
Taylor, Maurice Everett LAS 34 I. II. Charles City, Iowa
Taylor, Miriam LAS 61 I. II. Harrisburg
Taylor, Mittie Ruth Mus 36}i I. II. Harrisburg
Taylor, Roger Roy LAS 12H I. II. Highland Park
Taylor, Roy Elmer FC 102 I. II. Normal
Taylor, Theodore Edward PreM 7 SS. I. II. Centralia
Taylor, William Nurnberg CE L n. Oak Park
Tchemowitz, Jack Kalman CE II. Urbana
Teach, Chester Le Roy EE 64H L II. De Kalb
Teal, Glen 7H SS. Clinton
Teal, Ray Holt Agr I. II. Urbana
Teas, Garth Cowan FC I. Streator
Tebbetts, George von Horn LAS 32 I. II. Chicago
Teborek, Roy Frank PreM I. II. Chicago
Teeman, Hall LAS I. Park Ridge
Teer, Frederick Lewis LAS I. II. East St. Louis
Tegarden, John Nelson Bus I. IL Marion, Indiana
Teichner, Irv PreL II. Chicago
Tejada, Armando Carlos ME 43 SS. I. II. La Paz, Bolivia
Telford, Alice Audrey 8 SS. Kell
Telleen, Kenneth La Verne Law SS. I. II. Cambridge
Telleen, Leonard William PreL 68 I. II. Cambridge
Telleen, Margaret Elisabeth HEAgr I. II. Cambridge
Telser, Stanley Edward LAS 99J4 I. II. Chicago
Tempel, Clarence Herbert Agr 30 I. II. Shannon
Temple, Harry Carter CL 29 I. II. Salem
Temple, John Foster Jnl 97% SS., I. II. Salem
Temple, Julia Winifred Paint unc II. Urbana
Temple, Mary Louise LAS 70 I. II. Joliet
Templeman, Lutitia Elizabeth LAS 60 I. II. Springfield
Temte, Dorothy Marie LAS 35 I. II. Chicago
Tenhaeff
, Harold Leslie PU L n. Urbana
Tenney, Harold Minard, A.B., 1930 Law I. II. Oak Park
Tenney, Horace Marion 8^ SS. Plymouth, Iowa
Tenney, Robert Imboden Chem 99 I. II. Rockford
Tenney, William Bailey Bus I. II. Decatur
Tepper, Sidney Merrill PreM I. II. Chicago
Terpening, Carl Norman Arch 30 I. II. Shannon
Terry, Gordan Max PreL 12 I. II. Chicago
Terry, Henry Browne Bus 96 I. II. Kewanee
Terry, William McConnell Bus 47H I. II. Chicago
Terwilhger, Shaw AEd 109 SS. I. Bradford
Terzis, Athena LAS I. II. Eldorado
Tessier, Robert Leo PreM I. Columbus, Ohio
Tewel, Kenneth Marion ChE 30 I. II. Mattoon
Thacker, Don Wright LAS I. II. Monon, Indiana
Thacker, Dora Esther MusEd 99}^ SS . I. II. Danville
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Thacker, Winifred Sears
Thalman, Hope Scott
Thatcher, Charles Claude
Thayer, Elizabeth
Theiss, Phyllis, Hofert
Theobald, William George
Theodore, James John
Therien, George EUwood
Thetford, James Austin
Thieda, Roman Alexander
Thiel, Georgia Mary
Thiel, Glenn Eggler
Thiel, Helen Marianne
Thielen, Mrs. Irene Thurber
Thiemann, Harold Arthur
Thoma, Mary Francis
Thomas, Bettie Paul, A.B.. 1930
Thomas, Beverly M.
Thomas. Clarence Wilbur, A.B., 1932
Thomas, Clifford James
Thomas, Doris Athalene
Thomas, Ethel May
Thomas, Frank Roger
Thomas, Frederick Venard
Thomas, Gerald Edward
Thomas, Grace Josina
Thomas, H. Stanton
Thomas, Halbert Francis
Thomas, Harold Eugene
Thomas, Harry Robinson
Thomas, Kenneth David
Thomas, Luther Allen
Thomas, Mary Augusta
Thomas, Myron Lewis
Thomas, Paul Walter
Thomas, Richard Eric
Thomas, Robert Worthington
Thomas, Ruth
Thomas, Stuart Walker
Thomason, Claude Wayne
Thompson, Alice
Thompson, Clarence Albert
Thompson, Donald
Thompson, Edward Bergh
Thompson, Mrs. Elizabeth Roane
Thompson, Eunice Lura
Thompson, Frances Mercedes
Thompson, George Clarke
Thompson, George Woods
Thompson, Ira Norris
Thompson, John Maurice
Thompson, John Vernon
Thompson, John Waterman
Thompson, Joseph Manfred
Thompson, Joseph Stanwood
Thompson, Loren B.
Thompson, Lyle Edward
Thompson, Maxwell Alexander
Thompson, Merrill R.
Thompson, Orville Davis
Thompson, Orville Samuel
Thompson, Ralph Mcllduff
Thompson, Robert Arthur
Thompson, Royce L.
Thompson, Stanley Wendell
Thompson, Wilbur John
Thompson, Wilbur Wright
Thompson, William Leonard
Thomsen, Eleanor
Thomson, James
Thomson, Robert John
Thornborrow, John Junior
Thornburg, Harold Franklin
Thornburgh, Marietta
Thorson, Lance Charles
Thorson, Lester Holth
Thrasher, Harry Kay
Thurman, Frances Isabel
Thurnau, Roberta Mary
Thurston, Elizabeth
Thurston, Frances Joan
Tiao, Pen Ching
Tice, Homer Whitney
Tichenor, Francis Herbert
Tideman, Henry Persson
Tieman, Herbert Franklin
Paint I. Evanston
LAS 101 SS. I. II. Waukegan
Law I. II. Chicago
LAS 62 I. II. La Grange
LAS 63 SS. I. Urbana
AC 72 I. II. Du Quoin
Cer 31 I. 11. Chicago
EE SH I. II. Elgin
ME 28 I. II. Murphysboro
Law I. II. Chicago
HEEd 95H I. II. Harvey
AE 110 SS. I. II. Pecatonica
Ed 63 II. Glencoe
136 SS. Bloomington
Chem 57 SS. I. 11. Roselle
LAS 70 I. II. Chicago
Lib I. II. Topeka, Kansas
14 SS. South Pekin
LAS irr SS. II. Mattoon
LAS 15 SS. I. II. Painted Post, New York
MusExl 77 1. 11. Chicago
HELAS I. II. Riverside
CL I. II. Marshall
7 SS. Plymouth
CE 107 I. II. Sterling
LAS 108 I. II. Chicago
Bus 55 I. II. Vermont
Bus 83 1. 11. Aurora
Agr I. II. Heyworth
LAS 59 I. II. Champaign
PreL 34 L II. Earlville
AC unc 32 SS. I. II. Painted Post, New York
Paint I. IL Evanston
ME I. II. Chicago
AC I. II. Earlville
Bus 23 Vi I. II. Pasadena, California
ISOVi SS. Oak Park
Ed 104 I. II. Mahomet
LArch 55J^ I. II. Manito
Arch 92H I. II. Gainesville, Texas
Mua 3214 I. II. Champaign
Bus 71 I. II. Champaign
Chem 67 I. II. Galena
ME 31 I. II. Villa Park
LAS 63H L II. Urbana
Ed 104 I. II. Pontiac
Paint 24 I. II. Urbana
CL 55 I. II. Harvard
Flor 65 I. II. Springfield
Bank 66 I. II. Lacon
PreM 31 I. II. Kirkwood, Missouri
PreM I. II. Rock Falls
EE 26 I. Macomb
LAS 33J^ I. II. UrbanaME 20 I. II. Chicago
PU 131 SS. I. Virginia
LAS I. n. Champaign
ME 69 I. II. Urbana
Bank 76 I. Pearl City
lA 119 I. Manlius
Chem I. II. Camden, New Jersey
LAS 113 I. Pontiac
Chem 202^ LII. Macomb
LAS II. Amarillo, Texas
CE 90 L II. Chicago
Bus 29H I. II. Chicago
Bus 98 L IL Hillsboro
EE 15 SS. I. II. Melvin
Ed 103H I. II. La Grange
PreJ I. II. Ottawa
PreL 95 I. II. Chicago
Bus 114 I. Virginia
Ed 101 I. II. Watseka
LAS 32 I. II. Urbana
Bus 40 I. Chicago
lA U8H I. Chicago
LAS 31 I. II. Springfield
PEd 87 II. Yates City
LAS 34 I. II. Chicago
LAS 63 II. Cody, Wyoming
Ed 62 fs I. II. Chicago
Bus 131 SS. I. Shanghai, China
Agr 61M I. II. Greenview
LAS I. Peoria
Arch 76 I. II, Chicago
Bus 66H SS. I. II. Quincy
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Tiffany, Joseph Benjamin
Tilger, Clarence Arthur, A.B., 1931
Tilger, Ellen Rundall, A.B., 1927
Tilgner, Charles Gustave
Till, Louise Edith
Tillman, Kathrj-n Marion
Tills, Joseph Alfred
Timm, Exiward Allen
Timm, Kathleen Martha
Timme, Charles William
Timmerman, Henry Carl
Timmermans, Bodo Walter
Timmons, Donald Scott
Timmons, Mrs. Dorothy Griffin
Timmons, Lorraine Hill
Tinkham, Leo Vem
Tipler, Dorothy Alice
Tippett, Darrell Jamison
Tipps, Luella Jane
Tippy, Martin Lee
Tito, Michael Alva
Tobey, Robert Harry
Tobias, Albert Elmo
Tobias, Faye Esther
Tobie, John Edwin
Tockstein, Leo Vincent
Todd, Franklin Edward
Todd, Malcolm Clifford
Todd, Ray Craig, A.B.. 1931
Todd, Stuart Watson
Toelle, Irvin Harold
Tokarsky, Barney Gaston
Toles, Edward Bernard
Toll, Lewis Rensselaer
Tolman, Lois
Tolman, Lucius Moody
Tom, Harry H.
Tomlinson, James Albert
Toncoff, John
Tonsgard, Earle James
Tooley, Fay V^aNisle
Tooley, Gerster May
Toomey, Constance Dolores
Topka, Raymond Stanly
Topper, Russell Joe
Torres, Ricardo
Touhy, Ellen Elizabeth
Tourek, James Charles
Touzalin, George Allen
Towey, Kathryn Florence
Towle, Carl Leslie
Townsend, Jane
Townsend, Susan, B.S., B.S., 1930,
1931
Towson, Lyle Scott
Traber, Harry Kenneth
Trabert, Lewis Vernon
Trabert, Loren Arthur
Tracy, John Joseph
Tracy, Paul Critchell
Trafelet. Ray Emil
Trampe, Robert Gerald, A.B., 1931
Trapp, Harold Frederich, A.B., 1931
Trapp, Robert Nicol
Trappe, Sidney Theodore
Traub, Maxine Juliana
Traub, Paul Chris
Travis, Elmo Arthur
Treen, Alfred Elbert
Trees, Clyde John
Treesh, Hildamarie
Trefethen, Helen Brigham
Trefftzs, Kenneth Lewis
Trent, Virginia Ann
Trepanier, Maurice Alexander
Treptow, Raymond Louis
Trevan, George Clarence
Trezevant, Anne Marye, A.B., 1930
Trickey, Alden Hardy
Trickey, Samuel Miller
Trimble, Bertha Mae
Trimble, Cecil James
Trimble, Gerald Yates, B.S., 1931
Trimble, Maxwell Lloyd
Trinkaus, Louis John
Trisler, John Lyle
CE 108 L IL Kansas City, Missouri
Lib L II. Hastings, Nebraska
Lib I. II. Hastings, Nebraska
Chem 41)^ I. Chicago
LAS 106 ?-i I. II. Chicago
Ed 60 I. II. Ottawa
PreM 62 I. II. Chicago
EE 67 SS. I. n. DanviUe
LAS 67 I. II. Chicago
Bus 106 I. II. Chicago
Arch 60y2 I. II. Waterloo, lov.'a
CE I. II. Chicago
Agr 24V2 I. Monticello
LAS 113 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS nnc I. Chicago
A.ccy 42 SS. I. II. Granville
LAS L II. El Paso
LAS 112H SS. I. Monticello
LAS 27H I. II. Springiield
Agr I. Champaign
Jnl 60 I. Chicago
Bus L II. Chicago
Law SS. I. II. Hillsboro
LAS I. II. Paris
PreM 47Ji SS. I. II. Urbana
Accy 128 I. IL Champaign
CL 32 L II. Granite City
PreM 35 I. II. Lawrenceville
Law I. Oakdale
Chem 34 I. Benton
Bus 32 I. II. Freeport
AE 130 I. IL Chicago
Law I. IL Chicago
CT 90 SS. I. II. Los Angeles, California
PEd 100 L II. Chicago
Chem L II. Chicago
EE 11 I. II. Chicago
AC 3S16 I. II. Macon
AC 32 II. Madison
Bus 65 I. II. Chicago
Chem lis SS. I. Mattoon
LAS I. IL Mattoon
LAS 38 L IL Bradford
EE 5 SS. I. Hopkins, Minnesota
Law 39 L II. Chicago
AE 6SJ^ I. II. Mexico City, Mexico
LAS 26 L II. Chicago
CE I. II. Cicero
Arch 8J^ SS. I. II. Joliet
PreJ 153^ I. Wood River
403^ SS. Chicago
LAS 99 I. II. La Grange
LAS irr L II. La Grange
Bank 31 I. II. Macon
Arch 12Ji I. II. Manchester, Ohio
Bus 102 I. II. Evanston
CerE 137 I. IL Evanston
LAS 20 SS. I. II. Bement
PreM 291^ II. Chicago
LAS 106 SS. I. Cicero
Law 40 L II. Golconda
Law 30 I. IL Lincoln
PreM 38 L IL Lincoln
PreM I. II. New Athens
LAS 62 I. II. Lincoln
RCE 109 IL Forrest
EE I. II. Goddard, Kansas
LAS 383^ I. II. Chicago
AC 64 L II. Sidney
LAS 32 L II. Granite City
LAS unc L II. Concord, Massachusetts
Bus I. II. Sparta
LAS 33 I. II. Rock Island
LAS 107 SS. I. II. Chicago
PU 58 SS. I. Chicago
PreL 60M II. Chicago
Lib I. II. Memphis, Tennessee
9 SS. Virginia
Mus 25 SS. I. II. Winchester
Ed 73 SS. I. II. Murdock
AC I. II. Roberts
SS. Murdock
Ed i03}i I. II. Urbana
LAS 94 I. II. Chicago
Agr 23}^ I. II. Fairmount
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Troch, Elmer Frank
Troch, Herman Charles
Troeger, Lawson Edward
Trommer, Charles Herman
Trost, Norman Adolph
Troutt, Alice Lola
Trowbridge, Sam Click
Trowbridge, Vernor Hall. B.S., M.S.,
1923, 1927
Trude, William Elliot
True, Edward Raymond
Trull, George Albert
Truman, Ruth Louise
Trumbull, Wendell Piggott
Trummel, Delbert Eston
Trusdell, Richard Van Fleet
Tryban, Edward Ernest
Tschappat, George Frank
Tschudy. John August
Tsui, Tsung Tung, B.S., 1931
Tuach, James Walker
Tuach, Katherine Anne
Tubbs, Alice Evangeline. A.B.. 1927
Tucker, Courtney Stuart
Tucker. Daniel Diamond
Tucker, Genevieve Marguerite
Tucker, Harold
Tucker. Hazel May
Tucker. Kenneth Roscoe
Tucker, Robert Ernest
Tucker, Robert Hilliard
Tuckey. William Stanley
Tuite, John Daniel
Tuite. John WiUiam, B.S., 1920
Tullock, Charles William
Tuman, Sophie
Tunelius, Frederick Harrington
Tupper, Marguerite Robinson
Turck, Joseph Abrahm
Turetsky, Isadora
Turigliatto, Louis Earnest
Turk, Robert Jackson
Turley. Merton Dorrell
Turner, A. Willard
Turner, Clara Norma
Turner, David Evans
Turner, David Oma
Turner. Doris Alice
Turner. Dorothy
Turner. Dorothy Elysabeth
Turner. Freer Albert
Turner, Howard Ware
Turner, James McClure
Turner, Joy Elizabeth
Turner, Lucius Don
Turner. Ralph Emerson
Turner, Richard Donald
Turner, Robert Countiss
Turner, Russell Milton
Turner, William Frank
Turner. William Kenneth
Turner, William Wallace
Turney. John Donald
Turney. Merle Clark
Turney, Russell James, A.B., 1931
Turnham, Annie Lois
Turnipseed, Edward Sanford
Turnquist, John William
Turrell. Raymond Webster
Turrentine, Frazer Rice
Tuscher. Robert Jesse
Tutinsky, Nathan
Tuttlc, Adelia Christine
Tuttle, Charlotte Hope
Tuttle, Margaret Helmsing, A.B.,
1919
Tuttle, Nadeena Theo
Tuttle, Preston Heath
Tuttle, Robert Campbell
Tuvada, Anna Marie
Twadell, Charles Ernest
Twente, Asa De Witt
Twente, George Edward
Twichell, Malcolm Keith
Twohey, Helen Elizabeth
Tyler, Margaret Jane
Bus 33 I. II. Chicago
Ed IISH L II. Chicago
Chem I. Mt. Olive
EE 78 SS. I. II. Chicago
Bus 21 I. Chicago
Mus I. II. Champaign
AC 60 I. II. Marshalltown. Iowa
SS. Urbana
Law I. II. Chicago
CE 94J^ L H. Pittsburg. Kansas
Agr 100 I. II. Wayne
Jnl 114 SS. II. Gifford
Bus 45H I. Dodge City. Kansas
Agr 113 I. Oreana
Arch I. II. Evanston
AC 104 L II. Du Quoin
EE 75M I. II. ChicagoCE 35 I. II. Kettlersville. Oliio
Agr irr I. Honan. China
Bus I. II. Chicago
LAS 72 I. II. Chicago
Mus irr SS. I. II. Urbana
Mus 97K I. Webster City, Iowa
PreL I. II. Chicago
8 SS. Urbana
PreL 49 I. II. Chicago
Law 17 I. II. Champaign
Agr 96 1. 11. Paris
CE 363^ I. II. Urbana
Bus 20M I. II. Chicago
Chem 31 I. II. Urbana
Bus 125 SS. I. II. Champaign
SS. Lewistowu
Chem 35 I. II. Rockford
Chem 67Js I. II. Chicago
Bus I. Oak Park
LAS 97 I. II. Gaiesburg
Chem 68 I. II. Wilrnette
PreM 35>^ I. II. Chicago
PU I. u. Coal City
EE I. II. Cairo
AE 103 I. II. Decatur
Chem 85 I. II. Elgin
PreJ 8 SS. I. II. Urbana
EE 37 I. II. Rockford
Agr I. Equality
LAS I. Chicago
Chem 68 I. II. Butler
LAS I. Chicago
Jnl 83 SS. I. II. Oak Park
Agr 99 L II. Butler
Arch 33 I. II. Hammond. Indiana
LAS 33 I. II. Shelbyville
LAS 100 I. II. Belleville
EPh 62 I. II. Western Springs
ChE I. II. Danville
Bank I. Chicago
ME 91 I. II. Ramsey
Agr 48J^ I. II. Butler
Jnl 101 I. II. Eldorado
ChE 108 L H. Kewanee
PreJ I. II. Mattoon
EE 116 SS. I. II. Shelbyville
SS. Maywood
Ed 106 SS. I. II. Chicago
EPh 72 I. II. Atwood
Bus 97 I. II. Chicago
Agr 68M SS. I. II. Champaign
Eng 36 I. II. Rockford
Bus L II. Oak Park
ChE I. Belleville
LAS 33 I. II. Hindsboro
LAS I. II. Urbana
Lib I. II. Lexington. Kentucky
HEAgr 69 I. II. Hindsboro
LAS 32 I. II. Urbana
LAS 26 I. Mattoon
Ed 102 I. II. Westville
PreL I. 11. Burlington, Wisconsin
Law 30 I. II. Cairo
PreL 53H I. Cairo
Eng 19 I. II. Aurora
12>4 SS. Chicago
LAS 25 L H. Dc Kalb
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Tyree, Dallas Ross
Tyrrell, Dorothy Nell
Tyrrell, Philip Edward
Ude, Norman Elwood
Uhl, Esther Caroline
Uhlenhop, Paul Chris
Uhlir, Otto Valentine
Ulfeldt, Victor C.
Ulfers, Voda Kathryn
Ulmer, Paul Orville
Ulrey, Howard William
Ulrich, Agnes Bessie
Ulvestad, Arthur Melvin
Undem, Harris Latimer
Underwood, Bernard Bernice
Underwood, J. Cash
Underwood, Virginia Elizabeth
Unfer, Mrs. Beulah Teskey
Unkefer, John Richard
Upchurch, Grace, B.S.. 1929
Urbahn, Max Ottto
Urban, Clements Anthony
Ursin, George
Usborne, John Wesley
Useman, Ernest Meridith
Utt, Alfred Maurice
Utt, Laura Irene
Utterback, Glenn Lester
Utterback, Jacqueline Frances
Utterba !c, Thelma Louise
Vacha, Charles Henry
Vacherlon, Edward, B.S., 1931
Vaile, Lora Frances, A.B., A.M.,
1926, 1927
Vaky, James Russell
Valbracht, Sylvia Ruth
Valenta, Irwin
Vallero, Lawrence John
Vallette, Herbert Frederick
Valor, Frank John
Valorz, Charles Joseph
Van Alstyne, Harlan Irving
Van Arsdell, John Maurice
Van Buskirk, Miriam Adele
Van Camp, Paul Gilbert
Vance, Arthur St. Clair
Vance, Edith Doloras
Vance, Harold Clayton
Vance, Katherine Minerva
Vance, Meredith Thurman
Vancura, Joseph Aloysius
Vandarwarka, Gwendolin Matilde,
A.B., 1931
Vandenberg, Milton John
Van Derbeek, Beulah EUenor
Vanderkolk, William Wright
Vandervoort, Glenn William
Vandervoort, Grace Ruth
Vandervoort, Robert Clark, B.S.,
1928
Van Dervort, Florence Frances
Vandervort, John Coffin
Vandevelde, Russell Harrison
Van Dyke, Charles Clifford. B.S.,
1928
Van Dyke, Joseph Anthony
Van Dyke, William
Vanerka, Charles John
Vanerka, Joe Albert
Van Etten, Cecil Herman
Van Gerpen^ George Claus
Van Gunten, Munroe Boyer
Van Koten, Stanley Earl
Van Liew, John Micheal
Van Loon, Edward John
Van Male, Warren Carroll
Van Meter, Vincent John
Van Ness, Jack Wilmot
Van Petten, Douglas William
Van Schoick, Kenneth
Van Sickle, Robert Eugene
Van Tuin, John
Van Tuyl, Ronald Markell
Van Vliet, Ellen Southworth. B.S.,
1930
Varma, Ram Das
98 SS. Pax, West Virginia
LAS 30 SS. I. II. Urbana
Bus I. Chicago
6H SS. Carmi
Ed 66 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Litchfield
Arch 85 Ji I. Chicago
Arch 41>^ I. II. Los Angeles, California
HELAS 62 I. II. Fairbury
Bus 691^ SS. I. II. Palmer
Bus 97 I. Elkhart, Indiana
LAS L IL Glenview
Arch 58H I. II. Urbana
LAS 78 I. II. Oak Park
HEAgr 47 L II. Ozark
FC 60 I. Oak Park
LAS L II. Amboy
20y2 SS. Mansfield
lA I. Evanston
10 SS. Fort Smith, Arkansas
Arch 22 I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
CL 16% L II. Chicago
lA 65 I. Chicago
Bus I. II. Marengo
Ed 92 SS. I. 11. Champaign
PreJ 34 L II. Plainfield
7 SS. Dorchester
Ed 100 L II. Tuscola
HELAS I. II. Urbana
Mus 1121^ SS. I. II. Urbana
Arch soH I. Chicago
SS. Cicero
LAS irr I. II. Urbana
LAS 68y2 I. II. Champaign
LAS lOM I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Berwyn
FC 113 I. II. Marseilles
AE sm I. II. Chicago
LAS unc I. Chicago
27J^ SS. Chicago
Bank I. Colfax
EE 112 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Ed 67 I. II. Villa Park
Chem 32 I. II. Danville
Bus 33 I. II. Chicago Heights
Ed 66 L II. Champaign
lA 122 I. Champaign
127H SS. Pearl
Bus 4 L II. Hulah, Oklahoma
Bus 63 I. II. Berwyn
Lib L II. Appleton, Wisconsin
FC 67 I. Dolton
LAS unc I. II. Champaign
AE 113 I. II. Chicago
Agr 117K SS. I. II. Heyworth
HEAgr 81 I. II. Heyworth
SS. Heyworth
HELAS 3 SS. II. Salem
PreM L II. Salem
CerE 503^ I. II. Dyersburg, Tennessee
SS. Kewanee
ChE 67 I. II. Westville
Bus I. II. Sunbury, Pennslvania
ME 65 I. II. Cicero
Bank 58H I. IL Cicero
PreM 100 I. II. Kilbourne
PreM 69 I. II. Hartsburg
Bus I. II. Evanston
Accy 24 SS. I. Urbana
AC 65H I. II. Des Moines, Iowa
PreM I. II. Danville
LAS 22H I. II. WaukeganME L n. Wood River
AE II. Chicago
ChE 42 J^ L II. Ashland, Kentucky
ME Tl}4 I. II. Bloomington
Accy 32 I. II. Durand
AC I. II. Chicago
lA 78 SS. I. Chicago
SS. Chicago
EE 109 L II. Mussoorie, India
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Vamum, Alice Mae
Varnum, Edward Ernest
Vasconcells, Harold James
Vasileff, Vasil
Vattliauer, Ernest William, B.S.,
1931
Vaughan, Alice Esther
Vaughan, Harold Cletus
Vaughn, James Howard
Vaughn, Ralph Augustine
Veach, Blanche Marie
Veach, Carlos Wilbur
Veal, Timothy Romeo
Veale, Paul Townsend
Vedra, Joseph Anthony
Vehon, Richard Allan
Velde, Richard William, A.B., 1929
Venardos, Nestor John
Venters, James Willis
Verbarg, Edward
Vernon, Franklin Jean
Vernon, Richard Willett
Vernor, Winifred
Verry, Thomas Roderic
Vesely, Arnold John
Vespa, Oswald Dan
Vespa, Roger
Veterane, Alfonso
Vetter, Ruthetta Marie
Vickers, Lucile Faun, A.B., 1923
Vicklund, Wayne Lenard
Victor, .\lex Joseph
Vierheller, Virginia Ruth
Viktora, Emil Joseph
Villars, Lowell Waldo
Villars, Ruth Lois, B.S., 1931
Vincent, William Wyman
Vinje, Martha Elizabeth
Visser, Raymond
Vitzthum, James Austin
Vlcek, Vera Josephine
Voelkel, Ann Elizabeth
Voelkel. Mira Barbara, B.S., 1931
Voell, Leo John
Vogel, Burton Francis
Vogel, Donald Funk
Vogel, Frances Mildred
Vogel, Helen Celeste
Vogel, John Richard
Vogel, Ramon Franklin
Vogel, Virginia Esther
Vogelaar, Cecil Earl
Vogelpohl, Henry Charles
Voigt, Le Vona
Voile, George Henry
Voile, Mervin Eugene
Voltz, Luther Manship
Vonasch, Raymond Wilbur
Von Ho en, Robert
Von Manzke, Alfred Helmuth
Von Plachecki, Arthur George
Voorhees, Roger Wilson
Voris, Gertrude Estelle
Voris, John Walker
Vork, Lawrence Christian
Vorndran, Amelia Lorretta
Vose, Esther Wildred, A.B.. 1927
Voshall, Harry
Voss, Frieda Emilie
Votaw, Stewart Ernest
Vought, Allan Leon
Vreuls, Jean Peter
Vriner, William P.
Vydareny, Milan
Wacaser, Hcrschel Everett
Wachob. Evalyn Naydine
Wachter, Henry August
Waddell, Blanche Mary
Waddell, Howard Baker
Waddell, John LaFayette
Waddey, Margaret Ellen
Waddington, Harry Kenneth
Waddle, Homer Manvil
Wade, Harvey Everett
Wade, Jesse Loraine
Wade, Jessie Charlotte
Mus 62 I. II. Cliicago
CE 9 I. II. Chicago
EE 93 I. II. Athens
PreM
ss
I. II. Madison
Moweaqua
LAS 62 I. II. St. Charles
ME 102 I. Warrensburg
LAS 99 I. II. Lincoln
Arch 148 I. II. Washington, D.C.
PEd 68 L II. Urbana
EE 73 I. II. Urbana
PreM 109 I. II. Champaign
Agr 67 ss L II. LTrbana
Arch 37 I. II. Cicero
LAS 163^ I. II. Chicago
f>}4 ss Manito
Arch 28 I. Alton
AC I. II. Beardstown
EE 33 I. II. Metropolis
CL 33 I. II. Chicago
Bus 29 1. Chicago
118H ss. Salem
Bus 5914 I. II. Armington
PreL 34 I. Chicago
Bus I. II. Toluca
EE I. II. Springfield
Agr !. II. Farmington
LAS 67 L IL Rock Island
Lib I. II. Sioux City, Iowa
EE 23 I. II. Yorkville
PreL I. IL Rockford
Paint 31
M
L II. Webster Groves, Missouri
LAS 39H I. II. Chicago
EE
ss
I. II. Urbana
Urbana
LAS 90 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
Chem I. II. Park Ridge
ME 37 L II. Pontiac
LAS 901^ I. II. Berwyn
Ed 98
ss.
I. II. Tuscola
Tuscola
AE 273^ I. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
EE I. Chicago
Arch 107 I. II. Marseilles
FC 64 I. II. El Paso
LAS L IL Maywood
ME 113 ss. I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
CE 35 I. II. Chicago
LAS 69 I. II. Marseilles
AC 18 I. II. Chicago
ChE I. Nashville
LAS 371^ ss. I. II. Olney
EE 105 J^ I. II. Springfield
Bank 79 I. II. Mt. Pulaski
Bus unc I. Miami, Florida
EE 34}^ I. II. Elmhurst
lA I. II. Chicago
Ed 63H I. Chicago
AC I. II. Chicago
Arch L IL Logansport. Indiana
LAS 98 I. IL East St. Louis
Chem 95 SS. I. IL New York, New Vork
Accy 69 I. II. Gibson City
34 SS. East Liverpool, Ohio
LAS irr II. Urbana
LAS I. II. Pleasant Hill
15 ss. Alton
Bus 99 I. II. Champaign
RA 107 I. II. Baltimore, Maryland
ME 62 I. Chicago
Bus 79 I. II. Champaign
lA 96 I. II. Chicago
Bus 68 I. II. Decatur
Mus Ed 71H I. II. Cherry Tree, Pennsylvania
LAS 101 I. II. Riverside
Mus I. II. Chicago
Agr 28H I. II. Matioon
LAS 100 I. 11. Decatur, Michigan
LAS 30 I. II. Crcslon, Iowa
CE I. II. La Grange
78 Vo ss. Keensburg
130 ss. Princeton
EE 1. 11. Oiggsville
LAS 11. Chicago
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Wadley, Chester Page
Wadsworth, Melvin Ray
Waggoner, Walter Isom
Wagner, Arthur Grunbaum
Wagner, Emmett John
Wagner, Everett Frank
Wagner, John Leland
Wahl, Edward Carl
Wahl, Harry Thomas
Waiss, Marian
Waits, Ethel Jean
Waits, Mary Katherine
Wakefield, Dorothy
Walbert, Carl Kellogg
WaJdman, Beverly Elaine
Waldo, Douglas Byers
Waldo, Robert H.
Waldon, Donna Virginia
Waldorf, Helen Margaret
Waldrip, Martha Jane
Waldrip, William Isaac
Waldron, Lloyd Jordan
Walker, Anna Lois
Walker, Archie Mulliken
Walker, Betty Dolores
Walker, Emerson Newlin
Walker, Frances Evelyn
Walker, Frank Henry
Walker, Glen Hall
Walker, Harry Lloyd
Walker, Isaac Newton
Walker, Kathryn Georgia
Walker, Lawrence James
Walker, Mary Florence
Walker, Olive Eloise
Walker, Reta Lorie
Walker, Robert Alander
Walker, William Herbert
Walker, Wilson Francis
Wall, George Gartlan
Wall, Harry Charles
Wall, Mary Eleanor
Wallace, Anita Mae
Wallace, George Quarfe
Wallace, Harold Anthony
Wallace, Madelyn Ruth
Wallace, Mary Josephine
Wallace, Robert Nelson
Wallberg, Marshall
Wallenstein, Myron Raymond
Waller, James Bruce
Waller, William Howell
Walline, Ralph Elm
Walling, Lillian Clara
Walling, Marie Louise
Wallk, Silas
Wallrab, Charles Victor
Walpole, Bernice Pauline
Walser, Herman John
Walsh, Emmett Mark
Walsh, Evelyn Catherine
Walsh, Garland
Walsh, George Herbert
Walsh, Merwin Lawson
Walter, Evelyn Irene
Walter, Jacob
Walter, Raymond C.
Walter, William Edward, B.S., 1930
Walter, William James
Walters, Harold Hatling
Walther, Harrison
Walther, Warren Albert
Waltmire, Helen Hafliger
Walton, Harry Edwin
Walton, James
Walz, Jerome
Wampler, Mary Lenora
Wanat, Laurence Allen
Wanderer, Alwin Edward
Wanderscheid, Joseph Anton
Wang, Ching Hsien
Wang, Edythe Elaine
Wang, Theodore Joseph
Wang, Ting Hsiang, B.S., M.S.
Wangelin, Harriemay Louise
Wapner, Clarence
PreM 37>^ I. Chicago
ChE 64 I. Chicago
Chem 72 L IL Peoria
EE 108 L II. Chicago
Agr I. II. Mt. Sterling
EE I. II. Kewanee
Chem 72 I. II. Golden Gate
Ed 98 I. II. .A.rlington Heights
Bus unc 34 SS. I. n. Peoria
LAS 131 I. Berwyn
PreJ 27 L n. Chicago
Jul 66 I. II. Chicago
Ed 80 L II. La Grange
LAS S3 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Aurora
22 SS. Aurora
LAS 55 SS. I. Chicago
HELAS 36 I. II. Mendota
LAS 62 I. Streator
LAS I. II. Streator
EE I. II. Urbana
LAS 48 I. II. Indianapolis. Indiana
Jnl 72 I. II. Urbana
Ed 68 I. II. Shelbyville
Agr L IL Palestine
PreJ II. Urbana
Law I. II. Mt. Vernon
PreM I. II. Assumption
AC I. II. Chicago
Bus 31?^ I. II. Champaign
MusEd 114 SS. I. II. De Land
Bus I. II. Muskegon, Michigan
HEEd 62 L IL Gays
Mus 30 I. St. Joseph
LAS 104 I. II. Windsor
LAS I. II. Oak Park
AC 102 I. IL Willard, Missouri
CL 32 I. II. Dixon
103^ SS. Linton, Indiana
PreM 76K I. II. Chicago
LAS 89 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. East St. Louis
ME 36H I. II. Pontiac
CE 51 I. II. West Allis, Wisconsin
LAS I. II. Chicago
LAS 113H SS., I. Beardstown
CL 43 SS., I. II. Elgin
ME 79 I. II. Chicago
Law L II. Chicago
PreM I. I. Maroa
AC I. II. Springfield
Bus 35 I. II. Cambridge
Jnl 99 I. II. Ransom
HELAS I. II. Ransom
PreL 97 I. II. Peoria
Eng 121>^ I. II. Chicago Heights
8^ SS. Weldon
AC 34H ' L II. Elgin
16 SS, Chicago
LAS 34 ' I. Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico
L\ I. II. Farmer City
AC I. Gas City, Indiana
Agr I. II. Rantoul
PEd 95H SS,. L II. East St. Louis
PreM II. Chicago
PreJ I. II. Urbana
Ed irr I. Veedersburg, Indiana
LAS 16K I. Champaign
LAS 63 I. IL Chicago
CE 102 I. II. Highland Park
Arch 74 I. II. Chicago
109?^ SS. Pekin
S5H SS, Rock Falls
84M SS, Rock Falls
LAS 106 ' I. Rochester, New York
20 SS, Kenney
PreL ' I. II. Chicago
AE 45 I. II. Oak Park
CL II. Chicago
Bus 119 I. Mukden, China
LAS I. II. Oak Park
EPh 117 I. n. Chicago
AEirr I. Mukden, China
Bus I. II. Belleville
Arcli I. II. Los Angeles, California
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Ward, Estah AUyne HEAgr I. II. Butler
Ward, George Flonis Bus 65 I. II. Mt. Vernon
Ward, Helen Irene LAS 35 I. II. Christopher
Ward, Helen Marie Bus I. II. Champaign
Ward, Henry Munson Law 60 I. II. Sterling
Ward, Leroy Goddard Accy 59H I. IL Benton
Ward, Mary Maxine LAS 98 L II. Crawfordsville, Indiana
Ward, Muriel LAS I. Chicago
Ward, Robert Winslow LAS 34 L II West Chicago
Ward, Rosalyn LAS 29 I. Chicago
Ward, William Blakley Agr L II. Kankakee
Ward, William Patrick CerE 39 SS. I. II. Champaign
Warden, Margaret Lucy, A.B.,
1927 Lib I. II. Northfield, Minnesota
Ware, Mrs. Helen Bending PreJ 34 I. II. Chicago
Ware, John Mitchell Arch 37 I. II. Gulfport, Mississippi
Wares, James Albert Arch 74 I. II. Chicago
Warford, Arthur Allen Chem 35 I. II. Oblong
Warford, Gladys Marie LAS I. II. Newton
Waring, James Leopold LAS 71 I. II. Savanna
Warlow, Mervyn Hicks lA 118 I. II. .Stanford
Wames, Wilbur Charles Bus I. II. Long View
Warren, Charlotte Emma LAS 33 I. II. Leland
Warren, Evelyn Marjorie MusEd 693-^ I. II. Zion
Warren, Frank Louis CE I. II. Litchfield
Warren, Herbert Clair Bus 133 I. II. Denver, Colorado
Warren, Kenneth Albert LAS I. II. Chicago
Warren, Lucille Florence HEEd 104 I. II. Zion
Warren, Mary Virginia LAS 33 I. II. Tuscola
Warren, Thelma Jane 79H SS. Tuscola
Warren, William Joseph, B.S., 1931 EEirr I. Areata, California
Warrick, Paul Thomas Bus I. Champaign
Wascher, Anita Lucille Ed noH I. Champaign
Waser, Glenn Alexander AC 64 I. Gary, Indiana
Waser, June Winifred LAS 31 I. Gary, Indiana
Washburn, Layton Kent LArch I. II. Lakewood, Ohio
Washington, Camille, A.B., 1925 SS. Lovejoy
Wasserman, David Winters PreL 67 I. II. Chicago
Wasserman, Reuben Robert PreM 15 I. II. Chicago
Wasserstrom, Sylvia Dale LAS 69 I. Chicago
Waterhouse, William Taylor LAS 94 I. II. Burlington, Iowa
Waterman, Ernest Henry Chem 35 I. IL Glen Ellyn
Waterman, Harold Waldo Jnl 65 I. II. Dolton
Waterman, John Walter Bus n. Sycamore
Waters, George Leonard LAS 34 I. East St. Louis
Waters, Isaac AC I. II. Morris
Waters, Virden Renne LAS I. II. Gardner
Watkins, Bert \'aughn LAS 88 I. II. Piano, Texas
Watkins, Margaret Batchelder 9 SS. Decatur
Watkins, Marsha!! Hawkins Agr 103 I. Decatur
Watkins, Ruth Fern 6 SS. Arthur
Watkins, Sanford PreM 32 I. II. Chicago
Watland, Arnold LeRoy EE 25 I. II. Blue Island
Watne, Olaf Arthur Bus 64 I. II. Earlville
Watson, Dorothy Malinda LAS 12 I. Urbana
Watson, Exiward Gordon PU 67 J. n. Wilmette
Watson, Georgia Anne LAS 94 I. IL Warren
Watson, Louise Elizabeth LAS 87 I. II. La Grange
Watson, Nina Mae LAS 105 I. II. Farmington
Watson, Pliilip LAS 36 I. II. Oak Park
Watson, Robert Harden LAS 34 I. II. Urbana
Watson, Shirley LAS 102 I. II. North Aurora
Watt. Leslie Allen LAS 65 I. II. Mt. Morris
Watt, Lloyd Allan, LL.B., 1931 SS. Winchester
Watts, Arthur 130 SS. Lombard
Watts, Greer Lee Bus 3m 1. II. Oak Park
Watts, Mary Lorraine, A.B., 1930 7 SS. Winona, Mississippi
Watts, Richard Ragan Agr 20 11. Urbana
Watzo, Margaret Ed 81 I. II. Chicago
Wax, Daniel Rueben LAS I. II. Wilmette
Wax, Ervin Kincaid Ed 108 1. 11. Newman
Wax, Maurice Accy 27 I. II. Chicago
Waxier, Hazel Emeretta Mus 42 II. Champaign
Waxier, John Howard LAS I. II. Champaign
Waxier, William Lome LAS 104 I. II. Champaign
Way, Melvina Elizabeth 8 SS. Virden
Wayman, Frank William EE 25H I. II. ChicagoWayman, Leonard Arch 14 1. 11. Chicago
Waymire, Richard Clayton LAS 103 S.S. I. II. Dayton, Ohio
Weatherman, William Waldcn Bank 104 1. 11. Dana, Indiana
Weatherwax, Mary Edney PEd (>2h I. II. Chenoa
Weaver, Ellis Sherman AC I. II. Cordcll, Oklalioina
Weaver, Grace Adda LAS 27 I. Rosamond
Weaver, Mary Loy, B.S., 1931 SS. Metropolis
Weaver, Robert Long AC I. II. Chicago
Weaver, Winfield Scott Agr 1. 11. Princevillc
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Webb. Ancel Ha>nivard, A.B.. 1926
Webb, Emmet Morley
Webb, James Felix
Webb, John Robert
Webb, Margaret Virginia
Webb, Robert Edwin
Webber, Carol Dorothy
Webber, Charles Maddra
Webber, Clarence Ogden
Webber. Clark
Webber, Francis David
Webber, Helen Irene, B.S.. 1931
Webber. Mary Elizabeth
Webber. Richard Lee
Webeck. Alfred Stanley
Weber, Edward John
Weber, Evelyn Grace
Weber, Frank Oscar
Weber, Maynard Otto
Weber, Nelva Margaret
Weber, Norman John
Weber, Norman Samuel
Weber. Virginia Perry
Weber, Walter Francis
Weber, Walter John
Webster, Jean Alice
Webster, Kathryn Anne
Webster, Lillian Kathem
Webster, Lois Mae
Wechter. Alvin Fred
Week, Ann Elizabeth
Week. Philip Daniel
Weckel. Helen Madeleine
Weckel, Margaret Louise
Wedberg. Charles Oliver
Wedig, Harriet Marie
Wedig, John Harrison
Weed, Marietta Kathrine, B.S..
1930
Weeg. Leonard Edmund
Wegner. Laura Violet
Wehling. Albert
Wehling, Dorothy Marie
Weichel, Elmer Vincent
Weichel. Lorene Carolyn
Weicker, Louis Albert
Weicker. Richard Miller
Weideman. Edward Charles
Weidenfeller. John Downey
Weidman. Allan Edgar
Weidman, Carl Emil
Weidner, John Prestin
Weihe. Rudolph George
Weil, Leonard Lester
Weiland, Gerald Christian
Weinberg. Audrey Frances
Weinberg. Katherine Louise
Weinberg, Louis Da\'id
Weinberg, Saul Sol
Weinberger, Fisher Raymond
Weinman, Paul Louis
Weinrott, Lester Amo
Weinstein. Irving Isadore
Weinstein, Marshall Nathaniel
Weinstein. Philip
Weinstock. Robert Louis
Weintraub, Diana Ruth
Weintraub, Maurice
Weir, Homer Fauquier
Weir, Rosemary Alice
Weirich, Fred Oliver
Weirich, Wallace Joseph
Weis, Audrey Jeraldine
Weisberg, William David
Weise, William Ernest
Weisent, Bessie Belle
Weisiger, Benjamin Wilson
Weisiger, Gene David
Weiss, Edwin Charles
Weiss. Faye Hortense
Weiss. Florette Muriel
Weiss. LeRoy
Weisskopf. Raymond Herbert
Welch, Angela Mary, B.S.. 1930
Welch, Kenneth Burton
Welch, Milton Erwin
Edirr L Jackson, Missouri
LAS 116J/2 I. Antioch
PreL 31M I. II. Dundee
CE 121 L II. Geneva
8 SS. Nauvoo
Bus I. Chicago
Ed 98 I. II. Rockton
Law 67J^ ss. I. II. Urbana
EE 79 SS. I. II. Urbana
TCS 99H I. II. Rantoul
AC 48
ss.
I. Rantoul
Chicago
Bus 30 II. Urbana
LAS I. Champaign
EE I. II. Kewanee
AC L IL Elmhurst
HEAgr 27 I. II. Urbana
FC 111 I. IL Gilman
PreL 37 I. II. Manteno
LArch 127 h' I. II. Arrowsmith
Bus 32 L II. Collins\'i!le
PU 100 I. II. Chicago
LAS 100 I. Chicago
LAS 34 I. Chicago
Agr 85 I. II. Melvin
HEAgr 64 I. II. Des Plaines
HEAgr 26 I. II. Sheldon
31 ss. OIney
LAS 104 I. II. Mishawaka, Indiana
LAS 32}4 I. Chicago
Ed 64 I. II. Chicago
PreJ 32 I. II. Chicago
Ed 67 SS. I. II. Champagn
LAS 29 ss. I. II. Champaign
Arch I. II. De Kalb
LAS 20 I. II. Wood River
PreM 2116
ss.
I. II. Wood River
Urbana
ChE 63M I. 11. La Salle
Jnl 68 I. II. South Bend. Indiana
Law I. II. Chicago
Bus I. II. Martinton
Bus II. Elgin
HEAgr 662* I. II. Elgin
Accy 99 I. II. Dwight
PreJ I. Dwight
Bank 96 L IL Elgin
EE I. II. Oak Park
Accy 32J^ I. II. Savanna
Arch I. II. Evanston
ChE 34H I. II. Paxton
PreM I. II. Oak Park
PreM 26J^ I. II. Chicago
Bank 69 I. II. Aurora
LAS II. Chicago
LAS 12214 I. Du Quoin
CE 671^ I. II. Lansing
AE 104% I. II. Chicago
Bus 39 I. Chicago
Bus 57}^ I. II. Middletown. Ohio
Law 27 I. Moline
PreL 33 I. II. Chicago
Bus I. Chicago
PreD 1. II. Brooklyn. New York
LAS 17 L IL Danville
LAS I. II. Chicago
AC 59 I. II. Chicago
PreM I. II. Decatur
MusEd 70M I. II. West UnionME 74 I. II. Chicago
ME I. II. Chicago
Ed 98 I. II. Maywood
EE I. II. Chicago
Bank 69 I. II. Peoria
HELAS 101 I. II. Anna
Bus 28H L II. UrbanaME L II. Urbana
6 ss Pocahontas
LAS 32 L II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
ME I. Chicago
PreM
ss
I. IL Chicago
Deer Grove
CE 471^ ss,'. I. 11. Waukesha, Wisconsin
Arch 33 I. II. Waukegan
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Welch, Richard Allan
Welch, Ruby Monzella
Welch, Teresa Marie
Welcher, Alvin
Weld, El Nora Lillie
Welge, Albert Charles
Welker, Lois Arline
Wellander, Adolph Leorard
Wellhausen, Edward Louis
Wellman, Lester Ralph
Wellman, Ruth Victoria
Wellman, Walter Edwin
Wellner, John Arnold
Wells, Alvin Winston
Wells, Earl William
Wells, Katherine Jerrine
Wells, Leonard Morris
Wells, Raymond Gillette
Welsh, Genevieve Mclntyre
Welsh, Howard Morrison
Welsheimer, Aline M., A.B., 1930
Wendahl, Roy Eric
Wendell, Doyel Pritchett
Wendland, Audrey Zita
Wendt, Albert Thomas
Wendt, Evelyn Lucile
Wendt, Norman Ernest
Wenghofer, Joseph David
Wenhe, Paul Alexander
Wentzell, George Abner
Werden, Robert Morris, A.B., 1931
Werlik, Ellen May, A.B., 1931
Werner, Helen Louise, A.B., 1931
Wemli, Minna Jane
Werries, Erich Herman
Werth, Vanessa Marion, A.B., 1927
Wesebaum, Harold A.
West, George John
West, Mary Etta
West, Myron Howard
West, Richard Wallace
West, William Ogden
Westall, Donald D.
Westberg, Vernon CliiTord
Westenberger, Margaret Louise
Westenberger, Mary Elizabeth
Westerberg, Joseph Henrie
Westerheide, Artrude Leona
Westerman, Helen Caroline
Western, Carol
Westervelt, Mary Louise
Westphaelinger, Caroline
Westwater, Jean
Westwood, George Fox
Wetherbee, Samuel Ambrose, A.B.,
1926
Wettaw, Henry Davis
Wetzel, Billy Earvey
Wetzig, Leonore Jean
Weygandt, Arkell Daniel
Whalin, Hazen Solomon
Whalley, Stanley Ernest
Wham, Fred Louis
Wham, Marjorie
Wheat, James Howard, A.K.. 1931
Wheaton, Mrs. W. R.
Wheeland, Marjorie Helen
Wheeler, Bruce Jacob
Wheeler, Dorothy Stuart
Wheeler, Frank Ramon
Wheeler, Julian Carl
Wheeler, Lloyd (Harrison
Wheeler, Lowell Nathan
Wheeler, Lucille Emerick
Wheeler, Madge Anne
Wheeler, Marian Ruth
Wheeler, Mary Louise
Wheeler, Robert Edward
Wheelock, Jay Loomis
Wherry, Helen Josephine
Wherry, Otis Clyde
Whildin, Cleo Bertha
Whisenand, George Valentine
Whisenand, James Franklin
White, Elizabeth Ann
White, Elizabeth Ann
Bus 100 L [L Rock Island
Ed 68 [I. Villa Grove
HEEd 107 SS. L [I. Mattoon
Accy 116 Cleveland, Ohio
Bus unc [I. Glencoe
LAS 99 II. Chester
HEAgr 64 TI. Oak Park
ME 71 II. Moline
ChE 35 [I. St. Louis, Missouri
Bus Highland Park
LAS II. Evanston
Flor [I. Quincy
CE II. Oak Park
EE II. Decatur
ME 112 [I. Chicago
PreJ 11. Chicago
FreM 12 II. Chicago Heights
EE 129 Aledo
57 SS. Hanover
LAS 62 Taylorville
7 SS. Columbia City, Indiana
AE 22>^ II. Waukegan
16M SS. Barrow
LAS 33 II. Pontiac
CE II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
Bus 96 II. Chicago
ME 81 II. Chicago
AE 61 II. Waukegan
Bus 21 II. Metropolis
Law 30 II. Mattoon
SS. Chicago
Lib II. Appleton, \Msconsin
LAS 26 II. Sioux City, Iowa
Agr S3 II. Chapin
SS. Chicago Heights
Bus 34 II. Kewanee
Bus 66 II. Chicago
34 SS. Sidney
Arch 62 II. Wilmette
ChE 83 II. Augusta
CL 30 II. Chicago
Bus 661^ II. Sumner
EE 69K II. Chicago
Bus 62 II. Springfield
Bus II. Springfield
Eng 122 Rockford
Ed 73 SS. L II. New Douglas
PreJ II. Tiskilwa
LAS II. Polo
LAS 30 II. Shelbyville
126 SS. St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 6 SS. L II. Danville
Bus 96 II. Elgin
Lib 8 II. Evanston
Bus 42 Eldorado
Bus 36 II. Mt. Carmel
LAS II. Chicago
LArch 29 II. Belleville
Bank 115 SS. l'. Rose Hill
Arch nsH II. Chicago
Law 30 II. Centralia
LAS 75 II. Carbondale
Law 30 II. Rantoul
SS. Urbana
Ed 76 II. Freeport
Bus II. Pawpaw
LAS 97 II. Chicago
LAS 29 II. Auburn
EE 71 II. Albion
Ins 76H II. Chicago
Bus II. Fairfield
19 SS. Bridgeport
Ed 73 II. Chicago
HELAS 71 SS. l' II. Monticello
LAS 71^ II. Danville
LAS 121 Chicago
Law 3 II. Rock Falls
LAS 56 II. Danville
PreM 28>i; Danville
LAS II. Aurora
AE 72 II. Champaign
AE 104 II. Champaign
Ed 72M Urbana
5 SS. Pontiac
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White, Ellen France? LAS 118 ss.. L n. Champaign
White, Harry Edwin RCE 134 L IL Penrose, Colorado
White, Helen Elizabeth. A.B.. 1929 Lib 16 II. Mt. Gilead. Ohio
White, John Dale CE 70 I. II. La Fayette
White, Josephine Mary LAS 25 I. II. Urbana
White, Katherine Augusta LAS I. IL Urbana
White, Robert Conant Bus 69 >j SS., I. II. Hillsboro
White, Donald Henry Ed 64 SS., I. II. Charleston
White, \"ee LAS 66 I. IL Manhattan, Kansas
White, Wendell Ketterman PreJ I. II. St. Joseph
White, Wilbur William GE 2 I. n. Champaign
White, William Augustus LAS 43H I. II. Matteson
White, William Byron lA 26 I. II. Oak Park
Whitehurst, Emily Brannon, B.S.,
1930 4 SS. Homerville, Georgia
Whiteley, Robert Emmet Bus 93 I. II. Ctucago
Whitesel, Theodore Lewis Bus 128 SS.. I. II. Charleston
Whitesell, Robert James CerE 71 I. II. Delavan
Whiteside, Eugene Perry Agr 33 I. II. Champaign
Whiteway, Robert Everson PreM I. II. River Forest
Whitfield, Josephine Jean LAS 89H SS.. 1. II. Sullivan
Whitlock, Albert Nickerson lA 72 SS., I. II. Chicago
Whitmyer, Gene\ieve Geraldine Ed 97 J^ I. II. Gladstone
Whitney, Ernest Mitchell Chem 31 I. II. Chicago
Whitney, Estella Dorothy, A.B.,
A.M., 1922, 1929 Lib I. II. Miami, Oklahoma
Whitney, Walter Darwin LAS 30 I. II. Beardstown
Whitson, Herman Ansel, A.B., 1922 SS. Rushville
Whittaker, Elmer Carhn CE 68 I. IL Springfield
Whittaker, Frances Louise Ed 109 I. II. Bridgeport
Whittaker, Gayle Eugene Agr 26 I. II. Lawrenceville
Whitted, Vera Grace HELAS I. II. Gilman
Whittingham, Silvin Vincent 125 SS. Chicago
Whittington, Adele Hazel LAS L IL Elgin
Whittington, Mary Wade Ed 94 SS. I. II. Urbana
Whitwam, Joseph Edward, B.S., 1929 SS. Joliet
Whyte, Heber Franklin EE L II. Pontiac
Whyte, Jessie Primrose LAS 62 I. II. Waukegan
Wiberg, Emma Wilma 18 SS. Woodstock
Wiberg, Eva Margaret HELAS I. n. Woodstock
Wich, Harold Harrison Mus 115 SS. I. II. Urbana
Wick, Alvin Sieverson Bus 62K II. Cicero
Wick, Charlotte Irene HELAS 35 I. II. Urbana
Wickersham, George Michael AE 125 I. II. Wichita, Kansas
Wickliffe, Lawrence Coats Chem I. II. Kewanee
Wiczer, Lillian HELAS 35 I. II. Chicago
Widger, Stanley Wells PreM 65 I. IL Homer, New York
Widick, Owen Wayne Agr I. Macon
Widmayer, Jack PreJ I. IL Virginia
Wiebusch, Dorothy Louise PreM I. II. Steeleville
Wiederhold, Henry AC I. II. Bellwood
Wiegand, Paul Clifton Cer 68 I. IL Burlington, Iowa
Wiegman, Clarence Frederick LAS 26 I. II. Chicago
Wiehle, Fern Margaret Ed 97 I. II. Chicago
Wiencek. Chester Stanley PreL 45J-2 II. Chicago
Wienman, Harry Mansfield Law 29 I. II. Dixon
Wiertelak, Edmund Jacob PreM 29 I. II. Chicago
Wiese, Robert Griswold LAS I. II. Evanston
Wiese, Wilbert CE 36 I. II. Brocton
Wiesjahn, Dorothy Emily PreM I. II. Chicago
Wiggs, Ray Joseph EE I. Mt. Carmel
Wightman, Lloyd L. LAS 57 I. II. Maywood
Wilamoski, Julian Paul Pr«L L IL Kewanee
Wilber. Mortimer Delno FC 71J'2 SS. I. II. Champaign
Wilcox, Lewis Clarence Arch I. II. Champaign
Wilcox, Mildred Evelyn LAS 82 I. IL Champaign
Wilcox, Perry Morton Arch 135H II. Freeport
Wild, Ronold Eng 67 I. IL Oak Park
Wilder, Florence Eleanor 7>i SS. Douglas, Arizona
Wilder, Frederica 5 SS. Douglas, Arizona
Wilder, Lucile Lillian 6 SS. Douglas, Arizona
Wildhagen, Arthur Rudolph Jnl 68 I. II. Palatine
Wildi, Evelyn Margaret Ed 70 I. II. Highland
Wiley, Donna Judith Paint 34 1. IL Wilmette
Wiley, Leroy H. 130M SS. Ava
Wiley. Lockwood Elon. A.B., 1931 Lib I. IL Champaign
Wiley. Richard Haven Chem I. II. Elkhart, Indiana
Wilgus. Sidney Dean Bus 125 SS. I. Rockford
Wilkes, Car>l Dorothy LAS 103 I. Chicago
Wilkie, Ada Esther, A.B., 1929 Lib I. II. Pomona, California
Wilkins. Lyle Kenneth Bus 26 I. Rock Falls
Wilkinson, George Homer Bus 32 I. IL Bement
Wilkinson, James Samuel Bus I. IL Bethany
Wilkinson, Lillian Doris 4 SS. Bethany
Wilkinson, Nathan Arch 53i'o I. Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Willard, Harry LenU LAS I. IL Fairfield
WiUard. Kathryn Elizabeth LAS 96M I.II. Chicago
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Willbanks. Oscar Rex Accy 32H I. IL Staunton
Willett, Martha LAS 69 L II. Aurora
Willett, Otto Bernard Jnl 68 I. II. Effingham
Willey, Benjamin Franklin PreM 33 I. II. Chicago
Willey. William Edv/ard EE 120J4 I. II. Glendale, Arizona
Williams, Albin Lee LAS 65M I. 11. Rockeville Center, New
York
Williams, Alice Marion LAS 33 I. 11. Chicago
Williams, Arthur Edwards Cer I. II. Lewistown. Montana
Williams, Carleton Keller PreM 58 II. Urbana
Williams, Clara Beauman HEEd 101 I. II. Centralia
Williams, Cleo A.. LL.B., 1931 LAS I. II. Westfield
Williams, Cline PreM I. n. Benton
Williams, Donald Simon Agr 11. Princeton
Williams. Edwin Hall Accy 73 II. Grayville
Williams, Elmer Eugene Agr 70 I. II. Dixon
Williams, Ethel Joy, A.B., 1916 Lib I. II. Ottawa, Kansas
Williams, Geraldine LAS 33 I. II. Dixon
Williams, Geraldine. A.B., 1931 Lib L IL Colorado Springs, Colorado
Williams, Grace Mills LAS 69 I. II. Clinton
Williams, Guy Rhodes Eng I. II. Havana
Williams, Harry George LAS I. 11. Chicago
Williams, Howard Frederick PreL 41 II. Chicago
Williams, John Robert PreM 14H I. II. Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Williams, Leonard Freeman Ed 97 I. II. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Williams, Lewis Francis Bus 102 L n. Oak Park
Williams, Logan Ekiward Flor II. Marion
Williams, Louise Kathleen HEAgr II. Westville
Williams, Mary Elizabeth HEAgr L H. Urbana
Williams, Phyllis Dagmar LAS 87 I. II. Evanston
Williams, Robert Klinkert AE 126M I. II. Kenosha, Wisconsin
Williams, Roderick Charles ChE I. II. Chicago
Williams. Russell Clair ME 133 I. Harvey
Williams, Violette Josephine Ed 106 I. Carmi
Williamson, Elizabeth Rose, A.B.,
1925 Lib 22 SS. I. II. Hopkinton, Iowa
Williamson, Espey Carrl LAS 64 I. II. Urbana
Williamson, James David LAS 61H I. II. Chicago
Williamson, Jo Creamer, A.B., 1931 Law 30 I. II. Urbana
Williamson, Robert Lennie Accy 100 I. II. Cornell, Wisconsin
Willig, Joseph Henry Bus 62 I. II. Berwyn
Williger, Irwin PreM I. II. Chicago
Willigman, Malvin George ChE I. II. Elgin
Willis, Gene PreL I. II. Champaign
Willis, George Alfred ME 82 SS. I. II. Elmhurst
Willis, William Howard Bus 363-^; I. II. Urbana
Willke, Merwin Walter Bus 115 I. Moline
Willman, Martha Righter LAS 121 I. Richmond, Indiana
Wills, Dean Vernon, B.S., 1931 Ed irr IL Carlinville
Wilmes. Frank Edward AC 27 I. II. Chicago
Wilmeth, Charles Edgar Agr 101 I. II. Champaign
Wilmot, Bernadette Mae LAS 50 I. II. River Forest
Wilmot, Helen Elizabeth PEd 95 L II. Waukegan
W'ilmot, Marshall Brockway LAS 351^ I. IL Waukegan
Wilson, Alexander James Bus 33 L II. Lake Forest
Wilson, Alexander Robert EE 13H n. Chicago
Wilson, Alexander Wallace EE 50 L II. Chicago
Wilson, Alice Teola 119?^' SS. Chicago
Wilson, Bernice Adelaide 7 SS. Oquawka
Wilson, Bert PreJ L II. Carlinville
Wilson, Carl Herbert Ed 100 L IL Springfield
Wilson, Charles Campbell Bank 64 SS. I. II. Champaign
Wilson, Charles Harris Bus I. II. Chicago
Wilson, Clara Robertine 16J^ SS. Chandlerville
Wilson, Dorothy Louise 25H SS. Chandlerville
Wilson, Earl John AC 34^ I. Cliicago
Wilson, Earl Martin Bus 105H SS. I. Lagrange, Ohio
Wilson, Edward Charles ME I. Waukegan
Wilson, Edward Latimer LAS 113M I. Chicago
Wilson, Elmer T., B.S., 1931 SS. Brownstown
Wilson, Eugene Holt, A.B., 1930 Lib I. II. Harrison, Arkansas
Wilson. Ferris George PreL I. II. Bellwood
Wilson, Florence Virginia Mus 52 I. II. Ashland
Wilson, Frances Lucille HEAgr 99 SS. I. II. Mt. Zion
Wilson, Harold Earl Bus 108 I. II. Dwight
Wilson, Henry E. Chem 104 I. II. L^rbana
Wilson, Irene Bell HEAgr 130 II. Broclon
Wilson. Jack Fredrick Bus 30 1. 11. Danville
Wilson. John Marvin Accy 53H I. II Peru, Indiana
Wilson, Juanita Ruth LAS USH SS. I. Bondville
Wilson, Lawrence A. CL 16 I. Champaign
Wilson, Mary Louise LAS 33 I. II. Centralia
Wilson. Matt Stewart ME 25 I. II. Urbana
Wilson, Maxine, A.B., 1931 SS. Prairie City
Wilson, Norman Burns Chem 35 I. II. Couker\'ille
Wilson, Paul Thomas Agr 68 I. II. Hillsboro
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Wilson, Peter Klein LAS 60 LII Aurora
Wilson, Richard Grant CE II East St. Louis
Wilson, Robert Hollister LAS L II Lacon
Wilson, Robert James PreJ I. II Kentland, Indiana
Wilson, Ruby Marie, A.B., 1927 Lib 18 II Chandler, Indiana
Wilson, Thomas Parr LAS 63 I. II Granite City
Wilson, Vernis Martin PreL 17 I. II Bellwood
Wilt, Ellen Maurine Bus 34 I. II Lovington
Wilton, Robert St. John Bus 32 I. II Carlyle
Wimp, Edward Ditto Bus 42H I. Chicago
Winchell, Uryth Margaret, A.B.,
B.S., 1930, 1931 SS Urbana
Winders, Charles Accy 11 Toledo, Iowa
Windom, John Henry Ed 88 I. II St. Louis, Missouri
Windsor, Elizabeth Arnold, A.B.,
1931 Lib L II Urbana
Winetsky, Robert PreM I. Chicago
Winfield, Edward Lawrence Bus 101 I. II Naperville
Wing, Samuel Spooner EE 26 I. Warren
Wingert, Mathew Michael Ed 75 I. II Chicago
Wingert, Warren Edgar CL 65 I. II Davenport, Iowa
Wingfield, Carl Morton ME I. Urbana
Wingfield, Harry Leoland CE 96K I. II Urbana
Wingfield, Mrs. Janeth Lierman HEAgr I. II Champaign
Wingfield, Nelia Ed unc I. II Cloverdale, Indiana
Winings, Barbara Lucille HEAgr I. II Lake City
Winn, Charles Wilbur PreM I. II Saybrook
Winner, Farold Ira PreM I. II Chicago
Winsor, Frank Reed, B.S., 1930 SS Sandwich
Winsor, Lillian Margaret Ed 65 I. II Chicago
Winsor, Mrs. Lucile Quade 123^ SS Chicago
Winter, Gahre Henry LAS 30 L II Lynbrook, New York
Winter, Howard Linwood Bus 27 I. II Chicago
Winter, Jewell Faye HELAS I. II Rose Hill
Winters, Falodene, B.S., 1931 SS Shannon
Winters, Robert Ulney Agr 64 I. II Millersville
Wire, Ted Reginald CE 59 SS I. II Warren
Wirsch, Leota Dolores Bus I. Chicago
Wirth, Leonard ChE SlVs I. II Chicago
Wirth, Roy Francis CerE 117 I. II Mt. Carmel
Wise, Doris Victorine Accy 74 SS I. II Potomac
Wise, Jewel Marie 8 SS New Burnside
Wise, Lloyd Hill 39 SS Champaign
Wise, Mabre Delilah LAS II Potomac
Wise, Sherwood Elliott AC 11 Chicago
Wise, Wesley Agr 31 I. II Tamalco
Wise, Woodrow Otis LAS 24H I. II Mounds
Wisegarver, Gerald ME I. II Savoy
Wiseheart, Frances Eliza LAS 33 I. Champaign
Wishart, Charles Norman Bus 93 I. II Asheville. North Carolina
Wishart, Herbert William ME 70 I. II Chicago
Wisher, Hugh 95 SS Edwardsville
Wisleder, Dean Elmo EE 77 I. II Du Quoin
Wisnasky, Warren Overbeck Ins I. II Effingham
Wisniewski, Jerome Wesley Chem 48M I. II Chicago
Wissmiller, Ivan Lee CE 93 I. II Cooksville
Witherel, Jean Laura LAS 30 I. II Elgin
Witherell, Harry Errett, B.S., 1930 Law 62 I. II Kewanee
Withers, Mrs. Bertha Havens SS. Champaign
Withey, Lilla Adaline HEAgr 104 I. II Springfield
Witt, Edward Otto lA I. II Davenport, Iowa
Witt. Laura Charlotte HELAS 61 I. II Barrington
Witt, Vernon Lester lA 35 I. II Forest Park
Wittenborn, Eugene Louis CE 94 I. II Chicago
Wittenfeld, William Norman PreM 79 II Collinsville
Witter, William Wharton Agr 79 I. II Rock Island
Wittman, Joseph LAS 19M SS I. II Chicago
Witts, Francis Edward ChE LII. Decatur
Wlecke, Frederick Mack ChE 66 I. II Mt. Vernon
Wlezien, Henry Paul IEd I. II Chicago
Wodetzki, Ethel May LAS I. Danville
Woerner, Walter Christ Bus unc I. Chicago
Wohld, Berwyn Roger lA 95H SS. L II Chicago
Wojdygo, Chester Eustace LAS 37 I. II Chicago
Wolcott, Selden Eugene FC 10 I. Decatur
Wold, Lois May LAS 30H L II Earlville
Wolek, Joseph Francis PreD 32 I. II Chicago
Wolf, Virginia Marie 8}i SS Edwardsville
Wolfe, Kathryn Irma HEAgr I. II St. Joseph
Wolff, Charles Choni CL 67 I. II Chicago
Wolff, Olinda Ed 71M SS. I. II Peru
Wolff, Pearl Augusta LAS I. II St. Louis, Missouri
Wolford, Mary Jane LAS I. II Danville
Wolfram, Annette Margaret LAS I. II Des Plaines
Wolfson, David M. 22 SS. Chicago
Wolfson, Lester LAS 101
K
I. Oak Park
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Wolgast, Robert John
VVolk, Leanora Aldene
Wollenhaupt, Lawrence Leroy
VVolma, Lester John
Wolter, John Godfrey
Wong, Hong Fong
Wood. Carl Robert
Wood, Darwin LeDean
Wood, Dwayne Noble
Wood, Frank Ray
Wood. Harold Clifton
Wood, John Curtis
Wood, Mary Helen
Wood. Maxine Gillespie
Wood. Paul Edward
Wood. Ray Renault
Wood. Robert Allan. B.S.. 1931
Wood. Ruth Emily, A.B., 1931
Wood, Virginia
Wood, Warren Lindsay, A.B., 1931
Woodfield, Maryellyn
Woodfill, Charles Richard
Woodley, Frederick LaVerne
Woodruff. Mrs. Maxine Myers.
A.B.. 1930
Woodrufif. Mildred Elizabeth
Woods. William Francis
Woods. William McKee
Woodward. Elsie May
Woodward. John Combs
Woodward. Lee Arthur
Woolridge, Helene Mantello
Woolsey. Robert Dean
Woolverton. George Dewey, B.S.,
1931
Worden, Paul Crossfield
Work, Betty Louise
Worland. Kenneth
Worley. Edith Myrtle. B.S., 1929
Worley, Louise
Worth. Louise Alice
Worthen, Albert Woolman
Worthen. Rachel Daura
Woundy. Stanley Bernard
Wrath, William Fredrick
Wreath. Allyn Rodger
Wrede, Evelyn Mae
Wrenn. Wade Wilcox
Wright, Adelaide Frances
Wright, Alfred Thomas
Wright, Charlie
Wright, F. Vern
Wright, Harold
Wright, John Beadles
Wright, Keith Fulton
Wright, Louis Anton
Wright, Lowell Everette
Wright, Mary Virginia
Wright, Oscar S.
Wright, Paul Wesley
Wright, Stephen Augustus
Wright, Stephen McDonald
Wright, Stewart
Wright, Thomas Clayton
Wright, Tommy Gerald
Wright, William James
Wright, William Walter
Wright, Winifred Finette, B.S., 1930
Wright, Winslow Murray
Wrobke, Floyd Ernest
Wroble, Lester Richard
Wronske. Arthur Joseph
Wrzesinski, Eugene Joseph
Wu. Ru Kan
Wucher. Virginia Winifred
Wuellner. Edna Marie
Wuellner. Walter Victor
Wuss, Peter George
Wutzke. Clyde Russell
Wyatt. Edward Earl. B.S., 1930
Wyatt, William Otis
Wyckoff, Robert Cushman
Wylde, Mary
Wylder, Joseph George
Wylder, Lawrence Newton
Wylie, Thompson McMillan
Bank 87K SS I. IL Danforth
38 SS El Paso
Bus 67 Berwyn
CE 106 Chicago
Accy 117 SS St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 155 Albert Lea, Minnesota
Mus 64 Washington
Bus 95 Kewanee
CerE 22 Urbana
CE 67 Chicago
Agr Mt. Carmel
5 SS Ridgway, Colorado
LAS 33 East Chicago, Indiana
LAS 63 Granite City
Agr Urbana
EE 110
SS
Urbana
Decatur
Lib Wheaton
LAS
SS
Ashley
Joliet
TCS 59H ChicagoME 703^2 Aurora, Missouri
L'^ 83 Manito
Law 55 Mt. Vernon
LAS 56 Champaign
PreL 34 Champaign
ChE Cairo
LAS 69 Berwyn
Eng 70 Ottawa
LAS Evanston
LAS 59 Urbana
PreM 753^ SS
SS
Champaign
Palestine
Bus 61 Chicago
LAS 60 Chicago
Bus
SS
Jasper, Indiana
Trivoli
LAS 3Z Lewistown
LAS Chicago
Bus Ithaca, New York
LAS 92 ?4 Ithaca, New York
AC Springdale, Connecticut
LAS Oak Park
Chem 36 Erie
LAS 29 Paxlon
ME 51M Roanoke
LAS 96 Chicago
EE 56 East Moline
Agr 84 Bradford
Agr Marshall
Agr 102 Marshall
LAS Manchester
LAS 109 Pittsburg, Kansas
LAS 31 Moweaqua
28 SS Marshfield, Indiana
Ed 98 L I Racine, Wisconsin
Agr unc 20 Bradford
112M SS Gunnison, Colorado
PreL 7 SS Canton
LAS Oakland
LAS 18^ Urbana
LAS 32 Newton
Agr 36 Mt. Carmel
ME 92 Pittsfield
CE 56% Chicago
Lib Eureka
Bus 65 Glencoe
AC 62 Maywood
PreJ Chicago
ME 33 Chicago
ChE 29H Chicago
Bus unc Peiping, China
Jnl 75 Chicago
Bus 9 Alton
Arch 108 Alton
Arch 29 Chicago
Agr 69 Gurnee
Law Danville
PC S2H Decatur
LAS Wyoming
Mus 30 Oblong
8 SS Union City, Tennessee
Eng 58 SS. I. II Kansas City. Missouri
Bus Sterling
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Wyman, Ada Maxine
Wyman, Byron Bernard
Wyman, Jack A.
VVynes, Robert Allison
Wysocki, John Severin
Wysocki, Sigmund Peter
Yablong, Agatha
Yachik, Don James
Yaeger, Marvin Swan
Yaffe, Bernard
Yaggy, Alice Gail
Yamagishi, Jiro
Yanowitz, Hyman Joseph
Yant, Darst Barotholomew
Yant, Richard Stuart
Yanuskus, Barney Peter
Yanuskus, Pete Joseph
Yarcho, Carl William
Yarger, William Lee
Yarnell, Hubert Percy
Yaseen, Leonard Clayton
Yastrow, Gertrude Lenore
Yates, Charles Potter
Yates, Donna Hamilton
Yates, Hazel Anne
Yates, Torbin Fox
Yavitz, Elmer Woodrow
Yavitz, Lester Harold
Yeager, Vivian Estella
Yeast, Carroll Edgar
Yeaton, Frederick Chacey
Yeazel, James Omar
Yelvington, Rosalie Angela
Yen, Yeh Chung
Yeomans, Janet Katherine
Yesulis, Anne Patricia
Yocom, Eugene Joseph
Yocom, Richard Winston
Yoder, Robert McAyeol
Yonan, William David
Yonce, Monica Klein
Youhill, Melville Andrew
Youmans, Clark E.
Young, Ann Russell
Young, Arthur David
Young, Earle Morton
Young, Gem Gar
Young, Gordon Curtis
Young, Howard Grier
Young, Mrs. Huldah Morton, B.S.,
1928
Young, Inez Orieta, B.S., 1930
Young, John Oliver, A.B., 1931
Young, Louise Arminta
Young, Marian Magdalene
Young, Murrell Ellis
Young, Oscar Willard
Young, Robert McCormick
Young, Stanley" Herbert
Young, Tommy Richard
Young, Wilbur Mason
Younger, Charles Benjamin
Youngren, Warren George
Yount, Bloice Wilson
Yuknis, Frank Joseph
Yule, John Stuart
Zachgo, Herman Hugo
Zajicek, Albina Camille
Zaleski, Lottie Ann
Zaloudek, James
Zander, Paul Martin
Zane, Robert Beekman
Zbornik, Joseph John
Zdanke, Violet Agnes
Zearing, Robert Isdell
Zehr, Walter Christian
Zei, William Albert
Zeigler, Hazel Ryder
Zeiler, Frederick Merrill
Zeiter, Martin Jacob
Zeiter, Olga Paula
Zelik, William Bernard
Zelip, Frank Florian
Zelle, Robert Louis
Zeiler, George Charles
Zeiler, Miles August
HELAS 27 L n. Lake Forest
MusExl 72 I. IL Sycamore
AE 71 L n. Omaha, Nebraska
ChE 3 I. II. Rock Island
EE 89M I. Chicago
PreM 1. II. North Chicago
LAS I. II. Chicago
Arch 33 I. II. Savanna
Ed 72 I. II. Princeton
PreM II. Chicago
LAS 106% I. II. Joliet
AC I. II. Tokyo, Japan
CL 17 L II. Chicago
10 SS. Urbana
ME 5 I. II. Omaha, Nebraska
Chem I. II. Kewanee
PreM 94H ss. I. II. Kewanee
ChE 127 I. II. Lincoln
CE 90 I. II. Bloomington
Bus 69 I. Wenona
PreM 48 I. II. Chicago Heights
PreL I. II. Chicago
ME 37 I. II. Buckley
3 SS. Raddle
HEAgr 66 ss. I. II. Winchester
Bus 103 I. II. Chicago
LAS 65 II. Chicago
Law I. II. Chicago
LAS 30 I. II. Philo
Bus ii5l4 I. Macomb
CE 37 I. II. Oak Park
118 SS. Ogden
HELAS I. II. Newton
FC 66 I. II. Koetoardjo, Java
92 SS. Danville
LAS I. II. Melrose Park
ChE 1303^ I. II. Champaign
PreM S}4 SS. I. II. Williamsville
LAS 15 SS. I. II. Gibson City
Bus I. II. Chicago
120 2^ SS. Champaign
PreJ L II. Urbana
ME 65 I. II. St. Joseph
139 SS, Benton
LAS 100 L II. Lewistown
PreL 41
K
I. II. Chicago
lEd 67 1. 11. Seattle, Washington
63 SS. Decatur
LAS 66 ' I. II. Dayton, Ohio
Lib unc 5 I. Post Oak, Virginia
HEAgr irr II. Rossville
Law 30 I. II. Moline
HEEd 97 L II. Lawrenceville
Ed 61H I. II. Joliet
LAS 67 I. II. Ciiicago
58K SS. Culver, IndianaME 73 I. II. Chicago
LArch 23H I. II. Rock City
PreM 99 I. II. Urbana
Bus I. II. Rossville
LAS 14 I. II. Chicago
LAS I. II. Oak Park
ME I. II. Chatsworth
EE II. Chicago
LAS 73 I. II. Chicago
PreL I. II. Gilman
LAS 34 I. II. Berwyn
LAS 22 I. Niles
CE 46 I. II. Chicago
CE 66 I. II. Chicago
EE 81 I. II. Western Springs
Bus 62 J^ I. II. Chicago
LAS II. Chicago
LAS 61 I. II. Princeton
Bus 79 I. II. Fisher
FC 64 I. II. Evanston
Ed 95H SS . I. II. Chicago
PreL 27 1. 11. Chicago
PreM 62>^ I. II. Danville
HELAS I. II. Danville
PreM 105 L II. Chicago
AC 117 I. Cicero
Accy 65 L II. Chestnut
Accy I. II. Urbana
PreL L II. Chicago Heights
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Zelnis, Edward Paul
Zemaitis, Anthony
Zempel, Caroline
Zepul, Constantine
Zerweck, Eleanor Josephine
Zerweck, Louise Rose
Zide, Paul
Ziegler, Dillman Forbes
Ziegler, Ruth Elizabeth
Ziegler, Virginia Louise
Ziegler, Winifred Campbell
Ziehn, William Charles
Zienkosky, Stanley Joseph
Zieser, Dorothy Ruth
Ziflf, Clarence Harold
ZiSf, Seymour
Zikmund, John Michael
Zillman, John George
Zillmer, William Jennings
Zilly. Herbert Carl
Zilly, Marie Louise, A.B., 1909
Zimmer, Jack Wilbur
Zimmerle, V.'alter Henry
Zimmerly, Leonard Christ
Zimmerly, Wayne Ira
Zimmerman, George Henderson
Zimmerman, Lois Henrietta
Zimmerman, Monte Lee
Zimmerman, Theodore Harold
Zimmermann, Frederick Elmer
Zimmermann, Joyce Ottila
Zinn, Elizabeth Jane
Zinner, Henry Weil
Zinser, George Ellsworth
Zintel, George Vernon
Zitlin, Irving
Zitlin, Morris
Zitzler, Earl William
Zoeller, William Arnold
Zuck, Raymond Francis
Zucker, Herbert Blair
Zurhorst, Walter Herman
Zwisler, Joseph Edwin
Zygmunt, Valentine Marcianna
ME 26 I. II. Chicago
ME 73H I. II. Chicago
Bus 31 I. II. Lewistowji
PreM I. II. Chicago
Ed 69 I. Nashville
HEAgr 14 L IL East St. Louis
Arch I. II. Waukegan
PreM 33 I. II. Chicago
LAS 30 I. Farmer City
LAS 65 I. II. Farmer City
LAS I. II. Carmi
PreL I. I. Des Plaines
PU I. II. Niantic
LAS 9h I. St. Louis, Missouri
PreL 62H I. Chicago
CL le'A I. Chicago
ME 72 I. IL Cicero
Arch I. Danville
8 SS. Wellman, Iowa
CE L II. Aurora
Paint irr SS. I. Champaign
AE 24H I. II. Decatur
AC ioyi I. Olney
Ed 69 SS. I. II. Hope, Arkansas
LAS 1. II. Paris
LAS I. Sidell
HEAgr I. II. San Jose
Mus 27 I. II. Springfield
LAS I. II. Champaign
AE 61
M
I. II. Chicago
Chem 105 L II. Ohlman
LAS 98 I. II. Peoria
LAS 34 I. IL Glencoe
EE 72 I. II. Joliet
CE 80 SS. I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
PreL 26"^ I. II. Chicago
PreD II. Chicago
lA SOJi I. II. Chicago
Bank 72 I. II. Dixon
Bus 63 SS. I. II. Urbana
LAS I. Chicago
EE 59 II. Bath
FC 66 J^ I. II. Olympia Fields
Mus 28 I. 11. Superior, Wisconsin
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Name
Adams, Joel E.
Adland, Samuel .\lfred
Agate, George Henry
.Vkina, Henry, B.S.
Akkeron, Alfred Fred
.Mbaum, Joseph
Albers, Elmer Arnold
Albright, Arthur Cartwright
.Mtman, Harrie Pond
-Ambrose, Stephen Hedges, B.S.
.Andersen, Glen Cook
Anderson, Edward Raymon
Anslinger, Cyril Jacob
Appel, Ben
.Appelman, Benjamin, B.S.
Aries, Leon Judah, B.S., M.S.
.Aronofsky, Edward, Ph.G., B.S.
.Aronow, Julius
.Aronson, Abraham
.Vsh, Alfred Stone
Atkinson, Willis Hugh
Baer, Walter Hilmar, B.S.
Baird, Lester White, B.S.
Baker, Edwin Francis
Baker, Norman Ludlow
Baker, Ransom Bright, A.B.
Balding, Bruce Ned, A.B.
Ballin, Mi.oha, B.S.
Bard, Eli
Bard, Itzweire
Barnett, -Andrew Fcli.x
Barys, Harold Joseph
Baskin, Lester Sidney, B.S.
Bauer, Paul Barnabus
Baxter, Edward Stuart
Year Attendance Residence
2 Chicago
1 Chicago
2 Orland Park
5 Honolulu, Hawaii
1 Melrose Park
2 Chicago
2 Beecher
2 Chicago
2 Chicago
5 Hudson
2 Oak Park
2 1 Oregon
3 Mt. Vernon
1 Chicago
4 Chicago
5 Chicago
4 1 Chicago
2 Chicago
2 Chicago
1 Mt. Sterling
2 Dwight
5 Peoria
4 Edwardsville
2 Belvidere
2 Chicago
5 Oak Park
3 Lincoln
3 Chicago
2 ] Chicago
2 Donovan
5 Ridgway
1 Chicago
3 Streator
3 White Hall
2 Jacksonville
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Name Year Attendance Residence
Bay, Alfred Paul 2 I. II. Elmhurst
Becker, Harry Gregory, B.S. 4 I. II. Kampsville
Becker, Maurice Loren, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Becker, Oscar Jacob 1 I. II. Chicago
Bedard, Robert Edward, A.B. 3 I. II. Kankakee
Bedinger, Paul Lincoln, A.B. 2 L II. Danville
Beecher, Merrill Charles 1 I. II. Knoxville
Bel!, Herbert Joseph, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Benda, Barbara Florence, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Benensohn, Solomon Joseph, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Benford, Myron Clyde 2 I. II. Peoria
Bennett, David Andrew, B.S. 4 L II. Canton
Bepko, Marie Katherine 2 I. II. Chicago
Berg, Max 2 I. IL Chicago
Berger, Irving 2 I. II. Chicago
Berger, Louis, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Berkovitz, Robert David 1 I. II. Chicago
Berman, Harry, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Bemell, Edward Charles, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Bernstein, Arthur, B.S. 3 I. IL Chicago
Bernstein, Harold Carroll, B.S. 3 I. IL Chicago
Bernstein, Maxwell Robert 2 I. II. Chicago
Bernstein, Samuel Leonard, B.S. 3 LII. Chicago
Bezman, Harry S., B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Billings, Charles Arthur, A.B. 2 I. II. White Hall
Birgerson, Alexander Oscar, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Blaufuss, Armin Louis, Ph.C. 1 I. II. Burlington, Iowa
Blaurock, Melvin Frank 2 I. II. Oak Park
Bloom, Charles Robert, B.S. 5 I. IL Cicero
Boarini, Edward Vincent, Ph.G., Ph.C. 2 I. IL Chicago
Bogue, Willis Julian, B.S. 2 I. IL La Fontaine, Indiana
Boland, John Dempsie 1 Herrin
Bomze, Edward J 2 L II. Chicago
Bonnell, Ellis 3 L II. Harrisburg
Bose, Rufus, B.S. 1 L IL Chicago
Bowers, Daniel Edward 1 I. II. Peoria
Bradley, Chester Dale 2 L II. Chicago
Branch, Charles Elmer, B.S. 3 I. II. White Heath
Bretz, William Edward, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Brezina, Helen Clara. B.S. 5 I. IL Cicero
Brill, Isadore 1 I. II. Brooklyn, New York
Brodkin, Meyer 2 L II. Chicago
Brodsky, Harry 3 I. II. Chicago
Brooks, George Freeman, A.B. 3 L II. Chicago
Brotman, David Marvin 1 LII. Chicago
Brown, Charles Edward 2 LII. Mendota
Brown, David Joseph 2 I. II. Chicago
Brown, Walter Scott, A.B. 5 I. II. Birmingham, Alabama
Bucher, Earl Clifford, A.B. 2 LII. Freeport
Buky, Fannie R., A.B.. B.S. 4 I. IL Chicago
Bunton, Theodore R. 1 I. Chicago
Burkhart, George Hickman 2 I. II. Benton
Bums, Hersche! Smith, A.B. Unc. II. Salt Lake City, Utah
Burroughs, Donald Dinsmore, B.S. 3 I. II. Scaradale, New York
Burstein, Harry, B.S. 5 I. II. Baraboo, Wisconsin
Buyer, Morris 3 I. II. Chicago
Calosio, Richard Thomas 2 I. II. Joliet
Carow, Theodore Mofifett, B.S. 5 I. II. Villa Park
Carter, Clifford Lewis 5 L II. Ottawa
Carter, Robert V. 1 I. II. Rockford
Cawthome, Harold Jesse, A.B., B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Cerny, Alvin Jay, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Chabner, Louis 2 I. IL Chicago
Chapman, Henry L, B.S. 5 L IL Kewanee
Chern, Bernard Victor, B.S. 3 L IL Chicago
Chobot, Jerry 3 I. II. Chicago
Christian, William Arnold, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Cihak, Joseph Frank I I. II. Chicago
Cirrincione, Francis Anthony, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Citron, Robert Ralph 2 L II. Peoria
Clotfelter, David Wanless. B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Cohen, Bernard Louis 1 I. IL Chicago
Cohen, Bernard M., B.S.. M.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Cohen, David, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Cohen, Jacob, B.S. 3 L II. Maryville
Cohen, Melvin Russell, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Cohen, Morton Irving 2 I. II. Chicago
Cohen, Sidney Sol 2 L II. Chicago
Cohn, Isadore Hymen, B.S. 1 I. IL Chicago
Coleman, Clement Clark 1 I. II. Chicago
Collins, Robert Bruce, B.S. 3 I. II. Rock Island
Colyer, George Edward, A.B. 1 I. II. Carbondale
Comess, Oscar Howard 3 L IL Chicago
Conklin, James Oliver, B.S. 3 I. II. Paris
Conley, Thomas Joseph, B.S. 4 I. IL Chicago
Cooper, Arthur Edwin 2 I. II. Chicago
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Cooper, Harry
Copeland. William Jackson, A.B., B.S.
Coseglia, Robert Paul
Costigan, Clarence Stephen, B.S.
Countryman, George Lester, B.S.
Cox, Elwood Hunter, B.S.
Coyne, Albert Donald, B.S.
Cress, Henry Noah, B.S.
Crystal, Harry Myer
Darnall, Fred
Davis, James Wesley, B.S.
Davis, Landis Young, B.S.
Deardorf, Frank Benson
DeLong, Edward E.
Demski, Casimir
Denenholz, Edward Jack, B.S.
Deutsch, Nathan Solomon
Dickens, Helen Octavia
Dickinson, Clyde .Allan
Diesner, Howard George
Dietrich, Edwin Frederick, B.S.
Dine, William Clay, B.S., M.S.
Dismukes, Jack Bernard, B.S.
Ditkowsky, Samuel Irwin, B.S.
Dixon, Claire Maurice, B.S.
Domke, Delmar Eichler, B.S.
Donkle, Milton Judson, A.B.
Donovan, Raymond Flowers, B.S.
Dorman, Henry Pickett, B.S., M.S.. Ph.D.
Dubofsky, Sidney Harvey
DuMont, Murray Sayle, Ph.G.. B..S.
Dunn, Max M.. B.S.
Dushkin, Milton .Arnold, B.S.
Eddy, Corinne Schenck, Ph.H.
Edel, Frank Wayne, A.B.
Edelman, Maurice Irwin, B.S.
Edinburg, Jacob Joseph, B.S.
Edwards. Gilbert Harold, A.B., B.S.
Effron, David Vernon, B.S.
Ellis, Claude Irving, B.S.
Ellis, James Caleb, A.B.
Elster, Ben Burt
Endres, Fred Carl, B.S.
English, Harlan, B.S.
Ennis, Arthur Loyal, B.S.
Erenburg, Leon Marius, B.S.
Erich, John B., B.S.
Evans, Edward Graham, B.S.
Faden, Gerson, A.B.
Fara, Frank Joseph, B.S.
Faranicci, Maurice Graziano
Farlander, Leland Kenneth, B.S.
Favus, Irving
Feiraan, Daniel, B.S.
Fein, Mitchell Moe
Feinerman, .Albert Hyman, B.S.
Feinhandler, Emanuel Joshua, B.S.
Feinhandler, Harold Samuel
Felts, Clifton, B.S.
Finney, Howard Albert, B.S.
Firth, John Oscar, B.S.
Fishel, Glenn Francis, B.S.
Fisher, Marshall Louis
Fleischer, Jacob
Fleischli, George Herman, B.S.
Foltz, Herbert Leo
Foulke, Lawrence Edward, B.S.
Fox, Morris E.
Fox, Nathan S.
Fox, William. B.S.
Francona, Anthony, B.S.
Freda, Vincent Charles
Freeman, John Joseph
Freeman, Ralph Waldo, A.B.
Frey, Beoda John
Fricke, John William
Friedenberg, Robert, A.B.
Friedman, Harold, B.S.
p-ruin, Leon Thomas
Fullerton, Willard Wilson, A.H.
Furby, Seeley B.
Galin, Jack
Gallati, Cyril M.
Galloway, Andrew, B.S.
Galloway, Josephine Mills, A.B.
Year AUendance Residence
^ I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Fall River, Massachusetts
2 MI. Oak Park
3 I. II. Chebanse
S I. II. Grafton, North Dakota
5 I. II. Hernando, Mississippi
.5 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. 11. Harrisburg
5 I. XL Mounds
5 L IL Mt. Olive
2 I. II. Berwyn
2 I. II. Roxana
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Plainfield, New Jersey
3 1. IL Chicago
3 I. IL Fremont, Michigan
4 I. II. Waukegan
5 I. II. Oak Park
4 L II. Maroa
5 L II. Geneva, Alabama
4 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Mt. Vernon
4 I. IL Highland Park
5 L II. Madison, Wisconsin
4 I. II. Donovan
5 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
4 I. IL Rockford
3 I. 11. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. DuQuoin
4 L II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Pinckneyville
5 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Detroit
3 I. IL Anna
2 L II. Chicago
4 I. II. Peoria
3 I. IL Paris
4 I. II. Champaign
4 I. IL Chicago
5 I. IL Chicago
5 I. II. Berwyn
1 I. 11. Chicago
3 I. IL Berwyn
2 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Peoria
4 I. II. Wilmette
1 I. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
3 1. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
5 I. IL Marion
4 I. 11. Girard
4 I. II. Sparta
S L IL Chicago
2 1. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
4
1
I. II.
I.
Springfield
Scottland
1 I. II. Spring Grove
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Ogden
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Aurora
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Gridley
2 I. 11. Coulter\'illc
3 I. IL Onarga
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Homewood
5 I. IL Johnston City
1 I. II. Ottawa
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Gano, Avison
Garland, John Courier, B.S.
Geever, Irving Francis
Gernon, William
Geymer, George Cullom, B.S.
Gillesby, William James, B.S.
Gilman, George Everett, A.B.
Gilmore, John Hamilton, B.S.
Ginsburgh, Harvey Enoch
Gittlestein, Sam Sigmund, B.S.
Glassman, Jack A.
Glenn, Robert Wagner
Glenner, Robert Joseph, B.S.
Globerson, Irwin
Goldberg, Aaron Louis
Goldenberg, George, B.S.
Goldfine, Manuel, B.S.
Goldstein, Hyman Harry
Goldstein, Samuel AI.
Goodman, Ephraim Frank, B.S.
Gordon, Hyman Samson
Gordon, Marion Lee
Gorodazky, Abraham
Gottlieb, Abraham Mitchell, B.S.
Gottlieb, Jacob D., B.S.
Greco, Vincent James
Green, Frank Bernard
Greenberg, Leo Jack, B.S.
Greenstein, Bernard Louis, B.S.
Grennan, Henry Arthur
Groppe, Harry Robert, B.S.
Grossman, Maurice O., A.B.
Gulbrandsen, Lars Freman
Gunther, Aaron
Gusinow, Nathan Richard, B.S.
Gustafson, Carl Julius, B.S.
Gustafson, Joseph Goddard, B.S.
Gustafson, Wesley Axel
Hack, Rudolph William, A.B.
Hahn, Jacob Francis, B.S.
Hakala, Laurie John
Hall, Henry Russell
Hallenberg, Robert Wesley, B.S.
Handelman, Milton, B.S.
Hanelin, Henry Arnold
Hanley, Deloss Reed
Hansen, Stephen John, B.S.
Harris, James Frank
Harris, Zigmore
Harrold, Jesse Freeland
Harter, Irving Maurice, B.S.
Hartley, Theodore, B.S.
Haverstock, Richard Teal
Hawkes, James Henry
Hawkins, Kyle C.
Hecht, Rudolph, B.S.
Heifer, Lewis Michael
Hellrung, Cecilia Marian
Hendricks, Clifford Alva
Henner, Robert, B.S.
Hepner, Paul Earl
Herman, Alfred Helmar, B.S.
Herndon, Zelma Lamb, B.S.
Herrmann, Ross Edward
Hershey, Noel John
Hickerson, Robert Grantham, B.S.
Highman, Benjamin, B.S.
Hilkevitch, Aaron Arthur
Hill, George Ray
Hofer, Ernest Joseph, B.S.
Hoffstadter, William, B.S.
Holleman, William Wallace, B.S.
Holoffe, Clarence Philip
Holstein, Theodore
Holtzman, Sam, B.S.
Holub, Louis Alois
Hoover, Harold Mark, B.S.
Horwitz, Bernard, B.S.
Howard, Henry Sargent
Hrdina, Joseph Louis, Ph.C.
Hubata, Joseph Allan, A.B.
Hudson, Theodore Roosevelt, A.B., B.S.
Huffman, John Francis
Hughes, Kenneth Franklin
Hughes, Marc Jacob
Year Attendance Residence
2 I. II. Carrollton
5 I. 11. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Kankakee
4 I. II. Chicago
5 L II. Oak Park
1 I. II. Weston
4 1. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Marissa
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. 11. Chicago
2 I. II. Streator
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Westby, Wisconsin
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Orion
3 L IL Waukegan
1 I. II. Momence
1 I. II. Donnellson
2 I. II. Red Lodge, Montana
2 I. II. Centralia
5 I. II. Moorhead, Minnesota
4 L II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. La Grange
3 I. II. Marion
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Decatur
4 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Toulon
1 I. II. La Grange
1 I. II. Rosamond
2 I. II. Forest Park
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Edwardsville
3 I. II. Quincy
4 I. II. Chicago
1 II. Danville
5 I. II. Cicero
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. La Salle
2 L II. Mt. Pulaski
4 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Fairfield
S I. II. Freeman, South Dakot
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. West Frankfort
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
4 I. II. Ashley
5 L II. Chicago
1 I. IL Sheffield
3 I. II. Cicero
4 L II. Oak Park
5 I. II. Danville
2 I. II. Paris
1 I. IL Irving
5 I. IL Burlington, Iowa
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Hurwich, Jerome Jacob, B.S. 2 I. II Chicago
Hurwitz, Paul. B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Hyman, Samuel, B.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Ingber, Nathan G., B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Ireneus, Carl 1 I. II Chicago
Irvin, Runyon Hungate, B.S. 4 I. II Mt. Vernon
Jacobs, Howard Matthew, B.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Jacobs .Maurice Bernard 2 I. II Chicago
Jacobs, William Francis, A.B., B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Jaifiray, David Smeaton, B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Jamison, Garland Uriah, A.B. 1 I. II Chicago
Johnson, Eric Gunnar, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Johnson, Herman Roy 2 I. II Chicago
Johnson, John Hick 1 I. II Eldorado
Johnson, Richard Paul, B.S. S I. II Chicago
Johnson, Stephen Patrick, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Johnson, Titus Maurice, A.B., B.S. 2 I. II Chicago
Johnston, Kenneth Putnam, B.S. 5 I. II Warsaw
Jordan, Gerard Michael 1 I. II Chicago
Josephs, Sol 1 I. Chicago
Josephson, Harry 1 I. II Chicago
Kaeiser, William Henr>- 1 I. II Chicago
Kahn, Ernest Arthur 1 I. II Chicago
Kahn. Harold 2 I. II Chicago
Kaiz, Seymour Pass 2 1. II Chicago
Kanter, Charies David, B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Kapernick, John Stuart 1 I. II Evanston
Kaplan, Benjamin 2 I. II Chicago
Kaplan, Hyman Joseph, A.B., B.S., M.S. S I. II Champaign
Kaplan, Morris 2 I. II Chicago
Kaplan, Morris .^aron, B.S., M.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Kaplan, Philip, B.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Karel, Jack, B.S. 1 I. II Chicago
Karpass, Victor Herbert, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Katz, Charies 1 II Brooklyn, New York
Kaufman, Charles Herman, B.S. S I. II Blue Island
Kaufman, Irving, B.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Kaufman, Jerome David 1 II Chicago
Kazakevich, John Joseph 4 I. II Livingston
Kearney, Cletus Timothy, B.S. 3 I. II Gridley
Keigwin, Charles G. 2 I. II Walnut
Keller, Robert Stephen 1 I. II Chicago
Kelly, Clarence Francis, B.S. 4 I. II DuQuoin
Kenward, Roy Leslie, B.S. 5 I. II Melvin
Keppleman, George 1 I. II Chicago
Kersey, George Thomas 3 I. II Chicago
Kleiman, David 2 I. II Chicago
Kelin, Adelbert Herman 1 I. II Springfield
Klein, Reuben Isadore, A.B., B.S., M.S. S I. II Chicago
Klotz, Maurice, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Klow, Sidney Deutsch 3 I. II Chicago
Knapp, Joseph Louis 3 I. II Oak Park
Knudsen. William Nelk, A.B. 1 I. II Chicago
Koch, Harold Jay, B.S. 1 I. II Chicago
Kocour, Elmer Joseph, B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Kominik, Emanuel Aloysius, B.S. 4 I. II Barrington
Koppa, Thaddeus Marion 4 I. II Chicago
Koransky, David Sydney, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Kotler, Harry, B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Ko2!a, John Louis 2 I. II Chicago
Kraft, Robert Eugene 2 I. II Collinsvaie
Krakow, Clarence Samuel, B.S. 4 I. II Chicago
Krakower, Irving 2 I. II Chicago
Kravtsow, George Louis 1 I. 11 Chicago
Krevitt, Julius Maurice, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Krieger, Sherburne 1 II Kansas City, Missouri
Krueger, Francis Joseph 1 I. Chicago
Kruglick. Jack, B.S. 3 I. II Chicago
Kuczewski, Frank Henry 2 I. II Chicago
Kuehl, Frederick Otto, B.S. 5 I. II Green Bay, Wisconsin
Kunda, Emerson Charles, A.B. 1 I. II Woodstock
Kurschner, David Milton, B.S. 5 I. II Newark, New Jersey
Kurth, Milton Elmer 1 I. II Chicago
Kweder, .Mbert Thomas 1 I. II Pana
Kweder, David James, B.S. 5 I. II Waukegan
Lampe, Chester Edward, B.S. 1 I. II Quincy
Lane, Paul Lilja, D.D.S. 1 I. II Stanchfield, Minnesota
Lang, Herbert I I. II Bloomington
Langner, Mitchell Edward 2 I. II Chicago
Lapin, Morey, A.B. 2 I. II Chicago
Larkin, Leo Carroll 3 I. II Ma>'\\-ood
Larson, Wilbur Mayo, B.S. 5 I. II Chicago
Latham, Frank .Alexander, B.S. 5 I. II Pontotoc, Mississippi
Lawder, Homer Lee, A.B. 3 I. II Rockwood
Layman, John Albert. A.B.. B.S. 4 I. 11 Smiths Grove. Kentucky
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Lazar, Harry, B.S. 1 I. II. Chicago
Leavitt, Samuel Sheldon, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Lederman, Irving Harold 2 L 11. Chicago
Leflt, Abraham, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Legier, John Alfred, B.S. 4 I. II. Carmi
Lehwald, Carl James 2 L IL Olney
Lemberg, David Alvin, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Lemon, Robert George 2 I. II. La Grange
Lemer, David, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Lerner, David, B.S. 4 I. II. Kewanee
Lemer, David Leonard, B.S. 4 I. II. New York, New York
Lerner, Harry Alexander, A.B. 1 I. Chicago
Lemer, Louis Samuel, B.S. I I. II. Chicago
Levin, Louis 1 I. Maywood
Levin, Milton 2 I. II. Chicago
Levin, Samuel O. 3 I. II. Chicago
Levine, Albert Joseph 3 I. II. Chicago
Levine, Arthur Harry, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Levine, Sydney, B.S. 1 I. II. Cliicago
Levy, Jacob, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Lewis, Kenneth Elbert, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Lichtenstein, Ben William, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Lipnitzky, Samuel J. 3 I. IL Chicago
Lipow, Eugene George, Ph.G., B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Lipstein, Morris Lester, Ph.G. 3 I. IL Chicago
Littig, John James 1 I. II. Rock Island
Loctnood, William Wayne 2 I. II. Danville
Lome, Daniel 2 I. II. Chicago
Loseff, Samuel Alvin, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Love, Loren Lennoth, B.S. 4 I. II. Johnston City
Lustig, Julius, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
McCormack, Maurice Lester 1 I. II. Newton
McCune, Robert 3 I. II. La Grange
MacEachern, Katherine H., B.S. 1 I. II. Chicago
McQueen, Max Boyd, B.S. 4 I. II. Hutsonville
Makovsky, Irwin Harry 1 I. II. St. Louis, Missouri
Maley, William Forrester, A.B. 2 I. II. Galesburg
Malstrom, Bernard Edward 4 I. Canton
Manelis, Samuel, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Marks, Harold Louis 1 I. II. Dixon
Marks, Meyer Benjamin, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Marshall, Glenn Robert 2 I. II. West Salem
Martin, Robert Edgar 2 I. II. Chicago
Mason. Aaron Samuel 1 I. II. Chicago
Masor, Nathan Allen 4 I. II. Chicago
Mathis, John Haley 2 I. II. Vienna
Matthei, Louis Philip, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Mauzey, Armand Jean, B.S. 4 I. 11. Findlay
Menke, Wilbur June, A.B. 2 I. II. Paris
Merritt, James Francis, B.S. 5 I. II. Berwyn
Messman, Lorell Edward 1 I. II. Sheldon
Meyer, Alfred Karl, B.S. 4 I. II. Clinton, Iowa
Meyers, Isadore, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Miller, David Sidney, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Miller, Harry Dudley 3 I. II. Indianapolis, Indiana
Miller, Howard Russel, A.B., B S. 3 I. II. Woodstock
Miller, Joseph Samuel, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Miller, Walter Ulysses, A.B. 2 I. II. Shumway
Mishkin, Irving, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Mitchell, Joseph Rudolph 1 I. II. Chicago
Mohlenbrock, Willian Dean 2 I. II. Murphysboro
Montgomery, Burtis Edgar, B.S., M.S. 4 I. II. Elizabethtown
Moore, Ira Telford 3 I. II. Sullivan, Indiana
Morgan, George Edward 1 I. II. Maunie
Morrison, Ira Robert, A.B. 1 I. II. Chicago
Mosko, Milton Mitchell, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Mouzakeotis, Theodore C. 2 I. II. Chicago
Movius, .Mfred Henry, B.S. 4 I. II. Oak Park
Muhs, Emil Otto, B.S. S I. II. Vermilion, South Dakota
Murphy, James Joseph 1 I. II. Paris
Narodick, Philip Howard 3 I. II. Chicago
Nechtow, Mitchell Joseph 2 I. II. Chicago
Neece, Gus Warlick 3 I. II. Chicago
Neeseman, Arthur Christian, B.S. 5 I. II. Rockford
Nefsky. Albert, B.S. 3 L II. Chicago
Nelson, Charles Arthur 1 I. II. Chicago
Nelson, Thomas Finn 2 I. II. Chapin
Nereim, Theodore Julius, A.B., B.S. 4 I. II. ."Aurora
Newell, Robert Henry, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Nieder, Sam 1 L IL Chicago
Nierenberg, Harry Hyman 2 I. II. Chicago
Nimsovitz, Isadore Maurice, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Nix. Winston K. 1 I. II. Chicago
Noel, Frederick Charles 1 I. Peoria
Nye, William Andrew, B.S. 5 I. II. McHenry
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Oakes. Harold Forest, B.S. 5 I. II. Laura
O'Brien, Paul James 2 I. II. Decatur
Ocasek, William 2 I. II. Riverside
Oehler, William Frederick 2 I. II. Cairo
Okner, Henry Bernard 2 I. II. Chicago
Olsen, Roger Ralph, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Olson, Franklin Arnold, B.S. 1 I. II. Oak Park
O'Malley, James Emmett, B.S. 2 I. II. Chicago
Orloff, Morris Phillip. B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Palmer, Edward. Ph.B. 1 I. II. Chicago
Parke, John 1 I. II. Chicago
Parker, Eugene Madison 3 I. II. Dietrich
Parker. Forest Caleb 2 I. II. St. Bernice, Indiana
Pass, Ben 2 I. n. Chicago
Patka, Joseph Aloysius, B.S. 3 L II. Chicago
Peal, Leonard 1 I. n. Chicago
Petru, Betty Rose, B.S. 1 I. Cicero
Phinnie, James Payton 1 I. Chicago
Piser, Alfred Lionel 2 L n. Chicago
Plotkin, Oscar Mandel 1 L II. Chicago
Polk, Wilton Morton 1 I. Chicago
Ponzer, Ernest Dewitt, B.S. S I. n. La Moille
Poticha, Joseph, B.S. 4 I. Chicago
Potkin, Carl 1 I. Chicago
Price, Harold, Ph.G. 1 I. II. Chicago
Price. Leonard 1 I. II. Chicago
Price, Sydney Scott, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Purves, Samuel Arthur, A.B. 3 I. II. Des Plaines
Puumala, Reino Hendrick, B.S. 3 I. II. Roberts, Montana
Quisling, Gunnar, B.S. 5 I. II. Madison. Wisconsin
Quisling. Ralph, B.S. 5 L II. Madison, Wisconsin
Radner, David Benjamin, Ph.G., B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Rafferty, Theodore Newell, B.S. 4 I. II. Robinson
Ragins, Alex Benjamin, B.S., M.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Raider, Joseph 1 I. II. Chicago
Randolph, Thomas Vance 1 I. II. Champaign
Reed, William John 3 I. II. Peoria
Reid, Raymond King 1 I. II. East St. Louis
Reinglass, Sam 1 I. II. Chicago
Reynolds, James Stedman 1 I. II. Dwight
Reynolds, John Todd, B.S. 4 I. II. Dwight
Rezek, George Henry, A.B. 4 I. II. Cicero
Reznick, Samuel, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Rhea, Keith 1 I. II. Clinton
Rice, Paul Montel, B.S. 4 I. II. Tuscola
Richmond. Samuel 1 I. Chicago
Richmond, Samuel Irving, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Richter, Irving Bernard 2 I. II. Chicago
Ricketts. Fred Jasper 1 I. II. Sadorus
Rightman, Irving 2 I. II. Chicago
Riskind, Lester Allen, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Ritt, Arnold Elmer, B.S. 5 I. II. Crystal Lake
Ritter, Joseph 1 I. II. Chicago
Roberson, William Victor 2 I. II. Sparta
Rome, Sol, B.S. 3 I. II. Chicago
Ronstrom, George, B.S. 4 L H. Kewanee
Roos, Fred John 3 L IL Chicago
Rooth, Sidney Sigmund 1 I. II. Chicago
Rose, Gabriel. B.S. 3 I. II. Kankakee
Rose, Jordan Waldemar 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosen, Benjamin Bernard 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosen, Isadore, B.S. 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosen, Milton William 1 I. Chicago
Rosen. Ralph Eugene 2 I. H. Chicago
Rosenberg. Jack 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosenberg, Samuel William 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosenbloom, David 2 I. II. Chicago
Rosensiiel, Henry Carl 2 I. II. Freeport
Rosenthal, Irving Hyman 1 I. II. Chicago
Rosenthal, Martin Leonard, B.S. 4 I. II. Chicago
Ross, Edward 5 I. II. Chicago
Roth, John Bernard 2 I. II. Morris
Row. Charles Francis. A.B. 2 I. II. Chicago
Rubin. Harold Xavian, B.S. 5 I. 11. Chicago
Rubisoff, Reuben 2 I. II. Chicago
Rue. Doran Therman. A.B., B.S. S I. II. Mattoon
Ryan. Harry Edward. B.S. 4 I. II. Centralia
Ryan. William Clarence 1 I. Chicago
Rye. Thorstein. Olav, A.B. 1 I. II. Chicago
Saberman, Meyer Irving, B.S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Sachs. Mandel 1 1. II. Cicero
Salberg, Seymour 1 I. II. Chicago
Sandberg, Ivan Milton, B.S. 5 I. II. Granville
Sanfilippo. Paul Dominic, B S. 5 I. II. Chicago
Saruk. Fred S. 2 I. 11. Chicago
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Sayle, William Frank, B.S.
Scheffler, Milton Morris
Scliein, Louis
Schell, Milton Charles
Schettler, Robert Edward
Schiller, Herbert A., Ph.C.
Schilsky, John Lavine
Schindler, John Andrew, B.S.
Schlegel, Karl William, B.S.
Schneider, Ambrose Daniel, B.S.
Schneider, Kenneth Fosnes
Schnepp, Kenneth H., A.B., B.S.
Schoenecker, Edgar Albert, B.S.
Schoolman, Joseph G., A.B.
Schubert, Abraham Boris
Schultz, Harry
Schumacher, Arthur Henry, B.S.
Schuman, Irving
Schutz, William Jack, B.S.
Schwade, Leonard Jerome
Schwartz, Arthur Harold, B.S.
Schwartz, Benjamin
Schwartz, Harry Robert
Schwechter, Arnold
Schwerer, Herman Mayes, A.B.
Scully, John Chapell
Seaton, Ralph Millard
Seidmon, Edward Edgar. Ph.G., A.B.. B.S.
Seifert, William Frederick
Seron, Vaheh M., B.S.
Seymour, Fred William, B.S.
Shagam, Robert Mayr
Shallenberger, Paul Lawrence
Shapiro, Louis Bernard, B.S.
Shaw, Maurice Maceo, A.B., B.S.
Sheffey, George Hunter
Shelley, Joseph Bernard
Shimkus, Alexander Joseph, B.S.
Shinall, Harold Louis
Shinglman, Willard Edwin, B.S.
Shuger, Michael Hershel, B.S.
Shulruff, Harry L
Shure, Norman Morison, B.S.
Shurtz, Thelma Leota, B.S.
Siegel, Lee Edwards, B.S.
Siegfried, Joseph Howard
Sievers, Jerome Joel, Ph.G.
Sigler, Robert James
Silbert, David
Silverstein, Norman, B.S.
Silverstone, Eugene Henry, Ph.C, B.S.
Silvert, Pasche
Simon, Martha Frances
Simons, Joseph, B.S., M.S.
Sinay, Max, B.S.
Singer, Charlotte H., B.S.. M.S.
Singer, Solomon
Sladek, William Robert, B.S.
Slaughter, Danely Philip
Slavin, Manuel, A.B.
Slepyan, Albert Herbert
Smerz, Anton
Smith, Clarence William, Ph.C, Ph.G.
Smith, Gilbert Elden
Smith, F. Kirk
Smith, Robert Archie
Smith, Russell Lee, B.S.
Sommer, Conrad Samuel, B.S., M.S.
Sondag, Roger Francis
Sorenson, Raymond Elmer
Speer, Ralph Edgerton
Spiegel, Maurice Joseph, B.S.
Spiller, Adelbert LeRoy
Stagman, Joseph, B.S.
Stamler, Maurice, B.S.
Stark, Walter Alfred, A.B.
Steck, Isadore Elihu, B.S.
Steer, Albert Elon
Stein, Albert Frank
Steiner, Edward Joseph, B.S.
Steiner, Louis Mark, B.S.
Stevenson, Herbert Myron
Stevenson, Richard Vawter
Sout, Samuel Lloyd, Ph.C
Strohl, E. Lee, A.B., B.S.
Year Attendance Residence
4 1. n. Chicago
2 1. IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
5 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Lincoln
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Springfield
5 I. II. Villa Park
5 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Des Moines, Iowa
5 I. II. Springfield
5 I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Broadlands
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
4 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Blandinsville
2 I. II. St. Charles
2 I. II. Morrisonville
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Springfield
4 I. IL Joliet
4 I. II. Elgin
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Canton
5 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Aurora
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Danville
3 I. II. Cicero
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
4 I. IL Chicago
4 I. II. Kansas City, Kansas
4 I. II. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
1 I. II. Peoria
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Rock Island
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
1 L II. Urbana
1 I. IL Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Portland, Oregon
3 I. II. La Salle
5 I. II. Barrington
3 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Peoria
1 I. II. Valmeyer
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Elizabeth
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Carbondale
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. IL Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Elmwood
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. IL Chicago
1 I. Flat Rock
1 I. II. Palmyra
1 L IL Springfield
5 I. II. Paris
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Suffield, Harlow William, A.B.
Sugar, Carl, B.S.
Svetanov, Vladimir Christov
Swanson, Paul Edgar, B.S.
Sweitzer, Caesar, B.S.
Taft, Emanuel, B.S.
Tasch, Aloysious Felix
Tate, Cecil Earl, B.S.
Taubert, Russell Kenneth
Taylor, John Richard
Taylor, Marion Meredith, B.E., B.S., M.S.
Terman, Louis Arlington, B.S.
Tesar, Frank Joseph
Teton, Joseph B., B.S.
Thacker, Edgar Abney, A.B., B.S.
Thelen, Leo Leonard
Thode, Paul Gustav
Thomas, Clyde Oral
Thompson, Robert Clyde
Thomsen. Philip Gordon
Tinsley, Milton
Tulsky, Alex Sol
Turner, Samuel Julius
Turowetzky, Isadore Louis, B.S.
Udesky, Isadore Charles, B.S.
Urban, Frank Rudolph, B.S.
Urbanek, Frank Edward, B.S.
Vail, Harry Fleming, B.S.
Van Der Aue, Otto Ernest, B.S.
Varney, Harley Roosevelt, B.S.
Vesely, Albert Joseph
Vesely, Harry Charles
Voris, Frank Burkhart, B.S.
Wachowski, Theodore John, B.S.
Wachs, Leonard
Wachsman, David Victor
Wacker, Maxwell Nathan, B.S.
Wagner, Jack
Waisman, Morris
Waldman, Irwin Jerome, B.S.
Walker, Joseph Monroe
Wall, John William, B.S.
Wallace, M. Margaret, B.S.
Wallheiser, LaVerne Myron, B.S.
Walton, Joseph Eugene
Walton, William Hester, Ph.B., B.S.
Washington, John Campbell, B.S.
Waters, Carl Fremont
Weatherly, James Alexander
Weihe, Arthur Rudolph, B.S.
Weinberg, Julius
Weinberg, Louis, B.S.
Weisdorf, William, B.S.
Weiss, Max
Weiss, Morris
Weissman, Leonard Harry
Welker, Dorothy Hutchinson, A.B., B.S., M.S.
Welty, Jack Worthington, B.S.
Werbel, Ernest William, B.S.
Werch, Solomon Carl, B.S.
Werner, Merrill John
Westland, Richard Elroy, B.S.
White, Raymond Benedict, A.B.
Whittaker, Lorin Dixon, A.B., B.S.
Widerborg, Robert Elmer
Williams, Ernest Bernard, B.S.
Wilson, Arthur D.
Wilson, Finis Ellsworth, B.S.
Wilson, Robert Bruce, B.S.
Winn, John Paul, B.E.
Winsberg, James Alfred, B.S.
Wittenberg, Carlton Emil, B.S.
Wittenfeld, Norman
Wixted, John Francis, A.B., B.S.
Wolfe, Albyn Garrett, A.B., B.S.
Woodford, Lester Melvin, B.S.
Wuesteman, Adelbert Earnest, B.S.
Wunsch, Charles LeRoy
Young, Francis Joseph
Young, Warren William
Zalar, Joseph Alfonso, B.S.
Zeiter, Walter Jacob
Zeitlin, Howard
Ziedman, Irving, A.B., B.S.
Zimmerman, Lazar Eli, B.S.
fear Attendance Residence
1 I. Peoria
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Albany, New York
5 I. II. Peoria
1 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Benton
1 I. II. Pekin
1 I. II. Palestine
5 I. II. Noble
5 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Berwyn
3 I. II. Chicago
4 L II. Danville
5 I. II. Elgin
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Freeport
1 I. Chicago
2 L II. Dolton
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Riverside
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Evanston
5 I. IL Chicago
4 I. II. Broughton
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL East St. Louis
5 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 L IL Bloomlngton
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Homer
4 I. II. Belleville
4 I. 11. Chicago
5 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Murphysboro
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
5 I. II. Oak Park
3 I. II. Hoopeston
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Golconda
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Bloomington
4 I. II. Bridgeport
2 II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
5 L II. Morrisonville
4 I. II. -•Areola
4 I. II. Roodhouse
2 I. II. Murphysboro
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Woodstock
1 Collinsville
5 L II. Southbridge, Massachusetts
3 I. II. Jacksonville
5 I. II. Scbastopol, California
4 I. II. Champaign
1 I. II. Pontiac
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Joliet
2 I. IL Danville
5 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
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Zimont, Raymond Dumont
Zimring, Allan Joseph, B.S.
Zolt, Nathan, B.S.
Zwerko, Casimir
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Name
Alban, Arthur L.
Alleyne, Bruce H.
Anderson, Chester Frederick
Anker, Milton
Barr, James Henry
Barroso, Luis Roberto
Bean, Max
Becic, Frank Charles
Belogrodsky, Max Louis
Berman, Benjamin
Bernier, Joseph Leroy
Blaszczenski, Jessie Harriet
Blaszczenski, Sophie
Block, Ben Bernard
Bowman, Robert Rowley
Boyle, Paul
Bradley, David Neil
Braun, Leslie Joseph
Burlakoff, Irving
Campbell, Robert M.
Carey, George Lee
CeruUi, Henry Gambale, B.S.
Charney, Maurice AUen
Chasan, William, B.S.
Chinnock, Gordon G.
Crabbe, Edwin Paul
Cronk, Charles Benjamin
Crystal, Herman Howard
De Biase, James
Decker, Jack Arthur
D'Elia, Rudolph
Denneman, William Franklin
Deutsch, Morris Irving
Dickson, Joseph Robert
Drayton, Allan Oscar, B.S.
Dvorin, Manual
Erich, John Bernard, B.S.
Fabian, Frank Carl
Feinberg, Max Irving
Feldman, Ben Lee
Foster, Faith Gwendolyn
Gagnon, James Albert
Gelfand, Leonard
Godwin, Andrew Charles, B.S.
Goldstein, Jacob
Goldstein, Jacob Martin
Gordon, Joseph William
Green, Carl Lawrence
Greenberg, Edward J.
Greenstein, Harry George
Greenway, Edward Francis
Grove, Donald William
Grunwald, Marshall Frederick
Hanus, George
Hattenhauer, Milo Bernhardt
Helmer, Cecil Douglas
Herzon, Emanuel
Hoehn, Robert Arthur
Hogan, William Joseph
Hopkins, Homer William
lagmin, Peter Paul
Isaacs, Nathaniel Robert
Jacks, George Sidney
Jaffe, Elmer Theodore
Johnson, Norman Preston
Jokela, Felix Wilho
Jones, Ralph Edward
Karpf, Oscar
Klein, Adolph
Klein, Roger
Kleinberg, David Solomon
Klingman, Hymen
Komarek, Joseph Frank
Year AttendANXE Residence
4 1. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. Brooklyn, New York
2 1. II. Burlington
2 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Buffalo, New York
3 Chicago
3 Brooklyn, New York
2 ViUa Park
2 Bronx, New York
3 Chicago
4 SS. 1. U. Chicago
1 Chicago
2 SS. I. 11. Chicago
2 Chicago
1 Bucyrus, Ohio
1 Lanark
3 Joliet
4 SS. L IL Berwyn
2 Brooklyn, New York
4 SS. I.' II.' Porter, Indiana
4 Perry
4 Paterson, New Jersey
1 Chicago
4 SS. Bronx, New York .'
1 Chicago
4 Chicago
4 SS. L IL Chicago
2 Chicago
4 SS. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
1 Paterson, New Jersey
3 Park Ridge
1 New York, New York
4 Chinook, Montana
3 Port of Spain, Trinidad
1 Chicago
3 SS. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 Chicago
1 Chicago
3 Chicago
1 Chicago
4 SS. L New York, New York
1 Gloversville, New York
2 Brooklyn, New York
4 Chicago
4 SS. I.' II.' Bloomington
1 Brooklyn, New York
2 Chicago
4 SS. L IL Elmhurst
1 Mt. Carroll
1 River Forest
4 SS. l'. IL Chicago
1 Maywood
4 SS. l! IL Vancouver, British Colum-
bia, Canada
3 SS. I. II. Chicago
1 Rochester, New York
4 SS. L Chicago
1 Walnut
4 SS. L II'. Chicago Heights
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
3 SS. I. II. Chicago Heights
4 SS. I. Steger
4 SS. I. II. North Hibbing, Minnesota
4 Cleveland, Ohio
3 Chicago
2 Jamaica, New York
2 Brooklyn, New York
2 Chicago
4 SS. L IL Chicago
4 SS. l. IL Cicero
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Name
Kos, Frank J.
Landers, Paul Herschel
Litvan, Leonard Joseph
Losoff, Isadore
McEIroy, Donald Ludden
Mahllce, Frederic William
Miltz, Murray
Morellenbaum, Alexander
Morsicato, Carmelo Pasquale
Mueller, Richard G.
Nelson, John Milford
Nemecek, George Arthur
Novak, Donald G.
Osowski, Edward John
Parkin, Henry H.
Pauly, Michael Henry
Petkulik, Elmer Victor
Rachlin, Jacob Leo
Raffel, Theodore
Riedl, Donald E.
Robertson, Howard Miles
Ronalds, Joe Graham
Rosen, Herbert Franks, B.S.
Rosenbaum, Nicholas
Sahlstrom, Edward Clarence
Sakowski, Thaddeus Peter
Sarsoun, Charles Lawrence
Sayler, Jenner Perry
Schmeiske, Lisbon H.
Schwartz, Maurice Bernard
Seldin, Daniel S.
Seron, Suren Manoog, B.S.
Servine, John Stanley
Shanar, Lawrence Heasley
Shaner, Myron Hale
Shirley, Allen
Skudstad, Ralph Harold
Sommerfeld, Carl John
Spence, John Monroe
Sroka, Edmund Casimir
Steinmeyer, Herbert Paul
Stephan, Robert Marshall
Szadokerski, Irene Arline
Tobiasz, Alfred Edward, B.S.
Truesdell, Frank B.
UUoa, Margarita
Vespa, Don A.
Vespa, Ned James, B.S.
Weinberg, Emanuel Hirsch
Wisterman, Robert
Wittenberg, Armond Carl
Wittert, Victor
Wolfe, Milton
Wybraniec, Albin Henry, B.S.
Zerdun, Rudolph George
Year Attendance Residence
2 L II Chicago
4 SS. I. II Sullivan
4 SS. I. II. Denver, Colorado
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Cicero
2 I. II. Brooklyn, New York
4 SS. New York, New York
1 I. II. Buffalo, New York
3 I. II. Manistique, Michigan
4 SS. I. II. Moline
1 I. II. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Spokane, Washington
1 I. II. New York, New York
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
1 L II. West Salem
3 I. II. Brooklyn, New York
1 I. II. New York, New York
3 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. Chicago
4 SS. Chicago
2 L II. Milford
2 I. II. Kirkwood, New York
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. New York, New York
3 I. IL Joliet
4 SS. I. II. Moline
1 L II. Bolivar, New York
2 I. II. Lander, Wyoming
4 SS. Nashville
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Forest Park
1 I. II. Chicago
4 I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Oak Park
1 I. II. Chicago
4 SS. I. II. Chicago
Unc. I. II. Omaha, Nebraska
4 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Toluca
3 I. II. Toluca
3 SS. I. II. Maywood
3 I. II. Bel more, Ohio
3 SS. I. II. Woodstock
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. New York, New York
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Name
Aaron, Jerome Stanley
Abramchik, William V.
Abrams, Sam Roy
Adams, Harry William
Adderley, Verna Mae
Adler, Irving
Africk, Hyman
Aiello, Anthony Raymond
Aiken, Christopher Hollie
Albrecht, Clement Frederick
Alderson, Leiand Burdette
Altier, Peter Ralph
Alvey, Homer Watson
Anderson, Gilbert Scott
Anderson, Gustav Leon
Andro, Robert Louis
Ardean, Nicholas
Armato, Peter Carlo
.'^rmsworth, James Adkins
Aronson, LaMarr Eric
Asp, Harold William
Ast, Felix Zenon
Axelrod, David
Year Attendance Residence
2 Chicago
3 Chicago
2 Chicago
1 Chicago
3 Chicago
1 Chicago
1 Chicago
1 Chicago
1 Thompsonvillc
1 Dakota
1 Kinmundy
1 Summit
2 Lincoln
3 Chicago
1 Berwyn
1 Chicago
3 Harvey
1 Chicago
3 Monticello
2 Buchanan, Michigan
2 Chicago
1 Chicago
3 Chicago
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Name
Axelrod, Miriam B.
Azukas, Joseph
Backer, Meyer
Baginski, Antliony Joseph
Baker, Frances Lillian
Baker, John Henry
Balchunas, Stanley George
Baldwin, Harry Eugene
Banoff, Abe
Bard, Max
Bardo, Stanley Ed
Barnett, Mary Natalie
Barrington, Walter Tom
Bartkus, Peter John
Bass, George Mabry
Batkevich, Sally Catherine
Bazeluk, Stanley
Becker, Morris Milton
Beeby, James Addison
Beilfuss, Arthur August
Bell, Philip
Benes, Edward
Bergdahl, George E.
Berger, Ben Bernard
Berkowitz, Henry
Berman, Bernard B.
Berman, David Edward
Berman, Esther
Bernardi, Charles Bernard
Bernstein, Milton Chester
Biddle, George Gunther
Bilek, William Julian
Blinstrup, Chester John
Blonder, Theodore Hyman
Borek, Joseph Walter
Borovicka, George Edward
Borrelli, Donald Anthony
Bostic, Victor
Bower, Milton Seymour
Bowers, Stephen Richard
Braverman, Herbert Bernard
Breakstone, Seymour
Brehmer, Irving Henry
Brooke, Marshall Dillon
Broskuf, Maxwell
Bruha, George Edward
Brunstein, Irving Jack
Bruso, Wallace McNamee
Buchanan, William Washington
Bukovsky, Marie Elizabeth
Burger, David Theil
Bury, Charles Robert
Cahan, Max Zenith
Cambio, Ralph Achille
Canedy, Frank William
Caplinger, Walter Leslie
Carlson, Paul Robert
Carter, Albert Bernard
Cartwright, Paul John
Cassarella, Walter Alfred
Cassettari, Aldo
Catelani, Alfred
Catrambone, Dominic Carl
Cazel, Ernest Robert
Cech, Joseph Jerry
Cerny, William Michael
Cervak, George Norbert
Champagne, Anastasia
Chase, Dwight Eugene
Chekauckas, John
Chelovich, Spas
Chernoff, Arthur Rubin
Cherskov, Elmer Stephen
Chesta, John
Chiaramonte, Anthony Charles
Childers, George Marion
Chladek, Edward Gordon
Christensen, Arnold Carl
Christiansen, Roy Eilert
Chrzanowski, Thaddeus James
Chuman, Jerry Charles
Cihon, John Joseph
Claitman, Julian
Cohen, Harold Norman
Cohen, Marvin Harvey
Year Attendance Residence
2 1. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Freeport
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
2 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Olney
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I II. Cicero
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Highwood
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Green Bay, Wisconsin
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Wilmette
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
2 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Waukegan
2 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. 11. Lisbon, North Dakota
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Cicero
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Oceanside, California
2 I. II. East St. Louis
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Elgin
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. 11. Rock Island
2 I. II. Marion
2 I. II. Rockford
2 I. Forest Park
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Wilmette
3 I. II. Hollywood
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Belle Rive
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Utica
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
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Name
Cohen, Minnie
Cohen, Samuel
Cohn, Arnold Manville
Cole, Florence Lorraine
Coleman, Joseph Leo
Collins, Arthur Cyril
Comess, Nathan
Cook, Thomas Donald
Coonrad, John Wesley
Cooperman, Seymour
Corson, Harold Reid
Covalt, Reece Carlyle
Crane, Meyer
Crane, Sidney
Cribb, Helen lone
Curry, Neil
Curtin, Thomas John
Czwalinski, Lillian A.
Dalburg, Harry William
Dalka, Thomas Aloysius
Daniel, John Bernard
Dargis, Anthony Alexander
Davis, Victor Lee
Delaney, Joseph Patrick
Delhaye, Roy Joseph
Denenholz, Leonard
De Trana, Loretta Beatrice
Dettloff, Clarence Anthony
Dey, Ferdinand Eugene
Dietrich, Clarence Edward
DiGilio, Maria Raphaella
Divine, Edward Harvey
Domina, Salvatore
Dorevitch, Aaron
Dragel, Daniel Thomas
Drazek, Aloysius
Drexel, Frank Bernard
Drexler, Max
Drexler, Sam
Drolet, Eugene Jerome
Duderstadt, Peery August
Dudley, Royal Sherwood
Duleba, Joseph William
Dyson, Jay Hue
Eastburn, Russell Emerson
Exiwards, Gerald Gail
Egeland, Harold Gabriel
Ehrlich, Louis
Elliott, Frederick Noel
Engle, James Francis
Ewald, John J.
Fabbro, Silvio Louis
Faletti, Louis John
Feinberg, Leonard Harold
Feinberg, Samuel Hyman
Feldman, Harry
Figler, Jack
Fisher, Elmer
Fishman, Daniel
Flanagan, Joseph James
Folmer, Eugene Joseph
Forkash, David
Fox, Max Isidore
Frank, Harry Philip
Frank, James Louis
Franklin, Sidney Aaron
Fredrickson, Elton A.
Fremel, Edward Peter
Frey, Orville Robert
Freyermuth, Harold George
Fridkin, Carl Lester
Fridrych, Anton Albert
Friedland, Benjamin M.
Friesenecker, Earl Matthew
Gajewski, Edward Daniel
Gandell, Harry
Gardner. Henry
Gasick, Michael Stanley
Gelcta, Walter Joseph
Gelfand, Max
Gelsomino, Lazri
Gerber, Ernest Joe
Giacinti, Ann Sophia
Gierszewicz. Edward Stanley
Giles, John Clifford
Year Attendance Residence
2 I. IL Chicago
3 L Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Harvey
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Woodstock
3 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Genoa
1 I. II. Mattoon
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Antioch
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. n. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
2 \. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Marion
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Highland Park
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Litchfield
2 I. II. Crown Point, Indiana
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Lomza, Poland
3 I. II. Chicago
3 ML Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. n. Chicago
1 I. Harvey
1 I. IL Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Watseka
1 I. IL Kilbourne
2 L IL Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 I. IL Olney
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. IL Cicero
1 I. Dalzell
1 L II. Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Cicero
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Gardner
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Muscatine, Iowa
3 I. Chicago
1 I. Riverside
3 I. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Whiting. Indiana
1 II. Chicago
3 L II. Joliet
1 I. II. Chicago
1 II. Chicago
1 I. II. Springfield
1 I. II. Maywood
1 I. Chicago
3 I. IL Monmouth
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Glaser, Edward Joseph
Glass, Harvey
Classman, Charles
Cliniecki, Edward Stanley
Glowczewski, Arthur Paid
Goland, Hyman Bert
Goldberg, Maurice
Golden, Boris
Golden, David
Goldenberg, Isaac Alexander
Goldenberg, Nathan
Goldin, Aaron Archie
Goldsmith, Myron
Goodman, Arthur Ira
Goralski, Floyd John
Gorodazky, Rose Lillian
Coslin, Arthur R.
Crais, Joseph
Grams, Edward Thomas
Granatelli. Salvator Anthony
Cranneman, Louis Kenneth
Gray, Holmes Hurst
Green, Walter Aaron
Green, Willard
Creenberg, Benjamin
Greenberg, Seymour E.
Greenspoon, Joseph
Gungler, Joseph
Gvozdjak, Mary Erma
Hagal, Florian Adam
Hagemann, Ralph William
Hagemeyer, Harold Paul
Hahn, William Frederick
Haidemowicz, William Stanley
Hajicek, Theodore James
Handler, Jay Allen
Handzel, Leo
Harney, Martin Joseph
Harper, Harold Algene
Harris, John Daniel
Harris, Kenneth Herbert
Harter, Keith D.
Hartleb, Harry Harvey
Hartsough, Betty Irene
Hatch, Richard
Hatter, Florence Marie
Hattis, Irwin
Heddles, Willard Franklin
Heinrich, Irving Lawrence
Heifer, Benny
Heller, Morris
Henning, Kenneth Roy
Henninger, Ralph Marshall
Herbstman, Felix Charles
Hetherington, Raymond Francis
Hilberg, Herbert Stanley
Himelfarb, Samuel David
Hitzelberger, Hugo Robert
Hoffen, Samuel
Hoft, Robert William
Holstin, Marvel Leroy
Holton, Elvera Marie
Honig, Oscar
Hook, Delbert Louis
Hopson, Herman Giles
Hora, James Leopold
Horacek, Jaroslav Jerry
Horky, Charles Joseph
Horna, Jerome Valerian
Horvat, Anthony William
Horvath, Bela
Hronek, Joseph William
Hubbell, William Lincoln
Hula, Joseph Andrew
Hulcziy, Nicholas Joseph
Indovina, Andrew Vincent
Indovina, Anthony Andrew
Infusino, Alfred Rosario
Israelite, Sidney
Jacob, Anthony
Jaffe, Isadore
Jaglinski, Harry Walter
James, Russell Lowell
Janes, Fred Loughlin
Jankauskas, Edward John
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Streator
3 L IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Hurst
1 L IL Springfield
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. Chicago
3 L H. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Bellwood
3 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Quincy
1 L II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Berwyn
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
2 I. Carmi
2 I. II. Chicago
1 II. Chicago
1 I. II. Canton
2 L II. Gurnee
2 L II. Rockford
1 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Cicero
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 L II. Rushville
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. La Salle
1 L IL Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
3 L IL Chicago
1 L IL Berwyn
1 I. II. Chicago
3 IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Lake Villa
2 L IL Chicago
3 L II. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Berwyn
1 L IL Lyons
3 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Monticello
2 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 I. II. Peoria
2 LII. Industry
1 L II. Waukegan
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Jankowski, John Stanley
Janosik, Lillian Ella
Jasien, Walter Albert
Johnson, Russell Ernest
Johnson, Virden Alfred
Johnson, Willard William
Jones, Roy Allen
Jones, William Darling
Joseph, David Daniel
Jundt, George Albert
Juravich, John Rudolph
Kabak, Sam
Kachman, Max N.
Kakanauskas, Charles Peter
Kalasinski, Joseph Paul
Kalina, George Edward
Kalsow, Norman Wilbur
Kaniuk, John
Kanter, Louis
Kaplan, Harry J.
Kaplan, Jack
Kaplan, Leon
Kaplan, Willard Harry
Karsa, Edward Abraham
Karwacki, Edmund Anthony
Karwowski, Edmund Florian
Kasmar, John James
Katz, Jack Gareth
Kaufman, Harry Irving
Kaufman, L. Louis
Kays, Duglas Keith
Kazer, Edwin Franklin
Kemp, Dorothy
Kepner, Henry Sieber
Keren, Nathan
King, Victor Henry
Kirincich, Nicholas John
Kisla, Francis Stanislaus
Kisner, Talmage Wilfred
Klick, Forrest Marvin
Klima, Joseph
Klostermann, Eberhard Julius
Kniss, Robert Lee
Knox, Robert Julius
Koepke, Roland Frank
Kohn, Blossom
Kohout, Frank Louis
Kolar, Robert Charles
Kondziela, Stanley W.
Kopel, William
Kopta, William Frank
Korinek, Frank Joseph
Korous, Mildred Jean
Korshak, Maurice
Kortum, Lloyd Harold
Kot, Henry Charles
Kotlan, George William
Kowalczyk, Josephine
Kowalski, Arnold Stanley
Kowalski, Ervin Frank
Kozak, Louis
Krestan, Frank Valentine
Krinsky, Edward Musaf
Kritzman, Alex
Krohn, Irwin Lustgarten
Krohn, Jack Lustgarten
Krueger, Walter Otto
Krupa, Bronislaus Thomas
Ksycki, Bernard Henry
Kuhn, Wilbur Joseph
Kuhrt, Harry Karl
Kukee, David
Kulis, Casimir Michael
Kunke, Robert Francis
Kurkov, Milton
Kurofsky, Jacob
Kutza, Henry Julian
Kutza, Maryan Joseph
Lacey, John F.
Ladigo, Peter
Lampert, Arthur Leonard
Lantz, Alford Lewis
Lapofski, Sol
Laskov, Milton Harold
Latelle, Joseph Louis
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
1 I. Sterling
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Mt. Vernon
1 I. East St. Louis
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. n. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
1 I. II. La Salle
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Huntley
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 L n. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. IL La Salle
1 L IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Rice Lake, Wisconsin
3 I. II. Joliet
3 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Carmi
2 I. II. Hampshire
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
2 L II. Lanark
1 I. IL Lake Forest
1 I. II. Batavia
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Berwyn
2 I. IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Cicero
2 I. Berwyn
3 I. II. Brookfield
3 I. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 L IL Cicero
1 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Berwyn
3 I. IL Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Pana
2 I. II. Evanston
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Grand Ridge
3 I. IL Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Kearney, Nebraska
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
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Laufer, Alden George
Lawrence, Victor Emanuel
Leach, Robert Lafayette
Lee, Frank
Lee, Reuben Mack
Lendino, Angelo James
Lentino, Joseph Anthony
Leonard, Lena Armida
Lerner, Harry Rebstien
Lerner, Louis
Lescauski, Harriet
Lesinski, Edward Victor
Levin, Jack
Levin, Nathan
Lewis, Albert
Lewis, Evan Robert
Lichtenstein, Abraham Harry
Lieberman, Samuel Maurice
Limperis, William Samuel
Linetzky, Sam Harry
Lipinski, Adam V'incent
Lipschultz, Robert Louis
Little, William Charles
Lohr, Joseph Edward
de Long, Martin Miller
Lorenz, Otto Herman
LoSasso, Ben Martin
LoSasso, Benedict
Lowy, Howard Arthur
Ludtka, Sylvester
Lundholm, Paul Chester
Lustig, Alfred
Lyman, Francis Patrick
McCall, Jack Melvin
McCann, Harry Ambrose
McCannel, David Don
McClellan, Percy Elmer
McDaniel, Clifford H.
McFadden, Eugene Joseph
McKenna, Edward Joseph
Madaj, Benjamin Frank
Maggio, Frank Joseph
Maggio, Peter Daniel
Maggio, Rosa W.
Magid, Richard Kenneth
Marcus, Lee Lester
Marder, Sol Julius
Markin, Herbert
Markovsky, Harry Isaac
MarzuUo, Salvatore Vincent
Masters, William Henord
Matuz, Charles Frank
Mazurek, John Matthew
Medintz, Henry
Mendelsohn, Harry
Menna, Emil
Michael, James Edward
Mikkola, Harry A.
Miles, Elmus Eugene
Millard, Isadore Irwin
Miller, Elmer Samuel
Millman, Alex
Mills, Menroy B.
Minerva, Mario
Mioduszewski, Eleanor Dorothy
Misjukowetz, Nicholas
Molas, Walter Anthony
Monaco, Rose Evelyn
Morgan, William Douglas
Morrison, Harold Ramon
Morse, Dayton
Moss, Elmore Max
Mosteika, Anthony Charles
Mostozky, Sam
Motto, Salvatore
Moyers, Herbert Van Meter
Mueller, Anthony Jacob
Muir, John Elwood
Mukensnable, Fred
Muno, Frank Joseph
Muno, Raymond Carl
Murray, William John
Mutchnik, Meyer
Napieralski, Vladimir Jerome
Naslund, Halger Carl
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Gentry, Arkansas
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 L II. Chicago
2 I. n. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. n. Chicago
1 I. n. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. n. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Lockport
2 L IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
2 L II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 LIL Moline
2 I. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Cicero
3 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Berwyn
3 I. Park City, Utah
1 I. II. Metropolis
1 I. II. Spring Valley
2 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Elmwood Park
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. West Frankfort
3 I. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Rockford
1 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Crystal Lake
2 I. Chicago
1 I. Harvey
1 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Fowl River, Alabama
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Heyworth
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Des Plaines
2 1. II. Chicago
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Nathanson, David
Naurocki, Walter George
Naviaux, Irving Roussel
Neikrug, David
Nelson, Spencer Stanley
Nepil, Erwin Albert
Newman, Clarence
Nieman, Mitchel
Niemiec, Thaddeus Victor
Niezgodzki, Aloysius John
Nitupsky, Bernard
Novotny, Jerry
Nowak, Edward Steven
Nowakowski, Teddy
Odess, Irving
Oehlberg, Mathias Joseph
Oehler, Richard Karl
O'Grady, Walter Phillip
Okonski, Alice Anne
Olney, James John
Olson, Roswell Robert
O'Neill, Edward R.
Oris, Alexander Manuel
Ostry, Richard John
Ottman, Robert Abram
Ouda, Roderic Paul
Padgham, Kenneth Albert
Pankros, Chester Stanley
Pape, Melvin F.
Pappageorge, Harry George
Parrish, LaFayette
Partacz, Walter Charles
Pawloski, Edward James
Penkauskas, Joseph S.
Penner, Raymond
Perkins, Alden Harry
Perrelli, Salvatore
Pertzovsky, Louis
Petrauskas, William Joseph
Petrick, Milton Ernest
Phelan, Harry John
Picker, Louis
Pilkis, Helen Josephine
Plohocki, Zenon Kazimir
Plotkin, Irving
Plotkin, Jules
Polacek, Jerry John
Polen, William Estel
Polski, Leon Thomas
Poska, Sophia Felicia
Potuto, Lucille Veronica
Pradin, Alex George
Prafke, Harry William
Pratt, Ralph
Press, Joseph Herman
Press, Maurice
Prybylo, Chester Louis
Pulik, Harry
Quentin, LeRoy Gerhard
Quillman, Peter
Raasch, Herman Henry
Rabold, John Michael
Rachielles, William DeLos
Radomiselsky, Lester
Raispis, James Charles
Randol, Harry Mochel
Rapp, Nathan
Ravegnani, Anthony Daniel
Regner, Clarence
Reich, Oscar
Reimers, Robert James
Reinhard, Lawrence John
Reinhold, Gust Lawrence
Reischmann, Conrad Stephens
Remenchik, Nadejda
Render, Gerald William
Retske, Manuel M.
Reznick, Louis
Rice, Albert
Rieder, David Lawrance
Riedl, Paul Arthur
Riffkind, Irving Maxwell
Rini, Vincent Frank
Rittcrbusch, Fred Maurice
Robertson, Roderick Murch
Year Attendance Residence
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 1. II. Oak Park
3 II. Chicago
3 I. Batavia
3 I. Chicago
3 I. 11. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Rockford
1 I. Oak Park
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Cicero
2 I. II. DeRuyter, New York
2 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Brookfield
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Metropolis
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. South Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. 11. Belvidere
3 I. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
2 II. Winnetka
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 L 11. Berwyn
3 I. II. Peoria
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. U. Dwight
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Libcrtyville
3 I. II. Valier
1 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Batavia
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Pana
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. McHenry
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Moline
1 I. II. La Salle
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Peoria
1 I. II. Dayton, Ohio
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Oak Park
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Springfield
1 I. II. Morrison
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Rochell, Norman
Rollinson, Stewart John
Romane, Julian Joseph
Rosen, Manuel
Rosen, Ralph
Rosenblatt, David Eximond
Rosenteld, David
Rosengard, Morris
Roskin, Nathan
Ross, Elsie Josepliine
Ross, Jasper Newton
Ross, Samuel Edward
Ross, William Clinton
Rosy, Remo Anthony
Roth, Malvern Mack
Rozen, Charles
Rubin, Edward
Rubinson, Abe Michael
Ruckstuhl, Francis George
Rudnicke, Jacob Albert
Ruemmler, Raymond F.
Russinof, Louis Jacob
Rutgard, Joseph
Rzepczynski, Edward Nicholas
Salamie, Nicholas
Salamone, Frank Joseph
Sand, Carl Albert
Sanda, Joseph Anton
Sanow, Bernard
Sapkin, Isadore
Satovich, William Stanley
Savage, Harold Francis
Schallman, J. Leonard
Scharf, Murray Matt
Schechtman, Joseph
Scheigert, Delbert Fred
Scher, Max
Schiff, June
Schlan, George Leon
Schoeneberger, Otto Peter
Scholnick, Meyer
Schuelke, Floyd Ernest
Schultz, Mandel Bertram
Schwartz, Hyman
Schwartz, Sam
Seaton, John Roger
Seltzer, Leon Zee
Selwitz, Harry
Seremak, John Joseph
Serpico, Dominick Peter
Sevelow, Harry
Seyffert, Harold George
Seyffert, Roy Edward
Shaw, V. Reed
Sheagren, Harry Rohde
Sherman, Louis Charles
Sherman, Sol Charles
Shinglman, Sigmund
Shrout, Duane Call
Shulman, Carl Jay
Siegel, Sidney Clarence
Silverman, Harry Lonny
Sima, George Frank
Simon, Nathan
Singer, Harry Calvin
Sister Anne Frances Gallagher
Sister Mary Getulia Honorowski
Sister Mary Leonica Wirkus
Skor, James
Skorski, Joseph
Sladky, Louis Frank
Sloan, Jacob
Smalinsky, Harry
Snitowsky, Milton
Solomon. David Ralph
Sommer, Robert Harry
Sonkin, Eugene
Soukup, Leo
Spiteri, Rafael Umberto
Sponder, Wanda Florentina
Stachnik, Frank Eugene
Stampar, Daniel Anthony
Stangle, Edward
Stefanich, John Edward
Stein, Adolph E.
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. n. Chicago
1 L n. Joliet
2 I. n. Chicago
3 L Chicago
1 IL Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 L n. Chicago
3 L Mt. Clemens, Michigan
3 L IL Chicago
2 I. II. Decatur
1 I. Decatur
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Bush
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 II. Chicago
1 I. II. Benton
3 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Beloit, Wisconsin
3 I. II. Cicero
2 I. II. Rochester, New York
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Cicero
3 I. II. Lincoln
1 I. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Winnetka
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 II. Chicago
2 II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Mattoon
1 I. IL Aurora
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. IL Cicero
3 I. Taylorville
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Berwyn
2 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
2 I. IL Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Highland Park
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Cicero
2 I. II. Chicago
3 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Joliet
2 I. II. Chicago
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Stein, Nathan
Steinberg, Sam
Stepek, Vivian Leona
StoUer, Samuel Jack
Stone, Max David
Strauss, Sam
Strout, Frederick Donald
Stuchlik, John James
Sumner, John Robert
Surlin, George
Svarc, Joseph Charles
Sweet, Jayson Jay
Swisko, Ralph
Takiff, Lionel
Tamburrino, August
Taylor, Robert Lee
Taylor, Wayne Keith
Tessitore. John Nicholas
Thomas, Jacob
Thornton, George Edward
Threlkeld, Victor Lennes
Tinaglia, Joe Peter
Tobias, Milton Roger
Topf, Grace Ellen
Toporek, Stanley Joseph
Torgownik, Irving
Toynton, HoUis John
Trachtenberg, Morris
Tracy, Charles Samuel
Traficante, Daniel Adolph
Trauten, Paul Ludwig
Trejbal, Mildred
Trejbal, Otto Jfoseph
Triscinzzi, Amideo
Trulli, Martin Harry
Tsimolakis. Anthony Constantine
Tuckman, David
Turkiewicz, Joseph Walter
Turner, Charles Sam
Urbanowicz, Leona Felicia
Vacha, Joseph Frank
Valvoda, Joseph Francis
Vanek, Otto Miles
V'asil, Stanley David
Veldenz, Herbert Paul
Vencovsky, James Joseph
Vernieri, Joanna Maria
Vesely, Joseph Rataj
Villani, Joseph Robert
Vlack, Edward Frank
Voigt, Dorothy Florence
Vondrak, Charles Joseph
Von Zelewski, Frank John
Wadsworth, Leslie James
W'alas, Charles Stanley
Warren, Neil Warren
Warsaw, Nathan
W'arsaw, Ruth
Warzecha, Joseph
Watt, Valentine
Wedral, Jerry William
Wegener, Richard Bernard
Weinberg, Abraham Albert
Weinberg, James
Weiner, Abraham
Weinstein, Max
Weinstein, Meyer
Wesolowski, Thaddeus Frank
Whitelock, Leon Marshall
Williams, William Roswell
Willinsky, Samuel
Wilner, jack
Wiltgen, Raymond John
Withall, Irving
Witkin, Melvin
Wolterp, Wayne Bernhard
Wong, Henry
Woods, Bertha Ophelia
Worshill, Morry
Worthley. George Matthew
Wright, Charles William
Wright, William Wilkinson
Wysocki, Walter
Yannias, Thomas
Yetter, Joseph Raymond
Year Attendance Residence
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Paw Paw, Michig
1 L II. Chicago
2 L II. Cicero
1 I. II. Chicago
2 L n. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. Peoria
2 L II. Waggoner
3 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
1 L II. Mt. Vernon
1 L n. Chicago
3 I. IL Maywood
1 L n. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
3 L IL Chicago
1 I. II. Palatine
2 L IL Chicago
1 I. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Aurora
3 I. II. Berwyn
2 L IL Berwyn
1 L IL Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 L IL Chicago
3 I. Chicago
3 I. II. Berwyn
1 L II. Chicago
3 IL Berwyn
1 L II. Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 L II. Riverside
3 L II. Chicago
1 L II. North Chicago
2 I. II. Elmhurst
1 II. Chicago
2 L II. Chicago
1 LII. Dixon
1 I. Chicago
2 L IL Maywood
1 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
3 L II. Springifield
3 I. II. Cicero
1 L II. M'est McHenrj-
1 I. Chicago
1 I. IL Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
3 I. II. Chicago
1 L IL Chicago
3 I. Cicero
1 L IL Karnak
1 I. Murphysboro
1 I. IL Chicago
1 II. Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
1 I. II. Chicago
1 I. II. Joliet
3 L II. Havana
3 II. Chicago
1 IL Chicago
1 L II. Chicago
1 L II. Aurora
1 I. II. Harrisburg
3 I. II. Cliicago
2 I. II. Chicago
2 I. II. Chicago
1 LIL Macomb
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Young, Madeline Audrey
Young, Orville James
Youssi, Harold Edward
Yunker, Harry Samuel
Zabella, Joseph Stanley
Zak, Rose Lillian
Zakroczymski, Alexis Stanislaus
Zaleski, Rufin Harold
Zatz, Maurice
Zavesky, Edward James
Zazra, Harry
Zelipsky, Louis Stephen
Zeman, Beatrice
Zeman, Robert Ir\'in
Zeman, Theodore Clarence
Zentner, Harold Dixon
Zienty, Mitchell Frank
Zis, Robert Myer
Zitnick, David
Zopolsky, Harry
Zuck, Floyd Stanton
Zweig, Julian
Zychowicz, Anthony Frances
Year Attendance Residence
1 I Tacoma, Washington
2 I IL Bloomington
3 I II. Batavia
1 I II. Chicago
2 I II. Chicago
2 I II. Chicago
1 I Chicago
3 I II. Chicago
3 I Chicago
1 I Chicago
2 I Chicago
1 I II. Cicero
1 I II. Cicero
1 I II. Chicago
1 I II. Chicago
2 I II. Streator
2 I II Chicago
1 I II. Chicago
2 I II. Chicago
2 I II. Chicago
1 I II. Rockford
1 I II. Rochester, New York
1 I II. Chicago
EXTRA-MURAL COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR TRAINING
OF TEACHERS UNDER THE FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ACT
At the present (the first semester) time the University of Illinois is offering at four local centers—in Cicero,
Harvey, Mattoon, and Joliet—extra-mural courses in industrial education for the training of teachers under
the Federal Vocational Educational Act, including courses for shop teachers, and courses for teachers of
general continuation subjects.
Name
Allen, C. B.
Anderson, B. B.
Becman, Charles R.
Bloom, Raymond R.
Bollman, Milton W.
Bratton, Dorothy Ann
Bray, Helen
Britton, Lawrence
Broad, Robert E. R.
Brown, Ethel M.
Christian, Mildred
Clearwaters, J. H.
Clem, Mrs. Grace Percival
Coons, Gladys
Craddick, Bertha O.
Cronin, Evelyn
Detrick, Chas. L.
Dyal, Paul H.
Farrell, Joseph F.
Finlayson, Douglas
Fuller, Wayne
Garnison, Hazel Rhea
Gishwiller, Grace
Grosstuck, Fred W.
GuUett, Nelle Mae
Habley, C. G.
Harris, Herbert Dale
Hoag, Mercedes
Holman, Wren
Howell, Chas. M.
Johnson, Rose
Keller, Helen Pauline
Lease, Leonard J.
Center
Cicero
Harvey
Harvey
Cicero
Harvey
Mattoon
Mattoon
Harvey
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Mattoon
Mattoon
Cicero
Mattoon
Joliet
Cicero
Harvey
Mattoon
Joliet
Joliet
Mattoon
Cicero
Joliet
Mattoon
Cicero
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Harvey
Name
Leitzell, Lulu
Lilley. Ray F.
McAndrew, Madonna
Marshall, Ross L.
Miller, Ella Fay
Mills, James 1.
Moote, S. V.
Morley, Arthur L.
Mueller, Frank K.
Nelson, Fritz
Nickel, Victor R.
Nickerson, Fern
Rahn, Herman R.
Rawitch, M. Gorman
Renner, Frank J.
Ryan, Anne Lahey
Schneider, John E.
Skinner, James M.
Slauber, Frank
Slette, A. L.
Smith, Frances Julian
Spear, Mary Lillian
Spink, Earl C.
Strahl, John W.
Staunton, Geo. E.
Thomsen, Harry Thomas
Tsenes, Spiro James
Turney, Ethel
Van Etten, D. P.
Williams, John A.
Winterbauer, Andrew A.
Wunder, Lydia B.
Zelmer, Clayton Leroy
Center
Mattoon
Harvey
Mattoon
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Joliet
Cicero
Joliet
Harvey
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Joliet
Joliet
Mattoon
Joliet
Joliet
Joliet
Joliet
Mattoon
Mattoon
Cicero
Cicero
Harvey
Cicero
Joliet
Mattoon
Harvey
Cicero
Harvey
Mattoon
Harvey
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DEGREES CONFERRED
1931
Degrees are conferred at four times in the year, as follows: (1) at the end of the first semester, in February;
(2) at the end of the second semester, in June; (3) at the end of the Summer Session, in August; (4) in October
Unless otherwise stated, the degrees in the following lists were conferred on June 16, 1931.
*With honors.
**With high honors.
1 Degree conferred February 5, 1931.
» Degree conferred August 15, 1931.
' Degree conferred October 30, 1931.
THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES
{Degree of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Music)
Nathan Aaron, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Catharine Abbott, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Adam Essler Abel, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Nelson Algren Abraham, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Phil Ellsworth .A^cker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harold Henry Ackman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Wendell Woods .-Xdair, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marjorie Adam, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Edith Miriam Adams, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Gentry Dale Adams, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Horace Mann Adams, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
John Ralph Adams, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Karl Franklin Adams, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Leason Blaisdell Adam.s, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Priscilla Mae Adams, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Curtis Adams, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Zeamore Abraham Ader, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Herman Ades, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Milton Adlerblum, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Richard Barber Ainsworth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Marvin Clark Akers, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Milton Edwin Aldrich, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Margaret Elizabeth Alexander, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .A.rts)*
Roblee Alexander, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
John Henry Allen, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Lawrence Jones Allen, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Mildred Carolyn Allen, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Miriam Ury Allen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Frederick Allen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Dewain Allers, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Mary Elizabeth von Almen, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Basil Ambler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard M. Andersen, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Arthur Donald Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Education)i
Ethel Mary .Anderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Bernard Anderson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
James .A.lphonse Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Kenneth Paul Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louise Elizabeth Anderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Milton Carl Edwin Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Clyde Hughey Andrews, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Milo Donaldson Appleman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Eugene Arch, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Carroll Wade Arford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Beata Marie Armstrong, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Henry Armstrong, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
Winifred Keen Armstrong, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Charles William Arnold, Bachelor of Science (Education)i
Rom.e George Arnold, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Stanford Louis Arts, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Harold Ashline, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Ellsworth Asp, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kenith Dean .Atkins, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Edwin Earl Atwood, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Dorothy Morton Austin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Kathryn Babcock, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education
Louise Catharine Babel, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Ruth Bachrach, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Samuel Back, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Jane Bacon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .Arts)
Mildred Gertrude Bacon. Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
John Roland Bagby, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Feme Bahlman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hans Bahr, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Glenn Earl Baird, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Helen Frances Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
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Lucy Wendell Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Myron Eugene Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Merritt Elmer Baldridge, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Robert Baldrige, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
George Arthur Baldwin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Lycurgus Baldwin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Jack dinger Baldwin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Bessie Mare Ball, Bachelor of Science (General Business)**
Eleanore Lavelle Ballweg, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eva Helena Balstad, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Omer Ross Bantz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Eldon Baringer, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)*
Ruth Louise Barker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eleanor Lucille Barkman, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)**
Stephany Veronica Barnett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lyle Barnhart, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Charlotte Harriet Barrett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Everett George Barrett, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
George V^'illiam Barry, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)
Frieda Alice Bartholf, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Royal Chester Bartlett, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Arthur Bassin, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
John Allen Bauer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louis Marion Bauerle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Roger Leo Bauman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Elizabeth Clara Baur, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Beatrice Elizabeth Beall, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Stewart Gillham Beatty, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arlene Josephine Beck, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Esther Lily Beck, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dolores Selma Becker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lee Allan Becker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Lincoln Bedinper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Ethel Beers, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Lucille Pauline Bein, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Frederick Henry Beinhoff, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Albert Cunningham Bell, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ruth Ambyr Bell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Virginia Elizabeth Bell, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Frederick Reamy Bellmar, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Rose Katherine Bellon, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Elmer Raymond Beloof, Bachelor of Music
Elizabeth Ann Bement, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
A. Frank Benedetto, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Milton Lloyd Benjamin, Bachelor of Arts (Libera! Arts)
Anna Beryl Bennethum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Donald Claude Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Geraldine Elizabeth Bennett, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Joe Lyle Bennett, Bachelor of Science 'Architecture)
Lillian Bennett, Bachelor of Science (Home Ekronomics)
Margaret Stearns Bennett, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Mary Leone Bennett, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eloise Helene Berbaum, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harvey Erling Berg, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)^
Barbara Cheney Bergen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Melburn George Berges, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Mary Estelle Berndt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Sam Carol Bernstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Allen Bertelsman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John William Bertetti, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
Mildred Berthold, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Margaret Elizabeth Besore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Norbert Earl Bibow, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Harrison Young Bingham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Leander Binna, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Flora Rittenhouse Binna, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Arthur Miller Bitzer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jessie Logan Black, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Booker Taliaferro Blackwell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Frank Ray Blaisdell, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Russell Harold Blakely, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Emeline Blakney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Bernice Lee Blatt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
George Nelson Blatt, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal ."Xrts)'
Emily Lucretia Blee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Levi Bloom, Jr , Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Bernice Bloomfield, Bachelor of Arts (Libera! Arts)
Evelyn Bloomfield, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Francis Edward Bloomquist, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Elmer Fred Blumenkamp. Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Stanley Lyman Bodman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edgar Fresen Boeker, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance
Clarissa Elizabeth Bogart, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lillian Marie Bolle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Nellie DeLillian Bond, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Vilas Earl Booth, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
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M. Irene Bopp, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Albert Webber Borchers, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Genevieve Katherine Borden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)i
Eldor William Borgers, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Evelyn Mae Bosenbury, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Robert Darrel Botliwell, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)^
Robert Harold Bowen, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Isabel Grace Bower, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenyon Davis Bowes, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Mary Pauline Bowman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Benjamin Earl Boyd, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Lois Pauline Boyd, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Russell Franklin Boyd, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Willard Peter Gunder Boysen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
IDorothy Leota Bradbury, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Leland Powers Bradford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Harriett Brady, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Bryan Braeuninger, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Arthur Charles Braming, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Martin Henry Braun, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Aubrey Herman Braunsdorff, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Kirby Lee Brawner, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Ellen Wilby Brayshaw, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Breitowich, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Gene L. Brewer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Walter Augusta Brewer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alva Jean Bridges, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Maurice Morgan Briggs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sara Bright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
George Joseph Brinck, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Clarke Brines, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Walter Eugene Brinn, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Marjorie Grace Brittain, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald LeRoy Brock, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
John Eugene Brodman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Victor Franklin Brough, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bess Whitcomb Brown, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Buford Mason Brown, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Edgar Wesley Brown, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Franklin Stewart Brown, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Howard Francis Brown, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Howard Wiman Brown, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Jane Clark Brown, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Loren Brown, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Julma Violet Brown, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ronald Mark Brown, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Francis Lucius Brumbach, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
David Joseph Brumley, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Paul Richard Bruns, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Louis Ralph Bryant, Bachelor erf Science (Agriculture)
Earl Clifford Bucher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Mary Joan Bunting, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Dorothy Henriette Burg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Malcolm Alexander Burgess, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Wilfred Paul Burglund, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Clement Richard Burkhart, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)^
Edward Louis Burnham, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)*
Margaret King Burns, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Esther Virginia Burrin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernice Lillian Burroughs, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
George Gordon Burroughs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hazel Mae Burrow, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Olga Mildred Bursik, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ethel Burtner, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Catherine M. Busch, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Cleavenger Busch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herman August Busching, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Robert Grant Busse, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Louis Buttner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leonard Andrews Buzzell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louis Melvin Byers, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Sotero Cacanindin, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Keith John Caddy, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
Maurine Johnson Caddy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
David Eli Cain, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Esther Catherine Caldwell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Byron Truman Calhoun, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Fay Cameron, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Charles Wayne Campbell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clifford Blaine Campbell, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Napoleon Cresencio Carbonell, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Walter Anton Carlson, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Margaret Lucy Carnahan. Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mildred Ethel Carney, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Helen Jewel Carpenter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gabriel Dumlao Carpio, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
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Henry Clarence Garrison, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Clifford Leslie Carroll, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ellinore Celeste Carroll, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mae Carroll, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Barbara Helen Carson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Anne Carson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Clark Carson, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Everett Donald Carthey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elizabeth Randolph Carver, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Roderick Charles Cary, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Edward Casey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Jacob Gerald Cash, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Neal Ward Cash, Bachelor of Science (Architectural EngineerinE)
Thomas David Casserly, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
James Andre Cave, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Celaya, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Joseph James Cerny, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Charles Edgar Cessna, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Harold Ullrich Challand, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Grace Eleanor Chamberlain, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lucile Patricia Chambers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Frederick Chandler, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)**
Eugene Landis Chapman, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
William Emmitt Chastain, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ina Mae Cheek, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Chojen Chen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Yu Kang Chen, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
George Loy Cherry, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
William Logier Cherry, Bachelor of Science (Insurance)
David Bertland Cheskin, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Donald Theodore Chi'ds, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Frank Chochole, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Zygmund Francis Cholewinski, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Otto Christensen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Irene Adrian Christesen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wai Chiu Chu, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Gladys Annette Chulock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Murray Chumley, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Alice Creighton Churchill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Eva Chynoweth, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
John Parker Cisler, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Gertrude Civik, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Cecil Leroy Clark, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
John Clark, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Marian Clark, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Irene Clark, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Wade Clark, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Wilber Alexander Clarke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frederica Janette Clason, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alice Dorothy Classen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ines Eleanor Clayton, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)**
Gilbert Dean Clem, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
John Huffman Clements, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Warren Clendenin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Ann Elizabeth deClercq, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Joseph Edward Clettenberg, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Richard Cleveland, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Cecil Frank Clow, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Weldon Robert Coate, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Edward Aylward Cody, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frances Letelle Cody, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Clarence Samuel Coe, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
George Vincent Cohee, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Faye Cohen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Howard Harbour Cohenour, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
George Corliss Cole, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Thora Pearl Cole, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Frederick Coleman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Eunice Collins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Edward Colyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edmond Nichols Combs, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Glenn Dayle Commons, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fred Elmer Condo, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)*
Susan Elizabeth Conley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Newlin Conover, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Raymond Carl Conover, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Robert James Conover, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles William Conrad, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
George Sidney Conrad, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Kenton Conrad, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Contratto, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Milton Gillette Cook, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Kaufman Cook, Bachelor of Science (Engineering Physics)**'
Donald Howard Cooper, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Evelyn Stella Cooper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Franklin Seaney Cooper, Bachelor of Science (Engineering Physics)*
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Theodor James Cooper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Glenn Howard Corbin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Deep Corey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Petronius Cornelius, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Lindo Corso, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Harvey Hallberg Corydon, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Jacob Howard Corzine, Bachelor of Science (Agricultural Education)
Dominick Costa, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Myron Richard Cothern, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Bradford Allan Cox, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
George Gurney Cox, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Wayne Cox, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Margaret Sylvia Cox, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wayne Craggs, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Edward Marshall Craig, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helen Shepherd Crane, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernice Hope Cranston, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)'
Norma Aliene Crawford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Theodore Rockwood Crawford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Rhea Verona Crews, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Margaret Elizabeth Crocker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Janet Andrews Cromwell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eldon O. A. Cronquist, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
James Martin Cross, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)^
Marie Crouch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frances Cass Crouse, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Floyd Garver Crow, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Rose Margaret Crunican, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Roy Frederick Culbertson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Melvin Mark Culp, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)**
Jean Bell Currie, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Rammage Curtis, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Vernon Slocum Curtis, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Peter Czerwin, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Bernabe Rulloda Dacanay, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)
Joseph Frank Damidovich, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Sylvia Nevada Damon, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Amanda Elizabeth Daniels, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Doris Virginia Danks, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Glenn LaCroix Dare, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
James Ely Dare, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Gerald G. Daubek, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clifford Armstrong Davidson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Bent Davies, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur Seward Davis, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Architecture)*
Clayton Pearce Davis, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Frank Henry Davis, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Lizzie Almira Davis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Merle Emery Davis, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Harold Samuel Dawson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Frances Deach, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Irving Dean, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marvin Ellis Dean, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Paul Joseph Dean, Bachelor of Science ((Commerce and Law)
Robert Kirkpatrick Dean, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Margaret Dean, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Nella Coryell DeAtley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elizabeth Helen Debenham, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Elizabeth De Berard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emmons Wilford De Berard, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
David Desmond Decker, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Arden Garrell Deem, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
Russell Orrin Deeter, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
William Wayne DeLong, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clarence John Dempsey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Bertram Denison, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
James Ernest Dente, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Thomas Everett Derwent, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alfred Eugene Deshell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Ervin Winfred Detjen, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
John Hay Detrich, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Nathan Deutch, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Milton Alonzo Dewey, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)^
Herbert William Dey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Charles Frederick Dickinson, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Kenneth Donald Diehl, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marjorie Adelaide Diez, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ward Everett Dillavou, Bachelor of Science (Comm.erce and Law)
Marvin Earl Dillman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Kimball Dillon, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)'
John Bell Dinsmore, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Clara Jane Dippell, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)'
Joseph Francis Diver, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Genevieve Dixon, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Mary Ann Martha Dixon, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Wilbert Frederick Doak, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
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Florence Kathryn Dohney, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eleanor Fay Dollins, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Arntzen Doole, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Irma Irene Doolen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wilbur Lester Dooley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Leslie Dorr, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Charles William Dotson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Donald Albert Doughty, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Richard Hardin Downing, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
James Samuel Drake, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Taylor Drake, Bachelor of Science (General Business;
Stanley Drdla, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)'
Clarence Theodore Dreschel, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)'
Hazel Estelle Drew, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Lillian Drews, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)'
Marian Louise Drueke, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Benjamin Drury, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Beverly Emerson Duffy, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Eugene Duncan, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Earl Jackson Duncan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Orin Victor Duncan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Newell DuPuis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Vernon Lewis Durrstein, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ruth Viola Eadie, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frances Ann Eberlein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Wyman Rutherford Eccles, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)'
Theodore James Echternacht, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
George Walter Eckert, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
Viola Frances Rose Eckert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Wayne Edel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Adrienne Maralee Edelstein, Bachelor of Science (Education)*'
Virginia Betty Edes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lawrence Lloyd Edgren, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Benjamin Maurice Edidin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Stewart Vincent Edlund, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Carl Edwards, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Walter Herman Ehlert, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Evelyn Margaret Ehman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Shirley Francis Ehman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Charles Bernard Ehnborn, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)'
Leanore Hannah Ehrlich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Stina Eva Louise Eklund, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Martin Thomas Ekovich, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
George Lane Eldred, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Lenore Elliott, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Ernest Elliott, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Arthur Howard Ellis, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Mary Caroline Emich, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Everett Emrick, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Grace Alice Esdohr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Albert Esslinger, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)*'
Frances Marie Etzbach, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
David Will Evans, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Elizabeth Eleanor Evans, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Bowman Evans, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Esther Lorena Ewald, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Lincoln Ewald, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Gerson Faden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Nord Fagerburg, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Theodore Maurice Fahnestock, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
David Wagner Fairfield, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Thomas Falk, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mark Wendell Farlow, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)**
Williamina Farnham, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Wilkinson Farrell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Frances Fee, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Earl La Marr Feicht, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Joseph Fein, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Jean Marquette Feldman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jennie Ruth Feldman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
June Dorothy Fergason, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sulah Marjorie Ferguson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Maurice Wellington Ferst, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Gilbert Howard Fett, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
James Arthur Fetterolf, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Robert Samuel Field, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Mario Filachione, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
Alfred Frank Finkl, Bachelor of Arts (Libera! Arts)'
Anna Mary Finnegan, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eleanor Cecelia Finney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Theodore Fischer, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
David Donald Fishback, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Delmar Paul Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hugh Alexander Fisher, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Rose Fisher, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dwight Prescott Flanders, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
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Frances Grace Flanders, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lois Margaret Fleming, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Markella Flentje, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
William Ridgeway Fletcher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Margaret Alice Flint, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Edward Flodin, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Max Harold Flowers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Jane Fogwell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Edward Ford, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Kathryn Marie Ford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Marcella Victoria Fordon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Hilding Vincent Foreen, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Betty Cameron Forrest, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Russell Foster, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Marjorie Gertrude Foster, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Myrtle Wright Foster, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Stanhope Ballou Foster, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Helen Mildred Foulks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alberta Blanche Fox, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Janet Fradin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ruth Merriam Francis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louise Ellen Franklin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edwin Chalmer Franzen, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Richard Clerk Frasier, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Margaret Wanda Frazier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ernest Bradfield Freed, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Brewster Freeland, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Gladys Irene Freeman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gertrude Barbara Junge Freevol, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Rose Ealine Freidlin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mildred Josephine Frey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Julius Frank Friedberg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Charles Fries, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Raymond John Froehlich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Maurice Froggatt, Bachelor of Science (Engineering Physics)
Donald Craig Frost, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Alva Lester Fry, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)^
Raymond A. Fues, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Evelyn Lydia Full, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Melville Weston Fuller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
James Martin Fulton, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Elizabeth Furst, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William George Fuzak, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Margaret Frances Gaa, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
John Charles Gage, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elfreda Galantiere, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Juan Galinato Galinato, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Josephine Mills Galloway, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Aaron Gano, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles William Gansz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Cecil Merritt Gardiner, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Donald Scott Garner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rebecca Anne Garnette, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
James William Garrity, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Fred William Gartner, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Stephen Joe Gasparich, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Francis Amandus Gauen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Wendel Gaulrapp, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Harold Lorenz Geis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Loni Geissler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gilbert Geller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Raymond James Gengler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Alfred Gerfen, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)'
Doris Esther Gerlich, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Harold German, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Bill Leighman Ghent, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)'
Charlotte Gher, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)'
Dorothea Louise Gilbert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Robson Gilkerson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Greta Elizabeth Huff Gill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Everett Gilman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Genevieve Helena Gilmore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Craig Gilmore, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mary Eleanor Gilmore, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Una Agnes Gilster, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Robert Arthur Gingrich, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Violet Mary Gladville, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Richard Gloor, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Newton Glover, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
James Sargeant Gobble, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
Maurice Kenneth Gocke, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Harry Charles Godsey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Bernard Gollub, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Stewart Goodall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herman Leonard Goodheart, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Howard Goodrich, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
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Carl Owen Goodwin, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Mildred Aliza Goold, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Perry Alvin Goranson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Cee Gordon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Libby Harriet Gordon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ben Gorenstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Fred Hurd Goss. Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ruth Ella Carolina Gotsch, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Naomi Smith Gotshalk, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lloyd Delbert Gould, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen June Goulding, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Milton Graham, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Howard Eugene Graham, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Hugh Joseph Graham, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Leo Handibode Graham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lloyd David Graham, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Richard Barber Graham, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Bessie May Gramley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lola Ehrhart Grant, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Ruth Grant, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Archie Raymond Graves, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gordon Earl Gray, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Virginia Gray, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gertrude Rosalind Greaves, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Grace Margaret Green, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucien Astor Green, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Jerome Greenblau, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
James Willard Gregg, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Robert Wallor Grieser, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Alice Griffin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marion Scott Griffith, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lawrence Millard Grigg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Wilbert William Grimmer, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Arthur Raymond Groeser, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)*
Henry William John Groh, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Maurice Orrington Grossman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eugene Winston Groves, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Carl Frederick Grubb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alexander Hunter Gunn, III, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Frederick Haake, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Elizabeth Haberichter, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Rudolph William Hack, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Sheridan Halderaan, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)"
Hamilton Orin Hale, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Charles Vaughn Hall, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Herbert Henley Hall, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Marjorie Frances Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rose Lee Halperin, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Lars John Halvorsen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Henry William Haman, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Samuel Ward Hamilton, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Charles Hammersmith, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ursula Barbara Hampel, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)'
John Lowell Hampton, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Frank Patrick Hanafin, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank William Hansford, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Harry Allan Hanson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Leslie Hanson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Philip Andrew Hanson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Thomas Christian Hanson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marie Josephine Hanss, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gustav Frederick Hanssen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Annie Ruth Hardin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
William Blake Ilarkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Edward Harman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Benjamin Franklin Harnish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lela Adams Harnish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl James Harper, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Charles Burdett Harper, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
John Leslie Harper, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Kendall Allen Harrison, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Francis E. Harrold, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leonard Melvin Hart, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Milton Roosevelt Hartig, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)*
Eleanor Hafer Hartley, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Harvey Bouton Hartline, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lois Marjorie Hartman, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Charlotte Belle Hartmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Augustus Harvey, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Loretta Catherine Harvey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Darrel Max Hathaway, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Edwin Russell Hauser, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Arnold Walter Hautala, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frances Winifred Hawcs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .Arts)
James Edward Hawke, Bachelor of Science (Hanking and Finance)
Mabel Louise Hawkes, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
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Harold Lorenz Haworth, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Francis Xavier Hayes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Mary Grace Hayes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Catherine Mary Haynie, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
John William Hederick, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Janet Ruth Heggie, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Cyril Joseph Heintz, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
William Wolff Heitler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Mildred Evelyn Heitman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Oriole Helbrig, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Frances Marion Helff, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Harold Hellman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Gladys Irene Helphinstine, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Harry Jerome Henderson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Mildred Jean Henderson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Richard WiUiam Henderson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Martha Jean Henley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Marguerite Lucille Henrick, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ralph Hensley, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Albert J. Herman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harry Eugene Herr, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Otto Herschbach, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Robert Russell Her\veg, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Irvin George Henry Herwig, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Theodore Casper Hesmer, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Wilfred Marion Hesselberth, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Alice Ethel John Hessler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Alexander Hessler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Edward August Hettich, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Margaret Rose Hetzner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Elizabeth Hibbs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gertrude Brantley Higdon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Edward Hill, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Herbert Russell Hill, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Otto Richard Hills, Bachelor of Science (Arcliitectural Engineering)
William Herman Hinkey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Walter Hinman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Juline Elizabeth Hitchcock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Francyne Norene Hoban, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Burl Atlee Hocking, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Clara Mable Hodges, Bachelor of Science (General Business)**
Robert Cushman Hodgman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jean Hoeft, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Ernestine Olga Hohengarten, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Diana Hoke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katherine Elizabeth Holden, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Herbert Theodore Holmquist, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Florence Margaret Holstlaw, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Marcella Mary Holston, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Emory Grant Holt, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dorothy Marguerite Holton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Frank Homer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Robert Paul Honold, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)**
Mabel Belle Honoroff, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leora Eileen Hopkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward William Horning, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)*
Max Reder Horwitz, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Mary Caroline Howard, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Elroy Eugene Howe, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Herbert Lufbury Howe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Ralph Charles Hubbard, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Thielen B. Huddlestun, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Herbert Edson Hudson, IH, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Everett Bernard Hulsebus, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)'
Glen Hummer, Bachelor of Science (Exlucation)
Richard Griffith Humphrey, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Everette Hundley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Howard James Hunn, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Franklin Samuel Hunsaker, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Helen Irlene Hunt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
LawTence Louis Hupe, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Pauline Martha Hurd, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Wesley Huss, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Lawrence Bruce Huston, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Albert Auerback Hutler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Elizabeth Hyde, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Charles Mayer Hyman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Elmer Iberg, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Raymond John Iden, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ethel Dorothy Illk, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carroll Everett Imhoff, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Harold David Imhoff, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)*
Dora Belle Ireland, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Carl Ireneus, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)-
Mary Louise Irvin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Samuel Clement Irwin, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
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Irma Nelda Isenburg, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
Takeshi Ito, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Robert Theodore Ittner, Bachelor of Arts (Libera! Arts)**
Doris Eleanor Jack, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Sarah Irene Jacobs, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Charles Robert Jacobson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Loyal Lyman Jacobson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Edward Jaeger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Daniel Bash Jamison, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Garland Uriah Jamison, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Norman Roos Jansen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Danelia Janssen, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Garnet Lucile Jeffrey, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Howard Lester Jenkins, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Barbara Jane Jenkinson, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)*
Robert Nixon Jennings, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Stevenson Johansen, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Miles Charleston Johnsen, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Charles Harliss Johnson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Donald Lymon Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Donna Ruth Johnson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emily Jennie Johnson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Leonard Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ruth Scott Johnson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Vernon Skipper Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Warren Stickney Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Fred Blach Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)*
George Wendell Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Herbert Raymond Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Laura Kathryne Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Kathryn Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert John Johnston, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)'
Don Johnstone, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Warren Wilcox Johnstone, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Charles Joseph Jones, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Daniel Jones, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Harriet Drummond Jones, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Kenneth Jordan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Joseph Jorgensen, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)**
Van Wilder Joslin, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Janice Juergensen, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
James Jun, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Eric William Just, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Vogt Kaeser, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Ruth Geraldine Kahn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Henri Kaler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Oscar Herman Kaminky, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Helen Margaret Kamphoefner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Fern Kampschmidt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
James Fred Karber, Bachelor of Science (Education)*'
Roy Fred Karnuth, Bachelor f Science (Electrical Engineering)'
James Wilford Karraker, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Howard Emmet t Kasch, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Kaname Kashiwagi, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
Frederick William Katterjohn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Abraham Aaron Katz, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Charles Katz, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Isabel Martha Katz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Sylvia Myra Katz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
William Howard Kauffman, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Helen Elizabeth Kautz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Emily Marguerite Kauzlarich, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Matthew William Kazowski, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
William Keck, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Richard Barry Keeley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Kendrick Keeney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Ralph Keith, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Donald Eugene Keller, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Clara Louise Kelley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernard Kellman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Dilworth Kelly, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jack Theodore Kemp, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
George Preston Kendall, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Samuel Merritt Kephart, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Louise Kepler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Irene Golda Kertes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Warren Leonard Kcssler, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Daniel Reading Ketchum, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Milo Smith Ketchum, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Arthur Peter Kettenhofen, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Joseph Arthur Kies, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Walter Phillips Kilpatrick, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
John Blanker Kimble, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Marybelle Kimmel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eugene John Kinderman, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Nellie Truman King, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
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Margaret Rowena Kingsley, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Maxine Kinney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Gilbert DeForest Kinzer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Irene Grace Krichner, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Frederick James Kirkman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Dorance Lord Kirtland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Paul Klasing, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Robert Lalumier Klaus, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Albert Harm Kleen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Henriette Elizabeth Klehm, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Ethel Lee Klein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert George Klein, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Edward Milligan Knapp, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jay Fred Knight, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Virginia Knipe, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Julian Knause Knipp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Don Eugene Knoblauch, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Ralph Conrad Knoblock, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Grace LaVerne Knospe, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
William Kelk Knudsen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alexander Ryrie Koch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herman Douglas Koeller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Eloise Frances Kohlhagen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elliott Kohn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Pauline Konopasek, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Adolph Anton Kosick, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Herbert John Kowalski, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Beverley Kramer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clayton Theodore Krein, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Anton James Kresl, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Vernon Leslie Kretschmer, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Josephine Agnes Krill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Kriviskey, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Ernest Krueger, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Herbert Louis William Krueger, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Frances Pauline Kubalek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marion Thomas Kuhl, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Emerson Charles Kunda, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Kenneth Kurtzon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Kusinski, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Wilbur Stewart Kuttler, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Alexander George Labbok, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lorene Esther Laingor, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Jane Eleanor Landee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henry Carl Lane, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Mary Frances Langford, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Severin Peter Langhoff, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
Alice Langhorst, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Oliver Martin Langhorst, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Leslie Everett Lappin, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Elizabeth Anne Larabee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ingwald George Larson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Fred Eugene Lauder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lloyd William Law, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Preston Lawrence, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marian Blake Leach, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Margaret Ruth Leadbeater, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Elizabeth Lederer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ludwig George Lederer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Dorothy Mary Lee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Julia Elizabeth Lee, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)'
Thomas Te-Ming Lee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Carroll Henry Leeds, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Howard William Lehman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Edward Lehmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Samuel Lehrman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Florence Leibovitz, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Isaac Wayne Leighty, Bachelor of Science (Education)
David Herbert Lelewer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Richard Lenz, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harry Alexander Lerner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
George Henry Lesch, Bachelor of Science (.Accountancy and Banking and Finance)*
Sidney Levin, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Saul Levine, JBoc^e/or of Science (General Business)'
Sheldon Levine, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Irving Levine, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Wilson Lewis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Loren Elmer Lewis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Myer Arthur Lewis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal ."^rts)
Ruth Kathryn Lewis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Peter Tsing-han Li, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Sing-Kue Liang, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)**
Edward Ernest Liese, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Kenneth Nels Lind, Bachelor of Science (.Architecture)
Frances Gertrude Lindley, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Hsien-Chang Ling, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
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Willis Ernst Linne, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Frances Marion Charlotte Linguist, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ralph Orville Linville, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Arnold Leroy Lippert, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)**
Virginia Lipscomb, Bachelor of Science (Education)-
Howard John Littell, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
George Joseph Lobstein, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Melville Charles Lobstein, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
John Boiling Lockett, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
George Bernhardt Loeffler, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Elmer Hugo Loehr, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alese Vivian Logan, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Arthur Lawrence Logan, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Henry Vincent Lonergan, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Frank Spencir Loomis, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helen Lopez, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Alfred Lorenz, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Gordon Carroll Losee, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Eleanor Ruth Loudenbeck, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Frank Marion Loudin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
J. Deane Lowe, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Marvin Lester Lowenthal, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Sylvia Lubowich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Charles Irving Luckman, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Henry Champlin Luders, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jane Ludy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Helene Lueder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
E. Newell Lumsden, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Virginia Elizabeth Abigail Lundquist, Bachelor of Science (Ediication)
Alice Lurie, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Lurie, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fay Kinzel Lux, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Fern Lycan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Elizabeth Lynch, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Clyde William Lyon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Kenneth Cassingham Lyon, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)**
Robert Edward Lyons, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Neva Nadine Gish McAdam, Bachelor of Science (Education)^
Merrill Keith McAnally, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Louis C. McCabe, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
Mary Ellen McCabe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Murray McCain, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Watson McCalley, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clifford Clarence McCartin, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charlene Gay McCarty, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Foster Wood McCarty, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Neil McCIarnan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ednamae McClelland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Perry Smith McClure, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Howard Leslie McCowan, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Dean Rice McCumber, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ray McDanicls, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Verne Alexander McDermont, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Howard Brinton McDermott, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Audrey McDonald, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Edward McDonald, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lucy Ann McDonald, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilber James McEdwards, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur Godfrey McElroy, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John William McElroy, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
John Albert McFarland, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Donald Dempster McGarry, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Francis McGary, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Darrel Arthur McGavran, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Marjorie McGinnis, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Paulissa McGraw, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Malcolm Arthur McGregor, Bachelor of Science (Engineering Physics)
Florence Butler McHatton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lloyd Charles McHatton, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Herbert Blair Mclntire, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Beatrice Mcintosh, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Catherine Cohoon MacKechnie, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred May McKee, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Theodore Harry McKeo, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rosella McLallen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Bird McLaughlin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Stella Marie McLeish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Wood McMahan, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Robert William McMichael, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)**'
Clarence Eugene McNamara, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lloyd Kesling McNeal, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jennie Lois McNiel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Leslie McQueen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Samuel William McWilliams, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)'
Andrew Mabon, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ralph Lane Mabry, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
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Jean Macdonald, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Colin Duncan Malcolm Mackenzie, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Lois Gadsden Mackey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hall Mclntvre Macklin, Bachelor of Music (Music)
David Farr Madden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Louis Magierski, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Josephine Helen Magner. Bachelor of Science (Education)
Tyrus Morton Main, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Myrtle Margaret Maina, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
James Hugh Mallett, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Lyle Elwell Malley, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Robert Raymond Maloney, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Louisan Elizabeth Mamer, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Margaret Glaudine Mankey, Bachelor of Science (Exiucation)
Victor Clyde Manley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Doris Evelyn Mann, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Elizabeth Mae Mann, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Donald McNeal March, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Edgar Markland, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Gerson Marks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henry Marlowe, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
John ^^'alter Marquardt, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Fred Barrett Marshall, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Wilber Henry Marshall, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
William Adrian Marshall, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Rosswell Marston, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Ernest Landrey Martin, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lulu Fern Martin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mable Emma Martin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Charles Martin, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Robert Baer Martin, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Vivian Lenore Martin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Anna Kathryn Masters, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Don Alonzo Mathews, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Beauford Wayne Maxey, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Ralph L. Maxwell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elbridge Hartford May, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Pearl Smith Maybach, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernard Cornelius Mayberr>', Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Mary Mayfield, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Harry Amos Mayhew, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Charles Elmer Meador, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Mary Catherine Medley, Bachelor of Science (Music Ekiucation)
Charles Graydon Megan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Peter Joseph Meinardi, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Ernest John Meislahn, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Hulda Theodora Meislahn, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Louis H. Melcher, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Miles Julius Meling, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lyle Hartman Meliza, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Dorothy Margaret Melvin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leo Emil Mendel, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)^
Dorothy Burkett Meneely, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilber June Menek, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thaddeus Walter Mermel, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
William Austin Meteer, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Curtis Erdmund Meyer, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
George Forest Neyer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Enginereing)
Pearl V'iola Meyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Ted Milton Michaels, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Flora Dorothea Michelmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jesse Jerold Middleton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
London (Jeorge Middleton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Mattie Pritchard Miles, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Dorothy Mary Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Ruth Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .Arts)
Earl Justin Miller, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harold J. Miller, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Mary Elizabeth Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Paul Matthew Miller, Bachelor of Scierue (General Business)
Robert Peter Miller, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Elizabeth Madeline Mills, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hannah Katherine Mills, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marcia Willma Mills, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Jane Boyd Miner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lucille Helen Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Max Allen Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Samuel Poucher Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Engineering Physics)
John Raymond Mix, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice Helen Mlodock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Wilfred Mochon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jack Wesley Mohler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Mange Mojonnier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lois Gertrude Molden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wenzella Pieper Monack, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Clement Monahan, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
I
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Ava Dorothy Monier, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Vera Jeanette Monroe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Grace Mooney, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Isabel Brown Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mary Beth Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Homer Moore, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Evelyn L. Moorman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Ellis Morehouse, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Minnie Gwendolyn Morgan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wesley Harmon Morgan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Paul Noboru Morihara, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Mary Frances Morony, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Donald Peter Morris, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mary Etta Layton Morris, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Doris Louise Morrow, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
John Adelbert Morse, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Ellen Esther Morton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Grace Elizabeth Moss, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Lowell Mounce, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Vincent Mount, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Bernelda May Moyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William LaMon Moyer, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Frank Mubi, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lester Muir, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Dorothy Bernice Muirhead, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lawrence Henry Mumm, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
De Vere Mummert, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Elaine Marian Munal, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lakie Board Munson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Lawrence Patrick Murphy, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Robert Elijah Murray, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Frances Murton, Bachelor of Science (Home Economcis)
Edward Joseph Mutinsky, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Helen Jean Muzzarelli, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claud Verne Myers, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ethel Louise Myers, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Mary Elizabeth Nalbach, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frank Stanley Nash, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold M. Nash, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Paul Emerson Needham, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)
Harold Waldo Neely, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Wilfred Nichols Neff, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lucile Dee Nelms, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Arthur Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Donald John Nelson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ruth Alma Nelson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thersa Bryant Neu, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Kenneth Arthur Neuber, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joyce Elizabeth Newbill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Henry Newell, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) and Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechani-
cal Engineering)
Evelyn Marjorie Newman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Winston Newson, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Harold Nichols, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Verna Alice Niebergall, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Clarence Nieburger, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clarence Stearns Nielsen, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Robert James Nixon, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
Margaret Melvina Nonneman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Boyd Edward Norvell, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Sidney Novak, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eloise Beth Nusbaum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William August Nyquist, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
Martha Leona Nystrom, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Neil Clement O'Brien, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Morgan Ochsenschlager, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
William Francis O'Dell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Donald John O'Donnell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Albert Stanley Olin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Donna Dell Olin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George O'Neal, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Katharine Jane O'Neill, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Nels Henry Orne, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
James Joseph O'Shea, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Roy William Otto, Bachelor of Science (Agricultural Education)
John William Ovelmen, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Janet Marie Overturf, Bachelor of Science (Eklucation)
Hugh Francis Owens, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lowell Eugene Ozier, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
John Richard Ozment, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Paul Pacilio, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Helen Marjorie Padfield, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Hunt Page, Bachelor of Art! (Liberal Arts)
Robert Reginald Page, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Elizabeth Sarah Paine, Bachelor of Science (Exlucation)
Huldah Palmer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
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George Edgar Parks, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Mary Louise Parsons, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
May Anne Parsons, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*^
Frances Jane Partridge, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Jay Wyatt Patterson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lourn LeV'on Patterson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Margery Wilson Patterson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Luella Paul, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Josephine Paul, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Philip Timothy Paul, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Viola Mary Paul, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leona Rose Payne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Florence Marjorie Peacock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Archie Granville Pease, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
RoUin Brett Pease, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jaroslav Pech, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eunice Rose Pecival, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ruth Frances Pecival, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Lyle Frank Peckmann, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Kenneth John Peel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Albert Pekarek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claire Marie Pelletier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul George Pelnar, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Harold Denton Peoples, Bachelor of Science (Education) and Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Richard Allen Perkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Albert Emile Perret, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Seymour L Peskind, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Ralph Edwin Petering, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)**
Carl Harold Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Gladys Helen Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
Lawrence Axel Stanley Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Manley Gerald Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)*
Raymond Roberge Peterson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Richard Forse Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Richard Frederick Peterson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Hubert Peterson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Betty Rose Petru, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Hans Petter Pettersen, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Bruce Clinton Pettigrew, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Loretta Anne Pezold, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Olive Josephine Pfander, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Rolland Paul Pfeiffer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Barbara Reese Phares, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Mileham Phelps, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lewis William Phelps, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Thomas Emmett Philbin, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Frederick Lewis Phillips, Bachelor of Science (General Business)**
Miriam Elizabeth Phillips, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Wellington Pickels, IV, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Milton Owen Picknell, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Elizabeth Mae Pierce, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Siguard Pierson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ruth J. Piper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gwendolyn Pike, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Roderick Donald Pinkerton, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
Doris Pinnell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Charles Pippert, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
John Nicholas Pirok, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
Stephen Piskur, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Gordon Harrelson Pitner, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Joseph Plankenhorn, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)
Elsie Janet Pleak, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Frank Podlesak, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edna Louise Polk, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gertrude Inez Poole, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Marguerite Poole, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Donald Richey Poor, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Irving Richard Popell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Klein Pottlitzer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Adelaide Ercon Potts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emil James Pouzar, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Alice Rowena Powell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Gerald Motter Powell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Harold Clarence Poyer, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Franklin Frederick Premuda, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Hull Pribble, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ellen Greenup Price, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Roy William Price, Bachelor of Science (Genera! Business)
Mabel Augusta Pritchard, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
Inez LeSuer Prudent, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)*
Raymond Wood Pumphrey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William C. Punke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Purcell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Josephine Ellen Purcell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Clarence Purdy, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Vernon Charles Pusheck, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
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Byron Richard Putnam, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Samuel Quinn, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Louis Rabe, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Donald August Radeke, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Sol Bernard Radlove. Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Joseph C. Rafilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Muriel Elizabeth Ragsdale, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Gustav Raish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Earl John Ralph, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Flora Lee Ramsey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Nellie Marjorie Randall, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jeptha Fitz Randolph, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ruth Elizabeth Rankin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Carl Henry Rapp, Bachelor of Science (Ceramic Engineering)**
Mildred Elizabeth Rapp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Doretta Anna Rasmussen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vernice Rathmell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Benjamin Rauch, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Henry Rauch, Bachelor of Science (Cliemistry)*
Jacob Rauch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Everett Joseph Raushenberger, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
Nelle Kenney Raver, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Donald Wayne Ray, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Frances Ruth Ray, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Harold Charles Ray, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frank Thomas Reagan, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Helen Louise Reagin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Henry Rector, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Phil Biehl Redeker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice Therese Reed, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frank Reed, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Helen Hayes Reed, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edwin Thorley Reeder, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Clifford Finley Reid, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Artsp
Frank Reid, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Jean Reid, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John Leslie Reiger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Ernest Reincke, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Geneva Vernell Reineke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Robert Richard Reinhold, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Russell Ronald Reno, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Naomi Joan Rettke, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Iva Adaline Reynolds, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Joseph Elmer Reynolds, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth E. Reynolds, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Thomas Funkey Rhodes, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Jeannette Florentine Rice, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Rich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
William Richard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Eleanor L. Richardson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Barron Cosby Ricketts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Edward Riddle, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Mary Elizabeth Ridgely, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Franklin Ridgway, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Helen Arlene Ridinger, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Elmer Raymond Riebe, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Albert George Rigge, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wilbert Horace Riggs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
William Henry Riggs, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Robert Mason Ring, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ralph E. Rinkenberger, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Paul Osborn Ritcher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Clifford Joseph Robert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Cassius Albert Roberts, Bachelor of Science (.Agriculture)
Frank Wright Roberts, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Glenna Elizabeth Roberts, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gwendolyn Roberts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Truman Roberts, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Blanche Elvera Robillard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Genevieve Robinson, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Olaf Elery Robinson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)'
Robert Gibson Rockwell, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Chappelle Delpha Roeder, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Dorothy Marion Roesch, Bachelor of Science (Education)*'
Delia Mae Rogers, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Frank Bolton Rogers, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal -•Xrts)*
Jean Frederick Rogier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John William Rogier, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Madeline Josephine Ronchetti, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Margaret Pauline Roncy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward Roos, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Isabel Roper, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teaching)
Dorothy Rogers Rose, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Jacqueminot Rose, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Eugene Rose, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Laura Lorraine Rose, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
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Harry Rosenfeldt, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Frank Vernon Rosenthal, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Rollo Rosenzweig, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Otis Eugene Ross, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Maurice Louis Rossiter, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Harper DeForest Roth, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)^
Regina S. Rothbaum, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jacob Bernard Rothstein, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Charles Francis Row, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elmer Wells Rowley, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Donald Joseph Royse, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ernest Norman Rubel, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Harry I. Rubenstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leo Samuel Rubenstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Adolph Rubin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Charles Rugen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Robert Handlin Rugh, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
Charles Andrew Rupert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Margaret Russell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Patricia Violette Russell, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Willard Charles Russell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Marian Rutherford, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Case Morgan Rutledge, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
John Michael Ryan, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Margaret Virginia Todd Sable, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jacob Louis Sachs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Raymond Herbert Sachse, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Albert Charles Sachtleben, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Mitchell F. Saikley, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Eugenia Louise Salel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Douglas Henry Salisbury, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Lee Salle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
David Salomone, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lester Nathan Salwin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Arthur Setrak Samoore, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Rose Pauline Samuell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Grace Komarek Sanders, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Granville Tilberg Sands, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Andrew Alexander Santanen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Deyo Sargent, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Elmer Louis Sauer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lee Constant Savage, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vanda Bliss Savage, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
John A. Schaad, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Annette Helen Schad, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
George Henry Schaefer, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leslie Elmer Schaefer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Kathryn Edna SchaefTer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elizabeth Hamilton Schaub, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Louise Schauer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy June Schenck, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)*
Dorothy Anna Louisa Schenkel, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Ruth Arabella Schermerhorn, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Paul Frederick Schlicher, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Theodore Jacob Schlitt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Myra Virginia Schmalhausen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carol Emma Schmidt, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Fred Schmidt, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Eunice Mary Schmitt, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Evelyn Myrtle Schmitz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Schneider, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*'
Richard Arthur Schnoor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Simon Schoch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Annette Marie Scholl, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Helen Nancy Schoonover, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Henry Charles Schroeder, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Maxine Virginia Schroeppel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edward George Schultz, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
John Russell Schultz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Henry Nuckolls Schumacher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Elmer Charles Schunk, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Robert Arthur Schwarm, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elizabeth Ruth Schwarz, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Raymond Joseph Schwarzentraub, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Gladys Scior, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gene Montell Scott, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eva Loreen Scranton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Benjamin Callison Seal, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Earnest Young Seborg, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
John William Sedlack, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Virginia Louise See, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Esther Loree Seibert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fred William Seibold, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Roberto David Seidel, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Virginia Marion Seidel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Jane Seifert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
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J. Waldo Seiple, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Franlc Richard Sejnost, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Irwin Charles Sekera, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Vladimir Charles Sekera, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)'
John Malcolm Seldon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lee Hanley Sentman, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Laura Catherine Sentz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Seigel Seten, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Delia Curtistina Settles, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
Fred Shankman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Albert Shannon, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
James S. Shannon, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)
William Dwight Shannon, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Marian Elizabeth Shea, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)'
Violet Shepherd, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Helen Edythe Sheppley, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)
John Scott Sheridan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Benjamin Max Sherman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Lloyd Vincent Sherwood, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Beulah Sanders Shidler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lowell Howard Shifley, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Victor Adam Sholis, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)**
Kenneth Christian Shrader, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
Henry Edward Shugars, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Calbreth Wyatt ShuU, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Emerson Arthur Shultz, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Louise Elizabeth Shuman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mildred Margaret Shuman, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
J. Paul Sibbitt, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Wayne Lee Sidwell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Fred William Siebert, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Alvin Harold Siemering, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Harris Sifferd, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Cyrille Gertrude Silberman, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)*
Louis Edward Silcox, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Simma, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Alvin Dudley Simon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marian Page Simonson, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Richard Howard Simpson, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
Jennie Mariannee Sinclair, Bachelor oj Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Sister Mary Michael Flynn, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Dorothy Mae Sizer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Steven Merchant Slater, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Sara Louise Slaughter, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Edward Sloan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lucile Ruth Slocum, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jack Silas Slovic, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Cyril Frank Smidl, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Calvin Glenn Smith, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Charles Cortez Smith, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Edward James Smith, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)'
James Earl Smith, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Jerry William Smith, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jessie Marie Smith, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Kathleen Elizabeth Smith, Bachelor of Science (Home Ecomonics Education)
Lionel Hobart Smith, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Mildred LaVene Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Russell Kirkpatrick Smith, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Frances Smoot, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Susan Jane Snodgrass, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin James Snow, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Dorothy Eleanor Snyder, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Harold Ray Snyder. Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)*
Rebecca Snyder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fred William Soderberg, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)*
Ellen Frances Solon, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)
Andrew Reginald Solyoni, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Francis Martin Somers, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Louise Antoinnette Sonnemann, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Edwin Sorensen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ward Alexander Southard, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)'
Helen Elizabeth Sowden, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lillian Rose-Marie Spachman, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Eleanor Marie Spain, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Burnham Page Spann, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
John Emanuel Spann, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Harry Frank Sparks, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Mary Virginia Sparks, Bachelor of Arls (Liberal Arts)*
Roger Ross Sparks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Norman Leslie Spelman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Julian Lewis Spencer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Paul Leslie Spencer, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Stratis George Sperekas, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Floyde Dwight Sperry, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Bernice Spitalny, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Forrest Sprague, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
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Joseph Emmanuel Springer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Max Paul Staley, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)^
John Cornelius Stamm, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
June Edith Stamm, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
William Perry Standard, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Sophia Stanley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Earl Edward Stansell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Crawford Ellingwood Staples, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
George William Stark, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kathryn Florence Stauder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Winifred Stecher, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Theodore Lakin Steele, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Exiwin Frank Steeve, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)^
Carlyle John Stehman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Robert Dale Stein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Robert Elmer Stein, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Seymour Stein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)^
Lilyan Bernice Stephens, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marguerite Elizabeth Stephens, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carl John Sterner, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Frances Stevenson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Grace Lucille Stevenson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charles Donald Stewart, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Anna Gertrude Stich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Harold William Stick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Milton Isral Stiefel, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ethan Maurice Stifle, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
Richard Harold Stine, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Dorothy Jean Stingley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Summers Stiritz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Curtiss Stock, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
Jeannette Kathryn Stocker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hal Hope Stoelzle, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Kenneth Alvin Stoll, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Guy Calvin Stoltz, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Edith Proctor Stone, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Bernard Eckenfels Stone, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)''
Samuel Miller Stone, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Homer A. Stoody, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Elizabeth Virginia Stoolman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Raymond Christopher Stotlar, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Ramsey Stout, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Joseph Strain, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)**
Walter Andrew Strandin, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Rynd Lawder Stratton, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Albert Frederick Straub, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Edward Francis Streit, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Paula May Strohl, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal ArtsJ*
Paul Holzworth Strohm, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Richard Van Duzer Strong, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Aaron M. Strouse, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dewey Bernard Stuit, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Louise Kann Sturgeon, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Katherine Bernadette Sturgess, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Chester Tsungku Su, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Marion LeGrand Sullins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Beatrice Gertrude Sullivan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lorna Agnes Sullivan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Rosemary Clara Suranovic, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Pauline Surman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Lewis Bird Sutherland, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Arthur Ivan Sutton, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Timothy Whitzel Swain, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
David Albert Swanson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lillian Charlotte Swanson, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Vernie Clifford Swanson, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)'
Frank Kingsbury Sweetman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Evelyn Lucille Swingley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adam Lothair Szmagaj, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Felix Withold Szmagaj, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Dorothy Ellen Tamblyn, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Gaylord Don Tate, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Frederick Nystrom Taxon, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Bernard Curtis Taylor, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Edith Frances Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Emily Christine Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Howard Taylor, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
William Donald Teare, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Robert Waldron Teeter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sarah Elizabeth Telford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Richard Evans Tener, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Farnsworth Tevis, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Genevieve Louise Thies, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Henry Thomas, Jr., Bachelor ofScience (Ceramic Engineering)
* Granted in February as of October, 1930.
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Edwin Jacob Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Exlucation)
Harold Dean Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Harold Leon Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Malcolm Atterbury Thompson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Ellen Thompson, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Virgil Winn Thompson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Louise Thorns, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Francis Leonard Thys, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Dorothy Geneva Todd, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Lucille Winifred Tomiskey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jay Russell Topper, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Josephine Morrow Townsend, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Gerald Trampe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Harold Frederick Trapp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Donald Daniel Traynor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Myron Jewell Tremaine, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Lucille Triebel, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Gerald Yates Trimble, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Kenneth Everett Tripp, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
Milton M. Troy, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
James Norvel True, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Tsung Tung Tsui, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Kenneth Lee Tucker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Joseph Andrew Turigliatto, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Amy Catherine Turnell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Anne Isabel Turnell, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Bobette Turner, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Douglas Ryan Turner, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Maurice Elwood Turner, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Russell James Turney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Loren B. Ulum, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Dorothy E. Underwood, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Esther May Under%vood, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Jacob Unfried, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
William Luther Unzicker, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Exiward Vacherlon, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
Christian Henning Vagtborg, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Marie Blanche Vallo, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harriett Lyon VanArsdell, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Dirk John Vanderwal, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)*
Leonard Everett Van Epps, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Marie Louise VanEtten, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Florence Elizabeth Van Osdel, Bachelor of Science (n-ducation)
John Rowley Van Sickle, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Ernest William Vatthauer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Paul Edward Vaupel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Soledad Padre Villanueva, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Russell Lloyd Villars, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Lois Villars, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Mira B. Voelkel, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Reva Margaret Voile, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*'
Louis Henry Vollmer, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Blanche Ann Vosahlik, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ruth Emma Waddell, Bachelor of Science (ISducation)*
Thomas Benton Waddell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
George Philip Wagner, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Glenn Weldon Wagner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Charlotte Ruth VVainwright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal .\rts)*
Clifford James Waldron, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Grace Elinore Walgren, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Velma Maggie Walker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Orville Waller, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Mac Irvine Wallingford, Bachelor of Science (.Architectural Engineering)
Ruth Margaret Walters, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
William Norman Walton, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Judith Rice VValz, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Anton Alexander Warchalowski, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)'
Perry William Ward, Bachelor of Science (Railway Administration)'
Lorin Emris Warlow, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Elizabeth Warncke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eleanor Hazel Warren, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Frank Warren, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Paul Jean Warrick, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Gladys Dorothy Waterman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Donald Kelsey Watson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Edward Campbell Watson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Lloyd Allen Watt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Madolin Leone Watts, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Loy Weaver, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Myrtle Matilda Weaver, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Webb, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Sumner Gibson Webb, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Helen Irene Webber, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ruth Elizabeth Weber, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Winona Ruth Weber, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Herman Hyman Weinberg, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
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Carl Richard Weinrich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dallas Ray Welbourne, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clayton Wallace Wells, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Olive Ponitz Wells, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Charles Wenninger, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Robert Morris Werden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Obert Stanley Werland, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Arcliitecture)
Ellen May Werlik, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rose Anna Werlik, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Spencer Cone Wernham, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Aldine Wessels, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Robert James West, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)**
Joseph Alan Westerlund, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Cloyde Weston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Sarah Wexler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Howard Wheat, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jane Elizabeth Whelan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Andrew Wheeler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clarence Edward White, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)'
Gordon Baker White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harvey Reno White, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Raymond Benedict White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Winifred Ellen White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Allene Alice Whitmyer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leon Richard Whitney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
June Whitson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Grace Whittington, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics) and Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Dorothy Marie Whyte, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Laura Wickhorst, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Halter VVickland, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Richard Wiedey, Bachelor of Science (Education)i
David Edgar Wiegand, Bachdor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Walter William Wiegand, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Julius Wiegman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Ruth Emily Wiersig, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Oscar Wies, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Clarence Kalman Wiesman, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Stanley Lowell Wilborn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alicia Patricia Ann Wilbur, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lockwood Elon Wiley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Samuel Edson Wilhite, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Mary Virginia Wilkes, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Allan Harding Willard, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Frederick Willcox, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Edith Antoinette Williams, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Edward Williams, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Olive Isabelle Williams, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Stephen Augustus Williams, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilma Jessie Williams, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jo Creamer Williamson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dean Vernon Wills, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)'
Alyce Christina Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elinor Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Elmer T. Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Frances Elaine Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Clay Wilson, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Music Education)* and Bachelor of Music (Music)*
George John V/ilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Aris)'
Grace Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
John Graham Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mary Esther Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Maxine Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
May Lucille Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Jenkins Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Russell Perry Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
St. John William Wilton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lillian Beatrice Winchester, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)'
Elizabeth Arnold Windsor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Edwin Samuel Winsper, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Waldo J. W. Winter, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Falodene Winters, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Esther Florence Wirick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Freda Alma Wise, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Harold Bertram Wishart, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Richard Higinbotham Wittbold, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Theodore Carl Witte, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ernest McClair Woerner, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Henry Charles Wolf, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Jessie Ruth Wolf, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Anna Marie Wolfe, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Peter John Woloson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Florence Swan Wood, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George McCaw Wood, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Robert Allan Wood, Bachelor of Science (General Business)^
Warren Lindsay Wood, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
J. R. Woodfill, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Elmer George Woods, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
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Riley Stacy Woods, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Cleda Irene Woodworth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dewey Woolverton, Bachelor of Science (Insurance)
Frederick Jewett Worden, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)*
Leonid Aphinogenovich Woroshiloff, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Sarah Louise Worst, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Harry Edward Wright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Shup Wright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Thurman Wright, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marcella Wunderlich, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Chester Arthur Wyneken, Bachelor of Science (Journalism)
Theodore Stelianos Xanthakos, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)'
Pao-Chang Yang, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Stella Day Yates, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eva Marie Youmans, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Aitken F. Young, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Ethel Lucy Young, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Oliver Young, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Valentine Young, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bert Emanuel Youngquist, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elsie Fredricka Zelle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Gladys Ziegler, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Grace Ziegler, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Gerald Henry Zimmerman, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Katherine Elizabeth Zimmerschied, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Sarah Margaret ZoUer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
THE COLLEGE OF LAW
The Degree of Bachelor of Laws
Sam Frank Adler
Rosslyn Ernest Armbruster, A.B., 1930
Jacob Berkowitz
Charles Edward Binkert'
Stephanie Xavier Blaszczenski
Wilma Elisabeth Busenbark*
Lester Fredrick Carson
Sol Harris Cohen
George Peter Coutrakon
Harold Alfred Craig
Theodore Oliver Outright, A.B., 1929
Elmer Frank Davies
Hugh Albert Deneen
James Peter Economos, B.S., 1930
Arthur Wilmans Elliott
Carl William Feickert
Abe Marvin Getz, A.B., 1929
Albert J. Gilson*
Carl Irwin Glasgow
Erwin Clare Godfrey
Frank Joseph Gollings, B.S., 1930
Paul Montgomery Greenwell, A.B., 1929
Norman Joseph Gundlach, B.S., 1928
Archie Martin Hall, A.B., 1929
Hallie Clayton Haney
Thomas Neale Hanley, A.B. (State University of
Iowa) 1928
Ivan Jerome Hutchens'
Samuel George Jenkins, A.B., 1929
David William Johnston, A.B. (University of
Michigan) 1927
Barney Kahn
Ludwig Victor Kuhar'
William Knowles Laird
Leon Louis Lamet
Cooper Bennett Land
Peter Thomas Langan, Jr.'
Frederic James Lee^
Ben Carl Leiken, B.S.. 1929
Myron Lewis
Max Joseph Lipkin
Charles Joseph McKeown
William Bruce Maske, Jr.'
Archie Andrew Merccy
1928
1929
1929'
Fred Bernard Meyer
Glenn Earl Miller^
Ross Miller
John Raymond Mix'
Sid Mogul
Hubert Edward Nelson, A.B.
Harry LaVerne Pate^
Edward Ralph Phelps
Henry Clayton Piel
Gordon Glen Pillow
Harry Harold Pinsley
Roy Alwyn Powers, B.S.,
Frank Eugene Quindry'
George Carson Rabens, B.S.
Donald Maxwell Reno-
David Francis Root
Thomas Rosenberg
Lyle Harold Rossiter
Joseph Roth
James Gordon Sargent'
Jacob Scher'
Irving Sideman
Lawrence Anthony Smith
Dave Howard Sokolow'
James Charles Soper
Francis Boecher Sline, B.S.,
Lewis Randolph Sutin, A.B.
John Downing Thomason
Philip Lantz Turner, A.B., 1927'
Albert George Tuxhorn
Graham Menzel Van Ness
Dewey Donato Vespa, B.S., 1928'
Albert Lawrence Vollborn, Jr.
Frank E. Wardecker
Lloyd Allan Watt^
Lyle Kenneth Wheadon
Harold Raymond White, B.S., 1929
Leon Richard Whitney
Clco A. Williams'
Samuel Everett Wilson'
Eugene Harold Wineland
Maurice Phillip Zerface
Edgar Oliver Zimmer
1929
,
1929
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
Paul Carmen Roberts, LL.B., 1930
Roy Martin Asher, A.B., 1929«
Mason John Clarke, A.B., 1929**
Victor Eugene Ferrall. A.B., 1929*
The Degree of Doctor of Law
Joseph Guandolo, A.B. (McKendree College) 1928*'
David McColl Hudson, A.B., 1929*
Frederic Lee Kirgis, A.B., 1929*
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The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Library Science
Lena Louise Adcock, A.B. (Knox College) 1930
Margaret Constance Armstrong, A.B. (Knox College) 1925
Eliza Valeria Atkins, A.B. (Fisk University) 1930**
Laura Minerva Baker, A.B., 1912
Maysel O'Haver Baker, A.B. (DePauw University) 1922; A.M. (University of Wisconsin) 1928
Laura Virginia Beach. A.B., 1928**
Evelyn Clioate Beamer, A.B. (University of Wisconsin) 1930
Emma Katharine Bergmann, B.S. (McKendree College) 1926*
Marguerite Estella Bowles, A.B. (University of Texas) 1927
Hazel Louise Bowman, A.B., 1930
Alice Rosalie Brasfield, A.B. (University of Kansas) 1925
Dorothy Evelyn Bridges, A.B. (Nebraska Wesleyan University) 1928*
Elizabeth Clara Briggs, A.B. (Miami University) 1930
Helen Elizabeth Brown, A.B. (H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College) 1929**
Marguerite Bangs Brown, A.B. (Missouri Wesleyan College) 1924*
Elinor Marian Chappie, A.B. (University of North Dakota) 1926*
Eunice Esther Christiansen, A.B. (Augustana College) 1918
Jeannette Hazel Clausen, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1930
Elizabeth Anne Clugston, A.B. (University of Wisconsin) 1930
Ruth Irene Coblentz, A.B. (Manchester College) 1927
Maud Merritt Cook, A.B. (Louisiana State University) 1929*2
Maude Cowan, A.B. (Southeastern Teachers College) 1929
Merlie Margaret Damerau, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1926
Hilda Mae Dickerson, A.B. (Denison University) 1928
Margaret Marie Dickson, A.B. (Marietta College) 1928
Martha Harriet Dickson, A.B. (Baylor University) 1921^
Mary Ellen Dildine, A.B. (Northwest Missouri State Teachers College) 1930
Grace Elizabeth Dorcas, A.B. (State University of Iowa) 1920*
Anna Frances Dudack, A.B. (Iowa State Teacliers College) 1923*
Esther Irene Duggleby, A.B. (University of Denver) 1926**
Lois Catherine Ebey, A.B. (Manchester College) 1930
Gertrude Elizabeth Becker Edwards, B.S. (Southv%rest Missouri State Teachers College) 1918
Dorothy Lucile Ehlers, A.B. (Western College for Women) 1929
Clover Marion Flanders, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1929
Florence Olive Garrison, A.B. (Indiana University) 1920*
Mary Elizabeth Garst, A.B. (Mississippi State College for Women) 1930
Margaret Lydia Gibbs, A.B. (Ripon College) 1920
Gladys Lillian Gill, A.B. (University of California at Los Angeles) 1930
Theresa Witherstine Gillett, A.B. (Rockford College) 1926**
Dorothy Gray, A.B. (University of Tennessee) 1929*
Harry Loyal Griswold, Jr., A.B. (Illinois College) 1930
Florence Anna May Grove, A.B. (St. Olaf College) 1927
Martha Marie Guenther, A.B. (State University of Iowa) 1923*
Margaret Agnes Hager, A.B. (Indiana State Normal School at Terre Haute) 1927
Emma Violet Hamilton, A.B. (Eureka College) 1930
Harriet Rebecca Harper, B.S. (Centenary College of Louisiana) 1930
Ella Katherine Harrell, A.B. (Fisk University) 1929
Maxine Lillian Hegland, A.B. (University of North Dakota) 1930
Helen Frances Helmick, A.B. (James Millikin University) 1930
Evelyn Mildred Hensel. B.S. (Ohio State University) 1928*
Margaret Roy Hepburn, B.S. (Purdue University) 1928
Eleanor Marian Heuver, A.B. (Rockford College) 1923; A.M. (University of Wisconsin) 1928
Alf Houkom, A.B. (St. Olaf College) 1921
Sibyl Gretchen Howell, A.B. (West Texas State Teachers College) 1927
Josephine Hyland Inge, A.B. (University of Mississippi) 1930
Ruth Dorcas Jackson, A.B. (Knox College) 1927
Mary Helen James, A.B. (Western College for Women) 1929**
Iva Ruth Jones, A.B. (Southwestern Louisiana Institute) 1930
Gladys Evelyn Judy, A.B. (Southwestern College) 1930*
Mary Alice Justice, A.B. (College of Wooster) 1929
Elma Esther Kelly, A.B. (Franklin College of Indiana) 1927
Frances Maud Kennedy, A.B. (University of Oklahoma) 1928**
Eleanor Rachael Kyle, A.B. (Monmouth College) 1922
Corinne Malinda Lindquist, A.B. (Baylor University) 1927^
Pauline Dale McCandless, A.B. fDrury College) 1926**
Ruth Noble McClelland, A.B. (College of Wooster) 1928**
Mary Ella McConnell, A.B. (Colorado College) 1930
Beulah Ruth McCoy, A.B. (Wittenberg College) 1928*
Alice Dorothy McDonald, B.S. (Kansas State Teachers College) 1924^
Marie Louise McKee, A.B. (University of Nebraska) 1915*
Blanche Brown McKeown, A.B. (Mississippi State College for Women) 1929^
Marion Anna Magee, A.B. (Drury College) 1930
Doris Gertrude Marsh, A.B. (University of Redlands) 1928*
Dorothy Virginia Martin, A.B. (Ohio State University) 1929
Delia Mabel Mathys, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1918*
Anne Maxville, A.B. (Colorado State Teachers College) 1928
Martha Elizabeth Mitchell, A.B. (University of Missouri) 1930
Douglas Alexander Moffit, B.S. (State University of Iowa) 1926
Annie Sue Montgomery, A.B. (Georgetown College) 1927
Margaret Ann Morris, A.B. (DePauw University) 1929
Jennie Euphemia Nesbitt, A.B. (College of Wooster) 1930**
Ethel Todd Norlin. A. B., 1915
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Martha Lorene Orr, A.B. (Indiana State Normal School, Eastern Division) 1929
Esther AiUeen Park, B.S. (Southwest Missouri State Teachers College) 1926*
Sarah Elizabeth Park, B.S. (College of Wooster) 1930**
Flora Clyde Peavy, B.S. (North Texas State Teachers College) 1930*
Evelyn Maude Perkins, A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Institute) 1929
Merle Mae Peterson, B.S. (Northwestern University) 1926
Esther Marion Phares, B.S. (Purdue University) 1929
Marion Phillips, A.B. (Fargo College) 1916*
Florence Reeva Pickett, A.B. (Colorado College) 1930
Edna Rachel Ralston, A.B. (College of the Ozarks) 1928
Mabel Eva Rawlings, A.B. (Ripon College) 1906
Bernice Ruth Rea, A.B. (Marietta College) 1928
Dare Vincent Redmond, A.B. (Lincoln Memorial University) 1929
Sally Ann Robards, A.B. (DePauw University) 1930
Evelyn Marsh Roberts, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1924
Mary Elizabeth Rowell, A.B. (Pennsylvania State College) 1930
Virginia Elinor Russell, B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers College) 1927
Margaret Ellen Rutledge, A.B. (University of Nebraska) 1930
Gladys Elvira Sandifur, A.B. (University of California at Los Angeles) 1929
Ruth Mast Sifferd, A.B. (Wittenberg College) 1929*
Sister Mary Annette Renger, A.B. (Catholic University of America) 1919*'
Sister Mary De Lourdes Rohret, A.M. (Creighton University) 1923'
Mary Lillian Skeele, A.B. (Ohio State University) 1927
Addie Esther Smith, B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1928
Annabel Lucile Smith, B.S. (Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia) 1923'
Leele Bernice Smith, A.B. (Indiana State Normal School, Eastern Division) 1928
Marjorie Spear, A.B. (University of Washington) 1930
Dorothy Virginia Spence, B.S. (George Peabody College for Teachers) 1921
Margaret Helen Spoon, A.B. (University of Wisconsin) 1927*
Evelyn Rasmussen Starkey, A.A. (Blackburn College) 1928; A.B., 1930
James A. Still, A.B. (Lincoln Memorial University) 1929; A.M. (Vanderbilt University ) 1930
Allen Russell Stowell. A.B. (Knox College) 1926; D.B. (Chicago Theological Seminary) 1929
Loretta Wheeler Swift, A.B. (Dakota Wesleyan University) 1927
Jean Eleanor Taylor, A.B. (University of Kansas) 1929
Virginia Elinor Tillia, A.B. (Birmingham-Southern College) 1930
Susan Townsend, B.S., 1930
Margaret Katherine Wagner, A.B. (Indiana University) 1930
Frances Elizabeth Wallace, B.S. (Southwest Missouri State Teachers College) 1928
Hazel Glenne Whiteleather, A.B. (University of Washington) 1928
Ruby Catherine Wilder. B.S., A.M. (University of Nebraska) 1925, 1927
Catherine Opal Williams, A.B. (College of Industrial Arts) 1925
lone Williams, A.B. (Hendrix College) 1925*
Walter Bowie Williams, A.B. (Williams College) 1928
Uryth Margaret Winchell, A.B., 1930^
Lucille Gertrude Yunker, A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Institute) 1928
THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
{Conferred in Chicago)
Cyril Jacob Anslinger
Benjamin Appelman'
Edward Aronofsky'
Misha Ballin
Lester Sidney Baskin
Herbert Joseph Bell'
Arthur Bernstein
Harold Carroll Bernstein
Samuel Leonard Bernstein
Harry S. Bezman'
Charles Elmer Branch
Fannie Buky'
Donald Dinsmore Burroughs
Hsjold Jesse Cawthorne
Bernard Victor Chern
William Arnold Christian, Jr.
Francis Anthony Cirrincione*
David Wanless Clotfelter'
Jacob Cohen
Melvin Russell Cohen
Robert Bruce Collins
James Oliver Conklin
Thomas Joseph Conley'
Clarence Stephen Costigan
Albert Donald Coyne
Henry Noah Cress
James Wesley Davis'
Lucius Matlock Dillman
Delmar Eichler Domke
Max M. Dunn
Milton Arnold Dushkin
Maurice Irwin Edelman
Claude Irving Ellis
Harlan English
Leon Marius Erenberg
Frank Joseph Fara, Jr.
Emanuel Feinhandler
Anthony Francona
George Cullom Geymer'
Sam Sigmund Gittlestein'
George Goldenberg'
Abraham Mitchell Gottlieb
Jacob D. Gottlieb
Bernard Louis Greenstein
Nathan Richard Gusinow
Carl Julius Gustafson
Robert Henner
Robert Grantham Hickerson
William Wallace Holleman
Nathan G. Ingber
William Francis Jacobs
Eric Gunnar Johnson
Stephen Patrick Johnson
Charles D. Kanter
Victor Herbert Karpass
Cletus Timothy Kearney
Maurice Klotz
David Sydney Koransky
Clarence Samuel Krakow'
Julius Maurice Krevitt
Jack Kruglick
David James Kwedcr'
Wilbur Mayo Larson'
David Alvin Lemberg'
Jacob Levy
Loren Lennoth Love
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Julius Lustig
Samuel Manelis
Armand Jean Mauzey'
Isadore Meyers
Howard Russell Miller
Irving Mishldn
Alfred Nefsky^
William A. Nye'
Joseph Aloysius Patka
Reino Hendrick Puumala
David Benjamin Radner
Samuel Irving Richmond'
Sol Rome
Gabriel Rose
Willard Edwin Shinglman'
Michael Hershel Shuger
Thelma Leota Shurtz'
Norman Silverstein
Max Sinay'
William Robert Sladek
Maurice Stamler
Edward Joseph Steiner
Frank Edward Urbanek
Harry Fleming Vail
Maxwell Nathan Wacker
Irwin Jerome Waldman
Marion Margaret Wallace
Arthur Rudolph Weilie
William Weisdorf
Jack Worthington Welty
Ernest William Werbel
Richard Elroy Westland
Ernest Bernard Williams
James Alfred Winsberg
Albyn Garrett Wolfe
Joseph Alfonso Zaler
Lazar Eli Zimmerman
Allan Joseph Zimring
Nathan Zolt
The Certificate in Medicine
Henry Akina, B.S.
Stephen Hedges Ambrose, B.S.
Leon Judah Aries, B.S.*
Walter Hilmar Baer, B.S.
Ransom Bright Baker, A.B.
Andrew F. Barnett
Herbert Joseph Bell, B.S.
Barbara Florence Benda, B.S.
Solomon J. Benensohn, B.S.
Louis Berger, B.S.
Charles Robert Bloom, B.S.
Helen Clara Brezina, B.S.
Walter Scott Brown, A.B.
Harry Burstein, B.S.
Theodore Moffett Carow, B.S.
Clifford Lewis Carter
Alvin Jay Cerny, B.S.
Henry I. Chapman, B.S.
David Wanless Clotfelter, B.S.
Bernard M. Cohen, B.S.
David Cohen, B.S.
George Lester Countryman, B.S.
Elwood Hunter Cox, B.S.
James Wesley Davis, B.S.
Landis Young Davis, B.S.
Edward Jack Denenholz, B.S.*
Edwin Frederick Dietrich, B.S.
Milton Judson Donkle, .A..B.
Henry Pickett Dorman, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Jacob J. Edinburg, B.S.
David Vernon Effron, B.S.
John B. Erich, B.S.
Edward Graham Evans, B.S.
Clifton Felts, B.S.
Glen Francis Fishel, B.S.
William Fox, B.S.
Andrew Galloway, B.S.
John Courier Garland, B.S.
William James Gillesby, B.S.
Robert Joseph Glenner, B.S.
Harry Robert Charles Groppe, B.S.
Lars Freman Gulbrandsen
Robert Wesley Hallenberg, B.S.
Stephen John Hansen, B.S.
Theodore Hartley, B.S.
Alfred Helmar Herman
Ernest Joseph Hofer, B.S.
Bernard Horv/itz, B.S.
Theodore R. Hudson, .\.B., B.S.
Marc Jacob Hughes
Samuel Hyman, B.S.
Howard Matthew Jacobs, B.S.
Richard Paul Johnson, B.S.*
Kenneth P. Johnston, B.S.
Hyman Joseph Kaplan, A.B., B.S.
Morris Aaron Kaplan, B.S.
Philip Kalpan, B.S.
Charles Herman Kaufman, B.S.
Irving Kaufman, B.S.*
Roy Leslie Kenward, B.S.
Reuben Klein, A.B., B.S.
Frederick Otto Kuehl, B.S.
David Milton Kurschner, B.S.
David Jam.es Kweder, B.S.
Wilbur Mayo Larson, B.S.
Frank Alexander Latham, B.S.
David Lerner, B.S.
Eugene George Lipow, Ph.G., B.S.
Samuel Alvin Loseff, B.S.
James Francis Merritt, B.S.
Emil Otto Muhs. B.S.
Arthur Christian Neeseman, B.S.
Robert Henry Newell, B.S.
William A. Nye, B.S.
Harold Forest Oakes, B.S.
Roger Ralph Olsen, B.S.
Ernest Dewitt Richard Ponzer, B.S.
Sydney Price, B.S.
Frank L. Quillman
Gunnar Quisling, B.S.
Ralph Quisling, B.S.
Alex Benjamin Ragins, B.S.
Samuel Reznick, B.S.
Lester Riskind, B.S.
Arnold Elmer Frederick Ritt, B.S.
Harold Xavian Rubin, B.S.
Doran Therman Rue, A.B., B.S.
Meyer Irving Saberman, B.S.
Ivan M. Sandberg, B.S.
Paul Dominic Sanfilippo, B.S.
Milton Charles Schell
John Andrew Schindler, B.S.
Karl William Schlegel, B.S.
Kenneth H. Schnepp, A.B., B.S.
Edgar Albert Schoenecker, B.S.
William Jack Schutz, B.S.
Louis Bernard Shapiro, B.S.
Maurice Maceo Sliaw, A.B., B.S.
Eugene Henry Silverstone, B.S., Ph.C.
Joseph Simons, B.S.
Charlotte H. Singer, B.S., M.S.
Francis Kirk Smith, B.S.
Russell Lee Smith, B.S.
Conrad Samuel Sommer, B.S.
Maurice Joseph Spiegel, B.S.
Everett Lee Strohl, A.B., B.S.
Paul Edgar Swanson, B.S.
Emanuel Taft, B.S.
Marion Meredith Taylor, B.E., B.S.
Louis Arlington Terman, B.S.
Leo Leonard Thelen
Otto Ernest VanDerAue, B.S.*
Theodore John Wachowski, B.S.
Carl Fremont Waters
Dorothy Hutchinson Welker, A.B., B.S.*
Arthur D. Wilson
John Francis Wixted, A.B., B.S.
Lester Melvin Woodford, B.S.
Howard Zeitlin, B.S.
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The Degree of Doctor of Medicine
{Conferred in Chicago)
Orville Lindsay Abbott, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Kent Archibald Alcorn (July 1. 1931)
Robert Howard Allison (July 1, 1931)
Abel Cornelius Anthony (October 17, 1931)
Dorothy Jessie Arenz, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
David Merton Banen (January 1, 1932)
Walter Earl Barton, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Jewell Lee Bass, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Albert Alan Best (July 1, 1931)
Paul Verco Brinley, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Martin Van Brown (June 23, 1931)
Behle Basil Burns, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
William Tracy Burton, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
Eugene Spencer Busby, B.S. (June 8, 1931)
Alvin Howard Clark, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Roger Brandt Coglon (July 1, 1931)
Henry William Eggers, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Benjamin Eisenberg (July 1, 1931)
Milton William Eisenstcin, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Nathan Epstein, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Eugene Isadore Falstein, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Jerome Gordon Finder (January 1, 1932)
Charles Finkelstein, B.S. (July 1. 1931)
Bernard Frazin, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Elmer Deloss Gay, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Jacob Benjamin Gier, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Otis Beryl Giltner, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
William Everett Glass, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
James Edward Graham, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Harry Greenstein, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Freeman Curtis Harris (June 23, 1931)
Robert B. Hemphill (July 1, 1931)
Herman Stewart Hendrickson, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Ford Kimmel Hick, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Elizabeth Webb Hill (June 1, 1931)
Albert Dabney Hurt, B.S. (Julv 1, 1931)
George Albert Ingrish, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Dan DeWitt Jamison (July 1, 1931)
Joseph Janofsky (January 1, 1932)
Albert Herbert Jenkins, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Esther Concordia Johnson, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Louis David Joseph (July 1, 1931)
Frank Burt Kaiserman, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Sol Stein Kaufman, A.B., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Irving Edward Kaveney (September 1, 1931)
Robert Dana Knapp, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Lyle Burnside Knight (July 1, 1931)
Noah Meyer Koenigsberg, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Samuel H. Kraines, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Albert Herman Lazere, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
Leonard Owen Leader, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Leo Adrian Lee (July 1, 1931)
Louis Robert Limarzi, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Hugo Long (July 1, 1931)
Earl Matthew Lustgarten, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
Dick Cauthen McCool, Jr., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Lynn Pope McGoldrick (July 1, 1931)
Robert Glenn McMillan (July 1, 1931)
Charles Andrew Mack, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Wilford John Mason, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
Jack Green Mearns, A.B., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Charles Himes Metzel, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
William Edward Miller, A.B., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
James Wilber Moreland (December 1, 1931)
Lawrence Joseph Murphy, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Virgil LeRoy Murphy (July 1, 1931)
O. Harold Muus, A.B., B.S. (July 1. 1931)
Julian Anthony Ossman, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Louis Phillips (October 13, 1931)
Frank Joseph Piszkiewicz (January 1, 1932)
Alfred George Rice, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Dwight William Rife, B.S. (June 8, 1931)
Roy Otis Riser, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Nahum L. Robbin (July 1, 1931)
James J. Rodgers, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Robert Rodin, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Perry W. Ross, Ph.G. (July 1. 1931)
Max Rulney, B.S. (July 1. 1931)
Herbert .A.lbert Sacks, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Martin Henry Seifert. Ph.G., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Guy Emil Seymour, A.B., B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Louis Willard Shabat, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Samuel Shapiro (July 1, 1931)
George Shropshear, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Irvin Siegal, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Henry Abraham Siegel (January 1, 1932)
Abraham Simon (January 1, 1932)
Jack D. Singer, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Bernard Skorodin, B..S. (July 1, 1931)
William Roan Smith (July 1, 1931)
Frederick Steigmann (January 1, 1932)
D. Louis Steinberg, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
John Wayne Stevens, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
William Thomas Stickley (July 1, 1931)
Peter Strofs, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
James Eugene Stroh (July 1, 1931)
Clifford Patrick Sullivan (January 1, 1932)
James Sherwood Taylor, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Janet Campbell Thayer (January 1, 1932)
Philip Thorek, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Joseph S. Tschetter (July 1, 1931)
Benjamin Edward Twitchell, A.B., B.S. (July 1,
1931)
Francis James P. Twohey, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Martin Jerome Urist (January 1, 1932)
Louis Stephen Varzino (January 1, 1932)
George Haywood Vernon, Jr., A.B., B.S. (July 1,
1931)
Henry Eugene Vogel, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
David Wagren, A.B. (July 1, 1931)
Halvard Wanger (May 1, 1931)
Charles Morse Weinberg, B.S. (June IS, 1931)
Ben Ide Wcininger, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Charles P. Whalen, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Irving Wolinsky, B.S. (July 1, 1931)
Waldo Waite Wynekoop (January 1, 1932)
Maurice L. Young, B.S. (July 1. 1931)
Allan Oscar Drayton
James Gagnon'
Herbert Franks Rosen
Harry H. Asher
Mark R. Baldwini
William Bezkostny
Henry Moore Lester Bigelow
Thaddeua Stephen Brudzinski
William Chasan'
Joseph Henry Davis
Jame3 De Biase'
Sidney Quentin Deutsch
THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
(Conferred in Chicago)
Ned James Vespa
Albin Henry Wybraniec
The Degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery
Harold Howard Foster
Walter Henry Fredericks
Orlyn David Gingrich
Carlyle Frederick Glcssncr
Jules Samuel Gould
Louis Gross
Walter Howard Hackley
Roy Antliony Haebich'
Richard Phillip Hoffman
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Rubin Edward Kadens
Raymond George Kindelsperger
Albert Lorenz Knab
Edgar Herman Arthur Kramp, B.S.
Lloyd Sheridan McNabb
Frederick Mackh
Lottie Will Massey'
Hugh William Mead
James Todd Neel
Edward Roman Potocki
David Pritikin
Earl Wiley Renfroe
William Henry Riccio
Robert Victor Riemer
Bernard Roberts
Thaddeus Sakowski^
Charles Sarsown^
Richard Everet Scott
Allen Shirley'
George Melvin Sneed
Jack Maurice Sturman
Joshua Sanford Vission
Russell La Verne Volin'
Everett George Walters
Herbert Edward Weis
Edward Durand Wiggins
Philip Harry Wyckoff
Fred Shaffer Zissman
Obed William Albrecht
John Wallace Allen
William Francis Anderson
Stanley Max Bahrij
Florence Marie Baker
Homer Uhl Baker
Norman Henry Ballin
Clement John Barcheski
Carl Barovsky
Garry Becker
Harry Berlin*
Harry Sidney Beskin
Zenon Stanley Bidzinski
Marie Henrietta Biedka
Paul John Biestek
Lorenzo Gerard Blanchette
William Blauner
James Brachtl
Henry A. Bregenzer
Jerome Valentine Budny
Lyle Alfonso Burkhart
Clarence William Burns
Michael Dominick Calabrese
Hyman Calisoff
Joseph H. Carter
Royal Lincoln Carter
Richard Lyndhurst Cash
Charles B. Chidensky
Jacob Chidensky
John E. Cihocki
John A. Cinefro
Lewis Buckinghame Clark
J. M. Cline
John Edward Cronin
William Lynn Cunningham
Walter Joseph Czaja
Hubert Melvin Darnell
Gustaf John DeVIieger
George James Dvorak
Herbert Theodore Engh
Thor Theodore Engwall
Sam Epstein
Charles Theodore Fawcett
Lloyd Joseph Fay
Joseph A. Filip
Sidney Theodore Fisher
George Edward Ford'
Louis Gaberman
Mathew Anthony Gabric
Frederika Emily Gaensslen
Max Gandell
Paul Edward Geis
James Anthony Giurato
Maurice Greenberg
William Greenberg
Bohumil Joseph Hajicek
Cervensel Hanson
Otto Andrew Hanson
Harold Aron Horwitz
Allen Hurwitz'
Albert Israelite
Emanuel Jacobson
Isadore J. Jacobson
William Otto C. Jahn
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
The Degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist
{Conferred in Chicago)
Roman A. Jarecki
Harold G. Johnson
Harold Walter Johnson
Leona Agnes Johnson
Edward F. Jung
Leo Joseph Juskevic
Stanley Joseph Kaczmarski'
Joseph Kalom
Maurice Kanter'
Milton John Kaspar
Adolph Katra'
Samuel Harry Katz
Alfred Paul Kelch
Preston Woodson Kelley
Robert E. Kelly
Edward Thomas Kolowski
Henry Louis Koster
George Kostlevy*
Michael Kramer
John Kurzek
Joseph Mitchell Kwasnicki
Carlo LaRocco
Leonard Levinsky
Celia W. Levy
Walter Alfred Lindwall
David Lippman'
Leo Anthony Lis
Edmund Anton Listecki
Wallace E. Lundholm
Will McKee
Stephen Matthews Madura
Harry Magad
Christopher Marzano
Sam Herschel Mason
C. Robert Mazur
Ralph Meyerhoflf
Sol Miller
Max Morgan
John Lewis Neal
Emmet N. Norris'
Albert Nowak'
George Odess
Stephen Marion Okon
Joseph Nicholas Pandolfo
Arthur Jackson Penney
Glenn Otto Peterson
Raymond Peterson
Frank Joseph Placek
Julius Adam Preskus
Joseph Pszota
Allan Reiss
Maurice Riback
Daniel Joseph Riccio
Harry Rosen'
Albert Rosenberg'
Julius Rosenthal
Arthur Joe Rothe
Benjamin Rotstein
Ben William Sager
Joseph Charles Sass
David Schaeffer'
Albert DeWitt Schell
Arthur C. Schwab
Mildred A. Schwaba
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Abe R. Segal
Charles Leonard Shanks
Sister St. Charles Giguere*
John E. Surak
Samuel Taylor'
Robert Annon Thompson
Vernon Clair Traub
Solly Charles Turck
Anthony Valentino
Joseph Francis Varco
Cleo William Veatch
Ben Void
Ellen Cohen
Sidney Horace Dworkin
Edward J. Friedman
Clifford Frederick Wallmark
Francis Wendell Washington
Leo Millard Weinper'
Fred Weiss
George C. Wright
Seymour Wright
Vivian Janice Zdrubek
Lyle Philip Zentner
Milton Irving Balchofsky (Class of 1930)
Edith DiGilio (Class of 1930)
Louis Gdalman (Class of 1930)
Solomon Gershon (Class of 1930)
The Certificate in Pharmacy
Joseph Bernard Katz
Nicholas Edward Miraglia
Jerome David Pauker
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Degree of Master of Arts
In Botany
Leona Breneman Bayly, A.B. (Wellesley College) 1928
Mathilda Elizabeth Catherine Schneider, A.B., 1929
In Chemistry
Herbert Edmund Carter, A.B. (DePauw University) 193W
Chin Chang, A.B. {University of Michigan) 1930'
James Tucker Eaton, A.B. {Central College) 1928
Ernest Byron Riegel, A.B. {Central College) 1928
Lester William Smith, A.B. {Albion College) 1926'
Louis George Veler, B.S. {Bowling Green State Normal School) 1928=
In Classics
Paul Shaner Dunkin, A.B. {DePauw University) 1929
Robert Matthew Evans, A.B. (Wheaton College) 1930
Stephen William Paine, A.B. {Wheaton College) 1930
Sarah Margaret Rebman, A.B. {Ottawa University) 1918^
Ora Rush, B.Ed. {Southern Illinois State Teachers College) 1928
William Millard Seaman, A.B. {College of Wooster) 1930
Donald Everett Strout, A.B. {Bates College) 1930
Grace Purviance Thomas, A.B. {Knox College) 1909^
In Economics
William Ambrose Bledsoe, B.S., 1928'
Thor William Bruce, A.B. {Lawrence College) 1923'
Gordon Davidson Bryan, A.B., 1930^
James Arthur Coble, A.B., 19303
Cyrus Stanley Corey, A.B. {Colby College) 1928
Geraldine Mae Elliott, A.B. (Rockford College) 1930
.•Mice Theresa Wall, B.S., 1929'
Forest Livings Whan, B.S. {Kansas State Agricultural College) 19282
In Education
Georgia Fiock Adams, A.B., 1926'
Bayard Garfield Alps, A.B. {Colorado College) 1920s
Joseph V^ictor Axelson, A.B. {Wheaton College) 1925'
Chester Sterling Berry, A.B. {Illinois College) 1917'
Ray DeWitt Brummett, B.S., 1924'
Joseph Bruce Buckler, A.B., 1918^
Kenneth Davis Cable, A.B. {Cornell College) 19232
Marion Kendall Craine, A.B., 1929'
Edward Ancel Curry, B.Ed. {Illinois State Normal University) 1926-
Helen McLean Damron, A.B., 1925'
Leigh Vivian Finley, B.S. ( University of Missouri) 1918'
Erwin Ernst Hake, A.B. {McKendree College) 1929^
Earl Roscoe Hall, B.Ed. {Western Illinois State Teachers College) 1927
Vesta Weaver Haynes, A.B., 1921=
Walter Bertram Hughes, B.S., 1929'
Alfred Dwight Huston, B.S., 1929
Ralph William Jackson, B.S., 1920'
Doris Selma Klein, A.B. {Augustana College) 1930^
Mildred James Kuntz, A.B., 1926'
William Renwick Lower, A.B. {Muskingum College) 1909'
King James McCristal, A.B., 1929^
Mamie Teresa McGrath, B.Ed. {Illinois State Normal University) 1924-
Anhur RoUa Matheny, B.S., 1920
Marshall Atkinson Newnum, .\.B. {Indiana University) 1925'
Elmer Victor Nickel, A.B. {Illinois College) 1923*
Grace Mae Norris, A.B. {DePauw Universilv) 1911
Susie E. Ogden, B.Ed. {Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1929^
Dale Herbert Parkerson, A.B. {DePauw University) 1926"
Hartley D'Oyley Price, B.S., 1928'
Lydia Dietrich Ragsdale, B.Ed. {Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1928
Ted Roosevelt Ragsdale, B.Ed. {Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1928
Walter Scott Renner, B.S., 1925'
Opal Terrissa Rhodes, A.B., 1919
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Chester Arthur Rumble, B.S. (Oakland City College) 1916*
Donald Victor Schoolcraft, A.B. (Wabash College( 1926'
Thomas Bernhardt Smith, A.B. (Illinois College) 1924^
John Johnson Swinney, A.B. (William Jewell College) 1920'
Franklin Cramer Thomas, A.B. {Mt. Morris College) 1925=
Homer Charles Torreyson, A.B. (Redding College) 19223
Amy W. Turrell, A.B. (Colorado Stale Teachers College) 19153
Marion Charles Turrell, A.B. (West Virgijiia University) 19031
Allen Charles Tyler, B.S. (Bradley Polytechnic Institute) 1926^
Harriett Elizabeth Lyon VanArsdell, B.Mus., 1928^
Melvin Merrill Wall, A.B. (Eureka College) 1926
Arbon Read Wetzel, B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers College) 1925'
Chester Wickliffe, A.B. ( University of Arizona) 1927^
Joseph Morton Wooddell, B.S. (Ohio University) 1926^
Abraham Wright, Ph.B. (Shurlleff College) 1921'
In English
Loudene Anderson, A.B., 19222
Florence Elizabeth Burgwin, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1930
Bertha Hill Cooley, A.B., 1927
Catherine Stillman Cossum, Ph.B. (Shurlleff College) 1930'
Lloyd Rollan DeWitt, A.B., 1925^
Mabel Louise Falberg, B.Ed. (Western Illinois Stale Teachers College) 1926'
Richard Nicholas Foley, A.B. (Centre College) 1930
Hilda Mae Forrest, A.B. (Western Kentucky State Teachers College) 1929^
Albert Edward Germer, Jr., A.B., 1927'
Zelma Large Houser, A.B., 191 1'
Frank Henri Kaler, A.B., 1931
Celestine McCarver, A.B. (Eureka College) 1930
Georgine Belle McDonald, A.B., 1930
Delia Pearl Marlin, B.S. (Southeast Missouri Stale Teachers College) 1924
Bernice Louise Marshall, A.B., 1925-
Mildred Alice Martin, A.B., 1929^
Charles Neely, Jr., B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1927'
Sister Mary Chrysantha Hoefling, A.B. (DePaul University) 1924"
Sister Mary Beatrice Schiller, O.S.F., A.B. (DePaul University) 1929
Sister Mary Evelyn Walsh, Ph.B. (St. Xavier College) 1925'
Maurine Joyce Smith, A.B. (Illinois State Normal University) 1930'
Esther Elizabeth Sundberg, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus College) 1920^
Elizabeth Jane Turnell, A.B., 1928
Marion Waggoner, A.B., 1922'
Violet Jeanne Wilson, A.B. (Hiram College) 1930
In Geology
Everett Christian Larsen, B.S., 1930
Clarence Burt Odell, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1930^
Harold William Scott, A.B., 1929
In German
Gilbert Clarence Kettelkamp, A.B., 1928
Edward Martin Mueller, A.B., 1929'
Vern Wade Robinson, A.B. (DePauw University) 1929'
Marie Frances Seeber, A.B., 19303
In History
Frank Hardee Allen, A.B. (DePauw University) 1930
Iris Gertrude Bailey, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1930'
George Anne Cottingham, A.B., 1930
Granville Daniel Davis, A.B. ( University of Arkansas) 1930
Karl Christian Dod, A.B., 19303
Weldon Maurice Hadaway, A.B., 1930'
Ruth Eleanor Hested, A.B. (Rockford College) 1930^
Nelle Eva Ingram, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Normal University) 1930
Glenna Lucile James, A.B. (Defiance College) 1924"
Helen Katherine Kerr, A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1924; B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univer-
sity) 1926'
Frederick James Kirkman, A.B., 1931
Shelby Jason Light, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 19271
Joseph Mc.\dam, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1928'
Josephine Baker McCormick, A.B., 1930
John William Riley, A.B. (DePauw University) 1925
Harry Jewell Sarkiss, A.B. (Park College) 1917; B.D. (McCormick Theological Seminary) 1919; M.T
(Dubuque University) 1927
Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly, O.P., A.B. (Rosary College) 1925^
Evelyn Louise Steketee, A.B. (Hope College) 1930=
Helen Joan Tobias, A.B., 1930*
Louis Unfer, B.S. (Kirksville State Teachers College) 1920; M.S., 1929»
Catherine Marie Wick, A.B., 1929'
In Home Economics
Florence Margaret Roy, A.B., 1930'
In Juvenile Behavior
Minna Elizabeth Emch, A.B., B.S., M.D., 1924, 1926, 1929
In Library Science
Lucy Ann Babcock, A.B. (University of Oklahoma) 1926; B.S. (L..S), 1927
Arthur Eric Gropp, B.S. (Kansas State Teachers College) 1927; B.S., 1930*
Mildred Dorothy Kohlstedt, A.B. (Northwestern University) 1922
Grace Evelyn Lenfest, A.B. (Nebraska Wesleyan University) 1912
Gladys Ford Pratt, A.B. (Mt. Holyoke College) 1914'
Lucile Elizabeth Wilco.x, B.S., 1923^
Sara Metella Williams, B.S. (Kansas State Teachers College) 1927; B.S. (L.S.), 1930^
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Jit Malhematics
Henry Carlton Ahalt, B.S., E.E. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) 1923, 1925'
C. Ronald Cassity, A.B. {James Millikin University) 1929
Sadie Evalyn Clapper, A.B. (State University of Iowa) 1920^
Harry Edward Crull, A.B., 1930
Walter Philip Heinzmann, A.B. (DePauw University) 1925^
Eva Mae Lynch, A.B. (Indiana Central College) 1928^
Grace Lee McClelland, A.B., 1926'
William Ted Martin, A.B. (University of Arkansas) 1930
Ella Marie Meythaler, A.B. (Monmouth College) 1930
Harriet Marie Runge, A.B. (Rosary College) 1928
Clarence George Schilling, A.B., 1926'
Mary Anice Seybold, A.B. (Illinois College) 1929
Sister Mary Reginald Durick. A.B. (St. Clara College) 1921'
Sister Mary Gerard Gunning, Litt.B. (DePaul University) 1926
Elsie Webb Smith, A.B.. 1922
Everett Linus Welker, A.B., 1930'
In Philosophy
Cornelius Marinus DeBoe, A.B. (Calvin College) 1930
William August Mueller, A.B., 1930
In Physics
Brooks Courtright, A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Institute) 1925'
Watt Mvers, Jr., A.B. (North Central College) 19303
Gerald Dean Rahrer, A.B. (Wabash College) 1930
In Psychology
Ernest Quinchester King, A.B. (University of Utah) 1926; M.D., 1931
In Political Science
Boris Glushitski Alexander, Ph.B. (Shurlleff College) 1929^
Robert Jennings Harris, Jr., A.B. (Vanderbilt University) 1930
Mary Ann Held, A.B., 1928^
Valentine Jobst, A.B., 1926
Blake Smith Root. B.S. (Monmouth College) 1927^
Lowell Oliver Stephens, A.B. (University of Florida) 1925'
In Physiology
Glen Finch, A.B. {DePauw University) 1930'
In Romance Languages
Mary Louise Vurnier, B.S., 1926
Margaret Adela Condon, B.S., 1930^
Jean Edwin Cranston, A.B., 1928
Lena Virginia Hanna, A.B. (Culver-Stockton College) 1925^
Winifred Ellen Jones, A.B., 1930
Louise Finley Ledge, A.B., 1924
Mario Chanouse Mascarino, A.B. (St. Viator College) 1926; A.M. (Loyola University) 1930
Leon Louis Mayeur, A.B. (West Virginia University) 1929-
Dicie Ann Moore, A.B., 1930
Mary Frances Page, A.B. (DePauw University) 1929
Kathryn Marquise Pendleton, Ph.B. (St. Mary's College) 1925
Peter Presta, A.B. (Lake Forest College) 1929
Dorothy Marie Ralph, A.B. (Carthage College) 1930
John Hamrick Ramp, A.B. (Knox College) 1930
Alphonse Victor Roche, A.B. (State College of Washington) 1928'
Virginia Taggart Schoeman, A.B., 1929
Franc Paul Gaston Thenaud, Bachelier de I'Enseignement (University of Bordeaux) 1921; Licencie en
Droit ( University of Lyon) 1929
John Herbert Utley, A.B. (Indiana University) 1926^
Mildred Louise Woodworth, .^.B. (Indiana University) 1928^
In Sociology
Earl Wesley Clark, A.B. (Eureka College) 1928
William Donald Clemmer, A.B. (Cornell College) 1928
Dena LuVerne McMackin, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1930=
Cora Kathcrine Miller, A.B., 1924'
In Transportation
John Chia Shan Lee, A.B. (Peking National University) 1925; Ph.B. (Milton College) 19.30«
In Zoology
Joe Denton Combs, A.B. (Drury College) 1929
The Degree of Master of Science
In Accountancy
Frank Hedrick Allen, B.S., 1930»
Donald Lyle Dicterle, B.S., 1930»
Clive Fleeming Dunham. B.S., 1929'
Theodore Russell Larimore, B.S. (Indiana University) 1928
Theodora Lowry McKee, B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1906, 1924
Clifford Rollin Niswonger, B.S. (Miami University) 1929'
Rcxford Clark Parmelee, B.S., 1930^
William Harry Stout, B.S., 1930'
In Agronomy
David Olin Carter, B.S. ( University of Missouri) 1930^
Robert Estes Fore, B.S. (Imi'a State College) 1929
Herman Emery Hendricks, B.S. (University of Kentucky) 1926
Merl Franklin Hershberger, B.S. ( University of Maryland) 1929*
In Animal Husbandry
William Matthew White, B.S. (University of Notre Dame) 1921'
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In Architecture
Russell Orrin Deeter, B.S., 1931
Donald Raymond Laidig, B.S., 1930
William Frank McCaughey, A.B. {Carnegie Institute of Technolviy) 1916
Rowland Rathbun, B.S., 19283
In Architectural Engineering
Joseph John Weiler, B.S., 1926
In Astronomy
Robert Bly Arnold, B.S. {Case School of Appled Science) 1930"
In Bacteriology
Louis J. Brody, B.S., M.D. (Loyola Medical School) 1925
Catherine Virginia Fisher, A.B. ( University of Wisconsin) 1929^
Hyman Joseph Kaplan, A.B., B.S.. 1927, 1929
Irving Kaufm.an, B.S., 1929
Robert George Kesel, D.D.S.. 1926
Milton Lionel Laing, B.S. (Northern Slate Teachers College of South Dakota) 1927'
William Edward Miller, A.B. (Fisk University) 1923; B.S., 1928
Alexander John Nedzel, M.D. (Imperial New Russian University) 1913
Sunshine E. Park, A.B.. 1925
John B. Rehm, B.S. (Allegheny College) 1929'
Elbert Hollis Ruyle, B.S. (Shurtleff College) 1929
George Shropshear, B.S., 1929^
Joseph Simons, B.S., 1929
Conrad Samuel Sommer, B.S., 1929
/n Botany
Theodore Melrose Sperry, B.S. (Butler University) 1929
In Business Organization and Operation
Luther Hancock Lyon, B.S., 1926
Frederick Hayward Thomas, B.S., 1924
Lee Elrie Thompson, B.S., 1929'
In Ceramic Engineering
Horace Wilbur Alexander, B.S., 1929
Eugene Charles Clemens, B.S., 1929'
Lane Mitchell, B.S. (Georgia School of Technology) 1929
Lawrence Russell Shardlow, B.S. (Alfred University) 1929
In Chemistry
James Wilber Bird, A.B., 19303
Roy Parkinson Bohannon, B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers College) 1927'
Chester Wayne Bradley, B.S. (Northeastern Missouri State Teachers College) 192 71
Frank Hanly Brock, B.S., 1929'
Benton Alexander Bull, B.S. (Knox College) 1930
Hsu-Yung Chao, B.S. (National Tsing Hua University) 1929
Tao Chen, B.S. (National Tsing Hua University) 1929
Tse-Tsing Chu, B.S. ( National Southeastern University) 1926'
Vera Arrietta Conard, A.B., 1928^
Jane Ann Conibear, B.S. (Florida State College for Women) 1929^
Hubert Andrew Conner, B.S. (Northeast Missouri Stale Teachers College) 1929
Alice Elizabeth Fitch, B.S., 1930
John Lester Gabby, A.B., 1930^
Arzy Robert Gray, A.B. (Southwestern College) 1929'
T. Melville Hess, B.S. (Monmouth College) 1930^
Arnold Osborne Jackson, B.S. (Presbyterian College) 1930
Bernard Lars Johnson, B.S. (Purdue University) 1928^
Richard Marston Lawrence, B.S. ( University of California) 1926'
Charles Malcolm Loucks, B.S. (St. Lawrence University) 1926
James Burleigh Lucas, B.S., M.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) 1900, 1913'
Richard Hugh McCoy, A.B. (Earlham College) 19292
Allan Hamilton Macmillan, B.S. ( University of Denver) 1929^
Clarence Simon Moyer, B.S. (Franklin and Marshall College) 1929
Douglas Gillison Nicholson, B.S., 1930
John Orion Page, B.S. ( University of Rochester) 1927^
William Ernest Pearce, A.B. (Westminster College) 1929^
David Jordan Porter, B.S., 1930^
Melvin Glenn Randall, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Stale Normal University) 1930
Elias Paul Samsel, A.B. (Heidelberg College) 1929'
Lydia Mary Scholfield, B.S., 1928'
Norman Edward Searle, Ph.B. (Brown University) 1930
Earl Coooer Smith, B.S., 1930
William Edward Sohl, B.S. (Case School of Applied Science ) 1928'
Charles Orville Werner, A.B. (University of Montana) 1928
In Civil Engineering
George Harper Dell, B.S., C.E. (Pennsylvania State College) 1922, 1926
Henry Elbert Dew, B.S. (Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College) 1929^
William Harrison Douglas, B.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology) 1923
Alfred Hedefine, B.S. (Rutgers University) 1929
Walter Kletting, B.S. ( University of Utah) 1929
Robert Burrus Buckner Moorman, B.S., 1929'
James Patrick O'Donnell, B.S. (Cooper Union Institute of Technology) 1930
All Galib Rifaat, B.S. (Robert College) 1930
Joseph Hyman Spilkin, B.S. (University of Witwalersrand) 1925'
Frank Peter Thomas, B.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology) 1929
Kenneth Clem Tippy, B.S., 1927
Tarley Tarson Wiley, B.S., 1930
In Dermatology
Theodore Combleet, B.S., M.D. (St. Louis University) 1921, 1923'
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In Economics
Frank Herman Beach, A.B., 1916*
Hanse Chan, B.S., 1930
Herbert Walker Craig, Jr., A.B., 1928'
Ruth Crawford Freeman, A.B., 1913^
John Anthony Herrmann, B.S. (Purdue University) 1930'
Leonard Royal Koser, B.S. ( University of Iowa) 1930
John George Leisenring, B.S., 1930'
Robert Wallace Mayer, B.S., 1930'
Jesse Taylor Palmer. B.S., 1928=
Barent Springsted, Jr., B.S., 1930'
Frances Margaret Whitehead, B.S., 1928
In Education
Harry Drennan Allen. B.S.. 1929'
Vern David Amacher. B.S.. 1927'
Edwin Hester Arford, B.S.. 1927'
Ruth Evaline Blackburn, B.S., 1925'
Wendell Eugene Cannon, B.S., 1928'
Florence Mary Cole. A.B., 1926'
Mabel Rea Hagan, B.S., 1926'
Conrad French Hamilton, B.S. {Franklin College) 1919'
Milton Edward Kraft, B.S., 1930
Mary Ruth LeMay. B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1922'
Cecil Willard Martin, A.B. (Illinois College) 1927^
Grace Van Dyke More, B.Mus., 1922
Forrest Windsor Murphv, A.B. (Transylvania College) 1917'
Milton Martin Olander, B.S., 1922
Joseph Leroy Picard. B.S., 1927'
John Knox Price, B.Ed. (Illinois Slate Normal University) 1925
Bert Lyndon Reeves. B.S., 1926'
Martha Anne Roberts, B.S., 1928'
Harley J. Seybold, B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1930'
Earl Charles Seyler, B.S.. 1929'
Jesse Shidler. B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal University) 1926
Emry Seldon Simmonds. B.S.. 1923'
Ethel Wentz Smith, B.S., 1926'
Herman Asa Sparr, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois State Teachers College) 1923'
Frank P. Tillman, A.B. ( University of Missouri) 1913'
Clarence Emory Vance, B.S., 1925'
In Electrical Engineering
Stanley Robert Jordan. B.S.. 1930
Willard Arthur Laning. Jr.. B.S. (Bucknell University) 1927
Gordon Standish Marvin. B.S., 19302
Vladimir Casimir Miron, B.S. (Armour Institute) 1929
In Farm Organization and Management
Seigel Alvin Anderson, B.S., 1927'
Dale Clarke Kieffer, B.S. (Michigan Stale College) 19305
George Wilkinson Moore, B.S.. 1920
Russell Groves Trummel, B.S., 1925'
In Home Economics
Anna Emeline Williams, A.B. (DePauw University) 1929'
In Horticulture
W^illiam Henry Childs, B.S., 1930
George Viggo Falkenberg, A.B., 1922
Horace Mead Newell, B.S., 1924
In Library Science
Irene May Doyle, A.B., A.M., B.S. (Lib.), 1919. 1924. 1930
In Mathematics
Emmert Denzill Hilderbrand, A.B. (Franklin College) 1915'
Minnie Ellen Huser, B.S., 19252
Velma Myrtle Magill, B.S., 1929'
Reese Henry Skidmore, B.S. (Ottawa University) 1929
Clarice Edna Van Hook, B.S. (Earlham College) 1926^
In Mechanical Engineering
Edgar Elmer .'\mbrosius, B.S., 1928
Reinhold Fridtjof Larson, B.S.. 1923
Ralph Elton Lewis. B.S. (Slate University of Iowa) 1929
Joseph Gibson Lowther. B.S. ( Universitv of Texas) 1927
John Clifford Reed. B.M.E. (Ohio State University) 1928
David Gerald Ryan, B.S. (Purdue University) 1923
In Mining Engineering
Francis Chester Wojtanowicz, B.S., 1930
In Obstetrics and Gvnecolos^y
Samuel Kaplan, B.S., M.D.. 1922, 1925
Harry Oliver Maryan, B.S., M.D., 1921, 1922
Harriet Her Skemp, B.S. ( University of Dubuque) 1924; M.D. ( University of Iowa) 1926
In Orthodontia
William Bcnham Downs, D.D.S., 1926»
Richard Alvin Jentzsch. D.D.S., 1926'
Ernest Myer, D.D.S.. 1929«
Robert Earl Naftzger. D.D.S. (Indiana University) 1924'
In Pathology
Leon Judah Aries, B.S., 1929
Bernard M. Cohen, B.S., 1929
Irving Dreyer, B.S., 1928
Lucien Young Dyrenforth. B.S. {University of Florida) 1916; M.D. (E7nory Unirersity) 1930
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Alex Benjamin Ragins, B.S., 1929'
Sol Roy Rosenthal, M.D., 1928'
Karl William Schlegel, B.S., 1929^
Mary Spivak, M.D. {Novorossisky University) 1920
In Pharmacology
William Clay Dine, Jr., B.S., 1930'
Herbert Martin Emig, B.S. (Philadelphia College of Pharmacy) 1924
Robert Lelon Ladd, A.B. {Park College) 1920; M.D. (Rush Medical College) 1926'
In Physics
Benjamin Ferris Carter, B.S. (Beloit College) 19303
Carl Nicholas Challacombe, B.S., 1929
George Edwin Oscar Peterson, B.S. (Armour Institute) 1920
Ju Wei Shih, B.S. (National Central University) 1925=
In Physiological Chemistry
Abe Louis Aaronson, B.S., M.D., 1926, 1929
Morris Aaron Kaplan, B.S., 1929
Reuben Isadore Klein, A.B., 1927'
Esther Florence Teeters, .^.B. (Tri-State College) 1920; A.B., 1925'
Dorothy Hutchinson Welker, A.B.. B.S., 1927, 1929
In Railway Engineering
Si-Chin Kao, B.S. (Purdue University) 1929
Shih-Ning Pan, B.S. (Nanyang University) 1928
In Sociologv
Ruth Frances Pecival, B.S., 1931«
In Surgery
Richard Milton Davison, B.S., M.B., M.D. ( University of Minnesota) 1926, 1928, 1929'
Marion Meredith Taylor, B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal University) 1925; B.S., 1929
In Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
William Fisher Cassie, B.S., Ph.D. (University of St. Andreu's) 1925, 1930
Vernon Peter Jensen, B.S., 1929
Stuart Wellington Lyon, B.S., 1924
Masamichi Tomita, B.S. (Tokyo Imperial University) 1922
LeRoy Tucker, A.B. (Washburn College) 1912; B.S., 1923, C.E., 1928
In Zoology
Monroe David Bryant, A.B. (Austin College) 1927'
Arthur Dewey Buck, B.S. (East Central State Teachers College, Ada, Oklahmna) 1928*
John Sevier Dolley, B.S. (Mc Kendree College) 1930^
Florence Gertrude Lee Fields, .^.B. ( University of Wyoming) 1928
Judith Fillingham, A.B. (Butler University) 1929
Thural Dale Foster, B.S. (Shurtleff College) 1924
Carlos Clyde Goff, B.S., 1928
Thelma Grimm Hall, B.S. (Mount Union College) 1929"
Samuel Hanford McFarlane, B.S. (University of Saskatchewan) 1930
Lyle Franklin Stewart, A.B.. 1929
Professional Degrees in Engineering
Civil Engineer
Elwyn Lorenzo Clarke, B.S., 1902
Wallace Monroe Lansford, B.S., M.S., 1924, 1929
Sidney Grisw^old Martin, B.S., 1912
Engineer of Mines
David Ray Mitchell, B.S., M.S. (Pennsylvania Stale College) 1924, 1927
Engineer Physicist
Wallace Waterfall, B.S., 1923
Master of Architecture
Ernest LawTence StoufiFer, B.S., 1918
Mechanical Engineer
Ferdinand Jehle, B.S., 1910
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
In Agronomy
Clarence Edgar Carter, B.S. ( University of Missouri) 1915
Robert LaVem Matlock. B.S., M.S., 1924. 1928
In Anatomy
Richard Lockwood Webb. A.B., M.S.. 1924, 1925
In Animal Husbandry
Walker Myrick Dawson, B.S. (University of Maryland) 1925; M.S., 19261
William Garfield Kammlade, B.S. (University of Wisconsin) 1915; M.S., 1917'
In Bacteriology
Florence Lydia Evans. A.B. (University of South Dakota) 1928; A.M.. 1929
In Botany
William Theodore Penfound. A.B. (Oberlin College) 1922; A.M.. 1924^
-Arthur Lee Shuck. A.B. (Central College) 1925; A.M. (University of Missouri) 1927
In Chemistry
Robert William Ball, A.B., A.M. ( University of British Columbia) 1925, 19271
Horace Hopkins Bliss, A.B., M.S. (University of Michigan) 1925, 1926
Louis Hamilton Bock, B.S. ( Kansas State Agricultural College) 1928; M.S., 1929
Clair S. Boruff, B.S. (Monmouth College) 1923; M.S., 1925'
Eugene Browning, B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1926; M.S., 19271
Donald Walker Davis. A.B. (Laurence College) 1927
Orville Eugene Goehler, B.S. (Washington University) 1926'
John Ben Goodman, B.S., M.S. ( University of Denver) 1927, 19281
Gordon Hughes, .A..B. (Oberlin College) 1928; A.M., 1929
Earl Hanford Johnson. A.B. (Lawrence College) 1926; A.M.. 1928
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Tsi Yu Kao, B.S. ( University of Washington) 1927; M.S.. 1929>
Sidney Lionel Neave, A.B., .A..M., 1924, 1926'
Harris Eugene Phipps, A.B., A.M. (Oberlin College) 1926, 1928
Orin Wainwright Rees. B.S. (Earlham College) 1922; M.S., 1925
Leslie James Roll. B.S. {Oregon State Agricultural College) 1927; M.S., 1928
Pierce Wilson Selwood, .4.8. ( University of British Columbia) 1927; A.M.. 1928i
Arthur Curtis Shead, B.S.. M.S. (University of Ok ahoma) 1919, 1923
Wayne Andrew Sisson, B.S.. A.M. (Roanoke College) 1925. 1928
Howard Agnew Smith. B.S., M.S.. 1928, 1929
Joseph Gail Stampfli, A.B. (St. Louis University) 1927
Julius White, A.B.. A.M. ( University of Denver) 1925, 1926
Wallace Windus, A.B. (University of Montana) 1925; A.M.. 1928
John Charles Zimmer, B.S., M.S. (University of Nebraska) 1927. 1928
In Classics
Kenton Frank Vickery, A.B. (Augustana College) 1925; A.M., 1926
In Economics
Arthur G. Anderson. B.S., C.E. (Iowa State College) 1912. 1923; M.S.. 1923
Burton Neubert Behling, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1928; A.M.. 1929
Henry William Blalock. A.B. (Louisiana Slate University) 1928; A.M., 1929
Lloyd Alvin Helms, A.B. (DePauw University) 1925; A.M., 1926'
Lowell Frederick Huelster, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1926; A.M., 1927
Paul Evans Johnston, B.S.. M.S., 1917. 1926
Ananias Charles Littleton, A.B., A.M., 1912, 1918'
Charles Gordon Reeves. A.B.. A.M. ( University of North Carolina) 1924. 19251
Robert Cooke Ross. A.B. (Monmouth College) 1914; B.S.. M.S.. 1923. 1925
Karl Myron Scott, A.B. (University of Arkansas) 1925; M.S. (Iowa State College) 1926>
Findley Weaver, A.B., A.M. ( University of Texas) 1924. 1926'
Leonard Marion Zingler. A.B. (Lawrence College) 1928; A.M.. 1929
In Education
Sarah Helen Taylor. A.B. (Illinois College) 1920; A.AI., 1922
Fred Harold Turner, A.B., .A..M., 1922, 1926
Lewis Ward Williams, Ph.B. (Hiram College) 1909; A.M., 1918
In English
Donald Cameron Allen, A.B., 1926; A.M. (Washington University) 1927
Byron Hall Gibson, A.B. (Birmingham-Southern College) 1928; A.M., 1929
Sidney Erwin Glenn, A.B., A.M., 1922, 1923
Marcus Seldon Goldman, A.B. (Miami University) 1916; A.M., 1917; A.M. (Harvard University) 1926
Richard Ellis Haswell. A.B., A.M., 1926, 1928
Einar Ingvald Haugen, A.B. (5/. Olaf College) 1928; A.M.. 1929
Gilbert Macbeth. A.B. (Miami University) 1925; A.M., 1926'
Sister Mary Loyola Hayde. Ph.B.. A.M. (University of Chicago) 1915, 1917
In Geology
Judson Roy Griffin, A.B., A.M., 1925, 1927
Edith Muriel Poggi, Academic Diploma in Geography ( University of London) 1921; A.M.. 1928
Harold Bowen Willman, A.B., A.M., 1926, 1928
In History
Oscar Fritiof Ander, A.B. (Augustana College) 1926; A.M., 1927i
Frances Kellam Hendricks, A.B., A.M. ( University of Texas) 1922, 1925
Ameda Ruth King, A.B., A.M., 1922, 1925
Ezra Henry Pieper, A.B. (North-Western College) 1925; A.M., 1926
Stella Helen Sutherland, A.B. (Queen's University) 1920; A.M. (University of Chicago) 1921
In Horticulture
Clarence Edward Baker, B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
In Mathematics
George Lewis Edgett, A.B., A.M. (Mount Allison University) 1923, 1926'
Gerald Everett Moore, B.S. (Hedding College) 1922; M.S., 1923
Paul Kimbrell Smith. B.S., A.M. ( University of South Carolina) 1916, 1917; M.S. ( University of Chicago)
1925
Cari Walther Strom. A.B. (Luther College) 1919; A.M. (State University of Iowa) 1924; A.B. (Oxford)
19271
Mildred Ellen Taylor, A.B. (Oxford College for Women) 1921; A.M., 1922'
Walter George Warnock, A.B., .^.M. (Mount Allison University) 1926, 1928
In Philosophy
Oskar Alfred Kubitz. A.B. (James Millikin University) 1924; A.M., 1926
In Physics
Francis West Cooke, A.B. (College of William and Mary) I91S; M.S. ( North Carolina State College) 1923
M.S.. 1925
Ching Hsien Li. B.S. (Soochow University) 1925; M.S.. 1929
In Physiological Chemistry
Clarence Albert Johnson. B.S.. M.S. (University of Chicago) 1925. 1927
In Political Science
Ralph Humphreys Stimson. A.B. (Ohio State University) 1921; .\.M. (Harvard University) 1924'
In Romance Languages
Jarvis Burr Burner. B.S., A.M., 1924. 1928
Charles Melton Pegucs, A.B., A.M. ( University of Texas) 1924
Hilario Sdenz y Sienz, A.B. (Indiana University) 1923; A.M. (University of Chicago) 1928
Sister Mary Bernarda Welch. B.V.M., A.B. (Mount St. Joseph College) 1913; A.M.. 1927
In Zoology
James Meadows Sanders, A.B. (William Jewell College) 1926; A.M.. 1927
HONORARY DEGREES^
The Degree of Doctor of Laws
Eugene Davenport Charles Henry Rammelkamp
Evarts Boutell Greene Arthur Newell Talbot (Class of 1881)
* Conferred May 1, 1931 at the installation of President Chase.
SCHOLARS AND FELLOWS, GRADUATE SCHOOL, 1931 1932
Selig Adler, Scholar in History
Constantine John Alexopoulos, Fellow in Botany
Frank Hardee Allen, Fellow in History
George LaVerne Anderson, Fellow in History
Bessie Marie Ball, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Muriel Alice Barnett, Scholar in History
Francene Augusta Bartlett, Scholar in Romance Languages (Nominee of Shurtleff College)
Arthur Bassin, Scholar in Architecture
Geoffrey Beall, Scholar in Zoology
Alfred Theodore Blomquist, Carr Fellow in Chemistry
Daniel Borth, Jr., Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Richard Mason Bourne, Scholar in Business Organi2ation and Operation
Kenyon Davis Bowes, Scholar in Accountancy (Nominee of College of Commerce)
James Patrick Breen, Scholar in Ceramic Engineering
Frederick Winfield Brown, Fellow in Physics
David Joseph Brumley, Scholar in Civil Engineering
Gordon Davidson Bryan, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Benton Alexander Bull, Fellow in Chemistry
Dorothy Burrows, Fellow in English
Harriet Lillian Campbell, Scholar in English (Nominee of Eureka College)
Cecil Clayton Carpenter, Fellow in Economics
Cyrus Stanley Corey, Fellow in Economics
Harry Edward Crull, Fellow in Mathematics
Melvin Mark Culp, Scholar in Civil Engineering (Nominee of College of Engineering)
Manning Julian Dauer, Jr., Fellow in History
Granville Daniel Davis, Fellow in History
Helen Clute Dickerson, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of MacMurray College)
Richard Hardin Downing, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Homer Russell Duffey, Fellow in Chemistry
Paul Bowman Evans, Scholar in Architectural Engineering
Lauretta Ev.-ing Fox, Scholar in Botany
Catharine Foxen, Scholar in English (Nominee of Rosary College)
Donald Sherwood Frederick, Scholar in Chemistry
Harold Q. Fuller, Fellow in Physics
Wendell Hinkle Furry, Fellow in Physics
Vernal Richard Hardy, Fellow in Chemistry
Zella Malandrone Hardy, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of McKendree College)
Ruth Margaret Healy, Scholar in Classics (Nominee of Illinois College)
Robarts Tilroe Hedden, Scholar in Civil Engineering
Frances Elizabeth Heggstrom, Scholar in Romance Languages (Nominee of Rockford College)
Margery Washburn Horsfall, Fellow in Zoology
Harriet Clara Jameson, Scholar in Classics (Nominee of W^heaton College)
Robert Clark Keough, Scholar in Political Science (Nominee of North Central College)
Milo Smith Ketchum, Jr., Scholar in Civil Engineering
Carl John Louis Kleyensteuber, Scholar in Mathematics (Nominee of Carthage College)
Leonard Royal Koser, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Severin Peter Langhoff, Jr., Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Frederick Daniel Lemke, Fellow in English
Ernest Gilmore Lewis, Fellow in Economics
Alice Marie Martin, Scholar in German (Nominee of Monmouth College)
William Ted Martin, Fellow in Mathematics
Robert Wallace Mayer, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Ralph Edward Meints, Fellow in Chemistry
Pearl Viola Meyer, Scholar in Classics
Edwin Lynn Miller, Fellow in Zoology
Marvin G. Moore, Scholar in Mathematics
Linwood Asa Murray, Jr., DuPont Fellow in Chemistry
Ellis Raymond Ott, Fellow in Mathematics
Stephen William Paine, Fellow in Classics
May Anne Parsons, Scholar in Romance Languages
Paul Osborn Ritcher, Scholar in Entomology (Nominee of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Elbert Hollis Ruyle, Fellow in Bacteriology
Lester Edward Schniepp, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of Illinois Wesleyan College)
John Douglas Schumacher, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of Knox College)
Evelyn Mae Schwarztrauber, Scholar in Romance Languages (Nominee of Lake Forest College)
Carroll Kingsley Shaw, Fellow in Political Science
Lloyd Vincent Sherwood, Scholar in Farm Organization and Management (Nominee of College of Agriculture)
Daniel Tell Sigley, Fellow in Mathematics
Josephine Spangler, Scholar in Romance Languages (Nominee of Bradley Polytechnic Institute)
Donald Everett Strout, Fellow in Classics
Dewey Bernard Stuit, Scholar in Education (Nominee of College of Education)
William Howard Taylor, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Thomas Thwing Townsend, Scholar in English (Nominee of Augustana College)
Katharine Sybil Tubbs, Fellow in Classics
Irene Gertrude Watson, Scholar in English (Nominee of James Millikin University)
Harold HoUiday Watts, Fellow in English
David Mgar Wiegand, Scholar in Electrical Engineering
Han-Ching Yuan, Fellow in Chemistry
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Awarded by the Faculty of the University
HONORS AT GRADUATION
HIGH HONORS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Arden Garrell Deem, in Chemical Engineering
Robert Newell DuPuis, in Chemistry
Mark Wendell Farlow, in Chemistry
Dwight Prescott Flanders, in Economics
Marcella Victoria Fordon, in Botany
Mary Louise Irvin, in History
Robert Theodore Ittner, in German
Maxine Kinney, in German
Julian Knause Knipp, in Mathematics
Ludwig George Lederer, in Zoology
Arnold Leroy Lippert, in Chemistry
Richard Allen Perkins, in Philosophy
Gertrude Inez Poole, in Physiology
Carlyle John Stehman, in Chemistry
Ethan Maurice Stifle, in Chemical Engineering
Aldine Wessels, in History
Dorothy Marie Whyte, in English
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Bespie Marie Ball, in General Business
Clara Mable Hodges, in General Business
Charles Joseph Jorgensen, in Foreign Commerce
Ralph Edwin Petering, in Accountancy and in
Banking and Finance
Frederick Lewis Phillips, in General Business
College of Engineering
John Henry Armstrong, in Electrical Engineering
James Frederick Chandler, in Civil Engineering
Richard Kaufman Cook, in Engineering Physics
Melvin Mark Culp, in Railway Civil Engineering
Gilbert Howard Fett, in Electrical Engineering
Robert Paul Honold, in Mechanical Engineering
Sing-Kue Liang, in Railway Civil Engineering
Kenneth Cassingham Lyon, in Ceramic Engineering
Carl Henry Rapp, in Ceramic Engineering
William Joseph Strain, in Architectural Engineering
Robert James West, in Electrical Engineering
Mason John Clarke, A.B.. 1929
Eleanor Lucille Barkman
Robert William McMichael
Eliza Valeria Atkins, A.B.
Laura X'irginia Beach, A.B.
Helen Elizabeth Brown, A.B.
Esther Irene Di'ggleby, .A.B.
Theresa Witherstine Gillett, A.B.
Mary Helen James, A.B.
College of law
School of Journalism
Victor Adam Sholis
Library School
Frances Maud Kennedy, A.B.
Pauline Dale McCandless, A.B.
Ruth Noble McClelland, A.B.
Jennie Euphemia Nesbitt, A.B.
Sarah Elizabeth Park. B.S.
HONORS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Edith Miriam Adams, in Chemistry
Richard Berber Ainsworth, in Economics
Myron Eugene Baker, in History
Elizabeth Ann Bement, in Sociology
Anna Beryl Bennethum, in Sociology
Mary Estelle Berndt, in History
Sam Carol Bernstein, in History
Jnhn William Bertetti, in Chemical Engineering
^'ildred Berthold, in German
Mary Emeline Blakney, in History
Paul Clarke Brines, Jr., in Public Speaking
Jane Clark Brown, in Latin
Earl Clifford Bucher, in Chemistry
Maurine Johnson Caddy, in Public Speaking
Margaret Lucy Carnahan, in English and in French
Charles Edgar Cessna, in Spanish
George Loy Cherry, in Zoology
Ines Eleanor Clayton, in Chemistry
Faye Cohen, in Psychology
Fred Elmer Condo, in Chemistry
Theodore Rockwood Crawford, in English
Floyd Garver Crow, in History
Virginia Margaret Dean, in English
Frances Ann Eberlein, in English
Evelyn Margaret Ehman, in Psychology
William Lincoln Ewald, in Zoology
Jennie Ruth Feldman, in Mathematics
Edward Mario Filacliione, in Chemical Engineering
Margaret Alice Flint, in History
Kathryn Marie Ford, in History
Gertrude Barbara Junge Freevol, in German
Rose Ealine Freidlin, in History
Raymond A. Fues, in Zoology
Melville Weston Fuller, in Geology
George Everett Gilman, in Chemistry
Hugh Joseph Graham, Jr., in Political Science
Walter Otto Herschbach, in History
Juline Elizabeth Hitchcock, in Psychology
Emily Jennie Johnson, in Sociology
Ruth Scott Johnson, in Latin
Frank Henri Kaler, in English
James Wilford Karraker, in History
Sylvia Myra Katz, in French
Irene Golda Kertes, in Classics
Josephine .\gnps Krill, in French
Margaret Ruth Leadbeater, in Botany
Albert Edward Lehman, in English
Loren Elmer Lewis, in Political Science
Frances Marion Charlotte Linguist, in History
Frank Marion Loudin, in English
Marvin Lester Lowenthal, in Public Speaking
Fay Kinzel Lux, in English
Ednamae McClelland, in French
Pearl Viola Moyer, in Classics
Isabel Brown Moore, in Classics
Donald Peter Morris, in Zoology
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Lakie Board Munson, in History
May Anne Parsons, in French
Frances Jane Partridge, in History
Florence Marjorie Peacock, in History
Mabel Augusta Pritchard, in Zoology
Inez LeSuer Prudent, in Home Economics
Ruth Elizabeth Rankin, in Public Speaking
Henry Rauch, in Chemistry
Frank Reid, Jr., in Political Science
Russell Ronald Reno, in Political Science
Paul Osborn Ritcher, in Entomology
Frank Bolton Rogers, Jr., in Philosophy
Raymond Charles Rugen, in Political Science
Lester Nathan Sahvin, in History
Elizabeth Schneider, in French
John Russell Schultz, inCeology
Robert Harris Sifferd, in Chemistry
Cyrille Gertrude Silberman, in German
Harold Ray Snyder, in Chemistry
Mary Virginia Sparks, in Sociology
Anna Gertrude Stich, in German
Elizabeth Virginia Stoolman, in Geography
Paula May Strohl, in Chemistry
Dorothy Geneva Todd, in Fre?ich
Harold Frederick Trapp, in Political Science
Charlotte Ruth Wainwright, in French
Ruth Margaret Walters, in French
Winifred Ellen White, in Zoology
June Whitson, in French
Elizabeth Arnold Windsor, in History
Esther Florence Wirick, in Latin
Florence Swan Wood, in English
Harry Edward Wright, in Chemistry
John Shup Wright, in History
Elsie Fredricka Zelle, in Mathematics
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Lyle Barnhart, in General Business
A. Frank Benedetto, in Accountancy
Margaret Stearns Bennett, in General Business
Kenyon Davis Bowes, in Accountancy
Edward Louis Burnham, in Industrial Administra-
tion
Louis Melvin Byers, in Accountancy
John Hay Detrich, Jr., in Accountancy
Donald Albert Doughty, in General Business
John Leslie Harper, in Accountancy
Fred Balch Johnston, in Accountancy and in Bank-
ing and Finance
Ingw-ald George Larson, in Accountancy
George Henry Lesch, in Accountancy and in Bank-
ing and Finance
Beauford Wayne Maxey, in Accountancy
Paul Homer Moore, in Accountancy
Manley Gerald Peterson, in Banking and Finance
Calvin Glenn Smith, in Accountancy
Fred William Soderberg, Jr., in Banking and
Finance
William Howard Taylor, in General Business
College of Engineering
Keith John Caddy, in General Engineering
Franklin Seaney Cooper, in Engineering Physics
Arthur Seward Davis. Jr., in Architecture
Martin Thomas Ekovich, in Civil Engineering
George Edward Flodin, in Electrical Engineering
Edwin Chalmer Franzen, in Civil Engineering
Cecil Merritt Gardiner, Jr., in Mechanical Engineer-
ing
Edward William Horning, in Railway Electrical
Engineering
Harold David Imhoff, in Railway Civil Engineering
Van Wilder Joslin, in Mechanical Engineering
Arthur Peter Kettenhofen, in Civil Engineering
Severin Peter Langhofif, Jr., in General Engineering
Colin Duncan Malcolm Mackenzie, in Mechanical
Engineering
Lowell Eugene Ozier, in Architectural Engineering
John Nicholas Pirok, in Architectural Engineering
Robert Handlin Rugh, in Architectural Engineering
Kenneth Christian Shrader, in General Engineering
Richard VanDuzer Strong, in Electrical Engineer-
ing
James Norvel True, in Civil Engineering
College of Agriclxture
Gentry Dale Adams, in Agriculture
Arthur Raymond Groeser, in Landscape Architec-
ture
Milton Roosevelt Hartig, in Floriculture
Irma Nelda Isenburg, in Home Economics
Barbara Jane Jenkinson, in Landscape Architecture
William Howard Kauffman, in Agriculture
Elmer Wells Rowley, in Agriculture
Dirk John Vanderwal, in Floriculture
Reva Margaret Voile, in Home Economics
College of Education
William Eldon Baringer, in History
Glenn LaCroix Dare, in Civics
Adrienne Maralee Edelstein, in Education
Arthur Albert Esslinger, in Physical Education
Eleanor Hafer Hartley, in English
Garnet Lucile Jeffrey, in Education
James Fred Karber, in History
Joseph Arthur Kies, in Chemistry
Dorothy Elizabeth Lynch, in French
Dorothy Marion Roesch, in French
Ruth Arabelle Schermerhorn, in Spanish
Eunice Mary Schmitt, in French
Dorothy Eleanor Snyder, in Latin
Dewey Bernard Stuit, in Chemistry
Ruth Emma Waddell, in History
George Clay Wilson, Jr., in Music
Roy Martin Asher, A.B.
Wilma Elisabeth Busenbark
Victor Eugene Ferrall, A.B.
Albert J. Gilson
Frederick Reamy Bellmar
Alva Jean Bridges
College of Law
Joseph Guandolo, A.B.
David McCoU Hudson, A.B.
Frederic Lee Kirgis, A.B.
School of Music
Doris Virginia Danks
George Clay Wilson, Jr.
Dorothy June Schenck
School of Journalism
Frederick Jewett Worden
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Library School
Dorothy Evelyn Bridges, A.B.
Marguerite Bangs Brown, A.B.
Elinor Marian Chappie, A.B.
Maud Merritt Cook
Grace Elizabeth Dorcas, A.B.
Anna Frances Dudack, A.B.
Florence Olive Garrison, A.B.
Dorothy Gray, A.B.
Martha Marie Guenther, A.B.
Evelyn Mildred Hensel, B.S.
Gladys Evelyn Judy, A.B.
Leon Judah Aries, B.S.
Ekiward Jack Denenholz, B.S.
Richard Paul Johnson, B.S.
Harry Berlin
George Kostlevy
Beulah Ruth McCoy, A.B.
Marie Louise McKee, A.B.
Doris Gertrude Marsh, A.B.
Delia Mabel Mathys, A.B.
Esther Ailleen Park, B.S.
Flora Glyde Peavy, B.S.
Marion Phillips, A.B.
Ruth Mast Sifferd, A.B.
Sister Mary Annette Renger
Margaret Helen Spoon, A.B.
lone Williams, A.B.
College of Medicine
Irving Kaufman, B.S.
Otto Ernest VanDerAue, B.S.
Dorothy Hutchinson Welker, A.B., B.S.
School of Pharmacy
Sister St. Charles Giguere
PRIZES AND AWARDS
1. University Prizes (See pages 85-88.)
Thacher Howland Guild Memorial Prize—Lee Constant Savage (first), Helen Hayes Reed (second).
Allerton American Traveling Scholarships in Architectures—Walter Victor Wuellner, Fred William Salogga.
American Institute of Architects Medal—Arthur Seward Davis, Jr. (first), Kenneth Nels Lind (second).
Francis John Plym Fellowship in Architecture—Francis Joseph Heusel.
Plym Prizes in Architectural Engineering—Lowell Eugene Ozier (first), David Bertland Cheskin (second),
Takeshi I to (third).
Plym Prize for Sketch Problems—Reno Biondi.
Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering—Harlow Panhorst.
Ira O. Baker Prizes in Civil Engineering—Don Johnstone (first), Milo Smith Ketchum, Jr. (second).
Central Illinois Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers Prizes—Milo Smith Ketchum, Jr., Carl
Peterson, John Nicholas Pirok.
Illinois Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers Prizes—George McCaw Wood, Franklin Stewart
Brown.
Schaefer Prizes in Engineering—Case Morgan Rutledge (first), Bertram Wright Hoare (second).
Sigma Delta Kappa Cup—George Arthur Fruit.
Hazelton Gold Medal in Military—David Armstrong McNeill, Jr.
University Gold Medal in Military—Elliott Durand.
2. Prizes Awarded by Organizations at the University (See pages 88-91.)
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology—Dorothy June Schenck.
Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship
—
John Herman Rickerman.
Alpha Chi Sigma Prize in Chemistry—Irvin Harold Rimel.
Iota Sigma Pi Prize in Chemistry— Ines Eleanor Clayton.
Omega Beta Pi Cup in Pre-Medical Work
—
Johanna Malandrone.
Phi Beta Kappa Prize—Robert Theodore Ittner.
Spanish Oratorical Contest Prizes—Linda Fitz-Gerald (first), Edward Mouzon (second), Roblee Alexander
(third).
Beta Gamma Sigma Cup in Commerce
—
John Junior McKean.
Gamma Epsilon Pi Cup in Commerce—Mary Wyckoff Moore, Ethel Maxine Beach.
Phi Chi Theta Key—Margaret Bennett.
Sigma Tau Medal in Engineering—Frazer R. Turrentine.
RiCKER Prizes in Architectural History—Walter Victor Wuellner (first), George Maury Groeting
(second), William W. Vanderkolk (third).
Scarab Medal in Architecture
—
James Lee Jones.
Scarab Medal in Architectural Engineering—Paul Buehler Holt.
Alpha Rho Chi Medal in Architecture—Charles Eugene Duncan.
University Landscape Architects Society Scholarship—Ralph S. EUifrit.
Van Dort Junior Prizes in Architectural Design—Walter Victor Wuellner (first), John Scranton Glossinger
(second)
.
Van Dort Senior Prizes in Architectural Design—Arthur Bassin (first), C. Henning Vagtborg (second).
Mu Kappa Alpha Cup in Music—Florence Biedelman.
Alpha Zeta Cup in Agriculture—Kenneth Robert Bennett.
Sigma Delta Chi Medal in Journalism—Charles Benjamin Bates.
Cavalry Medal—Elliott Durand.
Phalanx Awards in Military—Orrin Preston Catlin (Field Artillery), J. Harold Glascock (CcJ'aZry) Frederick
William Mast (Engineers), Robert Curtis Retherford (Signal Corps), Irvin Harold Rimel (Infantry),
Eugene Theodore Ruet (Air Corps), Wayne Goff Smith (Coast Artillery Corps).
Field Artillery Trophies (O'Connor Cups)—Allan Kenneth Carrell, Donald Edward Smith, Walter Nels
Matthias.
3. Prizes Offered to Students in Certain American Schools and Colleges Including
THE University of Illinois (See pages 91-92.)
Conference Medal for Excellence in Scholarship and Athletics—Lee Hanley Sentman.
Foundation for Architecture and Landscape Architecture
—
Kenneth Nels Lind, Russell O. Deeter.
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Sigma Delta Chi Awards in Journalism—Eleanor Lucille Barkman, Catharine Mary Haynie, Robert William
McMichael, Dorothy June Schenck, Victor Adam Sholis, John Rowley Van Sickle, Frederick Jewett
Worden.
Medals of the American Association of Teachers of Spanish—Frank Edward Reicin (first year), George
Edward Keck (second year), Marion Frances Helfif and Arthur David Young (third year),
COMMISSIONS AS LIEUTENANTS, OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS, UNITED
STATES ARMY, AND AS BREVET CAPTAINS,
ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD
Adam Essler Abel, Jr.
Vv'endell Woods Adair
John Henry Allen
James AJphonse Anderson
Carroll Wade Arford
John Ellsworth Asp
George Arthur Baldwin
John C. Bennett
Arthur Miller Bitzer
Albert Webber Borchers
David Joseph Brumley
Paul Richard Bruns
Wilfred Paul Burglund
Louis Buttner
Charles Frederick Coleman
James Contratto
Franklin Seaney Cooper
Bradford Allen Cox
John Rammage Curtis, Jr.
Joseph Frank Damidovich
John Bell Dinsmore
Joseph Francis Diver
George Arntzen Doole
Wilbur Lester Dooley
James Samuel Drake
Lawrence Lloyd Edgren
Hilding Vincent Foreen
Charles William Gansz
Charles Harold German
George Craig Gilmore
Robert Charles Hammersmith
Harold Lorenz Haworth
Richard William Henderson
Otto Richard Hills
William Herman Hinkey
Edward William Horning
Lawrence Louis Hupe
Ralph Stevenson Johansen
Herbert Raymond Johnston
Charles Joseph Jorgensen
Oscar Herman Kaminky
James Wilford Karraker
Richard Barry Keeley
Bernard Kellman
Gilbert DeForest Kinzer
Don Eugene Knoblauch
George Kriviskey
Henry Carl Lane
Severin Peter LanghofI, Jr.
Arthur Lawrence Logan
John William McEIroy
Elbridge Hartford May
Miles Julius Meling
Jack Wesley Mohler
John Clement Monahan
Kenneth Lowell Mounce
Lester Muir
Lawrence Henry Humm
Wilfred Nichols Neff
Charles Arthur Nelson
Roy William Otto
Archie G. Pease
Richard Allen Perkins
Carl Harold Peterson
Arthur Mileham Phelps
Thomas Emmett Philbin
Emit James Pouzar
Harold Clarence Poyer
Harold Charles Ray
William Robert Reinhold
Joseph Elmer Reynolds
John William Rogier
Mitchell F. Saikley
Henry Charles Schroeder
James Seigel Seten
William Dvvight Shannon
Lowell Howard Shifley
Kenneth Christian Shrader
Emerson Arthur Shultz
Fred William Siebert
Hal Hope Stoelzle
Albert Frederick Straub
Leonard Everett V^an Epps
Paul Edmond Vaupel
John Frank Warren
David Edgar Wiegand
Samuel Edson Wilhite
Edwin Samuel Winsper
Frederick Jewett Worden
COMMISSIONS AS BREVET CAPTAINS, ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD
Lee Allan Becker
Bernice Lee Blatt
Oral Charles Craft
Donald McNeal March
Franklin Frederick Premuda
Steven Merchant Slater
Thom.as Benton Waddell
Mac Irvine Wallingford
DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
"Begins where your student days ended"
President: C. A. Kiler. '92, 24 Main Street, Champaign, 111.
Treasurer and Executive Manager: C. J. Roseberry, '05, 358 Administration Building (West), Urbana, 111.
Secretary and Editor: Carl Stephens, '12, 358 Administration Building (W'est), Urbana, 111.
Official Publication: Illinois Alumni News, 358 Administration Building (West), Urbana, 111.
DEPARTMENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
The Alumni Association of the College of Medicine
President: Dr. V. F. Masilko, '00, 2524 South Keeler Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Secretary: Dr. Edward L. Heintz, '01, % University Hospital, Ogden Avenue, Congress and Lincoln
Street, Chicago, 111.
The Alltmni Association of the College of Dentistry
President: Dr. R. G. Kesel, '26, 436 Prairie Street, Aurora, III.
Secretary: Dr. H. F. Andree, '26, 4958 West Chicago Avenue. Chicago, 111.
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The Alumni Association of the School of Pharmacy
President: Walter A. Bade, '04, Plymouth, Wisconsin
Secretary: B. L. Eicher, '11, 3141 Home Avenue, Berwyn, 111.
LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles: The University of Illinois Alumni Association of Southern California
President: Judge Charles B. McCoy, '06, Court House, Los Angeles, Calif.
Secretary: Mamie L. Ward, 'IS, 1041 North Harper Avenue, Los .'\ngeles, Calif.
COLORADO
Denver: Rocky Molt^tain Illini Club
President: Ray L. Harr, '04, 800-14th Street, Denver, Colo.
Secretary: Mrs. Henry G. Pohling, '17, 955 Jackson Street, Denver, Colo.
ILLINOIS
Chicago: The Illini Club of Chicago
President: Otto E. Seiler, '12, 164 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Secretary: H. L. Cummings, '15, 69 West Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.
Chicago: The Chicago Illinae Club
President: Mrs. A. M. Houser, Jr., '21, 112 South East Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
Secretary: Mrs. Kline Gray, 811 North Elmwood Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
Decatur: Macon County Illini Club
President: Curtis R. Light, '15, 628 Standard Life Building, Decatur, 111.
Secretary: I. W. Rozene, ex-'24, 980 West Williams Street, Decatur, 111.
Lawrenceville: Lawrence County Illini Club
President: Guy McGaughey, '15, 1506 West State Street, Lawrenceville, 111.
Secretary: Anna Kirkwood, '24, Lawrenceville, 111.
Peoria.: Peoria Illini Club
President: F. Erie Cavette, '17, Sixth Floor, Lehmann Building, Peoria, III.
Secretary: Verle W. Safford, '23, 516 West Maywood, Peoria, 111.
Rockford: Rockford Illini Club
President: Lisle W. Menzimer, '25, 1001 Talcott Building, Rockford, III.
Secretary: William H. McCoy, '25, 1626 Camp Avenue, Rockford, 111.
Springfield: Sangamon County Illini Club
President: C. Terry Lindner, '26, 418 East Oak Street, Springfield, 111.
Secretary: Eliza Foster, '27, 1035 South Second Street, Springfield, 111.
INDIANA
Indianapolis: Indianapolis Illini Club
President: W. R. Spurlock, '24, Marott Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
Secretary: Elson G. Bowyer, '27, 401 East Southern Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
MICHIGAN
Detroit: Detroit Illini Club
President: W. H. Kuhn, 17,005 FuUerton, Detroit, Mich.
Secretary: Alfred W. Gross, ex-'15, % Cadillac Insurance Agency, Detroit, Mich.
Detroit: Detroit Illinae Club
President: Mrs. J. E. Gordon, '20, 1532 Calvert, Detroit, Mich.
Secretary: Mrs. W. G. Brownson, '27, 12,874 Mark Twain, Detroit, Mich.
MISSOURI
Kansas City: Kansas City Illini Club
President: F. M. Staker, '07, 216 Commerce Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Secretary: Charles F. Edwards, '30, 3418 Bellefontaine, Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City: Kansas City Illinae Club
President: Mrs. B. A. Hedges, 4540 Park Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
Secretary: Mrs. C. J. Weber, ex-'22, 4211 Booth Street, Kansas City. Mo.
St. Louis: St. Louis Illini Club
President: John F. Bredehoeft, '22, 5215 Ridge Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Secretary: C. B. Dietrich, '22, 4519 Flora Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis: St. Louis Illinae Club
President: Clara E. Ruch, '27, 3657 Humphrey Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Secretary: Mae Grey, '25, 608 Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo.
NEW YORK
New York: New York City Illini Club
President: Fred S. Wells, '15, % Stephens-Adamson Co.. 50 Church Street, New York City. N. Y.
Secretary: John G. Wells, '26, % A. B. Leach & Co., 57 William Street, New York City, N.Y.
New York: Illinae Club of Greater New York
President: Mary-Chase Clark, '19. 41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.
Secretary: Helen Adams, '29, 75 Boulevard, New Rochelle, N. Y.
OHIO
Cleveland: Cleveland Illini Club
Presdienl: Jesse T. Smith, '10, 3126 Woodbury Road, Shaker Heights, Cleveland, Ohio
Secretary: Alto W. Brown, '26, 1632 Cordova, Lakewood, Oliio.
Columbus: Columbus Illini Club
President: A. C. Eide, '15, % American Zinc Sales Co., Box 1428, Columbus, Ohio.
Vice-President: Earl W. Anderson, '18, 418 West 9th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee: Milwaukee Illini Cli'd
President: Orville R. Nichols, '25. 1185 Second Street. Milwaukee. Wis.
Secretary: Frank E. Roberts, Jr., '25, 314 Caswell Block, Milwaukee, Wis.
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED
1931
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AT URBANA
Honorary Degrees Total
Doctor of Laws (May 1) 4
Degrees in Graduate School
A.M. (June 16) 73
A.M. (February 5) 19
A.M. (August IS) 42
A.M. (October 30) 52
M.S. (June 16) 77
M.S. (February 5) 19
M.S. (August 15) 37
M.S. (October 30) 28
Ph.D. (June 16) 56
Ph.D. (February 5) 22
M.Arch. (June 16) 1
C.E. (June 16) 3
E. Physicist (June 16) 1
E. of Mines (June 16) 1
M.E. (June 16) 1
Total, Graduate School (Urbana)
Degrees in Liberal Arts and Sciences
A.B.—Liberal Arts (June 16) 428
A.B.—Liberal Arts (February 5) 58
A.B.—Liberal Arts (August 15) 13
A.B.—Liberal Arts (October 30) 37
A.B.—Home Economics (June 16) 17
A.B.—Home Economics (February 5) 1
B.S.—Liberal Arts (June 16) 18
B.S.—Liberal Arts (February 5) 3
B.S.—Liberal Arts (October 30) 6
B.S.—Chemistry (June 16) 16
B.S.—Chemistry (February 5) 3
B.S.—Ciiemistry (October 30) 1
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (June 16) 8
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (February 5) 3
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (August 15) 2
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (October 30) 2
B.S.—Home Economics (June 16) 5
Total, Liberal Arts and Sciences 621
Degrees in Commerce and Business Administration
B.S.—Accountancy (June 16) 57
B.S.—Accountancy (February 5) 5
B.S.—Accountancy (August 15) 3
B.S.—Accountancy (October 30) 3
B.S.—Accountancy and Banking and Finance (June 16) 10
B.S.—Accountancy and Banking and Finance (Oct. 30) 2
B.S.—Banking and Finance (June 16) 15
B.S.—Banking and Finance (February 5) 3
B.S.—Banking and Finance (August 15) 2
B.S.—Banking and Finance (October 30) 1
B.S.—Commerce and Law (June 16) 8
B.S.—Commerce and Law (October 30) 1
B.S.—Commercial Teaching (June 16) 2
B.S.—Foreign Commerce (June 16) 12
B.S.—Foreign Commerce (August 15) 2
B.S.—General Business (June 16) 131
B.S.—General Business (February 5) 30
B.S.—General Business (August 15) 12
B.S.—General Business (October 30) 12
B.S.—Industrial Administration (June 16) 9
B.S.—Industrial Administration (February 5) 2
B.S.—Industrial Administration (August 15) 1
B.S.— Industrial Administration (October 30) 1
B.S.—Insurance (June 16) 2
B.S.—Public Utilities (June 16) 2
B.S.—Railway Administration (February 5) 1
Total, Commerce and Business Administration 329
Degrees in Engineering
B.S.
—Architecture (June 16) 23
B.S.—Architecture (October 30) 1
B.S.—Architectural Engineering (June 16) 32
B.S.—Architectural Engineering (February 5) 3
B.S.—Architectural Engineering (October 30) 1
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B.S.—Ceramics (June 16) 1
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (June 16) 9
B.S.—Civil Engineering (June 16) 62
B.S.—Civil Engineering (February 5) 2
B.S.—Civil Engineering (October 30) 4
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (June 16) 61
B.S.— Electrical Engineering (February 5) 3
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (October 30) 4
B.S.—Engineering Physics (June 16) 4
B.S.—Engineering Physics (February 5) 1
B.S.—General Engineering (June 16) 13
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (June 16) 44
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (February 5) 2
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (October 30) 2
B.S.—Mining Engineering (June 16) 2
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering (June 16) 4
B.S.—Railway Electrical Engineering (June 16) 5
B.S.—Railway Mechanical Engineering (June 16) 3
Total, Engineering 286
Degrees in Education
B.S.—Agricultural Education (June 16) 2
B.S.—Education (June 16) 276
B.S.—Education (February 5) 32
B.S.—Education (.-August 15) 8
B.S.—Education (October 30) 37
B.S.—Home Economics Education (June 16) 18
B.S.—Industrial Education (June 16) 5
B.S.—Music Education (June 16) 15
B.S.—Music Education (February 5) 1
B.S.—Music Education (October 30) 3
B.S.—Physical Education (June 16) 18
B.S.—Physical Education (February 5) 2
Total, Education 417
Degrees in Agriculture
B.S.—Agriculture (June 16) S3
B.S.—Agriculture (February 5) 4
B.S.—Agriculture (October 30) 3
B.S.—Floriculture (June 16) 10
B.S.—Home Economics (June 16) 16
B.S.—Home Economics (February 5) 2
B.S.—Home Economics (.\ugust 15) 1
B.S.—Home Economics (October 30) 3
B.S.—Landscape Architecture (June 16) 13
Total, Agriculture 105
Degrees in Law
B.S. (June 16) 1
LL.B. (June 16) 65
LL.B. (February 5) 12
LL.B. (August IS) 6
LL.B. (October 30) 2
J.D. (June 16) 4
J.D. (August 15) 2
Total, Law 92
Degrees in Library Science
B.S. (June 16) 118
B.S. (February 5) 2
B.S. (August 15) 7
Total, Library Science 127
Degrees in Journalism
B.S. (June 16) 39
B.S (February S) 3
B.S. (August 15) 1
B.S. (October 30) 1
Total, Journalism 44
Degrees in Music
B. Mus. (June 16) 11
TOTAL. COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AT URBANA 2468
I
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DEGREES CONFERRED IN CHICAGO
Degrees in Graduate School
A.M. (June 16) 2
M.S. (June 16) 21
M.S. (February 5) 11
M.S. (August 15) 3
M.S. (October 30) 2
Ph.D. (June 16) 2
Total, Graduate Schocl (Chicago)
Degrees in Medicine
B.S. (June 16) S2
B.S. (February 5) 18
B.S. (October 30) 5
M.D. (January 1 to December 30, inc.) 116
Total, Medicine
Degrees in Dentistry
B.S. (June 16) 4
B.S. (October 30) 1
D.D.S. (June 16) 37
D.D.S. (February 5) 4
D.D.S. (October 30) 5
Total, Dentistry 51
Degrees in Pharmacy
Ph.C. (June 16) 139
Ph.C. (February 5) 13
Total, Pharmacy 152
TOTAL, COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS IN CHICAGO 465
GRAND TOTAL 2933
I
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
1931-1932
College and Course Seniors
Men Worn. Total
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chemical Engineering 40 ...
Chemistry 57 5
General 198 262
Home Economics 8
Preparatory to Dentistry
Preparatory to Journalism 1
Preparatory to Law 22
Preparatory to Medicine 26 4
Preparatory to Pharmacy
40
62
460
Total, L.A.S 343 280 623
COMMERCE
Accountancy 72
Banking 31
Commerce and Law 3
Commercial Teaching 1
Foreign Commerce 12
General Business 183
Industrial Administration 32
Insurance 3
Public Utilities 8
Railway Administration 3
Railway Transportation
Trade and Civic Secretary 1
ENGINEERING
Ceramic Engineering 10
Ceramics 10
Civil 87
Electrical 82
Engineering Physics 5
Gas
General 13
Mechanical 83
Mining 5
Railway Civil 5
Railway Electrical 6
Railway Mechanical 1
Total, Engineering 307
AGRICULTURE
Floriculture
General
Home Economics.
Total, Agriciilture . 105
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
Music 8
Painting 1
Architecture 61
Architectural Engineering 53
Landscape Architecture 23
Total, Fine and Applied Arts 146
JOURNALISM 37
Total, Undergraduates. 1494
1
78
35
3
3
15
200
32
3
Total, Commerce 349 33 382
EDUCATION
Athletic Coaching and Phy. Ed 68 ... 68
Industrial 12 ... 12
Physical Ed. (Women) 17 17
General 119 203 322
Public School Music 5 19 24
Smith-Hughes Agriculture 3 ... 3
Smith-Hughes Home Economics 27 27
Total, Education 207 266 473
10
10
87
82
5
13
83
5
5
6
1
2 10
1 98
36 36
19
1
61
53
28
16 162
23 60
657 2151
Juniors
Men Wom. Total
63
56
185
'
2
6
65
69
11
293
20
'
"l
3
5
63
67
478
20
2
8
68
74
93
41
43
6
18
200
1
11
5
1
i
2
24
98
42
43
7
20
224
1
11
70
9
60
1
23
131
10
14
70
9
23
191
11
14
140 178 318
17
7
82
91
10
25
92
7
5
4
1
17
7
83
91
10
25
92
7
5
4
1
12
99 1
40
12
100
40
41 152
7
2
44
59
22
4
2
29
6
46
59
13
124
34
29
19
153
53
LAW
LIBRARY.
1642 639 2281
Third Year
Men Wom. Total
.36 1 37
Sophomores
Men Wom. Total
49
49
251
'
7
38
80
151
62
12
47
1
6
283
24
4
7
2
110
8
8
86
95
10
22
85
4
"s
2
11
12
63
26
14
2
376
28
'43
2
6
126
32
16
3
49
51
627
28
7
81
82
157
625 457 1082
66
12
47
3
6
310
24
4
8
2
448 34 482
102 ... 102
110
8
8
86
95
10
'22
85
4
2
328
13 ... 13
106 2 108
51 51
53 172
43
28
66
26
14
51 177
1756 595 2351
Second Year
Men Wom. Total
84 ... 84
Total, Undergraduate and Professional Students, Urbana Departments.
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
1931-1932
Freshmen
Men Worn. Total
81 81
47 1 48
274 449 723
56 56
15 15
45 49 94
86 2 88
178 12 190
726 569 1295
38 2 40
10 10
69 3 72
14 14
346 54 400
26 26
5 5
9 9
Unclassified
lien Worn. Total
"i '.'.'.
7 17
1
1
24
1
Irregular'
Men Worn. Total
8 10 18
2 2
Totals
Men Worn. Total
233 233
210 19 229
923 1,407 2,330
115 115
24 24
90 95 185
253 7 260
424 27 451
2,157 1,670 3,827
269 17 286
94 5 99
162 3 165
8 5 13
51 5 56
1,022 129 1,151
116 116
13 13
35 1 36
5 5
1 1
1 8 9
9 18 27
3 ... 3
4 12
1
8 12 20
1 ... 1
2 3 5
62 579 14 4 18 3 3 6 1,777 173 1,950
101
12
101
12
9 4 13
349 349
41 41
40 40
193 344 537
6 29 35
3 3
41 41
13 6 19 9 4 13 592 454 1,046
17
16
90
109
2
1
30
92
2
1
360
17
16
90
109
2
1
30
92
2
52
42
347
379
27
1
90
356
18
10
18
5
52
42
348
379
27
1
90
356
18
10
18
5
360 1,345 1 1,346
146
60
146
60
3
2 2
41 2 43
461 4 465
189 189
154 60 214
8 31 39
7 15 22
72 1 73
25 25
7 1 8
41 99 140
22 41 63
240 6 246
164 164
56 7 63
119 48 167 523
72
153
43
676
115
1989 739 2728
First Year
Men Worn. Total
104 7 111
11 101 112
57 33 90
Unclassified
Men Worn. Total
1 ... 1
3 3
6,968 2,689 9,657
225
11
8
104
233
115
653
7,204 2,801 10,005
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GRADUATE SCHOOL (Urb.^na Departments).
Deduct Duplicates'
Total, Urbana Departments, Winter Session .
SUMMER SESSION, Urbana Departments
Undergraduates
Graduates
Total, Summer Session, Urbana Departments
Deduct Duplicates*
Net Total (Slimmer Session Only), Urbana Departments.
Net Total, Urbana Departments, to February 27, 1932.
.
Fifth Year- Fourth Year Third Year
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
MEDICIXE (115) (4) (119) 121 3 124 144 3 147
DENTISTRY 57 1 58 16 1 17
PHARMACY 171 IS 186
Total, Undergraduates, Chicago Departments .
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Chicago Departments).
Deduct Duplicates'
Total, Chicago Departments, Winter Session .
SUMMER SESSION, Chicago Departments
Undergraduates
Graduates
Total, Summer Session, Chicago Departments
Deduct Duplicates^
Net Total (Sl-mmer Session Only), Chicago Departments.
Net Total, Chicago Departments, to February 27, 1932 . .
,
Total, Winter Session, Urbana ant) Chicago
.
Total in Unh'ersity to February 27, 1932 . .
.
1 Students holding Bachelors' degrees, but taking undergraduate work.
2 Fifth-year students are internes, and are not counted as resident students or included in the total.
' Students registered for the regular curriculum in Medicine or Dentistry and also doing graduate work.
* Individuals registered part of the year as undergraduate students and part of the year as graduate stu-
dents.
' Summer session students who registered also during the following winter session.
Summary of Students 655
999 294 1,293
36 7 43
8,167 3,088 11,255
1,031 784 1,815
760 386 1 , 146
1,791 1,170 2,961
908 315 1,223
883 855 1 , 738
9,050 3,943 12,993
Second Year First Year Unclassified
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
143 3 146 180 3 183 1 . . . 1 589 12 601
21 ... 21 23 3 26 117 5 122
192 23 215 308 16 324 1 ... 1 672 54 726
V 1,378 71 1,449
160 27 187
76 1 77
1,462 97 1,559
SO 1 51
73 11 84
123 12 135
108 10 118
15 2 17
1,477 99 1,576
9,629 3,185 12,814
10,527 4,042 14,569
SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY STAFF^
BY COLLEGES, SCHOOLS, AND DEPARTMENTS
1931-1932
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Colleges, Schools and Departments
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Commerce
Engineering
Agriculture
Education
Journalism
Fine and Applied Arts . . .
Law
Library Science
Military
Physical Welfare
Associate Assistant
Professors Professors Professors Associates
Men Worn. Men Worn. Men Worn. Men Worn.
63
12
26
24
4
1
10
9
1
1
5
21
7
16
12
5
42
7
16
8
4
3
9
1
io
2
21
2
15
10
6
10
Total, Urbana.
Medicine
Dentistry
Pharmacy
156
32
12
4
79
11
1
102
59
2
3
14 70 25
41
9 1
3
Total, Chicago
TOTAL, URBANA AND CHICAGO
RESEARCH AND EXTENSION STAFF
Agricultural Experiment Station
Agricultural Extension
Engineering Experiment Station
Other Research
48
204
12
91
64
166
..53 1
14 123 26
Total Research and Extension.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Administrative Officers
Library Staff
Administrative Assistants
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL, RESEARCH, EXTENSION, AND ADMINISTRATIVE
Deduct Duplicates (those having both Instructional and Administrative Positions) . . .
NET TOTAL IN UNIVERSITY
RETIRED AND EMERITUS MEMBERS OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMINIS-
TRATIVE STAFF
GRAND TOTAL
1 Including both full and part time staff, as of October 1, 1931.
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SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY STAFF
BY COLLEGES, SCHOOLS, AND DEPARTMENTS
1931-1932
Special
Lectvrers
Men Worn.
Instructors
Meti Worn.
Assistants
Men Worn.
Technicians
Men Worn.
Total
Men Worn. Total
17 9 204 52 2 . . 370 75 445
13 29 70 70
26 27 126 126
8 3 5 4 65 19 84
5 2 7 11 26 16 42
1 1 1 1 10
1 7
1
5 5 47
11
9 56
11
2 5 1
25
13 14
25
9 6 14 2 41 13 54
2 88 27 292 75 2 791 146 937
78 3 41 2 4 6 276 11 287
7 6 2 1 5 32 14 46
5 2 ii 3 3 .. 29 5 34
90 11 52 7 ]18 11 337 30 367
2 178 38 344 82 20 11 1.128 176 1.304
59 4 63
23 14 37
57 .. 57
32 5 37
171 23
24 1
14 50
39 7
1,376 257 1,633
10 . . 10
1,366 257 1,623
23 5 28
1,389 262 1,651
194
25
64
46
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Aaronson. A. L., 41, 228, 243
Abbas, R. H.. 33, 385, 389
Achelpohl, Doris W., 48
Adam. F. O., 33. 3S5. 389
Adams, H. L.. 424
Adams, L. A., 19, 394. 390
Adams. Roger, 14. 201. 277, 279, 282, 283
Adamson, R. S., 47, 254
Adamstone, F. B., 23, 394, 397
Afremow, M. L.. 43, 228. 230
Ahrens, E. A., 30, 391, 392
Albig, J. W., 20, 391, 392. 393
Albrecht, D. A., 26 319, 410
Alcorn, M. W., 43, 236
Alexander, John, 28, 385, 386
Alleman, N. J., 414
Allen, C. L., 21. 342. 343
Allen. F. H., 35, 271
Allen, H. K. 416
Allen, Kathrjn I.. 33, 385, 386
Allen, V. T., 423
Allers, W. D., 422
Allison, Harold, 404
Allison. J. H., 404
Allison, L. E., 32, 256. 409
Allyn. H. W., 8
Almquist, C. O.. 41. 236, 237
Almy, G. M., 24. 371. 372, 373. 374
Alp, H. H., 402
Alseth, Hilda J., 49
Althausen, D., 420
Alvord, J. W., 417. 420
Alyea. P. E., 31. 295
Ambrosius, E. E., 26, 354, 355
Amiel, J. H., 35, 385. 386
Ammann, J. F., 8
Amtman, L. E., 41, 228
Anders, Paul, 28, 277. 279
Anderson, A. G.. 17. 271, 273. 274
Anderson. A. Marie. 24, 263, 264. 265
Anderson, C. R., 21. 310. 315
Anderson, Evelyn A., 46, 245
Anderson. E. E., 33. 379
Anderson, H. W., 17. 338. 339. 340. 341. 410
Anderson, J. A.. 30. 271
Anderson, J. C, 408
Andrews, A. I., 17. 275, 276
Andrews, A. J., 405
Andrews, J. B., 410
Anell, Esther W.. 48
Anqus. VV. S.. 33. 300
Apple. Carl. 41, 233
Apple, R. E., 404
Archer, L. B., 24, 307, 308
Armstrong, Beulah M., 24, 350, 351
Armstrong, Byron, 8
Armstrong. Grace B.. 20. 403
Armstrong. J. W., 7
Arnett, R. E., 405
Arnold, Lloyd. 37, 234. 247
Aron, A. W.. 15, 313, 326, 327. 328. 329
Ashby. R. C, 17. 258. 259. 409
Asher. R. M.. 35. 271, 274
Ashman, L., 425
Aspinall, T. E., 409
Atkinson. C. E., 10
Audricih, L. F., 283, 284
Austin, P. R., 27
Aviles, Luis, Jr., 32, 385, 389
Babbitt, H. E., 15, 284, 286, 287. 288
Babcock. K. C, 13
Babcock. S. H.. 33, 277
Bachem. Albert. 37. 226, 230. 235. 247
Bachmann, W. E., 277, 284
Bacon, A. R., 41. 232, 233
Bacon, C. S.. 37, 232
Badger, A. E., 414
Badger, C. J., 408
Bailar, J. C, Jr.. 24. 277. 278, 279, 282. 283, 284
Bailey. FL \V.. 2L 350, 351, 352
Bailey, LaForce, 19, 260. 261, 262
Bailey, W. F., 31, 277, 283
Baily, H. H., 19, 271, 272
Baker. C. E.. 24. 411
Baker. F. C, 10, 400, 423
Baker, Marian E , 33, 329, 330
Baker, Maysel O., 49
Baker, R. H., 14, 266
Bald, I. J., 35, 326, 327
Balduf, \V. v., 19, 317. 318, 319
Baldwin, E. C, 16, 310. 312, 313. 314
Baldwin, T. W., 15. 310, 312, 314
Ball, C. 423
Ball, G. J., 8
Ball. J. R.. 423
Ualseiro, J. A., 19. 385. 389. 390
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Wheeler. Katherine M., 48
Wheeler, Virgil G.. 23. 341,
Whisenand, J. W., 405
Whitchurch, J. E.. 405
White. Adeline R., 42. 225
White. Florence L., 416
White. J. M., 10. 12, 260
White, S. H., 16, 344, 345
White, Mrs Virginia, 406
Whitlo. C. M., 34, 295
Whitlock. Mary C. 23. 334, 336, 337
Wickwire, G. C, 28. 375
Wien, M. S., 38. 226. 227. 245
Wiesman, C. K., 420
Wilcox, R. H., 17. 258, 259, 321, 322, 410
Wiley, C. C, 18. 284. 285, 286
Will, S. F., 21, 385. 386, 387
Willard, A. C, 13. 201. 354, 355, 356. 413
Williams. C. A.. 17. 326. 327, 328, 329
Williams, Emily, 28, 375
Williams, E. H., 18. 371. 372. 373
Williams. Judith M., 46, 248
Williams. L. W.. 11.25, 300. 303
Williams, W.R., 45. 234
Williams, W.W.. 7
Williamson, C. S., 36, 228. 229. 230. 245
Williamson. Elizabeth R., 49
Willis. D. A., 40. 236
Willman.H. B..422
Wills, J. E., 33, 321, 410
Wilson. Mrs. Bessie. 406
Wilson. Mrs. Frances D., 29, 300
Wilson, F. S.,38. 228
Wilson, H. K.,410
Wilson, Wilfrid. 24. 350, 351
Wilson, W.M., 14.284,288,415
Wilson, W. S., 24, 300
Wilson, W.W.. 404
Wimer, D. C, 19. 256, 408
Winakor, A. H.,416
Windsor, P. L., 10. 11, 12,48,50.348.349
Winters. Eric, Jr.. 408
Wirth. E. H., 47, 254
Wittelle, F. M.,39. 232
Wolever. Frances E.. 32. 350. 351
Wolf, Alexander, 43, 228
Wolf. Samuel. 40, 233
Wolfe, J. B., 32, 379. 381
Wolfle. Helen M., 36.379
Wood.F. L..29.350, 351
Wood, Harry, 8
Wooddell. J. F.. 23. 354, 355
Woodroofe. Louise M.. 26. 260, 261
Woodrow, Herbert. 16, 379, 380, 381
Woodruff, M. W.,415
Woodruff. Sybil. 19, 334, 335, 337, 410
Woodward, C.F., 33. 277
Woodward, Helen, 43, 231
Woodworth. C. M., 16. 256, 257. 408
Workman, L. E., 422
Wright. A. D., 25, 354. 355
Wright, A. R., 34, 329. 330
Wright, Henry, 25,344
Wright, H.S.,404
Wright. Ivan. 1 7. 295. 296. 298
Wright, J. F., 10, 18,342
Wright, Leslie, 32, 321. 410
Wyman, E. D.,8
Wynne, J. P., 300, 303
Yale, C. E. 405
Yapp, W. iv., 16. 292. 293. 294, 409
Yarros, Rachel S., 37
Yonan, M.E.,43,228
Young. Aitken, 35, 369
Young. A. L., 23. 319, 320. 410
Young. E. G., 15, 383, 384, 415
Young, J. R., 29, 385. 389
Young, P. T., 17,379,380,381
Young, R.T., Jr., 32, 371
Young, W. H., 23. 256
Yount, B.W..32.329.330
Zechel. G. L., 40. 225. 236, 238
Zeitlin, Jacob. 15. 310, 311, 312, 313, 400
Zeleny, Charles, 13, 394, 395, 396. 397
Zilly. Marie L., 33, 300
Zimmerman, A. G., 38, 236
Zimmerniann. A. A.. 38. 225
Zuppke. R. C. 14. 300. 305
Zwermann, Olga J.. 27. 334. 335
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Abnormal psychology, 380
Abstracts, theses, Ph.D. degree, 207
Accountancy, Board of Examiners in, 425
courses, 271
curriculum, 122
Accountancy Club, 99
Accredited schools, admission from, 67
inspection of, 68
Acoustics, course, 372
Activities, student. Board committee, 7
Advisory Association, 98
Adams act, 52
Adelphic Literary Society, 97
Administration, summary of staff, 656
University, 54
Administration Building, 56
Administrative officers, 9
colleges and schools, 10
Admission, 63-81
age requirement, 63
algebra requirement, 65
athletic coaching, physical and medical examina-
tions, 65
by certificate, 67
by examination, 69
subjects accepted, 77
by transfer of credits, 70
foreign students, 69
from higher institutions, joint committee, SO
from secondary schools. Senate committee, 50
Graduate School, 76, 201
language requirement, 65
physical examination, 63
pre-medical work, 67
scholarship requirement for non-Illinois students,
63
science requirement, 65
subjects, accepted, 65
recommended, 66
required, 64, 65
time of entrance, 63
to advanced standing, 70
to professional schools, 72
unclassified students, 71
undergraduate requirements, 63, 64
units, high school, defined, 63
required, 63, 64
women, 52, 63
Advanced standing, admission to, 70
Library School, 199
Advertising, courses, 273, 274
newspaper, 342
Advisers, lists, farm, 404
home, 406
Advisory boards and committees, 8
Aeronautical engineering, courses, 355
mathematical theory in, course, 352
Aesthetics, course, 265
Age requirement for admission, 63
Agricultural Buildings, 55
Agricultural Club, 99
Agricultural college e.xtension, courses, 256
faculty, 256
work, 152
Agricultural economics, extension specialist, 402
station staff, 408
Agricultural education, courses, 304
curriculum, 167
practice course, 304
Agricultural Educational Club, 99
Agricultural Experiment Station, advisory boards,
8
history and work, 53, 407
investigations, 407
publications, 399
staff, 407,
summary of staff, 656
Agricultural Extension Service, 151, 401, 402
staff, 402
Agricultural geology, course, 323
Agricultural journalism, courses, 343
Agricultural Open-House, 152
Agriculture, College of, 151
admission, 63, 64, 77
subjects recommended, 67
unclassified students, 72
advisory boards, 8
Board committees, 7
buildings, 54, 55
clubs, 98, 99
collections, 62
curricula, 155
aims, 151
degree, 153
departmental library, SO
departments, 153
faculty and courses, agricultural college ex-
tension, 256
agronomy, 256
animal husbandry, 258
dairy husbandry, 292
farm mechanics, 319
farm organization and management, 321
home economics, 334
horticulture, 338
electives accepted in L.A.S., 108
extension service, 151, 401, 402
fees, 100, 101
functions, 151
graduate work, 152
graduation requirements, 152
history, 53
honorary societies, 98
instruction, 151
investigation, 151
methods of work and instruction, 153
officers, 11
prizes, 90
publications, 399
research, 151
scholarships, 93
Smith-Hughes teacher training course, 163
societies, 98, 99
summary of staff, 656
Summer Session courses, 218
unclassified students, 71, 72
Agronomy, advisory board, 8
courses, 256
description of department, 153
extension specialists, 402
faculty, 256
station staff, 408
Agronomy Club, 99
Agronomy Greenhouse, 55
Agronomy Seed House, 55
Aid, beneficiary, 94
Alethenai Literary Society, 97
short storj- prize, 88
Algae, course, 269
Algebra, courses, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354
for admission, 77
requirement for admission, 65
AUerton American Traveling scholarship, 86
Alpha Alpha Gamma, 99
Alpha Chi Sigma, plaque, 88
Alpha Delta Sigma, 99
Alpha Kappa Delta, 99
Alpha Kappa Psi, 99
Alpha Lambda Delta, 98
Alpha Omega Alpha, 98
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Alpha Phi Omega, 98
Alpha Rho Chi. medal, 90
Alpha Sigma Nu, 99
Alpha Tau Alpha. 99
Alpha Zeta. 98
prize. 90
Alumni. Association, 96, 646
Board committee, 7
Directory. 97. 646
Alumni News, Illinois, 96, 646
American Academy in Rome, fellowship, 92
prize. 92
American Ceramic Society, Student Branch, 99
American Chemical Society, University Section. 99
American education, history, courses, 301, 302. 303
American Institute of Architects, medal, 86
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Urbana
Section, 99
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers. 99
American literature, courses, 312
American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
Student Branch. 99
American Society of Chemical Engineers. Student
Branch, 99
American Society of Civil Engineers, awards. 87
research graduate assistantships, 210, 411
Student Branch, 99
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Stu-
dent Branch. 99
Analytical chemistry, courses. 282
Anatomy, courses. 225. 243. 246. 258, 397
faculty, medical, 225
dental, 243
Animal genetics, course, 260
Animal husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses. 258
description of department, 153
extension specialists, 402
faculty, 258
station staff, 409
Animal Pathology Laboratory and Clinic Building,
55
Anonian Literary Society, 97
Anti-aircraft, courses, 361, 362
Anthropology, physical, course, 225
Apparatus, gymnasium, courses. 369. 370
Applied music, courses. 365
Applied optics, curriculum. 1 16
Appointment of teachers, committee, 50, 175
Appreciation, music, courses, 364, 366
Archaeology, courses, Greek, 289
prehistoric. 392
Roman. 291
museum. 59
Arcliiiectural Engineer, degree, 204
Architectural engineering, courses. 262
curriculum. 185
I'lym scholarship, 86
Architectural history, Ricker prize, 90
Architecture, admission requirements, 177
Allerton scholarship, 86
Alpha Rho Chi medal. 90
American Institute medal, 86
building. 56
courses, 260
curricula. 179, 182
departmental library, 58
description of department, 179
electives, 181
faculty, 260
graduation requirements, 178
honorary sodety, 98
options, 179
Plym fellowship, 86
Ricker Library, 180
Rome prize, 92
Scarab medals, 90
scholarships, 92
Temple loan fund, 95
Architecture and Kindred Subjects, Buildina for, 56
Arithmetic of pharmacy, course, 252
Armory, 56
I Aron collection, 58
1 Art, admission requirements, 177
collections, 59
courses, 263
curriculum. 179, 186
description of department, liiO
electives, 182
faculty, 263
graduation requirements, 178
museums, 59
teachers' courses, 264
Artillery, courses, 359, 361. 362
Arts, see Fine and Applied Arts. College of; and
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of.
Assembly, General, acts, 51
scholarships, 93
Assistant professors, lists of. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 38
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 19
summary, 656
Assistants, lists of. Dentistry, 46
Engineering Experiment Station, 411
Medicine, 42
Pharmacy. 47
Urbana departments, 27
summary. 657
Assistantships, graduate research, 210, 411
honorary, Dentistry, 242
Associate professors, lists of, Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 37
Urbana departments, 17
summary, 656
Associates, lists of. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 39
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 22
summary, 656
Associations, 96, 646
Astronomical Observatory, 54
Astronomy, courses, 266
faculty, 266
for admission, 77
Astrophysics, course, 266
Athletic Association, 215
Athletic coaching, admission, physical and medical
examination, 65
courses, 305
curriculum, 172
practice course, 304
Summer Session courses, 218
Athletic Council. 96
Athletics. 215
psychology of, course, 301
Senate committee, 50
Auditing, courses, 272, 273
Auditorium, 56
Augastana Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Automobile show, income for loan fund, 95
Awards and prizes, 85, 645
B
Bachelor's degrees, general requirements, 82
with honors. 84
1931 list. 608
Bacon lectureship, in medicine. 224
Bacteriology, courses, 267
dairy, 292. 293. 294
dentistry, 247
medicine, 234
pharmacy, 254
faculty, 266
dentistry, 247
medicine, 234
major and minors, 266
major in L.A.S., 107
research assistantships, 210
Baker prizes, 87
Ballads. German. cour»cs. 328
Band and orchestra conductinc, course, 36S
Band and orchestral instruments, course, 356
major, 1X8
Band Building, 56
Band of X. 99
Bands, Military, courses, 358
faculty, 3SS
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Bands—(Continued)
University, 213
administrative officers, 10
Banking, courses, 295, 296 298
Banking and finance, curriculum.
121
Banking laws, course. 27i
Bankruptcy, course, 346
Bard and Scribe, 99
Barlow-Smith collection. 58
Baseball, courses, 305, Juo .
BefumoAt memorial fund, n^edicine 224
Beef cattle husbandry, courses, 258,
259
Beekeeping, courses, 318
Beneficiary aid, 94
Beta Alpha Psi, 99
Beta Gamma Sigma, 98
prize. 89
Beta Nu Kappa, 99
Beaux Arts Institute of Design,
prizes. 9Z
Bible, literary study of., courses,
312
Biddle loan fund, for gins-/^
Bills and notes, course, 346
Binding, course. 348
Biochemistry, courses, 2J0
Sfl^ ES;^^S:?^b,ications, 399
ilfJr°l^ofSfne7nc^c°o^untancy.4^^^^^
Board of Natural Resources and
Conservation. 11/
Board of Trustees, committees. 7
composition of, 51
governing body, 54
history, 51
members, 7
Bo°kr Watlr Experimental Building.
54
Bookkeeping, for admission, 7/
Bo'^oks^publishefbfthe University. 400
Botanical Club, 99
Botany, for admission, 7/
courses, 268
pharmacy, 254
faculty, 268
pharmacy, 254
library collection, 58
major and minors, 268
major in L.A.S.. 107
teachers' course, 269
Botany Herbarium, 61 .
Botany Laboratory and Greennouse,
54
Boxing, courses, j05, 369 ,„, ,00
Bridge construction, courses, 286.
ma
Broadcasting, radio station. 4U1
Bryan prize, 85
Bryophytes, course, 269
Budgetary control, courses. 272^/^ Subjects. 56
Building for Architecture and Kindred
ec
Building trades, optional courses,
industrial a
ministration, 127
Buildings, school, course, 304
Buildings and grounds. Board committee,
7
Bu^elrofk'usiness Research, bulletin, 399
history, 53
purposes, 117
work and staff. 416 ,
Bureau of Educational Research. 174.
4io
building. 56
bulletins. 399
founded. 53
Bureaus. Research, 416
Burrill Botany Club. 99
Burrill collection. 58
^„iir«> 316
Business and professional speaking, course,
.510
Business law, courses, 274
for admission, 77 ,,,
Business letter writing, courses, 315,
-Sio
3
Business organization and operation,
courses. 11 ^
BusTn"e'ss\"search. Bureau of. bulletin,
399
history, 53
purposes, 117
work and staff, 416
Buttermaking. course. 293
ICadet Brigade. 212
Caisson Club, 98
Calculus, courses, 350, 3ii. J3J
Calendar, general. 4
University. 5
Senate committee, 50
Calisthenics, courses, 305
Campus, map. facing title-page
area, 54
cindidaTes for Master's degrees,
requirements. 2
Carr R. F., fellowship in chemistry,
209
Carter-Pennell loan fund, 94
Cartography, course, 325
Casad collection, 58
Cataloging, courses, 348, iW
Cattle Feeding Plant, 55
Cavagna-San Guiliam Library, 58
Cavalry, courses, 359, 360
cup. 91
medal, 91
^, ^ „«
Cavalry Officers Club, 98 t
Celestial mechanics, course, 260
Cello, major, 188
Cements, course, 275
Ceramic chemistry, course. 283
Ceramic Engineer, degree. /U*
Ceramic engineering, advisory board,
8
courses. 275 *
curriculum. 139 ,1^9
description of department. 13Z
extension service. 401
faculty, 275
scholarships, 93
short course, 401
.,.•„„ nc
Ceramic Engineering Building, 55
Ceramics, buUeiin, 399
curriculum, 138
dental, course, 247
theses required, 137
Sfrlirc^alfonoSrscl^ool teachers in Illinois.
175
CP.A. examining board for
apphcants. 425
problems, course. 272
Change fee. 101
Charities, course, 392
Cheese making, course, 29-J
Chemical engineering, courses, 280.
28.5
Chemicanndustrtes. option courses,
industrial ad-
ministration, 128
Chemistry, couses. 277
biological. 236
dairy, 293, 294
dental, 243
pharmacy. 253
physiological. 236
curriculum, 114
departmental library, 58
Du Pont fellowships, 210
faculty. 277
dental, 243
pharmacy, 253
physiological. 236
fellowship. 209
for admission. 77
Iota Sigma Pi pnze. 88
major and minors. 2//
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course. 304
teacher«' course. 279
Chemistry Annex, 54
Chemistry Laboratory, 54
Chi Chi Chi, 98
Chi Epsilon, 99 .
Chi Omega, prize in sociology,
88
Chicago buildings, 57
Child development, courses, 337.
3,58
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Child development and parent education. cx:cnsion
specialist, 40.>
Children's clinic, course, 244
faculty, 244
Chinese Students Club, 98
Chorus, 99
Circus work, courses, 359
City planning, course, 345
Civic secretarial service, curriculum, 120
Civics, for admission. 77
practice course, 304
Civil Engineer, degree, 204
Civil engineering, A.S.C.E. awards, 87
Baker prizes, 87
buildings, 132
courses, 284
curriculum, 140
description of department, 132
faculty, 284
fourth-year options, 141
research assistantships, 210, 411
Class of 1895 fund, 94
Classical Archeology and Art, Museum of, 59
curator, 10
Classics, courses, Greek, 289
Latin, 290
faculty, 288
library collection, 58
major and minors. Classics, 289
Greek, 288. 289
Latin, 288, 289
major in L.A.S., 107
reading room, 58
Classification in physical education. Senate com-
mittee. 50
Classification of students, 255
Climate, course, 326
Clinical facilities, medicine, 221
Clogging, courses, 370, 371
Clothing, courses, 336, 337
extension specialist, 403
Club work, junior, list of specialists. 403
Clubs, specialized, 98
Coal and ore preparation, courses, 362, 363
Coal-mirung investigations, 421, 424
Coast artillery, courses, 361, 362
Coast Artillery Club, 98
Coif, Order of. 98
Collections, 58, 59
College Entrance Examination Board, examina-
tion, 69
Colleges, administrative officers, 10
summary of stalT, 656
Commencement exercises, 82
Commerce and Business Administration, College
of, 117
admission, 63, 64
subjects recommended, 66
unclassified students, 72
building, 55
Bureau of Business Research, 1 17, 416
clubs, 98, 99
curricula, 119
law combined, 192
degree, 117. 608
departments, list, 117
faculty and courses, accountancy, 271
business law, 274
business organization and operation, 273
economics, 295
public utilities and transportation, 381
elcctives, 118
accepted in L.A.S., 108
fees. 101
graduate work, 117
graduation requirements, 117
history, 53
honorary societies, 98
McKinley professorship, 117
officers, 10
prizes, 89
publications, 399
reading room. 58
societies, 98, 99
summary of staff. 656
unclassified students. 71. 72
Commerce and law, six-year combined curriculum,
129
Commerce Building, 55
Commerce Council. 99
Commercial arithmetic, for admission. 77
Commercial arts, course. 264
Commercial geography, courses, 326
for admission, 78
Commercial Spanish, courses. 389
Commercial teaching, curriculum, 124
Commercial vegetable gardcnir.;^, course, 338
Commissions, military, 212, 646
Committees, advisory, 8
Board of Trustees, 7
University Senate, 50
Community journalism, courae, 343
Community recreation, course, 371
Comparative education, courses, 300, 303
Composition, courses, 315
art, 263, 264, 265
English, teaching of, 313
French, 386
Greek, 290
Latin, 290, 291
music, 364
Spanish, 389
Comptroller, office of, 9
Concert and Entertainment Board, 96
Concert Band, 213
Concrete, course. 286
Conference medal, 91
Constitutional law, courses, 377, 379, 346, 347
Construction, courses, 262, 263
Contracts, course. 345
Cook County Experiment Station Cottage and
Greenhouse, 57
Cook County Hospital, clir.ical instruction, 222
Cooperative Extension Service, .\griculture, 401,
402
Cooperative investigations. Engineering Experi-
ment Station, list, 412
mineral industries, 424
Copyreading, course, 341
Corporation, courses. 296, 297, 299, 300
municipal, 346
Corrective gymnastics, courses, 305, 306, 370
Cost accounting, courses, 272
Costume design, courses, 33f), 337
Council, advisory body, 54
members, 11
University, office of, 9
Counterpoint, course, 364
County farm advisers, list, 404
County home advisers, list, 406
County Morsue, clinical instruction, 222
County scholarships, 93
Courses, description of, Urbana departments, 225
Dentistry, 243
Medicine, 225
Pharmacy. 252
Credit, graduate work, other universities, 206
Credit, transactions, courses, 346
Credits, acceptable for admission, sources, 67
hours, definition, 255
units, definition, 203, 255
Credits and collections, course, 274
Criminal law, courses, 345, 346, 347
Criminology, courses, 226, 392, 393
faculty, 226
Crops, courses, 256, 257
Crown and bridge, courses, 247
Crystallography, course, 324
Curators, museums, 10
Curricula, see under colleges and schools.
Curriculura construction courses, 302, 303
Cytology, courses, 269, 397
D
Dairy bactcrioloRy, courses, 292, 293, 294
Dairy Fiarn, 55
Dairy Club, 99
Dairy chemistry, courses, 293. 294
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Dairy Experiment Bam, 55
Dairy husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 292
description of department, 153
extension specialists, 402
faculty, 292
research assistantship, 210
station staflf, 409
Dairy machinery, course, 320
Dairy Manufactures Building. 55
Dairy Technology Society, 99
Dalferes cup. 91
Damages, course, 345
Dancing, courses, 370, 371
gymnastic, 305, 369
Darling, Grace, memorial fund, 94
Davenport House, 57
Davenport Residence Hall, 103
Dean of Men, office of, 9
Dean of Women, oifice of, 9
Debating, 100
courses, 316
Deficiency in rhetoric, no-credit course, 72
Deficiency in scholarship. College of L.A.S., 106
Degrees, authority to confer, 52
baccalaureate, 1931 list, 608
Bachelor of Arts, 106, 608
Bachelor of Laws, 194, 629
Bachelor of Science, Agriculture, 152, 608
Commerce, 117, 608
Dentistry, 242, 633
Education, 165, 608
Engineering, 137, 608
Journalism, 195, 608
Liberal Arcs E.p.d Sciences, 105, 608
Library School, 199, 630
Medicine, 219, 220,631
Pharmacy, 251
Bachelor's, general requirements, 82
with honors, 84
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 241, 633
Doctor of Law, 194, 629
Doctor of Medicine, 219, 220, 633
Doctor of Philosophy, 205, 208, 640
Engineer's, 204, 640
honorary, 1931 list, 641
Master of Architecture, 204, 640
Master of Arts, 202, 203, 635
Master of Science, 199, 202, 637
Pharmaceutical Chemist, 251, 252, 634
professional, engineering, 204, 640
second bachelor's, requirements, 82
summary table, 648
Delta Mu Epsilon, 99
Delta Phi Alpha, 99
Delta Sigma Rho, 99
Delta Theta Epsilon, 99
Dental Dispensary, facilities, 223
Dental jurisprudence, course, 244
lecturers, 244
Dentistry, College of, 241
admission, 63, 75, 241
buildings, 57
curricula, 241
pre-professional, 114
degrees, 241,633
description of courses, 243
entrance requirements, 242
examination, for license to practice in England,
242
extension courses, 248
faculty, 45
fees, 103
graduation, requirements, 241
with honors, 84
history, 53
honorary research assistants, 242
infirmary, 242
lectures and lecture-clinics, 249
library, 242
license to practice in England, 242
location, 241
officers, 11
summary of hours, 249, 250
summary of staff, 656
Summer Session courses, 218
summer term, 248
Departmental libraries, staffs, 49
Dermatology, courses, 226, 245
faculty, 226
Description of courses. Dentistry, 243
Medicine. 225
Pharmacy, 252
Urbana departments, 255
Design, courses, 261, 262, 263
art, 263
gas engineering, 322
landscape, 344
mechanical engineering, 355
railway, 384
Deuss Memorial, medicine, 224
Deutsche Verein, 99
Diagnosis, courses, 244
faculty, 244
Diet in disease, course, 337
Dietetics, course, 335
Diploma fee, 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Diplomas, authority to issue, 52
Discipline, student. Senate committee, SO
Diseases, plant, course, 269
Dispensary, facilities, dental, 223
medical, 222
Dissection, course, 225
Distillation, course, 280
Dittenberger collection, 53
Diving, courses, 369, 370
Doctor's degrees, requirements, 194, 205, 208, 219,
220, 241
Dolphins, 98
Drainage, courses, 286, 320
Drama, courses, English, 312, 313, 314
French. 386, 388
German, 327, 328, 329
Greek, 289, 290
Dramatization, course, 316
Drawing, art and design, practice course, 304
cast and still life, courses, 263
for admission, 78
freehand, courses, 261
general engineering, courses, 294
faculty, 294
mechanical, course, 306
practice course, 304
technical, course, 248
faculty, 24S
Drug analysis, courses, 253
DuPont fellowships, chemistry, 210
Dynamics, courses, 356, 373
Dziatzko collection, 58
Ear training, courses, 364, 366
Ebert loan fund, 95
Ecology, courses, 269, 270, 271, 395. 396
Ex;onomic ecology, course, 396
Ek:onomic entomology, course, 319
Ex:onomic geography, course, 325
Economic geology, courses, 324
Economics, courses, 295
faculty, 295
for admission, 78
library collection, 58
major and minors, 295
major in L. A. S., 107
practice course, 304
Economics of public utilities, McKinley professor-
ship, 117
Editorials, course, 342
Education, College of, 165
admission requirements, 63, 64, 72
aim, 165
appointment of teachers, committee, 175
buildings, 56
Bureau of Educational Research, 174, 416
certificate, procedure to obtain, 175
certification of teachers, 175
General Index 677
courses, 165
agricultural, 304
athletic coaching, 305
Reneral. 300
home economics, 306
industrial, 306
practice, 304
curricula, 167
degree, 165, 608
electives accepted in L.A.S.. 109
extra-mural students, list, 607
faculty, 300
fees, 101
graduation requirements, 165
history, 53
honorary societies, 98
laboratory work, 174
library collection, 58
methods courses, 301
North Central Association requirements, 175
officers, 1
1
procedure to obtain a certificate, 175
publications, 399
reading room, 58
research bureau, 174
societies, 98
specialized societies and clubs, 99
subjects of specialization, 166
summary of staff. 656
unclassified students, 71
University High School, 174
Educational policy. Senate committee, 50
Educational practice, 174
Educational Research, Bureau of, 174, 416
building, 56
bulletins. 399
history, 53, 416
Educational sociology, courses, 392, 393
Elasticity, courses, 358, 373
Elective system. College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences, 105. lOS
Electives, see under colleges.
Electric metermcn, short course, 401
Electric railway economics, course, 384
Electrical Engineer, degree, 204
Electrical engineering, building, 133
courses, 307
curriculum, 142
description of department, 133
faculty, 307
loan fund, 95
short course for metermen, 401
Electrical Engineering Laboratory, 55, 133
Electrical Engineering Society, 99
loan fund, 95
Electrical industries, optional courses, industrial
administration, 127
Electrochemistry, course, 283
Electrodynamics, course, 373
Elementary education, practice course, 304
Elementary instruction teclinic, courses, 301, 303
Embryology, courses, 225, 397, 243
dental, faculty, 243
Embryology of seed plants, course, 270
Enamels, course, 275
Engineering, College of, 131
admission, 63, 64
subjects recommended, 66
unclassified students, 71
buildings, 55
clubs, 98
collections, 62
curricula, 137
degrees, 137
doctor's, 208
professional, 205
departmental library, 58
departments, 131
ceramic, 275
advisory board, 8
civil, 284
drawing, general engineering, 294
electrical. 307
gas, 322
mechanical, 354
mechanics, theoretical and applied, 356
mining, 362
investigation of mineral industries, 424
physics, 371
railway, 383
electives, 136
accepted in L.A.S., 108
fees, 101
graduation requirements, 131
history, 53
honorary societies. 98
inspection trips, 136
language requirements, 137
lectures for freshmen, 136
library, 57, 131
officers, 10
prizes, 85, 87
publications, 399
purpose, 131
rhetoric prerequisite for junior standing, 137
short courses, 401
societies, 98
specialized societies and clubs, 99
summary of staff, 656
theses, 137
unclassified students, 71, 72
Engineering Experiment Station, cooperative In-
vestigations, list, 411
history and worlc, 53, 411
investigations, mineral industries, 424
publications, 399
research assistantships, 210, 411
staff, 412
summary, 656
Engineering geology, course, 323
Engineering Hall. 55, 132
Engineering Library, 131
Engineering physics, curriculum, 143
Engineering Physics Society, 99
Engineering students, law for, course, 275
Engineers, military, courses, 360, 361
Engineer-Physicist, degree, 204
Engineer of Mines, degree, 204
English Journal Club, 99
English language and literature, courses, 311
public speaking, 316
rhetoric, 315
Scandinavian, 317
composition, for admission, 78
faculty, 310
for admission, 78
major and minors, 310
major in L.A.S., 107
no-credit course, 72
practice course, 304
publications, 399
rhetoric, for admission, 78
special instruction, fee, 101
students' use of. Senate committee, 50
teachers' course. 313
English poetry prize, 85
Entomology, collections, 61
courses, 318
faculty, 317
major and minors, 317, 318
major in L.A.S., 107
Entomology Building, 54
Entrance examinations, 69
Epidemiology, course, 267
Epsilon Chi, 99
Equity, courses, 345, 346
Essays on tlirift, prize, 85
Eta Kappa Nu, 99
Eta Sigma Phi, 99
Ethics, courses, 244, 368
faculty, 244
European Culture, Museum of, 59
curator, 10
Evaporation, course, 280
Evolution, courses, 269, 391, 395, 397
Examinations, admission by. 69
license to practice in England, Dentistry, 242
Medicine, 219
New York Regents. 70
Ph.D. degree, final, 207
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preliminary, 206
special, fee, 101
Medicine. 102
Expenses, estimated annual, 100
Executive faculty, Graduate School, 201
Experiment Stations, 407
See Agricultural Experiment Station and En-
gineering Experiment Station.
Experimental Sewage Treatment Plant, 133
Extension, agricultural, 151, 401, 402
summary of staff, 656
Extension service, agriculture, 151
Extension specialists, list, 402
Extension worli, 401
agricultural, courses, 256
Extra-mural students, list, 607
Faculty, executive. Graduate School, 201
lists, 12 {see also departments.)
Farm accounting, course, 272
Farm advisers, county, list, 404
Farm and Home Week, 152, 163
Farm buildings, course, 320
Farm Bureau, 152
Farm crops, advisory board, 8
Farm home equipment, course, 320
Farm mechanics, advisory board, 8
courses, 319
description of department, 153
extension specialist, 402
faculty, 319
short courses, 164
station staff, 410
Farm Mechanics Building, 55
Farm Mechanics Club, 99
Farm organization and management, advisory
board, 8
courses, 321
description of department, 154
extension specialist*, 402
faculty, 321
station staff, 410
Farming, dairy, courses, 293
Fees, 100
Graduate School, professional degrees, 205
thesis deposit, 208
professional engineering degrees, 205
Summer Session, 217
unclassified students, 71
Fellows, list, 642
Feilowsliips, American Academy in Rome, 92
Architecture, 86, 92
Graduate Scliool, 208
Kate Neal Kinley, 86
Plym, 86
Fencing, course, 369
Field and Furrow Club, 99
Field and power machinery, courses, 319, 320
Field artillery, courses, 359
Finance, Board committee, 7
courses, corporation. 296, 297, 299
mathematics of, 352
public, 297, 298, 299. 300
public school, 303
curriculum. 121
Fine and Applied Arts, College of, 177
admission, general requireraents, 63, 64
subjects recommended, 67
requirements, 177
buildings, 56
collections, 59
clubs, 98
curricula. 178
degrees, 178, 608
departments, 178
architectural engineering, 262
architecture, 260
art. 263
landscape architecture, 344
music, 364
electives, 181
accepted in L.A.S., 108
fees, 101
graduation requirements, 178
history, 53, 177
honorary societies, 98
museums, 59
officers, 11
prizes, 85, 86, 90, 92
societies. 98
specialized societies and clubs, 99
summary of staff, 656
unclassified students, 71
Fine arts, history of, courses, 265
Fire assaying, course, 363
Fireman's Training Tower, 56
Fireproof construction, courses, 263
First aid, courses, 305, 370
Flood control, course, 286
Floral decoration, course, 339
Floricultural Club, 99
Floriculture, advisory board, 8
courses, 339, 340
curriculum, 159
prize, Pi Alpha Xi, 90
Floriculture Service Buildings and Greenhouses, 55
Folk dancing, courses, 370, 371
Fontainebleau scholarship, 92
Food analysis, courses, 281, 283
Food bacteriology, courses, 267, 268
Foods, courses, 335, 336, 337, 338
Foods and nutrition, extension specialists. 403
Football, courses, 305, 306
Foreign commerce, courses, 297, 298
curriculum, 125
Foreign exchange and the money market, course,
296
Foreign language, requirement in L.A.S.. 106
Foreign students, admission requirements, 69
Foreign Trade Club. 99
Foundation for Architecture and Landscape Archi-
tecture, scholarships, 92
Foundry Laboratory. 133
Foundry work, course, 306
Four-H Club, 99
Freehand drawing, courses, 261
French, courses, 385
faculty 385
for admission, 79
major and minors, 385
major in L.A.S., 107
philology and literature, library collection, 58
practice course, 304
teachers' course, 386
French Club, 99
Fresiiraan honorary societies. 98
Freshmen, classification by credit hours, 255
Fruit culture, courses, 338, 340, 341
Fuels, courses, 280, 283, 362
Funds, student loan, 94
Fungi, courses, 269, 270
Gamma Alpha Chi. 99
Gamma Epsilon Pi, 98, 99
trophy, 89
Gamma Pi Alpha, 98
Gamma Sigma Delta, 98
scholarship prize. 90
Gamma Theta Phi, 99
Garages, 57
Garden flowers, course, 339
Gargoyle, 98
Gas Engine Short Course, 164
Gas engineering, courses, 322
curriculum, 144
research assistantships, 411
short course, 401
Gas engines, courses, 319, 320
Gehrmann lectureship, medicine, 223
General Assembly, acts, 51
scholarships, 93
General business, curriculum, 119
General engineering, curriculum, 145
General engineering drawing, see Drawing, general
engineering.
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General railway administration, curriculum, 122
General science, for admission, 79
Genetic psychology, courses, 380, 381
Genetics, courses, 395, 397
animal, 258
Genetics Building, 55
Genito-urinary surgery, courses, 238
faculty, 238
Geography, courses, 325
plant, 270, 271
major and minors, 325
major in L.A.S., 107
Geological Journal Club, 99
Geological Survey Division, State, buildings, 421
collections, 61
history and work, 420, 424
investigations, 421, 424
publications, 420
staff, 422
Geological surveys, graduate students, credit for
work, 203
Geology, collections, 61
courses 323
faculty, 322
for admission, 79
graduate students, credit for work with geologi-
cal surveys, 203
major and minors, 322, 323
major in L.A.S., 107
Geometry, courses, 350, 351, 352, 353
descriptive, 294, 295
for admission, 79
Geomorphology, course, 323
German-American literature and history, 58
German Club, 99
German philology and literature, library collection,
58
Germanic languages and literature, courses, 327
faculty. 326
for admission, 79
major and minors. 326, 327
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course, 304
teachers' course, 328
Glass-blowing, course, 279
Glass technology, courses. 275, 276
Glasses and glazes, course, 275
Gold Feathers, 98
Governmeni, courses, 376, 377, 378
publications, 348, 349
University. 54
Governmental accounting, courses, 272
Governmental journalism, course, 343
Grades, for graduation, 82
system, 82
Graduate Club, loan fund, 94
Graduate School, 201
admission, 201
joint committee, 50
requirements. 76
work in agriculture, 152
credit. 203, 255
degrees, requirements, 202
1931 list, 635
electives accepted in L.A.S., 109
executive faculty, 201
fees, 102
fellowships, 208, 642
history and organization, 52, 201
officers, 1
1
publications, 399
research assistantsliips, 210
scholarships, 208, 642
units, definition, 203, 255
work, 202
commerce, 117
summer, 202
Graduate students, credit for work, 201-210
1931-32 list, 427
Graduation, degrees granted, 82, 608
grades required, 82
honors, 84
Medicine, 220
requirements. Agriculture, 152
Commerce, 117
Dentistry, 241
Education, 165
Engineering, 131
Fine and Applied Arts, 178
Journalism, 196
Law, 194
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 106
Medicine, 219
Pharmacy, 251
Grain grading and marketing, course, 256
Grant Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Graphic statics, coiu"ses, 261, 262
Greek, courses, 289
faculty, 288
for admission, 79
major and minors, 288, 289
major in L.A.S., 107
Greek athletics, course, 289
Greek life and history, courses, 289
Greenhouse, 57
Greenhouse management, course, 339
Gregorian Literary Society, 97
Gregory scholarsliips, 93
Grober collection, 58
Grounds Department Barns, 57
Guild, Thacher Howland, memorial prize, 85
Gymnasium Annex, 56
Gymnasiums, 56
Gymnastics, courses, 370
corrective, 305, 306
individual, 359
stunts, 305
Gynecology, courses, 232, 233
faculty, 232
H
Handball, courses, 369, 370
Harmony, courses, 364, 366
Harvesting machinery, course, 320
Hazelton prize medal, 87
Headwriting, course, 341
Health, education, 215
courses, 305, 306, 370, 371
extension specialist, 403
Health Service, 215
Health Service Building, 56
Heat, courses, 355, 372
Heat Treatment Laboratory, 133
Heredity, courses, 269, 395
Hexapoecia, 99
Heyne collection, 58
High Pressure Gas Research Building, 55
High school, admission from, 63
curricula, courses, 301, 302
library, courses, 349
teachers in Illinois, certification of, 175
High School Visitor, bulletins, 399
duties, 68
office of, 9
Highway engineering, courses, 285, 286, 287
short course, 401
Histolok'y, courses, 225, 254
dental, courses, 243
faculty, 243
Historical Survey, Illinois, 210
History, courses, 330
architecture. 260, 261, 263
economic. 296, 299
education, 300, 301, 302, 303
faculty, 329
for admission. 80
Illinois, collections, 210
library collection, 58
major and minors. 329, 330
major in L..\.S., 107
practice course, 304
reading room, 58
teachers' course, 330
University, 51
History of architecture, Ricker prize, 90
History of medicine, course, 230
lecturer, 230
Home accounts, extension specialist, 403
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Home advisers, county, list, 406
Home architecture, course, 335
Home care of the sick, course, 336
Home decoration, course, 335
Home economics, Carter-Pennell loan fund, 94
courses, 334
curricula, general, 160
nutrition and di'tetics, 162
Home Economics
—
(Continued)
description of department, 154
extension work, 151
faculty, 334
for admission, 80
for students in L.A.S., 110
honorary societies, 98
major and minors, 334
major in L.A.S., 107
scholarships, 93, 160
station staff, 410
teachers' courses, 335, 336
Home Economics Club, 99
Home economics education, courses, 306
curriculum, 167
practice course, 304
Home economics extension service, 151, 401, 402
staff, 403
Home furnishings, extension specialist, 403
Home management, extension specialist, 403
Honorary degrees, 641
Honorary fellowships. Graduate School, 209
Honorary research assistantships, Dentistry, 242
Honorary societies, 98
Honors, 83, 643
graduation with, 84
Law, 195
Medicine, 220
Honors Day, plan of, 83
Senate committee, SO
Hoof and Horn Club, 99
Horse Barn, 55
Horse husbandry, courses, 258, 259
Horticultural Club, 99
Horticultural Field Laboratory, 55
Horticulture, advisory board, 8
courses, 338
description of department, 154
extension specialists, 403
faculty. 338
station staff, 410
Hospital facilities. Medicine, 222
Hospital fee, 215
Hospital fund, 97
Hospitals. Cook County, 222
McKinley, 56
Research and Educational, 57
House construction problems, course, 306
Household management, courses. 335, 337, 338
Humidification, course, 280
Hydraulics, courses, 356. 357
Hydrodynamics, course, 373
Hydrology, courses, 286, 288
Hygiene, course, animal. 258
Hygiene and public health, courses, 341
electives accepted in L.A.S., 110
faculty, 341
graduation requirements, 82
I
Ice cream making, course, 293
Ice Experimental Plant, 55
Ice Skating Rink, 56
Idealism, course, 368
Illinae Club, Chicago, loan fund, 95
mini Board of Control, 96
mini Chamber of Commerce, 99
mini Flying Club, 98
mini Glider Club, 98
mini Grange. 99
mini Theatre Guild, 96
Illinois Alumni News, 96
Illinois Association of Teachers of English Bulletin,
399
Illinoii Biological Monographs, 399
Illinois Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, clinical
instruction, 222
Illinois Gas Association, research assistantships,
210. 411
Illinois Geological Survey, see State Geological Sur-
vey.
IlHnois Historical Survey, collections, 210
staff. 210
Illinois Industrial University, 51
Illinois Inter-collegiate Club, 98
Illinois Law Review, 195
Illinois Natural History Survey, see State NaturjJ
History Survey.
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants,
medals, 425
Illinois Union. 97
Board of Directors. 96
Illinois Water Survey, see State Water Survey.
Illiola Literary Society, 97
Illustration, course, 264
Illustrators. 99
Incidental fee. 101
Income tax procedure, course, 272
Independent Association, 97
Indexing, course. 348
Individual differences, courses, 381
Individual gi'mnastics, course, 369
Industrial administration, curriculum, 125
Industrial arts, for admission, 80
Industrial chemistry, courses. 280, 283
Industrial education, courses, 306
curriculum, 169
practice course, 304
students. list, 607
Industrial Gas Engineering, short course, 401
Industrial geography, courses, 326
Industrial hygiene, course, 234
Industrial management, courses, 273, 274
Industrial relations, courses, 346
Industry, modern, course, 296
Infant nutrition, course, 337
Infantry, courses, 358, 359
cup, 91
Infantry Officers Club, 98
Infirmary, Dentistry, 242
Information Office, 9
Inorganic chemistry, courses, 277, 279, 282
Inorganic pharmacy, course, 252
Insects, collections. 61, 418
courses, 318. 319
Inspection trips, engineering, 136
Library School, 200
Institute of American Meat Packers, research as-
sistantships, 210
Institution management, courses, 336, 337
Instructional staff, list, 12
summary, 656
Instructors, lists of. Dentistry, 46
Medicine, 40
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 25
summary, 657
Instrumental major, music, 188
Instrumentation, course. 364
Insurance, courses, 297, 346, 347
curriculum, 121
Intercollegiate debating, 100
Interfraternity Council, 97
Interior design, course. 264
Inter-Literary Council, 98
Internal medicine, courses, 228
faculty, 228
International Association of Milk Dealers, research
assistantship, 210
International debating, 100
International exchange, course, 298
International law, courses, 345, 377, 378
Intramural athletics, 215
Intramural debating, 100
Investigations, agriculture, 407
business, 416
education, 416
engineering, 411
history, 210
See also Courses and Research.
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Investments, courses, 297, 298, 299
Iota Sigma Pi, 99
prize, 88
Italian, courses, 388
Italian art, course, 265
Italian Arts Club, 99
"J" Club. 99
James collection, 58
James loan fund, 94
Jamesonian Literary Society, 97
Japanese Students Club, 98
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 399
Journalism, School of, 196
admission, 63, 72, 196
awards, 91, 92
courses, 342
curriculum, preparatory. 111
degree, 196
electives accepted in L.A.S., 109
faculty, 342
fees, 100, 101
graduation requirements, 196
history, 53
honorary society, 98
normal arrangement of studies, 197
officers, 11
prize, 91
specialized societies and clubs, 99
summary of staff, 656
teachers' course, 344
unclassified students, 71
Journalism Council, 99
Junior, classification by credit hours, 255
Junior club work, extension specialists, 403
Junior college, course, 302
Junior high school, courses, 301, 302
K
Kappa Beta Pi, 99
Kappa Delta Pi, 98, 99
Kappa Phi Kappa, 99
Kappa Tau Alpha, 98
Karsten collection, 58
Keramos, 99
Kimble loan fund, 95
Kinesiology, course, 370
Kinley, Kate Neal, memorial fellowship, 86
Kitchen library, 58
Knowledge, theory of, course, 368
Knox College, annual debates, 100
Labor problems, courses, 297, 298
Laboratories Building, Medical and Dental, facili-
ties, 223
Laboratory fees, 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Lambda Xi, 99
Land, University, 54
Land economics, courses, 296, 297
Land tenure, course, 321
Landscape, courses, 264
Landscape architecture, admission requirements,
177
city planning option, 180, 188
courses, 344
curricula, 179, 187
description of department, 180
electives, 182
faculty, 344
Foundation scholarships, 92
graduation requirements, 178
option in city planning, 180, 188
Rome fellowship, 92
Landscaping, Board committee, 7
Language and Literature, Studies in, publications,
399
Language, requirements, for admission, 65
Engineering, 137
foreign, requirement in L.A.S., 106
requirement for Ph.D. degree, 206
modern, requirements for Master's degree, 203
Laryngology, courses, 227
faculty, 227
Late registration fee, 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Latin, courses, 290
faculty, 288
for admission, 80
major and minors, 288, 289
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course, 304
teachers' course, 290
Law, College of, 191
admission, 63
advanced standing, 192
regular student. 191
requirements, 72
unclassified students, 72
aim, 191
building, 56
courses, 345
curricula, six-year combined, 192
commerce and law, 129
degrees, 194,629
departmental library, 58
electives accepted in L.A.S., 109
faculty. 345
fees, 100, 101
graduation, requirements, 194
with honors, 84, 195
history, 53
honorary society, 98
Illinois Law Review, 195
library, 191
officers, 11
Order of the Coif, 195
prescribed and suggested courses, pre-lcgal, 192
professional, 193
prizes, 87
scholarship requirements, 194
scholarships, 195
specialization in certain fields, 193
specialized societies and clubs, 99
students in other colleges electing law courses,
192
summary of stafT, 656
unclassified students, 71, 72
Law Building, 56
Law Club. 99
Law fee, 101
Law Library, 191
Lecturers, lists of. Dentistry, 46
Medicine, 40
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 25
summary, 657
Lectures, Dentistry, 249
freshman engineering, 136
Library School, 200
medical history, 224
Lectureships, in medicine, Bacon, 224
Gehrmann, 223
memorial, 223
Legislation, course, 346
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of, 105
admission, 63
subjects recommended, 66
unclassified students, 71
buildings, 54
clubs, 98
collections, 59
curricula, law combined, 192
applied optics, 116
chemical engineering, 114
chemistry, 114
optical engineering, 116
pre-dental, 114
pre-medical, 112
pre-pbarmacy, 114
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preparatory. Ill
to joumalism. 111
to law, 1 1
1
degrees, 105,608
reqiiiremencs for Bacheor of Arts, 106
departments, astronomy. 266
bacteriology. 266
botany, 268
cbemisuy, 277
classics. 2S8
Liberal Arts and Sciences departmencs
—
(Contiitued)
t:.Dg!ish. 3 10
entomology, 31
7
ge<riogy, 322
German, 326
history, 329
mathemaucs, 350
philoeophy, 367
physiolc^sy. 375
political science. 376
psychcrfogy, 379
Romance languages, 385
sociology. 391
zoology. 394
elective sj-steai, 105
electives in ot±er colleges and schools. 108
fees. 101
gisduador. requirements, 106
hisiory, 53
home economics as a major, 1 10, 334
honorary societies. 98
major subjects. 107
minor sabjects. 108
museums. 59
oScers, 10
prizes, 87
scholastic deficiencies, treatment of, 106
socjeties, 98
specialized societies and dubs. 99
summary of staf. 656
unclassified students 71, 105
Library, building. 56
collections. 58
dental, 242
engineering. 131
medical. 223
number of voluaies, 57
office. 10
readiiig rooms. 58
seating capacity. 58
Senate conunittee, 50
staff. 48
summary of staff. 656
librarj- Club, 98, 99
Librarj- School, 198
account of Uoraries. 101
admission. 63
requirements, 73
time, 63
advanced standing, 199
club, 99, 200
collection, 62
curriculum, 200
degrees. 199, 630
electives accepted in L„-V.S., 110
fees, 101
graduation with honors. 84
history, 53
inspection trip, 200
officers, 11
pre-professiona] study, 198
visiting lecturers, 200
Library science, courses, 348
curriculum, 199
faculty, 348
summary of staff, 656
Summer Sesdon courses, 217
License to practice in England, Dentistry, 242
Medicine. 219
Life saving, courses, 369, 370
dub. 98
light, courses. 372, 373. 374
Lighting, courses, 309
Lincoln Hall, 55
Tinnean Botany Sodety, 99
Listener's fee, 101
Dentistrv, 103
Medidne, 102
Phaxniao-, 103
Literature, courses, American, 312
English. 312. 313. 314
French, 386, 387
Italian, 388, 389
Spanish, 389, 390. 391
Literary sodeties, 97
Live-siock, courees, 258. 259. 260
Living expanses, Medicine, 219
Pharmacv. 251
Urttana. iOO
Loan ftmds, 94
Location, Dentistry, 241
ini^in camous, 51
Medicine,'219
Pharmacy. 251
Locker fee. 101
Locomotive Testing Laboratorj-, 55
Locomouves, courses, 383, 384
Logic, courses, 367, 368
Lyrics, courses, French, 387
German, 328
M
McKinlev Hospital. 56
McKinley loan f'jr.d. 94
McKinley professorship, 117
Machine industries, optional courses, industrial ad-
ministration, 127
Machine Laboratory, 55, 133
Machine work, course, 306
Magnetism, co'jrses, 372, 373, 374
Maintenance and operation, fund, 52
Major subjects. Engineering for Ph.D. degree, 208
graduate students, def.mtion, 203
Liberal Arts and Sdencea. 107
Mar.ufacti;re of gas, course, 322
Marines, loan fund, 95
Marketing, courses, 258, 259, 273, 274, 293. 296.
299. 340
Mask and Bauble, 98
Masonry construction, courses, 262, 287. 288
Piaster of Architecture, degree, 204, 640
Master's degrees. Graduate School, 202, 635, 637
requirements, 203
Materia medica, courses, 235
faculty, 234
Pharmacy, courses, 254
facuhy, 254
Materials Testing Laboratory, 55. 132, 133
Mathematics, courses, 350
departmental library, 58
faculty, 350
major and minors, 350
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course. 304
teachers' course, 352
Mathematics Building, 55
Matriculation fee, 101
Denustry, 103
Medidne, 102
Pharmacv, 103
Ma-Wan-Da. 98
Measuresients, educational, courses. 301, 302, 303
Meat Pac'iers, American, research assistanishita,
210
Meats, courses, 25S, 259, 260
Mechanical drawing, course, 306
Mechanical Engineer, degree, 204
Mechanical engineering, buildings, 133
courses. 354
curriculum. 146
description of deiiartment. 133
faculty, 354
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory, 55, 133
Mechanics, theoretical and applied, bmldings, 133
courses. 356
description of department, 133
faculty, 356
Medals. C.P„^. 425
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Medical and Dental College Laboratories, 57
fadlitiea, 223
Medical history, course, 244
faculty, 244
Medical inspection, examination, 215
Medical jurisprudence, courses. 226
faculty, 226
Medicine, College of, 219
admission, 63, 73
no conditions permitted. 75
preference to Illinois residents, 74
priority, 74
requirements, 73
Beaumont memorial fund, 224
buildings, 57
certificate, 632
clinical facilities, 221
curricula, 220
eight-year, 112
preparatory, 112
seven-year, 74, 112
degrees, 112, 219. 220, 631, 633
description of courses, 225
Deuss memorial, 224
electives, 113, 221
examination, for licence to practice in England,
219
expenses, 219
faculty, 36
fees, 102
general plan of instruction, 220
grades, significance, 221
graduation, requirements, 219
with honors, 84, 220
history. 53
honorary societies, 98
hospital facilities, 222
lectureships. Bacon, 224
Gehrmann, 223
Memorial, 223
library, 223
number of volumes, 57
license to practice in England, 219
living expenses, 219
location, 219
officers, 1
1
precedence, good scholarship, 73
pre-professional curriculum, 113
prizes, 224
Rea scholarships, 223
registration, 219
rules and regulations, 221
Sachs Residency. 224
scholarships. 223
societies. 98
summary of hours. 239, 240
summary of staff, 656
summer work. 202
Medidne. dental, courses, 245
faculty. 245
Memorial lectureship, medidne, 223
Memorial Stadium, 56
Men, Dean of, office, 9
Men, summary of staff, 656
Men's Glee Club, 98. 181
Men's New Gymnasium, 56
Men's Old Gymnasium, 56
Mental hygiene, course. 226
Mental tests, courses, 301, 303
Metabolism, course, 280
Metallurgy-, courses, 243, 281
faculty, 243
Metaphysics, course, 368
Methods courses, 301
Michael Reese Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Micropaleontology, course, 324
Microscopy, ceramic, course, 275
Migration, course, 392
Military bands, 98
courses, 358
faculty, 358
Military science and tactics, 211
advanced course, 211
Cadet Brigade, 212
camp,.2 11
commissions, 212, 646
courses, 358
credit, 211
educational value, 211
electives accepted in L.A.S., 110
equipment, 212
faculty, 358
graduation requirements, 82
office, 10
prizes, 87. 91
reserve officer appointments, 212
scholarships, 93
summary of staff, 656
uniform deposits, 101
units, 211
Military stables. 57
Milk, courses, 292, 293, 294
research assistantship, 210
Mine structures, course. 287
Mineral industries, cooperative investigations of,
staff in charge, 424
Mineralogy, courses. 323, 324
Mining and Ceramics Laboratory, 55
Mining engineering, building, 134
courses, 362
curriculum, 147
description of department, 134
faculty, 362
fourth-year options, 147
investigation of mineral industries, 424
Mining Laboratory, 134
Mining Society, 99
Minor subjects, graduate students, definition, 203
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 108
Modeling, courses, 264
Modem languages, reading room, 58
Money, credit, and banking, courses. 295, 298, 299
Morphology, courses, 226, 268, 270, 394, 396
insect. 318. 319
Morrill Land Grant act, 51
second, 52
Morris loan fund, 95
Mortar Board. 98
Mt. Sinai Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Mu Kappa Alpha, 99
Mu-San. 99
Munidpal Contagious Hospital, clinical instruc-
rion, 222
Municipal corporations, course. 346
Munidpal engineering, courses, 286, 287
Municipal transportation, course, 285
Museums, curators, 10
Museums and collections, 59
Music. School of, admission requirements, 177
courses. 364
applied. 365
curricula. 179, 188
instrumental major, 188
theory major, 190
vocal major, 190
description of, 181
electives, 182
accepted in L.A.S., 110
faculty, 364
fees, 102
for admission, 80
graduation requirements, 178
history, 53
honorary society, 98
library collection, 58
practice course, 304
Smith scholarships, 93
sodeties, 99
teachers' courses, 364, 365
Music education, public school, curriculum, 169
Musical organizations, 181
Mycology, courses, 270, 271
Mythology, Norse, course, 317
N
Narration, course, 315
National Collegiate Players. 98
Natural history, departmental library, 58
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museum, 60
curator, 10
Natural History Building, 55
Natural History Survey, collections, 61
Natural History Survey Division, State, buildings,
418
collections, 418
history and work, 417
publications, 417
staff. 418
Natural Resources and Conservation, State Board,
418
Negro origins, course, 392
Nelson act, 52
Neurological surgery, course, 238
Neurology, courses, 225, 230
faculty. 230
New England College Entrance Certificate Board,
approved schools 68
New York Regents, approved schools, 63
examinations. 70
Newspaper advertising, course. 273
Newspaper work, courses. 342. 343
No-credit course in Rhetoric, 315
Non-lllinols students, admission requirement, 63
fees. 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy. 103
Normal schools, entrance from, 68
North Central .Association, requirements for teach-
ers, 175
schools, entrance from, 68
Norwegian, course, 317
Noyes scholarships, 93
Nu Beta Epsilon, 99
Nursery- methods, course, 339
Nutrition, courses, 336, 337, 338
animal. 258, 259, 260
plant, 340
Nutrition and dietetics, curriculum, 162
o
Obstetrics, courses, 232
faculty, 232
Ocean shipping, course, 382
O'Connor cups, 91
Officers, administrative, colleges and schools, 10
summary, 426
Offices, administrative, 9
Oil and gas, law of, course, 347
Olericulture, courses. 339, 340, 341
Omega Beta Pi, scholarship cup, 89
Omega Chi Epsilon, 99
Omicron Nu, 98
Operative dentistry, courses, 246
faculty, 245
Operative pharmacy, courses. 252, 253
Operative surgery, courses, 238
Ophthalmology, courses, 233
faculty, 233
Optical engineering, curriculum, 116
Optics, applied, curriculum, 116
courses, 373
Oral pathology, courses, 246
faculty, 246
Oral surgery, courses, 237, 238, 246
faculty, 246
Orange and Blue Feathers, 98
Oratory, courses, Greek, 290
Roman, 291, 292
Orcharding, coiu^se, 339
Orchesis, 98
Orchestra, 98, 99
Orchestration, courses, 364
Order of the Coif. 98, 195
Ore treatment, courses, 362, 363
Organ, courses, 366, 367
major, 188
Organic chemistry, courses, 278, 279, 282
dental. 243
Organic pharmacy, course, 252
Organizations, student, 96
Oriental Museum, 60
curator. 10
Ornithology, courses. 395
Orthodontia, courses, 246
faculty. 246
Orthopedics, courses, 239
faculty, 239
OtolaryngoloMy, courses, 227
Otology, courses, 227
faculty. 227
Outpatient Dispensary, facilities, 222
Overseas soldiers, loan fund, 95
Painting, courses, 264, 265
curriculum, 186
Paleography, Latin, course, 291
Paleontology, courses, 323, 324
Pan-Hellenic Council, 97
Pan-Xenia, 99
Parasitism, course, 271
Parasitology, courses, 396
Paris prize. 92
Part-time schools, courses, 302, 306, 307
Patents, Board committee, 7
Pathogenic bacteriology, course, 267
Pathology, courses, 234
animal, 258
dental, 245. 247
oral, 246
plant. 269, 270, 271
surgical, 237
faculty, 234
dental, 245. 247
oral. 246
Pattern and foundry work, course. 306
Pattern Laboratory. 133
Pediatrics, courses, 231, 245
faculty, 231
Penology, course, 392
Perception, course, 380
Pershing Rifles, 98
Personality and character, course. 380
Personnel administration, course. 297
Petrographv. course. 324
Phalanx, 98
award, 91
Pharmaceutical chemist, degree. 251. 252. 634
Pharmaceutical physics, course, 252
Pharmaco-dynamics, courses, 235. 245
Pharmacognosy, courses. 254
Pharmacology, courses, 234
faculty. 234
Pharmacy. School of, 251
admission. 76
preference to Illinois residents. 76
requirements. 76
time, 63
advisory board. 8
buildings, 57
certificate, 251, 635
curricula, 252
pre-professional, 114
degrees, 251, 252, 634
description of courses, 252
equipment, 252
expenses, 251
faculty, 47
fees, 103, 251
graduation, requirements, 251
with honors, 84
history. 53
laboratory capacity, 252
library, number of volumes. 57
living expenses. 251
loan fund. Ebert. 95
women, 95
location, 251
officers, 11
state registration, 251
summary of staff. 656
Phi Alpha Chi, 99
Phi Alpha Lambda, 99
General Index 685
Phi Beta, 99
Phi Beta Kappa, 98
prize. 89
Phi Chi Theta, 99
key, 89
Phi Delta Gamma, 99
Phi Delta Kappa, 98
Phi Epsilon Kappa, 99
Phi Epsilon Phi, 99
Phi Eta Sii-ma, 98
scholarship. 88
Phi Kappa Epsilon, 98
Phi Lambda Upsilon, 99
Phi Mu Alpha. 99
Phi Sigma, 99
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 98
Phidelus, 98
Philippine Illini Club, 98
PhiloloKical Club, 99
Philomathean Literary Society, 97
Philosophy, courses, 367
faculty, 367
major and minors, 367
major in L.A.S., 107
Philosophy of mathematics, course, 353
Physical chemistry, courses, 279, 282
Physical education, aims, 213
classification in. Senate committee, 50
electives accepted in L.A.S., 110
graduation requirements, 82
locker fees, 101
requirements, 213
for men, courses, 369
credit, 214
curriculum, 172
faculty, 369
individual gymnastics, 213
for women, courses, 370
curriculum, 173
faculty, 369
individual gymnastics, 214
major, 310-
Majors Club, 99
teachers' courses, 370
Physical examination, for admission, 63
to athletic coaching, 65
Physical geography, for admission, 81
Physical Welfare, 213
office, 10
phases, athletics, 215
health, 215
physical education, 213
summary of staflf, 656
Physicians and Surgeons, College of, 53
Physics, courses, 371
description of department, 134
faculty, 371
for admission, 81
major and minors, 371
major in L.A.S., 107
pharmaceutical, course, 252
practice course, 304
Physics Colloquium, 99, 374
Physics Laboratory, 55
Physiography, course, 325
Physiological chemistry, courses, 280. 282
dental, 243
medical, 236
faculty, medical, 236
Physiological-Psychology Laboratory. 55
Physiology, courses, 375
dental, 247
farm animals, 258
medical, 235
pharmacy, 254
plant, 268. 269, 270
faculty, 375
dental, 247
medical, 235
for admission. 81
major and minors, 375
major in L.A.S., 107
Phyto-chemistry, course. 283
Pi Alpha Xi, 99
prize, 90
Pi Delta Epsilon. 99
Pi Delta Phi, 99
Pi Epsilon Delta, 99
Pi Kappa Lambda, 98, 99
Pi Mu Epsilon, 99
Pi Tau Pi Sigma, 99
Pi Tau Sigma, 99
Piano, courses, 365, 367
major, 188
Pierrots, 99
Pistol team cup. 91
Plant breeding, courses, 257, 339
Plant geography, courses, 270, 271
Plant products, cliemistry of, course. 281
Plastic surgery, courses, 246
faculty, 246
Play production, courses, 316, 317
Plym, fellowship in architecture, 86
prizes, 86
scholarship in architectural engineering, 86
Poetry, courses, 312, 313
French, 387
prize, 85
Poetry Society, 99
Political journalism, course, 343
Political parties, courses, 377. 378
Political science, courses. 376
faculty. 376
major and minors, 376
major in L.A.S., 107
reading room, 58
Politics, library collection, 58
Polo Association, 99
Pomology, courses, 339, 340, 341
Pomology Greenhouse. 55
Portrait, courses, 264
Poultry, courses. 258. 259, 260
Poultry Plant, 56
Power plant, 57
Practice courses, educational, 304
Pre-dental curriculum, 114
Pre-journalisni curriculum. 111
Pre-legal curriculum. 111
prescribed and suggested courses, 192
Pre-medical curriculum, 112
application for admission, 67
Omega Beta Pi cup, 89
Pre-pharmacy curriculum, 114
Pre-professional study, 198
Prerequisites, definition, 255
President, office of, 9
President's House. 56
Press, University, organization, 399
publications, 399
Printing, courses, 306, 307, 342, 343. 348
Prizes, medicine, 224
Prizes and awards, 85, 645
Probation, meaning of, 106
Professional schools, admission to, 72
Education, 165
graduation with honors, 84
Professional work in law, 193
Professors, lists of. Dentistry, 45
Medicine. 36
Pharmacy. 47
Urbana departments. 12
summary, 656
assistant, lists of. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 38
Pharmacy. 47
Urbana departments, 19
summary, 656
associate, lists of. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 37
Urbana departments. 17
summary, 656
Property, courses, 345, 346
Prosthetic dentistry, courses. 247
faculty, 247
Provost, office of, 9
Psychiatry, courses, 230
faculty, 230
Psychological tests, course. 226
Psychology, courses. 379
athletics. 301
686 General Index
educaUonal. 300, 301. 302. 303, 304
faculty, 379
major and minors, 379
major in L.A.S., 107
Psychology Club, 99
Psychologi' of athletics, course, 306
Pteridophytes, course, 269
Public finance, courses, 297, 298, 299, 300
Public health and hygiene, courses, 234, 341
faculty, 341
Public school finance, course, 303
Public school music, courses, 364, 365. 367
Public school music education, curriculum, 169
Public speaking, courses, 316
major and minors, 310, 311
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course. 304
teachers' course, 316
Public utilities, course, 346
curriculum, 128
fellowship, 209
scholarships, 209
Public utilities and transportation, courses, 381
faculty, 381
Publications, University, 399, 400
Publicity methods, course. 342
Publicity Office, administrative officers, 10
Publishing, courses, 306, 342. 343
Pumping Station, 57
Pyrometry, ceramic, courses, 276
Q
Qualitative analysis, courses, 277, 279
Quantitative analysis, course. 244
Quantitative chemistry, courses. 279
R
Radiation, course, 282
Radio communication, courses, 308
Radio Station. 56. 401
director. 10
Railroad, courses, 382
Railway administration, curriculum, 122
Railway civil engineering, curriculum, 148
Railway Club, 99
Railway electrical engineering, curriculum, 149
Railway engineering, courses, 383
description of department, 135
facultv, 383
School of, 53, 123, 135
Railway mechanical engineering, curriculum, 150
Railway transportation, curriculum, 123
Ranks, academic, summary, 426
Rattermann collection. 58
Recreation, community, course, 371
Recreational activities, course, 305
Reference, courses, 348, 349
Refrigeration engineering, cotirse, 354
Regents, New York, approved schools, 68
examinations, 70
Regents of the University, 52
Regimental Band, 213
Registrar, office of, 9
Registration, late fee, 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Registration and Education, Department of, phar-
macists' certificate, 251
divisions, 417
Relays, course. 369
Religion, philosophy of, courses, 368
Reporting, courses. 342. 343
Research, assistantships, Graduate School, 210
Dentistry, 242
stafif, summary, 656
Research and Educational Hospital, 57
faciliues, 222
Research and Library Building, facilities, 223
Research assistantships. Dentistry, 242
Engineering Experiment Station, 411
Research Bureaus, 416
Research Laboratory and Library Building, 57
Residence, requirement, Ph.D. degree, 206
Master's degree, 203
Residence Hsdls, buildings, 57
women's, 103
Rhetoric, courses, 315
for admission, 78
for junior standing in Engineering, 137
no-credit course, 72
proficiency exam.inations, 106
Rhinology, courses, 227
faculty, 227
Rhodes scholarships. Senate committee, 50
Rhvthms, courses, 370
Ricker Library, 58, 180
Ricker prize, architectural history. 90
Rifle team, cup, 91
Rock study, course, 324
Roentgenology, courses, 230, 248
faculty. 230, 248
Roman life and histor>'. courses, 291
Romance, courses, Greek, 290
Latin, 291
Romance languages, courses, French, 385
Italian, 388
Spanish, 389
faculty, 385
library collection, 58
major and minors. 385
Roman deism. French, courses, 387
Rome prize, 92
R.O.T.C., see Military science and tactics
Rural improvement, course, 344
Rural sociology, courses. 392, 393
extension specialist, 403
Russell loan fund, 95
Sachem, 99
Sachs Residency, Medicine, 224
Sailors loan fund, 95
Sales, course. 345
Salesmanship, courses, 273, 274
Sanitary chemistry, courses, 279, 281, 283
Sanitation, courses, 341
building. 262, 263
municipal, 286
Sarmatia, 99
Satire, Latin, course, 291
Scabbard and Blade, 99
Scandina\nan Club, 99
Scandinavian language and literature, courses, 317
Scarab. 99
medals. 90
Scholars, list. 642
Scholarship, recognition of, 83, 98
requirements. Law, 194
non- Illinois students, 63
Scholarsliips, agriculture, 93
Allerton, 86
ceramic engineering, 93
county, 93
Foundation for Architecture and Landscape
Architecture. 92
Fontainebleau, 92
General Assembly. 93
Graduate School, 208
Gregory, 93
home economics, 93
Law 195
military, 93
Noyes. 93
Phi Eta Sigma, 88
Plym, 86
Rea, 223
Rhodes, Senate committee, 50
Smith, in music, 93
Summer Session, 217
Wallace, 93
Scholastic deficiencies, College of Liberal Arts anc|
Sciences, 106
School surveys, courses, 303, 304
General Index 687
Schools, summary of staff, 656
See also Journalism, Music, Pharmacy.
Science, general, for admission, 65, 79
practice course, 304
Secondary education, courses, 300, 301, 302, 303,
304
Secondary' school, admission from, 63
Secretarial service, trade and civic, curriculum, 120
Sedimentation, course. 324
Semester hours, definition, 255
Senate, University, committees, 49
committees' loans. 95
members. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 36
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 12
Senior classification by credit hours, 255
Service buildings, 57
Sewerage, courses, 2S6, 287. 288
Sheep husbandry, courses, 258, 259
Shi-Ai. 99
Shipping, ocean, course, 382
Shop Laboratories, 133
Shopwork, farm, course, 320
teaching of, course, 307
in vocational schools, curriculum, 171
Shops, 57
Short courses, engineering, 401
Shorthand, for admission, 81
Sight singing, courses, 364, 366
Sigma Delta Chi, 99
awards, 92
prize. 91
Sigma Delta Epsilon, 99
Sigma Delta Kappa, cup, 87
Sigma Delta Phi, 99
Sigma Delta Pi, 99
Sigma Delta Psi. 99
Sigma Delta Sigma, 99
Sigma Epsilon, 99
Sigma Iota lipsilon, 99
Sigma Tau, 99
Sigma Xi, general research, 98
Medicine, 98
Signal corps, courses, 361
Sinus diseases, courses, 228
Sketch, courses, 264
Sketch Club, 99
Skull and Crescent, 99
prize, 88
Smith-Hughes teacher training, course, 163
requirements, home economics education, 168
Smith Memorial Music Hall, 56
Smith scholarships, in music, 93
Snyder, Edward, loan fund, 95
Soccer football, course, 369
Social liygiene, course, 226
faculty, 226
Social Problems Club, 99
Social psychology, course, 380
Social Sciences, Studies in, publications, 399
Socialism and economic reform, 297
Societies, honorary, 98
specialized, 98
Society, industrial and financial organization of,
course, 299
Society of Beaux-Arts Arcliitects, award, 92
Sociology, Ctii Omega prize, 88
courses, 391
dental, 244
faculty, 391
dental, 244
major and minors, 391
major in L.A.S., 107
reading room, 58
Soil Bins, 56
Soil Survey, 407
Soils, advisory board, 8
courses, 256, 257
Soldiers, overseas, loan fund, 95
Sophomores, classification by credit hours, 255
Sound, course, 372
Southern Association schools, entrance from, 68
Spanish, courses, 389
faculty, 385
for admission, 81
major and minors, 385
major in L.A.S., 107
practice course, 304
teachers' course, 389
Spanish Club, 99
Speaking, courses, 316
Special examination fee, 101
Medicine, 102
Spermatophytes, course, 269
Sports, courses, 370, 371
Sports writing, courses, 342, 343
Spraying, course, 339
St. Anthony de Padua Hospital, clinical instruc-
tion, 222
St. Elizabeth's Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
St. Luke's Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Stadium, Memorial, 56
Staff, lists, 9, 402, 408, 413, 416
summary table, 626
State Entomologist's Laboratory, 56
State Geological Survey Division, buildings, 421
history and work, 420
investigations, 421, 424
publications, 420
staff, 421
State Geological Survey Laboratories, 56
State Natural History Survey Division, buildings,
418
collections, 418
liistory and work, 417
publications, 417
staff, 417
State registration, Pharmacy, 251
State Water Survey Division, historj- and work, 419
publications, 419
staff, 420
Statistics, courses, 255, 303, 356, 357, 298, 299, 352
Steam engineering, course, 354
Stenography, practice course, 304
Stock judging, course, 259
Stock Pavilion, 56
Storage Building, 57
Storage Warehouse, 57
Store organization and operation, course, 273
Stratigraphy, course, 323
Strong, Henry, Foundation, loan fund, 94
Structural engineering, course, 287
Structural stresses, course, 286
Student activities, affiliated, Board committee, 7
Student aft'airs, Senate committee, 50
Student assistants. Medicine, 44
Student Association, College of F.A.A., 99
Student Council, 97
Student discipline. Senate committee, 50
Student loan funds, 94
Student organizations, 96
fund, 97
Student welfare. Board committee, 7
Students, lists, 427
summary table, 652
Students' Handbook, 98
Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund, 97
Students' use of English, Senate committee, 50
Stunts, courses, 369
gymnastic. 305
Subjects, major and minor, graduate students, de
finition, 203
Subjects of specialization. Education, 166
Summer Session, 216
admission, 216
athletic facilities, 218
certificate of attendance, 216
courses, agriculture, 218
athletic coaclung, 218
dentistry, 218, 248
library science, 217
date of 1932 registration, 216
dentisiry, 218, 248
fees. 217
graduate work, 202, 217
history, 53
officer, 11
purpose, 216
scholarships, 217
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transfer students, 216
unclassiiied students, 216
Superintendent of Business Operations, office of, 10
SuperN-ising Architect, office of, 10
Siirgerj', faculty and courses, 236
genito-urinars', 238
oral. 246
plastic 246
Surveying Building, 55
Surve>ing. courses. 2S4, 285
Surveys, State Sciendfic. 418
Swedish, courses, 317
Swimming, courses. 305. 306, 369, 370, 371
Swine husbandry-, course, 258
Swine Plan:, 56
Syntoc, W
Syphilis, course, 227
Tap dancing, course, 3 70
Tau Beta Pi, 98
Tau Xu Tau, 99
Taxation, courses, 297, 347
Teacher-training course, requirements, home eco-
nomics education, 168
Smith-Hughes, 163
Teachers, appointment. Senate committee, 50, 175
Teachers' courses, 301
Teaching, commercial, curriculum, 124
Teaching requirements, Xorth Central Association
175
Teaching technic, courses, 300, 303
Technical drawing, course, 248
faculty, 248
Technicians, lists of, Dentistr>% 46
Medicine, 44
Pharmacy, 48
Urbana departments, 36
summary, 657
Temple loan fiud, 95
Tenikoit, course, 370
Tennis, course, 369
Terrapin Club, 99
Textiles, courses, 335, 337, 338
Thacher Rowland Guild Memorial prize, 85
Theatre Guild, 96
Theatre Guild Studio, 57
Theoretical and applied mechanics, see Mechanics,
theoretical and applied
Therapeutics, courses, 235
dental, 245
faculty, 234
dental, 245
Thermodynamics, courses, 354, 356
Theses, requirements, bachelor's, 82
engineering, 137
Graduate School, 203. 207
subjects, announcement of, 203
Theta Delta Pi, 99
Theta Sigma Phi, 99
Theta Tau, 99
Thrift prize, 85
Torch, 99
Torts, course, 345
Toxicolog>-, courses, 235, 236
Track and field athletics, courses, 305, 306
Tractor and Gas Engine Short courses, 164
Tractors, courses, 319, 320
Trade and civic secretarial service, curriculum, 120
Trade organization, 273
Trade teaching, course. 306
Trade unionism, course, 297
Tragedy, courses, 313, 315
Transcript fee, 101
Transfer, from Illinois colleges, 71
Transfer of credits, admission by, 70
Transportation, courses, 382
railway, curriculum, 123
Transportadon Building, 55
Trees and shrubs, course, 344
Tribe of mini, 99
Trigonometry, courses, 350, 353
for admission, 81
Trips of inspection, engineering, 136
Trophies, military science and tactics. 91
Trustees, Boaid of, committees, 7
composition of, 51
governing body, 54
history, 51
members, 7
officers, 7
Trusts, course, 346
Tu Mas, 99
Tuition fee, 101
Dendstrj', 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Tumbling, course, 369, 370
Typew-riting, for admission, 80
pracuce course, 304
u
Unclassified students, admission, 71
fees. 101
Medicine, 102
Uniform deposits. 101
Units, graduate credit, deP.niuon, 203, 255
University Bands. 213
administrative officers, 10
University calendar, 5
Senate committee, 50
Uni\'ersity Chorus, 98, 99, 181
University Concert and Entertainment Board, 96
University Counsel, office of, 9
University Dames' Club, 98
University extension work, 401
University Gold Medal, 87
University Hall, 55
University High School, 174
building, 56
gymnasium, 56
principal. 1!
University Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
University Landscape Architecture Society, 99
University Librarj', building, 56
collections, 58
office, 10
staff, 48
University Men's Glee Club, 98, 181
University Military Band, 98
University Orchestra. 9", 99, 181
University Polo Association, 99
University Press, office of, 9
organization, 399
publicauons, 399
University prizes and awards, 85
University Senate, committees, 50
loans, 95
mem'oers. Dentistry, 45
Medicine, 36
Pharmacy, 47
Urbana departments, 12
University staff, summap'. 656
University .Studies, publicauons, 399
University Women's Glee Club, 99, IS!
Urban land economics, course, 297
Urban sociology, courses, 392, 393
V
Vahlen collecdon, 58
Varsity athletics, 215
Vegetable gardening, course, 338
Vegetable Greenhouses, 56
Vegetables, courses, 339
Ventilation, courses, 355
mine, 363
Violin, courses, 366
major. 188
Violincello, courses, 366
Visitor's fee, 101
Dentistry, 103
Medicine, 102
Pharmacy, 103
Viucultiu'e, course, 340
General Index 689
Nlvarium, 55
Vocational education, courses, 306, 307
history, 301. 303, 304
curricula, 171
Voice, courses, 365, 366, 367
w
Wallace memorial scholarBhip, 93
Water color, courses, 264, 265
Water Filtration Plaint, 57
Water power, courses, 286, 288
Water purification, courses, 286, 288
Water supply, courses, 279. 286, 287
Water Survey Division, State, history auid work,
419
publications, 419
stag, 420
Wealth, distribution of, course, 298
Weather, course, 325
Welfare, student. Board committee, 7
West Readence Hall, 57. 103
West Side Hospital, clinical instruction, 222
Western Conference Debate League, 100
Wind instruments, courses, 366
^\lring, course, 309
Woman's Building. 56
Woman's Gymnasium, 56
Womaxi's League, 97
Ad%-isory Board, 96
loan fund. 95
Woman's Residence Hall. 57
Women, admitted to all departments, 63
admitted to University, 52
debating, 100
summary of staff, 656
Women. Dean of. office. 9
Women's Cosmopolitan Club, 99
Women's Glee Club. 99, 181
Women's Group System, 97
Women's residence halls, 103
Wood Shop and Foundry, 55
World markets, course, 297
World staples, production of. course. 326
World War Veterans, scholarships, 93
Wrestling, course, 305. 369
X
X-rays, course, 283, 373
Young Men's Christian Association. 97
Young Woman's Christian Association, 97
Zoology, collections, 62
courses, 394
faculty. 394
for admission. 81
graduate students, credit for biological laborat(H7
work. 203
major and minors, 394
major in L.A.S., 107
Zymo-chemistrj-. course, 283
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